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SMLOUVA O DÍLO 

ANALÝZA PŘECHODU NA SAP S/4HANA 

 

Letiště Praha, a. s. 

jako Objednatel 

 

a 

 

Axians Czech Republic s.r.o. 

jako Zhotovitel 
 

  

ev.číslo Smlouvy Objednatele: 0227010264 ev.číslo Smlouvy Zhotovitele: CZ-2023-0590 
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Strany: 

 

Letiště Praha, a. s  

sídlo: Praha 6, K letišti 1019/6, PSČ 161 00 

IČO: 282 44 532 

DIČ: CZ699003361 

zápis v OR Městský soud v Praze, oddíl B, vložka 14003 

bankovní spojení UniCredit Bank Czech Republic and Slovakia, a.s. 

číslo účtu (CZK): 801812025/2700 
 

(dále jen „Objednatel“ nebo „LP“) 

 

a 

 

Axians Czech Republic s.r.o.  

sídlo: 

IČO: 

V parku 2316/12, 148 00 Praha 4 

44846029 

DIČ: 

Zápis v OR 

CZ44846029 

Městský soud v Praze, odd. C vložka 6033 

bankovní spojení: Československá obchodní banka, a.s. 

číslo účtu (CZK): 217194213/ 0300 

  

  

(dále jen „Zhotovitel“) 

 

(Objednatel a Zhotovitel dále společně také „Strany“ či jednotlivě „Strana“) 

 

u z a v í r a j í 

 

v souladu s ustanoveními § 2586 a násl. zákona č. 89/2012 Sb., občanský zákoník, v platném znění, a 

v souladu se zákonem č. 121/2000 Sb., o právu autorském, o právech souvisejících s právem autorským a 

o změně některých zákonů (autorský zákon), v platném znění, tuto smlouvu o dílo (dále jen „Smlouva“). 

 

1. DEFINICE A VÝKLAD POJMŮ 

 Níže uvedené termíny této Smlouvy mají význam definovaný v tomto odstavci 1.1 s tím, že v textu 

Smlouvy jsou uvedeny vždy velkým počátečním písmenem: 

 „Analýza“ znamená dokumentaci analyzující stávající procesy Systému (AS-IS state), optimalizaci 

těchto procesů, přiblížení se SAP Standard – SAP Best Practice a popis cílového stavu procesů 

(TO-BE state) jako podklad pro přechod na SAP S/4HANA. Požadovaný obsah a rozsah Analýzy 

je specifikován v příloze č. 1 této Smlouvy. 

  „Autorský zákon“ znamená zákon č. 121/2000 Sb., o právu autorském, o právech souvisejících 

s právem autorským a o změně některých zákonů, ve znění pozdějších předpisů, nebo právní 

předpis, který jej zcela nebo z části nahradí.  

 „Cena“ má význam uvedený v čl. 8.1 této Smlouvy.  

 „Člověkoden“ znamená osm (8) hodin práce jednoho zaměstnance Zhotovitele. 

 „Dílo“ znamená vypracování Analýzy v souladu s technickou specifikací, která tvoří přílohu č. 1 

této Smlouvy; 
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 „Důvěrné informace“ jsou informace, které Strana získá uzavřením této Smlouvy, nebo 

v souvislosti s plněním dle této Smlouvy, týkající se druhé Strany nebo jejích zástupců, vztahů a 

podnikatelské nebo jiné činnosti, a to včetně informací obsažených v Systému, zejména informací 

obchodní povahy a informací týkajících se provozu Letiště Václava Havla Praha. 

 „Faktura“ znamená daňový doklad vystavený Zhotovitelem za účelem úhrady Ceny Díla a dalšího 

plnění dle této Smlouvy, jehož náležitosti stanoví zákon č. 235/2004 Sb., o dani z přidané hodnoty, 

ve znění pozdějších předpisů. 

 „Implementace“ znamená provedení veškerých činností nezbytných k přechodu ze stávajícího 

Systému Objednatele na platformu S/4HANA podle Analýzy vypracované dle této Smlouvy.  

 „Insolvenční zákon“ znamená zákon č. 182/2006 Sb., o úpadku a způsobech jeho řešení, ve 

znění pozdějších předpisů nebo jakýkoli jiný právní předpis, který má za následek úpadek, konkurs 

nebo bankrot některé ze Stran. 

 „Licence“ znamená oprávnění k výkonu práva užít Dílo ve smyslu ustanovení § 2358 a násl. 

Občanského zákoníku, v platném znění, a to v rozsahu specifikovaném v článku 6 této Smlouvy. 

 „Místo plnění“ znamená místa dle čl. 3.2 této Smlouvy, kde bude docházet k interakci realizačního 

týmu Zhotovitele se zaměstnanci Objednatele a kam je Zhotovitel povinen Dílo dodat Objednateli. 

 „Nařízení“ znamená nařízení Evropského parlamentu a Rady (EU) 2016/679 ze dne 27. dubna 

2016 o ochraně fyzických osob v souvislosti se zpracováním osobních údajů a o volném pohybu 

těchto údajů a o zrušení směrnice 95/46/ES (obecné nařízení o ochraně osobních údajů). 

 „Občanský zákoník“ znamená zákon č. 89/2012 Sb., občanský zákoník, v platném a účinném 

znění, nebo právní předpis, který jej zcela nebo z části nahradí.  

 „Osobní údaje“ znamená osobní údaje fyzických osob, zejména zaměstnanců Objednatele, jejichž 

ochrana a zpracování podléhá zákonu č. 110/2019 Sb., o zpracování osobních údajů (dále jen 

„ZZOÚ“) či Nařízení; 

 „Pracovní den“ znamená kterýkoliv kalendářní den s výjimkou soboty, neděle, pracovního volna 

a dne pracovního klidu ve smyslu platných právních předpisů České republiky.  

 „Práva duševního vlastnictví“ znamená veškeré patenty, autorská práva, práva k průmyslovým 

vzorům, ochranným známkám, obchodním jménům a firmám, chráněným označením původu, 

práva související s právem autorským, zvláštní práva pořizovatele databáze, obchodní tajemství, 

know-how a všechna další práva duševního vlastnictví jakékoliv povahy (ať již zapsaná nebo 

nezapsaná), včetně jakýchkoliv přihlášek a výlučných práv přihlásit k ochraně cokoli z výše 

uvedeného kdekoli na světě.  

 „Předávací protokol“ znamená protokol o akceptaci Díla dle vzoru přílohy č. 4 této Smlouvy, který 

bude Stranami podepsán po splnění akceptačních kritérií uvedených v příloze č. 5 této Smlouvy.   

 „Realizační tým“ znamená tým specialistů Zhotovitele, který je zodpovědný za realizaci Díla a 

který je povinen účastnit se veškerých schůzek (workshopů) se zaměstnanci Objednatele, 

realizovaných za účelem zdárného plnění této Smlouvy. Jedná se o tým osob na pozicích 

Projektový manažer, Architekt, SAP konzultant senior, prostřednictvím kterých Zhotovitel 

prokazoval svoji technickou kvalifikaci v zadávacím řízení, které předcházelo uzavření této 

Smlouvy, anebo osob, kterými byly tyto osoby nahrazeny mechanismem podle této Smlouvy. 

 „Systém” znamená systém SAP implementovaný u Objednatele v době podpisu Smlouvy. Rozsah 

Systému je uveden v příloze 1 této Smlouvy. 

 „Vada“ znamená (i) právní vady Díla nebo (ii) rozpor mezi skutečnými vlastnostmi Díla a 

vlastnostmi, které jsou stanoveny touto Smlouvou. 

 „Zápis o předání“ znamená zápis o předání zhotoveného nebo upraveného Díla do ověřovací 

procedury dle čl. 5.1 této Smlouvy podepsaný Stranami. 
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1.2 Další pojmy mohou být definovány přímo v textu Smlouvy s tím, že definice pojmu je zvýrazněna 

tučně a uvozena slovy „dále jen“ a při každém dalším výskytu je v textu Smlouvy vyznačena velkým 

počátečním písmenem. 

1.3 Slova vyjadřující pouze jednotné číslo zahrnují i množné číslo a naopak, slova vyjadřující mužský 

rod zahrnují i ženský a střední rod a naopak, a výrazy vyjadřující osoby zahrnují fyzické i právnické 

osoby a naopak. 

2. PŘEDMĚT SMLOUVY 

2.1 Za podmínek sjednaných v této Smlouvě 

 se Zhotovitel zavazuje, vytvořit pro Objednatele Dílo a předat jej Objednateli a poskytnout 

Objednateli plnění dle čl. 4.4 a 4.5.1 této Smlouvy, 

 se Objednatel zavazuje za řádně provedené Dílo a další plnění dle čl.  4.4. toto Smlouvy 

zaplatit Zhotoviteli dohodnutou Cenu a řádně v souladu s touto Smlouvou a jejími 

přílohami provedené Dílo a další plnění dle toto Smlouvy od Zhotovitele převzít. 

3. DOBA A MÍSTO PLNĚNÍ A DODÁNÍ 

3.1 Zhotovitel se zavazuje zhotovit Dílo do 6 měsíců ode dne účinnosti Smlouvy, přičemž je povinen 

respektovat dílčí termíny specifikované v harmonogramu, který tvoří přílohu č. 3 této Smlouvy (dále 

jen „Harmonogram“). V případě nedostatku součinnosti Objednatele dle čl. 4.2.3 této Smlouvy se 

doba plnění prodlužuje o dobu, po kterou nebyl Objednatel schopen součinnost poskytovat. 

3.2 Místem plnění a dodání Díla jsou: prostory v lokalitách na adresách (i) K letišti 1019/6, Praha 6 tzv. 

Bílý dům a (ii) Jana Kašpara 1069/1, Praha 6, budova APC nebo jiná místa v areálu mezinárodního 

letiště Praha/Ruzyně určené Objednatelem. Zhotovitel je oprávněn vykonávat práce na Díle i mimo 

výše uvedené lokality po předchozí dohodě s Objednatelem. 

4. PRÁVA A POVINNOSTI STRAN 

4.1 Objednatel je oprávněn užívat, modifikovat a doplňovat Dílo v neomezeném počtu kopií pro svoji 

potřebu a ve svůj prospěch a předat ji dodavateli, který bude pro Objednatele realizovat následnou 

Implementaci. Zhotovitel tímto výslovně souhlasí s užíváním tohoto Díla Objednatelem a dalšími 

osobami ve prospěch Objednatele.   

4.2 Objednatel se zavazuje poskytnout Zhotoviteli součinnost spočívající v zajištění: 

 přístupu do Místa plnění, 

 veškerých informací a materiálů, kterými Objednatel disponuje a jsou nezbytné pro 

zhotovení Díla. 

 potřebné součinnosti kompetentních zaměstnanců Objednatele v rozsahu a čase 

nezbytném pro realizaci předmětu Smlouvy, dle odsouhlaseného Harmonogramu a dle 

aktuálních kapacit Objednatele.  

 prostoru k jednání se zaměstnanci Objednatele v Místě plnění. 

4.3 Objednatel je oprávněn požadovat na Zhotoviteli v případech odůvodněných zejména nedostatkem 

znalostí, kompetence, komunikace a nevhodným chováním záměnu člena Realizačního týmu. 

Zhotovitel je v takovém případě povinen navrhnout v přiměřené době Objednateli nového člena 

Realizačního týmu, který původního člena nahradí. Objednatel bezdůvodně neodmítne osobu, která 

bude disponovat obdobnou kvalifikací jako člen Realizačního týmu, kterým byla prokázána 

technická kvalifikace v zadávacím řízení, což bude doloženo předloženým životopisem. Objednatel 

je v takovém případě oprávněn požadovat pozastavení plnění té části Díla Zhotovitelem, která bude 

dotčena záměnou člena Realizačního týmu do okamžiku schválení nového člena Realizačního 

týmu. Termín plnění dle čl. 3.1. této Smlouvy tím není dotčen. 
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4.4 Objednatel je oprávněn kdykoliv v průběhu následné Implementace platformy S/4HANA dle 

zhotoveného Díla objednat u Zhotovitele dodatečné práce spočívající v úpravě a/nebo doplnění 

Díla, jejichž potřeba vznikne v rámci postupu Implementace. Termín takových provedení 

objednaných prací, jejich rozsah a časová náročnost budou dohodnuty mezi Stranami při každé 

objednávce se zohledněním okolností. Pro vyloučení veškerých pochybností se Strany výslovně 

dohodly, že doručením oboustrannou akceptací takové objednávky alespoň formou emailové 

komunikace je mezi Stranami uzavřena dílčí smlouva, jejímž předmětem je závazek Zhotovitele 

provést pro Objednatele dílčí plnění, které spočívá v úpravě či doplnění Díla (dále jen „Objednané 

práce“) a závazek Objednatele řádně provedené dílčí plnění převzít a uhradit za ně Zhotoviteli 

Cenu v souladu s čl. 8.1 této Smlouvy. Předání a převzetí Objednaných prací proběhne vždy na 

základě oboustranného podpisu samostatného předávacího protokolu k takto Objednaným pracím. 

4.5 Zhotovitel se zavazuje: 

 provést Dílo v souladu s touto Smlouvou a jejími přílohami, pokyny pověřených 

zaměstnanců Objednatele na svůj náklad a na své nebezpečí a odstranit jakékoli Vady 

vytčené při předání nebo v záruční době podle článku 7.3 této Smlouvy; 

 provést Dílo podle této Smlouvy osobně, přičemž na plnění Díla musí po celou dobu jeho 

zhotovování participovat Realizační tým Zhotovitele. V případě dočasné nebo trvalé 

nepřítomnosti jakékoliv člena Realizačního týmu Zhotovitele musí být tento člen nahrazen 

členem s obdobnou kvalifikací, a to po předchozím písemném souhlasu Objednatele. 

Objednatel bezdůvodně neodmítne osobu, která bude disponovat obdobnou kvalifikací jako 

člen Realizačního týmu, kterým byla prokázána technická kvalifikace v zadávacím řízení, 

což bude doloženo předloženým životopisem. Bez souhlasu Objednatele není Zhotovitel 

oprávněn pokračovat v plnění té části Díla, která byla dotčena záměnou člena Realizačního 

týmu;  

 Zhotovitel není oprávněn provést Dílo prostřednictvím poddodavatele, aniž by k tomu dal 

Objednatel předchozí písemný souhlas. V případě, že by Objednatel předchozí písemný 

souhlas s provedením Díla (nebo jeho části) podle této Smlouvy prostřednictvím 

poddodavatele Zhotoviteli udělil, Zhotovitel bude Objednateli za provedení Díla (či jeho 

části) podle této Smlouvy poddodavatelem odpovídat Objednateli ve stejném rozsahu, jako 

by Dílo zhotovil Zhotovitel sám. Ustanovení poddodavatele nemá vliv na odpovědnost 

Zhotovitele zhotovit Dílo v souladu s touto Smlouvou, kterou má po celou dobu trvání této 

Smlouvy Zhotovitel vůči Objednateli; 

 dodržovat veškeré obecně závazné právní předpisy a předpisy Objednatele v oblasti 

s nakládáním s odpady a odpady vzniklé při provádění Díla likvidovat v souladu s platnou 

právní úpravou na své náklady; 

 zajistit pro všechny osoby, které se podílí na provádění Díla, oprávnění ke vstupu do 

servisního prostoru LP (dále jen "ID karta"). Zhotovitel je před vydáním každé ID karty 

povinen prostřednictvím organizační jednotky Bezpečnost LP zajistit pro osoby, kterým má 

být ID karta vydána, absolvování bezpečnostního školení k obecnému bezpečnostnímu 

povědomí v prostoru letiště (kód školení X0). Zhotovitel bere na vědomí, že veškeré náklady 

související s vydáním ID karet a absolvováním bezpečnostního školení hradí Zhotovitel. 

Ceník je uveden na webové stránce skoleni-lp.cz. V případě ztráty, odcizení nebo poškození 

ID karty je Zhotovitel povinen tuto skutečnost okamžitě ohlásit Bezpečnostnímu dispečinku 

LP. Stejně tak je Zhotovitel povinen vrátit organizační jednotce Bezpečnost LP veškeré 

vydané ID karty při ukončení jejich platnosti, při ukončení této Smlouvy nebo v případě, že 

jejich uživatel pozbyde potřeby jejich užívání; 

 zajistit, aby jeho zaměstnanci nebo zaměstnanci jeho poddodavatele podle článku 4.5.2 této 

Smlouvy dodržovali zákaz požívání alkoholických nápojů či zneužívání jiných návykových 

látek. V případě porušení tohoto zákazu je Objednatel oprávněn takovému zaměstnanci 

Zhotovitele zakázat přístup do Místa dodání. Vznikne-li takovýmto způsobem prodlení 

v plnění předmětu Smlouvy, odpovídá za takovéto prodlení Zhotovitel. Strany se dohodly, 

že obdobně se bude též postupovat v případě, kdy se zaměstnanec Zhotovitele nebo jeho 

poddodavatele podle článku 4.5.3 této Smlouvy dopustí krádeže v Místě dodání, dojde 
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k porušení povinností podle článku 11 a/nebo 12 této Smlouvy nebo v případech násilného 

chování vůči zaměstnancům Objednatele nebo jiným osobám v Místě dodání; 

 zajistit, aby jeho zaměstnanci podílející se na plnění této Smlouvy při pobytu v Místě dodání 

dodržovali vnitřní předpisy, pokyny a směrnice, předpisy upravující pohyb osob, vozidel, 

materiálu, požární bezpečnost, ochranu zdraví při práci a další předpisy, se kterými budou 

Objednatelem prokazatelně seznámeni. 

4.6 Zhotovitel se zavazuje informovat Objednatele o nezaplacených pohledávkách po lhůtě splatnosti 

vzniklých na základě této Smlouvy tak, aby je mohl Objednatel bez jakéhokoli odkladu uhradit. 

4.7 Zhotovitel ve vztahu k případným poddodavatelům neuplatní delší dobu splatnosti faktur, než jak je 

nastavena mezi Objednatelem a Zhotovitelem v čl. 8 této Smlouvy, přičemž Zhotovitel je povinen 

plnění této povinnosti Objednateli prokázat do 3 pracovních dnů na písemnou výzvu, kterou může 

zaslat Objednatel Zhotoviteli kdykoliv v průběhu plnění této Smlouvy, a to i opakovaně. 

5. PŘEDÁNÍ A PŘEVZETÍ DÍLA 

5.1 Předání a převzetí Díla proběhne na základě ověřovací procedury, která se skládá ze čtyř (4) fází: 

 Fyzické předání a převzetí Analýzy (Zápis o předání), 

 Kontrola úplnosti Analýzy, 

 Quality Assurace, 

 Podepsání Předávacího protokolu. 

5.2 Lhůta pro zhotovení Díla je uvedena v čl. 3.1 této Smlouvy. Lhůta pro vyjádření k Dílu Objednatelem 

(maximální délka ověřovací procedury) je stanovena na 30 Pracovních dnů od podepsání Zápisu o 

předání.  

5.3 V případě, že v průběhu ověřovací procedury bude zjištěno, že Dílo nebude splňovat akceptační 

kritéria uvedená v příloze č. 5 Smlouvy, anebo, dle posouzení Objednatele, nebude směřovat 

k dosažení záměru, pro který je tato Smlouva uzavřena a který je z ní zřejmý a Zhotoviteli je znám, 

má Dílo Vady. 

5.4 V případě, že Dílo má Vady, zavazuje se Zhotovitel sjednat nápravu do 10 Pracovních dnů od 

vyjádření Objednatele, během kterých doplní či upraví požadované informace do Díla v souladu 

s vyjádřením Objednatele. Zhotovitel poté vyzve Objednatele k opakovanému ověření Díla. Tento 

proces ověření a následného doupřesňování Díla se bude opakovat, dokud Zhotovitel nesplní 

veškerá akceptační kritéria uvedená v příloze č. 5 a dokud z Díla nebude zřejmé, že směřuje 

k dosažení záměru, pro který je tato Smlouva uzavřena, a to maximálně třikrát, není-li mezi 

Stranami dohodnuto jinak.    

5.5 V případě, že Dílo bude splňovat akceptační kritéria uvedená v příloze č. 5 Smlouvy, nemá Vady a 

Objednatel Dílo schválí a převezme od Zhotovitele, což bude stvrzeno podpisem Předávacího 

protokolu dle vzoru přílohy č. 4 této Smlouvy, ve kterém bude výslovně ztvrzena akceptace Díla 

Objednatelem. Po podpisu Předávacího protokolu Zhotovitel má právo na úhradu Ceny Díla na 

základě faktury vystavené dle čl. 8 této Smlouvy. 

5.6 V případě, že se Objednatel ve lhůtě 30 Pracovních dnů od podepsání Zápisu o předání nevyjádří 

a nepodepíše Předávací protokol, má se za to, že Dílo bylo Objednatelem akceptováno. 

6. LICENCE 

6.1 V souladu s Autorským zákonem v platném znění a s Občanským zákoníkem v platném znění, se 

Strany dohodly, že k Dílu a k veškerému dalšímu plnění Zhotovitele podle této Smlouvy, které 

Zhotovitel vytvoří při realizaci Díla a které bude podléhat ochraně podle Autorského zákona, 

poskytuje Zhotovitel Objednateli Licenci, teritoriálně omezenou na území České republiky, 

v množstevním rozsahu nezbytném pro užívání Díla, bez omezení způsobu užití, na dobu trvání 

majetkových autorských práv k Dílu (dále jen „Licence k Dílu“).  
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6.2 Zhotovitel uděluje Objednateli Licenci k Dílu jako nevýhradní, a to s výjimkou těch částí Díla, které 

jsou vytvořeny pro specifické části prostředí Objednatele, a ke kterým Zhotovitel uděluje Objednateli 

Licenci výhradní a teritoriálně neomezenou. Zhotovitel se dále zavazuje zajistit, že k veškerému 

plnění třetích osob, které je součástí Díla a podléhá Autorskému právu, bude získána licence ve 

prospěch Objednatele. Strany se dohodly, že Objednatel není povinen Licenci k Dílu využít. Strany 

se dohodly, že Objednatel je oprávněn upravit či jinak měnit Dílo, jeho název, dále je Objednatel 

oprávněn Dílo spojit s dílem jiným nebo zařadit do díla souborného a Dílo v této podobě následně 

užít, dále je Objednatel oprávněn užít Dílo i v jiným zpracované či jinak změněné podobě, 

samostatně nebo v souboru anebo ve spojení s jiným dílem či prvky, a to v rozsahu Licence k Dílu 

uvedené v tomto článku 6 Smlouvy.  

6.3 Objednatel je rovněž, za podmínek uvedených v následující větě, oprávněn po dobu trvání Licence 

k Dílu Dílo upravovat, a to jak sám tak prostřednictvím jakékoli třetí osoby a Zhotovitel uděluje 

podpisem této Smlouvy Objednateli souhlas se zpřístupněním Díla jakékoli třetí osobě za účelem 

provedení úprav a zásahů do Díla dle tohoto článku a rovněž je Objednatel oprávněn poskytnout 

licenci (udělit podlicenci) třetím osobám, a to všemi nebo určitými způsoby užití i místně a časově 

neomezeně podle libovolné úvahy Objednatele. 

6.4 Po realizaci úprav a zásahů do Díla dle předchozích odstavců 6.2 a 6.3 Smlouvy neposkytuje 

Zhotovitel záruku, že Implementace dle Díla bude úspěšná poté, co Zhotovitel, Objednatel nebo 

třetí osoba provede úpravy Díla.       

6.5 Zhotovitel souhlasí, aby Objednatel Dílo užil v rozsahu uvedeném v článku 6.1 této Smlouvy ve svůj 

prospěch a pro svoji potřebu, jakož. Objednatel je oprávněn oprávnění tvořící součást Licence 

k Dílu zcela nebo zčásti poskytnout třetím osobám (podlicence). 

6.6 Odměna za poskytnutí Licence k Dílu podle tohoto článku 6 je zahrnuta v Ceně Díla podle článku 

8 této Smlouvy. 

7. ZÁRUKA  

7.1 Zhotovitel prohlašuje, že je oprávněn poskytnout Objednateli Licenci k Dílu v rozsahu podle článku 

6 této Smlouvy. Zhotovitel tímto poskytuje Objednateli záruku za to, že Dílo ani jiné plnění 

Zhotovitele dle této Smlouvy ani užívání Díla ze strany Objednatele dle této Smlouvy neporušuje 

ani nebude mít za následek porušení jakéhokoliv práva duševního vlastnictví třetích osob. 

V případě, že Zhotovitel poruší svůj závazek vyplývající ze záruky uvedené v tomto odstavci, je 

Zhotovitel odpovědný za veškeré důsledky z toho plynoucí, zejména je povinen neprodleně na 

vlastní náklady zajistit Objednateli právo užívat Dílo, jež nebude narušovat práva duševního 

vlastnictví třetích osob a nahradit Objednateli veškerou škodu, která mu tím byla způsobena, a to 

včetně nemajetkové újmy. 

8. CENA A PLATEBNÍ PODMÍNKY 

8.1 Cena za zhotovení Díla podle této Smlouvy činí - Kč (slovy: 

 korun bez DPH (dále jen „Cena Díla“). Cena za Objednané práce dle čl. 4.4 této 

Smlouvy činí ,- Kč (slovy:  korun bez DPH za jeden Člověkoden (dále 

jen „Cena za Člověkoden"). Cena Díla a Cena za Člověkoden zahrnuje veškeré náklady 

Zhotovitele na realizaci Díla a poskytnutí plnění Zhotovitele podle této Smlouvy. Cena Díla zahrnuje 

odměnu za poskytnutí Licence k Dílu podle článku 6 této Smlouvy. 

8.2 Zhotovitel je oprávněn fakturovat Cenu Díla na základě Předávacího protokolu o akceptaci Díla dle 

čl. 5.5 této Smlouvy. Zhotovitel je dále oprávněn fakturovat Objednatelem Objednané práce vždy 

po podpisu samostatných předávacích protokolů ve vztahu k takto Objednaným pracím, přičemž 

jednotková Cena za Člověkoden uvedená v čl. 8.1 této Smlouvy bude násobena počtem skutečně 

vynaložených Člověkodnů na těchto Objednaných pracích. Den podpisu Předávacího protokolu 

k Dílu a/nebo předávacího protokolu k Objednaným pracím je i dnem zdanitelného plnění. 

8.3 V případě, že bude Cena Díla předmětem srážkové daně v České republice, je Objednatel 

oprávněn snížit Cenu Díla o případnou srážkovou daň, jejíž výše bude stanovena dle českých 
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a mezinárodních předpisů platných v době úhrady. Srážková daň bude odvedena na příslušný 

finanční úřad a nepovažuje se za neuhrazený závazek Objednatele vůči Zhotoviteli. Zhotovitel se 

zavazuje pro tyto účely poskytnout potvrzení o svém daňovém domicilu a jinou náležitou součinnost 

při aplikaci sprážkové daně. Pro tyto účely Zhotovitel prohlašuje, že je konečným vlastníkem všech 

plnění poskytnutých na základě této Smlouvy. 

8.4 Strany sjednávají, že daňové doklady vystavené na základě této Smlouvy mohou mít listinnou nebo 

elektronickou podobu ve formátu pdf. 

8.5 Doba splatnosti Zhotovitelem vystavené Faktury je čtyřicet pět (45) dnů ode dne jejího doručení 

Objednateli na adresu uvedenou v čl. 8.9. Nedílnou přílohou Faktury bude oběma Stranami 

podepsaný Předávací protokol k Dílu a/nebo předávací protokol k Objednaným pracím.  Připadne-

li termín splatnosti na sobotu, neděli nebo jiný den pracovního klidu, 31.12. nebo den, který není 

pracovním dnem podle zákona č. 370/2017 Sb., o platebním styku, ve znění pozdějších předpisů, 

posouvá se termín splatnosti na nejbližší následující pracovní den. K vyrovnání závazku 

Objednatele dojde odepsáním fakturované částky z účtu Objednatele. 

8.6 Došlá Faktura musí obsahovat interní číslo objednávky a splňovat všechny náležitosti daňového 

dokladu ve smyslu platných právních předpisů ČR, zejména zákona č. 235/2004 Sb., o dani z 

přidané hodnoty, v platném znění a musí obsahovat ve vztahu k plnění věcně správné údaje a 

interní referenční číslo, které Zhotoviteli sdělí na vyžádání kontaktní osoba Objednatele uvedená v 

příloze č. 2 této Smlouvy. Faktura musí být Objednateli doručena do 15. dnů od data uskutečnění 

zdanitelného plnění na doručovací adresu, uvedenou v bodě 8.9 této Smlouvy. Objednatel má po 

obdržení faktury patnáct (15) dní na posouzení toho, zda je v pořádku a na její vrácení, pokud 

obsahuje chyby. Vrácením chybně vystavené Faktury se doba splatnosti přerušuje a po doručení 

správně vystavené Faktury Objednateli začíná běžet doba splatnosti od počátku. 

8.7 Cena bude hrazena přímo na bankovní účet Zhotovitele vedený u banky v České republice a 

specifikovaný v této Smlouvě, jehož číslo je správcem daně zveřejněno způsobem umožňujícím 

dálkový přístup (v souladu s platným zněním zákona č. 235/2004 Sb., o dani z přidané hodnoty), 

nebude-li na Faktuře uveden bankovní účet jiný a jehož číslo je správcem daně zveřejněno 

způsobem umožňujícím dálkový přístup (v souladu s platným zněním zákona č. 235/2004 Sb., o 

dani z přidané hodnoty). 

8.8 Pokud v souladu se zákonem č. 235/2004 Sb., o dani z přidané hodnoty, Zhotovitel: 

 bude rozhodnutím správce daně určen jako nespolehlivý plátce, nebo 

 bude vyžadovat úhradu za zdanitelné plnění poskytnuté dle této Smlouvy na bankovní účet, 

který není správcem daně zveřejněn způsobem umožňujícím dálkový přístup, nebo na 

bankovní účet vedený poskytovatelem platebních služeb mimo území ČR, 

je Objednatel oprávněn uhradit na bankovní účet Zhotovitele pouze Cenu za poskytnuté zdanitelné 

plnění bez daně z přidané hodnoty (dále jen „DPH“). DPH, je-li účtovaná a je-li dle Smlouvy součástí 

úhrady ze strany Objednatele, je Objednatel oprávněn uhradit přímo na účet příslušného správce 

daně. V takovém případě se částka ve výši DPH nepovažuje za neuhrazený závazek vůči 

Zhotoviteli, Zhotovitel tak není oprávněn požadovat doplatek DPH ani uplatňovat jakékoliv smluvní 

sankce, úroky z prodlení či smluvní pokuty. O tomto postupu je Objednatel povinen Zhotovitele 

informovat, a to nejpozději k datu úhrady Ceny. 

8.9 Korespondenční adresa pro doručování Faktur je následující: 

 v listinné podobě na adresu: 

Letiště Praha, a. s.  

evidence faktur 

Jana Kašpara 1069/1 

160 08  Praha 6 

nebo 
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 elektronicky ve formátu PDF na e-mailovou adresu: 

invoices@prg.aero. 

8.10 V případě prodlení Objednatele s úhradou faktury je Zhotovitel oprávněn požadovat po Objednateli 

smluvní úrok z prodlení ve výši 0,05 % z dlužné částky za každý byť započatý den prodlení. 

9. SEZNAM OSOB 

9.1 V organizačně technických věcech jsou v rozsahu této Smlouvy oprávněni jednat zaměstnanci 

nebo pověřené osoby uvedené v příloze č. 2 této Smlouvy.  

9.2 Zaměstnance a pověřené osoby uvedené v příloze č. 2 této Smlouvy mohou Strany změnit po 

písemném oznámení druhé Straně. 

10. TRVÁNÍ SMLOUVY 

10.1 Tato Smlouva nabývá platnosti dnem jejího podpisu oprávněnými zástupci obou Stran a účinnosti 

dnem jejího uveřejnění v registru smluv. Tato Smlouva končí svoji platnost a účinnost dne 

31. 12. 2027, a to s výjimkou závazků, které přetrvají po jejím skončení. Před tímto datem může být 

Smlouva ukončena: 

 písemnou dohodou Stran; nebo 

 odstoupením podle tohoto čl. 10 této Smlouvy; 

10.2 Strany se dohodly, že Objednatel je oprávněn od této Smlouvy odstoupit vyjma případů uvedených 

v platných právních předpisech také v případě, že: 

 

 Zhotovitel nesplní akceptační kritéria po provedení dvou úprav a doplnění Analýzy dle čl. 

5.4 této Smlouvy, nebo 

 Zhotovitel nesplní svou povinnost uvedenou v článku 3.1 této Smlouvy ani do 30 Pracovních 

dnů po určeném termínu dodání; 

 Zhotovitel bude plnit Smlouvu poddodavatelem bez souhlasu Objednatele, nebo  

 Zhotovitel poruší některou z povinností dle čl. 4.5 této Smlouvy a nápravu nezjedná ani ve 

lhůtě dvacet (20) Pracovních dnů od doručení písemné výzvy Objednatele,  

 se Zhotovitel ocitne v situaci, kdy (i) soud zahájí insolvenční řízení v souladu s platným a 

účinným zákonem upravující insolvenci, úpadek a způsoby jeho řešení (dále jen 

„Insolvenční zákon“) nebo (ii) soud rozhodne o úpadku v souladu s Insolvenčním zákonem 

nebo (iii) soud rozhodne o zrušení konkursu, protože majetek dlužníka zcela nepostačuje 

pro uspokojení pohledávek věřitelů nebo (iv) Zhotovitel sám na sebe podá insolvenční návrh 

v souladu s Insolvenčním zákonem nebo (v) je přijato rozhodnutí o povinném nebo 

dobrovolném zrušení Zhotovitele (vyjma případů sloučení nebo splynutí či jiného případu 

právního nástupnictví), 

10.3 Zhotovitel je oprávněn odstoupit od této Smlouvy v případě, že 

 

 Objednatel je v prodlení se zaplacením Zhotovitelem oprávněně fakturované částky a toto 

prodlení trvá po dobu delší než třicet (30) dní po písemném upozornění Zhotovitele 

doručeném Objednateli. 

10.4 Odstoupení je účinné okamžikem, kdy bylo druhé Straně doručeno. 

10.5 Strany sjednávají, že i po ukončení této Smlouvy některým ze způsobů uvedených ve Smlouvě či 

v platných právních předpisech zůstává zachována platnost a účinnost ustanovení upravující 

smluvní pokuty, čl. 11 a čl. 12 této Smlouvy.  
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11. DŮVĚRNÉ INFORMACE  

11.1 Strany se dohodly, že veškeré Důvěrné informace, které si sdělily v rámci uzavírání a plnění této 

Smlouvy, dále informace, tvořící její obsah a informace, které si sdělí nebo jinak vyplynou i z jejího 

plnění, zůstanou dle jejich vůle utajeny. 

11.2 Strany se dohodly, že Důvěrné informace nikomu neprozradí a přijmou taková 

opatření, která znemožní jejich přístupnost třetím osobám. Ustanovení předchozí 

věty se nevztahuje na případy, kdy: 

 mají Strany této Smlouvy opačnou povinnost stanovenou zákonem; a/nebo 

 takové informace sdělí:  

 osobám, které mají ze zákona stanovenou povinnost mlčenlivosti; a/nebo  

 auditorům, daňovým, právním poradcům Zhotovitele; 

 poddodavatelům, nebo jiným poradcům, zaměstnancům za předpokladu, 

že (i) dotčená Strana bude o takovém zpřístupnění v dostatečném 

předstihu informována, a že (ii) příslušné osoby, kterým budou Důvěrné 

informace poskytnuty, se písemně zaváží zachovat mlčenlivost 

a důvěrnost poskytnutých informací, a to minimálně v rozsahu 

stanoveném touto Smlouvou, a/nebo 

 se takové informace stanou veřejně známými či dostupnými jinak než porušením 

povinností vyplývajících z tohoto článku; a/nebo 

 jedna Strana udělí Straně druhé písemný souhlas ke zpřístupnění informace třetí osobě. 

11.3 Zhotovitel se zavazuje zajistit, aby povinnosti stanovené tímto článkem 11 dodržovali všichni jeho 

zaměstnanci a poddodavatelé jakýmkoliv způsobem se podílející na plnění předmětu této Smlouvy 

a jakékoliv třetí osoby, kterým byly Důvěrné informace Objednatele jakýmkoliv způsobem ze strany 

Zhotovitele zpřístupněny. Zhotovitel tímto pro vyloučení jakýchkoliv pochybností prohlašuje 

a souhlasí s tím, že v plném rozsahu odpovídá za jakékoliv porušení povinností stanovených 

v tomto článku 11 ze strany svých zaměstnanců a/nebo poddodavatelů a/nebo třetích osob, kterým 

byly Důvěrné informace Objednatele jakýmkoliv způsobem ze strany Zhotovitele zpřístupněny 

a Objednateli v plném rozsahu nahradí veškerou vzniklou újmu, a také odčiní Objednateli veškerou 

nemajetkovou újmu. 

11.4 Objednatel se zavazuje zajistit, aby povinnosti stanovené tímto článkem 11 dodržovali všichni jeho 

zaměstnanci jakékoliv třetí osoby, kterým byly Důvěrné informace Zhotovitele jakýmkoliv způsobem 

ze strany Objednatele zpřístupněny. Objednatel tímto pro vyloučení jakýchkoliv pochybnosti 

prohlašuje a souhlasí s tím, že v plném rozsahu odpovídá za jakékoliv porušení povinností 

stanovených v tomto článku 11 ze strany svých zaměstnanců a/nebo třetích osob, kterým byly 

Důvěrné informace Zhotovitele jakýmkoliv způsobem ze strany Objednatele zpřístupněny 

a Zhotoviteli v plném rozsahu nahradí veškerou vzniklou újmu, a také odčiní Zhotoviteli veškerou 

nemajetkovou újmu. 

11.5 Závazky obsažené v tomto odstavci týkající se zachovávání důvěrného charakteru informací 

zůstanou v plném rozsahu platné a účinné po dobu trvání této Smlouvy a ještě 10 let po jejím 

skončení. 

12. OCHRANA OSOBNÍCH ÚDAJŮ 

12.1 Smluvní strany se zavazují postupovat při plnění této Smlouvy v souladu s Nařízením jakož 

i v souladu se ZZOÚ. 

12.2 Smluvní strany provádějí zpracování Osobních údajů výhradně za účelem plnění Smlouvy. Pokud 

Zhotovitel provádí zpracování osobních údajů pro jiné účely, činí tak v rozporu se Smlouvou, 

Objednatel nenese za takové zpracování osobních údajů odpovědnost a Zhotovitel je ve vztahu 

k těmto osobním údajům v postavení správce osobních údajů dle Nařízení a ZZOÚ. 
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12.3 Zhotovitel se zavazuje provádět zpracování osobních údajů po dobu trvání Smlouvy a po dobu max. 

následujících tří (3) měsíců po jejím skončení a po uplynutí této doby se zavazuje tyto údaje 

zlikvidovat.  Pokud Zhotovitel provádí zpracování osobních údajů pro skončení takto určené doby, 

činí tak v rozporu se Smlouvou, Objednatel nenese za takové zpracování osobních údajů 

odpovědnost a Zhotovitel je ve vztahu k těmto osobním údajům v postavení správce osobních údajů 

dle Nařízení a ZZOÚ. 

12.4 Zhotovitel se dále zavazuje technicky a organizačně zabezpečit zpracovávání osobních údajů tak, 

aby osobní údaje byly dostatečně chráněny a bylo s nimi nakládáno v souladu s Nařízením a ZZOÚ. 

Osobní údaje budou zpracovávány prostřednictvím výpočetní techniky a přístup k nim musí být 

dostatečným způsobem zabezpečen, aby nemohlo dojít k neoprávněnému nebo nahodilému 

přístupu k osobním údajům, k jejich neoprávněné změně, zničení či jinému zneužití osobních údajů. 

12.5 Zhotovitel se zavazuje nesdružovat osobní údaje zpracovávané za účelem plnění této Smlouvy 

s žádnými jinými osobními údaji získanými nebo zpracovanými za jiným účelem. 

12.6 Zhotovitel je povinen dbát práva na ochranu soukromého a osobního života subjektu údajů a na 

ochranu před neoprávněným zasahováním do soukromého a osobního života subjektu údajů. 

13. SMLUVNÍ POKUTY A NÁHRADA ÚJMY 

13.1 V případě, že Zhotovitel nedodrží termín zhotovení Díla, popř. provedení samostatně Objednaných 

prací uvedený v čl. 3.1 této Smlouvy, popř. v objednávce, je Objednatel oprávněn požadovat na 

Zhotoviteli smluvní pokutu ve výši 0,05 % z Ceny Díla a/nebo Objednaných prací podle článku 8 

této Smlouvy za každý i započatý den prodlení.  

13.2 Poruší-li Strana povinnost podle článku 11 a/nebo článku 12 této Smlouvy, je na ní druhá Strana 

oprávněna požadovat  smluvní pokutu ve výši 500.000,- Kč za každé jednotlivé porušení. 

13.3 Poruší-li Zhotovitel záruku podle článku 7.1 této Smlouvy, je Objednatel oprávněn požadovat na 

Zhotoviteli  smluvní pokutu ve výši 100.000,- Kč za každé jednotlivé porušení. 

13.4 Poruší-li Zhotovitel jakoukoliv povinnost dle čl. 4 této Smlouvy a nezjedná-li nápravu ani do 20 

Pracovních dnů po doručení písemné výzvy Objednatele, je Objednatel oprávněn požadovat na 

Zhotoviteli smluvní pokutu ve výši 2.000,- Kč za každé jednotlivé porušení. 

13.5 Ukáže-li se jakékoliv prohlášení Zhotovitele dle čl. 15.4 této Smlouvy, je Objednatel oprávněn 

požadovat na Zhotoviteli smluvní pokutu ve výši 20.000,- Kč za každé takové porušení. 

13.6 Právo Objednatele požadovat zaplacení náhrady plné výše újmy vzniklé Objednateli v důsledku 

porušení kterékoliv ze smluvních povinností Zhotovitele zajištěných smluvní pokutou podle této 

Smlouvy není zaplacením příslušné smluvní pokuty dotčeno. I v případě, kdy bude smluvní pokuta 

snížená soudem, zůstává zachováno právo Objednatele na náhradu škody či újmy v plné výši až 

do limitu dle čl. 13.10 této Smlouvy.  Pokud jakýkoliv právní předpis stanoví pokutu (penále) pro 

porušení smluvní povinností (kdykoliv během trvání této Smlouvy), pak nebude takovým nárokem 

nijak dotčeno právo Objednatele na náhradu škody či újmy v plné výši.  

13.7 Smluvní pokuta je splatná do 30 dnů ode dne doručení písemné výzvy Objednatele Zhotoviteli 

k jejímu uhrazení. 

13.8 Zhotovitel se tímto výslovně zavazuje odčinit Objednateli jakoukoliv nemajetkovou újmu vzniklou 

Objednateli porušením povinností Zhotovitele podle této Smlouvy a/nebo v souvislosti s ním. 

13.9 Strany se dohodly, že žádná ze Stran neodpovídá v souvislosti s touto Smlouvou za ušlý zisk a 

ztrátu dat.  

13.10 Strany se dohodly, že povinnost Zhotovitele k náhradě újmy vůči Objednateli vzniklé Objednateli 

porušením povinností Zhotovitele podle této Smlouvy a/nebo v souvislosti s ní je omezena na 

částku 20.000.000,- Kč. Uvedené omezení se nevztahuje na škodu způsobenou úmyslně nebo 

z hrubé nedbalosti, škodu způsobenou porušením ochrany Osobních údajů a na ostatní případy, 

ve kterých zákon omezení odpovědnosti za škodu nepovoluje.  
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13.11 Strany se dohodly, že povinnost Objednatele k náhradě újmy vůči Zhotoviteli vzniklé Zhotoviteli 

porušením povinností Objednatele podle této Smlouvy a/nebo v souvislosti s ním je vyloučena 

v maximálním rozsahu povoleném platnými právními předpisy.  

13.12 V případě, že jednou okolností dojde k porušení více článků této Smlouvy a tedy by mělo dojít ke 

vzniku povinnosti Zhotovitele uhradit smluvní pokutu dle dvou nebo více ustanovení čl. 13 této 

Smlouvy, je Zhotovitel povinen uhradit Objednateli smluvní pokutu pouze podle toho ustanovení čl. 

13 této Smlouvy, které zakládá povinnost uhradit smluvní pokutu vyšší. 

14. KONTAKTNÍ ÚDAJE A DORUČOVÁNÍ  

14.1 Jakékoliv oznámení nebo dokument, který má být podle této Smlouvy učiněn písemně, musí být, 

pokud Smlouva nestanoví jinak, doručen datovou schránkou, osobně nebo zaslán doporučenou 

poštovní zásilkou či kurýrem na kontaktní údaje druhé Strany. Kontaktní údaje Stran jsou uvedeny 

v Příloze č. 2 této Smlouvy. 

14.2 Jinou komunikaci, než která je uvedena v předešlém čl. 14.1 této Smlouvy může kterákoli ze Stran, 

pokud Smlouva nestanoví jinak, provádět vůči druhé Straně prostřednictvím elektronické pošty (e-

mailem) na kontaktní údaje druhé Strany.  

14.3 Každá Strana oznámí bez zbytečného odkladu druhé Straně jakékoliv změny kontaktních údajů 

uvedených v  Příloze č. 2 této Smlouvy formou doporučeného dopisu nebo emailem, a zaslaného 

na kontaktní adresu uvedenou v Příloze č. 2 této Smlouvy (ve znění případných pozdějších řádných 

změn). Řádným doručením tohoto oznámení dojde ke změně doručovací adresy Strany bez 

nutnosti uzavření dodatku k této Smlouvě.  

14.4 Nestanoví-li tato Smlouva jinak, bude jakákoliv komunikace v souvislosti s touto Smlouvou 

považována za doručenou druhé Straně: 

 v případě elektronické komunikace v okamžiku, kdy byla příslušná e-mailová zpráva 

doručena na řádně vyplněnou e-mailovou adresu druhé Strany – potvrzení od 

emailového serveru adresáta. 

15. OSTATNÍ UJEDNÁNÍ 

15.1 Zhotovitel není oprávněn postoupit tuto Smlouvu ani jakákoli svá práva a povinnosti z této Smlouvy 

na třetí osobu bez předchozího písemného souhlasu Objednatele, a to ani částečně. 

15.2 Strany se výslovně dohodly, že: 

 Zhotovitel je oprávněn započíst své splatné i nesplatné pohledávky za Objednatelem 

výlučně na základě písemné dohody s Objednatelem. 

 Zhotovitel není oprávněn jakkoli zastavit jakékoli své pohledávky za Objednatelem 

vyplývající z této Smlouvy. 

15.3 Zhotovitel je povinen nejpozději v den uzavření této Smlouvy prokázat, že má zřízeno pojištění na 

pojistnou částku ve výši nejméně 1.000.000,- Kč pro případ obecné odpovědnosti za škodu 

způsobenou při provádění Díla Objednateli nebo třetí osobě. Uzavřením Smlouvy se Zhotovitel též 

zavazuje, že pojištění bude ve stejném nebo větším rozsahu udržovat až do ukončení platnosti této 

Smlouvy. Zhotovitel se po tuto dobu zavazuje Objednateli na jeho výzvu do 10 Pracovních dnů 

předložit doklad o trvání takového pojištění. 

15.4 Zhotovitel podpisem této Smlouvy: 

 prohlašuje a zaručuje, že není subjektem, jemuž sankce dle zákona č. 69/2006 Sb., o 

provádění mezinárodních sankcí, ve znění pozdějších předpisů (dále jen „ZSan“), 

zakazují obchodování v České republice,  

 prohlašuje a zaručuje, že není subjektem, jejž veřejní zadavatelé dle zákona č. 134/2016 

Sb., o zadávání veřejných zakázek, ve znění pozdějších předpisů (dále jen „ZZVZ“), mají 

povinnost vyloučit ze zadávacího řízení,  
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 prohlašuje a zaručuje, že on ani jeho skutečný majitel není zapsán na vnitrostátním 

sankčním seznamu dle zákona č. 1/2023 Sb., o omezujících opatřeních proti některým 

závažným jednáním uplatňovaných v mezinárodních vztazích (sankční zákon), ve znění 

pozdějších předpisů, ani na obdobném seznamu Evropské Unie, 

 prohlašuje a zaručuje, že jakékoli plnění dle této Smlouvy nebude v rozporu se ZSan ani 

ZZVZ,  

 se zavazuje ověřit a zajistit, že veškeré poddodávky, které budou součástí plnění dle 

této Smlouvy i všichni poddodavatelé Zhotovitele, kteří se budou podílet na plnění této 

Smlouvy, splní podmínky uvedené v tomto čl. výše.  

Pokud Zhotovitel v průběhu účinnosti této Smlouvy zjistí, že prohlášení dle tohoto čl. nejsou 

pravdivá, nebo zjistí, že jeho poddodavatelé či poddodávky nesplňují podmínky dle tohoto čl., je 

povinen o tom Objednatele bezodkladně informovat. V případě, že Zhotovitel poruší jakoukoli 

povinnost dle tohoto čl. a/nebo Objednatel zjistí, že prohlášení Zhotovitele dle tohoto čl. jsou 

nepravdivá a/nebo zjistí, že poddodavatelé či poddodávky nesplňují podmínky dle tohoto čl., je 

Objednatel oprávněn od této Smlouvy odstoupit nebo tuto Smlouvu písemně vypovědět, a to 

s účinností ke dni doručení odstoupení či výpovědi Zhotoviteli. 

16. ZÁVĚREČNÁ USTANOVENÍ 

16.1 Je-li nebo stane-li se některé ustanovení této Smlouvy neplatným, nevymahatelným nebo 

neúčinným, nedotýká se tato neplatnost, nevymahatelnost či neúčinnost ostatních ustanovení této 

Smlouvy. Strany se zavazují nahradit do pěti (5) Pracovních dnů po doručení výzvy druhé Strany 

neplatné, nevymahatelné nebo neúčinné ustanovení ustanovením platným, vymahatelným 

a účinným, jehož znění bude odpovídat účelu vyjádřenému původním ustanovením a touto 

Smlouvou jako celkem. 

16.2 Vyšší moc.  

 Ani jedna ze Stran nebude v prodlení se splněním svých závazků vyplývajících ze 

Smlouvy z důvodu existence okolnosti vyšší moci, pokud tato okolnost znemožní nebo 

podstatným způsobem ovlivní plnění závazků takovéto Strany vyplývající ze Smlouvy. 

Bezprostředně předcházející věta tohoto odstavce platí pouze po dobu existence takové 

okolnosti vyšší moci nebo trvání jejích následků a pouze ve vztahu k závazku nebo 

závazkům Strany přímo nebo bezprostředně ovlivněných takovou okolností vyšší moci. 

 Za okolnost vyšší moci se pokládají takové události, které Strana nemohla v době 

uzavření Smlouvy předvídat a které Straně objektivně brání v plnění jejích smluvních 

závazků vyplývajících z této Smlouvy. Za okolnosti vyšší moci se považují zejména 

válka, embargo, zásah státu nebo vlády, teroristický čin, živelné události a stávka 

zaměstnanců Objednatele. Pro vyloučení pochybností se uvádí, že za okolnost vyšší 

moci se nepovažuje jakékoliv prodlení s plněním závazků kterýchkoli Zhotovitelů či 

smluvních stran Zhotovitele vůči Zhotoviteli, stávka zaměstnanců Zhotovitele 

a Zhotovitelů a smluvních partnerů Zhotovitele, jakož i insolvence, předlužení, konkurs, 

vyrovnání, likvidace či jiná obdobná událost týkající se Zhotovitele nebo jakéhokoliv 

Zhotovitele či smluvního partnera Zhotovitele a exekuce majetku Zhotovitele nebo 

jakéhokoliv Zhotovitele či smluvního partnera Zhotovitele. 

 Nastane-li kterákoliv z okolností vyšší moci popsaná v odstavci 16.2.2 této Smlouvy, 

podnikne Strana, na jejíž straně překážka vznikla, veškeré kroky, které lze po takovéto 

Straně rozumně požadovat, jež povedou k obnově normální činnosti v souladu se 

Smlouvou, a to co nejrychleji s ohledem na okolnosti, které okolnost vyšší moci 

způsobily. Strana se zavazuje druhou Stranu informovat o tom, že nastala okolnost vyšší 

moci, bez zbytečného odkladu poté, co bude objektivně možné takovouto komunikaci 

uskutečnit. 

 Pokud bude okolnost vyšší moci trvat po dobu delší než deset (10) Pracovních dnů, 

zavazují se Strany na vzájemném jednání najít s využitím úsilí, které lze rozumně po 

Stranách požadovat, vhodné řešení nastalé situace. 
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16.3 Jestliže kterákoli ze Stran přehlédne nebo promine jakékoliv neplnění, porušení, prodlení nebo 

nedodržení nějaké povinnosti vyplývající z této Smlouvy, pak takové jednání nezakládá vzdání se 

takové povinnosti s ohledem na její trvající nebo následné neplnění, porušení nebo nedodržení 

a žádné takové vzdání se práva nebude považováno za účinné, pokud nebude pro každý jednotlivý 

případ vyjádřeno písemně. 

16.4 Práva a povinnosti Stran, které nejsou výslovně upraveny Smlouvou, se řídí ustanoveními 

Občanského zákoníku a dalšími aplikovatelnými právními předpisy České republiky. Smlouva, 

vztah mezi Objednatelem a Zhotovitelem a práva a povinnosti smluvních Stran z něj vyplývající se 

řídí a budou vykládány v souladu s právem České republiky.  

16.5 Tato Smlouva je uzavírána mezi podnikateli v rámci jejich podnikání, z tohoto důvodu se na tuto 

Smlouvu v souladu s ustanovením § 1797 Občanského zákoníku neuplatní ustanovení § 1793 až 

1795 Občanského zákoníku o neúměrném zkrácení ani ustanovení § 1796 o lichvě. 

16.6 S ohledem na uzavření Smlouvy mezi podnikateli v rámci jejich podnikání se Strany dále v souladu 

s ustanovením § 1801 Občanského zákoníku dohodly, že pro účely této Smlouvy se nepoužijí 

ustanovení § 1799 a § 1800 Občanského zákoníku o smlouvách uzavíraných adhezním způsobem. 

16.7 Strany se dohodly, že zaplacením smluvní pokuty Zhotovitelem není dotčen nárok Objednatele 

požadovat náhradu škody v plné výši. I v případě, kdy bude smluvní pokuta snížená soudem, 

zůstává zachováno právo Objednatele na náhradu škody v plné výši.  Pokud jakýkoliv právní 

předpis stanoví pokutu (penále) pro porušení smluvní povinnosti (kdykoliv během trvání této 

Smlouvy), pak nebude takovým nárokem nijak dotčeno právo Objednatele na náhradu škody v plné 

výši. 

16.8 Tato Smlouva obsahuje úplné ujednání o předmětu Smlouvy a všech náležitostech, které Strany 

měly a chtěly ve Smlouvě ujednat, a které považují za důležité pro závaznost této Smlouvy. Žádný 

projev vůle Stran učiněný při jednání o této Smlouvě ani projev vůle učiněný po uzavření této 

Smlouvy nesmí být vykládán v rozporu s výslovnými ustanoveními této Smlouvy a nezakládá žádný 

závazek žádné ze Stran. Tato Smlouva nahrazuje veškeré ostatní písemné či ústní dohody učiněné 

ve věci předmětu této Smlouvy. 

16.9 Strany sjednávají, že si nepřejí, aby nad rámec výslovných ustanovení této Smlouvy byla jakákoli 

práva a povinnosti dovozovány z dosavadní či budoucí praxe zavedené mezi Stranami či zvyklostí 

zachovávaných obecně či v odvětví týkajícím se předmětu této Smlouvy, ledaže je ve Smlouvě 

výslovně sjednáno jinak. 

16.10 Strany si sdělily všechny skutkové a právní okolnosti, o nichž k datu podpisu této Smlouvy věděly 

nebo vědět musely, a které jsou relevantní ve vztahu k uzavření této Smlouvy. Kromě ujištění, která 

si Strany poskytly v této Smlouvě, nebude mít žádná ze Stran žádná další práva a povinnosti 

v souvislosti s jakýmikoli skutečnostmi, které vyjdou najevo a o kterých neposkytla druhá Strana 

informace při jednání o této Smlouvě. Výjimkou budou případy, kdy daná Strana úmyslně uvedla 

druhou Stranu ve skutkový omyl ohledně předmětu této Smlouvy. 

16.11 Pro vyloučení všech pochybností Strany uvádějí, že žádný závazek dle této Smlouvy není fixním 

závazkem podle § 1980 Občanského zákoníku. 

16.12 Odlišně od § 1987 odst. 2 Občanského zákoníku si Strany sjednávají, že nejistá a/nebo neurčitá 

pohledávka Objednatele je způsobilá k započtení. 

16.13 Strany se zavazují řešit veškeré spory, které mezi nimi mohou vzniknout v souvislosti s prováděním 

nebo výkladem této Smlouvy, smírným jednáním a vzájemnou dohodou. Pokud se nepodaří vyřešit 

předmětný spor do třiceti (30) dnů ode dne jeho vzniku, bude takový spor předložen jednou ze Stran 

věcně a místně příslušnému soudu. Strany si tímto sjednávají místní příslušnost obecného soudu 

Objednatele dle § 89a zákona č. 99/1963 Sb., občanský soudní řád, ve znění pozdějších předpisů. 

16.14 Objednatel Zhotovitele upozorňuje a Zhotovitel bere na vědomí, že Objednatel je osobou uvedenou 

v § 2 odst. 1 písm. m) zákona č. 340/2015 Sb., o zvláštních podmínkách účinnosti některých smluv, 

uveřejňování těchto smluv a o registru smluv (zákon o registru smluv).  
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16.15 Strany prohlašují, že výše ceny Díla a výše jednotkové ceny tvoří obchodní tajemství ve smyslu § 

504 Občanského zákoníku, a zavazují se zařídit jeho utajení a odpovídajícím způsobem jej chránit. 

Pro vyloučení pochybností Strany prohlašují, že jiné skutečnosti uvedené v této Smlouvě než 

skutečnosti uvedené v tomto ustanovení Smlouvy nepovažují za obchodní tajemství.   

16.16 Tato Smlouva je uzavřena elektronicky pouze v jednom elektronickém vyhotovení, které bude 

podepsáno platnými kvalifikovanými elektronickými podpisy Stran.   

16.17 Strana, vůči níž se práva druhé Strany jako věřitele ze Smlouvy promlčují, tímto po zralé úvaze 

výslovným prohlášením prodlužuje délku promlčecí doby práv věřitele vyplývajících z této Smlouvy 

na dobu deseti (10) let. 

16.18 Tato Smlouva, není-li v ní uvedeno jinak, může být měněna a doplňována pouze prostřednictvím 

písemných průběžně číslovaných dodatků podepsaných oběma Stranami. Případná změna tohoto 

ustanovení o změně Smlouvy musí být učiněna také prostřednictvím písemného dodatku 

podepsaného oběma Stranami.  

16.19 Nedílnou součástí této Smlouvy jsou následující přílohy: 

 Příloha č. 1 – Technická specifikace 

 Příloha č. 2 – Kontaktní osoby a realizační tým 

 Příloha č. 3 - Harmonogram 

 Příloha č. 4 - Předávací protokol 

 Příloha č. 5 – Požadavky na akceptaci Díla 

STRANY TÍMTO PROHLAŠUJÍ, ŽE SI TUTO SMLOUVU PŘEČETLY A ŽE SOUHLASÍ S JEJÍM OBSAHEM, 

NA DŮKAZ ČEHOŽ JI STVRZUJÍ SVÝMI PODPISY: 

 

Datum:   Datum:   

Za Objednatele: Za Zhotovitele 

 

 

   

Podpis:  __________________________ Podpis:  ____________________ 

Jméno:  Ing. Jiří Pos Jméno:  Miroslav Bečka 

Funkce:  předseda představenstva 

Letiště Praha, a. s. 

Funkce:  Jednatel 

Axians Czech Republic s.r.o. 

    

Podpis:  __________________________ Podpis:  ____________________ 

Jméno:  Ing. Pavel Východský Ph.D. Jméno:  Dušan Stránský 

Funkce:  člen představenstva  

Letiště Praha, a. s.  

Funkce:  Jednatel 

Axians Czech Republic s.r.o. 
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Příloha č. 1 – Technická specifikace 
 
Přílohy jsou vloženy ve sponce této smlouvy.   
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Příloha č. 2 Kontaktní osoby a realizační tým 

 Adresa pro doručování 

 

 (a) Adresa pro doručování Objednatele: 

   Letiště Praha, a. s. 

   Jana Kašpara č.p. 1069/1, Praha 6, 161 00 

   Česká republika 

 

   K rukám: Ředitel ICT 

 

 (b) Adresa pro doručování Zhotovitele: 

   Axians Czech Republic s.r.o. 

   V parku 2316/12, 148 00 Praha 4 

   Česká republika 

 

   K rukám:  

 

Odpovědné osoby 

 

Odpovědným zástupcem k zastupování smluvní strany Zhotovitele ve smluvních záležitostech 

souvisejících s plněním této Smlouvy je:  

 

Jméno a příjmení:   

e-mail:  

telefon  

 

Jméno a příjmení:    

e-mail: 

telefon: 

 

Odpovědným zástupcem k zastupování smluvní strany Zhotovitele v technických záležitostech 

souvisejících s plněním této Smlouvy je:  

  

Jméno a příjmení:    

e-mail: 

telefon:  

 

Jméno a příjmení: 

e-mail:

telefon: 

 

Odpovědným zástupcem k zastupování smluvní strany Objednatele v technických záležitostech 

souvisejících s plněním této Smlouvy je:  

 

Jméno a příjmení: 

e-mail: 

telefon: 
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Odpovědným zástupcem k zastupování smluvní strany Objednatele ve smluvních záležitostech 

souvisejících s plněním této Smlouvy je:  

 

Jméno a příjmení: 

e-mail: 

telefon: 

 

Realizační tým 

 

Název pozice 
v realizačním týmu 

Jméno a Příjmení Telefon E-mail 

Vedoucí týmu 
Projektový manažer 

Zástupce vedoucího 
týmu  

Projektový manažer  
 

Architekt   

Architekt    

AM (Asset 
Management) – 

Evidence hmotného 
a nehmotného 

majetku 

 

 

AM (Asset 
Management) – 

Evidence hmotného 
a nehmotného 

majetku 

 

BP (vč. WF) 
(Business Partner) – 

Správa databáze 
obchodních partnerů 

 

BP (vč. WF) 
(Business Partner) – 

Správa databáze 
obchodních partnerů 

BPC (BW) (Business 
Planning and 

Consolidation) – 
Účetní konsolidace a 

konsolidované 
plánování;  

 

BI (BW) (Business 
Intelligence, dříve 

BW) – Datový sklad 
pro získání a 

prezentaci informací 

 

BI (BW) (Business 
Intelligence, dříve 

BW) – Datový sklad 
pro získání a 

prezentaci informací 

CO (Controlling) – 
Plánování a 

vykazování nákladů 
a výnosů  

CO (Controlling) – 
Plánování a 

vykazování nákladů 
a výnosů  

FI (Financial 
Accounting) – 
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Finanční účetnictví. 
Hlavní kniha, 
pohledávky, 

závazky, pokladny 

FI (Financial 
Accounting) – 

Finanční účetnictví. 
Hlavní kniha, 
pohledávky, 

závazky, pokladny 

FIBA – FI-banka 
(bankovní výpisy a 

platební styk) 

MM (Material 
Management) – 

Materiálové 
hospodářství, 

nákupní košíky, 
sklady; 

 

MM (Material 
Management) – 

Materiálové 
hospodářství, 

nákupní košíky, 
sklady 

  

MM (Material 
Management) – 

Materiálové 
hospodářství, 

nákupní košíky, 
sklady 

 

HR (Personnel 
Payroll, 

Administration, 
BOZP, Vzdělávání 

a výcvik) 

PS – Řízení 
projektů;  

 

REM (Real Estate 
Management) – 

Správa 
nemovitostí 

 

REM (Real Estate 
Management) – 

Správa 
nemovitostí 

SD (Sales and 
Distribution) – 

Odbyt, fakturace, 
zálohová fakturace 

 

SD (Sales and 
Distribution) – 

Odbyt, fakturace, 
zálohová fakturace 

SD (Sales and 
Distribution) – 

Odbyt, fakturace, 
zálohová fakturace 
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WF (ekon.) 
Workflow 

ekonomických 
agend 

(elektronický oběh 
došlých faktur, 

příkazů k fakturaci, 
vratek, převodek, 

DRV, STZ, IKM, 
referátníků) 

WF (ekon.) 
Workflow 

ekonomických 
agend 

(elektronický oběh 
došlých faktur, 

příkazů k fakturaci, 
vratek, převodek, 

DRV, STZ, IKM, 
referátníků) 

BC – Báze;  

PI – Proces 
Integrace, 

Interfaces;  

 

PI – Proces 
Integrace, 

Interfaces;  

Migrace Dat – 
Proces a plán 

migrace.  

BS (BlueSky)  
 

CLM Oběh, 
připomínkování a 

schvalování 
dokumentů  

PM (Plant 
Maintenance) a 
CAFM (Správa 

majetku)  

 

DLP Diety 
létajícího 
personálu 

KBP Karta 
bezpečnostního 

pracovníka 

MIB/E-DMS 
Zvláštní úložiště 
dokumentů pro 
řízení projektů 

 

Portál, DMS, Fiori 
Zaměstnanecký a 
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manažerský 
portál, úložiště 

příloh a 
dokumentů  

POE Evidence 
výstroje 
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Příloha č. 3 – Harmonogram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aktivita Termín 

Účinnost smlouvy (datum účinnosti smlouvy, dále jen „T“) T 

Detailní harmonogram a plán aktivit, rozvržené workshopy, KickOff, 
nastavení projektového řízení a komunikační matice, nominace 
realizačního týmu za obě Strany T + max. 14 dnů 

První draft analýzy - první výstup analýzy, seznam a přehled 
procesů, přehled velikosti projektu/analýzy atd. T + 2,5 měsíce 

Doba zhotovení Analýzy T + 6 měsíců 

Quality assurance (nezávislý partner) T + 6.-7. měsíc 

Zapracování výstupů z Quality assurance do dokumentace T + 8. měsíc 

Finální akceptace T + konec 8. měsíce 

 

Prodlouží-li se splnění termínu některé Aktivity dle výše uvedené tabulky, mohou se po vzájemné dohodě 

posunout i termíny plnění následujících Aktivit, které jsou na posunuté Aktivitě časově či jinak závislé.  

 

 

 

  
   

   

o    
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Příloha č. 4 Předávací protokol – Akceptace Díla 

 

 

 

AKCEPTAČNÍ PROTOKOL 
 

 

Projekt/Dodavka:  Datum:  

 

Smlouva (objednávka) CAH č. / Contract Nr.:   
Dodavatel/Strana:  
 

Předmět akceptace:   
 
Datum akceptace:  
 

 
.  
 

VYJÁDŘENÍ K AKCEPTACI 
 
  

Předmět plnění je akceptován   "bez výhrad/s výhradami" 
 
 

VÝHRADY K AKCEPTACI 
 

ID Závažnost Popis Datum odstranění 

    

    
* Klasifikace typu/závažnosti výhrady dle příslušného smluvního vztahu. Např.: A/B/C, 1/2/3/4, apod. 

 
 
 
 

SEZNAM PŘÍLOH  
 
 
 

SCHVALOVACÍ DOLOŽKA 
 

Datum / Date Jméno / Name Funkce / Position Podpis / Signature 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

 
  

Smlouva (objednávka) Letiště Praha, a.s. č. / Contract 
Nr.:  

 
Zhotovitel/Strana:  
 

Předmět akceptace:   
 
Datum akceptace:  
 

 
.  
 

VYJÁDŘENÍ K AKCEPTACI 
 
  

Předmět plnění je akceptován   "bez výhrad/s výhradami" 
 
 

VÝHRADY K AKCEPTACI 
 

ID Závažnost Popis Datum odstranění 

    

    

* Klasifikace typu/závažnosti výhrady dle příslušného smluvního vztahu. Např.: A/B/C, 1/2/3/4, apod. 

 
 
 
 

SEZNAM PŘÍLOH  
 
 
 

SCHVALOVACÍ DOLOŽKA 
 

Datum / Date Jméno / Name Funkce / Position Podpis / Signature 
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Příloha č. 5 Požadavky na akceptaci Díla 

 

 
Procesní struktura Analýzy – procesní popis, obrázek, struktura uživatelských licencí, návrh oprávnění 
pro uživatele.  
 
Všechny komentáře musí být vypořádány a odsouhlaseny všemi zástupci ve funkčním týmu v rámci 
daného modulu.  
 
Akceptační kritéria  

• Dodavatel dodá kompletní analýzu v definovaném formátu (viz příloha č.1 Smlouvy, 

 soubory s názvem: Specifikace procesu VZOR, excel vzor1)  a struktuře 

• Dokumentace je v českém jazyce (kromě Objednatelem schválených výjimek, např. 
 převzaté grafy, schémata, diagramy apod.) 

• Dokumentace je ve formátu .docx. Přílohy v jiných formátech nad rámec minimální
 struktury a obsahu jsou povolené. 

• Úplnost dokumentace 
o byla dodržena struktura výstupních dokumentů viz. výše 
o byly dodány všechny požadované dokumenty v plné podobě 
o dokumentace obsahuje TO-BE stav pro všechny požadované moduly a 

integrace (viz příloha č. 1 Smlouvy) 

• Dokumentace je ve všech částech formálně potvrzena a schválena business garanty 
Zhotovitele odpovědnými za danou část 

• Quality assurance: Nezávislý partner na straně Objednatele provede kontrolu a revizi 
vytvořené dokumentace – Analýzy. Komentáře, které budou předány, Zhotovitel projde 
s týmem Objednatele a případně zapracuje do dokumentace, pokud nebude schváleno 
na schůzce funkčního týmu daného modulu jinak. Pokud nebude jasné, do jaké oblasti 
komentář patří, projektový manažer na straně Zhotovitele určí konzultanta, který se 
bude danému bodu věnovat.  
Nezávislý partner projde Analýzu a zhodnotí, zdali bylo využito SAP Best Practice 
(Standardu systému), zhodnotí, zda-li je Analýza připravena tak, aby na jejím základě 
bylo možné implementovat SAP S4/HANA jakoukoliv třetí stranou odlišnou od 
Zhotovitele Analýzy.  
Quality Assurance bude tedy zahrnovat následující kontroly:  

o Kontrola shody výstupu se zadáním  
o Kontrola, zda je popis procesu obecně srozumitelný, implementovatelný  
o Kontrola souladu s SAP Best Practice  

 

 





Pý¡loha �. 1 Smlouvy o d¡lo/DoplnØn¡ pý¡lohy Technick  specifikace.docx

Doplnění Technické specifikace – Příloha E





Kapitola 2 přílohy E Technická specifikace je doplněna takto:





Cílem výběrového řízení je najít partnera, který provede a zpracuje business analýzu všech požadavků LP na implementaci nového ERP systému S/4HANA a vytvoří detailní dokumentaci pro výběr implementačního partnera. 


Partner ve spolupráci s business uživateli a IT správci popíše tzv. to-be stav (cílový stav) s důrazem na maximální využití SAP Best practice, tj. standardní funkcionality a procesy systému.  


V rámci analýzy očekáváme intenzivní workshopy tak, aby partner mohl provést revizi stávajících procesů (tzv. as-is stav) a na základě toho navrhnul optimalizaci procesů s co nejvíce možným přiblížením se SAP Best Practice (Standardu systému).  


Partner bude při workshopech využívat „Demo prostředí“, kde uživatelům bude demonstrovat nové možnosti, funkce a nástroje nového systému SAP S/4HANA a identifikuje možnosti a oblasti vhodné ke zlepšení aktuální implementace. Zmapuje data v systému a navrhne způsob a řešení migrace dat do nového systému, archivaci dat a přístup k nim pro případné kontroly. Výstupem analýzy budou dokumenty, které budou dále použity pro potřeby výběru partnera a vlastní implementaci SAP S/4HANA. 





Partner v rámci analýzy zmapuje a identifikuje jednotlivé procesy na LP včetně určení jejich vlastníka, odpovědných osob, vstupů, výstupů. Navrhne optimalizaci těchto procesů s ohledem na SAP Best practice (s přiblížením se Standardu systému), a také identifikuje GAPy. Očekávaný výstup odpovídá Explore fázi (SAP Activate metodologie). Nutnou součástí business analýzy v prostředí LP je pochopit, prozkoumat a zanalyzovat stávající systém, tedy řešení, a návaznosti na další systémy (jaká data přichází do SAP a ze SAP). Úroveň detailu výstupů z analýzy se pohybuje na business úrovni, výstupem není Funkční specifikace/Cílový koncept (jak bude vypadat konkrétní vývoj).





Kapitola 4.1 Bod 11 přílohy E Technická specifikace se mění takto: 





11. Návrh nastavení uživatelských oprávnění jednotlivých rolí popsaných v daném procesu (uvést v dokumentu "specifikace procesu"). Na úrovni kroku procesu odlišit čtení, zápis (např. změna kmenových dat, pořízení účetního záznamu). Popis procesu přidělování a odebírání uživatelských rolí a proces jejich pravidelné revize. Návrh procesu kontroly aktivit privilegovaných uživatelských účtů (GRC, FireFighter). Popis evidence a kontroly přidělení neslučitelných oprávnění (SoD - na úrovni business role a kroku procesu). 
























Pý¡loha �. 1 Smlouvy o d¡lo/excel vzor1.xlsx

Jmenná konvence a kategorizace


			Proces			Popis


			ID			PROC.XX.YYYY


			PROC			Pevná hodnota


			XX			SAP modul (např. FI, CO, SD, MM)


			YYYY			pořadové číslo [0000-9999]


			GAP			Popis


			ID			GAP.XX.YYYY


			GAP			Pevná hodnota


			XX			SAP modul (např. FI, CO, SD, MM)


			YYYY			pořadové číslo [0000-9999]


			Požadavek			Popis


			ID			REQ.XX.YYYY


			REQ			Pevná hodnota


			XX			SAP modul (např. FI, CO, SD, MM)


			YYYY			pořadové číslo [0000-9999]


			Kategorie dle hrubého odhadu pracnosti			Pracnost


			S			Do 6MD


			M			Do 15MD


			L			Do 40MD


			XL			Nad 40MD








Seznam procesů


			ID Procesu			Modul			Název procesu			Odkaz na popis procesu [word vzor 1]			Vazba na ostatní procesy [ID Procesu]			Transakce / Report			Periodicita zpracování			Standart [ANO/NE]			GAP [ID Gapu]			poznámka


			PROC.MM.0010			MM			Založení dodávky			[ODKAZ]			PROC.FI.0123			ZOBJ_IN			Ad-hoc			NE			GAP.MM.0002			příklad








Seznam GAP


			ID GAPu			Modul			Název			Vztak k [ID Procesu] / [ID Požadavku]			Legislativní požadavek [ANO{NE]			Kategorie dle odhadu pracnosti [S,M,L,XL]			Poznámka


			GAP.MM.0002			MM			Zákaznická modifikace transakce pro založení dodávky			ERP.MM.0010			NE			M








Seznam ostatní požadavky


			ID Požadavku			Modul			Název			Typ požadavku [Funkční / nefunkční / problém / ostatní]			Vztak k [ID Procesu] / [ID GaP] / apod.			Legislativní požadavek [ANO{NE]			Kategorie dle odhadu pracnosti [S,M,L,XL]			Poznámka


			REQ.BC.0001			BC			Dostupnost systému 24/7			nefunkční 						NE			nerelevantní			příklad








Seznam rozhraní


			ID			Název integrační vazby / rozhraní			Zdrojová aplikace			Cílová aplikace			Směr rozhraní z pohledu SAP			Manuální / automatizované			Frekvence			Typ rozhraní			Formát souboru			Popis rozhraní			Poznámka


			30.A			Transakční data a nesmluvní handling			SAP BLUESKY			CAODB			Odchozí			Automatizované			Online			SAP XI			xml			Obsahuje i fakturace.


			30.B			Letová data, kmenová data			CAODB			SAP BLUESKY			Příchozí			Automatizované			Online			SAP XI			xml			Tlačítko refresh v BlueSky, který aktualizuje data okamžitě, jinak v dávkách			Kmenová data - číselníky Registrace letadel, kódy letišť


			31.A			Letová data - smluvní handling			AGH (AVES)			SAP BLUESKY			Příchozí			Automatizované			Online			SAP XI			xml


			32.A			Ověření BP			OVEL			SAP BP			Příchozí			Automatizované			Denní			SAP XI












Pý¡loha �. 1 Smlouvy o d¡lo/LP _Seznam_aplikac¡_a_integrac¡.xlsx

Informace





						Letiště Praha


						Aplikační architektura Letiště Praha vč. seznam integrací 








Aplikační Architektura


						I. Aplikační architektura Letiště Praha








Katalog aplikací





						II. Katalog aplikací Letiště Praha








						(a) Název aplikace			(b) Typ aplikace - funkčnosti			(c) Společnost ke Skupině			(d) Komentáře


						SAP ERP			ERP systém, který se používá všemi společnosti skupiny Letiště Praha. V systému se užívá řáda modulu: FI, pokladny, BP, SD, CLM, HR a Mzdy, AM, PM, PS, MM, REM.


						SAP BLUESKY


						SAP REM			SAP modul pro výpočet obratového nájemného + PAX, obsahuje informace o obchodnéch jednotkách (podlahové plochy, provozovny, kontaktní osoby)						Dle obratu a pasažérů


						MIB:Project			Zákaznická nadstavba nad SAP PS


						eDMS explorer			Nástroj pro vyhledávání a správu dokumentů uložených přes MIB:Project


						ADVAM			Letiště Praha provozuje web aeroparking.cz. Zde lze provést rezervaci parkovacích míst online. SLužby parkování se poskytují jak koncovým zákazníků (B2C), tak obchodním firmám (B2B), především cestovním kancelářím. - rozhraní do SAPu ve formě IDOCů pro SD (zakázky) a FI (UD) 


						Amadeus			Letiště Praha prodává letenky v rámci fyzické provozovny v prostorách samotného letiště. Aplikace slouží pro rezervaci a prodej letenek. Za prodej si Letiště Prha účtuje zprostředkovatelskou provizi.			Handling			online xml interface do SAP


						AMOS			Software na údržbu letadel, umožňuje evidovat informace o skladovaných náhradních dílech, prováděných službách oprav (k evidenci se užívá SPP prvek, kde projektové číslo reprezentuje každou jednotlivou opravu) a následně vystavovat faktury vydané (vč. jejich tisku).			Technics


						APH			Externí SW, CENTROS, 3 čerpací stanice (automobilové pohonné hmoty) - rozhraní do SAPu pro fakturaci (zakázky, dodávky) a výdeje pro provoz (skladový výdej do spotřeby) – batch input						Tankování zaměstnanců, interní vozidla, externí subjekty


						AGH (dříve AVES)			Data o letech handlingu, plní se smluvní handling						Na základě techto dat se zakládají Letové dokumenty v BlueSky


						BW			SAP Business Warehouse - datový sklad 90 procent data ze SAP, 10 procent data z jiných aplikací


						CAODB			Centrální databáze - Srdce letiště, všechna data o letech, uzel pro výměnu dat mezi systémy


						CARIS			SW na údržbu vozidel (autoservis)


						Celní aplikace JSD			Jednotné správní deklarace


						Kontrola insolvence			Právní SW, kontrola insolvence


						Daňovka			Portál pro zaměstnance, podklady pro výpočet a vyúčtování daní zaměstnanců


						Dantem			Správa hmotného a nehmotného majetku						SW do ruky propojený s AM modulem


						Docházka (ID Ware)			Podklady pro výpočet mezd + zpětné hlášení o výkonu ze spec. rozhranní


						ENERGIS			Systém pro řízení energií, rozúčtování nákladů na teplo - rozhraní do SAPu pro fakturaci (batch input)			LP			Rozhranní do SAP a zpět do Energisu


						Evidence loginů			Informace o zaměstnancích


						Hoteltime			Systém pro fakturaci hotelových služeb - pronájem salónků - rozhraní do SAPu pro fakturaci (batch input)


						Kofax			Systém pro skenování a vytěžování faktur a HR spisů


						LETGIS			GIS pro celé letiště s detaily uvnitř budov


						MF ČR			Ověření nespolehlivých plátců DPH a jejich bankovních spojení


						Multimax			Systém pro vydávání přístupových karet, Ověření spolehlivosti, Vydané karty včetně třetích stran - rozhraní do SAPu ve formě IDOCů pro SD zakázky 


						My ID Travel			Slevy pro zaměstnance na letenky			Handling + Technics


						OVEL			Obchodní věstník, ověření BP podle rejstříků


						Parkování (Designa)			Parkovací systém (automaty, závory, tržby a cash do SAP)


						Roastering LP (BEK)			Systém na plánování směn a info o zaměstnancích


						Sharepoint			Add-on do Wordku používán pro verzování smluv


						SPOJE			Systém pro evidenci a přefakturaci pevných linek, rozúčtování soukromých hovorů zaměstnanců - rozhraní do SAPu pro fakturaci (batch input)


						Stravování (Kredit)			Systém pro vedení restaurací (kompletně včetně skladů a napojení na platební terminály)						7 rozhranní do SAP a zpět


						SWAT (Cluemaker)			Hodnocení dodavatelů k ověření


						TAMAS 			Palivové transakce, eviduje všechny pohyby paliva po letišti a přečerpávání, umí různé vlastníky paliva, drží vážený průměr ceny - rozhraní do Bluesky – přenos dat k letovým dokumentům týkajících se plnění LPH (letecké pohonné hmoty) 			Handling			Tamas ma i LP, ale ten nemá žádné interfacy


						PKN Orlen			Rozhranní do SAP PKN Orlen (EDI) palivo patří Orlenu, zákazníka fakturuje Orlen			Handling


						TAS			Systém na seznamování se směrnicemi


						WRS			Webová rezervační služba, podklad pro vydané faktury


						Odpadové hospodářství			Nemá interface do SAP, asi se už nepoužívá						bez vazby na SAP


						LSO			Learning solutions - zde je pouze evidence nutných kvalifikací pro roli


						Eduard			e-learnich systém, uvnitř SAP od Mibconu


						Karta bezpečnostního pracovníka			Evidence testování zaměstnanců						Jednoduché formulářové řešení


						CAFM			Facility management						Vyžádat si cílový koncept. K dispozici rozhraní pro Android a Fiori nad PM modulem.


						Multicash			Bankovní software


						ODS3			Oracle databáze stojící mimo, využívající pro funkce rozhranní PI od SAP


						Citidirect			Bankovní software


						Praetor			Právní SW, evidence pohledávek








Integrační rozhraní





						III. Popis integračních vazeb








						ID			(a) Jméno integrační vazby / rozhraní			(b) Zdrojová aplikace			(c) Cílová aplikace			(d) Směr rozhraní z pohledu SAP			(e) Komplexita integračního rozhraní			(f) Manuální / automatizované			(g) Množství dat za měsíc (MB)			(h) Frekvence			(i) Kritičnost z pohledu business			(j) Typ rozhraní			(k) Formát souboru			(m) Vlastník rozhraní			(o) Popis rozhraní			Komentáře


						00.B			E-learning přehled absolvovaných kurzů			EDUARD			SAP HR a mzdy			Obojí						automatizované						Online


						01.A			Podklady pro faktury vydané			ENERGIS			SAP SD			Příchozí						automatizované						Měsíční									csv						Import csv s detaily faktur do SD modulu SAP, PDF přílohy SAP záloha


						01.B			Čísla faktur vydaných v SAP			SAP SD			ENERGIS			Odchozí						automatizované						Měsíční									csv						Informace o číslu vydané faktury zpět do systému ENERGIS


						02.A			Podklady pro faktury vydané			SPOJE			SAP SD			Příchozí						automatizované						Měsíční						SAP XI			csv						Přefakturace pevných linek


						02.B			Čísla faktur vydaných v SAP			SAP SD			SPOJE			Odchozí						automatizované						Měsíční						SAP XI			csv						Informace o číslu vydané faktury zpět do systému SPOJE


						02.C			Rozúčtování poplatků za telefony			SPOJE			SAP HR a mzdy			Příchozí						automatizované						Měsíční									csv						Rozúčtování soukromých hovorů do SAP FI modulu podle dat zaměstnanců


						03.A			Podklady pro faktury vydané			Hoteltime			SAP SD			Příchozí						automatizované						Měsíční						SAP XI			csv


						03.B			Čísla faktur vydaných v SAP			SAP SD			Hoteltime			Odchozí						automatizované						Měsíční						SAP XI			csv


						04.A			Skladové transakce			Stravování (Kredit)			SAP FI			Příchozí						automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			csv						Účetní pohyby na skladových účtech


						04.B			Výnosové transakce			Stravování (Kredit)			SAP FI			Příchozí						automatizované						Měsíční						SAP XI			csv


						04.C			Srážky ze mzdy			Stravování (Kredit)			SAP FI			Příchozí						automatizované						Měsíční						SAP XI			csv


						04.D			Položky FAP			Stravování (Kredit)			SAP MM			Příchozí						automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			csv						Primárně se drží stavy skladů v Kreditu


						04.E			Denní kurzy měn			SAP FI			Stravování (Kredit)			Odchozí						automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			csv						Denní kurzy z účetnictví, Kredit má vlastní prodejní systém a napojení na platební terminály


						04.F			Seznam zaměstnanců s počtem jídel			SAP HR a Mzdy			Stravování (Kredit)			Odchozí						automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			csv						Seznam zaměstnanců s nárokem na počet jídel podle délek směny


						04.G			Business partners			SAP BP			Stravování (Kredit)			Odchozí						automatizované						Týdenní						SAP XI			csv						Seznam BP


						04.H			Hlavičky FAP			SAP MM			Stravování (Kredit)			Odchozí						automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			csv


						05.A			Tržby z parkování			Parkování (Designa)			SAP FI			Příchozí						automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			csv


						05.B			Peněžní pohyby z parkování			Parkování (Designa)			SAP pokladny			Příchozí						automatizované						5x Denně						SAP XI			csv


						06.A			ADVAM B2C			ADVAM			SAP FI			Příchozí						automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			xml						Online rezervace parkovacích míst pro veřejnost


						06.B			ADVAM B2B			ADVAM			SAP SD			Příchozí						automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			xml						idoc - rezervace parkovacích míst pro partnery (např. CK)


						06.C			ADVAM časové rozlišení			ADVAM			SAP FI			Příchozí						automatizované						Měsíční						SAP XI			xml						časové rozlišení výnosů vzhledem k rezervacím v budoucnosti


						07.A			Tankování interní			APH			SAP CO			Příchozí						automatizované						Měsíční						SAP XI									Automaticky vygenerovaný soubor, nahraný do tabulky v SAP a následně ručně zpracováno


						07.B			Tankování zaměstnanci			APH			SAP HR a mzdy			Příchozí						automatizované						Měsíční						SAP XI									Přeúčtování interních tankování na správné nákladové středisko nebo srážka zaměstnanci


						07.C			Tankování externí			APH			SAP SD			Příchozí						automatizované						Měsíční						SAP XI									Vystavení faktury pro třetí stranu dle klíčenek


						08.A			EDI faktur dle IATA formátu			SAP SD			EDI			Odchozí						manuální						Dle potřeby									xml						XML dle IATA formátu


						09.A			Podklady pro výpočet mezd (docházka)			Docházka (ID Ware)			SAP HR a mzdy			Příchozí						manuální						Měsíční									csv


						09.B			Zpětné hlášení o výkonu - seznam PM zakázek			SAP PM			Docházka (ID Ware)			Odchozí						automatizované						Týdenní									csv


						09.C			Zpětné hlášení o výkonu			Docházka (ID Ware)			SAP PM			Odchozí						automatizované						Měsíční									csv


						09.D			Info o zaměstnancích 2			SAP HR a Mzdy			Docházka (ID Ware)			Odchozí						automatizované						Denní									csv						Master data zaměstnanců


						10.A			Info o zaměstnancích 1			SAP HR a Mzdy			Evidence loginů			Odchozí						automatizované						Denní									csv						Master data zaměstnanců


						10.B			Info o zaměstnancích 3			SAP HR a Mzdy			Roastering LP (BEK)			Odchozí						automatizované						Denní									csv						Master data zaměstnanců


						10.C			Informace o loginech a e-mailech			Evidence loginů			SAP HR a mzdy			Příchozí						automatizované						Denní									csv


						11.A			Projektová čísla (SPP prvky)			AMOS			SAP PS			Příchozí						automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			csv


						11.B			Položky FAP			AMOS			SAP MM			Příchozí						automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			xml


						11.C			Hlavičky FAP			SAP MM			AMOS			Odchozí						automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			xml


						11.D			Účetní dávky			AMOS			SAP FI			Příchozí						automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			xml


						11.E			Kurzy			SAP FI			AMOS			Odchozí						automatizované						Měsíční									xml


						12.A			Objednávky			CARIS			SAP MM			Příchozí						manuální						Denní


						12.B			Výkony na zakázkách (servis a myčky)			CARIS			SAP PM			Příchozí						automatizované						Měsíční						csv			csv						přes SAP zálohu


						12.C			Účetní dávka skladových pohybů			CARIS			SAP FI			Příchozí						manuální						Měsíční


						13.A			Podklady pro el. Vyúčtování daní			Daňovka			SAP HR a mzdy			Příchozí						Manuální						Dle potřeby									csv


						13.B			Seznam zaměstnanců pro el. Vyúčt.			SAP HR a mzdy			Daňovka			Odchozí						Manuální						Dle potřeby									csv


						14.A			Hlavičky faktur přijatých, scany			Kofax			SAP MM			Příchozí						automatizované						Online						SAP XI			csv						csv online (xi) PDF do DMS			Vytěžuje a zakládá předběžně založené FAP


						14.B			HR spis zaměstnance			Kofax			SAP HR a mzdy			Příchozí						automatizované						Online									csv						csv online, PDF do CMS


						14.C			Master data BP, zaměstnanci			SAP BP			Kofax			Odchozí						automatizované						1x 15 min									csv						Master data BP


						15.A			Dotazník dodavatelů k ověření			SAP BP			SWAT (Cluemaker)			Odchozí						automatizované						1x 15 min						SAP XI


						16.A			Celní aplikace JSD			Celní aplikace JSD (Postline)			SAP FI			Příchozí						automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			xml						přílohy do hlavní knihy


						17.A			Palivové transakce			TAMAS			SAP ODS3			Příchozí						automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			csv						Pro účely poslání dat do Orlenu			Jen pro Handling


						17.B			Fakturace LPH a hanling služeb			TAMAS			SAP BlueSky			Příchozí						Automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			xml						Bude implementováno ještě v roce 2021


						17.C			Palivové transakce			SAP ODS3			PKN Orlen			Odchozí						automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			idoc


						17.D			Údaje o zákaznících a smlouvách			PKN Orlen			SAP ODS3			Příchozí						automatizované						Dle potřeby						SAP XI			idoc						Data o platných smlouvách, kódy zákazníků a smlouvy od do


						18.A			Seznam majetku a nákl. Středisek			SAP AM			Dantem			Odchozí						manuální						Ročně									csv


						19.A			Prodej letenek - podklady			Amadeus			SAP SD			Příchozí						automatizované						Online						SAP XI			xml


						20.A			Číselník místností a budov			LETGIS			SAP AM			Příchozí						automatizované						Denní									csv


						20.B			Číselník místností a budov			LETGIS			SAP PM			Příchozí						automatizované						Denní									csv


						20.C			Číselník místností a budov			LETGIS			SAP REM			Příchozí						automatizované						Denní									csv


						20.D			Zakázky (=uzly=místnost a budova v Letgis)			LETGIS			SAP PM			Příchozí												vypnuto															webová služba + podklady pro aplikaci CLM rizika místností, odstaveno, vzniká nový interface


						20.E			Seznam staveb s SPP			LETGIS			SAP PS			Příchozí												Denní						csv									KCT plánované stavky - již ukončeno, nepoužívá se


						20.F			Provozovny, kontaktní osoby			SAP REM			LETGIS			Odchozí						automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			csv


						20.G			Seznam zaměstnanců podle lokace			SAP HR a Mzdy			LETGIS			Odchozí						automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			csv						csv na sap záloze


						20.H			Seznam majetků podle lokace			SAP AM			LETGIS			Odchozí						manuální						Roční									csv


						21.A			Info o zaměstnancích			SAP HR a Mzdy			My ID Travel			Odchozí						Automatizované						Denní						SAP XI									webová služba do myIDtravel, SAP na výstupu generuje soubor


						22.A			Přeúčtování výnosů do LP			SAP REM			SAP FI			Obojí						automatizované						1x10 min						SAP XI			csv


						23.A			Info o zaměstnancích			SAP HR a Mzdy			TAS			Odchozí												Denní									csv


						23.B			Číselník dodavatelů			SAP BP			TAS			Odchozí												vícekrát denně						SAP XI


						24.A			Ověření nespolehlivých plátců DPH			MF ČR			SAP BP			Příchozí						Automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			webová sl						webová služba, SAP řešení SeeVerify


						24.B			Dodavatelé včetně bankovního spojení			MF ČR			SAP BP			Příchozí						Automatizované						1x15 min						SAP XI			webová sl


						25.A			Dodavatelé, odběratelé, zaměstnanci			SAP BP			Kontrola insolvece			Odchozí						Manuální						Týdenní									csv


						26.A			Ověření spolehlivosti			Multimax			SAP HR a mzdy			Příchozí						Automatizované						Denní									csv


						27.A			Podklady pro faktury vydané			WRS LP (BSV)			SAP SD			Příchozí						Automatizované						Měsíční						SAP XI			csv


						28.A			Data pro připomínkování smluv			SAP CLM			Sharepoint			Obojí						Automatizované						Online									docx


						29.A			Kmenová a transakční data pro reporting			SAP ERP			BW			Odchozí						Automatizované						Denní															Hlavní load dat probíhá přes generované CSV soubory, vstupů do BW je celá řada.


						30.A			Transakční data a nesmluvní handling			SAP BLUESKY			CAODB			Odchozí						Automatizované						Online						SAP XI			xml						Obsahuje i fakturace.


						30.B			Letová data, kmenová data			CAODB			SAP BLUESKY			Příchozí						Automatizované						Online						SAP XI			xml						Tlačítko refresh v BlueSky, který aktualizuje data okamžitě, jinak v dávkách			Kmenová data - číselníky Registrace letadel, kódy letišť


						31.A			Letová data - smluvní handling			AGH (AVES)			SAP BLUESKY			Příchozí						Automatizované						Online						SAP XI			xml


						32.A			Ověření BP			OVEL			SAP BP			Příchozí						Automatizované						Denní						SAP XI


						33.A			Platby			SAP FI			Multicash			Odchozí						Manuální						Denní															úhrady závazků


						33.B			Bankovní výpisy			Multicash			SAP FI			Příchozí						Manuální						Denní															příjem bankovních výpisů


						34.A			SSB Data			SAP FI			SSB Data			Odchozí						Automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			csv						Data o fakturaci karet pro SSB


						34.B			SSB Data			SAP Eduard			SSB Data			Odchozí						Automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			csv						Bezpečnostní školení a info o absolvování


						34.C			SSB Data			Evidence loginů			SSB Data			Odchozí						Automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			csv						Info o org. Struktuře


						34.D			SSB Data			ÚCL			SSB Data			Odchozí						Automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			csv						Data z úradu pro civilní letectví


						35.A			CAFM			SAP REM			SAP CAFM			Odchozí						Automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			idoc						Data o budovách a místnostech pro CAFM


						35.B			CAFM			LETGIS			SAP CAFM			Odchozí						Automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			csv						Data o vybavení (equipment)			detaily v cílovém konceptu


						35.C			CAFM kalendáře			Docházka (ID Ware)			SAP CAFM			Odchozí						Automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			csv						info z docházky (zatím nenasazeno)


						35.D			CAFM timesheet			Docházka (ID Ware)			SAP CAFM			Odchozí						Automatizované						Denní						SAP XI			csv						info z docházky (zatím nenasazeno)


						36.A			Data od SPZ pro bezpečnostní složky			Parkování (Designa)			bezp. Složky DB			Odchozí						Automatizované						minutově						SAP XI			webová sl


						37.A			počet úkolů			TAS			SAP Zam. portál			Odchozí						Automatizované						5 minut						SAP XI			webová sl						informace o počtu úkolů v TAS


						37.B			počet úkolů			Provozní data WIN			SAP Zam. portál			Odchozí						Automatizované						5 minut						SAP XI			webová sl						stejné jako předchozí (zatím nenasazeno)


						28.B			dotazník BP 			SAP CLM			SAP (Cluemaker)			Odchozí						Automatizované						online						SAP XI


						39.A			Inženýring MIB:Project			SAP Mib:Project			SAP FI			Odchozí						Automatizované						měsíčně						SAP XI			csv


						40.A			CLM zveřejnění smluv			SAP CLM			Registr smluv			Odchozí						Automatizované						Dle potřeby															Zveřejnění smlouvy v registru smluv po schválení smlouvy


									Kurzy ČNB			web ČNB			SAP FI			Příchozí			automatizované			automatizované						měsíčně			import měsíčních kurzů ČNB						TXT						import měsíčních kurzů ČNB


									Kurzy ČNB			web ČNB			SAP FI			Příchozí			automatizované			automatizované						denní			import denních kurzů ČNB						TXT						import denních kurzů ČNB


									Platby			SAP FI			Citidirect			Odchozí			automatizované			automatizované						denní			úhrady závazků						XML						úhrady závazků


									Bankovní výpisy			Citidirect			SAP FI			Příchozí			automatizované			automatizované						denní			příjem bankovních výpisů						STA, TXT						příjem bankovních výpisů


									Výkony CAFM			SAP CAFM			SAP FI			Příchozí			Automatizované			automatizované						měsíčně						SAP XI			CSV


									CLM klíčová slova			SAP CLM			Sharepoint			Odchozí						automatizované						Denní									csv						Export číselníku klíčových slov pro Intranet


									CLM kritéria OVZ			SAP CLM			Sharepoint			Odchozí						automatizované						Denní									csv						Export číselníku a katalogu kritérií životního prostředí pro Forms dotazník


									VIES			VIES			SAP BP			Příchozí						automatizované						Denní									webová sl						Online kontrola platnosti DIC


									BP + zaměstnanci, pohledávky, závazky			SAP BP, SAP FI			Praetor			Odchozí						automatizované						Denní									csv


												BPC			SAP FI
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SAP Document Export


			Related Simplification Items			Activities			Phase			Condition			Additional Information


			ABAPTWL - Change of authorization checks SAP Business Workflow (SI21: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_AUTHORIZATION_CHANGES)			Technical System Configuration			During conversion project			Mandatory			Adapt your roles and authorizations as described in SAP note 2979517.


			ABAPTWL - Change of workflow system user and workflow system jobs (SI20: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_USER_JOBS)			Technical System Configuration			During conversion project			Mandatory			Adapt your workflow jobs as described in SAP note 2568271.


			ABAPTWL - Cleanup of orphaned objects (SI02: AS_ABAP_CLEANUP)			Custom Code Adaption			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			Remove usage of obsolete SAP objects from custom code.


			ABAPTWL - Dual Stack not supported (SI06: AS_ABAP_DUAL_STACK)			Landscape Redesign			Before conversion project			Mandatory			Split your dual stack system into separate ABAP and Java instances.


			ABAPTWL - SSCR license key procedure is no longer supported (SI03: AS_ABAP_SSCR)			Process Design / Blueprint			Before or during conversion project			Optional			Setup control of development activities as recommended in SAP note 2309060 .


			ABAPTWL - SSCR license key procedure is no longer supported (SI03: AS_ABAP_SSCR)			User Training			Before or during conversion project			Optional			Educate developers about process changes on controlling development activities.


			ABAPTWL - VM Container not supported (SI04: AS_ABAP_VMCONTAINER)			Custom Code Adaption			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			Remove any VMC usage in your custom applications.


			ABAPTWL - Visualization of SAP Business Workflow Metadata (SI09: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_VISUALIZATION)			Data migration			During conversion project			Mandatory			Take over your customer specific customizing from SWFVISU to SWFVMD1.


			S4TWL - ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING (SI3_FIN_CO)			Business Operations			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING (SI3_FIN_CO)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING (SI3_FIN_CO)			User Training			During conversion project			Mandatory			Inform customer about missing functionalities


			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)			Business Decision			Before conversion project			Mandatory			Decide about future ledger approach for asset accounting.


			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)			Business Operations			During conversion project			Mandatory			Execute year-end and month-end closing activities.


			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			For required custom code adaption refer to simplification item SI1: FIN_AA and SAP note 2270387.


			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Mandatory			Perform customizing and configuration required for preparing the data migration and for the future asset accounting design in SAP S/4HANA.


			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)			Data cleanup / archiving			Before conversion project			Optional			Reduce number of asset accounting documents to avoid unnecessary data error corrections and to minimize conversion downtime.


			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)			Data correction			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			Check and correct inconsistent data which is relevant for the conversion.


			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)			Data migration			During conversion project			Mandatory			Perform data migration to new SAP S/4HANA data model.


			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)			Interface Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			Adapt or replace obsolete or changed legacy data transfer methods.


			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)			Process Design / Blueprint			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			Create blueprint for required Asset Accounting configuration in SAP S/4HANA.


			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)			User Training			During conversion project			Mandatory			Inform users about changes in Asset Accounting.


			S4TWL - AVAILABILITY OF TRANSACTIONS IN MM-IM (SI2: Logistics_MM-IM)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			Replace customer coding using the transaction codes MB01, MB02 MB04, MB05, MB0A, MB11, MB1A, MB1B, MB1C, MB31, MBNL, MBRL, MBSF, MBSL and MBSU (e.g. by suing CALL TRANSACTION MBxy) by make use of function module BAPI_GOODSMVT_CREATE


			S4TWL - AVAILABILITY OF TRANSACTIONS IN MM-IM (SI2: Logistics_MM-IM)			User Training			During conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - Amount Field Length Extension (SI8_FIN_GL)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Amount Field Length Extension (SI8_FIN_GL)			Software Upgrade / Maintenance			During conversion project			Conditional			Implementation of SAP Notes might be required in case new functionality should be used


			S4TWL - Authorization Concept for Supplier Invoice (SI14: PROC_MM_IV_AUTH)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Mandatory			Users working with supplier invoices, additionally need the authorizations based on M_RECH_BUK


			S4TWL - Authorization Objects in QM (SI9: Logistics_QM)			Data correction			After conversion project			Mandatory			Authorization objects in Quality Management have been changed, follow the steps in SAP Note 2505099 to adjust authorization objects


			S4TWL - BI Extractors in SAP S/4HANA (SI18: CT_BW_EXTRACTORS)			Interface Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			Adjust or change BI extractors.


			S4TWL - BI Extractors in SAP S/4HANA (SI18: CT_BW_EXTRACTORS)			New developments			During conversion project			Optional			Develope solutions for obsolete BW extractors


			S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and extractors for DFPS (SI2: Defense&Security)			Interface Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			Adjust or change BI extractors.


			S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and extractors for DFPS (SI2: Defense&Security)			New developments			During conversion project			Conditional			Depending on your revised reporting strategy and concepts, implement new solutions for data extraction and reporting.


			S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and extractors for DFPS (SI2: Defense&Security)			Process Design / Blueprint			During conversion project			Mandatory			BI content, Data Sources and Extractors are unavailable in SAP S/4 HANA, Define alternative reporting concepts as indicated in SAP Note 2273294.


			S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and extractors for DFPS (SI2: Defense&Security)			User Training			During conversion project			Optional			Train users if you implement new reporting capabilities. 


			S4TWL - BOM, Routing, Production Version (SI16: Logistics - PLM)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - BOM, Routing, Production Version (SI16: Logistics - PLM)			Data migration			During conversion project			Mandatory			It is recommended to migrate BOMs, for which there is no corresponding routing using report CS_BOM_PRODVER_MIGRATION. It is recommended to migrate BOMs, for which there exist corresponding routings using report CS_BOM_PRODVER_MIGRATION02.


			S4TWL - BOM, Routing, Production Version (SI16: Logistics - PLM)			User Training			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			Production versions are mandatory in S/4HANA. MRP, planned order creation, and production order creation only find a BOM and routing alternative if a production version is maintained for the BOM and routing alternative.


			S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen (SI8: Logistics_PSS)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen (SI8: Logistics_PSS)			Process Design / Blueprint			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			The relevant BW extractors and data sources for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Management are not available within SAP S/4HANA


			S4TWL - Batch History (SI36: Logistics_PP)			Business Decision			Any time			Optional			Functionality available in SAP S/4HANA on-premise edition but not considered as future technology.


			S4TWL - Batch Input for Customer Master/Supplier Master (SI25: MasterData_BP)			Custom Code Adaption			Before or during conversion project			Conditional			Adjust your custom code according to the new process.


			S4TWL - Batch Input for Customer Master/Supplier Master (SI25: MasterData_BP)			Process Design / Blueprint			Before conversion project			Mandatory			Batch Input to maintain customer master and supplier master data is not supported since SAP S/4 HANA 1809, please use one of the following alternatives: 
Business Partner SOAP Services. Refer to SAP Note 2472030 for more information
IDocs (CREMAS/DEBMAS)
Mass Transactions (XK99/XD99)


			S4TWL - Batch Input for Customer Master/Supplier Master (SI25: MasterData_BP)			User Training			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Batch Input for Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) (SI5: Logistics_PM)			Business Decision			Before or during conversion project			Optional			Please check if you use Batch Input for creating / changing Plant Maintenance data. If Yes do not invest further in this kind of technology. Recommendation within EAM is to use the API´s wherever possible


			S4TWL - Batch Input for Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) (SI5: Logistics_PM)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Optional			If you use Batch Input for creating / changing Plant Maintenance data, recommendation within EAM is to use the API´s wherever possible.


			S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)			Business Decision			Before conversion project			Mandatory				Additionally to the existing output management based on NAST a new Output Management solution is adopted S/4 HANA-wide. Thereby a unified solution can be used for all Output Management activities. The existing Output Management solution however is still the default.


			S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Conditional			Replace custom code for previous NAST-based output management.


			S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Conditional			Configure new output management.


			S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)			Landscape Redesign			During or after conversion project			Conditional			If new output management is used, setup required technical infrastructure.


			S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)			Process Design / Blueprint			During or after conversion project			Optional			Additionally to the existing output management based on NAST a new Output Management solution is adopted S/4 HANA-wide. Thereby a unified solution can be used for all Output Management activities. The existing Output Management solution however is still the default.


			S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)			Technical System Configuration			During or after conversion project			Conditional			Configure technical infrastructure for new output management.


			S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)			User Training			After conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)			Business Decision			Before conversion project			Mandatory			Before the conversion project you need to make a decision on whether the Business Partner ID and the Customer/Vendor ID should be the same.


			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			Adapt your Custom Code as per Note 2265093  "Custom Code Adaption" section


			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)			Customizing / Configuration			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			Check CVI customizing and trigger necessary changes  e.g. missing BP Role Category, Define Number Assignments according to the S/4 Conversion guide chapter Introduce Business Partner Approach (Customer Vendor Integration) (Note 2265093)Check and maintain BP customizing e.g. missing tax types.


			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)			Data correction			During conversion project			Mandatory			Carry out post-implementation steps as per BP_Conversion Document.pdf attached to SAP Note 2211312
The customer/vendor transformation is bidirectional. You can both process customer/vendor master records from business partner maintenance as well as populate data from customer/vendor processing to the business partner. After the successful S/4 conversion process you have to activate the post processing for direction Business Partner a Customer /Vendor.



			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)			Data correction			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			Check master data consistency using CVI_MIGRATION_PRECHK and maintain consistency.Check and clean-up customer/vendor data e.g. missing @-sign in the e-mail address. Run Business Partner Pre-Check PRECHECK_UPGRADATION_REPORT to verify the results according to the Note 2211312.


			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)			Data correction			Before or during conversion project			Conditional			If the Business Function CA_BP_SO is present in your system -> activate it as per Note 2265093In case that the Business Function CA_BP_SOA does not yet exist in the system -> you have to create a new Business Function in the customer namespace with the switches VENDOR_SFWS_SC1 and VENDOR_SFWS_SC2. The new customer specific Business Function must be of type Enterprise Business Function (G) - see also Mandatory checks for customer, vendor and contact as per Note 2265093.


			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)			Data migration			During conversion project			Conditional			Valid for IS-OIL: In S4HANA all the IS-OIL specific fields (including customer BDRP data fields) have been adapted as per the new Framework of BP.
The IS-OIL Fields related to Vendor and Customer now have been moved to BP under the roles FLCU01 (Customer), FLVN01 (Vendor)



			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)			Data migration			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			Perform Synchronization (Data load) via Synchronization Cockpit (Note 2265093)


			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)			Process Design / Blueprint			Before conversion project			Mandatory			There is a list of transactions that redirect you to the transaction BP, as well as a list of obsolete transactions as per Note 2265093 , adjust your business process accordingly.


			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)			Technical System Configuration			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			Implement SAP S/4HANA Conversion Pre-Checks according to the SAP S/4HANA Conversion guide chapter Pre-Checks as per Note 2265093 .


			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)			User Training			During conversion project			Optional			User training to use new transactions for Business Partners in S/4HANA


			S4TWL - Business User Management (SI21: BUSINESS_USER)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Mandatory			Configure update channel for workplace address data
If HR integration is active, configure and maintain employee master data 


			S4TWL - Business User Management (SI21: BUSINESS_USER)			Data correction			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			check user data (as part of general business partner introduction)


			S4TWL - Business User Management (SI21: BUSINESS_USER)			Data migration			During conversion project			Mandatory			If HR integration is active, run HCM business partner synchronization as described in  HCM simplification SAP Note 2340095
If HR integration is not active, create or upload person data wiht Fiori app "Maintain employee"


			S4TWL - Business User Management (SI21: BUSINESS_USER)			Fiori Implementation			During conversion project			Conditional			If HR integration is not active, implement Fiori app "Maintain employee"


			S4TWL - Business User Management (SI21: BUSINESS_USER)			User Training			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts (SI2_FIN_CM)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			Adopt custom code to fit to the new logic described in note 2870766.


			S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts (SI2_FIN_CM)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Mandatory			Create number ranges, account types, import of bank statements. 


			S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts (SI2_FIN_CM)			Data migration			During conversion project			Mandatory			Migrate House Banks into Bank Account Management.


			S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts (SI2_FIN_CM)			Fiori Implementation			During conversion project			Mandatory				Implement Fiori apps required to manage banks and bank accounts.


			S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts (SI2_FIN_CM)			User Training			During conversion project			Mandatory			Inform users about changes to user interface and business logics.


			S4TWL - COST ELEMENTS (SI7: FIN_CO)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - COST ELEMENTS (SI7: FIN_CO)			Process Design / Blueprint			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - COST ELEMENTS (SI7: FIN_CO)			User Training			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Changed Interfaces (SI15: CT_Integration)			Interface Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			Adjust any interfaces that use obsolete RFC.


			S4TWL - Changes In List Reports For Order and Notification (SI6: Logistics_PM)			Technical System Configuration			During conversion project			Conditional			Implement the SAP Notes 393393 and 551133 if needed and run the reports 'QM_PHASE_FILL' and 'RIAFVC_IPHAS_FILL'  before the ugrade to SAP S/4HANA (if not done already).


			S4TWL - Changes In List Reports For Order and Notification (SI6: Logistics_PM)			User Training			During conversion project			Conditional			In case you use the transaction IW37, IW49, please use IW37n or IW49n instead.


			S4TWL - Classic MM-PUR GUI Transactions replacement (SI11: PROC_MM_DYN)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			 Replace custom code refering to old BAPIs 


			S4TWL - Classic MM-PUR GUI Transactions replacement (SI11: PROC_MM_DYN)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - Classic MM-PUR GUI Transactions replacement (SI11: PROC_MM_DYN)			User Training			During conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - Classification (SI14: Logistics - PLM)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			SAP Note: 22213569 and SAP Note: 2221293


			S4TWL - Classification (SI14: Logistics - PLM)			Process Design / Blueprint			Before conversion project			Conditional			If customer is using parameter effectivity for classification in ECC.
Parameter Effectivity has been hidden for classification in the SAP S/4HANA, on-premise edition 1511 shipment. As an alternative solution, Variant Configuration shall be used with object based dependencies.


			S4TWL - Classification (SI14: Logistics - PLM)			User Training			During conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - Classification - Data Cleanup before Migration (SI32: Logistics_PLM)			Data correction			During conversion project			Mandatory			If any inconsistencies are found in table INOB, fix them as described in SAP Note 2949845.


			S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners (SI2: HR_Empl)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Mandatory			Perform customizing for HCM business partner synchronization and the required business user management.


			S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners (SI2: HR_Empl)			Data cleanup / archiving			During conversion project			Mandatory			Check and correct data and customizing for vendors related to employees. Archive unused vendor and employee data. Check and correct employee master data according to used HCM integration scenario and business partner configuration in ERP system.


			S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners (SI2: HR_Empl)			Data migration			During conversion project			Mandatory			Perform business partner synchronization for employees after technical conversion using SUM.


			S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners (SI2: HR_Empl)			Miscellaneous			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			As prerequisite for the synchronization of employees and business partners, the customer-vendor integration with business partner has to be activated in the ERP system as described in simplification item SI2: MasterData_BP (SAP note 2265093).


			S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners (SI2: HR_Empl)			Process Design / Blueprint			During conversion project			Conditional			If business downtime is important, do a careful cut over planning for the employee/business partner synchronization and plan for some optional iteration cycles to optimize the synchronization runtime.


			S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)			Business Operations			During conversion project			Conditional			If Material ledger is already active => complete step "Post closing" for all ML costing runs created before conversion/upgrade


			S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Conditional			If actual costing is  active => customize account determination as of SAP S/4HANA 1610


			S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)			Data cleanup / archiving			Before conversion project			Optional			Archiving historic data


			S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)			Data correction			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)			Data migration			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)			Software Upgrade / Maintenance			During conversion project			Mandatory			Implementation of SAP Notes mentioned in SAP Note "2345739" for your corresponding Support Package.


			S4TWL - Currencies in Universal Journal (SI6_FIN_GL)			Business Decision			Before conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - Currencies in Universal Journal (SI6_FIN_GL)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Currencies in Universal Journal (SI6_FIN_GL)			Process Design / Blueprint			During conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - Currencies in Universal Journal (SI6_FIN_GL)			User Training			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Custom Fields (SI13: CT_Custom-Fields)			Custom Code Adaption			During or after conversion project			Optional			Enable existing CDS extensions to SAP S/4HANA tables for SAP Fiori applications (raised by ATC checks)


			S4TWL - Custom Fields (SI13: CT_Custom-Fields)			Customizing / Configuration			During or after conversion project			Optional			Preapre and enable Custom Database Fields Usage in SAP Fiori Applications


			S4TWL - DATA MODEL CHANGES IN FIN (SI1_FIN_General)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			Adapt access to the new simplified Finance data model in your customer-specific programs


			S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM) (SI1: Logistics_MM-IM)			Business Decision			Before conversion project			Optional			Decide which locking methods to be used for goods movements


			S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM) (SI1: Logistics_MM-IM)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM) (SI1: Logistics_MM-IM)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM) (SI1: Logistics_MM-IM)			Customizing / Configuration			During or after conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM) (SI1: Logistics_MM-IM)			Technical System Configuration			During conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - DATA STRUCTURE CHANGES IN ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI1: FIN_AA)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Data Model Changes in SD Pricing (SI2: SD_PRIC)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Data Model Changes in SD Pricing (SI2: SD_PRIC)			Data migration			After conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Data Model Changes in SD Pricing (SI2: SD_PRIC)			Technical System Configuration			During conversion project			Conditional			If pricing table KONV has been enhanced with customer-specific fields,  you must ensure that the appended fields are also added to the new structure PRCS_ELEMENTS_DATA.


			S4TWL - Determination of default values in Intrastat reporting (SI3: FIN_SLL_ISR_DV)			Customizing / Configuration			After conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Determination of default values in Intrastat reporting (SI3: FIN_SLL_ISR_DV)			Data correction			After conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Download Data in MS Access out of List (SI2: Logistics_PM)			Custom Code Adaption			During or after conversion project			Optional			MS Access is not considered as future technology. Functional equivalent is available (Excel / Open Office).


			S4TWL - Download Data in MS Access out of List (SI2: Logistics_PM)			User Training			During conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - ESS and MSS (SI5: HR_JAVA_ESS_MSS)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Conditional			If customer uses SAP ERP HCM and Java-based ESS and MSS in one system, then configure WebDynpro ABAP-based ESS and MSS services or SAP Fiori based ESS and MSS apps (mandatory in conditional and prepare phase)


			S4TWL - ESS and MSS (SI5: HR_JAVA_ESS_MSS)			Software Upgrade / Maintenance			Before or during conversion project			Conditional			If customer uses SAP HCM and Java-based ESS and MSS in one system then remove Netweaver JAVA stack 


			S4TWL - ESS and MSS (SI5: HR_JAVA_ESS_MSS)			User Training			During conversion project			Conditional			


			S4TWL - Easy Document Management (Easy DMS) (SI9: Logistics - PLM)			Business Decision			Before conversion project			Mandatory			Decide your strategy for a replacement of EasyDMS.


			S4TWL - Easy Document Management (Easy DMS) (SI9: Logistics - PLM)			Implementation project required			Before or during conversion project			Conditional			If decided, implement successor solution.


			S4TWL - Easy Document Management (Easy DMS) (SI9: Logistics - PLM)			User Training			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			Inform and train users about changed processes.


			S4TWL - Engineering Client Viewer (ECL) (SI8: Logistics - PLM )			Business Decision			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			2D and 3D viewing in SAP GUI transactions with ECL viewer will not be available any longer. You may consider the SAP 3D Visual Enterprise Viewer as an alternative in some transactions, for example, document management. For some of the other file formats, you may consider using the frontend application, where appropriate.


			S4TWL - Engineering Client Viewer (ECL) (SI8: Logistics - PLM )			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Conditional			If you decide to use SAP 3D Visual Enterprise Viewer, check that the appropriate customizing is in place.


			S4TWL - Enterprise Search in EAM (SI8: Logistics)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Mandatory			You have to activate the Enterprise search models and do the described configuration steps.


			S4TWL - Enterprise Search in SAP Product Lifecycle Management (SAP PLM) (SI1: Logistics_PLM)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			Custom code needs to be adjusted to reference to the new model names


			S4TWL - Enterprise Search in SAP Product Lifecycle Management (SAP PLM) (SI1: Logistics_PLM)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Mandatory			With SAP S/4HANA the Enterprise Search models are now replication free search models (using HANA DB tables instead) within SAP Product Lifecycle Management (SAP PLM). The Enterprise Search models' names have changed and due to this， the related customizing (Define Settings for PLM Search under PLM Search) needs to be adjusted. SAP Note 2212593


			S4TWL - FIORI APPLICATIONS FOR SUITE ON HANA ON-PREMISE (SI10: CT_FIORI)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Conditional			if Fiori has been enhanced SAP ERP 6.0, analyze and perform required enhancements in SAP S/4HANA


			S4TWL - FIORI APPLICATIONS FOR SUITE ON HANA ON-PREMISE (SI10: CT_FIORI)			Fiori Implementation			During conversion project			Conditional			if Fiori is used in SAP ERP 6.0, configure successor apps


			S4TWL - FIORI APPLICATIONS FOR SUITE ON HANA ON-PREMISE (SI10: CT_FIORI)			User Training			During conversion project			Conditional			train users on new Fiori apps


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)			Business Decision			Before conversion project			Mandatory			In SAP S/4HANA, the Foreign Trade (SD-FT) functionality is not available anymore. Instead, SAP S/4HANA for international trade within SAP S/4HANA is the successor


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Conditional			If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, configure  new GTS processes


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)			Data migration			During conversion project			Conditional			If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, migrate data to GTS


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)			Interface Adaption			During conversion project			Conditional			If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, provide interface between GTS and S/4HANA


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)			Landscape Redesign			During conversion project			Conditional			If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, provide GTS system


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)			New developments			During conversion project			Conditional			If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, provide developments for new  GTS processes


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)			Process Design / Blueprint			Before conversion project			Conditional			If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, design new GTS processes


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)			User Training			During or after conversion project			Conditional			If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, train users


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)			Business Decision			Before conversion project			Mandatory			In SAP S/4HANA, the Foreign Trade (SD-FT) functionality is not available anymore. Instead, SAP S/4HANA for international trade within SAP S/4HANA is the successor. 


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Mandatory			To migrate financial documents in Foreign Trade to Trade Finance, you carry out the migration steps available as Customizing activities (transaction SPRO, SAP Reference IMG) under:
Conversion of Accounting to SAP S/4HANA-->Preparations and Migration of Customizing-->Preparations for Migration of Financial Documents to Trade Finance
Conversion of Accounting to SAP S/4HANA-->Data Migration-->Migration of Financial Documents to Trade Finance
 Complete Migration of Financial Documents to Trade Finance conversion of Accounting to SAP S/4HANA-->Activities after Migration-->Manual Activities for Trade Finance"


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)			Customizing / Configuration			Before conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)			Data cleanup / archiving			During conversion project			Mandatory			You should Run as post conversion activity,  report ZUPDATE_MARC_FOREIGN_TRADE(note 2458666) - to delete the content of the obsolete fileds. This avoids accidental side effects.


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)			Implementation project required			Before conversion project			Mandatory			GTS functionality is considerred as a pre-project, plan time and resources for the new implementation.


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)			Interface Adaption			Before conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)			Process Design / Blueprint			Before conversion project			Conditional			In case relevant SAP GTS needs to be installed, analysis of all foreign trade processes that are currently in use is requiered, before conversion.


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)			User Training			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade within SAP S/4HANA Procurement (SI15: PROC_FT)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade within SAP S/4HANA Procurement (SI15: PROC_FT)			Interface Adaption			During conversion project			Conditional			It is possible that 3rd party foreign trade system will need adjustments by the respective 3rd party Solution/Service Provider.


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade within SAP S/4HANA Procurement (SI15: PROC_FT)			Landscape Redesign			Before conversion project			Conditional			Foreign trade functionality in S/4HANA is replaced. 
SAP GTS can be connected to S/4HANA to run the respective foreign trade processes


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade within SAP S/4HANA Procurement (SI15: PROC_FT)			User Training			During or after conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)			Business Decision			Before conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)			Data cleanup / archiving			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)			Data correction			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)			Data migration			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)			Fiori Implementation			During conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)			Implementation project required			Before conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)			Process Design / Blueprint			Before conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)			Process Design / Blueprint			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)			User Training			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Generic Check for SAP S/4HANA Conversion and Upgrade (SI22: GENERIC_CHECKS)			Custom Code Adaption			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			This simplification Item serves as an anchor for assigning custom code check related content, which is not related to any specific functional or technical area (e.g. deletion of unused orphaned objects).


			S4TWL - Generic Check for SAP S/4HANA Conversion and Upgrade (SI22: GENERIC_CHECKS)			Miscellaneous			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			This simplification item provides various generic, technical checks which need to run before a conversion or upgrade in SAP S/4HANA and which affect all customers - irrespective of the specific SAP S/4HANA target release.


			S4TWL - Globalization – Financials (SI1_GSFIN)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Globalization – Financials (SI1_GSFIN)			Interface Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Globalization – Financials (SI1_GSFIN)			User Training			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Globalization – Logistics (SI1_GSLOG)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - Globalization – Logistics (SI1_GSLOG)			Process Design / Blueprint			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			SAP recommends using the following:
•SAP Tax Declaration Framework for Fiscal and Accounting Legal Reporting.
•TAXBRA tax procedure for the tax calculation.

Note: SAP Tax Declaration Framework is part of the Compatible Add-ons and requires an additional license.


			S4TWL - Globalization – Logistics (SI1_GSLOG)			User Training			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Goods movements without exclusive locking by material valuation (SI7: Logistics_MM-IM)			Business Decision			Before conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Goods movements without exclusive locking by material valuation (SI7: Logistics_MM-IM)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Conditional			Set up locking method


			S4TWL - Graphical display of available quantity in MRP evaluations (SI39: Logisticis_PP)			Fiori Implementation			Before or after conversion project			Optional			Encourage users to switch to the Monitor or Check Material Coverage apps to use the graphical evaluations.


			S4TWL - Graphical display of available quantity in MRP evaluations (SI39: Logisticis_PP)			User Training			Before conversion project			Optional			Graphical evaluation of the Stock/Requirements list is still available within the apps Monitor or Check Material Coverage. Encourage users to switch to these new apps for graphical evaluations.


			S4TWL - ITS services in QM (SI_2_Logistics_QM)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - ITS services in QM (SI_2_Logistics_QM)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Conditional			In case WebDynpro applications will be used as replacement, then PFCG role for NWBC Quality Inspector (SAP_SR_QUALITY_INSPECT_5) need to be configured, and respective authorizations


			S4TWL - ITS services in QM (SI_2_Logistics_QM)			Technical System Configuration			During conversion project			Mandatory			ITS services in QM - Internet Application Components (IAC) in QM are not available within SAP S/4HANA, As alternatives, you could use the corresponding QM transactions in SAP GUI for HTML or you could use the WebDynpro applications mentioned below, which are part of the PFCG role for NWBC Quality Inspector (SAP_SR_QUALITY_INSPECT_5).


			S4TWL - ITS services in QM (SI_2_Logistics_QM)			User Training			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - JOB SCHEDULING (SI8:CROSS_BC_CCM-BTC)			Business Operations			During conversion project			Mandatory			Execute report BTCTRNS2 of SNOTE 2499529


			S4TWL - JOB SCHEDULING (SI8:CROSS_BC_CCM-BTC)			Software Upgrade / Maintenance			During conversion project			Optional			Implement SAP Notes to prevent automatic execution of new job scheduling.


			S4TWL - JOB SCHEDULING (SI8:CROSS_BC_CCM-BTC)			Software Upgrade / Maintenance			During conversion project			Optional			Implement SAP Notes to prevent automatic execution of new job scheduling.


			S4TWL - JOB SCHEDULING (SI8:CROSS_BC_CCM-BTC)			Technical System Configuration			During conversion project			Optional			Decide if new job scheduling shall be used and adjust parameterization


			S4TWL - LEGACY SYSTEM MIGRATION WORKBENCH (SI9: CT_LSMW)			Business Decision			Before conversion project			Optional			The use of LSMW is restricted for migrations to SAP S/4HANA.
The use of LSMW for data load to SAP S/4HANA is not recommended and at the customer's own risk. SAP recommends using SAP S/4HANA Migration Cockpit and Migration Object Modeler instead of LSMW.


			S4TWL - LEGACY SYSTEM MIGRATION WORKBENCH (SI9: CT_LSMW)			Interface Adaption			During conversion project			Conditional			If you still plan to use LSMW, provide customer specific adjustments or workarounds for restrictions on certain Batch Input or Direct Input programs.


			S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration (S12: MasterData)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			MDM 3.0 has been discontinued; all known customer implementations have migrated to SAP NetWeaver MDM or SAP Master Data Governance. All known customer implementations have already replaced the MDM specific IDoc processing according to SAP Note 1529387.


			S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration (S12: MasterData)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration (S12: MasterData)			Data cleanup / archiving			During conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration (S12: MasterData)			Interface Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration (S12: MasterData)			User Training			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )			Custom Code Adaption			During or after conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )			Customizing / Configuration			Before or after conversion project			Mandatory			SAP S/4HANA Self-Service Procurement must be used instead of the SAP SRM MDM catalog.


			S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )			Data migration			During or after conversion project			Conditional			Set up a business user for SAP S/4HANA Self-Service Procurement.


			S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )			Interface Adaption			Before or after conversion project			Conditional			Content needs to be imported into S/4HANA via OCI5


			S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )			Process Design / Blueprint			Before conversion project			Mandatory			The SAP SRM catalog MDM is not available in SAP S/4HANA. It's replaced by the catalog search function as part of SAP S/4HANA Self-Service Procurement.


			S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )			User Training			After conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - MRP fields in Material Master (SI7:MasterData_PM)			Business Operations			After conversion project			Conditional			If the scheduling margin key is not specified, then you should run the conversion of planned orders into production orders every day. If Scheduling Margin Key is defined in t-code OMSR, it is mandatory to maintain it, see section Scheduling Margin Key .


			S4TWL - MRP fields in Material Master (SI7:MasterData_PM)			User Training			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			Train changes on material and article master transactions


			S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation (SI3: Logistics_MM-IM)			Business Operations			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation (SI3: Logistics_MM-IM)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation (SI3: Logistics_MM-IM)			Data correction			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation (SI3: Logistics_MM-IM)			Data migration			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation (SI3: Logistics_MM-IM)			User Training			During or after conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			Custom Code related information
See SAP Note: 2215424, 2215852


			S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)			Data migration			During conversion project			Conditional			The Long Material Number within the DIMP Add-On (Discrete Industries & Mill Products)
Although the industry solution DIMP is part of SAP S/4HANA, the already existing DIMP LAMA-functionality for a long material number (LAMA) will not be part of SAP S/4HANA. In S/4HANA the material number is natively extended to 40 characters. Special conversion steps are needed to migrate the existing DIMP LAMA solution to the new S/4HANA extended material number.
For further information on the conversion of the DIMP LAMA-functionality and the DIMP Manufacturer Parts Number to S/4HANA please check notes 2270396 and 2270836.


			S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)			Data migration			During conversion project			Mandatory			ALE change pointer entries related to master data distribution (see SAP Help: LINK) have to be processed completely before the conversion to SAP S/4HANA. Changes recorded before the conversion will no longer be available compatibly after the conversion to SAP S/4HANA.


			S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)			Miscellaneous			Before conversion project			Optional			Conversion Pre-Checks related to Material Number Field Length Extension
It´s recommended to execute conversion pre-check (for details see SAP Note: 2216958). For the conversion of selection variants see SAP Note 1696821 for details. 
Note that code adaptions will be needed even if you decide not to activate the extended material number functionality and stay with 18 characters


			S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)			Process Design / Blueprint			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			The default setting, both after the conversion to SAP S/4HANA and for new installations, is that the extended material number functionality is NOT activated. To use a material number with 40 characters, you need to activate this functionality as described in SAP note 2267140 .


			S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)			User Training			During conversion project			Optional			Use of new Material Number Field Length 


			S4TWL - Material classification with commodity codes (SI1: FIN_SLL_CLS)			Business Operations			During conversion project			Optional			Execute consistency check report as mentioned in SAP note 2332472


			S4TWL - Material classification with commodity codes (SI1: FIN_SLL_CLS)			Custom Code Adaption			During or after conversion project			Mandatory			Run ATC checks.


			S4TWL - Material classification with commodity codes (SI1: FIN_SLL_CLS)			Fiori Implementation			During conversion project			Mandatory			Implement Fiori apps described in SAP note 2432527.


			S4TWL - Material classification with commodity codes (SI1: FIN_SLL_CLS)			User Training			During conversion project			Mandatory			Knowledge transfer to key and end users based on SAP note 2432527.


			S4TWL - New Customizing for Exchange Rate Difference Handling (SI21: PROC_MM_IV_ERD)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - New Default Security Settings for SAP S/4HANA (SI27: CT_SECURE_BY_DEFAULT)			Business Operations			During or after conversion project			Conditional			After the conversion or upgrade, check if you need to configure log retention for the different logs (e.g. SAP S/4HANA Security Audit Log, SAP S/4HANA Table Logging, SAP HANA Audit Log) to control the size of the different logs.


			S4TWL - New Default Security Settings for SAP S/4HANA (SI27: CT_SECURE_BY_DEFAULT)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Conditional			In case you accept the new security settings to be applied during conversion, check if you need to extend roles with additional authorizations for calling specific function modules (only from SAP S/4HANA 2020 onwards) and for calling WebDynpro applications (only from SAP S/4HANA 2021 onwards).


			S4TWL - New Default Security Settings for SAP S/4HANA (SI27: CT_SECURE_BY_DEFAULT)			Technical System Configuration			During conversion project			Mandatory			Decide if you want to take over the new security settings during conversion or if you want to opt out (not recommended). 


			S4TWL - New Default Security Settings for SAP S/4HANA (SI27: CT_SECURE_BY_DEFAULT)			User Training			During conversion project			Conditional			In case you accept the new security settings to be applied during conversion, educate your administrators on the changes.


			S4TWL - New advanced ATP in SAP S/4HANA – Table VBBS (SI1: Logistics_ATP)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			If you have custom code calling table VBBS, create a db view on table VBBE, and use that view instead of the table VBBS. SAP Note: 2209696


			S4TWL - New advanced ATP in SAP S/4HANA – Table VBBS (SI1: Logistics_ATP)			Data migration			During conversion project			Mandatory			Manual step only for SAP S/4HANA 1511 and SAP S/4HANA 1610,
For SAP S/4HANA 1709 and newer, the necessary actions are automated and executed in SUM phase using identifying name ATP_XPRA_SUITE_TO_S4_V2. SAP  Note: 2209696


			S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)			Business Decision			Before conversion project			Optional			Decide if new output management or NAST-based output shall be used.


			S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Conditional			Replace custom code for previous NAST based output management


			S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Conditional			Configure new output management.


			S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)			Landscape Redesign			After conversion project			Conditional			If new output management is used, setup required technical infrastructure


			S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)			Process Design / Blueprint			During or after conversion project			Conditional			Additionally to the existing output management based on NAST a new Output Management solution is adopted S/4 HANA-wide. Thereby a unified solution can be used for all Output Management activities. The existing Output Management solution however still can be activated.


			S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)			Technical System Configuration			After conversion project			Conditional			Configure technical infrastructure for new output management


			S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)			User Training			After conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - Object List Number Field Length Extension (SI10: Logistics_PM)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			If Objectlists are used in custom code it has to be ensured that new field length can be processed


			S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)			Business Decision			Before conversion project			Mandatory			Additionally to the existing output management based on NAST a new Output Management solution is adopted S/4 HANA-wide. Thereby a unified solution can be used for all Output Management activities. The existing Output Management solution however still can be activated.


			S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Conditional			Replace custom code for previous NAST-based output management.


			S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Conditional			Configure new output management.


			S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)			Landscape Redesign			After conversion project			Conditional			If new output management is used, setup required technical infrastructure


			S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)			Process Design / Blueprint			During or after conversion project			Conditional			Additionally to the existing output management based on NAST a new Output Management solution is adopted S/4 HANA-wide. Thereby a unified solution can be used for all Output Management activities. The existing Output Management solution however still can be activated.


			S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)			Technical System Configuration			After conversion project			Conditional			Configure technical infrastructure for new output management


			S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)			User Training			After conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)			Business Decision			Before or during conversion project			Optional			Decide on planning platform - old planning functionalities or SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance


			S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)			Customizing / Configuration			During or after conversion project			Conditional			If SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used configure SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance


			S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Conditional			If going forward  ERP planning functions still used, restore previous transactions if necessary


			S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)			Interface Adaption			During or after conversion project			Conditional			If SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used set up and adjust interfaces for SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance


			S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)			Landscape Redesign			During or after conversion project			Conditional			If SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used setup required front end components


			S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)			New developments			During or after conversion project			Conditional			If going forward  SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used develop enhancements


			S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)			Process Design / Blueprint			During or after conversion project			Conditional			If SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used design SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance


			S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)			User Training			During or after conversion project			Conditional			If going forward  SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used train users on SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance


			S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)			Business Decision			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Conditional			Remove modifications


			S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Optional			Set late lock.


			S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)			Interface Adaption			During conversion project			Conditional			Adjust IDOC interface if late lock is used


			S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)			New developments			During conversion project			Conditional			Implement replacement for LIS if late lock is used


			S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)			Process Design / Blueprint			During conversion project			Conditional			Define replacement for LIS if late lock is used


			S4TWL - Planning File (SI12: Logistics_PP)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Conditional			If exist, related custom code has to be adjusted. See SAP Note 2227059


			S4TWL - Planning File (SI12: Logistics_PP)			Data migration			During conversion project			Mandatory			After the system conversion, you should run report PPH_SETUP_MRPRECORDS to populate the new planning file table with operative MRP records (PP-MRP) and the report PPH_SETUP_MRPRECORDS_SIMU for simulative MRP records (PP-MP-LTP). Alternatively, you can also use the conversion reports PPH_CONVERT_MRPRECORDS and PPH_CONVERT_MRPRECORDS_SIMU.


			S4TWL - Planning Horizon (SI35: Logistics_PP)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Conditional			Customers can build their own planning application using the BAPI BAPI_MATERIAL_PLANNING. The BAPI has got the same planning parameter options as the classical planning transactions. In that context the processing key NETPL cannot be used any more.


			S4TWL - Planning Horizon (SI35: Logistics_PP)			Data cleanup / archiving			During conversion project			Mandatory			If there are still variants for the planning run batch Transactions having the processing key filled with NETPL, these variants have to be deleted.


			S4TWL - Pricing Data Model Simplification (SI8: PROC_MM_PRICING)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Pricing Data Model Simplification (SI8: PROC_MM_PRICING)			Data migration			After conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Pricing Data Model Simplification (SI8: PROC_MM_PRICING)			Technical System Configuration			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Profit Center and Segment Reorganisation (SI10_FIN_GL)			Data migration			Before or after conversion project			Conditional			In case you need to do a profit center or segment reoganization, before the planned "Organizational flexibility in financial accounting" solution is available, please contact FI-GL-REO.


			S4TWL - Profitability Analysis (SI9: FIN_CO)			Business Decision			Before conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - Profitability Analysis (SI9: FIN_CO)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Profitability Analysis (SI9: FIN_CO)			Implementation project required			Before conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - Profitability Analysis (SI9: FIN_CO)			User Training			During or after conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - Project System ITS Services (SI17 Logistics_PS)			Process Design / Blueprint			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			Selected ITS services for document search, confirmations and creation of claims are not available as of SAP S/4HANA


			S4TWL - Project System ITS Services (SI17 Logistics_PS)			User Training			During conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - REPLACED TRANSACTION CODES AND PROGRAMS IN FIN (SI2_FIN_General)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			Adjust or replace custom code refering to obsolete transactions


			S4TWL - REPLACED TRANSACTION CODES AND PROGRAMS IN FIN (SI2_FIN_General)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Optional			For certain replacements conifguratios need to be done


			S4TWL - REPLACED TRANSACTION CODES AND PROGRAMS IN FIN (SI2_FIN_General)			User Training			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction (SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction)			Business Decision			Before conversion project			Mandatory			Reconsider the UI Strategy


			S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction (SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction)			Custom Code Adaption			After conversion project			Conditional			


			S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction (SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction)			Fiori Implementation			After conversion project			Conditional			


			S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction (SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction)			Interface Adaption			After conversion project			Conditional			


			S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction (SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction)			User Training			Before or after conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - Release status for different RFC function modules revoked (SI16: Logistics_PP)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			SAP Note 2199837


			S4TWL - Removal of D/C Indicator from Editing Options (SI9_FIN_GL)			User Training			During conversion project			Mandatory			Educate your users about this change in UI behaviour.


			S4TWL - Removal of Gender Domain Fixed Values (SI27: MasterData_BP)			Business Process Redesign			During conversion project			Mandatory			Ensure that your business processes (also in connected systems) are prepared to handle the new gender codes properly.


			S4TWL - Removal of Gender Domain Fixed Values (SI27: MasterData_BP)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			Usages of fixed values of domains AD_SEX, BU_SEXID and SEXKZ needs to be replaced with values from check tables TSAD15 and TB995. Refer to SAP Note 2928897 for details.


			S4TWL - Replacement of legal reports with SAP S/4HANA ACR (SI5: GSFIN_LEG_REP)			Fiori Implementation			During conversion project			Mandatory			Implement the generic ACR Fiori app succeeding the deprecated legal reports. Details see note 2480067.


			S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)			Business Decision			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			Decision on the relevant Fiori apps to be used for reporting and planning using embeeded BPC or to reactivate old transactions


			S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)			Custom Code Adaption			During or after conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Conditional			If you want to reactivate, act according to steps mentioned in this simplification item


			S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)			Customizing / Configuration			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)			Fiori Implementation			During conversion project			Conditional			In case you want use Fiori tiles => choose them and configure them


			S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)			User Training			During conversion project			Conditional			


			S4TWL - Retail Information System (SI33: Logistics_General)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Optional			Custom Code adjustments will be requried in case ABAP objects of packets WRB or WRBA are used in  custom code.


			S4TWL - Retail Information System (SI33: Logistics_General)			Process Design / Blueprint			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			Bluprint for covering reporting requriements using CDS views or SAP BW  for reporting requriements that were being fulfilled by RIS functionality.


			S4TWL - Retail Information System (SI33: Logistics_General)			User Training			During conversion project			Mandatory			Provide user training for  the reports based on CDS views or SAP BW instead of RIS.


			S4TWL - SAP HANA LIVE REPORTING (SI4_FIN_GL)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			If the customer copied calc views delivered by SAP or created user-defined calc views, check and remove if required


			S4TWL - SAP HANA LIVE REPORTING (SI4_FIN_GL)			New developments			During conversion project			Mandatory			rebuild all existing reporting scenarios with CDS Views


			S4TWL - SAP Travel Management in SAP S/4HANA Suite (SI33: HR_TRAVEL)			Business Decision			Before conversion project			Mandatory			For new customer, Decide if SAP Concur shall be implemented as the go-forward travel and expense platform.


			S4TWL - SAP Travel Management in SAP S/4HANA Suite (SI33: HR_TRAVEL)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Optional			If you have custom Code, review it and report it in the new product SAP TM for SAP S/4HANA, the conversion of custom code is not included in the standard delivery.


			S4TWL - SAP Travel Management in SAP S/4HANA Suite (SI33: HR_TRAVEL)			Implementation project required			During conversion project			Mandatory			Decide if the implementation of the new FIORI applications is needed and check the migration guide


			S4TWL - SD Simplified Data Models (SI1: SD_GENERAL)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Scheduling of Maintenance Plan (SI3: Logistics_PM)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Mandatory			Review your background Jobs which you most probably have scheduled periodically for transaction IP30 (Reports RISTRA20) and create new background jobs for IP30H (Report RISTRA20H).


			S4TWL - Side Panel functionality in SAP S/4HANA (on-premise) (SI14: CT_SIDE_PANELS)			Fiori Implementation			During or after conversion project			Optional			if obsolete side-panel CHIPS were used, consider Fiori apps as replacement


			S4TWL - Side Panel functionality in SAP S/4HANA (on-premise) (SI14: CT_SIDE_PANELS)			User Training			During or after conversion project			Optional			train users on new Fiori apps


			S4TWL - Simplification of copy/reference handling (SI5: MasterData_PM)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Simplification of copy/reference handling (SI5: MasterData_PM)			Data migration			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Simplified Product Master Tables Related to OMSR Transaction (SI3: MasterData_PM)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Conditional			Configuration necessary, if field selection settings within SAP name space exists


			S4TWL - Specification Workbench Adjustments (SI14: Logistics_PSS)			User Training			Before or during conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL - Storage Location MRP (SI2: Logistics_PP-MRP)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Conditional			If exist, Custom Code must be adjusted accordingly SAP Note: 2227579


			S4TWL - Storage Location MRP (SI2: Logistics_PP-MRP)			Data cleanup / archiving			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Storage Location MRP (SI2: Logistics_PP-MRP)			Data migration			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			Run report MRP_AREA_STORAGE_LOC_MIGRATION, Follow the instructions provided by the report. If all prerequisites are fulfilled, then the report generates material master records for planning on MRP area level using the storage location material records. SAP Note: 2216528


			S4TWL - Summarization Hierarchies in Controlling (SI11: FIN_CO)			User Training			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Supplier Invoice New Archiving (SI20: PROC_MM_IV_ILM)			Business Decision			Before conversion project			Mandatory			Supplier Invoice Archiving does not fully support ILM Integration (with upgade to 1809 ILM Integration is fully supported)


			S4TWL - Supplier Invoice New Archiving (SI20: PROC_MM_IV_ILM)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			Implement new BAdIs as indicated in SAP Note 2578291. 


			S4TWL - Supplier Invoice New Archiving (SI20: PROC_MM_IV_ILM)			Process Design / Blueprint			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			Adapt the process due to changes in functionality


			S4TWL - TECHNICAL CHANGES IN CONTROLLING (SI1: FIN_CO)			Custom Code Adaption			During or after conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - Travel Management SRA004 Simplified Model (SI6: HR_SRA004 Simplified Model)			Custom Code Adaption			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			If you have Custom code, refer to the additional notes to implement your code with Extensibility concept in the new application.


			S4TWL - Travel Management SRA004 Simplified Model (SI6: HR_SRA004 Simplified Model)			Customizing / Configuration			Before conversion project			Mandatory			Refer to the Application Library to setup proper configuration in FIORI Launchpad


			S4TWL - Travel Management SRA004 Simplified Model (SI6: HR_SRA004 Simplified Model)			User Training			Before or during conversion project			Optional			Een if the UI is intuitive, you can plan a training session for your users as new features are available with the version 2 of the application


			S4TWL - Webshops by Internet Sales or Web Channel Experience Management (SI11: SD_IS)			Business Decision			Before conversion project			Mandatory			The functionalities SAP Internet Sales, SAP E-Commerce, SAP Web Channel, and SAP Web Channel Experience Management in SD are not supported in SAP S/4HANA and have been replaced by SAP Commerce in SAP S/4HANA 1610.


			S4TWL - Webshops by Internet Sales or Web Channel Experience Management (SI11: SD_IS)			Custom Code Adaption			Before or during conversion project			Conditional			Remove the usages of SAP objects in customer objects for which the custom code check refers to note 2225107 as they will not work anymore


			S4TWL - Webshops by Internet Sales or Web Channel Experience Management (SI11: SD_IS)			Process Design / Blueprint			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			See SAP Note 2271161 for the list of unavailable transactions and functionalities. Replacement functionality is SAP Commerce in SAP S/4HANA 1610.


			S4TWL - Webshops by Internet Sales or Web Channel Experience Management (SI11: SD_IS)			User Training			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - cDesk (SI6: Logistics_PLM)			Implementation project required			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			Customers can move to SAP Engineering Control Center for SAP S/4HANA. For more information on upgrading from CAD Desktop to SAP Engineering Control Center, see SAP Note 2117843 or SAP SCN Wiki (URL: https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/x/gQrXHQ).


			S4TWL - cDesk (SI6: Logistics_PLM)			User Training			Before or during conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL - eDocument Framework Migration to SAP S/4HANA (SI2_GSLOG_EDOC)			Customizing / Configuration			During conversion project			Mandatory			Activate AIF BC Sets for SAP S/4HANA and deactivate obsolete enhancement implementations.


			S4TWL - eDocument Framework Migration to SAP S/4HANA (SI2_GSLOG_EDOC)			Data migration			During conversion project			Mandatory			Execute Migration Program EDOC_COPY_AIF_MSG_INDEX_TAB


			S4TWL - eDocument Framework Migration to SAP S/4HANA (SI2_GSLOG_EDOC)			Software Upgrade / Maintenance			During conversion project			Mandatory			Install SAP Note 2421589.


			S4TWL -Miscellaneous minor functionalities in SD Area (SI16: SD_Miscellaneous minor deprecations in SD Area)			Custom Code Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL -Miscellaneous minor functionalities in SD Area (SI16: SD_Miscellaneous minor deprecations in SD Area)			Interface Adaption			During conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL -Miscellaneous minor functionalities in SD Area (SI16: SD_Miscellaneous minor deprecations in SD Area)			User Training			During conversion project			Optional			


			S4TWL – Deprecation of 4 fields from FSBP table BP1010 (SI14: FIN_MISC_FSBP_BP1010)			Data migration			Before conversion project			Mandatory			


			S4TWL – Flexible Benefits not supported in ESS technologies (SI31: Flex_Benefits_not supported_in_ESS)			Business Decision			Before conversion project			Mandatory			Check usage and plan for a customer specific alternative solution, if required.


			S4TWL – HCM Obsolete Packages (SI19: HR_Obsolete_Packages)			Business Decision			Any time			Mandatory				Decide on and plan for the migration to SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA, considering the functional implications described in the Business Impact Note of this Simplification Item.
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SAP Document Export


			Product Name			Instance Name			Software Component			Vendor			Status			Further Information


			Unknown						BLUESKY 272 [0(0)]			Third-Party			Unknown			


			Unknown						C4PERP 604 [0(0)]			Third-Party			Unknown			


			Unknown						C4PSOL 750 [0(0)]			Third-Party			Unknown			


			SAP Access Control 10.1			Plug-in on EHP 6+ for ERP 6.0			-			SAP			Compatible			


			SAP Fiori front-end server 6.0			SAP Frontend Server 7.50			-			SAP			Compatible			


			SAP Gateway 2.0			Gateway Server Core NW 750			-			SAP			Compatible			


			SAP Multiresource Scheduling 10.0 with optimizer			SAP Multiresource Scheduling for UI			-			SAP			Compatible			


			SAP Multiresource Scheduling 10.0 with optimizer			SAP Multiresource Scheduling for ERP - ABAP Server			-			SAP			Compatible			
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SAP Document Export


			Name			Status			Software Component			Application Component


			EA-FIN			Compatible			SAP_FIN			


			EA-PLM			Compatible			SAP_APPL			


			FIN_GL_CI_1			Compatible			SAP_FIN			


			LOG_EAM_CI_1			Compatible			SAP_APPL			


			LOG_EAM_CI_12			Compatible			SAP_APPL			


			LOG_EAM_CI_2			Compatible			SAP_APPL			


			LOG_EAM_CI_3			Compatible			SAP_APPL			


			LOG_EAM_CI_5			Compatible			SAP_APPL			


			LOG_EAM_CI_6			Compatible			SAP_APPL			


			LOG_EAM_CI_7			Compatible			SAP_APPL			


			LOG_EAM_MPS1			Compatible			SAP_APPL			


			LOG_EAM_OLC			Compatible			SAP_APPL			


			LOG_EAM_SIMP			Compatible			SAP_APPL			


			LOG_PP_SRN_02			Compatible			SAP_APPL			


			LOG_PP_SRN_CONF			Compatible			SAP_APPL			


			RE_GEN_CI_1			Compatible			SAP_FIN			


			RE_GEN_CI_2			Compatible			SAP_FIN			
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SAPUI5 Spreadsheet Export


			Simplification Item Title			Compatibility Package ID			Compatibility Package Description			Compatibility Scope Status			LoB/Technology			Business Area			Relevance			Manual Status			Business Impact Note			ID


			S4TWL - LIS in EAM			442			LIS in Enterprise Asset Management - Maintenance Planning and Scheduling			Alternative Exists with Roadmap			Asset Management			Maintenance Management			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267463			SI1: Logistics_PM


			S4TWL -  EC-PCA - Classical profit center accounting			427			EC-PCA - Classical profit center accounting			Alternative Exists			Finance			Cost Management and Profitability Analysis			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2993220			SI13: FIN_CO


			S4TWL -  Report Writer / Report Painter in Finance and Controlling			433			Reporting/Analytics in Finance and Controlling			Alternative Exists with Roadmap			Finance			Accounting and Financial Close			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2997574			SI8_FIN_General


			S4TWL -  Special Purpose Ledger			430						Alternative Exists			Finance			Accounting and Financial Close			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3015013			SI5_FIN_General


			S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA			138			SAP Time Tracking Component			Alternative Exists			Human Resources			Core HR and Time Recording			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2273108			SI1: HR_OP


			S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA			415			HR-Benefits Enrollment and Administration			Alternative Exists			Human Resources			Core HR and Time Recording			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2273108			SI1: HR_OP


			S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA			101			SAP Payroll Processing for Non-profit Organizations			Alternative Exists			Human Resources			Core HR and Time Recording			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2273108			SI1: HR_OP


			S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA			137			SAP Core HCM Component			Alternative Exists			Human Resources			Core HR and Time Recording			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2273108			SI1: HR_OP


			S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA			414			HR-Absence Management			Alternative Exists			Human Resources			Core HR and Time Recording			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2273108			SI1: HR_OP


			S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA			132			SAP ERP HCM component			Alternative Exists			Human Resources			Core HR and Time Recording			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2273108			SI1: HR_OP


			S4TWL - SAP E-Recruiting			134			SAP E-Recruiting			Alternative Exists			Human Resources			Core HR and Time Recording			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2383888			SI4: HR_EREC


			S4TWL - SAP Learning Solution			135			SAP Learning Solution			Alternative Exists			Human Resources			Core HR and Time Recording			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2383837			SI3: HR_LEARN


			S4TWL - SAP Learning Solution			136			SAP Enterprise Learning Environment			Alternative Exists			Human Resources			Core HR and Time Recording			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2383837			SI3: HR_LEARN


			S4TWL – Funds and Position Management			424			HR-Funds and Position Management (Public Sector)			Alternative Exists			Human Resources			Core HR and Time Recording			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3224336			SI16: HR_Funds_and_Position_Management


			S4TWL – Managers Desktop			420			HR-Manager Self-Service			Alternative Exists			Human Resources			Core HR and Time Recording			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3224315			SI7: HR_MANAGERS_DESKTOP


			S4TWL – Personnel Development			423			HR-Talent Assessment			Alternative Exists			Human Resources			Core HR and Time Recording			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3224316			SI9: HR_Personnel_Development


			S4TWL – Personnel Development			422			HR-Succession Management			Alternative Exists			Human Resources			Core HR and Time Recording			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3224316			SI9: HR_Personnel_Development


			S4TWL – Personnel Development			418			HR-Goal and Performance Management			Alternative Exists			Human Resources			Core HR and Time Recording			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3224316			SI9: HR_Personnel_Development


			S4TWL - MRP in HANA			443			Classical MRP lists			Alternative Exists			Manufacturing			Production Planning			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2268085			SI11: Logistics_PP


			S4TWL - Hierarchy Graphics in Project Systems			465			Project Planning Board, Gantt-Chart, Hierarchy and Network Graphic			Alternative Exists			R&D/Engineering			Enterprise Portfolio and Project Management			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3000979			SI22: Logistics_PS


			S4TWL - Project System - Compatibility Scope			462			PS-Selected project financial planning and control functions, incl. ECP			Alternative Exists			R&D/Engineering			Enterprise Portfolio and Project Management			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3265838			SI27: Logistics_PS


			S4TWL - Project System - Compatibility Scope			460			Selected Project System Logistics Capabilities			Alternative Exists			R&D/Engineering			Enterprise Portfolio and Project Management			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3265838			SI27: Logistics_PS


			S4TWL - Project System - Compatibility Scope			459			PS-Project Reporting			Alternative Exists			R&D/Engineering			Enterprise Portfolio and Project Management			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3265838			SI27: Logistics_PS


			S4TWL - Selected project financial planning and control functions			462			PS-Selected project financial planning and control functions, incl. ECP			Alternative Exists			R&D/Engineering			Enterprise Portfolio and Project Management			Relevant			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267182			SI9 Logistics_PS












Pý¡loha �. 1 Smlouvy o d¡lo/Pý¡lohy_Readiness_Check/CustomCode.xlsx

SAP Document Export


			Custom Code Topic			Status			Application Component			Custom Code Note


			FAQ: End of Support of ME21, ME51, BAPI_PO_CREATE and Archiving Reports etc.			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)			MM-IV			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/1803189


			MB transactions: Limited maintenance/decommissioning			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)			MM-IM-GF			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/1804812


			Information about adjusting customer-specific programs to the simplified data model in SAP Simple Finance			Change of Existing Functionality			CO			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/1976487


			S4TC EA-GLTRADE - DB Field Changes within Global Trade Management			Change of Existing Functionality			LO-GT			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2198031


			S4TC EA-GLTRADE - Checks for Condition Contract DB Key Field Changes			Change of Existing Functionality			LO-GT-CHB			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2198035


			S/4 HANA: Data Model Changes in SD			Change of Existing Functionality			SD-BF			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2198647


			Field length change in the interface of RFC function modules			Change of Existing Functionality			PP-SFC			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2199837


			Material Inventory Managment: change of data model in S/4HANA			Change of Existing Functionality			MM-IM-GF			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2206980


			Sales support not available			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)			SD-CAS			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2214585


			Material Number Field Length Extension - General Information			Change of Existing Functionality			LO-MD-MM			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2215424


			SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Occupational Health (EHS-HEA)			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent on Roadmap)			EHS-HEA			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2217205


			SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Industrial Hygiene and Safety (EHS-IHS) and SAP Environmental Compliance (EC) interfaces			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)			EHS-IHS			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2217206


			S/4 HANA: Data Model Changes in Pricing and Condition Technique			Change of Existing Functionality			SD-BF-PR			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2220005


			S/4 HANA - Foreign Trade in SD/MM			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)			MM-FT			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2223144


			S/4HANA: SD - Advanced Order Processing and Billing for Contractors to the public sector			Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)			SD-BIL			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2223800


			Deprecation / Restricted Availability of IS-Beverage functionalities in S/4HANA			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2224144


			SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: FACTS reporting for US Federal Government			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)			PSM-FG			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2225817


			Deprecation of selected PS ITS services : Confirmation and project documents			Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)			PS-CON			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2225846


			SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Deprecation of Former Budgeting System (FBS) functionality in PSM-FM			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)			PSM-FM-BU			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2226048


			SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Deprecation of functionality German Local Authorities in PSM-FM			Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)			PSM-FM			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2226072


			SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Public Sector specific fields in Business Partner			Change of Existing Functionality			PSM-FG			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2226131


			SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Funds Management master data dimensions in General Ledger			Change of Existing Functionality			PSM-FA			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2226134


			S/4 HANA: Credit Management Changes in FI			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)			FIN-FSCM-CR			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2227014


			SAP S/4HANA Simplification: DIMP Automotive - Regular route shipments			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)			IS-A-TP			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2227568


			SAP S/4HANA Simplification: DIMP Automotive - Supplier Workplace			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)			IS-A-SWP			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2228218


			SAP S/4HANA Simplification: DIMP Automotive - Long Material Number			Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)			IS-A-LMN			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2228241


			SAP S/4HANA Simplification: DIMP Automotive - Long Material Number			Change of Existing Functionality			IS-A-LMN			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2228241


			'Mobile Asset Management' solution is not supported in S/4HANA			Non-Strategic-Function (Equivalent Exists)			PM-WOC			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2250183


			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)			LO-MD-BP			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2265093


			S4TWL - MRP Live on SAP HANA - MD01N			Non-Strategic-Function (Equivalent Exists)			PP-MRP			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2268085


			S4TWL - Transportation (LE-TRA)			Non-Strategic-Function (Equivalent Exists)			CO-OM			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270199


			S4TWL - Replaced Transaction Codes and Programs in FIN			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)			AC			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270335


			S4TWL - Asset Accounting: Changes to Data Structure			Change of Existing Functionality			FI-AA			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270387


			S4TWL - Asset Accounting: Parallel valuation and journal entry			Change of Existing Functionality			FI-AA			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270388


			SAP S/4HANA custom code adaptation - removal of orphaned objects			Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)			IS-A-LMN			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2296016


			S4TWL - Custom Fields			Non-Strategic-Function (No Equivalent Yet)			IS-R-PUR-RP			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2320132


			Migration from Process Batches to WIP Batches			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)			IS-MP-PP			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2326769


			Inventory Valuation (part of Materials Management - Inventory Management) : Change of data model in S/4HANA 1610			Change of Existing Functionality			MM-IM-GF-VAL			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2337368


			S4TWL - Value and Quota Scales			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)			IS-R-BD-MC			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2340247


			The Home Building Solution(HBS): System Conversion from software component ECC-DIMP to SAP S/4HANA			Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)			IS-ADEC-HBS			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2343388


			S4TWL- Retail Season Conversion ((SAP ERP to SAP S/4HANA 1610)			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)			LO-MD-SE			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2365665


			S4TWL - Seasonal Procurement			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent on Roadmap)			IS-R-PUR-POF			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2368913


			S4TWL - Retail Information System (RIS) and Category Management Workflow			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent on Roadmap)			IS-R-IS-RIS			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2370131


			S4TWL - Retail Rapid Replenishment			Non-Strategic-Function (Equivalent Exists)			IS-R-PUR-RP			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2371539


			S4TWL - Retail Additionals			Non-Strategic-Function (Equivalent Exists)			LO-ADM			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2371631


			Material classification: Change in data model in SAP S/4HANA 1610			Change of Existing Functionality			SLL-LEG-FUN-CLS			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2378796


			SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Rate and Rough-Cut Planning			Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)			PP-CRP			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2380568


			SAP S/4HANA Simplification: AECMA SPEC2000M Military Solution			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)			IS-ADEC-SPC			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2382203


			SAP S/4HANA Simplification : Software License Management			Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)			IS-HT-SW			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2383423


			SAP S/4HANA Simplification : Distributor Reseller Management			Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)			IS-HT-DRM			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2383997


			sFIN Data Migration for G/L Accounts and Cost Elements & ALE - Technical Information			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)			CO-OM-CEL			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2389136


			sFIN Data Migration for G/L Accounts and Cost Elements & ALE - Technical Information			Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)			CO-OM-CEL			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2389136


			S4TWL - Flexible Material Prices (FMP) in SAP S/4HANA			Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)			IS-CWM			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2414624


			General Ledger: Incompatible changes in S/4HANA compared to classic ERP releases			Change of Existing Functionality			FI-GL			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2431747


			Material Number Field Length Extension: Code Adaptions for compatibly enhanced local function modules			Change of Existing Functionality			LO-MD-MM			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2438006


			Material Number Field Length Extension: Code Adaptions for usages of RFC enabled function modules			Change of Existing Functionality			LO-MD-MM			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2438110


			Material Number Field Length Extension: Code Adaptions for usages of released RFCs and BAPIs			Change of Existing Functionality			LO-MD-MM			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2438131


			S/4HANA: Data model changes in IS-M			Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)			IS-M			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2469385


			S/4HANA: Indirect Relationships in SD Document Flow Table VBFA			Change of Existing Functionality			SD-BF			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2470721


			Replacement of Existing Legal Reports with 'SAP Document and Reporting Compliance - Statutory Reports'			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)			FI-LOC-SRF-RUN			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2480067


			Manual Accruals (Accrual Engine): Incompatible Changes in Release S/4HANA 1809			Change of Existing Functionality			FI-GL-GL-AAC			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2582884


			Using compatibility views in custom programs in SAP S/4HANA			Change of Existing Functionality			CO-OM			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2602107


			Amount Field Length Extension: Code Adaptations			Change of Existing Functionality			FI-GL			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2610650


			Amount Field Length Extension: Code Adaptations for Compatibly Enhanced Local Function Modules			Change of Existing Functionality			FI-GL			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2628699


			Amount Field Length Extension: Code Adaptations for Usages of Adjusted Interfaces			Change of Existing Functionality			FI-GL			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2628704


			Amount Field Length Extension: Code Adaptations for Usages of RFC Enabled Function Modules			Change of Existing Functionality			FI-GL			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2628706


			Object List Number Field Length Extension: Code Adaptions for usages of released RFC and BAPIs			Change of Existing Functionality			LO-MD-SN			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2669857


			SAP S/4HANA: SAP Patient Management (IS-H): Restriction Note			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent on Roadmap)			IS-H			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2689873


			S4TWL - SD Billing Document Draft			Change of Existing Functionality			SD-BIL			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2768887


			S4TWL - Cash Management - BAM			Change of Existing Functionality			FIN-FSCM-CM			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2870766


			S4TWL - Grouping Pegging Distribution (GPD) in SAP S/4HANA			Non-Strategic-Function (Equivalent Exists)			IS-AD-GPD			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2933435


			S4TWL - EC-PCA - Classical profit center accounting			Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)			EC-PCA			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2993220


			S4TWL - Remote Logistics Management			Non-Strategic-Function (Equivalent Exists)			LO-ADM			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3046934


			S4TWL - Shipment Cost Processing			Non-Strategic-Function (Equivalent Exists)			LO-ADM			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3051698


			SAP S/4HANA Simplification Item SI_PP14: Logistics_PP-MRP - Forecast Based Planning			Non-Strategic-Function (Equivalent Exists)			MM-CBP-CBP			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3211383












Pý¡loha �. 1 Smlouvy o d¡lo/Pý¡lohy_Readiness_Check/DataVolumeManagement.xlsx

SAP Document Export


			Document Type			DB Size in GB			Archiving Potential 12 Months (GB)			Archiving Potential 12 Months (%)			Archiving Potential 24 Months (GB)			Archiving Potential 24 Months (%)


			Intermediate Documents			83.11			67.26			80.92			59.34			71.4


			FI NewGL: Accounting Documents			67.23			54.06			80.41			49.08			73.01


			Profit Center Accounting Documents			13.39			9.71			72.5			8.89			66.4


			FI NewGL: Totals			0.82			0.59			72.21			0.53			64.95


			Work Items			75.99			51.13			67.29			44.0			57.9


			Change Documents			76.31			27.56			36.11			27.45			35.97


			Table Change Protocols			12.59			0.0			0.0			0.0			0.0
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SAP Document Export


			Message Number			Message Class			Description			Number of Inconsistencies			Category			Category Description			SAP Notes


			795			FIN_AA_RECON			&1: Line Items ANEP/ANEA differs from Totals ANLC			3383			B			Manual correction instructions available – SAP Note 3038014			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3038014


			769			FIN_AA_RECON			&1: Mismatch between transaction type in ANEP and provided ANEA fields			13			B			Manual correction instructions available – SAP Note 3038014			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3038014


			764			FIN_AA_RECON			&1: ANLC values without general ledger assignment in the open year			5			B			Manual correction instructions available – SAP Note 3038014			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3038014
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SAP Document Export


			Company Code			Company Name			Total Number of Assets			Consistent Assets			Inconsistent Assets


			BAC			B. aircraft, a.s.			207			207			0


			CAH1			Český Aeroholding, a. s.			53100			53095			5


			CSAH			Czech Airlines Handling			4704			4703			1


			CSAT			Czech Airlines Technics			16597			16596			1


			KATA			Úč.okruh - katalog služeb			47318			45629			1689


			LP01			Letiště Praha, a. s.			212680			212171			509


			LP12			Realitní developerská a.s			54			54			0


			LP13			Sky Venture a.s.			1			1			0


			LP14			Whitelines Industries a.s			1			1			0


			LPSP			Správa Letiště Praha s.p.			312			312			0
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SAP Document Export


			Message Number			Message Class			Description			Number of Inconsistencies			Category			Category Description			SAP Notes


			072			FIN_FB_RECON			No entry in FAGLFLEXA for this line item of BSEG (Ledger &1)			172992			A			Standard automated correction available - SAP Note 2956096			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2956096


			518			FIN_FB_RECON			Fields mismatch between BSEG_ADD and NewGL line item table &2 &3			84051			A			Standard automated correction available - SAP Note 2956096			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2956096


			579			FIN_FB_RECON			Open item flag in SKB1 differs from open item flag in BSEG_ADD &2 &3			6072			C			Please contact SAP Support			


			517			FIN_FB_RECON			Fields mismatch between BSEG and NewGL line item table &2 &3			260			B			Manual correction instructions available – SAP Knowledge Base Article 2714344			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2714344


			228			FIN_FB_RECON						65									


			220			FIN_FB_RECON			Fields in BSIS and BSEG do not match			23			B			Manual correction instructions available – SAP Knowledge Base Article 2714344			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2714344


			594			FIN_FB_RECON			Clearing specific to ledger groups differs in SKB1, BSEG_ADD &2 &3			5			B			Manual correction instructions available – SAP Knowledge Base Article 2714344			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2714344


			336			FIN_FB_RECON			Open item in BSEG, missing in BSIK (but available in BSAK)			4			B			Manual correction instructions available – SAP Knowledge Base Article 2714344			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2714344


			074			FIN_FB_RECON			Inconsistent amount for Updating in G/L for this line item (Ldg &1)			3			B			Manual correction instructions available – SAP Knowledge Base Article 2714344			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2714344












Pý¡loha �. 1 Smlouvy o d¡lo/Pý¡lohy_Readiness_Check/FinancialDataMaterialsByFiscalYear.xlsx

SAP Document Export


			Fiscal Year			Total Number of Materials			Consistent Materials			Inconsistent Materials


			2006			6,534			6,534			0


			2007			6,922			6,922			0


			2008			7,388			7,388			0


			2009			5,915			5,915			0


			2010			5,058			5,058			0


			2011			4,794			4,794			0


			2012			3,307			3,307			0


			2013			2,753			2,753			0


			2014			2,943			2,943			0


			2015			3,818			3,818			0


			2016			3,705			3,705			0


			2017			3,241			3,241			0


			2018			1,862			1,862			0


			2019			4,215			4,215			0


			2020			4,209			4,209			0


			2021			4,093			4,093			0


			2022			1,487			1,487			0


			2023			519			519			0
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SAP Document Export


			Valuation Area			Total Number of Materials			Consistent Materials			Inconsistent Materials


			BHS1			1,345			1,345			0


			BHS2			125			125			0


			CAH1			65			65			0


			ELZ1			11			11			0


			ELZ2			108			108			0


			ELZ3			4			4			0


			ELZ5			46			46			0


			ENG1			536			536			0


			ENG2			536			536			0


			ENG3			42			42			0


			ESY1			601			601			0


			ESY2			673			673			0


			LP01			11,655			11,655			0


			NEJ1			14			14			0


			NEJ2			34			34			0


			NES3			87			87			0


			PH02			23			23			0


			PLP1			68			68			0


			SDS1			61			61			0


			VOH1			618			618			0


			VOH2			4			4			0
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SAP Document Export


			Company Code			G/L Account			Clearing Ratio


			LP01			0000999100			0.0%


			CSAT			0000112720			0.0%


			LP01			0000999100			0.0%


			CSAT			0000112720			0.0%


			LP01			0000211550			0.0%


			CSAT			0000112730			0.0%


			KATA			0000395111			0.0%


			LP01			0000211550			0.0%


			CSAT			0000132401			0.0%


			CSAT			0000112730			0.0%


			KATA			0000395111			0.0%


			LP01			0000213521			0.0%


			CSAH			0000331000			0.0%


			LP01			0000335160			0.0%


			CSAT			0000132401			0.0%


			LP01			0000999000			0.0%


			LP01			0000325550			0.0%


			LP01			0000315941			0.0%


			LP01			0000459112			0.0%


			LP01			0000481100			0.0%


			LP01			0000315290			0.0%


			CSAT			0000754810			0.0%


			CSAT			0000414450			0.0%


			LP01			0000092903			0.0%


			CSAH			0000315941			0.0%


			CSAT			0000382100			0.0%


			LP01			0000414450			0.0%


			LP01			0000459180			0.0%


			CSAT			0000361100			0.0%


			LP01			0000999000			0.0%


			CSAH			0000335430			0.0%


			LP01			0000042500			0.0%


			LP01			0000121200			0.0%


			CSAT			0000121100			0.0%


			LPSP			0000389110			0.0%


			CSAH			0000342100			0.0%


			CSAT			0000391300			0.0%


			CSAH			0000213200			0.0%


			LP01			0000391309			0.0%


			LP01			0000112690			0.0%


			LP01			0000391300			0.0%


			CSAH			0000315900			0.0%


			CSAT			0000388100			0.0%


			CSAH			0000112710			0.0%


			CSAT			0000753560			0.0%


			CSAT			0000391309			0.0%


			CSAT			0000384100			0.0%


			LP01			0000347200			0.0%


			CSAH			0000112711			0.0%


			LP01			0000414406			0.0%


			CSAT			0000112721			0.0%


			LP01			0000383130			0.0%


			LP01			0000383120			0.0%


			LP01			0000347100			0.0%


			CSAT			0000459115			0.0%


			CSAT			0000414450			0.0%


			LP01			0000213200			0.0%


			CSAT			0000754810			0.0%


			CSAH			0000391110			0.0%


			CSAH			0000325120			0.0%


			LP01			0000753560			0.0%


			LP01			0000091100			0.0%


			LP01			0000414405			0.0%


			LP01			0000333410			0.0%


			LP01			0000459360			0.0%


			CSAH			0000261600			0.0%


			CSAT			0000042999			0.0%


			CSAH			0000753560			0.0%


			LPSP			0000453100			0.0%


			LP01			0000754801			0.0%


			LP01			0000754800			0.0%


			LP01			0000459112			0.0%


			LP01			0000459111			0.0%


			CSAH			0000388110			0.0%


			LP01			0000459116			0.0%


			LP01			0000391118			0.0%


			LP01			0000092904			0.0%


			CSAH			0000333410			0.0%


			LP01			0000459180			0.0%


			LP01			0000132685			0.0%


			LP01			0000092903			0.0%


			CSAT			0000382100			0.0%


			LP01			0000132684			0.0%


			LP01			0000096100			0.0%


			CSAT			0000341500			0.0%


			LP01			0000392100			0.0%


			LP01			0000124300			0.0%


			CSAT			0000392101			0.0%


			CSAT			0000333120			0.0%


			CSAT			0000391150			0.0%


			LP01			0000112690			0.0%


			LP01			0000211572			0.0%


			LP01			0000112998			0.0%


			LPSP			0000378100			0.0%


			LP01			0000333120			0.0%


			LPSP			0000423200			0.0%


			LP01			0000069100			0.0%


			CSAT			0000192100			0.0%


			LP01			0000325550			1.0%


			LP01			0000123120			2.0%


			LP01			0000132640			2.0%


			LP01			0000112610			3.0%


			LP01			0000112611			3.0%


			LP01			0000112620			3.0%


			LP01			0000132120			3.0%


			LP01			0000123670			3.0%


			LP01			0000123611			3.0%


			LP01			0000132680			3.0%


			LP01			0000112630			3.0%


			LP01			0000123630			3.0%


			LP01			0000132682			3.0%


			LP01			0000123650			3.0%


			LP01			0000132683			3.0%


			LP01			0000132610			4.0%


			LP01			0000123620			4.0%


			LP01			0000132681			4.0%


			LP01			0000123170			4.0%


			LP01			0000123180			5.0%


			LP01			0000123110			5.0%


			LP01			0000112670			5.0%


			LP01			0000132110			6.0%


			LP01			0000123640			6.0%


			CSAH			0000112710			6.0%


			LP01			0000112680			7.0%


			LP01			0000132140			7.0%


			LP01			0000132650			7.0%


			CSAT			0000361100			8.0%


			LP01			0000132180			9.0%


			LP01			0000132170			9.0%


			LP01			0000335160			10.0%


			LP01			0000389115			11.0%


			LP01			0000092904			13.0%


			CSAH			0000112711			13.0%


			LP01			0000111121			14.0%


			LP01			0000121200			14.0%


			LP01			0000755150			14.0%


			LP01			0000414405			14.0%


			LP01			0000755600			14.0%


			LP01			0000391150			16.0%


			LP01			0000391110			18.0%


			CSAT			0000343819			18.0%


			LP01			0000459116			18.0%


			CSAH			0000345160			19.0%


			LP01			0000754810			20.0%


			CSAH			0000343841			21.0%


			CSAT			0000315941			22.0%


			LP01			0000112640			23.0%


			CSAT			0000213200			26.0%


			LP01			0000343802			28.0%


			LP01			0000123660			28.0%


			LP01			0000343702			28.0%


			LP01			0000091100			28.0%


			CSAH			0000391150			29.0%


			CSAH			0000213200			29.0%


			LP01			0000343841			30.0%


			LP01			0000755100			30.0%


			CSAT			0000092300			31.0%


			CSAH			0000325120			31.0%


			LP01			0000755900			33.0%


			LP01			0000124100			33.0%


			LPSP			0000341000			33.0%


			LP01			0000325120			33.0%


			CSAH			0000333200			34.0%


			LP01			0000343801			35.0%


			CSAH			0000343801			35.0%


			LP01			0000755500			35.0%


			CSAT			0000391150			36.0%


			CSAT			0000343801			37.0%


			LP01			0000315290			37.0%


			LP01			0000799990			38.0%


			CSAH			0000799990			38.0%


			CSAH			0000389115			38.0%


			CSAT			0000343802			39.0%


			CSAT			0000343702			39.0%


			LP01			0000343701			40.0%


			LPSP			0000381110			40.0%


			CSAH			0000343702			40.0%


			LP01			0000373201			40.0%


			CSAH			0000343802			40.0%


			LP01			0000132686			40.0%


			CSAH			0000754810			43.0%


			CSAT			0000335430			43.0%


			CSAT			0000343703			44.0%


			CSAT			0000343803			44.0%


			LP01			0000343819			44.0%


			CSAT			0000325120			44.0%


			CSAT			0000391110			45.0%


			CSAH			0000315900			46.0%


			LP01			0000343741			47.0%


			LP01			0000335120			47.0%


			CSAT			0000343701			47.0%


			CSAT			0000799990			48.0%


			LP01			0000211566			49.0%


			LP01			0000343719			50.0%


			CSAH			0000343701			50.0%


			LP01			0000211571			50.0%


			CSAT			0000191100			50.0%


			CSAH			0000343819			50.0%


			LP01			0000261501			50.0%


			LP01			0000191100			50.0%


			CSAH			0000343741			50.0%


			CSAT			0000343841			50.0%


			CSAT			0000392100			50.0%


			CSAH			0000341500			50.0%


			LP01			0000395116			50.0%


			CSAH			0000335121			50.0%


			CSAT			0000343608			50.0%


			LP01			0000211501			50.0%


			LP01			0000481100			50.0%


			LP01			0000414450			50.0%


			LP01			0000211502			50.0%


			CSAT			0000343708			50.0%


			BAC			0000343801			50.0%


			CSAT			0000121200			50.0%


			CSAH			0000459111			50.0%


			CSAH			0000321111			50.0%


			LP01			0000124200			50.0%


			CSAT			0000333120			50.0%


			CSAT			0000343804			51.0%


			CSAT			0000343706			51.0%


			LP01			0000343608			51.0%


			LP01			0000343708			51.0%


			LP01			0000343905			51.0%


			LPSP			0000389110			51.0%


			LP01			0000324300			52.0%


			CSAT			0000335120			53.0%


			CSAH			0000335120			53.0%


			CSAT			0000389115			53.0%


			LP01			0000755300			53.0%


			CSAT			0000414400			54.0%


			LP01			0000042500			54.0%


			LP01			0000211520			54.0%


			LP01			0000345150			54.0%


			LP01			0000343703			54.0%


			LP01			0000343803			54.0%


			CSAT			0000414400			55.0%


			LP01			0000211568			55.0%


			LP01			0000315941			56.0%


			CSAH			0000261500			56.0%


			LP01			0000211522			56.0%


			LP01			0000333210			57.0%


			LP01			0000211570			57.0%


			LP01			0000755100			57.0%


			LP01			0000755150			57.0%


			LP01			0000755500			57.0%


			LP01			0000755600			57.0%


			CSAT			0000343741			57.0%


			LP01			0000755900			57.0%


			CSAH			0000351100			57.0%


			CSAH			0000459350			57.0%


			CSAH			0000315941			58.0%


			CSAT			0000761000			58.0%


			CSAT			0000762000			58.0%


			CSAT			0000343719			58.0%


			CSAH			0000395402			60.0%


			LP01			0000799990			60.0%


			LPSP			0000388112			60.0%


			CSAH			0000343719			60.0%


			LP01			0000333120			60.0%


			CSAT			0000132402			60.0%


			CSAT			0000373400			62.0%


			LP01			0000111120			63.0%


			LP01			0000343707			63.0%


			LPSP			0000384114			63.0%


			LP01			0000343805			63.0%


			CSAT			0000335150			63.0%


			CSAH			0000335150			63.0%


			CSAT			0000333210			64.0%


			CSAT			0000373400			65.0%


			LP01			0000389115			65.0%


			CSAT			0000389115			65.0%


			LP01			0000333200			66.0%


			CSAT			0000333200			67.0%


			LPSP			0000341000			67.0%


			LP01			0000211564			67.0%


			LP01			0000351100			67.0%


			LP01			0000351110			67.0%


			CSAT			0000459111			67.0%


			CSAT			0000213200			67.0%


			CSAH			0000459330			67.0%


			CSAH			0000333120			67.0%


			CSAT			0000333410			67.0%


			CSAH			0000379200			69.0%


			CSAT			0000379200			69.0%


			LP01			0000384110			70.0%


			CSAT			0000315941			70.0%


			CSAH			0000333210			70.0%


			CSAH			0000389115			70.0%


			LP01			0000324111			71.0%


			LP01			0000335121			73.0%


			CSAT			0000343707			73.0%


			CSAT			0000799990			73.0%


			CSAT			0000343805			73.0%


			LP01			0000315280			75.0%


			LP01			0000381110			75.0%


			LP01			0000343706			75.0%


			LP01			0000325600			75.0%


			LP01			0000343804			75.0%


			LP01			0000343199			75.0%


			BAC			0000342100			75.0%


			CSAH			0000335152			75.0%


			CSAH			0000343805			75.0%


			CSAT			0000335152			75.0%


			CSAH			0000343707			75.0%


			LP01			0000333400			75.0%


			CSAT			0000196401			76.0%


			CSAT			0000459350			77.0%


			CSAT			0000111720			78.0%


			LP01			0000111200			78.0%


			CSAT			0000395460			78.0%


			LP01			0000388110			78.0%


			LP01			0000315210			79.0%


			LP01			0000384109			79.0%


			LP01			0000315235			79.0%


			LP01			0000261520			79.0%


			LP01			0000111300			80.0%


			LP01			0000315207			80.0%


			CSAH			0000343905			80.0%


			LP01			0000132600			80.0%


			CSAT			0000042610			81.0%


			CSAH			0000261662			81.0%


			CSAT			0000395461			81.0%


			LP01			0000315285			82.0%


			LPSP			0000381110			82.0%


			LP01			0000111400			82.0%


			CSAH			0000261661			83.0%


			LP01			0000111410			83.0%


			CSAT			0000361110			83.0%


			CSAH			0000395990			83.0%


			CSAH			0000395113			83.0%


			CSAH			0000351110			83.0%


			LP01			0000333410			83.0%


			LP01			0000111520			83.0%


			CSAT			0000315900			83.0%


			CSAH			0000325900			83.0%


			CSAH			0000325610			83.0%


			LPSP			0000342100			83.0%


			CSAT			0000342100			83.0%


			LP01			0000335152			83.0%


			LP01			0000342100			83.0%


			CSAT			0000333410			83.0%


			LP01			0000315205			84.0%


			CSAH			0000395110			84.0%


			CSAH			0000395400			85.0%


			CSAT			0000042611			85.0%


			LP01			0000261530			85.0%


			LPSP			0000311500			85.0%


			LP01			0000315220			86.0%


			CSAT			0000389110			86.0%


			LP01			0000111540			87.0%


			CSAH			0000395401			87.0%


			LP01			0000315230			87.0%


			LP01			0000315310			87.0%


			LP01			0000311111			87.0%


			CSAT			0000042000			87.0%


			CSAH			0000333410			88.0%


			LP01			0000315610			88.0%


			LP01			0000325900			88.0%


			LP01			0000111600			89.0%


			LP01			0000131600			89.0%


			LP01			0000261552			89.0%


			CSAH			0000315400			89.0%


			LP01			0000261551			89.0%


			CSAH			0000261660			89.0%


			LP01			0000315215			89.0%


			LP01			0000211521			89.0%


			LP01			0000315900			89.0%


			LPSP			0000343200			89.0%


			LP01			0000315295			90.0%


			LPSP			0000343701			90.0%


			LP01			0000111500			90.0%


			BAC			0000351100			90.0%


			BAC			0000336100			90.0%


			LP01			0000213521			91.0%


			LP01			0000395300			91.0%


			CSAT			0000042000			91.0%


			LP01			0000111510			91.0%


			LP01			0000315255			91.0%


			CSAT			0000196401			91.0%


			LP01			0000315911			91.0%


			LP01			0000343905			92.0%


			CSAH			0000331000			92.0%


			LP01			0000325900			92.0%


			LP01			0000111610			92.0%


			LP01			0000132686			92.0%


			CSAH			0000333120			92.0%


			CSAH			0000131300			92.0%


			LPSP			0000343801			92.0%


			LP01			0000389110			93.0%


			CSAT			0000042331			93.0%


			LP01			0000261550			93.0%


			CSAT			0000381110			93.0%


			LPSP			0000336100			93.0%


			LP01			0000388110			94.0%


			CSAT			0000388110			94.0%


			LP01			0000384111			94.0%


			LP01			0000335720			94.0%


			LP01			0000132684			94.0%


			LP01			0000347100			94.0%


			LP01			0000414406			95.0%


			LP01			0000256230			95.0%


			CSAH			0000381110			95.0%


			LP01			0000383120			95.0%


			CSAT			0000336100			95.0%


			CSAT			0000315900			95.0%


			LP01			0000383130			95.0%


			CSAH			0000336100			95.0%


			CSAH			0000335120			96.0%


			CSAT			0000384111			96.0%


			LP01			0000211503			96.0%


			LP01			0000336100			96.0%


			LP01			0000335350			96.0%


			LP01			0000395110			97.0%


			LPSP			0000384114			97.0%


			CSAH			0000342100			97.0%


			CSAH			0000315405			97.0%


			LP01			0000335120			98.0%


			LP01			0000315250			98.0%


			LP01			0000315310			98.0%


			CSAH			0000343719			98.0%


			CSAT			0000395110			98.0%


			LP01			0000321500			99.0%


			CSAT			0000321500			99.0%


			CSAT			0000335120			99.0%


			CSAT			0000042610			99.0%


			LP01			0000381110			99.0%


			LP01			0000383110			99.0%


			CSAH			0000321500			99.0%


			LP01			0000383111			99.0%


			LP01			0000389110			99.0%


			CSAH			0000381110			99.0%


			LP01			0000211563			99.0%


			LP01			0000343805			99.0%


			LP01			0000343707			99.0%


			LP01			0000379200			99.0%


			CSAT			0000256230			99.0%


			LP01			0000331000			99.0%


			CSAH			0000256240			99.0%


			CSAT			0000343719			99.0%


			CSAT			0000389581			99.0%


			LP01			0000384110			100.0%


			LP01			0000343701			100.0%


			CSAT			0000111720			100.0%


			LP01			0000343801			100.0%


			CSAH			0000343701			100.0%


			CSAH			0000395402			100.0%


			CSAT			0000343702			100.0%


			CSAT			0000343802			100.0%


			LP01			0000343719			100.0%


			CSAT			0000343701			100.0%


			LP01			0000132140			100.0%


			CSAH			0000345160			100.0%


			LP01			0000123611			100.0%


			LP01			0000132170			100.0%


			LP01			0000315285			100.0%


			LP01			0000112611			100.0%


			CSAT			0000389581			100.0%


			LP01			0000112610			100.0%


			LP01			0000132683			100.0%


			CSAT			0000389580			100.0%


			LP01			0000112630			100.0%


			LP01			0000112620			100.0%


			LP01			0000132120			100.0%


			LP01			0000123180			100.0%


			LP01			0000132180			100.0%


			LP01			0000132682			100.0%


			LP01			0000132640			100.0%


			LP01			0000123650			100.0%


			LP01			0000112640			100.0%


			LP01			0000112680			100.0%


			CSAT			0000389580			100.0%


			LP01			0000123120			100.0%


			LP01			0000123630			100.0%


			LP01			0000132610			100.0%


			LP01			0000343200			100.0%


			LP01			0000384109			100.0%


			LP01			0000333210			100.0%


			LP01			0000131600			100.0%


			LP01			0000132110			100.0%


			LP01			0000343741			100.0%


			CSAH			0000343801			100.0%


			LP01			0000123110			100.0%


			LP01			0000132681			100.0%


			CSAT			0000343801			100.0%


			LP01			0000123670			100.0%


			LP01			0000112670			100.0%


			LP01			0000123640			100.0%
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SAP Document Export


			Fiscal Year			Total Number of Documents			Consistent Documents			Inconsistent Documents			Open Items


			2008			116571			60497			56074			13


			2009			246483			246480			3			715


			2010			293398			293397			1			168


			2011			468259			462819			5440			370


			2012			456147			446427			9720			199


			2013			424312			423621			691			1481


			2014			543858			543574			284			1593


			2015			656044			655810			234			1632


			2016			740926			740925			1			3052


			2017			798795			798786			9			3408


			2018			993810			993677			133			4651


			2019			1098051			1098048			3			3696


			2020			814967			814966			1			5070


			2021			805204			805203			1			3926


			2022			1164104			1164103			1			8104


			2023			264178			264178			0			31272
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SAP Document Export


			Name			Store Type			Data Size in GB			Estimated Number of Records


			CDPOS			CS			192			2407290404


			EDID4			CS			39			733271299


			/BLUESKY/WS_DATA			CS			28			503040330


			ZBS_LOG_FESPECS			CS			15			176409667


			SE16N_CD_DATA			CS			10			2500039


			FAGLFLEXA			CS			8			124562320


			ACDOCA			CS			7			159529218


			/BLUESKY/BWSPESB			CS			5			138211000


			DBTABLOG			CS			5			34890745


			/BLUESKY/FECOND			CS			5			284049046


			TEVEN			CS			4			123672360


			WBCROSSGT			CS			4			73967891


			DOKTL			CS			4			86584824


			/BLUESKY/BWHDADA			CS			4			68995900


			BALDAT			CS			3			10857609


			SWWLOGHIST			CS			3			53994337


			CDHDR			CS			3			75912263


			GLPCA			CS			3			26851571


			ZBS_LOG_FEARDE			CS			3			28104500


			D010TAB			CS			2			67601387


			/BLUESKY/BWCSERA			CS			2			77617900


			SOC3			CS			2			7138034


			EDIDS			CS			2			36499240


			OVF_HISTORY			CS			2			6432792


			/C4PAPP/MFCRRDPH			CS			2			59765169


			BSEG			CS			2			28603719


			VICARGDONE			CS			2			36161713


			SWWCNTP0			CS			2			52826502


			COEP			CS			2			24744853


			AUSP			CS			2			28398010


			REPOSRC			CS			2			8185107


			BSIS			CS			1			23269626


			SWPNODELOG			CS			1			24316349


			PPOIX			CS			1			30853432


			/KCT/AL_MESS			CS			1			27072078


			D010INC			CS			1			24045112


			SWFREVTLOG			CS			1			21165260


			SWPSTEPLOG			CS			1			19602715


			BSAS			CS			1			15556984


			S262			CS			1			15468141


			PRCD_ELEMENTS			CS			1			30586046


			ZBS_LOG_FEADAD			CS			1			27539600


			SWWWIHEAD			CS			1			12711253


			E071K			CS			1			21723124


			SWN_NOTIF			CS			1			10800116


			ARFCSDATA			RS			1			620084


			E071			CS			1			26689295


			ZBS_LOG_FEHDR			CS			1			14143600


			ZBS_LOG			CS			1			15017200


			BCST_SR			CS			1			19256904


			DD03L			CS			1			11996380


			/BLUESKY/FEKONV			CS			1			34583099


			SWW_WI2OBJ			CS			1			15586361


			/C4PSOL/UP_TMSG			CS			1			11456126


			TRFCQDATA			RS			1			451711


			ZBS_LOG_FEROLES			CS			1			15331600


			ZZPM_GIS_LOG_SML			CS			1			17613783


			BKPF			CS			1			12052248


			ZBS_LOG_FEREG			CS			1			12720400


			SRRELROLES			CS			1			14833396


			REGUP			CS			1			9297380


			VRPMA			CS			1			8573010


			/BLUESKY/FECSER			CS			1			20340351


			/BLUESKY/FESPECS			CS			1			13085821


			RORQSTPRMS			CS			1			12973010


			CDPOS_UID			CS			1			7371221


			EDIDC			CS			1			11006116


			ANLC			CS			1			9189773


			VBRP			CS			<1			8718243


			BSE_CLR			CS			<1			13411460


			SEOSUBCOTX			CS			<1			9706341


			SWPNODE			CS			<1			9094312


			/BLUESKY/FECPART			CS			<1			19800154


			SCPRSVALS			CS			<1			11258200


			OCSCMPLOBJ			CS			<1			6184467


			JCDS			CS			<1			13280293


			VBFA			CS			<1			10778006


			SOOS			CS			<1			7491115


			ARFCSSTATE			RS			<1			568605


			SWWWIRET			CS			<1			11152879


			IDOCREL			CS			<1			8664557


			SOST			CS			<1			7407304


			ACCTCR			CS			<1			10956038


			ACCTIT			CS			<1			5469986


			ANLP			CS			<1			8179251


			SOOD			CS			<1			7043570


			STXL			CS			<1			2565387


			SOES			CS			<1			7189302


			SWP_NODEWI			CS			<1			9456591


			/C4PAPP/MFCRHDPB			CS			<1			11090938


			/BLUESKY/FECPKON			CS			<1			18813150


			REGUH			CS			<1			3477906


			/BLUESKY/FECPOST			CS			<1			7251157


			HRP1001			CS			<1			4509528


			JEST			CS			<1			9622200


			TRFCQOUT			RS			<1			483034


			TRFCQSTATE			RS			<1			397126


			BCST_RE			CS			<1			7398218


			FAAT_PLAN_VALUES			CS			<1			0


			PA2003			CS			<1			7179115


			SEOCOMPOTX			CS			<1			6417726


			DDFTX			RS			<1			1228259


			FUNCT			CS			<1			6086568


			ZIWF_INVOICE_LOG			CS			<1			3168829


			ADRVP			CS			<1			7350839


			BCST_CAM			CS			<1			7724310


			SEOSUBCODF			CS			<1			4263828


			ZCAFM_IF_MOB_KEY			CS			<1			3137151


			/BLUESKY/WS_LOG			CS			<1			4249752


			DYNPSOURCE			CS			<1			424642


			BALHDR			CS			<1			3126492


			BPMWITSTP			CS			<1			7584100


			WBCROSSI			CS			<1			4354591


			TODIR			CS			<1			4659767


			COBK			CS			<1			5259690


			SEOCOMPODF			CS			<1			3039993


			SEOSUBCO			CS			<1			4223428


			TRFCQIN			RS			<1			279256


			DRAD			CS			<1			3379376


			/MRSS/D_COMPO			CS			<1			5090799


			DRAD_LAST_CHANGE			CS			<1			3426032


			ZCAFM_IF_FCMQUEU			CS			<1			745760


			GLPCP			CS			<1			2119991


			SALRTCNT			CS			<1			4546326


			MATDOC			CS			<1			1807723


			TADIR			CS			<1			4692592


			CMFP			CS			<1			5556069


			BCSD_ENVID			CS			<1			3405799


			FAAT_DOC_IT			CS			<1			0


			COSS			CS			<1			1806180


			PCL4			CS			<1			520541


			DMS_PH_CD1			CS			<1			2240509


			DSYS_PHCONT_ECD2			CS			<1			526810


			ZINT_TIP_DETAIL			CS			<1			3201855


			SWWOUTBOX			CS			<1			4658402


			FUPARAREF			CS			<1			3936887


			/C4PSOL/UP_TAPP			CS			<1			3400172


			SCPRVALS			CS			<1			3290567


			/BLUESKY/WS_HDR			CS			<1			3322833


			RIS_PROG_TADIR			CS			<1			5472541


			BSET			CS			<1			3988338


			STXH			CS			<1			3526247


			WDY_UI_PROPERTY			CS			<1			2720633


			USH04			CS			<1			760430


			CROSS			CS			<1			3521579


			MSEG			CS			<1			1807723


			/BLUESKY/BWCPSTA			CS			<1			3302033


			RSMPTEXTS			CS			<1			4884567


			AFRU			CS			<1			2415594


			FEBRE			CS			<1			5261878


			REPOTEXT			CS			<1			1175815


			REPOLOAD			CS			<1			899874


			ZKBP_TIP_DETAIL			CS			<1			3067851


			NAST			CS			<1			2392031


			SPROXDAT			CS			<1			416412


			ZZPM_GIS_ITEMS			CS			<1			3170400


			BSAD			CS			<1			1577742


			TMDIR			CS			<1			2013584


			/BLUESKY/FEARDE			CS			<1			2149563


			VBPA			CS			<1			3912361


			FAGLFLEXT			CS			<1			2382720


			DMS_DOC2LOIO			CS			<1			2222316


			DMS_PHF_CD1			CS			<1			2180038


			VAPMA			CS			<1			1593869


			BSAK			CS			<1			1116781


			FAAT_YDDA			CS			<1			0


			SWW_PROPERTIES			CS			<1			3021609


			SEOCOMPO			CS			<1			2905960


			S263			CS			<1			1728533


			DMS_LO_CD1			CS			<1			2202542


			SOFM			CS			<1			2688143


			SXMSCLUR			RS			<1			220594


			DOKHL			CS			<1			3093880


			TST03			RS			<1			1632684


			DRAW			CS			<1			2722807


			KSSK			CS			<1			2154404


			ACRELATION			CS			<1			2150486


			DMS_DOC_FILES			CS			<1			2197138


			PTDW_PWS_DB			CS			<1			3015124


			CWBNTCONT			CS			<1			3935420


			DRAW_LAST_CHANGE			CS			<1			2606040


			SALRTEXTRC			CS			<1			3450460


			COV_GENDATA			CS			<1			412298


			VBAP			CS			<1			1595803


			SMIMCONT1			CS			<1			657126


			SOFFPHIO			CS			<1			1388784


			VICDCFOBJ			CS			<1			1372604


			/MRSS/D_DEM_STAT			CS			<1			2633983


			COEPL			CS			<1			2314456


			ANEP			CS			<1			2103933


			FEBEP			CS			<1			1963971


			INDTEXT			CS			<1			432970


			ANLB			CS			<1			1869433


			SMSELKRIT			CS			<1			2759655


			T5TA1			CS			<1			1729327


			COVREF			RS			<1			387605


			HRIADATANR			CS			<1			1870598


			PA2010			CS			<1			2210092


			GLPCT			CS			<1			967797


			DMS_LODESC_CD1			CS			<1			2128850


			SWW_CONT			CS			<1			1875587


			USRBF2			CS			<1			2508522


			TFO04			CS			<1			2795404


			E070A			CS			<1			2666136


			CLF_OBJKEY_MPPNG			CS			<1			1780828


			OCSPATNTCI			CS			<1			1214042


			TTREEI			CS			<1			1381433


			/MRSS/D_DEM_MAP			CS			<1			1245628


			DDTYPES			RS			<1			1571422


			LSOLEARNMEDIAT_C			CS			<1			2347370


			DOKIL			CS			<1			2872380


			T5TELDP			CS			<1			172452


			AGR_HIERT			CS			<1			2132090


			BFIT_A			CS			<1			2073395


			ZISD_APH			CS			<1			1106500


			BFOD_A			CS			<1			1677984


			PA0015			CS			<1			1870405


			SWP_HEADER			CS			<1			1717857


			SOFFLOIO			CS			<1			1390718


			BSEG_ADD			CS			<1			1478299


			SOFFPHF			CS			<1			1369550


			DRAT			CS			<1			1371010


			/VIRSA/ZFFCDHDR			CS			<1			873510


			D021T			CS			<1			1825382


			DMS_PHIO2FILE			CS			<1			2252270


			MC02M_0SCLSETUP			CS			<1			147630


			VBKD			CS			<1			1750173


			EKBE			CS			<1			1190621


			VBUP			CS			<1			2468802


			BSIM			CS			<1			1418273


			VLPMA			CS			<1			854780


			SOFFCONT1			CS			<1			1131067


			MC02M_0ITMSETUP			CS			<1			135550


			/SDF/MON			CS			<1			276940


			ANEA			CS			<1			1527055


			/MRSS/D_ALERTS			CS			<1			1421918


			CWBCIDATAOBJ			CS			<1			186539


			PMCO_OP			CS			<1			1118787


			DD05S			CS			<1			1885267


			COBRB			CS			<1			1336150


			SCPRSKEYS			CS			<1			1149600


			RBCO			CS			<1			1302131


			FEBCL			CS			<1			2192748


			COSP			CS			<1			905435


			SUSAGE2			RS			<1			50258


			T100			CS			<1			2244911


			DSYS_PHCONT_E_CD			CS			<1			171780


			VBEP			CS			<1			1563751


			APQD			CS			<1			255960


			HRPAD31			CS			<1			1155591


			SWP_JOIN			CS			<1			930009


			STERM_LINK			CS			<1			847220


			AFVV			CS			<1			764322


			AFVC			CS			<1			769165


			JSTO			CS			<1			1450448


			TBTCO			RS			<1			97840


			/BLUESKY/BWREGA			CS			<1			2578933


			TOA01			CS			<1			784200


			CLF_HDR			CS			<1			1102861


			AGR_1251			CS			<1			1378184


			ONR00			CS			<1			1471524


			PTQUODED			CS			<1			990488


			ZINT_APH			CS			<1			801490


			/BLUESKY/BWCPSTB			CS			<1			1204100


			/C4PSOL/UP_TKPIU			CS			<1			1132916


			CLS_ASSIGNMENT			CS			<1			727902


			SWN_SENDLOG			CS			<1			938244


			DD04T			CS			<1			1424019


			LIPS			CS			<1			855570


			TSP06			CS			<1			1556367


			ADRU			CS			<1			1443248


			PPDIX			CS			<1			1301448


			/SSF/BTAB			CS			<1			116405


			SCPRSRECA			CS			<1			1131100


			ADRV			CS			<1			1286792


			PPDIT			CS			<1			1294377


			DD03T			CS			<1			1233304


			DDPRS			CS			<1			1272449


			/BLUESKY/BWADADB			CS			<1			2738400


			DD02T			CS			<1			1460544


			EKPO			CS			<1			690432


			DSYS_PHHYPE_ECD2			CS			<1			340450


			TBTCP			RS			<1			121295


			SNAP			CS			<1			179038


			DD08T			CS			<1			1549000


			AGKO			CS			<1			1202158


			SWN_NOTIFTSTMP			CS			<1			926794


			ZCAFM_SNAP			CS			<1			169460


			BFOK_A			CS			<1			925599


			INDX			CS			<1			190419


			SCPRSVALL			CS			<1			856960


			WDY_CTLR_COMPO			CS			<1			317050


			CMFK			CS			<1			1435086


			PCL2			CS			<1			996588


			VRKPA			CS			<1			591118


			STERM_TEXT			CS			<1			849520


			MATDOC_EXTRACT			CS			<1			1807723


			PA2001			CS			<1			747222


			T5C2H			CS			<1			1341167


			/C4PSOL/UP_TKPI			CS			<1			993872


			WDY_CTX_ATTRIB			CS			<1			586770


			AFVU			CS			<1			753242


			VBRK			CS			<1			589358


			T5TREG			CS			<1			81964


			/MIBCON/CLMAAUTR			CS			<1			498309


			ANEK			CS			<1			632231


			TST01			RS			<1			137668


			/KCT/AL_CONTEXT			CS			<1			873235


			E071KF			CS			<1			1043667


			LTEX			RS			<1			129230


			LSOLEARNCOMPL			CS			<1			721635


			EDOCZCINV			CS			<1			61360


			COEJ			CS			<1			662530


			DSYS_PHHEAD_ECD2			CS			<1			322610


			MCIPMIS			CS			<1			680761


			DDMTF_SAV			CS			<1			1309200


			SOTR_TEXT			CS			<1			682604


			DSYS_PHFILE_ECD2			CS			<1			431020


			DDMTF_ISU			CS			<1			1280833


			/MIBCON/CLMADOCV			CS			<1			375305


			HRPY_WPBP			CS			<1			800902


			HRPAD25			CS			<1			584883


			STXFOBJT			CS			<1			900500


			ZCAFM_IF_FCMLOG			CS			<1			754755


			SPROXHDR			CS			<1			117340


			ILOA			CS			<1			716824


			/BLUESKY/FEROLES			CS			<1			1053885


			T77VP			CS			<1			767628


			S006			CS			<1			462359


			DMS_CONT1_CD1			CS			<1			596780


			TRDIRT			CS			<1			1102685


			S003			CS			<1			459512


			ONROV			CS			<1			733143


			VBUK			CS			<1			982482


			ANLA			CS			<1			437290


			SALRT			CS			<1			769755


			SWWEI			CS			<1			1004900


			ZBS_ERR_REGI			CS			<1			404420


			ZCAFM_ALERT_SND			CS			<1			599470


			S001			CS			<1			462419


			PPOPX			CS			<1			761772


			ZCCA_ACTIVITIES			CS			<1			588950


			DD27S			CS			<1			730143


			AGR_HIER			CS			<1			715750


			IHPA			CS			<1			650270


			SXMSCLUP			RS			<1			216456


			COBRA			CS			<1			642714


			IDFIVATT_FI_ITM			CS			<1			692260


			/MIBCON/CLMAIRTV			CS			<1			175941


			SWWWIDEADL			CS			<1			737318


			SWW_CONTOB			CS			<1			674298


			TFTIT			CS			<1			791393


			RBKP			CS			<1			513235


			/MIBCON/CLMADOCD			CS			<1			351945


			/IWBEP/SU_ERRLOG			CS			<1			145245


			WDY_UI_ELEMENT			CS			<1			441680


			/BLUESKY/FESPOS			CS			<1			1144137


			MRMRBBW_ERR_EXTR			CS			<1			503898


			UST12			CS			<1			738973


			/UIF/LREPDTEXT			CS			<1			232130


			DD08L			CS			<1			867620


			ECTD_DATA			CS			<1			145190


			BSIP			CS			<1			493113


			VAKPA			CS			<1			384384


			GLOSSARY2			CS			<1			572440


			HRPY_RGDIR			CS			<1			795236


			/MRSS/D_CH_DEM			CS			<1			588449


			PCALAC			CS			<1			800181


			ACCTHD			CS			<1			807160


			/STMC/FND_ASSOCS			CS			<1			310290


			/MRSS/D_BAS_ASG			CS			<1			669876


			/MRSS/D_CH_ORD			CS			<1			863423


			ANLZ			CS			<1			542725


			PSSTXH_KEYS			CS			<1			644753


			RFDT			CS			<1			97388


			ADRC			CS			<1			492253


			PCL1			CS			<1			73820


			EKKN			CS			<1			523964


			VICDCFPAY			CS			<1			330064


			SMPARAM			CS			<1			801209


			USH12			CS			<1			142890


			WDY_CTLR_COMPOT			CS			<1			463650


			/MRSS/D_DEM_PLR			CS			<1			631041


			/MRSS/D_DEM_DATA			CS			<1			630681


			BDCP2			CS			<1			614466


			ZKATA_DEP			CS			<1			611167


			VBAK			CS			<1			396224


			/MRSS/D_DEM_ADM			CS			<1			633561


			VRSMODISRC			CS			<1			219720


			RBEX			CS			<1			655397


			MC02M_0ACCSETUP			CS			<1			50657


			WDY_WB_SOURCEMAP			CS			<1			54363


			RSEG			CS			<1			568791


			IFLOT			CS			<1			379395


			BDS_BAR_IN			CS			<1			457496


			EBAN			CS			<1			331812


			CKMI1			CS			<1			473710


			TTREEP			CS			<1			440750


			EKET			CS			<1			640371


			USH10			CS			<1			7028


			/BLUESKY/FEADAD			CS			<1			2014716


			DD07T			CS			<1			708433


			/BLUESKY/FEHDR			CS			<1			1073633


			USR12			CS			<1			152579


			COKP			CS			<1			429715


			SCPRVALL			CS			<1			424220


			ZCAFM_OPER_PERS			CS			<1			673672


			/C4PSOL/UP_TAPPD			CS			<1			440352


			DRAP			CS			<1			462852


			CWBCIFIXED			CS			<1			508250


			SMMAIN			CS			<1			577717


			ZCAFM_ORD_BTE			CS			<1			536578


			USOBX			CS			<1			700493


			ZCLMAAUTR_BW			CS			<1			299327


			ESH_OM_CDATATYFT			CS			<1			304490


			BTCJOBEPP			CS			<1			89622


			S033			CS			<1			324700


			DSYS_LOHEAD_E_CD			CS			<1			362850


			/BLUESKY/FESTAT			CS			<1			1721433


			S012			CS			<1			348855


			SEOCLASSTX			CS			<1			577668


			ENHOBJ			RS			<1			74417


			SWZAIENTRY			CS			<1			353970


			DD04L			CS			<1			566989


			/MRSS/D_ASGN_INF			CS			<1			670204


			OBJK			CS			<1			665613


			DD02L			CS			<1			598221
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			DF54S			CS			<1			100990


			/MIBCON/CLMAIREC			CS			<1			42804


			DF42S			CS			<1			125860


			DD01L			CS			<1			122864


			KNC1			CS			<1			92664


			ESRUO			CS			<1			102596


			BDLSADATA			CS			<1			89757


			HRP1035			CS			<1			62533


			STXFTXTA			CS			<1			100600


			VICASTEPSTATUS			CS			<1			76859


			DSYS_PHCONT_E_CI			CS			<1			10123


			ZCLMASML			CS			<1			30443


			TSPEVJOB			CS			<1			82333


			RKPF			CS			<1			98254


			LTBK			CS			<1			85117


			DSYAD			CS			<1			71590


			DD28S			CS			<1			119050


			TRESC			CS			<1			112190


			PA0439			CS			<1			71090


			DSYGH			CS			<1			77603


			ZHR_LSOETRANDATA			CS			<1			116375


			ZWF_ATTR_EDIT			CS			<1			105667


			VITMTERM			CS			<1			124349


			MDTC			CS			<1			15167


			TOAAT			CS			<1			67697


			AGR_BUFFI			CS			<1			76320


			DSYSL			CS			<1			81027


			SWOTLQ			CS			<1			69100


			T52C2			CS			<1			165090


			BMTNODE01			CS			<1			42017


			VICDCONDDIST			CS			<1			65581


			J_3RFREP_ATTRT			CS			<1			126830


			COSSD			CS			<1			37988


			/SAPPO/ORDER_MSG			CS			<1			95293


			SMAPTNODE			CS			<1			43917


			TCPUC			CS			<1			247920


			PATRTVERS2			CS			<1			51290


			ZKCT_EDOCZCINV			CS			<1			60620


			TA21L1			CS			<1			199500


			PA9006			CS			<1			78443


			ANLE			CS			<1			61297


			ESH_OM_COTYPPS			CS			<1			35600


			/MIBCON/DRFADADM			CS			<1			84016


			/BLUESKY/SYIMP			CS			<1			50841


			ECOBJUSE			CS			<1			66297


			DD03ND			CS			<1			43822


			MHIS			CS			<1			69407


			LSOLEARNELUSTA_C			CS			<1			104972


			PMCO			CS			<1			60815


			RSZELTXREF			CS			<1			53347


			/MIBCON/CLMABUPM			CS			<1			37040


			ECLOG_SCNT			CS			<1			59570


			TFRT_SRCH_CHARTG			CS			<1			223000


			/MRSS/D_RQUAL_T			CS			<1			103365


			SERPT			CS			<1			124660


			OBJS			CS			<1			111711


			AGR_HIER_BOR			CS			<1			21503


			CRMC_LAYOUT			CS			<1			61837


			FDT_ADMN_0901S			CS			<1			46073


			VKDFS			CS			<1			68796


			DOKCR			CS			<1			78377


			SNAPT			CS			<1			79233


			DD09L			CS			<1			117764


			/IWBEP/I_SBO_PRT			CS			<1			84174


			BMTNODE01T			CS			<1			47043


			DOCR_LONG_VALUE			CS			<1			46757


			DDMTT_SAV			CS			<1			109660


			SOTR_TEXTU			CS			<1			22397


			O2XSLTDESC			CS			<1			14752


			CATF			CS			<1			89337


			TMC2K			CS			<1			106550


			UPC_OPTIOS			CS			<1			72797


			DDMTT_ISU			CS			<1			107750


			PA0105			CS			<1			67151


			A016			CS			<1			79321


			PA0006			CS			<1			70159


			SUBST_SLANA_POS			CS			<1			84627


			HRP1024			CS			<1			67496


			T5F99FFT			CS			<1			121810


			/MRSS/D_RQUAL_P			CS			<1			104515


			TCDCOUPLES			CS			<1			132480


			O2PAGDIRT			CS			<1			61683


			J_3RFREP_ATTR			CS			<1			109020


			KONP			CS			<1			113725


			HRP1026			CS			<1			63072


			AFIH			CS			<1			58644


			RSAABAP			CS			<1			69510


			HRP1021			CS			<1			63807


			T5ASRFSCNFLDT			CS			<1			64923


			RBKP_BLOCKED			CS			<1			49861


			S004			CS			<1			49512


			T706_CITY_CODE			CS			<1			77463


			COFUNC1			CS			<1			83150


			TSTC			CS			<1			146353


			J_3RFREP_VALEXPR			CS			<1			81883


			FEBVW			CS			<1			57136


			TBZ3R			CS			<1			72593


			DSYAW			CS			<1			85673


			ESUH			CS			<1			92890


			/IWBEP/I_SBD_NOI			CS			<1			87531


			ESH_OM_COTYPNQF			CS			<1			31530


			ZCAFM_IF_ATTA_D			CS			<1			30635


			SCAPPT			CS			<1			49903


			ZBS_EXTHAND_HEAD			CS			<1			54743


			REGUT			CS			<1			47337


			J_3RFREP_VALFMT			CS			<1			108810


			/MIBCON/CLMAIRCD			CS			<1			14041


			HRS1211			CS			<1			82190


			DSYS_PHHYPE_ECI2			CS			<1			23713


			UST04			CS			<1			102847


			ZHR_LSO_NOTIFS			CS			<1			45637


			DYNPLOAD			CS			<1			94335


			EIPA			CS			<1			73852


			MONI			CS			<1			29468


			CUS_ACTOBJ			CS			<1			71320


			TCJ_BALANCE			CS			<1			84007


			PSGUID			CS			<1			56131


			VMPA			CS			<1			84982


			T549B			CS			<1			108240


			T5PCP			CS			<1			168490


			ZCAFM_OD_EQU_HI			CS			<1			50715


			T5F99FF			CS			<1			83080


			ESH_OM_COTYPNRF			CS			<1			30833


			ECLOG_SCR			CS			<1			59137


			ZHRCFT_CHOIC			CS			<1			63670


			SFHOT			CS			<1			53618


			SWD_BINDEF			CS			<1			54203


			T706Z1			CS			<1			70200


			SWDSWFCTXT			CS			<1			56587


			PA0245			CS			<1			37858


			T5THZUPN			CS			<1			6806


			CWBCIOBJ			CS			<1			37784


			T54C1			CS			<1			119920


			GEOOBJR			CS			<1			42958


			IACR_C			CS			<1			79703


			COEPD			CS			<1			81350


			TCVIEW			CS			<1			49370


			CUS_IMGACH			CS			<1			80970


			ESDUS			CS			<1			53705


			T512Q			CS			<1			105610


			D342L			CS			<1			18589


			SWD_LINES			CS			<1			60197


			ENHSPOTHEADER			RS			<1			15653


			HRP1007			CS			<1			55561


			PRPS			CS			<1			24632


			/SSF/ATAB			CS			<1			3179


			COIX			CS			<1			22510


			ECSCR_DATA			CS			<1			24407


			T596I			CS			<1			79307


			TVCPA			CS			<1			99750


			BUT000			CS			<1			39852


			ZHR_URAZY_SHLP			CS			<1			35953


			SMAPTNODER			CS			<1			36473


			QMIH			CS			<1			54176


			/MIBCON/EASAEXTA			CS			<1			41851


			FEBIP			CS			<1			85531


			T596H			CS			<1			93623


			SPROXSIG			CS			<1			36973


			DBSTATTORA			CS			<1			129762


			HRS1002			CS			<1			67137


			DFTNODE01			CS			<1			27517


			TSTC_SM			CS			<1			126860


			T52D9			CS			<1			107760


			ONROR			CS			<1			66347


			WDY_CTLR_USAGE			CS			<1			38350


			RPSCO			CS			<1			47430


			TFM18			CS			<1			80077


			CATV			CS			<1			83087












Pý¡loha �. 1 Smlouvy o d¡lo/Pý¡lohy_Readiness_Check/InactiveCompanyCodes.xlsx

Sheet1


			Company Code			Fiscal Year 


			LP12			2009


			LP14			2009


			LP13			2009


			LP13			2010


			LP14			2010


			LP12			2010


			CAH1			2011


			LP13			2011


			LP14			2011


			LP12			2011


			CAH1			2012


			LP13			2012


			LP14			2012


			LP12			2012


			CAH1			2013


			LP13			2013


			LP14			2013


			LP12			2013


			CAH1			2014


			LP13			2014


			LP14			2014


			LP12			2014


			CAH1			2015


			LP13			2015


			LP14			2015


			LP12			2015


			CAH1			2016


			LP13			2016


			LP14			2016


			LP12			2016


			CAH1			2017


			LP13			2017


			LP14			2017


			LP12			2017


			CAH1			2018


			LP13			2018


			LP12			2018


			LP14			2018
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SAP Document Export


			Name			Description			Dev Package			Application Area			Application Component			Data Source			Data Source Type			No. of Calls			Usage Frequency			Type of Impact			Details			Abap Test Cockpit Results


			/BLUESKY/ABSTELLPOSITIONEN			Parkovací pozice			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/MDPOS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/ALG1_TEXT			Aerolinie skupina 1			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/ALG2_TEXT			č			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/ALG3_TEXT			Aerolinie skupina 3			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/ALG4_TEXT			Aerolinie skupina 4			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/ALG5_TEXT			Aerolinie skupina 5			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/ALG6_TEXT			Aerolinie skupina 6			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/ALG7_TEXT			Aerolinie skupina 7			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/ALG8_TEXT			Aerolinie skupina 8			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/ALG9_TEXT			Aerolinie skupina 9			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/ALTP_TEXT			Typ aerolinie			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/ANCA_TEXT			Kat. přílohy			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/ANNX_TEXT			Hluková certifikace			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/BABE_TEXT			Zavazadlový karusel			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/BAGS_TEXT			Píznak: zavaz tříď			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/BELT_TEXT			Zavazadlový pás			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/BODY_TEXT			Typ trupu letadla			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/BONS_TEXT			Bonus			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CDA1_TEXT			Zák. datum 1 Let pří			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CDA2_TEXT			Zák. datum 2 Let pří			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CDA3_TEXT			Zák. datum 3 Let pří			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CDA4_TEXT			Zák. datum 4 Let pří			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CDA5_TEXT			Zák. datum 5 Let pří			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CDA6_TEXT			Zák. datum 6 Let pří			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CDA7_TEXT			Zák. datum 7 Let pří			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CDA8_TEXT			Zák. datum 8 Let pří			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CDA9_TEXT			Zák. datum 9 Let pří			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CEA1_TEXT			Zák. čas 1 Let příl/			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CEA2_TEXT			Zák. čas 2 Let příl/			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CEA3_TEXT			Zák. čas 3 Let příl/			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CEA4_TEXT			Zák. čas 4 Let příl/			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CEA5_TEXT			Zák. čas 5 Let příl/			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CEA6_TEXT			Zák. čas 6 Let příl/			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CEA7_TEXT			Zák. čas 7 Let příl/			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CEA8_TEXT			Zák. čas 8 Let příl/			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CEA9_TEXT			Zák. čas 9 Let příl/			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFA1_TEXT			zák spec: PŘÍ/ODL 1			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFA2_TEXT			zák pole: PŘÍ/ODL 2			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFA3_TEXT			zák spec: PŘÍ/ODL 3			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFA4_TEXT			zák spec: PŘÍ/ODL 4			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFA5_TEXT			zák spec: PŘÍ/ODL 5			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFA6_TEXT			zák spec pole: Let p			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFA7_TEXT			zák spec pole: Let p			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFA8_TEXT			zák spec pole: Let p			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFA9_TEXT			zák spec pole: Let p			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFD1_TEXT			zák spec pole: Spec			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFD2_TEXT			zák spec pole: Spec			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFD3_TEXT			zák spec pole: Spec			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFD4_TEXT			zák spec pole: Spec			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFH1_TEXT			Zák. spec.: hlav 1			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFH2_TEXT			zák.spec.: Hlav 2			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFH3_TEXT			Zák. spec. Hlav.3			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFH4_TEXT			zák.spec. Hlav.4			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFH5_TEXT			zák.spec. Hlav 5			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFH6_TEXT			zák spec pole: hlavi			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFH7_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: hla			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFH8_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: hla			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFH9_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: hla			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFS1_TEXT			zák spec: SpecSluž 1			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFS2_TEXT			zák spec: SpecSluž 2			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFS3_TEXT			zák spec: SpecSluž 3			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFS4_TEXT			zák spec: SpecSluž 4			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFS5_TEXT			zák spec: SpecSluž 5			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFS6_TEXT			Cust spec. pole: Spe			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFS7_TEXT			Zák spec pole: Spec			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFS8_TEXT			Zák spec pole: Spec			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CFS9_TEXT			Zák spec pole: Spec			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CHID_TEXT			Charakteristiky			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CINC_TEXT			Přepážka odbavení			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/COGR_TEXT			Skupina země			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/COTX_TEXT			Text podmínky			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQA1_TEXT			Uživ spec: Poč Pol 1			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQA2_TEXT			Uživ spec: Poč Pol 2			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQA3_TEXT			Uživ spec: Poč Pol 3			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQA4_TEXT			Uživ spec: Poč Pol 4			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQA5_TEXT			Uživ spec: Poč Pol 5			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQA6_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQA7_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQA8_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQA9_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQAA_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQAB_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQAC_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQAD_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQAE_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQAF_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQAG_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQAH_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQAI_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQAJ_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQAK_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQD1_TEXT			Uživ spec: Poč Odl 1			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQD2_TEXT			Uživ spec: Poč Odl 2			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQD3_TEXT			Uživ spec: Poč Odl 3			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQD4_TEXT			Uživ spec: Poč Odl 4			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQD5_TEXT			Uživ spec: Poč Odl 5			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQD6_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQD7_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQD8_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQD9_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQDB_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQDC_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQDD_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQDE_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQDF_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQDG_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQDH_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQDI_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQDJ_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQDK_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQV1_TEXT			Uživ spec: Množ. 1 1			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQV2_TEXT			Uživ spec: Množ. 2			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQV3_TEXT			Uživ spec: Množ. 3			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQV4_TEXT			Uživ spec: Množ. 4			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQV5_TEXT			Uživ spec: Množ. 5			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQV6_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQV7_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQV8_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CQV9_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: Poč			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTA1_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: pří			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTA2_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: pří			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTA3_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: pří			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTA4_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: pří			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTA5_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: pří			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTA6_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: pří			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTA7_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: pří			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTA8_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: pří			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTA9_TEXT			Zák. spec. pole: pří			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTH1_TEXT			zák spec pole:: hlav			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTH2_TEXT			zák spec pole: hlavi			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTH3_TEXT			zák spec pole: hlavi			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTH4_TEXT			zák spec pole: hlavi			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTH5_TEXT			zák spec pole: hlavi			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTR1_TEXT			Zák spec text: A/C R			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTR2_TEXT			Zák spec text: A/C R			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTR3_TEXT			Zák spec text: A/C R			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTR4_TEXT			Zák spec text: A/C R			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTR5_TEXT			Zák spec text: A/C R			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTR6_TEXT			Zák spec text: A/C R			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTR7_TEXT			Zák spec text: A/C R			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTR8_TEXT			Zák spec text: A/C R			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTR9_TEXT			Zák spec text: A/C R			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTS1_TEXT			Zák spec text: A/C R			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTS2_TEXT			Zák spec text: A/C R			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTS3_TEXT			Zák spec text: A/C R			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTS4_TEXT			Zák spec text: A/C R			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTS5_TEXT			Zák spec text: A/C R			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTS6_TEXT			Zák spec text: A/C R			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTS7_TEXT			Zák spec text: A/C R			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTS8_TEXT			Zák spec text: A/C R			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CTS9_TEXT			Zák spec text: A/C R			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUC1_TEXT			Zák spec pole 1 / de			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUC2_TEXT			Zák spec pole 2 / de			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUC3_TEXT			Zák spec pole 3 / de			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUC4_TEXT			Zák spec pole 4 / de			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUC5_TEXT			Zák spec pole 5 / de			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUD1_TEXT			Zák.pole: Destin.1			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUD2_TEXT			Zák.pole: Destin.2			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUD3_TEXT			Zák.pole: Destin.3			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUD4_TEXT			Zák.pole: Destin.4			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUD5_TEXT			Zák.pole: Destin.5			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUG1_TEXT			Zák spec pole 1 / A/			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUG2_TEXT			Zák spec pole 2 / A/			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUG3_TEXT			Zák spec pole 3 / A/			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUG4_TEXT			Zák spec pole 4 / A/			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUP1_TEXT			Zák.pole: Pozice 1			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUP2_TEXT			Zák.pole: Pozice 2			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUP3_TEXT			Zák.pole: Pozice 3			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUP4_TEXT			Zák.pole: Pozice 4			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUP5_TEXT			Zák.pole: Pozice 5			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUR1_TEXT			Zák.pole: RegLetad 1			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUR2_TEXT			Zák.pole: RegLetad 2			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUR3_TEXT			Zák.pole: RegLetad 3			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUR4_TEXT			Zák.pole: RegLetad 4			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUR5_TEXT			Zák.pole: RegLetad 5			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUT1_TEXT			Zák.pole: TypLetad.1			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUT2_TEXT			Zák.pole: TypLetad.2			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUT3_TEXT			Zák.pole: TypLetad.3			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUT4_TEXT			Zák.pole: TypLetad.4			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CUT5_TEXT			Zák.pole: TypLetad.5			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/DELA_TEXT			Kód zpoždění			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/DICA_TEXT			Vzdálenostní skup.			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/DISP_TEXT			Dispečer			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/DRCA_TEXT			Typ pohonu			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/DRTP_TEXT			Typ motoru			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/DS_FEADAD			Data letiště pří/odl			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA			Function Module (Simple Interface)			1			Seldom									


			/BLUESKY/DS_FEARDE			Příl/Odl			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/DS_FECPOST			kalk. aktuál. služeb			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA			Function Module (Simple Interface)			1			Seldom									


			/BLUESKY/DS_FECSER						/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/DS_FEHDAD			Příl/odl + hlavička			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA			Function Module (Simple Interface)			1			Seldom									


			/BLUESKY/DS_FEHDR			Hlavička			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/DS_FEREG			Registrace letadla			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA			Function Module (Simple Interface)			1			Seldom									


			/BLUESKY/DS_FEROLES			Jednotlivý taxi zázn			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/DS_FESPECS			Speciální služby			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA			Function Module (Simple Interface)			1			Seldom									


			/BLUESKY/DS_FESPOS			Celkem taxi záznamy			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/DUAN_TEXT			Zavazad. pás ven			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/FDCA_TEXT			Kat. handlingu			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/FETP_TEXT			Typ letu			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/FLCH_TEXT			Charakter letu			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/FLFU_TEXT			Funkce letu			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/FLUGHAFEN_GRUNDDATEN			KD: letiště			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/MDDEST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/FSTS_TEXT			Status letu			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/GATE_TEXT			Brána			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/GSCA_TEXT			Kateg.obec.služeb			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/HACA_TEXT			Kategorie handlingu			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/INFC_TEXT			Infrastrukt.skup.poz			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/ISEP_TEXT			Příznak: dělení fakt			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/KOFD_TEXT			Typ handlingu			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/KOFL_TEXT			Kategorie letu			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/KZLS_TEXT			Přinzak interní příl			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/LFZ_KENNZEICHEN			KD: Registr.letadla			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/MDREG			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/LFZ_TYPEN			KD: Typ letadla			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/MDACRT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/LNGH_TEXT			Noční čas			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/LOCA_TEXT			Kategorie nákladu			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/LODE_TEXT			Nákl. zařízení			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/LOTY_TEXT			Typ nákladu			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/MANF_TEXT			výrobce letadla			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/MTOC_TEXT			MTOM kategorie			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/NACO_TEXT			Kód krajiny			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/PARC_TEXT			Skupina pozice parki			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/POSG_TEXT			Infrastr.skup.pozic			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/PPOS_TEXT			Pozice letadla			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/PTYP_TEXT			Typ pozice letadla			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/ROUT_TEXT			Směrování			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/RWAY_TEXT			Ranvej			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/SIAD_TEXT			STAR / SID			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/TERM_TEXT			Terminál			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/TOWT_TEXT			Typ tažení			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ABCINDIC_TEXT			Znak ABC			INSC			Plant Maintenance			PM			T370C_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0ABCPROCESS_0107_HIER			Obchodní proces			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing			


			0ABCPROCESS_ATTR			Obch.proc.			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BIW_CBPR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing			


			0ABCPROCESS_TEXT			Obch.proc.			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BIW_CBPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing			


			0ABORT_TEXT			Místo uložení - text			QMBW			Quality Management			QM			BIW_TQ41T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0AB_BILLDOC_TXT			Druh faktury			WZRE			Logistics - General			LO-AB			TMFKT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0AB_LFGRU_TXT			Důvod			WZRE			Logistics - General			LO-AB			TMLFGT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0AB_RFBSK_TXT			Status dokladu			WZRE			Logistics - General			LO-AB			WFBSK			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0AB_STATUS_TXT			Status			WZRE			Logistics - General			LO-AB			WLF_STATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0AB_WRDOC_TXT			Druhy platby			WZRE			Logistics - General			LO-AB			TMZRT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ACAC_CALC			ACAC: Vypočt.rozliš.			ACE_DS_APPL			Financial Accounting			FI-GL-GL-ACE			ACEDS_BW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ACAC_POST			Zaúčt.rozlišení			ACE-PS			Financial Accounting			FI-GL-GL-ACE			ACEPS_BW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ACCACCOUNT_ATTR			Atributy účtu HK			FINB_GL_ACCOUNT			Financials			FIN-FB			ACCACCOUNT0C			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0ACCACCOUNT_TEXT			Texty účtu hl.knihy			FINB_GL_ACCOUNT			Financials			FIN-FB			ACCACCOUNT0T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0ACCNT_ASGN_TEXT			SkupPřÚčtu			VF			Sales and Distribution			SD-BIL			TVKTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ACCNT_GRP_TEXT			Účt.skup.			VSCORE			Logistics - General			LO-MD-BP-CM			T077X			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ACCOMM_TEXT			Acc. Community Text			FINB_OBJ_TO_BE_DELETED			Financials			FIN-FB			FINB_TACCOMMT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0ACCOUNT_0109_HIER			Číslo účtu			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ACCOUNT_ATTR			Účet			KE1B_IN			Enterprise Controlling			EC-PCA			ECPCA_BIW_GET_ACCT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ACCOUNT_TEXT			Účet			KE1B_IN			Enterprise Controlling			EC-PCA			ECPCA_BIW_GET_ACCT_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ACCT_TYPE_TEXT			Druh účtu			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			KOART			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ACE_CALC_RESULT			ACE: Vyp.hodn.rozl.			ACE_DS_APPL			Financial Accounting			FI-GL-GL-ACE			ACEDS_BW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ACINST_TEXT			Texts for Acc.Instnc			FINB_OBJ_TO_BE_DELETED			Financials			FIN-FB			FINB_TACINSTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0ACTIONREAS_TEXT			Důvod opatření			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T530T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ACTIONTYPE_TEXT			Opatření			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T529T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ACTIVITY_ATTR			Operace			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_GET_ACTIVITY			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ACTIVITY_TEXT			Operace			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_GET_TEXT_ACTIVITY			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ACTPRIND_TEXT			ZnTarif			KBAS			Controlling			CO-OM			TKT10			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ACTTYPE_0105_HIER			Druh výkonu			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ACTTYPE_ATTR			DruhVýkonu			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BIW_CSLA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ACTTYPE_TEXT			DruhVýkonu			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BIW_CSLT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ACTY_ELEMT_ATTR			Prvek			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_GET_ACTIVITY_ELEMENT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ACTY_ELEMT_TEXT			Prvek			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_GET_TEXT_ACTIVITY_ELEMENT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ACT_CAT_TEXT			Kategorie činnosti			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			V_BW_RCF_ACTCA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0ACT_PROC_TEXT			Proces			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			V_BW_RCF_PROC			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0ACT_STAT_TEXT			Status činnosti			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_ACTIVITY_STATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0ACT_TYPE_TEXT			Druh činnosti			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			V_BW_RCF_ACTTY			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0AC_DOC_TYP_TEXT			Druh dokladu			FBASCORE			Financial Accounting			FI			T003T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0AC_LEDGER_TEXT			Ledger			FAGL_REPORTING_EHP3			Financial Accounting			FI-GL			FAGL_SREP_GET_LEDGER_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ADJTYPE_TEXT			Texty druhu úpravy			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TIV2G			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0ADVERT_ATTR			Konkurz			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_ADVERT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ADVERT_TEXT			Konkurz			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T750B			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0AGE_RANGE_TEXT			Věkový interval			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AIRCRAFT_TYPE_TEXT			Typ letadla			KEG2			Controlling			CO-PA			T22A9			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0AMOUNT_TYP_TEXT			DrČástky			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			FM_BTART			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0APPLACTION_TEXT			Dr.opatř.k uchazeči			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T751F			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0APPLGROUP_TEXT			Skupina uchazečů			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T750E			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0APPLICANT_ATTR			Uchazeč			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0APPLICANT_TEXT			Uchazeč			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_PB0001_ANM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0APPLIC_ACT_ATTR			Činnost k žádosti			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_BIW_GET_ACTIVITY			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete
The objects RCF_BIW_GET_ACTIVITY,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			0APPLIC_ATTR			Čas.nezáv.žádost			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_BIW_GET_0APPLIC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0APPLIC_ATTR,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete			


			0APPLIC_TD_ATTR			Čas.záv.žádost			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_BIW_GET_0APPLIC_TD_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0APPLIC_TD_ATTR,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete			


			0APPLSGROUP_TEXT			Okruh uchazečů			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T750F			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0APPLSTATUS_TEXT			Celkový status			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T751B			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0APPLSTREA_TEXT			Důvod statusu uchaz.			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T751C			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0APPL_SRC_ATTR			Původ žádosti			PAOC_RCF_BL			Personnel Management			PA-ER			T77RCF_APPLSRC			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object T77RCF_APPLSRC does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete			


			0APPL_SRC_TEXT			Původ žádosti			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			V_BW_RCF_APPLSRC			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0APPL_STAT_TEXT			Status žádosti			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_APPLICATION_STATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0APPL_STYPE_TEXT			Druh zdroje žádosti			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			V_BW_RCF_APPLSTY			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0APPRAISAL_ATTR			Hodnocení			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0APPRAISAL_TEXT			Hodnocení			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0APPRAISEE_TEXT			Hodnocený			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0APPRAISER_TEXT			Posuzovatel			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0APPR_REQU_ATTR			PožNaOpatř			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			AIBM_GET_IQ			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0APPR_REQU_TEXT			PožNaOpatř			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			AIBM_GET_IQ_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0APR_CRIT_TEXT			Kritér.vyhodnocení			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AP_GRP1_TEXT			Skupina kritérií 1			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AP_GRP2_TEXT			Skupina kritérií 2			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AP_OF_FUND_TEXT			Účel použití			FM_BW			Financial Accounting			FI-FM			V_FMFUSET_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0AP_RATING_TEXT			Ocenění			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AP_SCHEME_TEXT			Vzor hodnocení			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AP_STATUS_TEXT			Status hodnocení			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			BW_AP_STATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ARCHFUNC_ATTR			Architekt.funkce			RE_BD_AO			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-BD			TIVBDARFUNC			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ARCHFUNC_TEXT			Architekt.funkce			RE_BD_AO			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-BD			TIVBDARFUNCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ARCHOBJECT_ATTR			Arch.objekt			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_ARCHOBJECT_ATTR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ARCHOBJECT_HIER			Arch.obj.(hier.)			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_ARCHOBJECT_HIER_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ARCHOBJECT_TEXT			Arch.objekt			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_ARCHOBJECT_TEXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ARCHRELSHP_TEXT			Druh vztahu			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REBDRELPROP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ARCHTYPE_TEXT			Typ archit.objektu			RE_BD_AO			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-BD			TIVBDAROBJTYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ARCHUSAGE_TEXT			Společné užívání			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REBDUSCOMMON			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0AREATYPE_TEXT			Texty druhů ploch			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TIV0H			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0ARTICLE_ATTR			Artikl			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			MDEX_MATERIAL_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ARTICLE_TEXT			Text artiklu			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			MDXT_MATERIAL_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ART_PLANT_ATTR			Artikl			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			MDEX_MATERIAL_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ART_SALES_ATTR			Artikl			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			MDEX_MATERIAL_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ART_ST_LOC_ATTR			Artikl			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			MDEX_MATERIAL_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ASSESSMENT_ATTR			Test školení			LSO_BW			Training and Event Management			PE-LSO-TM			LSO_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ASSESSMENT_TEXT			Texty testu školení			LSO_BW			Training and Event Management			PE-LSO-TM			LSO_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ASSET_AFAB_ATTR			Oblast			BWFIAA			Financial Accounting			FI-AA			BWFIAA_EXTRACT_DELTA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ASSET_AFAB_TEXT			Oblast			ARBW			Accounting General			AC			ARBW_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ASSET_ATTR			Podčíslo			ARBW			Accounting General			AC			ARBW_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ASSET_ATTR_TEXT			Podčíslo s textem			BWFIAA			Financial Accounting			FI-AA			BWFIAA_EXTRACT_DELTA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ASSET_CLAS_TEXT			Třída			ARBW			Accounting General			AC			BIW_ANKT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ASSET_MAIN_TEXT			Investiční majetek			ARBW			Accounting General			AC			BIW_ANLHT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ASSET_TEXT			Podčíslo			ARBW			Accounting General			AC			BIW_ANLT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ATTENDEETY_TEXT			Typ účastníka			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ATTENDEE_TEXT			Účastník			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_ACTION			Audit Opatření PohDa			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TRANSACTIONALDATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_ACTION_ATTR			Audit Opatření			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_MASTERDATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_ACTION_TEXT			Aud.Opatření Text			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_AUDIT			Audit Pohybová data			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TRANSACTIONALDATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_AUDIT_ATTR			Dat.zdroj Audit			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_MASTERDATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_AUDIT_TEXT			Audit Text			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_AUTH_TEXT			Skupina opráv. TXT			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_CAUSE_TEXT			Spouštěč, text			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_EXT2_TEXT			Fkce výpočtu výsled.			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_HIELV_TEXT			Polož.seznamu otázek			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_OBJECT			Audit Předmět Poh.d.			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TRANSACTIONALDATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_OBJTY_TEXT			Atributy předmětu			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_OBJVA_TEXT			Atributy předmětu			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_PLAN			Audit Plán Poh.data			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TRANSACTIONALDATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_PLAN_ATTR			Dat.zdroj Aud. Plán			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_MASTERDATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_PLAN_TEXT			Audit Plán TEXT			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_PRIOR_TEXT			Priorita otázek TXT			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_QUEST			Audit Dotaz Poh.data			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TRANSACTIONALDATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_QUESTION_TEXT			Audit Dotaz Text			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_QUEST_ATTR			Dat.zdroj Aud. Dotaz			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_MASTERDATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_RATNG_TEXT			Audit Zařazení Txt			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_RATPR_TEXT			Audit Profil zařaz.			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_RES_TEXT			Výběr hodnocení			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_ROLE			Dat.zdroj Aud. Role			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TRANSACTIONALDATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_ROLE_TEXT			Audit Partner.role			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_SUG_TEXT			Návrh hodnocení			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_TYPE_TEXT			Druh auditu, text			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUD_VALPR_TEXT			Profil hodn.sez.dot.			PLM_AUDIT_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-AUD			PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AUTHGRP_TEXT			Skupina oprávnění			RE_CA_AP			Real Estate Management			RE-FX			TIVCAAUTHGRPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0AU_WTY_HEADER			Hlavička záruky			ISAUTO_WTY_BW			Logistics - General			LO-WTY			WTYBW_GET_HEADER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AU_WTY_ITEM			Položka záruky			ISAUTO_WTY_BW			Logistics - General			LO-WTY			WTYBW_GET_ITEM_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AU_WTY_MASTER			Vzor.záruka/čítače			ISAUTO_WTY_BW			Logistics - General			LO-WTY			WTYBW_GET_MWTY_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AU_WTY_MEAS			Doklady o měření			ISAUTO_WTY_BW			Logistics - General			LO-WTY			WTYBW_GET_MEAS_DOC_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AU_WTY_VERSION			Verze záruky			ISAUTO_WTY_BW			Logistics - General			LO-WTY			WTYBW_GET_VERSION_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0AVAILABLE_TEXT			RE: Texty k disponib			FVVICN			Real Estate Management			RE			TIVCN04T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0BANKKEY_TEXT			Klíč banky			BF_BANK			Cross-Application Components			CA-BK			BNKA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_BANK_AREA			CMS Bank Area			CMS_CORE			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD			TCMS_BANKAREA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_BANK_AREA_TEXT			CMS Bank Area Text			CMS_CORE			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD			TCMS_BANKAREA_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_BP_FUNCTION			CMS BP Functions			CMS_COMMON			Financial Services			FS-CMS			TCMS_BPF			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_BP_FUNCTION_CAT			BP Function Cat			CMS_COMMON			Financial Services			FS-CMS			TCMS_BPF_CAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_BP_FUNCTION_CAT_TEXT			BP Function Cat Txt			CMS_COMMON			Financial Services			FS-CMS			TCMS_BPF_CAT_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_BP_FUNCTION_TEXT			BP Function Text			CMS_COMMON			Financial Services			FS-CMS			TCMS_BPF_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_CAGMT_CATEGORY			Coll. Agmt. Category			CMS_CORE			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD			TCMS_CAG_CAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_CAGMT_CATEGORY_TEXT			Coll.Agmt. Cat. Text			CMS_CORE			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD			TCMS_CAG_CAT_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_CAGMT_TYPE			Collateral Agmt Type			CMS_CORE			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD			TCMS_CAG_TYP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_CAGMT_TYPE_TEXT			Coll.Agmt. Type Text			CMS_CORE			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD			TCMS_CAG_TYP_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_COLL_OBJECT_CAT			Coll.Object Category			CMS_CORE			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD			TCMS_AST_CAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_COLL_OBJECT_CAT_TEXT			Coll.Obj. Cat Text			CMS_CORE			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD			TCMS_AST_CAT_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_LIQ_REASON			CMS Liq. Reason			CMS_COMMON			Financial Services			FS-CMS			TCMS_ATT_ID_TY			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_LIQ_REASON_TEXT			CMS Liq. Reason Text			CMS_COMMON			Financial Services			FS-CMS			TCMS_ATT_ID_TY_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_LIQ_TYP			CMS Liquidation Type			CMS_CORE			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD			TCMS_AST_LTYP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_LIQ_TYP_TEXT			CMS Liq. Type Text			CMS_CORE			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD			TCMS_AST_LTYP_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_MOV_CLASS			Movables class			CMS_OMS_COMMON			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD			TCMS_OMS_FEAT_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_OMS_MOV_TYPE			Movable Types			CMS_OMS_MOV			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD-MOV			TCMS_MOV_TYP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_OMS_MOV_TYPE_TEXT			Movable Type Text			CMS_OMS_MOV			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD-MOV			TCMS_MOV_TYP_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_OMS_RE_TYPE			Real Estate Typ.Txt			CMS_RE			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD-RE			TCMS_RE_TYP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_OMS_RE_TYPE_TEXT			Real Estate Typ.Txt			CMS_RE			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD-RE			TCMS_RE_TYP_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_OMS_RE_USAGE_TYP			Real Est. Usage Type			CMS_RE			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD-RE			TCMS_RE_U_TYP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_OMS_RE_USAGE_TYP_TEXT			Real Est. Usg TypTxt			CMS_RE			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD-RE			TCMS_RE_U_TYP_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_OMS_RE_UTIL_TYP			Real Estate Utilizat			CMS_BW			Financial Services			FS-CMS-BW			CMS_RE_UTIL			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_OMS_RIG_TYPE			Rights Types			CMS_OMS_RIG			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD-RIG			TCMS_RIG_TYP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_OMS_RIG_TYPE_TEXT			Rights Type Text			CMS_OMS_RIG			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD-RIG			TCMS_RIG_TYP_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_OMS_SHIP_TYPE			Ship Type			CMS_SHP			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD-SHP			TCMS_SHP_TYP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_OMS_SHIP_TYPE_TEXT			Ship Type Text			CMS_SHP			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD-SHP			TCMS_SHP_TYP_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_RBL_COMP_TYPE			Rbl Component Type			CMS_BW			Financial Services			FS-CMS-BW			CMS_RBL_COMPONENT_TYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_RBL_CRD_SYS			Rbl Credit Sys ID			CMS_CORE			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD			TCMS_RBL_CRDSYS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_RBL_CRD_SYS_TEXT			Rbl Crd Sys ID Text			CMS_CORE			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD			TCMS_RBL_CRDSY_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_RBL_EXT_INDICATOR			Rbl Ext/Int Ind.			CMS_BW			Financial Services			FS-CMS-BW			CMS_OTHERBANK			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_RBL_PRODUCT_TYPE			Rbl. Product Type			CMS_CORE			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD			TCMS_RBL_PROD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_RBL_PRODUCT_TYPE_TEXT			Rbl. Prod. Type Text			CMS_CORE			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD			TCMS_RBL_PROD_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_RBL_PROD_CLASS			Rbl. Prod. Class			CMS_CORE			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD			TCMS_PRD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_RBL_PROD_CLASS_T			Rbl. Prod. Class Txt			CMS_CORE			Financial Services			FS-CMS-MD			TCMS_PRD_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BA_CMS_SHP_RATING_CLASS			Ships Rating Class			CMS_BW			Financial Services			FS-CMS-BW			CMS_SHP_CLASS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BA_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMG_ATTR			Ukazatel (výsl.) MV			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_KEYFIGURE_6_ATR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0BA_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMG_TEXT			Ukazatel (výsl.) MV			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_KEYFIGURES_ALL_TXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0BA_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMO_ATTR			Ukazatel v MV			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_KEYFIGURE_3_ATR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0BA_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMO_TEXT			Ukazatel v MZ			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_KEYFIGURES_ALL_TXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0BA_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMR_ATTR			Ukazat.(riziko) v MV			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_KEYFIGURE_5_ATR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0BA_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMR_TEXT			Ukazat.(riziko) v MZ			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_KEYFIGURES_ALL_TXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0BA_KEYFIGURE_CC_NUM_ATTR			Ukazatel bezrozm. MV			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_KEYFIGURE_1_ATR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0BA_KEYFIGURE_CC_NUM_TEXT			Ukazatel bezrozm. MV			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_KEYFIGURES_ALL_TXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0BA_PARTNR			IS-B: Obch.partner			JBD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-B-DP			JBVBBP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270318 - S4TWL - SEM Banking: SEM Banking is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			0BA_PHIERA_TEXT			Hierarchie portfolia			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_PORTFOLIOHIERARCHY_TXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0BA_PHNODE_ATTR			Uzel hier.porfolia			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_PORTFOLIOHIER_NODE_ATR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0BA_PHNODE_HIER			Uzel hier.porfolia			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_TMRH			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0BA_RBPROD			IS-B: Bank.produkt			JBD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-B-DP			JBVBPR3			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270318 - S4TWL - SEM Banking: SEM Banking is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			0BA_RBPROD_TEXT			IS-B: Text bank.prod			JBD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-B-DP			JBVBPR4			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270318 - S4TWL - SEM Banking: SEM Banking is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			0BA_RDB_AN_1			Kvóty			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_RDB_BIW_AN_1_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0BA_RDB_AN_3			Částky			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_RDB_BIW_AN_3_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0BA_RDB_AN_5			Částky (riziko)			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_RDB_BIW_AN_5_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0BA_RDB_AN_6			Částky (výsledovka)			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_RDB_BIW_AN_6_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0BA_RHIERA_TEXT			Hierarchie rizik			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			BIW_RDB_JBRRHT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0BA_RHNODE_HIER			Uzel hier.rizika			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_CFM2			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0BA_RHNODE_TEXT			Uzel hier.rizika			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_RISKHIERARCHY_NODE_TXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BA_RKALRG			IS-B: Kalk.pravidlo			JBD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-B-DP			JBVBPKR1			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270318 - S4TWL - SEM Banking: SEM Banking is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			0BA_RKALRG_TEXT			IS-B: Text kalk.prav			JBD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-B-DP			JBVBPKR2			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270318 - S4TWL - SEM Banking: SEM Banking is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			0BA_ROLNM_TEXT			Datový prvek			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_DATAELEMENT_TXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0BEN_AREA_TEXT			Oblast zam.výhod			PBEN			Personnel Management			PA-BN			T5UC3			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BEN_OPTION_TEXT			Volba			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BEN_PLAN_TEXT			Plán zam.výh.			PBEN			Personnel Management			PA-BN			T5UCA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BILBLK_DL_TEXT			Blokování			VF			Sales and Distribution			SD-BIL			TVFST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BILBLK_ITM_TEXT			Blok.fakt.			VF			Sales and Distribution			SD-BIL			TVFST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BILL_BLOCK_TEXT			Blok.fakt.			VF			Sales and Distribution			SD-BIL			TVFST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BILL_CAT_TEXT			Typ faktury			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			FKTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BILL_RELEV_TEXT			RelFakt			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			FKREL			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BILL_RULE_TEXT			Pravidlo fakt.			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			FAREG			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BILL_TYPE_TEXT			Druh faktury			VF0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-BIL-GF			TVFKT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BOOK_PRIO_TEXT			Priorita rezervace			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BPARTNER_ATTR			SAP-OP: Centr.data			BUPA_CENTRAL_DATA_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			BUPA_CENTRAL_ATTR_EXTRACT_BW			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BPARTNER_HIER			SAP-OP: Hier.skupin			BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW_TRANSFER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Group hierarchy is not support in S/4HANA. So this extractor is obsolete.			


			0BPARTNER_NAME_HIER			SAP-OP: Hier.skupin			BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW_TRANSFER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Group hierarchy is not support in S/4HANA. So this extractor is obsolete.			


			0BPARTNER_STRUCT_HIER			SAP-OP: Hier.skupin			BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW_TRANSFER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Group hierarchy is not support in S/4HANA. So this extractor is obsolete.			


			0BPARTNER_TEXT			Texty OP			BUPA_TEXT_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			BUPA_CENTRAL_TEXT_EXTRACT_BW			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BPM_ALERT_CAT_ATTR			Kat.výstr.: Definice			SALERT_CORE			Basis Components			BC-SRV-GBT-ALM			SALRTCAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BPM_ALERT_CAT_CLASS_TEXT			KatVýstr: Texty klas			SALERT_CORE			Basis Components			BC-SRV-GBT-ALM			SALRTCATCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, DS is not supported with S/4HANA.			


			0BPM_ALERT_CAT_TEXT			Kateg.výstrahy: Text			SALERT_CORE			Basis Components			BC-SRV-GBT-ALM			SALRTCATT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, DS is not supported with S/4HANA.			


			0BPM_ALERT_DATA			Data výstrahy			XPI_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA			BPM_ALERT_DATA_EXTRACTOR			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BPM_ALERT_PRIO_TEXT			Priorita výstrahy			XPI_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA			SALRTOPRIO			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BPM_ALERT_STATUS_TEXT			Status výstrahy			XPI_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA			SALRTOSTAT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, DS is not supported with S/4HANA.			


			0BPM_CATID_TEXT			Kategorie objektů			XPI_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA			SIBFCATID			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BPM_DEADLINES			Termínová data			XPI_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA			BPM_DEADLINES_EXTRACTOR			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BPM_ERRORTYPE_TEXT			Typ chyby			XPI_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA			SWO_ERRTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BPM_LHACTION_TEXT			Akce v LOGHIST			XPI_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA			BPM_LHACTION			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BPM_LOGHIST			Historie workitem			XPI_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA			BPM_LOGHIST_EXTRACTOR			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, DS is not supported with S/4HANA.			


			0BPM_OBJREL			WI - vztah objektu			XPI_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA			BPM_OBJREL_EXTRACTOR			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BPM_PROCCAT_TEXT			BPM-kategorie proc.			XPI_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA			BPM_PROCCAT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BPM_WF_TYPE_TEXT			Typ def.workflow			XPI_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA			SWD_DWFTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BPM_WIHEAD			Workitems			XPI_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA			BPM_WIHEAD_EXTRACTOR			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BPM_WI_DATTYPE_TEXT			Sledování termínů			XPI_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA			SWW_DATTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BPM_WI_PRIO_TEXT			Priorita: Workitem			XPI_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA			SWD_PRIORI			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BPM_WI_RELTYPE_TEXT			Workitem<>vztah obj.			XPI_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA			SWW_RELTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BPM_WI_STAT_TEXT			Status workitem			XPI_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA			SWW_WISTAT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BPM_WI_TYPE_TEXT			Typ workitem: Texty			XPI_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA			SWW_WITYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BPTYPE_TEXT			OP: Druh partnera			S_BUPA_GENERAL			Basis Components			BC-SRV-BP			TB004T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_ACTITLE_TEXT			Texty k akad.titulu			SZAD			Basis Components			BC-SRV-ADR			TSAD2T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_BANK_ATTR			SAP-GP: Bank.data			BUPA_BANK_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			V_BUT0BK_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_CAT_TEXT			Texty k typu OP			BUPA_CENTRAL_DATA_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			BU_TYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BP_CCARD_ATTR			SAP-GP: Kredit.karta			BUPA_CCARD_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			BUPA_CCARD_EXTRACT_BW			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BP_CONTACT_TEXT			OP:Povolení kontaktu			BUPA_CENTRAL_DATA_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			BU_CONTACT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BP_DEF_ADDRESS_ATTR			Standardní adresa OP			BUPA_ADDRESS_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			BUPA_DEF_ADDRESS_BW			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BP_GROUP_TEXT			Texty k seskupení OP			S_BUPA_GENERAL			Basis Components			BC-SRV-BP			TB002			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_GRPTYPE_TEXT			Texty k druhu skup.			S_BUPA_GENERAL			Basis Components			BC-SRV-BP			TB026			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_GRP_ATTR			OP: Skupina (hier.)			BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			V_BUT_HIER_ND_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Group hierarchy is not support in S/4HANA. So this extractor is obsolete.			


			0BP_GRP_HIER			SAP-OP: Hier.skupin			BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW_TRANSFER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Group hierarchy is not support in S/4HANA. So this extractor is obsolete.			


			0BP_GRP_NAME_HIER			SAP-OP: Hier.skupin			BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW_TRANSFER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Group hierarchy is not support in S/4HANA. So this extractor is obsolete.			


			0BP_GRP_STRUCT_HIER			SAP-OP: Hier.skupin			BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW_TRANSFER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Group hierarchy is not support in S/4HANA. So this extractor is obsolete.			


			0BP_GRP_TEXT			OP: Skupina (hier.)			BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			V_BUT_HIER_NT_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Group hierarchy is not support in S/4HANA. So this extractor is obsolete.			


			0BP_ID_ATTR			OP: ID čísla			BUPA_ID_NUMBERS_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			V_BUT0ID_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_ID_TYPE_TEXT			OP: Texty druhů ID			BUPA_COMMON			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			TB039B			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_IND_CODE_TEXT			OP: Texty odvětví			BUPA_COMMON			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			TB038B			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_IND_SECTOR_ATTR			OP: Odvětví (default			BUPA_IND_SECTOR_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			V_BUT0IS_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_IS_ATTR			OP: Odvětví			BUPA_IND_SECTOR_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			V_BUT0IS_ALL_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_MARST_TEXT			Texty k rodin.stavu			S_BUPA_GENERAL			Basis Components			BC-SRV-BP			TB027T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_MEDIA_ATTR			IS-M: Media SAP BP			JMDGEN			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD			JGTBP00			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0BP_RELATIONS_46BC_ATTR			Zastaralé			BUPA_OBSOLET_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			BUPA_RELATIONS_EXTRACT_BW_46			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Marked as obselete in RSA2 TX			


			0BP_RELATIONS_470_ATTR			Zastaralé			BUPA_OBSOLET_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			BUPA_RELATIONS_EXTRACT_BW_470			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Marked as obselete in RSA2 TX			


			0BP_RELATIONS_ATTR			OP: Vztahy			BUPA_RELATIONSHIPS_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			BUPA_RELATIONS_EXTRACT_BW_D			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BP_RELDIR_TEXT			OP: Směry vztahů			BUPA_RELATIONSHIPS_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			BUPA_RELDIR_BW			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BP_RELTYPES_TEXT			OP: Typy vztahů			BUPA_RELATIONSHIPS_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			BUPA_RELTP_TEXT_EXTRACT_BW			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BP_REL_AUTH_TEXT			OP: KontOsoba/PlMoc.			S_BUPA_GENERAL			Basis Components			BC-SRV-BP			TB915			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_REL_DEPMNT_TEXT			OP: KontOsoba/odd.			S_BUPA_GENERAL			Basis Components			BC-SRV-BP			TB911			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_REL_FUNC_TEXT			OP: KontOsoba/funkce			S_BUPA_GENERAL			Basis Components			BC-SRV-BP			TB913			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_REL_VIP_TEXT			OP: KontOsoba/VIP			S_BUPA_GENERAL			Basis Components			BC-SRV-BP			TB917			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_ROLES_ATTR			OP SAP: Role			BUPA_ROLES_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			V_BUT100_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_ROLE_TEXT			OP: Role			S_BUPA_GENERAL			Basis Components			BC-SRV-BP			TB003T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_STABUPSYS0_TEXT			OP: Arch./výmaz			BUPA_OBSOLET_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			V_BUPSYS0_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_STABUPSYS1_TEXT			OP: Centrál.blokov.			BUPA_OBSOLET_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			V_BUPSYS1_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_STABUPSYS2_TEXT			OP: Uvolnění			BUPA_OBSOLET_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			V_BUPSYS2_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_STATUS_ATTR			OP: Status			BUPA_STATUS_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			BUPA_STATUS_EXTRACT_BW_KAPX			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BP_TAXCAT_TEXT			OP: Typ čísla daně			BUPA_COMMON			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			TFKTAXNUMTYPE_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_TAXNUMB_ATTR			OP: Daňová čísla			BUPA_TAX			Cross-Application Components			CA-GTF-CSC			DFKKBPTAXNUM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_TITLESPPL_TEXT			Texty tit.za jménem			SZAD			Basis Components			BC-SRV-ADR			TSAD5T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BP_UNAME_46C_ATTR			Zastaralé			BUPA_OBSOLET_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			BUPA_UNAME_EXTRACT_BW_46C			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Marked as obselete in RSA2 TX			


			0BP_UNAME_ORGUNIT_ATTR			OP: Uživatel/org.jed			BUPA_OBSOLET_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			BUPA_UNAME_EXTRACT_BW_46C			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BRAND_TEXT			Značka			KEG2			Controlling			CO-PA			T22E9			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BRNCHSTDY_TEXT			Odbornost			PBAS			Personnel Management			PA-PA			T517X			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BSELEMENT_ATTR			Atributy PR			PAOC_FPM_FTE_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PM-PB			HRFPM_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BSELEMENT_HR01_HIER			Hierarchie PR			PAOC_FPM_FTE_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PM-PB			HRFPM_BIW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BSELEMENT_TEXT			Text PR			PAOC_FPM_FTE_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PM-PB			HRFPM_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BSTAT_TEXT			Stat.hospodaření			PAOC_FPM_FTE_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PM-PB			V_T7PMQ_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BUD_CAT_ATTR			Druhy rozpočtu			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			AIBM_GET_BC			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BUD_CAT_TEXT			Druhy rozpočtu			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			AIBM_GET_BC_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BUD_VERSN_PU_TEXT			Verze rozpočtu			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			V_TBP3B_BW_PU			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BULOCATION_TEXT			RE: Texty pol.HJ			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TIV10			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BUSENTITY_ATTR			RE: Hospod.jednotka			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_BUSENTITY_ATTR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BUSENTITY_TEXT			RE: Hospod.jednotka			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_BUSENTITY_TEXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BUSFIELD_TEXT			Obchodní oblast			KEG2			Controlling			CO-PA			T22E8			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BUS_AREA_ATTR			Pracovní úsek			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			BIW_TGSB			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BUS_AREA_TEXT			Prac.úsek			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			BIW_TGSBT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BUTGR_TEXT			Oblast rozpočtu			PAOC_FPM_FTE_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PM-PB			V_T7PM0_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BUTYP_TEXT			Typ prvku rozpočtu			PAOC_FPM_FTE_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PM-PB			V_T7PM3_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BV_BEV1_EM_CUSTSTO_BW_GET_TD			Zásoba zákaz.běh.měs			/BEV1/EM			Sales and Distribution			SD-BIL-EM			/BEV1/EM_SD_SLS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0BV_BEV1_SR_ANKEY_BW_GET_TX			Nález / Kl.použ.-txt			/BEV1/SR			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-RE-SR			/BEV1/SRBEFT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Sales Returns)			


			0BV_BEV1_SR_REFKEY_BW_GET_TX			Text - Znak úhrady			/BEV1/SR			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-RE-SR			/BEV1/SRVST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Sales Returns)			


			0BV_BEV1_SR_SALESRET_BW_GET_TD			Zboží odmítn.zákaz.			/BEV1/SR_BW			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-RE-SR			/BEV1/SR_SLS_BWV			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Sales Returns)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHACVIEW_TEXT			Account View Desc.			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHCKONTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHAGMTCL_TEXT			AgCl Description			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHCVBT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHASSTYP_TEXT			Assortment Type			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHCSOTYPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHBALMTH_TEXT			Balancing Method			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHCSALDT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHCLASS1_TEXT			Classification 1			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHCTKLAS1T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHCLASS2_TEXT			Classification 2			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHCTKLAS2T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHCLASS3_TEXT			Classification 3			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHCTKLAS3T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHCLASS4_TEXT			Classification 4			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHCTKLAS4T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHCLASS5_TEXT			Classification 5			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHCTKLAS5T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHCNVIEW_TEXT			Contract view			BVCH_DSOURCE			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHERTSI			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHCTDCTY_TEXT			CHD Type Desc.			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHWDARTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHCTNO_TEXT			Contract Name			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_TREE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHGRCHAR_TEXT			Grouping Desc.			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHCBGRUT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHINCLST_TEXT			Ext.Amt Incidentals			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHCL_LSTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHINTKEY_TEXT			Interest Key Desc.			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHCZNSCHLT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHORGUN_TEXT			CH Org. Unit			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHORGET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHPERLIS_TEXT			Time Condition Desc.			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHCZEITT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHPIKGR_TEXT			Payment in Kind Grp			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHCSALGT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHPIKTY_TEXT			Payment in Kind Type			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHCSALGT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHQTSCAM_TEXT			Scale description			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHCSTAFT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHRULEID_TEXT			Rule ID Description			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHCRGIT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHSALTYP_TEXT			Sales Type Desc.			BVCH_DSOURCE			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHTART			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCH_ASSMT_TEXT			CH Assortment			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHSORTKT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCH_OBJNO_TEXT			Object Name			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHTOBJ			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCH_PDC_TEXT			Periodicity Text			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHCPGT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCH_PIKGR_TEXT			Pyt in Kind Grp Des.			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHCSALGT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCH_PIKTY_TEXT			Pyt in Kind Typ.Des.			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHCSALAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_ALLOC_BW_GET_MD			Contract Environment			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_ALLC			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_ALLOC_BW_GET_TD			Environment Data			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_ALTD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_BENEFIT_BWGET_TD			Payments in Kind			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_BENE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_BK_BWGET_TD			Purch. Ctrl Results			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_BKTD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_BZVABS_BWGET_MD			Sales -> Contract			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_BZAM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_BZVABS_BWGET_TD			PC Sales TD			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_BZVA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_BZVUMS_BWGET_MD			Sales -> Contract			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_BZUM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_BZVUMS_BWGET_TD			PC Sales TD			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_BZVU			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_CONTRACT1_BWGET_MD			CHCDPCTR1 -> Cntrct			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_CTR1			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_CTR1_BW_GET_TD			Contract TD			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_CTRT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_CTR2_BW_GET_MD			CHCTR2 -> Contract			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBWCTR2M			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_CTR2_BW_GET_TD			Contract TD			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBWCTR2T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_IM_BW_GET_MD			Fitt.Equip.RentCTRCT			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_IMMD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_IM_BW_GET_TD			Fitt.Equip.Rent TD			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_IMTD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_KB_BW_GET_MD			Sec.Depos./Guaranty			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_KBMD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_KB_BW_GET_TD			Deposits			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_KBTD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_MP_BW_GET_MD			Rent/Lease -> Contr			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_MPMD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_MP_BW_GET_TD			Rent//Lease TD			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_MPTD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_PRIVILEGE_BWGET_TD			Subrogation			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_PRVL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_SALDO_BWGET_TD			Contract Balance			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_SLDO			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_SALES_BWGET_TD			Sales			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_SALE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_SORTIMENT_BWGET_MD			Assortments			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_SRTM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_SURETY_BWGET_TD			Guaranty			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_SRTY			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_TEXT_BWGET_MD			Contract texts			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_TEXT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_VGT_BW_GET_MD			Ref./Allow -> Cntrct			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_VGTM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BV_BEV3_CH_VGT_BW_GET_TD			Remun./Allowance			/BEV3/CH			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-PLL-OBS			/BEV3/CHVBW_VGTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)			


			0BWTC_C02			Pohybová data OLAP			RSDDK			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BEX-OT			RSDDK_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BWTC_C03			Detail navigace			RSDDK			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BEX-OT			RSDDK_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BWTC_C04			Pohybová data agregá			RSDDK			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BEX-OT			RSDDK_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BWTC_C05			Pohybová data WHM			RSDDK			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BEX-OT			RSDDK_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BWTC_C09			Kondenzač.prog.			RSDDK			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BEX-OT			RSDDK_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0BWTC_C11			Výmaz infokostky			RSDDK			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BEX-OT			RSDDK_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CACONT_ACC_ATTR			Sml.účet, hlavička			FKKB			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			FKKVK			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Replaced by 0CACONT_ACC_ATTR_2			


			0CACSBW_DOCACT			Činnosti			CACSBW			Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			ICM			CACSBW_EXTR_DOCACT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CACSBW_DOCHD			Hlav.proviz.dokladu			CACSBW			Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			ICM			CACSBW_EXTR_DOCHD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CACSBW_DOCOBJ			Data objektu			CACSBW			Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			ICM			CACSBW_EXTR_DOCOBJ			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CACSBW_DOCPAR			Úč.proviz.dokladu			CACSBW			Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			ICM			CACSBW_EXTR_DOCPAR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CACSBW_DOCRE			Odměna a ručení			CACSBW			Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			ICM			CACSBW_EXTR_DOCRE			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CACSBW_DOCSE			Splatnosti			CACSBW			Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			ICM			CACSBW_EXTR_DOCSE			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CACSBW_DOCSEDT			Detaily splatnosti			CACSBW			Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			ICM			CACSBW_EXTR_DOCSEDT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CACSBW_DOCVA			Ocenění			CACSBW			Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			ICM			CACSBW_EXTR_DOCVA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CACS_ACTIVITY_TEXT			Texty druhu činnosti			CACSCC			Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			ICM			TCACS_ACT_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CACS_APPL_TEXT			Texty aplikací			CACSAPPL			Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			ICM			TCACS_APPL_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CACS_CTRTBU_ATTR			Data smlouvy			CACSCT			Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			ICM			CACS_CTRTBU			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CACS_CTRTPT_TEXT			Texty druhu smlouvy			CACS2D			Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			ICM			TCACS_CTRTPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CACS_DOCRE_01			Odměna a ručení			CACSBW			Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			ICM			CACS_DOCRE_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CACS_DOCT_TEXT			Texty druhu dokladu			CACSCG			Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			ICM			TCACS_DOCTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CACS_REM_TEXT			Texty druhu odměny			CACS2D			Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			ICM			TCACS_REM_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CACS_RESP_TEXT			Texty druhů záruky			CACSCC			Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			ICM			TCACS_RESP_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CACS_ROLE_TEXT			Texty role účastníků			CACS2D			Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			ICM			TCACS_ROLE_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CAM_CITYCODE_TEXT			BAS: Kódy měst			SZRS			Basis Components			BC-SRV-ADR			ADRCITYT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CAM_CITYPCODE_TEXT			BAS: Místní části			SZRS			Basis Components			BC-SRV-ADR			ADRCITYPRT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CAM_STREETCODE_TEXT			BAS: Kódy ulic			SZRS			Basis Components			BC-SRV-ADR			ADRSTREETT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CANDIDATE_ATTR			Čas.nezáv.kandidát			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_BIW_GET_0CANDIDATE_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete
The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0CANDIDATE_ATTR,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			0CAND_CLASS_TEXT			Třída kandidáta			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_CANDIDATE_CLASS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0CAND_STAT_TEXT			Status kandidáta			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_BIW_GET_0CAND_STAT_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0CAND_STAT_TEXT,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete			


			0CAND_TD_ATTR			Čas.záv.kandidát			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_BIW_GET_0CAND_TD_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete
The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0CAND_TD_ATTR,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			0CAND_TEXT			Jméno kandidáta			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_BIW_GET_0CAND_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0CAND_TEXT,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete			


			0CAP_EXP_TEXT			Investice/náklady			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			BIW_CAPEXP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CASHDETAIL_TEXT			Podtyp pl.			KAPC			Project System			PS-IS			BIWTCSH_DT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer			


			0CASHTYPE_TEXT			Typ plat.			KAPC			Project System			PS-IS			BIWTCSH			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer			


			0CATEGORY_TEXT			Kateg.			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			ABKAT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CATEG_TEXT			Kategorie			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			CKML_CATEG			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CATS_IS_1			Extraktor CATS			CATSBW			Cross-Application Components			CA-TS			CATS_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Replaced by 0CA_TS_IS_1			


			0CAT_CODE_TEXT			Kód			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BIW_QPCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CAT_GROUP_TEXT			Skup.kódů			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BIW_QPGT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CAT_TYPE_TEXT			Katalog			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BIW_TQ15T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CA_JVA_4A			JVA Standard Ledger			GJV_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA			GJV_BW_GET_TRANSACTION_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)			


			0CA_JVA_4B			JVA Billing Ledger			GBIW_PI			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-IS			G_BIW_GET_TT_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)			


			0CA_JVA_4C			JVA Additional Stand			GJV_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA			GJV_BW_GET_TRANSACTION_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)			


			0CA_JVA_4D			JVA Additional Billi			GBIW_PI			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-IS			G_BIW_GET_TT_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)			


			0CA_TS_IS_1			Extraktor CATS			CATSBW			Cross-Application Components			CA-TS			CATS_BIW_GET_DATA2			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CA_TS_IS_2			Extraktor CATS			CATSBW			Cross-Application Components			CA-TS			CATS_BIW_GET_DATA2			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CCARDTYPE_TEXT			Typ kreditní karty			BUCC			Application Platform			AP-MD-PCA			TB033T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CCMS_CPH_DATA			CCMS: Data CPH			RS_BCT_CCMS_CPH_EXTRACTORS			Cross-Application Components			CA			CCMSBI_CPH_DATA_EXTRACTOR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CCMS_CPH_DATA_COPY_700			CCMS: Data CPH			RS_BCT_CCMS_CPH_EXTRACTORS			Cross-Application Components			CA			CCMSBI_CPH_DATA_EXTRACTOR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CCMS_CPH_DATA_DELTA_INIT			Data CPH: DeltaInic			RS_BCT_CCMS_CPH_EXTRACTORS			Cross-Application Components			CA			CCMSBI_CPH_DATA_DELTA_INIT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CCMS_CPH_DATA_DELTA_ONLY			Data CPH: Jen delta			RS_BCT_CCMS_CPH_EXTRACTORS			Cross-Application Components			CA			CCMSBI_CPH_DATA_DELTA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CCMS_CPH_DATA_DELTA_REPEAT			Data CPH: DeltaOpak			RS_BCT_CCMS_CPH_EXTRACTORS			Cross-Application Components			CA			CCMSBI_CPH_DATA_DELTA_REPEAT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CCMS_CPH_LIFETIME_DATA			CCMS: Data reorg.CPH			RS_BCT_CCMS_CPH_EXTRACTORS			Cross-Application Components			CA			CCMSBI_CPH_REORGDATA_EXTRACTOR			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CCMS_CPH_ONLINE_DATA			CCMS:CPH-data online			RS_BCT_CCMS_CPH_EXTRACTORS			Cross-Application Components			CA			CCMSBI_CPH_ONLINE_DATA_EXTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CCMS_DSR_DATA			DSR			RS_BCT_CCMS_STAT_EXTRACTORS			Cross-Application Components			CA			CCMSBI_DSR_EXTRACT			Function Module (Segmented Data Transfer)			0			Not Used									


			0CCMS_MTE_STATIC_MASTER_DATA			CCMS: Statická KD			RS_BCT_CCMS_CPH_EXTRACTORS			Cross-Application Components			CA			CCMSBI_MTE_STATIC_MD_EXTRACTOR			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CCMS_MTE_TDEP_MASTER_DATA			CCMS: Čas.záv. KD			RS_BCT_CCMS_CPH_EXTRACTORS			Cross-Application Components			CA			CCMSBI_MTE_TIMEDEP_MD_EXTRACT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CCMS_SYSDATA			CCMS Systémová data			RS_BCT_CCMS_STAT_EXTRACTORS			Cross-Application Components			CA			CCMSBI_SYSDATA_EXTRACT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CCMS_WEBAS_APPL_STATREC_DATA			WebAs stat.data apl.			RS_BCT_CCMS_STAT_EXTRACTORS			Cross-Application Components			CA			CCMSBI_APPL_STATREC_EXTRACT			Function Module (Segmented Data Transfer)			0			Not Used									


			0CCMS_WEBAS_STATREC_DATA			WebAs stat.kernelu			RS_BCT_CCMS_STAT_EXTRACTORS			Cross-Application Components			CA			CCMSBI_WEBAS_STATREC_EXTRACT			Function Module (Segmented Data Transfer)			0			Not Used									


			0CCOMPGRP_TEXT			Skupina prvků			KKBW_PCP1			Controlling			CO-PC-PCP			BIW_TCKH6			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CCOMPTYPE_TEXT			Dr.rozvr.nákl.			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			CK_CCOMPTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CCOMPVIEW_TEXT			View prvku			KKBW_PCP1			Controlling			CO-PC-PCP			BIW_TCKH9			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CDCY_ACT_ATTR			Kandidatura čin.			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_BIW_GET_ACTIVITY			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete
The objects RCF_BIW_GET_ACTIVITY,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			0CDCY_ATTR			Čas.nezáv.kandidat.			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_BIW_GET_0CDCY_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete
The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0CDCY_ATTR,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			0CDCY_STAT_TEXT			Status kandidatury			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_CANDIDACY_STATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0CDCY_TD_ATTR			Čas.záv.kandidatura			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_BIW_GET_0CDCY_TD_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete
The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0CDCY_TD_ATTR,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			0CDM_CSEG_ATTR			Úvěr.segmenty: Atrib			UKM_BP_DB			Financials			FIN-FSCM-CR-CR			UKMCRED_SGM0C			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CDM_CUSTGRP_TEXT			Sk.úvěrů zák.: Texty			UKM_CUSTOMIZING			Financials			FIN-FSCM-CR-CR			UKM_CUST_GRP0T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CDM_EXTR_ATTR			Atributy extraktu			UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING			Financials			FIN-FSCM-CR-CR			UKM_BW_EXTRACT_ATTR_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CDM_EXTR_TEXT			Texty extraktu			UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING			Financials			FIN-FSCM-CR-CR			UKM_BW_EXTRACT_TEXT_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CDM_FORM_ATTR			Vzorce řízení úvěrů			UKM_RULES_ENGINE			Financials			FIN-FSCM-CR-CR			UKM_FORMULAS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CDM_FORM_TEXT			Texty vzorců			UKM_CUSTOMIZING			Financials			FIN-FSCM-CR-CR			UKM_FORMULAS0T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CDM_FREL_TEXT			Relev.vzorce - texty			UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING			Financials			FIN-FSCM-CR-CR			UKM_RESULTTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CDM_KSEG_TEXT			Úvěr.segment (texty)			UKM_BP_DB			Financials			FIN-FSCM-CR-CR			UKMCRED_SGM0T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CDM_OTYP_TEXT			Typy obliga: Texty			UKM_BUSINESS_PARTNER			Financials			FIN-FSCM-CR-CR			UKMCOMM_TYPEST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CDM_RICL_TEXT			Třída rizika (texty)			UKM_CUSTOMIZING			Financials			FIN-FSCM-CR-CR			UKM_RISK_CL0T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CDM_RULE_ATTR			Určení bonity/limitu			UKM_CUSTOMIZING			Financials			FIN-FSCM-CR-CR			UKM_LIMIT_RULES			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CDM_RULE_TEXT			Text met.bonity/lim.			UKM_CUSTOMIZING			Financials			FIN-FSCM-CR-CR			UKM_LIMIT_RULE0T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CDM_RULS_ATTR			Atributy metody			UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING			Financials			FIN-FSCM-CR-CR			UKM_BW_RULES_ATTR_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CDM_SIMU_TEXT			Simulace			UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING			Financials			FIN-FSCM-CR-CR			UKM_EXTR_SIM_FLAG			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CDM_TRAN_TEXT			Gener.transakce			UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING			Financials			FIN-FSCM-CR-CR			UKM_EXTR_TRANS_FLAG			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CERTIFIC_TEXT			Ukončení vzdělání			PBAS			Personnel Management			PA-PA			T519T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_ACTSTA_TEXT			StatAkt FinTran-text			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			T_SAKTIV			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_ACT_CT_TEXT			TypOperFinTran (txt)			FTA			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM			AT02T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_AC_REF_TEXT			RefPřiřÚčParKn (txt)			FTR_ACCOUNTING_ADAPTOR			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-AC			TRACC_AA_REF_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_BD_CLS_TEXT			Klasif.obligace			FVV			Treasury			TR			TW01T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_BOOK_S_TEXT			Status účtov. (txt.)			FTR_TREASURY_LEDGER			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-AC			TRLTS_STATE_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_BT_CT_TEXT			Typ obchod.případu			FTR_DISTRIBUTOR			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM			TRDTS_BT_CAT_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_CLASS_MASTER_DATA_ATTR			ID číslo			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			CFM_BW_SEC_ID_DELTA_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_CLASS_MASTER_DATA_TEXT			ID číslo			FVVW_CORE			Treasury			TR			VWPANLA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_DELTA_POSITIONS			CFM: Pozice delty			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			CFM_TR_BIW_DELTA_POSITIONS_NEW			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_EXTY_TEXT			Druh výkonu			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			SOPTAUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_FD_CT_TEXT			Typ fondu			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			VVSFOART			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_FD_PUB_TEXT			Znak veřejný			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			SOEFF			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_FD_TP_TEXT			Druh fondu (texty)			FVV			Treasury			TR			TW21T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_FI_TRA_ATTR			Finanční transakce			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			CFM_BW_DELTA_EXTRACT_DEAL_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_FLOWTYPE_TEXT			Druh pohybu (výkon)			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			BIW_FLOWTYPEST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CFM_FLO_TP_TEXT			Druh aktualizace			FTR_DISTRIBUTOR			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM			TRDC_DFLOWTYPE_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_INIT_POSITIONS			CFM: Inicializace			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			CFM_TR_BIW_INIT_POSITIONS_NEW			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMG_ATTR			Ukazatel (výsl.) MV			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_KEYFIGURE_6_ATR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CFM_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMG_TEXT			Ukaza.(výsl.) MZ			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_KEYFIGURES_ALL_TXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CFM_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMO_ATTR			Ukazatel v MV			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_KEYFIGURE_3_ATR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CFM_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMO_TEXT			Ukazatel v MV			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_KEYFIGURES_ALL_TXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CFM_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMR_ATTR			Ukazat.(riziko) v MV			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_KEYFIGURE_5_ATR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CFM_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMR_TEXT			Ukazat.(riziko) v MV			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_KEYFIGURES_ALL_TXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CFM_KEYFIGURE_CC_NUM_ATTR			Ukazatel bezrozm. MV			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_KEYFIGURE_1_ATR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CFM_KEYFIGURE_CC_NUM_TEXT			Ukazatel bezrozm. MV			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_KEYFIGURES_ALL_TXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CFM_KEYFIGURE_PC_AMO_ATTR			Ukazatel v MP			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_KEYFIGURE_4_ATR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CFM_KEYFIGURE_PC_AMO_TEXT			Ukazatel v MP			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_KEYFIGURES_ALL_TXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CFM_KEYFIGURE_PC_NUM_ATTR			Ukaz.b.rozměru z MP			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_KEYFIGURE_2_ATR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CFM_KEYFIGURE_PC_NUM_TEXT			Ukaz.b.rozměru z MP			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_KEYFIGURES_ALL_TXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CFM_LISTED_TEXT			Kótovaný ukaz.(txt.)			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			JANEI			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_LO_SH_TEXT			Dlouhá/krátká(texty)			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			TPM_FLAG_LONG_SHORT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_MARKET_VALUES			CFM: Tržní hodnoty			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			/SAPQUERY/CFM_BW_VALUES			Extraction Using ABAP Query			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_NFLAG_TEXT			Typ uzlu hier.portf.			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			FTI_NFLAG			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CFM_OFCT_TEXT			Typ opce/futures			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			T_SOFTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_OPPT_TEXT			Pův.typ opce			FTA			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM			ATO1T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_PCID_TEXT			Znak Put/Call			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			T_SPUTCAL			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_PHIERA_TEXT			Hierarchie portfolia			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_PORTFOLIOHIERARCHY_TXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CFM_PHNODE_ATTR			Uzel hier.porfolia			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_PORTFOLIOHIER_NODE_ATR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CFM_PHNODE_HIER			Uzel hier.porfolia			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_TMRH			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CFM_PL_CAT_TEXT			Druh výsledku(texty)			FTR_GENERAL			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM			TRGC_PL_CATE_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_POS_AC_ATTR			Účet pozice (atr.)			FTR_LISTED_OPTIONS_FUTURES			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-BO			TRFT_POS_ACCOUNT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_POS_AC_TEXT			Účet pozice (texty)			FTR_LISTED_OPTIONS_FUTURES			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-BO			TRFT_POS_ACCOUNT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_QUOTAT_TEXT			Kotace (texty)			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			SNOTI			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_QUTY_TEXT			Druh kotace (text)			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			T_NOTTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_RDB_AN_1			Kvóty z MV			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_RDB_BIW_AN_1_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_RDB_AN_2			Podíly z MP			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_RDB_BIW_AN_2_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_RDB_AN_3			Částky v MV			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_RDB_BIW_AN_3_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_RDB_AN_4			Částky v MP			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_RDB_BIW_AN_4_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_RDB_AN_5			Částky (riziko) v MV			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_RDB_BIW_AN_5_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_RDB_AN_6			Částky (výsl.) MV			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_RDB_BIW_AN_6_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_RHIERA_TEXT			Hierarchie rizik			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			BIW_RDB_JBRRHT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CFM_RHNODE_HIER			Uzel hier.rizika			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_CFM2			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CFM_RHNODE_TEXT			Uzel hier.rizika			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_RISKHIERARCHY_NODE_TXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CFM_ROLNM_TEXT			Datový prvek			CFM_RDB_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN			CFM_DATAELEMENT_TXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_SAC_CT_TEXT			Typ depotu (texty)			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			TPM_SECACC_CAT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_SAC_TP_ATTR			Druh depotu (atrib.)			FTR_SECURITY_ACCOUNT_MGT			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-BO			TRSC_SECACC_TYPE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_SAC_TP_TEXT			Druh depotu (texty)			FTR_SECURITY_ACCOUNT_MGT			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-BO			TRSC_SA_TYPE_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_SEACGR_TEXT			Skup. depotu (texty)			FTR_GENERAL			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM			TRGT_SECACCGRP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_SECIDX_TEXT			Index cenných papírů			FVVW_CORE			Treasury			TR			INDEXDT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_SECRAT_TEXT			Ukaz.ratingu (tety)			FSBP			Financial Services			FS-BP			TP06T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_SEC_AC_ATTR			Depot (atributy)			FVVW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM			TWD01			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_SEC_AC_TEXT			Depot (texty)			FVVW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM			TWD01			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_SEC_CL_TEXT			Vš.klas.cen.pap.(tx)			FVVW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM			TW22T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_SEC_TP_ATTR			Dr.cen.pap. - atrib.			FVV			Treasury			TR			TW20			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_SEC_TP_TEXT			Dr.cen.pap. (texty)			FVV			Treasury			TR			TW20T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_SEID_TEXT			Znak zúčtování			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			T_SETTLFL			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_SETM_TEXT			Metoda zúčtování			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			T_SABRMET			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_SH_STR_TEXT			Konstrukce účasti			FVV			Treasury			TR			TW03T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_SH_TP_TEXT			Druh účasti			FVV			Treasury			TR			TW02T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_STFLG_TEXT			Znak zdroj/cíl			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			TPM_SOURCE_TARGET_FLG			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_ST_CT_TEXT			Typ akcií			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			SAKAR			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_ST_FRM_TEXT			Forma akcie			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			SVBRE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_TM_DS10			Extrakce futures			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			CFM_GTM_FUTURES_POSITIONS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_TRADER_ATTR			Obchodník (atributy)			FTVV			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM			TZDEA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_TRA_CT_TEXT			Typ fin.transak.(tx)			FTA			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM			AT01T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFM_TRA_TP_TEXT			Druh fin.trans.(txt)			FTA			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM			AT10T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CFORIGIN			Původ finanč.toku			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REISCFORIGIN			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CFSTATUS			Status finanč.toku			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			RECDCFSTATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CF_LEVEL_TEXT			Úr.převodu			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			FM_CFLEV			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CGVMIC_1			Control Dsgn Rating			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CGVMIC_10			Remediation Plans			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CGVMIC_11			MC Test Rating			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CGVMIC_12			Control Efficiency			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CGVMIC_13			OU-AG-FSA-C Assignmt			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_O_AG_ASS_C			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CGVMIC_2			MC Assessment Rating			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CGVMIC_3			Process Dsgn Rating			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CGVMIC_4			Sign-Off: Org Unit			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CGVMIC_5			P-CO-R-C Assignment			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_P_CO_R_C			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CGVMIC_6			P-CG-FS/A-C Assignmt			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_P_AG_ASS_C			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CGVMIC_7			Effectiveness Rating			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CGVMIC_8			MC Test:Aggr.Ratings			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CGVMIC_9			Issues			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CHRT_ACCTS_ATTR			Účtový rozvrh			FBASCORE			Financial Accounting			FI			T004			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - ALE SCENARIOS;S4TWL - ALE SCENARIOS			


			0CHRT_ACCTS_TEXT			Účtový rozvrh			FBASCORE			Financial Accounting			FI			T004T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CI_SUB1_0401_HIER			Skupina rozp.pol.1			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CI_SUB1_TEXT			DŘ 1 extr.rozp.pol.			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDCISUB1_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CI_SUB2_0402_HIER			Skupina rozp.pol.2			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CI_SUB2_TEXT			DŘ 2 extr.rozp.pol.			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDCISUB2_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CI_SUB3_0403_HIER			Skupina rozp.pol.3			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CI_SUB3_TEXT			DŘ 3 extrak.roz.pol.			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDCISUB3_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CI_SUB4_0404_HIER			Skupina rozp.pol.4			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CI_SUB4_TEXT			DŘ 4 extrak.roz.pol.			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDCISUB4_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CI_SUB5_0405_HIER			Skupina rozp.pol.5			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CI_SUB5_TEXT			DŘ 5 extr.rozp.pol.			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDCISUB5_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CI_TYPE_TEXT			Typ roz.p.			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			FM_POTYP_BW			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CLAIM_ATTR			Reklamace			KAP_CLM			Project System			PS-IS-REP-ACC			PSBW_CLAIM_GET_MASTER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer			


			0CLAIM_TEXT			Texty reklamací			KAP_CLM			Project System			PS-IS-REP-ACC			PSBW_CLAIM_GET_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer			


			0CLASS_NUM_TEXT			Třída			CLBW			Cross-Application Components			CA-CL-ENV			BIW_CLASS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CLEVEL_IND_TEXT			Úroveň/př.úroveň			KKBW_PCP1			Controlling			CO-PC-PCP			KKBW_PCP_CLEVEL_IND_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CML_ASSEE_TEXT			Cesionář			FVVD			Financial Services			FS-CML			TDST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CML_BNLST_TEXT			Tituly dluhopisů			FVVD			Financial Services			FS-CML			TD16T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CML_BOFF_TEXT			Pobočka			FVVD			Financial Services			FS-CML			TD17T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CML_CASHFLOW			Extrakce fin.toku			FS_BIW			Financial Services			FS			FVD_BCT_CASHFOW_EXTRACT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CML_DELTA			DeltaPlán/SkutPoř			FS_BIW			Financial Services			FS			FVD_BCT_DATA_DELTA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CML_DELTA_CAP			Delta-část.kapit.			FS_BIW			Financial Services			FS			FVD_BCT_DATA_CONTRACT_CAP			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CML_EDICL_TEXT			Znak zpracování			FVVD_BCT			Financial Services			FS-CML-IS			VVSBEA			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CML_INIT_BUDAT			Inic.poz.-dat.účt.			FS_BIW			Financial Services			FS			FVD_BCT_DATA_BUDAT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CML_INIT_DDISPO			Inic.poz.-dat.disp.			FS_BIW			Financial Services			FS			FVD_BCT_DATA_DDISPO			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CML_INIT_DFAELL			Inic.poz.-dat.splat.			FS_BIW			Financial Services			FS			FVD_BCT_DATA_DFAELL			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CML_IPURP_TEXT			Účel použití			FVVD			Financial Services			FS-CML			TD07T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CML_IRNA_ATTR			Důvod nepřijetí			FVVD			Financial Services			FS-CML			TDA5			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CML_IRNA_TEXT			Důvod nepřijetí			FVVD			Financial Services			FS-CML			TDA5T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CML_MATUR_TEXT			Stanovení lhůty			FVVD			Financial Services			FS-CML			TD09T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CML_NAGRB_TEXT			Dohoda o výp.př.půj.			FVVD			Financial Services			FS-CML			TD29T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CML_NAGRL_TEXT			Dohoda o výp.poskyt.			FVVD			Financial Services			FS-CML			TD28T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CML_NATYP_TEXT			Druh vypov.půjčky			FVVD			Financial Services			FS-CML			TD27T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CML_PAP_TEXT			Plán./skut.-princip			FVVD_BCT			Financial Services			FS-CML-IS			VVSSOLIST			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CML_PCOLL_TEXT			Hlavní záruka			FVVD			Financial Services			FS-CML			TD01T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CML_PIND_TEXT			Status účtování			FVVD_BCT			Financial Services			FS-CML-IS			BUCHST_DL			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CML_PSTAT_TEXT			Sml.status platby			FVVD_BCT			Financial Services			FS-CML-IS			T_PAYM_STATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CML_RDTYP_TEXT			Omezení disp.			FVVD			Financial Services			FS-CML			TZV0E			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CML_REGIN_TEXT			Region odbytu			FVVD			Financial Services			FS-CML			TD18T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CML_RNOI_TEXT			Důvod výpovědi			FVVD			Financial Services			FS-CML			TD04T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CML_SG1_TEXT			Klíč skupiny I			FVVD			Financial Services			FS-CML			TDDGA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CML_SG2_TEXT			Klíč skupiny II			FVVD			Financial Services			FS-CML			TDDGB			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CML_SG3_TEXT			Klíč skup. III			FVVD			Financial Services			FS-CML			TDDGC			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CML_SG4_TEXT			Klíč skupiny IV			FVVD			Financial Services			FS-CML			TDDGD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CML_SPTRM_TEXT			Zvláštní zpracování			FVVD			Financial Services			FS-CML			TD10T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CMMT_ITEM_0311_HIER			Skupiny rozp.položek			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CMMT_ITEM_FMCI_PU_HIER			Hier.rozp.pol. IS-PS			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			FM_BW_CMMT_ITEM_HIERARCHY_ISPS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CMMT_ITEM_PU_ATTR			Fin.položka IS-PS			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			FM_BW_CMMT_ITEM_ISPS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CMMT_ITEM_PU_TEXT			Fin.položka IS-PS			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			FM_BW_CMMT_ITEM_TEXTS_ISPS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CM_CDT1_ATTR			Kategorie			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_CMMD_CDT1_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Article Hierarchy
Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER1_ATTR is the alternative			


			0CM_CDT1_TEXT			Kategorie			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_CMMD_CDT1T_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER1_TEXT is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0CM_CDT2_ATTR			Subkategorie			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_CMMD_CDT2_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Article Hierarchy
Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER2_ATTR is the alternative			


			0CM_CDT2_TEXT			Subkategorie			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_CMMD_CDT2T_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER2_TEXT is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0CM_CDT3_ATTR			Segment			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_CMMD_CDT3_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER3_ATTR is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0CM_CDT3_TEXT			Segment			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_CMMD_CDT3T_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER3_TEXT is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0CM_CDT4_ATTR			Subsegment			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_CMMD_CDT4_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER4_ATTR is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0CM_CDT4_TEXT			Subsegment			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_CMMD_CDT4T_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER4_TEXT is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0CM_CDT5_ATTR			Podsegment podsegm.			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_CMMD_CDT5_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER5_ATTR is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0CM_CDT5_TEXT			Podsegment podsegm.			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_CMMD_CDT5T_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER5_TEXT is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0CM_CDT6_ATTR			Skupina výrobků			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_CMMD_CDT6_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER6_ATTR is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0CM_CDT6_TEXT			Skupina výrobků			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_CMMD_CDT6T_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER6_TEXT is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0CM_CDT7_ATTR			Značka			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_CMMD_CDT7_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER7_ATTR is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0CM_CDT7_TEXT			Značka			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_CMMD_CDT7T_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Article Hierarchy
Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER7_TEXT is the alternative			


			0CM_HIER_ATTR			CDT Hierarchie			CM_MD			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_CMMD_HIER_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_HIEID_ATTR is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0CM_HIER_TEXT			CDT Hierarchie			CM_MD			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_CMMD_HIERT_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_HIEID_TEXT is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0CM_ROLE_TEXT			Role			CM_MD			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_CMMD_ROLET_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Article Hierarchy
Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*			


			0CM_SKU_ATTR			SKU			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_CMMD_SKU_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_PRODUCT_TEXT is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0CM_SKU_CDTH_HIER			CDT Extraktor			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			CMBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_CDTH			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Article Hierarchy
Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*			


			0CM_SKU_TEXT			SKU			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_CMMD_SKUT_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_PRODUCT_TEXT is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0CM_STRAT_TEXT			Strategie			CM_MD			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_CMMD_STRATT_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Article Hierarchy
Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*			


			0CNTRCTTYPE_ATTR			Druh smlouvy			PBAS			Personnel Management			PA-PA			T547V			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CNTRCTTYPE_TEXT			Druh smlouvy			PBAS			Personnel Management			PA-PA			T547S			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0COMPANY_TEXT			Č.spol.			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			BIW_T880T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0COMP_CODE_ATTR			Účetní okruh			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			BIW_T001			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0COMP_CODE_CCA_PERM			OblKontrÚv na účOkr			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			BIW_T001CM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0COMP_CODE_TEXT			Úč.ok.			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			BIW_T001T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CONDCAT_TEXT			Texty typů podm.			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TIK0B			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0CONDFRUNIT			RE: Jednotka rytmu			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			RECDFREQUENCYUNIT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CONDPURP			RE: Účel podmínky			RE_CD_CD			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-CN			TIVCDCOPUEXTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CONDPURP_ATTR			RE: Účel podm. Atr.			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			V_CONDPURP_ATTR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CONDTYPE_ATTR			ARE: Podmínky			ISRE46			Real Estate Management			RE			REBW_CONDTYPE_ATTR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0CONDTYPE_TEXT			Texty druhů podm.			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TZK0A			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0CONFIRMED_TEXT			Účast potvrzena			LSO_BW			Training and Event Management			PE-LSO-TM			LSO_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CONSUMER_ATTR			Spotřebitel			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			MDEX_CUSTOMER_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CONSUMER_LKLS_HIER			Spotřebitel			CLBW			Cross-Application Components			CA-CL-ENV			CLBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LKLS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CONSUMER_TEXT			Spotřebitel			MDEX45			Basis Components			BC-BW			BIW_KNA1T_CONS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CONS_BA_TEXT			Konsolid.prac.úsek			FKUC			Financial Accounting			FI-LC-LC			TGSBL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CONTRCATEG			RE: Typ sml.nemovit.			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			RECNCATEGORY			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CONTRELOBJ_TEXT			RE: Refer.sml./obj.			FVVICN			Real Estate Management			RE			TIVCN05T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CONTROBJGR_TEXT			RE: Sk.obj.sml.text			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			V_CONTROBJGR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CONTRTYPE_TEXT			RE: Druh smlouvy			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TIV2F			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CONT_TYP_TEXT			Druh prac.smlouvy			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			V_BW_RCF_CONTTY			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0COORDER_0103_HIER			Zakázka			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0COORDER_ATTR			Zakázka			KBWOM2			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			ROMA_GET_AUFK_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0COORDER_JV_ATTR			JV order info			GJV_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA			BIW_JV_COOR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)			


			0COORDER_TEXT			Zakázka			KBWOM2			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			ROMA_GET_AUFK_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0COORD_TYPE_TEXT			Druh požadavku			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BIW_AUARTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0COPA_MAINMATGRP			Hl.skupina materiálu			KEG2			Controlling			CO-PA			T22E6			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0COPA_RCTY			Druh operace CO-PA			KE			Controlling			CO-PA			TVGAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CORRTYPE_TEXT			Typ korektury			KBWOM2			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BIW_CORRTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0COSTCENTER_0101_HIER			Nákladové středisko			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0COSTCENTER_ATTR			Nákladové středisko			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BIW_CSKS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0COSTCENTER_JV_ATTR			JV Costcenter info			GJV_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA			BIW_JV_CSKS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)			


			0COSTCENTER_TEXT			Nákladové středisko			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BIW_CSKT			Transparent Table or DB View			1			Seldom									


			0COSTCOMP_ATTR			Nákladové prvky			KKBW_PCP1			Controlling			CO-PC-PCP			BIW_TCKH3			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0COSTCOMP_TEXT			Nákladové prvky			KKBW_PCP1			Controlling			CO-PC-PCP			BIW_TCKH1			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0COSTELMNT_0102_HIER			Nákladový druh			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Working with Restrictions(null), DataSource working, but concept obsolete in S/4			


			0COSTELMNT_ATTR			Nákladový druh			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BIW_CSKB			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Working with Restrictions(null), DataSource working, but concept obsolete in S/4			


			0COSTELMNT_TEXT			NáklDr			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			ROMT2_RS_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Working with Restrictions(null), DataSource working, but concept obsolete in S/4			


			0COSTGRP_TEXT			Seskupení nákladů			PBEN			Personnel Management			PA-BN			T5UC5			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0COSTOBJ_ATTR			Atributy nosit.nákl.			KKBW			Controlling			CO-PC-IS			V_CKPH_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270411 - S4TWL - General Cost Objects and Cost Object Hierarchies			


			0COSTOBJ_TEXT			Text nositele nákl.			KKBW			Controlling			CO-PC-IS			KKBW_COSTOBJ_GET_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270411 - S4TWL - General Cost Objects and Cost Object Hierarchies			


			0COSTSTATUS_TEXT			Status kalkulace			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			CK_STATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0COSTVAR_TEXT			Varianta kalkulace			KKBW_PCP1			Controlling			CO-PC-PCP			BIW_TCK04			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0COUNTRY_ID_TEXT			Seskupení států			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T500T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0COUNTRY_TEXT			Stát			BWGD			Cross-Application Components			CA			BWV_T005T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0COVERGRP_TEXT			Sesk.pojist.krytí			PBEN			Personnel Management			PA-BN			T74G2			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CO_AREA_ATTR			Nákl.okruh			KBWOM4			Controlling			CO-OM			BWOMC_GET_CO_AREA_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_AREA_TEXT			Nákl.okruh			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			ROMT2_RS_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_ABC_1			Procesy: Náklady			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_BPRCST			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing			


			0CO_OM_ABC_2			Procesy: Množ.výk.			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_BPRACT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing			


			0CO_OM_ABC_3			Proc.: Statist.ukaz.			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_BPRSTA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing			


			0CO_OM_ABC_4			Procesy: Tarify			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_BPRPRICE			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing			


			0CO_OM_ABC_5			Procesy: Vrstvení			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_BPRCOM			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing			


			0CO_OM_ABC_6			Procesy: Odchylky			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_BPRVAR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing			


			0CO_OM_ABC_7			Procesy: Skut.delta			KBWOM2			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOMD_GET_BPRCSTA1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing			


			0CO_OM_CCA_1			Nákl.střed.: Náklady			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_CTRCST			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_CCA_10			Obligo-jedn.položky			KBWOM2			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOMO_GET_CCACSTC1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_CCA_2			Nákl.stř.:Rozčl.nákl			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_CTRCSTSP			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_CCA_3			Nákl.stř.: Výkony			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_CTRACT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_CCA_4			Nákl.stř.: Stat.ukaz			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_CTRSTA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_CCA_5			Nákl.stř.: Odchylky			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_CTRVAR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_CCA_6			Nákl.stř.: Vrstvení			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_CTRCOM			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_CCA_7			Nákl.stř.: Rozpočet			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_CTRETT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_CCA_8			Nákl.stř.: Tarify			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_CTRPRICE			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_CCA_9			NáklStř:SkutN delta			KBWOM2			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOMD_GET_CTRCSTA1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_CCA_P_AUTH			Personal.nákl.střed.			KBWOM4			Controlling			CO-OM			BWOMP_GET_CC_PERS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CO_OM_CCA_P_HR			Personal.nákl.střed.			KBWOM4			Controlling			CO-OM			BWOMP_GET_CC_PERS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CO_OM_CCA_P_REPP			Personal.nákl.střed.			KBWOM4			Controlling			CO-OM			BWOMP_GET_CC_PERS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CO_OM_CCA_USER_1			Uživatel (nákl.stř.)			KBWOM4			Controlling			CO-OM			BWOMA_CCA_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CO_OM_NAE_1			POSD: Náklady			KAP10			Project System			PS-IS			BWPS_GET_NAECST			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_NAE_2			Delta skut.prv.oper.			KAP10D			Project System			PS-IS-REP-ACC			BWPSD_GET_NAECSTA1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_NAE_3			Obligo-jedn.položky			KAP10D			Project System			PS-IS-REP-ACC			BWPSO_GET_NAECSTC1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_NTW_1			Síť.diagram: Náklady			KAP10			Project System			PS-IS			BWPS_GET_NTWCST			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_NTW_2			Delta skut.síť diag.			KAP10D			Project System			PS-IS-REP-ACC			BWPSD_GET_NTWCSTA1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_NTW_3			Obligo-jedn.položky			KAP10D			Project System			PS-IS-REP-ACC			BWPSO_GET_NTWCSTC1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_NWA_1			Oper.síť.diag.:Nákl.			KAP10			Project System			PS-IS			BWPS_GET_NWACST			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_NWA_2			Delta skut.nákl.OSD			KAP10D			Project System			PS-IS-REP-ACC			BWPSD_GET_NWACSTA1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_NWA_3			Obligo-jedn.položky			KAP10D			Project System			PS-IS-REP-ACC			BWPSO_GET_NWACSTC1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_OPA_1			Zakázky: Náklady			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_ORDCST			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_OPA_2			Zakázky: Rozpočet			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_ORDBUD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_OPA_3			Zakázky: Celk.plán.			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_ORDPLN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_OPA_4			Zakázky: Stat.ukaz.			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_ORDSTA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_OPA_5			Zakázky: Rozlišení			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_ORDVAR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_OPA_6			Zakáz.:SkutNák delta			KBWOM2			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOMD_GET_ORDCSTA1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			1			Seldom									


			0CO_OM_OPA_7			Zakázky: JP obliga			KBWOM2			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOMO_GET_ORDCSTC1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_OPA_8			Zakázky: JP rozpočtu			KBWOM2			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOMB_GET_ORDBUD1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_PCA_P_AUTH			Personal.prof.centra			KBWOM4			Controlling			CO-OM			BWOMP_GET_PC_PERS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CO_OM_PCA_P_HR			Personal.prof.centra			KBWOM4			Controlling			CO-OM			BWOMP_GET_PC_PERS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CO_OM_WBS_1			Prvky SPP: Náklady			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_WBSCST			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_WBS_2			Prvky SPP: Rozpočet			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_WBSBUD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_WBS_3			Prvky SPP: Celk.plán			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_WBSPLN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_WBS_4			Prvky SPP: Stat.ukaz			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_WBSSTA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_WBS_5			Prv.SPP: Rozlišení			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOM_RS_GET_WBSVAR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_WBS_6			Prv.SPP: SkNáklDelta			KBWOM2			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOMD_GET_WBSCSTA1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			1			Seldom									


			0CO_OM_WBS_7			Obligo-jedn.položky			KBWOM2			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOMO_GET_WBSCSTC1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_OM_WBS_8			Prv.SPP: JP rozpočtu			KBWOM2			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BWOMB_GET_WBSBUD1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_PC_01			KNN: Plán./skut.data			KKBW			Controlling			CO-PC-IS			KKBW_CO_PC_IS1_IS2_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_PC_02			KNN: Uzávěrka období			KKBW			Controlling			CO-PC-IS			KKBW_CO_PC_IS1_IS2_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_PC_ACT_02			Konečné zásoby MBEW			KKBW_XBEW			Controlling			CO-PC-ACT			KKBW_XBEW_BW_GET_DATA_IS1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_PC_ACT_03			Konečné zásoby EBEW			KKBW_XBEW			Controlling			CO-PC-ACT			KKBW_XBEW_BW_GET_DATA_IS2			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_PC_ACT_04			Konečné zásoby QBEW			KKBW_XBEW			Controlling			CO-PC-ACT			KKBW_XBEW_BW_GET_DATA_IS3			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_PC_ACT_05			Ceny MBEW			KKBW_XBEW			Controlling			CO-PC-ACT			KKBW_XBEW_BW_GET_DATA_IS4			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_PC_ACT_06			Ceny EBEW			KKBW_XBEW			Controlling			CO-PC-ACT			KKBW_XBEW_BW_GET_DATA_IS5			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_PC_ACT_07			Ceny QBEW			KKBW_XBEW			Controlling			CO-PC-ACT			KKBW_XBEW_BW_GET_DATA_IS6			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_PC_ACT_1			Skut.kalkulace/LeMa			KKBW_ACT			Controlling			CO-PC-IS-ACT			KKBW_ACT_BW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_PC_ACT_10			Rozvrst.skut.nákladů			KKBW_CCS			Controlling			CO-PC-IS-ACT			KKBW_CCS_BW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_PC_PCP_01			PCP: Všechny kalk.			KKBW_PCP1			Controlling			CO-PC-PCP			KKBW_PCP_BW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_PC_PCP_02			PCP: Uvolněné kalk.			KKBW_PCP1			Controlling			CO-PC-PCP			KKBW_PCP_BW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_PC_PCP_03			PNV: Jednotl.doklady			KKBW_PCP1			Controlling			CO-PC-PCP			KKBW_PCP_ITEMS_GET_ITEMIZATION			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_PC_PCP_04			PNV: Struktura ceny			KKBW_PCP1			Controlling			CO-PC-PCP			KKBW_PCP_ITEMS_GET_ITEMIZATION			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_REPLINE_0102_HIER			Řádky výkazu hierar.			KBWOM4			Controlling			CO-OM			BWOMS_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_0102			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CO_REPLINE_TEXT			Řádky výkazu text			KBWOM4			Controlling			CO-OM			BWOMS_GET_LINE_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CREDITGRP_TEXT			Seskupení dotací			PBEN			Personnel Management			PA-BN			T5UEO			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CRED_GROUP_TEXT			SkupÚvěrZákaz			FBD			Financial Accounting			FI-AR-AR			T691C			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CRIT_MAIN_TEXT			Krit.vyh.			MEVE			Materials Management			MM-PUR			BIW_T147B			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CRIT_SUB_TEXT			Díl.krit.			MEVE			Materials Management			MM-PUR			BIW_T147D			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CRIT_TYP_TEXT			Stanov.			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			KRTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CRM_SERVICE_COSTS			Servisní operace CRM			IAOM_CRMSERVICE_BW			Controlling			CO			BW_CRM_SERVICE_GET_COSTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CRM_SRVCNF_COSTS			Nákl./výn.serv.z./ZH			IAOM_CRMSERVICE_BW			Controlling			CO			CRM_BW_CONF_COSTS_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CRM_SRV_COSTS			Data controllingu			IAOM_CRMSERVICE_BW			Controlling			CO			CRM_BW_COSTS_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CRM_SRV_CO_PLAN			Kalkulační data			IAOM_CRMSERVICE_BW			Controlling			CO			CRM_BW_CO_PLAN_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CRM_SRV_C_ITEM			Polož.serv.oper.CRM			IAOM_CRMSERVICE_BW			Controlling			CO			BW_CRM_SERVICE_GET_COSTS_ITEM			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CSM_CASE_ATTR			CM: Případ (GUID)			PI_SCMG_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA			UDM_BW_GET_CASE_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CSM_CASE_ATTR_DEL			Vymazaná data příp.			PI_SCMG_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA			UDM_BW_GET_DELETED_CASE_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CSM_CASE_TEXT			CM: Text případu			PI_SCMG_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA			UDM_BW_GET_CASE_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CSM_CATE_TEXT			CM: Text kategorie			SCMG_CUSTOMIZING			Basis Components			BC-SRV-CM			SCMGATTR_CATEGOT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CSM_ESCA_TEXT			CM: Text eskalace			SCMG_CUSTOMIZING			Basis Components			BC-SRV-CM			SCMGATTR_SESCALT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CSM_PRCS_TEXT			CM: Text procesu			SCMG_CUSTOMIZING			Basis Components			BC-SRV-CM			SCMGPROCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CSM_PRIO_TEXT			CM: Texty priority			SCMG_CUSTOMIZING			Basis Components			BC-SRV-CM			SCMGATTR_PRIOT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CSM_RCOD_TEXT			CM: Text příčiny			SCMG_CUSTOMIZING			Basis Components			BC-SRV-CM			SCMGATTR_REASONT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CSM_SECU_TEXT			CM: Text stp.opráv.			SCMG_GENERAL			Basis Components			BC-SRV-CM			SCMGAUT_SECLEVLT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CSM_SPRO_TEXT			CM: Text prof.stat.			SCMG_CUSTOMIZING			Basis Components			BC-SRV-CM			SCMGSTATPROFT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CSM_SSTA_TEXT			CM: TextStatusuSyst			SCMG_CUSTOMIZING			Basis Components			BC-SRV-CM			SCMGSTATT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CSM_STAT_TEXT			CM: Text statusu			SCMG_CUSTOMIZING			Basis Components			BC-SRV-CM			SCMGSTATPROFST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CSM_TYPE_ATTR			CM: Atrib.dr.případu			SCMG_CUSTOMIZING			Basis Components			BC-SRV-CM			SCMGCASETYPE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CSM_TYPE_TEXT			CM: Text dr.případu			SCMG_CUSTOMIZING			Basis Components			BC-SRV-CM			SCMGCASETYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CSM_USER_TEXT			Uživ.texty případu			PI_SCMG_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA			UDM_CASE_USER_TEXTS			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CS_CHART_TEXT			PlánPol			FCIW			Enterprise Controlling			EC-CS-IS			V_FCIW_TF121			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CS_COIAC_TEXT			Operace			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			FC_COIAC			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CS_DIMEN_TEXT			View			FCIW			Enterprise Controlling			EC-CS-IS			V_FCIW_TF151			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CS_DOCTYPE_TEXT			Druh dokladu			FCIW			Enterprise Controlling			EC-CS-IS			V_FCIW_TF501			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CS_GROUP_CSCG_HIER			Konsolidační okruh			FCIW			Enterprise Controlling			EC-CS-IS			FCIW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_CSCG			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CS_GROUP_TEXT			Konsolidační okruh			FCIW			Enterprise Controlling			EC-CS-IS			V_FCIW_TF181			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CS_ITEM_CSIT_HIER			Pozice			FCIW			Enterprise Controlling			EC-CS-IS			FCIW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_CSIT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CS_ITEM_TEXT			Pozice			FCIW			Enterprise Controlling			EC-CS-IS			V_FCIW_TF101			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CS_OM_OPA_1			Serv.zakáz.: Náklady			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BWSM_CS_GET_ORDCST			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CS_ORDER_ATTR			Zakázka			PMEX			Plant Maintenance			PM			BW_0CS_ORDER			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CS_ORDER_TEXT			Zakázka			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BW_0CS_ORDER_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CS_PLEVEL_TEXT			Úr.konsol.			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			FC_PLEVL			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CS_SITEMCT_TEXT			Typ podp.			FCIW			Enterprise Controlling			EC-CS-IS			V_FCIW_TF111			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CS_SITEM_TEXT			Podpoložka			FCIW			Enterprise Controlling			EC-CS-IS			V_FCIW_TF116			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CS_UNIT_ATTR			KonsJedn			FCIW			Enterprise Controlling			EC-CS-IS			FCIW_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CS_UNIT_CSCU_HIER			Kons.jedn.			FCIW			Enterprise Controlling			EC-CS-IS			FCIW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_CSCU			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CS_UNIT_TEXT			KonsJedn			FCIW			Enterprise Controlling			EC-CS-IS			V_FCIW_TF161			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CS_VERSION_TEXT			Verze			FCIW			Enterprise Controlling			EC-CS-IS			V_FCIW_TF201			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CURTYPE_TEXT			Typ měny			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			ROCURTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0CURTYP_TEXT			Currency Type			EACC_DATASOURCE			Financials			FIN-BAC			FINB_CURTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0CUSTOMER_ATTR			Zákazník			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			MDEX_CUSTOMER_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CUSTOMER_LKLS_HIER			Zákazník			CLBW			Cross-Application Components			CA-CL-ENV			CLBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LKLS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CUSTOMER_TEXT			Zákazník			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			BIW_KNA1T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CUST_CLASS_TEXT			Třída zák.			VS0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-MD-MM			TKUKT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CUST_COMPC_ATTR			Zákazník			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			MDEX_CUSTOMER_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CUST_COMPC_TEXT			Zákazník			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			BIW_KNB1T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CUST_GROUP_TEXT			SkupZákazň			VS0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-MD-MM			T151T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CUST_GRP1_TEXT			Sk.zákaz.1			VZ			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF			TVV1T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CUST_GRP2_TEXT			Skup.zák.2			VZ			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF			TVV2T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CUST_GRP3_TEXT			Sk.zákaz.3			VZ0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF-ACT			TVV3T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CUST_GRP4_TEXT			Sk.zákaz.4			VZ0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF-ACT			TVV4T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CUST_GRP5_TEXT			Sk.zákaz.5			VZ0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF-ACT			TVV5T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CUST_SALES_ATTR			Zákazník			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			MDEX_CUSTOMER_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CUST_SALES_LKDH_HIER			Zákazník			VHBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			VHBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LKDH			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0CUST_SALES_TEXT			Zákazník			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			BIW_KNVVT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0CUST_SALES_TID_LKDH_HIER			Zákazník (čas.nezáv)			VHBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			VHBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LKDH			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0C_CTR_AREA_ATTR			Oblast kontr.úvěru			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			BIW_T014			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0C_CTR_AREA_TEXT			ObKontÚvě			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			BIW_T014T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0C_REASON_TEXT			Důvod storna			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T77CART			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0DATAORIGIN_TEXT			Zdroj dat			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			BIW_DATA_ORIGIN			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0DATE_EVENT_TEXT			Událost			KAPD			Project System			PS-IS			BIWTDAT_EV			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0DATE_SRCE_TEXT			Původ			KAPD			Project System			PS-IS			BIWTDAT_SC			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0DAY_OF_OPERATION_TEXT			Den operace			KEG2			Controlling			CO-PA			T22A8			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0DB_CR_IND_TEXT			Odes./př.			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			BELKZ			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0DCINDIC_TEXT			ZnMD/Dal			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			SHKZG			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0DEALTYPE_TEXT			Typ akce			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_DEALTYPE_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0DEFECTCLAS_TEXT			Tř.chyb			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BIW_TQ17T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0DELETED_TEXT			Odřeknuto			LSO_BW			Training and Event Management			PE-LSO-TM			LSO_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0DEL_BLOCK_TEXT			Blok.dod.			VL0C			Logistics Execution			LE-SHP-GF			TVLST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0DEL_TYPE_TEXT			Druh dodávky			VL0C			Logistics Execution			LE-SHP-GF			TVLKT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0DEPCVRG_TEXT			Okruh spolujištěných			PBEN			Personnel Management			PA-BN			T5UCF			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0DEPRAREA_TEXT			Oblast			ARBW			Accounting General			AC			BIW_T093T1			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0DEPRARTYPE_TEXT			Typ oblasti			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			BERTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0DEPREC_KEY_TEXT			Klíč			ARBW			Accounting General			AC			BIW_T090T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0DESTINATION_TEXT			Cíl cesty			KEG2			Controlling			CO-PA			T22B1			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0DF_ADRTYPE_TEXT			Address Type Texts			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/V_BI_ADR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_ADTMGRP_TEXT			Rank Group Texts			PM02			Personnel Management			PA-PM			T77HRFPM_MGRPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_ADTSGRP_TEXT			Rank Subgroup Texts			PM02			Personnel Management			PA-PM			T77HRFPM_SGRPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_ADTTXTF_TEXT			Txts f. Rank Desc.:F			PM02			Personnel Management			PA-PM			T77HRFPM_ADTKEYT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_ADTTXTM_TEXT			Txts f. Rank Desc.:M			PM02			Personnel Management			PA-PM			T77HRFPM_ADTKEYT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_ADTTXTN_TEXT			Txts f. Rank Desc.:N			PM02			Personnel Management			PA-PM			T77HRFPM_ADTKEYT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_ADT_TEXT			Rank Key Texts			PM02			Personnel Management			PA-PM			T77HRFPM_ADTKEYT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_ASSIGMT_TEXT			Txts f.MPO AssgtInd.			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/ASSIGNMENT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_BRANCHS_TEXT			Branch Suppl. Texts			/ISDFPS/FORCE0C			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-OF-FOR			/ISDFPS/CBRNCHST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_BRANCHT_TEXT			Branch Type			/ISDFPS/FORCE0C			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-OF-FOR			/ISDFPS/CBRANTYT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_BRANCH_ATTR			Branch			/ISDFPS/FORCE0C			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-OF-FOR			/ISDFPS/CBRANCH			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_BRANCH_TEXT			Branch Texts			/ISDFPS/FORCE0C			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-OF-FOR			/ISDFPS/CBRANCHT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_CASETYP_TEXT			Case Type Texts			/ISDFPS/FORCE0C			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-OF-FOR			/ISDFPS/CCTYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_CATLOG_TEXT			Category Log. Texts			/ISDFPS/FDP0C			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-OF-FDP			/ISDFPS/CATSIV_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_CMFIXED_TEXT			CMFIXED Texts			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			XFIELD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_CONTINGT_ATTR			Contingent MD			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ATTR_GEN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ATTR_GEN is Blocked.			


			0DF_CONTING_TEXT			Contingent Texts			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TEXT_GEN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TEXT_GEN is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_DOCOBJ_TEXT						CV			Cross-Application Components			CA-DMS			TDWOT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_DOCPART_ATTR			Document Part			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/V_DOCPRT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_DOCPART_TEXT			Document Part Text			CV			Cross-Application Components			CA-DMS			DRAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_DOCREL_TEXT						RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			VRKSTAT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_DOCST_TEXT						CV			Cross-Application Components			CA-DMS			TDWST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_DOCTYP_TEXT			Document Type Text			CV			Cross-Application Components			CA-DMS			TDWAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_EMPLYEE_ADT_ATTR			Employee Rank			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ADT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ADT is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_EMPLYEE_ATTR2			Employee Wk. Time			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_EMPL_WORK_TIME			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_EMPL_WORK_TIME is Blocked.			


			0DF_EQST_TEXT			Texts f. Equip. Sts			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_TEXT_EQUI_STAT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_TEXT_EQUI_STAT is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_EQUIPMT_ATTR			Equipment Attributes			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_EQUIPMENT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_EQUIPMENT is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_EQUIPMT_TEXT			Equipment Texts			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BIW_EQKT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_FBSTA_TEXT			Txt Reloc. F-O Doc.			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/FBSTA			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_FIELD_TEXT			Texts for 0DF_FLIELD			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			XFIELD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_FILESRC_TEXT			Text f. Name of Data			CV			Cross-Application Components			CA-DMS			TDWD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_FINRES_TEXT			Txt f. Final Iss.Res			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			XFELD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_FLAG_TEXT			Texts for 0DF_FLAG			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			XFLAG			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_FORCELE_TEXT			Structure Type			/ISDFPS/FORCE0C			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-OF-FOR			/ISDFPS/CFLEVELT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_FORCE_TEXT			Force Element Texts			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TEXT_GEN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TEXT_GEN is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_FORCLAS_TEXT			Armed Forces Classif			/ISDFPS/FORCE0C			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-OF-FOR			/ISDFPS/CFCLASST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_HRPOSTN_TEXT			Positions Texts			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TEXT_GEN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TEXT_GEN is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_ISMSTR_TEXT			Txt f. M. Equi. Ind.			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/DO_LM_XFELD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_01			FE-MC-MPO Relatshp			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_FORCEMCTMPO			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_FORCEMCTMPO is Blocked.			


			0DF_IS_DFS_02			FE-MPO Relationship			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_FORCEMPO			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_FORCEMPO is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_03			Documents for FE			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_FE_DOCS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_FE_DOCS is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_04			Documents for MPO			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_MPO_DOCS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_MPO_DOCS is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_05			Qualification (Tgt)			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_QUAL_PLAN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_QUAL_PLAN is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_06			Position			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_POSITION			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_POSITION is Blocked.			


			0DF_IS_DFS_07			Addresses/Geography			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ADDRESS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ADDRESS is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_08			Service Offer			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TRAN_GEN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TRAN_GEN is Blocked.			


			0DF_IS_DFS_10			FE in Op./Exercise			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TRAN_GEN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TRAN_GEN is Blocked.			


			0DF_IS_DFS_11			Service Usage			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TRAN_GEN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TRAN_GEN is Blocked.			


			0DF_IS_DFS_12			Reorder Pnts (Prov.)			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_CONSUMPTION			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_CONSUMPTION is Blocked.			


			0DF_IS_DFS_13			Position Restrict.			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TRAN_GEN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TRAN_GEN is Blocked.			


			0DF_IS_DFS_15			Mat. No. for MPO			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/V_BI_MAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_16			MPO			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/V_BI_MPO			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_17			Material Container			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/V_BI_MC			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_18			Force Element			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_FORCE			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_FORCE is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_19			Qualification (Actl)			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_QUAL_ACT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_QUAL_ACT is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_20			Components (Texts)			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_MPOLISTPART			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_MPOLISTPART is Blocked.			


			0DF_IS_DFS_21			Component (MPO)			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_MPO_MPOPART			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_MPO_MPOPART is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_22			MPO Additional Parts			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_MPO_MPOOPER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_MPO_MPOOPER is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_23			Subscrbng Org. Areas			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/V_BI_ORG			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_24			FE (Hierarchies)			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_FRCE_HIER_TRANS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_FRCE_HIER_TRANS is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_25			FE Tasks			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_FE_TASK			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_FE_TASK is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_27			MRP Area/Stor.Loc.			MD03			Production Planning and Control			PP-MRP-BD			MDLG			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_28			Position Tasks			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_POS_TASK			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_POS_TASK is Blocked.			


			0DF_IS_DFS_29			FE Relocation Step			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_RELOC			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_RELOC is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_30			FE-Reloc. Step-MPO			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_REL_MPO			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_REL_MPO is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_31			FE Reloc.Step Item			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_REL_POS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_REL_POS is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_32			Purchase requisition			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_PLAN_PREQ			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_PLAN_PREQ is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_33			Equipment Statuses			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_EQUI_STAT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_EQUI_STAT is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_34			PlSt MC MPO to S and			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_POSMCMPO			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_POSMCMPO is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_35			Pos-MPO Relationship			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_POSMPO			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_POSMPO is Blocked.			


			0DF_IS_DFS_36			Documents for Posit.			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_POS_DOCS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_POS_DOCS is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_37			People for Flight			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_PERS_FLI			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_PERS_FLI is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_43			Austattung			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_MAT_FOR_PERSON			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_MAT_FOR_PERSON is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_IS_DFS_45			Matl Docs f. PM Ord.			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/V_BI_IHM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_JOB_ATTR			Job RIC			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ATTR_GEN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ATTR_GEN is Blocked.			


			0DF_LEVELGR_TEXT			Struct. Level Texts			/ISDFPS/FORCE0C			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-OF-FOR			/ISDFPS/CLGROUPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_LIST_ATTR			BOM Attributes			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/V_BI_SL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_LIST_TEXT			BOM Texts			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/V_BI_SLT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_LMEXTPR_TEXT			Text for Foreign Eq.			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/DO_LM_XFELD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_LMISFLI_TEXT			Txt f. Flight Ind.			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			XFELD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_LMMIS_ATTR						/ISDFPS/LM_PM_ADDON			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-LM			/ISDFPS/LM_MIS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_LMMIS_TEXT			Text for 0DF_LMMIS			/ISDFPS/LM_PM_ADDON			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-LM			/ISDFPS/LM_MIS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_LMPRITY_TEXT			Text for Prio. Cat.			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/DO_LM_USAGE_PRIO_TYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_LMSITE_TEXT						/ISDFPS/LM_PM_ADDON			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-LM			/ISDFPS/LMSITE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_LMWEAPS_TEXT			Text for WS			/ISDFPS/LM_PM_ADDON0C			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-LM			/ISDFPS/CLMMDIDT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_LOGLEV_TEXT			Log. Level Texts			/ISDFPS/MM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-MM			/ISDFPS/CLOGLEVT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_MATL_ATTR			Material Master Data			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_MATERIAL			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_MATERIAL is Blocked.			


			0DF_MATL_TEXT			Material Texts			MG			Logistics - General			LO-MD-MM			MAKT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_MATPLN_TRANS			Material Planning			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_MATPLN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_MATPLN is Blocked.			


			0DF_MATSTAT_TEXT			Txts Sts Init.Supply			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/FORCE_MATSTAT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_MATSTOR_TEXT			Txt f. Matl Whse Sts			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/MAT_STORAGE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_MATTYPE_TEXT			Txt f. Matl Obj. Cat			CPPE_ENGINE_0C			Application Platform			AP-PPE			CPNTYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_MCCODE_TEXT			Text f. Condition Cd			/ISDFPS/MM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-MM			/ISDFPS/CMCCODET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_MCOND_TEXT			Txts Matl Cond. Mgmt			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/MCOND			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_MCT_TEXT			MC Texts			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/V_BI_MCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_MOVFLAG_TEXT			Text for Mvt Ind.			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			KZBEW			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_MPO_TEXT			MPO Texts			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/V_BI_MPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_MSTREQ_TEXT						/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/V_BI_MET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_NATOCOD_TEXT			Texts for NATO Code			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/V_BI_NCD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_OPEFLAG_TEXT			Text for Op. Ind.			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			XFELD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_OPERATN_ATTR			Operations/Exercises			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ATTR_GEN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ATTR_GEN is Blocked.			


			0DF_OPERATN_TEXT			Op./Ex. Texts			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TEXT_GEN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TEXT_GEN is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_OPINT_TEXT			Op. Intensity Texts			/ISDFPS/FORCE0C			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-OF-FOR			/ISDFPS/COPINTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_OPSTYPE_TEXT			Op./Ex. Subtype Txts			/ISDFPS/FDP			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-OF-FDP			/ISDFPS/COPSTYPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_OPTRFLG_TEXT			Op./Ex. Ind. Texts			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/V_BI_OPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_OPTYPE_TEXT			Op./Ex. Type Texts			/ISDFPS/FORCE0C			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-OF-FOR			/ISDFPS/COPTYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_ORGAREA_ATTR			Organizational Area			/ISDFPS/FORCE0C			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-OF-FOR			/ISDFPS/CSERV			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_ORGAREA_TEXT			Org. Area Texts			/ISDFPS/FORCE0C			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-OF-FOR			/ISDFPS/CSERVT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_OWNERNT_ATTR			Add. Attribs f. Ctry			/ISDFPS/FORCE0C			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-OF-FOR			/ISDFPS/CMILNAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_OWNERNT_TEXT			Country Texts			/ISDFPS/FORCE0C			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-OF-FOR			/ISDFPS/CMILNATT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_PART_ATTR			Component Attributes			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/V_BI_SP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_PART_TEXT			Component Text			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/V_BI_SPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_PLNSTAT_TEXT			Planning Status			SP00			Basis Components			BC-BMT-OM			T777S			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_POSETYP_TEXT			Text for Matl Cat.			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/MAT_TYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_POSITYP_TEXT			Txt f. Cross-Syst.IC			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/ITEM_CS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_POS_AMT_TEXT			Texts for POS_AMT			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			XFLAG			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_PREQSTA_TEXT			Txt f. PReq ProcgSts			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			BANPR			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_PRIOGRU_TEXT			Reqmt Urgency Group			/ISDFPS/MM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-MM			/ISDFPS/PGRURGT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_PRIOREQ_ATTR			Requirement Priority			/ISDFPS/MM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-MM			/ISDFPS/PREQ			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_PRIOREQ_TEXT			Text f. Reqmt Prio.			/ISDFPS/MM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-MM			/ISDFPS/PREQT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_PRIOURG_ATTR			Requirement Urgency			/ISDFPS/MM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-MM			/ISDFPS/PURG			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_PRIOURG_TEXT			Txt f. Reqmt Urgency			/ISDFPS/MM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-MM			/ISDFPS/PURGT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_PRIO_TEXT			Org. Priority Texts			/ISDFPS/FORCE0C			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-OF-FOR			/ISDFPS/CPRIOT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_PROFILE_TEXT			DG Indicator Texts			CBDG			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-DGP			TDG42			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_QSCTYPE_TEXT			Txt f. Qual. Sc. Ty.			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			SCALE_ART			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_READINS_TEXT			Txts f. ReadinessLvl			/ISDFPS/FORCE0C			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-OF-FOR			/ISDFPS/CREADYT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_REFCODE_ATTR			Advice Code			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/V_REFCOD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_REFCODE_TEXT			Text for Advice Code			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/V_REFCOD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_RELOC_ATTR			Relocation ID			/ISDFPS/FDP_LO			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-MM-OF			/ISDFPS/REL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_RELOC_TEXT			Text for Reloc. ID			/ISDFPS/FDP_LO			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-MM-OF			/ISDFPS/REL_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_RELSTEP_ATTR			Relocation Step ID			/ISDFPS/FDP_LO			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-MM-OF			/ISDFPS/RELSEQ			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_RELSTEP_TEXT			Txt f. Reloc.Step ID			/ISDFPS/FDP_LO			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-MM-OF			/ISDFPS/RELSEQ_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_RELSTYP_ATTR			Type of Reloc. Step			/ISDFPS/FDP_LO			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-MM-OF			/ISDFPS/CRELSTY			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_RELSTYP_TEXT			Txt f. Ty. RelocStep			/ISDFPS/FDP_LO			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-MM-OF			/ISDFPS/CRELSTYT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_REL_TYP_TEXT			Txt f. Type of Reloc			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/REL_TYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_RESTRR_TEXT			Restr. Reason Texts			PP01			Personnel Management			PA-OS-ST			T777X			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_RESTR_ATTR			Restriction Attribs			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ATTR_GEN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ATTR_GEN is Blocked.			


			0DF_RESTR_TEXT			Restriction Texts			PP01			Personnel Management			PA-OS-ST			T777C			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_RETCODE_TEXT			Return Code Texts			/ISDFPS/MM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-MM			/ISDFPS/CRETDELT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_RICINDC_TEXT			RIC Indicator Texts			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/RIC_INDICATOR			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_RIC_ATTR			RIC Attributes			/ISDFPS/LOGFAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-OF-FAS			/ISDFPS/RIC			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_RIC_TEXT			RIC Texts			/ISDFPS/LOGFAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-OF-FAS			/ISDFPS/RIC_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_SERVICE_TEXT			Srvc.Offer/PrvdrTxts			/ISDFPS/FORCE0C			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-OF-FOR			/ISDFPS/CPST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_SERVTYP_TEXT			Txts f. Org.Area Ty.			/ISDFPS/FORCE0C			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-OF-FOR			/ISDFPS/CLSERV_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_STATCOD_TEXT			Text for Status Code			/ISDFPS/MM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-MM			/ISDFPS/CSTACODT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_STATUS_TEXT			Texts for Status			BSV			Cross-Application Components			CA-GTF-TS-SMT			TJ02T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_STATVAC_TEXT			Vacancy Status Texts			RS_BCT_DFS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			VACAN_STAT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_STSMA_TEXT						BSV			Cross-Application Components			CA-GTF-TS-SMT			TJ20T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_TASKTYP_TEXT			Texts for Task Type			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/V_BI_TYT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_TASK_TEXT			Texts for Tasks			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_TEXT_OF_TASK			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_TEXT_OF_TASK is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_WGHTGR_ATTR			Weight Group			/ISDFPS/FDP_LO			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-MM-OF			/ISDFPS/CGG			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_WGHTGR_TEXT			Text f. Weight Group			/ISDFPS/FDP_LO			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS-MM-OF			/ISDFPS/CGG_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DF_WORKCTR_ATTR1			Log. Work Center			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_SE_WCT1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_SE_WCT1 is Blocked.			


			0DF_WORKCTR_ATTR2			Log. Work Center			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ATTR_GEN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ATTR_GEN is Blocked.			


			0DF_WORKCTR_TEXT			Work Center Text			/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-DFS			/ISDFPS/V_BI_WTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS			


			0DISMM_ATTR			Atribut			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_T438A_DISPO			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0DISMM_TEXT			Atribut			MD			Production Planning and Control			PP-MRP-BD			T438T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0DISTLOC_TEXT			Texty polohy v místě			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TIV4E			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0DISTR_CHAN_TEXT			Cesta odb.			VZ0CCORE			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF-ACT			TVTWT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0DIVISION_TEXT			Obor			VZ0CCORE			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF-ACT			TSPAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0DLV_BLOCK_TEXT			Bokov.dod.			VL0C			Logistics Execution			LE-SHP-GF			TVLST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0DOC_CATEG_TEXT			TypOdbDokl			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			VBTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0DOC_TYPE_TEXT			DrProdDokl			VA0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-GF			TVAKT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - REAL ESTATE SALES (HOMEBUILDING)			


			0DPM_0			DM: Pohybová data			FDM_AR			Financials			FIN-FSCM-DM-AR			FDM_LOCAL_BW_GET_DCPROC			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0DPM_DCAS_ATTR			Atrib.příp.k objas.			UDM_DISPUTE_BW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-DM-DM			UDM_BW_GET_DISPUTE_CASE_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0DPM_DCAS_MATCH			DM: Matching			UDM_DISPUTE_BW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-DM-DM			UDM_BW_GET_DISPUTE_CASE_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0DPM_DEBITOR			DM: Obch.partner			FDM_AR			Financials			FIN-FSCM-DM-AR			FDM_LOCAL_BW_GET_BUPA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0DPM_ORIGIN_TEXT			Texty původu			UDM_DISPUTE_BW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-DM-DM			UDM_FIN_ORIGIN_BW			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0DPM_ROCO_TEXT			Texty příčin			UDM_CUSTOMIZING			Financials			FIN-FSCM-DM-DM			UDMATTR_RCCODET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0DPM_STAT_TEXT			DM: Texty statusu			FDM_AR			Financials			FIN-FSCM-DM-AR			FDM_STATUS_BW			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0DT_CATEG_TEXT			Kateg.dob prostoje			DTBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-PI			DTCTT_BW_V			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0DT_ELEMENT_ATTR			Prvek doby prostoje			DTBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-PI			DTELI_BW_V			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0DT_ELEMENT_TEXT			Prvek doby prostoje			DTBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-PI			DTELT_BW_V			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0DUNN_AREA_TEXT			Oblast upomínání			FBM			Financial Accounting			FI-AR-AR-DU			T047N			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0DUNN_BLOCK_TEXT			Blokování upomínek			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			BIW_T040T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0DUNN_KEY_TEXT			Klíč upomínání			FBM			Financial Accounting			FI-AR-AR-DU			T040A			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EACC_CWM_WIP_01			Actual Prod. Costs			/EACC/DMB_EXTRACTOR			Financials			FIN-BAC-AE			/EACC/DMB_BACC_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0EACSYST_TEXT			Val. System Texts			FINB_OBJ_TO_BE_DELETED			Financials			FIN-FB			FINB_TACSYSTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0EC_BSTAT_TEXT			Stat.rozp.odměn-text			PAOC_ECM_BDG_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-BD			HRECM00T7PMR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EC_BUDID_HIER			Hier.rozpočtu odměn			PAOC_ECM_BDG_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-BD			HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_HIER_TRANSFR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EC_BUDID_TEXT			Texty rozpočtu odměn			PAOC_ECM_BDG_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-BD			HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IO_BUDGET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EC_BUTYP_TEXT			Typ rozp.odměn-text			PAOC_ECM_BDG_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-BD			HRECM00T7PM8			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EC_CAREA_TEXT			Oblast odměňování			PAOC_ECM_ADM_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-AD			T71ADM01T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EC_CCATG_TEXT			Kateg.odměňov.-text			PAOC_ECM_ADM_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-AD			ECM_CCATG			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0EC_CJOBGRP_TEXT			Skup.profesí - text			PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-JP			T71JPR28T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EC_CJOB_ATTR			Atr.prof.-říz.odměň.			PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-JP			HR_ECM_BW_GET_MASTER_DATA_JA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EC_CMPRS_TEXT			Komb.výsledek - text			PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-JP			T71JPR26T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EC_COMSIZE_TEXT			Velik.firmy - text			PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-JP			T71JPR18T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EC_COMTYPE_TEXT			Druh firmy v anketě			PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-JP			T71JPR20T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EC_CPLAN_ATTR			Atrib.plánu odměňov.			PAOC_ECM_ADM_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-AD			T71ADM02			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EC_CPLAN_TEXT			Plán odměňování			PAOC_ECM_ADM_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-AD			T71ADM02T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EC_CREVI_TEXT			Cyklus odměňování			PAOC_ECM_ADM_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-AD			T71ADM08T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EC_CSTAT_TEXT			Status odměňování			PAOC_ECM_ADM_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-AD			ECM_CSTAT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0EC_CS_3			Vývoj účasti			FCIW			Enterprise Controlling			EC-CS-IS			FCIW_BIW_GET_DATA_B			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EC_CS_4			Vývoj kapitálu			FCIW			Enterprise Controlling			EC-CS-IS			FCIW_BIW_GET_DATA_B			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EC_FINYR_ATTR			Atr.období rozpočtu			PAOC_ECM_BDG_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-BD			HRECM00T7PM9			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EC_FREQU_TEXT			Čas.jednotka - text			PAOC_ECM_ADM_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-AD			ECM_FREQH			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0EC_INDUSTRY_TEXT			Odvětví - text			PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-JP			T71JPR12T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EC_JOBFAMILY_TEXT			Skup.profesí - text			PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-JP			T71JPR04T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EC_LTIPL_TEXT			Plán LTI - text			PAOC_ECM_LTI_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-LT			HRECM00LTIPL_ATT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EC_PAYCATE_TEXT			Kategorie platby			PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-JP			T71JPR23T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EC_PCA_1			Profit-ctr: Poh.data			KE1B_IN			Enterprise Controlling			EC-PCA			ECPCA_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EC_PCA_2			PrCtr: Stat.ukaz.			KE1B_IN			Enterprise Controlling			EC-PCA			ECPCA_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EC_PCA_3			Prof.centr.: Sk.j.p.			KE1B_IN			Enterprise Controlling			EC-PCA			ECPCA_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			1			Seldom									


			0EC_PCA_4			Profit centrum: Per.			KE1B_IN			Enterprise Controlling			EC-PCA			ECPCA_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EC_PCA_USER_1			Uživ.(profit cent.)			KE1B_IN			Enterprise Controlling			EC-PCA			PCBWA_PCA_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0EC_PROVIDE_TEXT			Poskytovatel ankety			PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-JP			T71JPR01			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EC_REGION_TEXT			Region ankety - text			PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-JP			T71JPR14T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EC_REVSIZE_TEXT			Výše ankety - text			PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-JP			T71JPR20T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EC_SALADJVERS_TEXT			Úpr.struk.platu-text			PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-JP			T71JPR27T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EC_SERVICE_TEXT			Odprac.doba - text			PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-JP			T71JPR20T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EC_STKUN_TEXT			Jednotka akcie			PAOC_ECM_LTI_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-LT			T71LTI05T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EC_SURVEYJOB_TEXT			Profese ankety -text			PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-JP			T71JPR03T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EC_SURVEY_TEXT			Název ankety - text			PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-JP			T71JPR02T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EDUCATION_TEXT			Vzdělání			PBAS			Personnel Management			PA-PA			T518B			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EDUC_EST_TEXT			Druh školy			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T517T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EECTRBGRP_TEXT			Sesk.přísp.zaměst.			PBEN			Personnel Management			PA-BN			T74G4			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EEGR_ACCNT_TEXT			Skup.pracovníků			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T52EMT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EEGR_FIX_TEXT			Sesk.prac.- fix.p.ú.			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T52E_FIXT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EHS_ACAT_TEXT			Typ opatření			CBIH			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-IHS			CBIH_BW01_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces			


			0EHS_ACTN_ATTR			Opatření			CBIH			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-IHS			CBIH_BW01_ACTN_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces			


			0EHS_ACTN_TEXT			Opatření			CBIH			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-IHS			CBIH_BW01_ACTN_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces			


			0EHS_ACTP_TEXT			Druh opatření			CBIH			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-IHS			CBIH_BW01_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces			


			0EHS_ALOC_TEXT			Místo nehody			CBIH			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-IHS			CBIH_BW01_ACLOC_GET_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces			


			0EHS_AUTH_TEXT			Skupina oprávnění			CBUI			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-SAF			C1M0_BW01_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen			


			0EHS_IACA_TEXT			Typ nehody			CBIH			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-IHS			CBIH_BW01_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces			


			0EHS_IAL_ATTR			Záznam kat.nehod			CBIH			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-IHS			CBIH_BW01_IAL_GET_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces			


			0EHS_IATP_TEXT			Druh nehody			CBIH			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-IHS			CBIH_BW01_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces			


			0EHS_IH_IA_1			Zúčastněné osoby			CBIH			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-IHS			CBIH_BW01_IAL_GET_TD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces			


			0EHS_IH_IA_2			Nehody: Opatření			CBIH			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-IHS			CBIH_BW01_IAL_GET_TD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces			


			0EHS_IH_WA_1			Registr nebezp.látek			CBIH			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-IHS			CBIH_BW02_ERQT_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces			


			0EHS_IP_ATTR			Zúčastněná osoba			CBIH			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-IHS			CBIH_BW01_IP_GET_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces			


			0EHS_OPCO_TEXT			Provozní stav pr.obl			CBIH			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-IHS			CBIH_BW01_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces			


			0EHS_PHRASE_ATTR			Fráze			CBUI			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-SAF			C1M0_BW02_PHRASE_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen			


			0EHS_PHRASE_TEXT			Fráze			CBUI			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-SAF			C1M0_BW02_PHRASE_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen			


			0EHS_RVLI_TEXT			Rozsah platnosti			CBUI			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-SAF			C1M0_BW01_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen			


			0EHS_SPEC_ATTR			Specifikace			CBUI			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-SAF			C1M0_BW01_SPEC_GET_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen			


			0EHS_SPEC_MAT			Mapování specif.mat.			CBUI			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-SAF			C1M0_BW01_SPEC_MAT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen			


			0EHS_SPEC_TEXT			Specifikace			CBUI			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-SAF			C1M0_BW01_SPEC_GET_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen			


			0EHS_SUBC_TEXT			Druh specifikace			CBUI			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-SAF			C1M0_BW01_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen			


			0EHS_SUCH_TEXT			ID povahy látky			CBUI			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-SAF			C1M0_BW01_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen			


			0EHS_WAID_TEXT			Pracovní oblast			CBIH			Environment, Health and Safety			EHS-IHS			CBIH_BW01_WAID_GET_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces			


			0ELIGGRP_TEXT			Skup.přípust.			PBEN			Personnel Management			PA-BN			T5UC4			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EMPLCNTRCT_TEXT			Zaměstnanecký poměr			PBAS			Personnel Management			PA-PA			T542T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0EMPLGROUP_TEXT			Skupina pracovníků			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T501T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EMPLOYEE_0016_ATTR			Součásti smlouvy			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_PA0016			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EMPLOYEE_0022_ATTR			Pracovník - vzdělání			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_PA0022			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EMPLOYEE_0077_ATTR			Další data o osobě			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_PA0077			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EMPLOYEE_0763_ATTR			Data účastníka KÚP			PAOC_ECM_LTI_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-LT			HRECM00PA0763			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EMPLOYEE_2_ATTR			Pracovník			PAOC_ANA_CROSS			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HRPAD_BI_GET_EMPLOYEE			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0EMPLOYEE_2_TEXT			Pracovník (texty)			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_PA0001_ENM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0EMPLOYEE_ATTR			Pracovník			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EMPLOYEE_ID_ATTR			Os.identifikační č.			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_PA0002_ID			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EMPLOYEE_TEXT			Pracovník			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_PA0001_ENM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EMPLOYEE_USER_ATTR			Uživatel systému			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_PA0105_USER			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EMPLSGROUP_TEXT			Okruh pracovníků			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T503T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EMPLSTATUS_TEXT			Status zaměstnání			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T529U			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ENV_REASON_TEXT			Ekolog.inv			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			BIW_V_T087L			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EN_CATEG1_TEXT			Cat. 1			/SAPPCE/ORG			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA-PRC			/SAPPCE/TORG01T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EN_CATEG2_TEXT			Cat. 2			/SAPPCE/ORG			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA-PRC			/SAPPCE/TORG02T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EN_JVA_1			JV: Totals Records			GJV_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA			GJV_BW_GET_TRANSACTION_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EN_JVA_2			JV: Act. Line Items			/SAPPCE/BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA-PRC			/SAPPCE/JVA_BW_ACT_LINE_ITEM			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EN_JVA_3			JV: Plan Line Items			/SAPPCE/BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA-PRC			/SAPPCE/JVA_BW_PLAN_LINE_ITEM			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EN_JVA_PARTN_ATTR			JV Partner			/SAPPCE/BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA-PRC			/SAPPCE/VJVA_PA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EN_JVA_PARTN_TEXT			JV Partner: Texts			/SAPPCE/BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA-PRC			/SAPPCE/VJVA_PAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EN_JVA_SHARES_ATTR			Equity Group			/SAPPCE/BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA-PRC			/SAPPCE/JVA_BW_JVASHARE			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EN_JV_OBJ_TYPE_TEXT			Cost Obj.Type: Texts			/SAPPCE/BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA-PRC			/SAPPCE/VJVA_OTP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EN_JV_ROLE_ID_TEXT			Partner Role			/SAPPCE/JVA			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA-PRC			/SAPPCE/JVAROLET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EN_ORGADAT_ATTR			Add. Att. Org. Unit			/SAPPCE/BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA-PRC			/SAPPCE/ORG_BW_GET_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EN_ORGAPV_TEXT			Organizational Unit			/SAPPCE/BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA-PRC			/SAPPCE/ORG_BW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EN_ORGJVP_ATTR			JV Partner: Org.Unit			/SAPPCE/BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA-PRC			/SAPPCE/ORG_BW_GET_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EQUIPMENT_ATTR			Vybavení			PMEX			Plant Maintenance			PM			PMEX_0EQUIPMENT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0EQUIPMENT_HIER			Hierarchie vybav.			PMEX			Plant Maintenance			PM			PMEX_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_EQUI			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0EQUIPMENT_TEXT			Vybavení			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BIW_EQKT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0EQUITYPE_TEXT			Druh vybavení			INSC			Plant Maintenance			PM			T370K_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0EQ_GROUP_ATTR			JV equity group			GJV_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA			BIW_JV_T8JF			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)			


			0EQ_GROUP_TEXT			jv equity group text			GJVC			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA			T8JFT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)			


			0EQ_SHARES_ATTR			Equity shares			GJV_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA			BIW_JV_T8J9C			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)			


			0ERCTRBGRP_TEXT			Sesk.přísp.zaměstn.			PBEN			Personnel Management			PA-BN			T74G3			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ERC_FUNC_TEXT			Funkční oblast			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			V_BW_RCF_FUNC			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0ERC_INDU_TEXT			Odvětví			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			V_BW_RCF_INDU			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0ERC_ROLE_TEXT			Role ERC			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			V_BW_RCF_ROLE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0ERC_ST_RSN_TEXT			Důvod statusu			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			V_BW_RCF_RSNCODE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0ETHN_ORIG_TEXT			Etnický původ			P99B_PAD			Payroll			PY-LOC-XF			T505S			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EVALGROUP1_TEXT			Klas.poj.1			ARBW			Accounting General			AC			BIW_T087T_1			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EVALGROUP2_TEXT			Klas.poj.2			ARBW			Accounting General			AC			BIW_T087T_2			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EVALGROUP3_TEXT			KlasPoj 3			ARBW			Accounting General			AC			BIW_T087T_3			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EVALGROUP4_TEXT			Klas.poj.4			ARBW			Accounting General			AC			BIW_T087T_4			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EVALGROUP5_TEXT			Klas.poj.5			ARBW			Accounting General			AC			BIW_T087S			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EVCOSTINFO_TEXT			Znak poplatků			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EVDOCSTAT_TEXT			Status dokladu			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EVENTEXT_TEXT			Externí akce			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EVENTGROUP_HR02_HIER			Skupina akcí			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			PHIE_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EVENTGROUP_TEXT			Skupina akcí			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EVENTSTAT_TEXT			Plánovaná akce			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EVENTTYPE_HR02_HIER			Typ akce			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			PHIE_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EVENTTYPE_TEXT			Typ akce			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EVENT_ATTR			Akce			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EVENT_HR02_HIER			Akce			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			PHIE_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EVENT_TEXT			Akce			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EVLANGUAGE_TEXT			Jazyk			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T002T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0EVLOCATION_HR02_HIER			Místo konání akce			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			PHIE_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EVLOCATION_TEXT			Místo konání akce			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EXTORG_TEXT			Firma			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EXTPERS_ATTR			Externí osoba			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0EXTPERS_TEXT			Externí osoba			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FAILED_TEXT			Neprospěl důvod			LSO_BW			Training and Event Management			PE-LSO-TM			V_BW_T77FART			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FCACTDETID_TEXT			Atr.nal.účtu SmlÚč			IS_SI_CA			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-CA			TE097AT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FCDUNN_LEV_TEXT			FI-CA stup.upom.tex.			FKKB			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			TFK047BT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FCEMMA_BPA_TEXT			Obl.obchod.procesů			FKKMM			Financial Accounting			FI-CA-BF			EMMA_BPAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FCEMMA_BPC_TEXT			Kódy obch.případů			FKKMM			Financial Accounting			FI-CA-BF			EMMA_BPCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FCEMMA_CASE			Stat.příp.k objas.			FKKMM			Financial Accounting			FI-CA-BF			EMMA_CASE_STATISTICS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FCEMMA_CAT_TEXT			Kategorie případu			FKKMM			Financial Accounting			FI-CA-BF			EMMAC_CCAT_HDRT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FCEMMA_CNC_TEXT			Důvody storna(texty)			FKKMM			Financial Accounting			FI-CA-BF			EMMAC_CANCODET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FCEMMA_PRI_TEXT			Priorita případu			FKKMM			Financial Accounting			FI-CA-BF			EMMA_CPRIO			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FCEMMA_REA_TEXT			Důvody předání			FKKMM			Financial Accounting			FI-CA-BF			EMMAC_CREACODET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FCEMMA_STA_TEXT			Status příp.k objas.			FKKMM			Financial Accounting			FI-CA-BF			EMMA_CSTATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FCSUBMSTAT_TEXT			Status před.inkas.			FKKBW			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			AGSTA_KK			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FC_ACCNTBP_ATTR			Sml.účet, pol.			FKKB			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			FKKVKP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FC_ACCNTBP_TEXT			Text smluvního účtu			FKKBW			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			V_FKKVKT_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FC_ACCTCAT_TEXT			Typ smluvního účtu			FKKB			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			TFK002AT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FC_ACCTREL_ATTR			Vztahy účtů.partn.			FKKB			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			TFK002F			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FC_ACCTREL_TEXT			Text pro vztah účtu			FKKBW			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			V_FKKPBZT_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FC_CI_01			FICA CI Extraktor			FKKBW			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			DFKKCIBW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FC_CLEARR_TEXT			Text dův.vyrovnání			FKKBW			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			V_TFK001AT_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FC_COLL_01			FI-CA Extr.org.VP			FKKBW			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			FKKCLBW_COLLECTION_DUMMY			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FC_INVDOC_00			FICA Invoicing			FKKINV			Financial Accounting			FI-CA-INV			FKK_INV_BW_EXTRACT_INVDOC_INIT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FC_IPL_HEAD_01			Hl.pl.spl. BW			FKKBW			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			DFKKIPBW_HEAD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FC_IPL_ITEM_01			Položky PlSpl BW			FKKBW			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			DFKKIPBW_ITEM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FC_IPL_ORIG_01			Pův.pol.pl.spl. BW			FKKBW			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			DFKKIPBW_ORIG			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FC_MSGID_TEXT			Prac.oblast hlášení			SDIC			Basis Components			BC-DWB-DIC-AC			T100A			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FC_MSGNO_TEXT			Hlášení			SDIC			Basis Components			BC-DWB-DIC-AC			T100			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FC_MSGTY_TEXT			Typ hlášení			FKKMM			Financial Accounting			FI-CA-BF			MSGAR			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FC_OP_01			FI-CA: Extraktor OP			FKKBW			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			DFKKOPBW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FC_SUB1_0406_HIER			Skupina fin.místa 1			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FC_SUB1_TEXT			DŘ 1 extr.fin.místa			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDFCSUB1_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FC_SUB2_0407_HIER			Skupina fin.místa 2			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FC_SUB2_TEXT			DŘ 2 extr.fin.místa			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDFCSUB2_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FC_SUB3_0408_HIER			Skupina fin.místa 3			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FC_SUB3_TEXT			DŘ 3 extr.fin.místa			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDFCSUB3_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FC_TCODE_TEXT			Kód transakce			SBAT			Basis Components			BC-ABA			TSTCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FD_SUB1_0409_HIER			Skupina fondu 1			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FD_SUB1_TEXT			DŘ 1 extrakce fondu			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDFDSUB1_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FD_SUB2_0410_HIER			Skupina fondu 2			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FD_SUB2_TEXT			DŘ 2 extrakce fondu			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDFDSUB2_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FERC_D1			Sender and Receiver			FERC			Financial Accounting			FI			FERC_D1_EXTRACTOR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0FERC_D2			Sender document data			FERC			Financial Accounting			FI			FERC_D2_EXTRACTOR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0FGADV_TEXT			Advanced Flag			FMFG_RPT_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FG			FMFG_FLG_ADVANCE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FGDEFIND_TEXT			Defense Indicator			FMFG_BW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FG			FMFG_DEFENSE_INDICATOR			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FGFAPORT_TEXT			Apportionment Cat.			FMFG_BW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FG			FM_FLG_APPORT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FGFAUTH_TEXT			Authority Type			FMFG_BW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FG			FM_FLG_AUTHOR			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FGFAVAIL_TEXT			Available Time			FMFG_BW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FG			FM_FLG_AVAIL			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FGFBEA_TEXT			BEA Category			FMFG_BW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FG			FM_FLG_BEA			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FGFBOROW_TEXT			Borrowing Source			FMFG_BW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FG			FM_FLG_BORROW			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FGFCOVER_TEXT			Covered Indicator			FMFG_BW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FG			FM_FLG_COVERED			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FGFCUSTO_TEXT			Custodial Indicator			FMFG_BW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FG			FM_FLG_CUSTODIAL			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FGFDEFNI_TEXT			Def/Indef indicator			FMFG_BW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FG			FM_FLG_DEFINITE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FGFENTTY_TEXT			Entity Indicator			FMFG_BW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FG			FM_FLG_ENTITY			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FGFEXCHG_TEXT			Exchange Indicator			FMFG_BW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FG			FM_FLG_EXCHANGE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FGFFED_TEXT			Federal Indicator			FMFG_BW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FG			FM_FLG_FEDERAL			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FGFPART_TEXT			Transactional PartnR			FMFG_BW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FG			FM_FLG_PARTNER			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FGFREIMB_TEXT			Reimbursable			FMFG_BW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FG			FM_FLG_REIMBUR			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FGPMTOF_TEXT			Payment Office			FMFG_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM			FMFGT_POT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FGPRPTC_TEXT			Program Report Cat.			FMFG_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM			FMFGF2PRCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FGSGL_AC_TEXT			SGL account			FMFG_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM			FMFGF2_SGL_TEXTS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FGTRAG_TEXT			Transfer Agency			FMFG_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM			FMUSFGF2_TRANST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FGYRBUA_TEXT			Year bud. authority			FMFG_BW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FG			FMFG_YR_BUD_AUTH			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FG_ALC_TEXT			Agency Location Code			FMFG_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM			FMFGT_ALCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FG_DC02			FG totals			GBIW_PI			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-IS			G_BIW_GET_TT_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FG_DO01			FG: line items			FMFG_BW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FG			FMFG_BW_LINE_ITEM_EXTRACTOR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FG_DOCCT_TEXT			Document cat.			FMFG_BW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FG			DOCCT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FILA_001			Hlavička smlouvy			FI_LA_BA			Financial Accounting			FI-LA			FILABW_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module FILABW_BIW_GET_DATA is Blocked.
Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270391 - S4TWL - Integration to Lease Accounting Engine (LAE)
S4TWL - INTEGRATION TO LEASE ACCOUNTING ENGINE (LAE)			


			0FILA_002			Položky smlouvy			FI_LA_BA			Financial Accounting			FI-LA			FILABW_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module FILABW_BIW_GET_DATA is Blocked.
Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270391 - S4TWL - Integration to Lease Accounting Engine (LAE)
S4TWL - INTEGRATION TO LEASE ACCOUNTING ENGINE (LAE)			


			0FILA_003			Odkaz na IM			FI_LA_BA			Financial Accounting			FI-LA			FILABW_BW_DATA_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270391 - S4TWL - Integration to Lease Accounting Engine (LAE)
S4TWL - INTEGRATION TO LEASE ACCOUNTING ENGINE (LAE)
Function module FILABW_BW_DATA_GET is Blocked.			


			0FIOTP_001			Jednorázová účtování			FI_LA_BA			Financial Accounting			FI-LA			FILA_BW_OTP_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable;Blocked			Function module FILA_BW_OTP_GET_DATA is Blocked.
Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270391 - S4TWL - Integration to Lease Accounting Engine (LAE)
S4TWL - INTEGRATION TO LEASE ACCOUNTING ENGINE (LAE)			


			0FI_AA_001			ROČNÍ HODNOTY			ARBW			Accounting General			AC			ARBW_BIW_GET_DATA_IS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270387 - S4TWL - Asset Accounting: Changes to Data Structure			


			0FI_AA_002			ZAÚČTOVANÝ ODPIS			ARBW			Accounting General			AC			ARBW_BIW_GET_DATA_IS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270387 - S4TWL - Asset Accounting: Changes to Data Structure			


			0FI_AA_003			ZVÝŠENÍ HODNOTY/ROK			ARBW			Accounting General			AC			ARBW_BIW_GET_DATA_IS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270387 - S4TWL - Asset Accounting: Changes to Data Structure			


			0FI_AA_004			PODPORA INVESTIC			ARBW			Accounting General			AC			ARBW_BIW_GET_DATA_IS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270387 - S4TWL - Asset Accounting: Changes to Data Structure			


			0FI_AA_005			FI-AA: PŘÍRŮSTKY			ARBW			Accounting General			AC			ARBW_BIW_GET_DATA_IS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270387 - S4TWL - Asset Accounting: Changes to Data Structure			


			0FI_AA_006			POHYB S OPRÁVKOU			ARBW			Accounting General			AC			ARBW_BIW_GET_DATA_IS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270387 - S4TWL - Asset Accounting: Changes to Data Structure			


			0FI_AA_11			FI-AA: Operace			BWFIAA			Financial Accounting			FI-AA			BWFIAA_EXTRACT_DELTA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FI_AA_12			FI-AA: Zaúčt.odpisy			BWFIAA			Financial Accounting			FI-AA			BWFIAA_EXTRACT_DELTA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FI_ACTIV_TEXT			Operace			GBAS			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL			T022T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FI_AP_1			Dodav.:Obraty na účt			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			FBIW_DATA_TRANSFER_AP_1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0FI_AP_3			Dodavatelé: Položky			FBW4			Financial Accounting			FI			FBW4_DATA_TRANSFER_AP_3			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0FI_AP_4			FI-AP: Položky delta			BWFI			Financial Accounting			FI			BWFID_GET_FIAP_ITEM			Function Module (Complete Interface)			1			Seldom									


			0FI_AP_6			Obraty na účtu dod.			BWFI			Financial Accounting			FI			BWFI2D_GET_FIAP_TRFI			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FI_AP_7			ObrNaÚčtu ZHK dodav.			BWFI			Financial Accounting			FI			BWFI2D_GET_FIAP_TRFI_SPGL			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0FI_AR_1			Odběr.:Obraty na účt			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			FBIW_DATA_TRANSFER_AR_1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FI_AR_10			Obraty na účtu odběr			BWFI			Financial Accounting			FI			BWFI3D_GET_FIAR_CM_PH			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FI_AR_3			Odběratelé: Položky			FBW4			Financial Accounting			FI			FBW4_DATA_TRANSFER_AR_3			Function Module (Complete Interface)			1			Seldom			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0FI_AR_4			FI-AR: Položky delta			BWFI			Financial Accounting			FI			BWFID_GET_FIAR_ITEM			Function Module (Complete Interface)			1			Seldom									


			0FI_AR_5			FI-AR: Plateb.morál.			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			FBIW_DATA_TRANSFER_AR_5			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FI_AR_6			Obraty na účtu odběr			BWFI			Financial Accounting			FI			BWFI2D_GET_FIAR_TRFI			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FI_AR_7			ObrNaÚčtu ZHK odběr.			BWFI			Financial Accounting			FI			BWFI2D_GET_FIAR_TRFI_SPGL			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0FI_AR_8			Říz.úvěru. Cent.data			BWFI			Financial Accounting			FI			BWFI3D_GET_FIAR_CM_CD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0FI_AR_9			ŘízÚvOdb. OblKont.De			BWFI			Financial Accounting			FI			BWFI3D_GET_FIAR_CM_CAD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0FI_GL_1			Hl.kniha: Obr.na účt			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			FBIW_DATA_TRANSFER_GL_1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270339 - S4TWL - General Ledger			


			0FI_GL_10			Hlav.kniha: Zůstatky			GBIW_ERP			Financial Accounting			FI-GL			FAGL_GET_TT_DATA_LEAD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FI_GL_14			Hlav.kniha: Polož.			GBIW_ERP_LI			Financial Accounting			FI-GL			FAGL_GET_SI_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			1			Seldom									


			0FI_GL_2			Hl.kniha: Nák.naobr.			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			FBIW_DATA_TRANSFER_GL_2			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FI_GL_4			FI-GL: Položky delta			BWFI			Financial Accounting			FI			BWFID_GET_FIGL_ITEM			Function Module (Complete Interface)			1			Seldom									


			0FI_GL_6			Obraty na účtu HK			BWFI			Financial Accounting			FI			BWFI2D_GET_FIGL_TRFI			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270339 - S4TWL - General Ledger			


			0FI_GL_7			LedgerNáklNaObrat HK			BWFI			Financial Accounting			FI			BWFI2D_GET_FIGL_TRFI_COSA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FI_GL_8			Stat.ukazatele			GBIW_ERP			Financial Accounting			FI-GL			FAGL_SKF_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FI_TV_01			Cestovní náklady			FTBW			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			FTBW_FI_TV_01_BW_GET_TD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FI_TV_02			Data plánu cesty			FTBW			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			FTBW_FI_TV_02_BW_GET_TD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FI_TX_4			FI-GL: Daně			BWFI			Financial Accounting			FI			BWFID_GET_FITAX_ITEM			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FLIGHT_NO_TEXT			Číslo letu			KEG2			Controlling			CO-PA			T22B5			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FLOOR_TEXT			RE: Texty podlaží			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TIV3G			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FL_TYPE_TEXT			Typ			ILOM			Plant Maintenance			PM-EQM-FL			T370F_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0FM_ACTDETL_TEXT			Detail.obliga/skut.			FM_BW			Financial Accounting			FI-FM			FMACTDETLT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FM_AREA_ATTR			Finanční okruh			FM_BW			Financial Accounting			FI-FM			V_FM01_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FM_AREA_TEXT			Fin.okr.			FM_BW			Financial Accounting			FI-FM			V_FM01T_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FM_BUCAT_TEXT			Katg.rozp.			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			FM_BUCAT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FM_BUDDETL_TEXT			Detailizace rozpočtu			FM_BW			Financial Accounting			FI-FM			FMBUDDETLT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FM_BW_CMMT_ITEM_SUB1_ATTR			DŘ 1 extr.rozp.pol.			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDCISUB1_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FM_BW_CMMT_ITEM_SUB2_ATTR			DŘ 2 extr.rozp.pol.			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDCISUB2_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FM_BW_CMMT_ITEM_SUB3_ATTR			DŘ 3 extrak.roz.pol.			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDCISUB3_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FM_BW_CMMT_ITEM_SUB4_ATTR			DŘ 4 extrak.roz.pol.			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDCISUB4_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FM_BW_CMMT_ITEM_SUB5_ATTR			DŘ 5 extr.rozp.pol.			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDCISUB5_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FM_BW_FDS_CTR_SUB1_ATTR			DŘ 1 extr.fin.místa			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDFCSUB1_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FM_BW_FDS_CTR_SUB2_ATTR			DŘ 2 extr.fin.místa			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDFCSUB2_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FM_BW_FDS_CTR_SUB3_ATTR			DŘ 3 extr.fin.místa			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDFCSUB3_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FM_BW_FND_SUB1_ATTR			DŘ 1 extrakce fondu			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDFDSUB1_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FM_BW_FND_SUB2_ATTR			DŘ 2 extrakce fondu			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDFDSUB2_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FM_BW_FUNC_AREA_SUB1_ATTR			DŘ 1 extrak.fun.obl.			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDFNSUB1_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FM_BW_FUNC_AREA_SUB2_ATTR			DŘ 2 extr.funkč.obl.			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDFNSUB2_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FM_BW_FUNC_AREA_SUB3_ATTR			DŘ 3 extr.funkč.obl.			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDFNSUB3_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FM_STATS_TEXT			Stat.ukaz.			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			FM_STATS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FM_TRANSAC_PU_TEXT			Operace obligo/skut.			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			V_TJ01T_BW_PU			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FM_VTYPE_PU_TEXT			Typ hodnoty			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			FM_VTYPE_ISPS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FN_SUB1_0411_HIER			Skupina funkč.obl.1			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FN_SUB1_TEXT			DŘ 1 extrak.fun.obl.			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDFNSUB1_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FN_SUB2_0412_HIER			Skupina funkč.obl.2			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FN_SUB2_TEXT			DŘ 2 extr.funkč.obl.			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDFNSUB2_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FN_SUB3_0413_HIER			Skupina funkč.obl.3			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FN_SUB3_TEXT			DŘ 3 extr.funkč.obl.			FMMD_SUBD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			V_FMMDFNSUB3_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FOLLOWUP_TEXT			Dodat.zpracováno			LSO_BW			Training and Event Management			PE-LSO-TM			LSO_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FSCM_CM_0			Extrakt hrom.dat			UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING			Financials			FIN-FSCM-CR-CR			UKM_BW_EXTRACT_DATA_READ			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FSCM_CM_1			Hlavička kmen.dat			UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING			Financials			FIN-FSCM-CR-CR			UKM_BW_EXTRACT_BP_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FSCM_CM_2			Položka kmen.dat			UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING			Financials			FIN-FSCM-CR-CR			UKM_BW_EXTRACT_BP_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FSCM_CM_3			Kmen.data-hlav./pol.			UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING			Financials			FIN-FSCM-CR-CR			UKM_BW_EXTRACT_BP_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FSCM_CM_4			Data obliga			UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING			Financials			FIN-FSCM-CR-CR			UKM_BW_EXTRACT_COMMTS_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FSCM_CM_5			Jednotlivé položky			UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING			Financials			FIN-FSCM-CR-CR			UKM_BW_EXTRACT_COMMTS_ITEM			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FS_AC_COD_ATTR			Úč.okruh (atributy)			FTR_GENERAL			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM			TRGC_TR_ACC_CODE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_AC_COD_TEXT			Účetní okruh (texty)			FTR_GENERAL			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM			TRGC_TR_ACC_CODE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_AC_REF_ATTR			Ref.přiř.účtu, oper.			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			FTI_BIW_ACC_RO_A			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_AC_REF_TEXT			Ref.přiř.účtu oper.			FVV			Treasury			TR			T037R			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_ALT_TEXT			Aktiva/pasiva-trans.			FS_BIW			Financial Services			FS			VVSAKTPAS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FS_ASSGI_TEXT			Zař.pozice do sk.			FS_BIW			Financial Services			FS			V_TW08T_TEXTS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_BALIND_TEXT			Znak rozvahy			FVV			Treasury			TR			TW11T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_BP_TREASURY_ATTR			BP: Data treasury			FS_BP_AL_FS_ATTRIBUTES			Financial Services			FS-BP			BP001			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The table BP001 is not used either partially or completely in the target SAP S/4HANA release. Please see <a href="https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/sic/itemSet('00109B13199E1EDA97F0E52AA53280F3','false')" target="_BLANK">SI10: FIN_MISC_FSBP_BP001_HR - SAP Note</a> - SAP Note <a href="https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2900607" target="_BLANK">2900607</a>.			


			0FS_CHTYP_TEXT			Hlav.podmínky			FS_BIW			Financial Services			FS			SKOKOART			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FS_CO_REL_TEXT			Vzt.pod.v úč.ok.txt.			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			BP_COMP_RE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FS_CTR_NO_ATTR			Číslo půjčky			FS_BIW			Financial Services			FS			FVD_BCT_RANL_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FS_CTR_TP_TEXT			Druh smlouvy (texty)			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			FTI_RANTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FS_CVALCL_TEXT			Všeob.tř.oceň.,texty			FTR_GENERAL			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM			TRGC_COM_VALCL_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_DFLOW_TEXT			Směr			FS_BIW			Financial Services			FS			T_SSIGN			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FS_FLW_CY_TEXT			Typ pohybu			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TZB0C			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_FLW_GR_TEXT			Skupina druhů pohybu			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			FTI_BIW_FLG_TP_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_FLW_TP_ATTR			Druh pohybu			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			FTI_BIW_FLW_TP_A			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_FLW_TP_TEXT			Druh pohybu			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			FTI_BIW_FLW_TP_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_ICM_TEXT			Metoda výpočtu úroků			FS_BIW			Financial Services			FS			SZBMETH			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FS_LOAN_CL_TEXT			Třída půjčky			FVVD			Financial Services			FS-CML			TD02T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_LOAN_TP_TEXT			Druh půjčky			FVVD			Financial Services			FS-CML			TD03T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_PAIR_TEXT			Plán/skut/k uvolnění			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			SPLANIST			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FS_PORTFOL_TEXT			Portfolio (texty)			FTA			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM			TWPOB			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_PRD_TP_ATTR			Dr.produktu (atrib.)			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			FTI_BIW_PRD_TP_A			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_PRD_TP_TEXT			Dr.produktu (texty)			CFM_TR_BIW			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS			FTI_BIW_PRD_TP_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_REFIR_ATTR			Úroková reference			FREFINTEREST			Cross-Application Components			CA-GTF-BS			T056R			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_REFIR_TEXT			Úroková reference			FREFINTEREST			Cross-Application Components			CA-GTF-BS			T056R			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_REGCON_TEXT			Reg.uzavř.smlouvy			SZAD			Basis Components			BC-SRV-ADR			T005U			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_RPTYP_TEXT			Druh splátky			FS_BIW			Financial Services			FS			STILGART			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FS_SEC_CT_ATTR			Typ produktu (atr.)			FVV			Treasury			TR			TZAF			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_SEC_CT_TEXT			Typ produktu (texty			FVV			Treasury			TR			TZAFT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_STATE_ATTR			Ext.status smlouvy			FVV			Treasury			TR			TZC37			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_STATE_TEXT			Ext.status smlouvy			FS_BIW			Financial Services			FS			V_TZD37_TEXT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_STATI_TEXT			Status smlouvy-int.			FVV			Treasury			TR			TDINTEBT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_TYPIR_TEXT			Druh úročení			FS_BIW			Financial Services			FS			FTI_INTEREST_TYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FS_VAL_AR_TEXT			Obl.ocenění (text)			FTR_GENERAL			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM			TRGC_VAL_AREA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_VAL_CL_TEXT			Třída ocenění (txty)			FTR_GENERAL			Financials			FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM			TRGC_VAL_CLASS_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FS_YMETH_TEXT			Metoda st.reál.úroku			FS_BIW			Financial Services			FS			SEFFMETH			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0FUNCT_LOC1_ATTR			Altern.techn.místo			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BIW_IFLOS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0FUNCT_LOC_ATTR			Technické místo			PMEX			Plant Maintenance			PM			PMEX_0FUNCT_LOC			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0FUNCT_LOC_HIER			Hier.techn.místa			PMEX			Plant Maintenance			PM			PMEX_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_IFLOT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0FUNCT_LOC_TEXT			Technické místo			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BIW_IFLOTX			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0FUNC_AREA_0112_HIER			Skup.funkč.oblastí			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FUNC_AREA_PU_ATTR			Fun.oblast			KBAS			Controlling			CO-OM			TFKB			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FUNC_AREA_TEXT			Fun.oblast			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			BIW_TFKBT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FUNC_LOC_LAB_TEXT			Ident.systém-tech.m.			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BIW_IFLOALTX			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0FUNDS_CTR_0312_HIER			Skupiny fin.míst			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FUNDS_CTR_ATTR			Finanční místo			FM_BW			Financial Accounting			FI-FM			V_FMFCTR_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FUNDS_CTR_FMFC_PU_HIER			Hier.fin.míst IS-PS			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			FM_BW_FUNDS_CTR_HIERARCHY_ISPS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FUNDS_CTR_PU_ATTR			Finanční místo			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			V_FMFCTR_BW_PU			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FUNDS_CTR_TEXT			Fin.místo			FM_BW			Financial Accounting			FI-FM			V_FMFCTRT_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FUND_0111_HIER			Skup.fondů			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0FUND_PU_ATTR			Fond/§			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			V_FINCODE_BW_PU			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FUND_TEXT			Fond/§			FM_BW			Financial Accounting			FI-FM			V_FMFINT_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0FUND_TYPE_PU_TEXT			Dr.fondu			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			V_FUNDTT_BW_PU			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GECCO_ORDER_ATTR			Atributy GeSbNá			IAOM_BW			Controlling			CO			IAOM_BW_GET_GECCO_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0GENDER_TEXT			Pohlaví			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			GESCH			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0GLACCEXT_T011_HIER			Pol.rozvahy/výsled.			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			FBIW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_T011X			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0GL_ACCOUNT_ATTR			Č.účtu hlavní knihy			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			BIW_SKA1			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GL_ACCOUNT_T011_HIER			Č.účtu hlavní knihy			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			FBIW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_T011			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0GL_ACCOUNT_TEXT			Č.účtu hlavní knihy			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			BIW_SKA1T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GM_AWDTP_TEXT			Druh schválení			GMMASTERDATA_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-MD			GMAWARDTYPETEXTS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GM_BDGST_TEXT			Status workflow			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GM_BDGT_STATE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0GM_BDPH_TEXT			Fáze rozpočtu			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GM_BDGT_PHASE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0GM_BDRLS_TEXT			Status rozpočtu			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GM_BDGT_STATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0GM_BDVER_TEXT			Verze rozpočtu			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GMBW_GET_BDVER_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0GM_BDVLN_ATTR			Č.platnosti rozpočtu			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GMBW_GET_BDVLN_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0GM_BDVLN_TEXT			Č.platnosti rozpočtu			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GMBW_GET_BDVLN_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0GM_BLSTA_TEXT			Status fakturace			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GM_BILLING_STATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0GM_DC02			GM Totals			GBIW_PI			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-IS			G_BIW_GET_TT_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0GM_DC04			Stavová síť			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GMBW_GET_STATUS_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0GM_DO01			Jedn.položky ŘG			GBIW_PI			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-IS			G_BIW_GET_SI_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0GM_DO03			Rozpočtové položky			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GMBW_GET_BUDGET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0GM_DO05			Odpov.za pohledávku			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GMBW_GET_GRANT_RESP			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0GM_DO06			Odpov.za sponzory			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GMBW_GET_SPONSOR_RESP			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0GM_DO07			Odpov.za záměr			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GMBW_GET_SPPROG_RESP			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0GM_GRANT_ATTR			Číslo grantu			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GMBW_GET_GRANT_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0GM_GRANT_TEXT			Číslo grantu			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GMBW_GET_GRANT_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0GM_GRNTP_TEXT			Druh grantu			GMMASTERDATA_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-MD			GMGRTYPETEXTS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GM_LDCOD_TEXT			Číslo voleb.obvodu			GMMASTERDATA_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-MD			GMLDCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GM_LFSTA_TEXT			Cyklus životn.			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GMBW_GET_LFSTA_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0GM_RSPTY_TEXT			Druh kompetence			GMMASTERDATA_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-MD			GMRESPTYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GM_SCLBI_TEXT			Fakturovatelný druh			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GM_FLG_BILLABLE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0GM_SCLTY_TEXT			Typ třídy			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GM_CLASS_TYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0GM_SPNCL_ATTR			Druh př./výd.			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GMBW_GET_SPNCL_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0GM_SPNCL_TEXT			Druh př./výd.			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GMBW_GET_SPNCL_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0GM_SPNPG_ATTR			Záměry			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GMBW_GET_SPNPG_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0GM_SPNPG_TEXT			Záměry			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GMBW_GET_SPNPG_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0GM_SPNSR_ATTR			Poskytovatel grantu			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GMBW_GET_SPNSR_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0GM_SPNSR_TEXT			Poskytovatel grantu			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GMBW_GET_SPNSR_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0GM_STATI_TEXT			Statistický znak			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GM_STATS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0GM_USSTA_TEXT			Uživatelský status			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GMBW_GET_USSTA_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0GM_VLTYP_ATTR			Typ hodnoty			GMBASIS_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE			GMVALUETYPE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GM_VLTYP_TEXT			Typ hodnoty ŘG			GMBASIS_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE			GMVALUETYPE_TEXT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GM_VTCAT_TEXT			Kategorie typu hodn.			GMBW_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-IS			GM_VALUETYPE_CATEGORY			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0GROUPING_TEXT			Členění			FTI_BIW			Treasury			TR			BIW_T038T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270400 - S4TWL - Cash Management - General			


			0GTSCENARIO_TEXT			Obchodní scénář			WB2B_TEW			Logistics - General			LO-GT-TEW			TEWSCENARIOT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GT_ABSSC_TEXT			Schéma zajišt.platby			VKM			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF-CM			T691N			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GT_BSARK_SD_TEXT			Dr.objednávky zákaz.			VA			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS			T176T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GT_BSART_TEXT			Druh objednávky			ME			Materials Management			MM-PUR			T161T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GT_BSTAE_MM_TEXT			Klíč potvrz.objedn.			ME			Materials Management			MM-PUR			T163M			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GT_BTBSTA_TEXT			Status OK			WB2B_DDIC			Logistics - General			LO			TB2BAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GT_BWTTYPMM_TEXT			Ozn.: Glob.typ oceň.			MR0C			Materials Management			MM-IV-GF			T149T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GT_CUFOTYP_TEXT			Druh zajištění			WB2B_GT_CFM			Logistics - General			LO-GT-TC			TWB2HEDGET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GT_DOCTYP_TEXT			GTM: Typ dokladu			WB2B_BW			Logistics - General			LO-GT-TC			WB2_DOC_TYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0GT_EVERS_MM_TEXT			Expediční předpis			ME			Materials Management			MM-PUR			T027B			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GT_HKPSTP_TEXT			Ob.kontr.: Typ pol.			WB2B_DDIC			Logistics - General			LO			TB2BJT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GT_KNTTYP_MM_TEXT			Typ přiřazení účtu			ME			Materials Management			MM-PUR			T163I			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GT_LFSPG_TEXT			Důvody blokování			WZRE			Logistics - General			LO-AB			TMFST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GT_MSTEP_TEXT			Krok			WB2B_TEW			Logistics - General			LO-GT-TEW			TEWSTEPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GT_PORTFOL_ATTR			Portfolio			WPORTFOLIO			Logistics - General			LO-GT-PM			KONHM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GT_PORTFOL_TEXT			Portfolio			WPORTFOLIO			Logistics - General			LO-GT-PM			KONHM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GT_POSTYP_TEXT			Druh pol nák/.prod.			WB2B_BW			Logistics - General			LO-GT-TC			WB2C_POSN_TYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0GT_PZUST_TEXT			Portfolio: Odpovědný			WPORTFOLIO			Logistics - General			LO-GT-PM			TPOFOAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GT_RISKTYP_TEXT			Dr.rizika			WB2B_BW			Logistics - General			LO-GT-TC			WB2C_RISK_TYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0GT_R_TYPE_TEXT			Typ rizika			WB2B_BW			Logistics - General			LO-GT-TC			WB2_RISK_TYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0GT_SIDE_TEXT			Strana			WB2B_BW			Logistics - General			LO-GT-TC			WB2_SIDE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0GT_TCGROUP_TEXT			Skupina obch.kontr.			WB2B_TEW			Logistics - General			LO-GT-TEW			TEWTCGROUPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GT_TCTYP_TEXT			Druh obch.kontr.			WB2B_DDIC			Logistics - General			LO			TB2BET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0GT_VALTYPE_TEXT			Typ ocenění			WB2B_BW			Logistics - General			LO-GT-TC			WB2_VAL_TYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0GT_WBPCH_TEXT			Zn: Autor posl.zm.OK			WB2B_BW			Logistics - General			LO-GT-TC			TC_LAST_CHANGED_FLAG			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0HAP_DOC_ID_ATTR			Data dokumentu			PAOC_HAP_PA_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PD-PM			HRHAP_PA_BW_IO_1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HAP_DOC_ID_TEXT			Dokument			PAOC_HAP_PA_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PD-PM			HAP_V_BW_DOC_ID			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0HAP_ROW_ID_TEXT			Číslo řádky			PAOC_HAP_PA_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PD-PM			HRHAP_PA_BW_IO_7			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HAP_STATUS_TEXT			Status			PAOC_HAP_PA_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PD-PM			HAP_AP_STATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0HAP_SUBSTA_TEXT			Substatus			PAOC_HAP_PA_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PD-PM			HAP_V_BW_SUBSTA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0HAP_VALUE_TEXT			Hodnoty			PAOC_HAP_PA_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PD-PM			HRHAP_PA_BW_IO_3			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HAP_VA_TEXT			Formuláře			PAOC_HAP_PA_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PD-PM			HRHAP_PA_BW_IO_4			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HAP_VB_TEXT			Skupina kritérií			PAOC_HAP_PA_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PD-PM			HRHAP_PA_BW_IO_5			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HAP_VC_TEXT			Kritéria			PAOC_HAP_PA_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PD-PM			HRHAP_PA_BW_IO_6			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HAP_V_LIST_TEXT			Seznamy hodnot			PAOC_HAP_PA_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PD-PM			HRHAP_PA_BW_IO_2			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HCP_CITM_ATTR			Součást nákladů			PAOC_HCP_CUSTOMIZING			Personnel Management			PA-CP			T77HCP_CITM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0HCP_CITM_TEXT			Součást nákladů			PAOC_HCP_CUSTOMIZING			Personnel Management			PA-CP			T77HCP_CITM_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0HCP_CITP_TEXT			Dr.souč.nákl.			PAOC_HCP_BW			Personnel Management			PA-CP			HCP_COSTITEMTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0HCP_DBAS_TEXT			Databáze			PAOC_HCP_BW			Personnel Management			PA-CP			HRHCPBW_DBASTEXT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0HCP_PCON_TEXT			Kontext plánování			PAOC_HCP_CUSTOMIZING			Personnel Management			PA-CP			T77HCP_PCON_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0HCP_PLAN_ATTR			Plán pers.nákladů			PAOC_HCP_BW			Personnel Management			PA-CP			HRHCPBW_PLANATTR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0HCP_PLAN_TEXT			Plán pers.nákladů			PAOC_HCP_PLAN			Personnel Management			PA-CP			HRHCP_PLAN_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0HCP_SCEN_TEXT			Scénář			PAOC_HCP_CUSTOMIZING			Personnel Management			PA-CP			T77HCP_SCEN_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0HCP_STYP_TEXT			Druh záznamu			PAOC_HCP_BW			Personnel Management			PA-CP			HCP_STYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0HER_BU_RIG_TEXT			RE: Txt dědič.st.pr.			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			SERBBAU			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0HIER_LEV_TEXT			Hierarchická úroveň			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			V_BW_RCF_HIER			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0HRPOSITION_3_ATTR			Kmen.data plán.místa			PAOC_ANA_CROSS			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HRPAD_BI_GET_POSITION_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0HRPOSITION_ATTR			Plánované místo			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HRPOSITION_CCTR_ATTR			Plán.místo-nákl.stř.			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HRPOSITION_TEXT			Plánované místo			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HRPOSITION_TM_ATTR			Klíč.plán.místo			PAOC_TM_BIW			Personnel Management			PA-TM			HRTM_BIW_GET_0HRPOS_TM_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HRWORKCNTR_TEXT			Pracoviště			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_LSO_1			Účast			LSO_BW			Training and Event Management			PE-LSO-TM			LSO_BW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_LSO_2			Storno			LSO_BW			Training and Event Management			PE-LSO-TM			LSO_BW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_LSO_3			Obsazení zdrojů			LSO_BW			Training and Event Management			PE-LSO-TM			LSO_BW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_OTYPEOBJECT_TEXT			HR typ objektu/obj.			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_OTYPE_TEXT			HR typ objektu			SP00			Basis Components			BC-BMT-OM			T777O			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0HR_PACP_1			Plány pers.nákladů			PAOC_HCP_BW			Personnel Management			PA-CP			HR_HCP_BW_EXTRACT_IS_PLAN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PACP_2			Náklady na objekt			PAOC_HCP_BW			Personnel Management			PA-CP			HR_HCP_BW_EXTRACT_IS_COSTDATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_0			Pracovník			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_1			Personální opatření			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_2			Oprávnění HR			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_3			Oprávnění HR			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_4			Stav zaměstnan.			PAOC_ANA_CROSS			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HRPAD_BI_GET_HEADCOUNT_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0HR_PA_5			Opatření			PAOC_ANA_CROSS			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HRPAD_BI_GET_ACTIONS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0HR_PA_BN_1			Zaměstnanec.výhody			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_EC_01			Proces odměňování			PAOC_ECM_ADM_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-AD			HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_COMP_PROC			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_EC_02			Rozpočty pro odměň.			PAOC_ECM_BDG_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-BD			HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_BUDGET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_EC_03			Odměny - přiděl.LTI			PAOC_ECM_LTI_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-LT			HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_GRANT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_EC_04			Čas.plán disp.LTI			PAOC_ECM_LTI_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-LT			HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_VESTING			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_EC_05			Odměna - real.LTI			PAOC_ECM_LTI_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-LT			HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_EXERCISE			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_EC_06			Odměna - ztráta LTI			PAOC_ECM_LTI_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-LT			HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_FORFEIT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_EC_07			Kat.platby pracov.			PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-JP			HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_EEPAYCAT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_EC_08			Kombin.data trhu			PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-JP			HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_CMPMARKET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_EC_09			Tržní data průzkumu			PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-JP			HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_SVMKTDATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_EC_10			Přiřazení profesí			PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-JP			HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_JOBMATCH			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_EC_11			Plat.strukt.profesí			PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-JP			HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_JOBSALSTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_EC_12			Platová struktura			PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-JP			HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_SALSTRUC			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_HAP_1			Posuzovatel			PAOC_HAP_PA_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PD-PM			HRHAP_PA_BW_IS_1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_HAP_2			Hodnocený			PAOC_HAP_PA_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PD-PM			HRHAP_PA_BW_IS_2			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_HAP_3			Data dokumentu			PAOC_HAP_PA_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PD-PM			HRHAP_PA_BW_IS_3			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_OS_1			Obsazení plán.míst			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_OS_2			Obsazení plán.míst			PAOC_ANA_CROSS			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HRPAD_BI_GET_STAFF_ASSIGN_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0HR_PA_PD_1			Kvalifikace			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_PD_2			Hodnocení			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_PF_1			Zákl.data PF IT0278			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BW_EXTRACT_IS_IT0278			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_PF_2			Indiv.data IT0279			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BW_EXTRACT_IS_IT0279			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_PF_3			Data účtu PF			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BW_EXTRACT_IS_PFACCOUNT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_PF_4			Data události PF			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T5NDK			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_PF_5			Vypočítané udál.PF			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BW_EXTRACT_IS_PFCALCDATA			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_RC_0			Uchazeč			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_RC_1			Žádosti o místo			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PA_RC_2			Opatření k uchazeči			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PE_1			Účast			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PE_2			Storno			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PE_3			Obsazení zdrojů			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PP_REC_51			Payroll Posting			BWPY_RECON			Payroll			PY-XX-RCN			HRMS_BIW_PP_GET_DATA_REC			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PP_REC_52			Posting Document			BWPY_RECON			Payroll			PY-XX-RCN			HRMS_BIW_PP_GET_DATA_REC			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PT_1			Časy z os.pl.pr.doby			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			1			Seldom									


			0HR_PT_2			Skut.pracovní čas			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			1			Seldom									


			0HR_PT_3			Pohyby kontingentu			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			1			Seldom									


			0HR_PY_1			Zúčtovací data			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PY_1_CE			Data zúčtování (SZ)			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HRCCE_BIW_GET_DATA_CE			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PY_PP_1			Informace o revizi			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HRMS_BIW_PP_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			1			Seldom									


			0HR_PY_PP_2			Účetní doklady HR			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HRMS_BIW_PP_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			1			Seldom									


			0HR_PY_REC_51			Payroll Result			BWPY_RECON			Payroll			PY-XX-RCN			HR_BIW_GET_DATA_REC			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PY_REC_52			GL A/C and Wage type			BWPY_RECON			Payroll			PY-XX-RCN			HRMS_BIW_EXTRACT_PY_REC2			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PY_REC_CNTB_01			Report Recon.			BWPY_RECON			Payroll			PY-XX-RCN			HRMS_BIW_PY_XX_REC			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PY_REC_CNTB_02			Wagetype mapping			BWPY_RECON			Payroll			PY-XX-RCN			HRMS_BIW_PY_XX_REC2			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0HR_PY_REC_CNTB_03			Employer Id mapping			BWPY_RECON			Payroll			PY-XX-RCN			HRMS_BIW_PY_XX_REC3			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0IATA_SEASON_TEXT			Sezóna IATA			KEG2			Controlling			CO-PA			T22A7			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ID_BR_NF_1			Nota Fiscal Header			ID-BR-NF			Financial Accounting			FI			V_NFDOC			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)			


			0ID_BR_NF_2			NF Position			ID-BR-NF			Financial Accounting			FI			V_NFLIN			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)			


			0ID_BR_NF_3			NF - Tax per Item			ID-BR-NF			Financial Accounting			FI			V_NFSTX			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)			


			0ID_BR_NF_4			NF Messages			ID-BR-NF			Financial Accounting			FI			V_NF_MESSAGES			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)			


			0ID_BR_NF_5			NF Partner			ID-BR-NF			Financial Accounting			FI			V_NFNAD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)			


			0ID_BR_NF_6			NF One-Time Custs			ID-BR-NF			Financial Accounting			FI			V_NFCPD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)			


			0ID_BUSINESS_PLACE_ATTR			Business Place			ID-BR-NF			Financial Accounting			FI			V_BUSINESS_PLACE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)			


			0ID_CFOP_TEXT			CFOP Text			J1BA			Financial Accounting			FI-LOC-LO-BR			J_1BAGT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)			


			0ID_CGC_COMPANY_ATTR			CGC Code (Comp.Code)			ID-BR-NF			Financial Accounting			FI			ID_GET_CGC_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)			


			0ID_J_1BLB08_ATTR			IPI: List Control			J1BA			Financial Accounting			FI-LOC-LO-BR			J_1BLB08			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)
S4TWL - Globalization – Logistics			


			0ID_J_1BLB08_TEXT			IPI G/L Account			ID-BR-NF			Financial Accounting			FI			V_J_1BLB08_TEXT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)			


			0ID_J_1BLB09_ATTR			ICMS: List Cntrl			J1BA			Financial Accounting			FI-LOC-LO-BR			J_1BLB09			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)
S4TWL - Globalization – Logistics			


			0ID_J_1BLB09_TEXT			ICMS G/L Acct L Txt			ID-BR-NF			Financial Accounting			FI			V_J_1BLB09_TEXT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)			


			0ID_NF_MESSAGES			NF Messages			ID-BR-NF			Financial Accounting			FI			ID_NF_MESSAGES			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)			


			0ID_PAYTERM_BR_ATTR			Terms of Payment			ID-BR-NF			Financial Accounting			FI			ID_GET_ZTERM_DESC			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)			


			0ID_TAXTYPE_ATTR			Tax Type			J1BA			Financial Accounting			FI-LOC-LO-BR			J_1BAJ			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)			


			0ID_TAXTYPE_TEXT			Tax Type Text			J1BA			Financial Accounting			FI-LOC-LO-BR			J_1BAJT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)			


			0IM_CORPOR_TEXT			Podnikové plánov. IM			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			BIW_IM_RHIER			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0IM_FA_IP_1			Plán pol.programu			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			AIBT_GET_IP_P			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0IM_FA_IP_2			Rozp.pol.programu			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			AIBT_GET_IP_B			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0IM_FA_IP_6			Podíly koncernu (IM)			AIP			Investment Management			IM-FA-IP			TAI11			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0IM_FA_IP_7			Přiřazení pož.na IO			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			AIBA_IQ_IP_AS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0IM_FA_IP_8			Přiřazení zakázek			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			AIBA_OR_IP_AS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0IM_FA_IP_9			Přiřazení projektů			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			AIBA_PR_IP_AS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0IM_FA_IQ_1			Pož.na IO - plán			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			AIBT_GET_IQ_P			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0IM_FA_IQ_2			Pož.na IO - kap.hodn			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			AIBT_GET_IQ_C			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0IM_FA_IQ_9			Pož.na op.- pr.rozd.			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			AIBA_GET_IQ_S			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0IM_LEAF_TEXT			Znak listu			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			BIW_FLG_YN			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0IM_OBJ_TEXT			Druh objektu			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			BIW_IM_OBJ			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0IM_SIZE_TEXT			Velik.			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			BIW_V_TAIF5T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0INCOTERMS_TEXT			Incoterms			VF0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-BIL-GF			TINCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0INDSPECSTK_TEXT			Text zn.ocěň.zvl.zás			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			KZBWS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0INDUSTRY_TEXT			Odvětví			FBASCORE			Financial Accounting			FI			T016T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0IND_CODE_3_TEXT			KódOdv 3			VS			Logistics - General			LO-MD-BP-CM			TBRCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0IND_CODE_4_TEXT			KódOdv 4			VS			Logistics - General			LO-MD-BP-CM			TBRCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0IND_CODE_5_TEXT			KódOdv 5			VS			Logistics - General			LO-MD-BP-CM			TBRCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0IND_CODE_TEXT			KódOdv			VS			Logistics - General			LO-MD-BP-CM			TBRCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0IND_NUMSYS_TEXT			Syst.klíčů odvětví			BUPA_COMMON			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			TB038T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0IND_SECTOR_HIER			OP: Odvětví			BUPA_IND_SECTOR_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			BUEXT_IS_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0IND_SECTOR_TEXT			OP: Texty odvětví			BUPA_COMMON			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			TB038B			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0INFO_REC_ATTR			Informační záznam			MEVE			Materials Management			MM-PUR			MEBW_INFORECORD_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0INFO_REC_TEXT			Informační záznam			MEVE			Materials Management			MM-PUR			BIW_EINAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0INFO_TYPE_TEXT			Infotyp			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			ESOKZ			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0INSPTYPE_TEXT			Druh kontroly			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BIW_TQ30T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0INSP_CHAR_TEXT			Atribut			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BW_PLMK_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0INSP_LOT_2_ATTR			Kontr.dávka_2			QMBW			Quality Management			QM			BIW_QALS_2			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0INSP_LOT_ATTR			Kontrolovaná dávka			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BIW_QALS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0INSP_LOT_TEXT			Kontrolovaná dávka			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BIW_QALS_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0INT_GRP_TEXT			Zájmová skupina			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			V_BW_RCF_TGROUP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0INV_REASON_TEXT			Dův.invest			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			AIBM_GET_IR_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0IOBJSV_TEXT			Dr.obj.přiř.účtu CO			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			ROMT2_OBJTYPE_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_ACCIDENT_TEXT			Dat. zdroj ACCIDENT			ICL_HEALTH			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL158T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_ACTGRPCAT_TEXT			Dat. zdroj ACTGRPCAT			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL037T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_ACTIVITY_01			Zdroj dat ACTIVITY			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_BW_EXTRACT_ACTIVITY_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_ACTIVITY_ATTR			Dat.zdroj - úlohy			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL044			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_ACTIVITY_TEXT			Dat.zdroj - úlohy			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL044T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_ACTLOGSTATUS_TEXT			Dat. zdroj ACTLOGSTA			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_ACTLOG_STATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_APPEAL_TEXT			Datový zdroj APPEAL			ICL_LITIGATION_PE			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL245T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_APPROV_TEXT			Datový zdroj APPROV			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_APPROV			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_AUTHCLM_TEXT			Datový zdroj AUTHCLM			ICL_BASIS			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL113T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_BENTREEG_TEXT			Dat. zdroj BENTREEG			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL160T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_BENTREEV_TEXT			Dat. zdroj BENTREEV			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL161T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_BENTREE_TEXT			Datový zdroj ENTREE			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL160T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_BENTYPE_ATTR			Dat.zdroj BENTYPE			ICL_CF			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL055			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_BENTYPE_TEXT			Dat.zdroj BENTYPE			ICL_CF			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL055T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_BUNDLECAUSE_TEXT			Dat. zdroj BUNDLECAU			ICL_EVENT			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL012T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_CATALOGID_TEXT			Dat. zdroj CATALOGID			ICL_BASIS			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL150			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_CCEVENTB_01			Dat. zdroj CCEVENTB			ICL_EVENT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICLCCEVENTB			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_CCEVENT_01			Datový zdroj CCEVENT			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_BW_EXTRACT_CCEVENT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_CCSBRTYPE_TEXT			Dat. zdroj CCSBRTYPE			ICL_EVENT			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL177T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_CCTYPEC_TEXT			Datový zdroj CCTYPEC			ICL_EVENT			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL570T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_CCTYPE_ATTR			Datový zdroj CCTYPE			ICL_EVENT			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL001			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_CCTYPE_TEXT			Datový zdroj CCTYPE			ICL_EVENT			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL001T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_CLAIMA_01			Dat.zroj CLAIMA_01			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_BW_EXTRACT_CLAIMSA_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_CLAIM_01			Dat.zdroj-data příp.			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_BW_EXTRACT_CLAIMS_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_CLINEOFBUS_TEXT			CLINEOFBUS			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL077T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_CLSTATUS_TEXT			Dat.zdroj ICLSTATUS			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL140T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_CLTYPEG_TEXT			Dat.zdroj CLTYPEG			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL011T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_CLTYPEV_TEXT			Dat.zdroj CLTYPEV			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL003T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_CLTYPE_TEXT			Dat.zdroj CLTYPE			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL011T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_COMPLEX_TEXT			Dat.zdroj COMPLEX			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL015T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_COURTLEVEL_TEXT			Dat.zdroj COURTLEVEL			ICL_LITIGATION_PE			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL247T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_COVERED_TEXT			Zdroj dat COVERED			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_COVERED			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_COVTYPE_TEXT			Datový zdroj COVTYPE			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL322T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_CPRIVLGTYPE_TEXT						ICL_BENEFITSPLIT_PE			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_CPRIVLGTYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_CPRIVLGUCAT_TEXT			DZ-ICL_CPRIVLGUCATT			ICL_BENEFITSPLIT_PE			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_CPRIVLGUCATT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_CSUBROGREAS_TEXT			ZD: Ozn.důvodu regr.			ICL_SUBROGATION_PE			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_CSUBROGREAST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_CSUBROGTYPE_TEXT			ZD: Ozn.druhu regr.			ICL_SUBROGATION_PE			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_CSUBROGTYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_DEFENSETYPE_TEXT			Dat.zdr.DEFENSETYPE			ICL_LITIGATION_PE			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL248T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_DEPARTMENT_TEXT			Zdroj dat: DEPARTM			ICL_HEALTH			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL364T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_DIAGCAT_TEXT			Zdroj dat: DIAGCAT			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_DIAGCAT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_DIAGGROUPID_TEXT			Zdroj dat: DIAGGID			ICL_HEALTH			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL362T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_DIAGNOSISCATALOGID_TEXT			Zdroj dat: CATAID			ICL_HEALTH			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL350T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_DIAGNOSISCATALOG_ATTR			Zdroj dat: DIAGID			ICL_HEALTH			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL351			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_DIAGNOSISCATALOG_TEXT			Zdroj dat: DIAGID			ICL_HEALTH			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL351T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_DIAGNOSIS_01			Dat.zdroj DIAGNOSIS			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_BW_EXTRACT_DIAGNOSIS_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_DIAGTYPE_TEXT			Zdroj dat: DIAGTYPE			ICL_HEALTH			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL360T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_EACTIVITY_01			Dat. zdroj EACTIVIT			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_BW_EXTRACT_EACTIVITY_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_EVALBASE_TEXT			Zdroj dat: EVALBASE			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL026T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_EVALCAT_TEXT			Zdroj dat: EVALCAT			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL021T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_EXCLNOCAT_TEXT			Zdroj dat EXCLNOCAT			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_CLAIMNOCAT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_EXCORIATION_TEXT			Zdroj dat EXCORIAT			ICL_HEALTH			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL358T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_GROSNET_TEXT			Zdroj dat GROSNET			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			XFELD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_GUARANTEE_TEXT			Dat. zdroj GUARANTEE			ICL_HEALTH			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL363T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_ITEMCAT_TEXT			Datový zdroj ITEMCAT			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL139T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_ITEMUSE_TEXT			Datový zdroj ITEMUSE			ICL_HEALTH			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL332T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_ITEM_01			Datový zdroj ICLITEM			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_BW_EXTRACT_ITEM_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_JURISDICTION_TEXT			Dat.zdr.JURISDICTION			ICL_LITIGATION_PE			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL246T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_LIABILITY_TEXT			Dat.zdroj LIABILITY			ICL_LITIGATION_PE			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL242T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_LITHEADER_01						ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_BW_EXTRACT_LITHEADER_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_LITISSUE_TEXT			Dat.zdroj LITISSUE			ICL_LITIGATION_PE			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL241T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_LITITEM_01			DZ Instance řízení			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_BW_EXTRACT_LITITEM_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_LITTYPE_TEXT			Datový zdroj LITTYPE			ICL_LITIGATION_PE			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL240T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_LOCALIZATION_TEXT			Zdroj dat LOCALI			ICL_HEALTH			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL352T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_LOSSADDRESS_ATTR			Zdroj dat LOSSADR			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			V_ICLADRC			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_LOSSEXP_TEXT			Zdroj dat LOSSEXP			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_LOSSEXP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_LOSSTYPE_ATTR			Dat.zdroj dr. udál.			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL060			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_LOSSTYPE_TEXT			Dat.zdroj dr. udál.			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL060T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_MESSAGE_ATTR			Datový zdroj MESSAGE			ICL_EVENT			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL950			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_MESSAGE_TEXT			Datový zdroj MESSAGE			ICL_EVENT			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL950T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_MORPHOLOGIE_TEXT			Zdroj dat MORPHOLOG			ICL_HEALTH			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL356T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_NEGARG_01			DZ Argument jednání			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_BW_EXTRACT_NEGARG_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_NEGFRM_TEXT			Datový zdroj NEGFRM			ICL_NEGOTIATION_PE			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_CNEGFRMT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_NEGIT_01			DZ Nabídka / pohled.			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_BW_EXTRACT_NEGIT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_NEGTYP_TEXT			Datový zdroj NEGTYP			ICL_NEGOTIATION_PE			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_CNEGTYPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_NEG_01			DZ Jednání			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_BW_EXTRACT_NEG_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_OBJCAT_TEXT			Datový zdroj OBJCAT			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL035T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_PARTOCC_01			Datový zdroj PARTOCC			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICLPARTOCC			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_PAYCAT_TEXT			Dat. zdroj PAYCAT			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_PAYCAT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_PAYITEMCAT_TEXT			Zdroj dat PAYITEMCA			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_PAYITEMCAT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_PAYMENT_01			Dat. zdroj - platby			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_BW_EXTRACT_PAYMENT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_PAYSTATUS_TEXT			Zdroj dat PAYSTATUS			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_PAYMENT12			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_PAYTYPEI_TEXT			Zdroj dat PAYTYPEI			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_PAYTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_PAYTYPE_TEXT			Zdroj dat PAYTYPE			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_PAYTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_PDOCCATTYPE_TEXT			Dat. zdroj PDOCCATTY			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL153T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_PDOCCAT_TEXT			Datový zdroj PDOCCAT			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL138T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_PLINEOFBUS_TEXT			Datový zdroj PLOB			IGN			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL007T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_POLPRODG_TEXT			Dat.zdroj POLPRODG			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL320T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_POLPRODV_TEXT			Dat. zdroj POLPRODV			IGN			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL321T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_POLPROD_TEXT			Zdroj dat POLPROD			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL320T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_PRIVILEGE_01			DZ-ICL_PRIVILEGE			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_BW_EXTRACT_PRIVILEGE_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_PROCURE_01			Datový zdroj PROCURE			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_BW_EXTRACT_PROCURE_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_PROPCAT_TEXT			Zdroj dat PROPCAT			ICL_PROP			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL300T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_PROPTYPE_TEXT			Zdroj dat PROPTYPE			ICL_PROP			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL302T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_PYMTYPE_TEXT			Dat.zdroj PYMTYPE			ICL_CF			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL551T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_REASONREJ_TEXT			Dat. zdroj REASONREJ			ICL_CF			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL112T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_REASON_TEXT			Datový zdroj REASON			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL152T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_REFATTR_TEXT			Zdroj dat REFATTR			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL079T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_REFERRAL_01			Dat. zdroj ICLREF			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_BW_EXTRACT_REFERRAL_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_REFREJREAS_TEXT			Zdroj dat REFREJREA			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL080T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_REJREASON_TEXT			Dat.zdroj REJREASON			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL022T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_RESCAT_TEXT			Zdroj dat RESCAT			ICL_CF			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL059T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_RESERVE_01			Dat. zdroj RESERVE			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_BW_EXTRACT_RESERVE_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_RESMETHOD_TEXT			Zdroj dat RESMETHOD			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_RESMETHOD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_RESTYPE_ATTR			Zdroj dat RESTYPE			ICL_CF			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL020			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_RESTYPE_TEXT			Zdroj dat RESTYPE			ICL_CF			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL020T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_ROLE_TEXT			Datový zdroj ROLE			IGN			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL301T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_SCHEDTYPE_TEXT			Dat.zdroj SCHEDTYPE			ICL_CF			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL180T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_SCLITEMS_TEXT			Dat. zdroj SCLITEMS			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_SCLITEMS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_SETTLED_TEXT			Datový zdroj SETTLED			ICL_LITIGATION_PE			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL244T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_SETTLEMENT_TEXT			Dat.zdroj SETTLEMENT			ICL_LITIGATION_PE			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL243T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_SEVCODE_TEXT			Zdroj dat SEVCODE			ICL_HEALTH			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL354T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_SEX_TEXT			Datový zdroj SEX			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_SEX			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_SUBACTIVITYUSED_TEXT			Dat.zdroj - činnost			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL038T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_SUBCLAIM_01			Dat.zdroj-část.škoda			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_BW_EXTRACT_SUBCLAIMS_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_SUBCLTYPE_ATTR			Dat.zdroj-dr.čás.šk.			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL004			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_SUBCLTYPE_TEXT			Zdroj dat SUBCLTYPE			ICL_CDC			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL004T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_SUBOBJCAT_TEXT			Zdroj dat SUBOBJCAT			IGN			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL013T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_SUBROGATION_TEXT			Zdroj dat SUBROGAT			ICL_HEALTH			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL157T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_SUBROGITEM_01			ZD: Položky regr.			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_BW_EXTRACT_SUBROGITEM_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_SUBROG_01			ZD pro regresy			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_BW_EXTRACT_SUBROG_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_SUBROSTATUS_TEXT			Zdroj dat SUBROST			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_SUBROSTATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_SUBTYPE_TEXT			Zdroj dat SUBTYPE			ICL_EVENT			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL002T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_TREASONSET_TEXT			Zdroj dat TREASONSE			ICL_CF			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL067T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_TREASON_TEXT			Dat.zdroj TREASON			ICL_CF			Financial Services			FS-CM			TICL066T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_TREATTYP_TEXT			Zdroj dat TREATTYP			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			ICL_TREATTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_XACCIDENT_TEXT			Zdroj dat XACCIDENT			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			XFELD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_XFINISHED_TEXT			Dat.zdroj XFINISHED			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			XFELD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_XGENEROS_TEXT			Dat.zdroj XGENEROS			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			XFELD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_XMANUAL_TEXT			Zdroj dat XMANUAL			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			XFELD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_XNEURO_TEXT			Dat.zdroj XNEURO			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			XFELD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ISCM_XSENSITIVE_TEXT			Dat.zdroj XSENSITIVE			ICL_EXTRACT			Financial Services			FS-CM			XFELD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0IS_PGRP_TEXT			Skup.produktů			ISCDFUN			Financial Services			FS-CD			TKKVPRGRPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0IS_PHDEBTOTALS			Úč.částky celkem			FKKBW			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			V_DFKKREP03			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0IS_PHOPITPEND			OP na konci období			FKKBW			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			V_DFKKREP04			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0IS_PHREV_WR_OFFS			Storna a odúčtov.			FKKBW			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			V_DFKKREP05			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0IS_VSARL_VX_TEXT			Texty druhu pojišť.			VLXX			Financial Services			FS-CD			TLXXVALT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ITEMSELFLG_TEXT			Výběr pol.FI -> BIW			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			DOCSEL_BIW			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ITEM_CATEG_TEXT			Typ pol.			VA0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-GF			TVAPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ITM_TYPE_TEXT			Dr.pol.			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			POSAR			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0JOBTEN_GRP_TEXT			Přiřaz.plánov.míst			PAOC_TM_BIW			Personnel Management			PA-TM			HRTM_JOBTEN			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0JOB_ATTR			Profese - atributy			PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL			Personnel Management			PA-EC-JP			HR_ECM_BW_GET_MASTER_DATA_JA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0JOB_FAMILY_TEXT			Rodina jobů			PAOC_TM_BIW			Personnel Management			PA-TM			HRTM_BIW_GET_0JOB_FAMILY_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0JOB_TEXT			Profese			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0KHERK_TEXT			Původ podmínky			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			KHERK			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0KNTYP_TEXT			Typ podmínky			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			KNTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0KOAID_TEXT			Id.podmínky			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			KOAID			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0KSCHL_TEXT			Druh podmínky			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			BWV_T685T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0LEARNERTYPE_TEXT			Typ obj.studujícího			LSO_BW			Training and Event Management			PE-LSO-TM			LSO_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0LEARNER_TEXT			Studující			LSO_BW			Training and Event Management			PE-LSO-TM			LSO_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0LEGALFORM_TEXT			Právní formy			S_BUPA_GENERAL			Basis Components			BC-SRV-BP			TB020			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0LEG_TEXT			Dílčí úsek letu			KEG2			Controlling			CO-PA			T22B3			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0LOAD_PT_TEXT			Místo nakládky			VL0C			Logistics Execution			LE-SHP-GF			TVLAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0LOCFLOOR_TEXT			Texty pol.v podl.			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TIV3H			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0LOGSYS_TEXT			Logický systém			SALE2			Basis Components			BC-MID-ALE			TBDLST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0LOPDAUTH_TEXT			Texts for Auth. Flag			RSECLOPD			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BEX-OT			RSECLOPD_AUTH_FLAG			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0LOPDIOTYP_TEXT			LOPD InfoObject Type			RSECLOPD			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BEX-OT			RSECLOPD_IOBJTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0LQTYPE_TEXT			Typ jednotl.položky			FFLQ			Treasury			TR			FLQTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0MACH_TYP_TEXT			Typ stroje			PPBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-SFC			MATPT_BW_V			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MAINMATGRP_TEXT			Hl.skupina materiálu			KEG2			Controlling			CO-PA			T22E6			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MAINTDIST_TEXT			Texty - okrsek údrž.			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TIV16			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MAINTLOC_TEXT			Stanoviště			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BIW_T499S			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0MAINUSAGE_TEXT			Texty-přev.dr.využ.			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TIV3F			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MASTERCHAR_TEXT			Kmen.kontr			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BW_QPMT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MATERIAL_ATTR			Materiál			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			MDEX_MATERIAL_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MATERIAL_CDTH_HIER			Extrakce CDT			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			CMBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_CDTH			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0MATERIAL_LGEN_HIER			Materiál			MCHI			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCHI_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LGEN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Working with Restrictions(null), Check note 2307921			


			0MATERIAL_LKLS_HIER			Materiál			CLBW			Cross-Application Components			CA-CL-ENV			CLBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LKLS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MATERIAL_LPRH_HIER			Materiál			VBIH			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			VBIH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LPRH			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MATERIAL_TEXT			Text materiálu			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			MDXT_MATERIAL_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MATL_CAT_TEXT			Typ mat.			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			ATTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0MATL_GROUP_LKLS_HIER			Základ.skup.mat.			WRMA_PI			Materials Management			MM-IM			WRMAPI_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LKLS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Retail Method of Accounting			


			0MATL_GROUP_TEXT			Skup.mat.			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			BIW_T023T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MATL_GRP_1_TEXT			Sk.mater.1			VZ0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF-ACT			TVM1T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MATL_GRP_2_TEXT			Sk.mat.2			VZ0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF-ACT			TVM2T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MATL_GRP_3_TEXT			Sk.mat.3			VZ0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF-ACT			TVM3T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MATL_GRP_4_TEXT			Sk.mat.4			VZ0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF-ACT			TVM4T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MATL_GRP_5_TEXT			Sk.mat.5			VZ0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF-ACT			TVM5T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MATL_TYPE_TEXT			Druh mat.			MG			Logistics - General			LO-MD-MM			T134T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MAT_KONDM_TEXT			DZ textu pro KONDM			VS0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-MD-MM			T178T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MAT_PLANT_ATTR			Materiál			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			MDEX_MATERIAL_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MAT_PLANT_TEXT			Materiál			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			BIW_MARCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MAT_SALES_ATTR			Materiál			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			MDEX_MATERIAL_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MAT_SALES_LPRH_HIER			Materiál			VBIH			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			VBIH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LPRH			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MAT_SALES_TEXT			Materiál			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			BIW_MVKET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MAT_STGRP_TEXT			StaSkuMat			FBD			Financial Accounting			FI-AR-AR			TVSMT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MAT_ST_LOC_ATTR			Materiál			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			MDEX_MATERIAL_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MAT_ST_LOC_TEXT			Materiál			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			BIW_MARDT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MAT_UNIT_ATTR			Jednotky			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			MDEX_MATERIAL_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MAT_VEND_ATTR			Materiál/dodavatel			MEVE			Materials Management			MM-PUR			MEBW_INFORECORD_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MEASTYPE_TEXT			Druh vyměření			RE_BD_MS			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-BD			TIVBDMEAST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MEDIUM_TEXT			Médium			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T750H			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0METYPE_TEXT			Typ ukaz.			SBIW			Basis Components			BC-BW			RSTMETYPE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_ACC_GR_TEXT			IS-M: Account Groups			JMDGEN			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD			TJG38			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_ACTVTYP_TEXT			Activation Type			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISMACTIVATIONTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_ACT_COL_TEXT			IS-M/AM: Col.Scheme			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJ12			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ACT_ITP_TEXT			IS-M: Actual IV Type			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJD06			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_ADR_KEY_TEXT			Form of Address Key			JMDGEN			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD			TJG44			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_ADSP_ST_TEXT			IS-M/AM: AdSpc Stat.			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			PAM_STATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_ADTYP_A_TEXT			IS-M/AM: Format Prop			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJ14			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ADTYP_C_TEXT			Col.Sch.Ad.Type Txts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJ12			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ADTYP_D_TEXT			Design ad type texts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJ20			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ADTYP_F_TEXT			Shape Ad Type			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJ18			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ADTYP_P_TEXT			IS-M/AM: Positioning			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJ16			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ADTYP_S_TEXT			IS-M/AM: SpclHndlg T			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJ50			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ADVERT_TEXT			IS-M: Advertiser Ind			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			XINSERENT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_ADVMED_TEXT			Ad. Medium Texts			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJW10			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ADV_CTY_TEXT			CombSale Type Texts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJH92			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_AD_ITY_TEXT			Ad Insert Type Texts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJH30			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_AQ_BEH_TEXT			Buying Habits			VA0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-GF			TVAVT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_AUTH_CP_TEXT			Partner Authority			VS			Logistics - General			LO-MD-BP-CM			TVPVT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_AUT_ZGP_TEXT			SAP BP Authority			S_BUPA_GENERAL			Basis Components			BC-SRV-BP			TB915			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_BILLFRQ_TEXT			Billing Frequency			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJK02			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_BIL_CAT_TEXT			Bill category texts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJH20			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_BIL_TYP_TEXT			Billing type texts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJH06			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_BOOKUNT_ATTR			Booking Unit			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			JSBW_BOOKUNT_ATT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_BOOKUNT_TEXT			Booking unit texts			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			JSBW_BOOKUNT_TEX			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_BOOK_G_TEXT			Book.units grp texts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJ62			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_BOOK_OL_TEXT			Online Booking Type			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJHBOOKOLT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_BORD_T_TEXT			Border Type - Texts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJH36			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_BPARTNER_ATTR			SAP BP (Media Attr.)			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_BPARTNER_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_BPRELATION_ATTR			IS-M: CntctP. SAP BP			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_BPRELATION_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_BP_AS_ATTR			BP/CP Assignment			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			JJTPH			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_BRANCHE_TEXT			Industry Sector Txts			VS			Logistics - General			LO-MD-BP-CM			TBRCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_BUCOGRP_TEXT			IS-M/AM: BU Grp.Cnt.			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJ88			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_BUSTGRP_TEXT			IS-M/AM: BU Grouping			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJ68			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_CALCHAR_ATTR			ECP Charac. Value			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			ISM_BW_PLM_CALCHAR_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_CALCHAR_TEXT			ECP Char.Value Texts			CK_ECP			Controlling			CO-PC-PCP			CKCMCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_CALMODEL_ATTR			ECP Costing Model			CK_ECP			Controlling			CO-PC-PCP			CKCMC			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_CALMODEL_TEXT			ECP Cost.Model Texts			CK_ECP			Controlling			CO-PC-PCP			CKCMCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_CALNR_ATTR			ECP Cost Est. No.			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			JPVCKHS_BW_S			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_CALNR_TEXT			ECP CEst.Texts			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			JPVCKHT_BW_S			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_CALOBJ_TEXT			ECP Ref. Obj. Texts			CKJ1			Controlling			CO-PC-PCP			TCK23			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_CALPOS_ATTR			ECP Costing Item			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			JPVCKIS_BW_S			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_CALPOS_IMCA_HIER			ECP Costing Hier.			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			ISM_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_IMCA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_CALPOS_TEXT			ECP Cost. Item Texts			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			JPVCKIT_BW_S			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_CALPTYP_TEXT			IS-PLM: Item Cat.			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			TYPPS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_CALTYP_TEXT			IS-PLM: Costg Type			CKJ1			Controlling			CO-PC-PCP			TCK02			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_CALVAL_TEXT			IS-PLM: Valuatn Var.			CKJ1			Controlling			CO-PC-PCP			TCK06			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_CAMP_TEXT			Campaign Texts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJKAMPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_CANCREA_TEXT			Termination Reason			VZ			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF			TVKGT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_CANC_T_TEXT			IS-M/AM: Canc.Type			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			STORNOTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_CAUDCAF_TEXT			AR Category			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJI02			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_CAUDCAT_HIER			Audit Report			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			MSD_HIER_TRANS_CAUDCAT_IMGP			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_CAUDCAT_TEXT			AuditReportCat. Text			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJI02			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_CAUDRTP_TEXT			IS-M: Audit Rep.Type			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJD58			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_CIRCORI_TEXT			Data Origin of Circ.			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			J_CIRC_ORIGIN			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_CLCOABU_TEXT			BU Classif.BU Texts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			JH_BWCOALEVEL_BU			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_CLCOAHO_TEXT			Holder Classificat.			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			JH_BWCOALEVEL_BP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_COACEXR_TEXT			Cond.exclusion			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJV5T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_COAREQ_ATTR			Contract Requirement			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			JSBW_COAREQ_ATTR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_COAREQ_TEXT			Contract Req. Texts			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			JSBW_COAREQ_TEXT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_COASIND_TEXT			Settlement Type Txts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJH16			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_COATYPE_TEXT			Contract Cat.Texts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJH12			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_COA_ATTR			Contract			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			JSBW_COA_ATTR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_COCOTYP_TEXT			CC type texts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJ04			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_COCU_F_TEXT			Page/Column Format			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJ48			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_COL_FOR_TEXT			IS-M/AM: Format/Col.			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJ48			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_COMPCAT_TEXT			Complaint Cat. Text			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_REKLTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_COMPREA_TEXT			Complaint Reason			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJAE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_COMPRES_TEXT			Complaint Results Tx			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJK18			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_COMPSTA_TEXT			Complaint Status			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJHB6			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_COMPTYP_TEXT			IS-PLM: Doc. Type			CV			Cross-Application Components			CA-DMS			TDWAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_COM_BLO_TEXT			Commer.cluster texts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJW4			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_COM_BRO_TEXT			CM broadcast texts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJW8			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_COM_TSL_TEXT			CS TS texts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJW2			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_COM_TYP_TEXT			Commission Cat.Texts			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			PROVTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_CONDTYP_TEXT			Valuation Category			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJHEWT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_CONPER_ATTR			IS-M/AM: Contct Prsn			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_CONPER_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_CONP_EX_TEXT			IS-M/AM: Comp.Excl.			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJH90			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_CONTCOM_ATTR			ConCom			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			JSBW_CONTCOM_ATT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_CONTCOM_TEXT			CC texts			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			JSBW_CONTCOM_TEX			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_CONTRCT_TEXT			Contract Usage			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_CONTRACT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_CONTTP_TEXT			IS-M: Content Categ.			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJD14			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_CONTYPQ_TEXT			IS-M/AM: Qty Type			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJHEM2T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_CON_TYP_TEXT			IS-M/AM: Contr.Type			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			JVERMVTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_COPYRT_TEXT			IS-M: SProv. Copyr.			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			TJPCPREXCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_CO_GRP_TEXT			Sales Activity Group			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJKGRPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_CRED_Q_TEXT			Credit query texts			JMDGEN			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD			TJGJ1			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_CRED_W_TEXT			Creditworthin.texts			JMDGEN			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD			TJGJ3			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_CUST_PR_TEXT			Cust.Profile Texts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJ96			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_DELIVTY_TEXT			IS-M: Req. AnswerCd			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			TJPDELIVTYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_DELRND_TEXT			Delivery Rnd - Texts			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			JSBW_DELRND_TEXT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_DELSPLG_TEXT			Address Alt. Group			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJD64			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_DELSPL_TEXT			Address Alternation			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJD24			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_DELTYPE_TEXT			Delivery Type Texts			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJV02			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_DEPARTM_TEXT			IS-M: Dept Texts			S_BUPA_GENERAL			Basis Components			BC-SRV-BP			TB911			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_DEP_CP_TEXT			Contact Person Dept.			VS0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-MD-MM			TSABT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_DEP_ZGP_TEXT			SAP BP Department			S_BUPA_GENERAL			Basis Components			BC-SRV-BP			TB911			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_DERRMT_TEXT			Problem Message			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJV42			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_DISTRCT_TEXT			Carrier Routes -Txts			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			JSBW_DISTRCT_TEX			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_DOCCT_TEXT			IS-M: FI-SL Doc.Cat.			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			DOCCT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_DOCTY_TEXT			IS-M: FI-SL Doc.Type			GBAS			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL			T889TE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_DOC_CAT_TEXT			Sales Doc.Category			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISPVBTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_DPAYACT_TEXT			Action Del. Payment			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJKRRDPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_DSIGN_TEXT			IS-M: Prod. Pres.			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			TJPDESIGNT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_DSTRMKY_TEXT			District Mun. Key			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			JSBW_DSTRMKY_TEX			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_EDITION_ATTR			IS-M: Edition			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			JDTPVA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_EDITION_TEXT			IS-M: Edition Texts			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			JSBW_EDITION_TEX			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_EDITTYP_TEXT			IS-M: Edition Cat.			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			TJPEDITYPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_EDREPG1_TEXT			IS-M: Report Group 1			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJD32			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_EDREPG2_TEXT			IS-M: Report Group 2			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJD34			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_FCT_CP_TEXT			Cont.Person Function			VS0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-MD-MM			TPFKT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_FCT_ZGP_TEXT			CP Function SAP BP			S_BUPA_GENERAL			Basis Components			BC-SRV-BP			TB913			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_FOM_ONL_TEXT			Format Prop.(Online)			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJHOLFMTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_FORMAT_ATTR			IS-M: Std Format			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			TJPFORMAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_FORMAT_TEXT			IS-M: Std Format Txt			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			TJPFORMATT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_FREESUB_ATTR			Free Subscription			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			JJCPFREESUB			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_FUAREA_TEXT			Function Area			S_BUPA_GENERAL			Basis Components			BC-SRV-BP			TB913			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_GEOUNIT_TEXT			Geo. Unit - Texts			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			JSBW_GEOUNIT_TEX			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_GP_PHIER_ATTR			BP/Prod.Hier.Assign.			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			JJTPH			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_HIERLEV_TEXT			IS-M: Hier.Level			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISMHIERARCHLVL			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_ID_TYP_TEXT			IS-M: ID Code Type			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			TJPIDCTYPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_IMPRINT_TEXT			IS-M: Imprint			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			TJPIMPRT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_IND_SEL_TEXT			Industry Sector			VS			Logistics - General			LO-MD-BP-CM			TBRCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_ISM_AM_COA_1			IS-M/AM: Contract			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_AM_COA_1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_AM_COA_2			IS-M/AM: Contr.Asgt			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_AM_COA_2			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_AM_COA_3			IS-M: Cont.Bill.Doc.			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_AM_COA_3			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_AM_COMPL_1			IS-M/AM: Complaint			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_AM_COMPL_1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_AM_CPPROD			IS-M/AM: CP Respsbty			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_CPPROD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_AM_CPRELMAM			IS-M/AM: CP			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_C_P_MAM_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_AM_INV_1			IS-M/AM: Billing			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_AM_INV_1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_AM_INV_2			IS-M/AM: Billing/Con			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_AM_INV_2			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_AM_JHAREV1			IS-M/AM: Reld OrdRev			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			JHAREV1			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_AM_JHAREV3			IS-M/AM: Reld OrdRvQ			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			JHAREV3			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_AM_JHFREV2			IS-M/AM: Reld Bll Rv			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			JHFREV2			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_AM_JHFREV4			IS-M/AM: Reld Bl RvQ			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			JHFREV4			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_AM_ORDER_1			Order Billing Datset			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_AM_ORDER_1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_AM_ORDER_2			Order Ad Spec/SLine			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_AM_ORDER_2			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_AM_ORDER_3			Order: Sales Agent			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_AM_ORDER_3			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_AM_REV_1			IS-M/AM: Order Revs			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_AM_REV_1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_AM_REV_2			IS-M/AM: Bill.Doc.Rv			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_AM_REV_2			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_AM_REV_3			IS-M: Order Rev.Qty			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_AM_REV_3			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_AM_REV_4			IS-M: Bill.doc RvQty			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_AM_REV_4			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_CIRCBOOK			Circulation Book			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			JITCIRCBOOK			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_COMPL			IS-M/SD: Complaint			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_SD_COMPLAINT_1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_CON_QUA			Contract Qties			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_CONTRACT_QUANTITY			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_DELIV_1			Delivery (No Attr.)			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_SD_DELIVERY_1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_DELIV_2			Delivery (Ordr Attr)			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_SD_DELIVERY_2			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_DEMAND			Quantity Planning			JSDI			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-MS			JKSDDEMAND			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_INVOICE			Billing Data			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_INVOICE_COMPLETE			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_INV_ADDR			Bill.Doc.Addresses			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_INV_ADDRESS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_INV_HEAD			Billing Header			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_INV_HEAD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_INV_ITEM			Billing Items			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_INV_ITEM			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_INV_ORD			Billing Doc./Order			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_INV_ORDER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_ORDST_1			Orders on Hand			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_SD_ORDERSTOCK_1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_ORDTR			LiveSubscrip.Trans			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_SD_ORDERTRANS_1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_ORD_ACC			IS-M/SD: Liabil.Acct			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_ORD_ACCOUNT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_ORD_ADDR			Subscrptn Addr.Data			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_ORD_ADDRESS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_ORD_ITEM			Subscript.Order Data			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_ORD_ITEM_INT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_ORD_ITEX			Subscptn Order Item			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_ORD_ITEM_EXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_ORD_PROM			Subscprtn.Promo.Data			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_ORD_PROMOTION			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_ORD_REM			Renewal Payment			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_ORD_REMIND			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_RECL_ACC			IS-M/SD: Liabil.Acct			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_RECL_ACCOUNT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_RECL_ADR			BP Address: Complnt			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_RECL_ADDRESS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_RECL_ITM			Internal Item			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_RECL_ITEM			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_RECL_OBJ			Object Flow Ord/Cmpl			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_RECL_OBJECT_FLOW			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_RECL_SCH			IS-M/SD: SLin./Compl			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_RECL_SCHD_LINE			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISM_SD_RETURN			IS-M/SD: Return			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_SD_RETURN_1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISSTP_TEXT			Iss.Var.Type - Texts			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJD06			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_ISSUENO_ATTR			IS-M: Issue			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			JSBW_ISSUE_ATTR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ISSUE_ATTR			IS-M: Issue (Inact.)			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			JSBW_ISSUE_ATTR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ITEMTP_TEXT			Item Type - Texts			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJAPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_ITEMTYP_TEXT			Order Item Type			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJH18			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ITEM_CA_TEXT			Item Categories			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJHAPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_LANG_TEXT			Media Product Langs			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			TJPLANGUAGEST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_LINETYP_TEXT			IS-M: Item Category			GLT0			Financial Accounting			FI-GL			T8G02T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_MANASSX_TEXT			IS-M/AM: Man.Inf.Lv.			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			JH_MANZUO			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_MAR_STA_TEXT			Marital Status Texts			JMDGEN			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD			TJG46			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_MATERIAL_ATTR			IS-M: Media Material			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			MDEX_MATERIAL_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ME_MEDIATP_TEXT			IS-M: Media Type			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			TJPMEDTPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_MEDPROD_ATTR			Media Product			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_MEDPROD_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_MED_FAM_ATTR			Media Product Family			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_MEDPROD_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_MED_FAM_TEXT			Media Product Family			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_MEDPROD_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_MED_ISS_ATTR			Media Issue			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_MEDPROD_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_MED_ISS_TEXT			Media Issue Texts			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_MEDPROD_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_MED_PROD_ATTR			IS-M: Media Product			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_MEDPROD_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_MED_PROD_TEXT			Media Product Texts			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_MEDPROD_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_MIXCOTP_TEXT			Combination Type Txt			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			MITBEZART			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_MIXTP_TEXT			Mix Type Texts			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			JSBW_MIXTP_TEXT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_NAMTYPE_TEXT			Name Affix Type			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			P014_ZSART			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_NAM_AD_ATTR			IS-M/AM: Name Affix			P99D			Payroll			PY-LOC-TPR			T535N			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_NAM_VO_ATTR			IS-M/AM: Name Prefix			P99D			Payroll			PY-LOC-TPR			T535N			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_NDMZONE_TEXT			ABC - NDM Zone			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			NDM_ABC_ZONE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_NOCAUD_TEXT			IS-M: Auditing Excl.			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			XFELD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_OFF_TIT_TEXT			Official Title Text			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJAMTLT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_ORDCHTP_TEXT			Order Change Ty.Text			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			AEART_JSDK			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_ORDTYGR_TEXT			SDoc.Type Grpg Txts			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			JAUARTGRP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_ORD_LEV_TEXT			Sales Document Level			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			LEVEL_AUF			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_ORD_ORI_TEXT			Order Origin Texts			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			AVM_HRKNFT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_ORD_TYP_TEXT			Sales Doc.Ty.Texts			VA0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-GF			TVAKT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - REAL ESTATE SALES (HOMEBUILDING)			


			0ME_ORIGIN_TEXT			BP Origin Texts			JMDGEN			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD			TJG42			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_PAGE_F_TEXT			Page Format Texts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJ02			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_PARLA_TEXT			IS-M/AM: Partner Lng			STRO			Basis Components			BC-DOC-TTL			T002T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_PARTNER_ATTR			BPartner			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_PARTNER_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_PARTNER_TEXT			IS-M: BP Texts			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_PARTNER_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_PBLTYPE_TEXT			IS-M: Publ. Type			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			TJPPUBTPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_PERITXT_TEXT			IS-M: MP Publ. Freq.			JSDI			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-MS			TJPPERIOD02			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_PERRULE_TEXT			IS-M: Med.Prod.Freq.			JSDI			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-MS			TJD04_MP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_PERTYP_TEXT			IS-M: Publ.Per.Type			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			TJPPERTYPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_PH_LEVEL_ATTR			Product Hierarchy			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_PH_LEVEL_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_PLA_IS_TEXT			IS-M/AM: Iss.Var.Typ			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJD06			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_PLM_APPREQ_ECP			IM ECP			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			ISM_BW_PLM_APPREQ_ECP			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_PLM_BP_ASIGN			BP Asgt. IM PS			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			JPVIHPA_BW_B			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_PLM_CALCHAR_ECP			ECP Charac. Value			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			ISM_BW_PLM_CALCHAR_ECP			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_PLM_ECP			ECP			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			ISM_BW_PLM_ECP			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_PLM_PROJ_ECP			PS ECP			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			ISM_BW_PLM_PROJ_ECP			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_PLM_PR_SIM_ECP			Sim PS ECP			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			ISM_BW_PLM_PR_SIM_ECP			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_PL_ITP_TEXT			IS-M: Planned IV Ty.			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJD06			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_POSIT_TEXT			IS-M/AM: Posit.Instr			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJ66			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_POSTFRM_TEXT			IS-M: Postal Format			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			KZPOSTFORM			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_POS_CP_TEXT			Contact Pers.Positn			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJJPOST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_PPERUN_TEXT			Serv.Type Text			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJD10			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_PRCGRP_TEXT			Customer Price Group			VS0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-MD-MM			T188T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_PROD_HI_ATTR			SD Prod.Hier.Attribs			VS0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-MD-MM			T179			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_PROD_HI_TEXT			SD Prod.Hier.Texts			FBD			Financial Accounting			FI-AR-AR			T179T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_PROFES_TEXT			Occup.Texts			JMDGEN			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD			TJG06			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_PRPERUN_TEXT			Price Frequency Txts			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJK04			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_PSOTYP_TEXT			Sales Order Texts			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJAKT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_PSTVAR_TEXT			PCode Area Variant			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJI22			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_PSTZONE_TEXT			PCode Eval. Area			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJI24			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_PUBLCT_ATTR			IS-M: Publication			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			JSBW_PUBLCT_ATTR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_PUBLCT_TEXT			Publication Texts			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			JSBW_PUBLCT_TEXT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_PUBLTP_TEXT			IS-M: Publ. Type			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJD18			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_PURMOT_TEXT			Purchase Reason Txts			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJK88			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_P_HIER_ATTR			M/AM Prod.Hier.Attrs			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_PRODHIE			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_P_HIER_TEXT			Product Hier.Texts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			JJT179T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_RATE_CD_TEXT			Rate Code			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJKRRCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_REASCAN_TEXT			IS-M/SD: Rev. Reason			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJK92			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_REASEOD_TEXT			Termination Reason			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJK84			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_REAS_CA_TEXT			Rev. Reason Texts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJHSTOGT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_REAS_C_TEXT			SalesAgt Corr.Texts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJHVZCCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_RELEASE_TEXT			IS-M: Copyright Rel.			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISMRELEASE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_RELTYP_ATTR			BP Relationship Type			S_BUPA_GENERAL			Basis Components			BC-SRV-BP			TBZ9			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_REMSCM_TEXT			Monitoring Proced.			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJKRRST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_REPRTYP_TEXT			IS-M: Reprint Type			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			TJPRPRTYPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_RESPONS_ATTR			CP Responsibility			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			JJCPRESPONSIB			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_RESUSP_TEXT			Susp.Reason Texts			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJK86			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_RETURME_TEXT			Return Method Text			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			REMWEISE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_RETURTP_TEXT			Return Type Texts			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			REMART			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_REVOBJ_ATTR			Revenue Object			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISM_BW_EVOBJ_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_REVO_F_TEXT			Partner Object			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			JJTPFOBJ			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_REVTYP_TEXT			IS-M/AM: Rev.Rec.Cat			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			ISMRR_RELTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_SALPROM_TEXT			Sales Prom.Texts			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJW11			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_SALSOUR_TEXT			Sales Source Texts			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJW08			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_SCALTYP_TEXT			IS-PLM: Costg Types			CKJ1			Controlling			CO-PC-PCP			TCK02			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_SCALVAL_TEXT			IS-PLM: Valuatn Var.			CKJ1			Controlling			CO-PC-PCP			TCK06			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_SCHDLTP_TEXT			Sch.Line Type Texts			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJEPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_SCHL_TY_TEXT			Sch.Line Type Texts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJH18			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_SERV_TY_TEXT			Service Type			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJH72			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_SETTLST_TEXT			Settlement status			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			ABR_ZSTAT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_SFN_MA_TEXT			Service			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			JJTDIEN			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_SHPPROR_TEXT			Orig.of ShProbMes.Tx			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJV46			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_SHPPRRE_TEXT			DistPrMess.Reas.Text			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJV44			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_SHPPRTP_TEXT			ShProbMess Type Text			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJV42			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_SIGN_TEXT			IS-M/SD: +/- Sign			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			VORZEI			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_STAGRP_TEXT			IS-M: Statistics Grp			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJD52			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_STATGRP_TEXT			LIS texts			MCS			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			TMCBT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_STATUS_TEXT			Status Indicatr Txts			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			PAM_STATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_STGMAM_TEXT			Statistics Group Txt			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJHSTGVBT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_STPAR_U_TEXT			ST part.usage text			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			JPARVWGPAG			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_S_KEY_TEXT			Gender Key			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			JGESCHL			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_TITLETP_TEXT			IS-M: Title Type			JSD			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-SD-PS			TJD02			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_TITLEV_TEXT			IS-M: Title Level			JMM			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-MD-PR-MP			TJPTTLLVLT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master			


			0ME_TITLE_ATTR			Name Affix Title			P99D			Payroll			PY-LOC-TPR			T535N			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_TITLE_MEDIA_ATTR			Media Title			CV			Cross-Application Components			CA-DMS			DRAD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_TITLE_MEDIA_TEXT			Media Title Texts			CV			Cross-Application Components			CA-DMS			DRAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_TMOT_K_TEXT			IS-M/AM: SbAdSp/Lnkg			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJH76			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_TPOFDEL_TEXT			Type of del. text			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			LFNGART			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_TPUB_D_TEXT			Date type texts			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			TERMINART			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_TRDPAX_TEXT			IS-M/SD: Ex.Del.Ord.			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			XFELD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_TRDZONE_TEXT			ABC - Trading Zone			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			TRAD_ABC_ZONE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_TSLICER_TEXT			Time Slice Rule			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			TJBW01T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_TSLICE_TEXT			Time Slices			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			JZSKLS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_T_TYP_TEXT			Date Category Texts			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			TJH56			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			0ME_USE_ADR_TEXT			IS-M: Address Origin			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			HERK			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_VIP_BP_TEXT			IS-M: VIP SAP BP			S_BUPA_GENERAL			Basis Components			BC-SRV-BP			TB916			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_VIP_MAM_TEXT			IS-M: BP VIP Ind.			VS			Logistics - General			LO-MD-BP-CM			TVIPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_VIS_RH_TEXT			Call Frequency			VZ			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF			TVBRT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ME_XFLAG_TEXT			IS-M: Indicator Y/N			JSBW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-IS			XFELD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0ME_YES_NO_TEXT			IS-M: Yes/No			JAS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-M-AM			XFELD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0MICCASECAT_TEXT			MIC Categories			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES_TXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MICCASETY_TEXT			MIC Case Types			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES_TXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MICCFSTATE_TEXT			Carryforward Status			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MICCONPUR_TEXT			Control Purpose			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MICOBJTYPE_TEXT			Object Origin			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MICPSAUTOM_TEXT			Control Automation			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MICPSFREQ_TEXT			Frequency			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MICPSNATUR_TEXT			Nature of Control			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MICPSSIGN_ATTR			Significance Attribs			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MICPSSIGN_TEXT			Control Significance			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MICRELESET_TEXT			Relevance Set			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MICRELESIT_ATTR			Relev. of Relev. Grp			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MICRELEV_TEXT			Relevance			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MICSIGNOFF_TEXT			Sign-Off Status			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_STATUS_SIGNOFF			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0MICSOFFREL_TEXT			Org Unit: Sign-Off			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_SIGN_OFF_FLAG			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0MICTRTYPE_TEXT			Transaction Type			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MICTSTTECH_TEXT			Testing Technique			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_CASEAS_ATTR			Assessment Attribs			FOPC_CASE_MANAGEMENT			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPCCASEAS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_CASEIS_ATTR			Issue Attributes			FOPC_CASE_MANAGEMENT			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPCCASEIS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_CASEPL_ATTR			Rem. Plan Attributes			FOPC_CASE_MANAGEMENT			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPCCASEPL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_CASETE_ATTR			Test Attributes			FOPC_CASE_MANAGEMENT			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPCCASETE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_CASETL_ATTR			Test Log Attributes			FOPC_CASE_MANAGEMENT			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPCCASETL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_CENMC_TEXT			Central Mgmt Control			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_CENPS_TEXT			Central Step			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_CENP_TEXT			Central Process			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_COCAT_TEXT			Cntrl Objective Cat.			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_CO_ATTR			Control Obj. Attribs			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_CO_TEXT			Control Objective			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_C_TY_TEXT			Control Type			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_FSAG_ATTR			Account Grp Attribs			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_FSAG_MICH_HIER			Acct Group Hierarchy			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_HIER_TRANSFER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_FSAG_TEXT			Account Group			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_FSASS_TEXT			FS Assertion			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_ISSUE_TEXT			Issue Texts			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPCV_ISSUES			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_IS_PR_TEXT			Issue Priority			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_ISSUE_PRIORITY			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_MATURI_ATTR			Control Mat. Attribs			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_MATURI_TEXT			Control Maturity			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_MCG_MICH_HIER			MC Catalog			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_HIER_TRANSFER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_MCG_TEXT			MC Group			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_MC_ATTR			MC Attributes			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_MC_TEXT			Management Control			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_OU_ATTR			Org Unit Attributes			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_OU_MICH_HIER			Org Hierarchy			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_HIER_TRANSFER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_OU_TEXT			Org Unit Texts			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_PERSON_ATTR			Person Attributes			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_PERSON_TEXT			Person			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_PG_MICH_HIER			Process Catalog			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_HIER_TRANSFER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_PG_TEXT			Process Group			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_PROC_ATTR			Process Attributes			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_PROC_TEXT			Process			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_PS_ATTR			Process Step Attribs			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_PS_TEXT			Process Step			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_RATING_TEXT			Rating			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_RISK_TEXT			Risk			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_RMPLAN_TEXT			Remed. Plan Texts			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPCV_RM_PLANS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_STATUS_TEXT			Status			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPCV_MICSTATUS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_TF_PER_ATTR			Timeframe Start/End			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIC_TF_TEXT			Timeframe			FOPC_EXTRACTION			Financials			FIN-CGV-MIC			FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MILESTONE_ATTR			ČísMilníku			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_GET_MILESTONE			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MILESTONE_TEXT			ČísMilníku			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_GET_TEXT_MILESTONE			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0MIL_STATUS_TEXT			Vojenský status			P99B_PAD			Payroll			PY-LOC-XF			T505N			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MLST_USE_TEXT			Použ.milníku			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			BIW_MLST_USE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MM_PUR_VE_01			Hodn.dodavatelů			MEVE			Materials Management			MM-PUR			MEBW_VENDOR_EVAL_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, SAP support will not include help on these datasources including their activation, processing, or other issues. The customer uses these datasources at their own risk. For more details see applicable note.			


			0MM_PUR_VE_02			Hodn.dod.-poloautom.			MEVE			Materials Management			MM-PUR			MEBW_VE_SEMIAUTO_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, SAP support will not include help on these datasources including their activation, processing, or other issues. The customer uses these datasources at their own risk. For more details see applicable note.			


			0MOVE_TYPE_TEXT			Druh pohybu			FKUC			Financial Accounting			FI-LC-LC			T856T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0MRP_CONTRL_TEXT			Disponent			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			BIW_T024DT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0NAE_INH_ATTR			Prv.oper.: Dědičnost			KAP8_45B			Project System			PS-IS			PSERB_GET_ACTIVITY_ELEMENT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer			


			0NATION_TEXT			Národnost			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T005T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0NEG_POSTNG_TEXT			ZáporÚčtov			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			XFELD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0NETWORK_ATTR			Síťový diagram			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_GET_NETWORK			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0NETWORK_JV_ATTR			JV Networks Info			GJV_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA			BIW_JV_AFVC			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)			


			0NETWORK_TEXT			Síťový diagram			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_GET_TEXT_NETWORK			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0NEW_OLD_TEXT			Nové/staré			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			BIW_TRGKZ			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0NIELSEN_ID_TEXT			OblNielsen			VZ			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF			TNLST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0NOTIFICATN_2_ATTR			Hlášení 2			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BIW_QMEL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0NOTIFICATN_ATTR			Hlášení			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BIW_QMEL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0NOTIFICATN_TEXT			Hlášení			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BIW_QMEL_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0NOTIF_ORGN_TEXT			Původ			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			HERKZ			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0NOTREASON			RE: Důvod výpovědi			RE_CN_NT			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-CN			TIVCNNTRET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0NOTTYPE_TEXT			Texty dr.výpovědi			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			SMVKUEART			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0NOT_TYPE_TEXT			Druh hláš.			IWOC			Plant Maintenance			PM-WOC-MN			TQ80_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0NTW_INH_ATTR			Síť: Dědičnost			KAP8_45B			Project System			PS-IS			PSERB_GET_NETWORK			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer			


			0NWA_INH_ATTR			Oper.síť.:Dědičnost			KAP8_45B			Project System			PS-IS			PSERB_GET_ACTIVITY			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer			


			0OBJECTTYPE_TEXT			Texty druhu objektu			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TIV5T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0OBJ_COND_TEXT			Texty - stav objektu			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TIV8C			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0OCCUCYTYPE_TEXT			RE: Texty dr.obsaz.			BSV			Cross-Application Components			CA-GTF-TS-SMT			TJ02T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0OCC_OBLIG_TEXT			Texty - závaz.obs.			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TIV3A			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0OPERATION_TEXT			Operace			PPBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-SFC			PPBW_GET_TEXT_PP_OPERATION			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - External Interfaces in PP;S4TWL - Process Flow Scheduling (PP-PI)			


			0ORD_INH_ATTR			Zakázka: Dědičnost			KAP8_45B			Project System			PS-IS			PSERB_GET_ORDER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer			


			0ORD_REASON_TEXT			Dův.zakáz.			VA0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-GF			TVAUT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ORGANIZER_TEXT			Pořadatel			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ORGANTYPE_TEXT			Typ pořadatele			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ORGUNIT_ATTR			Organizační jednotka			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ORGUNIT_HR01_HIER			Org.jednotka			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			PHIE_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ORGUNIT_TEXT			Org.jednotka			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ORG_KEY_TEXT			Organizační klíč			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0ORIGIN_TEXT			Místo odletu			KEG2			Controlling			CO-PA			T22B2			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ORIG_PCA_TEXT			DrObjPříj			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			HOART			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0PAKET_TEXT			Paket údržby			QMBW			Quality Management			QM			BIW_T351X			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PART_BLDG_TEXT			Texty pro části bud.			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TIV1B			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PASSED_TEXT			Prospěl/a			LSO_BW			Training and Event Management			PE-LSO-TM			LSO_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PAYRL_AREA_TEXT			Zúčtovací okruh			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T549T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PAYSCALEAR_TEXT			Tarifní oblast			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T510G			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PAYSCALEGR_TEXT			Tarifní skupina			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PAYSCALELV_ATTR			Tarifní stupeň			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PAYSCALELV_TEXT			Tarifní stupeň			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PAYSCALETY_TEXT			Druh tarifu			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T510A			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PA_ER_1			Team pož.na vyhled.			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_BIW_GET_SUPPORTING_TEAM			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The objects RCF_BIW_GET_SUPPORTING_TEAM,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete			


			0PA_ER_2			Team žádostí			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_BIW_GET_SUPPORTING_TEAM			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The objects RCF_BIW_GET_SUPPORTING_TEAM,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete			


			0PA_ER_3			Kvalifikace			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_BIW_GET_QUALIFICATIONS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete
The objects RCF_BIW_GET_QUALIFICATIONS,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			0PA_TM_1			Přiřazení RJ-M			PAOC_TM_BIW			Personnel Management			PA-TM			HRTM_BIW_GET_JFS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PA_TM_2			Přiřazení RJ-P			PAOC_TM_BIW			Personnel Management			PA-TM			HRTM_BIW_GET_JFP			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PA_TM_3			Obsazení plán.míst			PAOC_TM_BIW			Personnel Management			PA-TM			HRTM_BIW_GET_EE_POS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PCPITEMCAT_TEXT			Typ položky			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			TYPPS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0PERF_TYPE_TEXT			Chov.nákl.			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			ROMT2_RS_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing			


			0PERSLANGU_TEXT			Jazyk			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T002T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PERSON_2_ATTR			Km.soub.osob			PAOC_ANA_CROSS			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HRPAD_BI_GET_PERSON			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PERSON_ATTR			Osoba			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PERSON_TEXT			Osoba			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_PA0001_ENM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PERS_AREA_TEXT			Personální oblast			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T500P			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PERS_SAREA_TEXT			Dílčí personál.obl.			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T001P			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PF_ACCTY_TXT			Druh účtu PF			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T72A0T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PF_ACTION_TXT			Akce řízení zprac.			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T5CAZ			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PF_ATTRCLAS_TXT			Třída atributu			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T5CAQ			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PF_ATTRIBUTE_TXT			Atribut ke třídám			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T5CA1			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PF_EVENTS_TXT			Událost PF			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T5ND4			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PF_FUND_ATTR			Penzijní fond			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T5CP0			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PF_FUND_TXT			Penzijní fondy			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T5CP1			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PF_PRODUCT_TXT			Penzijní produkt			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T5NF2			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PF_VALTY_TXT			Druh hodnoty PF			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T5CA3			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PHYS_SP_ATTR			Kmen.záznam vzorku			QMBW			Quality Management			QM			BIW_QPRS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PICK_INDC_TEXT			Znak příp.			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			KOMKZ			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0PINST_STAT_TEXT			Status zveřejnění			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_POST_DOC_STAT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PLANCATEG_TEXT			Kategorie			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			BEN_CATEG			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0PLANTYPE_TEXT			Druh plánu zam.výhod			PBEN			Personnel Management			PA-BN			T5UC1			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PLANT_ATTR			Závod			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			MDEX_PLANT_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PLANT_LKLS_HIER			Závod			CLBW			Cross-Application Components			CA-CL-ENV			CLBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LKLS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PLANT_TEXT			Závod			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			BIW_T001WT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PLAN_NODE_TEXT			Uzel			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BW_PLPO_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PLGRP_TEXT			PlánSkup.			PPBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-SFC			PLGRP_BW_V			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PMACTTYPE_TEXT			DrVýkÚdr			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BW_T353I_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0PMETHODE_TEXT			Kontrolní metoda			QMEX			Quality Management			QM			BIW_QMTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PMNT_BLOCK_TEXT			Blokování platby			FBAS			Financial Accounting			FI			T008T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PMPLANGRP_TEXT			Sk.pl.údrž			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BIW_T024I			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0PMTMTHSUPL_TEXT			Dod.zp.platby			BFIBL_CHECK_D			Financial Accounting			FI-BL-PT			T042H			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PM_DSMNTL			Demontáž vybavení			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BWPM_GET_EQUI_TIME_SEGMENTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0PM_MAINTPOS_ATTR			Položka údržby			PMEX			Plant Maintenance			PM			PMEX_0PM_MAINTPOS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0PM_MAINTPOS_TEXT			Položka údržby			PMEX			Plant Maintenance			PM			BIW_0PM_MAINTP_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0PM_MEASDOC_ATTR			Atributy dokl.o měř.			IMRC			Plant Maintenance			PM-EQM-SF-MPC			IMRG			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0PM_MEASDOC_TEXT			Text dokl.o měření			IMRC			Plant Maintenance			PM-EQM-SF-MPC			IMRG			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0PM_MEASPOINT_ATTR			Atributy bodů měření			IMRC			Plant Maintenance			PM-EQM-SF-MPC			IMPTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0PM_MEASPOINT_TEXT			Text bodů měření			IMRC			Plant Maintenance			PM-EQM-SF-MPC			IMPTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0PM_MEASUREMENT			Body měření/doklady			PMEX			Plant Maintenance			PM			BW_0PM_MEASM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0PM_OM_OPA_1			Zakázky OaÚ: Náklady			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BWSM_PM_GET_ORDCST			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PM_OM_OPA_2			Zak.PM: Sk.nák.delta			PMEX			Plant Maintenance			PM			PMEX_PM_GET_ORDCSTA1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PM_OM_OPA_3			Zak.n.údrž.: JP obl.			PMEX			Plant Maintenance			PM			PMEX_PM_GET_ORDCSTC1			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PM_ORDER_ATTR			Zakázka			PMEX			Plant Maintenance			PM			BW_0PM_ORDER			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0PM_ORDER_TEXT			Zakázka			QG04			Quality Management			QM-QC-IS			BW_0PM_ORDER_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0PM_PRM_PLCS_1			Plánované náklady			PMEX			Plant Maintenance			PM			PMEX_PRMPLCS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0PM_TASKLIST_ATTR			Pracovní postup			PMEX			Plant Maintenance			PM			PMEX_0PM_TASKLIST			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0PM_TASKLIST_TEXT			Pracovní postup			PMEX			Plant Maintenance			PM			PMEX_0PM_TASKL_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			0POSTING_ATTR			Čas.nezáv.konkurz			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_BIW_GET_0POSTING_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0POSTING_ATTR,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete			


			0POSTING_TD_ATTR			Časově záv.konkurz			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_BIW_GET_0POSTING_TD_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0POSTING_TD_ATTR,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete			


			0POSTING_TEXT			Název konkurzu			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_BIW_GET_0POSTING_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0POSTING_TEXT,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete			


			0POST_CHN_TEXT			Kanál konkurzu			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			V_BW_RCF_POSTCHN			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0POST_INST_ATTR			Zveřejnění			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_BIW_GET_0POST_INST_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete
The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0POST_INST_ATTR,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			0POST_STAT_TEXT			Status konkurzu			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_POSTING_STATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PP_DOWNTIME			Doby prostojů			DTBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-PI			PIBW_GET_DOWNTIMES			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), Not licensed to use by customer			


			0PP_LOCAT_TEXT			Stanoviště			PPBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-SFC			STORT_BW_V			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PP_WCCP			Work Cent. Capacity			PPBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-SFC			PPBW_GET_PP_WCCP			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - External Interfaces in PP;S4TWL - Process Flow Scheduling (PP-PI)			


			0PRGRM_GRP1_TEXT			Skupina zam.výhod			PBEN			Personnel Management			PA-BN			T5UCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PRGRM_GRP2_TEXT			2.seskup.programů			PBEN			Personnel Management			PA-BN			T5UC9			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PRICE_CTRL_TEXT			Řízení ceny			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			VPRSV			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0PRICE_TYPE_TEXT			Typ ceny			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			CK_PRICE_TYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0PRIMPACK_TEXT			Prim.obal.jedn.-text			QMBW			Quality Management			QM			BIW_TQ45T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PROCCATEG_TEXT			PůvTypProc			CKMC			Controlling			CO-PC-ACT			CKMLMV009T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PROC_TYPE_TEXT			Kategorie			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			ROMT2_RS_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing			


			0PRODCAT_TEXT			Katalog			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			BW_WWMIT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, not relevant for S/4HANA as the traditional Product master is not used in S/4HANA			


			0PRODORDER_ATTR			Zakázka			PPBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-SFC			PPBW_GET_PP_ORDER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - External Interfaces in PP;S4TWL - Process Flow Scheduling (PP-PI)			


			0PRODORDER_TEXT			Zakázka			PPBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-SFC			PPBW_GET_TEXT_PP_ORDER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - External Interfaces in PP;S4TWL - Process Flow Scheduling (PP-PI)			


			0PRODPROCNR_TEXT			ČVýrProc			KKBW			Controlling			CO-PC-IS			KKBW_PRODPROCNR_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PRODSCHED_TEXT			Dispečer			PPBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-SFC			PSCHD_BW_V			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PRODUCT_ATTR			Produkt: Všeob.atr.			COM_PRODUCT_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COM_PR_COMM_PRODUCT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PRODUCT_HIER			Hierarchie produktů			COM_CATEGORY_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_PRCA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PRODUCT_TEXT			Produkt: Texty			COM_PRODUCT_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COM_PR_PRSHTEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PRODVERS_ATTR			Verze			PIBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-PI			PIBW_GET_PRODVERSIOIN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - External Interfaces in PP;S4TWL - Process Flow Scheduling (PP-PI)			


			0PRODVERS_TEXT			Verze			PIBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-PI			PRODV_BW_V			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PROD_CATEG_APPL_TEXT			Kat.prod.: Apl.hier.			COM_PRODUCT_APPLICATION			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COMC_APPLT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PROD_CATEG_ATTR			Kategorie produktu			COM_CATEGORY_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COBW_PROD_CATEG_GET_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PROD_CATEG_HIER			Hier.kateg.produktu			COM_CATEGORY_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_PRCA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PROD_CATEG_R3_MAP_ATTR			KatPr: Skup.mat.R/3			COM_CATEGORY_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COBW_PROD_CATEG_2_GET_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PROD_CATEG_TEXT			Kategorie produktů			COM_CATEGORY_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COBW_PROD_CATEG_GET_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PROD_HIER_LPRH_HIER			Materiál			VBIH			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			VBIH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LPRH			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PROD_HIER_TEXT			HierProd.			FBD			Financial Accounting			FI-AR-AR			T179T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PROFCNCY_TEXT			Charakteristika			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PROFIT_CTR_0106_HIER			Profit centrum			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PROFIT_CTR_ATTR			Profit centrum			KE1B_IN			Enterprise Controlling			EC-PCA			BIW_CEPC			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PROFIT_CTR_JV_ATTR			Profit Center JVA			GJV_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA			BIW_JV_CEPC			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)			


			0PROFIT_CTR_TEXT			PrCtr			KE1B_IN			Enterprise Controlling			EC-PCA			BIW_CEPCT			Transparent Table or DB View			1			Seldom									


			0PROG_DEF_S_ATTR			DefProg BW			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			AIBM_GET_ID			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PROG_DEF_S_TEXT			DefProg BW			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			AIBM_GET_ID_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PROG_POS_ATTR			ID pol.			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			AIBM_GET_IP			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PROG_POS_IVPR_HIER			ID položky			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			AIBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_IVPR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PROG_POS_TEXT			ID pol.			AIBW			Investment Management			IM-FA			AIBM_GET_IP_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PROJECT_ATTR			Def.projektu			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_GET_PROJECT_DEFINITION			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PROJECT_JV_ATTR			JV project info			GJV_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA			BIW_JV_PROJ			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)			


			0PROJECT_TEXT			Def.projektu			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_GET_TEXT_PROJECT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PROMOTION_ATTR			Podpora prodeje			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_KONA_PROMO			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PROMOTION_TEXT			Podpora prodeje			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_KONA_PROMO_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PROMOTYPE_TEXT			Typ podpory prodeje			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_PROMOTYPE_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PROP_TYPE_TEXT			RE: Druh pozemku			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TIV5F			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PROV_GROUP_TEXT			Skup.prov.			VS			Logistics - General			LO-MD-BP-CM			TVPRT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PRTYP_TEXT			Text typu vzorku			QMEX			Quality Management			QM			BIW_TQ44T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PR_BASE_UNIT_ATTR			Produkt: Zákl.MJ			COM_PRODUCT_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COM_PR_BASE_UNIT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PR_CATEGORIES_ATTR			Produkt: Kategorie			COM_PRODUCT_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COM_PR_PROD_CATEG			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PR_COMPETITOR_PROD_TEXT			Konkurenční produkt			COM_PRODUCT_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COMV_PRCOMP_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PR_COM_COMMERCIAL_ATTR			Produkt: Obch.data			COM_GENERIC_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COM_GENERIC_FULL_UPLOAD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PR_GTIN_ATTR			Produkt: GTIN			COM_PRODUCT_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COM_PR_PROD_GTIN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PR_GTIN_TYPE_TEXT			Texty pro typ GTIN			COM_PRODUCT_CUST			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COMC_GTINTYPE_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PR_ID_CMP_TEXT			ID produktu			COM_PRODUCT_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COMV_PRIDCMPT_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PR_IL_PROREF_ATTR			Ref.produkt - objekt			COM_GENERIC_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COM_GENERIC_FULL_UPLOAD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PR_IL_RELDIR_TEXT			Směr vztahu			COM_PRODUCT_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COM_ILDIRECTION			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PR_IL_RELTYPE_TEXT			Vztahy			COM_PRODUCT_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COMV_IL_TYPE_TBW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PR_OBJECT_FAMILY_TEXT			Produkt: Rodina obj.			COM_PRODUCT			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COMC_PR_OBJ_FAMT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PR_PROD_VAR_ATTR			Produkt: Var./konf.			COM_PRODUCT_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COM_PR_PROD_VAR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PR_PURCHASE_CATEG_ATTR			Produkt: Nák.kateg.			COM_PRODUCT_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COM_PR_CAT_PUR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PR_SALES_CATEG_ATTR			Produkt: Prod.kateg.			COM_PRODUCT_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COM_PR_CAT_SAL			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PR_STAPROSYS0_TEXT			Prod.: Arch./výmaz			COM_PRODUCT_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COMV_PROSYS0_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PR_STAPROSYS1_TEXT			Prod.: Blokování			COM_PRODUCT_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COMV_PROSYS1_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PR_STATUS_ATTR			Produkt: Status			COM_PRODUCT_BW			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COM_PROD_STATUS_EXTRACT_BW			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PR_TYPE_TEXT			Texty k typu prod.			COM_PRODUCT_CUST			Application Platform			AP-MD-PRO			COMC_PR_TYPE_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PSM_ADT			Označení ADT			PM02			Personnel Management			PA-PM			T77HRFPM_ADTKEYT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PSM_AREA_TEXT			Texty hor.meze prof.			PM01			Personnel Management			PA-PM			T7PMXT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PSM_ENCTYP_TEXT			Rezervace prostředků			PAOC_FPM_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PM-PB			HRFPM_ENC_TYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0PSM_LFBG_TEXT			Texty skup.kariéry			PAOC_FPM_FTE_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PM-PB			VDB_T7PMH_O			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PSM_OOB_TEXT						PAOC_FPM_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PM-PB			HRBPREP_OOB			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0PSM_OOR_TEXT						PAOC_FPM_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PM-PB			HRBPREP_OOR			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0PSM_PBC_01			Jednotlivé položky			PAOC_FPM_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PM-PB			HRFPM_BW_FPM_POS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PSM_PBC_02			Finanční úspory			PAOC_FPM_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PM-PB			HRFPM_BW_DIFFERENCE			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PSM_PBC_03			Extraktor sezn.prof.			PAOC_FPM_FTE_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PM-PB			HRFPM_BW_FPM_FTE_BUD_CHART			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PSM_PBC_04			Ekvivalenty PPÚ			PAOC_FPM_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PM-PB			HRFPM_BW_BPREP_FTE_EXTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PSM_PBC_05			Potřeba			PAOC_FPM_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PM-PB			V_BPREP_DATA_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PSM_PBC_06			Seznam profesí			PAOC_FPM_FTE_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PM-PB			HRFPM_BW_FPM_BSE_BUDGET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PSM_PBC_08			Rozvržení nákladů			PAOC_FPM_BW			Personnel Management			PA-PM-PB			HRFPM_BW_BPREP_COST_DIST_EXTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PSM_PBC_RUNID			Číslo běhu			PAOC_FPM_COM_ENGINE			Personnel Management			PA-PM-PB			HRFPM_RUNADMINS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PS_APPLNO_TEXT			Žadatel			CN_PSP_OPR			Project System			PS-ST-OPR			TCJ05			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PS_CHANCE_TEXT			Šance reklamace			KAP_CLM			Project System			PS-IS-REP-ACC			PS_CHANCE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0PS_CLM_CST			Náklady reklamace			KAP_CLM			Project System			PS-IS-REP-ACC			PSBW_CLAIM_GET_TRANS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer			


			0PS_COMPONT_ATTR			Komponenta			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_GET_COMPONENT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PS_COMPONT_TEXT			Komponenta			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_GET_TEXT_COMPONENT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PS_CSH_NTW			Platby-síť.diagramy			KAPC			Project System			PS-IS			PSCS_GET_NTWCSH			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer			


			0PS_CSH_NWA			Platby-oper.síť.diag			KAPC			Project System			PS-IS			PSCS_GET_NWACSH			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer			


			0PS_CSH_ORD			Platby - zakázky			KAPC			Project System			PS-IS			PSCS_GET_ORDCSH			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer			


			0PS_CSH_WBS			Platby - prvky SPP			KAPC			Project System			PS-IS			PSCS_GET_WBSCSH			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer			


			0PS_DAT_MLS			Termíny-milník			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_GET_DATES_MILESTONE			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PS_DAT_NAE			Term.-prv.op.síť.di.			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_GET_DATES_ACTIVITY_ELEMT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PS_DAT_NTW			Term.síť.diagramu			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_GET_DATES_NETWORK			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PS_DAT_NWA			Termíny - síť.oper.			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_GET_DATES_ACTIVITY			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PS_DAT_PRJ			Termíny - projekt			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_GET_DATES_PROJECT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PS_DAT_WBS			Termíny - prvek SPP			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_GET_DATES_WBS_ELEMENT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PS_HERKZ_TEXT			Původ reklamace			KAP_CLM			Project System			PS-IS-REP-ACC			HERKZ			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0PS_KAP_NAE			Kapacity p.prv.op.			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_GET_KBED_ELEMENT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PS_KAP_NWA			Kapacity síť.d.			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_GET_KBED_ACTIVITY			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PS_NAE_EVA			Pokrok POSD			KAPEV			Project System			PS-PRG-EVA			PSBW_EV_GET_EVA_NAE			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer			


			0PS_NTW_EVA			Pokrok síť.diagramů			KAPEV			Project System			PS-PRG-EVA			PSBW_EV_GET_EVA_NTW			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer			


			0PS_NWA_EVA			Pokrok oper.síť.diag			KAPEV			Project System			PS-PRG-EVA			PSBW_EV_GET_EVA_NWA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer			


			0PS_OBJ_TEXT			Druh objektu			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			BIW_PS_OBJ			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0PS_OPPNT_TEXT			Oponent reklamace			KAP_CLM			Project System			PS-IS-REP-ACC			OPPONENT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0PS_ORD_EVA			Pokrok zakázek			KAPEV			Project System			PS-PRG-EVA			PSBW_EV_GET_EVA_ORD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer			


			0PS_PRJTYPE_TEXT			Druh projektu			CN_PSP_OPR			Project System			PS-ST-OPR			TCJ1T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PS_RESPNO_TEXT			Odp.osoba			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			BIW_TCJ04T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PS_WBS_EVA			Pokrok SPP			KAPEV			Project System			PS-PRG-EVA			PSBW_EV_GET_EVA_WBS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer			


			0PURCH_ORG_TEXT			Nák.org.			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			BIW_T024ET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PUR_GROUP_TEXT			Skup.nák.			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			BIW_T024T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PUR_REASON_TEXT			Dův.objed.			ME			Materials Management			MM-PUR			TBSGT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PU_ALLOCT_TEXT			Druh dispozice			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			BUAVC_ALLOCTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0PU_BUDSUBT_TEXT			Díl.druh rozpočtu			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			V_TBP4T_BW_PU			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PU_BUDTYPE_ATTR			Druh rozpočtu			FMBPA_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-BCS-BU			FMBUDTYPE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PU_BUDTYPE_TEXT			Druh rozpočtu			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			V_FMBUDTYPET_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PU_CVRGRP_TEXT			Skupina krytí			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			FM_BW_CVRGRP_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PU_DOCCT_TEXT			Typ dokladu			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			DOCCT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0PU_DOCSTAT_TEXT			Status dokladu			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			BUED_DOCSTATE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0PU_DOCTYPE_TEXT			Druh dokladu			KABP			Financial Accounting			FI-FM			FMEDDOCTYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PU_FMAA_HIER			Přiřazení účtu ŘR			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			FM_BW_FMAA_HIERARCHY			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PU_FP_CATEGORY_TEXT			Kategorie ŘR			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			PSM_FP_CATEGORY			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0PU_FP_TYPE_TEXT			Typ rozpočt.programu			FMMD_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			PSMFPTYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PU_GRANT_NBR_TEXT			Grant			GMMASTERDATA_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-GM-GTE-MD			GMGRTEXTS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PU_IS_PS_1			Rozpočet (klasik)			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			FM_BW_BUDGET_ISPS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PU_IS_PS_11			Rozpoč.aktual. (kl.)			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			FM_BW_BUDGET_DELTA_ISPS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0PU_IS_PS_2			Obligo a skut.			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			FM_BW_ACTUAL_ISPS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PU_IS_PS_31			Obligo-jednt.položky			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			FM_BW_ACTUAL_OI_LINE_ITEMS_IS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PU_IS_PS_32			FI: Jednotl.položky			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			FM_BW_ACTUAL_FI_LINE_ITEMS_IS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PU_IS_PS_33			Jednotl. položky CO			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			FM_BW_ACTUAL_CO_LINE_ITEMS_IS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PU_IS_PS_41			Rozpočet(souh.zázn.)			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			FM_BW_BUDGET_TOTALS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PU_IS_PS_42			Jednotl.pol.rozpočtu			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			FM_BW_BUDGET_LINE_ITEMS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PU_IS_PS_43			Registrační doklady			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			FM_BW_BUDGET_ENTRY_DOCUMENTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PU_IS_PS_44			Data kon.dispo.(BCS)			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			FM_BW_ASSIGNMENTS_TOTALS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PU_LEDGER_TEXT			Ledger			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			V_T881T_BW_PU			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PU_MEASURE_0315_HIER			Skupiny rozp.progr.			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0PU_MEASURE_ATTR			Rozpočtový program			FMMD			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			FMMEASURE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PU_MEASURE_TEXT			Rozpočtový program			FMMD			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-MD			FMMEASURET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PU_NELIG_TEXT			Neschopnost krytí			FMBPA_E			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-BCS-BU			FMCU_FLG_ELIGIBILITY			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0PU_PROCESS_TEXT			Operace sest.rozpoč.			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			V_BUPROCESST_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PU_PROCUI_TEXT			Operace UR			FMBPCU			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-BCS-BU			BUPROCESS_UIT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PU_VALTYPE_TEXT			Typ hodnoty			FMBPCU			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-BCS-BU			BUVALTYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PU_WFSTATE_TEXT			Status workflow			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			BUKU_WFSTATE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0PYMT_METH_TEXT			Způsob platby			BFIBL_CHECK_D			Financial Accounting			FI-BL-PT			T042Z			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0PY_KTTYP_TEXT			Typ symb.účtu			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			P_KTTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0P_ACCOUNT_TEXT			DispOznÚčt			FTI_BIW			Treasury			TR			BIW_T035DT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270400 - S4TWL - Cash Management - General			


			0P_DATA_SRC_TEXT			Původ dat			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			FTI_DATA_S			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270400 - S4TWL - Cash Management - General			


			0P_GROUP_ATTR			Dispoziční skupina			FTI_BIW			Treasury			TR			BIW_T035			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270400 - S4TWL - Cash Management - General			


			0P_GROUP_TEXT			SkFinDisp			FTI_BIW			Treasury			TR			BIW_T035T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270400 - S4TWL - Cash Management - General			


			0P_LEVEL_ATTR			Úroveň říz.hotovosti			FTI_BIW			Treasury			TR			BIW_T036			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270400 - S4TWL - Cash Management - General			


			0P_LEVEL_TEXT			Úrov.říz.hot.			FTI_BIW			Treasury			TR			BIW_T036T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270400 - S4TWL - Cash Management - General			


			0P_ORIGN_TEXT			Původ			FTI_BIW			Treasury			TR			BIW_T039T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270400 - S4TWL - Cash Management - General			


			0QUALIFICTN_HR01_HIER			Kvalifikace			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			PHIE_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0QUALIFICTN_TEXT			Kvalif.			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0QUALIFIC_TEXT			Vhodnost			PPBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-SFC			QUALF_BW_V			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0QUALIGROUP_ATTR			Skupina			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0QUALIGROUP_HR01_HIER			Skupina kvalifikací			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			PHIE_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0QUALIGROUP_TEXT			Skupina			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0QUOTA_TEXT			Kontingent			PTDW			Personnel Time Management			PT			V_T557E_DW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RC_INSTR_ATTR			Nástroj			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_RCINSTRUM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RC_INSTR_TEXT			Nástroj			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T750C			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0REASON_CDE_TEXT			Dův.rozd.			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			BIW_T053S			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0REASON_REJ_TEXT			Dův.odm.			VA0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-GF			TVAGT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0REASON_VAR_TEXT			Příčina			PPBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-SFC			REASV_BW_V			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0REAVAIL			RE: Disponibilita			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REISOBJAVAIL			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0REBATE_GRP_TEXT			Skup.bon.			VS			Logistics - General			LO-MD-BP-CM			TVBOT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0REBPROLE			Nemovit.: Role OP			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_BPROLE_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0REBUILDING_ATTR			RE: Budova			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_REBUILDING_ATTR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0REBUILDING_TEXT			RE: Budova (texty)			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_REBUILDING_TEXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0RECDTYPE_TEXT			Druh podmínky			RE_CD_CD			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-CN			TIVCDCONDTYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RECIPCNTRY_TEXT			Stát příj.			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			BIW_T005T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RECN_ATTR			RE: Všeob.smlouva			ISRE46			Real Estate Management			RE			REBW_RECN_ATTR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0RECONTRACT_ATTR			RE: Smlouva			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_RECONTRACT_ATTR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0RECONTRACT_TEXT			RE: Smlouva (texty)			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_RECONTRACT_TEXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0REC_IND_ATTR			JV recovery ind.			GJV_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA			BIW_JV_T8JJ			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)			


			0REC_IND_TEXT			JV recid text			GJVC			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA			T8JJT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)			


			0REC_TYPE_TEXT			Dr.oper.			KERS			Controlling			CO-PA			RKE_BIW_MASTER_DATA_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0REFIXFIT_TEXT			Třída vybavení			RE_AJ_ME			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-AJ			TIVAJRLRAFFCTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0REFX_1			RE: Podmínky			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_CONDITION_TRAN_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0REFX_11			Vztah arch.-využ. z			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_ARCH_USAGE_REL_TRAN_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0REFX_12						RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_ARCH_MEAS_TRAN_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0REFX_13			Vyměření (smlouva)			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_CN_MEAS_TRAN_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0REFX_14			Obsazení (view obd.)			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_OCCUPANCY_PER_TRAN_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0REFX_2			RE: Vyměření			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_MEASUREMENT_TRAN_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0REFX_3			RE: Data CO			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_CODATA_TRAN_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0REFX_4			RE: Skut.CO - j.pol.			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_CODATA_LINEITEM_TRAN_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0REFX_5			RE: Uprázdnění NO			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_VACANCY_TRAN_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0REFX_6			RE: Finanční tok			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_CASHFLOW_TRAN_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0REFX_7			RE: Obsazení			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_OCCUPANCY_TRAN_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0REFX_8			RE: Inv.maj. k nem.			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_ASSET_ASSIGNMENT_TRAN_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0REFX_9			RE: CO - stat.ukaz.			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_CODATA_STA_TRAN_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0REFX_BPOBJASSIGN			Přiřaz.OP-obj.RE			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_BP_OBJ_ASSIGN_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0REF_DOC_CT			Refer.doklad: Typ			KAO			Controlling			CO-OM-OPA			TRFBT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0REGION_TEXT			Region			BWGD			Cross-Application Components			CA			BWV_T005U			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RELOCAT_TEXT			RE: Texty stanoviště			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TIV35			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RELOCCLA_TEXT			Třída polohy			RE_AJ_ME			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-AJ			TIVAJRLRALOCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RENEWALRAT			Druh aut.prodloužení			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			RETMRNAUTTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0RENEWALRLE			RE: Pravid.prodlouž.			RE_TM_PE			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-CN			TIVTMRNRULET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RENEWALRTY			Druh prodloužení			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			RETMRNTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0RENTAGRMNT_ATTR			RE: Atrib.náj.sml.			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			REBW_RENTAGRMNT_ATTR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0RENTAGRMNT_TEXT			Texty náj.smlouvy			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			REBW_RENTAGRMNT_TEXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0RENTOBJECT_ATTR			RE: Nájemní objekt			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_RENTOBJECT_ATTR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0RENTOBJECT_TEXT			RE: Nájemní objekt			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_RENTOBJECT_TEXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0RENTTYPE			RE: Typ náj.objektu			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REBDROTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0RENTUNIT_ADR_ATTR			RE: Adresa pro NJ			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			REBW_RENTUNIT_ADR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0RENTUNIT_ATTR			RE: Nájemní jednotky			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			REBW_RENTUNIT_ATTR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0RENTUNIT_TEXT			Texty náj.jednotek			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			REBW_RENTUNIT_TEXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0REOBJASSET_ATTR			RE: IM k nem.obj.			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			REBW_ASSET_FOR_REOBJ_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0REOBJECT_DEL_ATTR			Vymazané objekty RE			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_REOBJECT_DEL_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0REOBJECT_HIER			RE: Nemovitý objekt			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_REOBJECT_HIER_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0REOBJTYPE_TEXT			RE: Druhy objektů			BONR			Cross-Application Components			CA-GTF-TS-SMT			TBO01			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0REOBJ_ATTR			RE: Atrib.nem.obj.			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			REBW_REOBJ_ATTR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0REOBJ_FVVI_HIER			RE: Hier.nemovit.			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			REBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_FVVI			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0REOBJ_TEXT			RE: Texty nemov.obj.			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			REBW_REOBJ_TEXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0REOCCUP			RE: Uprázdnění			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REISOBJOCCUP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0REPARTNER_ATTR			RE: Partner			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			V_REBW_PARTNER			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0REPARTNR_ADR_ATTR			RE: Adresy partnerů			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			V_REBW_PART_ADR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0REPLRENTS_TEXT			RE: Text hlad.nájem.			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TIV2J			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0REPROPERTY_ATTR			RE: Pozemek			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_REPROPERTY_ATTR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0REPROPERTY_TEXT			RE: Pozemek			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_REPROPERTY_TEXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0REPR_GROUP_TEXT			SkupRefNov			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			BW_T024B			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0REPTT_TEXT			Druh času			PTDW			Personnel Time Management			PT			V_T557B_DW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0REQUI_ATTR			Čas.nezáv.pož.vyhl.			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_BIW_GET_0REQUI_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0REQUI_ATTR,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete			


			0REQUI_TD_ATTR			Čas.záv.pož.na vyhl.			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_BIW_GET_0REQUI_TD_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0REQUI_TD_ATTR,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete			


			0REQUI_TEXT			Tit.požad.na vyhl.			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_BIW_GET_0REQUI_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0REQUI_TEXT,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete			


			0REQ_STAT_TEXT			Status pož.na vyhl.			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_REQUISITION_STATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0REQ_TYPE_TEXT			Typ pož.na vyhledání			PAOC_RCF_REPORTING			Personnel Management			PA-ER			RCF_REQUISITION_TYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete			


			0RERELTGTY_TEXT			Typ cílového objektu			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REBDTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0RERENTLIST_TEXT			Hladina nájemného			RE_AJ_ME			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-AJ			TIVAJRLRAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RESOUTY_TEXT			Zdroj			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0RESOU_TEXT			Zdroj			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0RESTYPEIND_TEXT			Dispoziční atribut			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0RESTYPE_ATTR			Typ zdroje			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0RESTYPE_TEXT			Typ zdroje			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0RES_CLOSED_PU_TEXT			Znak "Vyřízeno"			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			FM_RESCL_ISPS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0RES_DEL_PU_TEXT			Znak výmazu			FM_BW_IS_PS			Public Sector Management			PSM-FM-IS			FM_RESDE_ISPS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0RE_1			Plochy: poč.stav			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			REBW_0AREA_DATA_GET_INITIAL			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0RE_11			Stav nájemních jedn.			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			REBW_STATUS_OF_RENTUNITS_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0RE_16			RE: Hrozící uprázd.			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			REBW_RENTAL_DATA_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0RE_2			Plochy: Změna stavu			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			REBW_0AREA_DATA_GET_CHANGE			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0RE_3			Podm.: Poč.stav			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			REBW_0COND_DATA_GET_INITIAL			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0RE_4			RE: Podm.-změny			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			REBW_0COND_DATA_GET_CHANGE			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0RE_5			RE: Data CO			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			REBW_CODATA_CST_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0RE_6			RE: Stat.ukazatele			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			REBW_CODATA_STA_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0RE_7			RE: Zakázky			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			REBW_CODATA_ORD_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0RE_8			RE: Zak.na údržbu			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			REBW_CODATA_ORD_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0RE_9			RE: Pronájem			ISRE			Real Estate Management			RE			REBW_RENTAL_DATA_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0RE_FLW_TP_TEXT			RE: Druh pohybu			RE_CD_CF			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-CN			TIVCDFLOWTYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTHIER10_ATTR			Hier.artik.-úrov.10			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_MD10			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTHIER10_TEXT			HierArt-texty úr.10			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_MD10T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTHIER1_ATTR			Hier.artik.-úrov.1			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_MD1			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTHIER1_TEXT			HierArt-texty úrov.1			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_MD1T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTHIER2_ATTR			Hier.artik.-úrov.2			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_MD2			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTHIER2_TEXT			HierArt-texty úrov.2			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_MD2T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTHIER3_ATTR			Hier.artik.-úrov.3			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_MD3			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTHIER3_TEXT			HierArt-texty úrov.3			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_MD3T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTHIER4_ATTR			Hier.artik.-úrov.4			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_MD4			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTHIER4_TEXT			HierArt-texty úrov.4			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_MD4T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTHIER5_ATTR			Hier.artik.-úrov.5			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_MD5			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTHIER5_TEXT			HierArt-texty úrov.5			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_MD5T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTHIER6_ATTR			Hier.artik.-úrov.6			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_MD6			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTHIER6_TEXT			HierArt-texty úrov.6			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_MD6T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTHIER7_ATTR			Hier.artik.-úrov.7			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_MD7			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTHIER7_TEXT			HierArt-texty úrov.7			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_MD7T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTHIER8_ATTR			Hier.artik.-úrov.8			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_MD8			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTHIER8_TEXT			HierArt-texty úrov.8			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_MD8T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTHIER9_ATTR			Hier.artik.-úrov.9			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_MD9			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTHIER9_TEXT			HierArt-texty úrov.9			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_MD9T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTLIST_ATTR			Sezn.atriklů: Atrib.			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			WRF_UPDATE_ARTLIST			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTLIST_HIER			Sezn.artiklů: Hier.			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			WRF_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_ALIH			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ARTLIST_TEXT			Sezn.artiklů: Texty			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			WRF_UPDATE_ARTLIST_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ASTYP_ATTR			Druh sortimentu			WRF_ASORT			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA-MT			WRFST_TYP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_ASTYP_TEXT			Text druhu sortimen.			WRF_ASORT			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA-MT			WRFV_STYP_EXT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_AVRSFIX_ATTR			Přiř.nosiče zb.k VML			WRF_ASORT			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA-MT			WRFV_LMVF_ASMT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_CHARVAL_ATTR			Extrakce CHARVAL			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			WRF_UPD_CHARVAL			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0RF_CHARVAL_TEXT			Označení hodnot atr.			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			WRF_UPD_CHARVAL_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0RF_DIM1_TEXT			Dimenze sortimentu 1			WRF_ASORT			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA-MT			WRFV_TYPDIMVAL1E			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_DIM2_TEXT			Dimenze sortimentu 2			WRF_ASORT			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA-MT			WRFV_TYPDIMVAL2E			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_DIM3_TEXT			Dimenze sortimentu 3			WRF_ASORT			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA-MT			WRFV_TYPDIMVAL3E			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_EPGRP_TEXT			Skup.mez.cen - text			WVKP			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RPC			TWPKT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_FIXTYP_TEXT			Typ nosiče zb., text			WRF_ASORT			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA-MT			WRFV_LMVF_TYPE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_FIXT_ATTR			Nosič zboží			WRF_ASORT			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA-MT			WRFV_LMVF			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_FIXT_TEXT			Nosič zboží, text			WRF_ASORT			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA-MT			WRFV_LMVFT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_HIEID_ATTR			ID hierarchie			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			WRF_UPDATE_HIEID			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0RF_HIEID_TEXT			ID hierarchie, text			WRF_ASORT			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA-MT			WRFV_HIERID			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_OAPCMPA_ATTR			Přiř.prof.sníž.ceny			WRF_APC			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA			WRF_APC_MPA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_OAPC_ASAQ			Atributy sortimentu			WRF_APC			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA			WRF_APC_PLAH_CQP			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0RF_OAPC_MPA			Přiř.prof.sníž.ceny			WRF_APC			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA			WRF_APC_MPA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368913 - S4TWL - Seasonal Procurement: 0RF_OAPCMPA_ATTR is the alternative			


			0RF_PRDCLF_TEXT			Texty rozděl.mater.			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			WRF_PRDCLF			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0RF_PRGRP_ATTR			Sk.cen.úrovní-atrib.			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_WRF_PRGRP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_PRGRP_TEXT			Sk.cen.úrovní-texty			WRF_PRICEGROUP_DDIC			Logistics - General			LO-MD-MM			WRF_PRGRPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_PRODUCT_ATTR			Hier.art.- produkt			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_PROD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_PRODUCT_TEXT			Hier.art.-texty prod			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_PRODT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_REASLOC_ATTR			Extr.dův.blok.závodů			WFIL			Logistics - General			LO-MD-PL			TWRF11			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_REASLOC_TEXT			Extr.textů dův.blok.			WFIL			Logistics - General			LO-MD-PL			TWRF11T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_RESP_TEXT			Texty odpovědnosti			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_RSP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RF_STORETYPE_TEXT			Extr.textů typů pob.			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			WRF_STORETYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0RF_STRUKMAT_ATTR			RT Atrib.kusovníku			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			WRF_STRUKMAT_EXTRACT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0RF_TREELEVEL_TEXT			Texty hier.úrovně			WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_RFMATGRP_TREET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RISK_CATEG_TEXT			Třída riz.nov.zákaz.			FBD			Financial Accounting			FI-AR-AR			T691T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ROTATION_TEXT			Rotace			KEG2			Controlling			CO-PA			T22B0			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ROUTE_TEXT			Trasa			VTRC			Logistics Execution			LE-TRA			TVROT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_ASORT_ATTR			Sortiment			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_WRS1_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0RT_ASORT_TEXT			Sortiment, text			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_WRS1_BWT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0RT_ASRTVRS_ATTR			VML			WRF_ASORT			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA-MT			WRFV_WLMV			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_ASRTVRS_TEXT			Text VML			WRF_ASORT			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA-MT			WRFV_WLMVT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_ASSGRAD_TEXT			Úroveň sortimentu			WSOR			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA-MT			TWSST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Article Discontinuation			


			0RT_ASSORTM_TEXT			Sortiment			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			ISR_BIW_WRST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_ASTYP_ATTR			Druh sortimentu			WRF_ASORT			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA-MT			WRFV_STYP_EXT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_AS_AREA_ATTR			Oblast sortimentu			WRTL			Financial Accounting			FI-RL			PCRR_AS_AREA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368803 - S4TWL - Retail Ledger / Profit Center Analytics
S4TWL - Retail Ledger / Profit Center Analytics			


			0RT_AS_AREA_TEXT			Oblast sortimentu			WRTL			Financial Accounting			FI-RL			PCRR_AS_AREAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368803 - S4TWL - Retail Ledger / Profit Center Analytics
S4TWL - Retail Ledger / Profit Center Analytics			


			0RT_AVRSFIX_ATTR_DEL			Výmaz nosiče zboží			WRF_WLAY			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA			WRF_ASGMT_DEL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_AVRSPRD_ATTR			Přiř.prod.k ver.sort			WRF_ASORT			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA-MT			WRFV_MALG			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_AVRSPRD_ATTR_DEL			Výmaz prod.-> v.sort			WRF_WLAY			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA			WRF_MALG_DEL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_DEPARTM_TEXT			Oddělení			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			ISR_BIW_TSABT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_FASHGRD_TEXT			Stupeň módnosti			WSSM_ADD			Logistics - General			LO-MD-SE-MT			T6WFGT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_LAYMD_TEXT			Modul layoutu			WLAY			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA-MT			TWMLT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_LOC_MGR_ATTR			Lokace/skupina mat.			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			ISR_BIW_WRF6			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_MAT_PRM_ATTR			Materiál			PREX			Logistics - General			LO-MD-PR			PROMOTION_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0RT_ORGUNIT_ATTR			Organizační jednotka			RT_BWHC			Personnel Management			PA-OS			RTBWHC_GET_MSD_ORGUNIT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0RT_PLTYP_TEXT			Ceník			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			BIW_T189			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_PORP_PCH_ATTR			NákOrg./sk.nákupu			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			ISR_BIW_T026Z			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_PRBAND_TEXT			Cenová relace			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			ISR_BIW_TWPTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_PROMOCT_TEXT			Druh akce			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			ISR_BIW_TWAAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_PROMOTH_TEXT			Téma			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			ISR_BIW_TWATT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_PROMOTY_TEXT			Typ akce			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			ISR_BIW_TWTYT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_PROMO_ATTR			Akce			PREX			Logistics - General			LO-MD-PR			PROMOTION_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0RT_PROMO_TEXT			Akce			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			ISR_BIW_WAKT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_PRRULE_TEXT			PředProZás			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			ISR_BIW_T6WP1T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_PURCHAR_TEXT			TéObN			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			ISR_BIW_T026T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_SAITY_ATTR			Typ sezóny			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_TWSAI_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0RT_SAITY_TEXT			Typ sezóny, text			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_T6WSA_BWT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0RT_SALEGRO_TEXT			Skup.prod.			VZ0CCORE			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF-ACT			TVGRT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_SEASON_ATTR			Sezóna			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			ISR_BIW_T6WSP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_SEASON_TEXT			Sezóna			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			ISR_BIW_T6WST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2481829 - S4TWL - Fashion Season Conversion: 0RF_SEASON_TEXT is the alternative			


			0RT_SERVLEV_TEXT			Stup.připr.dod.			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			ISR_BIW_TWSGT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_SPCHREA_TEXT			Důvod			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			ISR_BIW_TWBNT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_STOREGA_ATTR			Přiřaz.skup.poboček			WIS_PLAN_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MAP			V_MAP_FILGRPZ_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368741 - S4TWL - Merchandise and Assortment Planning
S4TWL - Merchandise and Assortment Planning (ERP based)			


			0RT_STOREGR_TEXT			MAP: Texty sk.poboč.			WIS_PLAN_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MAP			V_MAP_FILGRPT_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368741 - S4TWL - Merchandise and Assortment Planning
S4TWL - Merchandise and Assortment Planning (ERP based)			


			0RT_SUPS_TEXT			Zdroj odb.			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			ISR_BIW_T6WP2T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_VENDP_TEXT			Díl.sort.			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			ISR_BIW_WYT1T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_WLK1_ATTR			Podmínky zařazení			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_WLK1_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0RT_WRF1_ATTR			Závod z WRF1			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			ISR_BIW_WRF1			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_WRF_ASORT_ATTR			Sortiment			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_WRS1_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0RT_WRF_ASORT_ATTR_DEL			Výmaz sortimentů			WRF_ASORT			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA-MT			WRF_WRS1_DEL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_WRF_ASORT_TEXT			Sortiment, texty			WRF_ASORT			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA-MT			V_WRST_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_WRF_ASRTVRS_ATTR_DEL			Výmaz ver.m.layoutu			WRF_WLAY			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA			WRF_WLMV_DEL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_WRF_TDLOCAS_ATTR_DEL			Výmaz závodů -> Sor.			WRF_ASORT			Logistics - General			LO-MD-RA-MT			WRF_WRSZ_DEL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0RT_WRF_WRSZ_ATTR			Závod k sortimentu			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_WRSZ_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0RT_WRS6_ATTR			Sk.mat.k sortimentu			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_WRS6_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0RT_WRSZ_ATTR			Podnik k sortimentu			CM_BW			Logistics - General			LO-MD			V_WRSZ_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Article Hierarchy			


			0SALARYAR_TEXT			Plat.oblast			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T510G			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SALARYGR_TEXT			Platová skupina			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T710A			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SALARYLV_ATTR			Platová hladina			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0SALARYLV_TEXT			Platová hladina			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T710			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SALARYTY_TEXT			Druh platu			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T510A			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SALESDEAL_ATTR			Prod.akce			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_KONA_SALESD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SALESDEAL_TEXT			Prod.akce			MCBW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS-DC			V_KONA_SALESD_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SALESORG_ATTR			Prod.org.			MCSD			Sales and Distribution			SD-IS-DC			V_VKORG_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SALESORG_TEXT			Prod.org.			VZCORE			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF-ACT			TVKOT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SALES_DIST_TEXT			Oblast			VS0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-MD-MM			T171T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SALES_GRP_TEXT			SkupProdej			VZ0CCORE			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF-ACT			TVGRT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SALES_OFF_TEXT			Prod.kanc.			VZ0CCORE			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF-ACT			TVKBT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SCALE_TEXT			Stupnice			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T77TS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SCHD_CATEG_TEXT			Typ rozvr.			VBAS			Sales and Distribution			SD-MD-MM			TVEPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SCHEDTYP_TEXT			Dr.rozvrh.			PPBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-SFC			SCHDT_BW_V			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SCM_LIM_1			Inicializace - zásob			/LIME/OUTBOUND			Application Platform			AP-LIM			/LIME/BW_EXTRACTOR_01			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0SCM_LIM_2			Pohyb/zásoba			/LIME/OUTBOUND			Application Platform			AP-LIM			/LIME/BW_EXTRACTOR_02			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0SCOPE_TEXT			Tř.objektu			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			SCOPE_CV			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0SEM_ACTFLG_TEXT			Použ.protiriz.opatř.			UMR			Financials			FIN-SEM-CPM			UMR_D_RACTIVITY			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0SEM_ACTIV_ATTR			Protiriz.op.: KmData			UMR			Financials			FIN-SEM-CPM			V_UMR_RI140			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0SEM_ACTIV_TEXT			Protiriz.opatř.:Text			UMR			Financials			FIN-SEM-CPM			V_UMR_RI140T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0SEM_BCS_10			Data pro přípr.kons.			GBIW_ERP			Financial Accounting			FI-GL			FAGL_GET_TT_DATA_LEAD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0SEM_C07_1_TRAN			Cíle opatření			UMR			Financials			FIN-SEM-CPM			UMR_EX110			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0SEM_C07_2_TRAN			Status opatř.,rizika			UMR			Financials			FIN-SEM-CPM			UMR_EX120			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0SEM_C07_TRAN			Hodnoty rizika			UMR			Financials			FIN-SEM-CPM			UMR_EX100			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0SEM_INIT_TEXT			Iniciativa: Hlavní			UMB			Financials			FIN-SEM-CPM-BSC			UMB_SC181			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0SEM_MEAS_TEXT			Ukazatel: Master			UMK			Financials			FIN-SEM-CPM			V_UMK_MB100T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0SEM_OBJ_TEXT			Prvky strat.: Hlavní			UMB			Financials			FIN-SEM-CPM-BSC			UMB_OB101			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0SEM_PERS_TEXT			Perspektiva: Hlavní			UMB			Financials			FIN-SEM-CPM-BSC			UMB_PE101			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0SEM_RISKID_TEXT			ID rizika: Texty			UMR			Financials			FIN-SEM-CPM			V_UMR_RI100T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0SEM_SC1_HIER			Scorecard: Hierarch.			UMB			Financials			FIN-SEM-CPM-BSC			UMB_EXT_HIER_TRANSFER1_HCLASS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0SEM_SC_HIER			Scorecard: Hier.			UMB			Financials			FIN-SEM-CPM-BSC			UMB_EXT_HIER_TRANSFER_HCLASS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0SEM_SC_TEXT			Scorecard: Texty			UMB			Financials			FIN-SEM-CPM-BSC			UMB_SC101			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0SEM_STRAT_TEXT			Strategie: Hlavní			UMB			Financials			FIN-SEM-CPM-BSC			UMB_ST101			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0SEM_VF_TEXT			Hodnot.pole: Texty			UMB			Financials			FIN-SEM-CPM-BSC			V_UMB_GS101			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0SERVICE_ATTR			Kmen.soubor výkonů			MEBW			Materials Management			MM			V_ASMD_BW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SERVICE_TEXT			Výkon			MEBW			Materials Management			MM			BIW_ASMDT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SETTLEUNIT_ATTR			RE: Zúčt.jednotka			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_SETTLEUNIT_ATTR_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0SETTLEUNIT_TEXT			RE: Zúčt.jednotka			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			REIS_SETTLEUNIT_TEXT_GET			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0SETTLEVAR			RE: Varian.zúčtování			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TIA1T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SHEET_GRP_TEXT			Skup.hist.			ARBW			Accounting General			AC			BIW_TABWR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SHIP_POINT_TEXT			Exp.střed.			VZ0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF-ACT			TVSTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SPAIN_LOPD_LOG_H			LOPD Logs - Hdr Data			RSECLOPD			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BEX-OT			RSECLOPD_LOG_EXTRACT_H			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0SPAIN_LOPD_LOG_I			LOPD Logs - Itm Data			RSECLOPD			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BEX-OT			RSECLOPD_LOG_EXTRACT_I			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0SP_GL_IND_TEXT			Zn.zvl.hlavní knihy			FBAS			Financial Accounting			FI			T074T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SRVCHRGKEY			RE: Klíč vedl.nákl.			RE_SC_CA			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-SC			TIVSCSCKEYT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SR_VE_INT_IV			Ocen.dodav.likv.fakt			VEND_EVALUATION_IV			Materials Management			MM-IS-VE			V_EVAL_IVRES_ITM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0STABICON_TEXT			Skl.podmínka - Text			QMBW			Quality Management			QM			BIW_TQ43T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0STAGENSYS0_TEXT			Odes.dod.: SysStatus			CRM_KAPX			Cross-Application Components			CA			CRM_BW_GET_STATUS_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0STATUSCLM1_TEXT			Fáze reklamace			KAPX			Project System			PS-IS			BIW_GET_STATUS_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer			


			0STATUSCLM2_TEXT			Stav schválení rekl.			KAPX			Project System			PS-IS			BIW_GET_STATUS_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer			


			0STATUSIPL1_TEXT			Stat.systému - obj.1			KAPX			Project System			PS-IS			BIW_GET_STATUS_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0STATUSIPL2_TEXT			Stat.systému - obj.2			KAPX			Project System			PS-IS			BIW_GET_STATUS_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0STATUSIQMS_TEXT			Status BW			KAPX			Project System			PS-IS			BIW_GET_STATUS_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0STATUSNTF1_TEXT			Stat.systému - obj.1			KAPX			Project System			PS-IS			BIW_GET_STATUS_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0STATUSNTF2_TEXT			Stat.systému - obj.2			KAPX			Project System			PS-IS			BIW_GET_STATUS_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0STATUSNTF3_TEXT			Stat.systému - obj.3			KAPX			Project System			PS-IS			BIW_GET_STATUS_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0STATUSRES1_TEXT			Status: Stav			KAPX			Project System			PS-IS			BIW_GET_STATUS_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0STATUSRES2_TEXT			Status: Blokování			KAPX			Project System			PS-IS			BIW_GET_STATUS_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0STATUSREU1_TEXT			Status: Uživatel 1			KAPX			Project System			PS-IS			BIW_GET_STATUS_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0STATUSREU2_TEXT			Status: Uživatel 2			KAPX			Project System			PS-IS			BIW_GET_STATUS_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0STATUSREU3_TEXT			Status: Uživatel 3			KAPX			Project System			PS-IS			BIW_GET_STATUS_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0STATUSREU4_TEXT			Status: Uživatel 4			KAPX			Project System			PS-IS			BIW_GET_STATUS_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0STATUSREU5_TEXT			Status: Uživatel 5			KAPX			Project System			PS-IS			BIW_GET_STATUS_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0STATUSSYS0_TEXT			Status BW			KAPX			Project System			PS-IS			BIW_GET_STATUS_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0STATUSSYS1_TEXT			Status BW			KAPX			Project System			PS-IS			BIW_GET_STATUS_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0STATUSSYS2_TEXT			Status BW			KAPX			Project System			PS-IS			BIW_GET_STATUS_T			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0STKEYFIG_0104_HIER			Stat.ukazatel			GBSE			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-SL-MD-SE			GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0STKEYFIG_ATTR			StatUkaz			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BIW_TKA03			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0STKEYFIG_TEXT			StatUkaz			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BIW_TKT03			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0STKFTYPE_TEXT			Typ ukazatele(st.uk)			KBWOM2			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			BIW_GRTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0STLMT_CTRL_TEXT			Stan.ceny			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			CK_ML_ABST			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0STOCKCAT_TEXT			Typ pozice			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			BSTTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0STOCKTYPE_TEXT			Charakter.zásob			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			BSTAUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0STOR_LOC_TEXT			Sklad			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			BIW_T001L			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0STRBUSUNIT_TEXT			Strat.obch.jednotka			KEG2			Controlling			CO-PA			T22E7			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0STRGE_SECT_TEXT			Zóna skl.			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			BIW_T302T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0STRGE_TYPE_TEXT			Typ skladu			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			BIW_T301T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0STRGE_UNIT_TEXT			Typ SJ			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			BIW_T307T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SU_TYPE			RE: Typ zúčt.jedn.			RE_IS_BW			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-IS			RESCSUTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0SYMB_ACCNT_ATTR			Symbolický účet			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T52EK_T52EP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0SYMB_ACCNT_TEXT			Symbolický účet			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T52EKT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0S_OPERAT_TEXT			Podoperace			PPBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-SFC			PPBW_GET_TEXT_PP_SUBOPERATION			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - External Interfaces in PP;S4TWL - Process Flow Scheduling (PP-PI)			


			0TASKCOMP_TEXT			Komponenta činnosti			CATSBW			Cross-Application Components			CA-TS			V_TASKCOMP_TEXT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TASKLEVEL_TEXT			Úroveň činnosti			CATSBW			Cross-Application Components			CA-TS			V_TASKLEVEL_TEXT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TASKTYPE_TEXT			Typ činnosti			CATSBW			Cross-Application Components			CA-TS			V_TASKTYPE_TEXT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TCTACOMPM_TEXT			Rozsah platnosti			RS_TCT_GENERAL			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BCT-TCT			RSSBCOMPMODE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTAGGREG			Agregát			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTAGGREG_TEXT			Agregáty			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTAGGRST_TEXT			Úroveň agregace			RS_TCT_GENERAL			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BCT-TCT			RSDDAGGRST			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTAPPL			Aplikační komponenta			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTAPPL_TEXT			Aplikační komponenta			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTASCTYPE_TEXT			Typ asociace			RS_TCT_GENERAL			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BCT-TCT			RSO_ASC_TYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTATYPE_TEXT			Typ opr.k hierarchii			RS_TCT_GENERAL			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BCT-TCT			RSSAUTHHIERTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTAUTH			Oprávnění			RSEC			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BEX-OT			RSEC_BIW_GET_DATA_SIMPLE			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTAUTH_T			Oprávnění			RSEC			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BEX-OT			RSEC_BIW_GET_DATA_SIMPLE			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTBWOBJCT_ATTR			Objekt BW			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTBWOBJCT_HIER			Objekt BW - hier.			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSTCTCB_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTBWOBJCT_TEXT			Objekt BW			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTBWOSTYP_TEXT			Typ podobj.BW - typ			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSTC_GET_BWOSTYP_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTBWOTYPE_TEXT			Typ objektu BW			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSTCTLOGO			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTCOMSTRU			Komunikační strukt.			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTCOMSTRU_TEXT			Komunikační strukt.			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTCURTRAN			Přepočet měny			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTCURTRAN_TEXT			Přepočet měny			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTDATATYP_TEXT			Datový typ			RS_TCT_GENERAL			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BCT-TCT			RSREQUTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTDBSELTP_TEXT			Druh přečtených dat			RS_TCT_GENERAL			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BCT-TCT			RSDDKDBSELTP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTDSOURC_ATTR			Dat.zdroj (atributy)			RSAOLTP			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM-DST			RSOLTPSOURCE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TCTDSOURC_TEXT			Datový zdroj			RSAOLTP			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM-DST			RSOLTPSOURCET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TCTELEMTYP_TEXT			Typ prvku query			RS_TCT_GENERAL			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BCT-TCT			RSZDEFTP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTIFAREA			Infooblast			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTIFAREA_TEXT			Infooblast			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTIFCUBE			Infokostka			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTIFCUBE_TEXT			Infokostka			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTIFSET			Infosada			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTIFSETQ			Infosada Query			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTIFSETQ_TEXT			Infosada Query			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTIFSET_TEXT			Infosada			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTIGRID			Skupina infopaketů			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTIGRID_TEXT			Skupina infopaketů			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTIOBJCAT			Katalog infoobjektů			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTIOBJCAT_TEXT			Katalog infoobjektů			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTIOBJNM			Infoobjekt			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTIOBJNM_TEXT			Infoobjekt - texty			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTIOBJTP_TEXT			Typ infoobjektu			RS_TCT_GENERAL			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BCT-TCT			RSIOBJTP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTIPAKID			Infopaket			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTIPAKID_TEXT			Infopaket			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTISOURC			Infozdroj			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTISOURC_TEXT			Infozdroj			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTMAPPING			Pravidla transferu			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTMAPPING_TEXT			Pravidla transferu			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTOBJVERS_TEXT			Verze objektu			RS_TCT_GENERAL			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BCT-TCT			RSOBJVERS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTODS			ODS			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTODS_TEXT			ODS			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTOLAPACT_TEXT			Druh operace OLAP			RS_TCT_GENERAL			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BCT-TCT			RSDDKOLAPACTION			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTOLAPRD_TEXT			Načtení OPLAP			RS_TCT_GENERAL			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BCT-TCT			RSDDKOLAPRD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTOPENHUB_ATTR			Výst.zař. Open Hub			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTOPENHUB_TEXT			Výst.zař.open hub			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTOPTION_TEXT			Volba anal.tab.int.			RS_TCT_GENERAL			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BCT-TCT			S_OPTION			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTPRCSCHN_ATTR			Řetězec procesů			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTPRCSCHN_HIER			Řetěz.pr.BI- hier.			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSTC_GET_PRCSCHN_HIER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTPRCSCHN_TEXT			Řetězec proc. - text			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTPRCSTAT_TEXT			Status procesu			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSPC_STATE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTPRCSTYP_TEXT			Typ procesu - text			RSPC			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM-DST			RSPROCESSTYPEST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TCTPRCSVAR_ATTR			Atribut var.procesu			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTPRCSVAR_TEXT			Text var.procesu			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTPRSMODE_TEXT			Text režimu procesu			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSBKPROCESSMODE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTQUERID			Query			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTQUERID_TEXT			Query			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTQUERY			Query			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTQUERY_TEXT			Query			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTRAP			RA - paket			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTRAP_TEXT			RA paket			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTRAS			RA nastavení			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTRAS_TEXT			RA nastavení			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTREQUID_ATTR			Dat.požadavek (atr.)			RSSM			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM-DST			RSSM_EXTRAKTOR_REQUEST			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTROLE			Role			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTROLE_TEXT			Role			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTROUTINE			Rutina ABAP			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTROUTINE_TEXT			Rutina ABAP			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTRQCSTA_TEXT			Status požadavku			RS_TCT_GENERAL			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BCT-TCT			RS_REQSTATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTRRC			V/V Infokostka			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTRRC_TEXT			V/V Infokostka			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTRRECO_TEXT			Typ počtu (OLAP)			RS_TCT_GENERAL			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BCT-TCT			RSDDKOLAPRRECO			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTRRQ			V/V Query			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTRRQ_TEXT			V/V Query			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTRTIME_TEXT			Typ času (OLAP)			RS_TCT_GENERAL			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BCT-TCT			RSDDKOLAPRTIME			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTSIGN_TEXT			Sign analog.-inter.			RS_TCT_GENERAL			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BCT-TCT			SCOMSIGN			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTSOURSYS_ATTR			Zdr.systém (atr.)			SBIW			Basis Components			BC-BW			RSBASIDOC			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TCTSOURSYS_TEXT			Zdrojový systém			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTSRCTYPE_TEXT			Typ zdr.syst.-text			RS_TCT_GENERAL			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BCT-TCT			RSSRCTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTSTATEVT_TEXT			Text ID události			RSDD_STAT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BEX-OT			RSDDSTATEVENTST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TCTSUBSTEP_ATTR			Dílčí krok DTP			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSSUBSTEP2EVID			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TCTSUBSTEP_TEXT			Text díl.kroků DTP			RSBK			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM-DST			RSBKSUBSTEPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TCTSYSID			Systém BW			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTSYSID_TEXT			Systém BW			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTTLOGO_TEXT			Typ objektu			RS_TCT_GENERAL			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BCT-TCT			RSTLOGO			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTTRANSRV_ATTR			Služ.transformace			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTTRANSRV_TEXT			Služ.transformace			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTTRANSTR			Struktura transferu			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTTRANSTR_TEXT			Struktura transferu			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTUPDMOD_TEXT			Režim zaváď.(texty)			RS_TCT_GENERAL			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BCT-TCT			RSUPDMODE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTUPDR			Pravidlo aktualizace			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTUPDR_TEXT			Pravidlo aktualizace			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTUSERNM			Uživatel			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTUSERNM_TEXT			Uživatel			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTWEBITEM_ATTR			Metadata BW: Dat.zdr			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTWEBITEM_TEXT			Text webové položky			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTWEBTMPL_ATTR			Atribut web.šablony			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTWEBTMPL_TEXT			Web.šablona - text			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTWHMACT_ATTR			Typy akcí VHM			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSACTION2EVID			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TCTWHMACT_TEXT			Druh operace (WHM)			RS_TCT_GENERAL			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BCT-TCT			RSSMACTIONTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTWHMMAN_TEXT			aut./man.účtováno			RS_TCT_GENERAL			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BCT-TCT			RSDDKWHMMAN			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTWHMTFM_TEXT			Druh přenosu WHM			RS_TCT_GENERAL			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BCT-TCT			RSDDKWHMTFM			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TCTWORKBK			Pracovní sešit			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCTWORKBK_TEXT			Pracovní sešit			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCT_DS01			OLAP: Agreg.data			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSTC_BIRS_OLAP_AGGREGATED_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCT_DS02			OLAP: Detail.data			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSTC_BIRS_OLAP_DETAILED_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCT_DS03			DM: Detail.data			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSTC_BIRS_DM_DETAILED_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCT_DS11			Status zavedení dat			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSTC_GET_STATUS_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCT_DS12			Status řetěz.procesů			RSTCT			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM			RSTC_GET_STATUS_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCT_DS21			Status řetěz.procesů			RSDDK			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BEX-OT			RSDDK_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCT_DS22			Statistika DTP			RSDDK			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BEX-OT			RSDDK_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCT_DS23			Infopakety			RSDDK			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BEX-OT			RSDDK_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCT_DS31			TREX Load			RSDDTZA			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-BEX-OT			RSDDTZA2_STATIST_DATA			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TCT_MON_IS_01			Kvantum dat			RSSM			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM-DST			RSSM_EXTRAKTOR_SELECTIONS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TENAN_LAW_TEXT			Texty: Nájemní právo			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TIV0C			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TIME_STAT_TEXT			StatČas			PTDW			Personnel Time Management			PT			V_T555U_DW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TRAINCONTENT_ATTR			Obsah školení			LSO_BW			Training and Event Management			PE-LSO-TM			LSO_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TRAINCONTENT_TEXT			Texty obsahu školení			LSO_BW			Training and Event Management			PE-LSO-TM			LSO_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TRAINFORM_TEXT			Forma školení			LSO_BW			Training and Event Management			PE-LSO-TM			LSO_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TRAINING_ATTR			Školení			LSO_BW			Training and Event Management			PE-LSO-TM			LSO_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TRAINING_HIER			Školení			LSO_TM_ND			Training and Event Management			PE-LSO-TM			LSO_BIW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TRAINING_TEXT			Školení			LSO_BW			Training and Event Management			PE-LSO-TM			LSO_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TRAINTYPE_ATTR			Typ školení			LSO_BW			Training and Event Management			PE-LSO-TM			LSO_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TRAINTYPE_HIER			Typ školení			LSO_TM_ND			Training and Event Management			PE-LSO-TM			LSO_BIW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TRAINTYPE_TEXT			Typ školení			LSO_BW			Training and Event Management			PE-LSO-TM			LSO_BIW_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TRANSCONN_TEXT			Texty: Dopr.spojení			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TIV4D			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TRANSPORT_TEXT			Druh transportu			KEG2			Controlling			CO-PA			T22B6			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TRANSTYPE_ATTR			Dr.pohybu			BWFIAA			Financial Accounting			FI-AA			V_BWFIAA_TRANSTY			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TRANSTYPE_TEXT			Dr.pohybu			ARBW			Accounting General			AC			BIW_TABWT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TRZONE_TEXT			Přepravní zóna			SZAD			Basis Components			BC-SRV-ADR			TZONT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TR_CM_1			Cash management			FTI_BIW			Treasury			TR			TR_CM_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, classical cash management is deprecated in S/4HANA; No alternative exists			


			0TR_LP_1			Plánování likvidity			FFLQ			Treasury			TR			FLQ_BIW_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, classical cash management is deprecated in S/4HANA; No alternative exists			


			0TV_ABOVLIM_TEXT			Limit			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			P_ATYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_ACCO_ST_TEXT			Zúčtování			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			ABREC			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_ACTYPE_TEXT			Činnost			FTBW			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			BW_T706R			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TV_APPR_ST_TEXT			Žád./ces.			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			ANTRG			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_CARAREA_TEXT			Sídlo pob.autopůjč.			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			FTPD_CAR_AREA			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_CARPROV_TEXT			Pronajímatel vozu			FTBW			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			BW_TA21P_C			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TV_COUNTRY_TEXT			Stát cesty			FTBW			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			BW_T706O1			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TV_CTOTRAT_TEXT			Tarif:Pron.voz.			FTBW			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			BW_TA21CAR1			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TV_C_CLASS_TEXT			Třída			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			FTPD_CAR_CLASS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_C_STAT_TEXT			Status			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			FTPD_SERVICE_STATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_C_TYPES_TEXT			Typ			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			FTPD_CAR_TYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_EXPCAT_TEXT			Kategorie			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			BELAR			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_EXPTYPE_ATTR			Dr.výdajů			FTBW			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			FTBW_0TV_EXPTYPE_BW_GET_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TV_EXPTYPE_TEXT			Dr.výdajů			FTBW			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			BW_T706B5			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TV_FAIRLIN_TEXT			Letecká společnost			FTBW			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			BW_TA21P_F			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TV_FARETYP_TEXT			Typ tarifu			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			FTPD_TST_FARE_TYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_FRESFAR_TEXT			Bez omez.			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			CHAR1_X			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_F_CABIN_TEXT			TřídaVLet			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			FTPD_FLIGHT_CABIN			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_F_STAT_TEXT			Status			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			FTPD_SERVICE_STATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_HMEALS_TEXT			Jídlo			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			FTPD_HOTEL_MEALS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_HOTAREA_TEXT			Poloha hotelu			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			FTPD_HOTEL_AREA			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_HOTPROV_TEXT			Řetězec hotelů			FTBW			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			BW_TA21P_H			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TV_HROOMTP_TEXT			Typ místn.			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			FTPD_HOTEL_ROOMTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_H_STAT_TEXT			Status			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			FTPD_SERVICE_STATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_PACTYPE_TEXT			Činnost			FTBW			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			BW_TA20R1			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TV_PAIDCOM_TEXT			Placeno firmou			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			XFELD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_PLOCTYP_TEXT			Typ			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			FTPD_IATA_LOCATION_TYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_PL_STAT_TEXT			Status plánu			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			FTPD_PSTAT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_P_CATEG_TEXT			Kategorie			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			FTPD_ITEM_CATEGORY			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_P_ETYPE_TEXT			Druh záznamu			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			PTRV_BW_ENTRY_TYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_P_LOCID_ATTR			Místo IATA			FTBW			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			FTBW_0TV_P_LOCID_BW_GET_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TV_P_LOCID_ILOC_HIER			Místo IATA			FTBW			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			FTBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_ILOC			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TV_P_LOCID_TEXT			Místo IATA			FTBW			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			BW_TA21L1			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TV_P_UCAT_TEXT			Kategorie			FTBW			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			BW_TA20C1			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TV_P_USERG_TEXT			SkUPc			FTBW			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			BW_TA20B1			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TV_REC_51			Travel Recon DS			GRWT			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-IS			BWTVD_GET_TV_HD_IT_REC			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TV_REC_52			Travel Rec 2 DS			GRWT			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-IS			BWTVD_GET_TV_AWKEY_REC			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TV_REC_53			Travel Period Data			GRWT			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-IS			BWTVD_GET_TV_PERIO_REC			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0TV_REGION_TEXT			Hlavní cíl			FTBW			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			BW_T706O			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TV_SCHEMA_TEXT			Schéma cesty			FTBW			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			BW_T706T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TV_TRANDME_TEXT			Převod VND			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			UEBDT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_TRANPAY_TEXT			Př.HR-PAY			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			UEBLG			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_TRAN_FI_TEXT			Převod FI			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			UEBRF			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_TSALESI_TEXT			Typ prod.			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			FTPD_TST_SALES_IND			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_TSTMODE_TEXT			RežJíz/Let			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			FTPD_TST_MODE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_TST_LOC_TEXT			Lokální			FTBW_DATASOURCES			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			CHAR1_X			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0TV_TT_COMP_TEXT			Dr.cesty-P			FTBW			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			BW_T706X			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TV_TT_STAT_TEXT			Dr.cesty-Z			FTBW			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			BW_T706G			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0TV_VARIANT_TEXT			VarPravCes			FTBW			Financial Accounting			FI-TV			BW_T706N			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UAV_PRICES_01			Price Extraction			CON_ACC			Financials			FIN-BAC-INV			CON_ACC_PRICES_BW_EXTRACTION			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CON_ACC_PRICES_BW_EXTRACTION,CON_ACC_PRICE do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0UA_INV_MAT_01			Inv Acc: Material			/EACC/DMB_EXTRACTOR			Financials			FIN-BAC-AE			/EACC/DMB_BACC_GET_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0UCBU_PART_ATTR			IS-U: Obch.partner			EE04			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-MD-BP			EKUN			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UCCALOR_AR_TEXT			Obl.s k.v.plynu text			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			TE453T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UCCANCREAS_TEXT			Důvod výpovědi			VZ			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF			TVKGT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UCCERTIFRQ_TEXT			Druh ověř.povinn.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			BGLKZ			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UCCLEANOBJ_ATTR			Objekt k čištění			EEWA			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-WA			EEWA_ROB			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UCCLEANOBJ_TEXT			Objekt k čištění			EEWA			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-WA			EEWA_ROB			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UCCONSTYPE_TEXT			Druh spotřeby - text			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			TE222T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UCCONTRACTH_ATTR			Čas.závislá smlouva			EE01			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-MD			EVERH			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UCCONTRACT_ATTR			Čas.nezávis.smlouva			EE01			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-MD			EVER			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UCCONTRACT_OUTL_HIER			Rámc.sml.hierarch.			EE_CRM_SAL_BIW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-CS-CRM			ISU_HIER_TRANSFER_OUCONTRACT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UCCONTRACT_OUTL_TEXT			Texty pro rámc.sml.			EE_CRM_SAL_BIW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-CS-CRM			ISU_OUCONTRACT_TEXT_EXTRACT_BW			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UCCON_CLAS_TEXT			Třída smlouvy			EE01			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-MD			TECONTRACTCLASST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UCDEREGPRC_TEXT			Proces deregulace			EE_DEREG			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EDEREGPROCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UCDEVALLTY_TEXT			Přiřazení přístroje			EE07			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM-DI			EZUAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UCDEVGRPTY_TEXT			Skup.přístrojů(TEXT)			EE10			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM			TE593T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UCDIVISCAT_TEXT			Typ oboru (ISU)			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			SPARTYP_G1			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UCGAS_PR_A_TEXT			Oblast st.tl.plynu			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			TE343T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UCINSTALLAH_ATTR			Čas.závis.odb.místo			EE01			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-MD			EANLH			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UCINSTALLA_ATTR			Čas.nezáv.odb.místo			EE01			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-MD			EANL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UCLOGICREG			Data tarifu rg(EADZ)			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_REGINST_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UCMTRDUNIT_ATTR			ISU Odečt.jednotka			EE15			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BF-PS			TE422			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UCOPERAND_ATTR			Atributy operandu			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			TE221			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UCOPER_CAT_TEXT			Typ operandu - text			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			TE375T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UCOPER_GRP_TEXT			Skup.operandů/text			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			EOPGROUPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UCOPER_RV_TEXT			Náhr.hodnota - text			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ERSATZWERT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UCOP_WASTR_TEXT			sp. dod. hodnot-text			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			EWASTEREL			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), Extractor related to IS Waste (SAP S/4HANA 1610 FPS2 and higher releases)			


			0UCPREMISE_ATTR			Místo spotřeby			EE01			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-MD			EVBS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UCREFVLTYP_TEXT			Druh vzt.velič./text			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			BZGART			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UCSETTLPRP_ATTR			Param.pro met.bil.			EE_EDM_SET			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-EDM			EEDMSETTLPROCPA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UCSRV_PAY_TEXT			Třída platby			EECC_EDI			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			ESERVPROV_PAYT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_ABLEINHEIT_TEXT			Odečtová jednotka			EE15			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BF-PS			TE422			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_ABLSPERR_TEXT			Důvod blok.odečtu			EE16			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM-MR			TE119T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_ABRFREIG_TEXT			Důvod uvoln.zúčtov.			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			TE023T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_ABRSPERR_TEXT			Důvod blok.zúčtování			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			TE021T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_ABRVORG_TEXT			Operace zúčtování			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ABRVORG			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_ACCNTBP_ATTR			IS-U Sml.účet			FKKB			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			FKKVKP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_ACTIVITY_TEXT			Kontakt			BPCT			Financial Accounting			FI-CA-BT-CC			BCONTAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_ACTIVMR_TEXT			Odečet aktivní			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			E_AKTIV			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_ADDINFO_TEXT			Dodat.podklady			BPCT			Financial Accounting			FI-CA-BT-CC			BCONTAIT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_AKLASSE_TEXT			Zúčtovací třída			EE01			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-MD			EAKLASSET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_ANLART_TEXT			Druh odb.místa			EE16			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM-MR			TE439T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_APPLK_TEXT			Aplikační oblasti			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			APPLK_KK			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_ARCRCOM_TEXT			Povel HDO			EE10			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM			TE373T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_BAUKLAS_TEXT			Konstrukční třída			EE10			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM			TE237T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_BBPROC_TEXT			Metoda záloh			EE_CRM_MKT_BIW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-CS-MA			KZABSVER			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_BGLART_TEXT			Druhy ověření			EE10			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM			TE359T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_BGLKENN_TEXT			Stan.roku výměny			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			BGLKENN			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_BGLSTAT_TEXT			Status ověření			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			BGLSTAT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_BILLMETHOD_TEXT			Metoda zúčtování			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			BILLMETHOD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_BILLORD			ISU příkaz k zúčt.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_BILLORD_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_BILLSRC_TEXT			Původ zúčt.dokladu			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ORIGDOC			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_BOSTAT_TEXT			Status přík.ke zúčt.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			TRIGSTAT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CCLASS_TEXT			Třída kontaktu			BPCT			Financial Accounting			FI-CA-BT-CC			BCONTCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CHCKCD_TEXT			Závislá ktrl.věroh.			EE17			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM-MR			TE625T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CLEAN_ATTR			Metoda čištění			EEWA			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-WA			TECLEANMETHODT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CLEAN_TEXT			Metoda čištění			EEWA			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-WA			TECLEANMETHODT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CM_CL_BILL01			Zúčt.procesu: Objas.			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			ISU_BW_KPI_BI_CL_EXTRAKTOR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CM_CL_CS01			ProcStatPřepiVysvětl			EE_CS_KPI_BIW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST-PR			ISU_BW_CM_CL_CS01_DUMMY			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CM_CL_CS02			ProcStatÚdrTarifVys			EE_CS_KPI_BIW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST-PR			ISU_BW_CM_CL_CS02_DUMMY			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CM_CL_INV01			Stat.proc.fakt.-obj.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_KPI_IN01_CL_EXTRAKTOR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CM_CL_INV02			Proc.rozp.zálohObjas			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_KPI_IN02_CL_EXTRAKTOR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CM_CL_MR			Stat.pr.odeč.:Objas.			EE17			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM-MR			ISU_BW_KPI_MR_CL			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CM_NCL_BILL01			Zúčt.procesu: Neobj.			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			ISU_BW_KPI_BI_NCL_EXTRAKTOR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CM_NCL_CS01			ProcStatPřepisNevysv			EE_CS_KPI_BIW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST-PR			ISU_BW_CM_NCL_CS01_DUMMY			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CM_NCL_CS02			ProcStatÚdržbaTarifů			EE_CS_KPI_BIW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST-PR			ISU_BW_CM_NCL_CS02_DUMMY			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CM_NCL_INV01			Proc.fakt. b.objas.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_KPI_IN01_NCL_EXTRAKTOR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CM_NCL_INV02			Proc.pl.zál.b.objas.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_KPI_IN02_NCL_EXTRAKTOR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CM_NCL_MR			St.pr.odeč.b.objas.			EE17			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM-MR			ISU_BW_KPI_MR_NCL			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CNCLRSN_TEXT			Důvody storna - text			EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			TINV_C_CNCL_RSNT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_COMBDEV_TEXT			ISU Zákl.typ přístr.			EE10			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM			TE057T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_COMMGRP_TEXT			ISU Skupina povelů			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_COMMGRP_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CONNOBJ_ATTR			Přípojný objekt			EE_CRM_MKT_BIW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-CS-MA			ISU_BW_CONNOBJ_STATISTICS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The objects ISU_BW_CONNOBJ_STATISTICS,ECRMMKT_BW_EXTRACTORS do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_CONSCAT_TEXT			Druh spotřeby			EE_CRM_MKT_BIW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-CS-MA			ECRMMKT_DATATYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CONTOWN_TEXT			Vlastník kontejneru			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			EIGENTUM			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), Extractor related to IS Waste (SAP S/4HANA 1610 FPS2 and higher releases)			


			0UC_CREAVAL_TEXT			Tvorba náhr.hodnot			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			EDM_CREATE_VAL			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CTYPE_TEXT			Druh kontaktu			BPCT			Financial Accounting			FI-CA-BT-CC			BCONTTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CT_ADDINFO_TEXT			Dodat.podklady			BPCT			Financial Accounting			FI-CA-BT-CC			BCONTAIT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CT_COMING_TEXT			Původ kontaktu			BPCT			Financial Accounting			FI-CA-BT-CC			BCONTCDT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CT_CUSTINFO_TEXT			Kontakt: Info o zák.			BPCT			Financial Accounting			FI-CA-BT-CC			BCONTCIT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_CT_PRIORITY_TEXT			Priorita kontaktu			BPCT			Financial Accounting			FI-CA-BT-CC			BCONTPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DAYOFFS_TEXT			Denní ofset			EE_EDM_PRO			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-EDM			EEDMDAYOFFSETT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DEVALLC_ATTR			Přiřazení přístroje			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_DEVALLOC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DEVCAT_ATTR			Typ přístroje			EE10			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM			ETYP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DEVGRP_ATTR			ISU Skupina přístr.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_DEVGRP_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DEVICEH_ATTR			Přístroje Čas.inter.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_DEVICEH_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DEVICER_ATTR			Data přístr.: EGERR			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_DEVICER_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DEVICE_ATTR			ISU Kmen.data příst.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_DEVICE_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DEVINST_ATTR			Data sazby StrOdbMís			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_DEVINST_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DEXCOMM_TEXT			Druh přenosu, txt.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_DEXCOMM_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DEXPROC_TEXT			Proces výměny dat			EE_DATEX			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EDEXPROCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DEXSTAT_TEXT			Status výměny dat			EE_DATEX			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EDEXSTATUST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DEXTASK			Úloha výměny dat			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_DEXTASK			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DEXTASKASS			Přiřaz.úloh vým.dat			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_EDEXTASKASS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DISCOTY_TEXT			Typ odpojeného obj.			EE05			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-CS			DISCOBJTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DISCPRV_TEXT			Varianta odpojení			EE05			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-CS			EDISCVART			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DISCREAS_TEXT			Důvod odpojení			EE05			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-CS			DISCREASON			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DISCTYP_TEXT			Druh odpojení			EE05			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-CS			EDISCTYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DOCSTAT_TEXT			Status dokladu			EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			INV_DOC_STATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DOCTYPE_TEXT			Druhy dokladů (text)			EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			TINV_C_DOCTYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DRGPARA_TEXT			Konfig.param.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_DRGPARA_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DRGSCCO_ATTR			Sml.- scén.dodávek			EE_DEREG			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EDEREGSCENCONTR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DRGSCCO_TEXT			Sml.pro scén.dod.			EE_DEREG			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EDEREGSCENCONTRT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DRGSCEN_ATTR			Scénář dodávky			EE_DEREG			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EDEREGSCENARIO			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DRGSCEN_TEXT			Scénář dodávek, text			EE_DEREG			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EDEREGSCENARIOT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DRGSCSE_ATTR			Služ.pr scén.dodávek			EE_DEREG			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EDEREGSCENSERV			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DRGSCSE_TEXT			Služ.pro scén.dod.			EE_DEREG			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EDEREGSCENSERVT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_DRGSPA_ATTR			DPS pro posk.sl.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_DRGSPA_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_EDM_01			Vzd.extr.hodn.prof.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_EDM_PROFIL01			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_EDM_02			Vzd.extr.hodn.prof.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_EDM_PROFILE_02			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_EIGENVERBR_TEXT			Vlastní spotřeba			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			EIGENVERBR			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_ERGRD_TEXT			Důvod vytvoření			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ERGRD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_FRAN_TYPE_TEXT			Typ licenč.poplatku			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			FRAN_TYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_FUNKLAS_TEXT			Funkční třída			EE10			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM			TE055T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_GASPROC_TEXT			Met.zúčt.sp.pl.(txt)			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			TE669T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_GERWECHS_TEXT			Důvod operace			EE07			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM-DI			TE401T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_GRIDH_ATTR			Provozov.sítě - Síť			EECC_EDI			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EGRIDH			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_GRIDLTY_TEXT			Druhy úrovně sítě			EECC_EDI			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EGRIDLTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_GRIDLVL_ATTR			Síť - Úroveň sítě			EECC_EDI			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EGRIDL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_GRIDPOD_ATTR			Síť - Bilanč.před.m.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_EGRIDPOD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_GRID_ATTR			Síť IS-U			EECC_EDI			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EGRID			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_GRID_HIER			Síť hierarchicky			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_GRID			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_GRID_TEXT			IS-U Síť Text			EECC_EDI			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EGRIDT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_HVORG_TEXT			Hl.operace (texty)			FKKB			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			TFKHVOT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_ICHCKCD_TEXT			Nezáv.ktrl.věrohodn.			EE17			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM-MR			TE218T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_IKEY_TEXT			Klíč úroku			FKKB			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			TFK056T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_INBOUND_TEXT			Druh příjmu (text)			EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			INV_INBOUND_TYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_INDSECT_TEXT			Zastaralé: Odvětví			S_BUPA_GENERAL			Basis Components			BC-SRV-BP			TB024			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_IND_SEC_TEXT			Odvětví			BUPA_COMMON			Application Platform			AP-MD-BP			TB038B			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_INSTFACTS			Fakta OdbMís			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_INSTFACTS_GET_M_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_INTSIZE_TEXT			Velikosti intervalů			EE_EDM_PRO			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-EDM			EPROFINTSIZET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_INVDOC			Fakturační doklady			EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			INV_BW_INVDOC			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_INVDOCREF			Refer.informace			EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			INV_BW_INVDOCREF			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_INVHEAD			Data hlavič.faktury			EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			INV_BW_INVHEAD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_INVLINA			Řádky avíza			EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			INV_BW_INVLINA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_INVLINB			Účetní řádky			EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			INV_BW_INVLINB			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_INVSTAT_TEXT			Status faktury-text			EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			INV_INVOICE_STATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_INVTRANSF01			Převodní tabulka			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_INVTRANSF01			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_INVTRANSF02			Převodní tabulka			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_INVTRANSF02			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_INVTYPE_TEXT			Druh faktury (texty)			EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			TINV_C_INVTYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_ISU_12			Přihlášení/odhlášení			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_DUMMY_MOVE_IN_OUT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object ISU_BW_DUMMY_MOVE_IN_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_ISU_13			Údržba sazby			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_DUMMY_RATE			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object ISU_BW_DUMMY_RATE does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_ISU_14			Odpojení dodávky			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_DUMMY_DISC_INSTLN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities
The object ISU_BW_DUMMY_DISC_INSTLN does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			0UC_ISU_15			Montáž/demontáž			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_DUMMY_DEVICE_STAT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object ISU_BW_DUMMY_DEVICE_STAT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_ISU_16			Fakturace			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_DUMMY_INVOICE			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object ISU_BW_DUMMY_INVOICE does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_ISU_17			Zúčtování			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_DUMMY_BILL			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object ISU_BW_DUMMY_BILL does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_ISU_18			Přístroje			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_DUMMY_DEVICE_TRANSACTIO			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities
The object ISU_BW_DUMMY_DEVICE_TRANSACTIO does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			0UC_ISU_19			Ověření			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_DUMMY_CERTIF			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object ISU_BW_DUMMY_CERTIF does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_ISU_20			Metoda vzorkování			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_DUMMY_CHANGE_LOT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities
The object ISU_BW_DUMMY_CHANGE_LOT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			0UC_ISU_22			Obch.partner IS-U			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_PARTNER_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object ISU_BW_PARTNER_GET_MASTER_DATA does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_ISU_23			Smluvní účet IS-U			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_ACCOUNT_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object ISU_BW_ACCOUNT_GET_MASTER_DATA does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_ISU_24			Smlouva IS-U			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_CONTR_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object ISU_BW_CONTR_GET_MASTER_DATA does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_ISU_25			Odběrné místo IS-U			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_INSTLN_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object ISU_BW_INSTLN_GET_MASTER_DATA does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_ISU_26			Přípojný objekt IS-U			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_CONOBJ_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object ISU_BW_CONOBJ_GET_MASTER_DATA does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_ISU_27			Místo spotřeby IS-U			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_PREMISE_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities
The object ISU_BW_PREMISE_GET_MASTER_DATA does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			0UC_ISU_28			Umístění přístr.IS-U			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_DEVLOC_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object ISU_BW_DEVLOC_GET_MASTER_DATA does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_ISU_29			Partner.kontakt IS-U			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_BPCONT_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_ISU_30			Přístroje IS-U			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_DEVICE_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_ISU_31			Refer.hodnoty IS-U			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_REFVAL_GET_MASTER_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object ISU_BW_REFVAL_GET_MASTER_DATA does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_ISU_32			ISU Data dokl.odpoj.			EE05			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-CS			ISU_BW_DISCDOC_INITIALLOAD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_ISU_CONSUMPTION			IS-U: Hist.spotřeby			EE_CRM_MKT_BIW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-CS-MA			ISU_BW_CONSUMPTION_STATISTICS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The objects ISU_BW_CONSUMPTION_STATISTICS,E71CONSUMPTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_ISU_CONSUMPT_02			IS-U Hist.spotř.			EE_CRM_MKT_BIW			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-CS-MA			ISU_BW_CONSUMPTION_DUMMY			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The objects ISU_BW_CONSUMPTION_DUMMY,E71CONSUMPTION_PARALLEL do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_ISU_PPM_1			Měř.předpl.spotř.			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			ISU_BW_PPM_EXTRAKTOR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_ISU_PPM_2			Měř.předpl.spotř.			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			ISU_BW_PPM_EXTRAKTOR_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_ISU_WASTE_BILL			IS-U-WA Zúčtování			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_WASTE_GET_ORDER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), Extractor related to IS Waste (SAP S/4HANA 1610 FPS2 and higher releases)			


			0UC_ISU_WASTE_ORDER			IS-U-WA Zakázky			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_WASTE_GET_ORDER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_KOFIZ_TEXT			Atrib.nalezení účtu			EE01			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-MD			TE097T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_KONDIGR_TEXT			Skupina faktů sazby			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			TE067T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_KONZIGR_TEXT			Sk.pod.shod.lic.pop			EE01			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-MD			TE241T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_KTOKLASSE_TEXT			Třída účtu			EE03			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-MD-CA			KONTOKLASSET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_KZSTICH_TEXT			Status kontr.vzorku			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			KZSTICH			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_LINETY_TEXT			Text řádky faktury			EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			TINV_C_LINETYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_LOSAMT_TEXT			Typ soub.nam.kontr.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			LOSAMT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_LPASS_ATTR			Přiřaz.prof.zatížení			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_LPASS_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_MAHNV_TEXT			Upomínkové řízení			FKKB			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			TFK047AT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_MANOUTSORT_TEXT			Manuální vytřídění			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			TE127T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_MANSP_TEXT			Důvod blok.upomínky			FKKB			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			TFK047ST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_MDCAT_TEXT			Kat.hlášení			EE_IDE_SWITCH			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EIDESWTCATEGORYT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_MGRUP_TEXT			Klíč seskup.upomínek			FKKB			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			TFK047FT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_MRCATEG_TEXT			Typy odečtů			EE16			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM-MR			TE614T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_MRCAT_TEXT			Typy odečtů (texty)			EE16			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM-MR			TE614T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_MREADER_TEXT			Odečítač			EE17			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM-MR			TE115T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_MRNOTE_TEXT			Upozorn.od odečítače			EE17			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM-MR			TE259T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_MRREAS_TEXT			Důvody odečtu(texty)			EE16			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM-MR			TE609T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_MRSTAT_TEXT			Status odečtu			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ABLSTAT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_MRTYPE_TEXT			Druh odečtu (texty)			EE16			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM-MR			TE436T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_MTR_DOC			IS-U Doklad o odečtu			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_MTR_DOC			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_MTR_DOCR			IS-U Důvody odečtu			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_MTR_DOCR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_OPERAND_TEXT			Operand pro zúčtov.			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			TE221T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_ORIGIN_TEXT			Technický původ			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			CT_ORIGIN			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PAYFREQ_TEXT			Frekvence plateb PS			EE25			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IN			E_PAYFREQ			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PAYSCHEME			Extraktor sch.plateb			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_PS_EXTRACTOR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PODGRID_ATTR			Předáv.místo - Síť			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_EUIGRID			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PODGRP_TEXT			Skupina př.míst			EE_DEREG			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EDEREGPODGROUPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PODINST_ATTR			Před.místo-odběr.m.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_EUIINSTLN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PODLNR_ATTR			Před.mís.log.přístr.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_EUILNR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PODLREG_ATTR			PředMísto LogRegistr			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_EUILZW			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PODPGRP_ATTR			PředMísto SkupPředM			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_EUIPODGROUP			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PODSERV_ATTR			PředMísto SlužbaPM			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_EUISERV			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PODSTRC_TEXT			Strukt.před.místa			EE_EDM_UI			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-MD-POD			EUISTRUTYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PODSTTL_ATTR			PředMísto BilanJedn			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_EUISTTL			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PODTYPE_TEXT			Druh sběrného bodu			EE_EDM_UI			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-MD-POD			EUITYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_POD_ATTR			Data hlav.před.m.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_EUIHEAD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_POD_EXT_ATTR			Ext.ozn.před.místa			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_EUITRANS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_POD_TEXT			Text před.místa			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_EUIHEADT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PORTION_TEXT			Faktur.obl. (texty)			EE15			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BF-PS			TE420			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PRICCLA_TEXT			Cenová třída (texty)			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			TE431T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PROCSTA_TEXT			Status procesu(text)			EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			INV_PROCESS_STATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PRODIDT_TEXT			Druh identifikace			EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			TINV_C_PRODIDT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PROFILE_ATTR			Data hlavič.profilu			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_PROF_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PROFILE_TEXT			Název profilu			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_PROF_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PROLE_TEXT			Role přiřaz.profilu			EE_EDM_PRO			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-EDM			EPROFASSROLET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PROP_ATTR			Plocha			EEWA			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-WA			EEWA_PROP_H			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PROP_TEXT			Text plochy			EEWA			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-WA			EEWA_PROP_H			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PRUEFRELEVANZ_TEXT			Rel.pro kontr.příst.			EE10			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM			TEPRRELT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_PR_AREA_TEXT			OblAtmosTlaku(texty)			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			TE309T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_RCTREG_TEXT			Jalov.,zdánl.,činn.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			BLIWIRK			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_REFTYPE_TEXT			Reference dokl.-text			EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			TINV_C_REFTYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_REFVALUES			Vztažné veličiny			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_REFVALUES_GET_M_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_REGALLOC_ATTR			Přiřaz.přístroje reg			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_REGALLOC_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_REGCAT_TEXT			Druhy registrů			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			E_ZWTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_REGGRP_TEXT			Skupina registrů			EE10			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM			EZWG_HEAD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_REGINST_STR_ATTR			Data sazby registru			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_REGINST_STR_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_REGIST_ATTR			Instalovaný registr			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_REGIST_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_REGTYPE_TEXT			Typ registru			EE10			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM			TE523T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_REVREAS_TEXT			Důvod storna			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			TE272T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_RSTGR_TEXT			Důvody rozdílu-text			EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			TINV_C_ADJ_RSNT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_RULEGR_TEXT			IS-U Skup.pravidel			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			RULEGR			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SALES_SIMU_01			Hromadná simulace			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_SIM_SALES_STATS_DUMMY			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SALES_SIMU_02			Prognóza SVK			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_SIM_SALES_STATS_DUMMY			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_SALES_STATS_01			Statistika prodeje			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_SALES_STATISTICS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_SALES_STATS_02			Statistika prodeje			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_SALES_STATISTICS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SELCNTR_TEXT			Přístup k operandu			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			SELCONTROL			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SERTYPE_TEXT			Druh služby			EECC_EDI			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			TECDET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SERVCAT_TEXT			Text druhu služby			EECC_EDI			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			TECDET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SERVICEID_TEXT			ID poskyt.služeb			EE_EDM_IDE_INT			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			ESERVPROVT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SERVTYP_ATTR			Druh výkonu			EEWA			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-WA			TESERVICETYPE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SERVTYP_TEXT			Druh výkonu			EEWA			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-WA			TESERVICETYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SETTLDOC			Data hl.dokl.bil.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_SETTLDOC			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SETTLDOCUNIT			Bil.dokl./bil.jedn.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_SETTLDOCUNIT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SETTLDOCUPDP			Profily pro bil.dok.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_SETTLDOCUPDP			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SETTLIN			Zátěžové cykly			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_SETTLIN			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SETTLMO_TEXT			Režim běhu bilanc.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			E_EDMSETTLDOCMODE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SETTLPA_TEXT			Parametr bilancování			EE_EDM_SET			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-EDM			EEDMSETTLPARAMT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SETTLPR_TEXT			Metoda bilancování			EE_EDM_SET			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-EDM			EEDMSETTLPROCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SETTLST_TEXT			Status bilan.dokl.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			E_SETTLDOCSTATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SETTLUC_TEXT			Typ bilanč.jednotky			EE_EDM_SET			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-EDM			EEDMSUNITCATT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SETTLUF			Koeficienty spotřeby			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_SETTLUF			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SETTLUP_ATTR			Bil.jedn.před.místa			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_EEDMSETTLUNITPOD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SETTLU_ATTR			Bil.jedn.data hlav.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_EEDMSETTLUNIT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SETTLU_HIER			Hist.data bil.jedn.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_SETTLU_HIER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SETTLU_TEXT			Bil.jedn. hlav. text			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_EEDMSETTLUNITT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SETTLVA_TEXT			Var.výběru pro bil.			EE_EDM_SET			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-EDM			EEDMSETTLDOCVART			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SETTLV_TEXT			View bilancování			EE_EDM_SET			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-EDM			EEDMSETTLVIEWT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SGRAMT_TEXT			Statist.skup.částky			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			TE541T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SGRQNT_TEXT			Statist.skup.množ.			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			TE540T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SIDPRO_ATTR			Označ.výkonu/služby			EE_DEREG_INV			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EDEREG_SIDPRO			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SIDPRO_TEXT			Označ.výkonu/služby			EE_DEREG_INV			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EDEREG_SIDPROT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SIM_ID_ATTR			Simulační období			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			TE537			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SIM_ID_TEXT			Simulační období			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			TE537T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SPATYPE_ATTR			Druh doh.s posk.sl.			EE_DEREG			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EDRGSPAGRTYPE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SPATYPE_TEXT			Dr.doh.s PoskSl(txt)			EE_DEREG			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EDRGSPAGRTYPET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SPEBENE_TEXT			Napěťová úroveň			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			TE369T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SRVPROV_ATTR			Poskytovatel služeb			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_ESERVPROV			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SRVPROV_TEXT			Poskytov.služeb text			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_ESERVPROVT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_STATTART_TEXT			Typ tarifu statist.			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			TE069T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SUPSCAT_TEXT			Kateg.scén.dodávky			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			E_DEREGSCENARIOTYPE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SWTACTIVITY			Dokl.o změně - čin.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_SWTACTIVITY			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SWTDOC			Dokl.o zm.,data hl.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_SWTDOC			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SWTDSTA_TEXT			Status dokl.o změně			EE_IDE_SWITCH			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EIDESWTSTATUST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SWTMSGDATA			Dokl.o zm.,data zpr.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_SWTMSGDATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SWTTYPE_TEXT			Druh změny (text)			EE_IDE_SWITCH			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EIDESWTTYPEST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SWTVIEW_TEXT			View změny (text)			EE_IDE_SWITCH			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EIDESWTVIEWST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_SYNPROF_ATTR			Synt.profily, data			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_SYNPROF_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_TARIFNR_TEXT			Sazba			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			ETRFT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_TARIFTYP_TEXT			Typ sazby			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			ETTAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_TEMP_AREA_TEXT			Teplotní oblast			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			TE307T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_THGBIL_TEXT			Koef.tep.zúčt.plynu			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			THGBER			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_TIMECAT_TEXT			Typ času - text			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			TIMTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_TRANSPORT_TEST			Test CTS			SDIC			Basis Components			BC-DWB-DIC-AC			T100			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities			


			0UC_TRANSRE_TEXT			Důvod transakce(txt)			EE_IDE_SWITCH			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IDE			EIDESWTTRANSACTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_TVORG_TEXT			Dílčí operace(texty)			FKKB			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			TFKTVOT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_UFASS			Přiř.koef.spotř.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_UFASS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_VALIDATION_TEXT			Kontr.věrohodnosti			EE20			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-BI			TE007T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_VALSTAT_TEXT			Status hodn.profilu			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_EDM_PROFIL02			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_VALTYPE_TEXT			Typ hodnot profilu			EE_EDM_PRO			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-EDM			EPROFVALCATT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_VALUEOR_TEXT			Původ hodnot profilu			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			EDM_VALUE_ORIGIN			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0UC_VBSART_TEXT			Druh místa spotřeby			EE01			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-MD			TE102T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_VEHICLE_ATTR			Vozidlo			EEWA			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-WA			VEWAFLEET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_VEHICLE_TEXT			Vozidlo			EEWA			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-WA			VEWAFLEET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_VERART_TEXT			Druh zúčtování			FKKB			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			TFK110T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_VERTYP_TEXT			Typ zúčtování			FKKB			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			TFK111T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_VKTYP_TEXT			Typ smluvního účtu			FKKB			Financial Accounting			FI-CA			TFK002AT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_WA_WDOHEAD			Hlav.zak.likv.odp.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISUWA_BW_GET_WODHEAD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_WDOITEM			Pol.zak.likv.odp.			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISUWA_BW_GET_WODITEM			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_WDOWDAT			Dat.zázn.vážení			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISUWA_BW_GET_WODWDAT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), Extractor related to IS Waste (SAP S/4HANA 1610 FPS2 and higher releases)			


			0UC_WDO_RES			Vozidlo/personál			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISUWA_BW_GET_WODRESOURCE			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_WDPLANT_ATTR			ZařízNaLikvOdpadu			EEWA_ENHANCED_LOGISTICS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-WA			EWA_EL_WDPLANT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_WDPLANT_TEXT			ZařízNaLikvOdpadu			EEWA_ENHANCED_LOGISTICS			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-WA			EWA_EL_WDPLANT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_WGHTKEY_TEXT			Klíč významnosti			EE16			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-DM-MR			TE266T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_WINDGRP_TEXT			ISU Skupina vinutí			EE71_R461			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-IS-ST			ISU_BW_WINDGRP_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0UC_WROUTE_ATTR			Trasa			EEWA			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-WA			EWAROUTE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_WROUTE_TEXT			Trasa			EEWA			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-WA			EWAROUTE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UC_ZAHLKOND_TEXT			Platební podmínka			IS_SI_CA			Industry-Specific Components			IS-U-CA			TE052T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0UNSAPPGRP_TEXT			Skp.spont.uchazečů			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T750I			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0USAGETYPE_TEXT			Texty: Druh využití			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TIV0A			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0USAGE_IND_TEXT			Znak použití mater.			VA0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-GF			TVLVT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0VACREASON_TEXT			RE: Texty dův.uprázd			FVVI			Real Estate Management			RE			TILGA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic			


			0VACREAS_TEXT			Důvod uprázdnění			RE_BD_OC			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-BD			TIVBDVACREAST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0VALADD_EXT_TEXT			Pořadí			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			ROMT2_RS_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing			


			0VALADD_INT_TEXT			Pořadí			KBWOM			Controlling			CO-OM-IS			ROMT2_RS_GET_TEXTS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing			


			0VALUATION_TEXT			Ocenění			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			VALUTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0VAL_CLASS_TEXT			TřOcenění			MG			Logistics - General			LO-MD-MM			T025T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0VCLASS_TEXT			Venture Class Text			GJVB			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA			T8JTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)			


			0VENDOR_ATTR			Dodavatel			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			MDEX_VENDOR_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0VENDOR_LKLS_HIER			Dodavatel			CLBW			Cross-Application Components			CA-CL-ENV			CLBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LKLS			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0VENDOR_TEXT			Dodavatel			FBIW			Financial Accounting			FI			BIW_LFA1T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0VENTURE_ATTR			Joint Venture			GJV_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA			BIW_JV_T8JV			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)			


			0VENTURE_TEXT			Joint Venture Text			GJVC			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA			T8JVT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)			


			0VENTURE_TYPE_TEXT			Venture Type Text			GJV_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA			BIW_JV_VTYPE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)			


			0VEN_ACCNT_GRP_TEXT			Účt.sk.dodavatele			WLIFCORE			Logistics - General			LO-MD-BP-VM			T077Y			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0VEN_COMPC_ATTR			Dodavatel			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			MDEX_VENDOR_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0VEN_COMPC_TEXT			Dodavatel			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			BIW_LFB1T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0VEN_PURORG_ATTR			Dodavatel			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			MDEX_VENDOR_MD			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0VEN_PURORG_TEXT			Dodavatel			MDX			Cross-Application Components			CA			BIW_LFM1T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0VERSION_TEXT			Verze			KE			Controlling			CO-PA			TKVST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0VTDETAIL_TEXT			Subt.hodn.			SBIW			Basis Components			BC-BW			RSTVTDETL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0VTSTAT_TEXT			Statistika			SBIW			Basis Components			BC-BW			RSTVTSTAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0VTYPE_TEXT			Typ hodnoty			SBIW			Basis Components			BC-BW			RSTVTYPE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0WAGEGR_TEXT			MzdSkup			PPBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-SFC			WAGGR_BW_V			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0WAGETYPE_TEXT			Mzdový druh			PXDW			Personnel Management			PA-IS			V_BW_T512T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0WBS_ELEMT_ATTR			Prvek SPP			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_GET_WBS_ELEMENT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0WBS_ELEMT_JV_ATTR			JV WBS information			GJV_BW			Cross-Application Components			CA-JVA			BIW_JV_PRPS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)			


			0WBS_ELEMT_TEXT			Prvek SPP			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_GET_TEXT_WBS_ELEMENT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			1			Seldom									


			0WBS_ELEMT_WBSH_HIER			Prvek SPP			KAP8			Project System			PS-IS			PSBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_WBSH			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0WBS_INH_ATTR			Prvky SPP: Dědičnost			KAP8_45B			Project System			PS-IS			PSERB_GET_WBS_ELEMENT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer			


			0WHSE_NUM_TEXT			Č.skladu			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			BIW_T300T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0WITHQTYSTR_TEXT			Se strukt. množství			ROMD			Cross-Application Components			CA-OIW			XFELD			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0WM_MVT_TYP_TEXT			Dr.poh.			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			BIW_T333T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0WORKCENTER_ATTR			Pracoviště			PPBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-SFC			PPBW_GET_WORKCENTER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - External Interfaces in PP;S4TWL - Process Flow Scheduling (PP-PI)			


			0WORKCENTER_LAPH_HIER			Pracoviště			PPBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-SFC			PPBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LAPH			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - External Interfaces in PP;S4TWL - Process Flow Scheduling (PP-PI)			


			0WORKCENTER_TEXT			Pracoviště			PPBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-SFC			PPBW_GET_TEXT_WORKCENTER			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - External Interfaces in PP;S4TWL - Process Flow Scheduling (PP-PI)			


			0WRKCT_CATG_TEXT			Druh			PPBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-SFC			VERWT_BW_V			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0WRKCT_RESP_TEXT			Odp.osoba			PPBW			Production Planning and Control			PP-SFC			RESP_BW_V			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0WS_ANSWER_TEXT			Odpověď			UWS_BW_EXTRACTION			Cross-Application Components			CA-SUR			UWS_BW_EX_WS_ANSWER_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0WS_APPL_TEXT			Aplikace			UWS_BW_EXTRACTION			Cross-Application Components			CA-SUR			V_UWS_BW_APPLT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0WS_DATA_1			Výsledky ankety			UWS_BW_EXTRACTION			Cross-Application Components			CA-SUR			UWS_BW_EX_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0WS_KFIGTYP_TEXT			Typy ukazatelů			UWS_BW_EXTRACTION			Cross-Application Components			CA-SUR			UWS_BW_KFIGTYP			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0WS_QSTNNR_TEXT			Dotazník			UWS_BW_EXTRACTION			Cross-Application Components			CA-SUR			UWS_BW_EX_WS_QSTNNR_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0WS_QUEST_TEXT			Dotazy			UWS_BW_EXTRACTION			Cross-Application Components			CA-SUR			UWS_BW_EX_WS_QUEST_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0WS_STATUS_TEXT			Status dotazu			UWS_BW_EXTRACTION			Cross-Application Components			CA-SUR			UWS_BW_STATUS			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0WS_SURVEY_TEXT			Anketa			UWS_BW_EXTRACTION			Cross-Application Components			CA-SUR			UWS_BW_EX_WS_SURVEY_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0WS_TAROBJ_ATTR			Příjemce			UWS_BW_EXTRACTION			Cross-Application Components			CA-SUR			UWS_BW_EX_WS_TAROBJ_ATTR			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0WS_TAROBJ_TEXT			Příjemce			UWS_BW_EXTRACTION			Cross-Application Components			CA-SUR			UWS_BW_EX_WS_TAROBJ_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			0WTY_ASTATE_TEXT			Stav zpracování			ISAUTO_WTY			Logistics - General			LO-WTY			CWTYA05T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0WTY_CHECK_TEXT			Kontrola záruky			ISAUTO_WTY_BW			Logistics - General			LO-WTY			WTY_CHECK_RESULT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0WTY_CITEM_CATEG_TEXT			Druh položky			ISAUTO_WTY			Logistics - General			LO-WTY			CWTY011T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0WTY_CLMGRP_TEXT			Skupiny reklamací			ISAUTO_WTY			Logistics - General			LO-WTY			CWTY006T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0WTY_CLMTY_TEXT			Druhy reklamace			ISAUTO_WTY			Logistics - General			LO-WTY			CWTY001T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0WTY_ITEM_CAT_TEXT			Druh položky			ISAUTO_WTY_BW			Logistics - General			LO-WTY			WTY_POSKT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0WTY_MAST_TYP_TEXT			Text druhu záruky			DWA			Plant Maintenance			PM-EQM-SF-WA			T790G_T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0WTY_MEAS_PNT_TEXT			Body měření			IMRC			Plant Maintenance			PM-EQM-SF-MPC			IMPTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0WTY_PARVW_TEXT			Partner.role: Texty			VZ0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-BF-ACT			TPART			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0WTY_RCL_ATTR			Zpětné volání			ISAUTO_WTY_BW			Logistics - General			LO-WTY			WTYBW_RECALL_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			0WTY_REJCD_TEXT			Kódy rozhodnutí			ISAUTO_WTY			Logistics - General			LO-WTY			CWTY003T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0WTY_RELTY_TEXT			Dr.objektu záruky			ISAUTO_WTY			Logistics - General			LO-WTY			WTY_RELOB_TAB_TX			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0WTY_RETPAV_TEXT			Texty díl.stat.-dod.			ISAUTO_WTY			Logistics - General			LO-WTY			CWTY004T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0WTY_RETPA_TEXT			Texty díl.stat.-zák.			ISAUTO_WTY			Logistics - General			LO-WTY			CWTY004T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0WTY_VERS_CAT_TEXT			Kategorie: Texty			ISAUTO_WTY_BW			Logistics - General			LO-WTY			WTY_KATEG			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			0X_SYSBUSAR_TEXT			GlobPracÚs			FBS			Financial Accounting			FI-GL-GL			TGSBH			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0ZONE_TEXT			Oblast velk.provozu			KEG2			Controlling			CO-PA			T22B4			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			0_IGEL_TRANSP_TEST			Test transportu			AQBW			Basis Components			BC-BW			IGEL_T100			Extraction Using ABAP Query			0			Not Used									


			1CL_AZZA001			Typ aplikace/systému			CLBW			Cross-Application Components			CA-CL-ENV			CTBW_GET_VALUES_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			1CL_AZZA002			Platforma			CLBW			Cross-Application Components			CA-CL-ENV			CTBW_GET_VALUES_TEXT			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			1CL_OCOO001			Klas.: 0COORDER_ATTR			CLBW			Cross-Application Components			CA-CL-ENV			CTBW_GET_CLASSIFY_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_01_S001			2LIS_01_S001			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCS_BIW_LIS_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists)			


			2LIS_01_S005			2LIS_01_S005			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCS_BIW_LIS_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists)			


			2LIS_01_S264			2LIS_01_S264			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCS_BIW_LIS_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists)			


			2LIS_02_ACC			Nákupní data (účet)			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			1			Seldom									


			2LIS_02_CGR			Dodávka potvrzení			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_02_HDR			Data nákupu (hlav.)			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_02_ITM			Data nákupu (pol.)			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_02_S011			2LIS_02_S011			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCS_BIW_LIS_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_02_S012			2LIS_02_S012			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCS_BIW_LIS_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_02_S013			2LIS_02_S013			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCS_BIW_LIS_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_02_S015			2LIS_02_S015			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCS_BIW_LIS_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_02_S174			2LIS_02_S174			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCS_BIW_LIS_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_02_SCL			Data nákupu (rozvr.)			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			1			Seldom									


			2LIS_02_SCN			Potvrzení rozvržení			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_02_SGR			Dodávka rozvržení			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_03_BF			Pohyby materiálu			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			1			Seldom									


			2LIS_03_BX			In.zásob			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_03_S091			2LIS_03_S091			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCS_BIW_LIS_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), Not licensed to use by customer			


			2LIS_03_S194			2LIS_03_S194			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCS_BIW_LIS_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), Not licensed to use by customer			


			2LIS_03_S195			2LIS_03_S195			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCS_BIW_LIS_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), Not licensed to use by customer			


			2LIS_03_S196			2LIS_03_S196			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCS_BIW_LIS_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), Not licensed to use by customer			


			2LIS_03_S197			2LIS_03_S197			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCS_BIW_LIS_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), Not licensed to use by customer			


			2LIS_03_S198			2LIS_03_S198			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCS_BIW_LIS_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), Not licensed to use by customer			


			2LIS_03_UM			Přecenění			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_04_PEARBPL			Sběr.body sér.výroby			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_04_PECOMP			Komponenty: Sér.výr.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_04_PEMATNR			View mater.: Sériov.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_04_P_ARBPL			View pracoviště PP			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_04_P_COMP			View komponent PP			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_04_P_MATNR			View mater. PP(PI)			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_05_Q0ACTY			Hláš.jakosti - akce			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_05_Q0CAUSE			Hláš.jakosti - příč.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_05_Q0ITEM			Hláš.jakosti-polož.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_05_Q0NOTIF			Hlášení jakosti			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_05_Q0TASK			Hláš.jakosti-opatř.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_05_QE1			Výsl.kontroly všeob.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_05_QE2			Výsl.kontr.-kvantit.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_05_QVUDN			Kontr.dáv./RozhOPouž			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_06_INV						MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			1			Seldom									


			2LIS_08TRFKP			Položka přepr.nákl.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_08TRFKZ			Přepravní náklady			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_08TRTK			Přepr. - data hlav.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_08TRTLP			Přeprava: PolDod/Ús			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_08TRTS			Přeprava: Úseky			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_11_VAHDR			Prod.doklad: Hlav.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			1			Seldom									


			2LIS_11_VAITM			Prod.doklad: Položka			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_11_VAKON			Prodej.doklad-podmín			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_11_VASCL			Prod.doklad: Rozvrž.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_11_VASTH			Status hlav.zakázky			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_11_VASTI			Status položky zak.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_11_V_ITM			Prod.-exp.:Zúčt.pol.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_11_V_SCL			Prod.-exp.:Zúčt.roz.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_11_V_SSL			Dodávka zakázky			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_12_VCHDR			Dodávka: Data hlav.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_12_VCITM			Dodávka: Položka			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_12_VCSCL			Rozvržená dodávka			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_13_VDHDR			Faktura: Data hlav.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			1			Seldom									


			2LIS_13_VDITM			Faktura: Položka			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_13_VDKON			Faktura - podmínka			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_17_I0ACTY			Hlášení údržby -akce			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			2LIS_17_I0CAUSE			Hláš.údržby-příčiny			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			2LIS_17_I0ITEM			Hláš.údržby-položky			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			2LIS_17_I0NOTIF			PM-hlášení			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			2LIS_17_I0TASK			Hláš.údržby - opatř.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			2LIS_17_I3HDR			Zakázka PM			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			2LIS_17_I3OPER			Operace zakázky PM			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.			


			2LIS_18_I0ACTY			Hlášení CS - akce			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_18_I0CAUSE			Hlášení CS - příčiny			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_18_I0ITEM			Hlášení CS - položky			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_18_I0NOTIF			Hlášení CS			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_18_I0TASK			Hlášení CS - opatř.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_18_I3HDR			Zakázka CS			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_18_I3OPER			Operace zakázky CS			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_40_REVAL			Změna prodejní ceny			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_40_S202			2LIS_40_S202			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCS_BIW_LIS_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368741 - S4TWL - Merchandise and Assortment Planning			


			2LIS_40_S207			2LIS_40_S207			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCS_BIW_LIS_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368741 - S4TWL - Merchandise and Assortment Planning			


			2LIS_40_S208			2LIS_40_S208			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCS_BIW_LIS_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368741 - S4TWL - Merchandise and Assortment Planning			


			2LIS_40_S212			2LIS_40_S212			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCS_BIW_LIS_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368741 - S4TWL - Merchandise and Assortment Planning			


			2LIS_40_S214			2LIS_40_S214			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCS_BIW_LIS_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368741 - S4TWL - Merchandise and Assortment Planning			


			2LIS_40_S219			2LIS_40_S219			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCS_BIW_LIS_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368741 - S4TWL - Merchandise and Assortment Planning			


			2LIS_40_S278			2LIS_40_S278			MCDW			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCS_BIW_LIS_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2370131 - S4TWL - Retail Information System (RIS) and Category Management Workflow: 0RF_OAPCMPA_ATTR is the alternative			


			2LIS_43_POSCAS			Data POS: Pokladník			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_44_POSREC			POS data: Pokl.blok			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_45_CDLST						MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_45_HDR			Data hl.agent.dokl.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_45_ITM			Agent.doklad: Pol.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_45_LST			Agent.doklad: Fak.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_45_PDLST						MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_45_VDLST						MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			2LIS_46_CFM			Finanční data			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Working with Restrictions(null), Regeneration of extractor and check of BW content based on this DS is needed			


			2LIS_46_GTM			GTM: Procesní data			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Working with Restrictions(null), Regeneration of extractor and check of BW content based on this DS is needed			


			2LIS_46_HED			Gobal trade: Zabezp.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Working with Restrictions(null), Regeneration of extractor and check of BW content based on this DS is needed			


			2LIS_46_ITM						MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Working with Restrictions(null), Regeneration of extractor and check of BW content based on this DS is needed			


			2LIS_46_SCL			Gobal trade: Ob.kon.			MCEX			Logistics - General			LO-LIS			MCEX_BW_LO_API			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Working with Restrictions(null), Regeneration of extractor and check of BW content based on this DS is needed			


			3FI_GL_CK_TT			HK:Zůs. v.l.-kon.CAS			GBIW_ERP			Financial Accounting			FI-GL			FAGL_GET_TT_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			3FI_GL_IF_TT			HK: Zůs. v. le.-IFRS			GBIW_ERP			Financial Accounting			FI-GL			FAGL_GET_TT_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			3FI_GL_IK_TT			HK:Zůst. v.l.-k.IFRS			GBIW_ERP			Financial Accounting			FI-GL			FAGL_GET_TT_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			3FI_SL_7R			Retail Ledger			GBIW			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-IS			G_BIW_GET_TRANSACTION_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368803 - S4TWL - Retail Ledger / Profit Center Analytics			


			3FI_SL_95			FM_US_FG_2_BW			GBIW			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-IS			G_BIW_GET_TRANSACTION_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			3FI_SL_96			FM_US_FG_FACT1_2_BW			GBIW			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-IS			G_BIW_GET_TRANSACTION_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			3FI_SL_97			FM_US_FG_FACT2_2_BW			GBIW			Financial Accounting			FI-SL-IS			G_BIW_GET_TRANSACTION_DATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			Not Working(No Alternative Exists)			


			80TCTHP24O			Stat.démona reál.čas			RSB			SAP Business Warehouse			BW-WHM-DBA			RSBX_BIW_GET_ODSDATA			Function Module (Complete Interface)			0			Not Used									


			T001B			Otevřená období FI			FBAS			Financial Accounting			FI			T001B			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZAKCE			Akce			ZFI			Financial Accounting			FI			ZZFI_AKCE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZAM_INVENT			ZAM_INVENT			ZAM_INV			Financial Accounting			FI-AA			ZAM_INVENT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZAM_POHYBY			ZAM_POHYBY			ZAM_BW			Financial Accounting			FI-AA			ZAM_POHYBY			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZANLA			ZANLA			ZZE2									ZANLA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBSPV			Příl/odl + hlavička			ZIBS									ZBS_/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_/BLUESKY/DS_FEHDAD			Příl/odl + hlavička			ZIBS									ZBS_/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_ABGRU_TEXT			Důvod odmítnutí			VA0C			Sales and Distribution			SD-SLS-GF			TVAGT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_AIRCRAFT_POSITION			Pozice letadla			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/MDPOSV			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_AIRCRAFT_REG			Registrace letadla			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/MDREGV			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_AIRCRAFT_TYPE			Typ letadla			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/MDACRTV			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_AIRLINE			Aerolinie			ZBLUESKY_BW									Z_BS_BW_DS_AIRLINE			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_AIRPORT			Letiště			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/MDDESTV			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_AOC			AOC leteckých společ			ZIBS									ZBS_AOC			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_AWDAY_TEXT			Den v týdnu												DDMSCHK037			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_C001			Parking			ZBLUESKY_BW									ZBS_BWV_C001			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_C002A			A / D + PAX			ZBLUESKY_BW									Z_BS_BW_DS_C002			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_C002B			A / D + Delays			ZBLUESKY_BW									ZBS_BWV_C002B			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_C003			Položky a Fakt. pol.			ZBLUESKY_BW									Z_BS_BW_DS_C003			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_C004			Cenové podm. pol. LD			ZBLUESKY_BW									Z_BS_BW_DS_C004			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_CONDITION			Podmínka			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/MDCOND			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_CONTINENT_TEXT			Kontinent												/BLUESKY/DO_CONTINENT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_CO_KAPPL_TEXT			Determinace:Aplikace			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/SYCOAPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_CO_KOACC_TEXT			Pořadí přístupu			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/CSCOACT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_CO_KSCHL			Typ podmínky			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/CSCOKC			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_CO_KSCHL_TEXT			Typ podmínky			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/CSCOKCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_CO_SEQUE			Přístup			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/CSCOACG			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_CO_SEQUE_TEXT			Přístup			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/CSCOACU			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_CSSTAT_TEXT			Status			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/CSSTATT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_CSTEXT_TEXT			CSTEXT			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/CSTEXTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_DAY_NIGHT_TEXT			Den / Noc												/BLUESKY/DO_DAY_NIGHT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_DELAY_CODE_TEXT			Kod zpoždění			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/CSDELAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_EXTHAND			Externí handling			ZIBS									ZBS_EXTHAND			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_FARDE_TEXT			Přílet / Odlet												/BLUESKY/DO_FARDE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_HBAD_TEXT			Domovská základna			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/CSHBADT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_INVSTAT_TEXT			Status fakturace												/BLUESKY/DO_INSTAT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_KRECH_TEXT			Počet.prav.pro podm.												KRECH			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_KTGRD_TEXT			Sk.př.úč.odb.			VF			Sales and Distribution			SD-BIL			TVKTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_KTGRM_TEXT			Sk.př.úč.mat.			VS0CCORE			Sales and Distribution			SD-MD-MM			TVKMT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_KZBZG_TEXT			Vztažná veličina												KZBZG			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_LAND_ICAO_TEXT			Klíč státu ICAO			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/CSLANDT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_PAXCAT_TEXT			Kategorie PAXu												ZBS_DO_PAXCAT			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_PAYTYP			Způsob platby			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/CSPAYM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_PAYTYP_TEXT			Způsob platby			/BLUESKY/BASIC			Cross-Application Components			CA			/BLUESKY/CSPAYMT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_PKAPPL_TEXT			Aplikace			VKONCORE			Sales and Distribution			SD-MD-CM			T681B			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_PKSCHL_TEXT			Druh cenové podmínky			VKON			Sales and Distribution			SD-MD-CM			T685T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_POSFREE_TEXT			Parking zdarma												/BLUESKY/DO_POSFREE			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_PRICE_COND			KD Cenových podm.			ZBLUESKY_BW									Z_BS_BW_DS_PRICE_COND			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_SERCAT_TEXT			Kategorie Služeb			ZBLUESKY_BW									ZBS_BWV_SERCAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_WAERSC_TEXT			Měna			SFIB			Basis Components			BC-SRV-BSF-CUR			TCURT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_XS01			Cenove podminkyXS01			ZIBS									ZBS_BW_XS01			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_XS02			Cenove podminkyXS02			ZIBS									ZBS_BW_XS02			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_XS03			Cenove podminkyXS03			ZIBS									ZBS_BW_XS03			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_XS04			Cenove podminkyXS04			ZIBS									ZBS_BW_XS04			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZBS_XS05			Cenove podminkyXS05			ZIBS									ZBS_BW_XS05			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_0EMP_19_ATTR			Zaměstnanci-k.zk.d.			ZIHR									ZBW_0EMP_19_ATTR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BBP_INV_ID_ATTR			Faktura_3cest_Attr			ZMM									ZBW_BBP_INV_ID			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BES_SKOLENI			Bezpečnostní školení			ZKBP									ZBW_BES_SKOLENI			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BTO_C_HROZB_TEXT			BTO Hrozby_TXT			ZKBP									ZBW_BTO_C_HROZB			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BTO_C_ODPOV_TEXT			BT BTO Odpovědi_TXT			ZKBP									ZBW_BTO_C_ODPOV			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BTO_C_POPIS_TEXT			BT BTO Popis_TXT			ZKBP									ZBW_BTO_C_POPIS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BTO_C_VYHOD_TEXT			BT BTO Vyhod._TXT			ZKBP									ZBW_BTO_C_VYHOD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BTO_FORM			BT BTO Formuláře			ZKBP									ZBW_BTO_FORM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BTO_TEMPLAT_ATTR			BTO Denní template			ZKBP									ZBW_BTO_TEMPLAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BT_AUDITOR_TXT_ATTR			BT Auditor_TXT_ATTR			ZKBP									ZBW_BT_AUDITOR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BT_C_CINNOS_TEXT			BT Činnost_TXT			ZKBP									ZBW_BT_C_CINNOS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BT_C_CIN_PL			BT Plán činností			ZKBP									ZBW_BT_C_CIN_PL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BT_C_KAT_PR_TEXT			BT Kat. test. p._TXT			ZKBP									ZBW_BT_C_KAT_PR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BT_C_KONTRO_TEXT			BT Kontrola_TXT			ZKBP									ZBW_BT_C_KONTRO			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BT_C_KON_OR_TXT_ATTR			BT Kon. org._TXT_ATR			ZKBP									ZBW_BT_C_KON_OR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BT_C_PREDME_TXT_ATTR			BT Tst. př._TXT_ATTR			ZKBP									ZBW_BT_C_PREDME			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BT_C_PRE_PL			BT Plán test. předm.			ZKBP									ZBW_BT_C_PRE_PL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BT_C_STAV_TEXT			BTC Stavy_TXT			ZKBP									ZBW_BT_C_STAV			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BT_C_STA_PL			BT Plán testů stan.			ZKBP									ZBW_BT_C_STA_PL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BT_C_UMISTE_TXT_ATTR			BT Umístění_TXT_ATTR			ZKBP									ZBW_BT_C_UMISTE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BT_FIGURANT_TXT_ATTR			BT Figurant_TXT_ATTR			ZKBP									ZBW_BT_FIGURANT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BT_FORM			BT Formuláře			ZKBP									ZBW_BT_FORM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BT_O_STAV_TEXT			ZBW_BTO_STAV_TXT			ZKBP									ZBW_BT_O_STAV			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_BT_STATION_TXT_ATTR			BT stan._TXT_ATTR			ZKBP									ZBW_BT_STATION			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_CLM_WFRC			WF round remark chck			/MIBCON/CLM									/MIBCON/CLMAWFRC			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_C_AGRSTV_TEXT			Agregovaný stav - tx			BSV			Cross-Application Components			CA-GTF-TS-SMT			TJ30T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_C_KON_O_TXT_ATTR			BTO K. o._TXT_ATTR			ZKBP									ZBW_C_KON_O			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_C_KO_SK_TEXT			BTO Skup. ko. o._TXT			ZKBP									ZBW_C_KO_SK			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_C_PSSTAT_TEXT			Stat. operace - text			ZPS_INV									ZPSCSTOPT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_C_REALIN_TEXT			Realizátor inv. - tx			ZCLM									ZCLMTREALIZIZ			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_DES_C_FORMA_TEXT			BT Des. fo. kon._TXT			ZKBP									ZBW_DES_C_FORMA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_DES_C_OPATR_TEXT			BT Des. Opatření_TXT			ZKBP									ZBW_DES_C_OPATR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_DES_C_POS_TEXT			BT Des. pos. BEK_TXT			ZKBP									ZBW_DES_C_POS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_DES_C_SMENA_TEXT			BT Des. sm. OLE_TXT			ZKBP									ZBW_DES_C_SMENA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_DES_C_STAV_TEXT			BT Des. st. zpr._TXT			ZKBP									ZBW_DES_C_STAV			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_DES_C_TYP_TXT_ATTR			BT D. t. k._TXT_ATTR			ZKBP									ZBW_DES_C_TYP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_DES_C_VYHOD_TEXT			BT Des. Vyhod_TXT			ZKBP									ZBW_DES_C_VYHOD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_DES_DATA			BT Desetiminutovky			ZKBP									ZBW_DES_DATA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_DES_PK_ATTR			BT Des. Př. ko._ATTR			ZKBP									ZBW_DES_PK			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_DES_STATION_TXT_ATTR			BT D. t. s._TXT_ATTR			ZKBP									ZBW_DES_STATION			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_DES_TASKS_TXT_ATTR			BT D. t. t._TXT_ATTR			ZKBP									ZBW_DES_TASKS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_EMP_41_ATTR			Zam. - dat. uzn. pr.			ZMM									ZBW_EMP_41			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_EMP_PA0008			Zaměstnanci - mzdy			ZIHR									ZBW_EMP_PA0008			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_EMP_SKUP_ATTR			Zaměstnanci - skup.			ZIHR									ZBW_EMP_PA9007			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_FAGLFLEXA			Jednotlivé položky			ZAM_BW			Financial Accounting			FI-AA			ZBW_V_FAGLFLEXA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_FAGLFLEXA_BSEG			Jednotlivé položky			ZIBS									ZBW_FAGLFLEXA_BSEG			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_FYZ_TESTY			Fyzické testy			ZKBP									ZBW_FYZ_TESTY			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_HRBP_MAN_PA0001_ATTR			Pracovník-HRBP a MAN			ZMM									ZBW_HRBP_MAN_PA0001			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_HRPOS_ATTR			Pl. místo - dop. att			ZIHR									ZBW_HRPOS_ATTR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_KATA_DEP			KATA - PLaSK odpisy			ZAM_BW			Financial Accounting			FI-AA			ZBWV_KATA_DEP			Transparent Table or DB View			1			Seldom									


			ZBW_ORGZARA_TXT_ATTR			Org. zař._TXT_ATTR			ZMM									ZBW_HR_ORGZARA			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_PS_OSK			PS - OSK			ZBW									ZBW_PS_OSK			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_PS_OSK_H			PS_OSK_hist. data			ZPS_INV									ZBW_PS_OSK_H			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_RE_FLW_ATTR			Druh pohybu_ND_ATTR			ZIRE			Real Estate Management			RE-FX			ZBW_RE_FLW_ATTR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_SHOP_ID_DS			RE-FX: S.O.-his.ID			ZRER			Real Estate Management			RE-FX			ZBW_SHOP_ID_DS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_SORT_TEXT			Sortiment - text			RE_SR_CA			Real Estate Management			RE-FX-SR			TIVSRSTT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_SOURCE_TEXT			Source_TXT			ZIMM									ZBW_TB006			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_STRELBY			Střelby			ZKBP									ZBW_STRELBY			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_SUBT_INF_TEXT			Subtyp dle Inf_TXT			ZIHR									ZBW_T591S			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_TERMSCHV_ATR			Termíny schv. - attr			ZBW									ZBW_TERMSCHV_ATR			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_TIP_C_DECIS_TEXT			TIP Rozhodnutí_TXT			ZKBP									ZBW_TIP_C_DECIS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_TIP_C_LOCAT_TEXT			TIP Lokace_TXT			ZKBP									ZBW_TIP_C_LOCAT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_TIP_C_TECHN_TEXT			TIP Technologie_TXT			ZKBP									ZBW_TIP_C_TECHN			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_TIP_C_THREA_TEXT			TIP Kat. hrozby_TXT			ZKBP									ZBW_TIP_C_THREA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_TIP_DETAIL			TIP Jednotlivé polož			ZKBP									ZBW_TIP_DETAIL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_TIP_SUMMARY			TIP Sumární data			ZKBP									ZBW_TIP_SUMMARY			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_VED_HRP1001			Pl. místa - vedoucí			ZIHR									ZBW_VED_HRP1001			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_ZPS_SUM			FI - zůstatky			ZAM_BW			Financial Accounting			FI-AA			ZPS_SUM_BWVIEW			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_ZVIBDOBJ_SHI			RE-FX: S.O.-his.ShID			ZRER			Real Estate Management			RE-FX			ZBW_ZVIBDOBJ_SHI			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZBW_ZZMAINAUTHCD_TXT			Extrakce textu do C_			ZMM									ZBW_ZZMAINAUTHCD_TXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZCINNOST			Cinnost			ZIFI			Financial Accounting			FI			ZZFI_CINNOST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZCLM_DRUH_DOC_TEXT			Druh_dokumentu text												ZCLM_DRUH_DOKUMENTU			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			ZCLM_DRUH_SMLUV_TEXT			Druhy smluv text			/MIBCON/CLM									/MIBCON/CLMTCNKD			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZCLM_DRUH_ZAK_TEXT			Druh zakázky text												ZCLM_DRUH_ZAKAZKY			Fixed Values for Domain			0			Not Used									


			ZCLM_ODPO_OS_TEXT			Odpovědná osoba text			SUSR			Basis Components			BC-SEC-USR-ADM			V_USR_NAME			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZCLM_STAT_CONTR_TEXT			Staus kontraktu text			/MIBCON/CLM									/MIBCON/CLMTCNST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZCLM_TYP_INVEST_TEXT			Typ investice text			ZCLM									ZCLMTTYPINV			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZCLM_WF_BW			CLM WF do BW			ZCLM_DEV									ZCLM_WF_BW			Function Module (Simple Interface)			1			Seldom									


			ZCONTRIT_TEXT			Text položky kontrak			ZIMM									ZEKPO			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZCONTROBJGR2_ATTR			RE: Sk.obj. - sm.at2			ZRER			Real Estate Management			RE-FX			ZBW_ZVIBDOBJ_SHI			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZCONTROBJGR_ATTR			RE: Sk.obj.sml.atr			ZIRE			Real Estate Management			RE-FX			ZBW_CONTROBJGR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZC_CONTRIT_ATTR			Atributy p.kontraktu			ZIMM									ZEKPO			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZC_CONTRL_ATTR			Atributy kontraktu			ZIMM									ZEKKO			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZDOCTYPE_TEXT			Druh nákupního dokla			ME			Materials Management			MM-PUR			T161T			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZDOC_TYPE_ATTR			Druh dokladu atribut			FBASCORE			Financial Accounting			FI			T003			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZDS_DOB_FA			Doba vystavení fa.			ZMM									ZBW_FM_DOB_FA			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZDS_INKASO_VBRK			Plán plateb-inkasa			ZBW									ZBW_VIEW_VBRK			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZDS_PL_PROG_REGUP			Platební program			ZMM									ZBW_PLAT_PROGRAM			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZDS_PRIKAZ_ZWFDT			Příkazy hlavičky			ZBW									ZBW_VIEW_ZWFDT			Transparent Table or DB View			1			Seldom									


			ZDS_PS_NW_ACT			Oper. a prvky SíťDi.			ZBW									ZBW_PS_NW_ACT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZDS_TOK_DOKLADU			Tok dokladu			ZBW									ZBW_VIEW_VBFA			Transparent Table or DB View			1			Seldom									


			ZEMPLOYEE_0016_ATTR			Pracovník - sou. sml			ZIHR									Z_BW_PA0016			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZEMPLOYEE_27_ATTR			Pracovník_IT27_ATTR			ZIHR									ZBW_0EMP_27_ATTR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZEMPLOYEE_7_ATTR			Pracovník_IT7_ATTR			ZIHR									ZBW_0EMP_7_ATTR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZGLPCA			ZGLPCA			ZAM_INV			Financial Accounting			FI-AA			ZGLPCA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZGLPCP			ZGLPCP			ZZE2									ZGLPCP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZHR_HRBP_ATTR_TEXT			HRBP_ATTR_TEXT			ZMM									ZBW_HRBP_TEXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZINFORECORD_ATTR			Inforecord - attr			/MIBCON/CLM									/MIBCON/CLMAIREC			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZINFOREC_TXTVAL_ATTR			CLM: IR. - txt. val.			/MIBCON/CLM									/MIBCON/CLMAIRTV			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZINVC_ATT			ZINVC_ATT			ZZE2									ZINVC_ATT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZINV_ZADOSZ_ATTR			Investiční ž. - attr			ZBW									ZBW_IZ			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZIR_NAZEV_ATTR			CLM: IR. - nazev			ZBW									ZBW_IR_NAZEV			Function Module (Simple Interface)			1			Seldom									


			ZIR_TXTVAL_ATTR			CLM: IR. - txt. val.			ZBW									ZBW_IR_TXTVAL			Function Module (Simple Interface)			1			Seldom									


			ZISRS_CML_ATR			BW: CLM - ISRS data			/MIBCON/CLM									/MIBCON/CLMAISRS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZIZ_CAS_ROK_ATTR			Částka nR. IZ - attr			ZCLM									ZCLMAIZ_VALUE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZIZ_SKL_NAK_ATTR			Skladba N. IZ - attr			ZCLM									ZCLMAIZ_COST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZKVALPOZ			Kvalifikace_pož.			ZMM									ZBW_KVAL_POZADAVKY			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZKVALPROF			Kvalifikace_profily			ZMM									ZBW_KVAL_PROFILY			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZMARA			ZMARA			ZZE2									ZMARA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZMATERIAL2_ATTR			Materiál - doba plat			LVS			Logistics Execution			LE-WM			LQUA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZMATERIAL_ATTR			Materiál - skladové			ZIMM									ZIM_MARA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZMM_NAKUP_TXT_POL			Tran. data textových			ZIMM									ZMM_EKKO_EKPO2			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZOBJEDNAVKY			Tran data objednávka			ZIMM									ZMM_EKKO_EKPO			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZOBJ_POL_ATTR			Atributy OBJ_POL			ZIMM									ZBW_OBJ_POL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZOBJ_POL_EKBE_ATTR			Atrib. OBJ_POL_EKBE			ZIMM									ZBW_OBJ_POL_EKBE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZPAYSCALELV_ATTR			Tarifní stupeň-attr			ZMM									Z_HR_BW_EXTRACT_IO_PAYSCALELV			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZPCNL_ATTR			PCNL - attr			ZBW									ZBW_PCNL_ATR			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZPCNL_BPARTNER_ATTR			Busn Partner - attr			ZBW									ZBW_BPARTN_ATTR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZPCNL_DZ_ATTR			Druh zakázky - attr			ZCLM									ZCLMAPCNL_DRUZAK			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZPCNL_HODKOM_ATTR			Čl. hodn. kom. PCNL			ZCLM									ZCLMAPCNL_HODKOM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZPCNL_KRIT_ATTR			Kriteria PCNL - attr			ZBW									ZBW_PCNL_KRIT_ATR			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZPCNL_MP_ATTR			Místo plnění - attr			ZCLM									ZCLMAPCNL_MISTPL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZPCNL_REQQAL2_ATTR			Kvalifikace - attr			ZBW									ZBW_PCNL_REQQAL			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZPCNL_REQQAL_ATTR			Kvalifikace - attr			ZCLM									ZCLMAPCNL_REQQAL			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZPCNL_RIZIKA_ATTR			Rizika PCNL - attr			ZCLM									ZCLMAPCNL_RIZIKA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZPERSON_0006_ATTR			Osoba - adresy			ZIHR									ZBW_0PERS_6_ATTR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZPOBJ			Pohybová data POBJ			ZIMM									ZMM_EBAN			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZPOBJ2_ATTR			Atributy POBJ2			ZIMM									ZBW_POBJ_ATTR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZPOBJ2_TEXT			Texty POBJ2			ZIMM									ZBW_POBJ_TEXT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZPOBJ_TEXT			Texty POBJ			ZIMM									ZMM_EBAN			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZPOPTAVKY			Tran data poptávka n			ZIMM									ZMM_EKKO_EKPO			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZPRIJEM			Příjem materiálu			ZIMM									ZMM_EKKO_EKBE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZPSBW_C_SPREJM			Texty pro C_SPREJM			ZPS_INV_LP									ZPSCNMTABP_BWV			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZPS_CONTRACT			Tran data - kontrakt			ZIMM									ZPS_MM			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZPS_CONTRACT2			Tran - kontr PS čerp			ZIMM									ZPS_MM2			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZPS_ZPSCSTOP_ATR			Uživatelský status S			ZPS_INV									ZPSCSTOP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZREFX_SALESREP			RE: Hlášené obraty			ZIRE			Real Estate Management			RE-FX			ZBW_REM_SALESREP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZSHOP_CT_TEXT			Kat. provozovny-txt			ZRER			Real Estate Management			RE-FX			ZREFX_SHOP_CTGST			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZSMLOUVY_CML_ATR			Smlouvy - attr			ZBW									ZBW_SMLOUVY_ATTR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZTCJ_CASH_JOURNAL			Pokladní transakce			ZBW									ZBW_VIEW_TCJ			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZTIVTMNTPROCT_TXT			Schéma výpovědi_txt			ZIRE			Real Estate Management			RE-FX			ZBW_TIVTMNTPROCT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZTYP			Typ			ZFI			Financial Accounting			FI			ZZFI_TYP			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZUSER_TEXT			Texty uživatelů			SUSR			Basis Components			BC-SEC-USR-ADM			USER_ADDR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZUSER_TXT			C_USER_texty			ZIHR									ZBW_USER_TXT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZVITMNT_CN_DS_ATTR			Smlouvy - druhy výp.			ZIRE			Real Estate Management			RE-FX			ZBW_VITMNT_CN_DS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZVR_KLIC_SLOVA_ATTR			Kl. slova VR - attr			ZCLM									ZCLMAKLICSLOVA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZVS_FLEET			ZVS_FLEET			ZZE2									ZVS_FLEET			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZVS_IMRG			ZVS_IMRG			ZZE2									ZVS_IMRG			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZVS_OSOB			ZVS_OSOB			ZZPM			Plant Maintenance			PM			ZZPM_SVP_SD_OSOB			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZVS_OSTA			ZVS_OSTA			ZZPM			Plant Maintenance			PM			ZZPM_SVP_SD_OSTA			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZVYB_RIZ_ATTR			Výběr. řízení - attr			ZBW									ZBW_VYB_RIZ_ATR			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZVYJSTAT_ATTR			Výjimky statistik			ZIHR									ZBW_0EMP_33_ATTR			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZVYJSTAT_TEXT			Výjimky statistik			ZIHR									ZBW_VYJSTAT_TEXT			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZWBS_ELEMT_ATTRIB			SPP životnost, faktu			CN_PSP_OPR			Project System			PS-ST-OPR			PRPS			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZWBS_ELEMT_ATTRIB2			SPP data projektu			ZIMM									ZPS_PRTE			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			ZWBS_ELEMT_IZ_TEXT			SPP_z IŽ_TXT			ZMM									ZBW_SPP_IZ_TXT			Function Module (Simple Interface)			0			Not Used									


			ZZASHRP1001			Zást. ved. – HRP1001			ZIHR									Z_BW_ZAS_HRP1001			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			Z_CONTRACT			Kontrakt			ZIMM									ZEKPO			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									


			Z_CONTRACT2			Cílová částka kontra			ZIMM									ZEKPO_MSEG			Transparent Table or DB View			0			Not Used									












Pý¡loha �. 1 Smlouvy o d¡lo/Pý¡lohy_Readiness_Check/InterfaceImpactAnalysisIDOC.xlsx

SAP Document Export


			Direction			IDoc Type			Extension Type			Message Type			Function Module			Client			No. of Partners			Application Area			Usage Frequency			Type of Impact			Details			ABAP Test Cockpit Results


			Inbound			BOMMAT07						BOMMAT			IDOC_INPUT_BOMMAT_MDM			110			2			Logistics - General			Frequently									


			Inbound			BUS1502_CREATE03						BUS1502_CREATE			BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1			110			2			Real Estate Management			Frequently									


			Inbound			BUS1503_CHANGE02						BUS1503_CHANGE			BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1			110			2			Real Estate Management			Constantly									


			Inbound			BUS1503_CREATE02						BUS1503_CREATE			BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1			110			2			Real Estate Management			Constantly									


			Inbound			BUS1504_CHANGE02						BUS1504_CHANGE			BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1			110			4			Real Estate Management			Constantly									


			Inbound			BUS1504_CREATE02						BUS1504_CREATE			BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1			110			2			Real Estate Management			Constantly									


			Inbound			BUS1505_CHANGE04						BUS1505_CHANGE			BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1			110			2			Real Estate Management			Constantly									


			Inbound			BUS1505_CREATE04						BUS1505_CREATE			BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1			110			2			Real Estate Management			Constantly									


			Inbound			CASHJOURNALDOC_CREATE01						CASHJOURNALDOC_CREATE			BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1			110			2			Financial Accounting			Constantly									


			Inbound			EQUIPMENT_CHANGE02						EQUIPMENT_CHANGE			BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1			110			4			Plant Maintenance			Constantly									


			Inbound			EQUIPMENT_CREATE02						EQUIPMENT_CREATE			BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1			110			4			Plant Maintenance			Constantly									


			Inbound			FIDCCP02						FIDCC2			IDOC_INPUT_FIDCC2			110			3			Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			Inbound			FIDCCP02			ZFIDCC2EXT			FIDCC2			IDOC_INPUT_FIDCC2			110			3			Cross-Application Components			Constantly									


			Inbound			FUNC_LOC_CHANGE02						FUNC_LOC_CHANGE			BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1			110			2			Plant Maintenance			Constantly									


			Inbound			FUNC_LOC_CREATE02						FUNC_LOC_CREATE			BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1			110			4			Plant Maintenance			Constantly									


			Inbound			INTERNAL_ORDER_CREATE03						INTERNAL_ORDER_CREATE			BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1			110			2			Controlling			Constantly									


			Inbound			INV_ID01						INVOIC			IDOC_INPUT_INVOIC_FI			110			2			Cross-Application Components			Constantly									


			Inbound			MBGMCR03						MBGMCR			BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1			110			2			Materials Management			Constantly									


			Inbound			RSINFO						RSINFO			RSAR_INFO_RECEIVED			110			1			Basis Components			Not Used									


			Inbound			RSREQUST						RSRQST			RSAP_IDOC_DISPATCHER			110			5			Basis Components			Constantly									


			Inbound			SALESORDER_CREATEFROMDAT204						SALESORDER_CREATEFROMDAT2			BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1			110			3			Sales and Distribution			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHR_DMS_KOFAX						ZHR_DMS_KOFAX_CREATE_DOCUMENT			ZHR_DMS_KOFAX_IDOC_INPUT			110			2						Constantly									


			Inbound			ZINCOMINGINVOICE_CHANGE01						ZINCOMINGINVOICE_CHANGE			BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1			110			4						Constantly									


			Inbound			ZINCOMINGINVOICE_ZCREATE01						ZINCOMINGINVOICE_ZCREATE			BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1			110			4			Materials Management			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZINCOMINGINVOICE_ZRESCAN01						ZINCOMINGINVOICE_ZRESCAN			BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1			110			2			Materials Management			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZKCT_PROJECT01						ZKCT_PROJECT			BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1			110			4			Project System			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZSALESAORDERAGCY_ZBAPISALESO01						ZSALESAORDERAGCY_ZBAPISALESORD			BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1			110			2			Sales and Distribution			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZSLC068						RSSEND			RSAR_DATA_RECEIVED			110			1						Not Used									


			Outbound			COELEM01						COELEM						110			4			Controlling			Constantly									


			Outbound			COSMAS01						COSMAS						110			4			Controlling			Constantly									


			Outbound			CREMAS05			ZFI_CREMAS_10			CREMAS						110			2			Logistics - General			Constantly									


			Outbound			DEBMAS06			ZFI_DEBMAS_10			DEBMAS						110			2			Controlling			Constantly									


			Outbound			GLMAST01						GLMAST						110			4			Financial Accounting			Constantly									


			Outbound			HRMD_A07						HRMD_A						110			4			Personnel Management			Constantly									


			Outbound			HRMD_ABA05						HRMD_ABA						110			2			Cross-Application Components			Constantly									


			Outbound			INVOIC01						INVOIC			IDOC_OUTPUT_INVOIC_IV_MM			110			1			Sales and Distribution			Not Used									


			Outbound			PRCMAS01						PRCMAS						110			4			Cross-Application Components			Constantly									


			Outbound			RSINFO						RSINFO						110			2			Basis Components			Constantly									


			Outbound			RSREQUST						RSRQST						110			1			Basis Components			Not Used									


			Outbound			SYNCHRON						SYNCH						110			9			Basis Components			Not Used									


			Outbound			ZHR_DMS_KOFAX						ZHR_DMS_KOFAX_CREATE_DOCUMENT						110			1						Not Used									


			Outbound			ZINCOMINGINVOICE_CHANGE01						ZINCOMINGINVOICE_CHANGE						110			2						Constantly									


			Outbound			ZSLB015						RSSEND						110			1						Constantly									


			Outbound			ZSLC068						RSSEND						110			1						Constantly									
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SAP Document Export


			Direction			Service Name			Service Version			Service Description			Odata Version			Service Published			Created via SAP Gateway Service Builder			Project Name			External Service Name			Application Component			Data Provider Extension Class			Model Provider Extension Class			Data Provider Base Class			Model Provider Base Class			Development Package			Application Area			Usage Frequency			Type of Impact			Details			ATC Results


			Inbound			LORD_ORDER_SRV			0001			Služba OData pro zakázku odběratele			V2			No			No						LORD_ORDER_SRV						CL_LORD_ORDER_DPC_EXT			CL_LORD_ORDER_MPC_EXT			Služba OData pro zakázku odběratele			Služba OData pro zakázku odběratele									Unknown									


			Inbound			/UI2/LAUNCHPAD			0001			Poskytovatel dat launchpadu			V2			No			No						LAUNCHPAD			CA-FLP-ABA			/UI2/CL_GW_DP_LAUNCHPAD_00			/UI2/CL_GW_MP_NAV_TREE			Poskytovatel dat launchpadu			Model pro službu launchpadu			/UI2/NAVIGATION_TREE			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			ISHMED_BEC_WF_INBOX_SRV			0001			i.s.h.med Inbox			V2			No			No						ISHMED_BEC_WF_INBOX_SRV						CL_ISHMED_BEC_WF_INBOX_DPC_EXT			CL_ISHMED_BEC_WF_INBOX_MPC_EXT			i.s.h.med Inbox			i.s.h.med Inbox									Unknown									


			Inbound			IRWC			0001			ILM Reporting Work Center			V2			No			No						IRWC			BC-ILM-WP			CL_IRWC_DPC			CL_IRWC_MODEL			ILM Reporting Work Center			ILM Reporting Work Center Model			S_ILM_RWC			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			/UI2/INTEROP			0001			Gateway Service of Interaperability			V2			No			No						INTEROP			CA-FLP-ABA			/UI2/CL_GW_DP_INTEROP_00			/UI2/CL_GW_MP_INTEROP			Gateway Service of Interaperability			Model of interoperability service			/UI2/INTEROP_SERVICE			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			ILM_STORE_DEFCONF_SERVICE			0001			ILM Store Define Config for Operations cust			V2			No			No						ILM_STORE_DEFCONF_SERVICE			BC-ILM-STO			CL_ILM_STORE_OP_DPC			CL_ILM_STORE_OP_MPC			ILM Store Define Config for Operations cust			ILm Store Def COnf Op MPC			S_ILM_STOR_ODATA			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			ILM_JOB_MONITOR_SERVICE			0001			ILM Job Monitor Service			V2			No			No						ILM_JOB_MONITOR_SERVICE			BC-ILM-WP			CL_ILM_JOB_MONITOR_DPC			CL_ILM_JOB_MONITOR_MPC			ILM Job Monitor Service			ILM Job Monitor Model			S_ILM_RWC			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			ILM_DEFINE_OP_CUST			0001			ILM_DEFINE_OP_CUST			V2			No			No						ILM_DEFINE_OP_CUST			BC-ILM-STO			CL_ILM_STORE_OP_DPC			CL_ILM_STORE_OP_MPC			ILM_DEFINE_OP_CUST			ILM_DEFINE_OP_CUST			S_ILM_STOR_ODATA			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			ILM_ARCH_VARIANT_DIST_SERVICE			0001			Service for archiving distribution app			V2			No			No						ILM_ARCH_VARIANT_DIST_SERVICE			BC-ILM-WP			CL_ILM_ARCH_DISTRIBUTION_DPC			CL_ILM_ARCH_DISTRIBUTION_MPC			Service for archiving distribution app			Model for ILM Archiving Distribution Fiori App			S_ILM_RWC			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRXSS_PERS_KEY			0001			Služba ke čtení klíče objektu personalizace			V2			No			No						HRXSS_PERS_KEY			PA-ESS-XX-WDA			CL_HRXSS_GW_RT_PERS_KEY			CL_HRXSS_GW_MD_PERS_KEY			Služba ke čtení klíče objektu personalizace			Služba metadat pro čtení klíče objektu personalizace			PAOC_ESS_UI5			Personnel Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRXSS_PERNR_MEMID_SERVICE			0001			Služba pro čtení ID paměti osobních čísel			V2			No			No						HRXSS_PERNR_MEMID_SERVICE			PA-ESS-XX-WDA			CL_HRXSS_GW_RT_PERNR_MEM_ID			CL_HRXSS_GW_MD_PERNR_MEM_ID			Služba pro čtení ID paměti osobních čísel			Model pro čtení ID paměti osobních čísel			PAOC_ESS_UI5			Personnel Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			HROVIS_ORGCHART_SERVICE			0001			Služba pro organizační schéma			V2			No			No						HROVIS_ORGCHART_SERVICE			PA-OS			CL_HROVIS_GW_RT_ORGCHART			CL_HROVIS_GW_MD_ORGCHART			Služba pro organizační schéma			Model pro organizační schéma			PAOC_ORGVIS_UI			Personnel Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRMSS_SUBS_ACTION_MENU			0001			Menu akcí pro pracovníka ve scénáři zastupování			V2			No			No						HRMSS_SUBS_ACTION_MENU			CA-MSS-HCM			CL_HRMSS_GW_RT_SUBS_AT_MENU			CL_HRMSS_GW_MD_SUBS_AT_MENU			Menu akcí pro pracovníka ve scénáři zastupování			Menu akcí pro pracovníka ve scénáři zastupování			PAOC_MSS_UI5			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRMSS_SUBSTITUTION_SERVICE			0001			Služba doby běhu pro zastupování			V2			No			No						HRMSS_SUBSTITUTION_SERVICE			CA-MSS-HCM			CL_HRMSS_GW_RT_MGR_SUBST			CL_HRMSS_GW_MD_MGR_SUBST			Služba doby běhu pro zastupování			Model pro zastupování			PAOC_MSS_UI5			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRMSS_OTHER_APPROVALS_SERVICE			0001			Služba pro ostatní povolení			V2			No			No						HRMSS_OTHER_APPROVALS_SERVICE			CA-MSS-HCM			CL_HRMSS_GW_RT_OTHER_APPROVALS			CL_HRMSS_GW_MD_OTHER_APPROVALS			Služba pro ostatní povolení			Model OData pro ostatní povolení			PAOC_MSS_UI5			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRMSS_NAV_URL_SERVICE			0001			Služba pro pravidlo navigace			V2			No			No						HRMSS_NAV_URL_SERVICE			CA-MSS-HCM			CL_HRMSS_GW_RT_NAV_URL			CL_HRMSS_GW_MD_NAV_URL			Služba pro pravidlo navigace			Model OData pro URL navigace			PAOC_MSS_UI5			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRMSS_LEAVE_APPROVAL_SERVICE			0001			Služba pro povolení nepřítomnosti			V2			No			No						HRMSS_LEAVE_APPROVAL_SERVICE			CA-MSS-HCM			CL_HRMSS_GW_RT_LEAVE_APPROVAL			CL_HRMSS_GW_MD_LEAVE_APPROVAL			Služba pro povolení nepřítomnosti			Model OData pro povolení nepřítomnosti			PAOC_MSS_UI5			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/MDX_SFLIGHT_AU			0001			Service used for abap units			V2			No			No						MDX_SFLIGHT_AU						/IWBEP/CL_ANA_ODATA_DATA_AU			/IWBEP/CL_ANA_ODATA_MODEL_AU			Service used for abap units			Model used for MDX abap unit									Unknown									


			Inbound			ZPR_CAT_SRV			0001			NP - Katalog			V2			No			No						ZPR_CAT_SRV						ZCL_PR_OD_CAT_DPC_EXT			ZCL_PR_OD_CAT_MPC_EXT			NP - Katalog			NP - Katalog			ZPR_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			MDG_SUPPLIER_GENIL_SRV			0001			Schválení dodavatele: MDG			V2			No			No						MDG_SUPPLIER_GENIL_SRV			CA-MDG			CL_MDG_GW_SUPPLIER_GENIL_DPC			CL_MDG_GW_SUPPLIER_GENIL_MPC			Schválení dodavatele: MDG			Model pro dodavatele: GenIL			MDG_GW_FIORI_BP			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			ZPR_POBJ0_SRV			0001			NP - Návrh PObj			V2			No			No						ZPR_POBJ0_SRV						ZCL_PR_OD_POBJ0_DPC_EXT			ZCL_PR_OD_POBJ0_MPC_EXT			NP - Návrh PObj			NP - Návrh PObj			ZPR_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZPR_POBJ1_SRV			0001			NP - PObj			V2			No			No						ZPR_POBJ1_SRV						ZCL_PR_OD_POBJ1_DPC_EXT			ZCL_PR_OD_POBJ1_MPC_EXT			NP - PObj			NP - PObj			ZPR_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZPR_TEAM_SRV			0001			NP - Údržba týmu			V2			No			No						ZPR_TEAM_SRV						ZCL_PR_OD_TEAM_DPC_EXT			ZCL_PR_OD_TEAM_MPC_EXT			NP - Údržba týmu			NP - Údržba týmu			ZPR_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			MDG_MATERIAL_APPROVE_CR_SRV			0001			Služba OData pro aplikaci MDG „Schválit materiál“			V2			No			No						MDG_MATERIAL_APPROVE_CR_SRV			CA-MDG			CL_MDG_MAT_GENIL_DPC			CL_MDG_MAT_GENIL_MPC			Služba OData pro aplikaci MDG „Schválit materiál“			Model pro změnový požadavek MDG pro „Schválit materiál“			MDG_GW_FIORI_MAT			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			MDG_GL_ACCOUNT			0001			Služba pro účet hlavní knihy			V2			No			No						MDG_GL_ACCOUNT			CA-MDG			CL_MDG_GW_ACC_GENIL_DPC			CL_MDG_GW_ACC_GENIL_MPC			Služba pro účet hlavní knihy			MDG-F: model účtu hlavní knihy			MDG_GW_FIORI_FIN			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			MDG_FINANCIALS			0001			Služba MDG-OData pro Financials			V2			No			No						MDG_FINANCIALS			CA-MDG			CL_MDG_GW_CTR_DPC			CL_MDG_GW_CTR_MPC			Služba MDG-OData pro Financials			Model MDG-ODdata pro Financials			MDG_GW_FIORI_FIN			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			MDG_DRILL_DOWN_UTILITY			0001			Pomocná služba pro hledání MDG drill down			V2			No			No						MDG_DRILL_DOWN_UTILITY			CA-MDG-DQ			CL_MDG_GW_DDS_DATA_UTILITY			CL_MDG_GW_DDS_MODEL_UTILITY			Pomocná služba pro hledání MDG drill down			Model gateway pro hledání MDG drill down			MDG_GW_SEARCH			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			MDG_CUSTOMER_GENIL_SRV			0001			Schválení zákazníka: MDG			V2			No			No						MDG_CUSTOMER_GENIL_SRV			CA-MDG			CL_MDG_GW_CUSTOMER_GENIL_DPC			CL_MDG_GW_CUSTOMER_GENIL_MPC			Schválení zákazníka: MDG			Model pro zákazníky			MDG_GW_FIORI_BP			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			MDG_BP_GENIL_SRV			0001			MDG: Služba OP			V2			No			No						MDG_BP_GENIL_SRV			CA-MDG			CL_MDG_GW_BP_GENIL_DPC			CL_MDG_GW_BP_GENIL_MPC			MDG: Služba OP			Model peo OP GENIL: CL_MDG_BP_GENIL_MPC			MDG_GW_FIORI_BP			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			MDGEE_DEV			0001			Servis MDGee (návrh)			V2			No			No						MDGEE_DEV			CA-MDG			CL_MDGEE_DATA			CL_MDGEE_MODEL			Servis MDGee (návrh)			Servisní model MDGee			MDG_GW_GENERAL			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			MDGEE			0001			Servis MDGee			V2			No			No						MDGEE			CA-MDG			CL_MDGEE_DATA			CL_MDGEE_MODEL			Servis MDGee			Servisní model MDGee			MDG_GW_GENERAL			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			MDC_PROCESS_SRV__MDC_147			0001			Objekt procesu MDC pro obchodního partnera light			V2			No			No						MDC_PROCESS_SRV__MDC_147			CA-MDG-EE			CL_MDC_PROCESS_DPC_EXT			CL_MDC_PROCESS_MPC_EXT			Objekt procesu MDC pro obchodního partnera light			MDC: objekt procesu			MDC_GW_APPL			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			MDC_PROCESS_SRV__147			0001			Objekt procesu MDC pro obchodního partnera			V2			No			No						MDC_PROCESS_SRV__147			CA-MDG-EE			CL_MDC_PROCESS_DPC_EXT			CL_MDC_PROCESS_MPC_EXT			Objekt procesu MDC pro obchodního partnera			MDC: objekt procesu			MDC_GW_APPL			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			/SOMO/MA_DCOL_SRV			0001			/SOMO/CL_MA_DCOL_DPC_EXT			V2			No			No						MA_DCOL_SRV						/SOMO/CL_MA_DCOL_DPC_EXT			/SOMO/CL_MA_DCOL_MPC_EXT			/SOMO/CL_MA_DCOL_DPC_EXT			/SOMO/CL_MA_DCOL_MPC_EXT									Unknown									


			Inbound			/UIF/LREPSUPPORT_FRAMEWORK_SRV			0001			OData Service of the Support Framework			V2			No			No						LREPSUPPORT_FRAMEWORK_SRV						/UIF/CL_LREPSUPPORT_FR_DPC_EXT			/UIF/CL_LREPSUPPORT_FR_MPC_EXT			OData Service of the Support Framework			OData Service of the Support Framework									Unknown									


			Inbound			/UI2/FIORI_CATALOGS			0001			Fiori Catalogs			V2			No			No						FIORI_CATALOGS			CA-FLP-ABA			/UI2/CL_GW_DP_FIORI_CATALOGS			/UI2/CL_GW_MP_PB			Fiori Catalogs			Model UI2: Page Builder			/UI2/PB_SERVICE			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			FDT_TRACE			0001			BRFplus: Vyhodnocení jednoduchého sledování			V2			No			No						FDT_TRACE			BC-SRV-BR			CL_FDT_OD_TRACE_DATA			CL_FDT_OD_TRACE_MODEL			BRFplus: Vyhodnocení jednoduchého sledování			Model pro vyhodnocení jednoduchého sledování v BRFplus			SFDT_GATEWAY			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			ESJI_SD_SRV			0001			Služba pro integraci Jam SD			V2			No			No						ESJI_SD_SRV			SD-BF-JAM			CL_ESJI_SD_DPC			CL_ESJI_SD_MPC			Služba pro integraci Jam SD			Třída poskytovatele modelu SD pro integraci JAM			ERP_SD_JAM_INTEG_ODATA			Sales and Distribution			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_VP_L_GT_90_1_SRV			0001			Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA			V2			No			No						EPM_VP_L_GT_90_1_SRV			BW-BCT-TCT			CL_EPM_VP_L_GT_90_DPC_1			CL_EPM_VP_L_GT_90_MPC_1			Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA			Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA			RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_VP_L_DUN_2_SRV			0001			Stupeň upomínání na SAP Lumira			V2			No			No						EPM_VP_L_DUN_2_SRV			BW-BCT-TCT			CL_EPM_VP_L_DUN_DPC_2			CL_EPM_VP_L_DUN_MPC_2			Stupeň upomínání na SAP Lumira			Stupeň upomínání na SAP Lumira			RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_VP_L_BT_60_90_1_SRV			0001			Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA			V2			No			No						EPM_VP_L_BT_60_90_1_SRV			BW-BCT-TCT			CL_EPM_VP_L_BT_60_90_DPC_1			CL_EPM_VP_L_BT_60_90_MPC_1			Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA			Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA			RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_VP_L_BT_30_60_1_SRV			0001			Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA			V2			No			No						EPM_VP_L_BT_30_60_1_SRV			BW-BCT-TCT			CL_EPM_VP_L_BT_30_60_DPC_1			CL_EPM_VP_L_BT_30_60_MPC_1			Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA			Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA			RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_VP_LT_30_1_SRV			0001			Datum splatnosti dashboardu OIA			V2			No			No						EPM_VP_LT_30_1_SRV			BW-BCT-TCT			CL_EPM_VP_LT_30_DPC_1			CL_EPM_VP_LT_30_MPC_1			Datum splatnosti dashboardu OIA			Datum splatnosti dashboardu OIA			RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_OIA_L_1_SRV_01			0001			Služba OIA			V2			No			No						EPM_OIA_L_1_SRV_01			BW-BCT-TCT			CL_EPM_OIA_L_01_DPC_1			CL_EPM_OIA_L_01_MPC_1			Služba OIA			Model OIA			RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_OIA_L_1_SRV			0001			Služba OIA se SAP Lumira			V2			No			No						EPM_OIA_L_1_SRV			BW-BCT-TCT			CL_EPM_OIA_L_DPC_1			CL_EPM_OIA_L_MPC_1			Služba OIA se SAP Lumira			Model OIA se SAP Lumira			RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_OIA_I2A_SIM_SRV			0001			EPM_OIA_I2A_SIMULATION			V2			No			No						EPM_OIA_I2A_SIM_SRV						CL_EPM_OIA_I2A_SIM_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_OIA_I2A_SIM_MPC_EXT			EPM_OIA_I2A_SIMULATION			EPM_OIA_I2A_SIMULATION									Unknown									


			Inbound			/UI2/EASY_ACCESS_MENU			0001			Easy Access Menu service			V2			No			No						EASY_ACCESS_MENU			CA-FLP-ABA			/UI2/CL_GW_DP_EASY_ACC			/UI2/CL_GW_MP_EASY_ACC			Easy Access Menu service			Gateway Model Provider: Easy Access Menu			/UI2/EASY_ACCESS_MENU			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWWRK/DUET_WORKFLOW_CORE			0001			Služba workflow pro Duet Enterprise			V2			No			No						DUET_WORKFLOW_CORE			OPU-BSE-WFM			/IWWRK/CL_MGW_RT_WORKFLOW			/IWWRK/CL_MGW_MED_WORKFLOW_DE			Služba workflow pro Duet Enterprise			Model workflow pro Duet Enterprise			/IWWRK/WF_ODC_DESIGNTIME			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			DAAG_DTG_SRV			0001			Odata for DTG app			V2			No			No						DAAG_DTG_SRV			BC-CCM-DAG			CL_DAAG_DTG_DPC_EXT			CL_DAAG_DTG_MPC_EXT			Odata for DTG app			Odata for DTG app			S_DAAG_ODATA_DTG			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			CL_GRANT_SRV			0001			Služba grantů			V2			No			No						CL_GRANT_SRV			PSM-FM-MD			CL_GRANT_DP			CL_GRANT_MP			Služba grantů			Model grantů			CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD			Public Sector Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CL_FUNCTIONAL_AREA_GRP_SRV			0001			Služba skupiny funkčních oblastí			V2			No			No						CL_FUNCTIONAL_AREA_GRP_SRV			PSM-FM-MD			CL_FUNCTIONAL_AREA_GRP_DP			CL_FUNDS_CENTER_GRP_MP			Služba skupiny funkčních oblastí			Model skupiny funkčních oblastí			CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD			Public Sector Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CL_COMMITITMGRP_SRV			0001			Služba skupiny rozpočtových položek			V2			No			No						CL_COMMITITMGRP_SRV			PSM-FM-MD			CL_COMMITITMGRP_DP			CL_COMMITITMGRP_MP			Služba skupiny rozpočtových položek			Model skupiny rozpočtových položek			CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD			Public Sector Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CL_APP_OF_FUNDS_SRV			0001			Aplikace služby fondů			V2			No			No						CL_APP_OF_FUNDS_SRV			PSM-FM-MD			CL_APP_OF_FUNDS_DP			CL_APP_OF_FUNDS_MP			Aplikace služby fondů			Aplikace modelu fondů			CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD			Public Sector Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRMSS_EMPLOYEE_NOTES_SERVICE			0001			Služba pro poznámky pracovníků			V2			No			No						HRMSS_EMPLOYEE_NOTES_SERVICE			CA-MSS-HCM			CL_HRMSS_GW_RT_EMP_NOTES			CL_HRMSS_GW_MD_EMP_NOTES			Služba pro poznámky pracovníků			Model pro poznámky pracovníka			PAOC_MSS_UI5			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRMSS_CATS_APPROVAL_SERVICE			0001			Služba doby běhu pro povolení CATS			V2			No			No						HRMSS_CATS_APPROVAL_SERVICE			CA-MSS-HCM			CL_HRMSS_GW_RT_CATS_APPROVAL			CL_HRMSS_GW_MD_CATS_APPROVAL			Služba doby běhu pro povolení CATS			Modelová služba pro schválení CATS			PAOC_MSS_UI5			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRGEN_QUICK_VIEW_SERVICE			0001			Služba pro rychlý náhled			V2			No			No						HRGEN_QUICK_VIEW_SERVICE			PA-PA-XX			CL_HRGEN_GW_RT_QUICK_VIEW			CL_HRGEN_GW_MD_QUICK_VIEW			Služba pro rychlý náhled			Model pro rychlý náhled			PAOC_CO_UI5			Personnel Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRESS_WRK_FEED_SUB_OVERVIEW_SERVICE			0001			Služba pro pracovní feed přehledu abonencí			V2			No			No						HRESS_WRK_FEED_SUB_OVERVIEW_SE			PA-ESS-XX-WDA			CL_HRESS_GW_RT_WRK_FEED_SUBS			CL_HRESS_GW_MD_WRK_FEED_SUBS			Služba pro pracovní feed přehledu abonencí			Model pro přehled abonencí			PAOC_ESS_UI5			Personnel Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRESS_TIME_ACCOUNTS_SERVICE			0001			Služba pro časové účty			V2			No			No						HRESS_TIME_ACCOUNTS_SERVICE			PA-ESS-XX-WDA			CL_HRESS_GW_RT_TIME_ACCOUNTS			CL_HRESS_GW_MD_TIME_ACCOUNTS			Služba pro časové účty			Model OData pro časové účty			PAOC_TIM_ESS_UI5			Personnel Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRESS_TEAM_CALENDAR_SERVICE			0001			Služba OData pro týmový kalendář			V2			No			No						HRESS_TEAM_CALENDAR_SERVICE			PA-ESS-XX-WDA			CL_HRESS_GW_RT_TEAM_CALENDAR			CL_HRESS_GW_MD_TEAM_CALENDAR			Služba OData pro týmový kalendář			Modelová služba pro týmový kalendář			PAOC_TIM_TEAMCAL			Personnel Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRESS_PAYSLIP_SERVICE			0001			Služba pro aplikaci dokladu o odměně			V2			No			No						HRESS_PAYSLIP_SERVICE			PA-ESS-XX-WDA			CL_HRESS_GW_RT_PAYSLIP			CL_HRESS_GW_MD_PAYSLIP			Služba pro aplikaci dokladu o odměně			Model pro aplikaci dokladu o odměně			PAOC_ESS_UI5			Personnel Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRESS_LEAVE_REQUEST_SERVICE			0001			Služba pro žádost o dovolenou			V2			No			No						HRESS_LEAVE_REQUEST_SERVICE			PA-ESS-XX-WDA			CL_HRESS_GW_RT_LEAVE_REQUEST			CL_HRESS_GW_MD_LEAVE_REQUEST			Služba pro žádost o dovolenou			Model OData pro žádost o dovolenou			PAOC_TIM_ESS_UI5			Personnel Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRESS_EMP_WORK_FEEDS_SERVICE			0001			Pracovní feeds pro pracovníka a manažera			V2			No			No						HRESS_EMP_WORK_FEEDS_SERVICE			PA-ESS-XX-WDA			CL_HRESS_GW_RT_EMPLOYEE_FEEDS			CL_HRESS_GW_MD_EMPLOYEE_FEEDS			Pracovní feeds pro pracovníka a manažera			Pracovní feeds pro pracovníka a manažera			PAOC_ESS_UI5			Personnel Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRESS_EMP_PROFILE_SERVICE			0001			Profil pracovníka - služba pro celostránkovou aplikaci			V2			No			No						HRESS_EMP_PROFILE_SERVICE			CA-MSS-HCM			CL_HRMSS_GW_RT_RUNTIME			CL_HRMSS_GW_MD_EMP_PROFILE			Profil pracovníka - služba pro celostránkovou aplikaci			Třída poskytovatele modelu pro profil pracovníka			PAOC_MSS_UI5			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRESS_EMP_LSO_SERVICE			0001			Služba pro Learning Solution			V2			No			No						HRESS_EMP_LSO_SERVICE			PE-LSO-TM			CL_HRLSO_GW_RT_CURRNT_BOOKINGS			CL_HRLSO_GW_MD_CURRNT_BOOKINGS			Služba pro Learning Solution			Třída poskyt. modelu pro Learning Solution - akt. rezervace			LSO_LPO_ND			Training and Event Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRESS_EMP_LANE_PROF_SERVICE			0001			Služba pro profil pruhu pracovníků			V2			No			No						HRESS_EMP_LANE_PROF_SERVICE			PA-ESS-XX-WDA			CL_HRESS_GW_RT_EMP_LANE_PROF			CL_HRESS_GW_MD_EMP_LANE_PROF			Služba pro profil pruhu pracovníků			Model pro profil pruhu pracovníka			PAOC_ESS_UI5			Personnel Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRESS_CATS_RECORDING			0001			Služba doby běhu pro pořizování v CATS			V2			No			No						HRESS_CATS_RECORDING			PA-ESS-XX-WDA			CL_HRESS_GW_RT_CATS_RECORDING			CL_HRESS_GW_MD_CATS_RECORDING			Služba doby běhu pro pořizování v CATS			Model pro pořizování v CATS			PAOC_CATS_ESS_UI5			Personnel Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			/MRSS/GW_FIORI_APPS_SRV			0001			Služby gateway pro Classic/Fiori			V2			No			No						GW_FIORI_APPS_SRV						/MRSS/CL_GW_FIORI_APPS_DPC_EXT			/MRSS/CL_GW_FIORI_APPS_MPC_EXT			Služby gateway pro Classic/Fiori			Služby gateway pro Classic/Fiori									Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/GWDEMO			0001			Service for SAP Gateway NW Demo			V2			No			No						GWDEMO			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_EPM_DP			/IWBEP/CL_EPM_MP			Service for SAP Gateway NW Demo			Object Model for NW Demo			/IWBEP/EPM_COMMON			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWWRK/GENERICWORKLIST			0001			Provider služby generické zásoby práce			V2			No			No						GENERICWORKLIST			OPU-BSE-WFM			/IWWRK/CL_GWL_SRV_RT			/IWWRK/CL_GWL_SRV_MED			Provider služby generické zásoby práce			Provider metadat generické zásoby práce			/IWWRK/WF_ODC_INBOX			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			GBAPP_PRAPPROVAL			0001			Schvalování požadavků na objednávku SAP (MM-PUR)			V2			No			No						GBAPP_PRAPPROVAL			MM-PUR			CL_GBAPP_APV_PR_RDP			CL_GBAPP_APV_PR_MDP			Schvalování požadavků na objednávku SAP (MM-PUR)			Schvalování požadavků na objednávku SAP (MM-PUR)			GBAPP_APV_PR			Materials Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			GBAPP_POAPPROVAL			0001			Schvalování objednávek SAP (MM-PUR)			V2			No			No						GBAPP_POAPPROVAL			MM-PUR			CL_GBAPP_APV_PO_RDP			CL_GBAPP_APV_PO_MDP			Schvalování objednávek SAP (MM-PUR)			Schvalování objednávek SAP (MM-PUR)			GBAPP_APV_PO			Materials Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			PS_NETWORKACTIVITYSTATUSCHANGE_SRV			0001			Změna statusu činnosti sítě			V2			No			No						PS_NETWORKACTIVITYSTATUSCHANGE						CL_PS_NETWORKACTIVITYS_DPC_EXT			CL_PS_NETWORKACTIVITYS_MPC_EXT			Změna statusu činnosti sítě			Změna statusu činnosti sítě									Unknown									


			Inbound			PS_MILSTNE_CONF_SRV			0001			Zpětné hlášení milníku			V2			No			No						PS_MILSTNE_CONF_SRV						CL_PS_MILSTNE_CONF_DPC_EXT			CL_PS_MILSTNE_CONF_MPC_EXT			Zpětné hlášení milníku			Zpětné hlášení milníku									Unknown									


			Inbound			SADL_GW_EXPOSURE_VOCAN_AUNIT_SRV			0001			SADL_GW_EXPOSURE_VOCAN_AUNIT			V2			No			No						SADL_GW_EXPOSURE_VOCAN_AUNIT_S						CL_SADL_GW_EXPOSURE_VO_DPC_EXT			CL_SADL_GW_EXPOSURE_VO_MPC_EXT			SADL_GW_EXPOSURE_VOCAN_AUNIT			SADL_GW_EXPOSURE_VOCAN_AUNIT									Unknown									


			Inbound			PROMO_INSIGHT_TO_ACTION_ODATA_SRV			0001			Provedení insight-to-action pro akci z PEC			V2			No			No						PROMO_INSIGHT_TO_ACTION_ODATA_						CL_PROMO_INSIGHT_TO_AC_DPC_EXT			CL_PROMO_INSIGHT_TO_AC_MPC_EXT			Provedení insight-to-action pro akci z PEC			Provedení insight-to-action pro akci z PEC									Unknown									


			Inbound			PROJECT_WBS_STATUS_CHANGE_SRV			0001			Změna statusu SPP			V2			No			No						PROJECT_WBS_STATUS_CHANGE_SRV						CL_PROJECT_WBS_STATUS__DPC_EXT			CL_PROJECT_WBS_STATUS__MPC_EXT			Změna statusu SPP			Změna statusu SPP									Unknown									


			Inbound			PP_SOL_CALL_MRP_COCKPIT_SRV			0001			Kokpit MRP: Vyvolání řešení			V2			No			No						PP_SOL_CALL_MRP_COCKPIT_SRV						CL_PP_SOL_CALL_MRP_COC_DPC_EXT			CL_PP_SOL_CALL_MRP_COC_MPC_EXT			Kokpit MRP: Vyvolání řešení			Kokpit MRP: Vyvolání řešení									Unknown									


			Inbound			PP_PURCH_REQ_MRP_COCKPIT			0001			Kokpit MRP: Požadavek na objednávku			V2			No			No						PP_PURCH_REQ_MRP_COCKPIT						CL_PP_PURCH_REQ_MRP_CO_DPC_EXT			CL_PP_PURCH_REQ_MRP_CO_MPC_EXT			Kokpit MRP: Požadavek na objednávku			Kokpit MRP: Požadavek na objednávku									Unknown									


			Inbound			PP_PURCH_ORD_MRP_COCKPIT			0001			Kokpit MRP: Objednávka			V2			No			No						PP_PURCH_ORD_MRP_COCKPIT						CL_PP_PURCH_ORD_MRP_CO_DPC_EXT			CL_PP_PURCH_ORD_MRP_CO_MPC_EXT			Kokpit MRP: Objednávka			Kokpit MRP: Objednávka									Unknown									


			Inbound			SADL_V_EXP_QUERY_CDS			0001			SADL Generated Service			V2			No			No						SADL_V_EXP_QUERY_CDS						CL_SADL_GTK_EXPOSURE_DPC			CL_SADL_V_EXP_QUERY			SADL Generated Service			SADL Generated Service									Unknown									


			Inbound			PP_MATERIAL_MRP_COCKPIT_SRV			0001			Kokpit MRP: Seznam materiálů			V2			No			No						PP_MATERIAL_MRP_COCKPIT_SRV						CL_PP_MATERIAL_MRP_COC_DPC_EXT			CL_PP_MATERIAL_MRP_COC_MPC_EXT			Kokpit MRP: Seznam materiálů			Kokpit MRP: Seznam materiálů									Unknown									


			Inbound			/UI2/SAMPLE_EPM_POWL_CACHED			0001			Sample POWL for APPLID EPM_POWL (customizing) using cache			V2			No			No						SAMPLE_EPM_POWL_CACHED			CA-FLP-ABA			/UI2/CL_GW_DP_CACHE			/UI2/CL_POWL_MODEL_CUST			Sample POWL for APPLID EPM_POWL (customizing) using cache			Sample model provider class for POWL APPLID EPM_PO (cust.)			/UI2/POWL			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			/UI2/SAMPLE_EPM_POWL_CUST			0001			Sample POWL for APPLID EPM_POWL (customizing)			V2			No			No						SAMPLE_EPM_POWL_CUST			CA-FLP-ABA			/UI2/CL_POWL_APPLID_DATA			/UI2/CL_POWL_MODEL_CUST			Sample POWL for APPLID EPM_POWL (customizing)			Sample model provider class for POWL APPLID EPM_PO (cust.)			/UI2/POWL			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_DETAILS_FIORI_SRV			0001			Kokpit MRP			V2			No			No						SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_DETAILS_FIORI_						CL_SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_DET_DPC_EXT			CL_SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_DET_MPC_EXT			Kokpit MRP			Kokpit MRP									Unknown									


			Inbound			SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_DTL_SRV			0001			Kokpit MRP: Detaily			V2			No			No						SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_DTL_SRV						CL_SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_DTL_DPC_EXT			CL_SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_DTL_MPC_EXT			Kokpit MRP: Detaily			Kokpit MRP: Detaily									Unknown									


			Inbound			SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_FIORI_SRV			0001			Kokpit MRP			V2			No			No						SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_FIORI_SRV						CL_SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_DPC_EXT			CL_SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_MPC_EXT			Kokpit MRP			Kokpit MRP									Unknown									


			Inbound			/SDF/SDS_SRV			0001			/SDF/CL_SDS_DPC_EXT			V2			No			No						SDS_SRV						/SDF/CL_SDS_DPC_EXT			/SDF/CL_SDS_MPC_EXT			/SDF/CL_SDS_DPC_EXT			/SDF/CL_SDS_MPC_EXT									Unknown									


			Inbound			SECATT_PING_SRV			0001			Ping Service for Test System Status and Details			V2			No			No						SECATT_PING_SRV						CL_SECATT_PING_DPC_EXT			CL_SECATT_PING_MPC_EXT			Ping Service for Test System Status and Details			Ping Service for Test System Status and Details									Unknown									


			Inbound			QM_NOTIFICATION_SRV			0001			Projekt OData pro hlášení managementu jakosti			V2			No			No						QM_NOTIFICATION_SRV						CL_QM_NOTIFICATION_DPC_EXT			CL_QM_NOTIFICATION_MPC_EXT			Projekt OData pro hlášení managementu jakosti			Projekt OData pro hlášení managementu jakosti									Unknown									


			Inbound			/UI2/QUICKVIEW			0001			Služba rychlého zobrazení			V2			No			No						QUICKVIEW			CA-FLP-ABA			/UI2/CL_GW_DP_QUICKVIEW			/UI2/CL_GW_MP_QUICKVIEW			Služba rychlého zobrazení			QuickView pro poskytovatele modelu			/UI2/QUICKVIEW			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			REPM_CLOSEDSALESORDERQUERY_CDS			0001			REPM : Closed Sales Order Query View			V2			No			No						REPM_CLOSEDSALESORDERQUERY_CDS			BW-BCT-NW-NWD			CL_NAT_GENERIC_DPC			CL_REPM_CLOSEDSALESORDERQUERY			REPM : Closed Sales Order Query View			REPM : Closed Sales Order Query View			RS_EPM_NW_CONTENT_CDS			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			REPM_CLOSEPURORDERQ_CDS			0001			Closed Purchase Order Query View			V2			No			No						REPM_CLOSEPURORDERQ_CDS			BW-BCT-NW-NWD			CL_NAT_GENERIC_DPC			CL_REPM_CLOSEPURORDERQ			Closed Purchase Order Query View			Closed Purchase Order Query View			RS_EPM_NW_CONTENT_CDS			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			REPM_OPENPURORDERQ_CDS			0001			Open Days Query View			V2			No			No						REPM_OPENPURORDERQ_CDS			BW-BCT-NW-NWD			CL_NAT_GENERIC_DPC			CL_REPM_OPENPURORDERQ			Open Days Query View			Open Days Query View			RS_EPM_NW_CONTENT_CDS			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			REPM_OPENSALESORDERQUERY_CDS			0001			REPM : Open Sales Order Query View			V2			No			No						REPM_OPENSALESORDERQUERY_CDS			BW-BCT-NW-NWD			CL_NAT_GENERIC_DPC			CL_REPM_OPENSALESORDERQUERY			REPM : Open Sales Order Query View			REPM : Open Sales Order Query View			RS_EPM_NW_CONTENT_CDS			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			REPM_PURCHASEORDERPRODUCTQ_CDS			0001			REPM_PuchaseOrderProductQ			V2			No			No						REPM_PURCHASEORDERPRODUCTQ_CDS			BW-BCT-NW-NWD			CL_NAT_GENERIC_DPC			CL_REPM_PURCHASEORDERPRODUCTQ			REPM_PuchaseOrderProductQ			REPM_PuchaseOrderProductQ			RS_EPM_NW_CONTENT_CDS			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			REPM_PURCHASEORDERQ_CDS			0001			Purchase Order Query View			V2			No			No						REPM_PURCHASEORDERQ_CDS			BW-BCT-NW-NWD			CL_NAT_GENERIC_DPC			CL_REPM_PURCHASEORDERQ			Purchase Order Query View			Purchase Order Query View			RS_EPM_NW_CONTENT_CDS			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			REPM_PURORDERGROSAMTQ_CDS			0001			REPM_PurOrderGrossAmtQ			V2			No			No						REPM_PURORDERGROSAMTQ_CDS			BW-BCT-NW-NWD			CL_NAT_GENERIC_DPC			CL_REPM_PURORDERGROSAMTQ			REPM_PurOrderGrossAmtQ			REPM_PurOrderGrossAmtQ			RS_EPM_NW_CONTENT_CDS			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			REPM_SALESORDERANALYSISQ1_CDS			0001			Sales Order Analysis Query View			V2			No			No						REPM_SALESORDERANALYSISQ1_CDS			BW-BCT-NW-NWD			CL_NAT_GENERIC_DPC			CL_REPM_SALESORDERANALYSISQ1			Sales Order Analysis Query View			Sales Order Analysis Query View			RS_EPM_NW_CONTENT_CDS			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			REPM_SALESORDERANALYSISQ_CDS			0001			REPM: Sales Order Analysis Query View			V2			No			No						REPM_SALESORDERANALYSISQ_CDS			BW-BCT-NW-NWD			CL_NAT_GENERIC_DPC			CL_REPM_SALESORDERANALYSISQ			REPM: Sales Order Analysis Query View			REPM: Sales Order Analysis Query View			RS_EPM_NW_CONTENT_CDS			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			REPM_SALESORDERDETAILSQ_CDS			0001			REPM: Sales Order Details Query View			V2			No			No						REPM_SALESORDERDETAILSQ_CDS			BW-BCT-NW-NWD			CL_NAT_GENERIC_DPC			CL_REPM_SALESORDERDETAILSQ			REPM: Sales Order Details Query View			REPM: Sales Order Details Query View			RS_EPM_NW_CONTENT_CDS			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			REPM_SALESORDPRODAMTQUERY_CDS			0001			REPM : Sales Order Product Query View			V2			No			No						REPM_SALESORDPRODAMTQUERY_CDS			BW-BCT-NW-NWD			CL_NAT_GENERIC_DPC			CL_REPM_SALESORDPRODAMTQUERY			REPM : Sales Order Product Query View			REPM : Sales Order Product Query View			RS_EPM_NW_CONTENT_CDS			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			RETAILSTORE_CHECK_MY_PROD_SRV_SRV			0001			CL_RETAILSTORE_CHECK_M_DPC_EXT			V2			No			No						RETAILSTORE_CHECK_MY_PROD_SRV_						CL_RETAILSTORE_CHECK_M_DPC_EXT			CL_RETAILSTORE_CHECK_M_MPC_EXT			CL_RETAILSTORE_CHECK_M_DPC_EXT			CL_RETAILSTORE_CHECK_M_MPC_EXT									Unknown									


			Inbound			RETAILSTORE_TRANSFER_PRODUCT_SRV			0001			Služba OData pro aplikaci SAP Fiori "Přeskladnění produktů"			V2			No			No						RETAILSTORE_TRANSFER_PRODUCT_S			LO-SRS			CL_RTST_TRNSFR_PRODUCT_DPC_EXT			CL_RTST_TRNSFR_PRODUCT_MPC_EXT			Služba OData pro aplikaci SAP Fiori "Přeskladnění produktů"			Služba OData pro aplikaci SAP Fiori "Přeskladnění produktů"			ODATA_RETAIL_ST_TRNSFR_PRODUCT			Logistics - General			Unknown									


			Inbound			RE_CN_C4RE_ODATA_SRV			0001			OData for C4RE Integration			V2			No			No						RE_CN_C4RE_ODATA_SRV						CL_RE_CN_C4RE_ODATA_DPC_EXT			CL_RE_CN_C4RE_ODATA_MPC_EXT			OData for C4RE Integration			OData for C4RE Integration									Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/RMTSAMPLEFLIGHT			0001			OData Channel - Reference SFlight Data Provider			V2			No			No						RMTSAMPLEFLIGHT			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_RT_SFLIGHT			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_MED_SFLIGHT			OData Channel - Reference SFlight Data Provider			OData Channel - Reference SFlight Meta Model			/IWBEP/MGW_SAMPLE_SFLIGHT			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/RMTSAMPLEFLIGHT_2			0001			OData Channel - Reference SFlight Data Provider			V2			No			No						RMTSAMPLEFLIGHT_2			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_RMTSFLIGHT2_DPC			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_RMTSFLIGHT2_MPC			OData Channel - Reference SFlight Data Provider			OData Channel - Reference SFlight Meta Model			/IWBEP/MGW_SAMPLE_SFLIGHT			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			SWF_TCM			0001			TCM Compliant OData Service for WORKFLOW			V2			No			No						SWF_TCM			BC-BMT-WFM-RUN-TGW			CL_SWF_TCM_DPC_EXT			CL_SWF_TCM_MPC_EXT			TCM Compliant OData Service for WORKFLOW			TCM Compliant OData Service for WORKFLOW			SWF_TCM_MODEL			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/TEAT_TEST_APPLICATION			0001			TEst Application Service - Performance			V2			No			No						TEAT_TEST_APPLICATION			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_TEAT_DATA_PROVIDER			/IWBEP/CL_TEAT_MODEL_PROVIDER			TEst Application Service - Performance			TEst Application Service - Performance: Model Provider			/IWBEP/MGW_TEST_TEA			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/TEA_MODEL_EXTEND			0001			Test Application Service: Model extension			V2			No			No						TEA_MODEL_EXTEND			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_TEA_MODEL_EXT_DP			/IWBEP/CL_TEA_MODEL_EXT_MP			Test Application Service: Model extension			Test Model for Model extension			/IWBEP/MGW_TEST_TEA			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			O2C_FICA_PAYMENTLOCK_ANALYSIS			0001			Fiori: Analýza blokování plateb			V2			No			No						O2C_FICA_PAYMENTLOCK_ANALYSIS			FI-CA			CL_O2C_FICA_PAYMENTLOC_DPC_EXT			CL_O2C_FICA_PAYMENTLOC_MPC_EXT			Fiori: Analýza blokování plateb			Fiori: Analýza blokování plateb			ODATA_O2C_FICA_PAYMENTLOCK			Financial Accounting			Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/TEA_TEST_APPLICATION			0001			Test Application Service TEA			V2			No			No						TEA_TEST_APPLICATION			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_TEA_DATA_PROVIDER			/IWBEP/CL_TEA_MODEL_PROVIDER			Test Application Service TEA			TEst Application Service: Model Provider			/IWBEP/MGW_TEST_TEA			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			/UI2/TRANSPORT			0001			UI2: Služba transportu			V2			No			No						TRANSPORT			CA-FLP-ABA			/UI2/CL_GW_DP_TRANSPORT_00			/UI2/CL_GW_MP_TRANSPORT			UI2: Služba transportu			Model pro službu transportu stránek			/UI2/TRANSPORT			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/TRANSPORT_TEST			0001			Transport Test using RMTSAMPLEFLIGHT			V2			No			No						TRANSPORT_TEST			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_RT_SFLIGHT			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_MED_SFLIGHT			Transport Test using RMTSAMPLEFLIGHT			Test Transport using RMTSAMPLEFLIGHT			/IWBEP/MGW_SAMPLE_SFLIGHT			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/USERMANAGEMENT			0001			User Profile Management OData Service			V2			No			No						USERMANAGEMENT			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_UM_DATA			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_UM_MODEL			User Profile Management OData Service			Technical Model for User Management Service			/IWBEP/MGW_USER_MGMT_ODATA			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/USERREQUESTMANAGEMENT			0001			User Request Management Service			V2			No			No						USERREQUESTMANAGEMENT			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_URM_DATA			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_URM_MODEL			User Request Management Service			Technical Model for User Request Management Service			/IWBEP/MGW_USER_REQU_MGMT_ODAT			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			/UI2/USER_MENU			0001			User Menu service			V2			No			No						USER_MENU			CA-FLP-ABA			/UI2/CL_GW_DP_USER_MENU			/UI2/CL_GW_MP_USER_MENU			User Menu service			Gateway Model Provider: User Menu			/UI2/EASY_ACCESS_MENU			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWWRK/WFHUBSERVICE			0001			Doba běhu ODC bez workflow			V2			No			No						WFHUBSERVICE			OPU-BSE-WFM			/IWWRK/CL_MGW_EDP_WF_DATA			/IWWRK/CL_MGW_MED_WF_HUB			Doba běhu ODC bez workflow			ODC bez workflow			/IWWRK/WF_ODC_DESIGNTIME			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWWRK/WFODCPROCESSING			0001			Provider dat doby běhu workflow			V2			No			No						WFODCPROCESSING			OPU-BSE-WFM			/IWWRK/CL_MGW_RT_WORKFLOW			/IWWRK/CL_MGW_MED_WORKFLOW			Provider dat doby běhu workflow			Provider metadat ODC workflow			/IWWRK/WF_ODC_DESIGNTIME			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			MRP_COCKPIT_SRV			0001			CL_MRP_COCKPIT_DPC_EXT			V2			No			No						MRP_COCKPIT_SRV						CL_MRP_COCKPIT_DPC_EXT			CL_MRP_COCKPIT_MPC_EXT			CL_MRP_COCKPIT_DPC_EXT			CL_MRP_COCKPIT_MPC_EXT									Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWWRK/WFSERVICE			0001			Služba workflow pro SP3 nebo vyšší			V2			No			No						WFSERVICE			OPU-BSE-WFM			/IWWRK/CL_MGW_RT_WORKFLOW			/IWWRK/CL_MGW_MED_WORKFLOW			Služba workflow pro SP3 nebo vyšší			Model metadat workflow pro SP3 nebo vyšší			/IWWRK/WF_ODC_DESIGNTIME			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			ZBW_CAODB_SRV			0001			Časové řezy			V2			No			No						ZBW_CAODB_SRV						ZCL_ZBW_CAODB_DPC_EXT			ZCL_ZBW_CAODB_MPC_EXT			Časové řezy			Časové řezy			ZBW_CAODB_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/METADATA_SRV			0001			OData Channel - Service Meta Information			V2			No			No						METADATA_SRV			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_METADATA_DPC			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_METADATA_MPC			OData Channel - Service Meta Information			OData Channel - Service Meta Information			/IWBEP/MGW_METADATA			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/MESSAGE_TEXT			0001			Message Text Service - Exposes T100 message longtexts			V2			No			No						MESSAGE_TEXT			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_MESSAGE_TEXT_DATA			/IWBEP/CL_MESSAGE_TEXT_MODEL			Message Text Service - Exposes T100 message longtexts			Message Text Service Model - Exposes T100 message longtexts			/IWBEP/750_V2_MESSAGE_TEXT			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			ZKBP_DESETIMINUTOVKY_SRV			0001			Karta bezpecnostniho pracovnika - Desetiminutovky			V2			No			No						ZKBP_DESETIMINUTOVKY_SRV						ZCL_ZKBP_DESETIMINUTOV_DPC_EXT			ZCL_ZKBP_DESETIMINUTOV_MPC_EXT			Karta bezpecnostniho pracovnika - Desetiminutovky			Karta bezpecnostniho pracovnika - Desetiminutovky									Unknown									


			Inbound			SETTLEMENTREQUEST			0001			Požadavek na jednotlivé platby			V2			No			No						SETTLEMENTREQUEST			LO-AB			CL_WZRE_SR_DATA_ODATA			CL_WZRE_SR_ODATA_MODEL			Požadavek na jednotlivé platby			Požadavek na jednotlivé platby - metadata			WZRE_SERVICES			Logistics - General			Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/SFLIGHT_NO_RELEASE_TEST_2			0001			test			V2			No			No						SFLIGHT_NO_RELEASE_TEST_2			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_TEA_DATA_PROVIDER			/IWBEP/CL_TEA_MODEL_PROVIDER			test			TEst Application Service: Model Provider			/IWBEP/MGW_TEST_TEA			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			SRA001_PCAPPROVAL			0001			Schvalování nákupních smluv SAP (MM-PUR)			V2			No			No						SRA001_PCAPPROVAL			MM-PUR-OA			CL_SRA001_PC_RDP			CL_SRA001_PC_MDP			Schvalování nákupních smluv SAP (MM-PUR)			Schvalování nákupních smluv SAP (MM-PUR)			P_SRA001_APC_ODATA			Materials Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			SRA012_SPEND_SRV			0001			Služba pro mé výdaje			V2			No			No						SRA012_SPEND_SRV			CO-OM			CL_SRA012_SPEND_DPC			CL_SRA012_SPEND_MPC			Služba pro mé výdaje			Model pro mé výdaje			P_SRA012_ODATA			Controlling			Unknown									


			Inbound			PAO_USERCONTEXT			0001			Služba pro uživatelský kontext			V2			No			No						PAO_USERCONTEXT			PA-PAO			CL_HRPAO_GW_RT_USERCONTEXT			CL_HRPAO_GW_MD_USERCONTEXT			Služba pro uživatelský kontext			Služba pro uživatelský kontext			PAOC_PAO_CENTRAL			Personnel Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			PAO_STREAMWORK			0001			Služba pro diskuzi StreamWork			V2			No			No						PAO_STREAMWORK			PA-PAO			CL_HRPAO_GW_RT_STREAMWORK			CL_HRPAO_GW_MD_STREAMWORK			Služba pro diskuzi StreamWork			Diskuze StreamWork			PAOC_PAO_CENTRAL			Personnel Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			PAO_SEARCH_SERVICE			0001			Vyhledávací služba			V2			No			No						PAO_SEARCH_SERVICE			PA-PAO			CL_HRPAO_GW_RT_SEARCH			CL_HRPAO_GW_MD_SEARCH			Vyhledávací služba			Model vyhledávací služby			PAOC_PAO_REUSE			Personnel Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			PAO_PROCESSES			0001			Služba pro pruh procesů			V2			No			No						PAO_PROCESSES			PA-PAO			CL_HRPAO_GW_RT_PROCESSES			CL_HRPAO_GW_MD_PROCESSES			Služba pro pruh procesů			Modelové procesy pro poskytovatele			PAOC_PAO_CENTRAL			Personnel Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			PAO_ORGANIZATION_FAVORITES			0001			Služba k přidání/odstranění organizací z oblíbených			V2			No			No						PAO_ORGANIZATION_FAVORITES			PA-PAO			CL_HRPAO_GW_RT_ORGFAVORITE			CL_HRPAO_GW_MD_ORGFAVORITE			Služba k přidání/odstranění organizací z oblíbených			Oblíbené pol. organizace			PAOC_PAO_CENTRAL			Personnel Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			PAO_ACTIONMENU			0001			Roletové menu (z launchpad)			V2			No			No						PAO_ACTIONMENU			PA-PAO			CL_HRPAO_GW_RT_ACTIONMENU			CL_HRPAO_GW_MD_ACTIONMENU			Roletové menu (z launchpad)			Třída modelu pro roletové menu			PAOC_PAO_CENTRAL			Personnel Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			SRA013_PO_FROM_PR_SRV			0001			Služba pro vytvoření objednávky z uvolněných požadavků obj.			V2			No			No						SRA013_PO_FROM_PR_SRV			MM-PUR-REQ			CL_SRA013_PO_FROM_PR_DPC			CL_SRA013_PO_FROM_PR_MPC			Služba pro vytvoření objednávky z uvolněných požadavků obj.			Tech. model k vytvoření objednávky z uvolněných požadavků			P_SRA013_ODATA			Materials Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			/UI2/PAGE_BUILDER_PERS			0001			Page Builder - personalizační úroveň			V2			No			No						PAGE_BUILDER_PERS			CA-FLP-ABA			/UI2/CL_GW_DP_V06_PB_PERS			/UI2/CL_GW_MP_PB			Page Builder - personalizační úroveň			Model UI2: Page Builder			/UI2/PB_SERVICE			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			/UI2/PAGE_BUILDER_CUST			0001			Page Builder - customizační úroveň			V2			No			No						PAGE_BUILDER_CUST			CA-FLP-ABA			/UI2/CL_GW_DP_V06_PB_CUST			/UI2/CL_GW_MP_PB			Page Builder - customizační úroveň			Model UI2: Page Builder			/UI2/PB_SERVICE			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			/UI2/PAGE_BUILDER_CONF			0001			Page Builder - konfigurační úroveň			V2			No			No						PAGE_BUILDER_CONF			CA-FLP-ABA			/UI2/CL_GW_DP_V06_PB_CONF			/UI2/CL_GW_MP_PB			Page Builder - konfigurační úroveň			Model UI2: Page Builder			/UI2/PB_SERVICE			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			SRA_SO_TRACKING_SRV			0001			CL_SRA_SO_TRACKING_DPC_EXT			V2			No			No						SRA_SO_TRACKING_SRV						CL_SRA_SO_TRACKING_DPC_EXT			CL_SRA_SO_TRACKING_MPC_EXT			CL_SRA_SO_TRACKING_DPC_EXT			CL_SRA_SO_TRACKING_MPC_EXT									Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/SUBSCRIPTIONMANAGEMENT			0001			Technical Service name for Admin on-behalf Subscriptions			V2			No			No						SUBSCRIPTIONMANAGEMENT			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_ADM_SUB_DATA			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_ADM_SUB_MODEL			Technical Service name for Admin on-behalf Subscriptions			Technical Model for Admin on-behalf Subscriptions			/IWBEP/MGW_PUSH			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/SUBSCRIPTIONMANAGEMENT			0002			Tech. Srv. name for MDC enabled Admin-on-behalf Subscription			V2			No			No						SUBSCRIPTIONMANAGEMENT			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_ADM_SUB_DATA			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_ADM_SUB_MODEL			Tech. Srv. name for MDC enabled Admin-on-behalf Subscription			Technical Model for Admin on-behalf Subscriptions			/IWBEP/MGW_PUSH			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/SVC_SAMPLE_SFLIGHT_EXT			0001			extension of sample flight			V2			No			No						SVC_SAMPLE_SFLIGHT_EXT			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_RT_SFLIGHT			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_FLIGHT_EXT_MPC			extension of sample flight			model extension for sflight			/IWBEP/MGW_SAMPLE_SFLIGHT			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_MEASURING_POINT_SRV			0001			Služba pro bod měření			V2			No			No						CB_MEASURING_POINT_SRV			CA			CL_MEASURING_POINT_DP			CL_MEASURING_POINT_MP			Služba pro bod měření			Model pro bod měření			CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_RESOURCE_SRV			0001			Služba zdrojů			V2			No			No						CB_RESOURCE_SRV			PP			CL_RESOURCE_DP			CL_RESOURCE_MP			Služba zdrojů			Model zdrojů			CBESH_UI_ODATA_PP			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_RETURNS_DELIVERY_SRV			0001			Služba brány vrácených dodávek			V2			No			No						CB_RETURNS_DELIVERY_SRV			LE			CL_RETURNS_DELIVERY_DP			CL_RETURNS_DELIVERY_MP			Služba brány vrácených dodávek			Model brány vrácených dodávek			CBESH_UI_ODATA_LE			Logistics Execution			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_FIXED_ASSET_SRV			0001			Služba pro investiční majetek			V2			No			No						CB_FIXED_ASSET_SRV			FIN			CL_FIXED_ASSET_DP			CL_FIXED_ASSET_MP			Služba pro investiční majetek			Model investičního majetku			CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN			Financials			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_FUNCTIONAL_AREA_GRP_SRV			0001			Služba skupiny funkčních oblastí			V2			No			No						CB_FUNCTIONAL_AREA_GRP_SRV			PSM-FM-MD			CL_FUNCTIONAL_AREA_GRP_DP			CL_FUNCTIONAL_AREA_GRP_MP			Služba skupiny funkčních oblastí			Model skupiny funkčních oblastí			ESH_EAPSH_CONT_PSM_FM_MD			Public Sector Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_SALES_CONTRACT_SRV			0001			Služba prodejního kontraktu			V2			No			No						CB_SALES_CONTRACT_SRV			SD			CL_SALES_CONTRACT_MP			CL_SALES_CONTRACT_DP			Služba prodejního kontraktu			Model prodejního kontraktu			CBESH_UI_ODATA_SD			Sales and Distribution			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_CUSTOMER_ACC_DOC_SRV			0001			Služba pro účetní doklady zákazníka			V2			No			No						CB_CUSTOMER_ACC_DOC_SRV			FIN			CL_CUSTOMER_ACC_DOC_DP			CL_CUSTOMER_ACC_DOC_MP			Služba pro účetní doklady zákazníka			Model účetního dokladu zákazníka			CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN			Financials			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_SALES_GROUP_CONTRACT_SRV			0001			Služba hlavního skupinového kontraktu			V2			No			No						CB_SALES_GROUP_CONTRACT_SRV			SD			CL_SALES_GROUP_CONTRACT_DP			CL_SALES_GROUP_CONTRACT_MP			Služba hlavního skupinového kontraktu			Model kontraktu skupiny prodeje			CBESH_UI_ODATA_SD			Sales and Distribution			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_SALES_ORDER_SRV			0001			Služba zakázky odběratele			V2			No			No						CB_SALES_ORDER_SRV			SD			CL_SALES_ORDER_DP			CL_SALES_ORDER_MP			Služba zakázky odběratele			Model zakázky odběratele			CBESH_UI_ODATA_SD			Sales and Distribution			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_SALES_QUOTATION_SRV			0001			Služba nabídky zákazníkovi			V2			No			No						CB_SALES_QUOTATION_SRV			SD			CL_SALES_QUOTATION_DP			CL_SALES_QUOTATION_MP			Služba nabídky zákazníkovi			Model nabídky zákazníkovi			CBESH_UI_ODATA_SD			Sales and Distribution			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_CUSTOMERDOCITEMS_SRV			0001			Doklady FI AR			V2			No			No						CB_CUSTOMERDOCITEMS_SRV						CL_CUSTOMER_DOC_ITEMS_DP			CL_CUSTOMER_DOC_ITEMS_MP			Doklady FI AR			Doklady FI AR									Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_CUSTOMERACCOUNTINGDOC_SRV			0001			Služba pro účetní doklady zákazníka			V2			No			No						CB_CUSTOMERACCOUNTINGDOC_SRV						CL_CUSTOMERACCOUNTINGDOC_DP			CL_CUSTOMERACCOUNTINGDOC_MP			Služba pro účetní doklady zákazníka			Model účetního dokladu zákazníka									Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_SERVICE_ENTRY_SHEET_SRV			0001			Služba listu evidence výkonů			V2			No			No						CB_SERVICE_ENTRY_SHEET_SRV			MM			CL_SERVICE_ENTRY_SHEET_DP			CL_SERVICE_ENTRY_SHEET_MP			Služba listu evidence výkonů			Model listu evidence výkonů			CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM			Materials Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_SERVICE_SRV			0001			Služba pro služby			V2			No			No						CB_SERVICE_SRV			MM			CL_SERVICE_DP			CL_SERVICE_MP			Služba pro služby			Model služeb			CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM			Materials Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_MEASUREMENT_DOC_SRV			0001			Služba pro doklad o měření			V2			No			No						CB_MEASUREMENT_DOC_SRV			CA			CL_MEASUREMENT_DOC_DP			CL_MEASUREMENT_DOC_MP			Služba pro doklad o měření			Model pro doklad o měření			CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_MATERIAL_SRV			0001			Služba kmenového souboru materiálu			V2			No			No						CB_MATERIAL_SRV			LO-MD-MM			CL_MATERIAL_DP			CL_MATERIAL_MP			Služba kmenového souboru materiálu			Model kmenového souboru materiálu			CBESH_UI_ODATA_MG			Logistics - General			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_COST_CENTER_SRV			0001			Služba pro nákl.středisko			V2			No			No						CB_COST_CENTER_SRV			FIN			CL_COST_CENTER_DP			CL_COST_CENTER_MP			Služba pro nákl.středisko			Model náklad.střediska			CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN			Financials			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_COST_CENTER_GRP_SRV			0001			Služba pro skupinu náklad.středisek			V2			No			No						CB_COST_CENTER_GRP_SRV			FIN			CL_COST_CENTER_GRP_DP			CL_COST_CENTER_GRP_MP			Služba pro skupinu náklad.středisek			Model skupiny nákladových středisek			CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN			Financials			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_CONTROLLINGDOCUMENT_SRV			0001			CL_CONTROLLINGDOCUMENT_DP			V2			No			No						CB_CONTROLLINGDOCUMENT_SRV			FIN			CL_CONTROLLINGDOCUMENT_DP			CL_CONTROLLINGDOCUMENT_MP			CL_CONTROLLINGDOCUMENT_DP			CL_CONTROLLINGDOCUMENT_MP			CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN			Financials			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_FUNCTIONAL_AREA_SRV			0001			Služba funkčních oblastí			V2			No			No						CB_FUNCTIONAL_AREA_SRV			PSM-FM-MD			CL_FUNCTIONAL_AREA_DP			CL_FUNCTIONAL_AREA_MP			Služba funkčních oblastí			Model funkčních oblastí			CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD			Public Sector Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_FUNCTIONAL_LOCATION_SRV			0001			Služba technického místa			V2			No			No						CB_FUNCTIONAL_LOCATION_SRV			CA			CL_FUNCTIONAL_LOCATION_DP			CL_FUNCTIONAL_LOCATION_MP			Služba technického místa			Model technického místa			CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_COMPLETION_CONFIRMATION_SRV			0001			Služba pro test potvrzení dokončení			V2			No			No						CB_COMPLETION_CONFIRMATION_SRV			CA			CL_COMPLETION_CONFIRMATION_DP			CL_COMPLETION_CONFIRMATION_MP			Služba pro test potvrzení dokončení			Model pro potvrzení dokončení			CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_COMMITMENTITEM_SRV			0001			Služba rozpočtových položek			V2			No			No						CB_COMMITMENTITEM_SRV			PSM-FM-MD			CL_COMMITMENTITEM_DP			CL_COMMITMENTITEM_MP			Služba rozpočtových položek			Model rozpočtových položek			CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD			Public Sector Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_BUDGET_PERIOD_SRV			0001			Služba období rozpočtu			V2			No			No						CB_BUDGET_PERIOD_SRV			PSM-FM-MD			CL_BUDGET_PERIOD_DP			CL_BUDGET_PERIOD_MP			Služba období rozpočtu			Model období rozpočtu			CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD			Public Sector Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_STATISTICAL_KEY_FIGURE_SRV			0001			Služba pro statistický ukazatel			V2			No			No						CB_STATISTICAL_KEY_FIGURE_SRV			FIN			CL_STATISTICAL_KEY_FIGURE_DP			CL_STATISTICAL_KEY_FIGURE_MP			Služba pro statistický ukazatel			Model statistického ukazatele			CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN			Financials			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_OUTBOUND_DELIVERY_SRV			0001			Služba brány odesílané dodávky			V2			No			No						CB_OUTBOUND_DELIVERY_SRV			LE			CL_OUTBOUND_DELIVERY_DP			CL_OUTBOUND_DELIVERY_MP			Služba brány odesílané dodávky			Model brány odesílané dodávky			CBESH_UI_ODATA_LE			Logistics Execution			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_DOCUMENT_STRUCTURE_SRV			0001			Služba struktury dokumentů			V2			No			No						CB_DOCUMENT_STRUCTURE_SRV			PLM			CL_DOCUMENT_STRUCTURE_DP			CL_DOCUMENT_STRUCTURE_MP			Služba struktury dokumentů			Model struktury dokumentu			CBESH_UI_ODATA_PLM			Product Lifecycle Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_DOCUMENT_SRV			0001			Dokumentační služba			V2			No			No						CB_DOCUMENT_SRV						CL_DOCUMENT_DP						Dokumentační služba												Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_OBJECT_LINK_SRV			0001			Propojení objektů: Služba			V2			No			No						CB_OBJECT_LINK_SRV			CA			CL_OBJECT_LINK_DP			CL_OBJECT_LINK_MP			Propojení objektů: Služba			Propojení objektů: Model			CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_EARMARKED_FUNDS_SRV			0001			Doklad účelového vázání prostředků - služba			V2			No			No						CB_EARMARKED_FUNDS_SRV						CL_EARMARKED_FUNDS_DP			CL_EARMARKED_FUNDS_MP			Doklad účelového vázání prostředků - služba			Model účelového vázání prostředků									Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_PLANNED_ORDER_SRV			0001			Služba plánované zakázky			V2			No			No						CB_PLANNED_ORDER_SRV			PP			CL_PLANNED_ORDER_DP			CL_PLANNED_ORDER_MP			Služba plánované zakázky			Model plánované zakázky			CBESH_UI_ODATA_PP			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_PROCESS_ORDER_SRV			0001			Služba procesní zakázky			V2			No			No						CB_PROCESS_ORDER_SRV			PP			CL_PROCESS_ORDER_DP			CL_PROCESS_ORDER_MP			Služba procesní zakázky			Model procesní zakázky			CBESH_UI_ODATA_PP			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_CUSTOMER_SRV			0001			Služba zákazníkům			V2			No			No						CB_CUSTOMER_SRV			SD			CL_CUSTOMER_DP			CL_CUSTOMER_MP			Služba zákazníkům			Model zákazníka			CBESH_UI_ODATA_SD			Sales and Distribution			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_CUSTOMER_MAT_INFO_SRV			0001			Služba informací o materiálu zákazníka			V2			No			No						CB_CUSTOMER_MAT_INFO_SRV			SD			CL_CUSTOMER_MAT_INFO_DP			CL_CUSTOMER_MAT_INFO_MP			Služba informací o materiálu zákazníka			Model informací o materiálu zákazníka			CBESH_UI_ODATA_SD			Sales and Distribution			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_PROC_ORD_CONFIRM_SRV			0001			Služba potvrzení procesní zakázky			V2			No			No						CB_PROC_ORD_CONFIRM_SRV			PP			CL_PROC_ORD_CONFIRM_DP			CL_PROC_ORD_CONFIRM_MP			Služba potvrzení procesní zakázky			Model potvrzení procesní zakázky			CBESH_UI_ODATA_PP			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_PRODUCTION_ORDER_SRV			0001			Služba výrobní zakázky			V2			No			No						CB_PRODUCTION_ORDER_SRV			PP			CL_PRODUCTION_ORDER_DP			CL_PRODUCTION_ORDER_MP			Služba výrobní zakázky			Model výrobní zakázky			CBESH_UI_ODATA_PP			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_PROD_ORDER_COMPONENTS_SRV			0001			Služba komponent výrobní zakázky			V2			No			No						CB_PROD_ORDER_COMPONENTS_SRV			PP			CL_PROD_ORDER_COMPONENTS_DP			CL_PROD_ORDER_COMPONENTS_MP			Služba komponent výrobní zakázky			Model komponent výrobní zakázky			CBESH_UI_ODATA_PP			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_PROD_ORD_CONFIRM_SRV			0001			Služba potvrzení výrobní zakázky			V2			No			No						CB_PROD_ORD_CONFIRM_SRV			PP			CL_PROD_ORD_CONFIRM_DP			CL_PROD_ORD_CONFIRM_MP			Služba potvrzení výrobní zakázky			Model potvrzení výrobní zakázky			CBESH_UI_ODATA_PP			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_PROFIT_CENTER_SRV			0001			Služba pro profit centrum			V2			No			No						CB_PROFIT_CENTER_SRV			FIN			CL_PROFIT_CENTER_DP			CL_PROFIT_CENTER_MP			Služba pro profit centrum			Model profit centra			CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN			Financials			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_PROJECT_CLAIM_SRV			0001			PS: Služba reklamace			V2			No			No						CB_PROJECT_CLAIM_SRV			PS			CL_PROJECT_CLAIM_DP			CL_PROJECT_CLAIM_MP			PS: Služba reklamace			PS: Model reklamace			CBESH_UI_ODATA_PS			Project System			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_PROJECT_MILESTONE_SRV			0001			PS: Služba milníku			V2			No			No						CB_PROJECT_MILESTONE_SRV			PS			CL_PROJECT_MILESTONE_DP			CL_PROJECT_MILESTONE_MP			PS: Služba milníku			PS: Model milníku			CBESH_UI_ODATA_PS			Project System			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_PROJECT_NETWORK_SRV			0001			PS: Služba síťového diagramu			V2			No			No						CB_PROJECT_NETWORK_SRV			PS			CL_PROJECT_NETWORK_DP			CL_PROJECT_NETWORK_MP			PS: Služba síťového diagramu			PS: Model síťového diagramu			CBESH_UI_ODATA_PS			Project System			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_PROJECT_SRV			0001			PS: Služba projektu			V2			No			No						CB_PROJECT_SRV			PS			CL_PROJECT_DP			CL_PROJECT_MP			PS: Služba projektu			PS: Model projektu			CBESH_UI_ODATA_PS			Project System			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_EARMARKED_FUND_SRV			0001			Doklad účelového vázání prostředků - služba			V2			No			No						CB_EARMARKED_FUND_SRV			PSM-FM-MD			CL_EARMARKED_FUND_DP			CL_EARMARKED_FUND_MP			Doklad účelového vázání prostředků - služba			Model účelového vázání prostředků			CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD			Public Sector Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_EQUIPMENT_SRV			0001			Služba pro vybavení			V2			No			No						CB_EQUIPMENT_SRV			CA			CL_EQUIPMENT_DP			CL_EQUIPMENT_MP			Služba pro vybavení			Model pro vybavení			CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_NETWORK_ACTIVITY_SRV			0001			PS: Služba operace			V2			No			No						CB_NETWORK_ACTIVITY_SRV			PS			CL_NETWORK_ACTIVITY_DP			CL_NETWORK_ACTIVITY_MP			PS: Služba operace			PS: Model operace			CBESH_UI_ODATA_PS			Project System			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_PURCHASE_ORDER_SRV			0001			Služba objednávky			V2			No			No						CB_PURCHASE_ORDER_SRV			MM			CL_PURCHASE_ORDER_DP			CL_PURCHASE_ORDER_MP			Služba objednávky			Model objednávky			CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM			Materials Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_PURCHASE_REQ_SRV			0001			Služba požadavku na objednávku			V2			No			No						CB_PURCHASE_REQ_SRV			MM			CL_PUCHASE_REQ_DP			CL_PUCHASE_REQ_MP			Služba požadavku na objednávku			Model požadavku na objednávku			CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM			Materials Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_PURCHASING_CONTRACT_SRV			0001			Služba nákupního kontraktu			V2			No			No						CB_PURCHASING_CONTRACT_SRV			MM			CL_PURCHASING_CONTRACT_DP			CL_PURCHASING_CONTRACT_MP			Služba nákupního kontraktu			Model nákupního kontraktu			CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM			Materials Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_PURCHASING_INFO_RECORD_SRV			0001			Služba nákupního informačního záznamu			V2			No			No						CB_PURCHASING_INFO_RECORD_SRV			MM			CL_PURCHASING_INFO_RECORD_DP			CL_PURCHASING_INFO_RECORD_MP			Služba nákupního informačního záznamu			Model nákupního informačního záznamu			CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM			Materials Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_FUNDS_SRV			0001			Služba fondů			V2			No			No						CB_FUNDS_SRV			PSM-FM-MD			CL_FUNDS_DP			CL_FUNDS_MP			Služba fondů			Model fondů			CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD			Public Sector Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_MAINTENANCE_ORDER_SRV			0001			Zakázka na údržbu: Služba			V2			No			No						CB_MAINTENANCE_ORDER_SRV			CA			CL_MAINTENANCE_ORDER_DP			CL_MAINTENANCE_ORDER_MP			Zakázka na údržbu: Služba			Zakázka na údržbu: Model			CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_AP_DOC_SRV			0001			Služba pro doklady účetnictví dodavatelů			V2			No			No						CB_AP_DOC_SRV			FIN			CL_AP_DOC_DP			CL_AP_DOC_MP			Služba pro doklady účetnictví dodavatelů			Model dokladu účetnictví dodavatelů			CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN			Financials			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_GOODS_ISSUE_SRV			0001			Služba výdeje materiálu			V2			No			No						CB_GOODS_ISSUE_SRV			MM			CL_GOODS_ISSUE_DP			CL_GOODS_ISSUE_MP			Služba výdeje materiálu			Model výdeje materiálu			CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM			Materials Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_MAINTENANCE_NOTIFICATION_SRV			0001			Hlášení údržby: Služba			V2			No			No						CB_MAINTENANCE_NOTIFICATION_SR			CA			CL_MAINTENANCE_NOTIFICATION_DP			CL_MAINTENANCE_NOTIFICATION_MP			Hlášení údržby: Služba			Hlášení údržby: Model			CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_INTERNAL_ORDER_SRV			0001			Služba pro vnitropodnik.zakázku			V2			No			No						CB_INTERNAL_ORDER_SRV			FIN			CL_INTERNAL_ORDER_DP			CL_INTERNAL_ORDER_MP			Služba pro vnitropodnik.zakázku			Model vnitropodnik.zakázky			CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN			Financials			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_ACTIVITY_TYPE_SRV			0001			SLUŽBA			V2			No			No						CB_ACTIVITY_TYPE_SRV			FIN			CL_ACTIVITY_TYPE_DP			CL_ACTIVITY_TYPE_MP			SLUŽBA			MODEL			CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN			Financials			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_ACTIVITY_CONFIRMATION_SRV			0001			PS: Služba zpětného hlášení			V2			No			No						CB_ACTIVITY_CONFIRMATION_SRV			PS			CL_ACTIVITY_CONFIRMATION_DP			CL_ACTIVITY_CONFIRMATION_MP			PS: Služba zpětného hlášení			PS: Model zpětného hlášení			CBESH_UI_ODATA_PS			Project System			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_WBSELEMENT_SRV			0001			PS: Služba prvku SPP			V2			No			No						CB_WBSELEMENT_SRV			PS			CL_WBS_ELEMENT_DP			CL_WBS_ELEMENT_MP			PS: Služba prvku SPP			PS: Model prvku SPP			CBESH_UI_ODATA_PS			Project System			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_ACCOUNTING_DOCUMENT_SRV			0001			CL_ACCOUNTING_DOCUMENT_DP			V2			No			No						CB_ACCOUNTING_DOCUMENT_SRV			FIN			CL_ACCOUNTING_DOCUMENT_DP			CL_ACCOUNTING_DOCUMENT_MP			CL_ACCOUNTING_DOCUMENT_DP			CL_ACCOUNTING_DOCUMENT_MP			CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN			Financials			Unknown									


			Inbound			BW4_MAPI_LINEAGE_SRV			0001			Expose Lineage Information via ODATAv2			V2			No			No						BW4_MAPI_LINEAGE_SRV						CL_BW4_MAPI_LINEAGE_DPC_EXT			CL_BW4_MAPI_LINEAGE_MPC_EXT			Expose Lineage Information via ODATAv2			Expose Lineage Information via ODATAv2									Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_WORK_CENTER_SRV			0001			Služba pracoviště			V2			No			No						CB_WORK_CENTER_SRV			PP			CL_WORK_CENTER_DP			CL_WORK_CENTER_MP			Služba pracoviště			Model pracoviště			CBESH_UI_ODATA_PP			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			BW4_MAPI_LINEAGE_1_SRV			0001			Extract Lineage Information			V2			No			No						BW4_MAPI_LINEAGE_1_SRV						CL_BW4_MAPI_LINEAGE_DPC_1			CL_BW4_MAPI_LINEAGE_MPC_1			Extract Lineage Information			Extract Lineage Information									Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/BATCH_AT_ONCE_TEST			0001			Test implementation for batch@once option			V2			No			No						BATCH_AT_ONCE_TEST			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_TEA_BATCH_AT_ONCE_DP			/IWBEP/CL_TEA_BATCH_AT_ONCE_MP			Test implementation for batch@once option			Model for Batch at once processing			/IWBEP/MGW_TEST_TEA			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_INBOUND_DELIVERY_SRV			0001			Služba brány přijímané dodávky			V2			No			No						CB_INBOUND_DELIVERY_SRV			LE			CL_INBOUND_DELIVERY_DP			CL_INBOUND_DELIVERY_MP			Služba brány přijímané dodávky			Model brány přijímaných dodávek			CBESH_UI_ODATA_LE			Logistics Execution			Unknown									


			Inbound			APS_EXT_ATO_CFG_SRV			0001			Transport Configuration of Packages			V2			No			No						APS_EXT_ATO_CFG_SRV						CL_APS_EXT_ATO_CFG_DPC_EXT			CL_APS_EXT_ATO_CFG_MPC_EXT			Transport Configuration of Packages			Transport Configuration of Packages									Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_HOUSE_BANK_SRV			0001			Služba pro firemní banku			V2			No			No						CB_HOUSE_BANK_SRV			FIN			CL_HOUSE_BANK_DP			CL_HOUSE_BANK_MP			Služba pro firemní banku			Model firemní banky			CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN			Financials			Unknown									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/CLM_REP_SRV			0001			mib:clm Reporting odata service			V2			No			No						CLM_REP_SRV						/MIBCON/CL_CLM_REP_DPC_EXT			/MIBCON/CL_CLM_REP_MPC_EXT			mib:clm Reporting odata service			mib:clm Reporting odata service									Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_HOUSE_BANK_ACCOUNT_SRV			0001			Služba pro účet firemní banky			V2			No			No						CB_HOUSE_BANK_ACCOUNT_SRV			FIN			CL_HOUSE_BANK_ACCOUNT_DP			CL_HOUSE_BANK_ACCOUNT_MP			Služba pro účet firemní banky			Model účtu firemní banky			CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN			Financials			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_GRANT_SRV			0001			Služba grantů			V2			No			No						CB_GRANT_SRV			PSM-FM-MD			CL_GRANT_DP			CL_GRANT_MP			Služba grantů			Model grantů			CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD			Public Sector Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_GRANT_GROUP_SRV			0001			Služba skupiny grantů			V2			No			No						CB_GRANT_GROUP_SRV			PSM-FM-MD			CL_GRANT_GROUP_DP			CL_GRANT_GROUP_MP			Služba skupiny grantů			Model skupiny grantů			CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD			Public Sector Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_GOODS_RECEIPT_SRV			0001			Služba příjmu materiálu			V2			No			No						CB_GOODS_RECEIPT_SRV			MM			CL_GOODS_RECEIPT_DP			CL_GOODS_RECEIPT_MP			Služba příjmu materiálu			Model příjmu materiálu			CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM			Materials Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_BUDGET_PERIOD_GRP_SRV			0001			Skupina období rozpočtu - služba			V2			No			No						CB_BUDGET_PERIOD_GRP_SRV			PSM-FM-MD			CL_BUDGET_PERIOD_GRP_DP			CL_BUDGET_PERIOD_GRP_MP			Skupina období rozpočtu - služba			Model skupiny období rozpočtu			CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD			Public Sector Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_SUPPLIER_INVOICE_SRV			0001			Služba faktury dodavatele			V2			No			No						CB_SUPPLIER_INVOICE_SRV			MM			CL_SUPPLIER_INVOICE_DP			CL_SUPPLIER_INVOICE_MP			Služba faktury dodavatele			Model dat faktury dodavatele			CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM			Materials Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_BUDGET_ENTRY_DOC_SRV			0001			Doklad o pořízení rozpočtu - služba			V2			No			No						CB_BUDGET_ENTRY_DOC_SRV			PSM-FM-MD			CL_BUDGET_ENTRY_DOC_DP			CL_BUDGET_ENTRY_DOC_MP			Doklad o pořízení rozpočtu - služba			Model dokladu o pořízení rozpočtu			CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD			Public Sector Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_TASK_LIST_SRV			0001			Pracovní postup: Služba			V2			No			No						CB_TASK_LIST_SRV			CA			CL_TASK_LIST_DP			CL_TASK_LIST_MP			Pracovní postup: Služba			Pracovní postup: Model			CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_FUNDED_PROGRAM_GROUP_SRV			0001			Služba skupiny rozpočtového programu			V2			No			No						CB_FUNDED_PROGRAM_GROUP_SRV			PSM-FM-MD			CL_FUNDED_PROGRAM_GROUP_DP			CL_FUNDED_PROGRAM_GROUP_MP			Služba skupiny rozpočtového programu			Model rozpočtového programu			CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD			Public Sector Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_VENDOR_ACCOUNTING_DOC_SRV			0001			Služba pro účetní doklad prodejce			V2			No			No						CB_VENDOR_ACCOUNTING_DOC_SRV						CL_VENDOR_ACCOUNTING_DOC_DP			CL_VENDOR_ACCOUNTING_DOC_MP			Služba pro účetní doklad prodejce			Model účetního dokladu prodejce									Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_MATERIAL_MOVEMENT_SRV			0001			Služba pohybu materiálu			V2			No			No						CB_MATERIAL_MOVEMENT_SRV			MM			CL_MATERIAL_MOVEMENT_DP			CL_MATERIAL_MOVEMENT_MP			Služba pohybu materiálu			Model pohybů materiálu			CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM			Materials Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_VENDOR_ACC_DOC_SRV			0001			Služba pro účetní doklad prodejce			V2			No			No						CB_VENDOR_ACC_DOC_SRV			FIN			CL_VENDOR_ACC_DOC_DP			CL_VENDOR_ACC_DOC_MP			Služba pro účetní doklad prodejce			Účetní doklad prodejce			CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN			Financials			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_FUNDED_PROGRAM_SRV			0001			Služba rozpočtového programu			V2			No			No						CB_FUNDED_PROGRAM_SRV			PSM-FM-MD			CL_FUNDED_PROGRAM_DP			CL_FUNDED_PROGRAM_MP			Služba rozpočtového programu			Model rozpočtového programu			CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD			Public Sector Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_FUNDS_CENTER_GRP_SRV			0001			Služba skupiny finančních středisek			V2			No			No						CB_FUNDS_CENTER_GRP_SRV			PSM-FM-MD			CL_FUNDS_CENTER_GRP_DP			CL_FUNDS_CENTER_GRP_MP			Služba skupiny finančních středisek			Model skupiny finančních středisek			CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD			Public Sector Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_FUNDS_CENTER_SRV			0001			Služba finančních středisek			V2			No			No						CB_FUNDS_CENTER_SRV			PSM-FM-MD			CL_FUNDS_CENTER_DP			CL_FUNDS_CENTER_MP			Služba finančních středisek			Model finančních středisek			CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD			Public Sector Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_MATERIAL_INVENTORY_SRV			0001			Služba zásoby materiálu			V2			No			No						CB_MATERIAL_INVENTORY_SRV			MM			CL_MATERIAL_INVENTORY_DP			CL_MATERIAL_INVENTORY_MP			Služba zásoby materiálu			Model zásob materiálu			CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM			Materials Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_ASSET_SRV			0001			Služba pro investiční majetek			V2			No			No						CB_ASSET_SRV						CL_ASSET_DP			CL_ASSET_MP			Služba pro investiční majetek			Model investičního majetku									Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_MAINTENANCE_PLAN_ITEM_SRV			0001			Položka plánu údržby: Služba			V2			No			No						CB_MAINTENANCE_PLAN_ITEM_SRV			CA			CL_MAINTENANCE_PLAN_ITEM_DP			CL_MAINTENANCE_PLAN_ITEM_MP			Položka plánu údržby: Služba			Položka plánu údržby: Model			CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_FUNDS_GROUP_SRV			0001			Služba skupiny fondů			V2			No			No						CB_FUNDS_GROUP_SRV			PSM-FM-MD			CL_FUNDS_GROUP_DP			CL_FUNDS_GROUP_MP			Služba skupiny fondů			Model skupiny fondů			CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD			Public Sector Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_MAINTENANCE_PLAN_SRV			0001			Služba pro plán údržby			V2			No			No						CB_MAINTENANCE_PLAN_SRV			CA			CL_MAINTENANCE_PLAN_DP			CL_MAINTENANCE_PLAN_MP			Služba pro plán údržby			Model pro plán údržby			CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_BANK_SRV			0001			Bankovní služba			V2			No			No						CB_BANK_SRV			FIN			CL_BANK_DP			CL_BANK_MP			Bankovní služba			Model banky			CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN			Financials			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_VENDOR_SRV			0001			Služba dodavatele			V2			No			No						CB_VENDOR_SRV			MM			CL_VENDOR_DP			CL_VENDOR_MP			Služba dodavatele			Model prodejce			CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM			Materials Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_VENDOR_DOC_ITEMS_SRV			0001			Služby pro účetní doklad prodejce			V2			No			No						CB_VENDOR_DOC_ITEMS_SRV			FIN			CL_VENDOR_DOC_ITEMS_DP			CL_VENDOR_DOC_ITEMS_MP			Služby pro účetní doklad prodejce			Položky účetního dokladu prodejce			CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN			Financials			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_MAINT_BILLOPR_SRV			0001			CL_MAINT_BILLOPR_DP			V2			No			No						CB_MAINT_BILLOPR_SRV			CA			CL_MAINT_BILLOPR_DP			CL_MAINT_BILLOPR_MP			CL_MAINT_BILLOPR_DP			CL_MAINT_BILLOPR_MP			CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_BILLING_DOCUMENT_SRV			0001			Služba fakturačních dokladů			V2			No			No						CB_BILLING_DOCUMENT_SRV			SD			CL_BILLING_DOCUMENT_DP			CL_BILLING_DOCUMENT_MP			Služba fakturačních dokladů			Model fakturačního dokladu			CBESH_UI_ODATA_SD			Sales and Distribution			Unknown									


			Inbound			CB_INSP_MASTER_CHAR_SRV			0001			Služba hlavní kontroly			V2			No			No						CB_INSP_MASTER_CHAR_SRV			QM			CL_INSP_MASTER_CHAR_DP			CL_INSP_MASTER_CHAR_MP			Služba hlavní kontroly			Model kmenového atributu kontroly			CBESH_UI_ODATA_QM			Quality Management			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_INSP_MASTER_CHAR_DP,CL_INSP_MASTER_CHAR_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_INSP_METHOD_SRV			0001			Služba kontrolní metody			V2			No			No						CB_INSP_METHOD_SRV			QM			CL_INSP_METHOD_DP			CL_INSP_METHOD_MP			Služba kontrolní metody			Model kontrolní metody			CBESH_UI_ODATA_QM			Quality Management			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_INSP_METHOD_MP,CL_INSP_METHOD_DP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_NOTIF_ACTIVITY_SRV			0001			Služba činnosti hlášení jakosti			V2			No			No						CB_NOTIF_ACTIVITY_SRV			QM			CL_NOTIF_ACTIVITY_DP			CL_NOTIF_ACTIVITY_MP			Služba činnosti hlášení jakosti			Model činnosti hlášení jakosti			CBESH_UI_ODATA_QM			Quality Management			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_NOTIF_ACTIVITY_MP,CL_NOTIF_ACTIVITY_DP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_NOTIF_ITEM_SRV			0001			Služba položky hlášení jakosti			V2			No			No						CB_NOTIF_ITEM_SRV			QM			CL_NOTIF_ITEM_DP			CL_NOTIF_ITEM_MP			Služba položky hlášení jakosti			Model položky hlášení jakosti			CBESH_UI_ODATA_QM			Quality Management			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_NOTIF_ITEM_DP,CL_NOTIF_ITEM_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_INSPECTION_LOT_SRV			0001			Služba kontrolované dávky			V2			No			No						CB_INSPECTION_LOT_SRV			QM			CL_INSPECTION_LOT_DP			CL_INSPECTION_LOT_MP			Služba kontrolované dávky			Model kontrolované dávky			CBESH_UI_ODATA_QM			Quality Management			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_INSPECTION_LOT_DP,CL_INSPECTION_LOT_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_INSPECTION_POINT_SRV			0001			Služba kontrolního bodu			V2			No			No						CB_INSPECTION_POINT_SRV			QM			CL_INSPECTION_POINT_DP			CL_INSPECTION_POINT_MP			Služba kontrolního bodu			Model kontrolního bodu			CBESH_UI_ODATA_QM			Quality Management			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_INSPECTION_POINT_MP,CL_INSPECTION_POINT_DP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_NOTIF_TASK_SRV			0001			Služba úlohy hlášení jakosti			V2			No			No						CB_NOTIF_TASK_SRV			QM			CL_NOTIF_TASK_DP			CL_NOTIF_TASK_MP			Služba úlohy hlášení jakosti			Model úlohy hlášení jakosti			CBESH_UI_ODATA_QM			Quality Management			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_NOTIF_TASK_DP,CL_NOTIF_TASK_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_INSPECTION_OPERAT_SRV			0001			Služba kontrolní operace			V2			No			No						CB_INSPECTION_OPERAT_SRV			QM			CL_INSPECTION_OPERAT_DP			CL_INSPECTION_OPERAT_MP			Služba kontrolní operace			Model kontrolní operace			CBESH_UI_ODATA_QM			Quality Management			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_INSPECTION_OPERAT_MP,CL_INSPECTION_OPERAT_DP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_ORDERBOM_SRV			0001			C'est bon služba pro kusovník zakázky			V2			No			No						CB_ORDERBOM_SRV			LO-MD-BOM			CL_ORDER_BOM_CESTBON_DP			CL_ORDER_BOM_CESTBON_MP			C'est bon služba pro kusovník zakázky			Cest bon model pro kusovník zakázky			CBESH_UI_ODATA_BOM			Logistics - General			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_ORDER_BOM_CESTBON_MP,CL_ORDER_BOM_CESTBON_DP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_MATERIAL_BOM_SRV			0001			C'est bon kmenový list - služba kusovníku materiálu			V2			No			No						CB_MATERIAL_BOM_SRV			LO-MD-BOM			CL_MATERIAL_BOM_DP			CL_MATERIAL_BOM_MP			C'est bon kmenový list - služba kusovníku materiálu			C'est bon kmenový list - model kusovníku materiálu			CBESH_UI_ODATA_BOM			Logistics - General			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_MATERIAL_BOM_DP,CL_MATERIAL_BOM_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_GL_ACCOUNT_SRV			0001			Služb apro účet HK			V2			No			No						CB_GL_ACCOUNT_SRV			FIN			CL_GL_ACCOUNT_DP			CL_GL_ACCOUNT_MP			Služb apro účet HK			Model pro účet HK			CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN			Financials			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_GL_ACCOUNT_DP,CL_GL_ACCOUNT_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_BONUS_BUY_ARTICLE_GROUP_SRV			0001			Služba skupiny artiklů pro bonusový nákup			V2			No			No						CB_BONUS_BUY_ARTICLE_GROUP_SRV			LO			CL_BONUS_BUY_ARTICLE_GROUP_DP			CL_BONUS_BUY_ARTICLE_GROUP_MP			Služba skupiny artiklů pro bonusový nákup			Model skupiny artiklů pro bonusový nákup			CBESH_ODATA_ISR_LO			Logistics - General			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Retail Factsheets			


			Inbound			/UI2/SAMPLE_POWL_SFLIGHT_ALL			0001			Služba vzorového letu na bázi frameworku POWL			V2			No			No						SAMPLE_POWL_SFLIGHT_ALL						/UI2/CL_POWL_DATA			/UI2/CL_POWL_FLIGHT_MODEL			Služba vzorového letu na bázi frameworku POWL			Model pro dotaz POWL SFLIGHT_ALL									Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The object /UI2/CL_POWL_FLIGHT_MODEL does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_BILLOFMATERIAL_SRV			0001			C'est bon model pro kmenový list kusovníku			V2			No			No						CB_BILLOFMATERIAL_SRV			LO-MD-BOM			CL_BILLOFMATERIAL_DP			CL_BILLOFMATERIAL_MP			C'est bon model pro kmenový list kusovníku			C'est bon model pro kmenový list kusovníku			CBESH_UI_ODATA_BOM			Logistics - General			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_BILLOFMATERIAL_DP,CL_BILLOFMATERIAL_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			/UI2/SAMPLE_EPM_POWL_CODED			0001			Sample POWL for APPLID EPM_POWL (ABAP code)			V2			No			No						SAMPLE_EPM_POWL_CODED						/UI2/CL_POWL_APPLID_DATA			/UI2/CL_SAMPLE_APPLID_EPM_POWL			Sample POWL for APPLID EPM_POWL (ABAP code)			Sample model provider class for POWL APPLID EPM_PO									Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The object /UI2/CL_SAMPLE_APPLID_EPM_POWL does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			SADL_V_SEARCHANNOTATIONS_CDS			0001			SADL generated service			V2			No			No						SADL_V_SEARCHANNOTATIONS_CDS			BC-ESI-ESF-BSA			CL_SADL_GTK_EXPOSURE_DPC			CL_SADL_V_SEARCHANNOTATIONS			SADL generated service			SADL generated service			SADL_GW_RT_EXPOSURE			Basis Components			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The object CL_SADL_V_SEARCHANNOTATIONS does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_WBSELEMENTBOM_SRV			0001			C'est bon služba pro kusovník prvku SPP			V2			No			No						CB_WBSELEMENTBOM_SRV			LO-MD-BOM			CL_PROJ_BOM_CESTBON_DP			CL_PROJ_BOM_CESTBON_MP			C'est bon služba pro kusovník prvku SPP			Cest bon model pro prvek kusovníku SPP			CBESH_UI_ODATA_BOM			Logistics - General			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_PROJ_BOM_CESTBON_DP,CL_PROJ_BOM_CESTBON_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			SADL_V_SALESORDER_BO_CDS			0001			SADL Generated Service			V2			No			No						SADL_V_SALESORDER_BO_CDS			BC-ESI-ESF-BSA			CL_SADL_GTK_EXPOSURE_DPC			CL_SADL_V_SALESORDER_BO			SADL Generated Service			SADL Generated Service			SADL_ENTITY			Basis Components			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The object CL_SADL_V_SALESORDER_BO does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			SADL_V_PERF_SO_CDS			0001			Sales Order Performance Root			V2			No			No						SADL_V_PERF_SO_CDS			BC-ESI-ESF-GW			CL_SADL_GTK_EXPOSURE_DPC			CL_SADL_V_PERF_SO			Sales Order Performance Root			Sales Order Performance Root			SADL_GW_EXPOSURE_TEST			Basis Components			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The object CL_SADL_V_PERF_SO does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			SADL_V_EXP_CUSTOMERPROD_VH_CDS			0001			End user customer products			V2			No			No						SADL_V_EXP_CUSTOMERPROD_VH_CDS			BC-ESI-ESF-GW			CL_SADL_GTK_EXPOSURE_DPC			CL_SADL_V_EXP_CUSTOMERPROD_VH			End user customer products			End user customer products			SADL_GW_EXPOSURE			Basis Components			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The object CL_SADL_V_EXP_CUSTOMERPROD_VH does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			SADL_V_AUNIT_SOISL_CDS			0001			SADL Generated Service			V2			No			No						SADL_V_AUNIT_SOISL_CDS			BC-ESI-ESF-BSA			CL_SADL_GTK_EXPOSURE_DPC			CL_SADL_V_AUNIT_SOISL			SADL Generated Service			SADL Generated Service			SADL_CDS_EXPOSURE			Basis Components			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The object CL_SADL_V_AUNIT_SOISL does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_ARTICLE_SRV			0001			Služba artiklů			V2			No			No						CB_ARTICLE_SRV			LO			CL_ARTICLE_DP			CL_ARTICLE_MP			Služba artiklů			Model artiklu			CBESH_UI_ODATA_LO			Logistics - General			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Retail Factsheets			


			Inbound			CB_ALLOCATION_TABLE_STORE_SRV			0001			Alokační tabulka - služba pobočky			V2			No			No						CB_ALLOCATION_TABLE_STORE_SRV			LO			CL_ALLOCATION_TABLE_STORE_DP			CL_ALLOCATION_TABLE_STORE_MP			Alokační tabulka - služba pobočky			Model pobočky alokační tabulky			CBESH_UI_ODATA_LO			Logistics - General			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Retail Factsheets			


			Inbound			CB_ALLOCATION_TABLE_SRV			0001			Alokační tabulka - služba			V2			No			No						CB_ALLOCATION_TABLE_SRV			LO			CL_ALLOCATION_TABLE_DP			CL_ALLOCATION_TABLE_MP			Alokační tabulka - služba			Model rozdělovníku			CBESH_UI_ODATA_LO			Logistics - General			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Retail Factsheets			


			Inbound			CB_ALLOCATION_TABLE_ITEM_SRV			0001			Položka alokační tabulky - služba			V2			No			No						CB_ALLOCATION_TABLE_ITEM_SRV			LO			CL_ALLOCATION_TABLE_ITEM_DP			CL_ALLOCATION_TABLE_ITEM_MP			Položka alokační tabulky - služba			Model položky rozdělovníku			CBESH_UI_ODATA_LO			Logistics - General			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Retail Factsheets			


			Inbound			CB_WBSELEMENT_BOM_SRV			0001			C'est bon kmen.list - služba pro kusovník SPP			V2			No			No						CB_WBSELEMENT_BOM_SRV			LO-MD-BOM			CL_WBSELEMENT_BOM_DP			CL_WBSELEMENT_BOM_MP			C'est bon kmen.list - služba pro kusovník SPP			C'est bon model kmen.listu pro kusovník SPP			CBESH_UI_ODATA_BOM			Logistics - General			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_WBSELEMENT_BOM_DP,CL_WBSELEMENT_BOM_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			/IWBEP/RMTSAMPLEFLIGHT_CO2			0001			Carbon Dioxide Data for Flights			V2			No			No						RMTSAMPLEFLIGHT_CO2			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_RT_CO2_4SF_MDL			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_MED_CO2_4SFL_MDL			Carbon Dioxide Data for Flights			Carbon Dioxide Data for Flights			/IWBEP/OBSOLETE2			Occasional Platform User			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects /IWBEP/CL_MGW_MED_CO2_4SFL_MDL,/IWBEP/CL_MGW_RT_CO2_4SF_MDL do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			C_DRAFTLIFECYCLEADMINDATA_CDS			0001			Draft Lifecycle Administrative Data			V2			No			No						C_DRAFTLIFECYCLEADMINDATA_CDS			BC-ESI-ESF-GW			CL_SADL_GTK_EXPOSURE_DPC			CL_C_DRAFTLIFECYCLEADMINDATA			Draft Lifecycle Administrative Data			Draft Lifecycle Administrative Data			SDRAFT_ADMIN_UI			Basis Components			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The object CL_C_DRAFTLIFECYCLEADMINDATA does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			RCF_URM_SRV			0001			Služba pro správu uživatelských požadavků kandidáta			V2			No			No						RCF_URM_SRV			PA-ER			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_URM_DATA			CL_RCF_FIO_URM_MODEL			Služba pro správu uživatelských požadavků kandidáta			Služba pro správu uživatelských požadavků kandidáta			ODATA_RCF_CANDIDATE			Personnel Management			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The object CL_RCF_FIO_URM_MODEL does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			RCF_UNREG_CANDIDATE_SRV			0001			Služba pro neregistrovaného kandidáta			V2			No			No						RCF_UNREG_CANDIDATE_SRV			PA-ER			CL_RCF_CANDIDATE_DPC_EXT			CL_RCF_CANDIDATE_MPC			Služba pro neregistrovaného kandidáta			Služba pro neregistrovaného kandidáta			ODATA_RCF_CANDIDATE			Personnel Management			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_RCF_CANDIDATE_DPC_EXT,CL_RCF_CANDIDATE_MPC do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_DOCUMENTINFOREC_SRV			0001			C'est Bon služba pro informační záznam dokumentu			V2			No			No						CB_DOCUMENTINFOREC_SRV			CA-DMS			CL_DIR_CESTBON_DP			CL_DIR_CESTBON_MP			C'est Bon služba pro informační záznam dokumentu			C'est Bon model informačního záznamu dokumentu			CBESH_UI_ODATA_DIR			Cross-Application Components			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_DIR_CESTBON_MP,CL_DIR_CESTBON_DP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_DOCUMENTBOM_SRV			0001			Cest bon služba pro kusovník dokladů			V2			No			No						CB_DOCUMENTBOM_SRV			LO-MD-BOM			CL_DBOM_CESTBON_DP			CL_DBOM_CESTBON_MP			Cest bon služba pro kusovník dokladů			Cest bon model pro kusovník dokladů			CBESH_UI_ODATA_BOM			Logistics - General			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_DBOM_CESTBON_MP,CL_DBOM_CESTBON_DP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_PROMOTION_ITEM_SRV			0001			Služba položky podpory prodeje			V2			No			No						CB_PROMOTION_ITEM_SRV			LO			CL_PROMOTION_ITEM_DP			CL_PROMOTION_ITEM_MP			Služba položky podpory prodeje			Model položky podpory prodeje			CBESH_UI_ODATA_LO			Logistics - General			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Retail Factsheets			


			Inbound			/IWBEP/SRV_BEP_BW_MDL_CMP			0001			Combining BEP and BW models			V2			No			No						SRV_BEP_BW_MDL_CMP			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_RT_BW_COMP_MDL			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_MED_BW_COMP_MDL			Combining BEP and BW models			Combining BEP and BW models			/IWBEP/OBSOLETE2			Occasional Platform User			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects /IWBEP/CL_MGW_RT_BW_COMP_MDL,/IWBEP/CL_MGW_MED_BW_COMP_MDL do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_PROMOTION_SRV			0001			Služba podpory prodeje			V2			No			No						CB_PROMOTION_SRV			LO			CL_PROMOTION_DP			CL_PROMOTION_MP			Služba podpory prodeje			Model podpory prodeje			CBESH_UI_ODATA_LO			Logistics - General			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Retail Factsheets			


			Inbound			CB_PROMOTION_STORE_SRV			0001			Služba pobočky obchodní akce			V2			No			No						CB_PROMOTION_STORE_SRV			LO			CL_PROMOTION_STORE_DP			CL_PROMOTION_STORE_MP			Služba pobočky obchodní akce			Model pobočky obchodní akce			CBESH_UI_ODATA_LO			Logistics - General			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Retail Factsheets			


			Inbound			CB_QNOTIFICATION_SRV			0001			Služba hlášení jakosti			V2			No			No						CB_QNOTIFICATION_SRV			QM			CL_QNOTIFICATION_DP			CL_QNOTIFICATION_MP			Služba hlášení jakosti			Model hlášení jakosti			CBESH_UI_ODATA_QM			Quality Management			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_QNOTIFICATION_DP,CL_QNOTIFICATION_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_SALESORDER_BOM_SRV			0001			C'est bon kmen.list - služba pro kusovník zakázky odběratele			V2			No			No						CB_SALESORDER_BOM_SRV			LO-MD-BOM			CL_SALESORDER_BOM_DP			CL_SALESORDER_BOM_MP			C'est bon kmen.list - služba pro kusovník zakázky odběratele			C'est bon model kmen.listu pro kusovník zakázky odběratele			CBESH_UI_ODATA_BOM			Logistics - General			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_SALESORDER_BOM_MP,CL_SALESORDER_BOM_DP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_COST_ELEMENT_SRV			0001			Služba pro nákl.prvky			V2			No			No						CB_COST_ELEMENT_SRV			FIN			CL_COST_ELEMENT_DP			CL_COST_ELEMENT_MP			Služba pro nákl.prvky			Model nákl.prvku			CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN			Financials			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_COST_ELEMENT_DP,CL_COST_ELEMENT_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_COST_ELEMENT_GRP_SRV			0001			Služba pro skupinu nákl.prvků			V2			No			No						CB_COST_ELEMENT_GRP_SRV			FIN			CL_COST_ELEMENT_GRP_DP			CL_COST_ELEMENT_GRP_MP			Služba pro skupinu nákl.prvků			Model skupiny náklad.prvků			CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN			Financials			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_COST_ELEMENT_GRP_MP,CL_COST_ELEMENT_GRP_DP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_SITE_SRV			0001			Služba obchodní provozovny			V2			No			No						CB_SITE_SRV			LO			CL_SITE_DP			CL_SITE_MP			Služba obchodní provozovny			Model obchodní provozovny			CBESH_UI_ODATA_LO			Logistics - General			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Retail Factsheets			


			Inbound			/IWBEP/SRV_EXTERNAL_MDL_CMP			0001			Combining two external BEP models - Composition			V2			No			No						SRV_EXTERNAL_MDL_CMP			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_RT_EXT_COMP_MDL			/IWBEP/CL_MGW_MED_EXT_COMP_MDL			Combining two external BEP models - Composition			Combining two external BEP models - Composition			/IWBEP/OBSOLETE2			Occasional Platform User			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects /IWBEP/CL_MGW_RT_EXT_COMP_MDL,/IWBEP/CL_MGW_MED_EXT_COMP_MDL do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			CB_BONUS_BUY_STORE_GROUP_SRV			0001			Služba skupiny poboček bonusového nákupu			V2			No			No						CB_BONUS_BUY_STORE_GROUP_SRV			LO			CL_BONUS_BUY_STORE_GROUP_DP			CL_BONUS_BUY_STORE_GROUP_MP			Služba skupiny poboček bonusového nákupu			Model skupiny poboček pro bonusový nákup			CBESH_ODATA_ISR_LO			Logistics - General			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Retail Factsheets			


			Inbound			CB_BONUS_BUY_SRV			0001			Služba bonusového nákupu			V2			No			No						CB_BONUS_BUY_SRV			LO			CL_BONUS_BUY_DP			CL_BONUS_BUY_MP			Služba bonusového nákupu			Model bonusového nákupu			CBESH_ODATA_ISR_LO			Logistics - General			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Retail Factsheets			


			Inbound			CB_DOCUMENT_BOM_SRV			0001			C'est bon kmenový list - služba pro strukturu dokladu			V2			No			No						CB_DOCUMENT_BOM_SRV			LO-MD-BOM			CL_DOCUMENT_BOM_DP			CL_DOCUMENT_BOM_MP			C'est bon kmenový list - služba pro strukturu dokladu			C'est bon model kmen.listu pro strukturu dokladu			CBESH_UI_ODATA_BOM			Logistics - General			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_DOCUMENT_BOM_DP,CL_DOCUMENT_BOM_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			/BUILD/CORE_SRV			0001			Build Framework			V2			No			Yes			/BUILD/CORE			CORE_SRV			BC-UPG-ADDON			/BUILD/CL_CORE_DPC_EXT			/BUILD/CL_CORE_MPC_EXT			Build Framework			Build Framework			/BUILD/HTTP			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/EPM_DEVELOPER_SCENARIO_SRV			0001			/IWBEP/CL_EPM_DEVELOPE_DPC_EXT			V2			No			Yes			/IWBEP/EPM_DEVELOPER_SCENARIO			EPM_DEVELOPER_SCENARIO_SRV			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_EPM_DEVELOPE_DPC_EXT			/IWBEP/CL_EPM_DEVEL_03_MPC_EXT			/IWBEP/CL_EPM_DEVELOPE_DPC_EXT			/IWBEP/CL_EPM_DEVEL_03_MPC_EXT			/IWBEP/EPM_DEVELOPER_SCENARIO			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/EPM_DEV_SCENARIO_2_SRV			0001			/IWBEP/CL_EPM_DEV_SC2_DPC_EXT			V2			No			Yes			/IWBEP/EPM_DEV_SCENARIO_2			EPM_DEV_SCENARIO_2_SRV			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_EPM_DEV_SC2_DPC_EXT			/IWBEP/CL_EPM_DEV_SC2_MPC_EXT			/IWBEP/CL_EPM_DEV_SC2_DPC_EXT			/IWBEP/CL_EPM_DEV_SC2_MPC_EXT			/IWBEP/EPM_DEVELOPER_SCENARIO			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/EPM_RETAIL_SCENARIO_SRV			0001			/IWBEP/CL_EPM_RETAIL_S_DPC_EXT			V2			No			Yes			/IWBEP/EPM_RETAIL_SCENARIO			EPM_RETAIL_SCENARIO_SRV			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_EPM_RETAIL_S_DPC_EXT			/IWBEP/CL_EPM_RETAIL_S_MPC_EXT			/IWBEP/CL_EPM_RETAIL_S_DPC_EXT			/IWBEP/CL_EPM_RETAIL_S_MPC_EXT			/IWBEP/EPM_RETAIL_SCENARIO			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/ERROR_LOG_SRV			0001			Error Log as OData Service			V2			No			Yes			/IWBEP/ERROR_LOG			ERROR_LOG_SRV			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_ERROR_LOG_DPC_EXT			/IWBEP/CL_ERROR_LOG_MPC_EXT			Error Log as OData Service			Error Log as OData Service Model			/IWBEP/MGW_ERROR_LOG			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/GWSAMPLE_BASIC			0001			SAP Gateway Sample Service - Basic			V2			No			Yes			/IWBEP/GWSAMPLE_BASIC			GWSAMPLE_BASIC			OPU-BSE-SDE			/IWBEP/CL_GWSAMPLE_BAS_DPC_EXT			/IWBEP/CL_GWSAMPLE_BAS_MPC_EXT			SAP Gateway Sample Service - Basic			SAP Gateway Sample Service - Basic			/IWBEP/740_SAMPLE_BASIC			Occasional Platform User			Unknown									


			Inbound			/KCT/ORGCHART_SRV			0001			KCT OrgChart2			V2			No			Yes			/KCT/ORGCHART			ORGCHART_SRV						/KCT/CL_ORGCHART_DPC_EXT			/KCT/CL_ORGCHART_MPC_EXT			KCT OrgChart2			KCT OrgChart2			/KCT/ORGCHART_GWODATA						Unknown									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/CLM_SRV			0001			mib:clm odata service			V2			No			Yes			/MIBCON/CLM			CLM_SRV						/MIBCON/CL_CLM_DPC_EXT			/MIBCON/CL_CLM_MPC_EXT			mib:clm odata service			mib:clm odata service			/MIBCON/CLM_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/CLM_DOC_SRV			0001			mib:clm			V2			No			Yes			/MIBCON/CLM_DOC			CLM_DOC_SRV						/MIBCON/CL_CLM_DOC_DPC_EXT			/MIBCON/CL_CLM_DOC_MPC_EXT			mib:clm			mib:clm			/MIBCON/CLM_DOC_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/CLM_REP_SRV_01			0001			mib:clm Reporting odata service			V2			No			Yes			/MIBCON/CLM_REP			CLM_REP_SRV_01						/MIBCON/CL_CLM_REP_01_DPC_EXT			/MIBCON/CL_CLM_REP_01_MPC_EXT			mib:clm Reporting odata service			mib:clm Reporting odata service			/MIBCON/CLM_REP_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/CLM_REP_V2_SRV			0001			mib:clm Reporting V2			V2			No			Yes			/MIBCON/CLM_REP_V2			CLM_REP_V2_SRV						/MIBCON/CL_CLM_REP_V2_DPC_EXT			/MIBCON/CL_CLM_REP_V2_MPC_EXT			mib:clm Reporting V2			mib:clm Reporting V2			/MIBCON/CLM_REP_V2_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/CLM_TEMPL_SRV			0001			mib:clm Templates			V2			No			Yes			/MIBCON/CLM_TEMPL			CLM_TEMPL_SRV						/MIBCON/CL_CLM_TEMPL_DPC_EXT			/MIBCON/CL_CLM_TEMPL_MPC_EXT			mib:clm Templates			mib:clm Templates			/MIBCON/CLM_TEMPL_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_EMPCARD_SRV			0001			Karta zaměstnance			V2			No			Yes			/MIBCON/HR_EMPCARD			HR_EMPCARD_SRV						/MIBCON/CL_HR_EMPCARD_DPC_EXT			/MIBCON/CL_HR_EMPCARD_MPC_EXT			Karta zaměstnance			Karta zaměstnance									Unknown									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_EMPCARD2_SRV			0001			Karta zaměstnance s anotacemi			V2			No			Yes			/MIBCON/HR_EMPCARD2			HR_EMPCARD2_SRV						/MIBCON/CL_HR_EMPCARD2_DPC_EXT			/MIBCON/CL_HR_EMPCARD2_MPC_EXT			Karta zaměstnance s anotacemi			Karta zaměstnance s anotacemi									Unknown									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_ORGCHART_SRV			0001			OrgChart			V2			No			Yes			/MIBCON/HR_ORGCHART			HR_ORGCHART_SRV						/MIBCON/CL_HR_ORGCHART_DPC_EXT			/MIBCON/CL_HR_ORGCHART_MPC_EXT			OrgChart			OrgChart			/MIBCON/HR_ORGCHART_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			/MRSS/MRS_FIND_RESOURCES_SRV			0001			Služby gateway pro aplikaci k nalezení prostředků			V2			No			Yes			/MRSS/MRS_FIND_RESOURCES			MRS_FIND_RESOURCES_SRV			CA-MRS			/MRSS/CL_MRS_FIND_RESO_DPC_EXT			/MRSS/CL_MRS_FIND_RESO_MPC_EXT			Služby gateway pro aplikaci k nalezení prostředků			Služby gateway pro aplikaci k nalezení prostředků			/MRSS/GATEWAY			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			/MRSS/MRS_MY_ASSIGNMENTS_SRV			0001			Služba gateway pro aplikaci Moje přiřazení			V2			No			Yes			/MRSS/MRS_MY_ASSIGNMENTS			MRS_MY_ASSIGNMENTS_SRV			CA-MRS			/MRSS/CL_MRS_MY_ASSIGN_DPC_EXT			/MRSS/CL_MRS_MY_ASSIGN_MPC_EXT			Služba gateway pro aplikaci Moje přiřazení			Služba gateway pro aplikaci Moje přiřazení			/MRSS/GATEWAY			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			/MRSS/RM_FIORI_PROJECT_SRV			0001			Aplikace RM			V2			No			Yes			/MRSS/RM_FIORI_PROJECT			RM_FIORI_PROJECT_SRV			CA-MRS			/MRSS/CL_RM_FIORI_PROJ_DPC_EXT			/MRSS/CL_RM_FIORI_PROJ_MPC_EXT			Aplikace RM			Aplikace RM			/MRSS/RM_GATEWAY			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			/PLMI/RCP_WORKLIST_SIM			0001			Zásoba práce receptur se simulací			V2			No			Yes			/PLMI/RCP_WORKLIST_SIMULATION			RCP_WORKLIST_SIM			PLM-WUI-RCP			/PLMI/CL_ODATA_RCP_WLSIM_DPC_E			/PLMI/CL_ODATA_RCP_WLSIM_MPC_E			Zásoba práce receptur se simulací			Zásoba práce receptur se simulací			/PLMI/ODATA_RCP			Product Lifecycle Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			/SOMO/MA_MON_SRV			0001			/SOMO/CL_MA_MON_DPC_EXT			V2			No			Yes			/SOMO/MA_MON			MA_MON_SRV			SV-SMG-MON-BPM			/SOMO/CL_MA_MON_DPC_EXT			/SOMO/CL_MA_MON_MPC_EXT			/SOMO/CL_MA_MON_DPC_EXT			/SOMO/CL_MA_MON_MPC_EXT			/SOMO/MA			Service			Unknown									


			Inbound			/SOMO/MA_ODATA_SRV			0001			/SOMO/CL_MA_ODATA_DPC_EXT			V2			No			Yes			/SOMO/MA_ODATA			MA_ODATA_SRV			SV-SMG-MON-BPM			/SOMO/CL_MA_ODATA_DPC_EXT			/SOMO/CL_MA_ODATA_MPC_EXT			/SOMO/CL_MA_ODATA_DPC_EXT			/SOMO/CL_MA_ODATA_MPC_EXT			/SOMO/MA			Service			Unknown									


			Inbound			/SSB/SMART_BUSINESS_DESIGNTIME_SRV			0001			SSB: Služby aplikací doby návrhu			V2			No			Yes			/SSB/SMART_BUSINESS_DESIGNTIME			SMART_BUSINESS_DESIGNTIME_SRV			CA-GTF			/SSB/CL_SB_DESIGNTIME_DPC_EXT			/SSB/CL_SB_DESIGNTIME_MPC_EXT			SSB: Služby aplikací doby návrhu			SSB: Služby aplikací doby návrhu			/SSB/CORE			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			/SSB/SMART_BUSINESS_RUNTIME_SRV			0001			OData pro běh Smart Business			V2			No			Yes			/SSB/SMART_BUSINESS_RUNTIME			SMART_BUSINESS_RUNTIME_SRV			CA-GTF			/SSB/CL_SB_RUNTIME_DPC_EXT			/SSB/CL_SB_RUNTIME_MPC_EXT			OData pro běh Smart Business			OData pro běh Smart Business			/SSB/CORE			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			/UI2/FDM_PAGE_REPOSITORY_SRV			0001			Fiori Data Model: Page Repository Service			V2			No			Yes			/UI2/FDM_PAGE_REPOSITORY			FDM_PAGE_REPOSITORY_SRV			CA-FLP-ABA			/UI2/CL_FDM_PAGE_REPOS_DPC_EXT			/UI2/CL_FDM_PAGE_REPOS_MPC_EXT			Fiori Data Model: Page Repository Service			Fiori Data Model: Page Repository Service			/UI2/FDM_PAGE			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			/UI2/FDM_PAGE_REPOSITORY_CUST_SRV			0001			Fiori Data Model: Page Repository Customizing Service			V2			No			Yes			/UI2/FDM_PAGE_REPOSITORY_CUST			FDM_PAGE_REPOSITORY_CUST_SRV			CA-FLP-ABA			/UI2/CL_FDM_PAGE_CUST_DPC_EXT			/UI2/CL_FDM_PAGE_CUST_MPC_EXT			Fiori Data Model: Page Repository Customizing Service			Fiori Data Model: Page Repository Customizing Service			/UI2/FDM_PAGE			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			/UI2/FDM_PAGE_REPOSITORY_READ_SRV			0001			Fiori Data Model: Page Repository Read Service			V2			No			Yes			/UI2/FDM_PAGE_REPOSITORY_READ			FDM_PAGE_REPOSITORY_READ_SRV			CA-FLP-ABA			/UI2/CL_FDM_PAGE_RE_01_DPC_EXT			/UI2/CL_FDM_PAGE_RE_01_MPC_EXT			Fiori Data Model: Page Repository Read Service			Fiori Data Model: Page Repository Read Service			/UI2/FDM_PAGE			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			/UI2/FDM_VALUE_HELP_SRV			0001			Fiori Data Model: Value Help Service			V2			No			Yes			/UI2/FDM_VALUE_HELP			FDM_VALUE_HELP_SRV			CA-FLP-ABA			/UI2/CL_FDM_VALUE_HELP_DPC_EXT			/UI2/CL_FDM_VALUE_HELP_MPC_EXT			Fiori Data Model: Value Help Service			Fiori Data Model: Value Help Service			/UI2/FDM_PAGE			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			/UI5/ABAP_REPOSITORY_SRV			0001			Služby ABAP Repository SAPUI5 prostř.OData			V2			No			Yes			/UI5/ABAP_REPOSITORY			ABAP_REPOSITORY_SRV			CA-UI5-ABA			/UI5/CL_ABAP_REPOSITOR_DPC_EXT			/UI5/CL_ABAP_REPOSITOR_MPC_EXT			Služby ABAP Repository SAPUI5 prostř.OData			Služby ABAP Repository SAPUI5 prostř.OData			/UI5/UI5_INFRA_APP			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			/UIF/LREP_SUPPORT_FRAMEWORK_SRV			0001			OData of the Support framework			V2			No			Yes			/UIF/LREP_SUPPORT_FRAMEWORK			LREP_SUPPORT_FRAMEWORK_SRV			CA-UI5-FL-LRP			/UIF/CL_LREP_SUPPORT_F_DPC_EXT			/UIF/CL_LREP_SUPPORT_F_MPC_EXT			OData of the Support framework			OData of the Support framework			/UIF/LREP_SUPPORT			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			ADT_SRV			0001			Gateway service for ADT			V2			No			Yes			ADT			ADT_SRV			BC-DWB-TOO			CL_ADT_DPC_EXT			CL_ADT_MPC_EXT			Gateway service for ADT			Gateway service for ADT			SADT_GW			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			ANA_QUERY_DESIGNER			0001			Analytical Query Designer			V2			No			Yes			ANA_QUERY_DESIGNER			ANA_QUERY_DESIGNER			BC-SRV-APS-EXT-AQD			CL_ANA_QUERY_DESIGNER_DPC_EXT			CL_ANA_QUERY_DESIGNER_MPC_EXT			Analytical Query Designer			Analytical Query Designer			RS_ANA_AQD_ODATA			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			ANA_UMM_REPOSITORY			0001			Advanced Analytics UMM Repository			V2			No			Yes			ANA_UMM_REPOSITORY			ANA_UMM_REPOSITORY			BW-EI-PA			CL_ANA_UMM_REPOSITORY_DPC_EXT			CL_ANA_UMM_REPOSITORY_MPC_EXT			Advanced Analytics UMM Repository			Advanced Analytics UMM Repository			RS_ANA_UMM_ODATA			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_ANA_UMM_REPOSITORY_DPC_EXT,CL_ANA_UMM_REPOSITORY_MPC_EXT do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			APJ_JOB_MANAGEMENT_SRV			0001			Management jobů aplikace			V2			No			Yes			APJ_JOB_MANAGEMENT			APJ_JOB_MANAGEMENT_SRV			BC-SRV-APS-APJ			CL_APJ_JOB_MANAGEMENT_DPC_EXT			CL_APJ_JOB_MANAGEMENT_MPC_EXT			Management jobů aplikace			Management jobů aplikace			S_APS_ODATA_APJ			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			APL_LOG_MANAGEMENT_SRV			0001			Správa aplikačních protokolů			V2			No			Yes			APL_LOG_MANAGEMENT			APL_LOG_MANAGEMENT_SRV			BC-SRV-APS-APL			CL_APL_LOG_MANAGEMENT_DPC_EXT			CL_APL_LOG_MANAGEMENT_MPC_EXT			Správa aplikačních protokolů			Správa aplikačních protokolů			S_APS_ODATA_APL			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			APS_CUSTOM_FIELD_MAINTENANCE_SRV			0001			Údržba polí definovaných uživatelem			V2			No			Yes			APS_CUSTOM_FIELD_MAINTENANCE			APS_CUSTOM_FIELD_MAINTENANCE_S			BC-SRV-APS-EXT-FLD			CL_APS_CUSTOM_FIELD_DPC_EXT			CL_APS_CUSTOM_FIELD_MPC_EXT			Údržba polí definovaných uživatelem			Údržba polí definovaných uživatelem			S_CFD_GW_USER_INTERFACE			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			APS_EXT_ATO_EXP_SRV			0001			Adaptation Transport Organizer, Export UI			V2			No			Yes			APS_EXT_ATO_EXP			APS_EXT_ATO_EXP_SRV			BC-SRV-APS-EXT-SL			CL_APS_EXT_ATO_EXP_DPC_EXT			CL_APS_EXT_ATO_EXP_MPC_EXT			Adaptation Transport Organizer, Export UI			Adaptation Transport Organizer, Export UI			S_APS_ODATA_EXT_SL			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			APS_EXT_ATO_IMP_SRV			0001			Adaptation Transport Organizer, Import UI			V2			No			Yes			APS_EXT_ATO_IMP			APS_EXT_ATO_IMP_SRV			BC-SRV-APS-EXT-SL			CL_APS_EXT_ATO_IMP_DPC_EXT			CL_APS_EXT_ATO_IMP_MPC_EXT			Adaptation Transport Organizer, Import UI			Adaptation Transport Organizer, Import UI			S_APS_ODATA_EXT_SL			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			APS_EXT_ATO_PK_AI_SRV			0001			Adaptation Transport Organizer, Assign Item			V2			No			Yes			APS_EXT_ATO_PK_AI			APS_EXT_ATO_PK_AI_SRV			BC-SRV-APS-EXT-SL			CL_APS_EXT_ATO_PK_AI_DPC_EXT			CL_APS_EXT_ATO_PK_AI_MPC_EXT			Adaptation Transport Organizer, Assign Item			Adaptation Transport Organizer, Assign Item			S_APS_ODATA_EXT_SL_PK			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			APS_EXT_ATO_PK_CFG_SRV			0001			Transport Configuration of Packages			V2			No			Yes			APS_EXT_ATO_PK_CFG			APS_EXT_ATO_PK_CFG_SRV			BC-SRV-APS-EXT-SL			CL_APS_EXT_ATO_PK_CFG_DPC_EXT			CL_APS_EXT_ATO_PK_CFG_MPC_EXT			Transport Configuration of Packages			Transport Configuration of Packages			S_APS_ODATA_EXT_SL_PK			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			APS_OM_EMAIL_QUEUE_SRV			0001			Output Management: Email Queue			V2			No			Yes			APS_OM_EMAIL_QUEUE			APS_OM_EMAIL_QUEUE_SRV			BC-SRV-APS-OM			CL_APS_OM_EMAIL_QUEUE_DPC_EXT			CL_APS_OM_EMAIL_QUEUE_MPC_EXT			Output Management: Email Queue			Output Management: Email Queue			S_APS_OM_ODATA_EQ			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			APS_OM_EMAIL_TMPL_SRV			0001			Email Template			V2			No			Yes			APS_OM_EMAIL_TEMPLATE			APS_OM_EMAIL_TMPL_SRV			BC-SRV-APS-OM			CL_APS_OM_EMAIL_TMPL_DPC_EXT			CL_APS_OM_EMAIL_TMPL_MPC_EXT			Email Template			Email Template			S_APS_OM_ODATA_ET			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			APS_OM_FORM_TMPL_SRV			0001			Form Template			V2			No			Yes			APS_OM_FORM_TEMPLATE			APS_OM_FORM_TMPL_SRV			BC-SRV-APS-OM			CL_APS_OM_FORM_TMPL_DPC_EXT			CL_APS_OM_FORM_TMPL_MPC_EXT			Form Template			Form Template			S_APS_OM_ODATA_FT			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			CC_SYNC_SRV			0001			Synchronizace PK			V2			No			Yes			CC_SYNC			CC_SYNC_SRV			LO-GT-CHB			CL_WCB_CC_SYNC_DPC_EXT			CL_WCB_CC_SYNC_MPC_EXT			Synchronizace PK			Synchronizace PK			WCB_CC_BAPI			Logistics - General			Unknown									


			Inbound			CV_ATTACHMENT_SRV			0001			Gateway : model ODATA pro CV - přílohy			V2			No			Yes			CV_ATTACHMENT			CV_ATTACHMENT_SRV			CA-DMS			CL_CV_ATTACHMENT_DPC_EXT			CL_CV_ATTACHMENT_MPC_EXT			Gateway : model ODATA pro CV - přílohy			Gateway : model ODATA pro CV - přílohy			ODATA_CV_ATTACHMENT_REUSE			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			CV_CPDC_COLLABORATION_SRV			0001			Gateway: Model ODATA pro CV - integrace spolupráce CPDC			V2			No			Yes			CV_CPDC_COLLABORATION			CV_CPDC_COLLABORATION_SRV						CL_CV_CPDC_COLLABORATI_DPC_EXT			CL_CV_CPDC_COLLABORATI_MPC_EXT			Gateway: Model ODATA pro CV - integrace spolupráce CPDC			Gateway: Model ODATA pro CV - integrace spolupráce CPDC									Unknown									


			Inbound			DAAG_MNGGRP			0001			Správa skupin Data Aging			V2			No			Yes			DAAG_MNGGRP			DAAG_MNGGRP			BC-CCM-DAG			CL_DAAG_MNGGRP_DPC_EXT			CL_DAAG_MNGGRP_MPC_EXT			Správa skupin Data Aging			Správa skupin Data Aging			S_DAAG_ODATA_DAGG_MANAGE			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			DAAG_MONOBJ			0001			Sledování objektů Data Aging			V2			No			Yes			DAAG_MONOBJ			DAAG_MONOBJ			BC-CCM-DAG			CL_DAAG_MONOBJ_DPC_EXT			CL_DAAG_MONOBJ_MPC_EXT			Sledování objektů Data Aging			Sledování objektů Data Aging			S_DAAG_ODATA_DAGO_MONITOR			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			DTINF_TC_MAINT_SRV			0001			Údržba datového modelu			V2			No			Yes			DTINF_TC_MAINT			DTINF_TC_MAINT_SRV			CA-GTF-INF			CL_DTINF_TC_MAINT_DPC_EXT			CL_DTINF_TC_MAINT_MPC_EXT			Údržba datového modelu			Údržba datového modelu			CA_INFORMATION			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			ECATT_LOG_API_ODATA_SRV			0001			OData service for Log API			V2			No			Yes			ECATT_LOG_API_ODATA			ECATT_LOG_API_ODATA_SRV			BC-TWB-TST-ECA			CL_ECATT_LOG_API_ODATA_DPC_EXT			CL_ECATT_LOG_API_ODATA_MPC_EXT			OData service for Log API			OData service for Log API			SECATT_LOG_ODATA			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			EDOC_BR_DACTE_SRV			0001			eDocument Brazil: DACTE			V2			No			Yes			EDOC_BR_DACTE			EDOC_BR_DACTE_SRV			CA-GTF-CSC-EDO-BR			CL_EDOC_BR_DACTE_DPC_EXT			CL_EDOC_BR_DACTE_MPC_EXT			eDocument Brazil: DACTE			eDocument Brazil: DACTE			GLO-EDO-BR			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			EDOC_BR_DACTE_OS_SRV			0001			eDocument Brazil: DACTE OS			V2			No			Yes			EDOC_BR_DACTE_OS			EDOC_BR_DACTE_OS_SRV			CA-GTF-CSC-EDO-BR			CL_EDOC_BR_DACTE_OS_DPC_EXT			CL_EDOC_BR_DACTE_OS_MPC_EXT			eDocument Brazil: DACTE OS			eDocument Brazil: DACTE OS			GLO-EDO-BR			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			EDOC_BR_DANFE_SRV			0001			eDocument Brazil: DANFE			V2			No			Yes			EDOC_BR_DANFE			EDOC_BR_DANFE_SRV			CA-GTF-CSC-EDO-BR			CL_EDOC_BR_DANFE_DPC_EXT			CL_EDOC_BR_DANFE_MPC_EXT			eDocument Brazil: DANFE			eDocument Brazil: DANFE			GLO-EDO-BR			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_OIA_APPS_GW_SERVICE_SRV			0001			OData Service for EPM OIA Apps			V2			No			Yes			EPM_OIA_APPS_GW_SERVICE			EPM_OIA_APPS_GW_SERVICE_SRV			BC-SRV-NWD-XBR			CL_EPM_OIA_APPS_GW_SER_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_OIA_APPS_GW_SER_MPC_EXT			OData Service for EPM OIA Apps			Model of the EPM OIA APPS service			S_EPM_OIA_APPS_UI5			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_OIA_BPFACTSHEET_SRV			0001			EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard - BP Factsheet Tile			V2			No			Yes			EPM_OIA_BPFACTSHEET			EPM_OIA_BPFACTSHEET_SRV			BC-SRV-NWD-XBR			CL_EPM_OIA_BPFACTSHEET_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_OIA_BPFACTSHEET_MPC_EXT			EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard - BP Factsheet Tile			EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard - BP Factsheet Tile			S_EPM_OIA_APPS_FIORI			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_OIA_BPOPENINV_SRV			0001			EPM OIA:Open Item Analysis Dashboard - BP Open Invoices Tile			V2			No			Yes			EPM_OIA_BPOPENINV			EPM_OIA_BPOPENINV_SRV			BC-SRV-NWD-XBR			CL_EPM_OIA_BPOPENINV_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_OIA_BPOPENINV_MPC_EXT			EPM OIA:Open Item Analysis Dashboard - BP Open Invoices Tile			EPM OIA:Open Item Analysis Dashboard - BP Open Invoices Tile			S_EPM_OIA_APPS_FIORI			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_OIA_CTRYSALESTREND_SRV			0001			EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard - Country Sales Trend			V2			No			Yes			EPM_OIA_CTRYSALESTREND			EPM_OIA_CTRYSALESTREND_SRV			BC-SRV-NWD-XBR			CL_EPM_OIA_CTRYSALESTR_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_OIA_CTRYSALESTR_MPC_EXT			EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard - Country Sales Trend			EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard - Country Sales Trend			S_EPM_OIA_APPS_FIORI			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_OIA_DFG_GW_SERVICE_SRV			0001			OData Service for EPM OIA DFG			V2			No			Yes			EPM_OIA_DFG_GW_SERVICE			EPM_OIA_DFG_GW_SERVICE_SRV			BC-SRV-NWD-XBR			CL_EPM_OIA_DFG_GW_SERV_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_OIA_DFG_GW_SERV_MPC_EXT			OData Service for EPM OIA DFG			Model of the EPM OIA DFG service			S_EPM_OIA_DFG_UI5			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_OIA_FIORI_SRV			0001			EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard - Launch Pad			V2			No			Yes			EPM_OIA_FIORI			EPM_OIA_FIORI_SRV			BC-SRV-NWD-XBR			CL_EPM_OIA_FIORI_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_OIA_FIORI_MPC_EXT			EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard - Launch Pad			EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard - Launch Pad			S_EPM_OIA_APPS_FIORI			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_OIA_FIORI_GW_SERVICE_SRV			0001			GW Service for FIORI UI5			V2			No			Yes			EPM_OIA_FIORI_GW_SERVICE			EPM_OIA_FIORI_GW_SERVICE_SRV			BC-SRV-NWD-XBR			CL_EPM_OIA_FIORI_GW_SE_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_OIA_FIORI_GW_SE_MPC_EXT			GW Service for FIORI UI5			GW Service for FIORI UI5			S_EPM_OIA_APPS_UI5			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_OIA_GW_SALES_HISTORY_SRV			0001			CL_EPM_OIA_GW_SALES_HI_DPC_EXT			V2			No			Yes			EPM_OIA_GW_SALES_HISTORY			EPM_OIA_GW_SALES_HISTORY_SRV			BC-SRV-NWD-XBR			CL_EPM_OIA_GW_SALES_HI_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_OIA_GW_SALES_HI_MPC_EXT			CL_EPM_OIA_GW_SALES_HI_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_OIA_GW_SALES_HI_MPC_EXT			S_EPM_OIA_APPS_UI5			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_OIA_I2A_SRV			0001			EPM OIA: Insight to Action Scenario			V2			No			Yes			EPM_OIA_I2A			EPM_OIA_I2A_SRV			BC-SRV-NWD-XBR			CL_EPM_OIA_I2A_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_OIA_I2A_MPC_EXT			EPM OIA: Insight to Action Scenario			EPM OIA: Insight to Action Scenario			S_EPM_OIA_APPS_I2A			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_OIA_L_SRV			0001			OIA se SAP Lumira			V2			No			Yes			EPM_OIA_L			EPM_OIA_L_SRV			BW-BCT-TCT			CL_EPM_OIA_L_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_OIA_L_MPC_EXT			OIA se SAP Lumira			OIA se SAP Lumira			RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_OIA_OPENINV_SRV			0001			EPM OIA:Open Item Analysis Dashboard - Open Invoices			V2			No			Yes			EPM_OIA_OPENINV			EPM_OIA_OPENINV_SRV			BC-SRV-NWD-XBR			CL_EPM_OIA_OPENINV_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_OIA_OPENINV_MPC_EXT			EPM OIA:Open Item Analysis Dashboard - Open Invoices			EPM OIA:Open Item Analysis Dashboard - Open Invoices			S_EPM_OIA_APPS_FIORI			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_OIA_PRODSALESTREND_SRV			0001			EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard-ProductSalesTrend Tile			V2			No			Yes			EPM_OIA_PRODSALESTREND			EPM_OIA_PRODSALESTREND_SRV			BC-SRV-NWD-XBR			CL_EPM_OIA_PRODSALESTR_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_OIA_PRODSALESTR_MPC_EXT			EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard-ProductSalesTrend Tile			EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard-ProductSalesTrend Tile			S_EPM_OIA_APPS_FIORI			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_REF_APPS_PO_APV_SRV			0001			EPM: ODATA service for Application Purchase Order Approval			V2			No			Yes			EPM_REF_APPS_PO_APV			EPM_REF_APPS_PO_APV_SRV			BC-SRV-NWD-FRA			CL_EPM_REF_APPS_PO_APV_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_REF_APPS_PO_APV_MPC_EXT			EPM: ODATA service for Application Purchase Order Approval			EPM: ODATA service for Application Purchase Order Approval			S_EPM_REF_APPS_PO_APV_ODATA			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_REF_APPS_PROD_MAN_SRV			0001			EPM: ODATA service for Application Product Manage			V2			No			Yes			EPM_REF_APPS_PROD_MAN			EPM_REF_APPS_PROD_MAN_SRV			BC-SRV-NWD-FRA			CL_EPM_REF_APPS_PROD_M_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_REF_APPS_PROD_M_MPC_EXT			EPM: ODATA service for Application Product Manage			EPM: ODATA service for Application Product Manage			S_EPM_REF_APPS_PROD_MAN_ODATA			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_REF_APPS_SHOP_SRV			0001			EPM Fiori RefApps Shopping App			V2			No			Yes			EPM_REF_APPS_SHOP			EPM_REF_APPS_SHOP_SRV			BC-SRV-NWD-FRA			CL_EPM_REF_APPS_SHOP_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_REF_APPS_SHOP_MPC_EXT			EPM Fiori RefApps Shopping App			EPM Fiori RefApps Shopping App			S_EPM_REF_APPS_SHOP_ODATA			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_VP_L_SRV			0001			Dashboard OIA na SAP Lumira			V2			No			Yes			EPM_VP_L			EPM_VP_L_SRV			BW-BCT-TCT			CL_EPM_VP_L_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_VP_L_MPC_EXT			Dashboard OIA na SAP Lumira			Dashboard OIA na SAP Lumira			RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_VP_LT_30_SRV			0001			Datum splatnosti dashboardu OIA			V2			No			Yes			EPM_VP_LT_30			EPM_VP_LT_30_SRV			BW-BCT-TCT			CL_EPM_VP_LT_30_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_VP_LT_30_MPC_EXT			Datum splatnosti dashboardu OIA			Datum splatnosti dashboardu OIA			RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_VP_L_BT_30_60_SRV			0001			Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA			V2			No			Yes			EPM_VP_L_BT_30_60			EPM_VP_L_BT_30_60_SRV			BW-BCT-TCT			CL_EPM_VP_L_BT_30_60_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_VP_L_BT_30_60_MPC_EXT			Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA			Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA			RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_VP_L_BT_60_90_SRV			0001			Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA			V2			No			Yes			EPM_VP_L_BT_60_90			EPM_VP_L_BT_60_90_SRV			BW-BCT-TCT			CL_EPM_VP_L_BT_60_90_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_VP_L_BT_60_90_MPC_EXT			Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA			Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA			RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_VP_L_DUN_SRV			0001			Stupeň upomínání OIA na SAP Lumira			V2			No			Yes			EPM_VP_L_DUN			EPM_VP_L_DUN_SRV			BW-BCT-TCT			CL_EPM_VP_L_DUN_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_VP_L_DUN_MPC_EXT			Stupeň upomínání OIA na SAP Lumira			Stupeň upomínání OIA na SAP Lumira			RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			EPM_VP_L_GT_90_SRV			0001			Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA			V2			No			Yes			EPM_VP_L_GT_90			EPM_VP_L_GT_90_SRV			BW-BCT-TCT			CL_EPM_VP_L_GT_90_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_VP_L_GT_90_MPC_EXT			Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA			Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA			RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			ERP_BUPA_ODATA			0001			Služby ERP pro aplikaci "My Accounts"			V2			No			Yes			ERP_BUPA_ODATA			ERP_BUPA_ODATA			SD-SLS-API			CL_ERP_BUPA_ODATA_DPC_EXT			CL_ERP_BUPA_ODATA_MPC_EXT			Služby ERP pro aplikaci "My Accounts"			Služby ERP pro aplikaci "My Accounts"			ERP_BUPA_ODATA			Sales and Distribution			Unknown									


			Inbound			FDP_OM_FORM_MASTER_SRV			0001			Data Provider for Form Master Templates			V2			No			Yes			FDP_OM_FORM_MASTER			FDP_OM_FORM_MASTER_SRV			BC-SRV-APS-OM			CL_FDP_OM_FORM_MASTER_DPC_EXT			CL_FDP_OM_FORM_MASTER_MPC_EXT			Data Provider for Form Master Templates			Data Provider for Form Master Templates			S_APS_OM_ODATA_FM			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			FM_PLAN_PROCUREMENT_SRV			0001			plan procurement			V2			No			Yes			FM_PLAN_PROCUREMENT			FM_PLAN_PROCUREMENT_SRV			LO-FSH-PP			CL_FM_PLAN_PROCUREMENT_DPC_EXT			CL_FM_PLAN_PROCUREMENT_MPC_EXT			plan procurement			plan procurement			ODATA_FM_PLANPROC			Logistics - General			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_FM_PLAN_PROCUREMENT_MPC_EXT,CL_FM_PLAN_PROCUREMENT_DPC_EXT do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			FM_PR_PROCESS_SRV			0001			Purchase Requisition Processing			V2			No			Yes			FM_PR_PROCESS			FM_PR_PROCESS_SRV			LO-FSH-PP			CL_FM_PR_PROCESS_DPC_EXT			CL_FM_PR_PROCESS_MPC_EXT			Purchase Requisition Processing			Purchase Requisition Processing			ODATA_FM_PRPROCESS			Logistics - General			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_FM_PR_PROCESS_DPC_EXT,CL_FM_PR_PROCESS_MPC_EXT do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			GFD_CONFIG_SRV			0001			Detaily konfigurace pro Generic Form Designer			V2			No			Yes			GFD_CONFIG			GFD_CONFIG_SRV			IS-HER-CM			CL_GFD_CONFIG_DPC_EXT			CL_GFD_CONFIG_MPC_EXT			Detaily konfigurace pro Generic Form Designer			Detaily konfigurace pro Generic Form Designer			PMIQ_FD			Industry-Specific Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRSFEC_ECP_INFO_SRV			0001			Vyvolat informace zčt.mezd a platů Employee Central			V2			No			Yes			HRSFEC_ECP_INFO			HRSFEC_ECP_INFO_SRV			PA-SFI-EC			CL_HRSFEC_ECP_INFO_DPC_EXT			CL_HRSFEC_ECP_INFO_MPC_EXT			Vyvolat informace zčt.mezd a platů Employee Central			Vyvolat informace zčt.mezd a platů Employee Central			PAOC_PAD_SE_SFEC			Personnel Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRSFEC_INFOTYPE_SRV			0001			Data infotypu			V2			No			Yes			HRSFEC_INFOTYPE			HRSFEC_INFOTYPE_SRV			PA-SFI-EC			CL_HRSFEC_INFOTYPE_DPC_EXT			CL_HRSFEC_INFOTYPE_MPC_EXT			Data infotypu			Data infotypu			PAOC_PAD_SE_SFEC			Personnel Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRSFEC_PAYCTRL_REC_SRV			0001			Služba pro řídicí záznam zúčtování mezd a platů			V2			No			Yes			HRSFEC_PAYCTRL_REC			HRSFEC_PAYCTRL_REC_SRV			PA-SFI-EC			CL_HRSFEC_PAYCTRL_REC_DPC_EXT			CL_HRSFEC_PAYCTRL_REC_MPC_EXT			Služba pro řídicí záznam zúčtování mezd a platů			Služba pro řídicí záznam zúčtování mezd a platů			PAOC_PAD_SE_SFEC			Personnel Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			HRSFEC_PAY_OVERVIEW_SRV			0001			Přehled plateb			V2			No			Yes			HRSFEC_PAY_OVERVIEW			HRSFEC_PAY_OVERVIEW_SRV			PA-SFI-EC			CL_HRSFEC_PAY_OVERVIEW_DPC_EXT			CL_HRSFEC_PAY_OVERVIEW_MPC_EXT			Přehled plateb			Přehled plateb			PAOC_PAD_SE_SFEC			Personnel Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			ICL_BP_CLAIM_HISTORY_SRV			0001			Historie škody podle obchodního partnera			V2			No			Yes			ICL_BP_CLAIM_HISTORY			ICL_BP_CLAIM_HISTORY_SRV			FS-CM			CL_ICL_BP_CLAIM_HISTOR_DPC_EXT			CL_ICL_BP_CLAIM_HISTOR_MPC_EXT			Historie škody podle obchodního partnera			Historie škody podle obchodního partnera			ICL_ODATA			Financial Services			Unknown									


			Inbound			ICL_WLM_TASKS			0001			CL_ICL_WLM_TASKS_DPC_EXT			V2			No			Yes			ICL_WLM_TASKS			ICL_WLM_TASKS			FS-CM			CL_ICL_WLM_TASKS_DPC_EXT			CL_ICL_WLM_TASKS_MPC_EXT			CL_ICL_WLM_TASKS_DPC_EXT			CL_ICL_WLM_TASKS_MPC_EXT			ICL_ODATA			Financial Services			Unknown									


			Inbound			ICL_WORKLOAD_MANAGEMENT			0001						V2			No			Yes			ICL_WORKLOAD_MANAGEMENT			ICL_WORKLOAD_MANAGEMENT			FS-CM			CL_ICL_WORKLOAD_MAN_01_DPC_EXT			CL_ICL_WORKLOAD_MAN_01_MPC_EXT						FS-CM: Řízení zátěže			ICL_ODATA			Financial Services			Unknown									


			Inbound			INSIGHT_TO_ACTION_PROMO_ODATA_SRV			0001			Provedení insight-to-action pro akci z PEC			V2			No			Yes			INSIGHT_TO_ACTION_PROMO_ODATA			INSIGHT_TO_ACTION_PROMO_ODATA_			LO-MD-PR			CL_INSIGHT_TO_ACTION_P_DPC_EXT			CL_INSIGHT_TO_ACTION_P_MPC_EXT			Provedení insight-to-action pro akci z PEC			Provedení insight-to-action pro akci z PEC			ODATA_PROMOTION			Logistics - General			Unknown									


			Inbound			ISHMED_BEC_CHART_SRV			0001			Chart			V2			No			Yes			ISHMED_BEC_CHART			ISHMED_BEC_CHART_SRV			IS-HMED			CL_ISHMED_BEC_CHART_DPC_EXT			CL_ISHMED_BEC_CHART_MPC_EXT			Chart			Chart			NMED_BEC			Industry-Specific Components			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			Inbound			ISHMED_BEC_INBOX_SRV			0001			i.s.h. med SMART INBOX			V2			No			Yes			ISHMED_BEC_INBOX			ISHMED_BEC_INBOX_SRV			IS-HMED			CL_ISHMED_BEC_INBOX_DPC_EXT			CL_ISHMED_BEC_INBOX_MPC_EXT			i.s.h. med SMART INBOX			i.s.h. med SMART INBOX			NMED_BEC_WF			Industry-Specific Components			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			Inbound			LORD_MY_QUOTATION_SRV			0001			Moje nabídky: služba OData			V2			No			Yes			LORD_MY_QUOTATION			LORD_MY_QUOTATION_SRV			SD-SLS-QUT			CL_LORD_MY_QUOTATION_DPC_EXT			CL_LORD_MY_QUOTATION_MPC_EXT			Moje nabídky: služba OData			Moje nabídky: služba OData			ERP_SD_ODATA_MY_QUOTATION			Sales and Distribution			Unknown									


			Inbound			LORD_ODATA_ORDER_SRV			0001			Služba OData pro zakázku odběratele			V2			No			Yes			LORD_ODATA_ORDER			LORD_ODATA_ORDER_SRV			SD-SLS-API			CL_LORD_ODATA_ORDER_DPC_EXT			CL_LORD_ODATA_ORDER_MPC_EXT			Služba OData pro zakázku odběratele			Služba OData pro zakázku odběratele			ERP_SD_ODATA_SLS			Sales and Distribution			Unknown									


			Inbound			LSO_JAM_WIDGET_SRV			0001			Služba pro přístup k datům LSO v SAP Jam			V2			No			Yes			LSO_JAM_WIDGET			LSO_JAM_WIDGET_SRV			PE-LSO-TM			CL_LSO_JAM_WIDGET_DPC_EXT			CL_LSO_JAM_WIDGET_MPC_EXT			Služba pro přístup k datům LSO v SAP Jam			Přístup k datům LSO v SAP Jam			LSO_TM_SL			Training and Event Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			LXE_TEXT_TRACEABILITY_SRV			0001			Text traceability			V2			No			Yes			LXE_TEXT_TRACEABILITY			LXE_TEXT_TRACEABILITY_SRV			BC-DOC-TTL			CL_LXE_TEXT_TRACEABILI_DPC_EXT			CL_LXE_TEXT_TRACEABILI_MPC_EXT			Text traceability			Text traceability			SLXE_TEXT_TRACEABILITY			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			MDC_PROCESS_SRV			0001			MDC: objekt procesu			V2			No			Yes			MDC_PROCESS			MDC_PROCESS_SRV			CA-MDG-EE			CL_MDC_PROCESS_DPC_EXT			CL_MDC_PROCESS_MPC_EXT			MDC: objekt procesu			MDC: objekt procesu			MDC_GW_APPL			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			MDG_APPROVE_CR			0001			Schválení změnového požadavku			V2			No			Yes			MDG_APPROVE_CR			MDG_APPROVE_CR			CA-MDG			CL_MDG_APPROVE_CR_DPC_EXT			CL_MDG_APPROVE_CR_MPC_EXT			Schválení změnového požadavku			Schválení změnového požadavku			MDG_GW_FIORI_COMMON			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			MDG_BP_SRV			0001			MDG: požadavek na službu OData OP			V2			No			Yes			MDG_BP			MDG_BP_SRV			CA-MDG			CL_MDG_BP_DPC_EXT			CL_MDG_BP_MPC_EXT			MDG: požadavek na službu OData OP			CL_MDG_BP_MPC_EXT			MDG_GW_FIORI_BP			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			MDG_COSTCENTER_SRV			0001			MDG: požadavek na službu OData nákladového střediska			V2			No			Yes			MDG_COSTCENTER			MDG_COSTCENTER_SRV			CA-MDG			CL_MDG_GW_CC_DPC_EXT			CL_MDG_GW_CC_MPC_EXT			MDG: požadavek na službu OData nákladového střediska			CL_MDG_GW_CC_MPC_EXT			MDG_GW_FIORI_FIN			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			MDG_CUSTOMER_SRV			0001			MDG: požadavek na službu OData zákazníka			V2			No			Yes			MDG_CUSTOMER			MDG_CUSTOMER_SRV			CA-MDG			CL_MDG_GW_CUSTOMER_DPC_EXT			CL_MDG_GW_CUSTOMER_MPC_EXT			MDG: požadavek na službu OData zákazníka			CL_MDG_GW_CUSTOMER_MPC_EXT			MDG_GW_FIORI_BP			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			MDG_MATERIAL_SRV			0001			MDG: Služba OData Žádost o materiál			V2			No			Yes			MDG_MATERIAL			MDG_MATERIAL_SRV			CA-MDG			CL_MDG_MATERIAL_DPC_EXT			CL_MDG_MATERIAL_MPC_EXT			MDG: Služba OData Žádost o materiál			CL_MDG_MATERIAL_MPC_EXT			MDG_GW_FIORI_MAT			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			MDG_MYCR_SRV			0001			MDG: služba OData Můj požadavek			V2			No			Yes			MDG_MYCR			MDG_MYCR_SRV			CA-MDG			CL_MDG_MYCR_DPC_EXT			CL_MDG_MYCR_MPC_EXT			MDG: služba OData Můj požadavek			CL_MDG_MYCR_MPC_EXT			MDG_GW_FIORI_CR			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			MDG_PROFITCENTER_SRV			0001			MDG: požadavek na službu OData profit centra			V2			No			Yes			MDG_PROFITCENTER			MDG_PROFITCENTER_SRV			CA-MDG			CL_MDG_GW_PC_DPC_EXT			CL_MDG_GW_PC_MPC_EXT			MDG: požadavek na službu OData profit centra			CL_MDG_GW_PC_MPC_EXT			MDG_GW_FIORI_FIN			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			MDG_SUPPLIER_SRV			0001			MDG: požadavek na službu OData dodavatele			V2			No			Yes			MDG_SUPPLIER			MDG_SUPPLIER_SRV			CA-MDG			CL_MDG_GW_SUPPLIER_DPC_EXT			CL_MDG_GW_SUPPLIER_MPC_EXT			MDG: požadavek na službu OData dodavatele			CL_MDG_GW_SUPPLIER_MPC_EXT			MDG_GW_FIORI_BP			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			ME2STAR_OD_SRV			0001			Služba Gateway pro položky nákupního dokladu			V2			No			Yes			ME2STAR_OD			ME2STAR_OD_SRV			MM-PUR			CL_ME2STAR_OD_DPC_EXT			CL_ME2STAR_OD_MPC_EXT			Služba Gateway pro položky nákupního dokladu			Služba Gateway pro položky nákupního dokladu			ODATA_MM_PUR_DOCLIST			Materials Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			MM_SES_APPROVE			0001			Schválení listů evidence výkonů			V2			No			Yes			MM_SES_APPROVE			MM_SES_APPROVE			MM-SRV-SR			CL_MM_SES_APPROVE_DPC_EXT			CL_MM_SES_APPROVE_MPC_EXT			Schválení listů evidence výkonů			Schválení listů evidence výkonů			ODATA_MM_SES_APV			Materials Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			MM_SUPPLIER_INVOICE_APPROVE			0001			Schválit faktury dodavatele			V2			No			Yes			MM_SUPPLIER_INVOICE_APPROVE			MM_SUPPLIER_INVOICE_APPROVE			MM-IV			CL_MM_SUPPLIER_INVOICE_DPC_EXT			CL_MM_SUPPLIER_INVOICE_MPC_EXT			Schválit faktury dodavatele			Schválit faktury dodavatele			ODATA_MM_IV_APV			Materials Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			O2C_CI_UNBILLEDITEMS_ANALYSIS_SRV			0001			Fiori: Unbilled Items Analysis			V2			No			Yes			O2C_CI_UNBILLEDITEMS_ANALYSIS			O2C_CI_UNBILLEDITEMS_ANALYSIS_			FI-CA-INV			CL_O2C_CI_UNBILLEDITEM_DPC_EXT			CL_O2C_CI_UNBILLEDITEM_MPC_EXT			Fiori: Unbilled Items Analysis			Fiori: Unbilled Items Analysis			ODATA_O2C_CI_UNBILLEDITEMS			Financial Accounting			Unknown									


			Inbound			O2C_FICA_COMPANYCODE			0001			Fiori: účetní okruhy ve FI-CA			V2			No			Yes			O2C_FICA_COMPANYCODE			O2C_FICA_COMPANYCODE			FI-CA			CL_O2C_FICA_COMPANYCOD_DPC_EXT			CL_O2C_FICA_COMPANYCOD_MPC_EXT			Fiori: účetní okruhy ve FI-CA			Fiori: účetní okruhy ve FI-CA			ODATA_O2C_FICA_GENTOOLS			Financial Accounting			Unknown									


			Inbound			O2C_FICA_CONTRACCOUNTCATEGORY			0001			Fiori: typy smluvního účtu ve FI-CA			V2			No			Yes			O2C_FICA_CONTRACCOUNTCATEGORY			O2C_FICA_CONTRACCOUNTCATEGORY			FI-CA			CL_O2C_FICA_CONTRACCOU_DPC_EXT			CL_O2C_FICA_CONTRACCOU_MPC_EXT			Fiori: typy smluvního účtu ve FI-CA			Fiori: typy smluvního účtu ve FI-CA			ODATA_O2C_FICA_GENTOOLS			Financial Accounting			Unknown									


			Inbound			O2C_FICA_CURRENCY			0001			Fiori: možné měny ve FI-CA			V2			No			Yes			O2C_FICA_CURRENCY			O2C_FICA_CURRENCY			FI-CA			CL_O2C_FICA_CURRENCY_DPC_EXT			CL_O2C_FICA_CURRENCY_MPC_EXT			Fiori: možné měny ve FI-CA			Fiori: možné měny ve FI-CA			ODATA_O2C_FICA_GENTOOLS			Financial Accounting			Unknown									


			Inbound			O2C_FICA_DUNNINGLOCK_ANALYSIS			0001			Fiori: Analýza blokování upomínání			V2			No			Yes			O2C_FICA_DUNNINGLOCK_ANALYSIS			O2C_FICA_DUNNINGLOCK_ANALYSIS			FI-CA			CL_O2C_FICA_DUNNINGLOC_DPC_EXT			CL_O2C_FICA_DUNNINGLOC_MPC_EXT			Fiori: Analýza blokování upomínání			Fiori: Analýza blokování upomínání			ODATA_O2C_FICA_DUNNINGLOCK			Financial Accounting			Unknown									


			Inbound			O2C_FICA_GENTOOLS			0001			Generické datové přístupy FI-CA			V2			No			Yes			O2C_FICA_GENTOOLS			O2C_FICA_GENTOOLS			FI-CA			CL_O2C_FICA_GENTOOLS_DPC_EXT			CL_O2C_FICA_GENTOOLS_MPC_EXT			Generické datové přístupy FI-CA			Generické datové přístupy FI-CA			ODATA_O2C_FICA_GENTOOLS			Financial Accounting			Unknown									


			Inbound			O2C_FICA_OVERDUEITEM_ANALYSIS			0001			Fiori: Analýza položek po splatnosti			V2			No			Yes			O2C_FICA_OVERDUEITEM_ANALYSIS			O2C_FICA_OVERDUEITEM_ANALYSIS			FI-CA			CL_O2C_FICA_OVERDUEITM_DPC_EXT			CL_O2C_FICA_OVERDUEITM_MPC_EXT			Fiori: Analýza položek po splatnosti			Fiori: Analýza položek po splatnosti			ODATA_O2C_FICA_OVERDUEITEM			Financial Accounting			Unknown									


			Inbound			O2C_FICA_OVERDUEITEM_ANLS_INFO			0001			Fiori: analýza položek po termínu, informace dlaždice			V2			No			Yes			O2C_FICA_OVERDUEITEM_ANLS_INFO			O2C_FICA_OVERDUEITEM_ANLS_INFO			FI-CA			CL_O2C_FICA_OVERDUE_01_DPC_EXT			CL_O2C_FICA_OVERDUE_01_MPC_EXT			Fiori: analýza položek po termínu, informace dlaždice			Fiori: analýza položek po termínu, informace dlaždice			ODATA_O2C_FICA_OVERDUEITEM			Financial Accounting			Unknown									


			Inbound			O2C_FICA_RTP_CHK_VIRTUALACC_SRV			0001			Platby v reál. čase: zkontrolovat existenci virtuálního účtu			V2			No			Yes			O2C_FICA_RTP_CHK_VIRTUALACC			O2C_FICA_RTP_CHK_VIRTUALACC_SR			FI-CA			CL_O2C_FICA_RTP_CHK_VA_DPC_EXT			CL_O2C_FICA_RTP_CHK_VA_MPC_EXT			Platby v reál. čase: zkontrolovat existenci virtuálního účtu			Platby v reál. čase: kontrola existence virtuálního účtu			ODATA_O2C_FICA_RTP			Financial Accounting			Unknown									


			Inbound			O2C_FICA_RTP_COMM_IN_SRV			0001			Platby v reálném čase: příchozí komunikace			V2			No			Yes			O2C_FICA_RTP_COMM_IN			O2C_FICA_RTP_COMM_IN_SRV			FI-CA			CL_O2C_FICA_RTP_COMM_I_DPC_EXT			CL_O2C_FICA_RTP_COMM_I_MPC_EXT			Platby v reálném čase: příchozí komunikace			Platby v reálném čase: příchozí komunikace			ODATA_O2C_FICA_RTP			Financial Accounting			Unknown									


			Inbound			O2C_FICA_RTP_GET_STATUS_SRV			0001			Platby v reálném čase: status platby v reálném čase			V2			No			Yes			O2C_FICA_RTP_GET_STATUS			O2C_FICA_RTP_GET_STATUS_SRV			FI-CA			CL_O2C_FICA_RTP_GET_ST_DPC_EXT			CL_O2C_FICA_RTP_GET_ST_MPC_EXT			Platby v reálném čase: status platby v reálném čase			Platby v reálném čase: čtení statusu			ODATA_O2C_FICA_RTP			Financial Accounting			Unknown									


			Inbound			O2C_FICA_RTP_PAYMENT_SRV			0001			Platby v reálném čase: generovat platbu			V2			No			Yes			O2C_FICA_RTP_PAYMENT			O2C_FICA_RTP_PAYMENT_SRV			FI-CA			CL_O2C_FICA_RTP_PAYMNT_DPC_EXT			CL_O2C_FICA_RTP_PAYMNT_MPC_EXT			Platby v reálném čase: generovat platbu			Platby v reálném čase: generovat platbu			ODATA_O2C_FICA_RTP			Financial Accounting			Unknown									


			Inbound			O2C_FICA_RTP_REVERSAL_SRV			0001			Platby v reálném čase: stornovat platbu			V2			No			Yes			O2C_FICA_RTP_REVERSAL			O2C_FICA_RTP_REVERSAL_SRV			FI-CA			CL_O2C_FICA_RTP_REV_DPC_EXT			CL_O2C_FICA_RTP_REV_MPC_EXT			Platby v reálném čase: stornovat platbu			Platby v reálném čase: stornovat platbu			ODATA_O2C_FICA_RTP			Financial Accounting			Unknown									


			Inbound			O2C_FICA_WORKLIST			0001			Fiori: zásoba práce			V2			No			Yes			O2C_FICA_WORKLIST			O2C_FICA_WORKLIST			FI-CA			CL_O2C_FICA_WORKLIST_DPC_EXT			CL_O2C_FICA_WORKLIST_MPC_EXT			Fiori: zásoba práce			Fiori: zásoba práce			ODATA_O2C_FICA_WORKLIST			Financial Accounting			Unknown									


			Inbound			O2C_FICA_WRITEOFF_ANALYSIS_SRV			0001			SADL Generated Service			V2			No			Yes			O2C_FICA_WRITEOFF_ANALYSIS			O2C_FICA_WRITEOFF_ANALYSIS_SRV			FI-CA			CL_O2C_FICA_WRITEOFF_A_DPC_EXT			CL_O2C_FICA_WRITEOFF_A_MPC_EXT			SADL Generated Service			SADL Generated Service			ODATA_O2C_FICA_WRITEOFF			Financial Accounting			Unknown									


			Inbound			O2C_FICA_WRITEOFF_ANLS_INFO_SRV			0001			Fiori: analýza odúčtovaných položek, informace dlaždice			V2			No			Yes			O2C_FICA_WRITEOFF_ANLS_INFO			O2C_FICA_WRITEOFF_ANLS_INFO_SR			FI-CA			CL_O2C_FICA_WRITEOF_01_DPC_EXT			CL_O2C_FICA_WRITEOF_01_MPC_EXT			Fiori: analýza odúčtovaných položek, informace dlaždice			Fiori: analýza odúčtovaných položek, informace dlaždice			ODATA_O2C_FICA_WRITEOFF			Financial Accounting			Unknown									


			Inbound			OAA_VENDOR_STOCK_SRV			0001			Služba Odata pro upload zásoby dodavatele			V2			No			Yes			OAA_VENDOR_STOCK			OAA_VENDOR_STOCK_SRV			LO-MD-OAA			CL_OAA_VENDOR_STOCK_DPC_EXT			CL_OAA_VENDOR_STOCK_MPC_EXT			Služba Odata pro upload zásoby dodavatele			Služba Odata pro upload zásoby dodavatele			W_OAA_VENDOR_ODATA			Logistics - General			Unknown									


			Inbound			PAOC_TRV_SRV			0001			SAP Fiori - moje zúčtování výdajů			V2			No			Yes			PAOC_TRV			PAOC_TRV_SRV			FI-TV			CL_PAOC_TRV_DPC_EXT			CL_PAOC_TRV_MPC_EXT			SAP Fiori - moje zúčtování výdajů			SAP Fiori - moje zúčtování výdajů			PAOC_TRV_TRAVEL_ODATA			Financial Accounting			Unknown									


			Inbound			PAY_STATEMENT_INFO_SRV			0001			CL_PAY_STATEMENT_INFO_DPC_EXT			V2			No			Yes			PAY_STATEMENT_INFO			PAY_STATEMENT_INFO_SRV			PY-SFI-EC			CL_PAY_STATEMENT_INFO_DPC_EXT			CL_PAY_STATEMENT_INFO_MPC_EXT			CL_PAY_STATEMENT_INFO_DPC_EXT			CL_PAY_STATEMENT_INFO_MPC_EXT			PAOC_SF_INT_PAYSLIP			Payroll			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_PAY_STATEMENT_INFO_MPC_EXT,CL_PAY_STATEMENT_INFO_DPC_EXT do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			PIQ_ADM_PORTAL_SRV			0001			Služby pro přijímací portál			V2			No			Yes			PIQ_ADM_PORTAL			PIQ_ADM_PORTAL_SRV			IS-HER-CM			CL_PIQ_ADM_PORTAL_DPC_EXT			CL_PIQ_ADM_PORTAL_MPC_EXT			Služby pro přijímací portál			Služby pro přijímací portál			PMIQ_ADM_SS			Industry-Specific Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			PIQ_ADVISEE_DETAILS_SRV			0001			Detaily odborného studijního poradce			V2			No			Yes			PIQ_ADVISEE_DETAILS			PIQ_ADVISEE_DETAILS_SRV			IS-HER-CM			CL_PIQ_ADVISEE_DETAILS_DPC_EXT			CL_PIQ_ADVISEE_DETAILS_MPC_EXT			Detaily odborného studijního poradce			Detaily odborného studijního poradce			ODATA_PMIQ_ADVISEES			Industry-Specific Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			PIQ_COURSE_REG_DETAILS_SRV			0001			Detaily registrace do kurzu			V2			No			Yes			PIQ_COURSE_REG_DETAILS			PIQ_COURSE_REG_DETAILS_SRV			IS-HER-CM			CL_PIQ_COURSE_REG_DETA_DPC_EXT			CL_PIQ_COURSE_REG_DETA_MPC_EXT			Detaily registrace do kurzu			Detaily registrace do kurzu			ODATA_PMIQ_COURSE			Industry-Specific Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			PIQ_COURSE_RESULTS_SRV			0001			Výsledky studenta kurzu			V2			No			Yes			PIQ_COURSE_RESULTS			PIQ_COURSE_RESULTS_SRV			IS-HER-CM			CL_PIQ_COURSE_RESULTS_DPC_EXT			CL_PIQ_COURSE_RESULTS_MPC_EXT			Výsledky studenta kurzu			Výsledky studenta kurzu			ODATA_PMIQ_RESULT			Industry-Specific Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			PIQ_COURSE_STUDY_DETAILS_SRV			0001			Studijní detaily kurzu			V2			No			Yes			PIQ_COURSE_STUDY_DETAILS			PIQ_COURSE_STUDY_DETAILS_SRV			IS-HER-CM			CL_PIQ_COURSE_STUDY_DE_DPC_EXT			CL_PIQ_COURSE_STUDY_DE_MPC_EXT			Studijní detaily kurzu			Studijní detaily kurzu			ODATA_PMIQ_COURSE			Industry-Specific Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			PIQ_DEGREE_AUDIT_SRV			0001			Detaily požadavků na dokončení studia			V2			No			Yes			PIQ_DEGREE_AUDIT			PIQ_DEGREE_AUDIT_SRV			IS-HER-CM			CL_PIQ_DEGREE_AUDIT_DPC_EXT			CL_PIQ_DEGREE_AUDIT_MPC_EXT			Detaily požadavků na dokončení studia			Detaily požadavků na dokončení studia			ODATA_PMIQ_DEGREE_AUDIT			Industry-Specific Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			PIQ_ENTER_GRADES_SRV			0001			Detaily online známkování			V2			No			Yes			PIQ_ENTER_GRADES			PIQ_ENTER_GRADES_SRV			IS-HER-CM			CL_PIQ_ENTER_GRADES_DPC_EXT			CL_PIQ_ENTER_GRADES_MPC_EXT			Detaily online známkování			Detaily online známkování			ODATA_PMIQ_ENTER_GRADES			Industry-Specific Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			PIQ_EVENT_TIMETABLE_SRV			0001			Detaily studentského harmonogramu			V2			No			Yes			PIQ_EVENT_TIMETABLE			PIQ_EVENT_TIMETABLE_SRV			IS-HER-CM			CL_PIQ_EVENT_TIMETABLE_DPC_EXT			CL_PIQ_EVENT_TIMETABLE_MPC_EXT			Detaily studentského harmonogramu			Detaily studentského harmonogramu			ODATA_PMIQ_TIMETABLE			Industry-Specific Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			PIQ_LPD_ADVISOR_SRV			0001			Služba pro launchpad pro studijního poradce			V2			No			Yes			PIQ_LPD_ADVISOR			PIQ_LPD_ADVISOR_SRV			IS-HER-CM			CL_PIQ_LPD_ADVISOR_DPC_EXT			CL_PIQ_LPD_ADVISOR_MPC_EXT			Služba pro launchpad pro studijního poradce			Služba pro launchpad pro studijního poradce			ODATA_PMIQ_LPD_ADVISOR			Industry-Specific Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			PIQ_LPD_DEG_REQ_SRV			0001			Služba launchpadu pro pokrok ve studiu			V2			No			Yes			PIQ_LPD_DEG_REQ			PIQ_LPD_DEG_REQ_SRV			IS-HER-CM			CL_PIQ_LPD_DEG_REQ_DPC_EXT			CL_PIQ_LPD_DEG_REQ_MPC_EXT			Služba launchpadu pro pokrok ve studiu			Služba launchpadu pro pokrok ve studiu			ODATA_PMIQ_LPD_COMMON_ROLE			Industry-Specific Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			PIQ_LPD_FACULTY_SRV			0001			Služba launchpad pro fakultu			V2			No			Yes			PIQ_LPD_FACULTY			PIQ_LPD_FACULTY_SRV			IS-HER-CM			CL_PIQ_LPD_FACULTY_DPC_EXT			CL_PIQ_LPD_FACULTY_MPC_EXT			Služba launchpad pro fakultu			Služba launchpad pro fakultu			ODATA_PMIQ_LPD_FACULTY			Industry-Specific Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			PIQ_LPD_PROFESSOR_SRV			0001			Služba launchpad pro profesora			V2			No			Yes			PIQ_LPD_PROFESSOR			PIQ_LPD_PROFESSOR_SRV			IS-HER-CM			CL_PIQ_LPD_PROFESSOR_DPC_EXT			CL_PIQ_LPD_PROFESSOR_MPC_EXT			Služba launchpad pro profesora			Služba launchpad pro profesora			ODATA_PMIQ_LPD_PROFESSOR			Industry-Specific Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			PIQ_REQUEST_SRV			0001			Projekt pro aplikaci pro žádosti			V2			No			Yes			PIQ_REQUEST			PIQ_REQUEST_SRV			IS-HER-CM			CL_PIQ_REQUEST_DPC_EXT			CL_PIQ_REQUEST_MPC_EXT			Projekt pro aplikaci pro žádosti			Projekt pro aplikaci pro žádosti			PMIQ_REQ_SS			Industry-Specific Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			PIQ_STUDENT_DEGREE_REQ_SRV			0001			Aplikace "Pokrok studenta ve studiu" pro fakultu a poradce			V2			No			Yes			PIQ_STUDENT_DEGREE_REQ			PIQ_STUDENT_DEGREE_REQ_SRV			IS-HER-CM			CL_PIQ_STUDENT_DEGREE__DPC_EXT			CL_PIQ_STUDENT_DEGREE__MPC_EXT			Aplikace "Pokrok studenta ve studiu" pro fakultu a poradce			Aplikace "Pokrok studenta ve studiu" pro fakultu a poradce			ODATA_PMIQ_STUD_DEGREE_REQ			Industry-Specific Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			PIQ_STUDENT_FILE_DETAILS_SRV			0001			Detaily studentského spisu			V2			No			Yes			PIQ_STUDENT_FILE_DETAILS			PIQ_STUDENT_FILE_DETAILS_SRV			IS-HER-CM			CL_PIQ_STUDENT_FILE_DE_DPC_EXT			CL_PIQ_STUDENT_FILE_DE_MPC_EXT			Detaily studentského spisu			Detaily studentského spisu			ODATA_PMIQ_STUDENT_FILE			Industry-Specific Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			PP_MRP_COCKPIT_SRV			0001			Kokpit MRP			V2			No			Yes			PP_MRP_COCKPIT			PP_MRP_COCKPIT_SRV			PP			CL_PP_MRP_COCKPIT_DPC_EXT			CL_PP_MRP_COCKPIT_MPC_EXT			Kokpit MRP			Kokpit MRP			ODATA_PP_MRP			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			PP_PRODOPS_CONFIRM_SRV			0001			Potvrdit operaci výrobní zakázky			V2			No			Yes			PP_PRODOPS_CONFIRM			PP_PRODOPS_CONFIRM_SRV			PP			CL_PP_PRODOPS_CONFIRM_DPC_EXT			CL_PP_PRODOPS_CONFIRM_MPC_EXT			Potvrdit operaci výrobní zakázky			Potvrdit operaci výrobní zakázky			ODATA_PP_PRODOPS_CNF			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			PP_PRODOPS_RELEASE_SRV			0001			Uvolnění operací výrobní zakázky			V2			No			Yes			PP_PRODOPS_RELEASE			PP_PRODOPS_RELEASE_SRV			PP			CL_PP_PRODOPS_RELEASE_DPC_EXT			CL_PP_PRODOPS_RELEASE_MPC_EXT			Uvolnění operací výrobní zakázky			Uvolnění operací výrobní zakázky			ODATA_PP_SFC			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			PP_PRODORDER_RELEASE_SRV			0001			Uvolnění výrobní zakázky			V2			No			Yes			PP_PRODORDER_RELEASE			PP_PRODORDER_RELEASE_SRV			PP			CL_PP_PRODORDER_RELEAS_DPC_EXT			CL_PP_PRODORDER_RELEAS_MPC_EXT			Uvolnění výrobní zakázky			Uvolnění výrobní zakázky			ODATA_PP_SFC			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			PP_PRODORD_CONFIRM			0001			Potvrzení výrobní zakázky			V2			No			Yes			PP_PRODORD_CONFIRM			PP_PRODORD_CONFIRM			PP			CL_PP_PRODORD_CONFIRM_DPC_EXT			CL_PP_PRODORD_CONFIRM_MPC_EXT			Potvrzení výrobní zakázky			Potvrzení výrobní zakázky			ODATA_PP_PRODORD_CNF			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			PS_ACTIVITY_CONFIRM			0001			Potvrzení činnosti			V2			No			Yes			PS_ACTIVITY_CONFIRM			PS_ACTIVITY_CONFIRM			PS			CL_PS_ACTIVITY_CONFIRM_DPC_EXT			CL_PS_ACTIVITY_CONFIRM_MPC_EXT			Potvrzení činnosti			Potvrzení činnosti			ODATA_PS			Project System			Unknown									


			Inbound			PS_MILESTONE_CONFIRM			0001			Zpětné hlášení milníku			V2			No			Yes			PS_MILESTONE_CONFIRM			PS_MILESTONE_CONFIRM			PS			CL_PS_MILESTONE_CONFIR_DPC_EXT			CL_PS_MILESTONE_CONFIR_MPC_EXT			Zpětné hlášení milníku			Zpětné hlášení milníku			ODATA_PS			Project System			Unknown									


			Inbound			PS_NTWKACTVTSTATCHG_SRV			0001			Změna statusu činnosti sítě			V2			No			Yes			PS_NETWORKACTIVITYSTATUSCHANGE			PS_NTWKACTVTSTATCHG_SRV			PS			CL_PS_NTWKACTVTSTATCHG_DPC_EXT			CL_PS_NTWKACTVTSTATCHG_MPC_EXT			Změna statusu činnosti sítě			Změna statusu činnosti sítě			ODATA_PS			Project System			Unknown									


			Inbound			PS_WBSELEMENTSTATUSCHANGE_SRV			0001			Změna statusu prvku SPP			V2			No			Yes			PS_WBSELEMENTSTATUSCHANGE			PS_WBSELEMENTSTATUSCHANGE_SRV			PS			CL_PS_WBSELEMENTSTATUS_DPC_EXT			CL_PS_WBSELEMENTSTATUS_MPC_EXT			Změna statusu prvku SPP			Změna statusu prvku SPP			ODATA_PS			Project System			Unknown									


			Inbound			PUR_REQ_ITEM_SRV			0001			Seznam položek požadavku na objednávku			V2			No			Yes			PUR_REQ_ITEM			PUR_REQ_ITEM_SRV			MM-PUR			CL_PUR_REQ_ITEM_DPC_EXT			CL_PUR_REQ_ITEM_MPC_EXT			Seznam položek požadavku na objednávku			Seznam položek požadavku na objednávku			ODATA_MM_PUR_DOCLIST			Materials Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			PYC_ALERT_MANAGER_SRV			0001			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - management výstrah			V2			No			Yes			PYC_ALERT_MANAGER			PYC_ALERT_MANAGER_SRV			PY-XX-PYP			CL_PYC_ALERT_MANAGER_DPC_EXT			CL_PYC_ALERT_MANAGER_MPC_EXT			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - management výstrah			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - management výstrah			PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_CONT			Payroll			Unknown									


			Inbound			PYC_CFG_SRV			0001			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace			V2			No			Yes			PYC_CFG			PYC_CFG_SRV			PY-XX-PYP			CL_PYC_CFG_DPC_EXT			CL_PYC_CFG_MPC_EXT			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace			PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_TSK_FRW			Payroll			Unknown									


			Inbound			PYC_CFG_ANALYTICS_SRV			0001			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace analýzy			V2			No			Yes			PYC_CFG_ANALYTICS			PYC_CFG_ANALYTICS_SRV			PY-XX-PYP			CL_PYC_CFG_ANALYTICS_DPC_EXT			CL_PYC_CFG_ANALYTICS_MPC_EXT			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace analýzy			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace analýzy			PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_TSK_CONT_AN			Payroll			Unknown									


			Inbound			PYC_CFG_VR_SRV			0001			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace ověřovacího pravid.			V2			No			Yes			PYC_CFG_VR			PYC_CFG_VR_SRV			PY-XX-PYP			CL_PYC_CFG_VR_DPC_EXT			CL_PYC_CFG_VR_MPC_EXT			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace ověřovacího pravid.			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace ověřovacího pravid.			PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_TSK_CONT_VR			Payroll			Unknown									


			Inbound			PYC_CONF_SRV			0001			Konfigurace pro zúčtovací řídicí středisko			V2			No			Yes			PYC_CONF			PYC_CONF_SRV			PY-XX-PYP			CL_PYC_CONF_DPC_EXT			CL_PYC_CONF_MPC_EXT			Konfigurace pro zúčtovací řídicí středisko			Konfigurace pro zúčtovací řídicí středisko			PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_FRW			Payroll			Unknown									


			Inbound			PYC_CONT_SRV			0001			Obsah zúčtovacího řídicího střediska			V2			No			Yes			PYC_CONT			PYC_CONT_SRV			PY-XX-PYP			CL_PYC_CONT_DPC_EXT			CL_PYC_CONT_MPC_EXT			Obsah zúčtovacího řídicího střediska			Obsah zúčtovacího řídicího střediska			PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_CONT			Payroll			Unknown									


			Inbound			PYC_CONT_002_SRV			0001			Verze obchodní logiky 002 zúčtovacího řídicího střediska			V2			No			Yes			PYC_CONT_002			PYC_CONT_002_SRV			PY-XX-PYP			CL_PYC_CONT_002_DPC_EXT			CL_PYC_CONT_002_MPC_EXT			Verze obchodní logiky 002 zúčtovacího řídicího střediska			Verze obchodní logiky 002 zúčtovacího řídicího střediska			PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_CONT			Payroll			Unknown									


			Inbound			PYC_CONT_003_SRV			0001			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko 003			V2			No			Yes			PYC_CONT_003			PYC_CONT_003_SRV			PY-XX-PYP			CL_PYC_CONT_003_DPC_EXT			CL_PYC_CONT_003_MPC_EXT			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko 003			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko 003			PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_CONT			Payroll			Unknown									


			Inbound			PYC_CONT_PEM_002_SRV			0001			Zúčtovací řídici středisko: Správa chyb			V2			No			Yes			PYC_CONT_PEM_002			PYC_CONT_PEM_002_SRV			PY-XX-PYP			CL_PYC_CONT_PEM_002_DPC_EXT			CL_PYC_CONT_PEM_002_MPC_EXT			Zúčtovací řídici středisko: Správa chyb			Zúčtovací řídici středisko: Správa chyb			PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_CONT			Payroll			Unknown									


			Inbound			PYC_DGN_CONFIG_1_SRV			0001			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace návrháře pro anal.			V2			No			Yes			PYC_DGN_CONFIG_1			PYC_DGN_CONFIG_1_SRV			PY-XX-PYP			CL_PYC_DGN_CONFIG_1_DPC_EXT			CL_PYC_DGN_CONFIG_1_MPC_EXT			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace návrháře pro anal.			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace návrháře pro anal.			PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_TSK_CONT_AD			Payroll			Unknown									


			Inbound			PYC_FRW_SRV			0001			Framework řídicího centra pro zúčtování			V2			No			Yes			PYC_FRW			PYC_FRW_SRV			PY-XX-PYP			CL_PYC_FRW_DPC_EXT			CL_PYC_FRW_01_MPC_EXT			Framework řídicího centra pro zúčtování			Framework řídicího centra pro zúčtování			PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_FRW			Payroll			Unknown									


			Inbound			PYC_KPI_CONFIG_1_SRV			0001			Konfigurace KPI PCC			V2			No			Yes			PYC_KPI_CONFIG_1			PYC_KPI_CONFIG_1_SRV			PY-XX-PYP			CL_PYC_KPI_CONFIG_1_DPC_EXT			CL_PYC_KPI_CONFIG_1_MPC_EXT			Konfigurace KPI PCC			Konfigurace KPI PCC			PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_TSK_CONT_KPI			Payroll			Unknown									


			Inbound			PYC_OFF_CYCLE_SRV			0001			Správa řídicího zúčtovacího střediska - zúčtování off-cycle			V2			No			Yes			PYC_OFF_CYCLE			PYC_OFF_CYCLE_SRV			PY-XX-PYP			CL_PYC_OFF_CYCLE_DPC_EXT			CL_PYC_OFF_CYCLE_MPC_EXT			Správa řídicího zúčtovacího střediska - zúčtování off-cycle			Správa řídicího zúčtovacího střediska - zúčtování off-cycle			PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_FRW			Payroll			Unknown									


			Inbound			PYC_PROCESS_MANAGER_SRV			0001			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - správce procesů			V2			No			Yes			PYC_PROCESS_MANAGER			PYC_PROCESS_MANAGER_SRV			PY-XX-PYP			CL_PYC_PROCESS_MANAGER_DPC_EXT			CL_PYC_PROCESS_MANAGER_MPC_EXT			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - správce procesů			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - správce procesů			PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_CONT			Payroll			Unknown									


			Inbound			PYC_SFEC_SRV			0001			Obsah řídicího střediska zúčtování platů na EC			V2			No			Yes			PYC_SFEC			PYC_SFEC_SRV			PY-XX-PYP			CL_PYC_SFEC_DPC_EXT			CL_PYC_SFEC_MPC_EXT			Obsah řídicího střediska zúčtování platů na EC			Obsah řídicího střediska zúčtování platů na EC			PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_CONT			Payroll			Unknown									


			Inbound			PYC_TEAM_ALERTS_SRV			0001			Týmové výstrahy pro zúčtovací řídicí středisko			V2			No			Yes			PYC_TEAM_ALERTS			PYC_TEAM_ALERTS_SRV			PY-XX-PYP			CL_PYC_TEAM_ALERTS_DPC_EXT			CL_PYC_TEAM_ALERTS_MPC_EXT			Týmové výstrahy pro zúčtovací řídicí středisko			Týmové výstrahy pro zúčtovací řídicí středisko			PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_CONT			Payroll			Unknown									


			Inbound			PYC_TEAM_MAINT_SRV			0001			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - řízení týmu			V2			No			Yes			PYC_TEAM_MAINT			PYC_TEAM_MAINT_SRV			PY-XX-PYP			CL_PYC_TEAM_MAINT_DPC_EXT			CL_PYC_TEAM_MAINT_MPC_EXT			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - řízení týmu			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - řízení týmu			PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_CONT_TM			Payroll			Unknown									


			Inbound			PYC_TEAM_MANAGER_SRV			0001			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - vedoucí týmu			V2			No			Yes			PYC_TEAM_MANAGER			PYC_TEAM_MANAGER_SRV			PY-XX-PYP			CL_PYC_TEAM_MANAGER_DPC_EXT			CL_PYC_TEAM_MANAGER_MPC_EXT			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - vedoucí týmu			Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - vedoucí týmu			PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_CONT_TM			Payroll			Unknown									


			Inbound			PYD_CONT_SRV			0001			Zdroj dat zúčtování: Obsah (mezinárodní)			V2			No			Yes			PYD_CONT			PYD_CONT_SRV			PY-XX-PYP			CL_PYD_CONT_DPC_EXT			CL_PYD_CONT_MPC_EXT			Zdroj dat zúčtování: Obsah (mezinárodní)			Zdroj dat zúčtování: Obsah (mezinárodní)			PCPYD_CONT			Payroll			Unknown									


			Inbound			PYD_FRW_SRV			0001			CL_PYD_FRW_DPC_EXT			V2			No			Yes			PYD_FRW			PYD_FRW_SRV			PY-XX-PYP			CL_PYD_FRW_DPC_EXT			CL_PYD_FRW_MPC_EXT			CL_PYD_FRW_DPC_EXT			CL_PYD_FRW_MPC_EXT			PCPYD_ODATA			Payroll			Unknown									


			Inbound			QM_NOTIF_SRV			0001			OData QM: hlášení jakosti - služba OData			V2			No			Yes			QM_NOTIF			QM_NOTIF_SRV			QM-QN			CL_QM_NOTIF_DPC_EXT			CL_QM_NOTIF_MPC_EXT			OData QM: hlášení jakosti - služba OData			OData QM: hlášení jakosti - služba OData			ODATA_QM_NOTIFICATION			Quality Management			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_QM_NOTIF_MPC_EXT,CL_QM_NOTIF_DPC_EXT do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			QM_TASK_SRV			0001			Projekt OData pro úlohu managementu jakosti			V2			No			Yes			QM_TASK			QM_TASK_SRV			QM-QN			CL_QM_TASK_DPC_EXT			CL_QM_TASK_MPC_EXT			Projekt OData pro úlohu managementu jakosti			Projekt OData pro úlohu managementu jakosti			ODATA_QM_NOTIFICATION			Quality Management			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_QM_TASK_DPC_EXT,CL_QM_TASK_MPC_EXT do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			RCF_CANDIDATE_SRV			0001			Služba pro uživatelské rozhraní kandidáta			V2			No			Yes			RCF_CANDIDATE			RCF_CANDIDATE_SRV			PA-ER			CL_RCF_CANDIDATE_DPC_EXT			CL_RCF_CANDIDATE_MPC_EXT			Služba pro uživatelské rozhraní kandidáta			Služba pro uživatelské rozhraní kandidáta			ODATA_RCF_CANDIDATE			Personnel Management			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_RCF_CANDIDATE_DPC_EXT,CL_RCF_CANDIDATE_MPC_EXT do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			REMOB_BROKER_PROJ_SRV			0001			RE Mobile Broker - projekt			V2			No			Yes			REMOB_BROKER_PROJ			REMOB_BROKER_PROJ_SRV			RE-FX-MOB-SLS			CL_REMOB_BROKER_PROJ_DPC_EXT			CL_REMOB_BROKER_PROJ_MPC_EXT			RE Mobile Broker - projekt			RE Mobile Broker - projekt			RE_MOB_BROKER_ODATA			Real Estate Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			RETAILSTORE_CHECK_MY_PROD_SRV			0001			Služby pro "Provedení inspekce pobočky"			V2			No			Yes			RETAILSTORE_CHECK_MY_PROD			RETAILSTORE_CHECK_MY_PROD_SRV			LO-SRS			CL_RETAILSTORE_CHEC_01_DPC_EXT			CL_RETAILSTORE_CHEC_01_MPC_EXT			Služby pro "Provedení inspekce pobočky"			Služby pro aplikaci SAP-Fiori "Provedení inspekce pobočky"			ODATA_RETAIL_ST_CHECK_MY_PROD			Logistics - General			Unknown									


			Inbound			RETAILSTORE_COUNT_STOCK_SRV			0001			Služba pro aplikaci počítání zásob FIORI			V2			No			Yes			RETAILSTORE_COUNT_STOCK			RETAILSTORE_COUNT_STOCK_SRV			LO-SRS			CL_RETAILSTORE_CNT_STO_DPC_EXT			CL_RETAILSTORE_CNT_STO_MPC_EXT			Služba pro aplikaci počítání zásob FIORI			Služba pro aplikaci počítání zásob FIORI			ODATA_RETAIL_ST_COUNT_STOCK			Logistics - General			Unknown									


			Inbound			RETAILSTORE_CUST_ENG_SRV			0001			Služba OData pro "Retail Store: Zákaznický vztah"			V2			No			Yes			RETAILSTORE_CUST_ENG			RETAILSTORE_CUST_ENG_SRV			LO-SRS			CL_RTST_CUST_ENG_DPC_EXT			CL_RTST_CUST_ENG_MPC_EXT			Služba OData pro "Retail Store: Zákaznický vztah"			Služba OData pro "Retail Store: Zákaznický vztah"			ODATA_RETAIL_ST_CUST_ENG			Logistics - General			Unknown									


			Inbound			RETAILSTORE_ORDER_PRODUCT_SRV			0001			Slážby pro aplikaci zakázky produktu FIORI			V2			No			Yes			RETAILSTORE_ORDER_PRODUCT			RETAILSTORE_ORDER_PRODUCT_SRV			LO-SRS			CL_RTST_ORDER_PRODUCT_DPC_EXT			CL_RTST_ORDER_PRODUCT_MPC_EXT			Slážby pro aplikaci zakázky produktu FIORI			Slážby pro aplikaci zakázky produktu FIORI			ODATA_RETAIL_ST_ORDER_PRODUCT			Logistics - General			Unknown									


			Inbound			RETAILSTORE_PRINT_LABELS_SRV			0001			Služba pro tisk etiket Fiori			V2			No			Yes			RETAILSTORE_PRINT_LABELS			RETAILSTORE_PRINT_LABELS_SRV			LO-SRS			CL_RTST_PRINT_LABELS_DPC_EXT			CL_RTST_PRINT_LABELS_MPC_EXT			Služba pro tisk etiket Fiori			Služba pro tisk etiket Fiori			ODATA_RETAIL_ST_PRINT_LABEL			Logistics - General			Unknown									


			Inbound			RETAILSTORE_PRODUCT_LKP_SRV			0001			Služby pro aplikace vyhledání produktu FIORI			V2			No			Yes			RETAILSTORE_PRODUCT_LKP			RETAILSTORE_PRODUCT_LKP_SRV			LO-SRS			CL_RETAILSTORE_PRODUCT_DPC_EXT			CL_RETAILSTORE_PRODUCT_MPC_EXT			Služby pro aplikace vyhledání produktu FIORI			Služby pro aplikace vyhledání produktu FIORI			ODATA_RETAIL_ST_PRODUCT_LKP			Logistics - General			Unknown									


			Inbound			RETAILSTORE_RECEIVE_PRODUCT_SRV			0001			Služby pro aplikaci Fiori "Příjem produktů"			V2			No			Yes			RETAILSTORE_RECEIVE_PRODUCT			RETAILSTORE_RECEIVE_PRODUCT_SR			LO-SRS			CL_RTST_RCV_PRODUCT_DPC_EXT			CL_RTST_RCV_PRODUCT_MPC_EXT			Služby pro aplikaci Fiori "Příjem produktů"			Služby pro aplikaci Fiori "Příjem produktů"			ODATA_RETAIL_ST_RCV_PRODUCT			Logistics - General			Unknown									


			Inbound			RETAILSTORE_STOCK_CORR_SRV			0001			Služby pro aplikaci Korekce zásob FIORI			V2			No			Yes			RETAILSTORE_STOCK_COR			RETAILSTORE_STOCK_CORR_SRV			LO-SRS			CL_RETAILSTORE_STOC_01_DPC_EXT			CL_RETAILSTORE_STOC_01_MPC_EXT			Služby pro aplikaci Korekce zásob FIORI			Služby pro Aplikaci Korekce zásob FIORI			ODATA_RETAIL_ST_STOCK_COR			Logistics - General			Unknown									


			Inbound			RETAILSTORE_TRF_STOCK_SRV			0001			Služby pro aplikaci Fiori "Přeskladnění zásoby"			V2			No			Yes			RETAILSTORE_TRF_STOCK			RETAILSTORE_TRF_STOCK_SRV			LO-SRS			CL_RETAILSTORE_TRF_STO_DPC_EXT			CL_RETAILSTORE_TRF_STO_MPC_EXT			Služby pro aplikaci Fiori "Přeskladnění zásoby"			Služby pro aplikaci Fiori "Přeskladnění zásoby"			ODATA_RETAIL_ST_TRF_STOCK			Logistics - General			Unknown									


			Inbound			RE_CN_C4RE_ODATA_SRV_01			0001			OData for C4RE Integration			V2			No			Yes			RE_CN_C4RE_ODATA			RE_CN_C4RE_ODATA_SRV_01			RE-FX-CN			CL_RECN_C4RE_ODATA_DPC_EXT			CL_RECN_C4RE_ODATA_MPC_EXT			OData for C4RE Integration			OData for C4RE Integration			ODATA_RE_CN			Real Estate Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			RE_CN_CONTRACT_ODATA_SRV			0001			Services for RE-FX Contract			V2			No			Yes			RE_CN_CONTRACT_ODATA			RE_CN_CONTRACT_ODATA_SRV			RE-FX-CN			CL_RECN_CONTRACT_ODAT_DPC_EXT			CL_RECN_CONTRACT_ODAT_MPC_EXT			Services for RE-FX Contract			Services for RE-FX Contract			ODATA_RE_CN			Real Estate Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			RE_CN_EXTERNAL_ODATA_SRV			0001			OData for External RE-FX Contract Integration			V2			No			Yes			RE_CN_EXTERNAL_ODATA			RE_CN_EXTERNAL_ODATA_SRV			RE-FX-CN			CL_RECN_EXTERNAL_ODATA_DPC_EXT			CL_RECN_EXTERNAL_ODATA_MPC_EXT			OData for External RE-FX Contract Integration			OData for External RE-FX Contract Integration			ODATA_RE_CN			Real Estate Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			RSAO_ODATA_SRV			0001			Tlogo and Bookmark access via Odata			V2			No			Yes			RSAO_TLOGO			RSAO_ODATA_SRV			BW-BEX-ET			CL_RSAO_ODATA_DPC_EXT			CL_RSAO_ODATA_MPC_EXT			Tlogo and Bookmark access via Odata			Tlogo and Bookmark access via Odata			RSAO_CORE			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			RSBPC_ODATA_EXPORT_SRV			0001			BPC OData Export			V2			No			Yes			RSBPC_ODATA_EXPORT			RSBPC_ODATA_EXPORT_SRV			EPM-BPC-NW			CL_RSBPC_ODATA_EXPORT_DPC_EXT			CL_RSBPC_ODATA_EXPORT_MPC_EXT			BPC OData Export			BPC OData Export			RSBPC_ODATA			Enterprise Performance Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			RSL_WSP_ODATA_SRV			0001			Služby OData pro pracovní oblasti BW			V2			No			Yes			RSL_WSP_ODATA			RSL_WSP_ODATA_SRV			BW-BEX-OT			CL_RSL_WSP_ODATA_DPC_EXT			CL_RSL_WSP_ODATA_MPC_EXT			Služby OData pro pracovní oblasti BW			Služby OData pro pracovní oblasti BW			RSL_WSP			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			RSPCM_GW_SERVICE_SRV			0001			Monitor daily process chains			V2			No			Yes			RSPCM_GW_SERVICE			RSPCM_GW_SERVICE_SRV			BW-WHM-DST			CL_RSPCM_GW_SERVICE_DPC_EXT			CL_RSPCM_GW_SERVICE_MPC_EXT			Monitor daily process chains			Monitor daily process chains			RSPC_WEB			SAP Business Warehouse			Unknown									


			Inbound			SBLE_BADI_CTX_REGISTRY_SRV			0001			BAdI Context Registry Access			V2			No			Yes			SBLE_BADI_CTX_REGISTRY			SBLE_BADI_CTX_REGISTRY_SRV			BC-SRV-APS-EXT-BL			CL_BLE_BADI_CTX_REGIS_DPC_EXT			CL_BLE_BADI_CTX_REGIS_MPC_EXT			BAdI Context Registry Access			BAdI Context Registry Access			S_APS_ODATA_EXT_BL			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			SCTS_CLOUD_API_ODATA_SRV			0001			SCTS Cloud: ODATA Service			V2			No			Yes			SCTS_CLOUD_API_ODATA			SCTS_CLOUD_API_ODATA_SRV			BC-CTS-TMS			CL_SCTS_CLOUD_API_ODAT_DPC_EXT			CL_SCTS_CLOUD_API_ODAT_MPC_EXT			SCTS Cloud: ODATA Service			SCTS Cloud: ODATA Service			SCTS_CLOUD_ODATA			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			SD_MYCONTACTS			0001			Fiori - apl. moje kontakty			V2			No			Yes			SD_MYCONTACTS			SD_MYCONTACTS			LO-MD-BP			CL_SD_MYCONTACTS_DPC_EXT			CL_SD_MYCONTACTS_MPC_EXT			Fiori - apl. moje kontakty			Fiori - apl. moje kontakty			ERP_SD_ODATA_CUST			Logistics - General			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_SD_MYCONTACTS_DPC_EXT,CL_SD_MYCONTACTS_MPC_EXT do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			SD_SOFM_CREDIT_BLOCK_SRV			0001			Anulace blokování úvěru v zakázkách odběratele			V2			No			Yes			SD_SOFM_CREDIT_BLOCK			SD_SOFM_CREDIT_BLOCK_SRV			SD-SLS-API			CL_SD_SOFM_CREDIT_BLOC_DPC_EXT			CL_SD_SOFM_CREDIT_BLOC_MPC_EXT			Anulace blokování úvěru v zakázkách odběratele			Anulace blokování úvěru v zakázkách odběratele			ERP_SD_ODATA_SLS			Sales and Distribution			Unknown									


			Inbound			SD_SOFM_DELIVERY_SRV_01			0001			Fiori Wave2 SOFM dodávka			V2			No			Yes			SD_SOFM_DELIVERY			SD_SOFM_DELIVERY_SRV_01			LE-SHP			CL_SD_SOFM_DELIVERY_1_DPC_EXT			CL_SD_SOFM_DELIVERY_1_MPC_EXT			Fiori Wave2 SOFM dodávka			Fiori Wave2 SOFM dodávka			ERP_LE_ODATA_SHP			Logistics Execution			Unknown									


			Inbound			SD_SOFM_INVOICE_SRV			0001			Fiori Wave2 SOFM vydaná faktura nepřenesena do účetnictví			V2			No			Yes			SD_SOFM_INVOICE			SD_SOFM_INVOICE_SRV			SD-SLS-API			CL_SD_SOFM_INVOICE_DPC_EXT			CL_SD_SOFM_INVOICE_MPC_EXT			Fiori Wave2 SOFM vydaná faktura nepřenesena do účetnictví			Fiori Wave2 SOFM vydaná faktura nepřenesena do účetnictví			ERP_SD_ODATA_BIL			Sales and Distribution			Unknown									


			Inbound			SECATT_PING_SERVICE			0001			Ping Service for Test System Status and Details			V2			No			Yes			SECATT_PING_SERVICE			SECATT_PING_SERVICE			BC-TWB-TST-ECA			CL_SECATT_PING_SERVICE_DPC_EXT			CL_SECATT_PING_SERVICE_MPC_EXT			Ping Service for Test System Status and Details			Ping Service for Test System Status and Details			SECATT_ODATA_SRV			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			SEPMRA_GR_POST			0001			EPM Reference App "Goods Receipt Post"			V2			No			Yes			SEPMRA_GR_POST			SEPMRA_GR_POST			BC-SRV-NWD-FRA			CL_SEPMRA_GR_POST_DPC_EXT			CL_SEPMRA_GR_POST_MPC_EXT			EPM Reference App "Goods Receipt Post"			EPM Reference App "Goods Receipt Post"			S_ODATA_EPMRA_GR_POST			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			SEPMRA_OVW			0001			EPM Fiori Ref App "Overview"			V2			No			Yes			SEPMRA_OVW			SEPMRA_OVW			BC-SRV-NWD-FRA			CL_SEPMRA_OVW_DPC_EXT			CL_SEPMRA_OVW_MPC_EXT			EPM Fiori Ref App "Overview"			EPM Fiori Ref App "Overview"			S_ODATA_EPMRA_OVERVIEW			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			SEPMRA_PO_APV			0001			EPM: ODATA service for Application Purchase Order Approval			V2			No			Yes			SEPMRA_PO_APV			SEPMRA_PO_APV			BC-SRV-NWD-FRA			CL_SEPMRA_PO_APV_DPC_EXT			CL_SEPMRA_PO_APV_MPC_EXT			EPM: ODATA service for Application Purchase Order Approval			EPM: ODATA service for Application Purchase Order Approval			S_ODATA_EPMRA_PO_APV			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			SEPMRA_PO_MAN			0001			EPM: ODATA service for Application Purchase Order Manage			V2			No			Yes			SEPMRA_PO_MAN			SEPMRA_PO_MAN			BC-SRV-NWD-FRA			CL_SEPMRA_PO_MAN_DPC_EXT			CL_SEPMRA_PO_MAN_MPC_EXT			EPM: ODATA service for Application Purchase Order Manage			EPM: ODATA service for Application Purchase Order Manage			S_ODATA_EPMRA_PO_MAN			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			SEPMRA_PROD_MAN			0001			EPM Fiori Reference App: "Manage Products"			V2			No			Yes			SEPMRA_PROD_MAN			SEPMRA_PROD_MAN			BC-SRV-NWD-FRA			CL_SEPMRA_PROD_MAN_DPC_EXT			CL_SEPMRA_PROD_MAN_MPC_EXT			EPM Fiori Reference App: "Manage Products"			EPM Fiori Reference App: "Manage Products"			S_ODATA_EPMRA_PROD_MAN			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			SEPMRA_SHOP			0001			EPM Fiori Reference Apps Shop			V2			No			Yes			SEPMRA_SHOP			SEPMRA_SHOP			BC-SRV-NWD-FRA			CL_SEPMRA_SHOP_DPC_EXT			CL_SEPMRA_SHOP_MPC_EXT			EPM Fiori Reference Apps Shop			EPM Fiori Reference Apps Shop			S_ODATA_EPMRA_SHOP			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			SEPMRA_SO_MAN			0001			SEPMRA_SO_MAN			V2			No			Yes			SEPMRA_SO_MAN			SEPMRA_SO_MAN			BC-SRV-NWD-XBR			CL_SEPMRA_SO_MAN_DPC_EXT			CL_SEPMRA_SO_MAN_MPC_EXT			SEPMRA_SO_MAN			SEPMRA_SO_MAN			S_ODATA_EPMRA_SO_MAN			Basis Components			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_SEPMRA_SO_MAN_DPC_EXT,CL_SEPMRA_SO_MAN_MPC_EXT do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			SEPM_HANA_EXT_PAL_ODATA_SRV			0001			SEPM_HANA_EXT_PAL_ODATA			V2			No			Yes			SEPM_HANA_EXT_PAL_ODATA			SEPM_HANA_EXT_PAL_ODATA_SRV			BC-SRV-NWD			CL_SEPM_HANA_EXT_PAL_O_DPC_EXT			CL_SEPM_HANA_EXT_PAL_O_MPC_EXT			SEPM_HANA_EXT_PAL_ODATA			SEPM_HANA_EXT_PAL_ODATA			S_EPM_HANA_EXT_ODATA_PAL			Basis Components			Unknown			Functionality Unavailable			The objects CL_SEPM_HANA_EXT_PAL_O_MPC_EXT,CL_SEPM_HANA_EXT_PAL_O_DPC_EXT do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			Inbound			SEPM_HCM_SCENARIO_SRV			0001			ODATA services for HCM/HCI			V2			No			Yes			SEPM_HCM_SCENARIO			SEPM_HCM_SCENARIO_SRV			BC-SRV-NWD			CL_SEPM_HCM_SCENARIO_DPC_EXT			CL_SEPM_HCM_SCENARIO_MPC_EXT			ODATA services for HCM/HCI			ODATA services for HCM/HCI			S_EPM_CDS_EXP			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			SM_CATALOG_SRV			0001			Služba OData pro vzdál.katalog sociál.médií			V2			No			Yes			SM_CATALOG			SM_CATALOG_SRV			CA-UI2-AR-SM			CL_SM_CATALOG_DPC_EXT			CL_SM_CATALOG_MPC_EXT			Služba OData pro vzdál.katalog sociál.médií			Služba OData pro vzdál.katalog sociál.médií			AR_FND_SM_PRODUCTIVITY_SRVCS			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			SM_INTEGRATION_SRV			0001			[[DEPRECATED]]-Social Media Integration OData Service			V2			No			Yes			SM_INTEGRATION			SM_INTEGRATION_SRV			CA-UI2-AR-SM			CL_SM_INTEGRATION_DPC_EXT			CL_SM_INTEGRATION_MPC_EXT			[[DEPRECATED]]-Social Media Integration OData Service			[[DEPRECATED]]-Social Media Integration OData			AR_FND_SM_SERVICES			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			SM_INTEGRATION_V2_SRV			0001			Social Media Integration OData Service Version 2			V2			No			Yes			SM_INTEGRATION_V2			SM_INTEGRATION_V2_SRV			CA-UI2-AR-SM			CL_SM_INTEGRATION_V2_DPC_EXT			CL_SM_INTEGRATION_V2_MPC_EXT			Social Media Integration OData Service Version 2			Social Media Integration OData Service Version 2			AR_FND_SM_SERVICES			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			SOMI_DEFINE_SUBJECT			0001			SOMI: definovat subjekt			V2			No			Yes			SOMI_DEFINE_SUBJECT			SOMI_DEFINE_SUBJECT			CA-EPT-SMI			CL_SOMI_DEFINE_SUBJ_02_DPC_EXT			CL_SOMI_DEFINE_SUBJ_02_MPC_EXT			SOMI: definovat subjekt			SOMI: definovat subjekt			ODATA_SOMI			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			SOMI_SOCIAL_API_SRV			0001			SOMI : Sociální rozhraní API			V2			No			Yes			SOMI_SOCIAL_API			SOMI_SOCIAL_API_SRV			CA-EPT-SMI			CL_SOMI_SOCIAL_API_DPC_EXT			CL_SOMI_SOCIAL_API_MPC_EXT			SOMI : Sociální rozhraní API			SOMI : Sociální rozhraní API			BS_SOMI_DATA_MODELS			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			SRA001_CONTRACT_APPROVAL_SRV			0001			CL_SRA001_CONTRACT_APP_DPC_EXT			V2			No			Yes			SRA001_CONTRACT_APPROVAL			SRA001_CONTRACT_APPROVAL_SRV			MM-PUR-OA			CL_SRA001_CONTRACT_APP_DPC_EXT			CL_SRA001_CONTRACT_APP_MPC_EXT			CL_SRA001_CONTRACT_APP_DPC_EXT			CL_SRA001_CONTRACT_APP_MPC_EXT			P_SRA001_ODATA			Materials Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			SRA016_PRICE_AVAIL_SRV			0001			CL_SRA016_PRICE_AVAIL_DPC_EXT			V2			No			Yes			SRA016_PRICE_AVAIL			SRA016_PRICE_AVAIL_SRV			LO-MD-RPC			CL_SRA016_PRICE_AVAIL_DPC_EXT			CL_SRA016_PRICE_AVAIL_MPC_EXT			CL_SRA016_PRICE_AVAIL_DPC_EXT			CL_SRA016_PRICE_AVAIL_MPC_EXT			P_SRA016_ODATA			Logistics - General			Unknown									


			Inbound			SRA017_SALESORDER_CREATE_SRV			0001			CL_SRA017_SALESORDER_C_DPC_EXT			V2			No			Yes			SRA017_SALESORDER_CREATE			SRA017_SALESORDER_CREATE_SRV			SD-SLS			CL_SRA017_SALESORDER_C_DPC_EXT			CL_SRA017_SALESORDER_C_MPC_EXT			CL_SRA017_SALESORDER_C_DPC_EXT			CL_SRA017_SALESORDER_C_MPC_EXT			P_SRA017_ODATA			Sales and Distribution			Unknown									


			Inbound			SRA018_SO_TRACKING_SRV			0001			CL_SRA018_SO_TRACKING_DPC_EXT			V2			No			Yes			SRA018_SO_TRACKING			SRA018_SO_TRACKING_SRV			SD-SLS			CL_SRA018_SO_TRACKING_DPC_EXT			CL_SRA018_SO_TRACKING_MPC_EXT			CL_SRA018_SO_TRACKING_DPC_EXT			CL_SRA018_SO_TRACKING_MPC_EXT			P_SRA018_ODATA			Sales and Distribution			Unknown									


			Inbound			SRA019_SHIPMENT_TRACKING_SRV			0001			CL_SRA019_SHIPMENT_TRA_DPC_EXT			V2			No			Yes			SRA019_SHIPMENT_TRACKING			SRA019_SHIPMENT_TRACKING_SRV			LE-TRA			CL_SRA019_SHIPMENT_TRA_DPC_EXT			CL_SRA019_SHIPMENT_TRA_MPC_EXT			CL_SRA019_SHIPMENT_TRA_DPC_EXT			CL_SRA019_SHIPMENT_TRA_MPC_EXT			P_SRA019_ODATA			Logistics Execution			Unknown									


			Inbound			SRA020_PO_TRACKING_SRV			0001			CL_SRA020_PO_TRACKING_DPC_EXT			V2			No			Yes			SRA020_PO_TRACKING			SRA020_PO_TRACKING_SRV			MM-PUR-PO			CL_SRA020_PO_TRACKING_DPC_EXT			CL_SRA020_PO_TRACKING_MPC_EXT			CL_SRA020_PO_TRACKING_DPC_EXT			CL_SRA020_PO_TRACKING_MPC_EXT			P_SRA020_ODATA			Materials Management			Unknown									


			Inbound			SRA021_SRV			0001			CL_SRA021_DPC_EXT			V2			No			Yes			SRA021			SRA021_SRV			LO-MD-BOM			CL_SRA021_DPC_EXT			CL_SRA021_MPC_EXT			CL_SRA021_DPC_EXT			CL_SRA021_MPC_EXT			P_SRA021_ODATA			Logistics - General			Unknown									


			Inbound			STERM_GET_ADD_LANGUAGES_SRV			0001			Určení dalších jazyků			V2			No			Yes			STERM_GET_ADD_LANGUAGES			STERM_GET_ADD_LANGUAGES_SRV			BC-DOC-TER			CL_STERM_GET_ADD_LANGU_DPC_EXT			CL_STERM_GET_ADD_LANGU_MPC_EXT			Určení dalších jazyků			Určení dalších jazyků			STERM			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			STERM_GET_TERM_VARIANTS_SRV			0001			Určení variant k pojmu			V2			No			Yes			STERM_GET_TERM_VARIANTS			STERM_GET_TERM_VARIANTS_SRV			BC-DOC-TER			CL_STERM_GET_TERM_VARI_DPC_EXT			CL_STERM_GET_TERM_VARI_MPC_EXT			Určení variant k pojmu			Určení variant k pojmu			STERM			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			STERM_SEARCH_SRV			0001			Hledání terminologie			V2			No			Yes			STERM_SEARCH			STERM_SEARCH_SRV			BC-DOC-TER			CL_STERM_SEARCH_DPC_EXT			CL_STERM_SEARCH_MPC_EXT			Hledání terminologie			Hledání terminologie			STERM			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			STERM_SUGGEST_SRV			0001			Automatické navrhované hodnoty pro terminologii			V2			No			Yes			STERM_SUGGEST			STERM_SUGGEST_SRV			BC-DOC-TER			CL_STERM_SUGGEST_DPC_EXT			CL_STERM_SUGGEST_MPC_EXT			Automatické navrhované hodnoty pro terminologii			Automatické navrhované hodnoty pro terminologii			STERM			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			STERM_TERMINOLOGY_SEARCH_SRV			0001			Hledání terminologie s překlady			V2			No			Yes			STERM_TERMINOLOGY_SEARCH			STERM_TERMINOLOGY_SEARCH_SRV			BC-DOC-TER			CL_STERM_TERMINOLOGY_S_DPC_EXT			CL_STERM_TERMINOLOGY_S_MPC_EXT			Hledání terminologie s překlady			Hledání terminologie s překlady			STERM			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			SUI_FLP_APP_SUP_SRV			0001			Podpora aplikace launchpad SAP Fiori			V2			No			Yes			SUI_FLP_APP_SUP			SUI_FLP_APP_SUP_SRV			CA-FLP-ABA			CL_SUI_FLP_APP_SUP_DPC_EXT			CL_SUI_FLP_APP_SUP_MPC_EXT			Podpora aplikace launchpad SAP Fiori			Podpora aplikace launchpad SAP Fiori			SUI_FLP_AS_SRV			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			SWF_CPPV_INTEGRATION_SRV			0001			SAP CP Process Visibility Integration Service			V2			No			Yes			SWF_CPPV_INTEGRATION			SWF_CPPV_INTEGRATION_SRV			BC-BMT-WFM			CL_SWF_CPPV_INTGRTN_DPC_EXT			CL_SWF_CPPV_INTGRTN_MPC_EXT			SAP CP Process Visibility Integration Service			SAP CP Process Visibility Integration Service			SWF_CPPV_ODS			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			SWF_CPWF_NOTIFICATION_SRV			0001			CP Workflow Integration - Notification Service			V2			No			Yes			SWF_CPWF_NOTIFICATION			SWF_CPWF_NOTIFICATION_SRV			BC-BMT-WFP			CL_SWF_CPWF_NTFCTN_DPC_EXT			CL_SWF_CPWF_NTFCTN_MPC_EXT			CP Workflow Integration - Notification Service			CP Workflow Integration - Notification Service			SWF_CPWF_ODS			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			SWF_FLEX_DEF_SRV			0001			Flexible Workflow Definition Service			V2			No			Yes			SWF_FLEX_DEF			SWF_FLEX_DEF_SRV			BC-BMT-WFM-DEF			CL_SWF_FLEX_DEF_DPC_EXT			CL_SWF_FLEX_DEF_MPC_EXT			Flexible Workflow Definition Service			Flexible Workflow Definition Service			SWF_FLEX_ODS			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_RO_SRV			0001			EPM: Služba GW 'Developer Scenario' dle SADL (read only)			V2			No			Yes			S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_RO			S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_RO_SRV			BC-SRV-NWD			CL_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SRV_DPC_EXT			CL_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SRV_MPC_EXT			EPM: Služba GW 'Developer Scenario' dle SADL (read only)			EPM: Služba GW 'Developer Scenario' dle SADL (read only)			S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_RO			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_TEMPL_SRV			0001			EPM: Služba GW 'Developer Scenario' dle SADL (jen model)			V2			No			Yes			S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_TEMPL			S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_TEMPL_S			BC-SRV-NWD			CL_S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_S_DPC_EXT			CL_S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_S_MPC_EXT			EPM: Služba GW 'Developer Scenario' dle SADL (jen model)			EPM: Služba GW 'Developer Scenario' dle SADL (jen model)			S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_RO			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_TX_SRV			0001			EPM: SADL-based GW-Service 'Developer Scenario' (read-write)			V2			No			Yes			S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_TX			S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_TX_SRV			BC-SRV-NWD			CL_S_EPM_SADL_GW_DE_01_DPC_EXT			CL_S_EPM_SADL_GW_DE_01_MPC_EXT			EPM: SADL-based GW-Service 'Developer Scenario' (read-write)			EPM: SADL-based GW-Service 'Developer Scenario' (read-write)			S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_TX			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			S_EPM_SADL_GW_ODA_SRV			0001			EPM: SADL-based GW service with Odata Analytics			V2			No			Yes			S_EPM_SADL_GW_ODA			S_EPM_SADL_GW_ODA_SRV			BC-SRV-NWD			CL_S_EPM_SADL_GW_ODA_DPC_EXT			CL_S_EPM_SADL_GW_ODA_MPC_EXT			EPM: SADL-based GW service with Odata Analytics			EPM: SADL-based GW service with Odata Analytics			S_EPM_BSA_ODA			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			S_EPM_SADL_GW_ODA_NAV_SO_SRV			0001			S_EPM_BSA_ODA			V2			No			Yes			S_EPM_SADL_GW_ODA_NAV_SO			S_EPM_SADL_GW_ODA_NAV_SO_SRV			BC-SRV-NWD			CL_S_EPM_SADL_GW_ODA_N_DPC_EXT			CL_S_EPM_SADL_GW_ODA_N_MPC_EXT			S_EPM_BSA_ODA			S_EPM_BSA_ODA			S_EPM_BSA_ODA			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			TRM_SEARCH_FORM_BUNDLES_SRV			0001			PSCD: Hledání paketu formulářů			V2			No			Yes			TRM_SEARCH_FORM_BUNDLES			TRM_SEARCH_FORM_BUNDLES_SRV			IS-PS-CA			CL_TRM_SEARCH_FORM_BUN_DPC_EXT			CL_TRM_SEARCH_FORM_BUN_MPC_EXT			PSCD: Hledání paketu formulářů			PSCD: Hledání paketu formulářů			ODATA_FMCA_SEARCH_FORM_BUNDLE			Industry-Specific Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			TRV_ATE_SRV			0001			Služba gateway ATE pro "Moje došlá pošta"			V2			No			Yes			TRV_ATE			TRV_ATE_SRV			FI-TV			CL_TRV_ATE_DPC_EXT			CL_TRV_ATE_MPC_EXT			Služba gateway ATE pro "Moje došlá pošta"			Služba gateway ATE pro "Moje došlá pošta"			PAOC_TRV_ATE_ODATA			Financial Accounting			Unknown									


			Inbound			TRV_ATR_SRV			0001			Služba gateway ATR pro "Moje došlá pošta"			V2			No			Yes			TRV_ATR			TRV_ATR_SRV			FI-TV			CL_TRV_ATR_DPC_EXT			CL_TRV_ATR_MPC_EXT			Služba gateway ATR pro "Moje došlá pošta"			Služba gateway ATR pro "Moje došlá pošta"			PAOC_TRV_ATR_ODATA			Financial Accounting			Unknown									


			Inbound			TRV_MTE_SRV			0001			SAP Fiori - Můj výkaz výdajů V2			V2			No			Yes			TRV_MTE			TRV_MTE_SRV			FI-TV			CL_TRV_MTE_DPC_EXT			CL_TRV_MTE_MPC_EXT			SAP Fiori - Můj výkaz výdajů V2			SAP Fiori - Můj výkaz výdajů V2			PAOC_TRV_EXPENSE_V2_ODATA			Financial Accounting			Unknown									


			Inbound			TRV_MTR_SRV			0001			SAP FIORI Moje žádosti o cestu V2			V2			No			Yes			TRV_MTR			TRV_MTR_SRV			FI-TV			CL_TRV_MTR_DPC_EXT			CL_TRV_MTR_MPC_EXT			SAP FIORI Moje žádosti o cestu V2			SAP FIORI Moje žádosti o cestu V2			PAOC_TRV_REQUEST_V2_ODATA			Financial Accounting			Unknown									


			Inbound			UCONHTTP_SRV			0001			Gateway Service for UCON RFC			V2			No			Yes			UCONHTTP			UCONHTTP_SRV			BC-MID-RFC			CL_UCONHTTP_DPC_EXT			CL_UCONHTTP_MPC_EXT			Gateway Service for UCON RFC			Gateway Service for UCON RFC			S_UCON_HTTP_GW_BASIS			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			UCONRFC_SRV			0001			Gateway Service for UCON RFC			V2			No			Yes			UCONRFC			UCONRFC_SRV			BC-MID-RFC			CL_UCONRFC_DPC_EXT			CL_UCONRFC_MPC_EXT			Gateway Service for UCON RFC			Gateway Service for UCON RFC			S_UCON_RFC_GW_BASIS			Basis Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			UPS_BULK_UPLD			0001			Hromadný upload			V2			No			Yes			UPS_BULK_UPLD			UPS_BULK_UPLD			PP-PN			CL_UPS_BULK_UPLD_DPC_EXT			CL_UPS_BULK_UPLD_MPC_EXT			Hromadný upload			Hromadný upload			ODATA_UPS_BULK_UPLD			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			UPS_COMMON			0001			Projekt OData pro běžné služby Upstream			V2			No			Yes			UPS_COMMON			UPS_COMMON			PP-PN			CL_UPS_COMMON_DPC_EXT			CL_UPS_COMMON_MPC_EXT			Projekt OData pro běžné služby Upstream			Projekt OData pro běžné služby Upstream			ODATA_UPS_COMMON			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			UPS_DEF_EVENT			0001			Zobrazit události odkladu			V2			No			Yes			UPS_DEF_EVENT			UPS_DEF_EVENT			PP-PN			CL_UPS_DEF_EVENT_DPC_EXT			CL_UPS_DEF_EVENT_MPC_EXT			Zobrazit události odkladu			Zobrazit události odkladu			ODATA_UPS_DEF_EVENT			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			UPS_DEF_RESULT			0001			Analyzovat výsledky odkladu			V2			No			Yes			UPS_DEF_RESULT			UPS_DEF_RESULT			PP-PN			CL_UPS_DEF_RESULT_DPC_EXT			CL_UPS_DEF_RESULT_MPC_EXT			Analyzovat výsledky odkladu			Analyzovat výsledky odkladu			ODATA_UPS_DEF_RESULT			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			UPS_DEF_WORK_ORDER			0001			Zobrazit všechny interní zakázky a události			V2			No			Yes			UPS_DEF_WORK_ORDER			UPS_DEF_WORK_ORDER			PP-PN			CL_UPS_DEF_WORK_ORDER_DPC_EXT			CL_UPS_DEF_WORK_ORDER_MPC_EXT			Zobrazit všechny interní zakázky a události			Zobrazit všechny interní zakázky a události			ODATA_UPS_DEF_WORK_ORDER			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			UPS_FC_APPR_PUB			0001			Schválení prognózy a publikování projektu			V2			No			Yes			UPS_FC_APPR_PUB			UPS_FC_APPR_PUB						CL_UPS_FC_APPR_PUB_DPC_EXT			CL_UPS_FC_APPR_PUB_MPC_EXT			Schválení prognózy a publikování projektu			Schválení prognózy a publikování projektu			ODATA_UPS_FC_APPROVE_RES						Unknown									


			Inbound			UPS_FC_CALC_FCST			0001			Služba Odata pro výpočet prognózy			V2			No			Yes			UPS_FC_CALC_FCST			UPS_FC_CALC_FCST						CL_UPS_FC_CALC_FCST_DPC_EXT			CL_UPS_FC_CALC_FCST_MPC_EXT			Služba Odata pro výpočet prognózy			Služba Odata pro výpočet prognózy			ODATA_UPS_FC_CALC_FCST						Unknown									


			Inbound			UPS_FC_GATHERDATA			0001			Projekt sběru dat pro prognózu			V2			No			Yes			UPS_FC_GATHERDATA			UPS_FC_GATHERDATA						CL_UPS_FC_GATHERDATA_DPC_EXT			CL_UPS_FC_GATHERDATA_MPC_EXT			Projekt sběru dat pro prognózu			Projekt sběru dat pro prognózu			ODATA_UPS_FC_GATHER_DATA						Unknown									


			Inbound			UPS_FC_MNG_ACCESS			0001			Správa přístupu k Odata			V2			No			Yes			UPS_FC_MNG_ACCESS			UPS_FC_MNG_ACCESS						CL_UPS_FC_MNG_ACCESS_DPC_EXT			CL_UPS_FC_MNG_ACCESS_MPC_EXT			Správa přístupu k Odata			Správa přístupu k Odata			ODATA_UPS_FC_MANAGE_ACCESS						Unknown									


			Inbound			UPS_FC_MNG_PROJECT			0001			Správa Odata projektu			V2			No			Yes			UPS_FC_MNG_PROJECT			UPS_FC_MNG_PROJECT						CL_UPS_FC_MNG_PROJECT_DPC_EXT			CL_UPS_FC_MNG_PROJECT_MPC_EXT			Správa Odata projektu			Správa Odata projektu			ODATA_UPS_FC_MANAGE_PROJECT						Unknown									


			Inbound			UPS_FC_VIEW_RES			0001			Zobrazení výsledků prognózy upstreamu			V2			No			Yes			UPS_FC_VIEW_RES			UPS_FC_VIEW_RES						CL_UPS_FC_VIEW_RES_DPC_EXT			CL_UPS_FC_VIEW_RES_MPC_EXT			Zobrazení výsledků prognózy upstreamu			Zobrazení výsledků prognózy upstreamu			ODATA_UPS_FC_VIEW_RESULTS						Unknown									


			Inbound			UPS_FIELD_DATA_CAPTURE			0001			Paket OData pro zachycení dat pole Upstream			V2			No			Yes			UPS_FIELD_DATA_CAPTURE			UPS_FIELD_DATA_CAPTURE			PP-PN			CL_UPS_FIELD_DATA_CAPT_DPC_EXT			CL_UPS_FIELD_DATA_CAPT_MPC_EXT			Paket OData pro zachycení dat pole Upstream			Paket OData pro zachycení dat pole Upstream			ODATA_UPS_FIELD_DATA_CAPTURE			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			UPS_FIX_ERROR			0001			Projekt OData pro služby opravy chyb Upstream			V2			No			Yes			UPS_FIX_ERROR			UPS_FIX_ERROR			PP-PN			CL_UPS_FIX_ERROR_DPC_EXT			CL_UPS_FIX_ERROR_MPC_EXT			Projekt OData pro služby opravy chyb Upstream			Projekt OData pro služby opravy chyb Upstream			ODATA_UPS_FIX_ERROR			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			UPS_HCA_RESULT			0001			Projekt OData pro alokaci ropných produktů Upstream			V2			No			Yes			UPS_HCA_RESULT			UPS_HCA_RESULT			PP-PN			CL_UPS_HCA_RESULT_DPC_EXT			CL_UPS_HCA_RESULT_MPC_EXT			Projekt OData pro alokaci ropných produktů Upstream			Projekt OData pro alokaci ropných produktů Upstream			ODATA_UPS_HCA_RESULT			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			UPS_HCA_STATUS			0001			Projekt OData pro alokaci ropných produktů Upstream			V2			No			Yes			UPS_HCA_STATUS			UPS_HCA_STATUS			PP-PN			CL_UPS_HCA_STATUS_DPC_EXT			CL_UPS_HCA_STATUS_MPC_EXT			Projekt OData pro alokaci ropných produktů Upstream			Projekt OData pro alokaci ropných produktů Upstream			ODATA_UPS_HCA_STATUS			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			UPS_MNG_HIERARCHY			0001			Správa hierarchie			V2			No			Yes			UPS_MNG_HIERARCHY			UPS_MNG_HIERARCHY			PP-PN			CL_UPS_MNG_HIERARCHY_DPC_EXT			CL_UPS_MNG_HIERARCHY_MPC_EXT			Správa hierarchie			Správa hierarchie			ODATA_UPS_MANAGE_HIERARCHY			Production Planning and Control			Unknown									


			Inbound			VBI_APPL_DEF_SRV			0001			CL_VBI_APPL_DEF_01_DPC_EXT			V2			No			Yes			VBI_APPL_DEF			VBI_APPL_DEF_SRV			CA-UI2-VBZ			CL_VBI_APPL_DEF_01_DPC_EXT			CL_VBI_APPL_DEF_01_MPC_EXT			CL_VBI_APPL_DEF_01_DPC_EXT			CL_VBI_APPL_DEF_01_MPC_EXT			VBI_DATABASE			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			VBI_APPL_DEF2_SRV			0001			Služba pro definici aplikace VBI			V2			No			Yes			VBI_APPL_DEF2			VBI_APPL_DEF2_SRV			CA-UI2-VBZ			CL_VBI_APPL_DEF2_DPC_EXT			CL_VBI_APPL_DEF2_MPC_EXT			Služba pro definici aplikace VBI			Služba pro definici aplikace VBI			VBI_DATABASE			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			VBI_CONTENT_UPLOAD_SRV			0001			Service for VBI GeoJSON Content Upload			V2			No			Yes			VBI_CONTENT_UPLOAD			VBI_CONTENT_UPLOAD_SRV			CA-UI2-VBZ			CL_VBI_CONTENT_UPLOAD_DPC_EXT			CL_VBI_CONTENT_UPLOAD_MPC_EXT			Service for VBI GeoJSON Content Upload			Service for VBI GeoJSON Content Upload			VBI_CONTENT			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			VBI_GEOCODER_SRV			0001			Služba geokódování			V2			No			Yes			VBI_GEOCODER			VBI_GEOCODER_SRV			CA-UI2-VBZ			CL_VBI_GEOCODER_DPC_EXT			CL_VBI_GEOCODER_MPC_EXT			Služba geokódování			Služba geokódování			VBI_GEOMAP_CORE			Cross-Application Components			Unknown									


			Inbound			WSD_TCAPPROVAL_SRV			0001			Schvalování nákupních kontraktů			V2			No			Yes			WSD_TCAPPROVAL			WSD_TCAPPROVAL_SRV			LO-GT-TC			CL_WSD_TCAPPROVAL_DPC_EXT			CL_WSD_TCAPPROVAL_MPC_EXT			Schvalování nákupních kontraktů			Schvalování nákupních kontraktů			WB2_ODATA_TC			Logistics - General			Unknown									


			Inbound			ZBPC_PL_WF_SRV			0001			Proces PL WF			V2			No			Yes			ZBPC_PL_WF			ZBPC_PL_WF_SRV						ZCL_ZBPC_PL_WF_DPC_EXT			ZCL_ZBPC_PL_WF_MPC_EXT			Proces PL WF			Proces PL WF			ZBPC_PL_WF_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_EQU_SRV			0001			CAFM - Údržba zařízení			V2			No			Yes			ZCAFM_EQU			ZCAFM_EQU_SRV						ZCL_CAFM_OD_EQU_DPC_EXT			ZCL_CAFM_OD_EQU_MPC_EXT			CAFM - Údržba zařízení			CAFM - Údržba zařízení			ZCAFM_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_MRS_SRV			0001			CAFM - Plánovací tabule			V2			No			Yes			ZCAFM_MRS			ZCAFM_MRS_SRV						ZCL_CAFM_OD_MRS_DPC_EXT			ZCL_CAFM_OD_MRS_MPC_EXT			CAFM - Plánovací tabule			CAFM - Plánovací tabule			ZCAFM_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_ORD_SRV			0001			CAFM - Přehled požadavků			V2			No			Yes			ZCAFM_ORD			ZCAFM_ORD_SRV						ZCL_CAFM_OD_ORD_DPC_EXT			ZCL_CAFM_OD_ORD_MPC_EXT			CAFM - Přehled požadavků			CAFM - Přehled požadavků			ZCAFM_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_PLA_SRV			0001			CAFM - Plány údržby			V2			No			Yes			ZCAFM_PLA			ZCAFM_PLA_SRV						ZCL_CAFM_OD_PLA_DPC_EXT			ZCL_CAFM_OD_PLA_MPC_EXT			CAFM - Plány údržby			CAFM - Plány údržby			ZCAFM_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_REP_SRV			0001			CAFM - Vykazovadlo			V2			No			Yes			ZCAFM_REP			ZCAFM_REP_SRV						ZCL_CAFM_OD_REP_DPC_EXT			ZCL_CAFM_OD_REP_MPC_EXT			CAFM - Vykazovadlo			CAFM - Vykazovadlo			ZCAFM_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZFCI_HEAD_SRV			0001			Finanční uzávěrka investice (referátník)			V2			No			Yes			ZFCI_HEAD			ZFCI_HEAD_SRV						ZCL_ZFCI_HEAD_DPC_EXT			ZCL_ZFCI_HEAD_MPC_EXT			Finanční uzávěrka investice (referátník)			Finanční uzávěrka investice (referátník)			ZFCI_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZFI_DRV_SRV			0001			Drobná vydání			V2			No			Yes			ZFI_DRV			ZFI_DRV_SRV						ZCL_ZFI_DRV_DPC_EXT			ZCL_ZFI_DRV_MPC_EXT			Drobná vydání			Drobná vydání			ZFI_DRV_KCT						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZHR_LPP_SRV			0001			Lékařské prohlídky			V2			No			Yes			ZHR_LPP			ZHR_LPP_SRV						ZCL_HR_LPP_DPC_EXT			ZCL_HR_LPP_MPC_EXT			Lékařské prohlídky			Lékařské prohlídky			ZHR_LPP_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZHR_PR_CHANGE_SRV			0001			Formulář - Změnový lístek			V2			No			Yes			ZHR_PR_CHANGE			ZHR_PR_CHANGE_SRV						ZCL_ZHR_PR_CHANGE_DPC_EXT			ZCL_ZHR_PR_CHANGE_MPC_EXT			Formulář - Změnový lístek			Formulář - Změnový lístek			ZHR_CHANGE_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZHR_PR_PREZLIST_SRV			0001			Prezenční listiny			V2			No			Yes			ZHR_PR_PREZLIST			ZHR_PR_PREZLIST_SRV						ZCL_ZHR_PR_PREZLIST_DPC_EXT			ZCL_ZHR_PR_PREZLIST_MPC_EXT			Prezenční listiny			Prezenční listiny			ZHR_PREZLIST_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZIKM_SRV			0001			Inventární Karty Majektu			V2			No			Yes			ZIKM			ZIKM_SRV						ZCL_IKM_SRV_DPC_EXT			ZCL_IKM_SRV_MPC_EXT			Inventární Karty Majektu			Inventární Karty Majektu			ZIKM_SRV						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZINVENTURA_WF_SRV			0001			WF inventury			V2			No			Yes			ZINVENTURA_WF			ZINVENTURA_WF_SRV						ZCL_ZINVENTURA_WF_DPC_EXT			ZCL_ZINVENTURA_WF_MPC_EXT			WF inventury			WF inventury			ZINVENTURE_WF_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZKBP_BT_SRV			0001			Bezpecnostni testy			V2			No			Yes			ZKBP_BT			ZKBP_BT_SRV						ZCL_ZKBP_BT_DPC_EXT			ZCL_ZKBP_BT_MPC_EXT			Bezpecnostni testy			Bezpecnostni testy			ZKBP						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZKBP_CVI_SRV			0001			BP Cvičení			V2			No			Yes			ZKBP_CVI			ZKBP_CVI_SRV						ZCL_ZKBP_CVI_DPC_EXT			ZCL_ZKBP_CVI_MPC_EXT			BP Cvičení			BP Cvičení			ZKBP_CVICENI						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZKBP_DES_SRV			0001			BP Desetiminutovky			V2			No			Yes			ZKBP_DES			ZKBP_DES_SRV						ZCL_ZKBP_DES_DPC_EXT			ZCL_ZKBP_DES_MPC_EXT			BP Desetiminutovky			BP Desetiminutovky			ZKBP						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZKBP_UPLOAD_SRV			0001			KBP: Nahrávání testů			V2			No			Yes			ZKBP_UPLOAD			ZKBP_UPLOAD_SRV						ZCL_ZKBP_UPLOAD_DPC_EXT			ZCL_ZKBP_UPLOAD_MPC_EXT			KBP: Nahrávání testů			KBP: Nahrávání testů			ZKBP						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZKCT_LETGIS_CONSTRUCT_SRV			0001			Letgis construct service			V2			No			Yes			ZKCT_LETGIS_CONSTRUCT			ZKCT_LETGIS_CONSTRUCT_SRV						ZCL_ZKCT_LETGIS_CONSTR_DPC_EXT			ZCL_ZKCT_LETGIS_CONSTR_MPC_EXT			Letgis construct service			Letgis construct service			ZKCT						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZKCT_PORTAL_SRV			0001			Portal service			V2			No			Yes			ZKCT_PORTAL			ZKCT_PORTAL_SRV						ZCL_ZKCT_PORTAL_DPC_EXT			ZCL_ZKCT_PORTAL_MPC_EXT			Portal service			Portal service			ZKCT						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZREM_RM_SRV			0001			REM - Rizika místností			V2			No			Yes			ZREM_RM			ZREM_RM_SRV						ZCL_REM_RM_DPC_EXT			ZCL_REM_RM_MPC_EXT			REM - Rizika místností			REM - Rizika místností			ZREM_RM_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZWFPF_SRV			0001			WF příkazů k úhradě a fakturaci			V2			No			Yes			ZWFPF			ZWFPF_SRV						ZCL_ZWFPF_DPC_EXT			ZCL_ZWFPF_MPC_EXT			WF příkazů k úhradě a fakturaci			WF příkazů k úhradě a fakturaci			ZWF_PF_UI5						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZWF_ASSET_SRV			0001			WF ASSET prevod majetku			V2			No			Yes			ZWF_ASSET			ZWF_ASSET_SRV						ZCL_ZWF_ASSET_DPC_EXT			ZCL_ZWF_ASSET_MPC_EXT			WF ASSET prevod majetku			WF ASSET prevod majetku			ZWF_ASSET_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZWF_BP_CHANGE_PDF_SRV			0001			Odata pro UI5 aplikaci zmena BP			V2			No			Yes			ZWF_BP_CHANGE_PDF			ZWF_BP_CHANGE_PDF_SRV						ZCL_ZWF_BP_CHANGE_PDF_DPC_EXT			ZCL_ZWF_BP_CHANGE_PDF_MPC_EXT			Odata pro UI5 aplikaci zmena BP			Odata pro UI5 aplikaci zmena BP			ZWF						Unknown									


			Inbound			ZZADANKY_SRV			0001			Nové WF na žádanky o místnosti LETGIS/ESRI			V2			No			Yes			ZZADANKY			ZZADANKY_SRV						ZCL_ZZADANKY_DPC_EXT			ZCL_ZZADANKY_MPC_EXT			Nové WF na žádanky o místnosti LETGIS/ESRI			Nové WF na žádanky o místnosti LETGIS/ESRI			ZZADANKY_GIS_WF_OD						Unknown									


			Inbound			Z_SECURITY_APPROVE_SRV			0001			Kontrola oprávnění vedoucími			V2			No			Yes			Z_SECURITY_APPROVE			Z_SECURITY_APPROVE_SRV						ZCL_Z_SECURITY_APPROVE_DPC_EXT			ZCL_Z_SECURITY_APPROVE_MPC_EXT			Kontrola oprávnění vedoucími			Kontrola oprávnění vedoucími			Z_SECURITY						Unknown									
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SAP Document Export


			Direction			Function Module			Function Module Title			Calling Program			Application Area			No. of Partners			Usage Frequency			Type of Impact			Details			ABAP Test Cockpit Results


			Inbound			/BDL/CHECK_SERV_DEF_REFRESH			For SelfDiag: is there a successful periodic SD refresh?						Service			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/BDL/READ_STAMP			Read table /BDL/STAMP						Service			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/BDL/_CHECK_JOB_TASKMANAGER			Modify job schedulling for Task Manager						Service			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/BDL/_GET_SDCC_CUSTOMIZING_NEW			reads new customizing tables of task manager and sdcc/rtcctool tasks						Service			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/BDL/_GET_TASK_OVERVIEW_A1S			Refresh the task information (todo,done,deleted,log)						Service			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/BDL/_SERVER_PING			Pings servers within the customer system						Service			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_ACTION_INFO			Get Tcode info						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_ACTION_OBJINFO			Get Tcode Object Info						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_ACTION_RANGE			Get  Authorization Range for T-code						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_ACT_AUTH_OBJ_INFO			Get object info						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_AUTH_GET_ACTVT			Get activity values for authorization object						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_AUTH_GET_CLASS			Get class for authorization object						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_AUTH_GET_FIELD			Get object field for authorization object						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_AUTH_GET_ORG_ID			Get org ids						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_AUTH_GET_TEXT			Get text for authorization objects						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_CHANGED_GET_LOG			Get Changed Log						Governance, Risk and Compliance			3			Constantly									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_GET_LOGGED_FFUSERS			Update SPM Session log						Governance, Risk and Compliance			4			Constantly									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_ORG_GET_VALUE_NH			Get org values in non HR system						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_OSCOMMAND_GET_LOG			Get OS command log						Governance, Risk and Compliance			4			Constantly									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_PDPROF_LIST			PD Prof List						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_PROF_GET_LIST			Get profile list						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_PROF_GET_RANGES			Get Profile Ranges						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_ROLE_GET_LIST			Get the lists of roles						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_ROLE_GET_ORG_LEVEL			Get Organization Level for role						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_ROLE_GET_RANGES			Get Role Ranges						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_SECAUDIT_GET_LOG			Security audit get log						Governance, Risk and Compliance			3			Constantly									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_SPM_DATA_UPDATE			Function to sync SPM Table data						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_SPM_READLOG			Read SPM Session Logs created in De-centralized.						Governance, Risk and Compliance			2			Constantly									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_SPM_SYNC			Function to sync SPM Table data						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_SPM_SYNC_STAT_UPD			Updating SPM Session log sync status.						Governance, Risk and Compliance			4			Constantly									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_SYS_SEC_GET_LOG			Get system security log						Governance, Risk and Compliance			4			Constantly									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_TCODE_FOR_ROLE			Get Tcode for Role						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_TRAN_GET_LOG			Get Transaction Log						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_USR_GET_LIST			Get user list						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_USR_GET_LOGGED			Get Logged Users						Governance, Risk and Compliance			6			Constantly									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_USR_GET_ORG_LEVEL			Get Organization Level for user						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_USR_GET_PDPROF			Pdprofile for user						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_USR_GET_PROFILE			Get profile for user/s						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_USR_GET_RANGES			Get User Ranges						Governance, Risk and Compliance			2			Constantly									


			Inbound			/GRCPI/GRIA_USR_GET_ROLE			Get role/s for user/s						Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/FM_MGW_GET_BCT			Get Backend Context Token for a list of services						Occasional Platform User			2			Constantly									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/FM_MGW_HANDLE_REQUEST			Generically handling requests						Occasional Platform User			12			Constantly									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/FM_MGW_MAINT_SERVICE			Call Maintain Service on BEP						Occasional Platform User			2			Seldom									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/SUTIL_CLEANUP_MD_CACHE			Cleanup Metadata Cache of a service						Occasional Platform User			2			Seldom									


			Inbound			/IWBEP/SUTIL_RUN_BEP_MONITOR			Run Bep Monitor						Occasional Platform User			2			Seldom									


			Inbound			/IWFND/GW_ERROR_LOG_EXTRACTOR			Error Log Extractor  - SAP Gateway						Occasional Platform User			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/IWWRK/WF_TGW_CUSTOM_ATTRIBUTE			Task Gateway RFC for V2 features						Occasional Platform User			4			Constantly									


			Inbound			/IWWRK/WF_TGW_EXPAND			RFC for expanded entity/entityset						Occasional Platform User			3			Constantly									


			Inbound			/IWWRK/WF_TGW_QUERY_TASKS			Task Gateway: Query tasks for BWF provider						Occasional Platform User			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/IWWRK/WF_TGW_TASK_DEC_OP_ACT			RFC for decision options of task						Occasional Platform User			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/IWWRK/WF_TGW_TASK_DEFINITION			Read definition details task						Occasional Platform User			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/IWWRK/WF_TGW_TASK_DET_ACTION			Apply action on task						Occasional Platform User			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			/IWWRK/WF_TGW_TASK_DET_QUERY			Read details for specific task						Occasional Platform User			2			Constantly									


			Inbound			/IWWRK/WF_TGW_TASK_DET_READ			Read details for specific task						Occasional Platform User			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/IWWRK/WF_TGW_TASK_SCN_COUNT			Get number of items per task id						Occasional Platform User			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/IWWRK/WF_TGW_USER_DETAILS			Get User Details by workitem id and navigation context						Occasional Platform User			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			/IWWRK/WF_TGW_USER_GETLIST			determine users fullname						Occasional Platform User			3			Constantly									


			Inbound			/IWWRK/WF_WI_ATTACHMENT_ADD			Add attachment to workflow item						Occasional Platform User			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_EMPCARD_GET			Karta zaměstnance									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_EMPCARD_GET_CONTR			Tabulka kontraktů									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_EMPCARD_GET_FLDSET			Vrátí nastavení polí k pro editaci									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_EMPCARD_GET_FOTO			Fotka zaměstnance									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_EMPCARD_SET_FLDSET			Update polí									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_EMPCARD_SET_FOTO			Update fotky zaměstnance									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_EMPCARD_SHLP			Search help									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_EMPQUALF_GET			Kvalifikace zaměstnance									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_GET_PAYSLIP			mib:hr Výplatní páska v PDF									2			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_GET_PAYSLIP_LIST			mib:hr Seznam výplatních pásek									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_ADMEMPL_GETSET			Admin Seznam podřízených									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_ADMPRBK2_GETSET			Admin Agregované Předběžné rezervace podřízených									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_ADMPRBK_GETSET			Admin Předběžné rezervace									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_ADMQUAL_GETSET			Admin Kvalifikace									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_ADMQUAL_SHLP			Admin Kvalifikace Nápověda vyhleádávání									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_ADMSHLP_GETSET			Admin Nápověda vyhledávání									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_AUTH			mib:learning Kontrola oprávnění									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_BOOKED_EVENT			mib:learning Manažer Schválení storna přihlášky									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_BOOKED_GET			Detail přihlášky									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_CATALOG_GETSET			Katalog									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_CERTPDF_GET			mib:learning Certifikát splnění kurzu									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_CONSTANT_GETSET			Konstanty									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_COURATT_GET			Příloha kurzu - obsah									1			Seldom									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_COURATT_GETSET			Přílohy kurzu									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_COURPART_GETSET			Účastníci kurzu									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_COURSETP_GETSET			mib:learning Typy kurzů									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_COURSE_GET			Detail kurzu									2			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_COURSE_GETSET			Termíny kurzů									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_COURSE_TITLES			mib:learning Názvy kurzů									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_CRSHEMPL_GETSET			Vyhledání podřízených									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_ETRAN_UPLOAD			mib:learning Nahrání eLerning kurzu									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_IS_ADMIN			mib:learning Uživatel je admin									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_LTD_SET			mib:learning Dlouhodobá nemoc - nastavení									1			Seldom									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_MNGBKHIS_GETSET			Manažer Historie vzdělávání									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_MNGBOOK_GETSET			Manažer Přihlášky podřízených									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_MNGEMPL_GETSET			Manažer Seznam podřízených									2			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_MNGOVIEW_GETSET			Manažer Přehled TODO									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_MNGPCRS_GETSET			Manažer Přihlášky podřízených - odborné školení									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_MNGPRBK_GETSET			Manažer Předběžné rezervace podřízených									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_MNGQUAL_GETSET			Manažer Kvalifikace									2			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_MNGQUAL_SHLP			Manažer Kvalifikace Nápověda vyhleádávní									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_MNGSHLP_GETSET			Manažer Nápověda vyhledávání									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PARTBK_COMPLETE			mib:learning Potvrzení účasti									2			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PARTBK_CREATE			Book participant									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PARTBK_DELETE			Delete booking participant									1			Seldom									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PARTBK_GETSET			Participant Bookings									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PARTPC_GETSET			Participant Pcourses									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PARTPRBK_CREATE			Prebook participant									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PARTPRBK_GETSET			Participant Prebookings									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PARTQUAL_GETSET			Participant Kvalifikace									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PARTVIEW_GETSET			Participant Přehled									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PART_GET			mib:learning Hlavička účastníka									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PCOURSE_CREATE			Žádost o odborný kurz									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PCOURSE_CRE_APP			mib:learning Manažer Schválení odborného kurzu									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PCOURSE_CRE_REJ			mib:learning Manažer Zamítnutí odborného kurzu.									1			Seldom									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PCOURSE_GET			Odborný kurz - detail									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PCOURSE_GETSET			Odborný kurz - seznam									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PCOURSE_GET_PDF			Odborný kurz - pdf									1			Seldom									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PCOURSE_UPDATE			Odborný kurz - editace									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_ORG_LEAD_GET			mib:OrgChart Organizační jednotky vedené uživatelem									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/MIBCON/HR_ORG_STRUC_GET			mib:OrgChart Obecný									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/SDF/ABAP_RFC_EXTRACTOR			ABAP RFC Extractor for Connection Monitoring						Service			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/SDF/ASR_READ_AGGR			Read statistical records from all instances						Service			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/SDF/CCDB_RFC_INTERFACE			CCDB RFC Interface						Service			2			Constantly									


			Inbound			/SDF/CHECK_RFC			check RFC on managed system (BACK RFC)						Service			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/SDF/DUMP_EXTRACTOR			BI extractor for dumps						Service			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/SDF/E2EEM_GET_DATA			Get EM data						Service			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/SDF/E2E_EFWKE_DATA_CONNECTOR			Connector for DPC - Metric and Problem Context Collection						Service			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/SDF/GET_COPY_ROLES			Get the list of copies for a given role						Service			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/SDF/GW_THROUGHPUT_EXTRACTOR			Gateway specific Workload KPIs						Service			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/SDF/IS_PROXY			Proxy Function Module						Service			2			Constantly									


			Inbound			/SDF/PRGN_CHECK_PROFILE_STATUS			Check status of Profile						Service			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/SDF/SYSLOG_EXTRACTOR			BI extractor for syslog						Service			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/SDF/SYS_REC_GET_IMPL_NOTES			API: get implemented SAP Notes						Service			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			/SDF/UPDATE_EXTRACTOR			BI extractor for updates						Service			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			/SSF/CALL_SUBROUTINE_RFC			Service Software Framework: Call subroutine in project via RFC						Service			6			Constantly									


			Inbound			API_CLEAR_TID			Aufruf aus der RFCLIB: Löschen einer TransaktionsID						Basis Components			2			Constantly									


			Inbound			ARFC_DEST_CONFIRM			Bestätigen der Returnwerte eines ARFC-Aufrufs (internal use only)						Basis Components			4			Constantly									


			Inbound			ARFC_DEST_SHIP			Transport der ARFC Daten zum Zielrechner, Sichern und Ausführen der Calls.						Basis Components			3			Constantly									


			Inbound			BAPI_ENTRYSHEET_GETDETAIL			Display Detailed Data on Entry Sheet						Materials Management			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			BAPI_GOODSMVT_CANCEL			Reverse Goods Movements with MB_CANCEL_GOODS_MOVEMENT						Materials Management			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			BAPI_GOODSMVT_CREATE			Post Goods Movements with MB_CREATE_GOODS_MOVEMENT						Materials Management			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			BAPI_MATERIAL_GETALL			Wrapper for BAPI for Reading Material Data						Logistics - General			2			Constantly									


			Inbound			BAPI_MATERIAL_STOCK_REQ_LIST			Material - Current Requirements/Stock List						Production Planning and Control			2			Constantly									


			Inbound			BAPI_MESSAGE_GETDETAIL			Read long text of error message						Basis Components			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			BAPI_PO_GETDETAIL			Display Purchase Order Details						Materials Management			3			Constantly			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Classic MM-PUR GUI Transactions replacement			


			Inbound			BAPI_REQUISITION_GETDETAIL			Display Purchase Requisition Details						Materials Management			4			Constantly									


			Inbound			BAPI_RESERVATION_GETDETAIL			Display Details of Reservation						Materials Management			3			Seldom									


			Inbound			BAPI_TRANSACTION_COMMIT			Execute external Commit when using BAPIs						Basis Components			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			BAPI_USER_EXISTENCE_CHECK			Check a user exists						Basis Components			2			Constantly									


			Inbound			BAPI_USER_GETLIST			Search for Users						Basis Components			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			BAPI_USER_GET_DETAIL			Read User Details						Basis Components			3			Constantly									


			Inbound			BBP4X_CODINGBLOCK_CHECK_47A			Remote COBL check (Rel. 4.7)						Materials Management			6			Constantly									


			Inbound			BBP_46A_DOCUMENT_UPDATECHECK			Addon for IDOC updatecheck						Materials Management			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			BBP_ACC_OBJECTS_DESCRIPTION			Kontierungsbeschreibung						Materials Management			5			Constantly									


			Inbound			BBP_ACC_PURCHASE_REQUI_CHECK			Rechnungswesen: Banfobligo prüfen						Materials Management			3			Constantly									


			Inbound			BBP_CALCULATE_TAX_ITEM46B									Materials Management			3			Frequently									


			Inbound			BBP_HELPVALUES_GET_SEARCHHELP			Ermittlung von Suchhilfen für den F4-Prozess						Materials Management			2			Seldom									


			Inbound			BBP_MATERIAL_READ			Read material master						Materials Management			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			BBP_PO_GETDETAIL			Listen Bestellpositionen						Materials Management			3			Constantly			Serialization Issue			The S/4HANA version of RFC-enabled FM BBP_PO_GETDETAIL and its ERP version are binary incompatible. See SAP Note 2408693.			


			Inbound			BBP_PO_GETITEMS_EXT			Read Purchase Order						Materials Management			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			BBP_REMOTE_CLNT_CHECK			Test auf Mandant/Release für Replikation Customizingdaten						Materials Management			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			BBP_REQUISITION_GETDETAIL			Lesen Detaildaten zu einer Bestellanforderung						Materials Management			2			Constantly									


			Inbound			BBP_RFC_READ_TABLE			External access to R/3 tables via RFC						Materials Management			5			Constantly									


			Inbound			BBP_SCAN_VD			Create vendor list to be synchronized						Materials Management			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			BBP_SOURCEDETER_GETSOS_MULTI			Bezugsquellenfindung für mehrere Positionen						Materials Management			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			BBP_STATUS_READ			Lesen aller "Entnommen Mengen" der transf. Objekte und ihrer Folgeobjekte						Materials Management			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			BBP_VENDOR_GET_DATA2			Lieferantenstamm Replikation für Geschäftspartner						Materials Management			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			CHECK_FB_NAME			Remote Prüfung der Existenz eines Funktionsbausteins						Basis Components			6			Constantly									


			Inbound			CRM0_READ_CRMRFCPAR			Lesen von Werten in der CRMRFCPAR						Cross-Application Components			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			CRS_READ_CRMPAROLTP			Paramter aus Tabelle CRMPAROLTP lesen						Cross-Application Components			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			DDIF_FIELDINFO_GET			DD: Interface for Reading Text on Tables or Types						Basis Components			4			Constantly									


			Inbound			FUNCTION_EXISTS			Function module: Check existence and Find Function Group						Basis Components			12			Constantly									


			Inbound			FUNCTION_IMPORT_DOKU			Bereitstellung der Schnittstelle eines Funktionsbausteins						Basis Components			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			IDOCTYPE_READ_COMPLETE			Read IDoc type with segments (RFC-compatible)						Basis Components			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			IDOC_INBOUND_ASYNCHRONOUS			IDoc inbound processing via tRFC						Basis Components			3			Constantly									


			Inbound			OCS_GET_INFO			Ermittelt Informationen über das System (Patches, Add-On's ...)						Basis Components			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			OCS_GET_INSTALLED_COMPS			Ermittelt die installierten Softwarekomponenten						Basis Components			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			OCS_GET_SFW_COMPONENTS			Ermittelt alle Komponente, die vom Switch FW verwaltet werden						Basis Components			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			PRGN_GET_PROFILES_OF_ROLE_RFC			Vergleichstool Infosystem: Auflösen der Profile einer Rolle						Basis Components			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			PRGN_J2EE_GET_ROLES			Lese Rollen des gesamten logischen Systems mit Detailinformation						Basis Components			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			PRGN_J2EE_SUID_QUERY_HELP_VALS			Erlaubte Wertemenge						Basis Components			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			PRGN_J2EE_TELNO_CONVERT			Konvertieren von Telefonnummer Extern/Intern						Basis Components			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			PRGN_J2EE_USER_GET_ROLENAMES			Lese Rollenzuordnungen eines Benutzers (nur Rollennamen)						Basis Components			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			RFCPING			RFC-Ping						Basis Components			23			Constantly									


			Inbound			RFC_FUNCTION_SEARCH			Remote aufrufbare Funktionsbausteine suchen						Basis Components			4			Constantly									


			Inbound			RFC_GET_FUNCTION_INTERFACE			RFC: Schnittstelle eines Funktionsbausteins						Basis Components			5			Constantly									


			Inbound			RFC_GET_FUNCTION_INTERFACE_P			RFC: Schnittstelle eines Funktionsbausteins - portable Version						Basis Components			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			RFC_PING			RFC-Ping						Basis Components			35			Constantly									


			Inbound			RFC_READ_TABLE			External access to R/3 tables via RFC						Basis Components			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			RFC_SYSTEM_INFO			Liefert versch. Informationen über das System.						Basis Components			14			Constantly									


			Inbound			RPY_EXISTENCE_CHECK_FUNC									Basis Components			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			RPY_FUNCTIONMODULE_READ			Lesen eines Funktionsbausteins						Basis Components			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			RSA0_INTO2EXT_GET			Konvertierungsexit ausführen -> RSA0_CONVERSION_EXIT						Basis Components			2			Frequently									


			Inbound			RSA1_DSOURCE_ALL_D_GET			Liefert alle DataSource D-Versionen						Basis Components			2			Frequently									


			Inbound			RSA1_DSOURCE_MAINTAIN			Kapselt die DataSource-Pflege für den Remote-Durchgriff (BW)						Basis Components			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			RSA1_OLTPSOURCE_GET_ALL			Liefert alle DataSources (Metadaten-Upload in das BW)						Basis Components			5			Constantly									


			Inbound			RSA1_OLTPSOURCE_GET_PARMS			Liest DataSource abh. und unabh. Übertragungseinstellungen						Basis Components			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			RSA1_OLTPSOURCE_GET_SELECTIONS			Liefert alle Selektionsparameter zu einer DataSource						Basis Components			4			Constantly									


			Inbound			RSA1_REQUEST_INFO_GET			Liefert Informationen zu einem Request						Basis Components			4			Constantly									


			Inbound			RSAD_INFOCUBE_READ_REMOTE_DATA			BAPI für Lesen der Daten aus einem Remote-InfoCube						Basis Components			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			RSAL_LOG_SHOW			BIW: Zeigt die Anwendungsprotokolle zu InfoSources/logischen Syste						Basis Components			2			Seldom									


			Inbound			RSAN_LOGSYS_DETERMINE			Ermittlung des logischen Systems zu einem Quellsystem-Mandanten						Basis Components			2			Seldom									


			Inbound			RSAP_COMPONENT_GET			Komponentenverfügbarkeit für BW						Basis Components			9			Constantly									


			Inbound			RSAP_DATA_GENERATE			Generierung für Bewegungs- und Stammdaten-Übertragung						Basis Components			2			Constantly									


			Inbound			RSAP_IDOC_FIND_ALL_FROM_BIW			Alle IDocs zu einem Request finden						Basis Components			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			RSAP_IDOC_JOBS			Anzeige BIW-Jobs im Quellsystem						Basis Components			3			Constantly									


			Inbound			RSAP_REMOTE_HIERARCHY_CATALOG			Remote-Zugriff: Hierarchien zu einem Basismerkmal						Basis Components			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			RSC1_QUEUE_DELETE_ALL			Löscht alle Queue-Verwaltungsinformationen						Basis Components			2			Seldom									


			Inbound			RSOSC_GET_SW_DETAILS			Retrieves details for switches						SAP Business Warehouse			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			RSRR_REPORT_CALL			BW ADDOn: BRST Per RFC gerufener Communication Handler						Cross-Application Components			2			Seldom									


			Inbound			RSRR_REPORT_TOOLS_GET			Mögliche Berichtstypen des Systems						Cross-Application Components			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			RSRR_WEB_URL_GET			Systemprüfung						Basis Components			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			RZL_SUBMIT			Submit Remote						Basis Components			3			Seldom									


			Inbound			SAPWL_WORKLOAD_GET_STATISTIC			SAP Workload: Workload Statistik: Rückgabe aller Statistiken						Basis Components			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			SAP_WAPI_SUBSTITUTES_GET			Workflow Interfaces: Determine Substitutes						Basis Components			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			SAP_WAPI_SUBSTITUTE_MAINTAIN			Workflow Interfaces: Maintain Substitutes						Basis Components			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			SAP_WAPI_SUBSTITUTE_PROF_GET			Workflow Interfaces: List with Substitute Profiles						Basis Components			2			Seldom									


			Inbound			SBIC_CURRENCIES_TRANSFER			FB pulls customizing settings 'Currency' from OLTP ( for BIW )						Basis Components			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			SBIC_EXRATE_TRANSFER			FB pulls exchange-rates from OLTP ( for BIW )						Basis Components			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			SCCR_GET_RELEASE_NR									Basis Components			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			SCT1_GET_DATA			Get data of table or view						Basis Components			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			SCT1_GET_NAMETAB_RFC			Get NAMETAB of table or view						Basis Components			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			SCT2_GET_T000_ENTRY_RFC			Get t000 (also: sy-langu, codepage, endian, sy-sysid, sy-mandt, sy-sap						Basis Components			2			Seldom									


			Inbound			SCUI_GET_SAPCORE_INFO			Liefert Informationen des C-Calls SAPCORE						Service			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			SFW_GET_ALL_BUSINESSFUNCTS			Liefert alle Business Functions mit Status						Basis Components			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			SFW_SWITCHES_PER_BF			Business Functions für einen Schalter besorgen						Basis Components			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			SLDAG_CHECK_FOR_UNICODE			Prüfe ob aktuelles System Unicode System ist						Basis Components			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			STFC_CONNECTION			RFC-TEST:   CONNECTION Test						Basis Components			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			SUSAGE_READ			Read Usage Log						Basis Components			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			SUSAGE_READ2			Read Usage Log from SUSAGE2						Basis Components			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			SUSR_CHECK_LOGON_DATA			Überprüfung der Anmeldedaten (im aktuellen Kontext)						Basis Components			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			SUSR_GET_ADMIN_USER_LOGIN_INFO			Administrative Anmelde-Informationen über einen Benutzer einholen						Basis Components			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			SUSR_USER_CHANGE_PASSWORD_RFC			Kennwort eines Benutzers per RFC ändern						Basis Components			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			SXMS_AGG_GET_XPI_STATUS_DELTA			Get aggregated statuses using delta read mechanism						Basis Components			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			SXMS_GET_METERING_RECORDS			WS Metering - API for reading the metering statistics						Basis Components			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			SYSTEM_RESET_RFC_SERVER			Free all resources for RFC server						Basis Components			6			Constantly									


			Inbound			TH_GET_PARAMETER			Profileparameter lesen						Basis Components			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			TMS_CI_START_SERVICE			Intern: Service dispatcher fuer TMS						Basis Components			7			Constantly									


			Inbound			TRFC_QOUT_GET_HANGING_QUEUES			Liefere hängende Queues (Ausgangsqueue)						Basis Components			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			TRINT_PROGRESS_INDICATOR			intern: RFC-fähiger Rahmen zum Aufruf von sapgui_progress_indicator						Basis Components			7			Constantly									


			Inbound			TRINT_TP_UPDATE_TPSTAT			Internal: Frame suitable for RFC to change entries in table TPSTAT						Basis Components			6			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZBBP_GR_GETDETAIL			Data o prijme materialu									2			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZBBP_RESERVATION_GETDETAIL			Display Details of Reservation						Materials Management			2			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZBP_READ_FOR_COMPLIANCE			Načtení BP pro compliance prověření									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_IF_HCM_EVENTS			IF pro docházkový systém									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZCLM_UWL_DATA_GET			CLM: Data pro UWL									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZDMS_RFC_GET			RFC pro nacteni obsahu souboru dokumentu									1			Seldom									


			Inbound			ZEP_ACT_SUBSTITUTE			UWL: aktivace zástupce									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZEP_AKCE_SH_GET			Invoice: číselník AKCE									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_AUFNR_SH_GET			Invoice: číselník AUFNR									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_BILLING_UP_FILL_BY_SPP			Invoice: předvyplnění rozúčtování podle SPP									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_CART_EXEC			CART: Vykonani akce kosiku									1			Seldom									


			Inbound			ZEP_CART_GET			CART: Načení nákupního košíku									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZEP_CART_GET_APPROVALS			CART: Načení historie schvalování nákupního košíku									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZEP_CART_GET_ATTA_LIST			CART: Načení příloh nákupního košíku									1			Seldom									


			Inbound			ZEP_CINNOST_SH_GET			Invoice: číselník CINNOST									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_DEL_SUBSTITUTE			UWL: odebrání zástupu									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZEP_DOCTYPE_SH_GET			Invoice: číselník Druh dokumentu									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_EBELP_SH_GET			Invoice: číselník EBELP									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_GET_EMPLOYEES			Seznam zaměstnanců									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_GET_PROFILES			UWL: profily zástupů									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_GET_SUBSTITUTES			UWL: seznam zástupů									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_GET_SUBSTITUTIONS			UWL: seznam zástupů (já zastupuji)									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_GET_USER_PARAM_RFC			Načtení parametrů uživatele									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_GET_WORKLIST			UWL: seznam úloh									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_IKM_GET			Inventární Karta Majetku - načtení									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_INVOICE_ADV_UP_ATTCH_GET			Invoice: načítaní příloh faktury									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZEP_INVOICE_ADV_UP_ATT_CREATE			Invoice: založení přílohy faktury									1			Seldom									


			Inbound			ZEP_INVOICE_ADV_UP_EXEC			Invoice: vykonání akce faktury									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_INVOICE_ADV_UP_GET			Invoice: načítání faktury - uniproces									2			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_INVOICE_ATTCH_CREATE			Invoice: založení přílohy faktury									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_INVOICE_ATTCH_GET			Invoice: načítaní příloh faktury									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_INVOICE_ATTCH_GET_DATA			Invoice: načítaní dat přílohy faktury									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_INVOICE_DMS_ATTCH_GET			Invoice: načítaní DMS příloh faktury									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_INVOICE_UP_EXEC			Invoice: vykonání akce faktury									3			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_INVOICE_UP_GET			Invoice: načítání faktury - uniproces									2			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_KOSTL_SH_GET			Invoice: číselník KOSTL									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_MASSAGES_ORGEH_HIST_GET			Načení historie OJ									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZEP_PAYMENT_ATTCH_CREATE			Payment: založení přílohy příkazu									1			Seldom									


			Inbound			ZEP_PAYMENT_ATTCH_GET			Payment: načítaní příloh příkazu									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_PAYMENT_ATTCH_GET_DATA			Payment: načítaní dat přílohy faktury									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_PAYMENT_EXEC			Vykonani akce prikazu k fakturaci / uhrade									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_PAYMENT_GET			Načtení příkazu k fakturaci / úhradě (hlavička, položky)									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_PAYMENT_NOTE_GET			Načtení příkazu k fakturaci / úhradě (historie)									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_PAYMENT_NOTE_SET			Načtení příkazu k fakturaci / úhradě (historie)									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_PAYU_GET_CUST			Plat. brána: načtení nastavení									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_PAY_DOCTYPE_SH_GET			Payment: číselník Druh dokumentu									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_REQ_CRE_ATTA			REQ: Objednávka - založení přílohy									1			Seldom									


			Inbound			ZEP_REQ_EXEC			REQ: Objednávka - načtení									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZEP_REQ_GET			REQ: Objednávka - načtení									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_REQ_GET_ATTA_LIST			REQ: Objednávka - načtení seznamu příloh									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZEP_SAKNR_SH_GET			Invoice: číselník SAKNR									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_SET_SUBSTITUTE			UWL: nastavení zástupce									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZEP_SLXP_GET			Drobné vydání - načtení									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_SLXP_GET_ATTACH			Drobné vydání - načtení přílohy									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZEP_SPP_SH_GET			Invoice: číselník SPP									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_STORCAT_SH_GET			Invoice: číselník Storage Category									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_TYP_SH_GET			Invoice: číselník TYP									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_WI_FORWARD			UWL: předání									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_WI_INFO_GET			UWL: detail									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_WI_RESUBMIT			UWL: opětovné předložení									1			Seldom									


			Inbound			ZEP_ZTERM_SH_GET			Invoice: číselník ZTERM									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZEP_ZZFLAGAN_SH_GET			Invoice: číselník ZZ_FLAG_AN									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZFI_CHECK_CUSTOM_FIELD_RFC			Check custom field						Financial Accounting			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_DRZR_CUST_GETSET			Druh zranění - cust set									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_DRZR_GETSET			Druh zranění - set									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_EMPL_GET			Předvyplněné údaje									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_EMPL_GETSET			Nápověda zaměstnanců - set									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_PRUR_CREATE			Příčina úrazu - vytvoření									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_PRUR_CUST_GETSET			Příčina úrazu - cust set									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_PRUR_DELETE			Příčina úrazu - smazání									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_PRUR_GETSET			Příčina úrazu - set									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_SHLP_KVSCH			Pojišťovna - cust set									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_SHLP_KZAMP			Klasifikace zaměstnání									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_SHLP_NATIO			Národnost - cust set									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_USER_INFO_GET			Info u uživateli									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_ZAZNAM_ACTION			Záznam o úrazu - action									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_ZAZNAM_ACTION_GETSET			Záznam o úrazu - action set									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_ZAZNAM_CREATE			Záznam o úrazu - vytvoření									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_ZAZNAM_GET			Záznam o úrazu - get									2			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_ZAZNAM_GETSET			Záznam o úrazu - set									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_ZAZNAM_GET_PDF			Záznam o úrazu - get PDF									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_ZAZNAM_UPDATE			Záznam o úrazu - editace									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_ZDUR_CREATE			Zdroj úrazu - vytvoření									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_ZDUR_CUST_GETSET			Zdroj úrazu - cust set									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_ZDUR_DELETE			Zdroj úrazu - smazání									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_ZDUR_GETSET			Zdroj úrazu - set									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_ZRCAT_CUST_GETSET			Zraněná část těla - cust set									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_ZRCAT_GETSET			Zraněná část těla - set									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHR_EMPCARD_DOC_GETSET			Seznam dokumentů									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHR_EMPCARD_DOC_GET_STREAM			Obsah dokumentu									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHR_LSO_EMP_FOL_QUALF_SET			Nastavení návazné kvalifikace									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHR_ORG_MNG_STRUC_GET			Struktura									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHR_PAYSLIP_EMAIL_RFC			Výplatní páska - odeslání emailem									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZHUJER_FILL_UKOLY			FM pro update tabulky ukolu Hujera									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZIF_READ_CC4PM_ORDER			Načtení NS pro zakázky						Materials Management			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			ZKCT_POBJ_GET_T024D			Ziskani disponenta POBJ									4			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZOJ_CHECK			Kontrola OJ pro dochazku									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPM_PI_TPLNR_GET			vyhledávací funkce pro Romana na PI						Plant Maintenance			1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_CO_TIMESHEET_GET_PI			Rzhraní z PS do hlavní knihy - data pro PI									1			Seldom									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_AUTH_GET			PS: Načtení oprávnění pro uživatele / žadatele									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_BUILDINGS_GET			PS: eDMS získání všech budov									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_CHNG_PM			PS: Změna PM									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_COPIED_WBS_GET			PS: Načtení otevřené objekty kopírování									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_CUST_GET			PS: Načtení customizace									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_ADD_ATTR			PS: Přidání atributů k příloze									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_BIG			PS: Nahrání/vytvoření dokumentu									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_FOLDER_CREATE			PS: eDMS vytvoří uživatelskou složoku									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_FOLDER_DELETE			PS: eDMS FM pro výmaz uživatelské složky									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_FOLDER_RENAME			PS: eDMS Přejmenování složky									1			Seldom									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_GET_DOC			PS: Načtení obsahu dokumentu									2			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_GET_DOC_INFO			PS: Načtení informace o dokumentu									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_GET_LIST			PS: Načtení seznamu dokumentů									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_GET_POBJ_DOKAR			PS: eDMS získání druhu dokumentu pro POBJ									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_INSERT_F_IN_FD			PS: eDMS vložení souboru do složky (včetně jeho přesunu)									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_MOVE_DOC			PS: eDMS kopírování souboru									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_RENAME_DOC			PS: eDMS přejmenování souboru									1			Seldom									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_STRUCTURE_CUST			PS: eDMS, získání customizoné struktury									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_STRUCTURE_GET			PS: Získání struktury dokumentů pro mib:filemanager									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_STRUCTURE_MODI			PS: eDMS, modifikace customizace SPP prvku									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_UPLOAD_DOC			PS: Nahrání/vytvoření dokumentu									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DOKARS_GET			PS: eDMS získání číselníku dokarů									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_GET_TECH_STATUS			PS: Načtení technické informace ke statusu									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_GET_VALUE_LIST			PS: Načtení číselníku									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_OPER_CREATE_POBJ			PS: Operace - založení PObj									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_OPER_CREATE_SIMPLE			PS: Operace - zjednodušené založení									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_OPER_DELETE			PS: Operace - výmaz									2			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_OPER_GET_DETAIL			PS: Operace - načtení detailu									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_OPER_GET_LIST			PS: Operace - načtení seznamu k SPP									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_OPER_SET_DETAIL			PS: Operace - uložení detailu									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_PROJ_GET_DETAIL			PS: Projekt (SPP) - načtení detailu									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_PROJ_GET_LIST			PS: Projekt (SPP) - načtení seznamu									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_PROJ_SET_DETAIL			PS: Projekt (SPP) - uložení detailu									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_PROJ_SET_PARTNERS			PS: Projekt (SPP) - uložení partnerů									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_SPP_REALIZATOR_GET			PS: eDMS Získání seznamu realizátorů SPP									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_SPP_STATUS_GET			PS: eDMS Získání seznamu statusů SPP									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_SPP_ZATATEL_GET			PS: eDMS Získání seznamu žadatelů SPP									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_WIZARD_GET0			PS: Průvodce - iniciální krok									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_WIZARD_GET1			PS: Průvodce - krok 1 - atributy									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_WIZARD_GET2			PS: Průvodce - krok 2 - operace									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_WIZARD_SET			PS: Průvodce - založení SPP a operací									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_MIGO_RFC_GET_FLWDOC			MIGO: Načtení závislých dokladů k položce objednávky									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_MIGO_RFC_GET_PO_LIST			MIGO: Načtení objednávek pro příjem									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_MIGO_RFC_GR_CANCEL			MIGO: Storno materiálového dokladu									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZPS_MIGO_RFC_GR_CREATE			MIGO: Založení příjmu materiálu									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZPS_POSID_PSPNR			Vrati PSPNR z POSID									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZRFC_HUJER_COUNT			Pocet uklu v Hujerovi pro dlazdici portalu									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			ZRFC_REM_PI			Data do PI ohledně poz., bud. a míst. pro tvorbu technického m.						Plant Maintenance			1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZSD_RFC_PROVIZE			RFC fce pro navrat karetni provize z VBAP									1			Seldom									


			Inbound			ZSD_RFC_PROVIZE_LECARDID			RFC fce pro navrat sluzebnich karet z VBAP									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZSRM_CHECK_CONTRACT_VALIDITY			Kontrola platnosti kontraktu						Materials Management			2			Frequently									


			Inbound			ZSRM_GET_FIELDS_FROM_SPP			Nacte pole z SPP						Materials Management			1			Seldom									


			Inbound			Z_CONVERSION_EXIT_ABPSP_INPUT			Conversion External > Internal WBS Element Number									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			Z_ERP_PI_RFC_AMAD_HLAV			Komunikace pro Amadeus - hlavičková data									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			Z_ERP_XI_RFC_AMAD_MATNR			Komunikace pro Amadeus - nalezení ERP materiálu									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			Z_ERP_XI_RFC_MATNR			Nalezení ERP materiálu na základě parametrů									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			Z_PS_WF_CREATE_COMPLETE			PS: Založení projektu - dokončení									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			Z_PS_WF_CREATE_GET			PS: Založení projektu - data									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			Z_PS_WF_GET_ACTIONS			PS: Seznam akcí									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			Z_PS_WF_HANDLE_ACTION			PS: Zpracování akce									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			Z_PS_WF_PM_CREATE			PS: Přiřazení PM - založení									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			Z_PS_WF_PM_GET			PS: Přiřazení PM - data									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			Z_PS_WF_TASK_CREATE			PS: Úkol - založení									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			Z_PS_WF_TASK_GET			PS: Úkol - data									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			Z_WF_BP_ATTACH_CREATE_STREAM			Přílohy BP									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			Z_WF_BP_ATTACH_GETSET			Přílohy BP									1			Frequently									


			Inbound			Z_WF_BP_ATTACH_GET_STREAM			Přílohy BP									1			Seldom									


			Inbound			Z_WF_BP_CHECK_ICO			Zpracování události									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			Z_WF_BP_CHECK_NAME			Zpracování události									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			Z_WF_BP_DATA_CREATE			Create Data BP									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			Z_WF_BP_DATA_GET			Data BP									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			Z_WF_BP_EDIT_GETSET			Editace polí BP									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			Z_WF_BP_EVENT_GETSET			Události BP									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			Z_WF_BP_HANDLE_EVENT			Zpracování události									2			Constantly									


			Inbound			Z_WF_BP_NOTE_CREATE			Vytvoření poznámky									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			Z_WF_BP_NOTE_GETSET			Poznámky									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			Z_WF_BP_SHLP_GET_SET			search helps									1			Constantly									


			Inbound			Z_WF_BP_USER_GETSET			Užívetel shlp									1			Constantly									


			Outbound			*RFC_CLIENT_COLLECTOR*												147			Constantly									


			Outbound			/BI0/QI0FI_AR_30010						SAPLRSC1			Basis Components			23			Constantly									


			Outbound			/BI0/QI2LIS_02_ACC0001						SAPLRSC1			Basis Components			1			Constantly									


			Outbound			/BI0/QI2LIS_02_SCL0001						SAPLRSC1			Basis Components			1			Constantly									


			Outbound			/BI0/QI2LIS_03_BF0001						SAPLRSC1			Basis Components			1			Frequently									


			Outbound			/BI0/QI2LIS_06_INV0001						SAPLRSC1			Basis Components			14			Constantly									


			Outbound			/BI0/QI2LIS_11_VAHDR0002						SAPLRSC1			Basis Components			1			Frequently									


			Outbound			/BI0/QI2LIS_13_VDHDR0003						SAPLRSC1			Basis Components			1			Frequently									


			Outbound			/MRSS/CAG_CGRAPH_RES_MAINTAIN						/MRSS/SAPLCAG_AD			Plant Maintenance			5			Constantly									


			Outbound			/SSF/CALL_SUBROUTINE_RFC			Service Software Framework: Call subroutine in project via RFC			/SSF/SLIB			Service			1			Seldom									


			Outbound			ABAP4_LEAVE_TO_TRANSACTION						SAPLSYST			Basis Components			1			Seldom									


			Outbound			AGS_MK_GET_MAINT_KEYS						/SDF/SAPLLICENSE_KEY_UPDATE			Service			1			Seldom									


			Outbound			AGS_MK_SET_INSTALL_STATUS						/SDF/SAPLLICENSE_KEY_UPDATE			Service			1			Seldom									


			Outbound			ARCHIV_CREATE_TABLE_MULT						SAPLOPTD			Basis Components			1			Frequently									


			Outbound			ARFC_DEST_CONFIRM			Bestätigen der Returnwerte eines ARFC-Aufrufs (internal use only)			SAPLARFC			Basis Components			25			Constantly									


			Outbound			ARFC_DEST_SHIP			Transport der ARFC Daten zum Zielrechner, Sichern und Ausführen der Calls.			SAPLERFC			Basis Components			22			Constantly									


			Outbound			ARFC_DEST_SHIP			Transport der ARFC Daten zum Zielrechner, Sichern und Ausführen der Calls.			SAPLARFC			Basis Components			3			Constantly									


			Outbound			BAPI_CRM_SAVE						SAPLCRM0			Cross-Application Components			11			Constantly									


			Outbound			BAPI_TRANSACTION_COMMIT			Execute external Commit when using BAPIs			ZHR_LOGIN_IMPORT						1			Seldom									


			Outbound			BAPI_USER_ACTGROUPS_ASSIGN						ZHR_LOGIN_IMPORT						3			Frequently									


			Outbound			BAPI_USER_CHANGE						ZHR_LOGIN_IMPORT						2			Frequently									


			Outbound			BAPI_USER_CREATE1						ZHR_LOGIN_IMPORT						3			Frequently									


			Outbound			BAPI_USER_GET_DETAIL			Read User Details			ZHR_LOGIN_IMPORT						2			Frequently									


			Outbound			CHECK_FOR_UPDATE_BDL2TRANS						/BDL/SAPLBDL11			Service			1			Seldom									


			Outbound			CRM_GET_TRANSFER_STRUCT						SAPLCRM0			Cross-Application Components			7			Constantly									


			Outbound			DSWP_API_SESSIONLIST_GET						/BDL/SAPLBDL11			Service			1			Frequently									


			Outbound			ExportChartControl						CL_GFW_GP_PRES_WEB============CP			Basis Components			1			Seldom									


			Outbound			FUNCTION_EXISTS			Function module: Check existence and Find Function Group			CL_CRM_S4_RELEASE=============CP			Cross-Application Components			14			Constantly									


			Outbound			FUNCTION_EXISTS			Function module: Check existence and Find Function Group			SAPLCRM0			Cross-Application Components			3			Seldom									


			Outbound			FUNCTION_GET						SAPLRSAP			Basis Components			2			Constantly									


			Outbound			FUNCTION_IMPORT_DOKU			Bereitstellung der Schnittstelle eines Funktionsbausteins			/BDL/SAPLBDL11			Service			1			Frequently									


			Outbound			GRAC_API_AC_CONFIG						/GRCPI/CL_GRIA_RISK_TERMIN====CP			Governance, Risk and Compliance			1			Seldom									


			Outbound			HTTP_GET						SAPLSFTP			Basis Components			25			Constantly									


			Outbound			HTTP_GET_FILE						SAPLSFTP			Basis Components			22			Constantly									


			Outbound			HTTP_POST_DOCUMENT						SAPLSFTP			Basis Components			71			Constantly									


			Outbound			HTTP_POST_FILES						SAPLSFTP			Basis Components			23			Constantly									


			Outbound			IDOCS_OUTPUT_TO_R3						SAPLEDI7			Basis Components			5			Constantly									


			Outbound			IDOC_INBOUND_ASYNCHRONOUS			IDoc inbound processing via tRFC			SAPLEDI7			Basis Components			1			Constantly									


			Outbound			IDOC_START_INBOUND						SAPLEDI2			Basis Components			1			Constantly									


			Outbound			LSO_WF_SCM_MESSAGE						SAPLLSO_RHVS			Training and Event Management			4			Constantly									


			Outbound			MCEX_UPDATE_02_QRFC						SAPLMCEX			Logistics - General			22			Constantly									


			Outbound			MCEX_UPDATE_11_QRFC						SAPLMCEX			Logistics - General			10			Constantly									


			Outbound			MCEX_UPDATE_13_QRFC						SAPLMCEX			Logistics - General			6			Constantly									


			Outbound			PIGFARMDATA						CL_IGS_DATA===================CP			Basis Components			10			Constantly									


			Outbound			RFCPING			RFC-Ping			/BDL/SAPLBDL11			Service			1			Frequently									


			Outbound			RFCPING			RFC-Ping			RSRFCPIN			Basis Components			1			Seldom									


			Outbound			RFCPING			RFC-Ping			/SDF/SAPLCOMUSER_UPDATE			Service			1			Constantly									


			Outbound			RFC_GET_FUNCTION_INTERFACE_P			RFC: Schnittstelle eines Funktionsbausteins - portable Version			/SDF/SAPLLICENSE_KEY_UPDATE			Service			1			Seldom									


			Outbound			RFC_GET_FUNCTION_INTERFACE_P			RFC: Schnittstelle eines Funktionsbausteins - portable Version			/BDL/SAPLBDL11			Service			1			Frequently									


			Outbound			RFC_PING			RFC-Ping			SAPLSCMS_FE_RFC			Basis Components			35			Constantly									


			Outbound			RFC_PING			RFC-Ping			/SDF/SAPLCOMUSER_UPDATE			Service			1			Constantly									


			Outbound			RFC_PING			RFC-Ping			SAPLERFC			Basis Components			22			Constantly									


			Outbound			RFC_PING			RFC-Ping			/BDL/SAPLBDL11			Service			1			Frequently									


			Outbound			RFC_PING			RFC-Ping			/BDL/SAPLBDL3			Service			1			Frequently									


			Outbound			RFC_PING			RFC-Ping			RSRFCPIN			Basis Components			1			Seldom									


			Outbound			RFC_READ_TABLE			External access to R/3 tables via RFC			SAPLZPS_MIGO_RFC						1			Frequently									


			Outbound			RFC_SYSTEM_INFO			Liefert versch. Informationen über das System.			RSRLOGIN			Basis Components			1			Seldom									


			Outbound			RFC_SYSTEM_INFO			Liefert versch. Informationen über das System.			/SDF/SAPLCONN_MON			Service			19			Constantly									


			Outbound			RFC_SYSTEM_INFO			Liefert versch. Informationen über das System.			SAPLNLSK_G			Basis Components			2			Constantly									


			Outbound			RFC_SYSTEM_INFO			Liefert versch. Informationen über das System.			SAPLCRFC			Basis Components			1			Constantly									


			Outbound			RFC_SYSTEM_INFO			Liefert versch. Informationen über das System.			/BDL/SAPLBDL11			Service			1			Seldom									


			Outbound			RFC_TP						SAPLSTPA			Basis Components			7			Constantly									


			Outbound			RFC_TP_INTERFACE_VERSION						SAPLSTPA			Basis Components			6			Constantly									


			Outbound			RHAP_WRITE_CHANGE_DOCUMENTS						SAPLRHAP			Basis Components			4			Constantly									


			Outbound			RSAOU_BWBC_GET						SAPLRSAS			Basis Components			2			Frequently									


			Outbound			RSAP_COMPONENT_GET			Komponentenverfügbarkeit für BW			SAPLRSAS			Basis Components			2			Frequently									


			Outbound			RSAR_TRFC_DATA_RECEIVED						SAPLRSAP			Basis Components			3			Constantly									


			Outbound			RSBBS_WEB_CALLBACK						SAPLRSRR_WEB			Basis Components			2			Constantly									


			Outbound			RSSM_CHECK_IF_RNR_EXISTS_RFC						SAPLRSAP			Basis Components			2			Constantly									


			Outbound			SAPXPG_END_XPG						SAPLSSXP			Basis Components			5			Constantly									


			Outbound			SAPXPG_START_XPG_LONG						SAPLSSXP			Basis Components			5			Constantly									


			Outbound			SAP_WAPI_CREATE_WORKLIST						ZCL_WI_LIST===================CP						2			Constantly									


			Outbound			SAP_WAPI_GET_OBJECTS						ZCL_WORKITEM==================CP						1			Frequently									


			Outbound			SAP_WAPI_GET_WORKITEM_DETAIL						ZCL_WORKITEM==================CP						1			Constantly									


			Outbound			SAP_WAPI_WORKITEM_DESCRIPTION						ZCL_WORKITEM==================CP						1			Frequently									


			Outbound			SET_SLD_DATA						RSLDAGDS			Basis Components			2			Constantly									


			Outbound			SMOF0_SEND_CRM_RELEASE						SAPLCRM0			Cross-Application Components			6			Frequently									


			Outbound			SMOF_WRITE_SMOFERPSH						SAPLCRM0			Cross-Application Components			7			Frequently									


			Outbound			SRT_SEQ_EXEC						CL_SOAP_QUEUE_BGRFC===========CP			Basis Components			7			Constantly									


			Outbound			SRT_SEQ_TERM						CL_SOAP_QUEUE_BGRFC===========CP			Basis Components			7			Constantly									


			Outbound			SWF_EVT_HANDLER_START_INTERNAL						CL_SWF_EVT_STRATEGY_INTERN_RFCCP			Basis Components			1			Seldom									


			Outbound			SWF_EVT_LOG_FLUSH						CL_SWF_EVT_LOG================CP			Basis Components			6			Constantly									


			Outbound			SWF_RUN_REMOTE_SERVICE						CL_SWF_RUN_WIM_REMOTE_SERVICE=CP			Basis Components			11			Constantly									


			Outbound			SWW_EI_EVENT_RECEIVE_IBF						CL_SWF_EVT_STRATEGY_SIBF_FB===CP			Basis Components			13			Constantly									


			Outbound			SWW_EVENT_DEQUEUE						CL_SWF_RUN_WIM_EXECUTION_MGR==CP			Basis Components			3			Frequently									


			Outbound			SWW_WI_COMP_EVENT_RECEIVE_IBF						CL_SWF_EVT_STRATEGY_SIBF_FB===CP			Basis Components			10			Constantly									


			Outbound			SWW_WI_CREATE_VIA_EVENT						CL_SWF_EVT_STRATEGY_BOR_FB====CP			Basis Components			2			Constantly									


			Outbound			SWW_WI_CREATE_VIA_EVENT_IBF						CL_SWF_EVT_STRATEGY_SIBF_FB===CP			Basis Components			35			Constantly									


			Outbound			SWW_WI_EXECUTE_INTERNAL_RFC						CL_SWF_RUN_WIM_EXECUTION_MGR==CP			Basis Components			11			Constantly									


			Outbound			SWW_WI_FINI_EVENT_RECEIVE_IBF						CL_SWF_EVT_STRATEGY_SIBF_FB===CP			Basis Components			1			Constantly									


			Outbound			SXMB_DELETE_RELATED_TABLES						CL_XMS_PERSIST================CP			Basis Components			1			Frequently									


			Outbound			SXMS_ASYNC_EXEC						CL_XMS_QRFC===================CP			Basis Components			8			Constantly									


			Outbound			SXMS_DUMP_CALLBACK						SAPLQEVT			Basis Components			1			Seldom									


			Outbound			SX_OBJECTS_SEND						CA_QUEUE_ENTRY_BCS============CP			Basis Components			2			Constantly									


			Outbound			TMS_CI_START_SERVICE			Intern: Service dispatcher fuer TMS			SAPLTMSC			Basis Components			14			Constantly									


			Outbound			ZEP_ACT_SUBSTITUTE			UWL: aktivace zástupce			SAPLZEP_SUBST						1			Frequently									


			Outbound			ZEP_CART_EXEC			CART: Vykonani akce kosiku			SAPLZEP_CART						1			Seldom									


			Outbound			ZEP_CART_GET			CART: Načení nákupního košíku			SAPLZEP_CART						1			Frequently									


			Outbound			ZEP_CART_GET_APPROVALS			CART: Načení historie schvalování nákupního košíku			SAPLZEP_CART						1			Frequently									


			Outbound			ZEP_CART_GET_ATTA_LIST			CART: Načení příloh nákupního košíku			SAPLZEP_CART						1			Seldom									


			Outbound			ZEP_CART_GET_COMPL_TASKS						ZCL_WI_LIST===================CP						1			Constantly									


			Outbound			ZEP_DEL_SUBSTITUTE			UWL: odebrání zástupu			SAPLZEP_SUBST						1			Frequently									


			Outbound			ZEP_SET_SUBSTITUTE			UWL: nastavení zástupce			SAPLZEP_SUBST						1			Frequently									


			Outbound			ZGET_SC_CREATED_BY						ZCL_IM__ME_PROCESS_PO_CUST====CP						6			Constantly									


			Outbound			ZGET_SC_DESCRIPTION_RFC						SAPLZMM_FG						4			Constantly									


			Outbound			Z_SRM_GET_APPROVERS_RFC						SAPLZCAH_UTILS_DIGITAL_SIGN			Materials Management			4			Constantly									


			Outbound			Z_SRM_GET_CREATED_BY_RFC						SAPLZCAH_UTILS_DIGITAL_SIGN			Materials Management			1			Seldom									


			Outbound			Z_SRM_GET_TAX_CODE_BY_RFC						SAPLZMM_FG						1			Seldom									


			Inbound			/BLUESKY/BAPI_C_CHANGE			Change condition						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			/BLUESKY/BAPI_C_CREATEFROMDATA			Create condition						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			/BLUESKY/BAPI_C_GETDETAIL			Get specific information condition						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			/BLUESKY/BAPI_C_GETLIST			List condition						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			/BLUESKY/BAPI_F_CHANGE			BAPI: Změna letu						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			/BLUESKY/BAPI_F_CHANGE_SSERV			BAPI: Změna spec. služeb letu						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			/BLUESKY/BAPI_F_CREATEFROMDATA			BAPI: Založení letu						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			/BLUESKY/BAPI_F_DELETE			Delete Flight						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			/BLUESKY/BAPI_F_GETDETAIL			Let - detailní informace						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			/BLUESKY/BAPI_F_GETLIST			Seznam letů						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			/BLUESKY/BW_GEN_TXT_DATASOURCE			Create Text-Data-Source						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			/BLUESKY/PROCESS_WS_BLOCK			Process block of WS data						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			/BLUESKY/WS_AIRCRAFT_POSITION			Aircraft Position Web Service						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			/BLUESKY/WS_AIRCRAFT_REG			Aircraft Registration Web Service						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			/BLUESKY/WS_AIRCRAFT_TYPE			Aircraft Type Web Service						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			/BLUESKY/WS_AIRLINE			Airline Web Service						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			/BLUESKY/WS_AIRPORT			Airport Web Service						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			/BLUESKY/WS_CSDELAY			Delay codes WebService						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			/BLUESKY/WS_CSLAND			Land ICAO codes WebService						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			/BLUESKY/WS_CSTEXT			CSTEXT WebService						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			/BLUESKY/WS_FLIGHT_DATA			Flight Document Web Service						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZAM_CUSTFIELDS_UPDATE			Aktualizuje zákaznická pole akce, činnost, typ									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZAM_DEPR_RECALCULATE			Přepočet odpisů						Financial Accounting			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZBAPI_INCOMINGINVOICE_CHANGE			Invoice Verification: Change Provisional Invoice									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZBAPI_INCOMINGINVOICE_GETDET			Invoice Verification: display invoice									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZBAPI_INCOMINGINVOICE_PARK			Invoice Verification: Park Incoming Invoice						Materials Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZBAPI_INCOMINGINVOICE_RESCAN			Invoice Verification: Change DMS scan Incoming Invoice						Materials Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZBAPI_SALESORDER_CREATEFROMDA2			Sales order: Create Sales Order with attachments						Sales and Distribution			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZBCNESCHVFA_WAPI_WORKITEMS			Workflow-Schnittstellen: Workitems nach Terminüberschreitung									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZBPC_PL_WF_START_RFC			Proces PL WF - obdrzeni dat pro start WF									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZBS_INT_AIRCRAFTTYPE			Master data AIRCRAFTTYPE						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZBS_INT_AIRLINE			Master data AIRLINE						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZBS_INT_AIRPORT			Master data AIRPORT						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZBS_INT_CCOUNTER			Common counters						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZBS_INT_CONTROLTAB			Ciselniky CSTEXT						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZBS_INT_DELINTGCODE			Deleted or integrated flight codes						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZBS_INT_FLIGHT			Flight document main function module						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZBS_INT_FLIGHT_REPROCESSING			Flight document main function module						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZBS_INT_PARK_POSITION			Park position						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZBS_INT_REGISTRATION			Registration						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZBS_INT_RESPONSE			Confirmation message to CAODB						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZBS_REPROCESSING_FD			FM for reprocessing FD						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZBW_CAODB_RUN_BATCH			Spuštení batch jobu									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZC4PSOL_ZUP_F47			Call F-47									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZC4PSOL_ZUP_SAPGUI_SHOW			UP: SAPGUI show process									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZC4P_QRY_GET_EKONOM_UNAME			Dotaz na ekonoma									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_IF_ATTA_CREATE			Založení DMS přílohy									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_IF_CHAT_CREATE			Založení záznamu v chatu zpětnou replikací z GW									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_IF_FCM_QUEUE_LEGACY_PROC			Process Queue with Legacy API									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_IF_HCM_PLANS			IF pro plán pracovní doby									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_IF_ORDER_CONFIRM			Potvrzení zakázky = zpětné hlášení a aktualizace zakázky/hlášení									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_IF_ORDER_CREATE			Založení zakázky a hlášení									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_IF_ORDER_MODIFY			Založení / Editace zakázky a hlášení									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_IF_ORDER_OPER_MODIFY			Založení operace (=požádání o pomoc)/Editace operace (=editace vyba/Tm)									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_IF_ORDER_REQ_MAT			Zádost o materiál									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_IF_ORDER_SPLIT_CREATE			Založení splitu (= převzetí práce )									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_IF_ORDER_SPLIT_ST_CREATE			Založení stausu splitu (= mobilní status )									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_IF_PING			Receiving Ping from GW to R3									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_IF_QUAL_EMP_PROF_GET			Vrátí kvalifikace zaměstnance									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_IF_QUAL_EMP_UPDATE			Aktualizace kvalifikace zaměstnance									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_IF_QUAL_GET_LIST			Vrátí seznam klasifikací z matic									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_IF_QUAL_SCALE_GET_LIST			Vrátí stupnice klasifikací									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_IF_REPL_ATTA_REQ_SEND			Odeslání chat komentářů na GW									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_IF_REPL_CHAT_SEND			Odeslání chat komentářů na GW									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCAFM_IF_REPL_ORD_REQ_SEND			Odeslání Zakázkek na GW podle Request tab.									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCCA_RLSF_STR_ORG_U_ENTRY_GET			Branch-by-Branch Output of All Subordinate Objects for Node Specified									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCLM_DOC_GEN_CONTR			Vygeneruje dokument ke smlouvě									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCLM_ZFS_DOC_GEN_CONTR			Vygeneruje dokument ke smlouvě									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZCVI8			distribuce									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZDMSFM_CREATE_VBAK_DOCUU			Create document from print SD Invoice with destination									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZDMSFM_DMS_QUICK_CREATE_DOC			FM for quick create DMS Document									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZDMS_CREATE_DOCU_RFC			Create document RFC for COMMIT from update task									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZDMS_CREATE_XSTRING_RFC			FM for create DMS Document from xstring via RFC CALL									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZDMS_MERGE_PDF_RFC			RFC pro merge document pri odeslani mailu									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_APPR_SH_GET			Invoice: číselník Schvalovatel									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_BILLING_FILL_BY_SPP			Invoice: předvyplnění rozúčtování podle SPP									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_CART_GET_ATTA_DATA			CART: Načení příloh nákupního košíku									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_CART_GET_SH_ZZTYPNAKUP			CART: Načení hodnot pole ZZTYPNAKUP									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_DUEDATE_FILL_BY_ZTERM			Invoice: předvyplnění data splatnosti podle plat. podmínky									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_EKON_SH_GET			Invoice: číselník Ekonom									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_INVOICE_ADV_UP_DMS_ATT_GET			Invoice: načítaní DMS příloh faktury									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_INVOICE_ATTCH_DEL			Invoice: výmaz přílohy faktury									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_INVOICE_EXEC			Invoice: vykonání akce faktury									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_INVOICE_GET			Invoice: načítaní faktury									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_INVOICE_PDF_GET			OBSOLETE Invoice: načítaní PDF faktury									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_INVOICE_VALIDATE			Invoice: validace faktury									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_LIKV_SH_GET			Invoice: číselník Likvidator									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_PAY_AUART_SH_GET			Payment: číselník AUART									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_PAY_SPART_SH_GET			Payment: číselník SPART									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_PAY_STORCAT_SH_GET			Payment: číselník Storage Category									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_PAY_VKBUR_SH_GET			Payment: číselník SPART									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_PAY_VKGRP_SH_GET			Payment: číselník VKGRP									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_PAY_VKORG_SH_GET			Payment: číselník VKORG									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_PAY_VTWEG_SH_GET			Payment: číselník VTWEG									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_POBJ_CRE_ATTA			POBJ: Objednávka - založení přílohy									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_POBJ_EXEC			POBJ akce schválení									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_POBJ_GET			POBJ: Objednávka - načtení									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_POBJ_GET_ATTA_DATA			POBJ: Objednávka - načtení dat přílohy									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_POBJ_GET_ATTA_LIST			POBJ: Objednávka - načtení seznamu příloh									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_REQ_GET_ATTA_DATA			REQ: Objednávka - načtení dat přílohy									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_REZ_EXEC			REQ: Rezervace - načtení									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_REZ_GET			REQ: Rezervace - načtení									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_SRM_LINK_GET			Invoice: link do SRM									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_WI_ATTACH_CRE			UWL: založení přílohy									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_WI_ATTACH_GET			UWL: přílohy									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_WI_DECIDE			UWL: rozhodnutí									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_WI_DEC_GET			UWL: varianty rozhodnutí									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_WI_PUT_BACK			UWL: zrušení přiřazení									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZEP_WI_RESERVE			UWL: rezervace úlohy									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZERP_ATT_GET_CONTENT			Interface ERP						Materials Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZERP_ATT_LIST			Interface SRM - přílohy						Materials Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZFI_HODNOTA_SROTU			Hodnota šrotu v kartě majetku						Financial Accounting			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZGRCAC_DNLOAD_ROLE_AUTH_OBJS			ZGRCAC_DNLOAD_ROLE_AUTH_OBJS									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZGRCAC_GET_AUTH_CHANGED_ROLES			ZGRCAC_GET_AUTH_CHANGED_ROLES									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZGRCAC_GET_AUTH_CHANGED_USERS			ZGRCAC_GET_AUTH_CHANGED_USERS									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_AUTH_FOR_ROLE			ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_AUTH_FOR_ROLE									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_AUTH_OBJ_PROF01			ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_AUTH_OBJ_PROF01									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_COMP_ROLES			ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_COMP_ROLES									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_PROF_FOR_ANL			ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_PROF_FOR_ANL									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_PROF_FOR_ROLE			ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_PROF_FOR_ROLE									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_ROLE_LIST			ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_ROLE_LIST									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_USER_LIST			ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_USER_LIST									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZGRCAC_Z_DOWNLOAD_AUTH_OBJECTS			ZGRCAC_Z_DOWNLOAD_AUTH_OBJECTS									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZHR_BIOM_SALDO			Export salda do biometrie									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_DRZR_CREATE			Druh zranění - vytvoření									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_DRZR_DELETE			Druh zranění - smazání									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_ZAZNAM_DELETE			Záznam o úrazu - smazání									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_ZRCAT_CREATE			Zraněná část těla - vytvoření									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZHR_BOZP_ZRCAT_DELETE			Zraněná část těla - smazání									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZHR_DMS_CHANGE			Zmena druhu dokumentu v HR									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZHR_DMS_CREATE_POPUP			Popup pro vytvoření DMS dokumentu									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZHR_DMS_DELETE			Smazani HR dokumentu									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZHR_LSO_EMP_FOL_QUALF_DELETE			Zrušení návazné kvalifikace									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZHR_LSO_EMP_QUALF_REFRESH			Zrušení návazné kvalifikace									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZHR_PAYSLIP_ANNPS_PDF			Odborný kurz - pdf									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZHR_PAYSLIP_ANNPS_RFC			Roční výplatní páska									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZHR_PR_PREZLIST_CREATE_COURSE			Založení školení									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZHR_PR_PREZLIST_FIX_COURSE			Fixace školení									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZIESS_WD_BENEFITPAY_VACANCY			Příspěvky na rekreaci						Personnel Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZIESS_WD_FM_EMPL_INFO			Data zaměstnance pro kartu zaměstnance						Personnel Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZIESS_WD_HEALTH_INSURANCE			Čte dostupné zdravotní pojišťovny						Personnel Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZIESS_WD_READ_BUILDINGS			Čte budovy						Personnel Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZIESS_WD_READ_PA0006			Čte infotyp PA0006 a příslušné číselníky pro daného uživatele						Personnel Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZIESS_WD_READ_PA0009			Čte infotyp PA0009 a jeho číselníky						Personnel Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZIESS_WD_READ_PA9001			Čte infotyp 9001 (budova, místnost) včetně budov						Personnel Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZIESS_WD_READ_ROOMS			Čte číselník místností podle vstupní hodnoty budovy						Personnel Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZIESS_WD_SEND_MAIL			Odeslání mailu při změně záznamu						Personnel Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZIESS_WD_WRITE_PA0006			Ukládání členů rodiny z ESS						Personnel Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZIESS_WD_WRITE_PA0009			Ukládání bankovního spojení z ESS						Personnel Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZIESS_WD_WRITE_PA9001			Ukládání členů rodiny z ESS						Personnel Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZIF_READ_CC4AM			Načtení NS pro IM						Materials Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZIF_READ_CC4ORDER			Načtení NS pro zakázky						Materials Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZIF_READ_CC_HIERARCHY			Načtení hierarchie nákl. středisek						Materials Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZIMM_BAR_DOKLAD			ZIMM založení dokladu MM z ctecky car.kodu									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZIMM_BAR_DOKLAD_TEST			ZIMM založení dokladu MM z ctecky car.kodu									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZIMM_SMLOUVY			ZIMM rfc smlouvy									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZIMM_UDRZBA			DM udržba									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZIWF_CALL_BROWSER			Call browsers with instance management									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZKCT_PROJECT_SAVE			Uložení projektů a SPP prvků z AMOS						Project System			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZPM_CONFIRMATION_CANCEL			Stornování zpětného hlášení									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZPM_CONFIRMATION_CREATE			Založení zpětného hlášení									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZPM_CONFIRMATION_GET_LIST			Zpětná hlášení k zakázce a osobnímu číslu									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZPM_ORDER_GET_LIST			Číselník zakázek s operacemi									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZPM_WORKCENTER_GET_LIST			Číselník pracovišť									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZPOE_UDRZBA			DM udržba									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_DMS_DELETE			Mazani DMS dokumentu nebo adresaru									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_COPIED_WBS_CONFIRM			PS: Potvrzení zpracování otevřených objektů kopírování									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_COPY_DOC			PS: eDMS přesun souboru									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_GET_BIG			PS: Načtení obsahu dokumentu									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_GET_LIST_BULK			PS: Načtení seznamu dokumentů									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_REUPLOAD_DOC			PS: Nahrání/vytvoření dokumentu									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_STRUCTURE_GET2			PS: Získání struktury dokumentů pro mib:filemanager									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_TYPES_URL			PS: Načtení typů url – načtení customizace									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_PROJ_BUDGET_GET			PS: Projekt - načtení rozpočtu									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_PURCHASING_DOCS			PS: Nákupní doklady									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_READ_REST_TS			PS: Načte timesheet z anon rest api									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_RENAME_DOC			PS: eDMS přejmenování souboru									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZPS_INV_RFC_SET_REST_TS_LTERM			PS: Nastaví datum v anon rest api timesheetu									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZPS_MIGO_RFC_INIT			MIGO: Iniciální načtení formuláře pro vyhledání OBJ									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZSD_BP_ADDR_CHANGE			Komunikační adresa BP						Sales and Distribution			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZSD_RFC_SL_KART			RFC fce pro navrat karetni provize z VBAP									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZSE16N_START			General Table Display Standard									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZSRM_RFC_PO_SET_FINAL_FLAG			SRM: Nastavení znaků konečné faktury a dodávky						Materials Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZSRM_SC_ID_TO_PO_ITEM			Propis čísla NK do položky OBJ						Materials Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZTAS_UKOLY_UPD			počet úkolů TAS									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZWF_ASSET_DWNAM_ACTOR_GET			Generic function explosion for SAP Workflow object									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZWF_BP_DWNAM_ACTOR_GET			Generic function explosion for SAP Workflow object									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZWF_PF_DWNAM_ACTOR_GET			Generic function explosion for SAP Workflow object									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZWF_PF_DWNAM_ACTOR_GET1			Generic function explosion for SAP Workflow object									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZWF_PF_DWNAM_ACTOR_GET2			Generic function explosion for SAP Workflow object									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZZBP_MASTER_DATA_DEBI1			Založení BP-Odberatel - Ucetni okruh									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZZBP_MASTER_DATA_DEBI2			Založení BP-Odb. - Odbytová data									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZZBP_MASTER_DATA_KRED1			Business Partner Master Data									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZZBP_MASTER_DATA_KRED2			Business Partner Master Data									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZZGIS_MASTER_HANDLER			Rozhraní pro replikaci kmenových dat TO						Plant Maintenance			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			ZZ_SUBST_GET_FILE_LIST			Retrieve List of Files that Match Import Parameter from OS Level						Plant Maintenance			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_BAPI_SALESORDER_CREATE_AGCY			Sales order: Create Sales Order									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_BDC_F47			FM pro vytv. zal. fakt. pomoci BDC Tx F-47						Materials Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_BS_IF_DDS_SERVICES			BS: Dočasný interface služeb pro datový sklad						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_BS_INT_FLIGHT_XI_EXT			FM pro XI						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_BS_INT_FLIGHT_XI_HDG_CAODB			FM pro PI - HDG do CAODB						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_BS_INT_FLIGHT_XI_REQ_EXT			FM pro XI						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_BS_RFKORD80			BS: Tisk pokladniho dokladu na pozadi pomoci JOBu						Cross-Application Components			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_BS_TABLE_START			General Table Display Standard									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_BS_WS_FLIGHT_REFRESH			Flight Refresh - Tamplate for PI									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_BW_DMSVK_FILE			Zobrazení scanu faktury do BW									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CCA_BUFFER_PARTICIPATION			Zustand "Teilnahme bestanden" puffern									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CCA_BUFFER_TRAINING_FOUP			Zustand 'Training nachbereiten' puffern									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CCA_BUFF_QUALIS_FOR_TRANSFER			Zustand "Qualifikationsübertrag" puffern									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CCA_GET_FOUP_PARTICIPATION			Voraussetzungsprüfung: Nachbereiten									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CCA_GET_QUALIS_FOR_TRANSFER			Ist Zustand "Qualifikationsübertrag" lesen									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CCA_IF_PARTICIP_COMPLETE			Bestätigen / Nachbereiten einer Teilnahme im Lernportal									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CCA_RLSF_GET_TTYPES_0001			Mengenfähiges Lesen von D/DC zu L's									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CCA_RLSF_SKILLPROF_CHECK_OFF			Trainingsangebot prüfen und URLs erzeugen									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CCA_RLSF_TRAINCAT_GET_C			Lesen von Trainingsgruppen des Trainingskatalogs in bestimmte Tiefe									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CCA_RLSF_TRAINCAT_GET_TOPI_C			Themenbereiche des Trainingskatalogs lesen									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CCA_RLSF_URL_GENERATOR			URLs für PD Objekte generieren									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CCA_RLS_GET_EMPLOYEE			Determine employee from user name									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CCA_RLS_IF_ACTIV_GETLIST			Gesamtliste der Trainingsaktivitäten eines Lerners									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CCA_RLS_IF_CANCEL_GETLIST			Stornierungen eines Lerners									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CCA_RLS_IF_PARTICIP_CREATE_C			Lerner auf ein Training buchen									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CCA_RLS_IF_PREBOOK_CREATE			Teilnahme vormerken									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CCA_RLS_IF_PREBOOK_GETLIST			Daten lesen für alle Vormerkungen eines Lerners									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CCA_RLS_LEARNER_GET_ACTIVS_C			Lesen der gebuchten Trainingsteilnahmen eines Lerners									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CCA_RLS_LEARNER_SET_SETTINGS			Einstellungen des Lerners speichern									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CCA_RLS_PREBOOKING_PREPARE			Daten lesen für das Detailbild zur Trainingsvormerkung									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CCA_TRAINTYPE_GET_DETAIL_C			Details zu einem Trainingstyp lesen									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CCA_UPDATE_FOLLOWUP			Nachbereitung speichern									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CFT_BENEFIT_DELETE			Cafeteria: vymaz polozek seznamu benefitu						Personnel Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CFT_BENEFIT_READ			Cafeteria - seznam benefitů - čtení						Personnel Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CFT_BENEFIT_WRITE			Cafeteria: zapis do tabulky benefitu						Personnel Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CFT_CHOICE_READ			Cafeteria - vybrane benefity zamestnancem						Personnel Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CFT_CHOICE_WRITE			Cafeteria - zapis do tabulky vyberu benefitu						Personnel Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CFT_PARAMETER_READ			Cteni parametru z Z_CFT_PARAMETER tabulky						Personnel Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CFT_PARAMETER_WRITE			Cafeteria: zapis parametru						Personnel Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CFT_TEST			Cafeteria: test						Personnel Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_CFT_TEST_READ			ZCFT: Cafeteria test						Personnel Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_DESTINATION_RFC			Určení partnerskýchsystém k zadanému systému									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_DESTINATION_RFC_BW			Určení partnerského BW systému k zadanému systému									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_DESTINATION_RFC_ERP			Určení partnerského ERP systému k zadanému systému									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_DESTINATION_RFC_PI			Určení partnerského PI systému k zadanému systému									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_DESTINATION_RFC_SRM			Určení partnerského SRM systému k zadanému systému									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_DESTINATION_RFC_XI			Určení partnerského XI systému k zadanému systému									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_DICOM_DOC_URL_CREATE			URL created by SCMS_DOC_URL_CREATE to upload doc to CS									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_DICOM_DOC_URL_DELETE			URL created by SCMS_DOC_URL_CREATE to delete existing doc in CS									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_DICOM_DOC_URL_GET			URL created by SCMS_URL_GENERATE to check if doc exists in CS									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_DICOM_DO_NOTHING			Remote function module which do nothing									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_DICOM_GET_FIELD_INFO			Get field details									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_DICOM_GET_VERSION_BARCODE			Get version number for Generic package									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_DICOM_LISTFUNCS			RFC - Get list of remote functions									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_DICOM_LISTPARAMS			RFC - Get list of parameters from given function name									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_DICOM_STORE_USING_BARCODE			Store with barcode									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_DICOM_VALIDATE_OBJECTS			Validate ArchiveObject, ArchiveID, DocType, TaskID									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_EDW_FEES			BS: EDW - Fees									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_EDW_INCENTIVES			BS: EDW - Incentives									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_EDW_SERVICES			BS: EDW - Services									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_EXCH_CANCEL_EVENT_RFC			Exchange RFC: Zrušení eventu									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_EXCH_CREATE_EVENT_RFC			Exchange RFC: Založení eventu									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_EXCH_GET_EVENT_RFC			Exchange RFC: Změna eventu									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_EXCH_UPDATE_EVENT_RFC			Exchange RFC: Změna eventu									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_FCI_UI_ASSET_MAINTAIN			Modul pro zpracování IM (interní)						Financial Accounting			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_FI_TR_LEDGER			Funkcni modul						Financial Accounting			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_GET_EQUNR			RFC funkce pro rozhraní zakládání zařízení						Plant Maintenance			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_GET_FI_DOC			RFC funkce pro čtení dat z fi dokaldů						Real Estate Management			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_IWF_CALL_FB03			Zavola transakci MIR4									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_IWF_CALL_FK03			Zavola transakci FK03									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_IWF_CALL_FK03B			Zobrazi transakci fk03									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_IWF_CALL_MIR4			Zavola transakci MIR4									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_IWF_CALL_MIRO			Vrati radky rozuctovani faktury									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_IWF_CREATE_INVOICE_INFOREC			Creates a new inforecord for incoming invoice									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_IWF_HR_ECH_GET_RLZ_AGENTS			Bestimme Vorgesetzten von Benutzer, Person, Planstelle oder Org.-einheit									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_MASS_SINGLE_SCREEN_DIALOG			RFC for Mass Partner Maintenance									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_MM_PDF_OBJ			Komunikační adresa BP									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_PS_WF_CREATE_CREATE			PS: Založení projektu - založení									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_PS_WF_PM_CONFIRM_ASSIGN			PS: Přiřazení PM - potvrzení přijetí									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_RFC_SUBMIT_RPCELDT2T			Volani reportu RPCELDT2T									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_SEND_MAIL_BCS			Odeslani priloh faktury do mailu HTML format									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_SYNCH_BP_IDOC			Komunikační adresa BP						Financial Accounting			1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_WF_BP_SWIFT_GET			Získání swift									1			Not Used									


			Inbound			Z_WF_PF_WINDOW			Otevření příkazu v novém okně									1			Not Used									


			Outbound			ZAM_DEPR_RECALCULATE			Přepočet odpisů			ZGGBR000			Financial Accounting			11			Constantly									


			Outbound			ZCLM_DOC_GEN_CONTR			Vygeneruje dokument ke smlouvě			ZCL_CLM_PS_SML================CP						3			Constantly									


			Outbound			ZCLM_DOC_GEN_CONTR			Vygeneruje dokument ke smlouvě			ZCL_CLM_PS_VR=================CP						1			Frequently									


			Outbound			ZCLM_DOC_GEN_CONTR			Vygeneruje dokument ke smlouvě			ZCL_CLM_VM_PS=================CP						1			Frequently									


			Outbound			ZERP_ATT_LIST			Interface SRM - přílohy			ZCL_GOS_SRM_ATT===============CP			Materials Management			3			Constantly									


			Outbound			Z_SYNCH_BP_IDOC			Komunikační adresa BP			CL_SWF_EVT_STRATEGY_BOR_FB====CP			Basis Components			7			Constantly									
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SAPUI5 Export


			ABAP Proxy Name			Service Definition Name			Direction			Registered in SOAMANAGER			No. of Partners			Endpoint Type			Endpoint Name			Application Area			Usage Frequency			Type of Impact			Details			ABAP Test Cockpit Results


						/bluesky/ws_cs			Inbound						1			FUGR			/BLUESKY/WS_CS						Not Used									


						/bluesky/ws_flight			Inbound						1			FUNC			/BLUESKY/WS_FLIGHT_DATA						Not Used									


						/bluesky/ws_md			Inbound						1			FUGR			/BLUESKY/WS_MD						Not Used									


						ZBS_WS_EDW			Inbound						1			FUGR			ZBS_WS_EDW						Not Used									


						ZCAFM_IF			Inbound						1			FUGR			ZCAFM_IF_WS						Not Used									


						ZCAFM_IF_SYNCH			Inbound						1			FUGR			ZCAFM_IF_WS_SYNCH						Not Used									


						ZLP_CONFIRMATIONS			Inbound						1			FUGR			ZPM_CONF_IF						Not Used									


						Z_BS_IF_DDS_SERVICES			Inbound						1			FUNC			Z_BS_IF_DDS_SERVICES						Not Used									


			/BCV/CO_PRODUCTION_BILL_OF_MAT			/BCV/CO_PRODUCTION_BILL_OF_MAT			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			/BLUESKY/CO_IXHTTP			/BLUESKY/CO_IXHTTP			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			/C4PAPP/CO_CO_VIESCHECK_VAT_PO			/C4PAPP/CO_CO_VIESCHECK_VAT_PO			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			/C4PAPP/CO_MFCRROZHRANI_CRPDPH			/C4PAPP/CO_MFCRROZHRANI_CRPDPH			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			/C4PAPP/CO_MFCR_CRPDPHSEZNAM_N			/C4PAPP/CO_MFCR_CRPDPHSEZNAM_N			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			/C4PAPP/CO_MFCR_CRPDPHSTATUS_N			/C4PAPP/CO_MFCR_CRPDPHSTATUS_N			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			/ISDFPS/CO_DFPS_SECSUNT_ID_RP			/ISDFPS/CO_DFPS_SECSUNT_ID_RP			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object /ISDFPS/CO_DFPS_SECSUNT_ID_RP does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			/ISDFPS/CO_DFPS_SECSUNT_MH_RP			/ISDFPS/CO_DFPS_SECSUNT_MH_RP			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object /ISDFPS/CO_DFPS_SECSUNT_MH_RP does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			/ISHCDP/CO_ZPS_PORT			/ISHCDP/CO_ZPS_PORT			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			/MIBCON/CO_CRYPT_PDF_SIGNER			/MIBCON/CO_CRYPT_PDF_SIGNER			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			/MRSS/CO_C4S_ASSIGNMENTS_PUBLI			/MRSS/CO_C4S_ASSIGNMENTS_PUBLI			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			/UI2/CO___A1SSPC__WS_SUPP_PORT			/UI2/CO___A1SSPC__WS_SUPP_PORT			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			COTIVE_E_INVOICECRTRC			COTIVE_E_INVOICECRTRC			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			COTIVE_E_INVOICEERPCHGRC			COTIVE_E_INVOICEERPCHGRC			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			COTIVE_E_INVOICEERPCNCRQ			COTIVE_E_INVOICEERPCNCRQ			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			COTIVE_E_INVOICEERPCRTRC			COTIVE_E_INVOICEERPCRTRC			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			COTIVE_E_INVOICEERPRELRQ			COTIVE_E_INVOICEERPRELRQ			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_EOPCOMP			CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_EOPCOMP			Outbound						1									Application Platform			Not Used									


			CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_EOPINTE			CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_EOPINTE			Outbound						1									Application Platform			Not Used									


			CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_EOPREMO			CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_EOPREMO			Outbound						1									Application Platform			Not Used									


			CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_EOPRESE			CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_EOPRESE			Outbound						1									Application Platform			Not Used									


			CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_EOPUNBL			CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_EOPUNBL			Outbound						1									Application Platform			Not Used									


			CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_OUT			CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_OUT			Outbound						1									Application Platform			Not Used									


			CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_RELATIO			CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_RELATIO			Outbound						1									Application Platform			Not Used									


			CO_ACID_ACCOUNTING_DOCUMENT_ER			CO_ACID_ACCOUNTING_DOCUMENT_ER			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_AMI_PROFILE			CO_AMI_PROFILE			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_AMI_TRIP_PLAN			CO_AMI_TRIP_PLAN			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_APPL_PAYMENT_ADVICE			CO_APPL_PAYMENT_ADVICE			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_ASYNCHRONOUS_OUTBOUND			CO_ASYNCHRONOUS_OUTBOUND			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_ASYNCHRONOUS_OUTBOUND does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_ASYNC_ONE_WAY			CO_ASYNC_ONE_WAY			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_ASYNC_ONE_WAY_A1			CO_ASYNC_ONE_WAY_A1			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_ASYNC_REQ_RES_CON_A1			CO_ASYNC_REQ_RES_CON_A1			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_ASYNC_REQ_RES_CON_A2			CO_ASYNC_REQ_RES_CON_A2			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_BAMLEAVE_REQUEST_INFO_OUT			CO_BAMLEAVE_REQUEST_INFO_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_BIL_INVOICE_RQ1			CO_BIL_INVOICE_RQ1			Outbound						1									Sales and Distribution			Not Used									


			CO_BKK_COLLECTIVE_PAYMENT_ORDE			CO_BKK_COLLECTIVE_PAYMENT_ORDE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_BLAPS_CH_PAYMENT_ORDER_REQ			CO_BLAPS_CH_PAYMENT_ORDER_REQ			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_BLAPS_CLEARING_HOUSE_PAYMEN			CO_BLAPS_CLEARING_HOUSE_PAYMEN			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_BLAP_PCARD_AUT			CO_BLAP_PCARD_AUT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_BLAP_PCARD_AUT_CANCEL			CO_BLAP_PCARD_AUT_CANCEL			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_BLAP_PCARD_PRE_AUT			CO_BLAP_PCARD_PRE_AUT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_BNK_BANK_ACCOUNT_STATEMENT1			CO_BNK_BANK_ACCOUNT_STATEMENT1			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_BNK_PAYMADVICE_NOTIFICATION			CO_BNK_PAYMADVICE_NOTIFICATION			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_BPC_CUSTOMERERPRPLCTNRQ			CO_BPC_CUSTOMERERPRPLCTNRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_BPC_CUSTOMER_ERP_EOP_BLOCK			CO_BPC_CUSTOMER_ERP_EOP_BLOCK			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_BPC_CUSTOMER_ERP_EOP_ICK			CO_BPC_CUSTOMER_ERP_EOP_ICK			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_BPC_CUST_ERP_EOP_CHECK			CO_BPC_CUST_ERP_EOP_CHECK			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_BPC_CUST_ERP_EOP_UBL_NO			CO_BPC_CUST_ERP_EOP_UBL_NO			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_BPC_CUST_ERP_EOP_UBL_QR_OUT			CO_BPC_CUST_ERP_EOP_UBL_QR_OUT			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_BPS_PROCARRANGMNTCRTRQ			CO_BPS_PROCARRANGMNTCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_BPS_SUPL_ERP_EOP_UBL_NO			CO_BPS_SUPL_ERP_EOP_UBL_NO			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_BPS_SUPL_ERP_EOP_UBL_QR_OUT			CO_BPS_SUPL_ERP_EOP_UBL_QR_OUT			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_BPS_SUPPLIERCRTRQ			CO_BPS_SUPPLIERCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_BPS_SUPPLIERERPRPLCTNBRQ			CO_BPS_SUPPLIERERPRPLCTNBRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_BPS_SUPPLIERERPRPLCTNRQ			CO_BPS_SUPPLIERERPRPLCTNRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_BPS_SUPPLIERNO			CO_BPS_SUPPLIERNO			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_BPS_SUPPLIER_ERP_EOP_BLOCK			CO_BPS_SUPPLIER_ERP_EOP_BLOCK			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_BPS_SUPPLIER_ERP_EOP_CHECK			CO_BPS_SUPPLIER_ERP_EOP_CHECK			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_BPS_SUPPLIER_ERP_EOP_ICK			CO_BPS_SUPPLIER_ERP_EOP_ICK			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_BSNACK_PAYMENT_ORDER			CO_BSNACK_PAYMENT_ORDER			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_BSNFILE_INTERFACE_OUT			CO_BSNFILE_INTERFACE_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_BSSOA_FLIGHTBOOK_BULK_CONF			CO_BSSOA_FLIGHTBOOK_BULK_CONF			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_BSSOA_FLIGHT_BOOKING_CONF			CO_BSSOA_FLIGHT_BOOKING_CONF			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_BSSOA_FLIGHT_BOOKING_CR_OUT			CO_BSSOA_FLIGHT_BOOKING_CR_OUT			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_BSSOA_FLIGHT_BOOK_CANC_CONF			CO_BSSOA_FLIGHT_BOOK_CANC_CONF			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_BSSOA_FLIGHT_BOOK_CANC_OUT			CO_BSSOA_FLIGHT_BOOK_CANC_OUT			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_BSSOA_FLI_BOOK_BULK_CR_OUT			CO_BSSOA_FLI_BOOK_BULK_CR_OUT			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_BSSOA_IAS_TST_INVENTORY_UP1			CO_BSSOA_IAS_TST_INVENTORY_UP1			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_BSSOA_IAS_TST_INVENTORY_UPD			CO_BSSOA_IAS_TST_INVENTORY_UPD			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_BSSOA_PAFNOTIFICATION_OF_FA			CO_BSSOA_PAFNOTIFICATION_OF_FA			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_BYDSRT_TEST_SERVICE_IN_710			CO_BYDSRT_TEST_SERVICE_IN_710			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_CATALOGUE_PUBLICATION_REQUE			CO_CATALOGUE_PUBLICATION_REQUE			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_CATALOGUE_UPDATE_NOTIF_OUT			CO_CATALOGUE_UPDATE_NOTIF_OUT			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_CATSEMPLOYEE_TIME_AGREEMENT			CO_CATSEMPLOYEE_TIME_AGREEMENT			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_CATSPAYROLL_PROCESS_ERPBASI			CO_CATSPAYROLL_PROCESS_ERPBASI			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used									


			CO_CATS_EMPLOYEE_TIME_CALENDAR			CO_CATS_EMPLOYEE_TIME_CALENDAR			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_CAT_PING			CO_CAT_PING			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_CLISPEAK_TEST_MSG_SOURCE			CO_CLISPEAK_TEST_MSG_SOURCE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_CLMS_CRP_GENERIC			CO_CLMS_CRP_GENERIC			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_CLMS_SPC_INCIDENT			CO_CLMS_SPC_INCIDENT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_CLS_SCWN__SVT__SNO_ANST_SEA			CO_CLS_SCWN__SVT__SNO_ANST_SEA			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_CM10_ACLSERVICE_PORT			CO_CM10_ACLSERVICE_PORT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_CM10_NAVIGATION_SERVICE_POR			CO_CM10_NAVIGATION_SERVICE_POR			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_CM10_OBJECT_SERVICE_PORT			CO_CM10_OBJECT_SERVICE_PORT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_CM10_POLICY_SERVICE_PORT			CO_CM10_POLICY_SERVICE_PORT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_CM10_REPOSITORY_SERVICE_POR			CO_CM10_REPOSITORY_SERVICE_POR			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_CM10_VERSIONING_SERVICE_POR			CO_CM10_VERSIONING_SERVICE_POR			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_CMS_CRM_CCST_C_CONFIRMATION			CO_CMS_CRM_CCST_C_CONFIRMATION			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_CRD_CRDAPPOINTMNTIN			CO_CRD_CRDAPPOINTMNTIN			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_CRD_CRDAPPOINTMNTNO			CO_CRD_CRDAPPOINTMNTNO			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_CRD_CREDENTIALCHKQR			CO_CRD_CREDENTIALCHKQR			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_CRD_CREDENTIALMNTCO			CO_CRD_CREDENTIALMNTCO			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_CRD_CREDENTIALMNTIN			CO_CRD_CREDENTIALMNTIN			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_CRD_CREDENTIALMNTNO			CO_CRD_CREDENTIALMNTNO			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_CRD_CREDENTIALMNTRQ			CO_CRD_CREDENTIALMNTRQ			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_DBOS_SAPHOST_CONTROL_INTERF			CO_DBOS_SAPHOST_CONTROL_INTERF			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_DCS_DCP_GENERIC_WEBSERVICE			CO_DCS_DCP_GENERIC_WEBSERVICE			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_DELIVERY_PROCESSING_BACK_OF			CO_DELIVERY_PROCESSING_BACK_OF			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_DELIVERY_PROCESSING_WARE_HO			CO_DELIVERY_PROCESSING_WARE_HO			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_DEMO_PRODUCTION_DELIVERY_W1			CO_DEMO_PRODUCTION_DELIVERY_W1			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_DEMO_PRODUCTION_ORDER_WS_OR			CO_DEMO_PRODUCTION_ORDER_WS_OR			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_EAPSCO_CCRVENDOR_QUERY			CO_EAPSCO_CCRVENDOR_QUERY			Outbound						1									Public Sector Management			Not Used									


			CO_EAPSCO_CCRVENDOR_QUERY_V211			CO_EAPSCO_CCRVENDOR_QUERY_V211			Outbound						1									Public Sector Management			Not Used									


			CO_EBILANZ_SERVICE			CO_EBILANZ_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_ECATTGLOBAL_WEATHER_SOAP			CO_ECATTGLOBAL_WEATHER_SOAP			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_ECATT_CAT_PING			CO_ECATT_CAT_PING			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_ECATT_ECATT_EASTER_GET_DATE			CO_ECATT_ECATT_EASTER_GET_DATE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_ECATT_GLOBAL_WEATHER_SOAP			CO_ECATT_GLOBAL_WEATHER_SOAP			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_ECATT_WEATHER_FORECAST_SOA1			CO_ECATT_WEATHER_FORECAST_SOA1			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDESKIFEDESK_COMM_PIO			CO_EDESKIFEDESK_COMM_PIO			Outbound						1									Product Lifecycle Management			Not Used									


			CO_EDESK_PIO_WS			CO_EDESK_PIO_WS			Outbound						1									Product Lifecycle Management			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CII_INVOICE			CO_EDO_CII_INVOICE			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CL_BOLETA_SERV			CO_EDO_CL_BOLETA_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CL_BOLETA_V11			CO_EDO_CL_BOLETA_V11			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CL_CHILE_DAILY_BOLETA_S			CO_EDO_CL_CHILE_DAILY_BOLETA_S			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CL_DELIVERYNOTE_SERV			CO_EDO_CL_DELIVERYNOTE_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CL_DTE_GETSTATUS_SERV			CO_EDO_CL_DTE_GETSTATUS_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CL_DTE_TRANSMIS_SERV			CO_EDO_CL_DTE_TRANSMIS_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CL_IDTE_ACKTOSII_SERV			CO_EDO_CL_IDTE_ACKTOSII_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CL_IDTE_ENVIORECIB_SERV			CO_EDO_CL_IDTE_ENVIORECIB_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CL_IDTE_GETSTATUS_SERV			CO_EDO_CL_IDTE_GETSTATUS_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CL_IDTE_SERV			CO_EDO_CL_IDTE_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CL_LEDGER_SERV			CO_EDO_CL_LEDGER_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CL_MONTHLY_BOLETA_SERV			CO_EDO_CL_MONTHLY_BOLETA_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CL_RTF_SERV			CO_EDO_CL_RTF_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CL_SIGN_ENVIODTE			CO_EDO_CL_SIGN_ENVIODTE			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CO21_ATTACHMENT_V2_0			CO_EDO_CO21_ATTACHMENT_V2_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CO21_CREDIT_NOTE_V2_0			CO_EDO_CO21_CREDIT_NOTE_V2_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CO21_DEBIT_NOTE_V2_0			CO_EDO_CO21_DEBIT_NOTE_V2_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CO21_GET_STATUS_V2_0			CO_EDO_CO21_GET_STATUS_V2_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CO21_INVOICE_V2_0			CO_EDO_CO21_INVOICE_V2_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CO21_QUERY_RANGES_V2_0			CO_EDO_CO21_QUERY_RANGES_V2_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CO_CREDIT_NOTE_V1_0			CO_EDO_CO_CREDIT_NOTE_V1_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CO_CREDIT_NOTE_V1_1			CO_EDO_CO_CREDIT_NOTE_V1_1			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CO_DEBIT_NOTE_V1_0			CO_EDO_CO_DEBIT_NOTE_V1_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CO_DEBIT_NOTE_V1_1			CO_EDO_CO_DEBIT_NOTE_V1_1			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CO_GET_STATUS_V1_0			CO_EDO_CO_GET_STATUS_V1_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CO_INVOICE_V1_0			CO_EDO_CO_INVOICE_V1_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CO_INVOICE_V1_1			CO_EDO_CO_INVOICE_V1_1			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_CO_QUERY_RANGES_V1_0			CO_EDO_CO_QUERY_RANGES_V1_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_ESCAN_EX_INCOMING_INV			CO_EDO_ESCAN_EX_INCOMING_INV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_ESCAN_EX_INC_CASH_PAY			CO_EDO_ESCAN_EX_INC_CASH_PAY			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_ESCAN_EX_OUTGOING_INV			CO_EDO_ESCAN_EX_OUTGOING_INV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_ESCAN_EX_OUT_PAY_VOC			CO_EDO_ESCAN_EX_OUT_PAY_VOC			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_ESSII_EX_INCOMING_INV			CO_EDO_ESSII_EX_INCOMING_INV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_ESSII_EX_INC_PAYMEN_VOC			CO_EDO_ESSII_EX_INC_PAYMEN_VOC			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_ESSII_EX_IN_CASH_PAYMEN			CO_EDO_ESSII_EX_IN_CASH_PAYMEN			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_ESSII_EX_VAT_MOVEMENTS			CO_EDO_ESSII_EX_VAT_MOVEMENTS			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_ES_CANCEL_INVOICE_SERV			CO_EDO_ES_CANCEL_INVOICE_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_ES_CANCEL_INVOICE_V1_1			CO_EDO_ES_CANCEL_INVOICE_V1_1			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_ES_CAN_INCOMING_INVOICE			CO_EDO_ES_CAN_INCOMING_INVOICE			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_ES_CAN_INC_CASH_PAYMENT			CO_EDO_ES_CAN_INC_CASH_PAYMENT			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_ES_CAN_OUTGOING_INVOICE			CO_EDO_ES_CAN_OUTGOING_INVOICE			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_ES_CAN_OUT_PAY_VOC_VEN			CO_EDO_ES_CAN_OUT_PAY_VOC_VEN			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_ES_GET_STATUS_SERV			CO_EDO_ES_GET_STATUS_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_ES_GET_STATUS_V1_1			CO_EDO_ES_GET_STATUS_V1_1			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_ES_INVOICE_TRANSMI_SERV			CO_EDO_ES_INVOICE_TRANSMI_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_ES_SEND_INVOICE_V1_1			CO_EDO_ES_SEND_INVOICE_V1_1			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_ES_SEND_INVOICE_V1_2			CO_EDO_ES_SEND_INVOICE_V1_2			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_GR_CANCEL_INVOICE			CO_EDO_GR_CANCEL_INVOICE			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_GR_EXPENSE_CLASSIFICATI			CO_EDO_GR_EXPENSE_CLASSIFICATI			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_GR_INCOME_CLASSIFICATIO			CO_EDO_GR_INCOME_CLASSIFICATIO			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_GR_REQUEST_DOCS			CO_EDO_GR_REQUEST_DOCS			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_GR_SEND_INVOICE			CO_EDO_GR_SEND_INVOICE			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_HU20_TRADCARD_MANAG_V2			CO_EDO_HU20_TRADCARD_MANAG_V2			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_HU_I11_GET_STATUS_V1_1			CO_EDO_HU_I11_GET_STATUS_V1_1			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_HU_I11_MANAGE_V1_1			CO_EDO_HU_I11_MANAGE_V1_1			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_HU_I20_GET_STATUS_V2_0			CO_EDO_HU_I20_GET_STATUS_V2_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_HU_I20_MANAGE_V2_0			CO_EDO_HU_I20_MANAGE_V2_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_HU_I30_GET_STATUS_V3_0			CO_EDO_HU_I30_GET_STATUS_V3_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_HU_I30_MANAGE_V3_0			CO_EDO_HU_I30_MANAGE_V3_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_HU_INV_GET_STATUS_V1_0			CO_EDO_HU_INV_GET_STATUS_V1_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_HU_INV_MANAGE_V1_0			CO_EDO_HU_INV_MANAGE_V1_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_HU_TRADECARD_MANAG_V1_0			CO_EDO_HU_TRADECARD_MANAG_V1_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_HU_TRADECARD_QUERY_V1_0			CO_EDO_HU_TRADECARD_QUERY_V1_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_IN_EINV_TRANS			CO_EDO_IN_EINV_TRANS			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_IN_EWB_TRANS			CO_EDO_IN_EWB_TRANS			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_IT_FAT_TRANSMIS_SERVICE			CO_EDO_IT_FAT_TRANSMIS_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_IT_INV_TRANSM_SERV_V1_1			CO_EDO_IT_INV_TRANSM_SERV_V1_1			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_IT_INV_TRANSM_SERV_V1_2			CO_EDO_IT_INV_TRANSM_SERV_V1_2			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_IT_LBHUB_IMPORT_SERVICE			CO_EDO_IT_LBHUB_IMPORT_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_IT_RECEIVE_INVOICE_V1_0			CO_EDO_IT_RECEIVE_INVOICE_V1_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_IT_RECEIVE_NOTIF_V1_0			CO_EDO_IT_RECEIVE_NOTIF_V1_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_IT_SEND_INVOICE_V1_0			CO_EDO_IT_SEND_INVOICE_V1_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_IT_SEND_NOTIF_V1_0			CO_EDO_IT_SEND_NOTIF_V1_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_IT_X121_INV_TRSERV_V1_3			CO_EDO_IT_X121_INV_TRSERV_V1_3			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_IT_X121_SEND_INV_V1_1			CO_EDO_IT_X121_SEND_INV_V1_1			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_IT_XML_TO_HTML_V1_0			CO_EDO_IT_XML_TO_HTML_V1_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_MX_CFDIE_DOCUMENTS			CO_EDO_MX_CFDIE_DOCUMENTS			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_MX_CFDIE_PAYMENTS			CO_EDO_MX_CFDIE_PAYMENTS			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_MX_CFDI_EDOCUMENTS			CO_EDO_MX_CFDI_EDOCUMENTS			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_PE_CR_NOTE_TRANSMI_SERV			CO_EDO_PE_CR_NOTE_TRANSMI_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_PE_DEB_NOTE_TRANSM_SERV			CO_EDO_PE_DEB_NOTE_TRANSM_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_PE_DLY_SUMM_TRANSM_SERV			CO_EDO_PE_DLY_SUMM_TRANSM_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_PE_DOCUMENT_TRANSM_SERV			CO_EDO_PE_DOCUMENT_TRANSM_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_PE_E_DOC_PERU_DOCUMENT			CO_EDO_PE_E_DOC_PERU_DOCUMENT			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_PE_GET_STATUS_INV_SERV			CO_EDO_PE_GET_STATUS_INV_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_PE_GET_STATUS_SERV			CO_EDO_PE_GET_STATUS_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_PE_INVOICE_TRANSM_SERV			CO_EDO_PE_INVOICE_TRANSM_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_PE_TAX_CERT_TRANS_SERV			CO_EDO_PE_TAX_CERT_TRANS_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_PE_VOID_DOC_TRANSM_SERV			CO_EDO_PE_VOID_DOC_TRANSM_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_PL_SEND_CRED_NOTE_V1_0			CO_EDO_PL_SEND_CRED_NOTE_V1_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_PT_RECEIVE_MESSAGE_V1_0			CO_EDO_PT_RECEIVE_MESSAGE_V1_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_PT_SEND_CREDITNOTE_V1_0			CO_EDO_PT_SEND_CREDITNOTE_V1_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_PT_SEND_INVOICE_V1_0			CO_EDO_PT_SEND_INVOICE_V1_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TH_E_DOC_THSEND_DCN			CO_EDO_TH_E_DOC_THSEND_DCN			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TH_E_DOC_THSEND_RECEIPT			CO_EDO_TH_E_DOC_THSEND_RECEIPT			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TH_E_DOC_THSEND_TAX_INV			CO_EDO_TH_E_DOC_THSEND_TAX_INV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TR_APP_RESP_UBL_2_1			CO_EDO_TR_APP_RESP_UBL_2_1			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TR_CLIENT_EDESPATCH_SER			CO_EDO_TR_CLIENT_EDESPATCH_SER			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TR_CLIENT_EINVOICE_SER1			CO_EDO_TR_CLIENT_EINVOICE_SER1			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TR_CLIENT_EINVOICE_SERV			CO_EDO_TR_CLIENT_EINVOICE_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TR_CONS_INV_TRANSM_SERV			CO_EDO_TR_CONS_INV_TRANSM_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TR_E_DESPATCH_TURKEY			CO_EDO_TR_E_DESPATCH_TURKEY			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TR_E_RECEIPT_ADVICE			CO_EDO_TR_E_RECEIPT_ADVICE			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TR_INV_UBL_TRANS_SERV			CO_EDO_TR_INV_UBL_TRANS_SERV			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TW_A0101			CO_EDO_TW_A0101			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TW_A0201			CO_EDO_TW_A0201			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TW_A0302			CO_EDO_TW_A0302			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TW_A0401			CO_EDO_TW_A0401			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TW_A0501			CO_EDO_TW_A0501			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TW_B0101			CO_EDO_TW_B0101			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TW_B0102			CO_EDO_TW_B0102			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TW_B0202			CO_EDO_TW_B0202			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TW_B0401			CO_EDO_TW_B0401			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TW_B0501			CO_EDO_TW_B0501			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TW_C0401			CO_EDO_TW_C0401			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TW_C0501			CO_EDO_TW_C0501			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TW_C0701			CO_EDO_TW_C0701			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TW_D0401			CO_EDO_TW_D0401			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TW_D0501			CO_EDO_TW_D0501			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TW_E0401			CO_EDO_TW_E0401			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_TW_E0402			CO_EDO_TW_E0402			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_UBL_RECEIVE_DOCS_V1_0			CO_EDO_UBL_RECEIVE_DOCS_V1_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_UBL_RECEIVE_RESP_V1_0			CO_EDO_UBL_RECEIVE_RESP_V1_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_UBL_SEND_CRED_NOTE_V1_0			CO_EDO_UBL_SEND_CRED_NOTE_V1_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDO_UBL_SEND_INVOICE_V1_0			CO_EDO_UBL_SEND_INVOICE_V1_0			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_EDX_BBX			CO_EDX_BBX			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_EDX_SI_DOCUMENT_SET_OUT			CO_EDX_SI_DOCUMENT_SET_OUT			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_EDX_SI_DOCUMENT_SET_REPLY_O			CO_EDX_SI_DOCUMENT_SET_REPLY_O			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_EDX_WS_DWSPORT			CO_EDX_WS_DWSPORT			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_EHSHSM_HZDSMATL001QU			CO_EHSHSM_HZDSMATL001QU			Outbound						1									Environment, Health and Safety			Not Used									


			CO_EHSHSM_HZDSMATL001RP			CO_EHSHSM_HZDSMATL001RP			Outbound						1									Environment, Health and Safety			Not Used									


			CO_EHSSX_IUCLIDCHSUBREPRQ			CO_EHSSX_IUCLIDCHSUBREPRQ			Outbound						1									Environment, Health and Safety			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - IUCLID5 Interface			


			CO_EHSWX_DISPSLNOTEERP001QR			CO_EHSWX_DISPSLNOTEERP001QR			Outbound						1									Environment, Health and Safety			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Waste Management			


			CO_EHSWX_DISPSLNOTEERPMNTRC			CO_EHSWX_DISPSLNOTEERPMNTRC			Outbound						1									Environment, Health and Safety			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Waste Management			


			CO_EHSWX_WSTEMGMTPARTERPMNTRC			CO_EHSWX_WSTEMGMTPARTERPMNTRC			Outbound						1									Environment, Health and Safety			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Waste Management			


			CO_EM_FACILITY_GET_DET			CO_EM_FACILITY_GET_DET			Outbound						1									Plant Maintenance			Not Used									


			CO_EM_FACILITY_GET_F4			CO_EM_FACILITY_GET_F4			Outbound						1									Plant Maintenance			Not Used									


			CO_EM_FACILITY_GET_LIST			CO_EM_FACILITY_GET_LIST			Outbound						1									Plant Maintenance			Not Used									


			CO_EM_FACILITY_SET_DET			CO_EM_FACILITY_SET_DET			Outbound						1									Plant Maintenance			Not Used									


			CO_EPM_CONFIRM_ORDER			CO_EPM_CONFIRM_ORDER			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_EPM_CONFIRM_ORDER_ABS			CO_EPM_CONFIRM_ORDER_ABS			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_EPM_MANAGE_ORDER			CO_EPM_MANAGE_ORDER			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_EPM_PO_CONFIRMATION_OUT			CO_EPM_PO_CONFIRMATION_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_EPM_PO_MASS_BUNDLING			CO_EPM_PO_MASS_BUNDLING			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_EPM_PO_REQUEST_OUT			CO_EPM_PO_REQUEST_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_EPM_PO_REQUEST_STATUS_OUT			CO_EPM_PO_REQUEST_STATUS_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_EPM_PO_REQ_STATUS_OUT			CO_EPM_PO_REQ_STATUS_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_EPM_PO_REQ_STATUS_SYNC_OUT			CO_EPM_PO_REQ_STATUS_SYNC_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_EPM_PO_SO_SYNCHRON_OUT			CO_EPM_PO_SO_SYNCHRON_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_ERC_SE_PERSHIRG_CRTCO			CO_ERC_SE_PERSHIRG_CRTCO			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_ERC_SE_PERSHIRG_CRTCO does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_ERC_SE_PERSHIRG_CRTRQ			CO_ERC_SE_PERSHIRG_CRTRQ			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_ERC_SE_PERSHIRG_CRTRQ does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_ESH_WS_SEARCH_DATA_OUT			CO_ESH_WS_SEARCH_DATA_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_ESH_WS_SEARCH_TEMPLATE_OUT			CO_ESH_WS_SEARCH_TEMPLATE_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_ESREGISTRY_WSSI			CO_ESREGISTRY_WSSI			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_ESSII_001_INCOMING_INVOICE			CO_ESSII_001_INCOMING_INVOICE			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_ESSII_001_INC_CASH_PAYMENT			CO_ESSII_001_INC_CASH_PAYMENT			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_ESSII_001_OUTGOING_INVOICE			CO_ESSII_001_OUTGOING_INVOICE			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_ESSII_001_OUT_PAY_VOC_VEN			CO_ESSII_001_OUT_PAY_VOC_VEN			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_F2ZFG_WS_TESTS_WS			CO_F2ZFG_WS_TESTS_WS			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_FBS_CHTACCTSRPLCTNCO			CO_FBS_CHTACCTSRPLCTNCO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FBS_CHTACCTSRPLCTNRQ			CO_FBS_CHTACCTSRPLCTNRQ			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FBS_COMPANYRPLCTNBCO			CO_FBS_COMPANYRPLCTNBCO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FBS_FINRPTGSTRUCCO			CO_FBS_FINRPTGSTRUCCO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FBS_FINRPTGSTRUCRPLCTNRQ			CO_FBS_FINRPTGSTRUCRPLCTNRQ			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FBS_GLACCTMSTRRPLCTNRCO			CO_FBS_GLACCTMSTRRPLCTNRCO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FBS_GLACCTMSTRRPLCTNRQ			CO_FBS_GLACCTMSTRRPLCTNRQ			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FIKZ_DI_INVOICE_PROCESSING			CO_FIKZ_DI_INVOICE_PROCESSING			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FIKZ_DI_INVOICE_SESSION_OUT			CO_FIKZ_DI_INVOICE_SESSION_OUT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FIKZ_DI_INVOICE_SIGN_OUT			CO_FIKZ_DI_INVOICE_SIGN_OUT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FIKZ_DI_INVOICE_SIGN_OUT_V1			CO_FIKZ_DI_INVOICE_SIGN_OUT_V1			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FIKZ_DI_INVOICE_UPLOAD_OUT			CO_FIKZ_DI_INVOICE_UPLOAD_OUT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FIKZ_DI_INV_PROCESSING_V1			CO_FIKZ_DI_INV_PROCESSING_V1			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FIKZ_DI_INV_SESSION_OUT_V1			CO_FIKZ_DI_INV_SESSION_OUT_V1			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FIKZ_DI_INV_UPLOAD_OUT_V1			CO_FIKZ_DI_INV_UPLOAD_OUT_V1			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FITV_CAR_AVAILABILITY_QUERY			CO_FITV_CAR_AVAILABILITY_QUERY			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FITV_CAR_BOOKING_CAN_REQ_CO			CO_FITV_CAR_BOOKING_CAN_REQ_CO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FITV_CAR_BOOKING_REQUEST_CO			CO_FITV_CAR_BOOKING_REQUEST_CO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FITV_CAR_LOCATION_QUERY_RES			CO_FITV_CAR_LOCATION_QUERY_RES			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FITV_HOTEL_GET_RATES_QUERY			CO_FITV_HOTEL_GET_RATES_QUERY			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FITV_HOTEL_GET_TEMP_BOOK_ID			CO_FITV_HOTEL_GET_TEMP_BOOK_ID			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FITV_RAIL_ORDER_DETAILS			CO_FITV_RAIL_ORDER_DETAILS			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FITV_RAIL_ORDER_LIST_QUERY1			CO_FITV_RAIL_ORDER_LIST_QUERY1			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKKBI_BSACCTCHGCO			CO_FKKBI_BSACCTCHGCO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - BRIM - Billing of Event Detail Records (EDR)			


			CO_FKKBI_BSACCTCNCCO			CO_FKKBI_BSACCTCNCCO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - BRIM - Billing of Event Detail Records (EDR)			


			CO_FKKBI_BSACCTCNCRQ			CO_FKKBI_BSACCTCNCRQ			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - BRIM - Billing of Event Detail Records (EDR)			


			CO_FKKBI_BSACCTCRTCO			CO_FKKBI_BSACCTCRTCO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - BRIM - Billing of Event Detail Records (EDR)			


			CO_FKKBI_PAYTBSRCRDCRTCO			CO_FKKBI_PAYTBSRCRDCRTCO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - BRIM - Billing of Event Detail Records (EDR)			


			CO_FKKCC_CIT_CHARGE_SERVICE			CO_FKKCC_CIT_CHARGE_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKKCC_CUST_DATA_EXP_IMP_SRV			CO_FKKCC_CUST_DATA_EXP_IMP_SRV			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKKCC_EXECUTION			CO_FKKCC_EXECUTION			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKKCC_OPERATIONAL_STAT_SRV			CO_FKKCC_OPERATIONAL_STAT_SRV			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKKCC_PREPAID_ACCOUNT_STATE			CO_FKKCC_PREPAID_ACCOUNT_STATE			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKKCC_RATING_SERVICES			CO_FKKCC_RATING_SERVICES			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKKCC_RECHARGING_SERVICES			CO_FKKCC_RECHARGING_SERVICES			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKKCC_REFILLING			CO_FKKCC_REFILLING			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKKCC_SUBSCRIBER_ACCOUNT			CO_FKKCC_SUBSCRIBER_ACCOUNT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKKOI_OUTBOUND_INTERFACE			CO_FKKOI_OUTBOUND_INTERFACE			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_BILL_IMAGE_REQUEST_OUT			CO_FKK_BILL_IMAGE_REQUEST_OUT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CARPDUNNBYBPIDQR			CO_FKK_CARPDUNNBYBPIDQR			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CARPDUNNBYIDQR			CO_FKK_CARPDUNNBYIDQR			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CARPRIBTDRBBTDRQR			CO_FKK_CARPRIBTDRBBTDRQR			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CARPRSUBSCRITEMBULKNO			CO_FKK_CARPRSUBSCRITEMBULKNO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CARPRSUBSCRRQ			CO_FKK_CARPRSUBSCRRQ			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CASHPNT_BALBYIDQR			CO_FKK_CASHPNT_BALBYIDQR			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CASHPNT_BALBYOFFQR			CO_FKK_CASHPNT_BALBYOFFQR			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CASHPNT_CLOSING_CNCNO			CO_FKK_CASHPNT_CLOSING_CNCNO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CASHPNT_CLOSING_CRTNO			CO_FKK_CASHPNT_CLOSING_CRTNO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CASHPNT_DEPOSIT_CNCNO			CO_FKK_CASHPNT_DEPOSIT_CNCNO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CASHPNT_DEPOSIT_CRTNO			CO_FKK_CASHPNT_DEPOSIT_CRTNO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CASHPNT_DIFFRNC_CNCNO			CO_FKK_CASHPNT_DIFFRNC_CNCNO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CASHPNT_DIFFRNC_CRTNO			CO_FKK_CASHPNT_DIFFRNC_CRTNO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CASHPNT_WTHDRWL_CNCNO			CO_FKK_CASHPNT_WTHDRWL_CNCNO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CASHPNT_WTHDRWL_CRTNO			CO_FKK_CASHPNT_WTHDRWL_CRTNO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CASHPOINT_OPENITEM_PUSH			CO_FKK_CASHPOINT_OPENITEM_PUSH			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CASHPOINT_OPENITEM_Q			CO_FKK_CASHPOINT_OPENITEM_Q			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CASHPOINT_PAYMENT_TEST			CO_FKK_CASHPOINT_PAYMENT_TEST			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CASHPOINT_REVERSE			CO_FKK_CASHPOINT_REVERSE			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CASIGRPBYELEMQR			CO_FKK_CASIGRPBYELEMQR			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CM_CRITICAL_PARTIES			CO_FKK_CM_CRITICAL_PARTIES			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CM_QUERY			CO_FKK_CM_QUERY			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_COMMSNDOUTSTGCOLUPDCO			CO_FKK_COMMSNDOUTSTGCOLUPDCO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_COMMSNDOUTSTGCOLUPDRQ			CO_FKK_COMMSNDOUTSTGCOLUPDRQ			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CREDIT_COMMITMENT_SEND			CO_FKK_CREDIT_COMMITMENT_SEND			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CREDIT_VECTOR			CO_FKK_CREDIT_VECTOR			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CREDIT_VECTOR_NEW			CO_FKK_CREDIT_VECTOR_NEW			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CUST_PYMNT_REC_BULK_NO			CO_FKK_CUST_PYMNT_REC_BULK_NO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CWLI_CANCEL_NOTIF_OUT			CO_FKK_CWLI_CANCEL_NOTIF_OUT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CWLI_STATQUERYRESP_OUT			CO_FKK_CWLI_STATQUERYRESP_OUT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_CWL_NOTIFICATION_OUT			CO_FKK_CWL_NOTIFICATION_OUT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_DEBTRECSCORECRTQU			CO_FKK_DEBTRECSCORECRTQU			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_EXTBILLCRTNO			CO_FKK_EXTBILLCRTNO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_P2PCRT_RC			CO_FKK_P2PCRT_RC			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_P2P_ALLWD_PRFL_QR			CO_FKK_P2P_ALLWD_PRFL_QR			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_P2P_CRTQR			CO_FKK_P2P_CRTQR			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_P2P_PROPOSAL_CRTQR			CO_FKK_P2P_PROPOSAL_CRTQR			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_P2P_PROPOSAL_CRTRC			CO_FKK_P2P_PROPOSAL_CRTRC			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_PAYRETBULKOCCNO			CO_FKK_PAYRETBULKOCCNO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FKK_RATING_REPLICATE			CO_FKK_RATING_REPLICATE			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FMCA_UMEUSER_MAINTAIN_REMOT			CO_FMCA_UMEUSER_MAINTAIN_REMOT			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_FMFGCCRVENDOR_DATA_QUERY_OU			CO_FMFGCCRVENDOR_DATA_QUERY_OU			Outbound						1									Public Sector Management			Not Used									


			CO_FMSE_BUDGETSTRUCTURERPLCTCO			CO_FMSE_BUDGETSTRUCTURERPLCTCO			Outbound						1									Public Sector Management			Not Used									


			CO_FMSE_BUDGETSTRUCTURERPLCTRQ			CO_FMSE_BUDGETSTRUCTURERPLCTRQ			Outbound						1									Public Sector Management			Not Used									


			CO_FOT_XI_VAT_DECLARATION			CO_FOT_XI_VAT_DECLARATION			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FP_PRINT_REQUEST			CO_FP_PRINT_REQUEST			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_FP_QUEUE_ADMIN			CO_FP_QUEUE_ADMIN			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_FQM_WS_DISTRIBUTE			CO_FQM_WS_DISTRIBUTE			Outbound						1									Treasury			Not Used									


			CO_FRE_DIF_BULK_OUT			CO_FRE_DIF_BULK_OUT			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_FRE_PROACT_BULK_OUT			CO_FRE_PROACT_BULK_OUT			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_FRE_REPLOP_B_CONF_OUT			CO_FRE_REPLOP_B_CONF_OUT			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BPDATACLCASE			CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BPDATACLCASE			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BPRELSHP_CO			CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BPRELSHP_CO			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BPREL_IN			CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BPREL_IN			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BP_CO			CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BP_CO			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BP_IN			CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BP_IN			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BP_PRPS_IN			CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BP_PRPS_IN			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSCD_CARPRIBTDRICDRQR			CO_FSCD_CARPRIBTDRICDRQR			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSCD_DEP_SHORT_OCC_BULK_NO			CO_FSCD_DEP_SHORT_OCC_BULK_NO			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSCD_DUNNING_PROGRESSION			CO_FSCD_DUNNING_PROGRESSION			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSCD_ICDABULKCHGRQ			CO_FSCD_ICDABULKCHGRQ			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSCD_ICDABULKCNCRQ			CO_FSCD_ICDABULKCNCRQ			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSCD_ICDABULKCRTRQ			CO_FSCD_ICDABULKCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSCD_ICDACHGCHKQR			CO_FSCD_ICDACHGCHKQR			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSCD_ICDACNCCHKQR			CO_FSCD_ICDACNCCHKQR			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSCD_ICDACRTCHKQR			CO_FSCD_ICDACRTCHKQR			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSCD_ICDAIDQR			CO_FSCD_ICDAIDQR			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSCD_ICDASELQR			CO_FSCD_ICDASELQR			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSCD_ICDRBBTDRQR			CO_FSCD_ICDRBBTDRQR			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSCD_ICDRBULKCRTRQ			CO_FSCD_ICDRBULKCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSCD_ICDRCNCCHKQR			CO_FSCD_ICDRCNCCHKQR			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSCD_ICDRCNCRQ			CO_FSCD_ICDRCNCRQ			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSCD_ICDRCRTCHKQR			CO_FSCD_ICDRCRTCHKQR			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSCD_ICDRIDQR			CO_FSCD_ICDRIDQR			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSCD_INSDUPRBYBASDTQR			CO_FSCD_INSDUPRBYBASDTQR			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FSL_AB_INV_INFO_OUT			CO_FSL_AB_INV_INFO_OUT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FSL_AB_INV_TO_CHECK_OUT			CO_FSL_AB_INV_TO_CHECK_OUT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_FSPSJ_PROCESS_INTEGRATION_A			CO_FSPSJ_PROCESS_INTEGRATION_A			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LCACR			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LCACR			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LCPR			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LCPR			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LC_V1			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LC_V1			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LDR_OUT_CC_BK			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LDR_OUT_CC_BK			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LDR_OUT_CLC_BK			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LDR_OUT_CLC_BK			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LDR_OUT_CL_BK_V1			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LDR_OUT_CL_BK_V1			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LDR_OUT_UPD_BK			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LDR_OUT_UPD_BK			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_ACT_BK			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_ACT_BK			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_CL_BK			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_CL_BK			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_CL_BK_V1			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_CL_BK_V1			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_CMPL_BK			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_CMPL_BK			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_CR_BK			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_CR_BK			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_UPD_BK			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_UPD_BK			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LWR			CO_FVD_BACP_O_LWR			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_FVD_LOAN_CONTRACT_CREATE_CO			CO_FVD_LOAN_CONTRACT_CREATE_CO			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_GENIOS_SAPO10N_MILP			CO_GENIOS_SAPO10N_MILP			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_GT_ERP_TRAVEL_ITINERARY_UNL			CO_GT_ERP_TRAVEL_ITINERARY_UNL			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_GT_PROFILE_UPLOAD_PORT_TYPE			CO_GT_PROFILE_UPLOAD_PORT_TYPE			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_GT_TRAVEL_ITINERARY_CANCEL			CO_GT_TRAVEL_ITINERARY_CANCEL			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_GT_TRAVEL_ITINERARY_READ			CO_GT_TRAVEL_ITINERARY_READ			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_GT_TRAVEL_ITIN_LOCATOR_READ			CO_GT_TRAVEL_ITIN_LOCATOR_READ			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_GT_TRAVEL_ITIN_PURCHASE			CO_GT_TRAVEL_ITIN_PURCHASE			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_HRAU_ATO_PAYEVNT2HTTP			CO_HRAU_ATO_PAYEVNT2HTTP			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRAU_ATO_PAYEVNTEMP2HTTP			CO_HRAU_ATO_PAYEVNTEMP2HTTP			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRAU_ATO_PAYEVNTEMPHTTP			CO_HRAU_ATO_PAYEVNTEMPHTTP			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRAU_ATO_PAYEVNTHTTP			CO_HRAU_ATO_PAYEVNTHTTP			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRAU_ATO_STP_PULL			CO_HRAU_ATO_STP_PULL			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRAU_ATO_STP_PUSH			CO_HRAU_ATO_STP_PUSH			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRCUSCL_BSIEE_FORMS_SERVICE			CO_HRCUSCL_BSIEE_FORMS_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRCUSCL_BSITFSERVICE			CO_HRCUSCL_BSITFSERVICE			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRCUSCL_IMPORT_EXPORT_SERVI			CO_HRCUSCL_IMPORT_EXPORT_SERVI			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRCUSCL_T10_BSITFSERVICE			CO_HRCUSCL_T10_BSITFSERVICE			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRCUSCL_T11_BSITF11SERVICE			CO_HRCUSCL_T11_BSITF11SERVICE			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRDESVGKV_EXTRA_PORT_TYPE_A			CO_HRDESVGKV_EXTRA_PORT_TYPE_A			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRDESVGKV_EXTRA_PORT_TYPE_M			CO_HRDESVGKV_EXTRA_PORT_TYPE_M			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRDESVGKV_EXTRA_PORT_TYPE_Q			CO_HRDESVGKV_EXTRA_PORT_TYPE_Q			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRDESVGKV_EXTRA_PORT_TYPE_R			CO_HRDESVGKV_EXTRA_PORT_TYPE_R			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRDE_SVRVBEA_EXTRA14			CO_HRDE_SVRVBEA_EXTRA14			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRKZ_EI_ISYNC_CHANNEL			CO_HRKZ_EI_ISYNC_CHANNEL			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used									


			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA1801BHTTP_V18			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA1801BHTTP_V18			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA1801BRHTTP_V1			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA1801BRHTTP_V1			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_1601HTTP_F16			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_1601HTTP_F16			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_1701HTTP_V17			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_1701HTTP_V17			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_1702HTTP_V17			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_1702HTTP_V17			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_1702RHTTP_V1			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_1702RHTTP_V1			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2001HTTP_V20			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2001HTTP_V20			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2001RHTTP_V2			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2001RHTTP_V2			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2101HTTP_V21			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2101HTTP_V21			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2101RHTTP_V1			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2101RHTTP_V1			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2201HTTP_V22			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2201HTTP_V22			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2201RHTTP_V2			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2201RHTTP_V2			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2301HTTP_V23			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2301HTTP_V23			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2301RHTTP_V2			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2301RHTTP_V2			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_MSGUPAWEB_SE			CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_MSGUPAWEB_SE			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNL_SBRAANLEVER_SERVICE_V1			CO_HRNL_SBRAANLEVER_SERVICE_V1			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNL_SBRSTATUSINFORMATIE_SE			CO_HRNL_SBRSTATUSINFORMATIE_SE			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNO_AL2ICORRESPONDENCE_EXT			CO_HRNO_AL2ICORRESPONDENCE_EXT			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNO_AL2IINTERMEDIARY_INBOU			CO_HRNO_AL2IINTERMEDIARY_INBOU			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNO_AL2IRECEIPT_EXTERNAL_B			CO_HRNO_AL2IRECEIPT_EXTERNAL_B			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNO_AL2IREPORTEE_ELEMENT_L			CO_HRNO_AL2IREPORTEE_ELEMENT_L			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNO_AL2ISYSTEM_AUTHENTICAT			CO_HRNO_AL2ISYSTEM_AUTHENTICAT			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNZ2_EMPLOYMENT			CO_HRNZ2_EMPLOYMENT			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNZ2_RETURN			CO_HRNZ2_RETURN			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNZ_EMPLOYMENT			CO_HRNZ_EMPLOYMENT			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNZ_IRDED			CO_HRNZ_IRDED			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNZ_IRDEI			CO_HRNZ_IRDEI			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNZ_RETURN			CO_HRNZ_RETURN			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRNZ_TOKEN_CHECK			CO_HRNZ_TOKEN_CHECK			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPADUN_GET_REPORTS_OUT			CO_HRPADUN_GET_REPORTS_OUT			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPADUN_GET_REPORTS_OUT1			CO_HRPADUN_GET_REPORTS_OUT1			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPADUN_GET_REPORTS_OUT2			CO_HRPADUN_GET_REPORTS_OUT2			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPADUN_TRANSMIT_FINANCIAL1			CO_HRPADUN_TRANSMIT_FINANCIAL1			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPADUN_TRANSMIT_SEPARATION			CO_HRPADUN_TRANSMIT_SEPARATION			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPADUN_TRANSMIT_STAFF_MEMB			CO_HRPADUN_TRANSMIT_STAFF_MEMB			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYBREFD_SERVICO_CONSULTA			CO_HRPAYBREFD_SERVICO_CONSULTA			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYBREFD_SERVICO_ENVIAR_L			CO_HRPAYBREFD_SERVICO_ENVIAR_L			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYBR_LOG_BUSINESS_PLACE			CO_HRPAYBR_LOG_BUSINESS_PLACE			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYCO_HXMCOLOMBIA_SEND_PA			CO_HRPAYCO_HXMCOLOMBIA_SEND_PA			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYCZ_APEP_IBUSINESS_TRAN			CO_HRPAYCZ_APEP_IBUSINESS_TRAN			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYES_BF_READ_WITHHOLDING			CO_HRPAYES_BF_READ_WITHHOLDING			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFIIR_CERTIFICATE_SERVI			CO_HRPAYFIIR_CERTIFICATE_SERVI			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFIIR_INVALIDATION_PORT			CO_HRPAYFIIR_INVALIDATION_PORT			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFIIR_STATUS_PORT			CO_HRPAYFIIR_STATUS_PORT			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFIIR_WAGE_REPORT_PORT			CO_HRPAYFIIR_WAGE_REPORT_PORT			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFR_WSP3112_CRMHTTP_OPS			CO_HRPAYFR_WSP3112_CRMHTTP_OPS			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFR_WSP3113_CRMHTTP_OPS			CO_HRPAYFR_WSP3113_CRMHTTP_OPS			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFR_WSP3114_CRMHTTP_OPS			CO_HRPAYFR_WSP3114_CRMHTTP_OPS			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV01_05_GIPHTTP_MD			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV01_05_GIPHTTP_MD			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV01_06_GIPHTTP_MD			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV01_06_GIPHTTP_MD			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV01_07_GIPHTTP_MD			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV01_07_GIPHTTP_MD			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV01_08_GIPHTTP_MD			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV01_08_GIPHTTP_MD			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV01_09_GIPHTTP_MD			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV01_09_GIPHTTP_MD			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV0203_BPIJWWW_02			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV0203_BPIJWWW_02			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV0204_BPIJWWW_02			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV0204_BPIJWWW_02			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV02_01_GIPHTTP_MD			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV02_01_GIPHTTP_MD			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV02_02_GIPHTTP_MD			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV02_02_GIPHTTP_MD			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV08_26_CRMHTTP_OP			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV08_26_CRMHTTP_OP			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV08_31_CRMHTTP_OP			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV08_31_CRMHTTP_OP			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV202213NEOHTTP_GI			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV202213NEOHTTP_GI			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV202214NEOHTTP_GI			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV202214NEOHTTP_GI			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV202311NEOHTTP_GI			CO_HRPAYFR_WSV202311NEOHTTP_GI			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFR_WS_FPOC_R136HTTP_MD			CO_HRPAYFR_WS_FPOC_R136HTTP_MD			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFR_WS_FPOC_R137HTTP_MD			CO_HRPAYFR_WS_FPOC_R137HTTP_MD			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFR_WS_FPOC_R138HTTP_MD			CO_HRPAYFR_WS_FPOC_R138HTTP_MD			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYFR_WS_FPOC_R139HTTP_MD			CO_HRPAYFR_WS_FPOC_R139HTTP_MD			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYNA_FI_DOC_3PR_CHANGE			CO_HRPAYNA_FI_DOC_3PR_CHANGE			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYNA_FI_DOC_3PR_FIND			CO_HRPAYNA_FI_DOC_3PR_FIND			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYNA_REMIT_CHECKNR_GET			CO_HRPAYNA_REMIT_CHECKNR_GET			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYPT_BF_READ_WITHHOLDING			CO_HRPAYPT_BF_READ_WITHHOLDING			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYRU_IC_DCS_GEN_SVC			CO_HRPAYRU_IC_DCS_GEN_SVC			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPAYSI_ENDM_NDM_SERVICE_IN			CO_HRPAYSI_ENDM_NDM_SERVICE_IN			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_DOCUMENTS_R			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_DOCUMENTS_R			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_DOCUMENT_DI			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_DOCUMENT_DI			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_E1			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_E1			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_EX			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_EX			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_P1			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_P1			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_PA			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_PA			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_R1			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_R1			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_RE			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_RE			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CCODE_GET_FIRST			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CCODE_GET_FIRST			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CCODE_GET_LASTD			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CCODE_GET_LASTD			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CODINGBLOCK_PRE			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CODINGBLOCK_PRE			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_COMPANYCODE_GET			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_COMPANYCODE_GET			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CONTROLLINGAREA			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CONTROLLINGAREA			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_COST_ELEM_FIXAC			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_COST_ELEM_FIXAC			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CREDITOR_FIND			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CREDITOR_FIND			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CREDITOR_GETDET			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CREDITOR_GETDET			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CUSTOMER_FIND			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CUSTOMER_FIND			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CUSTOMER_GETDET			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CUSTOMER_GETDET			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_DEBTOR_FIND			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_DEBTOR_FIND			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_DEBTOR_GETDETAI			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_DEBTOR_GETDETAI			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_FIXACCOUNT_GETL			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_FIXACCOUNT_GETL			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_GL_ACC_GETDETAI			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_GL_ACC_GETDETAI			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_VENDOR_FIND			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_VENDOR_FIND			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_VENDOR_GETDETAI			CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_VENDOR_GETDETAI			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSCALCULATE_TAXES_GROS			CO_HRPP_WSCALCULATE_TAXES_GROS			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSFAGL_INFO_GET			CO_HRPP_WSFAGL_INFO_GET			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSFI_ACCT_DET_CROSS_CO			CO_HRPP_WSFI_ACCT_DET_CROSS_CO			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSFI_ACCT_DET_HR			CO_HRPP_WSFI_ACCT_DET_HR			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSFI_COMPANYCODE_GETDE			CO_HRPP_WSFI_COMPANYCODE_GETDE			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSFI_GET_SGTXT			CO_HRPP_WSFI_GET_SGTXT			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSFM_DC_ACCT_ASSIGNMEN			CO_HRPP_WSFM_DC_ACCT_ASSIGNMEN			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRPP_WSFM_DC_DEFAULT_MASTER			CO_HRPP_WSFM_DC_DEFAULT_MASTER			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HRRCFHIRE_REQUEST_OUT			CO_HRRCFHIRE_REQUEST_OUT			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_HRRCFHIRE_REQUEST_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_HRRCFJOB_POS_PUBL_OUT			CO_HRRCFJOB_POS_PUBL_OUT			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_HRRCFJOB_POS_PUBL_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_HRRCF_BGCORDER_RQ			CO_HRRCF_BGCORDER_RQ			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_HRRCF_BGCORDER_RQ does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_HRRCF_BGCORDRSCRNSTATSIM_RQ			CO_HRRCF_BGCORDRSCRNSTATSIM_RQ			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_HRRCF_BGCORDRSCRNSTATSIM_RQ does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_HRRCF_RESUMEPARSE_QR			CO_HRRCF_RESUMEPARSE_QR			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_HRRCF_RESUMEPARSE_QR does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_HRRCF_RESUME_PARSE_VENDOR_B			CO_HRRCF_RESUME_PARSE_VENDOR_B			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_HRRCF_RESUME_PARSE_VENDOR_B does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_HRTVSTATUS_PORT			CO_HRTVSTATUS_PORT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_HRTVWAGE_REPORT_PORT			CO_HRTVWAGE_REPORT_PORT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_HR_DE_B2A_OED_ZFA_OUT			CO_HR_DE_B2A_OED_ZFA_OUT			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFI_DPSREQUEST_TOKEN1			CO_HR_GB_EFI_DPSREQUEST_TOKEN1			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFI_DPSRETRIEVE1			CO_HR_GB_EFI_DPSRETRIEVE1			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EAS_OUT			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EAS_OUT			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EAS_OUT_13			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EAS_OUT_13			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EOYR_OUT			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EOYR_OUT			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_13			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_13			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_14			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_14			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_15			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_15			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_16			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_16			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_17			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_17			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_18			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_18			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_19			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_19			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_20			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_20			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_21			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_21			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_22			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_22			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_23			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_23			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_15			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_15			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_16			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_16			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_17			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_17			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_18			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_18			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_19			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_19			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_20			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_20			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_21			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_21			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_22			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_22			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_23			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_23			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_14			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_14			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_15			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_15			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_16			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_16			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_17			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_17			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_18			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_18			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_19			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_19			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_20			CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_20			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_13			CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_13			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_15			CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_15			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_16			CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_16			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_17			CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_17			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_18			CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_18			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_19			CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_19			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_20			CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_20			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_21			CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_21			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_22			CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_22			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_23			CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_23			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_INMV_OUT			CO_HR_GB_EFO_INMV_OUT			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_RESP_OUT			CO_HR_GB_EFO_RESP_OUT			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_GB_EFO_RTI_OUT			CO_HR_GB_EFO_RTI_OUT			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NL_EIR_GET_STATUSSEN_PRO			CO_HR_NL_EIR_GET_STATUSSEN_PRO			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NL_EIR_INTERMEDIATE_XML			CO_HR_NL_EIR_INTERMEDIATE_XML			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NL_EIR_MEDEDELINGEN_SERV			CO_HR_NL_EIR_MEDEDELINGEN_SERV			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NL_EIR_UWV_ZW_MLA_HERSTE			CO_HR_NL_EIR_UWV_ZW_MLA_HERSTE			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NL_EIR_UWV_ZW_MLA_MELDIN			CO_HR_NL_EIR_UWV_ZW_MLA_MELDIN			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NL_EIR_UWV_ZW_WAZO_MELDI			CO_HR_NL_EIR_UWV_ZW_WAZO_MELDI			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NL_EIR_UWV_ZW_WERKHERVAT			CO_HR_NL_EIR_UWV_ZW_WERKHERVAT			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NL_EIR_UWV_ZW_ZIEKTE_MEL			CO_HR_NL_EIR_UWV_ZW_ZIEKTE_MEL			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NO_ACF_ARCHIVE_CORRESPON			CO_HR_NO_ACF_ARCHIVE_CORRESPON			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_ALTINN_SUBMIS			CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_ALTINN_SUBMIS			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_AUTHENTICATIO			CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_AUTHENTICATIO			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_AVAILABLE_SER			CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_AVAILABLE_SER			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_CORRESPONDEN1			CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_CORRESPONDEN1			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_CORRESPONDENC			CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_CORRESPONDENC			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_FORM_TASK_SCH			CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_FORM_TASK_SCH			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_RECEIPT_BASIC			CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_RECEIPT_BASIC			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NO_ACF_SUBMIT_FORM_TASK			CO_HR_NO_ACF_SUBMIT_FORM_TASK			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_ICORRESPONDE			CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_ICORRESPONDE			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_IINTERMEDIAR			CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_IINTERMEDIAR			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_IRECEIPT_EXT			CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_IRECEIPT_EXT			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_IREPORTEE_EL			CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_IREPORTEE_EL			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_ISERVICE_MET			CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_ISERVICE_MET			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_ISYSTEM_AUTH			CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_ISYSTEM_AUTH			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_IAOM_EMACERPCNCCO			CO_IAOM_EMACERPCNCCO			Outbound						1									Controlling			Not Used									


			CO_IAOM_EMACERPCRTCO			CO_IAOM_EMACERPCRTCO			Outbound						1									Controlling			Not Used									


			CO_IAOM_EXTERNAL_MANUFACTURIN1			CO_IAOM_EXTERNAL_MANUFACTURIN1			Outbound						1									Controlling			Not Used									


			CO_IAOM_EXTERNAL_MANUFACTURING			CO_IAOM_EXTERNAL_MANUFACTURING			Outbound						1									Controlling			Not Used									


			CO_IAOM_MANUFACTURING_WORK_ORD			CO_IAOM_MANUFACTURING_WORK_ORD			Outbound						1									Controlling			Not Used									


			CO_ICH_BIF_PROACT_OUT			CO_ICH_BIF_PROACT_OUT			Outbound						1									Supply Chain Management			Not Used									


			CO_ICLX_CLAIMCRTCO_INSURANCE			CO_ICLX_CLAIMCRTCO_INSURANCE			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_ICLX_CLAIMCRTINSURANCE_CLAI			CO_ICLX_CLAIMCRTINSURANCE_CLAI			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_ICLX_DOCCRTCRTRQ_INSURANCE			CO_ICLX_DOCCRTCRTRQ_INSURANCE			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_ICLX_DOCPUBCRTRQ_INSURANCE			CO_ICLX_DOCPUBCRTRQ_INSURANCE			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_ICLX_DOCVENSPRQ_INSURANCE			CO_ICLX_DOCVENSPRQ_INSURANCE			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_ICLX_FNOLCRTCO_INSURANCE			CO_ICLX_FNOLCRTCO_INSURANCE			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_ICLX_FNOLCRTNO_INSURANCE			CO_ICLX_FNOLCRTNO_INSURANCE			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_ICLX_INSURANCE_CLAIM_PROCES			CO_ICLX_INSURANCE_CLAIM_PROCES			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_ICLX_INVSTGCHKRQ_INSURANCE			CO_ICLX_INVSTGCHKRQ_INSURANCE			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_ICLX_REGREPCHGIN_INSURANCE			CO_ICLX_REGREPCHGIN_INSURANCE			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_ICLX_REGREPCLSIN_INSURANCE			CO_ICLX_REGREPCLSIN_INSURANCE			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_ICLX_REGREPCRTIN_INSURANCE			CO_ICLX_REGREPCRTIN_INSURANCE			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_ICLX_REGREPROPIN_INSURANCE			CO_ICLX_REGREPROPIN_INSURANCE			Outbound						1									Financial Services			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CMSNCALCQRYRESPSIMQR			CO_ICM_CMSNCALCQRYRESPSIMQR			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKCONFCHGCO			CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKCONFCHGCO			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKCONFCNCCO			CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKCONFCNCCO			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKCONFCRTCO			CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKCONFCRTCO			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKRQSCHGRQ			CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKRQSCHGRQ			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKRQSCNCRQ			CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKRQSCNCRQ			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKRQSCRTRQ			CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKRQSCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CMSNCASEIDQRYCHKQR			CO_ICM_CMSNCASEIDQRYCHKQR			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CMSNCASEQRYRESPCHKQR			CO_ICM_CMSNCASEQRYRESPCHKQR			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CMSNCASEREQCONFCHGRC			CO_ICM_CMSNCASEREQCONFCHGRC			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CMSNCASEREQCONFCNCRC			CO_ICM_CMSNCASEREQCONFCNCRC			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CMSNCASEREQCONFCRTRC			CO_ICM_CMSNCASEREQCONFCRTRC			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CMSNDOCBLKCONFCNCCO			CO_ICM_CMSNDOCBLKCONFCNCCO			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CMSNDOCBLKCONFCRTCO			CO_ICM_CMSNDOCBLKCONFCRTCO			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CMSNDOCBLKINFMNTIN			CO_ICM_CMSNDOCBLKINFMNTIN			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CMSNDOCBLKRQSCNCRQ			CO_ICM_CMSNDOCBLKRQSCNCRQ			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CMSNDOCBLKRQSCRTRQ			CO_ICM_CMSNDOCBLKRQSCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CMSNDOCIDQRYCHKQR			CO_ICM_CMSNDOCIDQRYCHKQR			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CMSNDOCQRYRESPCHKQR			CO_ICM_CMSNDOCQRYRESPCHKQR			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CMSNDOCREQCONFCNCRC			CO_ICM_CMSNDOCREQCONFCNCRC			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CMSNDOCREQCONFCRTRC			CO_ICM_CMSNDOCREQCONFCRTRC			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CREDENTIALCHKQR			CO_ICM_CREDENTIALCHKQR			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_ICM_CREDENTIALMNTNO			CO_ICM_CREDENTIALMNTNO			Outbound						1									Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)			Not Used									


			CO_IHC_BANSTA_OUT			CO_IHC_BANSTA_OUT			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPBKCRTRQ			CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPBKCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPCNCRQ			CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPCNCRQ			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPCO			CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPCO			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPCO1			CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPCO1			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPCRTRQ			CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPCRTRQ1			CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPCRTRQ1			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPNO			CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPNO			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_INV_INVENTORY_MNTRQ			CO_INV_INVENTORY_MNTRQ			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_INV_INVENTORY_MNTRQB			CO_INV_INVENTORY_MNTRQB			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_INV_PHYSINVCO			CO_INV_PHYSINVCO			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_INV_PHYSINVCTERPRQ			CO_INV_PHYSINVCTERPRQ			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_INV_PHYSINV_CRTRQ			CO_INV_PHYSINV_CRTRQ			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_IPING_SERVICE_HEADER_ONLY_E			CO_IPING_SERVICE_HEADER_ONLY_E			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_IPING_SERVICE_HEADER_ONLY_E does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_ISH_COVINSURANCECHHKMNTRC			CO_ISH_COVINSURANCECHHKMNTRC			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_ISH_DOTGROUPERMNTRC			CO_ISH_DOTGROUPERMNTRC			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_ISH_ISH_GROUPER_REQUEST_OS			CO_ISH_ISH_GROUPER_REQUEST_OS			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_ISH_KVC_KVCWSSERVICE			CO_ISH_KVC_KVCWSSERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_ISH_OPVRAGENPERSOONMNT_QR			CO_ISH_OPVRAGENPERSOONMNT_QR			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_ISH_OPVRAGENVERIFIEMNT_QR			CO_ISH_OPVRAGENVERIFIEMNT_QR			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_ISH_OPVRAGEN_PERSOONSGEGEVE			CO_ISH_OPVRAGEN_PERSOONSGEGEVE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_ISH_OPVRAGEN_VERIFIEREN_OS			CO_ISH_OPVRAGEN_VERIFIEREN_OS			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_ISH_PATFINDBYBASICDATA_QR			CO_ISH_PATFINDBYBASICDATA_QR			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_ISH_PATIENTERPCO			CO_ISH_PATIENTERPCO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_ISH_PATIENTMRGCO			CO_ISH_PATIENTMRGCO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_ISH_WIDCONTROLESOAPMNT_QR			CO_ISH_WIDCONTROLESOAPMNT_QR			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_ISH_WIDCONTROLE_OS			CO_ISH_WIDCONTROLE_OS			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_ISH_WS_ISHWSSERVICE			CO_ISH_WS_ISHWSSERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_ISM_DPAM_ORDER_MANAGEMENT			CO_ISM_DPAM_ORDER_MANAGEMENT			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_IST_X1_FINANCIAL_LOCK_PROPO			CO_IST_X1_FINANCIAL_LOCK_PROPO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_CONNSTSREQSMBLKNO			CO_ISU_CONNSTSREQSMBLKNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_CONNSTSREQSMCNCBLKNO			CO_ISU_CONNSTSREQSMCNCBLKNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_CONNSTSREQSMCNCRQ			CO_ISU_CONNSTSREQSMCNCRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_CONNSTSREQSMCRTBLKRQ			CO_ISU_CONNSTSREQSMCRTBLKRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_CONNSTSREQSMCRTRQ			CO_ISU_CONNSTSREQSMCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_CONTRREGNNO			CO_ISU_CONTRREGNNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_DEVICESMCHGBLKRQ			CO_ISU_DEVICESMCHGBLKRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_DEVICESMCHGRQ			CO_ISU_DEVICESMCHGRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_DEVICESMCNCBLKRQ			CO_ISU_DEVICESMCNCBLKRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_DEVICESMCRTBLKRQ			CO_ISU_DEVICESMCRTBLKRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_DEVICESMCRTRQ			CO_ISU_DEVICESMCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_DEVICESMLOCBLKNO			CO_ISU_DEVICESMLOCBLKNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_DEVICESMLOCNO			CO_ISU_DEVICESMLOCNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_DEVICESMREGCHGRQ			CO_ISU_DEVICESMREGCHGRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_DEVICESMREGCRTRQ			CO_ISU_DEVICESMREGCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_DEVICESMRELSHPNO			CO_ISU_DEVICESMRELSHPNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_DEVICESMREPLBLKRQ			CO_ISU_DEVICESMREPLBLKRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_DEVICESMTXTBLKNO			CO_ISU_DEVICESMTXTBLKNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_DEVSMOPLSTATEIDQU			CO_ISU_DEVSMOPLSTATEIDQU			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_DEVSMREGCHGBLKRQ			CO_ISU_DEVSMREGCHGBLKRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_DEVSMREGCRTBLKRQ			CO_ISU_DEVSMREGCRTBLKRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_GRIDUSGDOCENRNO			CO_ISU_GRIDUSGDOCENRNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_GRIDUSGDOCTRMNO			CO_ISU_GRIDUSGDOCTRMNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_GRIDUSGREQCNCCO			CO_ISU_GRIDUSGREQCNCCO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_GRIDUSGREQCNCRQ			CO_ISU_GRIDUSGREQCNCRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_GRIDUSGREQCRTCO			CO_ISU_GRIDUSGREQCRTCO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_GRIDUSGREQCRTRQ			CO_ISU_GRIDUSGREQCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_MEASTASKSMCHGBLKRQ			CO_ISU_MEASTASKSMCHGBLKRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_MEASTASKSMCHGRQ			CO_ISU_MEASTASKSMCHGRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_MEASTASKSMDEVNO			CO_ISU_MEASTASKSMDEVNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_MEASTASKSMPODBLKNO			CO_ISU_MEASTASKSMPODBLKNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_MEASTASKSMPODNO			CO_ISU_MEASTASKSMPODNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_MRDOCSMCNCBLKRQ			CO_ISU_MRDOCSMCNCBLKRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_MRDOCSMCNCRQ			CO_ISU_MRDOCSMCNCRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_MRDOCSMCRTBLKRQ			CO_ISU_MRDOCSMCRTBLKRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_MRDOCSMCRTRQ			CO_ISU_MRDOCSMCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_MRDRESSMCHGBLKRQ			CO_ISU_MRDRESSMCHGBLKRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_MRDRESSMCHGRQ			CO_ISU_MRDRESSMCHGRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_MRDRESSMCRTBLKRQ			CO_ISU_MRDRESSMCRTBLKRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_MRDRESSMCRTRQ			CO_ISU_MRDRESSMCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_MRDRESULTBLKNO			CO_ISU_MRDRESULTBLKNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_MRDRESULTCHGBLKCO			CO_ISU_MRDRESULTCHGBLKCO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_MRDRESULTCRTBLKCO			CO_ISU_MRDRESULTCRTBLKCO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_MRDRESULTCRTCO			CO_ISU_MRDRESULTCRTCO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_POD004RP			CO_ISU_POD004RP			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_PODMEASTASK005RP			CO_ISU_PODMEASTASK005RP			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_PODSMEXTIDNO			CO_ISU_PODSMEXTIDNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_SMEVENTCRTBLKCO			CO_ISU_SMEVENTCRTBLKCO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_TIMESERSITEMIDQR			CO_ISU_TIMESERSITEMIDQR			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_TIMESERSMTCHGRQ			CO_ISU_TIMESERSMTCHGRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_TIMESERSREPLBLKRQ			CO_ISU_TIMESERSREPLBLKRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_TSCALCCNCBLKRQ			CO_ISU_TSCALCCNCBLKRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_TSCALCCRTBLKRQ			CO_ISU_TSCALCCRTBLKRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_TSITEMBLKNO			CO_ISU_TSITEMBLKNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_TSITEMCHGBLKCO			CO_ISU_TSITEMCHGBLKCO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_TSITEMCRTBLKCO			CO_ISU_TSITEMCRTBLKCO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISU_UTILITIESTIMESERIECRTCO			CO_ISU_UTILITIESTIMESERIECRTCO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Enterprise Services for SAP for Utilities (IS-U)
The object CO_ISU_UTILITIESTIMESERIECRTCO does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_ISU_UTILITIESTIMESERIECRTRQ			CO_ISU_UTILITIESTIMESERIECRTRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - Enterprise Services for SAP for Utilities (IS-U)
The object CO_ISU_UTILITIESTIMESERIECRTRQ does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_ISU_UTILITIES_CONNECTION_RC			CO_ISU_UTILITIES_CONNECTION_RC			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_ISU_UTILITIES_CONNECTION_RC does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
S4TWL - Enterprise Services for SAP for Utilities (IS-U)			


			CO_ISU_UTILITIES_CONNECTION_S1			CO_ISU_UTILITIES_CONNECTION_S1			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_ISU_UTILITIES_CONNECTION_S1 does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
S4TWL - Enterprise Services for SAP for Utilities (IS-U)			


			CO_ISU_UTILITIES_CONNECTION_ST			CO_ISU_UTILITIES_CONNECTION_ST			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_ISU_UTILITIES_CONNECTION_ST does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
S4TWL - Enterprise Services for SAP for Utilities (IS-U)			


			CO_ISX_ALLOWANCE_MANAGEMENT_SE			CO_ISX_ALLOWANCE_MANAGEMENT_SE			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISX_CC_CONTRACT_STATE_MANAG			CO_ISX_CC_CONTRACT_STATE_MANAG			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_ISX_CC_CTR_PROV_SERVICES			CO_ISX_CC_CTR_PROV_SERVICES			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_IUID_INDMATREGRQ			CO_IUID_INDMATREGRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_IUID_INDMATREGSTATQR			CO_IUID_INDMATREGSTATQR			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_IUID_INDMATREGTCO			CO_IUID_INDMATREGTCO			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_IUID_INDMATREGUIIQR			CO_IUID_INDMATREGUIIQR			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_IVE_E_INVOICECO			CO_IVE_E_INVOICECO			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_IVE_E_INVOICEERPCO			CO_IVE_E_INVOICEERPCO			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_IVE_E_INVOICENO			CO_IVE_E_INVOICENO			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_IVE_INVOICEERPCF1			CO_IVE_INVOICEERPCF1			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_IVE_INVOICERQ			CO_IVE_INVOICERQ			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_IVE_INVOICE_CONFIRMATION_OU			CO_IVE_INVOICE_CONFIRMATION_OU			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_J3RF_CHK_FNSNDSCAWS_PORT			CO_J3RF_CHK_FNSNDSCAWS_PORT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_J_3RF_CHK_FNSNDSCAWS2_PORT			CO_J_3RF_CHK_FNSNDSCAWS2_PORT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_KBAS_COSTCTRGRPHRYRPLCO			CO_KBAS_COSTCTRGRPHRYRPLCO			Outbound						1									Controlling			Not Used									


			CO_KBAS_COSTCTRRPLCTNCO			CO_KBAS_COSTCTRRPLCTNCO			Outbound						1									Controlling			Not Used									


			CO_KBAS_COSTELMNTGRPHRYRPLCO			CO_KBAS_COSTELMNTGRPHRYRPLCO			Outbound						1									Controlling			Not Used									


			CO_KBAS_COST_ELEMENT_REPLICATI			CO_KBAS_COST_ELEMENT_REPLICATI			Outbound						1									Controlling			Not Used									


			CO_KE1_PRCTRGRPRPLCTNCO			CO_KE1_PRCTRGRPRPLCTNCO			Outbound						1									Enterprise Controlling			Not Used									


			CO_KE1_PRCTRRPLCTNBULKCO			CO_KE1_PRCTRRPLCTNBULKCO			Outbound						1									Enterprise Controlling			Not Used									


			CO_KEY_MAP_RPLCTCO			CO_KEY_MAP_RPLCTCO			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_KEY_MAP_RPLCTRQ			CO_KEY_MAP_RPLCTRQ			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_KMCWS_ARCHIVE_SERVICE_WSVI			CO_KMCWS_ARCHIVE_SERVICE_WSVI			Outbound						1									Enterprise Portal			Not Used									


			CO_KMCWS_INDEX_MANAGEMENT_WSVI			CO_KMCWS_INDEX_MANAGEMENT_WSVI			Outbound						1									Enterprise Portal			Not Used									


			CO_KMCWS_REPOSITORY_FRAMEWORK			CO_KMCWS_REPOSITORY_FRAMEWORK			Outbound						1									Enterprise Portal			Not Used									


			CO_LCCFLIGHT_AVAILABILITY_QUER			CO_LCCFLIGHT_AVAILABILITY_QUER			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_LCCFLIGHT_BOOKING_CANCEL_RE			CO_LCCFLIGHT_BOOKING_CANCEL_RE			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_LCCFLIGHT_BOOKING_DETAIL_QU			CO_LCCFLIGHT_BOOKING_DETAIL_QU			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_LCCFLIGHT_BOOKING_REQUEST_C			CO_LCCFLIGHT_BOOKING_REQUEST_C			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_LCCHOTEL_AVAILABILITY_QUERY			CO_LCCHOTEL_AVAILABILITY_QUERY			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_LCCHOTEL_BOOKING_CANCELLATI			CO_LCCHOTEL_BOOKING_CANCELLATI			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_LCCHOTEL_BOOKING_REQUEST_CO			CO_LCCHOTEL_BOOKING_REQUEST_CO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_LCCHOTEL_BOOKING_SYNCHRONIS			CO_LCCHOTEL_BOOKING_SYNCHRONIS			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_LCCHOTEL_DETAIL_QUERY_RESPO			CO_LCCHOTEL_DETAIL_QUERY_RESPO			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_LOC_LOC_BULK_REPL_REQ_OUT			CO_LOC_LOC_BULK_REPL_REQ_OUT			Outbound						1									Sales and Distribution			Not Used									


			CO_LOPL_LOCATIONMNTRQ			CO_LOPL_LOCATIONMNTRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_LOPL_LOCATIONMNTRQB			CO_LOPL_LOCATIONMNTRQB			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_LSOLS_ACCESS_URL_QUERY			CO_LSOLS_ACCESS_URL_QUERY			Outbound						1									Training and Event Management			Not Used									


			CO_LSOLS_ENROLLMENT_REQUEST			CO_LSOLS_ENROLLMENT_REQUEST			Outbound						1									Training and Event Management			Not Used									


			CO_LSOLS_LA_ERP_CANCEL_REQUEST			CO_LSOLS_LA_ERP_CANCEL_REQUEST			Outbound						1									Training and Event Management			Not Used									


			CO_LSOLS_LA_ERP_CHANGE_REQUEST			CO_LSOLS_LA_ERP_CHANGE_REQUEST			Outbound						1									Training and Event Management			Not Used									


			CO_LSOLS_LA_ERP_CREATE_REQUEST			CO_LSOLS_LA_ERP_CREATE_REQUEST			Outbound						1									Training and Event Management			Not Used									


			CO_LSOLS_LA_ERP_SIMPLE_QUERY			CO_LSOLS_LA_ERP_SIMPLE_QUERY			Outbound						1									Training and Event Management			Not Used									


			CO_LSOLS_PROGRESS_NOTIFICATION			CO_LSOLS_PROGRESS_NOTIFICATION			Outbound						1									Training and Event Management			Not Used									


			CO_LSOLS_PROGRESS_QUERY			CO_LSOLS_PROGRESS_QUERY			Outbound						1									Training and Event Management			Not Used									


			CO_LSOLS_UNENROLLMENT_REQUEST			CO_LSOLS_UNENROLLMENT_REQUEST			Outbound						1									Training and Event Management			Not Used									


			CO_LSO_CPT_PUBLISHER_SERVICE			CO_LSO_CPT_PUBLISHER_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Training and Event Management			Not Used									


			CO_LSO_CPT_REPOSITORY_SERVICE			CO_LSO_CPT_REPOSITORY_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Training and Event Management			Not Used									


			CO_LXE_COMPDTS_WSSI			CO_LXE_COMPDTS_WSSI			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_LXE_NW_KTP_TRANSLATION_LOCA			CO_LXE_NW_KTP_TRANSLATION_LOCA			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_LXE_NW_KTP_TRANSLATION_LOCA does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_LXE_NW_KTP_TRANSLATION_SI			CO_LXE_NW_KTP_TRANSLATION_SI			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_LXE_NW_KTP_TRANSLATION_SI does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_MAT_LUERPBSCDATARPLCTNRQ			CO_MAT_LUERPBSCDATARPLCTNRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_MAT_MATERIALERPRPLCTNRQ			CO_MAT_MATERIALERPRPLCTNRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_MAT_MATERPBSCDATBLKCRTRQ			CO_MAT_MATERPBSCDATBLKCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_MAT_MATERPBSCDATCRTRQ			CO_MAT_MATERPBSCDATCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_MAT_MATERPMEASURECHGNO			CO_MAT_MATERPMEASURECHGNO			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_MAT_WRHSMGMTVWRPLCTNRQ			CO_MAT_WRHSMGMTVWRPLCTNRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_MDC_SALESPRICEINFORQ			CO_MDC_SALESPRICEINFORQ			Outbound						1									Sales and Distribution			Not Used									


			CO_MDGL_PCHRPLCTRQ			CO_MDGL_PCHRPLCTRQ			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_MDG_BP_RELATIONSHIP_CNF_OUT			CO_MDG_BP_RELATIONSHIP_CNF_OUT			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_MDG_BP_RELATIONSHIP_OUT			CO_MDG_BP_RELATIONSHIP_OUT			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_MDG_BP_RPLCTCO			CO_MDG_BP_RPLCTCO			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_MDG_BP_RPLCTRQ			CO_MDG_BP_RPLCTRQ			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_MDG_BP_RPLCT_STATUS_R			CO_MDG_BP_RPLCT_STATUS_R			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_MDG_BUSINESS_PARTNER_QUERY			CO_MDG_BUSINESS_PARTNER_QUERY			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_MDG_MAT_ERPBULKRPLCTCO			CO_MDG_MAT_ERPBULKRPLCTCO			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_MDG_MAT_ERPBULKRPLCTRQ			CO_MDG_MAT_ERPBULKRPLCTRQ			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_METADATA_EXCHANGE			CO_METADATA_EXCHANGE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_MIBDEFAULT_EMPLOYEE_LEAVE_R			CO_MIBDEFAULT_EMPLOYEE_LEAVE_R			Outbound						1									Personnel Time Management			Not Used									


			CO_MIBEMPLOYEE_LEAVE_REQUEST_1			CO_MIBEMPLOYEE_LEAVE_REQUEST_1			Outbound						1									Personnel Time Management			Not Used									


			CO_MIBEMPLOYEE_LEAVE_REQUEST_A			CO_MIBEMPLOYEE_LEAVE_REQUEST_A			Outbound						1									Personnel Time Management			Not Used									


			CO_MIBEMPLOYEE_LEAVE_REQUEST_C			CO_MIBEMPLOYEE_LEAVE_REQUEST_C			Outbound						1									Personnel Time Management			Not Used									


			CO_MIBEMPLOYEE_TIME_EVENT_ERPA			CO_MIBEMPLOYEE_TIME_EVENT_ERPA			Outbound						1									Personnel Time Management			Not Used									


			CO_MIBEMPLOYEE_TIME_EVENT_ERPC			CO_MIBEMPLOYEE_TIME_EVENT_ERPC			Outbound						1									Personnel Time Management			Not Used									


			CO_MSWSRM_MS_SCENARIO1AND2_OUT			CO_MSWSRM_MS_SCENARIO1AND2_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_MY_INTERFACE_OUT1			CO_MY_INTERFACE_OUT1			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_N1RAD_TB_WEB_SERVICES_IMPL			CO_N1RAD_TB_WEB_SERVICES_IMPL			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_N1_PRY_CANCEL_CORDER			CO_N1_PRY_CANCEL_CORDER			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_CORDER_ADMISS			CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_CORDER_ADMISS			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_CORDER_PROVAP			CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_CORDER_PROVAP			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_CORDER_SIMPLE			CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_CORDER_SIMPLE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_CORDER_STDAPP			CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_CORDER_STDAPP			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_CORDER_STND			CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_CORDER_STND			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_PATIENT			CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_PATIENT			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_N1_PRY_GET_CORDERS			CO_N1_PRY_GET_CORDERS			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_N1_PRY_GET_CORDER_DETAIL			CO_N1_PRY_GET_CORDER_DETAIL			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_N1_PRY_GET_CORDER_TYPES			CO_N1_PRY_GET_CORDER_TYPES			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_N1_PRY_GET_CORDER_TYPE_DESC			CO_N1_PRY_GET_CORDER_TYPE_DESC			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_N1_PRY_GET_PATIENT_SEARCH			CO_N1_PRY_GET_PATIENT_SEARCH			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_N1_PRY_GET_PLANNING_OBJECTS			CO_N1_PRY_GET_PLANNING_OBJECTS			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_N1_PRY_UPDATE_CORDER_STATUS			CO_N1_PRY_UPDATE_CORDER_STATUS			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_N2AZ_WS_MEDWSSERVICE			CO_N2AZ_WS_MEDWSSERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_N2BFBWSSERVICE			CO_N2BFBWSSERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_N2DOC_RPLY			CO_N2DOC_RPLY			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_N2DOC_SND			CO_N2DOC_SND			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NLAANLEVERSERVICE			CO_NLAANLEVERSERVICE			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_NLSTATUSINFORMATIESERVICE			CO_NLSTATUSINFORMATIESERVICE			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_NWATSVCIABS_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVCIABS_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVCIAUM_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVCIAUM_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVCIBASE_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVCIBASE_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVCIBKF_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVCIBKF_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVCIDAS_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVCIDAS_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVCIDBAS_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVCIDBAS_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVCIDMP_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVCIDMP_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVCIEBS_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVCIEBS_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVCIKSE_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVCIKSE_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVCIPROP_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVCIPROP_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVCISAS_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVCISAS_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVCISERVICE_MANAGER			CO_NWATSVCISERVICE_MANAGER			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVCISTS_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVCISTS_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVCITSV_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVCITSV_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVCIUZE_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVCIUZE_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVCIVDAS_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVCIVDAS_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVOIABS_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVOIABS_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVOIAUM_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVOIAUM_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVOIBASE_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVOIBASE_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVOIBKF_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVOIBKF_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVOIDAS_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVOIDAS_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVOIDBAS_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVOIDBAS_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVOIDMP_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVOIDMP_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVOIKSE_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVOIKSE_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVOIPROP_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVOIPROP_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVOISAS_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVOISAS_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVOISERVICE_MANAGER			CO_NWATSVOISERVICE_MANAGER			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVOISTS_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVOISTS_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVOITSV_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVOITSV_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVOIUZE_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVOIUZE_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWATSVOIVDAS_SERVICE			CO_NWATSVOIVDAS_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWCHCVK_INIT_READ_ADMIN_DAT			CO_NWCHCVK_INIT_READ_ADMIN_DAT			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWCHCVK_POLL_READ_ADMIN_DAT			CO_NWCHCVK_POLL_READ_ADMIN_DAT			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWCHCVK_VE_KA_BATCH_QUERY_O			CO_NWCHCVK_VE_KA_BATCH_QUERY_O			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWCHCVK_VE_KA_BATCH_RESULT			CO_NWCHCVK_VE_KA_BATCH_RESULT			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_NWCHCVK_VE_KA_QUERY_OUT			CO_NWCHCVK_VE_KA_QUERY_OUT			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA			


			CO_OIJ02_BULK_COMMODITY_NOMINO			CO_OIJ02_BULK_COMMODITY_NOMINO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_OIJ02_LOADING_REPT_ERPCHARQ			CO_OIJ02_LOADING_REPT_ERPCHARQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_OIJ02_LOADING_REPT_ERPCRTRQ			CO_OIJ02_LOADING_REPT_ERPCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_OPP_HTTP			CO_OPP_HTTP			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_OSPCTSYSTEM_DATA_WSVI_DOCUM			CO_OSPCTSYSTEM_DATA_WSVI_DOCUM			Outbound						1									Collaborative Cross Applications			Not Used									


			CO_OUTBOUNDTUCC			CO_OUTBOUNDTUCC			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_OUTBOUNDTUCC does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_PAD_SE_EECDATAEMAILADD_REQ			CO_PAD_SE_EECDATAEMAILADD_REQ			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used									


			CO_PAD_SE_EEPYMNTCRDDET_CNCREQ			CO_PAD_SE_EEPYMNTCRDDET_CNCREQ			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used									


			CO_PAD_SE_EEPYMTCRDDET_CRTREQ			CO_PAD_SE_EEPYMTCRDDET_CRTREQ			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used									


			CO_PAD_SE_EE_ELMNTS_QU			CO_PAD_SE_EE_ELMNTS_QU			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used									


			CO_PAD_SE_EE_ELMNTS_RP			CO_PAD_SE_EE_ELMNTS_RP			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used									


			CO_PAD_SE_PERSHIRG_CRT_REQ			CO_PAD_SE_PERSHIRG_CRT_REQ			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used									


			CO_PAD_SE_PERSONNELLEAVING_NOT			CO_PAD_SE_PERSONNELLEAVING_NOT			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used									


			CO_PAD_SE_PERS_HIRE_CRTRC			CO_PAD_SE_PERS_HIRE_CRTRC			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used									


			CO_PAD_SFEC_EE_MDR_REP_REQ_OUT			CO_PAD_SFEC_EE_MDR_REP_REQ_OUT			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used									


			CO_PAD_SFEC_EE_ORG_ASSGT_R_CNF			CO_PAD_SFEC_EE_ORG_ASSGT_R_CNF			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used									


			CO_PAG_TRANSP_CANCEL_REQ			CO_PAG_TRANSP_CANCEL_REQ			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PAG_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST			CO_PAG_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PARSE_S2I_SYNC_OUT			CO_PARSE_S2I_SYNC_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_PARSE_S2I_SYNC_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_PARSE_S2S_SYNC_OUT			CO_PARSE_S2S_SYNC_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_PARSE_S2S_SYNC_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_PCPO_WSBAPI_ACCSERV_CHECKAC			CO_PCPO_WSBAPI_ACCSERV_CHECKAC			Outbound						1									Payroll			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_COLLECTIVELA_RQ			CO_PIQ_COLLECTIVELA_RQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_COLLECTIVELP_RQ			CO_PIQ_COLLECTIVELP_RQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_COLLECTIVELR_RQ			CO_PIQ_COLLECTIVELR_RQ			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_CSDEREGISTRATIONCHGNO			CO_PIQ_CSDEREGISTRATIONCHGNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_CSDEREGISTRATIONCNCNO			CO_PIQ_CSDEREGISTRATIONCNCNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_CSDEREGISTRATIONCRTNO			CO_PIQ_CSDEREGISTRATIONCRTNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_CSREREGISTRATIONCHGNO			CO_PIQ_CSREREGISTRATIONCHGNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_CSREREGISTRATIONCNCNO			CO_PIQ_CSREREGISTRATIONCNCNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_CSREREGISTRATIONCRTNO			CO_PIQ_CSREREGISTRATIONCRTNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_CSSPECBOOKINGCHGNO			CO_PIQ_CSSPECBOOKINGCHGNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_CSSPECBOOKINGCRTNO			CO_PIQ_CSSPECBOOKINGCRTNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_LAINSTRUCTOR_CNC_NO			CO_PIQ_LAINSTRUCTOR_CNC_NO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_LAINSTRUCTOR_CRT_NO			CO_PIQ_LAINSTRUCTOR_CRT_NO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_LA_CHG_NO			CO_PIQ_LA_CHG_NO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_LA_CNC_NO			CO_PIQ_LA_CNC_NO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_LA_CRT_NO			CO_PIQ_LA_CRT_NO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_LP_CHG_NO			CO_PIQ_LP_CHG_NO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_LP_CNC_NO			CO_PIQ_LP_CNC_NO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_LP_CRT_NO			CO_PIQ_LP_CRT_NO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_LR_CHG_NO			CO_PIQ_LR_CHG_NO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_LR_CNC_NO			CO_PIQ_LR_CNC_NO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_LR_CRT_NO			CO_PIQ_LR_CRT_NO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_DUOPROVIDE_GRADES_RE			CO_PIQ_NL_DUOPROVIDE_GRADES_RE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_DUOPROVIDE_REGISTRAT			CO_PIQ_NL_DUOPROVIDE_REGISTRAT			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_DUOPROVIDE_REMOVE_GR			CO_PIQ_NL_DUOPROVIDE_REMOVE_GR			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_DUOPROVIDE_REMOVE_RE			CO_PIQ_NL_DUOPROVIDE_REMOVE_RE			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_DUOREQUEST_INDICATIO			CO_PIQ_NL_DUOREQUEST_INDICATIO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG04			CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG04			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG06			CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG06			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG10			CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG10			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG19			CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG19			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG20			CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG20			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG22			CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG22			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG31			CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG31			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG34			CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG34			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG37			CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG37			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG48			CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG48			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG04			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG04			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG06			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG06			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG10			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG10			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG19			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG19			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG20			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG20			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG22			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG22			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG31			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG31			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG34			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG34			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG37			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG37			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG48			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG48			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG50_O			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG50_O			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG51_O			CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG51_O			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_STGRANTEVALUATIONNO			CO_PIQ_STGRANTEVALUATIONNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_STPERFORMANCEINDEXCHGNO			CO_PIQ_STPERFORMANCEINDEXCHGNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_STPERFORMANCEINDEXCRTNO			CO_PIQ_STPERFORMANCEINDEXCRTNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_STUDENTFEECALCULATIONNO			CO_PIQ_STUDENTFEECALCULATIONNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_STUDENTHOLDCNCNO			CO_PIQ_STUDENTHOLDCNCNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_STUDENTHOLDCRTNO			CO_PIQ_STUDENTHOLDCRTNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_STUDENTPROGRESSIONCHGNO			CO_PIQ_STUDENTPROGRESSIONCHGNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_STUDENTPROGRESSIONCNCNO			CO_PIQ_STUDENTPROGRESSIONCNCNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_STUDENTPROGRESSIONCRTNO			CO_PIQ_STUDENTPROGRESSIONCRTNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_STUDYADMISSIONCHGNO			CO_PIQ_STUDYADMISSIONCHGNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_STUDYADMISSIONCNCNO			CO_PIQ_STUDYADMISSIONCNCNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_STUDYADMISSIONCRTNO			CO_PIQ_STUDYADMISSIONCRTNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_STUDYAGDCHGNO			CO_PIQ_STUDYAGDCHGNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_STUDYAGDCNCNO			CO_PIQ_STUDYAGDCNCNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_STUDYAGDCRTNO			CO_PIQ_STUDYAGDCRTNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_STUDYHOLDCNCNO			CO_PIQ_STUDYHOLDCNCNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_STUDYHOLDCRTNO			CO_PIQ_STUDYHOLDCRTNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_STUDYREGISTRATIONCHGNO			CO_PIQ_STUDYREGISTRATIONCHGNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_STUDYREGISTRATIONCNCNO			CO_PIQ_STUDYREGISTRATIONCNCNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_STUDYREGISTRATIONCRTNO			CO_PIQ_STUDYREGISTRATIONCRTNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PIQ_STUDYSPECBOOKINGCNCNO			CO_PIQ_STUDYSPECBOOKINGCNCNO			Outbound						1									Industry-Specific Components			Not Used									


			CO_PKAB_AUTOMATICIDLABELBEQR			CO_PKAB_AUTOMATICIDLABELBEQR			Outbound						1									Production Planning and Control			Not Used									


			CO_PORC_PRODUCTIONCONFCRTCO			CO_PORC_PRODUCTIONCONFCRTCO			Outbound						1									Production Planning and Control			Not Used									


			CO_PRINCIPAL_PROP_ASYNC_OUT			CO_PRINCIPAL_PROP_ASYNC_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_PRODUCT_CATEGORY_HIERARCHY1			CO_PRODUCT_CATEGORY_HIERARCHY1			Outbound						1									Application Platform			Not Used									


			CO_PTRM_SE_EXPARREXTINTRAN_CNF			CO_PTRM_SE_EXPARREXTINTRAN_CNF			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_PTRM_SE_EXPARREXTINTRAN_REQ			CO_PTRM_SE_EXPARREXTINTRAN_REQ			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_PTRM_SE_TPACARRNARR_CRT_NOT			CO_PTRM_SE_TPACARRNARR_CRT_NOT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_PTRM_SE_TPACLP_CRT_NOT			CO_PTRM_SE_TPACLP_CRT_NOT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_PTRM_SE_TPAEE_ELMTS_QU			CO_PTRM_SE_TPAEE_ELMTS_QU			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_PTRM_SE_TPAEE_ELMTS_RP			CO_PTRM_SE_TPAEE_ELMTS_RP			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_PTRM_SE_TPAEE_NOT			CO_PTRM_SE_TPAEE_NOT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_PTRM_SE_TPAFLTARR_CRT_NOT			CO_PTRM_SE_TPAFLTARR_CRT_NOT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_PTRM_SE_TPAHOTELARR_CRT_NOT			CO_PTRM_SE_TPAHOTELARR_CRT_NOT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_PTRM_SE_TPATRAINARR_CRT_NOT			CO_PTRM_SE_TPATRAINARR_CRT_NOT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_POERPREPLNISHMNTMNTNO			CO_PUR_POERPREPLNISHMNTMNTNO			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_POP_TRANSPORTATION_REQU			CO_PUR_POP_TRANSPORTATION_REQU			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PRDPROCMTARGMTBKCRTRQ			CO_PUR_PRDPROCMTARGMTBKCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PRDPROCMTARRGMTCRTRQ			CO_PUR_PRDPROCMTARRGMTCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PRICESPECIFICATCRTRQ			CO_PUR_PRICESPECIFICATCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERCHGIN			CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERCHGIN			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERCHGRQ			CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERCHGRQ			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERCNCRQ			CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERCNCRQ			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERCRTIN			CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERCRTIN			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERCRTRQ			CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERERPCO			CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERERPCO			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERERPCOMNTRQ			CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERERPCOMNTRQ			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERERPMNTRQ1			CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERERPMNTRQ1			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURCHASEREQERPNO			CO_PUR_PURCHASEREQERPNO			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURCHASEREQERPSRCGRQ			CO_PUR_PURCHASEREQERPSRCGRQ			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURCHASE_ORDER_CONFIRMA			CO_PUR_PURCHASE_ORDER_CONFIRMA			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURCHASE_ORDER_ERPCONF1			CO_PUR_PURCHASE_ORDER_ERPCONF1			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURCHASE_ORDER_ERPREQUE			CO_PUR_PURCHASE_ORDER_ERPREQUE			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURCHASE_REQUEST_ERPCAN			CO_PUR_PURCHASE_REQUEST_ERPCAN			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURCHASE_REQUEST_ERPREQ			CO_PUR_PURCHASE_REQUEST_ERPREQ			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURCHASE_REQUEST_ERPSOU			CO_PUR_PURCHASE_REQUEST_ERPSOU			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURCHASING_CONTRACT_ERP			CO_PUR_PURCHASING_CONTRACT_ERP			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURGCONTRMNTCO			CO_PUR_PURGCONTRMNTCO			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURGCONTRMNTRQ			CO_PUR_PURGCONTRMNTRQ			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURGCONTRTMNTNO			CO_PUR_PURGCONTRTMNTNO			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURGCONTRTSRMRPLCTNCO			CO_PUR_PURGCONTRTSRMRPLCTNCO			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURORDERPCONTRTRELNO			CO_PUR_PURORDERPCONTRTRELNO			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURORDSRMPRCGSMLTEQR			CO_PUR_PURORDSRMPRCGSMLTEQR			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_PURREQRELRQ			CO_PUR_PURREQRELRQ			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_RFQREQUEST_SUITEALLOWED			CO_PUR_RFQREQUEST_SUITEALLOWED			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_RFQREQUEST_SUITECONF			CO_PUR_RFQREQUEST_SUITECONF			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_RFQREQUEST_SUITEREQUEST			CO_PUR_RFQREQUEST_SUITEREQUEST			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_SUPLRINVSUITECONTRRELNO			CO_PUR_SUPLRINVSUITECONTRRELNO			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_PUR_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST			CO_PUR_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_QLXI_QUALITY_INSPECTION_CAN			CO_QLXI_QUALITY_INSPECTION_CAN			Outbound						1									Quality Management			Not Used									


			CO_QLXI_QUALITY_INSPECTION_CHA			CO_QLXI_QUALITY_INSPECTION_CHA			Outbound						1									Quality Management			Not Used									


			CO_QLXI_QUALITY_INSPECTION_CRE			CO_QLXI_QUALITY_INSPECTION_CRE			Outbound						1									Quality Management			Not Used									


			CO_QLXI_QUALITY_INSPECTION_RES			CO_QLXI_QUALITY_INSPECTION_RES			Outbound						1									Quality Management			Not Used									


			CO_QLXI_QUALITY_INSPECTION_STA			CO_QLXI_QUALITY_INSPECTION_STA			Outbound						1									Quality Management			Not Used									


			CO_QUM_QUALITYISSUENOTNO			CO_QUM_QUALITYISSUENOTNO			Outbound						1									Quality Management			Not Used									


			CO_RALSRAL_DEMO_SERVICE			CO_RALSRAL_DEMO_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_RCCSC_SAPOPT_ON_DEMAND_SOAP			CO_RCCSC_SAPOPT_ON_DEMAND_SOAP			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_RCCSC_SAPOPT_ON_DEMAND_SOAP does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_RCF_BGC_ORDER_REQ_OUT			CO_RCF_BGC_ORDER_REQ_OUT			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_RCF_BGC_ORDER_REQ_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_RCF_BGC_ORDER_STATUS_OUT			CO_RCF_BGC_ORDER_STATUS_OUT			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_RCF_BGC_ORDER_STATUS_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_RCF_BGC_VIEW_REPORT_OUT			CO_RCF_BGC_VIEW_REPORT_OUT			Outbound						1									Personnel Management			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_RCF_BGC_VIEW_REPORT_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_RDM_INVENTORY_BY_MATERIAL_A			CO_RDM_INVENTORY_BY_MATERIAL_A			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_RDM_LOCATION_TRANSMISSION_R			CO_RDM_LOCATION_TRANSMISSION_R			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_RDM_MATERIAL_TRANSMISSION_R			CO_RDM_MATERIAL_TRANSMISSION_R			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_RDM_PRICE_ZONE_TRANSMISSION			CO_RDM_PRICE_ZONE_TRANSMISSION			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_RDM_SALES_PRICE_SPECIFICATI			CO_RDM_SALES_PRICE_SPECIFICATI			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_RDM_STORE_SUPPLYING_SITE_TR			CO_RDM_STORE_SUPPLYING_SITE_TR			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_REM_REPMANUFACCONFCRTCO			CO_REM_REPMANUFACCONFCRTCO			Outbound						1									Production Planning and Control			Not Used									


			CO_RESP_SWAPPED_PARAMS_OUT			CO_RESP_SWAPPED_PARAMS_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_RESP_SWAPPED_PARAMS_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_RSDSPXZRSDSWS_DETAIL			CO_RSDSPXZRSDSWS_DETAIL			Outbound						1									SAP Business Warehouse			Not Used									


			CO_RSDSPXZRSDSWS_LIST			CO_RSDSPXZRSDSWS_LIST			Outbound						1									SAP Business Warehouse			Not Used									


			CO_RSDSPXZRSDSWS_REQUEST			CO_RSDSPXZRSDSWS_REQUEST			Outbound						1									SAP Business Warehouse			Not Used									


			CO_RSDSPX_ODP_IN			CO_RSDSPX_ODP_IN			Outbound						1									SAP Business Warehouse			Not Used									


			CO_RSDSPX_RODPS_REPL			CO_RSDSPX_RODPS_REPL			Outbound						1									SAP Business Warehouse			Not Used									


			CO_SAG_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST			CO_SAG_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST			Outbound						1									Sales and Distribution			Not Used									


			CO_SAG_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST_CANCEL			CO_SAG_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST_CANCEL			Outbound						1									Sales and Distribution			Not Used									


			CO_SALES_ORDER_PROCESSING_BACK			CO_SALES_ORDER_PROCESSING_BACK			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SALES_ORDER_PROCESSING_SALE			CO_SALES_ORDER_PROCESSING_SALE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SAPPLCO_QUERY_CODE_LIST			CO_SAPPLCO_QUERY_CODE_LIST			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_SAPPLCO_SLO_TRANSPORTATION			CO_SAPPLCO_SLO_TRANSPORTATION			Outbound						1									Sales and Distribution			Not Used									


			CO_SAPPLSEF_BNK_CPOR_REQ_OUT			CO_SAPPLSEF_BNK_CPOR_REQ_OUT			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_SAPPLSEF_CPOR_BULK_REQ_OUT			CO_SAPPLSEF_CPOR_BULK_REQ_OUT			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_SAPSRT_TEST_PROVIDER_DTRT			CO_SAPSRT_TEST_PROVIDER_DTRT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SCTC_701_WEB_SERVICE			CO_SCTC_701_WEB_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SCTC_701_WEB_SERVICE does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SECM_PX_SAPCONTROL			CO_WSSAPCONTROL_PORT_TYPE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SEPM_ATP_SYNCHRON_OUT			CO_SEPM_ATP_SYNCHRON_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SEPM_GWS_STOCK_GET_OUT			CO_SEPM_GWS_STOCK_GET_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SERVICES_REGISTRY			CO_SERVICES_REGISTRY			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SERVICES_REGISTRY_FLAT_SI			CO_SERVICES_REGISTRY_FLAT_SI			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SGASYNC_REQ_RES_A1			CO_SGASYNC_REQ_RES_A1			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SGASYNC_REQ_RES_A2			CO_SGASYNC_REQ_RES_A2			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_DESPATCHEDDELIVNO			CO_SHP_DESPATCHEDDELIVNO			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_DESPATCHEDDELIVNO1			CO_SHP_DESPATCHEDDELIVNO1			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_DLV_INF_OUT			CO_SHP_DLV_INF_OUT			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_IDP_TRANSPORTATION_REQ			CO_SHP_IDP_TRANSPORTATION_REQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_IDP_TRQ_CANCLN_REQ			CO_SHP_IDP_TRQ_CANCLN_REQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_IDSCONFITMQTSCHGRQ			CO_SHP_IDSCONFITMQTSCHGRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_INBDELCONFCO			CO_SHP_INBDELCONFCO			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_INBDELIVCONFCRTRQ			CO_SHP_INBDELIVCONFCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_INBDELSPLTCO			CO_SHP_INBDELSPLTCO			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_INBDELV_CP_TEST_CO			CO_SHP_INBDELV_CP_TEST_CO			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_INBDEL_CONF_CNCRQ			CO_SHP_INBDEL_CONF_CNCRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_INBDEL_ERPSPLIT_RQ			CO_SHP_INBDEL_ERPSPLIT_RQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_INBOUNDDELIVERYCHGRQ			CO_SHP_INBOUNDDELIVERYCHGRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_INBOUNDDELIVERYCNCRQ			CO_SHP_INBOUNDDELIVERYCNCRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_INBOUNDDELIVERYCO			CO_SHP_INBOUNDDELIVERYCO			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_INBOUNDDELIVERYCRTRQ			CO_SHP_INBOUNDDELIVERYCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_INBOUNDELIVERYCHGRQ			CO_SHP_INBOUNDELIVERYCHGRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_INBOUNDELIVERYCNCRQ			CO_SHP_INBOUNDELIVERYCNCRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_INBOUNDELIVERYCRTRQ			CO_SHP_INBOUNDELIVERYCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_INBOUND_DELIVERY_CON			CO_SHP_INBOUND_DELIVERY_CON			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_INBOUND_DELIVERY_CONFV1			CO_SHP_INBOUND_DELIVERY_CONFV1			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_ODP_TRANSPORTATION_REQ			CO_SHP_ODP_TRANSPORTATION_REQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_ODP_TRQ_CANCLN_REQ			CO_SHP_ODP_TRQ_CANCLN_REQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_ODQTYREDUCNNO			CO_SHP_ODQTYREDUCNNO			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_OUTBDELCONFCO			CO_SHP_OUTBDELCONFCO			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_OUTBDELIVCONFCRTRQ			CO_SHP_OUTBDELIVCONFCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_OUTBDELIVCRTRQ			CO_SHP_OUTBDELIVCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_OUTBOUNDDELIVERYCNCRQ			CO_SHP_OUTBOUNDDELIVERYCNCRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_OUTBOUNDDELIVERYCO			CO_SHP_OUTBOUNDDELIVERYCO			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_OUTBOUNDELIVERYCRTRQ			CO_SHP_OUTBOUNDELIVERYCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_OUTBOUND_DELIVERY_BULK			CO_SHP_OUTBOUND_DELIVERY_BULK			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_OUTBOUND_DELIVERY_CON			CO_SHP_OUTBOUND_DELIVERY_CON			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_OUTBOUND_DELIV_SPLT_CON			CO_SHP_OUTBOUND_DELIV_SPLT_CON			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_OUTDELCHGRQ			CO_SHP_OUTDELCHGRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_OUTDELERPSPLITCO			CO_SHP_OUTDELERPSPLITCO			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_OUTDELERPSPLITRQ			CO_SHP_OUTDELERPSPLITRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_OUTDEL_CONF_CNCRQ			CO_SHP_OUTDEL_CONF_CNCRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_OUTDEL_ERPSPLIT_CNCRQ			CO_SHP_OUTDEL_ERPSPLIT_CNCRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_POINTOFSALETROUTNO			CO_SHP_POINTOFSALETROUTNO			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_PURORDLOGSPLNGVWCNCNO			CO_SHP_PURORDLOGSPLNGVWCNCNO			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_PURORDLOGSPLNGVWCRTNO			CO_SHP_PURORDLOGSPLNGVWCRTNO			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_RECEIVEDDELIVNO			CO_SHP_RECEIVEDDELIVNO			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_SHIPMENTREQUESTCNCRQ			CO_SHP_SHIPMENTREQUESTCNCRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_SHIPMENTREQUESTCRTRQ			CO_SHP_SHIPMENTREQUESTCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_SLCSCMCRTNO			CO_SHP_SLCSCMCRTNO			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_SOLOGSPLNGVWCNCNO			CO_SHP_SOLOGSPLNGVWCNCNO			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SHP_SOLOGSPLNGVWCRTNO			CO_SHP_SOLOGSPLNGVWCRTNO			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_SLS_CRP_TRANSP_REQUEST			CO_SLS_CRP_TRANSP_REQUEST			Outbound						1									Sales and Distribution			Not Used									


			CO_SLS_CRP_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST			CO_SLS_CRP_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST			Outbound						1									Sales and Distribution			Not Used									


			CO_SLS_PURCHASEORDERCHGRQ			CO_SLS_PURCHASEORDERCHGRQ			Outbound						1									Sales and Distribution			Not Used									


			CO_SLS_PURCHASEORDERCNCRQ			CO_SLS_PURCHASEORDERCNCRQ			Outbound						1									Sales and Distribution			Not Used									


			CO_SLS_PURCHASEORDERCO			CO_SLS_PURCHASEORDERCO			Outbound						1									Sales and Distribution			Not Used									


			CO_SLS_PURCHASEORDERCRTRQ			CO_SLS_PURCHASEORDERCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Sales and Distribution			Not Used									


			CO_SLS_PURORD_REQUEST			CO_SLS_PURORD_REQUEST			Outbound						1									Sales and Distribution			Not Used									


			CO_SLS_SOQTYREDUCNNO			CO_SLS_SOQTYREDUCNNO			Outbound						1									Sales and Distribution			Not Used									


			CO_SLS_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST			CO_SLS_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST			Outbound						1									Sales and Distribution			Not Used									


			CO_SNS_SERVER_PORT			CO_SNS_SERVER_PORT			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPI_AGENT_GENERAL			CO_SPI_AGENT_GENERAL			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SPI_AGENT_GENERAL does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SPRXEQ_PROXY_SAMPLES			CO_SPRXEQ_PROXY_SAMPLES			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXTNSC			CO_SPRXTNSC			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXTPROXY_ANY_SAMPLE			CO_SPRXTPROXY_ANY_SAMPLE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXTPROXY_OUTB_TEXT			CO_SPRXTPROXY_OUTB_TEXT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXTQW_QUERY_CONSUMER			CO_SPRXTQW_QUERY_CONSUMER			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXTQ_CONSUMER1			CO_SPRXTQ_CONSUMER1			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_CANCEL_ORDER			CO_SPRXT_CANCEL_ORDER			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_CHK_CANCEL_ORDER			CO_SPRXT_CHK_CANCEL_ORDER			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_CHK_DDIC_METADATA_OUT			CO_SPRXT_CHK_DDIC_METADATA_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_CHK_HANDLE_ORDER			CO_SPRXT_CHK_HANDLE_ORDER			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_CHK_HANDLE_ORDER_T1			CO_SPRXT_CHK_HANDLE_ORDER_T1			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_CHK_HANDLE_ORDER_T2			CO_SPRXT_CHK_HANDLE_ORDER_T2			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_CHK_HASHID_OUT			CO_SPRXT_CHK_HASHID_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_CHK_INACTIVE_OUT			CO_SPRXT_CHK_INACTIVE_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_CHK_SPRX_TADIR_OUT			CO_SPRXT_CHK_SPRX_TADIR_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_CHK_WRONG_WS_SCOPE			CO_SPRXT_CHK_WRONG_WS_SCOPE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_DEFAULT			CO_SPRXT_DEFAULT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_EORDER_IN			CO_SPRXT_EORDER_IN			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_EORDER_OUT			CO_SPRXT_EORDER_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_EXT_DEF1			CO_SPRXT_EXT_DEF1			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_FMSE_FUNDS_CREATE			CO_SPRXT_FMSE_FUNDS_CREATE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_FMSE_FUNDS_QUERY			CO_SPRXT_FMSE_FUNDS_QUERY			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_HANDLE_ORDER			CO_SPRXT_HANDLE_ORDER			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_MDR_CONSUMER			CO_SPRXT_MDR_CONSUMER			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_ORDER_OUT			CO_SPRXT_ORDER_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_ORDER_OUT_FOR_EVENT			CO_SPRXT_ORDER_OUT_FOR_EVENT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_ORDER_OUT_V1			CO_SPRXT_ORDER_OUT_V1			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_PROXY_TEXT			CO_SPRXT_PROXY_TEXT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_S1			CO_SPRXT_S1			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_S2			CO_SPRXT_S2			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_S3			CO_SPRXT_S3			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_S4			CO_SPRXT_S4			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_STCM_SOURCE_CONSUMER			CO_SPRXT_STCM_SOURCE_CONSUMER			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_STCM_TARGET_CONSUMER			CO_SPRXT_STCM_TARGET_CONSUMER			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_TYPES			CO_SPRXT_TYPES			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_UI_CONSUMER_ACTOR2			CO_SPRXT_UI_CONSUMER_ACTOR2			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SPRXT_UI_SOURCE_CONSUMER_AC			CO_SPRXT_UI_SOURCE_CONSUMER_AC			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRALPROXY_ANY_SAMPLE			CO_SRALPROXY_ANY_SAMPLE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRAL_BANKING_TEST_WS			CO_SRAL_BANKING_TEST_WS			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRAL_BANK_ACCOUNT_CONTRACT			CO_SRAL_BANK_ACCOUNT_CONTRACT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRAL_DEMO_PROVIDER			CO_SRAL_DEMO_PROVIDER			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRAL_READ_ACCESS_LOGGING_TE			CO_SRAL_READ_ACCESS_LOGGING_TE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRAL_RFC_TEST_PARAM_VARIETY			CO_SRAL_RFC_TEST_PARAM_VARIETY			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRAL_SRLA_DEMO_DB_FUBA			CO_SRAL_SRLA_DEMO_DB_FUBA			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRAL_TEST_SERVICE			CO_SRAL_TEST_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRAL_TEST_SIMPLE_CONTENT_CO			CO_SRAL_TEST_SIMPLE_CONTENT_CO			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRTCONSUMER_S			CO_SRTCONSUMER_S			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRTFT_TEST_MASS_CONFIGURATI			CO_SRTFT_TEST_MASS_CONFIGURATI			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRTFT_TEST_SYSTEM_METADATA			CO_SRTFT_TEST_SYSTEM_METADATA			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRTGSRTG_TEST			CO_SRTGSRTG_TEST			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRTPROVIDER_1			CO_SRTPROVIDER_1			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_ASYNC_NAME_CONCATENATI1			CO_SRT_ASYNC_NAME_CONCATENATI1			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_ASYNC_NAME_CONCATENATIO			CO_SRT_ASYNC_NAME_CONCATENATIO			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_BAPI_TF			CO_SRT_BAPI_TF			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_BIZTALK_TEST_ECHO_OUT			CO_SRT_BIZTALK_TEST_ECHO_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SRT_BIZTALK_TEST_ECHO_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SRT_CALCULATOR_OUT			CO_SRT_CALCULATOR_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_ECHO_OUT			CO_SRT_ECHO_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SRT_ECHO_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SRT_FG_TF			CO_SRT_FG_TF			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_FM_TF			CO_SRT_FM_TF			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_IADT_DOCLITB_OUT			CO_SRT_IADT_DOCLITB_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SRT_IADT_DOCLITB_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SRT_IBDT_DOCLITB_OUT			CO_SRT_IBDT_DOCLITB_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SRT_IBDT_DOCLITB_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SRT_IBDT_DOCLITW_OUT			CO_SRT_IBDT_DOCLITW_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SRT_IBDT_DOCLITW_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SRT_IBDT_RPCLIT_OUT			CO_SRT_IBDT_RPCLIT_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SRT_IBDT_RPCLIT_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SRT_ICDT_DOCLITB_OUT			CO_SRT_ICDT_DOCLITB_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SRT_ICDT_DOCLITB_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SRT_ICDT_DOCLITW_OUT			CO_SRT_ICDT_DOCLITW_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SRT_ICDT_DOCLITW_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SRT_ICDT_RPCLIT_OUT			CO_SRT_ICDT_RPCLIT_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SRT_ICDT_RPCLIT_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SRT_IECHO_BYTE_ARRAY_OUT			CO_SRT_IECHO_BYTE_ARRAY_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SRT_IECHO_BYTE_ARRAY_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SRT_IECHO_STRING_OUT			CO_SRT_IECHO_STRING_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SRT_IECHO_STRING_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SRT_IMTOM_TEST			CO_SRT_IMTOM_TEST			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SRT_IMTOM_TEST does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SRT_IMTOM_TEST_LITE_OUT			CO_SRT_IMTOM_TEST_LITE_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SRT_IMTOM_TEST_LITE_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SRT_IMTOM_TEST_OUT			CO_SRT_IMTOM_TEST_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SRT_IMTOM_TEST_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SRT_IPING_BYTE_ARRAY_OUT			CO_SRT_IPING_BYTE_ARRAY_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SRT_IPING_BYTE_ARRAY_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SRT_IPING_OUT			CO_SRT_IPING_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SRT_IPING_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SRT_IPING_SERVICE_CONTR_OUT			CO_SRT_IPING_SERVICE_CONTR_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SRT_IPING_SERVICE_CONTR_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SRT_IPING_SERVICE_OUT			CO_SRT_IPING_SERVICE_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SRT_IPING_SERVICE_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SRT_IPING_SERVICE_SIGN_OUT			CO_SRT_IPING_SERVICE_SIGN_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SRT_IPING_SERVICE_SIGN_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SRT_ISTS_OUT			CO_SRT_ISTS_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SRT_ISTS_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SRT_LOGON_DATA_TEST			CO_SRT_LOGON_DATA_TEST			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_NOTIFY_OUT			CO_SRT_NOTIFY_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SRT_NOTIFY_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SRT_PLAIN_WS			CO_SRT_PLAIN_WS			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_PLAIN_WS_NON_RELIABLE			CO_SRT_PLAIN_WS_NON_RELIABLE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_QNAME_IMTOM_TEST_OUT			CO_SRT_QNAME_IMTOM_TEST_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SRT_QNAME_IMTOM_TEST_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SRT_SCT_CUSTOMER_OUT			CO_SRT_SCT_CUSTOMER_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_SCT_ORDER_OUT			CO_SRT_SCT_ORDER_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_SOAMANAGER_CON			CO_SRT_SOAMANAGER_CON			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_SOAMANAGER_CONNECTIVITY			CO_SRT_SOAMANAGER_CONNECTIVITY			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_SOURCE_COUPLED_ASYNC1			CO_SRT_SOURCE_COUPLED_ASYNC1			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_SOURCE_PROVIDER_ASYNC			CO_SRT_SOURCE_PROVIDER_ASYNC			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_SOURCE_PROVIDER_SYNC			CO_SRT_SOURCE_PROVIDER_SYNC			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_SRC_PROV_SYNC_STATEFUL			CO_SRT_SRC_PROV_SYNC_STATEFUL			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_STRINGPROCESSOR_OUT			CO_SRT_STRINGPROCESSOR_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TARGET_PROVIDER_ASYNC1			CO_SRT_TARGET_PROVIDER_ASYNC1			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TARGET_PROVIDER_ASYNC2			CO_SRT_TARGET_PROVIDER_ASYNC2			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TARGET_PROVIDER_ASYNC3			CO_SRT_TARGET_PROVIDER_ASYNC3			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TARGET_PROVIDER_SYNC			CO_SRT_TARGET_PROVIDER_SYNC			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TEST_CASCADE			CO_SRT_TEST_CASCADE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TEST_CASCADE_PLAINSOAP			CO_SRT_TEST_CASCADE_PLAINSOAP			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TEST_CASCADE_RELIABLE			CO_SRT_TEST_CASCADE_RELIABLE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TEST_CASCADE_STATEFUL			CO_SRT_TEST_CASCADE_STATEFUL			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TEST_OW_RELIABLE_VIA_FM			CO_SRT_TEST_OW_RELIABLE_VIA_FM			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TEST_PLAINSOAP			CO_SRT_TEST_PLAINSOAP			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TEST_PROVIDER			CO_SRT_TEST_PROVIDER			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TEST_RELIABLE			CO_SRT_TEST_RELIABLE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TEST_RELIABLE_PLAINSOAP			CO_SRT_TEST_RELIABLE_PLAINSOAP			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TEST_RELIABLE_RELIABLE			CO_SRT_TEST_RELIABLE_RELIABLE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TEST_RELIABLE_STATEFUL			CO_SRT_TEST_RELIABLE_STATEFUL			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TEST_RELIABLE_STATELESS			CO_SRT_TEST_RELIABLE_STATELESS			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TEST_SERVICE			CO_SRT_TEST_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TEST_SERVICE_OUT_700			CO_SRT_TEST_SERVICE_OUT_700			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TEST_SERVICE_OUT_710			CO_SRT_TEST_SERVICE_OUT_710			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TEST_SERVICE_OUT_XOP			CO_SRT_TEST_SERVICE_OUT_XOP			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TEST_SERVICE_RFCGRP_710			CO_SRT_TEST_SERVICE_RFCGRP_710			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TEST_STATEFUL			CO_SRT_TEST_STATEFUL			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TEST_STATELESS			CO_SRT_TEST_STATELESS			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TEST_SYSTEM_INFO			CO_SRT_TEST_SYSTEM_INFO			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TEST_SYSTEM_INFO1			CO_SRT_TEST_SYSTEM_INFO1			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_TEST_VSCANNER			CO_SRT_TEST_VSCANNER			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_UNIT_TEST_PROVIDER			CO_SRT_UNIT_TEST_PROVIDER			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRT_USERACCOUNTINFO_OUT			CO_SRT_USERACCOUNTINFO_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SRV_SRVCACKNERPCO			CO_SRV_SRVCACKNERPCO			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_SRV_SRVCACKNERPCRTRQ			CO_SRV_SRVCACKNERPCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_SRV_SRVCACKNERPNO			CO_SRV_SRVCACKNERPNO			Outbound						1									Materials Management			Not Used									


			CO_SSISAPCONTROL_PORT_TYPE			CO_SSISAPCONTROL_PORT_TYPE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_STXMB_BE_0_PRX_OUT			CO_STXMB_BE_0_PRX_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_STXMB_BE_1_PRX_OUT			CO_STXMB_BE_1_PRX_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_STXMB_BE_N_PRX_OUT			CO_STXMB_BE_N_PRX_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_STXMB_EO_0_PRX_OUT			CO_STXMB_EO_0_PRX_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_STXMB_EO_1_PRX_OUT			CO_STXMB_EO_1_PRX_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_STXMB_EO_N_PRX_OUT			CO_STXMB_EO_N_PRX_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_STXMB_EO_N_Q_PRX_OUT			CO_STXMB_EO_N_Q_PRX_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_STXMB_EO_N_Q_WO_IO_PRX_OUT			CO_STXMB_EO_N_Q_WO_IO_PRX_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_STXMB_EO_PP_PRX_OUT			CO_STXMB_EO_PP_PRX_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SVMR_VALUE_MAPPING_REP			CO_SVMR_VALUE_MAPPING_REP			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SVMR_VALUE_MAPPING_REP_SYNC			CO_SVMR_VALUE_MAPPING_REP_SYNC			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXDP_XDPCONVERSION_SERVICE			CO_SXDP_XDPCONVERSION_SERVICE			Outbound						1									SAP Knowledge Management			Not Used									


			CO_SXIDAG_BOOKING_ORDER_INFO			CO_SXIDAG_BOOKING_ORDER_INFO			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIDAG_BOOKING_ORDER_REQ			CO_SXIDAG_BOOKING_ORDER_REQ			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIDAG_FSA_QUERY			CO_SXIDAG_FSA_QUERY			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIDAG_MULT_BOOK_ORDER_REQ			CO_SXIDAG_MULT_BOOK_ORDER_REQ			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIDAL_FBO_CONFIRM			CO_SXIDAL_FBO_CONFIRM			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIPAT_XI_PATTERN_IF2_OUT			CO_SXIPAT_XI_PATTERN_IF2_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIPAT_XI_PATTERN_IF2_OUT_S			CO_SXIPAT_XI_PATTERN_IF2_OUT_S			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIPAT_XI_PATTERN_IF2_PCI			CO_SXIPAT_XI_PATTERN_IF2_PCI			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIPAT_XI_PATTERN_INTERFAC1			CO_SXIPAT_XI_PATTERN_INTERFAC1			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIPAT_XI_PATTERN_INTERFACE			CO_SXIPAT_XI_PATTERN_INTERFACE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIVERIATTACH_SYNC_OUT			CO_SXIVERIATTACH_SYNC_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIVERIBOXED_SYNC_OUT			CO_SXIVERIBOXED_SYNC_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIVERIHEADER_ASYNC_OUT			CO_SXIVERIHEADER_ASYNC_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIVERIHEADER_SYNC_OUT			CO_SXIVERIHEADER_SYNC_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIVERIMESSAGING_ASYNC_OUT			CO_SXIVERIMESSAGING_ASYNC_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIVERIPAYLOAD_SYNC_OUT			CO_SXIVERIPAYLOAD_SYNC_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIVERIROUTING_ASYNC_OUT			CO_SXIVERIROUTING_ASYNC_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIVERISESSION_SYNC_OUT			CO_SXIVERISESSION_SYNC_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIVERIWS_HEADER_SYNC_OUT			CO_SXIVERIWS_HEADER_SYNC_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIVERI_ELEM_OUTBOUND_SYNC			CO_SXIVERI_ELEM_OUTBOUND_SYNC			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIVERI_XMB_BRIDGE_REQUEST			CO_SXIVERI_XMB_BRIDGE_REQUEST			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIVERI_XMB_BRIDGE_RESPONSE			CO_SXIVERI_XMB_BRIDGE_RESPONSE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIVERI_XMB_BRIDGE_SYNC_OUT			CO_SXIVERI_XMB_BRIDGE_SYNC_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIVERI_XMB_ORDER_BE_OUT			CO_SXIVERI_XMB_ORDER_BE_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIVERI_XMB_ORDER_EO_OUT			CO_SXIVERI_XMB_ORDER_EO_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIVERI_XMB_PATTERN_REQUEST			CO_SXIVERI_XMB_PATTERN_REQUEST			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXIVERI_XMB_USER_LIST_OUT			CO_SXIVERI_XMB_USER_LIST_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXI_ADAPTER_MESSAGE_MONITOR			ZPICO_ADAPTER_MESSAGE_MONITORI			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXMSFEH_OUT			CO_SXMSFEH_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXMSFILE_INTERFACE_OUT			CO_SXMSFILE_INTERFACE_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXMSJKCXF_TEST_OUT			CO_SXMSJKCXF_TEST_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXMSMESSAGE_SEARCH			CO_SXMSMESSAGE_SEARCH			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXMSMTOM_CXF_OUT			CO_SXMSMTOM_CXF_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXMSSA_BRIDGE_ASYNC_OUT			CO_SXMSSA_BRIDGE_ASYNC_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXMSSA_BRIDGE_SYNC_OUT			CO_SXMSSA_BRIDGE_SYNC_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXMSWS_SPLIT_MAP_OUT			CO_SXMSWS_SPLIT_MAP_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXMSXMB_CUSTOMER_CHANGE_OUT			CO_SXMSXMB_CUSTOMER_CHANGE_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SXMSXMB_EO_1_PRX_OUT2			CO_SXMSXMB_EO_1_PRX_OUT2			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_SYNCHRONOUS_OUTBOUND			CO_SYNCHRONOUS_OUTBOUND			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SYNCHRONOUS_OUTBOUND does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SYNC_OUT_STATEFULL			CO_SYNC_OUT_STATEFULL			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SYNC_OUT_STATEFULL does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_SYNC_OUT_STATELESS			CO_SYNC_OUT_STATELESS			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used			Functionality Unavailable			The object CO_SYNC_OUT_STATELESS does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.			


			CO_TCM_CFIR_SUITE_CONF			CO_TCM_CFIR_SUITE_CONF			Outbound						1									Supply Chain Management			Not Used									


			CO_TCM_CUSTOMERFRTINVREQCO			CO_TCM_CUSTOMERFRTINVREQCO			Outbound						1									Supply Chain Management			Not Used									


			CO_TCM_CUSTOMER_FREIGHT_INVOI1			CO_TCM_CUSTOMER_FREIGHT_INVOI1			Outbound						1									Supply Chain Management			Not Used									


			CO_TCM_CUSTOMER_FREIGHT_INVOIC			CO_TCM_CUSTOMER_FREIGHT_INVOIC			Outbound						1									Supply Chain Management			Not Used									


			CO_TCM_FREIGHT_ORDER_INVOICIN1			CO_TCM_FREIGHT_ORDER_INVOICIN1			Outbound						1									Supply Chain Management			Not Used									


			CO_TCM_FREIGHT_ORDER_INVOICING			CO_TCM_FREIGHT_ORDER_INVOICING			Outbound						1									Supply Chain Management			Not Used									


			CO_TCM_FRTORDERINVPREPCO			CO_TCM_FRTORDERINVPREPCO			Outbound						1									Supply Chain Management			Not Used									


			CO_TCM_SUPPLIERFRTINVREQCO			CO_TCM_SUPPLIERFRTINVREQCO			Outbound						1									Supply Chain Management			Not Used									


			CO_TCM_SUPPLIER_FREIGHT_INVOI1			CO_TCM_SUPPLIER_FREIGHT_INVOI1			Outbound						1									Supply Chain Management			Not Used									


			CO_TCM_SUPPLIER_FREIGHT_INVOIC			CO_TCM_SUPPLIER_FREIGHT_INVOIC			Outbound						1									Supply Chain Management			Not Used									


			CO_TCM_TORSUITEINPRCNF			CO_TCM_TORSUITEINPRCNF			Outbound						1									Supply Chain Management			Not Used									


			CO_TDIDICONFIGURATION_SERVICE			CO_TDIDICONFIGURATION_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_TEST			CO_TEST			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_TESTOUTSYNC			CO_TESTOUTSYNC			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_TEST_AS_OUT_ASYNC			CO_TEST_AS_OUT_ASYNC			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_TEST_AS_OUT_SYNC			CO_TEST_AS_OUT_SYNC			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_TEST_OUTBOUND_2			CO_TEST_OUTBOUND_2			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_TEST_OUTBOUND_3			CO_TEST_OUTBOUND_3			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_TEST_SENDER			CO_TEST_SENDER			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_TFLDEPLOY_PROXY_VI_DOCUMENT			CO_TFLDEPLOY_PROXY_VI_DOCUMENT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_TIM_SE_EETMEAGR_PWTP_EL_QU			CO_TIM_SE_EETMEAGR_PWTP_EL_QU			Outbound						1									Personnel Time Management			Not Used									


			CO_TIM_SE_EETMEAGR_PWTP_EL_RP			CO_TIM_SE_EETMEAGR_PWTP_EL_RP			Outbound						1									Personnel Time Management			Not Used									


			CO_TIM_SE_EETME_ELMNTS_QU			CO_TIM_SE_EETME_ELMNTS_QU			Outbound						1									Personnel Time Management			Not Used									


			CO_TIM_SE_EETME_ELMNTS_RP			CO_TIM_SE_EETME_ELMNTS_RP			Outbound						1									Personnel Time Management			Not Used									


			CO_TIM_SE_EETME_ELMNTS_RQ			CO_TIM_SE_EETME_ELMNTS_RQ			Outbound						1									Personnel Time Management			Not Used									


			CO_TIP_BULK_CHANGE_CONF			CO_TIP_BULK_CHANGE_CONF			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_TIP_BULK_CHANGE_REQUEST			CO_TIP_BULK_CHANGE_REQUEST			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_TIP_BULK_CHG_CHK_REQ_CONF			CO_TIP_BULK_CHG_CHK_REQ_CONF			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_TIP_BULK_CHG_REQ_CONF			CO_TIP_BULK_CHG_REQ_CONF			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_TIP_BULK_CREATE_REQUEST			CO_TIP_BULK_CREATE_REQUEST			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_TIP_BULK_CRTE_CHK_REQ_CONF			CO_TIP_BULK_CRTE_CHK_REQ_CONF			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_TIP_BULK_CRTE_REQ_CONF			CO_TIP_BULK_CRTE_REQ_CONF			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_TIP_BY_ELEMENTS_QUERY_RESP			CO_TIP_BY_ELEMENTS_QUERY_RESP			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_TIP_BY_IDQUERY			CO_TIP_BY_IDQUERY			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_TIP_BY_ID_QUERY_RESP			CO_TIP_BY_ID_QUERY_RESP			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_TIP_BY_ID_RESPONSE_OUT			CO_TIP_BY_ID_RESPONSE_OUT			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_TIP_CHANGE_CONF			CO_TIP_CHANGE_CONF			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_TIP_CHANGE_REQUEST			CO_TIP_CHANGE_REQUEST			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_TIP_CHG_CHK_REQ_CONF			CO_TIP_CHG_CHK_REQ_CONF			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_TIP_CHG_REQ_CONF			CO_TIP_CHG_REQ_CONF			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_TIP_CREATE_REQUEST_NOTIF			CO_TIP_CREATE_REQUEST_NOTIF			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_TIP_CRTE_CHK_REQ_CONF			CO_TIP_CRTE_CHK_REQ_CONF			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_TIP_CRTE_REQ_CONF			CO_TIP_CRTE_REQ_CONF			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_TMCPXU_GET_TRAN_DOC_URI			CO_TMCPXU_GET_TRAN_DOC_URI			Outbound						1									Supply Chain Management			Not Used									


			CO_TMS_BUSINESS_DOCUMENT_FLOW			CO_TMS_BUSINESS_DOCUMENT_FLOW			Outbound						1									Sales and Distribution			Not Used									


			CO_TRA_FREIGHTORDEREXECSTSNO			CO_TRA_FREIGHTORDEREXECSTSNO			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_TRA_FREIGHTORDEREXECUTIONCO			CO_TRA_FREIGHTORDEREXECUTIONCO			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_TRA_REQFORSUPLRFREIGHTQTERQ			CO_TRA_REQFORSUPLRFREIGHTQTERQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_TRA_REQFORSUPLRFRGTQTECNCRQ			CO_TRA_REQFORSUPLRFRGTQTECNCRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_TRA_TO_DLV_A_CHGD_NOTIF_OUT			CO_TRA_TO_DLV_A_CHGD_NOTIF_OUT			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_TRA_TO_PKG_A_CHGD_NOTIF_OUT			CO_TRA_TO_PKG_A_CHGD_NOTIF_OUT			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_TRA_TO_SCM_CNC_REQ_OUT			CO_TRA_TO_SCM_CNC_REQ_OUT			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_TRA_TO_SCM_REQUEST_OUT			CO_TRA_TO_SCM_REQUEST_OUT			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_TRA_TO_STS_NOTIF_OUT			CO_TRA_TO_STS_NOTIF_OUT			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_TRA_TRP_ORDER_EXEC_CONF_OUT			CO_TRA_TRP_ORDER_EXEC_CONF_OUT			Outbound						1									Logistics Execution			Not Used									


			CO_TRMC_HTTP			CO_TRMC_HTTP			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_TRQ_SUITE_SIM_REQ			CO_TRQ_SUITE_SIM_REQ			Outbound						1									Sales and Distribution			Not Used									


			CO_TSDISPLAY_PRICE_QUOTE_PORT			CO_TSDISPLAY_PRICE_QUOTE_PORT			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_TSQACCESS_PORT_TYPE			CO_TSQACCESS_PORT_TYPE			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_TSQCOUNT_PORT_TYPE			CO_TSQCOUNT_PORT_TYPE			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_TSQPLACE_PORT_TYPE			CO_TSQPLACE_PORT_TYPE			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_TSSABRE_COMMAND_LLSPORT_TYP			CO_TSSABRE_COMMAND_LLSPORT_TYP			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_TSSESSION_CLOSE_PORT_TYPE			CO_TSSESSION_CLOSE_PORT_TYPE			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_TSSESSION_CREATE_PORT_TYPE			CO_TSSESSION_CREATE_PORT_TYPE			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_TSTRAVEL_ITINERARY_READ_POR			CO_TSTRAVEL_ITINERARY_READ_POR			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_TST_VARIANTE1			CO_TST_VARIANTE1			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_UC0_CHARTOFACCRPLCTNCO			CO_UC0_CHARTOFACCRPLCTNCO			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UC0_FINCNSELMNTRPLCTNBCO			CO_UC0_FINCNSELMNTRPLCTNBCO			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UC0_FINCNSSTRUCTRPLCTNCO			CO_UC0_FINCNSSTRUCTRPLCTNCO			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UC0_FINREPSTRUCTRPLCTNCO			CO_UC0_FINREPSTRUCTRPLCTNCO			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UDM_DISPCASE_CHGRQ			CO_UDM_DISPCASE_CHGRQ			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UDM_DISPCASE_CNCRQ			CO_UDM_DISPCASE_CNCRQ			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UDM_DISPCASE_CO			CO_UDM_DISPCASE_CO			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UDM_DISPCASE_CRTRQ			CO_UDM_DISPCASE_CRTRQ			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UDM_DISPCASE_IDQR			CO_UDM_DISPCASE_IDQR			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UDM_DISPCASE_UPDCHKQR			CO_UDM_DISPCASE_UPDCHKQR			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UDM_DISPCASE_UPDRC			CO_UDM_DISPCASE_UPDRC			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKMR3_CMA_QUERY			CO_UKMR3_CMA_QUERY			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKMR3_COMMITMENT_NOTIFICTN			CO_UKMR3_COMMITMENT_NOTIFICTN			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKMR3_CPBS_NOTIFICATION_OUT			CO_UKMR3_CPBS_NOTIFICATION_OUT			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKMR3_CREDIT_WORTHINESS			CO_UKMR3_CREDIT_WORTHINESS			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKMR3_DCD_MNTNO			CO_UKMR3_DCD_MNTNO			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKMR3_PAYMENT_RECORD_NOTIF			CO_UKMR3_PAYMENT_RECORD_NOTIF			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKM_CLCR_CHGRQ			CO_UKM_CLCR_CHGRQ			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKM_CLCR_CHKQR			CO_UKM_CLCR_CHKQR			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKM_CLCR_CNCRQ			CO_UKM_CLCR_CNCRQ			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKM_CLCR_CO			CO_UKM_CLCR_CO			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKM_CLCR_CRTRC			CO_UKM_CLCR_CRTRC			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKM_CLCR_CRTRQ			CO_UKM_CLCR_CRTRQ			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKM_CLCR_IDQR			CO_UKM_CLCR_IDQR			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKM_CLCR_UPDRC			CO_UKM_CLCR_UPDRC			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKM_CMAPBS_BYDBTRQRYRSP_OUT			CO_UKM_CMAPBS_BYDBTRQRYRSP_OUT			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKM_CMA_CHG_NOTIFICATION			CO_UKM_CMA_CHG_NOTIFICATION			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKM_CREDIT_AGENCY_MONITOR			CO_UKM_CREDIT_AGENCY_MONITOR			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKM_CREDIT_AGENCY_REPORT			CO_UKM_CREDIT_AGENCY_REPORT			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKM_CREDIT_AGENCY_SEARCH_ID			CO_UKM_CREDIT_AGENCY_SEARCH_ID			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKM_CREDIT_COMMITMENT_QUERY			CO_UKM_CREDIT_COMMITMENT_QUERY			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKM_CW_CHANGE_INFORMATION			CO_UKM_CW_CHANGE_INFORMATION			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKM_DEBTRECSCORE_UPD_NO			CO_UKM_DEBTRECSCORE_UPD_NO			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKM_FICA_RATING_RESPO_OUT			CO_UKM_FICA_RATING_RESPO_OUT			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_UKM_MONITOR_NOTIFICATION			CO_UKM_MONITOR_NOTIFICATION			Outbound						1									Financials			Not Used									


			CO_USMD_CHARTOFACCRPLCTNCO			CO_USMD_CHARTOFACCRPLCTNCO			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_USMD_CHARTOFACCRPLCTNRQ			CO_USMD_CHARTOFACCRPLCTNRQ			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_USMD_CHARTOFACCRPLCTNRQ_V1			CO_USMD_CHARTOFACCRPLCTNRQ_V1			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_USMD_COMPANYRPLCTNBCO			CO_USMD_COMPANYRPLCTNBCO			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_USMD_COMPANYRPLCTNBRQ			CO_USMD_COMPANYRPLCTNBRQ			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_USMD_COSTCTRGRPHIRPLCTNRQ			CO_USMD_COSTCTRGRPHIRPLCTNRQ			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_USMD_COSTCTRRPLCTNBRQ			CO_USMD_COSTCTRRPLCTNBRQ			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_USMD_COSTELMNTGRPHIRPLCTNRQ			CO_USMD_COSTELMNTGRPHIRPLCTNRQ			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_USMD_COSTELMNTRPLCTNBRQ			CO_USMD_COSTELMNTRPLCTNBRQ			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_USMD_FINCNSELMNTRPLCTNBRQ			CO_USMD_FINCNSELMNTRPLCTNBRQ			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_USMD_FINCNSSTRUCTRPLCTNRQ			CO_USMD_FINCNSSTRUCTRPLCTNRQ			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_USMD_FINREPSTRUCTRPLCTNCO			CO_USMD_FINREPSTRUCTRPLCTNCO			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_USMD_FINREPSTRUCTRPLCTNRQ			CO_USMD_FINREPSTRUCTRPLCTNRQ			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_USMD_GENLEDACCMRPLCTNCO			CO_USMD_GENLEDACCMRPLCTNCO			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_USMD_GENLEDACCMRPLCTNRQ			CO_USMD_GENLEDACCMRPLCTNRQ			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_USMD_PRFTCTRGRPHIRPLCTNRQ			CO_USMD_PRFTCTRGRPHIRPLCTNRQ			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_USMD_PROFITCTRRPLCTNBRQ			CO_USMD_PROFITCTRRPLCTNBRQ			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_UTST_TEST_TYPES			CO_UTST_TEST_TYPES			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_VEG_CONVERSION_SERVER_V2			CO_VEG_CONVERSION_SERVER_V2			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_VEG_CONVERSION_SERVER_V3			CO_VEG_CONVERSION_SERVER_V3			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_VEG_OUTBOUND			CO_VEG_OUTBOUND			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			CO_VSMI_PRODUCT_ACTIVITY_NOTIF			CO_VSMI_PRODUCT_ACTIVITY_NOTIF			Outbound						1									Sales and Distribution			Not Used									


			CO_WALL_RETAIL_ALLOC_CRTRQ			CO_WALL_RETAIL_ALLOC_CRTRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WALL_RTL_ALLOCATION_ERP_CO			CO_WALL_RTL_ALLOCATION_ERP_CO			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WAPC_RTLPURGPLN_MNTRQ			CO_WAPC_RTLPURGPLN_MNTRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WART_MATERIAL_RDM_MNTRQ			CO_WART_MATERIAL_RDM_MNTRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WART_MATERIAL_RDM_MNTRQB			CO_WART_MATERIAL_RDM_MNTRQB			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WART_MERCHANDISEREPBULKRQ			CO_WART_MERCHANDISEREPBULKRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WB2_ANALYTVIEWTRORDNO			CO_WB2_ANALYTVIEWTRORDNO			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WB2_ANLYTLTRDGVWINVCNO			CO_WB2_ANLYTLTRDGVWINVCNO			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERCNCNO			CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERCNCNO			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERCNCRQ			CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERCNCRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERCO			CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERCO			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERNO			CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERNO			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERRELNO			CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERRELNO			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERRELRQ			CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERRELRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERRQ			CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WCB_CCREQ			CO_WCB_CCREQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WCB_CC_CANCELREQ			CO_WCB_CC_CANCELREQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WCB_CC_CONFIRMATION			CO_WCB_CC_CONFIRMATION			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WCB_CC_REQUEST			CO_WCB_CC_REQUEST			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WDR_OBNWEB_SERVICE			CO_WDR_OBNWEB_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_WDR_OBNWS_VI			CO_WDR_OBNWS_VI			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_WGDS_TRADE_ITEM_CATALOGUE_1			CO_WGDS_TRADE_ITEM_CATALOGUE_1			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WGDS_TRADE_ITEM_CATALOGUE_2			CO_WGDS_TRADE_ITEM_CATALOGUE_2			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WGDS_TRADE_ITEM_CATALOGUE_A			CO_WGDS_TRADE_ITEM_CATALOGUE_A			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WGDS_TRADE_ITEM_CATALOGUE_S			CO_WGDS_TRADE_ITEM_CATALOGUE_S			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WGDS_TRADE_ITEM_CATALOGUE_T			CO_WGDS_TRADE_ITEM_CATALOGUE_T			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WINC_RTLINCENTIVERPLCTNBKRQ			CO_WINC_RTLINCENTIVERPLCTNBKRQ			Outbound						1									Sales and Distribution			Not Used									


			CO_WINC_RTLINCNTVRPLCTNBKRQ_V1			CO_WINC_RTLINCNTVRPLCTNBKRQ_V1			Outbound						1									Sales and Distribution			Not Used									


			CO_WLAY_ASSTMTSLERQ			CO_WLAY_ASSTMTSLERQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WLF_INVOICECNCCO			CO_WLF_INVOICECNCCO			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WLF_INVOICECNCRQ			CO_WLF_INVOICECNCRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WPCH_PCHRPLCTNRQ			CO_WPCH_PCHRPLCTNRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WPRO_RETAILEVENTOFRACTCO			CO_WPRO_RETAILEVENTOFRACTCO			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WPRO_RETAILEVENTRPLCTCO			CO_WPRO_RETAILEVENTRPLCTCO			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WPRO_RETAILEVENTRPLCTNRQ			CO_WPRO_RETAILEVENTRPLCTNRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WPRO_RETAILEVENTRPLCTNRQ_V1			CO_WPRO_RETAILEVENTRPLCTNRQ_V1			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WPRO_RETAIL_EVENT_CRTRQ			CO_WPRO_RETAIL_EVENT_CRTRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WRAPPER_SERVICE_BEAN2			CO_WRAPPER_SERVICE_BEAN2			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_WRPC_SALESPRICEINFORMMNTRQ			CO_WRPC_SALESPRICEINFORMMNTRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WRPC_SALESPRICEINFORMMNTRQB			CO_WRPC_SALESPRICEINFORMMNTRQB			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WRPC_SALESPRICESPECIFCRTRQ			CO_WRPC_SALESPRICESPECIFCRTRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WRPC_SLS_PR_SPEC_CALC_CO			CO_WRPC_SLS_PR_SPEC_CALC_CO			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WS2_EXT_SDL			CO_WS2_EXT_SDL			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_WSIT_STGRPERPRPLCTNBULKRQ			CO_WSIT_STGRPERPRPLCTNBULKRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WSIT_STOREERPRPLCTNBULKRQ			CO_WSIT_STOREERPRPLCTNBULKRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WSIT_STOREPRICELEVELMNTRQ			CO_WSIT_STOREPRICELEVELMNTRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WSIT_STOREPRICELEVELMNTRQB			CO_WSIT_STOREPRICELEVELMNTRQB			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WSIT_STORESUPPLYBRNCHMNTRQ			CO_WSIT_STORESUPPLYBRNCHMNTRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WSIT_STORESUPPLYBRNCHMNTRQB			CO_WSIT_STORESUPPLYBRNCHMNTRQB			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WSIT_STORE_RDMMNTRQ			CO_WSIT_STORE_RDMMNTRQ			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WSIT_STORE_RDMMNTRQB			CO_WSIT_STORE_RDMMNTRQB			Outbound						1									Logistics - General			Not Used									


			CO_WSPT_DOCUMENTOS_TRANSPORTE			CO_WSPT_DOCUMENTOS_TRANSPORTE			Outbound						1									Financial Accounting			Not Used									


			CO_WSSAPCCMS			CO_WSSAPCCMS			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_WSSAPCONTROL_PORT_TYPE			CO_WSSAPCONTROL_PORT_TYPE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_WSSAPDSR			CO_WSSAPDSR			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_WSSAPOSCOL			CO_WSSAPOSCOL			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_WSSESECURITY_TOKEN_SERVICE			CO_WSSESECURITY_TOKEN_SERVICE			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_WSSEWSSPROCESSOR_VI_DOCUMEN			CO_WSSEWSSPROCESSOR_VI_DOCUMEN			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_WSXMB_WS_OUT			CO_WSXMB_WS_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_WS_FM_STATEFUL_TF			CO_WS_FM_STATEFUL_TF			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_XMB_BE_AS_OUT			CO_XMB_BE_AS_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_XMB_EO_AS_OUT			CO_XMB_EO_AS_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_XMB_PACK_OUT			CO_XMB_PACK_OUT			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_XMSMTOM_TEST2			CO_XMSMTOM_TEST2			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			CO_XMSXMB_WS_OUT2			CO_XMSXMB_WS_OUT2			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			DEMO_PRODUCTION_DELIVERY_WS_PL			DEMO_PRODUCTION_DELIVERY_WS_PL			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			DEMO_PRODUCTION_ORDER_WS_PROD1			DEMO_PRODUCTION_ORDER_WS_PROD1			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			ZBS_CO_MI_CONFIRM_O			ZBS_CO_MI_CONFIRM_O			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			ZBS_CO_MI_CONFIRM_O1			ZBS_CO_MI_CONFIRM_O1			Outbound						1									Basis Components			Not Used									


			ZBS_CO_MI_EXTHANDLING_MESSAGE			ZBS_CO_MI_EXTHANDLING_MESSAGE			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			ZBS_CO_MI_INVOICED_O			ZBS_CO_MI_INVOICED_O			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			ZBS_CO_MI_REQUEST_O			ZBS_CO_MI_REQUEST_O			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			ZBS_CO_MI_REQUEST_O_EXT			ZBS_CO_MI_REQUEST_O_EXT			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			ZBS_CO_MI_TEST			ZBS_CO_MI_TEST			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			ZBS_CO_MI_TEST02			ZBS_CO_MI_TEST02			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			ZBS_CO_MI_TEST_OUTBOUND_ASYN			ZBS_CO_MI_TEST_OUTBOUND_ASYN			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			ZBS_REQ_CO_MI_REQUEST_O_EXT_NE			ZBS_REQ_CO_MI_REQUEST_O_EXT_NE			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			ZBW_CAODB_CO_CONNECTION_OPERAT			ZBW_CAODB_CO_CONNECTION_OPERAT			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			ZCAFM__CO_IF			ZCAFM__CO_IF			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Constantly									


			ZCAFM__CO_IF_ATTA			ZCAFM__CO_IF_ATTA			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Constantly									


			ZCLMCO_MI_BP_CLM			ZCLMCO_MI_BP_CLM			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			ZCO_BATCH_JOB_ADMIN			ZCO_BATCH_JOB_ADMIN			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			ZDOCHCO_SAP_LINK_SLAVE_HANDLER			ZPRX_CO_SAP_LINK_SLAVE_HANDLER			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			ZEETCO_EET			ZEETCO_EET			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			ZHR_LSOCO_NOTIFICATION_WSSERVI			ZHR_LSOCO_NOTIFICATION_WSSERVI			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			ZICO_ISRS			ZICO_ISRS			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			ZINT_CO_MI_DOVOLENA_O			ZINT_CO_MI_DOVOLENA_O			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			ZINT_CO_MI_FAKTURY_O			ZINT_CO_MI_FAKTURY_O			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			ZINT_CO_MI_HODINY_O			ZINT_CO_MI_HODINY_O			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			ZINT_CO_MI_OPATRENI_O			ZINT_CO_MI_OPATRENI_O			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			ZINT_CO_MI_ZAMESTNANCI_O			ZINT_CO_MI_ZAMESTNANCI_O			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			ZPICO_ADAPTER_MESSAGE_MONITORI			ZPICO_ADAPTER_MESSAGE_MONITORI			Outbound						1									Cross-Application Components			Not Used									


			ZPRX_CO_SAP_LINK_SLAVE_HANDLER			ZPRX_CO_SAP_LINK_SLAVE_HANDLER			Outbound						1									Plant Maintenance			Not Used									


			ZPRX_CO_SI_GIS_CALLBACK			ZPRX_CO_SI_GIS_CALLBACK			Outbound						1									Plant Maintenance			Not Used									


			ZPRX_CO_SI_PROXY2LEV_TEST			ZPRX_CO_SI_PROXY2LEV_TEST			Outbound						1									Plant Maintenance			Not Used									
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SAP Document Export


			Role			Name			Fiori ID			Application Area			Description


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Clear Outgoing Payments			F1367						With this app you can clear a payable payment manually, such as an open outgoing payment for a supplier invoice. The system usually clears these payments automatically. However, if you have paid your supplier manually without reference to an open item, you can use this app to find the matching items and clear the payment manually.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Create Correspondence			F0744			Information System			With this app you can preview, email, print, fax, and download correspondence related to your customers and suppliers. The app can be launched from the SAP Fiori Launchpad or opened from other Fiori apps, including Process Receivables, Display Customer Balances, Display Supplier Balances, Manage Customer Line Items, and Manage Supplier Line Items.Depending on the role assigned to you, you can perform the following tasks:Create correspondence for your customers and suppliers.Preview correspondence.Email, fax, and print correspondence or download it as a PDF file.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Create Correspondence (Version 2)			F0744A			Accounts Receivable			With this app you can preview, email, print, and download correspondence related to your customers and suppliers. The app can be launched from the SAP Fiori Launchpad or opened from other Fiori apps, including Display Customer Balances, Display Supplier Balances, Manage Customer Line Items, and Manage Supplier Line Items.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Create Incoming Invoices			FB60			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Create Single Payment			F0743						With this app you can make a direct payment to a supplier when no invoice exists and you can pay open supplier line items. When you make a direct payment to a supplier without an invoice, you specify the supplier details, the bank details, and the amount to be paid, then create the payment. The payment posts as a down payment request and then that document is used to initiate the payment run. When paying open supplier line items, you select the open items that you want to pay through the Manage Supplier Line Items app and create the payment to initiate the payment run. The payment information is automatically filled out. The open items clear when the payment run completes successfully. You receive a confirmation email with the details.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Display Document, Display Journal Entries			FB03			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Display Journal Entries in T-Account View			F3664			Information System			With this app you can inspect how one or multiple journal entries affect ledger accounts where they are posted.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Display Supplier Balances			F0701			Information System			You can use this app to see debits, credits, and balances by company code, fiscal year, and supplier. The app allows you to further analyze the amounts by drilling down to the related line items. Furthermore, you can compare the purchases between two fiscal years. To adapt the app to your needs, you can hide, unhide, and sort columns. In addition, you can create search and display variants.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Display Supplier List			F1861			Accounts Payable			With this app you can display and download a list of suppliers. You can use the search filters to create custom lists of suppliers to provide to stakeholders and auditors.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			FIN User Default Parameter Plugin			F1765						


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Manage Automatic Payments			F0770						With this app you can schedule payment proposals or schedule payments directly and get an overview of the proposal or payment status. The app identifies the overdue invoices and checks whether all the required payment information is complete.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Manage Business Partner Master Data			F3163			Business Partners			With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Manage Interest Runs			F4485						Use this app to display and manage the calculated interests, which are listed for each business partner and in each currency.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Manage Payment Blocks			F0593						You can use this app to set and remove payment blocks on invoices or supplier accounts. You can use various search and sorting functions to select and display invoices and view their status. The app shows additional details when you navigate to supplier data, supplier accounting documents, and purchase orders.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Manage Payment Blocks V2			F0593A						With this app, you can set and remove payment blocks on invoices or supplier accounts. You can use various search, sorting, and grouping functions to select and display invoices and view their status.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Manage Payment Media			F1868						With this app you can transfer the data required for electronic payment transactions to banks via a data medium. A payment medium is created with each successful payment run. When you download a payment medium, the app automatically saves it as a .txt or .xml file according to its type.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Manage Supplier Down Payment Requests			F1688						With this app you can create down payment requests manually. In most cases, the system automatically creates down payment requests from suppliers based on the suppliers purchase order. However, if a supplier requests a down payment, that was not specified in the purchase order, for example by sending an email or a fax, you can create it manually. Once the payment run has made the down payment, the payment run also automatically clears the corresponding down payment request. In some cases you might need to clear the down payment request manually, for example if differences occur because you paid less, split the payment, or made the payment manually.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Manage Supplier Line Items			F0712			Information System			You can use this app for adhoc requests or recurring reports to easily find supplier line items using a wide range of search criteria. For example, you can see all line items of a supplier account or all open supplier invoices for a company code that are overdue at a key date. To make your work more efficient, you can personalize the layout of the table, predefine recurring queries, and save your settings as variants. In addition to displaying data, you can also take various actions such as setting a payment block or creating a manual payment. You can export the data to a file and send them to a colleague. The app also serves as a navigation target from other apps, allowing users to drill down into the supplier line items.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Post Document, Post Journal Entries			FB01			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Post Incoming Payments			F1345						With this app you can post and clear a single incoming payment in one step. You usually check for incoming payments using online banking. However, if payments are not received using electronic bank statements, you need to enter the payment data manually and trigger a search for the matching open items. Ideally, the system proposes a list of matching items for which you can post and clear the payment in one step. If its not possible to clear the payment, you can post it on account or to a G/L account.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Post with Clearing			F-04			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Reset Cleared Items			F2223						With this app you can reset the clearing of line items as well as reverse the clearing entry if required. You can use this function for line items of customer accounts or supplier accounts as well as for line items of G/L accounts that are managed on an open item basis.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Revise Payment Proposals			F0771						With this app you can check and revise payment proposals and the details of open items. This allows you to make sure that all the payments are made correctly and on time and are compliant with company policies.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Schedule Automatic Payments			F110			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Schedule General Ledger Jobs			F1927						Use this app to schedule General Ledger jobs using the templates provided, for example, Foreign Currency Valuation.


			Accounts Payable Accountant			Schedule Interest Calculation Jobs			F4176						To calculate interest in the SAP menu, follow the instructions in this section. Alternatively, you can also calculate item interest on the SAP Fiori Launchpad by using the Schedule Interest Calculation Jobs app.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Leasing			Analyze Logs			RECALA			Flexible Real Estate Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Leasing			Cash Flow - Information System			REISCDCF			Information System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Leasing			Contract Management			F5273			Flexible Real Estate Management			With this app, you can manage many aspects of your contract portfolio.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Leasing			Manage Contract			RECN			Real Estate Contract			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Leasing			Object Cash Flow Contr. - Information System			REISCDCFOBJ			Information System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Leasing			Periodic Posting: Contracts			RERAPP			Rental Accounting			Using the Periodic Posting for Real Estate Contract function, you post the accounting flows resulting from the conditions while taking account of the contract type. The result is that the planned records generated in the cash floware posted as condition amounts to the assigned accounts of the contractual partner or transferred to other real estate objects.  Note  For more information on conditions in the real estate contract, see Defining and Assigning Conditions and Flows .


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Leasing			Real Estate Accounting Objects Plan and Actuals Report			F5362			Flexible Real Estate Management			


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Leasing			Real Estate Cash Flow Report			F5363			Flexible Real Estate Management			


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Leasing			Reverse Contract Postings			RERAPPRV			Rental Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement			Call MIRO - Change Status, Display Supplier Invoice - Advanced			MIR4			Logistics Invoice Verification			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement			Create Supplier Invoice - Advanced			MIRO			Logistics Invoice Verification			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement			Edit Supplier Invoice Settings			F3813			Invoice Verification			With this app, you can select userspecific parameters for supplier invoices.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement			Manage Supplier Invoices			F0859			Invoice Verification			With this app you can create and display a supplier invoice based on the received document. You can specify the purchase order items to which your supplier invoice relates. These referenced items can also have multiple account assignment. You can choose among several assignment options depending on the reference document category. To identify the most relevant service entry sheet items, for example, you can search by the service performer and the performance date. If you select the Simulate or Post function, the system compares the quantity and amount data of each supplier invoice item with the data of the related purchase order item. If goodsreceiptbased invoice verification has been defined for a purchase order item, the system compares the supplier invoice data with the related goods receipt data. If the deviation is outside defined tolerances, the invoice is posted, but the invoice is automatically blocked for payment. If the system determines the responsible person, an approval process is initiated. You can use the Supplier Invoices List app to display supplier invoices. In the detail view, you can release or reverse a blocked supplier invoice.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement			Monitor Purchase Order Down Payments			F2877						With this app, you can monitor purchase order down payments, using filter criteria such as supplier, purchasing organization, purchasing group, order type, and category. You must specify a display currency. This app is available for the role AP Accountant. Note You can maintain down payment data in the Create Purchase Order  Advanced app. These values are considered when you call the Create Down Payment Request app, using the link.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement			Monitor Purchase Requisition Items By Account Assignment			F2422						With this app, you can display purchase requisition items based on their account assignments. By default, purchase requisition items are grouped based on the cost centers to which they belong. This app is available for the role Accounts Payable A/P Accountant.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement			Park Supplier Invoices			MIR7			Logistics Invoice Verification			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement			Purchase Contract Items By Account Assignment			F2421						With this app, you can display purchase contract items based on their account assignments. By default, purchase contract items are grouped based on the cost centers to which they belong. This app is available for the role Accounts Payable A/P Accountant.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement			Purchase Order Items by Account Assignment			F2420						With this app, you can display purchase order items based on their account assignments. By default, purchase order items are grouped based on the cost centers to which they belong. For each purchase order item, details such as material, account assignment category, sequence number, and account assignment quantity are displayed. This app is available for the role Accounts Payable A/P Accountant.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement			Schedule Supplier Invoice Jobs - Advanced			F1683			Invoice Verification			With this app you can schedule and monitor recurring, supplier invoice related activities as a background job.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement			Supplier			F0354			Vendor Master			With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement			Supplier Invoice Items by Account Assignment			F2631			Invoice Verification			With this app, you can display supplier invoice items based on their account assignments. This concerns the relevant account types within invoice verification. For each supplier invoice item, details such as account type, status, company code, posting date, amount, and quantity are displayed.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement			Supplier Invoices List (Version 2)			F1060A			Invoice Verification			With this app you can search for supplier invoices and use the search result as a supplier invoice worklist that allows you to display the detail data. The supplier invoices have been created with or without using the Business Network. For example, you can display a list of blocked supplier invoices and release or reverse them.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement			Upload Supplier Invoices			F2452			Invoice Verification			With this app you can upload electronic invoice documents that you have stored as files on your directory. The system creates one invoice draft per file. Each uploaded file is linked as an attachment to the corresponding invoice.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement for Brazil			Verify CT-e			F2207			Logistics Brazil			With this app you can easily verify all important data of a CTe, such as tax calculation, transport origin and destination, and product information. This app is available for the Billing Clerk and Accounts Payable Accountant  Procurement roles.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement for Brazil			Verify Nota Fiscal			F2056			Logistics Brazil			With this app you can easily verify all important data of a nota fiscal, such as tax calculation, transport and product information. Besides that, you can check the documents that originated the nota fiscal and if the nota fiscal has any subsequent documents. This app is available for the Billing Clerk and Accounts Payable Accountant  Procurement roles.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement for Brazil			Verify Service Nota Fiscal			F2206			Logistics Brazil			With this app you can easily verify all important data of a service nota fiscal, such as tax calculation, the service provider and taker information, service location, and the service description. Besides that, you can check the documents that originated the service nota fiscal. This app supports both electronic service notas fiscais and paper service notas fiscais. This app is available for the Billing Clerk and Accounts Payable Accountant  Procurement roles.


			Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement for China			Process Incoming VAT Invoices - China			F2327						With this app, you can display, edit, scan and take other actions on the incoming VAT invoices from your suppliers. It provides information such as VAT invoice number, invoice status, document status and related documents. You can create and park supplier invoices by navigating to the Manage Supplier Invoices app. This app is used by the purchaser or accounts payable accountant for procurement to process the VAT invoices in his/her area.


			Accounts Payable Accountant for China			Create Payment Requisitions			F4838			Cash Management China			With this app, you can manage payment requisitions, including approving or rejecting payment requisitions submitted, assigning payment methods for approved payment requisitions, triggering the payment processes, and handling exceptions.


			Accounts Payable Accountant for China			Display Supplier Summary - China			F2127			Financials China			With this app, you can display a summary of supplier account balances: balances at the start and end of a specified period. The summary also shows the credit and debit of the period and those of the current fiscal year. By viewing the summary, you get a big picture of the balances of supplier accounts and can make sure that payments to suppliers are made and confirmed duly.


			Accounts Payable Accountant for China			Input VAT Deduction - China			F2657						With this app, you can display the input VAT deduction for specified business place and declaration year and month. It provides information such as input VAT category, invoice date, tax amount, and declaration month. You can also use this app to prepare VAT returns.


			Accounts Payable Accountant for China			Input VAT Transfer - China			F2658						With this app, you can display the input VAT transfer for specified business place and declaration year and month. It provides information such as transfer type, transfer direction, VAT invoice number, and posted journal entries. You can also use this app to prepare VAT returns.


			Accounts Payable Accountant for China			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Accountant for China			Manage Incoming VAT Invoices - China			F2325						With this app, you can have an overview of all incoming VAT invoices under your responsibility. You can upload, create, edit, scan and take other actions on every incoming VAT invoice from the accounts payable accountant perspective. You can navigate from the VAT invoice to the supplier invoice and post it.


			Accounts Payable Accountant for China			Manage Input VAT Declaration - China			F2326						With this app, you can select or unselect the input VAT invoices to be confirmed, confirm selected input VAT invoices to be declared in the current declaration month, create input VAT transfer items and post them to FI accounting, and generate invoice lists for declaration. Then you can mark the current declaration month as Declared and start the declaration for next month accordingly.


			Accounts Payable Accountant for China			Manage Payment Requisitions			F4837			Cash Management China			With this app, you, with the role of Accounts Payable Accountant for China, can create payment requisitions for one or multiple open items so that the payment requisition can be triggered for payment after approval. Each payment requisition has a unique number upon saving. The payment requisitions created in this app can be further processed in Manage Payment Requisitions  China app.


			Accounts Payable Accountant for China			Schedule Job for BoE Package Clearing			F5064						With this app, you can schedule jobs for clearing bill of exchange packages that are depletedusing the provided job template. The bill of exchange package gets partial clearingwhen its subpackages are posted. Therefore, in normal process, clearing of the billof exchange package is triggered automatically when the last bill of exchangesubpackage is posted and the status of the bill of exchange package turns intoDepleted. Only when the clearing fails, or the clearingdocument is reversed for a bill of exchange package, you can use this app forclearing.


			Accounts Payable Accountant for China			Supplier Line Items - China			F5990			Financials China			With this app, you can display the details of supplier account balances: balances at the start and end of a specified period. It also shows the credit and debit of the period and those of the current fiscal year. Additionally, the report can be directly exported from the system to meet the tax requirements of the books in China. By running the report in this way, you can easily get a big picture of the balances of supplier accounts and make sure that payments to suppliers are duly received and confirmed.


			Accounts Payable Accountant for Israel			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Accountant for Japan			Manage Journal Entries - Japan			F3103			Financials Japan			With this feature, you can analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, such as local currency or transaction currency. You can also split accounting data if an invoice in foreign currency is to be split into more than one but no more than three accounting line items.


			Accounts Payable Accountant for Norway			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Accountant for Norway			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Accountant for Poland			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Accountant for Poland			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Accountant for Russian Federation			Schedule General Ledger Jobs			F1927						Use this app to schedule General Ledger jobs using the templates provided, for example, Foreign Currency Valuation.


			Accounts Payable Manager			Display Document, Display Journal Entries			FB03			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Payable Manager			Display Item Change Log			F2681			Information System			With this app you can see details of changes made to all journal entries relevant to your role. The app displays changes to all logenabled fields in the relevant documents, and you can easily see what was changed, by whom, and when.  This gives you demonstrable oversight of all changes made to journal entries within your area, which can be useful in relation to auditing.


			Accounts Payable Manager			Display Journal Entries in T-Account View			F3664			Information System			With this app you can inspect how one or multiple journal entries affect ledger accounts where they are posted.


			Accounts Payable Manager			Edit Options for Journal Entries - My Settings			F2130						With this app you can set userspecific options for editing journal entries. For example, you select the option Document in Local Currency if you only want to enter journal entries in local currency. Those fields needed to enter foreign currency journal entries are not shown. The selected options are saved for your user ID. You can change your options or restore the default settings again at any time.


			Accounts Payable Manager			FIN User Default Parameter Plugin			F1765						


			Accounts Payable Manager			Invoice Processing Analysis (S/4HANA)			F1745						With this app you can view the total amount of posted invoices and the total number of posted line items.


			Accounts Payable Manager			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			Accounts Payable Manager			Overdue Payables (S/4HANA)			F1746						With this app you can check the overdue payable amount to your suppliers by supplier company code, supplier group, supplier, and reason for payment block. You can monitor the status of the overdue payments for critical suppliers in your area of responsibility. You can also find out about the potential risks and notify the responsible persons to take action.


			Accounts Payable Manager			Supplier Payment Analysis (Manual and Automatic Payments) (S/4HANA)			F1749						With this app you can view the payment data by different dimensions, including company code, supplier, currency, and user.


			Accounts Payable Manager			Supplier Payment Analysis(Open Payments) (S/4HANA)			F1750						With this app you can get an overview of the open payments to the accounts payable manager. You can view the payment data by different dimensions, including company code, supplier, currency, and user.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Argentina			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Argentina			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Australia			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Australia			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Belgium			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Belgium			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Belize			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Belize			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Bulgaria			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Canada			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Chile			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Colombia			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for France			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for France			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Germany			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Indonesia			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Indonesia			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Ireland			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Ireland			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Italy			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Italy			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Japan			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Japan			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Malaysia			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Malaysia			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Mexico			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Mexico			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Philippines			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Philippines			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Poland			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Poland			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Portugal			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Portugal			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Saudi Arabia			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Saudi Arabia			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Singapore			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Singapore			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Slovakia			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Slovakia			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for South Africa			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for South Korea			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for South Korea			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Spain			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Spain			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Thailand			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Thailand			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for USA			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for USA			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for United Kingdom			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for United Kingdom			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Venezuela			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Payable Manager for Venezuela			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Payable and Receivable Accountant (FI-CA)			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Payable and Receivable Accountant (FI-CA)			Manage Business Partner Master Data			F3163			Business Partners			With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .


			Accounts Payable and Receivable Accountant (FI-CA)			Manage Payment Advices			F2550			Accounts Receivable			With this app, you can create payment advices manually. You can also view, edit, and delete existing payment advices.


			Accounts Payable and Receivable Accountant (FI-CA)			Manage SEPA Mandates			F5158						


			Accounts Payable and Receivable Accountant (FI-CA)			My Outbox			F6511						You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.


			Accounts Payable and Receivable Accountant (FI-CA)			Quick create Payment Advice			F2790			Accounts Receivable			With this app, you can create payment advices manually. You can also view, edit, and delete existing payment advices.


			Accounts Payable and Receivable Accountant (FI-CA)			Quick view Payment Advice			F2789			Accounts Receivable			With this app, you can create payment advices manually. You can also view, edit, and delete existing payment advices.


			Accounts Payable and Receivable Manager (FI-CA)			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Payable and Receivable Manager (FI-CA)			Manage Business Partner Master Data			F3163			Business Partners			With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .


			Accounts Payable and Receivable Manager (FI-CA)			My Outbox			F6511						You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Allowance for Doubtful Accounts			F2686			Information System			With this app you gain insight into allowance for doubtful accounts management, and you can assess the adequacy of current allowance levels. This refers to provisions made to allow for the possible nonpayment of overdue receivables.  The app gives you a clear view of overdue receivables and their associated allowances, and you can drill down for details of individual customer accounts at journal entry level.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Assign Open Items			F2626			Accounts Receivable			With this app you can view open items related to a customer, assign credit items to matching debit items, and clear open items based on this assignment.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Bank (S/4HANA)			F1760						You can use this app for the following purposes: To display an overview of the bank data, such as: Bank name Bank key Bank country/region Key facts relevant in the business context. Key facts are important data prominently displayed in the app. This app shows the following key facts: Address of the bank SWIFT code Bank number     As a starting point to navigate to additional information relevant in your business context, such as information about related business partners, related master data, or related documents. To navigate to apps with additional functions, such as editing or analyzing related business data.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Clear Incoming Payments			F0773						You use this app to clear a receivable payment manually, such as an open incoming payment for a customer invoice. The system usually clears these payments automatically. However, sometimes customer information is missing and the system cannot find appropriate open items that match the payment. In this case, you have to clarify this payment, match it to the correct open invoices and credit memos as aligned with your customer, and clear the payment manually.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Create Correspondence			F0744			Information System			With this app you can preview, email, print, fax, and download correspondence related to your customers and suppliers. The app can be launched from the SAP Fiori Launchpad or opened from other Fiori apps, including Process Receivables, Display Customer Balances, Display Supplier Balances, Manage Customer Line Items, and Manage Supplier Line Items.Depending on the role assigned to you, you can perform the following tasks:Create correspondence for your customers and suppliers.Preview correspondence.Email, fax, and print correspondence or download it as a PDF file.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Create Correspondence (Version 2)			F0744A			Accounts Receivable			With this app you can preview, email, print, and download correspondence related to your customers and suppliers. The app can be launched from the SAP Fiori Launchpad or opened from other Fiori apps, including Display Customer Balances, Display Supplier Balances, Manage Customer Line Items, and Manage Supplier Line Items.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Customer Master FactSheets			F0046A						With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Display Customer Balances			F0703			Information System			You can use this app to display customer balances and compare sales. You can see debits, credits, and balances by company code, fiscal year, and customer. The app allows you to further analyze the amounts by displaying all related line items. Furthermore, you can compare sales figures between two fiscal years. To adapt the app to your needs, you can hide, unhide, and sort columns. In addition, you can create search and display variants.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Display Customer Balances (Version 2)			F0703A			Information System			


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Display Customer List			F2640			Information System			With this app you can see master data for all your customers in one place, and you can also check that no key data is missing. For example, if you want to check that all your customers have data entered for dunning procedure, dunning clerk, and dunning level, select those filters in the apos;Check Empty Fieldsapos; function, and the app will show you any customers for whom that information is missing. You can also see who in your company to contact regarding a particular customer, and of course SAP CoPilot gives you an efficient channel for this communication.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Display Document, Display Journal Entries			FB03			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Display Dunning History			F2328			Accounts Receivable			You use this app to see an overview of dunned customers and view their individual dunning history. This app is intended for collection specialists whose main task is to contact customers to request payment of overdue receivables.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Display Journal Entries in T-Account View			F3664			Information System			With this app you can inspect how one or multiple journal entries affect ledger accounts where they are posted.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Display Payment Card Data			F2935						With this app you can display a list of card payments and related information, including details of the card used, the payment authorization, and settlement.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Display Process Flow - Accounts Receivable			F2692			Accounts Receivable			With this app you can display the relationships between Accounts Receivable AR documents, including quotations, sales documents, delivery documents, billing documents, journal entries, and clearing entries.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Doubtful Accounts Valuation			F3246			Information System			With this app you gain insight into allowance for doubtful accounts management, and you can assess the adequacy of current allowance levels. This refers to provisions made to allow for expected credit losses, as required by IFRS 9.  The app gives you a clear view of overdue receivables and their associated allowances, and you can drill down for details of individual customer accounts at journal entry level. The allowance values presented are based on Flat Rate Individual Value Adjustments created during valuation runs managed by way of transaction F107  FI Valuation Run. Users who calculate allowances using transaction F103>FAGL_104, or similar methods, should make use of the Allowance for Doubtful Accounts app.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Edit Options for Journal Entries - My Settings			F2130						With this app you can set userspecific options for editing journal entries. For example, you select the option Document in Local Currency if you only want to enter journal entries in local currency. Those fields needed to enter foreign currency journal entries are not shown. The selected options are saved for your user ID. You can change your options or restore the default settings again at any time.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			FIN User Default Parameter Plugin			F1765						


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			House Bank (S/4HANA)			F1758						You can use this app for the following purposes: To display an overview of the house bank data, such as: House bank description House bank country/region House bank city Key facts relevant in the business context. Key facts are important data prominently displayed in the app. This app shows the following key facts: Company code Bank key Bank number     As a starting point to navigate to additional information relevant in your business context, such as information about related business partners, related master data, or related documents. To navigate to apps with additional functions, such as editing or analyzing related business data.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			House Bank Account (S/4HANA)			F1759						You can use this app for the following purposes: To display an overview of the house bank account data, such as: House bank account description House bank account ID Key facts relevant in the business context. Key facts are important data prominently displayed in the app. This app shows the following key facts: Bank account number IBAN     As a starting point to navigate to additional information relevant in your business context, such as information about related business partners, related master data, or related documents. To navigate to apps with additional functions, such as editing or analyzing related business data.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Manage Automatic Payments			F0770						With this app you can schedule payment proposals or schedule payments directly and get an overview of the proposal or payment status. The app identifies the overdue invoices and checks whether all the required payment information is complete.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Manage Bank Statement Reprocessing Rules			F3555						Use this app to create and manage processing rules to perform G/L and AP/AR account postings.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Manage Business Partner Master Data			F3163			Business Partners			With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Manage Customer Down Payment Requests			F1689						Down payment requests serve as triggers for the payment program to debit customer accounts with a down payment or for the dunning program to dun customers for down payments. They do not update account balances. You use this app to display down payment requests that have been created automatically, based on a sales order. For example, if a customer wants to negotiate the due date of the requested payment, you have to find the correct down payment request to clarify the issue. In this case, you can use this app to find and change the relevant down payment request. If an appropriate down payment request does not exist, you can use this app to create one. If the sales order does not exist and therefore the down payment request cannot be created automatically, you can also use this app to create the down payment request for this amount manually. Once the customer has paid the down payment, the corresponding down payment request is cleared automatically. In some cases you might need to clear the down payment request manually, for example if differences occur or the payment was split.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Manage Customer Line Items			F0711			Information System			You can use this app for adhoc requests or recurring reports to easily find customer line items using a wide range of search criteria. For example, you can see all line items of a specific customer account or all unallocated payments for a specific company code at the end of a period. To make your work more efficient, you can personalize the layout of the table, predefine recurring queries, and save your settings as variants. In addition to displaying data, you can also take various actions such as setting a payment or dunning block. You can export the data to a file and collaborate with colleagues. The app also serves as a navigation target from other apps, allowing users to drill down into the customer line items.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Manage Interest Runs			F4485						Use this app to display and manage the calculated interests, which are listed for each business partner and in each currency.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Manage Payment Advices			F2550			Accounts Receivable			With this app, you can create payment advices manually. You can also view, edit, and delete existing payment advices.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Manage Payment Media			F1868						With this app you can transfer the data required for electronic payment transactions to banks via a data medium. A payment medium is created with each successful payment run. When you download a payment medium, the app automatically saves it as a .txt or .xml file according to its type.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Manage SEPA Mandates			F5158						


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Manage Supplier Invoices			F0859			Invoice Verification			With this app you can create and display a supplier invoice based on the received document. You can specify the purchase order items to which your supplier invoice relates. These referenced items can also have multiple account assignment. You can choose among several assignment options depending on the reference document category. To identify the most relevant service entry sheet items, for example, you can search by the service performer and the performance date. If you select the Simulate or Post function, the system compares the quantity and amount data of each supplier invoice item with the data of the related purchase order item. If goodsreceiptbased invoice verification has been defined for a purchase order item, the system compares the supplier invoice data with the related goods receipt data. If the deviation is outside defined tolerances, the invoice is posted, but the invoice is automatically blocked for payment. If the system determines the responsible person, an approval process is initiated. You can use the Supplier Invoices List app to display supplier invoices. In the detail view, you can release or reverse a blocked supplier invoice.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			My Dunning Proposals			F2435			Accounts Receivable			With this app you can create dunning proposals, and then review the dunning notices before they are sent to customers. If for business reasons you do not want to send a dunning notice to a particular customer, you can choose to set a dunning block on that notice. It will then not be included when the remaining dunning notices are sent.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Post Document, Post Journal Entries			FB01			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Post Incoming Payments			F1345						With this app you can post and clear a single incoming payment in one step. You usually check for incoming payments using online banking. However, if payments are not received using electronic bank statements, you need to enter the payment data manually and trigger a search for the matching open items. Ideally, the system proposes a list of matching items for which you can post and clear the payment in one step. If its not possible to clear the payment, you can post it on account or to a G/L account.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Post with Clearing			F-04			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Quick create Payment Advice			F2790			Accounts Receivable			With this app, you can create payment advices manually. You can also view, edit, and delete existing payment advices.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Quick view Payment Advice			F2789			Accounts Receivable			With this app, you can create payment advices manually. You can also view, edit, and delete existing payment advices.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Reprocess Bank Statement Items			F1520						Use this app to reprocess bank statement items that the system cannot automatically post and clear. Bank statements can be entered into the system automatically electronic bank statement or manually. In both cases, rulebased processing assigns and clears the payments automatically. If the automatic processing is not successful, manual reprocessing is required. In this app, you can reprocess a bank statement item, mark it as reprocessed, and enter a reason for reprocessing. You can also add attachments to bank statement items.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Reset Cleared Items			F2223						With this app you can reset the clearing of line items as well as reverse the clearing entry if required. You can use this function for line items of customer accounts or supplier accounts as well as for line items of G/L accounts that are managed on an open item basis.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Reset Cleared Items - FBRA			FBRA						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Revise Payment Proposals			F0771						With this app you can check and revise payment proposals and the details of open items. This allows you to make sure that all the payments are made correctly and on time and are compliant with company policies.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Schedule Accounts Receivable Jobs			F2366			Information System			With this app, you can schedule Accounts Receivable jobs using the templates and scheduling options provided.The app gives you access to different job templates, for example to Automatic Reprocessing of Bank Statements via SAP Cash Application.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Schedule Automatic Payments			F110			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Schedule General Ledger Jobs			F1927						Use this app to schedule General Ledger jobs using the templates provided, for example, Foreign Currency Valuation.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant			Schedule Interest Calculation Jobs			F4176						To calculate interest in the SAP menu, follow the instructions in this section. Alternatively, you can also calculate item interest on the SAP Fiori Launchpad by using the Schedule Interest Calculation Jobs app.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant - Leasing			Analyze Logs			RECALA			Flexible Real Estate Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant - Leasing			Cash Flow - Information System			REISCDCF			Information System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant - Leasing			Contract Management			F5273			Flexible Real Estate Management			With this app, you can manage many aspects of your contract portfolio.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant - Leasing			Manage Contract			RECN			Real Estate Contract			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant - Leasing			Object Cash Flow Contr. - Information System			REISCDCFOBJ			Information System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant - Leasing			Periodic Posting: Contracts			RERAPP			Rental Accounting			Using the Periodic Posting for Real Estate Contract function, you post the accounting flows resulting from the conditions while taking account of the contract type. The result is that the planned records generated in the cash floware posted as condition amounts to the assigned accounts of the contractual partner or transferred to other real estate objects.  Note  For more information on conditions in the real estate contract, see Defining and Assigning Conditions and Flows .


			Accounts Receivable Accountant - Leasing			Real Estate Accounting Objects Plan and Actuals Report			F5362			Flexible Real Estate Management			


			Accounts Receivable Accountant - Leasing			Real Estate Cash Flow Report			F5363			Flexible Real Estate Management			


			Accounts Receivable Accountant - Leasing			Reverse Contract Postings			RERAPPRV			Rental Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant for China			Customer Line Items - China			F5686			Financials China			With this app, you can display the details of customer account balances: balances at the start and end of a specified period. It also shows the credit and debit of the period and those of the current fiscal year. Additionally, the report can be directly exported from the system to meet the tax requirements of the books in China. By running the report in this way, you can easily get a big picture of the balances of customer accounts and make sure that payments from customers are duly collected and confirmed.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant for China			Display Customer Summary - China			F1993			Financials China			With this app, you can display a summary of customer account balances: balances at the start and end of a specified period. The summary also shows the credit and debit of the period and those of the current fiscal year. By viewing the summary, you can get a big picture of the balances of customer accounts and make sure that payments from customers are collected and confirmed duly.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant for China			Manage Documents			F2733			Document Management System			With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant for China			Schedule Job for BoE Package Clearing			F5064						With this app, you can schedule jobs for clearing bill of exchange packages that are depletedusing the provided job template. The bill of exchange package gets partial clearingwhen its subpackages are posted. Therefore, in normal process, clearing of the billof exchange package is triggered automatically when the last bill of exchangesubpackage is posted and the status of the bill of exchange package turns intoDepleted. Only when the clearing fails, or the clearingdocument is reversed for a bill of exchange package, you can use this app forclearing.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant for Czech Republic			Print VAT Doc for DownPmnt - Czech Republic			IDCZ_VATDOCDP			Financials Czech Republic			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant for Japan			Edit Journal Entry for Invoice Summary - Japan			F2284			Financials Japan			With this app you can edit Japanspecific information for journal entries that are used for monthly invoice summaries. In addition to editing details for Journal Entries, you can also exclude Journal Entries from monthly invoices, or include Journal Entries in separate monthly invoices.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant for Japan			Maintain Virtual Accounts - Japan			F2089			Financials Japan			With this app you can create, edit, and delete the virtual accounts for customers or payer invoices. If you maintain the Business Partner master data in the backend system, the virtual accounts for payer invoices will be used by the Manage Invoice Summary  Japan app.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant for Japan			Manage Invoice Summary - Japan			F1774			Financials Japan			With this app you can perform the following two functions: Invoice Summary Processing and Invoice Summary Report. For Invoice Summary Processing, you can create, cancel, and print the invoice summary of Japanese customers. For Invoice Summary Report, you can check the status of the documents payer invoices and monthly invoices and display the status of payment.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant for Norway			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant for Norway			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant for Poland			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant for Poland			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Accounts Receivable Accountant for Russian Federation			Schedule General Ledger Jobs			F1927						Use this app to schedule General Ledger jobs using the templates provided, for example, Foreign Currency Valuation.


			Accounts Receivable Manager			Accounts Receivable Overview			F3242			Accounts Receivable			With this analytical overview app you can monitor important accounts receivable indicators and access the relevant accounts receivable apps. You can use the filters to limit the data behind the indicators to the information most relevant for you.


			Accounts Receivable Manager			Allowance for Doubtful Accounts			F2686			Information System			With this app you gain insight into allowance for doubtful accounts management, and you can assess the adequacy of current allowance levels. This refers to provisions made to allow for the possible nonpayment of overdue receivables.  The app gives you a clear view of overdue receivables and their associated allowances, and you can drill down for details of individual customer accounts at journal entry level.


			Accounts Receivable Manager			Cash Collection Tracker - Accounts Receivable			F2925			Accounts Receivable			With this analytical app you can track your collection progress against due receivables for a selected period. You select a period or date and the app displays the sums of all open invoices due in previous periods, invoices posted in previous periods that are due in the selected period, and new invoices that are both posted and due in the selected period. The sum of these due receivables forms the total target.


			Accounts Receivable Manager			Customer Master FactSheets			F0046A						With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.


			Accounts Receivable Manager			Days Beyond Terms (S/4HANA)			F1739						The analytical app displays the Key Performance Indicator KPI Days Beyond Terms. It provides you with an insight into the payment history of your customers and indicates how effectively your company collects payments. A high Days Beyond Terms DBT figure indicates that your company is taking too long to collect payments. The app clearly indicates when predefined thresholds have been exceeded. You can view DBT figures in a chart or a table according to account group, accounting clerk, calendar month or year, company code, country key, customer, customer classification, display currency, exchange rate type, reconciliation account, or region. If you have just started a new business, you may find the Days Sales Outstanding KPI more helpful.


			Accounts Receivable Manager			Days Sales Outstanding (S/4HANA)			F1741						The analytical app displays the Key Performance Indicator KPI Days Sales Outstanding, that is, the number of days it takes on average for your company to collect receivables. A high Days Sales Outstanding DSO figure can indicate that your company is taking too long to collect money, and that your company is extending too lenient credit terms to customers. The app clearly indicates when predefined thresholds have been exceeded. You can view DSO figures in a chart or a table according to account group, accounting clerk, calendar month, calendar year, company code, country key, customer, customer classification, display currency, exchange rate type, G/L account, reconciliation account, region, or special G/L. If your company has been in business for a longer period of time, you may find the Days Beyond Terms KPI more helpful.


			Accounts Receivable Manager			Days Sales Outstanding - Detailed Analysis			F2687			Accounts Receivable			With this analytical app you can conduct a detailed analysis of your days sales outstanding DSO. You can use the predefined analysis steps to view your DSO by company code, due period, and country of customer. You can look at your revenue and overdue receivables over time and focus your analysis by using the filters to drill down.


			Accounts Receivable Manager			Display Document, Display Journal Entries			FB03			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Accounts Receivable Manager			Display Item Change Log			F2681			Information System			With this app you can see details of changes made to all journal entries relevant to your role. The app displays changes to all logenabled fields in the relevant documents, and you can easily see what was changed, by whom, and when.  This gives you demonstrable oversight of all changes made to journal entries within your area, which can be useful in relation to auditing.


			Accounts Receivable Manager			Display Journal Entries in T-Account View			F3664			Information System			With this app you can inspect how one or multiple journal entries affect ledger accounts where they are posted.


			Accounts Receivable Manager			Doubtful Accounts Valuation			F3246			Information System			With this app you gain insight into allowance for doubtful accounts management, and you can assess the adequacy of current allowance levels. This refers to provisions made to allow for expected credit losses, as required by IFRS 9.  The app gives you a clear view of overdue receivables and their associated allowances, and you can drill down for details of individual customer accounts at journal entry level. The allowance values presented are based on Flat Rate Individual Value Adjustments created during valuation runs managed by way of transaction F107  FI Valuation Run. Users who calculate allowances using transaction F103>FAGL_104, or similar methods, should make use of the Allowance for Doubtful Accounts app.


			Accounts Receivable Manager			Dunning Level Distribution (S/4HANA)			F1742						The analytical app displays the Key Performance Indicator KPI Dunning Level Distribution, that is, open dunning amounts per dunning level and customer. You can view the open dunning amounts in a chart or a table according to dunning level and by the 10 customers with the highest open dunning amounts. You can also drill down to analyze your dunning level distribution according to account group, accounting clerk, company code, country key, customer, customer classification, display currency, exchange rate type, reconciliation account, or region.


			Accounts Receivable Manager			Edit Options for Journal Entries - My Settings			F2130						With this app you can set userspecific options for editing journal entries. For example, you select the option Document in Local Currency if you only want to enter journal entries in local currency. Those fields needed to enter foreign currency journal entries are not shown. The selected options are saved for your user ID. You can change your options or restore the default settings again at any time.


			Accounts Receivable Manager			FIN User Default Parameter Plugin			F1765						


			Accounts Receivable Manager			Future Receivables (S/4HANA)			F1744						This analytical app displays the Key Performance Indicator KPI Future Receivables. You can view the results in a chart or table according to due period, company code, or the top 10 customers who have the highest amounts receivable. You can also drill down to see the numbers of open items for the relevant customers. In addition, you can analyze your future amounts receivable according to account group, accounting clerk, company code, country key, customer, customer classification, display currency, exchange rate type, G/L account, net due interval, region, or special G/L.


			Accounts Receivable Manager			Manage Interest Runs			F4485						Use this app to display and manage the calculated interests, which are listed for each business partner and in each currency.


			Accounts Receivable Manager			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			Accounts Receivable Manager			Overdue Receivables (S/4HANA)			F1747						You can use this app to view the Key Performance Indicator KPI Overdue Receivables. You can drill down to analyze the 10 highest overdue receivables by customer, which enables you to take quick action to reduce the highest amounts owing to your business. You can also analyze overdue receivables by company code or by accounting clerk. You can view the overdue receivables in a chart or a table according to company code, customer, country and region of the customer, and accounting clerk.


			Accounts Receivable Manager			Overdue Receivables by Risk Class			F2539			Accounts Receivable			With this app you can display overdue receivables by risk class. It can help you analyze if your risk is appropriately diversified and provides you with insights to support segmentation, credit, and payment term decision making.


			Accounts Receivable Manager			Overdue Receivables in Dispute			F2540			Accounts Receivable			With this app you can display the amount of overdue receivables in dispute. It allows you to prioritize the open disputes that are delaying the payment of overdue invoices.


			Accounts Receivable Manager			Reprocessing Rate of Incoming Payments			F1619						You can use this app to display and analyze how many incoming payments bank statement items have been manually reprocessed after automatic payment clearing was unsuccessful.  Manual reprocessing of incoming payments is expensive and timeconsuming. It is often required because a customer has not provided sufficient reference information, or has paid the incorrect amount, or indeed if the settings for automatic posting are not complete. This app helps you to improve the automation of receivables management by giving you detailed information on how often and under what circumstances manual reprocessing is required. You can run analyses according to reason, company, customer, or bank. In addition, you can initiate further steps to save processing costs, such as sending an email to a customer or informing management if settings are missing or wrong.


			Accounts Receivable Manager			Schedule Interest Calculation Jobs			F4176						To calculate interest in the SAP menu, follow the instructions in this section. Alternatively, you can also calculate item interest on the SAP Fiori Launchpad by using the Schedule Interest Calculation Jobs app.


			Accounts Receivable Manager			Total Receivables (S/4HANA)			F1748						This analytical app displays the Key Performance Indicator KPI Total Receivables. You can view the receivables amount in total by various dimensions and filter the results according to different criteria. You can also drill down to analyze your total receivables by account group, company code, company code currency, country key, customer, customer classification, display currency, exchange rate type, G/L account, reconciliation account, region, or special G/L.


			Accounts Receivable Manager for Thailand			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Accounts Receivable Manager for Thailand			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Administrator			Business Event Queue			F2392						With this app, you can view the analytical representation of the event count versus business object type. It shows the number of events raised for a business object. There is a technical job SAP_BEH_DELETE_OUTBOUND that automatically clears the queue every day and it picks the events that were created in last three days. The report that is used is BEH_R_DELETE_QUEUE.


			Administrator			Business Event Subscription			F2569						With this app, you can check and subscribe to business object events. You can also manage all active and inactive subscriptions.


			Administrator			Configure Personalized Search			F2800			HANA Search for Business Suite			With this app, you can enable or disable the tracking of a userapos;s search activities. The search data is retained in the database. Users can access the data collected in the database. This data can be used for user specific ranking of search results in the Enterprise Search.  This app tracks all of the visits, keywords entered by the user, and the navigation paths. The keywords are stored in the database and can be used by the Enterprise Search framework when the user logs on and search in the future.


			Administrator			Define Statutory Reports			F2131						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Administrator			Flexible Workflow Administration			F5343			Runtime			


			Administrator			Manage Database Cache Configuration			F4016			ABAP Dictionary			


			Administrator			Manage Output Items			F2279						This app gives you a central overview of outputs sent via various channels and their status. It lets you view and process multiple outputs at the same time, for example for error analysis and correction.


			Administrator			Manage Search Models			F3036			HANA Search for Business Suite			Every application uses the Enterprise Search as a key technology for basic searches. Enterprise Search allows you to search all structured data in an application in a unified way. The key user can select search model delivered by SAP and view the search results in a simple and formatted way. The key user can also create a search model from the selected CDS view, customize the fields and the formatting based on their requirements.  The Manage Search Models app enables a unified search of a search modelapos;s structured data.


			Administrator			Workflow System Jobs			F4919			SAP Business Workflow			


			Administrator (Retail)			Display Billing Documents			VF03			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Administrator (Retail)			Display Document, Display Journal Entries			FB03			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Administrator (Retail)			Manage Billing Documents			F0797			Billing			With this app, you can manage invoices, invoice cancellations, credit memos, and other billing documents. This includes displaying, editing, posting, and canceling billing documents. You can also review why a billing document split has occurred and generate PDFbased print previews of billing documents.


			Administrator (Retail)			Material Documents Overview			F1077						With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Administrator (Retail)			Schedule POS Inbound Service			F5236						Retailers send bulk information of sold merchandise data from the POS system to SAP S/4HANA using POS inbound SOAP service.  You can use this app to schedule jobs for processing of the bulk messages which are persisted in Application Interface Framework AIF XML persistence using Background Remote Function Calls bgRFC.


			Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)			Edit Options for Journal Entries - My Settings			F2130						With this app you can set userspecific options for editing journal entries. For example, you select the option Document in Local Currency if you only want to enter journal entries in local currency. Those fields needed to enter foreign currency journal entries are not shown. The selected options are saved for your user ID. You can change your options or restore the default settings again at any time.


			Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)			Manage Bank Statement Reprocessing Rules			F3555						Use this app to create and manage processing rules to perform G/L and AP/AR account postings.


			Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)			Manage Bank Statements			F1564						Use this app to manage manual and electronic bank statements. The app provides an overview of all bank statements for all house bank accounts. You can also view detailed information for each bank statement.


			Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)			Manage Incoming Payment Files			F1680			Accounts Receivable			You can use this app to import electronic payment files, such as bank statements, payment rejections, intraday bank statements, lockbox batches, and payment files for Advanced Payment Management. After the bank statements and lockbox batches are imported and posted, they can be processed further using the Manage Bank Statements, Manage Lockbox Batches, or Manage Payments apps, if needed.


			Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)			Map Format Data for Incoming Files from Banks			F5608						


			Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)			My Outbox			F6511						You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.


			Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)			Reprocess Bank Statement Items			F1520						Use this app to reprocess bank statement items that the system cannot automatically post and clear. Bank statements can be entered into the system automatically electronic bank statement or manually. In both cases, rulebased processing assigns and clears the payments automatically. If the automatic processing is not successful, manual reprocessing is required. In this app, you can reprocess a bank statement item, mark it as reprocessed, and enter a reason for reprocessing. You can also add attachments to bank statement items.


			Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)			Reset Cleared Items - FBRA			FBRA						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)			Schedule General Ledger Jobs			F1927						Use this app to schedule General Ledger jobs using the templates provided, for example, Foreign Currency Valuation.


			Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)			Upload Bank Statements			FF_5			Bank Statement			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Administrator - Group Reporting			Application Jobs - Import to Global Hierarchies			F5097						With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.


			Administrator - Group Reporting			Manage Global Hierarchies			F2918						With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.


			Administrator - Group Reporting			Manage Substitution and Validation Rules			F4406			Validation, Substitution and Rules			With this app, you can display, change, and create substitution and validation rules for your selected business contexts and events. These rules can be used in the respective business processes to validate, derive, or replace values at the time of entry for the relevant fields.


			Administrator - Group Reporting			Schedule jobs for consolidation tasks			F4376						You can use this app to schedule and monitor jobs for consolidation tasks using the provided templates. If you have manual activities that you often need to do at a specific time, this app can reduce your workload by running these tasks smoothly in the background.


			Administrator - International Trade			Billing Document			F1901			Billing			With this app, you can display a concise overview of billing document details and contextual information.


			Administrator - International Trade			Customer Master FactSheets			F0046A						With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.


			Administrator - International Trade			Display Billing Documents			VF03			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Administrator - International Trade			Display Invoice List, Display Invoice Lists			VF23			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Administrator - International Trade			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Administrator - International Trade			Invoice List			F2739			Billing			With this app, you can display a concise overview of an invoice listapos;s details and navigate to the billing documents it contains. Invoice lists are documents that combine billing documents invoices, debit memos, or credit memos that have already been posted to financial accounting and are intended for a single designated payer. Suppliers that use invoice lists to periodically bill sales they have made to a buying group can substantially reduce the administrative effort involved in payment collection. Similarly to billing documents, invoice lists consist of a header and one or more items. Each item represents one of the individual billing documents that together comprise the invoice list. The billing documents in the invoice list can be single or collective documents collective invoices combine items from more than one delivery. You can create the following two types of invoice list:   For invoices and debit memos   For credit memos


			Administrator - International Trade			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Administrator - International Trade			Preliminary Billing Document			F2874						With this app, you can display an overview of a preliminary billing documentapos;s details and contextual information. Preliminary billing documents are intended purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes become necessary, you can make these changes in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.


			Administrator - International Trade			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Administrator - International Trade			Supplier			F0354			Vendor Master			With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.


			Administrator - Leasing			Analyze Logs			RECALA			Flexible Real Estate Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Administrator - Legal Content Management			Manage Teams and Responsibilities			F2412						With this app you can manage teams, responsibility definitions, and team member functions in Responsibility Management. You can use responsibility definitions and member functions to determine members that are responsible for workflows, business scenarios, and situation handling. A team member is a business partner associated with an SAP user a business user. Before you add members to teams, you need to make sure that team members meet the required prerequisites. From SAP Fiori launchpad, you can choose the Teams search model to search for teams in Responsibility Management. You can also apply filters to see a subset of the result list. For more information about enterprise search, see Enterprise Search.


			Administrator - Legal Content Management			My Outbox			F6511						You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.


			Administrator - Real Estate Management			Check Real Estate Object			F5967			Flexible Real Estate Management			


			Administrator - Real Estate Management			Manage Occupancy Groups			F5593			Flexible Real Estate Management			With this app you can manage and maintain your occupancy groups.


			Administrator - Real Estate Management			Manage Usage Enablement Groups			F5465			Flexible Real Estate Management			With this app you can manage and maintain your usage enablement groups.


			Administrator - Real Estate Management			Reconciliate Real Estate Object			F5960			Flexible Real Estate Management			


			Administrator - Recipe Development			Change Material			MM02			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Administrator - Recipe Development			Characteristics, Display Characteristic, Manage Characteristics			CT04						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Administrator - Recipe Development			Classification Based Product Hierarchy			F2351			Material Master			With this app you can define and visualize product master hierarchies based on classification data, for example a media product hierarchy that defines TV series, seasons, and episodes. This feature interacts with the Manage Product Master Data application to navigate into product master details, and you can change the parent node or remove it from the hierarchy by changing classification data there. The hierarchy data can be used directly for product analytics, for example to compare the revenue of TV series.


			Administrator - Recipe Development			Create Material			MM01			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Administrator - Recipe Development			Display Class, Manage Classes			CL02			Classification			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Administrator - Recipe Development			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Administrator - Recipe Development			Display Where Characteristics Are Used			CT12			Characteristics			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Administrator - Recipe Development			Manage Documents			F2733			Document Management System			With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.


			Administrator - Recipe Development			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Administrator - Recipe Development			Product Master Quick  View - Co Pilot			F2756			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Administrator - Recipe Development			Unit of measure Quick  Create - Co Pilot			F2757			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Administrator - Sourcing			Manage Cost Breakdown Templates			F6666						With this app, you as an administrator for sourcing SAP_BR_ADMINISTRATOR_SRC can create templates for your potential suppliers to provide details of cost breakdown for the items sourced by you. The cost breakdown information shared by your supplier using the template helps your organization to compare costs before making a buying decision. A template created with this app can be consumed by other apps, for example, the Manage Sourcing Projects.


			Analytics Specialist			Cost Centers - Plan/Actuals			W0081			Information System, iViews			With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Analytics Specialist			Custom Analytical Queries			F1572						


			Analytics Specialist			Manage KPIs and Reports			F2814						The Manage KPIs and Reports app is a single platform for creating all analytical applications using KPIs, reports, and stories. You can create applications that can be launched directly from SAP Fiori launchpad. You can configure metrics in the KPI, visualize the data either in chart or table format, and analyze the data to improve the quantity and quality of the different business units belonging to an organization.  This app is integrated with SAP Analytics Cloud, which helps to analyze and interact with realtime data. With SAP Analytics Cloud, data can be imported, or connected live from SAP S/4HANA Cloud systems, modeled, and converted into various visualizations. This helps the business units in datadriven decision making. For more details, see the following section, which explains the capabilities of Embedded Analytics powered by SAP Analytics Cloud.


			Analytics Specialist			View Browser			F2170						Key users at SAP S/4HANA are faced with the challenge to search for CDS views, be it CDS views released by SAP or customized CDS view. The key user responsible for building data models can then use the View Browser app to get a list of all available CDS views along with the details such as Category, View Types, Dimensions and Measures, Annotations, supported capabilities, and modeling pattern of the CDS views. The key user can also use various search options such as descriptions, application components, and tables used in building the CDS views to search for CDS views. You can use this app to search for CDS views and analyze the data fields of the CDS view. This application displays all of the CDS views and underlying artifacts in tables. By default, the content views are organized by view name. You can also use the dropdown feature to filter the values in each column. The advantage of using this app over the Custom Analytical Query app is that the latter displays only released analytical queries, but the View Browser app displays all the CDS views that were released by SAP, as well as custom SAP views irrespective of draft or released status. However, you can use Custom Analytical Query app to create, save, modify, and publish CDS views to catalogs. However, you cannot alter or modify the CDS views created by SAP. Recommendation We recommend using SAPdelivered CDS views with the status Released. The SAP CDS views with statuses Not Released and Deprecated may be changed or deleted and may not be available to customers.


			Asset Accountant			Asset Accounting Overview			F3096			Asset Accounting			With this app you can easily access key information and KPIs within the Asset Accounting area, and gain insight into current trends. The app provides a central source of information for the asset accountant, and offers a range of filters and builtin navigation to related apps.


			Asset Accountant			Asset Balances			F1617			Asset Accounting			With this app, you can display balances of fixed assets according to various criteria, such as company code, depreciation area, segment, or profit center. The report enables you to understand the netbook value of fixed assets derived from acquisition and production costs APC and depreciation. SAP provides preconfigured key figure groups that you can use for your reporting. These key figure groups bundle key figure codes, such as APC, retirements, transfers, cumulative depreciation and netbook value at reporting date.


			Asset Accountant			Asset History Sheet			F1615			Asset Accounting			With this app, you can call up the asset history sheet that shows value changes to the fixed asset balances in a fiscal year for a depreciation area. The asset history sheet enables you to document and explain the balances on fixed assets for every accounting principle, any local regulation, and for management purposes. SAP provides preconfigured key figure groups that you can use for your reporting. These key figure groups bundle key figure codes, such as acquisitions, retirements, transfers, and depreciation.


			Asset Accountant			Asset Master Worklist			F1592			Asset Accounting			With this app you can display a worklist of fixed assets and quickly get an overview of the status of all assets in the list. As well as displaying a list according to specific criteria such as company code or asset class, you can quickly refine the list to show, for example, only incomplete assets, capitalized assets, or retired assets.  Note You cannot use this app when the business function Universal Parallel Accounting FINS_PARALLEL_ACCOUNTING_BF is active. When the business function is active, you can use the following app instead: Manage Fixed Assets F3425.


			Asset Accountant			Asset Transactions			F1614			Asset Accounting			With this app you can check and evaluate daily operations in Asset Accounting. The SAP standard key figure groups enable you to select asset transactions by group, such as acquisitions, retirements, or transfers. The report then displays all transactions of the selected key figure groups and their respective key figures. For example, retirements are listed with retirement revenues or costs, gains, losses, retired APC, and book value. Note When you select the Retirement view in this app, the results for Retirement Gain and Retirement Loss are displayed only, if your configuration allows postings of asset retirement gain and loss to G/L.SAP recommends that your configuration doesnt allow postings of asset retirement gain and loss to G/L.


			Asset Accountant			Asset Values			AW01N			Basic Functions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Asset Accountant			Balance Carryforward Status			F4683						You can use this app to view details about the balance carryforward, such as the status, when it was run and more. The balance carryforward involves carrying forward account balances for all currencies into the new fiscal year. After youapos;ve manually run the balance carryforward, opening balances for a fiscal year are made available.


			Asset Accountant			Change Asset			AS02			Basic Functions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Asset Accountant			Change Group Asset			AS22			Basic Functions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Asset Accountant			Create Asset			AS01			Basic Functions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Asset Accountant			Create Asset Subnumber			AS11			Basic Functions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Asset Accountant			Depreciation Lists			F1616			Asset Accounting			This app serves as a supplement to the profit and loss statement. The key figures enable you to analyze the interest and depreciation of fixed assets. You can report depreciation values as a total, or by depreciation type such as ordinary depreciation, special depreciation, unplanned depreciation, writeups, and transferred reserves deferred gain. In addition, the status of depreciation and asset attributes, such as the depreciation key and the useful life, help you to analyze the reported figures.


			Asset Accountant			Display Asset			AS03			Basic Functions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Asset Accountant			Display Document, Display Journal Entries			FB03			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Asset Accountant			FIN User Default Parameter Plugin			F1765						


			Asset Accountant			Manage Fixed Assets			F1684			Asset Accounting			With this app youapos;ve got all the data for an asset in one place. A graphical representation of the assetapos;s life cycle allows you to quickly get an overview of the assets status and adjust the valuation. Key figures, such as acquisition and production cost APC, accumulated depreciation and netbook value, help you to understand the asset valuation in detail and to determine why unexpected value changes have occurred, for example when special depreciation has been posted for the fixed asset due to an accident. Fixed assets are usually created and capitalized automatically in the integrated procurement and invoicing processes, if your solution has been configured accordingly. To access this app, you can go to the Display Asset Master Worklist app. From there, select a fixed asset master data and navigate to Manage Fixed Assets using the link list or the navigation arrow. You can also navigate to this app from the following reporting apps:   Asset History Sheet   Asset Balances   Depreciation Lists   Asset Transactions   Note You cannot use this app when the business function Universal Parallel Accounting FINS_PARALLEL_ACCOUNTING_BF is active. When the business function is active, you can use the following app instead: Manage Fixed Assets F3425.


			Asset Accountant			Post Retirement (Non-Integrated) - Without Customer			ABAON			Basic Functions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Asset Accountant			Post Retirement - By Scrapping			ABAVN			Basic Functions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Asset Accountant			Post Transfer - Within Company Code			ABUMN			Basic Functions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Asset Accountant			Purchase Contract Items By Account Assignment			F2421						With this app, you can display purchase contract items based on their account assignments. By default, purchase contract items are grouped based on the cost centers to which they belong. This app is available for the role Accounts Payable A/P Accountant.


			Asset Accountant			Reverse Journal Entry - Asset Accounting-Specific			AB08			Basic Functions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Asset Accountant			Schedule Asset Accounting Jobs			F1914			Asset Accounting			With this app you can schedule Asset Accounting jobs using the templates and scheduling options provided.


			Asset Accountant - MCPSE (Utilities) for Brazil			Display Asset			AS03			Basic Functions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Asset Accountant - MCPSE (Utilities) for Brazil			Display Equipment (IE03)			IE03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Asset Accountant - MCPSE (Utilities) for Brazil			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Asset Accountant - MCPSE (Utilities) for Brazil			Display PM Order (IW33)			IW33						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Asset Accountant - MCPSE (Utilities) for Brazil			Fixed Asset MCPSE Attributions			F5683						With this app, you can manually unitize and generate the ANEEL code to be sent to the government. Also, you use the app to consolidate all the ANEEL Codes automatically generated by Plant Maintenance MCPSE Attribution and Project System MCPSE Attribution apps.


			Asset Accountant - MCPSE (Utilities) for Brazil			Material MCPSE Attributions			F5685						With this app, you can add master data information for the MCPSE to a material.


			Asset Accountant - MCPSE (Utilities) for Brazil			Plant Maintenance MCPSE Attributions			F5684						With this app, you can The Maintenance Order Attribution app ensures that all materials comprised in the selected maintenance orders will create assets. Generating the ANEEL Code to be sent to the government. You use the app to automatize the creation of assets as well as costs distribution via settlement conditions of maintenance orders. Also, material master, equipment master data, and financial assets master data should be enhanced to include specific regulatory information.


			Asset Accountant for Bulgaria			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			Asset Accountant for Israel			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Asset Accountant for Italy			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Asset Accountant for Italy			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			Asset Accountant for Italy			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Asset Accountant for Luxembourg			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			Asset Accountant for Poland			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Asset Accountant for Poland			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			Asset Accountant for Poland			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Asset Accountant for Portugal			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Asset Accountant for Portugal			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			Asset Accountant for Portugal			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Asset Accountant for Romania			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Asset Accountant for Romania			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Asset Accountant for Russian Federation			Maintain Concession Documents			F5863			Financials Russia			An application to maintain concession documents for assets that are used in the Concession Claim for Assets for Russia report


			Asset Accountant for Serbia			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Asset Accountant for Singapore			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Asset Accountant for Singapore			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			Asset Accountant for Singapore			Run Statutory Reports / Singapore AA Reporting			F1515_SG_5			Financials Singapore			Managing Fraction DigitsYou can modify the currency fields in you report and control the number of decimals displayed during report generation using the field Number of Decimals for Currency Amounts. The default number of decimals are taken from the data source initially, which can later be modified as required. Based on the adjustment done, during preview, the values are validated against the data already given during preview. The ability to customize fraction digits are enabled only for CDS, ABAP Dictionary, or querybased documents.Enabling Schema changesYou can now easily view the selected CDS fields during schema creation in the CDS Field Selection dialog. Additionally, you can view the selected fields while editing the schema as well.Enabling Activity Group for activitiesYou can categorize similar reporting activities into a single group based on their functions. Assigning reporting activities into groups help when you want to perform some additional actions, such as identifying a specific reporting activity based on the group they are allotted to. The activity group value assigned to the reporting activity group will be available in the Run Compliance Reports app and based on this value, appropriate business checks can be processed. New Organizational UnitsTwo new organizational units Profit Center and Segment are introduced in SAP S/4HANA Cloud. These new options can be used as a replacement for Business Area while defining report category. New statuses for documentsThe Document Status column is enhanced with two new statuses such as In Process Editing and In Process Regeneration. In Process Editing status appears when the document is saved with manual changes and In Process Regeneration status appears when the document is being regenerated. Enhancement to Balance Sheet/Income Statement GENC_FINSTMNT_RETThe generic report definition Balance Sheet/Income Statement is enhanced so that the search help of parameter Currency Type CURRENCYROLE supports all currency types, including functional currency.


			Asset Accountant for Slovakia			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Asset Accountant for Slovakia			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			Asset Accountant for Slovakia			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Audit Specialist for Israel			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			BOM Engineer			Change Document			CV02N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			BOM Engineer			Characteristics, Display Characteristic, Manage Characteristics			CT04						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			BOM Engineer			Create Document			CV01N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			BOM Engineer			Display Class, Display Classes			CL03			Classes			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			BOM Engineer			Display Class, Manage Classes			CL02			Classification			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			BOM Engineer			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			BOM Engineer			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			BOM Engineer			Display Where Characteristics Are Used			CT12			Characteristics			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			BOM Engineer			Display document			CV03N						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			BOM Engineer			Find Document			CV04N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			BOM Engineer			Manage Documents			F2733			Document Management System			With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.


			BOM Engineer			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			BOM Engineer			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			BOM Engineer - Customer Order			Change Document			CV02N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			BOM Engineer - Customer Order			Change Material			MM02			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			BOM Engineer - Customer Order			Characteristics, Display Characteristic, Manage Characteristics			CT04						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			BOM Engineer - Customer Order			Classification Based Product Hierarchy			F2351			Material Master			With this app you can define and visualize product master hierarchies based on classification data, for example a media product hierarchy that defines TV series, seasons, and episodes. This feature interacts with the Manage Product Master Data application to navigate into product master details, and you can change the parent node or remove it from the hierarchy by changing classification data there. The hierarchy data can be used directly for product analytics, for example to compare the revenue of TV series.


			BOM Engineer - Customer Order			Create Document			CV01N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			BOM Engineer - Customer Order			Create Material			MM01			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			BOM Engineer - Customer Order			Display Class, Manage Classes			CL02			Classification			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			BOM Engineer - Customer Order			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			BOM Engineer - Customer Order			Display Where Characteristics Are Used			CT12			Characteristics			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			BOM Engineer - Customer Order			Display document			CV03N						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			BOM Engineer - Customer Order			Find Document			CV04N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			BOM Engineer - Customer Order			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			BOM Engineer - Customer Order			Product Master Quick  View - Co Pilot			F2756			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			BOM Engineer - Customer Order			Unit of measure Quick  Create - Co Pilot			F2757			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Billing Clerk			Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned			F2878A						This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.


			Billing Clerk			Billing Document			F1901			Billing			With this app, you can display a concise overview of billing document details and contextual information.


			Billing Clerk			Billing Document Request			F2337			Billing			With this object page, you can display the details of billing document requests BDRs. BDRs are request objects that can contain itemized billing data from a range of sources. BDRs can contain only debit items.


			Billing Clerk			Change Billing Documents			VF02			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Billing Clerk			Create Billing Documents			F0798			Billing			App ID: F0798 With this app, you can create billing documents for example, invoices and credit memos from items in the billing due list. This includes debit memo requests, sales orders, deliveries, and other sales and distribution SD documents. You can also generate temporary billing documents that you can review before converting them to final billing documents.


			Billing Clerk			Create Billing Documents - VF04, Maintain Billing Due List			VF04			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Billing Clerk			Create Billing Documents, Create Billing Documents - VF01			VF01			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Billing Clerk			Create Preliminary Billing Documents			F2876						App ID: F2876 With this app, you can create preliminary billing documents from billing due list items displayed in the app. Examples of billing due list items include sales orders, outbound deliveries, debit memo requests, and billing document requests. Note that you cannot create preliminary credit memos.  You create preliminary billing documents purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes are necessary, you can make them in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.


			Billing Clerk			Credit Memo Request			F1846						With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a credit memo request in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the credit memo request items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your credit memo request. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related customer returns.


			Billing Clerk			Customer Master FactSheets			F0046A						With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.


			Billing Clerk			Customer Return			F1815			Complaints			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a customer return in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the customer return items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your customer return. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related return deliveries.


			Billing Clerk			Debit Memo Request			F1848			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a debit memo request in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the debit memo request items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your debit memo request. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related invoices.


			Billing Clerk			Display Billing Documents			VF03			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Billing Clerk			Display Contract			VA43			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Billing Clerk			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Billing Clerk			Display Invoice List, Display Invoice Lists			VF23			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Billing Clerk			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Billing Clerk			Invoice List			F2739			Billing			With this app, you can display a concise overview of an invoice listapos;s details and navigate to the billing documents it contains. Invoice lists are documents that combine billing documents invoices, debit memos, or credit memos that have already been posted to financial accounting and are intended for a single designated payer. Suppliers that use invoice lists to periodically bill sales they have made to a buying group can substantially reduce the administrative effort involved in payment collection. Similarly to billing documents, invoice lists consist of a header and one or more items. Each item represents one of the individual billing documents that together comprise the invoice list. The billing documents in the invoice list can be single or collective documents collective invoices combine items from more than one delivery. You can create the following two types of invoice list:   For invoices and debit memos   For credit memos


			Billing Clerk			Manage Billing Document Requests			F2960			Billing			With this app, you can display, filter, sort, and group a list of all billing document requests BDRs in the system. You can also create, reject, and delete BDRs. The system uses BDRs to persist billing data from a range of sources, such as integrated external systems and uploaded spreadsheet files.


			Billing Clerk			Manage Billing Documents			F0797			Billing			With this app, you can manage invoices, invoice cancellations, credit memos, and other billing documents. This includes displaying, editing, posting, and canceling billing documents. You can also review why a billing document split has occurred and generate PDFbased print previews of billing documents.


			Billing Clerk			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Billing Clerk			Manage Electronic Documents			F4306						With this app, you can create and send electronic documents to your customers. You can also receive and view electronic documents from your suppliers.


			Billing Clerk			Manage Invoice Lists			F2740			Billing			With this app, you can display, filter, sort, and group all invoice lists in the system. You can also cancel existing invoice lists, navigate to individual billing document object pages to view them in detail, and navigate to other related apps. Invoice lists are documents that combine billing documents invoices, debit memos, or credit memos that have already been posted to financial accounting and are intended for a single designated payer. Suppliers that use invoice lists to periodically bill sales they have made to a buying group can substantially reduce the administrative effort involved in payment collection.


			Billing Clerk			Manage Preliminary Billing Documents			F2875						With this app, you can display a list of all preliminary billing documents in the system, which you can filter, sort, and group according to a wide range of criteria. You can also reject and finalize existing preliminary billing documents. As the final step of the lifecycle, you can convert your preliminary billing documents to billing documents. Preliminary billing documents are intended purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes become necessary, you can make these changes in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.Note Preliminary billing documents are relevant for output, but not for posting to financial accounting. Once you have reached an agreement with your customers regarding the documentapos;s final form, you can use the Manage Preliminary Billing Documents app to convert preliminary billing documents to billing documents. These billing documents can then be posted, output, and sent out to customers in the usual way.


			Billing Clerk			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Billing Clerk			My Inbox - Approve Preliminary Billing Documents			F5043			Billing			With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.


			Billing Clerk			Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0233A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Billing Clerk			Preliminary Billing Document			F2874						With this app, you can display an overview of a preliminary billing documentapos;s details and contextual information. Preliminary billing documents are intended purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes become necessary, you can make these changes in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.


			Billing Clerk			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Billing Clerk			Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0234A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Billing Clerk			Sales Contract (S/4HANA)			F2026			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales contract in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales contract items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.


			Billing Clerk			Sales Order (S/4HANA)			F1814			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			Billing Clerk			Sales Order without Charge			F2303			Sales			With this app you can display all the details relevant for a sales order without charge in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the items of sales orders without charge. You also view a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can check the current status of your sales order easily and quickly. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			Billing Clerk			Sales Quotation (S/4HANA)			F1871			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales quotation in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales quotation items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales quotation. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.


			Billing Clerk			Schedule Billing Creation			F1519			Billing			With this app, you can schedule jobs for the creation of billing documents for example, invoices for customers based on items in the billing due list. You can also display, cancel, and copy these billing creation jobs. You can start the creation of billing documents immediately or schedule the creation to run in the background. Note that you can reduce system load and processing times by running document creation during periods when system usage is lower at night, for example.


			Billing Clerk			Schedule Billing Creation for Preliminary Billing Documents			F5137			Billing			With this app, you can schedule jobs for the creation of preliminary billing documents for example, preliminary invoices for customers based on items in the billing due list. You can also display, cancel, and copy these creation jobs. You can start the creation of preliminary billing documents immediately or schedule the creation to run in the background. Note that you can reduce system load and processing times by running document creation during periods when system usage is lower at night, for example.


			Billing Clerk			Schedule Billing Output			F1510			Billing			With this app, you can schedule billing document output for example, printed invoices for customers by creating billing output jobs. You can also display, cancel, and copy these billing output jobs. You can reduce system load and processing times by running billing document output during periods when system usage is lower at night, for example.


			Billing Clerk			Schedule Billing Release			F1518			Billing			With this app, you can schedule the release of billing documents for example, customer invoices that the system was previously unable to release to financial accounting. Releasing a billing document posts it to financial accounting and results in the creation of a journal entry. You can also display, cancel, and copy the resulting billing release jobs. You can start the release of billing documents immediately or schedule the release to run in the background. Note than you can reduce system load and processing times by running billing release during periods when system usage is lower at night, for example.


			Billing Clerk			Schedule Creation of Preliminary Billing Documents			F4563						With this app, you can schedule jobs for the creation of preliminary billing documents for example, preliminary invoices for customers based on items in the billing due list. You can also display, cancel, and copy these creation jobs. You can start the creation of preliminary billing documents immediately or schedule the creation to run in the background. Note that you can reduce system load and processing times by running document creation during periods when system usage is lower at night, for example.


			Billing Clerk			Verify CT-e			F2207			Logistics Brazil			With this app you can easily verify all important data of a CTe, such as tax calculation, transport origin and destination, and product information. This app is available for the Billing Clerk and Accounts Payable Accountant  Procurement roles.


			Billing Clerk			Verify Nota Fiscal			F2056			Logistics Brazil			With this app you can easily verify all important data of a nota fiscal, such as tax calculation, transport and product information. Besides that, you can check the documents that originated the nota fiscal and if the nota fiscal has any subsequent documents. This app is available for the Billing Clerk and Accounts Payable Accountant  Procurement roles.


			Billing Clerk			Verify Service Nota Fiscal			F2206			Logistics Brazil			With this app you can easily verify all important data of a service nota fiscal, such as tax calculation, the service provider and taker information, service location, and the service description. Besides that, you can check the documents that originated the service nota fiscal. This app supports both electronic service notas fiscais and paper service notas fiscais. This app is available for the Billing Clerk and Accounts Payable Accountant  Procurement roles.


			Billing Clerk			eDocument Cockpit			EDOC_COCKPIT						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Billing Clerk for Colombia			eDocument Cockpit			EDOC_COCKPIT						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Billing Clerk for Czech Republic			eDocument Cockpit			EDOC_COCKPIT						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Billing Clerk for Hungary			eDocument Cockpit			EDOC_COCKPIT						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Billing Clerk for India			Create Outgoing Excise Invoice			F1906			Country-Specific Objects			With this app you can create outgoing excise invoices, which contains the list of goods that you have issued and is sent with each delivery that is subject to excise duty, from billing documents in the billing due list. This app is available for the Billing Clerk for India role.


			Billing Clerk for India			Manage Outgoing Excise Invoices			F1947			Country-Specific Objects			With this app you can manage outgoing excise invoices. This app is available for the Billing Clerk for India role.


			Billing Clerk for India			Run Monthly Utilization			F2241			Country-Specific Objects			With this app, you can calculate how much exise duty you must remit to the tax authorities. As per the law, you must remit excise duty once a month for all the goods issued and services provided in the given month. Once you have determined how much you have to pay, you specify where the money should be paid from. The money can be deducted from the CENVAT credits you have accumulated, from service tax credit accounts, from the personal ledger account PLA, or from the service tax clearing accounts. If the service tax is to be paid from the service tax credit and CENVAT credit, and the credit available is not sufficient to pay off the service tax, then the amount is pushed to the service tax clearing accounts. This app is available for the Billing Clerk for India role.


			Billing Clerk for Italy			eDocument Cockpit			EDOC_COCKPIT						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Billing Clerk for Peru			eDocument Cockpit			EDOC_COCKPIT						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Billing Specialist (Utilities) for Brazil			Billing Simulator Cockpit			F5489						With this app, you can:  Compare the simulation of billing data and Calculation master data.   Apply different simulation scenarios for a billing period already billed to determine differences between them.   Compare the documents in real time.   Create documentation using mass data.   Post financial documents.   By applying Calculation rules, the simulation shows you the value you have to charge or return.


			Budget Responsible - Funds Management			Manage Global Hierarchies			F2918						With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.


			Budget Specialist - Funds Management			Manage Global Hierarchies			F2918						With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.


			Business Process Specialist			Display Business Event Logs			F6021						With this app, you can display logged business events. The events can be filtered by event type for each SAP object type.


			Business Process Specialist			Display Business Events by Business Object			F6035						With this app, you can display business events grouped by SAP object nodes. You can filter the results by processing variants. The detailed view provides information about the sequences of business events for SAP object nodes.


			Business Process Specialist			Manage Team Hierarchies			F3077						With this app you can manage teams, responsibility definitions, and team member functions in Responsibility Management. You can use responsibility definitions and member functions to determine members that are responsible for workflows, business scenarios, and situation handling. A team member is a business partner associated with an SAP user a business user. Before you add members to teams, you need to make sure that team members meet the required prerequisites. From SAP Fiori launchpad, you can choose the Teams search model to search for teams in Responsibility Management. You can also apply filters to see a subset of the result list. For more information about enterprise search, see Enterprise Search.


			Business Process Specialist			Manage Teams and Responsibilities			F2412						With this app you can manage teams, responsibility definitions, and team member functions in Responsibility Management. You can use responsibility definitions and member functions to determine members that are responsible for workflows, business scenarios, and situation handling. A team member is a business partner associated with an SAP user a business user. Before you add members to teams, you need to make sure that team members meet the required prerequisites. From SAP Fiori launchpad, you can choose the Teams search model to search for teams in Responsibility Management. You can also apply filters to see a subset of the result list. For more information about enterprise search, see Enterprise Search.


			Cash Management Specialist			Bank (S/4HANA)			F1760						You can use this app for the following purposes: To display an overview of the bank data, such as: Bank name Bank key Bank country/region Key facts relevant in the business context. Key facts are important data prominently displayed in the app. This app shows the following key facts: Address of the bank SWIFT code Bank number     As a starting point to navigate to additional information relevant in your business context, such as information about related business partners, related master data, or related documents. To navigate to apps with additional functions, such as editing or analyzing related business data.


			Cash Management Specialist			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Management Specialist			Clear Open Items Automatically			F.13						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Management Specialist			Create Document			CV01N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Management Specialist			Display Bank Account Logs			F6777						With this app, you can view application logs for bank account management apps. This app offers a clearly structured overview when you need to check whether any errors occurred.


			Cash Management Specialist			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Management Specialist			Display Line Item Entry			F2218			Information System			With this app, you can check general ledger G/L account line items in the entry view. You can use filters to display open and cleared items for openitemmanaged accounts or all line items of a G/L account. You can select the line items based on a key date or after the clearing date in conjunction with a key date.


			Cash Management Specialist			Display Parked Journal Entries			FBV3						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Management Specialist			Display Purchase Order, Display Purchase Order - Advanced			ME23N			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Management Specialist			Display and Maintain Purchase Requisition - Advanced			ME53N			Purchase Requisitions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Management Specialist			Display document			CV03N						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Management Specialist			Edit Options for Journal Entries - My Settings			F2130						With this app you can set userspecific options for editing journal entries. For example, you select the option Document in Local Currency if you only want to enter journal entries in local currency. Those fields needed to enter foreign currency journal entries are not shown. The selected options are saved for your user ID. You can change your options or restore the default settings again at any time.


			Cash Management Specialist			FIN User Default Parameter Plugin			F1765						


			Cash Management Specialist			Find Document			CV04N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Management Specialist			House Bank (S/4HANA)			F1758						You can use this app for the following purposes: To display an overview of the house bank data, such as: House bank description House bank country/region House bank city Key facts relevant in the business context. Key facts are important data prominently displayed in the app. This app shows the following key facts: Company code Bank key Bank number     As a starting point to navigate to additional information relevant in your business context, such as information about related business partners, related master data, or related documents. To navigate to apps with additional functions, such as editing or analyzing related business data.


			Cash Management Specialist			House Bank Account (S/4HANA)			F1759						You can use this app for the following purposes: To display an overview of the house bank account data, such as: House bank account description House bank account ID Key facts relevant in the business context. Key facts are important data prominently displayed in the app. This app shows the following key facts: Bank account number IBAN     As a starting point to navigate to additional information relevant in your business context, such as information about related business partners, related master data, or related documents. To navigate to apps with additional functions, such as editing or analyzing related business data.


			Cash Management Specialist			Manage Bank Statement Reprocessing Rules			F3555						Use this app to create and manage processing rules to perform G/L and AP/AR account postings.


			Cash Management Specialist			Manage Bank Statements			F1564						Use this app to manage manual and electronic bank statements. The app provides an overview of all bank statements for all house bank accounts. You can also view detailed information for each bank statement.


			Cash Management Specialist			Manage Banks			F1574						With this app you can display, create, and change data about the banks your company, your customers, and your suppliers use to transact business.


			Cash Management Specialist			Manage Business Partner Master Data			F3163			Business Partners			With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .


			Cash Management Specialist			Manage Contract			RECN			Real Estate Contract			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Management Specialist			Manage Documents			F2733			Document Management System			With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.


			Cash Management Specialist			Manage Incoming Payment Files			F1680			Accounts Receivable			You can use this app to import electronic payment files, such as bank statements, payment rejections, intraday bank statements, lockbox batches, and payment files for Advanced Payment Management. After the bank statements and lockbox batches are imported and posted, they can be processed further using the Manage Bank Statements, Manage Lockbox Batches, or Manage Payments apps, if needed.


			Cash Management Specialist			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			Cash Management Specialist			Manage Payment Media			F1868						With this app you can transfer the data required for electronic payment transactions to banks via a data medium. A payment medium is created with each successful payment run. When you download a payment medium, the app automatically saves it as a .txt or .xml file according to its type.


			Cash Management Specialist			Manage Sales Scheduling Agreements			F3515			Customer Scheduling Agreement			With this app, you as an internal sales representative can list all sales scheduling agreements and items in the system, filter the results, or search for specific sales scheduling agreement or sales scheduling agreement item. You can also navigate to other apps to create, change, or display single sales scheduling agreement.


			Cash Management Specialist			Manage Scheduling Agreement			F2179						With this app, you can create, manage, and view purchase scheduling agreements to ensure that you get the ordered items on time, at the correct location, and in the required quantity. As a purchaser, you can maintain a supplier, materials, schedule lines, releases, and so on in a purchase scheduling agreement. This app also displays purchase scheduling agreements that are soon to expire and provides a way to renew them.


			Cash Management Specialist			Manage Workflows - For Bank Accounts			F2796			Definition Time			Manage Workflows application allows business process specialists to define business workflows within a line of business or across the organization.


			Cash Management Specialist			Map Format Data for Incoming Files from Banks			F5608						


			Cash Management Specialist			My Inbox for Manage Bank Accounts			F2797						


			Cash Management Specialist			Reprocess Bank Statement Items			F1520						Use this app to reprocess bank statement items that the system cannot automatically post and clear. Bank statements can be entered into the system automatically electronic bank statement or manually. In both cases, rulebased processing assigns and clears the payments automatically. If the automatic processing is not successful, manual reprocessing is required. In this app, you can reprocess a bank statement item, mark it as reprocessed, and enter a reason for reprocessing. You can also add attachments to bank statement items.


			Cash Management Specialist			Reset Cleared Items - FBRA			FBRA						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Management Specialist			Sales Order (S/4HANA)			F1814			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			Cash Management Specialist			Schedule General Ledger Jobs			F1927						Use this app to schedule General Ledger jobs using the templates provided, for example, Foreign Currency Valuation.


			Cash Management Specialist			Upload Bank Statements			FF_5			Bank Statement			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Management Specialist for China			Accept Electronic BoE - China			F6048			E-Payment Integration China			With this app, you can process electronic bills of exchange in pending acceptance.


			Cash Management Specialist for China			Display Document, Display Journal Entries			FB03			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Management Specialist for China			Post with Clearing			FB05			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Management Specialist for China			Schedule Electronic BoE Jobs - China			F6050			E-Payment Integration China			With this app, you can schedule jobs for querying electronic bills of exchange in pending acceptance and transaction statuses of electronic bills of exchange at a predefined frequency and timeline using the corresponding templates.


			Cash Management Specialist for Philippines			Create Payment Receipts			F3739			Financials Philippines			With this app you can create and print payment receipts manually or in batches in the three types: Official Receipt OR, Acknowledgement Receipt AR and Collection Receipt CR. The three types of receipts are printed in the PDF format. For AR, there is no tax information in the printed form. For OR and CR, the form header is financial document and tax information is recorded below.


			Cash Management Specialist for USA			Manage Bank Statement Reprocessing Rules			F3555						Use this app to create and manage processing rules to perform G/L and AP/AR account postings.


			Cash Management Specialist for USA			Manage Lockbox Batches			F1681						You can use this app to manage your lockbox batches. Payment transactions in the USA are often made in the form of checks. In order to process these payments quickly, banks offer lockbox services where customers can send their payments directly to the bank lockbox. The bank scans the checks and sends the check information in batches to the payee as a data file. For more information on the lockbox file format, please see Format Description for Lockbox Batches.


			Cash Management Specialist for USA			Reprocess Lockbox Items			F3398						Use this app to reprocess lockbox items that the system cannot automatically post and clear. When lockbox files enter your system, rulebased processing assigns and clears the payments automatically. If the automatic processing is not successful, manual reprocessing is required. In this app, you can reprocess a lockbox item, mark it as reprocessed, and enter a reason for reprocessing.


			Cash Manager			Bank (S/4HANA)			F1760						You can use this app for the following purposes: To display an overview of the bank data, such as: Bank name Bank key Bank country/region Key facts relevant in the business context. Key facts are important data prominently displayed in the app. This app shows the following key facts: Address of the bank SWIFT code Bank number     As a starting point to navigate to additional information relevant in your business context, such as information about related business partners, related master data, or related documents. To navigate to apps with additional functions, such as editing or analyzing related business data.


			Cash Manager			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Manager			Clear Open Items Automatically			F.13						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Manager			Create Document			CV01N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Manager			Display Bank Account Logs			F6777						With this app, you can view application logs for bank account management apps. This app offers a clearly structured overview when you need to check whether any errors occurred.


			Cash Manager			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Manager			Display Line Item Entry			F2218			Information System			With this app, you can check general ledger G/L account line items in the entry view. You can use filters to display open and cleared items for openitemmanaged accounts or all line items of a G/L account. You can select the line items based on a key date or after the clearing date in conjunction with a key date.


			Cash Manager			Display Parked Journal Entries			FBV3						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Manager			Display Purchase Order, Display Purchase Order - Advanced			ME23N			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Manager			Display and Maintain Purchase Requisition - Advanced			ME53N			Purchase Requisitions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Manager			Display document			CV03N						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Manager			FIN User Default Parameter Plugin			F1765						


			Cash Manager			Find Document			CV04N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Manager			House Bank (S/4HANA)			F1758						You can use this app for the following purposes: To display an overview of the house bank data, such as: House bank description House bank country/region House bank city Key facts relevant in the business context. Key facts are important data prominently displayed in the app. This app shows the following key facts: Company code Bank key Bank number     As a starting point to navigate to additional information relevant in your business context, such as information about related business partners, related master data, or related documents. To navigate to apps with additional functions, such as editing or analyzing related business data.


			Cash Manager			House Bank Account (S/4HANA)			F1759						You can use this app for the following purposes: To display an overview of the house bank account data, such as: House bank account description House bank account ID Key facts relevant in the business context. Key facts are important data prominently displayed in the app. This app shows the following key facts: Bank account number IBAN     As a starting point to navigate to additional information relevant in your business context, such as information about related business partners, related master data, or related documents. To navigate to apps with additional functions, such as editing or analyzing related business data.


			Cash Manager			Manage Bank Statements			F1564						Use this app to manage manual and electronic bank statements. The app provides an overview of all bank statements for all house bank accounts. You can also view detailed information for each bank statement.


			Cash Manager			Manage Banks			F1574						With this app you can display, create, and change data about the banks your company, your customers, and your suppliers use to transact business.


			Cash Manager			Manage Business Partner Master Data			F3163			Business Partners			With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .


			Cash Manager			Manage Contract			RECN			Real Estate Contract			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cash Manager			Manage Documents			F2733			Document Management System			With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.


			Cash Manager			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			Cash Manager			Manage Payment Media			F1868						With this app you can transfer the data required for electronic payment transactions to banks via a data medium. A payment medium is created with each successful payment run. When you download a payment medium, the app automatically saves it as a .txt or .xml file according to its type.


			Cash Manager			Manage Sales Scheduling Agreements			F3515			Customer Scheduling Agreement			With this app, you as an internal sales representative can list all sales scheduling agreements and items in the system, filter the results, or search for specific sales scheduling agreement or sales scheduling agreement item. You can also navigate to other apps to create, change, or display single sales scheduling agreement.


			Cash Manager			Manage Scheduling Agreement			F2179						With this app, you can create, manage, and view purchase scheduling agreements to ensure that you get the ordered items on time, at the correct location, and in the required quantity. As a purchaser, you can maintain a supplier, materials, schedule lines, releases, and so on in a purchase scheduling agreement. This app also displays purchase scheduling agreements that are soon to expire and provides a way to renew them.


			Cash Manager			Manage Workflows - For Bank Accounts			F2796			Definition Time			Manage Workflows application allows business process specialists to define business workflows within a line of business or across the organization.


			Cash Manager			My Inbox for Manage Bank Accounts			F2797						


			Cash Manager			Sales Order (S/4HANA)			F1814			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			Cash Manager			Schedule General Ledger Jobs			F1927						Use this app to schedule General Ledger jobs using the templates provided, for example, Foreign Currency Valuation.


			Cash Manager for China			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Cash Manager for China			Manage Payment Requisitions			F4837			Cash Management China			With this app, you, with the role of Accounts Payable Accountant for China, can create payment requisitions for one or multiple open items so that the payment requisition can be triggered for payment after approval. Each payment requisition has a unique number upon saving. The payment requisitions created in this app can be further processed in Manage Payment Requisitions  China app.


			Cash Manager for China			Manage Workflows for Payment Items Approval (China)			F5111			E-Payment Integration China			With this app, you can configure workflows to optimize the approval process for payment items as a business process specialist. The app provides several options for determining the approver, such as the approval by the cost center responsible, but you can also assign specific users. If a workflow with one or more steps is activated, the approval process is initiated.


			Cash Manager for China			Manage Workflows for Payment Requisitions			F5443			Cash Management China			With this app, you can define and manage workflows for approving payment requisitions as a cash manager. If a workflow is activated, the approval process is initiated.


			Cash Manager for China			My Inbox for Payment Requisitions			F5444			Cash Management China			With this app, you can check and process your workflow tasks for payment requisitions.


			Cash Manager for Indonesia			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Cash Manager for Indonesia			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			Cash Manager for Malaysia			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			Cash Manager for Malaysia			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Cash Manager for Philippines			Create Payment Receipts			F3739			Financials Philippines			With this app you can create and print payment receipts manually or in batches in the three types: Official Receipt OR, Acknowledgement Receipt AR and Collection Receipt CR. The three types of receipts are printed in the PDF format. For AR, there is no tax information in the printed form. For OR and CR, the form header is financial document and tax information is recorded below.


			Cash Manager for Philippines			Manage Payment Receipts			F3734						With this app you can print, void and reprint payment receipts.


			Cash Manager for Thailand			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Cash Manager for Thailand			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			Cash Manager for Thailand			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			Change Management Coordinator			Customer Master FactSheets			F0046A						With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.


			Change Management Coordinator			Find Maintenance Notification			F2071			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can list the maintenance notifications in your system and find the one you need. You can do this by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can perform predefined quick actions on one or more notifications. You can display a single notification to view its properties, its assigned technical object and maintenance order, and its attachments.


			Change Management Coordinator			Find Maintenance Order			F2175			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and perform different mass changes, such as changing the responsibility, the status, and the scheduling of the selected maintenance orders. You can also assign the orders to a maintenance event and dispatch all their operations.


			Change Management Coordinator			Find Technical Object			F2072			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.


			Change Management Coordinator			Manage Documents			F2733			Document Management System			With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.


			Change Management Coordinator			Manage Internal Orders (Version 2)			F1604A						With this SAP Fiori app, you can create, view, and edit master data of internal orders. You can also navigate to other apps for managing internal orders.


			Change Management Coordinator			Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0233A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Change Management Coordinator			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Change Management Coordinator			Purchase Order (Version 2)			F0348A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.


			Change Management Coordinator			Supplier			F0354			Vendor Master			With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.


			Collections Specialist (FI-CA)			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Collections Specialist (FI-CA)			Manage Business Partner Master Data			F3163			Business Partners			With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .


			Collections Specialist (FI-CA)			My Outbox			F6511						You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.


			Commodity Risk Manager - Hedge Accounting			Manage Substitution and Validation Rules			F4406			Validation, Substitution and Rules			With this app, you can display, change, and create substitution and validation rules for your selected business contexts and events. These rules can be used in the respective business processes to validate, derive, or replace values at the time of entry for the relevant fields.


			Compliance Engineer - Food and Beverage			Manage Documents			F2733			Document Management System			With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.


			Configuration Expert - Business Network Integration			Assign Recipients to Users			F2949			Application Interface Framework			With this app you can assign your business users to the recipients that were defined for the communication scenarios. Once the users are assigned they can use the Message Dashboard to monitor the interfaces and data messages they are responsible for. Key FeaturesFind and add users.Find and assign predefined recipients to these users.Define which types of log messages the user can see in the Message Dashboard, for example, warnings only.Define if the messages are displayed or hidden on the Message Dashboard.Define if the user is a technical user who can see messages that are in process or that had a technical error.Unassign recipients from users. Supported Device TypesDesktopTablet


			Configuration Expert - Business Network Integration			Message Monitoring			F4516						


			Configuration Expert - Business Network Integration			Message Monitoring for Integration Experts			F5169						


			Configuration Expert - Business Network Integration			Overview Message Monitoring			F4515						


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Analyse Missing Exchange Rates			F4360						With this app, you can analyze and maintain missing exchange rates for various purchasing documents. Click on the card Monitor Missing Exchange Rates from the app Monitor Purchasing Analytics Operation to access this app.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Central Procurement Interface Monitor			F3913						With this app, you can see more details about why certain actions for scenarios have failed and at what stage during the process. You can then navigate directly to the relevant applications or transaction on the hub system or the connected systems, where you can investigate the problem and begin to fix it.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Central Procurement Job Monitor			F3914						With this app, you can see more details about why certain jobs failed and at what stage during the process. You can then navigate directly to the relevant application in which you can investigate the problem, attempt to fix it, and then restart the job.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Central Procurement Operations Monitor			F3912						With this app, you can monitor and diagnose the issues that result in errors in the Central Procurement scenarios. You can also check the compatibility of business operations in Central Procurement and their required support pack versions to be installed for the operations to function.  The app displays the overview cards:  Central Requisitioning   Central Contract Management   Central Purchasing   Features and Systems Compatibility   Connected Systems  From each card, you can navigate to the detailed application to view the issues and their causes.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Default settings for users			F1995			Purchase Requisitions			This feature now enables you to retrieve and assign value help from SAP S/4HANA connected systems using the F4 button. Value help includes plant, company code, purchasing organization, GL account and cost centre. Please note that, you can configure SAP S/4HANA system as a hub system and you can configure SAP S/4HANA, and SAP ERP as connected systems if you activate the Central Requisitioning scenario in Central Procurement.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Catalog Item Recommendations			F3293						With this app, you can view and manage catalog item recommendations proposed by SAP Leonardo. SAP Leonardo algorithms analyze the purchasing documents created with freetext items in the past to generate proposals. You can then confirm or reject the proposal as required. As a result, your organization can reduce freetext item purchases.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Catalog Items			F3149			Sources of Supply			With this app, you can maintain or manage catalog items within a catalog, using filter criteria such as editing status, item, material group, and supplier. You can create, edit, or delete catalog items belonging to a catalog. This app is available for the role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Preliminary Billing Document Workflows			F4274						With this app, you as a configuration expert can configure workflows to establish and optimize approval process for preliminary billing documents. You use this app to define the preconditions under which a preliminary billing document must be approved, and to select the recipients who can approve it. If a workflow is activated and the preliminary billing document fulfills the configured preconditions, the approval workflow is initiated for that document. Designated approvers receive the preliminary billing documents for approval in the My Inbox app and as notifications. Note If you set up a workflow with more than one approver, be aware that several conditions can be met at the same time. This is the case for the following example:  You create a condition for a net value greater than USD 10,000 and assign a second level approver.   You create a condition for a net value greater than USD 5,000 and assign a first level approver.  If your sales document has a net value of USD 12,000, both conditions are met. This means that both approvers receive the approval request.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Rules for Automation of Business Processes			F4042						With this app, you can now do the following:Use custom fields for the selection criteria, and complex actions grouping enabled.   Use the new facet Automation Status to categorize purchase requisitions as either automated, no influence, automation failed, or not to be automated. This enables you to manually process only the purchase requisitions that are marked as not to be automated. The purchase requisitions that are processed automatically are marked as automated.  Use the following operators in the selection criteria and simple check of a rule: Less Than, Less Than or Equal To, Greater Than, Greater Than or Equal To.  Use the business addin Determining Complex Actions for Documents in Business Process Automation: MMPUR_BUSPROC_AUTMN_ACTN_CMPLX to create your own complex actions for the purchasing documents.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Sales Document Workflows			F3014			Sales			With this app, you, as a configuration expert, can configure workflows for the approval process of sales documents. The app allows you to define preconditions under which a sales document should be approved and to select the recipients who should approve it. If a workflow is activated and the configured preconditions are fulfilled, the workflow is initiated. Approvers receive the sales documents for approval in the My Inbox app and as notifications. Note If you set up a workflow with more than one approver, be aware that several conditions can be met at the same time. This is the case for the following example:  You create a condition for a net value greater than USD 10,000 and assign a second level approver.   You create a condition for a net value greater than USD 5,000 and assign a first level approver.  If your sales document has a net value of USD 12,000, both conditions are met. This means that both approvers receive the approval request.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Sales Price Workflows			F5525			Conditions			With this app, you as a configuration expert can configure workflows to establish and optimize approval process for prices in sales. You use this app to define the preconditions under which a price must be approved, and to select one or more recipients who can approve it. If a workflow is activated and the price fulfills the specified preconditions, the approval workflow can be initiated for that price. Designated approvers receive the approval request for the price in the My Inbox app and as notifications.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Team Hierarchies			F3077						With this app you can manage teams, responsibility definitions, and team member functions in Responsibility Management. You can use responsibility definitions and member functions to determine members that are responsible for workflows, business scenarios, and situation handling. A team member is a business partner associated with an SAP user a business user. Before you add members to teams, you need to make sure that team members meet the required prerequisites. From SAP Fiori launchpad, you can choose the Teams search model to search for teams in Responsibility Management. You can also apply filters to see a subset of the result list. For more information about enterprise search, see Enterprise Search.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Teams and Responsibilities			F2412						With this app you can manage teams, responsibility definitions, and team member functions in Responsibility Management. You can use responsibility definitions and member functions to determine members that are responsible for workflows, business scenarios, and situation handling. A team member is a business partner associated with an SAP user a business user. Before you add members to teams, you need to make sure that team members meet the required prerequisites. From SAP Fiori launchpad, you can choose the Teams search model to search for teams in Responsibility Management. You can also apply filters to see a subset of the result list. For more information about enterprise search, see Enterprise Search.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Workflow Template for Change Records			F3402			Definition Time			With this app, you can define and manage workflow templates for change records according to different scenarios.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Workflow Templates			F2787			Definition Time			


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Workflow for Purchase Requisitions			F2705			Release (Approval)			With this app, you can configure workflows to optimize the approval process for purchase requisitions as a business process specialist. You have several options to define preconditions and approval steps for the overall release and for the item level release of a purchase requisition. Depending on the role you are assigned to, you can determine an approver. The approval process starts when a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the preconditions you have assigned to it are met.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Workflow for Supplier Lists			F4760						With this app, you can configure workflows to optimize the approval process for supplier lists for sourcing as a business process specialist. For example, a supplier list for sourcing that has been submitted needs to be approved or rejected to ensure the workflow process. The app provides several options for determining the approver, such as the workflow initiator manager. If a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the configured start conditions are fulfilled, the approval process is initiated.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Workflows for Awarding Scenarios			F5716						With this app, as a business process specialist you can configure workflows to optimize the approval process for awarding scenarios. For example, an awarding scenario that has been submitted needs to be approved or rejected to ensure the workflow process. The app provides several options for determining the approver, such as the workflow initiator manager. If a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the configured start conditions are fulfilled, the approval process is initiated.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Workflows for Central Purchase Contracts			F3401						With this app, you can configure workflows to optimize the approval and review process for central purchase contracts and central purchase contract hierarchies. You can directly assign specific users as approvers/reviewers or choose other options for approving or reviewing the documents, such as approval by the manager of the workflow initiator and so on. The approval or review process starts when a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the step conditions you have assigned to the workflow are met.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Workflows for Central Supplier Confirmations			F6635						With this app, you can configure workflows to approve or reject central supplier confirmations. The app provides several options to define preconditions for the release of central supplier confirmations. It also provides options to determine the approvers of their release. The approval process can either be automatic or a onestep or multistep process. If a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the configured start conditions are fulfilled, the approval process is initiated.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Workflows for Centrally Managed Purchase Orders			F3316						With this app, you can configure workflows for the approval of centrally managed purchase orders as a configuration expert. The app provides several options to define preconditions for the release of centrally managed purchase orders. It also provides options to determine the approvers for their release. Additionally, you can determine the workflow approvers of the document by using roles delivered by Responsibility Management.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Workflows for Centrally Managed Purchase Requisitions			F3794						With this app, you can configure workflows to approve the centrally managed purchase requisitions as an administrator. The app provides several options to define preconditions for the release of centrally managed purchase requisitions. It also provides options to determine the approvers and reviewers of their release. The approval process can be either automatic or a onestep or multistep process. If a workflow for with one or more steps is activated and the configured start conditions are fulfilled, the approval process is initiated. Depending on the role you are assigned to, you can determine an approver and reviewer. The approval process starts when a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the preconditions you have assigned to it are met.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Workflows for Purchase Contracts			F3043						With this app, you can configure workflows to enhance the approval and review processes for purchase contracts.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Workflows for Purchase Orders			F2872						With this app, you can configure workflows to optimize the approval process for purchase orders as a configuration expert. The app provides several options for determining the approver, such as the approval by the cost center responsible, but you can also assign users directly. If a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the configured start conditions are fulfilled, the approval process is initiated.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Workflows for Request for Quotations			F3232			RFQ/Quotation			With this app, you can configure workflows to optimize the approval process for requests for quotations as a business process specialist. The app provides several options for determining the approver, such as manager of workflow initiator. If a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the configured start conditions are fulfilled, the approval process is initiated.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Workflows for Scheduling Agreements			F3044						With this feature, you can use the flexible workflow for scheduling agreements, enabling you to optimize the approval process.  The flexible workflow allows you to use either the automatic, onestep, or even multistep approval process. You can use the Manage Workflows for Scheduling Agreement  application, to determine the approver of the workflow, for example, the manager of the workflow initiator, or to directly assign a specific user. You can define start conditions for a workflow and for each approval step. Also, you can define the order in which the start conditions of existing workflows are checked. You can add new workflows, or copy existing ones and modify them according to your requirements.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Workflows for Sourcing Projects			F5289						With this app, you can configure workflows to optimize the approval process for sourcing projects as a business process specialist. For example, a sourcing project that hasnapos;t yet received a published status needs to be approved or rejected to ensure the workflow process. This app provides several options for determining the approver, such as the manager of the workflow initiator, and assigning specific users. If a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the configured start conditions are fulfilled, the approval process is initiated.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Workflows for Supplier Invoices			F2873						With this app, you can configure workflows to optimize the approval process for supplier invoices. For example, a blocked invoice must be released for payment by one or more persons responsible. The app provides several options for determining the approver, such as the approval by the cost center responsible, but you can also assign specific users. If a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the configured start conditions are fulfilled, the approval process is initiated.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Manage Workflows for Supplier Quotation			F2704			RFQ/Quotation			With this app, you can configure the flexible workflow for supplier quotations as a configuration expert, enabling you to define your own approval process. The flexible workflow allows you to use either the automatic, onestep, or multistep approval. The app provides several options for determining the approver, such as the approval by the cost center responsible, but you can also assign users directly. If a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the configured start conditions are fulfilled, the approval process is initiated.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Mass Upload Utility			F4383			Localization Logistics			The Mass Upload Utility app allows you to upload multiple HS Harmonized System codes in a single instance by uploading a CSV file.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Monitor Compatibility of Central Procurement Operations			F4618						With this app, you can see more details in the hub system about the business operations and their compatibility with the corresponding versions of the connected systems, that are required for the business operations to function.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Monitor Job Scheduling for Supplier Evaluation Score History			F5062						With this app, strategic buyers can create and manage user defined criteria to rate suppliers. You can add scores for a specific supplier for a particular user defined criterion. The list of existing user defined criteria is displayed in this app. Click on the individual entries to view the details.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Monitor Procurement Analytics Operations			F4399						o


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Monitor Schedule Extraction of Purchase Orders for Central Procurement Analytics			F5063						With this app, strategic buyers can create and manage user defined criteria to rate suppliers. You can add scores for a specific supplier for a particular user defined criterion. The list of existing user defined criteria is displayed in this app. Click on the individual entries to view the details.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Schedule Automation of Business Processes			F3983						With this app, you can schedule jobs for the automation of business processes in the hub system, based on the activated rules.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Schedule Export of Purchase Orders			F3315						With this app, you can export purchase orders that have been created in SAP S/4HANA system to connected SAP Leonardo system. You can use this app, if the Propose New Catalog Item or Propose Material Group or both scenarios are activated.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Schedule Extraction of Purchase Orders for Central Procurement Analytics			F4897						You can now optimize performance for some of the purchasing analytics apps by migrating the purchasing data purchase orders and scheduling agreements.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Schedule Import of Catalog Data			F2666						With this app, you can now choose the types of sources of supply to be extracted for a specific combination of plant, company code and connected system. Sources of supply can be contracts and info records, for example. To enable this extraction, you must have made the required settings in the Customizing activity Define Additional Filter Options for Source of Supply Extraction. Note that this feature is only available if you are using the app in a Central Procurement scenario.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Schedule Import of Purchasing Documents			F3268						With this app, you can import purchasing documents, such as purchase orders and purchase requisitions, into the SAP S/4HANA system, which acts as a hub system. You can import all purchasing documents that are created in the connected systems or in the hub system. Connected systems can either be SAP systems like SAP ERP systems, SAP S/4HANA Cloud systems, SAP S/4HANA systems, or nonSAP systems. You can also use this app to import descriptions associated with the purchasing data available in these purchasing documents from the connected systems to the hub system. The import will also include notes and attachment information if these are available for purchasing documents in connected system. You can only use this app if the Central Purchasing scenario in Central Procurement is active.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Schedule Import of Release Orders			F3314						With this app, you can import release orders that were created in connected systems into the SAP S/4HANA system which acts as a hub system. Connected systems can be SAP systems such as, SAP ERP, SAP S/4HANA Cloud, SAP S/4HANA, and so on or nonSAP systems. For each distributed contract item available in the connected systems, release orders can be created, consuming either all or part of a target quantity or target value defined in the distributed contract. You can view the details of imported release orders in the Manage Central Purchase Contracts app. You can only use the Schedule Import of Release Orders app if Central Purchase Contracts in Central Procurement is active.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Schedule Migration of Purchasing Data for Analytics			F3815						You can now optimize performance for some of the purchasing analytics apps by migrating the purchasing data purchase orders and scheduling agreements.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Schedule Output for Central Purchase Contracts			F5429						With this app, you can now do the following:Renew an existing central purchase contract or central purchase contract hierarchy. You can also view the total consumption in percentage at the header level of the central purchase contract and central purchase contract hierarchy. Additionally, you can create items for central purchase contracts and central purchase contract hierarchies with the item categories Material Group W, Material Unknown M, and Subcontracting L.Maintain payment terms and incoterms at the header, item, and distribution levels of a central purchase contract or central purchase contract hierarchy. You can also maintain shipping instructions at the item and distribution levels. Additionally, you can block or unblock items and item distribution lines in a central purchase contract and central purchase contract hierarchy. You can further provide the reason for blocking these items and distribution lines.Add conditions with a validity period for a central purchase contract and central purchase contract hierarchy. Also, you can define the constituent commodities for a material for them.Define price changes for conditions for a central purchase contract and central purchase contract hierarchy. Also, you can maintain a pricing scale for a central purchase contract and central purchase contract hierarchy.Simulate a price for a central purchase contract and central purchase contract hierarchy at the item level. Additionally, you can create default conditions for a central purchase contract and central purchase contract hierarchy at the item level.Compare information between two versions of a central purchase contract or central purchase contract hierarchy.Add attachments to a central purchase contract. You can categorize attachments as internal SL9 or external SL1. The attachments marked as "internal" are not included in the output, while attachments marked as "external" are included in the output. These attachments can be sent to the supplier through the output channels ndash; print, email, or EDI.For more details, refer:https://help.sap.com/viewer/e296651f454c4284ade361292c633d69/2021.000/enUS/558e4f064f794b248bc3b4b70ab9acbf.html


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Schedule Output for Centrally Managed Purchase Orders			F5471						With this app, you can now schedule application jobs to send the outputs for centrally managed purchase orders to the respective suppliers.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Schedule Persistency of Supplier Evaluation Scores			F3814						With this app, you can now view the history of supplier evaluation scores. You can persist the supplier evaluation scores by scheduling a job.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Schedule Price Updates for Central Purchase Contracts - Renegotiations			F5722						


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Schedule Transfer of PR for Intelligent Approval			F4155			Purchase Requisitions			With this app, you can schedule jobs to transfer approval data related to purchase requisitions from SAP S/4HANA system to SAP Cloud Platform.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Schedule Update of Price Details for Central Purchase Contracts			F5688			Conditions			With this app, you can schedule jobs to determine and update price trend and price history information of central purchase contract items.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Schedule jobs for completing Sourcing Supplier List			F6130						


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Settings For Release Strategy			F2274			Purchasing			With this app you can display and define release strategies for purchase requisitions.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Settings for Release Strategy Classes			F2273			Purchasing			With this app you can display the release classes created for a release strategy. You can also define a new release class by using predefined characteristics and by selecting the class type as 032.


			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration			Settings for WebServices			F1994						With this app you can define web service IDs, parameters of the catalog and the call structure. This enables procurement of items from webbased catalogs using the open catalog interface OCI. You can also configure the option that allows you to validate the item price against the catalog item price while ordering a purchase requisition.


			Consolidation Specialist			Enter FX Spot Rates, Maintain Currency Exchange Rates, Maintain Exchange Rates			OB08			Currency Conversion/Expiring Currency			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Contract Specialist - Leasing			Contract Cash Flow			F5491			Flexible Real Estate Management			With this app, you can display and analyze the objectbased and partnerrelated cash flow of a contract.


			Contract Specialist - Leasing			Contract Management			F5273			Flexible Real Estate Management			With this app, you can manage many aspects of your contract portfolio.


			Contract Specialist - Leasing			Contracts - Information System			REISCN			Information System			In the Flexible Real Estate Management component, reports for real estate contracts exist for the following characteristics:   Overview  Term  Notice  Renewal  Security deposit agreements


			Contract Specialist - Leasing			Manage Contract			RECN			Real Estate Contract			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Contract Specialist - Leasing			Manage Contract Term			F6580			Flexible Real Estate Management			Display the worklist of contracts with renewal and/or notice rules and their notice and/or renewal status.


			Contract Specialist - Leasing			Reverse Adjustments			REAJRV			Rent Adjustment			You can reverse an entire adjustment run or individual adjustment records. Caution  It is not possible to use this function for adjustments of conditions based on a cost efficiency analysis. For more information on reversing adjustments based on a cost efficiency analysis, see Reversing Adjustments Based on Cost Efficiency Analysis .


			Contract Valuation Specialist - Leasing			Analyze Logs			RECALA			Flexible Real Estate Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Contract Valuation Specialist - Leasing			Cash Flow - Information System			REISCDCF			Information System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Contract Valuation Specialist - Leasing			Contract Management			F5273			Flexible Real Estate Management			With this app, you can manage many aspects of your contract portfolio.


			Contract Valuation Specialist - Leasing			Contracts - Information System			REISCN			Information System			In the Flexible Real Estate Management component, reports for real estate contracts exist for the following characteristics:   Overview  Term  Notice  Renewal  Security deposit agreements


			Contract Valuation Specialist - Leasing			Lease Contract Valuation			F3035			Flexible Real Estate Management			The app allows customers to displayand maintain the valuation data for their lease contracts, Through the app customers get teh ability to easily view and maintain their valuation process.


			Contract Valuation Specialist - Leasing			Manage Contract			RECN			Real Estate Contract			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Contract Valuation Specialist - Leasing			Object Cash Flow Contr. - Information System			REISCDCFOBJ			Information System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Contract Valuation Specialist - Leasing			Valuation Cockpit			F4035			Flexible Real Estate Management			This analytical app gives you an overview of the status of the contract valuation to improve your reporting capabilities. Because this app is integrated with the Valuation Management app and the Contract Management app, you can easily view and maintain your valuation process.


			Contract Valuation Specialist - Leasing			Valuation Management			F6170			Flexible Real Estate Management			You can use this app to do the following:Search for contracts and filter for contracts.Create and edit valuation rules.Perform valuation to generate valuation cash flow.Work with additional information such as conditions and contract term information.Access other apps with direct navigation to the relevant entry buildin.Use enabled draft feature.


			Cost Accountant - Inventory			Manage Material Valuations			F2680						This app displays an overview of valuation data for your materials, including sales order stocks. Search functions are available that allow you to filter on materials in specific company codes or plants, for example. Valuation details show quantities, prices, and total values by currency type and period. A price history is available and you can see standard cost estimates. You can also perform actions such as changing inventory prices or releasing planned prices.


			Cost Accountant - Inventory			Material Inventory Values - Balance Summary			F1422						You can use this app to gain an understanding of the quantities and values of your material inventories for a key date.Depending on the role to which yoursquo;re assigned, you can perform the following tasks:View the inventory value and quantity sorted by company code, G/L account, material group, profit center, and segment standard layoutAnalyze the balance summary in detail with an extensive number of attributes such as plant, valuation area, material, and key figures. The key figures are a compilation of central characteristics including inventory quantity and amounts in a maximum of three currencies company code, additional 1, additional 2Filter the dimensions according to various criteria such as G/L account, material, and profit centerAnalyze your material inventories according various perspectives by grouping the dimensions in rows and columnsVisualize the results of the balance summary in the form of a graphic, a table, or a combination of both typesSave your selection as a variantChange the displayed ID or description


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Analyze Prices for Activity Types - Cost Centers			KSBT			Overhead Cost Controlling			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Change Log - Internal Orders			F5403						With this app, you can view the changes made to internal order master data. You can see what was changed, who made the change and when.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Change Order			KO02			Overhead Cost Orders			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Compress Financial Plan Data			F6537						You can use the Compress Financial Plan Data app to compress financial plan data items. The app allows you to reduce the number of plan data items stored in planning table ACDOCP. All changes in financial plan data items are tracked at different times using timestamps. Compressing plan data items deletes the history of changes permanently and irrevocably and retains only the latest snapshot of the plan data at the current point in time. Using this app to compress plan data can reduce the size of table ACDOCP, which can improve the overall performance of planning processes. Note that the application does not delete existing plan data. Only the history of changes is deleted. After compression, all plan data remains consistent.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Copy Financial Plan Data			F3396						Use this app to upload plan data stored in a commaseparated values file CSV file. You can import files online or using background processing. This app allows you to perform your planning in an external system, such as Microsoft Excel. After you uploaded the plan data you can compare it with your actual data using one of the Analytical Apps for Management Accounting. Note The app uploads the plan data into the ACDOCP table and not into the InfoCube S/4HANA Financials: InfoCube for Plan Data /ERP/SFIN_R01. To enable the Analytical Apps for Management Accounting to report on these data, you must set the variable /ERP/P_0INFOPROV to value /ERP/SFIN_V20.For more information, see BW Objects for Analytics and Planning.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Cost Center Budget Report			F3871						With this app you can display information about budget, actual costs, commitments, and available budget for your budgetcarrying cost centers.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Cost Centers - Actuals			F0940						With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Cost Centers - Plan/Actual			F0949						With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Cost Centers - Plan/Actual YTD			F0928						With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Cost Centers - Plan/Actuals			W0081			Information System, iViews			With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Create Internal Order			KO01			Overhead Cost Orders			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Delete Financial Plan Data			F4851						Data consistency is key to the quality of financial plan data. There are several reasons why you need to correct your plan data. For example, a data import may contain incorrect or obsolete data, or you may want to clean up plan data before going live.  In these cases, you can use this app to delete financial plan data from the database. The selected data is deleted permanently and irrevocably. You can correct previous plan data imports that contained errors and in this way ensure the consistency of your plan data.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Delete Financial Plan Data - with Timestamp			F4074						Use this app to upload plan data stored in a commaseparated values file CSV file. You can import files online or using background processing. This app allows you to perform your planning in an external system, such as Microsoft Excel. After you uploaded the plan data you can compare it with your actual data using one of the Analytical Apps for Management Accounting. Note The app uploads the plan data into the ACDOCP table and not into the InfoCube S/4HANA Financials: InfoCube for Plan Data /ERP/SFIN_R01. To enable the Analytical Apps for Management Accounting to report on these data, you must set the variable /ERP/P_0INFOPROV to value /ERP/SFIN_V20.For more information, see BW Objects for Analytics and Planning.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Display Actual Cost Documents - Not Optimized - deprecated			KSB5			Overhead Cost Controlling			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Display Cost Element Groups			KAH3			Overhead Cost Controlling			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Display Cost Rates			F5150						With this app, you can display cost rates for activity types.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Display Financial Plan Data Jobs			F4848						If you have imported plan data in the Import Financial Plan Data app using background processing, you can use this app to display all import jobs that are currently running or that have been completed.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Display Internal Order			KO03			Overhead Cost Orders			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Display Line Items - Cost Accounting			F4023			Information System			With this app you can check general ledger G/L account line items in the general ledger view. You can use filters to display open and cleared items for openitemmanaged accounts, or all line items of a G/L account. You can select the line items based on a key date or after the clearing date in conjunction with a key date. If you are selecting all items, you can also choose a posting date range. Note Balances carried forward are not displayed in this app because they are technical items in the system and not typical line items.If you are navigating from an app that is displaying balances carried forward to the Display Line Items in General Ledger app the presumed purpose is to show the corresponding line items which are decisive for this navigation scenario and not to compare the balances. Note You can display the line items for one or more G/L accounts in the following ways:  With this app Display Line Items in General Ledger in the general ledger view for line item display, you can display the line items together with the general ledger account assignments General Ledger Line Items and G/L account line items or journal entries.   With the Display Line Item Entry app in the entry view for line item display, you can display the G/L account line items G/L Account Line Items.   You can select the line items based on numerous criteria for the posting date or time frame, such as today, the last or next x days, quarters or months, and fiscal periods also, such as fiscal quarter or fiscal year. If you are selecting all items, you can also choose a posting date range. In the results list, you can group, sort and filter the G/L account line items using characteristics, such as G/L account, segment or profit center. You can show numerous additional characteristics, and swap the order of the columns in the list. If you need to continue processing and analyzing the results list of G/L account line items, you can export it to Excel. You can also choose to display the amounts of G/L account line items in a display currency. You may find it especially useful when you want to report on several company codes and the journal entries in each of the company codes have been posted in different currencies. Using the display currency, you can easily compare the totals amounts of the G/L account line items of each company code in one display currency.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Display Manual Cost Allocations			KB16N			Controlling			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Display Settlement Documents			F4597			Overhead Cost Controlling			This app allows you to display documents containing transaction details which were created during the settlement and reversal process for a WBS element or order.  You can analyze the history of settlement documents for a WBS element or order. Each settlement document contains detailed information on the cost allocation. Furthermore, you can analyze when and by whom previous settlements were performed.  You can use this app, for example, in the following situation:    Before or after running or reversing settlement over a single cost object with the Run Settlement  Actual app. You can navigate to the Display Settlement Documents app from the details section of the selected cost object.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Display Statistical Key Figure Group - Deprecated			KBH3			Overhead Cost Controlling			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Edit Cost Element Groups			KAH2			Overhead Cost Controlling			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Edit Original Budget - Projects			CJ30			Cost Planning in the WBS			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Edit Prices for Activity Types - Cost Centers			KP26			Cost Center Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Financial Plan Data Logs			F5144						If you have imported plan data in the Import Financial Plan Data app using background processing, you can use this app to display all import jobs that are currently running or that have been completed.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Financial Plan Data Report			W0163			Information System, iViews			With this app, you can report on actual or plan data for all types of entities relevant for accounting.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Functional Areas - Actual			F1583A			Information System, iViews			With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Functional Areas - Plan/Actuals			W0077			Information System, iViews			With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Import Financial Plan Data			F1711						Use this app to upload plan data stored in a commaseparated values file CSV file. You can import files online or using background processing. This app allows you to perform your planning in an external system, such as Microsoft Excel. After you uploaded the plan data you can compare it with your actual data using one of the Analytical Apps for Management Accounting. Note The app uploads the plan data into the ACDOCP table and not into the InfoCube S/4HANA Financials: InfoCube for Plan Data /ERP/SFIN_R01. To enable the Analytical Apps for Management Accounting to report on these data, you must set the variable /ERP/P_0INFOPROV to value /ERP/SFIN_V20.For more information, see BW Objects for Analytics and Planning.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Import Statistical Key Figures Plan Data			F3779						A statistical key figure is a number providing information about nonmonetary data relating to organizational units. Statistical key figures can be used as reference data for universal allocation. For more information, see Statistical Key Figure. Use this app to upload statistical key figure plan data stored in a commaseparated values file CSV file. The app allows you to perform your planning in an external system, such as Microsoft Excel. As a key user, you can use the Custom Analytical Query app to create a report based on the released I_FinStatisticalKeyFigureItem DDL view that allows you to view your uploaded plan data.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Internal Orders - Plan/Actuals			W0076			Information System, iViews			With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Manage Activity Types (Version 2)			F1605A						You can use the app Manage Activity Types to display activity types master data, create new activity types, and manage existing ones.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Manage Cost Center Budgets			F4307						You can use this app to transfer between, supplement, and return cost center budgets.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Manage Cost Center Groups			F1024						With this app you can search for cost center groups as well as create, display, and edit cost center groups.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Manage Cost Centers (Version 2)			F1443A						With this app you can create and edit master data of cost centers.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Manage Custom Hierarchy Type			F3553						With the Manage Custom Hierarchy Type app, you can select additional dimensions as hierarchy types to enable their hierarchy maintenance in Manage Global Hierarchies. For example, you can select Industry and set it as a hierarchy type to be supported in Manage Global Hierarchies.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Manage Flexible Hierarchies			F2759						With this app, you can create and change hierarchies for cost center, profit center, and company code reporting. You can customize these hierarchies to fit your reporting needs and adapt them to your business requirements. Furthermore, you can extend the hierarchies by adding custom fields.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Manage Global Hierarchies			F2918						With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Manage Internal Order (Web)			F1022						With this app you can search for internal orders as well as create, display, and edit the master data of an internal order. You can support an investment order to create the asset under construction master data directly. You can also enhance the preliminary settlement type to support the preliminary settlement functionality.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Manage Internal Orders			F1604						This app allows users to manage internal order master data quickly and accurately. Users can define filter criteria and layout to search for and review detailed internal order master data. Users can also navigate to other apps to create, copy, edit, or display internal order master data.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Manage Internal Orders (Version 2)			F1604A						With this SAP Fiori app, you can create, view, and edit master data of internal orders. You can also navigate to other apps for managing internal orders.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Plan Cost Centers on Periods			F1581						With this app you can enter and calculate plan data on cost centers for posting periods. The app supports you in different ways: You can enter plan data on the deepest level cost center, period, and G/L account, and the app aggregates the values. You can enter plan data on the highest level cost center, year and the app disaggregates the values to periods and G/L accounts. You can also enter plan data on intermediate levels and the app aggregates and disaggregates, as required.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Postprocess Event-Based Postings - Overhead Calculation			F5763			Controlling			With this app, you can review eventbased overhead errors that need reprocessing. After you have fixed the errors, you can go back to the result list and simulate processing before reposting. The simulation runs for all ledgers of the same object. If the errors were fixed successfully, they will no longer be displayed in the list.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Projects - Plan/Actuals			W0080			Information System, iViews			With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Reassign Costs and Revenues			F2009						With this app you can reassign costs and revenues when the allocation is incorrect. This app supports the possibility to split controlling documents containing a large number of line items into several separate documents during posting to avoid the limit of input lines.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Replicate Runtime Hierarchy			F1478						With this app, you can manually replicate setbased and financial statement hierarchies to back end database tables after you create or edit the hierarchies in other apps. The app helps to improve the performance of hierarchy related analytic apps. You are recommended to periodically replicate hierarchies because in this way you save hierarchy snapshots that can be different from each other and you can select to view hierarchies based on the replication date and time. This app is available for the roles of Overhead Cost Accountant and G/L Accountant. Note When you replicate runtime hierarchies, the system updates the data that is contained in database tables HRRP_NODE, HRRP_NODET, HRRP_DIRECTORY, and HRRP_DIRECTORYT.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Review Purchase Order Accruals for Cost Accountant			F3552						With this app, you can review purchase order accruals and adjust revised costs in transaction currency. For purchase order accruals, you can choose to have accrual amounts reviewed before the system posts them. With this option, a reviewer can check the periodic planned costs that the system proposes, and adjust them if needed.Depending on the role to which yoursquo;re assigned, you can perform the following tasks:Review purchase order accruals on the cost object levelView accrual amounts in group currencyConfirm review of accrual amountsAdjust accrual amounts and mass review revised amounts


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Review Service Entry Sheet Accruals			F6108						This app enables you to review periodic accruals of service entry sheets for cost objects that youre responsible for. You can check the proposed accrual amounts and mark your review before the system posts the accruals for service entry sheets. Hereapos;s how the system calculates periodic accrual amounts: Accrual Amounts  Amounts of Unapproved Service Entry Sheets


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Run Actual Settlement - Internal Orders, Run Settlement - Orders - Actual (Collective)			KO8G			Overhead Cost Orders			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Run Overhead Calculation - Actual			F4857			Overhead Cost Controlling			This app allows you to calculate actual overhead amounts on a single project, WBS work breakdown structure element, order, or service documents. The app is typically used during periodend closing when you need to calculate overhead for a single cost object. The basis for the allocation are the primary cost elements that you use for overhead. The calculated overhead values are shown in detail for all cost elements which allocated overhead to the specified receiver, enabling you to analyze the cost allocation. You can use this app, for example, in the following situation:  Errors occurred during overhead mass processing. You fixed the errors and now you want to test the overhead calculation on the particular object for which the error occurred before running the process on its actual data.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Run Settlement - Actual			F4568			Overhead Cost Controlling			This app allows you to settle actual costs from a single project, WBS work breakdown structure element, or order to specified receivers. The app is typically used during periodend closing when you need to test or run the settlement process over a single object. The settlement results are shown in detail for each sender and receiver, enabling you to analyze the cost allocation. You can use this app, for example, in the following situations:   New costs were added to a project that was already settled as part of mass processing, and you want to settle only that project.   Errors occurred during settlement mass processing. You fixed the errors and now you want to test the settlement of the particular project for which the error occurred before running the process on its actual data.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Run Settlement - Projects - Actual			CJ88			Overhead Cost Orders			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Set Financial Plan Data to Zero			F4850						Data consistency is key to the quality of financial plan data. There are several reasons why you need to correct your plan data. For example, a data import may contain incorrect or obsolete data, or you may want to clean up plan data before going live. You use this app to remove plan values without deleting them from the database, that is, the system writes delta records and sets the values to zero. In this way, you can, for example, correct previous plan data imports that contained outdated data to ensure the consistency of your plan data. For example, you want to reduce costs because of costsaving measures and make the changes visible in your current plan data version.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Set Report Relevancy - Set-Based Hierarchies			F5295			Overhead Cost Controlling			With this app, you can designate new setbased hierarchies for example, cost center and profit center groups as reportrelevant when you create them. When you create or update setbased hierarchies you need to trigger replication of those hierarchies. This replication ensures that your changes are incorporated into the affected hierarchies. If this replication is not performed, then these hierarchies cannot be used in reporting. The first time you create a new root node item, you need to ensure that the new item is designated as reportrelevant in the system. This onetime effort for new root node items ensures that they are replicated and can be used in reports.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Where-Used List - Internal Orders			F5402						With this app, you can find all mentions of a specific internal order in other objects, such as cost allocation cycles, cost allocation segments, fixed assets, and groups. You can also navigate to other SAP Fiori apps related to these objects.


			Cost Accountant - Overhead			Where-Used List – Cost Centers			F3549						Use this app to find all mentions of a specific cost center in a variety of objects, including activity types, cost allocation cycles and segments, cost centers using budget, groups, hierarchies, and many other. You can specify one or multiple cost centers and view all objects where these cost centers are mentioned. To explore additional details, you can click the object links and navigate to other SAP Fiori apps related to these objects.


			Cost Accountant - Production			Postprocess Event-Based Postings - Overhead Calculation			F5763			Controlling			With this app, you can review eventbased overhead errors that need reprocessing. After you have fixed the errors, you can go back to the result list and simulate processing before reposting. The simulation runs for all ledgers of the same object. If the errors were fixed successfully, they will no longer be displayed in the list.


			Cost Accountant - Real Estate			Analyze Logs			RECALA			Flexible Real Estate Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cost Accountant - Real Estate			Contract Cash Flow			F5491			Flexible Real Estate Management			With this app, you can display and analyze the objectbased and partnerrelated cash flow of a contract.


			Cost Accountant - Real Estate			Manage Occupancy Groups			F5593			Flexible Real Estate Management			With this app you can manage and maintain your occupancy groups.


			Cost Accountant - Real Estate			Periodic Posting for Internal Cost Allocation			F6114			Flexible Real Estate Management			


			Cost Accountant - Real Estate			Periodic Posting: Contracts			RERAPP			Rental Accounting			Using the Periodic Posting for Real Estate Contract function, you post the accounting flows resulting from the conditions while taking account of the contract type. The result is that the planned records generated in the cash floware posted as condition amounts to the assigned accounts of the contractual partner or transferred to other real estate objects.  Note  For more information on conditions in the real estate contract, see Defining and Assigning Conditions and Flows .


			Cost Accountant - Real Estate			Real Estate Objects Plan and Actuals Report			F6760			Flexible Real Estate Management			


			Cost Accountant - Real Estate			Reverse Contract Postings			RERAPPRV			Rental Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Cost Accountant - Sales			Cost Centers - Plan/Actuals			W0081			Information System, iViews			With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Cost Accountant - Sales			Display Customer Balances			F0703			Information System			You can use this app to display customer balances and compare sales. You can see debits, credits, and balances by company code, fiscal year, and customer. The app allows you to further analyze the amounts by displaying all related line items. Furthermore, you can compare sales figures between two fiscal years. To adapt the app to your needs, you can hide, unhide, and sort columns. In addition, you can create search and display variants.


			Cost Accountant - Sales			Display Customer Balances (Version 2)			F0703A			Information System			


			Cost Accountant - Sales			Display Customer List			F2640			Information System			With this app you can see master data for all your customers in one place, and you can also check that no key data is missing. For example, if you want to check that all your customers have data entered for dunning procedure, dunning clerk, and dunning level, select those filters in the apos;Check Empty Fieldsapos; function, and the app will show you any customers for whom that information is missing. You can also see who in your company to contact regarding a particular customer, and of course SAP CoPilot gives you an efficient channel for this communication.


			Cost Accountant - Sales			Display Financial Plan Data Jobs			F4848						If you have imported plan data in the Import Financial Plan Data app using background processing, you can use this app to display all import jobs that are currently running or that have been completed.


			Cost Accountant - Sales			Financial Plan Data Logs			F5144						If you have imported plan data in the Import Financial Plan Data app using background processing, you can use this app to display all import jobs that are currently running or that have been completed.


			Cost Accountant - Sales			Import Financial Plan Data			F1711						Use this app to upload plan data stored in a commaseparated values file CSV file. You can import files online or using background processing. This app allows you to perform your planning in an external system, such as Microsoft Excel. After you uploaded the plan data you can compare it with your actual data using one of the Analytical Apps for Management Accounting. Note The app uploads the plan data into the ACDOCP table and not into the InfoCube S/4HANA Financials: InfoCube for Plan Data /ERP/SFIN_R01. To enable the Analytical Apps for Management Accounting to report on these data, you must set the variable /ERP/P_0INFOPROV to value /ERP/SFIN_V20.For more information, see BW Objects for Analytics and Planning.


			Cost Accountant - Sales			Manage Custom Hierarchy Type			F3553						With the Manage Custom Hierarchy Type app, you can select additional dimensions as hierarchy types to enable their hierarchy maintenance in Manage Global Hierarchies. For example, you can select Industry and set it as a hierarchy type to be supported in Manage Global Hierarchies.


			Cost Accountant - Sales			Manage Customer Line Items			F0711			Information System			You can use this app for adhoc requests or recurring reports to easily find customer line items using a wide range of search criteria. For example, you can see all line items of a specific customer account or all unallocated payments for a specific company code at the end of a period. To make your work more efficient, you can personalize the layout of the table, predefine recurring queries, and save your settings as variants. In addition to displaying data, you can also take various actions such as setting a payment or dunning block. You can export the data to a file and collaborate with colleagues. The app also serves as a navigation target from other apps, allowing users to drill down into the customer line items.


			Cost Accountant - Sales			Manage Global Hierarchies			F2918						With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.


			Cost Accountant - Sales			Market Segments - Actual			F0960			Information System, iViews			With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Cost Accountant - Sales			Market Segments - Plan/Actuals			W0078			Information System, iViews			With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Cost Accountant - Sales			P&L - Actuals			F0945						With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Cost Accountant - Sales			P&L - Plan/Actual			F0927						With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Cost Accountant - Sales			P&L - Plan/Actual YTD			F0933						With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Cost Accountant - Sales			P&L - Plan/Actual with Currency Translation			F0939						With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Cost Accountant - Sales			Profit and Loss - Actuals			F0958			Information System, iViews			With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Cost Accountant - Sales			Profit and Loss - Plan/Actual			F1710			Information System, iViews			With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Cost Accountant - Sales			Projects - Plan/Actuals			W0080			Information System, iViews			With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Cost Accountant - Sales			Sales Orders - Actual			F1582A			Information System, iViews			With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Cost Accountant - Sales			Schedule Sales Accounting Jobs			F1483			Controlling			You can use this app to schedule a background job that allocates overhead costs to profitability segments on the basis of reference values, percentages, or fixed amounts. You can perform the following tasks if you have the business role Controlling:   Schedule actual overhead allocations and generate the controlling documents for the selected period.   Determine when to run the job, for example, immediately or for a specified date in the future.   Test the job before you run the job creating the controlling documents.   Monitor the status of the job and check the log information for errors.


			Credit Controller			Analyze Credit Exposure			F2541			Accounts Receivable			With this app you can analyze your credit exposure by several dimensions and measures. It allows you to see your total credit exposure and provides you with insights to support risk diversification, segmentation, credit, and payment term decision making.


			Credit Controller			Display Document, Display Journal Entries			FB03			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Credit Controller			Display Journal Entries in T-Account View			F3664			Information System			With this app you can inspect how one or multiple journal entries affect ledger accounts where they are posted.


			Credit Controller			FIN User Default Parameter Plugin			F1765						


			Credit Controller			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			Credit Controller - Prepayments			Display Document, Display Journal Entries			FB03			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned			F2878A						This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Billing Document			F1901			Billing			With this app, you can display a concise overview of billing document details and contextual information.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Billing Document Request			F2337			Billing			With this object page, you can display the details of billing document requests BDRs. BDRs are request objects that can contain itemized billing data from a range of sources. BDRs can contain only debit items.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Change Maintenance Order			IW32			Maintenance Orders			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Display Billing Documents			VF03			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Display Contract			VA43			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Display Invoice List, Display Invoice Lists			VF23			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Display PM Order (IW33)			IW33						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Display Reservation			MB23			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Find Maintenance Order			F2175			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and perform different mass changes, such as changing the responsibility, the status, and the scheduling of the selected maintenance orders. You can also assign the orders to a maintenance event and dispatch all their operations.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Find Technical Object			F2072			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Inbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0232A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for inbound deliveries search results. You can search for inbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or supplier. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access inbound delivery object pages. With the inbound delivery object page, you can display inbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Invoice List			F2739			Billing			With this app, you can display a concise overview of an invoice listapos;s details and navigate to the billing documents it contains. Invoice lists are documents that combine billing documents invoices, debit memos, or credit memos that have already been posted to financial accounting and are intended for a single designated payer. Suppliers that use invoice lists to periodically bill sales they have made to a buying group can substantially reduce the administrative effort involved in payment collection. Similarly to billing documents, invoice lists consist of a header and one or more items. Each item represents one of the individual billing documents that together comprise the invoice list. The billing documents in the invoice list can be single or collective documents collective invoices combine items from more than one delivery. You can create the following two types of invoice list:   For invoices and debit memos   For credit memos


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Manage Internal Orders			F1604						This app allows users to manage internal order master data quickly and accurately. Users can define filter criteria and layout to search for and review detailed internal order master data. Users can also navigate to other apps to create, copy, edit, or display internal order master data.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Manage SEPA Mandates			F5158						


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Manage Supplier Invoices			F0859			Invoice Verification			With this app you can create and display a supplier invoice based on the received document. You can specify the purchase order items to which your supplier invoice relates. These referenced items can also have multiple account assignment. You can choose among several assignment options depending on the reference document category. To identify the most relevant service entry sheet items, for example, you can search by the service performer and the performance date. If you select the Simulate or Post function, the system compares the quantity and amount data of each supplier invoice item with the data of the related purchase order item. If goodsreceiptbased invoice verification has been defined for a purchase order item, the system compares the supplier invoice data with the related goods receipt data. If the deviation is outside defined tolerances, the invoice is posted, but the invoice is automatically blocked for payment. If the system determines the responsible person, an approval process is initiated. You can use the Supplier Invoices List app to display supplier invoices. In the detail view, you can release or reverse a blocked supplier invoice.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Material Documents Overview			F1077						With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0233A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Preliminary Billing Document			F2874						With this app, you can display an overview of a preliminary billing documentapos;s details and contextual information. Preliminary billing documents are intended purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes become necessary, you can make these changes in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Purchase Order (Version 2)			F0348A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)			F0349A			Purchasing			This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0234A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Sales Contract (S/4HANA)			F2026			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales contract in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales contract items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.


			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)			Sales Order (S/4HANA)			F1814			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair			Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned			F2878A						This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.


			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair			Billing Document			F1901			Billing			With this app, you can display a concise overview of billing document details and contextual information.


			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair			Billing Document Request			F2337			Billing			With this object page, you can display the details of billing document requests BDRs. BDRs are request objects that can contain itemized billing data from a range of sources. BDRs can contain only debit items.


			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair			Customer Return			F1815			Complaints			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a customer return in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the customer return items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your customer return. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related return deliveries.


			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair			Display Billing Documents			VF03			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair			Display Invoice List, Display Invoice Lists			VF23			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair			Find Technical Object			F2072			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.


			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair			Invoice List			F2739			Billing			With this app, you can display a concise overview of an invoice listapos;s details and navigate to the billing documents it contains. Invoice lists are documents that combine billing documents invoices, debit memos, or credit memos that have already been posted to financial accounting and are intended for a single designated payer. Suppliers that use invoice lists to periodically bill sales they have made to a buying group can substantially reduce the administrative effort involved in payment collection. Similarly to billing documents, invoice lists consist of a header and one or more items. Each item represents one of the individual billing documents that together comprise the invoice list. The billing documents in the invoice list can be single or collective documents collective invoices combine items from more than one delivery. You can create the following two types of invoice list:   For invoices and debit memos   For credit memos


			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair			Manage SEPA Mandates			F5158						


			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair			Material Documents Overview			F1077						With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair			My Outbox			F6511						You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.


			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair			Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0233A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair			Preliminary Billing Document			F2874						With this app, you can display an overview of a preliminary billing documentapos;s details and contextual information. Preliminary billing documents are intended purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes become necessary, you can make these changes in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.


			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair			Purchase Order (Version 2)			F0348A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.


			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair			Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)			F0349A			Purchasing			This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair			Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0234A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned			F2878A						This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Billing Document			F1901			Billing			With this app, you can display a concise overview of billing document details and contextual information.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Billing Document Request			F2337			Billing			With this object page, you can display the details of billing document requests BDRs. BDRs are request objects that can contain itemized billing data from a range of sources. BDRs can contain only debit items.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Change Maintenance Order			IW32			Maintenance Orders			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Display Billing Documents			VF03			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Display Contract			VA43			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Display Invoice List, Display Invoice Lists			VF23			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Display PM Order (IW33)			IW33						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Display Reservation			MB23			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Find Maintenance Order			F2175			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and perform different mass changes, such as changing the responsibility, the status, and the scheduling of the selected maintenance orders. You can also assign the orders to a maintenance event and dispatch all their operations.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Inbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0232A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for inbound deliveries search results. You can search for inbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or supplier. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access inbound delivery object pages. With the inbound delivery object page, you can display inbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Invoice List			F2739			Billing			With this app, you can display a concise overview of an invoice listapos;s details and navigate to the billing documents it contains. Invoice lists are documents that combine billing documents invoices, debit memos, or credit memos that have already been posted to financial accounting and are intended for a single designated payer. Suppliers that use invoice lists to periodically bill sales they have made to a buying group can substantially reduce the administrative effort involved in payment collection. Similarly to billing documents, invoice lists consist of a header and one or more items. Each item represents one of the individual billing documents that together comprise the invoice list. The billing documents in the invoice list can be single or collective documents collective invoices combine items from more than one delivery. You can create the following two types of invoice list:   For invoices and debit memos   For credit memos


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Manage Internal Orders			F1604						This app allows users to manage internal order master data quickly and accurately. Users can define filter criteria and layout to search for and review detailed internal order master data. Users can also navigate to other apps to create, copy, edit, or display internal order master data.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Manage Supplier Invoices			F0859			Invoice Verification			With this app you can create and display a supplier invoice based on the received document. You can specify the purchase order items to which your supplier invoice relates. These referenced items can also have multiple account assignment. You can choose among several assignment options depending on the reference document category. To identify the most relevant service entry sheet items, for example, you can search by the service performer and the performance date. If you select the Simulate or Post function, the system compares the quantity and amount data of each supplier invoice item with the data of the related purchase order item. If goodsreceiptbased invoice verification has been defined for a purchase order item, the system compares the supplier invoice data with the related goods receipt data. If the deviation is outside defined tolerances, the invoice is posted, but the invoice is automatically blocked for payment. If the system determines the responsible person, an approval process is initiated. You can use the Supplier Invoices List app to display supplier invoices. In the detail view, you can release or reverse a blocked supplier invoice.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Material Documents Overview			F1077						With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0233A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Preliminary Billing Document			F2874						With this app, you can display an overview of a preliminary billing documentapos;s details and contextual information. Preliminary billing documents are intended purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes become necessary, you can make these changes in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Purchase Order (Version 2)			F0348A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)			F0349A			Purchasing			This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0234A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Sales Contract (S/4HANA)			F2026			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales contract in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales contract items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.


			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)			Sales Order (S/4HANA)			F1814			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			Customer Service Representative - Data Analysis (Utilities) for Brazil			Control Average Handle Time			F6510						


			Customer Service Representative - Data Analysis (Utilities) for Brazil			Control Average Handle Time - Agents			F6513						


			Customer Service Representative - Data Analysis (Utilities) for Brazil			Control Average Handle Time - Reasons			F6512						With this app, you can control service performance, based on average service time information. You define search criteria to display the information on interaction record.


			Customer Service Representative - Data Analysis (Utilities) for Brazil			Total Average Time			F6514						


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned			F2878A						This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Billing Document			F1901			Billing			With this app, you can display a concise overview of billing document details and contextual information.


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Billing Document Request			F2337			Billing			With this object page, you can display the details of billing document requests BDRs. BDRs are request objects that can contain itemized billing data from a range of sources. BDRs can contain only debit items.


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Customer Master FactSheets			F0046A						With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Customer Return			F1815			Complaints			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a customer return in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the customer return items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your customer return. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related return deliveries.


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Display Billing Documents			VF03			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Display Document, Display Journal Entries			FB03			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Display Invoice List, Display Invoice Lists			VF23			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Display Journal Entries in T-Account View			F3664			Information System			With this app you can inspect how one or multiple journal entries affect ledger accounts where they are posted.


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Find Technical Object			F2072			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Invoice List			F2739			Billing			With this app, you can display a concise overview of an invoice listapos;s details and navigate to the billing documents it contains. Invoice lists are documents that combine billing documents invoices, debit memos, or credit memos that have already been posted to financial accounting and are intended for a single designated payer. Suppliers that use invoice lists to periodically bill sales they have made to a buying group can substantially reduce the administrative effort involved in payment collection. Similarly to billing documents, invoice lists consist of a header and one or more items. Each item represents one of the individual billing documents that together comprise the invoice list. The billing documents in the invoice list can be single or collective documents collective invoices combine items from more than one delivery. You can create the following two types of invoice list:   For invoices and debit memos   For credit memos


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Manage SEPA Mandates			F5158						


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0233A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Preliminary Billing Document			F2874						With this app, you can display an overview of a preliminary billing documentapos;s details and contextual information. Preliminary billing documents are intended purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes become necessary, you can make these changes in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Purchase Order (Version 2)			F0348A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)			F0349A			Purchasing			This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair			Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0234A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Dangerous Goods Specialist			Change Material			MM02			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Dangerous Goods Specialist			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Data Privacy Specialist - Consent Management			Analyze Consents Import Logs			F3283						With this app you can search for and display application import logs that were created when importing consent records. In addition, the app enables you to analyze the log entries by getting more information about the logs and their messages. Logs can be written for both test runs as well as actual imports of consent records.


			Data Privacy Specialist - Consent Management			Import Consents from File			F3306						With this app you can import consent records as copies from a file that is stored on your device.


			Data Privacy Specialist - Consent Management			Manage Consents			F3307						With this app you can search for and display stored consent records that you have already imported as copies from a file on your device.


			Design Engineer			Change Document			CV02N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Design Engineer			Create Document			CV01N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Design Engineer			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Design Engineer			Display document			CV03N						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Design Engineer			Find Document			CV04N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Design Engineer			Manage Documents			F2733			Document Management System			With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.


			Design Engineer			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Design Engineer			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Development Manager - Discrete Industry			Change Document			CV02N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Development Manager - Discrete Industry			Create Document			CV01N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Development Manager - Discrete Industry			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Development Manager - Discrete Industry			Display document			CV03N						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Development Manager - Discrete Industry			Find Document			CV04N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Development Manager - Discrete Industry			Manage Documents			F2733			Document Management System			With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.


			Development Manager - Discrete Industry			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Development Manager - Discrete Industry			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Divisional Accountant			Application Jobs - Import to Global Hierarchies			F5097						With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.


			Divisional Accountant			Display Line Items in General Ledger			F2217			Information System			With this app you can check general ledger G/L account line items in the general ledger view. You can use filters to display open and cleared items for openitemmanaged accounts, or all line items of a G/L account. You can select the line items based on a key date or after the clearing date in conjunction with a key date. If you are selecting all items, you can also choose a posting date range. Note Balances carried forward are not displayed in this app because they are technical items in the system and not typical line items.If you are navigating from an app that is displaying balances carried forward to the Display Line Items in General Ledger app the presumed purpose is to show the corresponding line items which are decisive for this navigation scenario and not to compare the balances. Note You can display the line items for one or more G/L accounts in the following ways:  With this app Display Line Items in General Ledger in the general ledger view for line item display, you can display the line items together with the general ledger account assignments General Ledger Line Items and G/L account line items or journal entries.   With the Display Line Item Entry app in the entry view for line item display, you can display the G/L account line items G/L Account Line Items.   You can select the line items based on numerous criteria for the posting date or time frame, such as today, the last or next x days, quarters or months, and fiscal periods also, such as fiscal quarter or fiscal year. If you are selecting all items, you can also choose a posting date range. In the results list, you can group, sort and filter the G/L account line items using characteristics, such as G/L account, segment or profit center. You can show numerous additional characteristics, and swap the order of the columns in the list. If you need to continue processing and analyzing the results list of G/L account line items, you can export it to Excel. You can also choose to display the amounts of G/L account line items in a display currency. You may find it especially useful when you want to report on several company codes and the journal entries in each of the company codes have been posted in different currencies. Using the display currency, you can easily compare the totals amounts of the G/L account line items of each company code in one display currency.


			Divisional Accountant			Display Organizational Change Application Logs			F4720						You can use this app to view log details for organizational changes that youapos;ve activated, simulated, processed, or completed using the Manage Organizational Changes app or the related programs to schedule the different jobs for organizational changes.


			Divisional Accountant			Edit Profit Centers - Collective			KE55			Profit Center Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Divisional Accountant			Manage Flexible Hierarchies			F2759						With this app, you can create and change hierarchies for cost center, profit center, and company code reporting. You can customize these hierarchies to fit your reporting needs and adapt them to your business requirements. Furthermore, you can extend the hierarchies by adding custom fields.


			Divisional Accountant			Manage Global Hierarchies			F2918						With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.


			Divisional Accountant			Manage Organizational Changes			F4567						This app allows you to control the overall process for an organizational change. For example, you can use this app to divide up, combine, and replace profit centers that are assigned to objects, such as WBS elements, projects, products, and orders. When you create an organizational change, you decide on which date and for which company codes and profit centers the changes occur, and which objects are affected by new profit center assignments. Objects that are affected by the reorganization, such as WBS elements or products, are then reassigned and their stocks or balances are reposted to the new organizational entities.


			Divisional Accountant			Manage Profit Center Groups			F0764						With this app you can search for profit center groups as well as create, display, and edit profit center groups. You can also create different versions of the profit center group content for different validity dates by copying a group to an inactive version. Note that you cannot create versions for the standard hierarchy as a special profit center group.


			Divisional Accountant			Manage Profit Centers (Version 2)			F3516						With the Manage Profit Centers Apps, you can create, edit, display and delete profit centers which you are responsible.Key FeaturesDepending on the role to which yoursquo;re assigned, you can perform the following tasks:Create profit Center directly or via Copy or SplitEdit profit center informationAssign Company Code to specified profit center.Display profit centersDelete profit center if there is no any records, including master data and business transaction records refer to profit center processed. otherwise, you may only can lock it before archive all related data.


			Divisional Accountant			Profit Centers - Actual			F0959			Information System, iViews			With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Divisional Accountant			Profit Centers - Plan/Actual			F0926						With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Divisional Accountant			Profit Centers - Plan/Actuals			W0079			Information System, iViews			With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Divisional Accountant			Replicate Runtime Hierarchy			F1478						With this app, you can manually replicate setbased and financial statement hierarchies to back end database tables after you create or edit the hierarchies in other apps. The app helps to improve the performance of hierarchy related analytic apps. You are recommended to periodically replicate hierarchies because in this way you save hierarchy snapshots that can be different from each other and you can select to view hierarchies based on the replication date and time. This app is available for the roles of Overhead Cost Accountant and G/L Accountant. Note When you replicate runtime hierarchies, the system updates the data that is contained in database tables HRRP_NODE, HRRP_NODET, HRRP_DIRECTORY, and HRRP_DIRECTORYT.


			Divisional Accountant			Set Report Relevancy - Set-Based Hierarchies			F5295			Overhead Cost Controlling			With this app, you can designate new setbased hierarchies for example, cost center and profit center groups as reportrelevant when you create them. When you create or update setbased hierarchies you need to trigger replication of those hierarchies. This replication ensures that your changes are incorporated into the affected hierarchies. If this replication is not performed, then these hierarchies cannot be used in reporting. The first time you create a new root node item, you need to ensure that the new item is designated as reportrelevant in the system. This onetime effort for new root node items ensures that they are replicated and can be used in reports.


			Employee			Confirm Receipt of Goods-New			F4489						With this app, you can confirm the receipt of goods. This app lists all purchase requisitions with material items relevant for confirmation. This app also lists purchase requisitions relevant for confirmation that were requested for you by other employees. These employees are often regarded as requestors. If an employee is allowed to purchase products on behalf of other users, for example, for their managers, the requestor or creator of a purchase requisition can post the confirmation. If the functionality for Central Procurement is enabled, this app lists all purchase requisitions that are created in the SAP S/4HANA Cloud system which acts as a hub system based on the plant you are assigned to. For example, if you are assigned to plant 1010, this app lists all the purchase requisitions for this plant that are either created by you or requested for you. In addition, you can filter for purchase requisitions that you created for other plants. You can select items from a purchase requisition and enter the quantity you want to confirm.


			Employee			Cost Centers - Plan/Actuals			W0081			Information System, iViews			With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Employee			Create Maintenance Request			F1511A			Maintenance Notifications			With this app, you can create maintenance requests. While creating a maintenance request, you can provide relevant information that is required to identify and solve the problem.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH scope item that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.


			Employee			Create Purchase Requisition - New			F1643A						


			Employee			Create Purchase Requisitions			F1643						With this app, you can create purchase requisitions. You can select products from catalogs or provide descriptions of the items to create the purchase requisition. Note This app will be deprecated with the release SAP S/4HANA 2023. We recommend that you switch to the successor app My Purchase Requisitions  New as soon as possible.


			Employee			Default settings for users			F1995			Purchase Requisitions			This feature now enables you to retrieve and assign value help from SAP S/4HANA connected systems using the F4 button. Value help includes plant, company code, purchasing organization, GL account and cost centre. Please note that, you can configure SAP S/4HANA system as a hub system and you can configure SAP S/4HANA, and SAP ERP as connected systems if you activate the Central Requisitioning scenario in Central Procurement.


			Employee			Manage Supplier Invoices			F0859			Invoice Verification			With this app you can create and display a supplier invoice based on the received document. You can specify the purchase order items to which your supplier invoice relates. These referenced items can also have multiple account assignment. You can choose among several assignment options depending on the reference document category. To identify the most relevant service entry sheet items, for example, you can search by the service performer and the performance date. If you select the Simulate or Post function, the system compares the quantity and amount data of each supplier invoice item with the data of the related purchase order item. If goodsreceiptbased invoice verification has been defined for a purchase order item, the system compares the supplier invoice data with the related goods receipt data. If the deviation is outside defined tolerances, the invoice is posted, but the invoice is automatically blocked for payment. If the system determines the responsible person, an approval process is initiated. You can use the Supplier Invoices List app to display supplier invoices. In the detail view, you can release or reverse a blocked supplier invoice.


			Employee			My Maintenance Requests			F4513			Maintenance Notifications			With this app, you can view your maintenance requests. You can also copy maintenance requests or delete maintenance requests.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.


			Employee			My Outbox			F6511						You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.


			Employee			My Purchase Requisition - New			F1639A						


			Employee			My Purchase Requisitions			F1639						With this app, you can check the status and details of purchase requisitions that were created by either you or by someone else, for you, using the Shop on Behalf feature in the Create Purchase Requisition app. Note This app will be deprecated with the release SAP S/4HANA 2023. We recommend that you switch to the successor app My Purchase Requisitions  New as soon as possible.


			Employee			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Employee			Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)			F0349A			Purchasing			This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Employee			Query Browser			F1068						The Query Browser is a Fiori application using which you can quickly and easily search, browse, and tag the analytical queries. This application displays all the analytical queries to which the user has access. You need to assign the Query Browser role to a user. To launch the application, click the Tile Catalog and choose Query Browser from the Query Browser catalog. By default, the content views are preorganized by the view name.


			Employee			Request Maintenance			F1511			Maintenance Notifications			You can use this app to easily request that maintenance work or repairs be done on a technical object. While creating a maintenance request, the app helps you provide all the relevant information required to solve the problem quickly. You enter important information such as the technical object, the location where the problem occurred, the effect on safety or environmental compliance, as well as a detailed description of the problem. Questionnaires ensure that you describe the problem without leaving out important information. By launching the second tile provided for this app, you open a notification list for monitoring all the different maintenance requests that have been submitted. The list provides you with a quick overview so you can easily track the status of the notifications. You can use the search function and filters to determine which notifications are displayed. This app is available for the Employee Maintenance role.


			Employee			Return Delivery			F1996						You can use this app to view items of a purchase requisition for which a confirmation exists and choose to return them to the supplier for some reason. For example, due to poor quality or because they are damaged. This app displays the list of purchase order of a specific purchase requisition that contains at least one item that is eligible for return. In case Central Procurement is enabled, you can integrate your SAP S/4HANA system which acts as a hub system with other connected systems in your system landscape. SAP S/4HANA, SAP S/4HANA Cloud, or SAP ERP act as connected systems. A purchase order is automatically created for purchase requisitions that are replicated from the hub system to the connected systems. You can create a return delivery for these purchase orders in the connected systems, and choose to return these to the supplier for certain reasons. For example, due to poor quality or because the goods are damaged. Note This app does not display purchase orders that are referenced to more than one purchase requisition. You can perform the following tasks if you have the business role employee:   View the Return button enabled in the My Purchase Requisitions app or configure the system to access the Return Delivery app from the Fiori Launchpad.    View a purchase requisition and the corresponding purchase orders that contain at least one item with complete or partial confirmation from the supplier.   Return an item to the supplier.   Enter a return quantity that does not exceed the delivered quantity along with a reason for return.


			Employee			Upload Supplier Invoices			F2452			Invoice Verification			With this app you can upload electronic invoice documents that you have stored as files on your directory. The system creates one invoice draft per file. Each uploaded file is linked as an attachment to the corresponding invoice.


			Employee - Maintenance Info			Request Maintenance			F1511			Maintenance Notifications			You can use this app to easily request that maintenance work or repairs be done on a technical object. While creating a maintenance request, the app helps you provide all the relevant information required to solve the problem quickly. You enter important information such as the technical object, the location where the problem occurred, the effect on safety or environmental compliance, as well as a detailed description of the problem. Questionnaires ensure that you describe the problem without leaving out important information. By launching the second tile provided for this app, you open a notification list for monitoring all the different maintenance requests that have been submitted. The list provides you with a quick overview so you can easily track the status of the notifications. You can use the search function and filters to determine which notifications are displayed. This app is available for the Employee Maintenance role.


			Employee - Procurement			Confirm Receipt of Goods-New			F4489						With this app, you can confirm the receipt of goods. This app lists all purchase requisitions with material items relevant for confirmation. This app also lists purchase requisitions relevant for confirmation that were requested for you by other employees. These employees are often regarded as requestors. If an employee is allowed to purchase products on behalf of other users, for example, for their managers, the requestor or creator of a purchase requisition can post the confirmation. If the functionality for Central Procurement is enabled, this app lists all purchase requisitions that are created in the SAP S/4HANA Cloud system which acts as a hub system based on the plant you are assigned to. For example, if you are assigned to plant 1010, this app lists all the purchase requisitions for this plant that are either created by you or requested for you. In addition, you can filter for purchase requisitions that you created for other plants. You can select items from a purchase requisition and enter the quantity you want to confirm.


			Employee - Procurement			Create Purchase Requisition - New			F1643A						


			Employee - Procurement			Create Purchase Requisitions			F1643						With this app, you can create purchase requisitions. You can select products from catalogs or provide descriptions of the items to create the purchase requisition. Note This app will be deprecated with the release SAP S/4HANA 2023. We recommend that you switch to the successor app My Purchase Requisitions  New as soon as possible.


			Employee - Procurement			Default settings for users			F1995			Purchase Requisitions			This feature now enables you to retrieve and assign value help from SAP S/4HANA connected systems using the F4 button. Value help includes plant, company code, purchasing organization, GL account and cost centre. Please note that, you can configure SAP S/4HANA system as a hub system and you can configure SAP S/4HANA, and SAP ERP as connected systems if you activate the Central Requisitioning scenario in Central Procurement.


			Employee - Procurement			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Employee - Procurement			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Employee - Procurement			Manage Supplier Invoices			F0859			Invoice Verification			With this app you can create and display a supplier invoice based on the received document. You can specify the purchase order items to which your supplier invoice relates. These referenced items can also have multiple account assignment. You can choose among several assignment options depending on the reference document category. To identify the most relevant service entry sheet items, for example, you can search by the service performer and the performance date. If you select the Simulate or Post function, the system compares the quantity and amount data of each supplier invoice item with the data of the related purchase order item. If goodsreceiptbased invoice verification has been defined for a purchase order item, the system compares the supplier invoice data with the related goods receipt data. If the deviation is outside defined tolerances, the invoice is posted, but the invoice is automatically blocked for payment. If the system determines the responsible person, an approval process is initiated. You can use the Supplier Invoices List app to display supplier invoices. In the detail view, you can release or reverse a blocked supplier invoice.


			Employee - Procurement			My Purchase Requisition - New			F1639A						


			Employee - Procurement			My Purchase Requisitions			F1639						With this app, you can check the status and details of purchase requisitions that were created by either you or by someone else, for you, using the Shop on Behalf feature in the Create Purchase Requisition app. Note This app will be deprecated with the release SAP S/4HANA 2023. We recommend that you switch to the successor app My Purchase Requisitions  New as soon as possible.


			Employee - Procurement			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Employee - Procurement			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Employee - Procurement			Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)			F0349A			Purchasing			This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Employee - Procurement			Return Delivery			F1996						You can use this app to view items of a purchase requisition for which a confirmation exists and choose to return them to the supplier for some reason. For example, due to poor quality or because they are damaged. This app displays the list of purchase order of a specific purchase requisition that contains at least one item that is eligible for return. In case Central Procurement is enabled, you can integrate your SAP S/4HANA system which acts as a hub system with other connected systems in your system landscape. SAP S/4HANA, SAP S/4HANA Cloud, or SAP ERP act as connected systems. A purchase order is automatically created for purchase requisitions that are replicated from the hub system to the connected systems. You can create a return delivery for these purchase orders in the connected systems, and choose to return these to the supplier for certain reasons. For example, due to poor quality or because the goods are damaged. Note This app does not display purchase orders that are referenced to more than one purchase requisition. You can perform the following tasks if you have the business role employee:   View the Return button enabled in the My Purchase Requisitions app or configure the system to access the Return Delivery app from the Fiori Launchpad.    View a purchase requisition and the corresponding purchase orders that contain at least one item with complete or partial confirmation from the supplier.   Return an item to the supplier.   Enter a return quantity that does not exceed the delivered quantity along with a reason for return.


			Employee - Procurement			Supplier			F0354			Vendor Master			With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.


			Employee - Procurement			Upload Supplier Invoices			F2452			Invoice Verification			With this app you can upload electronic invoice documents that you have stored as files on your directory. The system creates one invoice draft per file. Each uploaded file is linked as an attachment to the corresponding invoice.


			Environmental Manager			Find Technical Object			F2072			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.


			Environmental Manager			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Environmental Manager			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			External Auditor			Account Balance Audit Trail			F1393			Information System			With this app, you can compare the opening and closing balance of openitem managed GL, AR, and AP accounts for the selected fiscal period and analyze the related line items. You can use the app to review the accounts to ensure the validity and legality of the financial records. You can group, sort, and filter the results list using various characteristics. You can show numerous additional characteristics, and also swap the order of the columns in the list.


			External Auditor			Audit Journal			F0997			Information System			With this app, you can run various auditing reports to ensure correctness of your journals.


			External Auditor			Tax Declaration Reconciliation			F2096						With this app, you can check taxrelevant postings that are to be declared in a VAT return. This app is available for the General Ledger Accountant SAP_BR_GL_ACCOUNTANT and External Auditor SAP_BR_EXTERNAL_AUDITOR roles. When the app is used by a user with the External Auditor role, you can impose a timeframe restriction to restrict the range of data that the auditor can see. All other features and functions are available to both generic role types.


			External Auditor			Tax Reconciliation Account Balance			F2095						With this app you can assess tax relevant postings to verify that tax relevant accounts are posted with tax attributes, and to check that appcalculated VAT amounts correspond with posted amounts. This app is available for the General Ledger Accountant SAP_BR_GL_ACCOUNTANT and External Auditor SAP_BR_EXTERNAL_AUDITOR roles. When the app is used by a user with the External Auditor role, you can impose a timeframe restriction to restrict the range of data that the auditor can see. All other features and functions are available to both generic role types.


			External Auditor - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			External Auditor - Group Reporting			Application Jobs - Import to Global Hierarchies			F5097						With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.


			External Auditor - Group Reporting			Manage Global Hierarchies			F2918						With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.


			External Auditor - Group Reporting			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			External Auditor - Group Reporting			Manage Substitution and Validation Rules			F4406			Validation, Substitution and Rules			With this app, you can display, change, and create substitution and validation rules for your selected business contexts and events. These rules can be used in the respective business processes to validate, derive, or replace values at the time of entry for the relevant fields.


			External Auditor - Group Reporting			Schedule jobs for consolidation tasks			F4376						You can use this app to schedule and monitor jobs for consolidation tasks using the provided templates. If you have manual activities that you often need to do at a specific time, this app can reduce your workload by running these tasks smoothly in the background.


			General Ledger Accountant			Account Determination			F1273						You can use the Automatic Account Determination app to configure G/L account assignments. New transaction keys have been added. For the Prepare Intercompany Transactions process in Financial Accounting  General Ledger Accounting, the transaction keys are new ones to choose:BUL: LedgerSpecific CoCode ClearingBUU: CoCode Clearing Between Differing Amts


			General Ledger Accountant			Accrual Postings - Simulated / Posted			W0184			Accrual Engine			In this app, you can display an overview of accrual postings. After you specify a Valid toDate and optional filters, the system returns a report that shows all accrualobjects with accrual item types and posted accrual amounts based on your searchcriteria. You can compare the simulated accrual amounts calculated by the system andthe actual posted accrual amounts. You can view all accrual postings for purchaseorder accruals and service entry sheet accruals.


			General Ledger Accountant			Accrual Postings - With Simulation			W0183			Accrual Engine			In this app, you can display an overview of accrual postings. After you specify a Valid to Date and optional filters, the system returns a report that shows all accrual objects with accrual item types and accrual amounts based on your search criteria. In the Accrual Amount column, you can view not only posted accruals, but also planned accruals calculated by the system but not posted yet. When a posting hasnapos;t occurred, you see a simulated amount instead. You can view all accrual postings for purchase order accruals, service entry sheet accruals and manual accruals.


			General Ledger Accountant			Analyze Accrual Postings			F3732			Accrual Engine			With this app you can display an overview of accrual postings. You can filter the postings by various criteria and navigate to a specific posting in related apps to investigate further.


			General Ledger Accountant			Analyze Credit Loss Allowances			W0134			Information System			With this app you can display expected credit losses and the allowances for them based on existing data in your system. Based on the selection criteria that you enter when you start the app, the app displays a realtime snapshot of the expected credit losses and their allowances.  The app provides a reconciliation from the opening balance to the closing balance of the loss allowance in one table that shows the changes for each risk class separately in the selected period.


			General Ledger Accountant			Application Jobs - Import to Global Hierarchies			F5097						With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.


			General Ledger Accountant			Audit Journal			F0997			Information System			With this app, you can run various auditing reports to ensure correctness of your journals.


			General Ledger Accountant			Balance Carryforward Status			F4683						You can use this app to view details about the balance carryforward, such as the status, when it was run and more. The balance carryforward involves carrying forward account balances for all currencies into the new fiscal year. After youapos;ve manually run the balance carryforward, opening balances for a fiscal year are made available.


			General Ledger Accountant			Balance Sheet / Income Statement - Multidimensional			W0161			General Ledger Accounting			With this app, you can display balance sheets for your companies using operational, local and global chart of accounts. These reports are generated on the fly by analyzing all the relevant line items. From these reports you can also access the line items of a specific G/L account. If you need to share and further analyze the financial statements, you can export them to Excel in the Design Studio application type or to Excel and PDF in the Web Dynpro application type. You can also compare different fiscal years, different ledgers and actual with plan data for the financial statement version. Note If you want to download financial statements to PDF files and use other additional functions, such as you need a screen reader, in the Design Studio application type, you can work with the Web Dynpro application type.


			General Ledger Accountant			Balance Sheet/Income Statement			F0708			Basic Functions			Use this app to display balance sheets as well as profit and loss statements for your companies using operational, local, and global charts of accounts. These reports are generated on the fly by analyzing all relevant line items. From these reports, you can also access the line items of a specific G/L account as well as customer and supplier line items.Note If you want to download balance sheets and income statements to Excel and use other additional functions, you can work with the Balance Sheet/Income Statement  Multidimensional app.


			General Ledger Accountant			Cash Flow Statement - Indirect Method			W0054			Information System			This app enables you to display a cash flow statement based on the indirect calculation method. You can display realtime information about your cash flow. Depending on your requirements, you can add columns or rows to get more detailed information about individual accounts. The cash flow total is calculated as follows: Cash flow  cash flow from operating activities  cash flow from investing activities  cash flow from financing activities Where:    Cash flow from operating activities  net profit or loss  adjustments for income and expenses not involving cash flows  decrease in balance sheet items  increase in value in the balance sheet items    The calculation is based on the semantic tags assigned to the relevant G/L accounts. For more information, see Assign Semantic Tags for Cash Flow Statement.


			General Ledger Accountant			Clear G/L Accounts - Manual Clearing			F1579						You can use this app to manually clear G/L account open items that did not clear automatically.


			General Ledger Accountant			Clear Open Items Automatically			F.13						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			General Ledger Accountant			Create Add. List for Advance Return on Sales/Purchase Tax			S_ALR_87012359						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			General Ledger Accountant			Create Advance Return on Sales/Purchase Tax			S_ALR_87012357			Cross-Application Basis Components			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			General Ledger Accountant			Create Correspondence (Version 2)			F0744A			Accounts Receivable			With this app you can preview, email, print, and download correspondence related to your customers and suppliers. The app can be launched from the SAP Fiori Launchpad or opened from other Fiori apps, including Display Customer Balances, Display Supplier Balances, Manage Customer Line Items, and Manage Supplier Line Items.


			General Ledger Accountant			Currency Exchange Rates			F3616						With this app you can monitor, create, and change currency exchange rates.


			General Ledger Accountant			Display Accrual Object Items			F4899			Accrual Engine			With this app, you can display a list of accrual object items filtered by company code, accrual item type, lifecycle status, and so on. You can see full details for each item listed, and check information such as the validity period, start and end of life, or the total accrual amount.


			General Ledger Accountant			Display Document Flow			F3665			Information System			The application lists all relevant business transactions and journal entries for a performance obligation. It also provides key information for each document. For example, an order document includes the Order Date, Sender Component, Order Quantity, Contractual Price and the related document for direct navigation to it. You can track the document of a performance obligation by following these steps:  Open the Fiori App Document Flow.   Search for your revenue contracts or performance obligations. By default, the performance obligations are grouped by revenue contract.   Click on a particular performance obligation to check the related documents.   Select a Date Range to filter the documents based on the document date.


			General Ledger Accountant			Display Document, Display Journal Entries			FB03			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			General Ledger Accountant			Display Financial Plan Data Jobs			F4848						If you have imported plan data in the Import Financial Plan Data app using background processing, you can use this app to display all import jobs that are currently running or that have been completed.


			General Ledger Accountant			Display G/L Account Balances			F0707			Information System			You can use this app to check and compare the balances, and the credit and debit amounts of a ledger in a company code for each period of a fiscal year. You can restrict the data to a single general ledger account, or use other selection criteria for example profit center. You can see the balances for the periods in the selected year, but you can click through to other periods by choosing Previous Periods.Note You can scroll between the periods only for the selected year and the previous year.  In a further view, you can compare the balances relating to several fiscal years with each other. This app is available for the business role G/L accountant.


			General Ledger Accountant			Display G/L Account Balances (New)			F0707A			Information System			You can use this app to check and compare the balances, and the credit and debit amounts of a ledger in a company code for each period of a fiscal year. You can restrict the data to a single general ledger account, or other selection criteria for example, profit center. In a further view, by choosing Compare, you can compare the balances relating to several fiscal years with each other. This app is available for the business role G/L Accountant.


			General Ledger Accountant			Display Journal Entries in T-Account View			F3664			Information System			With this app you can inspect how one or multiple journal entries affect ledger accounts where they are posted.


			General Ledger Accountant			Display Line Item Entry			F2218			Information System			With this app, you can check general ledger G/L account line items in the entry view. You can use filters to display open and cleared items for openitemmanaged accounts or all line items of a G/L account. You can select the line items based on a key date or after the clearing date in conjunction with a key date.


			General Ledger Accountant			Display Line Items in General Ledger			F2217			Information System			With this app you can check general ledger G/L account line items in the general ledger view. You can use filters to display open and cleared items for openitemmanaged accounts, or all line items of a G/L account. You can select the line items based on a key date or after the clearing date in conjunction with a key date. If you are selecting all items, you can also choose a posting date range. Note Balances carried forward are not displayed in this app because they are technical items in the system and not typical line items.If you are navigating from an app that is displaying balances carried forward to the Display Line Items in General Ledger app the presumed purpose is to show the corresponding line items which are decisive for this navigation scenario and not to compare the balances. Note You can display the line items for one or more G/L accounts in the following ways:  With this app Display Line Items in General Ledger in the general ledger view for line item display, you can display the line items together with the general ledger account assignments General Ledger Line Items and G/L account line items or journal entries.   With the Display Line Item Entry app in the entry view for line item display, you can display the G/L account line items G/L Account Line Items.   You can select the line items based on numerous criteria for the posting date or time frame, such as today, the last or next x days, quarters or months, and fiscal periods also, such as fiscal quarter or fiscal year. If you are selecting all items, you can also choose a posting date range. In the results list, you can group, sort and filter the G/L account line items using characteristics, such as G/L account, segment or profit center. You can show numerous additional characteristics, and swap the order of the columns in the list. If you need to continue processing and analyzing the results list of G/L account line items, you can export it to Excel. You can also choose to display the amounts of G/L account line items in a display currency. You may find it especially useful when you want to report on several company codes and the journal entries in each of the company codes have been posted in different currencies. Using the display currency, you can easily compare the totals amounts of the G/L account line items of each company code in one display currency.


			General Ledger Accountant			Display Parked Journal Entries			FBV3						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			General Ledger Accountant			Display Periodic Accrual Amounts			F4900			Accrual Engine			With this app, you can display a list of periodic accrual amounts filtered by company code, review type, approval status, and so on. You can see full details for each item listed, and navigate to related apps.


			General Ledger Accountant			Display Purchase Order Accruals			F3928						With this app, you can have a comprehensive overview of purchase order accruals. You can also view details of purchase order accruals, for example, lifecycle status, proposed accrual amounts, review history, and so on. An accrual subobject is identified with the combination of the purchase order number, the line item number, and the account assignment. All of key information from accruals generated from purchase orders to accruals posting to ledgers are available for checking in this app.


			General Ledger Accountant			Display Service Entry Sheet Accruals			F6107						With this app, you can have a comprehensive overview of service entry sheet accruals. You can also view accruals details, such as lifecycle status, proposed accrual amounts and so on. An accrual subobject is identified with the combination of the purchase order number, the line item number, and the account assignment. All of key information from accruals generated from service entry sheets to accruals posting to ledgers are available for checking in this app.


			General Ledger Accountant			Edit Options for Journal Entries - My Settings			F2130						With this app you can set userspecific options for editing journal entries. For example, you select the option Document in Local Currency if you only want to enter journal entries in local currency. Those fields needed to enter foreign currency journal entries are not shown. The selected options are saved for your user ID. You can change your options or restore the default settings again at any time.


			General Ledger Accountant			FIN User Default Parameter Plugin			F1765						


			General Ledger Accountant			Financial Plan Data Logs			F5144						If you have imported plan data in the Import Financial Plan Data app using background processing, you can use this app to display all import jobs that are currently running or that have been completed.


			General Ledger Accountant			Financial Plan Data Report			W0163			Information System, iViews			With this app, you can report on actual or plan data for all types of entities relevant for accounting.


			General Ledger Accountant			G/L Account Changes			S_ALR_87012308			Information System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			General Ledger Accountant			GR/IR Process Insights			F5796			Information System			With this app, you can gain insights into the GR/IR goods receipt/invoice receipt account reconciliation process which you perform using the Process Items function in the Reconcile GR/IR Accounts app. You can visualize the activities of the reconciliation process and thereby identify opportunities for process improvements, such as, by discovering bottlenecks, duplicate work or root causes for delays. You can also retrospectively review all activities on the level of a purchasing document item together with all relevant documents from the purchasing document history. Thus, this app enables you, as a process owner, to analyze the process efficiency of the GR/IR account reconciliation process and to define improvement activities.


			General Ledger Accountant			General Ledger Overview			F2445			Information System			With this analytical overview app you can monitor important general ledger accounting indicators and access the relevant general ledger accounting apps.


			General Ledger Accountant			Import Financial Plan Data			F1711						Use this app to upload plan data stored in a commaseparated values file CSV file. You can import files online or using background processing. This app allows you to perform your planning in an external system, such as Microsoft Excel. After you uploaded the plan data you can compare it with your actual data using one of the Analytical Apps for Management Accounting. Note The app uploads the plan data into the ACDOCP table and not into the InfoCube S/4HANA Financials: InfoCube for Plan Data /ERP/SFIN_R01. To enable the Analytical Apps for Management Accounting to report on these data, you must set the variable /ERP/P_0INFOPROV to value /ERP/SFIN_V20.For more information, see BW Objects for Analytics and Planning.


			General Ledger Accountant			Journal Entry Analyzer			F0956			Information System			Use this app to analyze journal entries posted in a selected period. It provides an overview of aggregated amounts of selected journal entries on G/L accounts. This can be grouped by various fields from the header or line item segment, such as company code, fiscal year, posting date, business area, functional area, or profit center.


			General Ledger Accountant			Manage Chart of Accounts			F0763A						Use the Manage Chart of Accounts app to display G/L accounts according to where they are assigned in a selected financial statement version FSV or by the ID of a chart of accounts. In the FSV view, you can also choose to display accounts in the hierarchy view or the list view. To create a new account, you can copy an existing account, assign the new account to corresponding company codes, and select FSV assignments that are associated with the account.


			General Ledger Accountant			Manage G/L Account Master Data (Version 2)			F0731A						With the Manage G/L Account Master Data app, you can display, create and edit the master data of G/L accounts. You can also easily add new G/L accounts from scratch or based on existing accounts. In addition, the app provides you with options to mass change account description and other attributes.


			General Ledger Accountant			Manage Global Hierarchies			F2918						With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.


			General Ledger Accountant			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant			Manage Journal Entry Templates			F3803						To save time and effort when entering information for numerous journal entries, create journal entry templates that match your specific needs using the Manage Journal Entry Templates app. When you create a journal entry template, you select those fields and values that you need for a specific use, such as for submitting and posting journal entries. When you create a journal entry template, you can also choose to make it public, that is, share it with other users in your organization. You control who can use a template for posting by setting an access level for the template. A frequently used template can help save time and effort when you enter information for journal entries.


			General Ledger Accountant			Manage Manual Accruals			F5423			Manual Accruals			With this app, you can display accrual objects and change their status by pausing, suspending, or resuming their accrual subobjects.


			General Ledger Accountant			Manage Posting Period Variants			F2581						With the Manage Posting Period Variants app, you can manage account ranges so that you can then open and close posting periods for the account ranges according to business requirements. You can also massively edit, copy, and delete items of a posting period variant. This app also enables you to split and merge variant items.Key FeaturesDepending on the role to which yoursquo;re assigned, you can perform the following tasks:Search for and view posting period variants and variant itemsView the company code and ledger information that is connected to each itemCopy, merge, split, edit, and delete variant itemsChange the authorization group of a posting period variant item


			General Ledger Accountant			Manage Posting Periods			F2293						With the Manage Posting Periods app, you can open and close posting periods to make sure that postings to the accounts happen in proper posting periods. You can also choose to schedule the opening to run once or multiple times according to your business requirements.For more information, see Opening and Closing Posting Periods.


			General Ledger Accountant			Manage Posting Periods - Cost Accounting			F4684						With this app, you can open and close fiscal periods for cost accounting transactions. This allows you to ensure that postings are made in the correct fiscal periods.


			General Ledger Accountant			Manage Profit Centers (Version 2)			F3516						With the Manage Profit Centers Apps, you can create, edit, display and delete profit centers which you are responsible.Key FeaturesDepending on the role to which yoursquo;re assigned, you can perform the following tasks:Create profit Center directly or via Copy or SplitEdit profit center informationAssign Company Code to specified profit center.Display profit centersDelete profit center if there is no any records, including master data and business transaction records refer to profit center processed. otherwise, you may only can lock it before archive all related data.


			General Ledger Accountant			Manage Recurring Journal Entries			F1598						You can use this app to create, display, edit, and delete recurring journal entries. It also lets you trigger due postings, and to review the posting status and planned postings for recurring journal entries. A recurring journal entry is a business transaction that is repeated regularly, for example, the deferral of costs or revenues for an invoice where the same amount is posted over a period of 12 months. It consists of a template journal entry and a recurrence rule attached to it. A recurring journal entry by itself is not a journal entry; rather, you trigger the posting of journal entries from it. In other words, a recurring journal entry is comparable to a standing order at a bank. You can copy an existing journal entry to use as a template to create other recurring journal entries to which you want to apply the same rules. To make your work more efficient, you can personalize the layout of the table, predefine recurring queries, and save your settings as variants. You can perform the following tasks if you have the business role G/L Accountant: Create, display, edit, and delete recurring journal entries Create and modify recurrence rules for journal entries to be posted Find recurring journal entries using a range of search criteria Trigger postings of journal entries when due Review the posting status and planned postings of recurring journal entries Copy a recurring journal entry to use as a template for other recurring journal entries Personalize the layout of data in the table  Export data to a spreadsheet Share recurring journal entry data and other information by email  Note It isnt supported to post intercompany recurring journal entries with this app.


			General Ledger Accountant			Manage Scheduling Agreement			F2179						With this app, you can create, manage, and view purchase scheduling agreements to ensure that you get the ordered items on time, at the correct location, and in the required quantity. As a purchaser, you can maintain a supplier, materials, schedule lines, releases, and so on in a purchase scheduling agreement. This app also displays purchase scheduling agreements that are soon to expire and provides a way to renew them.


			General Ledger Accountant			Manage Substitution and Validation Rules			F4406			Validation, Substitution and Rules			With this app, you can display, change, and create substitution and validation rules for your selected business contexts and events. These rules can be used in the respective business processes to validate, derive, or replace values at the time of entry for the relevant fields.


			General Ledger Accountant			Manage Supplier Invoices			F0859			Invoice Verification			With this app you can create and display a supplier invoice based on the received document. You can specify the purchase order items to which your supplier invoice relates. These referenced items can also have multiple account assignment. You can choose among several assignment options depending on the reference document category. To identify the most relevant service entry sheet items, for example, you can search by the service performer and the performance date. If you select the Simulate or Post function, the system compares the quantity and amount data of each supplier invoice item with the data of the related purchase order item. If goodsreceiptbased invoice verification has been defined for a purchase order item, the system compares the supplier invoice data with the related goods receipt data. If the deviation is outside defined tolerances, the invoice is posted, but the invoice is automatically blocked for payment. If the system determines the responsible person, an approval process is initiated. You can use the Supplier Invoices List app to display supplier invoices. In the detail view, you can release or reverse a blocked supplier invoice.


			General Ledger Accountant			Manage Teams and Responsibilities For Journal Entry Verification - In General Ledger			F3932						With this feature you can: View the hierarchical structure of teams, sub teams, and super teams for these team categories: CPROC, PROC and EPO. Maintain values for custom responsibility definitions in a team


			General Ledger Accountant			Manage Workflows for Journal Entry Verification - In General Ledger			F2720						Before you start to verify general journal entries or currency adjustments, you can define a workflow for your business needs and then activate it with this Manage Workflows for Journal Entry Verification  In General Ledger app. All journal entries and currency adjustments that need to be verified go through the workflow when they meet the preconditions that you define in this app to start a workflow.


			General Ledger Accountant			Manage Workflows for Purchase Order Accruals Review			F3625						With this app you can configure workflows for reviewing purchase order accruals in the Review Purchase Order Accruals  My Inbox app. The app provides several options for determining the approver, such as the approval by the cost center responsible, but you can also assign specific users. If a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the configured start conditions are fulfilled, the approval process is initiated.


			General Ledger Accountant			Material Documents Overview			F1077						With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.


			General Ledger Accountant			Migrate to Global Hierarchies			F4965						With this app, you can migrate the financial statement versions FSVs created in configuration step Define Financial Statement Versions classic transaction OB58 to global hierarchies. Once migrated, the FSVs can only be edited in Manage Global Hierarchies.


			General Ledger Accountant			Monitor GR/IR Account Reconciliation			F3303			Information System			With this app you can get an overview over the status of open items on your GR/IR accounts that need clarification. You can analyze the goods and invoice receipts reconciliation by KPIs for purchasing document items and open FI items. After you have detected where you would like to dive deeper, you can also navigate from this app to the Reconcile GR/IR Accounts app where you can investigate the details or even start to further clarify purchasing document items where amounts or quantities in goods receipts and invoice receipts do not match.


			General Ledger Accountant			My Inbox - Review Purchase Order Accruals			F3517						With this My Inbox app, you can review purchase order accruals and adjust accrual amounts. For purchase order accruals, you can choose to have accrual amounts reviewed and approved before the system posts them. A reviewer can then check the periodic planned costs that the system proposes and adjust them if needed. The system calculates periodic accrual amounts as follows: Accrual amounts  Planned Costs  Actual Costs Planned costs are proposed amounts that are calculated periodically over the lifetime of an item using an accrual method. Actual costs are based on the receipt value or the invoice value of received goods or services.


			General Ledger Accountant			Post Cash Journal Entries			FBCJ			Payment Transactions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			General Ledger Accountant			Post Currency Adjustments			F1606						You use this app to make adjustments to account balances in one or more currencies. The app is useful for example in environments with volatile exchange rates. You adjust the account balances by entering amounts for specific currencies directly.


			General Ledger Accountant			Post General Journal Entries			F0718						With this app, you can enter postings to G/L accounts manually or by uploading a local file. For example, you can make adjusting entries during periodend closing, or record business transactions that have no source document such as expenses paid with petty cash. Applicable taxes can optionally be calculated automatically as you enter the items. You can specify additional assignment objects such as cost centers or orders. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the reason for a posting. Postings can be made in all relevant ledgers for the accounts for which you are responsible. Note   If you want to activate negative posting for automatically created items for posting, you can select Negative Posting in the Edit Options for Journal Entries app. For more information about the option, see Edit Options for Journal Entries.   The settings in the Manage G/L Account Master Data app determine whether you can find the G/L accounts in the Post General Journal Entries app. The search result doesnapos;t include accounts in any one of the following cases:  The account is blocked for posting.   The account is automatically posted.   The reconciliation type has a value.     Only general journal entries can be used in this app.


			General Ledger Accountant			Post Tax Payables			F1597						You use this app to pay tax amounts by posting the balances of input and output tax accounts to a tax payable account. The app does not require entry of a tax code, enabling you to make manual adjustments to tax accounts directly. Postings can be made in all relevant ledgers for the accounts for which you are responsible.


			General Ledger Accountant			Post with Clearing			F-04			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			General Ledger Accountant			Purchase Order (Version 2)			F0348A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.


			General Ledger Accountant			Reconcile GR/IR Accounts			F3302			Information System			In an ideal world, amounts and quantities of invoices are always the same as amounts and quantities of the corresponding purchase orders and the goods receipts. In the real world, when there is an open balance on the GR/IR account, you need to check whether the invoice from your supplier really matches the goods you have received. Significant differences can occur and reconciling and explaining these differences is part of the tedious period close tasks for many companies. You can use this app to reconcile your GR/IR Goods Receipt/Invoice Receipt accounts. The app supports you in reducing open items and thus increasing the accuracy of your financial statement and enables you to spot issues early on, for example issues with suppliers.


			General Ledger Accountant			Replicate Runtime Hierarchy			F1478						With this app, you can manually replicate setbased and financial statement hierarchies to back end database tables after you create or edit the hierarchies in other apps. The app helps to improve the performance of hierarchy related analytic apps. You are recommended to periodically replicate hierarchies because in this way you save hierarchy snapshots that can be different from each other and you can select to view hierarchies based on the replication date and time. This app is available for the roles of Overhead Cost Accountant and G/L Accountant. Note When you replicate runtime hierarchies, the system updates the data that is contained in database tables HRRP_NODE, HRRP_NODET, HRRP_DIRECTORY, and HRRP_DIRECTORYT.


			General Ledger Accountant			Repost GR/IR Clearing			F.19			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			General Ledger Accountant			Reset Cleared Items			F2223						With this app you can reset the clearing of line items as well as reverse the clearing entry if required. You can use this function for line items of customer accounts or supplier accounts as well as for line items of G/L accounts that are managed on an open item basis.


			General Ledger Accountant			Schedule Accruals Jobs			F3778						With this app you can schedule accruals jobs using the templates provided, for example, Purchase Order Accruals  Post Periodic Accruals or Service Entry Sheet Accruals  Propose Periodic Accruals. You can run jobs for purchase order accruals application and service entry sheet accruals application.


			General Ledger Accountant			Schedule General Ledger Jobs			F1927						Use this app to schedule General Ledger jobs using the templates provided, for example, Foreign Currency Valuation.


			General Ledger Accountant			Set Report Relevancy - Set-Based Hierarchies			F5295			Overhead Cost Controlling			With this app, you can designate new setbased hierarchies for example, cost center and profit center groups as reportrelevant when you create them. When you create or update setbased hierarchies you need to trigger replication of those hierarchies. This replication ensures that your changes are incorporated into the affected hierarchies. If this replication is not performed, then these hierarchies cannot be used in reporting. The first time you create a new root node item, you need to ensure that the new item is designated as reportrelevant in the system. This onetime effort for new root node items ensures that they are replicated and can be used in reports.


			General Ledger Accountant			Set Substitution/Validation Logging			F4945			Validation, Substitution and Rules			With this app, you can enable or disable logging substitution or validation rule execution for a certain user or a time period and set logging level.


			General Ledger Accountant			Statement of Changes in General Legder			W0162			Information System			This app allows you to analyze several kinds of statement of changes, such as statement of changes on equity or on provisions/accruals.


			General Ledger Accountant			Substitution/Validation Log			F4886			Validation, Substitution and Rules			With this app, you can display indepth logs for substitution or validation rules at runtime for a specific event.


			General Ledger Accountant			Supplier			F0354			Vendor Master			With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.


			General Ledger Accountant			Tax Declaration Reconciliation			F2096						With this app, you can check taxrelevant postings that are to be declared in a VAT return. This app is available for the General Ledger Accountant SAP_BR_GL_ACCOUNTANT and External Auditor SAP_BR_EXTERNAL_AUDITOR roles. When the app is used by a user with the External Auditor role, you can impose a timeframe restriction to restrict the range of data that the auditor can see. All other features and functions are available to both generic role types.


			General Ledger Accountant			Tax Reconciliation Account Balance			F2095						With this app you can assess tax relevant postings to verify that tax relevant accounts are posted with tax attributes, and to check that appcalculated VAT amounts correspond with posted amounts. This app is available for the General Ledger Accountant SAP_BR_GL_ACCOUNTANT and External Auditor SAP_BR_EXTERNAL_AUDITOR roles. When the app is used by a user with the External Auditor role, you can impose a timeframe restriction to restrict the range of data that the auditor can see. All other features and functions are available to both generic role types.


			General Ledger Accountant			Trial Balance			F0996			Information System			With this app you can display debit or credit balances for a specified time range. You can do this for each ledger and all company codes. If you select individual periods only, you can show the balances of the previous and the following periods in the reporting year. Note You can choose, whether you want to display balances to the day or periodbased. As default the balances are displayed periodbased. For more information, see Change Calculation of Trial Balance. With the Trial Balance Comparison app, you can compare the balances of the reporting year with the balances of a different fiscal year. If you need to continue processing and analyzing the results of the trial balance, you can export them to Excel. This app is available for the business role G/L accountant.


			General Ledger Accountant			Trial Balance Comparison			W0097			Information System			With this app you can display debit or credit balances for a specified time range. You can do this for each ledger and all company codes. If you select individual periods only, you can show the balances of the previous and the following periods in the reporting year. Note You can choose, whether you want to display balances to the day or periodbased. As default the balances are displayed periodbased. For more information, see Change Calculation of Trial Balance. With the Trial Balance Comparison app, you can compare the balances of the reporting year with the balances of a different fiscal year. If you need to continue processing and analyzing the results of the trial balance, you can export them to Excel. This app is available for the business role G/L accountant.


			General Ledger Accountant			Upload General Journal Entries			F2548						With this app, you can upload multiple general journal entries from a spreadsheet or a CSV file. The template for uploading is available in this app. After you successfully finish the upload, you can post the general journal entries directly. Postings can be made in all relevant ledgers for the accounts for which you are responsible. If not all the journal entries in a file are uploaded successfully, you must correct errors, copy the batch ID of the initial upload to the file, and then repeat upload. You can access the Upload General Journal Entries app not only from the SAP Fiori Lanuchpad, but also from the Verify General Journal Entries app by choosing Upload. In the latter case, you submit general journal entries for verification instead of posting them directly to ledgers.


			General Ledger Accountant			Verify Currency Adjustment			F4670						If you want the currency adjustments you make to be reviewed before posting them, you can use this Verify Currency Adjustments  For Requester app to submit a request. The authorized processor can then go to the Verify Journal Entries in General Ledger  For Processor Inbox app to review the details of currency adjustments. If your request is rejected, you can edit the adjustments and submit the request again. If approved, the currency adjustments are posted to the General Ledger directly. The Verify Journal Entries in General Ledger  For Processor Inbox app can be used to verify general journal entries and currency adjustments. The workflows of verification are similar to each other, but with minor differences in configuration. For more information about enabling the verification workflow for currency adjustments, see Enabling Workflows for Currency Adjustments Verification.


			General Ledger Accountant			Verify General Journal Entries			F2547						As a requester for example, an accountant, with the Verify General Journal Entries  For Requester app, you can create, display and edit a journal entry, and then submit it for verification. You can also track the entry status in the worklist and decide whether to edit a rejected journal entry and resubmit it for verification. If necessary, you can choose to copy a journal entry, edit it, and submit it for verification. With the DLM_FIORI_NOTIFICATION role, you can receive notifications from the processor.As a processor who is authorized to verify general journal entries in the Inbox and Outbox apps, you can view journal entries that are assigned to you and are waiting for approval. You can choose to approve, reject, or suspend a journal entry, and then the system changes the status accordingly in the requesterrsquo;s worklist. Mass approval is also supported. With the DLM_FIORI_NOTIFICATION role, you can receive notifications from the requester.If you want to see the Verify General Journal Entries inbox and outbox apps on the Fiori Launchpad, your key user must configure the workflow for verification and define responsibilities to determine who is authorized to process the submitted journal entries. For more information about workflow configuration and defining authorization, see Prerequisites for Enabling Workflows.


			General Ledger Accountant			Verify Journal Entries in General Ledger - For Processor (Inbox)			F2728						As a processor who is authorized to verify general journal entries in the Inbox app, you can view journal entries that are assigned to you and are waiting for approval. You can choose to approve, reject, or suspend a journal entry, and then the system changes the status accordingly in the requesterrsquo;s worklist. If you want to see the Verify General Journal Entries inbox and outbox apps on the Fiori Launchpad, your key user must configure the workflow for verification and define responsibilities to determine who is authorized to process the submitted journal entries.


			General Ledger Accountant			Verify Journal Entries in General Ledger - For Processor (Outbox)			F2729						As a processor who is authorized to verify general journal entries in the Verify General Journal Entries Outbox app, you can view the status of processed journal entries, such as waiting, suspended, and so on. If you want to see the Verify General Journal Entries inbox and outbox apps on the Fiori Launchpad, your key user must configure the workflow for verification and define responsibilities to determine who is authorized to process the submitted journal entries. For more information about workflow configuration and defining authorization, see Prerequisites for Enabling Workflows.


			General Ledger Accountant			Year-To-Date Balances			W0177			General Ledger Accounting			With this app you can display balances for certain dimensions of the universal journal entry for a specific fiscal year. You can choose any beginning date and end date within a fiscal year to calculate balances. As default, the balances for the leading ledger, the current fiscal year up to the previous fiscal period are calculated and displayed in company code currency. You can change the time selection according to your business needs. The dates can refer to fiscal quarters, fiscal periods and posting dates. Via the Navigation Panel, you can choose the combination of dimensions for the calculation of balances in the currency of your choice.


			General Ledger Accountant - Banks			ADB Trial Balance			W0166			Average Daily Balance			Use With this app, you can display average daily balances and spot balances. You can do this for each ledger and all company codes. Using this app, you can add the measures and dimensions by using drag and drop functions to provide a userfriendly interface. Also, this allows you to display data in a hierarchical format.


			General Ledger Accountant - Banks			Average Daily Balance Key Figure Report			F3987			Average Daily Balance			The Average Daily Balance ADB is a figure that represents the average balance of an account for a specific period. This component allows you to calculate ADBs for intramonth dates based on the posting date of FI documents. You can also calculate sevaral other key figures, such as the yeartodate average balance. This component therefore allows you to calculate efficiently and accurately the ADB at any point during a year. The ADB component is only relevant for banks.


			General Ledger Accountant - Group Reporting			Application Jobs - Import to Global Hierarchies			F5097						With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.


			General Ledger Accountant - Group Reporting			Manage Global Hierarchies			F2918						With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.


			General Ledger Accountant - Group Reporting			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant - Group Reporting			Manage Substitution and Validation Rules			F4406			Validation, Substitution and Rules			With this app, you can display, change, and create substitution and validation rules for your selected business contexts and events. These rules can be used in the respective business processes to validate, derive, or replace values at the time of entry for the relevant fields.


			General Ledger Accountant - Group Reporting			Schedule jobs for consolidation tasks			F4376						You can use this app to schedule and monitor jobs for consolidation tasks using the provided templates. If you have manual activities that you often need to do at a specific time, this app can reduce your workload by running these tasks smoothly in the background.


			General Ledger Accountant - Intercompany			Manage Global Hierarchies			F2918						With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.


			General Ledger Accountant for Argentina			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Argentina			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Australia			Display Document, Display Journal Entries			FB03			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			General Ledger Accountant for Australia			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Australia			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant for Australia			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Australia			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Austria			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Austria			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant for Austria			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Austria			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Belgium			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Belgium			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant for Belgium			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Belgium			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Brazil			Control Credits for PIS and COFINS Taxes on Assets			F4933						This feature allows you to manually manage pending credits of PIS/PASEP and COFINS taxes related to assets based on acquisition.


			General Ledger Accountant for Brazil			Import Notas Fiscais for Control Credits			F5415						This feature provides information forthe user to decide if the listed NFs are relevant or not to Create Credit Controlsfor a Fixed Asset. These controls are displayed in the Control Credits app and arereported in the EFD Contribuies report F130 register  Tax Credit on Fixed Assetbased on Acquisition. It also controls which NFs already have controls created bymeans of a Status field. The user is able to discard NFs for internal controlling orcreate the control. When the app is not able to create the control due to afunctional error, it will store a log with the error messages, so that the user canhandle with them.


			General Ledger Accountant for Brazil			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Brazil			Verify Nota Fiscal			F2056			Logistics Brazil			With this app you can easily verify all important data of a nota fiscal, such as tax calculation, transport and product information. Besides that, you can check the documents that originated the nota fiscal and if the nota fiscal has any subsequent documents. This app is available for the Billing Clerk and Accounts Payable Accountant  Procurement roles.


			General Ledger Accountant for Bulgaria			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Canada			Display Document, Display Journal Entries			FB03			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			General Ledger Accountant for Canada			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Canada			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant for Canada			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Canada			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Chile			Display Document, Display Journal Entries			FB03			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			General Ledger Accountant for Chile			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for China			Balance Sheet/Income Statement – China			F1698			Financials China			With this app, you can display balance sheets or income statements as required in China. The balance sheets or income statements are generated on the fly by analyzing the relevant line items. From the balance sheets or income statements, you can navigate to balances of a specific general ledger account. You can also use the app to export the balance sheet or income statement to PDF. This app is available for the role General Ledger Accountant.


			General Ledger Accountant for China			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Colombia			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Colombia			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Croatia			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Croatia			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Czech Republic			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Czech Republic			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Czech Republic			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Czech Republic			Upload VAT Ledger Ext Data - Czech Republic			IDFIVAT_EXT_DATA			Financials Czech Republic			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			General Ledger Accountant for Czech Republic			VAT Ledger Statement Czech - Czech Republic			IDFIVATCZ00			Financials Czech Republic			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			General Ledger Accountant for Denmark			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Denmark			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant for Denmark			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Denmark			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Egypt			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Egypt			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Finland			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Finland			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant for Finland			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Finland			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for France			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for France			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant for France			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for France			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Germany			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Germany			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Germany			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Hungary			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Hungary			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Hungary			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for India			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for India			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for India			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Indonesia			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Indonesia			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Indonesia			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Ireland			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Ireland			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Ireland			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Israel			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Israel			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant for Israel			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Israel			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Italy			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Italy			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant for Italy			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Italy			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Japan			Accounts Payables Book / Japan Annex21(5)			W0181			Financials Japan			With this app, you can display the books of accounts payable for section 5 in Annex 21 of Order for Enforcement of the Corporation Tax Act.


			General Ledger Accountant for Japan			Accounts Receivable Book / Japan Annex21(4)			W0180			Financials Japan			With this app, you can display the books of accounts receivable for section 4 in Annex 21 of Order for Enforcement of the Corporation Tax Act.


			General Ledger Accountant for Japan			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Japan			Manage Journal Entries - Japan			F3103			Financials Japan			With this feature, you can analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, such as local currency or transaction currency. You can also split accounting data if an invoice in foreign currency is to be split into more than one but no more than three accounting line items.


			General Ledger Accountant for Japan			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Japan			Schedule Asset Accounting Jobs			F1914			Asset Accounting			With this app you can schedule Asset Accounting jobs using the templates and scheduling options provided.


			General Ledger Accountant for Kazakhstan			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Kazakhstan			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Luxembourg			Maintain Additional Data for Annual VAT Return - Luxembourg			F5992						With this app, you can maintain additional data for the Annual VAT Return that you generate using the Run Statutory Reports app. This data is required for the "Appendix to VAT Return" and comprises external amounts and texts that the system canapos;t derive during the report run. You use this app to prepare the data before you generate the VAT return.


			General Ledger Accountant for Luxembourg			Maintain Operating Expenses for Annual VAT Return (Luxembourg)			F6045						With this app, you can maintain operating expense data for the Annual VAT Return that you generate using the Run Statutory Reports app. This data is required for the "Appendix to Operating Expenses" and comprises expense items and amounts that the system canapos;t derive during the report run. You use this app to prepare the data before you generate the VAT return.


			General Ledger Accountant for Luxembourg			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Luxembourg			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant for Luxembourg			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Luxembourg			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Malaysia			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Malaysia			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Malaysia			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Mexico			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Netherlands			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Netherlands			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant for Netherlands			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Netherlands			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for New Zealand			Display Document, Display Journal Entries			FB03			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			General Ledger Accountant for New Zealand			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for New Zealand			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant for New Zealand			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for New Zealand			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Norway			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Norway			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant for Norway			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Norway			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Oman			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Peru			Display Document, Display Journal Entries			FB03			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			General Ledger Accountant for Peru			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Peru			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Philippines			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Philippines			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Philippines			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Poland			Display Document Journal - Poland, Document Journal, Document Journal - Turkey			S_ALR_87012287			Localization Financials			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			General Ledger Accountant for Poland			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Poland			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Portugal			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Portugal			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant for Portugal			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Portugal			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Romania			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Romania			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Romania			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Russian Federation			Cost Centers - Plan/Actuals			W0081			Information System, iViews			With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			General Ledger Accountant for Russian Federation			Manage Cash Flow Statement Version			F4232			Financials Russia			You use this app to maintain cash flow statement versions.


			General Ledger Accountant for Russian Federation			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Russian Federation			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant for Russian Federation			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Saudi Arabia			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Saudi Arabia			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Singapore			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Singapore			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant for Singapore			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Singapore			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Slovakia			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Slovakia			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Slovakia			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for South Africa			Display Document, Display Journal Entries			FB03			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			General Ledger Accountant for South Africa			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for South Africa			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant for South Africa			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for South Africa			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for South Korea			Manage Non-Deductible Input VAT - South Korea			F5455			Financials South Korea			With this app, you can get an overview of the input VAT items based on company code, reporting period, business place, and tax code. And then you identify and categorize the nondeductible input VAT. In this way, you prepare the declaration data to be used for generating the NonDeductible Purchase Tax Amount Statement file in the NonDeductible Input VAT Declaration report.


			General Ledger Accountant for South Korea			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for South Korea			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Spain			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Spain			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant for Spain			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Spain			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Sweden			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Sweden			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant for Sweden			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Sweden			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Switzerland			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Switzerland			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant for Switzerland			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Switzerland			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Taiwan			Create Advance Return on Sales/Purchase Tax			S_ALR_87012357			Cross-Application Basis Components			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			General Ledger Accountant for Taiwan			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Thailand			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Thailand			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant for Thailand			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Thailand			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Turkey			Display Document, Display Journal Entries			FB03			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			General Ledger Accountant for Turkey			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Turkey			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			General Ledger Accountant for Turkey			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for Turkey			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Ukraine			Cost Centers - Plan/Actuals			W0081			Information System, iViews			With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			General Ledger Accountant for Ukraine			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for Ukraine			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for United Arab Emirates			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for United Arab Emirates			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for United Kingdom			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			General Ledger Accountant for United Kingdom			Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting			F3172						The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.


			General Ledger Accountant for United Kingdom			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			General Ledger Accountant for Venezuela			Run Statutory Reports			F1515						Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.


			Grant Responsible			My Outbox			F6511						You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.


			Grant Specialist - Grantor Programs			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Grant Specialist - Grantor Programs			Manage Business Partner Master Data			F3163			Business Partners			With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .


			Group Accountant			Application Jobs - Import to Global Hierarchies			F5097						With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.


			Group Accountant			Currency Exchange Rates			F3616						With this app you can monitor, create, and change currency exchange rates.


			Group Accountant			Manage Global Hierarchies			F2918						With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.


			Group Accountant			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			Group Accountant			Manage Substitution and Validation Rules			F4406			Validation, Substitution and Rules			With this app, you can display, change, and create substitution and validation rules for your selected business contexts and events. These rules can be used in the respective business processes to validate, derive, or replace values at the time of entry for the relevant fields.


			Group Accountant			Schedule jobs for consolidation tasks			F4376						You can use this app to schedule and monitor jobs for consolidation tasks using the provided templates. If you have manual activities that you often need to do at a specific time, this app can reduce your workload by running these tasks smoothly in the background.


			HR Specialist			Date Monitoring			S_PH0_48000450			Personnel Administration			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Hazardous Materials Manager			Find Technical Object			F2072			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.


			Hazardous Materials Manager			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Industrial Hygienist			Find Technical Object			F2072			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.


			Industrial Hygienist			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Industrial Hygienist			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Insurance Claims Handler			Manage Attachments			F4812			Document Management System			


			Insurance Claims Handler			Session Manager Menu Tree Display			SMEN			User Administration			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Insurance Policy Clerk			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Insurance Policy Clerk			Manage Business Partner Master Data			F3163			Business Partners			With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .


			Internal Sales Representative			Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned			F2878A						This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.


			Internal Sales Representative			Assign Sold-to Parties			F3894			Customer Scheduling Agreement			With this app, you can assign each soldto party to one or more variables, such as the supplier number, the partner description, and the unloading point. In some cases, the customer does not provide customer number when sending delivery schedules through electronic data interchange EDI. Based on soldto party assignments, the system automatically determines the appropriate soldto party for each delivery schedule that comes in. You can also search for, display, edit, copy, and delete the soldto party assignments, as well as display soldto party changes in each assignment.


			Internal Sales Representative			Billing Document			F1901			Billing			With this app, you can display a concise overview of billing document details and contextual information.


			Internal Sales Representative			Change Contract			VA42			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Internal Sales Representative			Change Credit Memo Request, Change Debit Memo Request, Change Sales Order Without Charge, Change Sales Orders, Change Sales Orders - VA02			VA02			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Internal Sales Representative			Create Credit Memo Requests - W/o Preceding Document, Create Customer Return Without Reference - VA01, Create Debit Memo Requests - W/o Preceding Document, Create Sales Orders, Create Sales Orders - Intercompany, Create Sales Orders - VA01			VA01			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Internal Sales Representative			Create Sales Orders - Automatic Extraction			F4920						With this app, you as an internal sales representative can create sales orders from purchase order files in PDF or image formats unstructured data. After a file is uploaded, the system automatically extracts file information into a sales order request and proposes values for sales order request fields for example, by determining the soldto party based on extracted data. You can later convert the sales order request into a sales order.


			Internal Sales Representative			Credit Memo Request			F1846						With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a credit memo request in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the credit memo request items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your credit memo request. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related customer returns.


			Internal Sales Representative			Customer - 360° View			F2187			Sales			With this app you can get an overview of one specific customer by reviewing aggregated sales data from the past and the present.


			Internal Sales Representative			Customer Master FactSheets			F0046A						With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.


			Internal Sales Representative			Customer Return			F1815			Complaints			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a customer return in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the customer return items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your customer return. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related return deliveries.


			Internal Sales Representative			Customers Overview			F4645			Sales			With this app, you can get an overview of the sales data of one or more customers.


			Internal Sales Representative			Debit Memo Request			F1848			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a debit memo request in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the debit memo request items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your debit memo request. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related invoices.


			Internal Sales Representative			Display Billing Documents			VF03			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Internal Sales Representative			Display Contract			VA43			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Internal Sales Representative			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Internal Sales Representative			Display Invoice List, Display Invoice Lists			VF23			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Internal Sales Representative			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Internal Sales Representative			Import Sales Documents			F6192						With this app, you as an internal sales representative can create sales orders from an XLSX spreadsheet file.


			Internal Sales Representative			Import Sales Orders			F4293						With this app, you as an internal sales representative can create sales orders from an XLSX spreadsheet file.


			Internal Sales Representative			Import Sales Orders Without Charge			F6382						With this app, you as an internal sales representative can create salesorders without charge from an XLSX spreadsheet file. We recommend that you downloada standard template before an import. This template provides a list of fields thatare either required or optional for importing sales orders without charge.


			Internal Sales Representative			Import Sales Quotations			F6381						With this app, you as an internal sales representative can create sales quotations from anXLSX spreadsheet file. We recommend that you download a standard template before animport. This template provides a list of fields that are either required or optionalfor importing sales quotations.


			Internal Sales Representative			Import Sales Scheduling Agreements			F6191						With this app, you as an internal sales representative can create sales orders from an XLSX spreadsheet file.


			Internal Sales Representative			Invoice List			F2739			Billing			With this app, you can display a concise overview of an invoice listapos;s details and navigate to the billing documents it contains. Invoice lists are documents that combine billing documents invoices, debit memos, or credit memos that have already been posted to financial accounting and are intended for a single designated payer. Suppliers that use invoice lists to periodically bill sales they have made to a buying group can substantially reduce the administrative effort involved in payment collection. Similarly to billing documents, invoice lists consist of a header and one or more items. Each item represents one of the individual billing documents that together comprise the invoice list. The billing documents in the invoice list can be single or collective documents collective invoices combine items from more than one delivery. You can create the following two types of invoice list:   For invoices and debit memos   For credit memos


			Internal Sales Representative			List Credit Memo Requests, List Debit Memo Requests, List Sales Orders, List Sales Orders - VA05, List Sales Orders Without Charge			VA05			Basic Functions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Internal Sales Representative			List Incomplete Sales Documents			F2430						With this app, you can search for incomplete sales documents according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can navigate to related features to display and complete the missing data of the selected sales document. You can also use preconfigured tiles to search for incomplete sales inquiries, sales contracts, sales quotations, sales orders without charge, debit memo requests, and credit memo requests specifically. These tiles automatically direct you to the List Incomplete Sales Documents app, in which the SD document category is predefined depending on the tile you selected.


			Internal Sales Representative			List Sales Documents by Object Status			F2714						With this app, you can search for sales documents and sales document items with active system or user statuses according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can navigate to the status overview screen of the selected sales document or sales document item in classic SAP GUI applications to display and/or change the statuses of the current business object and view the permitted business processes. You can also branch directly from the status overview screen into related applications to further process the documents or document items.


			Internal Sales Representative			Manage Credit Memo Requests			F1989						With this app you can search for credit memo requests according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can navigate to related applications, for example, to display credit memo request details.


			Internal Sales Representative			Manage Customer Materials			F2499			Customer Material Information			The Fiori application "Manage Customer Materials" enables a company to maintain customerspecific names for its own products.The application allows an internal sales representative to do the following:Display customer materialSearch for customer material using the smart filter barCreate customer materialCopy customer materialModify customer materialDelete one customer materialDelete one or several customer materialsNavigate to a customer materialThe "Internal Sales Representative" business role is a prerequisite for using this application.


			Internal Sales Representative			Manage Debit Memo Requests			F1988						With this app you can search for debit memo requests according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can navigate to related applications, for example, to display debit memo request details.


			Internal Sales Representative			Manage Delivery Schedule Processing			F3895			Customer Scheduling Agreement			With this app, you can define, for each soldto party or each combination of a soldto party and an unloading point, how to process delivery schedules that customers send through electronic data interchange EDI messages. You can also search for, display, edit, copy, and delete the delivery schedule processing options.


			Internal Sales Representative			Manage Deviation Profiles			F4781			Customer Scheduling Agreement			With this app, you can create, change, and delete deviation profiles that are used to analyze demand deviations in delivery schedules. In a deviation profile, you can define thresholds for deviations in order quantities and in cumulative received quantities. The system uses these thresholds to determine the ranges of deviation levels such as, acceptable, warning, and alert.


			Internal Sales Representative			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Internal Sales Representative			Manage Sales Contracts			F1851			Sales			With this app, you as an internal sales representative can list all sales contracts in the system, filter the results, or search for specific sales contract. You can also navigate to other apps to create, change, or display single sales contract.


			Internal Sales Representative			Manage Sales Contracts - Version 2			F5987			Customer Contract			With this app, you can create, display, and edit sales contracts. You can also track sales contract progress by monitoring various statuses and blocks.


			Internal Sales Representative			Manage Sales Documents with Customer-Expected Price			F2713						


			Internal Sales Representative			Manage Sales Inquiries			F2370			Customer Inquiries / Quotations			With this app, you can search for sales inquiries according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can execute different actions, for example, you can create or reject an inquiry. You can also navigate to related applications, for example, to display sales inquiry details.


			Internal Sales Representative			Manage Sales Item Proposals			F2583			Item Proposal			With this app, you can search for, create, edit, and delete sales item proposals according to your filter criteria. If a customer frequently orders the same combination of products that is, materials, or if you recommend a particular selection of products for an opening order, you can store the frequently used data as an item proposal to reduce the time needed during sales order processing. If you wish, the item proposal may also include proposed order quantities. Additionally, you can display a list of assigned customers for each sales item proposal. During sales order processing, you can then retrieve all or some of the products and quantity data from the item proposal directly into your sales document. Items proposed from an item proposal can still be changed in the sales order.


			Internal Sales Representative			Manage Sales Orders			F1873			Sales			With the Manage Sales Orders app, you can search for sales orders according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can execute different actions, for example, you can reject all items of one or more sales orders. You can also navigate to related apps, for example, to display sales order details, or you can display the process flow.


			Internal Sales Representative			Manage Sales Orders - Version 2			F3893			Sales			With this app, you as an internal sales representative can list all sales orders in the system, filter the results, or search for specific sales orders. You can also create, change, or display single sales orders containing key information in a fast and easy way. You can do so directly within the Manage Sales Orders  Version 2 app, whereas in the Manage Sales Orders app, you need to navigate to other apps.


			Internal Sales Representative			Manage Sales Orders without Charge			F2305			Sales			With this app you can search for sales orders without charge according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can execute different actions, for example, you can reject all items of one or more sales orders without charge. You can also navigate to related applications, for example, to display details of a sales order without charge, to display the process flow.


			Internal Sales Representative			Manage Sales Quotation - Version 2			F5630			Customer Inquiries / Quotations			With this app, you can create, display, and change sales quotations. You can also navigate to other apps, for example, to complete missing quotation data.


			Internal Sales Representative			Manage Sales Quotations			F1852			Sales			With this app you can search for sales quotations according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can execute different actions, for example, you can extend the validity of a quotation. You can also navigate to related applications, for example, to display quotation details.


			Internal Sales Representative			Manage Sales Scheduling Agreements			F3515			Customer Scheduling Agreement			With this app, you as an internal sales representative can list all sales scheduling agreements and items in the system, filter the results, or search for specific sales scheduling agreement or sales scheduling agreement item. You can also navigate to other apps to create, change, or display single sales scheduling agreement.


			Internal Sales Representative			Mass Change of Credit Memo Requests			F5281						With this app, you can make changes to multiple documents of a sales document category at a time. The changes are scheduled in the form of a job which runs in the background. For failed jobs, you can repeat changes individually or schedule a new job.


			Internal Sales Representative			Mass Change of Customer Returns			F5279						With this app, you can make changes to multiple documents of a sales document category at a time. The changes are scheduled in the form of a job which runs in the background. For failed jobs, you can repeat changes individually or schedule a new job.


			Internal Sales Representative			Mass Change of Debit Memo Requests			F5280						With this app, you can make changes to multiple documents of a sales document category at a time. The changes are scheduled in the form of a job which runs in the background. For failed jobs, you can repeat changes individually or schedule a new job.


			Internal Sales Representative			Mass Change of Sales Contracts			F5275						With this app, you can make changes to multiple documents of a sales document category at a time. The changes are scheduled in the form of a job which runs in the background. For failed jobs, you can repeat changes individually or schedule a new job.


			Internal Sales Representative			Mass Change of Sales Documents			F5091						With this app, you can make changes to multiple documents of a sales document category at a time. The changes are scheduled in the form of a job which runs in the background. For failed jobs, you can repeat changes individually or schedule a new job.


			Internal Sales Representative			Mass Change of Sales Orders			F5211						With this app, you can make changes to multiple documents of a sales document category at a time. The changes are scheduled in the form of a job which runs in the background. For failed jobs, you can repeat changes individually or schedule a new job.


			Internal Sales Representative			Mass Change of Sales Orders without Charge			F5336						With this app, you can make changes to multiple documents of a sales document category at a time. The changes are scheduled in the form of a job which runs in the background. For failed jobs, you can repeat changes individually or schedule a new job.


			Internal Sales Representative			Mass Change of Sales Quotations			F5277						With this app, you can make changes to multiple documents of a sales document category at a time. The changes are scheduled in the form of a job which runs in the background. For failed jobs, you can repeat changes individually or schedule a new job.


			Internal Sales Representative			Mass Change of Sales Scheduling Agreements			F5278						With this app, you can make changes to multiple documents of a sales document category at a time. The changes are scheduled in the form of a job which runs in the background. For failed jobs, you can repeat changes individually or schedule a new job.


			Internal Sales Representative			Mass Changes Across Sales Document Categories			F5335						With this app, you can make changes to multiple documents of a sales document category at a time. The changes are scheduled in the form of a job which runs in the background. For failed jobs, you can repeat changes individually or schedule a new job.


			Internal Sales Representative			Monitor Mass Changes of Sales Documents			F5210						With this app, you can make changes to multiple documents of a sales document category at a time. The changes are scheduled in the form of a job which runs in the background. For failed jobs, you can repeat changes individually or schedule a new job.


			Internal Sales Representative			My Inbox - Approve Credit Memo Requests			F5042			Sales			With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.


			Internal Sales Representative			My Inbox - Approve Sales Orders			F5041			Sales			With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.


			Internal Sales Representative			My Inbox - Approve Sales Orders without Charge			F5432			Sales			Using configuration steps and a designated Business AddIn BAdI for the approval of sales documents, your configuration expert can now define the reasons and circumstances under which sales orders without charge need to be approved for example, whenever you create a sales order without charge for a specific customer. Whenever a sales order without charge matches these criteria, and the corresponding workflow has been set up, the system automatically blocks the sales order without charge and triggers an approval request. The approver can release the document, send the document back for rework, or deny the approval.You can see the approval status of sales orders without charge in the "Manage Sales Orders Without Charge" app.


			Internal Sales Representative			My Inbox - Approve Sales Quotations			F5044			Sales			With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.


			Internal Sales Representative			My Inbox Sales Documents			F6012			Sales			


			Internal Sales Representative			Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0233A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Internal Sales Representative			Planned Order Object Page			F2260			Material Requirements Planning			This object page displays contextual information about the Planned Order business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Internal Sales Representative			Preliminary Billing Document			F2874						With this app, you can display an overview of a preliminary billing documentapos;s details and contextual information. Preliminary billing documents are intended purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes become necessary, you can make these changes in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.


			Internal Sales Representative			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Internal Sales Representative			Purchase Order (Version 2)			F0348A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.


			Internal Sales Representative			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Internal Sales Representative			Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)			F0349A			Purchasing			This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Internal Sales Representative			Resolve Payment Card Issues			F2758			Sales			With this app, you can schedule jobs to process sales and distribution SD documents with payment cards that need authorization. The documents are selected according to two criteria: One is that the document must still be open or in process. The other is that the next date for electronic payments that you display, for example, in a sales order header, lies within the authorization horizon. This means that the processing of the document becomes timecritical and a reauthorization must take place at this date. If only a preauthorization has taken place before, the real authorization must occur now. The selected documents are reauthorized in batch. You can also display, cancel, and copy these jobs.


			Internal Sales Representative			Resolve Payment Card Issues - Reauthorizations			F4793						With this app, you can search for and filter sales orders and their subsequent outbound deliveries with payment cards that need to be authorized again and trigger this reauthorization.


			Internal Sales Representative			Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0234A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Internal Sales Representative			Sales Contract (S/4HANA)			F2026			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales contract in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales contract items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.


			Internal Sales Representative			Sales Inquiry			F2369			Customer Inquiries / Quotations			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales inquiry in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales inquiry items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales documents. Furthermore, you can display all additional information on item level, for example, related sales documents.


			Internal Sales Representative			Sales Order (S/4HANA)			F1814			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			Internal Sales Representative			Sales Order Fulfillment Issues (Version 2)			F0029A						This app allows you to analyze and resolve issues that impede sales orders from being fulfilled. With it, you can analyze sales orders in critical stages, collaborate with contacts, and efficiently address issues to ensure that sales orders in critical stages are fulfilled as quickly as possible. The app highlights impediments, provides supporting information, and allows you to navigate to Track Sales Order Details to display further details and resolve the issues.


			Internal Sales Representative			Sales Order without Charge			F2303			Sales			With this app you can display all the details relevant for a sales order without charge in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the items of sales orders without charge. You also view a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can check the current status of your sales order easily and quickly. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			Internal Sales Representative			Sales Quotation (S/4HANA)			F1871			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales quotation in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales quotation items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales quotation. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.


			Internal Sales Representative			Sales Scheduling Agreement			F3720			Customer Scheduling Agreement			With this app, you can display a concise overview of sales scheduling agreement details and contextual information.


			Internal Sales Representative			Schedule Sales Document Output			F2459						You can use this app to schedule the output of sales documents for example, order confirmation and display all scheduled output jobs.Note You can only schedule the output of sales documents that are relevant for further processing, for example, those with the status scheduled or to be output.  You can start the output of sales documents immediately or schedule the output to run in the background. You can, for example, print sales documents regularly and reduce system load and processing times by running document output at times when system usage is lower for example, during the night. You can view all existing sales output jobs on the initial screen.   Basic Filtering Options  Note Sales document output jobs that have been cancelled before their start date do not appear in the list. Sales document output jobs that are cancelled after the start date and before the end date, are shown in the list with status aborted.   Status: You can filter by status aborted, finished, in process, scheduled, and ready.   Date: You can display all existing sales document output jobs for a certain date range.      More Filtering Options You can also filter by job ID, run ID, time from, time to, description, name, or ID of the creator. You can save your filtering options as a variant and manage the saved filter variants. You can call up detailed information about the customer by clicking on the customer name link.   Sales Document Output Job Details You can call up detailed information for a sales document output job by clicking on the respective line. The job details vary according to the way you set up the job. If you have specified a recurrence, you can view the recurrence details here, for example each day. Single run indicates that no recurrence was chosen.   Job Application Log You can check the job application log either from the information field for the log status in the job details, or by clicking the job log icon in the main job list. The log information includes the planned start date and time, the actual start and end date and time, the name of the user who created the job, and the job duration. Each job receives a time stamp. Additional information is displayed if, for example, the job was completed without errors. You can call up the job details directly from the job application log.


			Internal Sales Representative			Supplier			F0354			Vendor Master			With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.


			Internal Sales Representative			Track Sales Orders (S/4HANA)			F2577						With this app, you can check whether a sales orderapos;s fulfillment is on track. You can immediately recognize whether the sales order contains issues, and whether it is complete, or still in process. For example, you can see whether it has been shipped, invoiced, or whether the corresponding journal entry in accounting has been cleared. If, for example, a customer or manager asks for information about one or more orders belonging to a specific customer, you can use this app to provide this information quickly.  You can also navigate to the Track Sales Order Details app to visualize the sales order fulfillment status of a specific sales order and its subsequent documents in more detail.


			Internal Sales Representative (Subscription Order Management)			Find Technical Object			F2072			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.


			Internal Sales Representative (Subscription Order Management)			Manage Business Partner Master Data			F3163			Business Partners			With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .


			Internal Sales Representative (Subscription Order Management)			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Internal Sales Representative (Subscription Order Management)			Sales Order (S/4HANA)			F1814			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			Intrastat Specialist			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Inventory Accountant for China			Stock Overview - Mainland China, Taiwan			F5757						With this app, you can get an overview of your material stocks. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager, in your daily work.


			Inventory Accountant for Taiwan			Stock Overview - Mainland China, Taiwan			F5757						With this app, you can get an overview of your material stocks. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager, in your daily work.


			Inventory Analyst			Inventory Analysis Overview			F3366						The overview page Inventory Analysis Overview shows you as an inventory analyst, at a glance, the most important information and tasks relevant for you right now. The information is displayed on a set of actionable cards. You can therefore focus on the most important tasks, enabling faster decisions and immediate action. The cards show you the most important information ranked according to relevance. For example, on the Stock Value Increase despite Consumption card, you can monitor, at a glance, the top 20 materials for which you are responsible that had the highest stock value increase despite consumption in the last 365 days. You can get more information about individual materials by clicking on the corresponding dots in the chart that lead you to the Dead Stock Analysis app. With this Dead Stock Analysis app, you can make further timedependent investigations of your dead stock. You can use the filter bar to display all cards of the entire overview page Inventory Analysis Overview by displaying currency or plant, for example. Depending on the specified filter criteria, you then see all unexpected stock value increases, monitor batches over time, or recognize slowmoving materials. For list cards, selecting the header of a card takes you to the app itself, while selecting an item takes you to more detailed item information. For graphical or analytical cards, selecting the card takes you to more detailed analytical information. To use the overview page Inventory Analysis Overview, you require the business catalog role SAP_BCR_MM_IM_ANALYSIS_OVP_PC assigned to your user and the business catalog SAP_MM_BC_IM_ANALYSIS_OVP_PC. If these requirements are met, the following cards are available on the overview page:  Stock Value Increase despite Consumption   More than 100 Days without Consumption   Monitor Batches by Longest Time in Storage   Monitor Batches by Earliest Expiration Date


			Inventory Manager			Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned			F2878A						This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.


			Inventory Manager			Change Physical Inventory Count			MI05			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Inventory Manager			Change Reservation			MB22			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Inventory Manager			Create PI Documents - Regular Stock			MI31			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Inventory Manager			Create Physical Inventory Documents			F3197			Physical Inventory			With this app you can display lists of materials and choose to create physical inventory documents for selected materials or groups of materials. These documents are used as the basis for planning and performing a physical inventory, for recording count data, and for posting any differences revealed by the count. The app helps you find and select materials due to be counted, and you can create physical inventory documents for the materials directly from the detail list.


			Inventory Manager			Create Reservation			MB21			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Inventory Manager			Create Single PI Document			MI01			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Inventory Manager			Cycle Counting - Classification			F4486						With this app you can manage cycle counting classifications for materials in your stock based on the cycle counting settings maintained in the selfservice configuration UI SSC UI Cycle Counting. It is also possible to remove an existing cycle counting classification, if you dont want the material to be part of the cycle counting method anymore. These classifications are the basis for an optimized preparation for your physical inventory process at plant level. In general, you can define these settings once, or maintain changes whenever necessary. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager.


			Inventory Manager			Dead Stock Analysis			F2899						With this app, you can monitor and make timedependent investigations of your dead stock. Dead stock represents a combination of locations and materials where the stock value has increased over a defined analysis period despite existing consumption postings within that period. The analysis of the dead stock identifies materials that could potentially have a negative impact on the companys cash flow and profitability. Based on these results, you can react immediately with followon activities and decide whether a material should, for example, be discontinued, discounted, or transferred to a different location.  The Dead Stock Analysis app supports you in your daily work, for example, as an inventory manager, to achieve maximum inventory accuracy and subsequently to optimize the inventory situation in your stock.


			Inventory Manager			Display Document, Display Journal Entries			FB03			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Inventory Manager			Display Journal Entries in T-Account View			F3664			Information System			With this app you can inspect how one or multiple journal entries affect ledger accounts where they are posted.


			Inventory Manager			Display Material Document List			MB51			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Inventory Manager			Display PI Document Items for Materials			MI22			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Inventory Manager			Display Reservation			MB23			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Inventory Manager			Display Stock Overview			MMBE			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Inventory Manager			Display Warehouse Stock			MB52			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Inventory Manager			Enter Inventory Count			MI04			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Inventory Manager			Goods Movement Analysis			W0055						With this app, you can analyze the goods movements in your company.


			Inventory Manager			Goods Movement, Post Goods Movement			MIGO			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Inventory Manager			Inbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0232A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for inbound deliveries search results. You can search for inbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or supplier. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access inbound delivery object pages. With the inbound delivery object page, you can display inbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Inventory Manager			Inventory Turnover Analysis			F1956						With this app, you can analyze the turnover of materials in a selected plant for which you are responsible. The app provides you with detailed information about materials that could have turnover problems according to your turnover definition, depending on the time period you select. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Inventory Manager			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			Inventory Manager			Manage Physical Inventory Count			F5430						With this app, you can enter or change the count results for physical inventory document items. You can also create a physical inventory document and then enter count results in one step ad hoc counting. Therefore, you can search for physical inventory documents that contain materials that are ready to be counted. From the results list, you can navigate directly to the required physical inventory document. On physical inventory document item level, all items are grouped into Uncounted or Counted. If items are uncounted, you can directly enter your count results. When you save your entries, the counting step for the selected item is completed.


			Inventory Manager			Manage Physical Inventory Documents			F0379A			Physical Inventory			This app displays all created physical inventory documents. You can use specific search criteria such as storage location, specific count status, or planned count date. The search result shows detailed information from list level down to the item level of a specific material topdown approach:   List Level: Displays all physical inventory documents based on your filter settings.   Header Level: Displays a selected physical inventory document in more detail with all relevant information, such as inventory and process data, overview of the related physical inventory document items and added attachments. On header level, you can navigate to apps with additional functions, such as editing or analyzing related information.   Item Level: Displays the physical inventory document items with all relevant information and, if applicable, also information about situation handling; inventory and process data, and count results. On item level, you can customize view settings to be able to see all the information you are interested in.   This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Inventory Manager			Manage Stock			F1062						With this app, you can perform stock changes. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Inventory Manager			Manage Stock Reporting Procedures			F7068						With this app, you can create a procedure for sending stock reports to suppliers. You select the reportingfrequency ndash; daily, weekly, or monthly. Then you select the day of the week or month to collect the stock data.Key FeaturesYou can use this app to do the following:bull; Create a stock reporting procedurebull; Choose a reporting frequency  daily, weekly, or monthly.bull; Specify the exact day or the week or month when the report should be created.


			Inventory Manager			Manage Stock Reporting Subscriptions			F7069						With this app, you can assign suppliers to a stock reporting procedure by creating a subscription. Suppliersthat are assigned to a subscription will receive an email notification on a regular basis. You define the frequencyof the emails that they receive in the Manage Stock Reporting Procedures app.


			Inventory Manager			Material Documents Overview			F1077						With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Inventory Manager			Material Inventory Values - Balance Summary			F1422						You can use this app to gain an understanding of the quantities and values of your material inventories for a key date.Depending on the role to which yoursquo;re assigned, you can perform the following tasks:View the inventory value and quantity sorted by company code, G/L account, material group, profit center, and segment standard layoutAnalyze the balance summary in detail with an extensive number of attributes such as plant, valuation area, material, and key figures. The key figures are a compilation of central characteristics including inventory quantity and amounts in a maximum of three currencies company code, additional 1, additional 2Filter the dimensions according to various criteria such as G/L account, material, and profit centerAnalyze your material inventories according various perspectives by grouping the dimensions in rows and columnsVisualize the results of the balance summary in the form of a graphic, a table, or a combination of both typesSave your selection as a variantChange the displayed ID or description


			Inventory Manager			Monitor Purchase Order Items			F2358						With this app, you can display purchase order items and monitor their status, using filter criteria such as purchase order, material group, material, supplier, plant, and delivery forecast. You can also choose a purchase order item to view its item level information. You can enable your business users to predict the delivery date of purchase order items, as proposed by SAP Predictive Analytics integrator. The regression algorithm in SAP Predictive Analytics integrator is used to predict whether delivery of purchase order items will happen earlier than scheduled, on time or with a delay. Based on the predicted delivery date, your business users can take necessary decisions. Note The predicted date is based on training, which is in turn based on the historical data available in the system. This app is available for the role Purchaser.


			Inventory Manager			Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0233A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Inventory Manager			Output Material Documents			MB90			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Inventory Manager			Overdue Materials - Goods Receipt Blocked Stock			F2347						With this app you can get an overview of the overdue materials for which a goods receipt GR was posted into the nonvaluated GR blocked stock. You, as a warehouse clerk, can identify these overdue materials to complete the goods receipt process or investigate potential problems. You can search for existing overdue materials, and sort and filter them according to their Days since Posting Date GR status, for example. Depending on your filter criteria, the app displays a list of purchase orders for which stock is available in the nonvaluated GR blocked stock. Some columns in the results list might be hidden. In the personalization area, you can specify which columns you want to see in the results list. You can also organize your search results by choosing further view settings, such as grouping criteria. For each purchase order or material from the results list you can immediately perform further tasks with linked apps, for example:  Post Goods Receipt for Purchasing Document   Stock  Multiple Materials   Stock  Single Material


			Inventory Manager			Overdue Materials - Stock in Transit			F2139						With this app, you can get an overview of the overdue materials for which a stock transport order has been created. You can identify these materials to complete the stock transfer process or investigate potential problems. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.


			Inventory Manager			Overview Inventory Management			F2769						The overview page Overview Inventory Management shows you, at a glance, the most important information and tasks relevant for you right now. The information is displayed on a set of actionable cards. You can therefore focus on the most important tasks, enabling faster decisions and immediate action. The cards show you the most important information ranked according to relevance. For example, on the Overdue Materials  GR Blocked Stock card, you can gain an overview of the overdue materials for which a goods receipt GR was posted into the nonvaluated GR blocked stock for which you are responsible. You can then decide to look for further details by selecting it and can identify these overdue materials to complete the goods receipt process or investigate potential problems. You can use the filter bar for the entire overview page Overview Inventory Management and select a plant or a storage location, for example. Depending on the specified filter criteria, you then see all urgent overdue materials, stock values by special stock type, or warehouse throughput information. For list cards, selecting the header of a card brings you to the app itself, while selecting an item brings you to more detailed item information. For graphical or analytical cards, selecting the card brings you to more detailed analytical information. To use the overview page Overview Inventory Management, you require the business catalog role SAP_BCR_MM_IM_ANALYTICS_OVP_PC assigned to your user. Note this business catalog role is also included in business role SAP_BR_INVENTORY_MANAGER. Note Make sure to enter default user values in the filterbar for at the least the plant to make sure that results are displayed. If these requirements are met, the following cards are available on the overview page:  Recent Material Documents   Overdue Materials  GR Blocked Stock   Stock Value by Stock Type   Stock Value by Special Stock Type   Warehouse Throughput History   Monitor Purchase Order Items   Overdue Materials  Stock in Transit


			Inventory Manager			Physical Inventory Analysis			W0058						With this app you can analyze physical inventory in your company to identify opportunities for process improvement.


			Inventory Manager			Post Goods Receipt for Purchasing Document			F0843						With this app, you can post the receipt of goods with reference to the different types of purchasing documents, for example:  Standard purchase order   Stock transfer order   Scheduling agreement   For example, if a material is delivered for a purchasing document with which you ordered the goods, it is important for all the departments involved that the goods receipt entry in the system references this purchasing document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or inventory manager in your daily work.


			Inventory Manager			Post Physical Inventory Document			MI07			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Inventory Manager			Post Subsequent Adjustment			F5476						With this app, you can carry out a subsequent correction posting of components from the subcontracting purchasing document. This is the case if a subcontractor has consumed a larger or smaller quantity of components than you originally planned and posted. This app focuses on the special process step of the subsequent adjustment posting after the goods receipt process for the subcontracting purchasing document.


			Inventory Manager			Print Physical Inventory Documents			MI21			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Inventory Manager			Process Physical Inventory Count Results			MI20			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Inventory Manager			Purchase Order (Version 2)			F0348A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.


			Inventory Manager			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Inventory Manager			Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)			F0349A			Purchasing			This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Inventory Manager			Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0234A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Inventory Manager			Schedule Physical Inventory Document Creation			F4550						With this app you can create and schedule a job to create physical inventory documents for your physical inventory process. To automate the physical inventory process, the creation of the physical inventory documents is carried out on a regular basis. Therefore, you can use this app to create a job that performs this creation task for you, thereby reducing your workload by running this task smoothly in the background. During the job run, the system checks based on the job template settings which material should be part of the next physical inventory count. Finally, the system compiles a list of the possible materials. Under Results, the job list displays all materials that were included in the physical inventory document. You can define your own job templates or use the two predefined job templates and then adapt them to your needs:  In the predefined job template for annual physical inventory, the system plans all materials that have to be counted since the last planning run for example, no counting has taken place for a year.   In the predefined job template for cycle counting, the system plans all materials that have to be counted because a certain counting frequency has been reached again, for example, monthly counting.   The system issues status messages both when the job is created and when the job is executed. The app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in the automatic and scheduled creation of physical inventory documents in the background to get the results at the right time when you need them.


			Inventory Manager			Slow or Non-Moving Materials			F2137						With this app, you can monitor and make timedependent investigations of the slow or nonmoving materials in your stock. Based on these results you can react immediately with followon activities such as scrapping or stock transfers. Nonmoving materials represent a combination of locations and materials where the stock level is not zero and no consumption postings were posted for a defined period of time. It is also possible to track slowmoving materials. This app supports you in your daily work, for example, as an inventory manager, to achieve maximum inventory accuracy and subsequently to optimize the inventory situation in your stock.


			Inventory Manager			Stock - Multiple Materials			F1595						With this app, you can get an overview of your material stocks. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work. The app can display the stock information as a table.


			Inventory Manager			Stock - Single Material			F1076						With this app, you can get an overview of your material stock. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. The app can display the stock information as a table or a diagram. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Inventory Manager			Stock reporting overview			F6266						With this app, you can see a current list of your stock reports and see the details of the material documentsthat make up the stock reports.Key FeaturesYou can use this app to do the following:bull; View a list of stock reports.bull; View the details of individual stock reports.bull; Navigate to any of the material documents included within a stock report to see further details about stockchanges.


			Inventory Manager			Subcontracting Cockpit			F2948			Subcontracting in Purchasing (Repair)			With this app, you can get an overview of open and completed purchasing documents purchase orders and scheduling agreements, using filter criteria such as subcontractor, plant, component, assembly, and material group. At the purchasing document item level, you can post goods issues. You can calculate the stock balance and view stock transfer reservations. You can also create a delivery of components.


			Inventory Manager			Transfer Stock - Cross-Plant			F1957						With this app, you can make transfer postings from one plant issuing plant to another plant receiving plant. The app supports you in finding the allowed transfer postings and in personalizing the control settings of storage locations and visible columns. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.


			Inventory Manager			Transfer Stock - In Plant			F1061						With this app, you can make transfer postings within a plant. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or inventory manager in your daily work.


			Invoicing Specialist (Convergent Invoicing)			Manage Attachments			F4812			Document Management System			


			Legal Counsel			My Outbox			F6511						You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.


			Maintenance Planner			Actual Maintenance Cost Analysis			F3567			Plant Maintenance			This app supports you in monitoring and evaluating actual costs resulting from current maintenance orders. It enables you, for example, to analyze the actual costs for materials and labor in maintenance or to compare the total corrective and preventive actual maintenance costs during a selected time period. In addition, you can easily identify the maintenance activities leading to the highest costs or the parts of the asset that were particularly costly on inspections. Altogether, this analytical list page offers you multiple possibilities to evaluate actual maintenance costs stored in the Universal Journal Entry. Filters allow you to analyze critical costs in a specific fiscal year from different perspectives, such as the order type, the construction type, the location, the planner group or the manufacturer. A condensed view enables you to identify and compare relevant areas within data sets using data visualization and business intelligence. On the other hand, you can also navigate directly to significant single instances. All this can be done seamlessly within one page that combines transactional and analytical data using chart and table visualization. This app is available for the maintenance planner user role.


			Maintenance Planner			Analytical List Page for Technical Object Breakdown Analysis			F2812			Maintenance Notifications			With this app you can analyze the causes of a particular breakdown more closely and calculate the distribution of duration of the various breakdowns or repairs. You can also find out the cause behind a short or long breakdown period, or the period between two consecutive breakdowns.


			Maintenance Planner			Cancel PM Order Confirmation			IW45			Completion Confirmations			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Maintenance Planner			Change Document			CV02N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Maintenance Planner			Characteristics, Display Characteristic, Manage Characteristics			CT04						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Maintenance Planner			Create Document			CV01N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Maintenance Planner			Create Maintenance Request			F1511A			Maintenance Notifications			With this app, you can create maintenance requests. While creating a maintenance request, you can provide relevant information that is required to identify and solve the problem.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH scope item that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.


			Maintenance Planner			Create Mass Time Confirmations			F3925			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can view status of time confirmations and post them. This app can be launched only when you upload time confirmations in the Find Maintenance Orders and Operations app. For more information, see Find Maintenance Orders and Operations.


			Maintenance Planner			Display Class, Manage Classes			CL02			Classification			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Maintenance Planner			Display Maintenance Item (IP06), Display Maintenance Item - IP06			IP06			Maintenance Task Lists			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Maintenance Planner			Display Maintenance Item (Planner)			W0027			BP for Maintenance Worker			You can use this app to view the information stored in a maintenance item. A maintenance item describes which preventive maintenance tasks should take place regularly at a technical object or a group of technical objects. You can display maintenance items as a maintenance planner and as a maintenance technician.


			Maintenance Planner			Display Maintenance Notifications			F5797			Maintenance Notifications			With this app, you can display maintenance notifications. You can quickly view details of a maintenance notification such as phase, subphase, detection method, malfunction data, priority, and so on.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.


			Maintenance Planner			Display Maintenance Plan (IP03)			IP03			Maintenance Task Lists			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Maintenance Planner			Display Master Data Information Center (Planner)			W0011			BP for Maintenance Worker			As a maintenance planner and as a maintenance technician, you can use this app to access the Master Data Information Center that serves as a central point of access for working with master data. In the Master Data Information Center, you can use the SAP Enterprise Search, work with different lists and you have direct access to individual task lists, maintenance plans and technical objects.


			Maintenance Planner			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Maintenance Planner			Display Where Characteristics Are Used			CT12			Characteristics			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Maintenance Planner			Display document			CV03N						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Maintenance Planner			Find Document			CV04N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Maintenance Planner			Find Maintenance Items			F3621			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can find and display maintenance items. You can do this either by filtering the list or by using a free text search. You can display a single maintenance item and view its properties.


			Maintenance Planner			Find Maintenance Notification			F2071			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can list the maintenance notifications in your system and find the one you need. You can do this by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can perform predefined quick actions on one or more notifications. You can display a single notification to view its properties, its assigned technical object and maintenance order, and its attachments.


			Maintenance Planner			Find Maintenance Order			F2175			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and perform different mass changes, such as changing the responsibility, the status, and the scheduling of the selected maintenance orders. You can also assign the orders to a maintenance event and dispatch all their operations.


			Maintenance Planner			Find Maintenance Order Confirmation			F2174			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can list the maintenance order confirmations in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single order confirmation to view its properties and its assigned order and technical object.


			Maintenance Planner			Find Maintenance Order and Operation			F2173			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and their operations. You can perform mass changes of different operation parameters, add and display time confirmations, and create work packs for selected operations.


			Maintenance Planner			Find Maintenance Plans			F3622			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can find and display maintenance plans. You can do this either by filtering the list or by using a free text search. You can display a single maintenance plan to view its properties, its assigned maintenance items, and its scheduled and manual maintenance calls.


			Maintenance Planner			Find Maintenance Task List			F2660			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can find and display the following maintenance task lists:  Equipment task list   Functional location task list   General maintenance task list   You can do this either by filtering the list or by using the free text search. You can display a single task list to view its properties, its assigned operations, and its attachments.Note You cannot access hierarchical task lists from this application.


			Maintenance Planner			Find Maintenance Task List and Operation			F2661			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can find and display the following maintenance task lists and their operations:  Equipment task list   Functional location task list   General maintenance task list   You can do this either by filtering the list or by using the free text search. You can display a single task list to view its properties, its assigned operations, and its attachments.Note You cannot access hierarchical task lists from this application.


			Maintenance Planner			Find Technical Object			F2072			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.


			Maintenance Planner			Maintenance Backlog Overview			F5105			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can display information about maintenance backlogs for a specific planning bucket. Maintenance request and maintenance orders are the maintenance backlog types. The selection area contains filter values like planning bucket template, past buckets and future backets.


			Maintenance Planner			Maintenance Order Costs			F4603			Plant Maintenance			With this app you can monitor and evaluate estimated costs, baseline costs, planned costs and actual costs resulting from current maintenance orders. It enables you, for example, to compare planned costs or baseline costs with actual costs caused by maintenance orders of a specific order type during a selected time period. Filters allow you to analyze estimated costs, baseline costs, planned costs and actual costs in a specific time frame from different perspectives such as the order type, the responsible cost center, the main work center or the maintenance activity type. A condensed view enables you to identify and compare relevant areas within data sets using data visualization and business intelligence. On the other hand, you can also navigate directly to significant single maintenance orders. All this can be done seamlessly within one page that combines transactional and analytical data using chart and table visualization.


			Maintenance Planner			Maintenance Plan Scheduling Overview			W0192			Maintenance Plans			This app is a Web Dynpro for ABAP application. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Maintenance Planner			Maintenance Planning Overview			F2828			Plant Maintenance			This app supports you in the planning and execution of your maintenance work and allows effective monitoring of important, timesensitive process steps. According to selection criteria that you have defined, the system analyzes critical factors in a chosen reference period, such as, for example, open or outstanding maintenance notifications that have not yet been assigned, missing spare parts or overdue orders. Different cards display the results in figures and colored charts and allow you to navigate to lists in which you can edit the documents that have been identified as critical or contact persons responsible. You can use this app to analyze, for example, which maintenance orders have not yet been released, which spare parts will possibly not be able to be procured and made available on time, or which maintenance orders have not yet been finally confirmed although the end date has already passed.


			Maintenance Planner			Manage Attachments			F4812			Document Management System			


			Maintenance Planner			Manage Maintenance Backlog			F4073			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can view a list of the maintenance orders that are associated with a specific maintenance planning bucket. The maintenance backlog of an operational planning bucket shows all orders that have been automatically assigned to the planning bucket according to their scheduled start, their scheduled end, and to the attributes fitting in the scope of the planning bucket. The maintenance backlog of an eventbased planning bucket shows all orders that have been assigned manually to the maintenance event. Orders that have been set to Do not execute or that have been marked for deletion are not displayed in this app. You can view important order details, such as the order status, the order priority and the final due date. You can view the availability and consumption of the required stock components, view messages from the latest ATP check, and navigate directly to the Schedule Material Availability Check app. You can monitor the procurement process for all required nonstock components and external services. In addition, you can view all maintenance work that has to be performed by an internal work center. You can only access this app via the Manage Maintenance Planning Buckets app and the Maintenance Backlog Overview app.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.


			Maintenance Planner			Manage Maintenance Items			F5356			Plant Maintenance			With the Manage Maintenance Items app, you as a maintenance planner can manage maintenance items. You can create maintenance items, decide how to evaluate final due date for a maintenance item, assign maintenance item to a maintenance plan, view details of a maintenance item, view status of an equipment or a functional location within a maintenance item, and so on.


			Maintenance Planner			Manage Maintenance Plan and Item List			W0026			BP for Maintenance Worker			As a maintenance planner, you can use this app to access the Maintenance Plan and Item List. This worklist provides, in a table, the most important information about maintenance plans and items and enables you to not only process individual documents, but also carry out mass changes to maintenance plan and maintenance item data.


			Maintenance Planner			Manage Maintenance Planning Buckets			F3888			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can create maintenance planning buckets that aid you in effectively managing your maintenance backlog. You can create operational maintenance planning buckets or eventbased maintenance planning buckets. Operational maintenance planning buckets are recurrent planning buckets that allow you to plan regular maintenance work. They are generated automatically based on the time and recurrence details that you specify. Eventbased maintenance planning buckets are onetime planning buckets that help you to organize major maintenance events, where a group of maintenance orders needs to be planned and executed during the same period.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.


			Maintenance Planner			Manage Maintenance Plans			F5325			Maintenance Plans			With this app, you can manage maintenance plans.


			Maintenance Planner			Manage Notification List			W0004			BP for Maintenance Worker			As a maintenance planner, you can use this app to access a worklist of all the maintenance notifications that match the selection criteria in the query you have defined. The notification list contains the most important information on maintenance notifications in the form of a table and allows you to process notifications and the assigned technical objects directly. Furthermore, you can carry out mass changes and assign one or more notifications to a specific order. You can configure the list layout, sort table columns and create filters. In addition, you have the option of displaying a table column for monitoring critical dates, whose colors help you detect issues. With this app you can also access the Order List, the combined Order and Notification List, and the Order and Operation List.


			Maintenance Planner			Manage Order List			W0018			BP for Maintenance Worker			As a maintenance planner, you can use this app to access a worklist of all the maintenance orders that match the selection criteria in the query you have defined. The order list contains the most important information on maintenance orders in the form of a table and allows you to process orders and the assigned notifications and technical objects directly. Furthermore, you can carry out mass changes, and change the status of several selected orders. You can configure the list layout, sort table columns, and create filters. In addition, you have the option of displaying table columns for monitoring critical dates and costs, whose colors help you detect issues. With this app you can also access the Notification List, the combined Order and Notification List, and the Order and Operation List.


			Maintenance Planner			Manage Orders and Notifications in Information Center			W0019			BP for Maintenance Worker			As a maintenance planner, you can use this app to process your maintenance orders and notifications by using a worklist that you can configure to suit your requirements POWL.


			Maintenance Planner			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Maintenance Planner			Manage Work Packs			F6065			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can find existing work packs, select work packs, job packs, and included items and send them to the output immediately or schedule them to be eligible for the mass output. A work pack consists of a list of job packs in which the system can output together and the work order operations jobs belonging to the corresponding job packs the set of jobs in a job pack are work order operations that you can create one output request for. Work packs allow you to include multiple output types and leverage support for print and email channels for the output.


			Maintenance Planner			Mass Schedule Maintenance Plans			F2774			Plant Maintenance			As a maintenance planner, you can use this app to schedule all maintenance plans that are due within a specific time frame. This simplifies the creation of maintenance call objects for maintenance plans, especially if you need to schedule large numbers of maintenance plans. For each scheduling run, the system goes through all the maintenance plans taking parameters such as maintenance strategies and counter readings into account to calculate the due date. It then generates a maintenance call object, for example a maintenance order, for each due maintenance item. Which object the system generates is determined by the maintenance plan category. Furthermore, you can control special scheduling requirements using the scheduling parameters in the maintenance plan. Additionally, the following data is taken into consideration during scheduling:   For performancebased or timebased strategy plans: the maintenance strategy   For single cycle plans: the maintenance cycles defined in the maintenance plan   For multiple counter plans: the maintenance cycles defined in the maintenance plan


			Maintenance Planner			Material Documents Overview			F1077						With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Maintenance Planner			My Inbox - Maintenance Management			F2953			Plant Maintenance			With this app you can process your workflow tasks via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. If you have configured the workflow Deactivation of Technical Objects in the backend, you can make decisions based on the decision options defined in the backend system and trigger the corresponding followup activities.


			Maintenance Planner			My Maintenance Requests			F4513			Maintenance Notifications			With this app, you can view your maintenance requests. You can also copy maintenance requests or delete maintenance requests.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.


			Maintenance Planner			Process Maintenance Notification (Planner)			W0003			BP for Maintenance Worker			Three apps are provided for processing a maintenance notification: Create Maintenance Notification, Change Maintenance Notification, and Display Maintenance Notification. You can use these apps to easily report a malfunction or a problem in a technical system. You do this by creating a notification in which you specify the technical object, describe the malfunction, and enter the activities to be performed. In addition, you can describe the causes by using codes, confirm the time spent on each activity and print out job papers. You can create, change, and display notifications as a maintenance planner and as a maintenance technician.


			Maintenance Planner			Process Maintenance Order			W0017			BP for Maintenance Worker			Three apps are provided for processing a maintenance order: Create Maintenance Order, Change Maintenance Order, and Display Maintenance Order. As a maintenance planner, you can create and change orders when a malfunction is detected to define in detail the maintenance tasks that are to be performed on the technical object. You can create a maintenance order for a specific notification or create the maintenance order directly with or without reference to an existing order. When creating or changing a maintenance order, you can either assign existing task lists and notifications or create new ones for the order. In the maintenance order, you provide all the information needed to plan and execute the maintenance work. This includes start and finish dates, location information, planned materials, and production resources/tools. The system supports you in finding the relevant technical object, choosing the required materials and checking their availability, scheduling the job, and determining the costs.


			Maintenance Planner			Process Maintenance Plan			W0009			BP for Maintenance Worker			Three apps are provided for processing a maintenance plan: Create Maintenance Plan, Change Maintenance Plan, and Display Maintenance Plan. As a maintenance planner, you can use these apps to plan recurrent maintenance work by creating timebased and performancebased single cycle plans, strategy plans, and multiplecounter plans. In timebased maintenance planning, maintenance is performed in specific cycles, for example, every two months or every six months. With performancebased maintenance plans, you can plan regular maintenance based on counter readings maintained for measuring points of pieces of equipment and at functional locations.


			Maintenance Planner			Process Task List (Planner)			W0021			BP for Maintenance Worker			Three apps are provided for processing a maintenance task list: Create Task List, Change Task List, and Display Task List. As a maintenance planner, you can use task lists to standardize recurring work sequences and to plan inspections, maintenance, and repairs. Maintenance task lists describe a sequence of individual maintenance activities that must be performed repeatedly within a company. They contain important information about the spare parts and tools required for the work steps, the work centers involved, and the time required to perform the work. Furthermore, task lists enable you to react quickly to changing environmental protection or occupational safety regulations that may affect continuous maintenance. When you assign a task list to a maintenance item, maintenance notification, or a maintenance order, the system copies this maintenance data from the task list into the respective maintenance document.


			Maintenance Planner			Process Technical Object			W0029			BP for Maintenance Worker			Three apps are provided for processing a technical object: Create Technical Object, Change Technical Object, and Display Technical Object. As a maintenance planner, you can create and change technical objects to efficiently manage and evaluate technical assets and maintenance objects and monitor the costs involved. You can specify general data, location data, organizational data, and structure data as well as edit classification data and characteristic values, and assign documents.


			Maintenance Planner			Procurement for Maintenance Planner (Purchase Order)			F2827			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can view a list of all purchase order items that have been created for your maintenance orders and display key procurement information. You navigate to this app via the Purchase Orders Not Approved card or the Missing Components card in the Maintenance Planning Overview app. If you process your maintenance orders by phases, you can also access this app via the External Procurement card in the Maintenance Backlog Overview app.


			Maintenance Planner			Procurement for Maintenance Planner (Purchase Requisition)			F3065			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can view a list of all purchase requisition items that have been created for your maintenance orders and display key procurement information. You navigate to this app via the Purchase Requisitions Not Approved card or the Purchase Requisitions Not Converted to Purchase Orders card in the Maintenance Planning Overview app. If you process your maintenance orders by phases, you can also access this app via the External Procurement card in the Maintenance Backlog Overview app.


			Maintenance Planner			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Maintenance Planner			Purchase Order (Version 2)			F0348A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.


			Maintenance Planner			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Maintenance Planner			Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)			F0349A			Purchasing			This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Maintenance Planner			Request Maintenance			F1511			Maintenance Notifications			You can use this app to easily request that maintenance work or repairs be done on a technical object. While creating a maintenance request, the app helps you provide all the relevant information required to solve the problem quickly. You enter important information such as the technical object, the location where the problem occurred, the effect on safety or environmental compliance, as well as a detailed description of the problem. Questionnaires ensure that you describe the problem without leaving out important information. By launching the second tile provided for this app, you open a notification list for monitoring all the different maintenance requests that have been submitted. The list provides you with a quick overview so you can easily track the status of the notifications. You can use the search function and filters to determine which notifications are displayed. This app is available for the Employee Maintenance role.


			Maintenance Planner			Schedule Maintenance Plan			IP10			Maintenance Task Lists			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Maintenance Planner			Schedule Material Availability Check			F2465			Plant Maintenance			As a maintenance planner, you can use this app to execute material availability checks for several maintenance orders at runtime or schedule these checks as a recurrent batch job. The system checks whether the components required for a maintenance order are available and updates the availability status in the orders accordingly. If you schedule the availability check as a batch job, a report displays all error and warning messages that occurred during the checking process, as well as the system and user statuses of the orders. If you also schedule maintenance orders that are processed by phases, the Material Availability Check for Maintenance Orders template enables you to reassign committed stock from one maintenance order to another of higher priority and urgency. For more information, see How to Perform an ATP Check for Stock Components.


			Maintenance Planner			Scheduling Overview			IP24			Maintenance Task Lists			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Maintenance Planner			Technical Object Damages			F3075			Maintenance Notifications			With this app, you can see which damages occur frequently and find the technical object parts that cause them. You can find the related maintenance notifications in the list which is based on maintenance items. You can filter the tables and charts and navigate to the related applications.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Analytical List Page for Technical Object Breakdown Analysis			F2812			Maintenance Notifications			With this app you can analyze the causes of a particular breakdown more closely and calculate the distribution of duration of the various breakdowns or repairs. You can also find out the cause behind a short or long breakdown period, or the period between two consecutive breakdowns.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Create Maintenance Request			F1511A			Maintenance Notifications			With this app, you can create maintenance requests. While creating a maintenance request, you can provide relevant information that is required to identify and solve the problem.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH scope item that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Create Mass Time Confirmations			F3925			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can view status of time confirmations and post them. This app can be launched only when you upload time confirmations in the Find Maintenance Orders and Operations app. For more information, see Find Maintenance Orders and Operations.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Find Maintenance Items			F3621			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can find and display maintenance items. You can do this either by filtering the list or by using a free text search. You can display a single maintenance item and view its properties.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Find Maintenance Order			F2175			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and perform different mass changes, such as changing the responsibility, the status, and the scheduling of the selected maintenance orders. You can also assign the orders to a maintenance event and dispatch all their operations.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Find Maintenance Order Confirmation			F2174			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can list the maintenance order confirmations in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single order confirmation to view its properties and its assigned order and technical object.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Find Maintenance Order and Operation			F2173			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and their operations. You can perform mass changes of different operation parameters, add and display time confirmations, and create work packs for selected operations.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Find Maintenance Plans			F3622			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can find and display maintenance plans. You can do this either by filtering the list or by using a free text search. You can display a single maintenance plan to view its properties, its assigned maintenance items, and its scheduled and manual maintenance calls.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Find Maintenance Task List			F2660			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can find and display the following maintenance task lists:  Equipment task list   Functional location task list   General maintenance task list   You can do this either by filtering the list or by using the free text search. You can display a single task list to view its properties, its assigned operations, and its attachments.Note You cannot access hierarchical task lists from this application.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Find Maintenance Task List and Operation			F2661			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can find and display the following maintenance task lists and their operations:  Equipment task list   Functional location task list   General maintenance task list   You can do this either by filtering the list or by using the free text search. You can display a single task list to view its properties, its assigned operations, and its attachments.Note You cannot access hierarchical task lists from this application.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Find Technical Object			F2072			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Maintenance Backlog Overview			F5105			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can display information about maintenance backlogs for a specific planning bucket. Maintenance request and maintenance orders are the maintenance backlog types. The selection area contains filter values like planning bucket template, past buckets and future backets.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Maintenance Order Costs			F4603			Plant Maintenance			With this app you can monitor and evaluate estimated costs, baseline costs, planned costs and actual costs resulting from current maintenance orders. It enables you, for example, to compare planned costs or baseline costs with actual costs caused by maintenance orders of a specific order type during a selected time period. Filters allow you to analyze estimated costs, baseline costs, planned costs and actual costs in a specific time frame from different perspectives such as the order type, the responsible cost center, the main work center or the maintenance activity type. A condensed view enables you to identify and compare relevant areas within data sets using data visualization and business intelligence. On the other hand, you can also navigate directly to significant single maintenance orders. All this can be done seamlessly within one page that combines transactional and analytical data using chart and table visualization.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Manage Documents			F2733			Document Management System			With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Manage Maintenance Backlog			F4073			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can view a list of the maintenance orders that are associated with a specific maintenance planning bucket. The maintenance backlog of an operational planning bucket shows all orders that have been automatically assigned to the planning bucket according to their scheduled start, their scheduled end, and to the attributes fitting in the scope of the planning bucket. The maintenance backlog of an eventbased planning bucket shows all orders that have been assigned manually to the maintenance event. Orders that have been set to Do not execute or that have been marked for deletion are not displayed in this app. You can view important order details, such as the order status, the order priority and the final due date. You can view the availability and consumption of the required stock components, view messages from the latest ATP check, and navigate directly to the Schedule Material Availability Check app. You can monitor the procurement process for all required nonstock components and external services. In addition, you can view all maintenance work that has to be performed by an internal work center. You can only access this app via the Manage Maintenance Planning Buckets app and the Maintenance Backlog Overview app.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Manage Maintenance Planning Buckets			F3888			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can create maintenance planning buckets that aid you in effectively managing your maintenance backlog. You can create operational maintenance planning buckets or eventbased maintenance planning buckets. Operational maintenance planning buckets are recurrent planning buckets that allow you to plan regular maintenance work. They are generated automatically based on the time and recurrence details that you specify. Eventbased maintenance planning buckets are onetime planning buckets that help you to organize major maintenance events, where a group of maintenance orders needs to be planned and executed during the same period.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Manage Work Packs			F6065			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can find existing work packs, select work packs, job packs, and included items and send them to the output immediately or schedule them to be eligible for the mass output. A work pack consists of a list of job packs in which the system can output together and the work order operations jobs belonging to the corresponding job packs the set of jobs in a job pack are work order operations that you can create one output request for. Work packs allow you to include multiple output types and leverage support for print and email channels for the output.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Material Documents Overview			F1077						With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Maintenance Supervisor			My Maintenance Requests			F4513			Maintenance Notifications			With this app, you can view your maintenance requests. You can also copy maintenance requests or delete maintenance requests.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Perform Maintenance Jobs			F5104A			Plant Maintenance			With this app, as a Maintenance Technician, you can review, execute, and report the findings for the jobs dispatched for execution.  Jobs that are Ready for Execution are listed according to their schedules. The list will also include jobs that do not support the phase model. For such jobs, subphase details will not be available. The default filters available with the Standard variant allows you to view jobs assigned to you and your team. The jobs that are not yet assigned can be selfassigned.  The app maintains information required to perform a maintenance job such as related details, reference documents, and materials. This app allows you to start, pause, and mark the job as work done. You can record time for the job and it also allows you to record failure data and measurement readings.   This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differ from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 , and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Procurement for Maintenance Planner (Purchase Order)			F2827			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can view a list of all purchase order items that have been created for your maintenance orders and display key procurement information. You navigate to this app via the Purchase Orders Not Approved card or the Missing Components card in the Maintenance Planning Overview app. If you process your maintenance orders by phases, you can also access this app via the External Procurement card in the Maintenance Backlog Overview app.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Procurement for Maintenance Planner (Purchase Requisition)			F3065			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can view a list of all purchase requisition items that have been created for your maintenance orders and display key procurement information. You navigate to this app via the Purchase Requisitions Not Approved card or the Purchase Requisitions Not Converted to Purchase Orders card in the Maintenance Planning Overview app. If you process your maintenance orders by phases, you can also access this app via the External Procurement card in the Maintenance Backlog Overview app.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Schedule Material Availability Check			F2465			Plant Maintenance			As a maintenance planner, you can use this app to execute material availability checks for several maintenance orders at runtime or schedule these checks as a recurrent batch job. The system checks whether the components required for a maintenance order are available and updates the availability status in the orders accordingly. If you schedule the availability check as a batch job, a report displays all error and warning messages that occurred during the checking process, as well as the system and user statuses of the orders. If you also schedule maintenance orders that are processed by phases, the Material Availability Check for Maintenance Orders template enables you to reassign committed stock from one maintenance order to another of higher priority and urgency. For more information, see How to Perform an ATP Check for Stock Components.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Screen Maintenance Requests			F4072			Maintenance Notifications			With this app, you can screen and accept maintenance requests. You can view status of a maintenance request along with other details such as priority of the maintenance request, breakdown and malfunction details, and so on.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.


			Maintenance Supervisor			Technical Object Damages			F3075			Maintenance Notifications			With this app, you can see which damages occur frequently and find the technical object parts that cause them. You can find the related maintenance notifications in the list which is based on maintenance items. You can filter the tables and charts and navigate to the related applications.


			Maintenance Technician			Analytical List Page for Technical Object Breakdown Analysis			F2812			Maintenance Notifications			With this app you can analyze the causes of a particular breakdown more closely and calculate the distribution of duration of the various breakdowns or repairs. You can also find out the cause behind a short or long breakdown period, or the period between two consecutive breakdowns.


			Maintenance Technician			Create Maintenance Request			F1511A			Maintenance Notifications			With this app, you can create maintenance requests. While creating a maintenance request, you can provide relevant information that is required to identify and solve the problem.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH scope item that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.


			Maintenance Technician			Create Mass Time Confirmations			F3925			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can view status of time confirmations and post them. This app can be launched only when you upload time confirmations in the Find Maintenance Orders and Operations app. For more information, see Find Maintenance Orders and Operations.


			Maintenance Technician			Display Maintenance Item (Technician)			W0024			BP for Maintenance Worker			You can use this app to view the information stored in a maintenance item. A maintenance item describes which preventive maintenance tasks should take place regularly at a technical object or a group of technical objects. You can display maintenance items as a maintenance planner and as a maintenance technician.


			Maintenance Technician			Display Maintenance Notifications			F5797			Maintenance Notifications			With this app, you can display maintenance notifications. You can quickly view details of a maintenance notification such as phase, subphase, detection method, malfunction data, priority, and so on.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.


			Maintenance Technician			Display Maintenance Order			W0033			BP for Maintenance Worker			As a maintenance technician, you can use this app to view maintenance orders that have been created for a malfunction. Maintenance orders describe in detail the maintenance tasks that are to be performed on the technical object and provide all the information needed to plan and execute maintenance work. This includes start and finish dates, location information, planned materials and production resources/tools.


			Maintenance Technician			Display Maintenance Plan			W0022			BP for Maintenance Worker			As a maintenance technician, you can use this app to view the planning data for recurrent maintenance work stored in timebased and performancebased maintenance plans, strategy plans and multiplecounter plans. In timebased maintenance planning, maintenance is performed in specific cycles, for example, every two months or every six months. Performancebased maintenance plans contain information about regular maintenance based on counter readings maintained for measuring points of pieces of equipment and at functional locations.


			Maintenance Technician			Display Master Data Information Center (Technician)			W0012			BP for Maintenance Worker			As a maintenance planner and as a maintenance technician, you can use this app to access the Master Data Information Center that serves as a central point of access for working with master data. In the Master Data Information Center, you can use the SAP Enterprise Search, work with different lists and you have direct access to individual task lists, maintenance plans and technical objects.


			Maintenance Technician			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Maintenance Technician			Display PM Order Confirmation (IW43)			IW43			Completion Confirmations			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Maintenance Technician			Display Task List (Technician)			W0015			BP for Maintenance Worker			As a maintenance technician, you can use this app to view all relevant information about recurring standardized work sequences, inspections and repairs. Maintenance task lists describe a sequence of individual maintenance activities that must be performed repeatedly within a company. They contain important information about the spare parts and tools required for the work steps, the work centers involved, and the time required to perform the work.


			Maintenance Technician			Display Technical Object			W0028			BP for Maintenance Worker			As a maintenance technician, you can use this app to view technical objects that have been created to efficiently manage and evaluate technical assets and maintenance objects.


			Maintenance Technician			Find Maintenance Items			F3621			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can find and display maintenance items. You can do this either by filtering the list or by using a free text search. You can display a single maintenance item and view its properties.


			Maintenance Technician			Find Maintenance Notification			F2071			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can list the maintenance notifications in your system and find the one you need. You can do this by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can perform predefined quick actions on one or more notifications. You can display a single notification to view its properties, its assigned technical object and maintenance order, and its attachments.


			Maintenance Technician			Find Maintenance Order			F2175			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and perform different mass changes, such as changing the responsibility, the status, and the scheduling of the selected maintenance orders. You can also assign the orders to a maintenance event and dispatch all their operations.


			Maintenance Technician			Find Maintenance Order Confirmation			F2174			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can list the maintenance order confirmations in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single order confirmation to view its properties and its assigned order and technical object.


			Maintenance Technician			Find Maintenance Order and Operation			F2173			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and their operations. You can perform mass changes of different operation parameters, add and display time confirmations, and create work packs for selected operations.


			Maintenance Technician			Find Maintenance Plans			F3622			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can find and display maintenance plans. You can do this either by filtering the list or by using a free text search. You can display a single maintenance plan to view its properties, its assigned maintenance items, and its scheduled and manual maintenance calls.


			Maintenance Technician			Find Maintenance Task List			F2660			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can find and display the following maintenance task lists:  Equipment task list   Functional location task list   General maintenance task list   You can do this either by filtering the list or by using the free text search. You can display a single task list to view its properties, its assigned operations, and its attachments.Note You cannot access hierarchical task lists from this application.


			Maintenance Technician			Find Maintenance Task List and Operation			F2661			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can find and display the following maintenance task lists and their operations:  Equipment task list   Functional location task list   General maintenance task list   You can do this either by filtering the list or by using the free text search. You can display a single task list to view its properties, its assigned operations, and its attachments.Note You cannot access hierarchical task lists from this application.


			Maintenance Technician			Find Technical Object			F2072			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.


			Maintenance Technician			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Maintenance Technician			My Maintenance Requests			F4513			Maintenance Notifications			With this app, you can view your maintenance requests. You can also copy maintenance requests or delete maintenance requests.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.


			Maintenance Technician			Perform Maintenance Jobs			F5104A			Plant Maintenance			With this app, as a Maintenance Technician, you can review, execute, and report the findings for the jobs dispatched for execution.  Jobs that are Ready for Execution are listed according to their schedules. The list will also include jobs that do not support the phase model. For such jobs, subphase details will not be available. The default filters available with the Standard variant allows you to view jobs assigned to you and your team. The jobs that are not yet assigned can be selfassigned.  The app maintains information required to perform a maintenance job such as related details, reference documents, and materials. This app allows you to start, pause, and mark the job as work done. You can record time for the job and it also allows you to record failure data and measurement readings.   This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differ from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 , and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.


			Maintenance Technician			Process Maintenance Notification (Technician)			W0006			BP for Maintenance Worker			Three apps are provided for processing a maintenance notification: Create Maintenance Notification, Change Maintenance Notification, and Display Maintenance Notification. You can use these apps to easily report a malfunction or a problem in a technical system. You do this by creating a notification in which you specify the technical object, describe the malfunction, and enter the activities to be performed. In addition, you can describe the causes by using codes, confirm the time spent on each activity and print out job papers. You can create, change, and display notifications as a maintenance planner and as a maintenance technician.


			Maintenance Technician			Procurement for Maintenance Planner (Purchase Order)			F2827			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can view a list of all purchase order items that have been created for your maintenance orders and display key procurement information. You navigate to this app via the Purchase Orders Not Approved card or the Missing Components card in the Maintenance Planning Overview app. If you process your maintenance orders by phases, you can also access this app via the External Procurement card in the Maintenance Backlog Overview app.


			Maintenance Technician			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Maintenance Technician			Report and Repair Malfunction			F2023			Plant Maintenance			You can use this app to easily report that a technical object has a malfunction, plan the required repair work, as well as document and confirm the maintenance work when itapos;s done. While creating a malfunction report, the app helps you provide all the relevant information required to solve the problem quickly. You enter important information such as the technical object, the location where the problem occurred, the effect on safety or environmental compliance, as well as a detailed description of the problem. Furthermore, the app supports you when planning your repair work. This includes gathering information about the affected technical object and any repair work that has been recently carried out, searching for the required spare parts and checking if theyapos;re in stock, as well as assigning the work centers involved. Once youapos;ve finished the repair work, you can provide information about the malfunction and the job, confirm your job, and close the malfunction report. You can also get a quick overview of all the malfunction reports or of all work items assigned to you and their current status. You have the possibility to personalize the list of reports, view the status of the jobs, and navigate to the job details. There you can start working on the jobs assigned to you and confirm them. This app is available for the Maintenance Technician role.


			Maintenance Technician			Request Maintenance			F1511			Maintenance Notifications			You can use this app to easily request that maintenance work or repairs be done on a technical object. While creating a maintenance request, the app helps you provide all the relevant information required to solve the problem quickly. You enter important information such as the technical object, the location where the problem occurred, the effect on safety or environmental compliance, as well as a detailed description of the problem. Questionnaires ensure that you describe the problem without leaving out important information. By launching the second tile provided for this app, you open a notification list for monitoring all the different maintenance requests that have been submitted. The list provides you with a quick overview so you can easily track the status of the notifications. You can use the search function and filters to determine which notifications are displayed. This app is available for the Employee Maintenance role.


			Maintenance Technician			Technical Object Damages			F3075			Maintenance Notifications			With this app, you can see which damages occur frequently and find the technical object parts that cause them. You can find the related maintenance notifications in the list which is based on maintenance items. You can filter the tables and charts and navigate to the related applications.


			Manager - Inbox			Edit and Approve Purchase Requisition			F4007						With this app, you as an approver, can now edit the Contact InformationPurchasing Group, Requisitioner during header and item level approval.


			Manager - Inbox			My Inbox			F0862						With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.


			Manager - Inbox			My Inbox - Approve Travel Expenses			F0410A						With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.


			Manager - Inbox			My Inbox - Approve Travel Requests			F0411A						With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.


			Manager - Inbox			My Outbox			F6511						You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.


			Manager - Inbox			Process Inbox			F3646						With this app you can  ...


			Manager - Inbox			Process Purchase Requisitions Centrally			F3290						With this app, you can centrally display and manage all the purchase requisition items in SAP S/4HANA which acts as a hub system. The purchase requisitions can be those that are created in the hub system, or the ones that have been extracted from other connected systems. SAP S/4HANA, SAP S/4HANA Cloud, SAP ERP, or nonSAP systems can act as connected systems.  Note This app was previously called Manage Purchase Requisitions Centrally.


			Manager - Inbox			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Manager - Inbox			Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)			F0349A			Purchasing			This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Manager - Procurement			Edit and Approve Purchase Requisition			F4007						With this app, you as an approver, can now edit the Contact InformationPurchasing Group, Requisitioner during header and item level approval.


			Manager - Procurement			My Inbox - Approve Purchase Requisitions			F0401A						With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.


			Manager - Procurement			Process Purchase Requisitions Centrally			F3290						With this app, you can centrally display and manage all the purchase requisition items in SAP S/4HANA which acts as a hub system. The purchase requisitions can be those that are created in the hub system, or the ones that have been extracted from other connected systems. SAP S/4HANA, SAP S/4HANA Cloud, SAP ERP, or nonSAP systems can act as connected systems.  Note This app was previously called Manage Purchase Requisitions Centrally.


			Manager - Procurement			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Manager - Procurement			Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)			F0349A			Purchasing			This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Master Data Specialist (Agricultural Contract Management)			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Master Data Specialist (Agricultural Contract Management)			Change Material			MM02			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Master Data Specialist (Agricultural Contract Management)			Create Condition			VK11			Conditions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Master Data Specialist (Agricultural Contract Management)			Create Material			MM01			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Master Data Specialist (Agricultural Contract Management)			Display Condition			VK13			Conditions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Master Data Specialist (Agricultural Contract Management)			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Master Data Specialist (Agricultural Contract Management)			Manage Business Partner Master Data			F3163			Business Partners			With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .


			Master Data Specialist (Agricultural Contract Management)			Set Material Prices - Sales, Set Service Prices - Sales, Set Tax Rates - Sales			VK12			Conditions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Master Data Specialist - Batch Data			Customer Master FactSheets			F0046A						With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.


			Master Data Specialist - Batch Data			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Master Data Specialist - Batch Data			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Master Data Specialist - Batch Data			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Master Data Specialist - Batch Data			Supplier			F0354			Vendor Master			With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.


			Master Data Specialist - Business Partner Data			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Master Data Specialist - Business Partner Data			Customer Master FactSheets			F0046A						With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.


			Master Data Specialist - Business Partner Data			Manage Business Partner Master Data			F3163			Business Partners			With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .


			Master Data Specialist - Business Partner Data			Manage Customer Master Data			F0850A						With this app, you can manage customer master data centrally for departments involved with sales. You can create, change, search, display, and copy customer master data with the role SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST.


			Master Data Specialist - Business Partner Data			Manage Supplier Master Data			F1053A						With this app, you can manage supplier master data centrally for all consuming departments for example, purchasing department. You can create, change, search, display, and copy supplier master data with the role SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST.


			Master Data Specialist - Business Partner Data			Supplier			F0354			Vendor Master			With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.


			Master Data Specialist - Commodity Management			Customer Master FactSheets			F0046A						With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.


			Master Data Specialist - Commodity Management			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Master Data Specialist - Commodity Management			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Master Data Specialist - Commodity Management			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Master Data Specialist - Commodity Management			Supplier			F0354			Vendor Master			With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.


			Master Data Specialist - Product Compliance			Display Material Documents SVT Calculation Log			F5076						With this app, you can view the log details of the calculation process for a material document.


			Master Data Specialist - Product Compliance			Display Product Compliance Event Log			F5060						With this app, you can view the log details of an event that was triggered in the Process Product Compliance Events app.


			Master Data Specialist - Product Compliance			Display Product Compliance Task Log			F5059						With this app, you can view the log details of a task that was triggered in the Process Product Compliance Tasks app.


			Master Data Specialist - Product Compliance			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Master Data Specialist - Product Data			Change Material			MM02			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Master Data Specialist - Product Data			Classification Based Product Hierarchy			F2351			Material Master			With this app you can define and visualize product master hierarchies based on classification data, for example a media product hierarchy that defines TV series, seasons, and episodes. This feature interacts with the Manage Product Master Data application to navigate into product master details, and you can change the parent node or remove it from the hierarchy by changing classification data there. The hierarchy data can be used directly for product analytics, for example to compare the revenue of TV series.


			Master Data Specialist - Product Data			Close Periods			MMPV			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Master Data Specialist - Product Data			Create Material			MM01			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Master Data Specialist - Product Data			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Master Data Specialist - Product Data			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Master Data Specialist - Product Data			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Master Data Specialist - Product Data			Product Master Quick  View - Co Pilot			F2756			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Master Data Specialist - Product Data			Unit of measure Quick  Create - Co Pilot			F2757			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Master Data Specialist - Product Data (Retail)			Characteristics, Display Characteristic, Manage Characteristics			CT04						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Master Data Specialist - Product Data (Retail)			Display Class, Manage Classes			CL02			Classification			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Master Data Specialist - Product Data (Retail)			Display Errors During Logistical Product Assignment			F4291						With this app you can create assignments for logistical products. An assignment specifies from which supplier or distribution center and within which period a distribution center or store can procure a product in a specific unit of measure.


			Master Data Specialist - Product Data (Retail)			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Master Data Specialist - Product Data (Retail)			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Master Data Specialist - Product Data (Retail)			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Master Data Specialist - Raw Substance Data			Change Material			MM02			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Master Data Specialist - Raw Substance Data			Classification Based Product Hierarchy			F2351			Material Master			With this app you can define and visualize product master hierarchies based on classification data, for example a media product hierarchy that defines TV series, seasons, and episodes. This feature interacts with the Manage Product Master Data application to navigate into product master details, and you can change the parent node or remove it from the hierarchy by changing classification data there. The hierarchy data can be used directly for product analytics, for example to compare the revenue of TV series.


			Master Data Specialist - Raw Substance Data			Create Material			MM01			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Master Data Specialist - Raw Substance Data			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Master Data Specialist - Raw Substance Data			Manage Documents			F2733			Document Management System			With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.


			Master Data Specialist - Raw Substance Data			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Master Data Specialist - Raw Substance Data			Product Master Quick  View - Co Pilot			F2756			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Master Data Specialist - Raw Substance Data			Unit of measure Quick  Create - Co Pilot			F2757			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Master Data Steward - Product Data			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned			F2878A						This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Analyze PIR Quality			F1943			Material Requirements Planning			With this app you can analyze how accurately you forecasted your planned independent requirements for materials. You can determine how well your forecasted demands for sales orders matched the quantities that were actually delivered to customers. You can analyze this data for monthly periods in the past.This app is available for the roles:SAP_BR_MATL_PLNR Material Planner  External ProcurementSAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Application Jobs for Manage Buffer Levels			F5074						


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Create MRP Change Requests			F5416			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can create change requests for existing purchase order schedule lines based on the list of rescheduling proposals from MRP rescheduling checks. You can send these change requests to suppliers using an external system to request a change of the quantity or delivery date for a purchase order schedule line so that material availability can be ensured and customer requirements can be fulfilled. In the external system, suppliers can accept or reject the change requests or send new proposals. After you have received an answer from a supplier, you can either apply or discard the changes included in a specific change request.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Create Optimal Orders for Shipment			F1700			Material Requirements Planning			With this app you can see at glance which materials in your area of responsibility need to be ordered based on the specified shortage definition and filtered by the optimal order date. The app displays essential information about the material, such as the stock availability, the preferred vendor, and the alternative vendors, so you can order several materials from the same vendor in one purchase order. You can even temporarily change the preferred vendor for this purpose. You can then optimize the shipment of the materials by changing the order quantities. This enables you to use the full capacity of the means of transport such as a truck, which is ecological and saves delivery costs. By adjusting the quantities you can also maximize the time until the next order from this vendor is due. Once you enter the capacity limit, the app assists you by proposing quantities and converting the base unit of measure into the logistical unit of measure. To complete the process, you can create a purchase order for several materials from this vendor.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Create Supply Application Job (DD)			F5186			Application Jobs			


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Detect MRP Situations			F3853			Material Requirements Planning			With this feature, you can use situation handling in the Manage Material Coverage app to bring important issues to the usersapos; attention.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Display MRP Key Figures			F1426			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can view detailed information on each MRP run. This information is available if the MRP run has been completed, is still running, or was terminated. In the overview screen, the system lists all the individual MRP runs that have been carried out. You can access the details screen by clicking on an individual row. In the following screen, you can check all available key figure information such as the settings used to perform the planning run, the number of materials processed as well as various durations. A graphic is also available showing the run history. At a glance, you can see the progress of the planning run and analyze the runtime information. Sections are also available showing detailed information per lowlevel code or per the individual steps performed in the planning run.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Display MRP Master Data Issues			F1425A			Material Requirements Planning			With this app you can see all issues concerning master data that were detected during an MRP Live planning run. The system displays all the issues and restrictions as well as success messages that were created in the last MRP Live run. You can restrict the issues that are displayed in the list by accepting certain issues and then using filters. However, the content of this list is refreshed every time MRP Live is carried out and an accepted issue will reappear in the list after the next planning run if it has not been solved. You can use the information available in this app to find and analyze materials for which problems occurred in the planning run or which could not be planned at all. You have the information you need to solve these issues so that the materials can be planned correctly in future planning runs.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Display Stock Overview			MMBE			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Find Maintenance Order			F2175			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and perform different mass changes, such as changing the responsibility, the status, and the scheduling of the selected maintenance orders. You can also assign the orders to a maintenance event and dispatch all their operations.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Hand Over Purchase Requisitions			F4795			Material Requirements Planning			With this app you can see all purchase requisitions in your area of responsibility that are created automatically during the MRP run and that have to be checked before being handed over to purchasing. You can use this app to hand over all selected purchase requisitions for purchasing in one step.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Maintain PIRs			F3445			Material Requirements Planning			You can use this app to create and monitor planned independent requirements PIRs of materials in months or weeks. You can use this information to negotiate rates with your suppliers and, as a result, reduce costs. You use PIRs to procure or produce materials or components prior to receiving sales orders for materials. This information is particularly important, if the lead times demanded by your customers are shorter than those to which your suppliers can commit.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Maintain Time-Dependent Stock Levels			F5726			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can maintain timedependent stock levels for the safety stock that you want to hold for specific materials and plants. For each material, you can define validity intervals with different safety stock levels to adapt safety stock over time. This helps you dynamically react to varying demands, for example, if you expect a higher demand for a material during certain time periods, and reduce the risk of shortfalls by making sure materials are sufficiently stocked to meet the demands over specific periods of time.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Manage Change Requests			F0670			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can create change requests for existing purchase order schedule lines based on the list of rescheduling proposals from MRP rescheduling checks. You can send these change requests to suppliers using an external system to request a change of the quantity or delivery date for a purchase order schedule line so that material availability can be ensured and customer requirements can be fulfilled. In the external system, suppliers can accept or reject the change requests or send new proposals. After you have received an answer from a supplier, you can either apply or discard the changes included in a specific change request.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Manage External Requirements			F0250			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can check your uncovered and delayed items required for sales orders and stock transport orders based on the settings you made in the Monitor External Requirements app. To help you cover these requirements and fulfill the external orders, the system proposes different solutions. You can simulate the solution to preview its effects and you can apply the solution that best solves your issue. Since this Manage app provides detailed information and proposed solutions for specific items, you first have to select which items you want to manage. Therefore, no separate tile is delivered for this Manage app. To access the Manage External Requirements app, you first have to start the Monitor External Requirements app and make various settings to display only those items you want to monitor. After selecting one or more items in the list, you can navigate to the Manage app where you can solve your issues. If you save your personalized settings as a variant tile, you can access this Manage app directly from your home page. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Manage Internal Requirements			F0270			Material Requirements Planning			With this app you can check the coverage of components required for inhouse production orders, process orders, maintenance orders, and network orders based on the settings you made in the Monitor Internal Requirements app. To help you cover these requirements and fulfill the internal orders, the system proposes different solutions. You can simulate the solution to preview its effects and you can apply the solution that best solves your issue. Since this app provides detailed information and proposed solutions for specific items, you first have to select which items you want to manage. Therefore, no separate tile is delivered for this app. To access this app, you first have to start the Monitor Internal Requirements app and make various settings to display only those items you want to monitor. After selecting one or more items in the list, you can navigate to this app where you can solve your issues. If you save your personalized settings as a variant tile, you can access this app directly from your home page. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Manage Material Coverage			F0251			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can solve any coverage issues for your materials based on the settings you made in the Monitor Material Coverage app. This app shows the net requirements segments and individual customer and project segments, as well as direct production and direct procurement segments that exist for each material. To help you solve your shortages, the system proposes different solutions. You can simulate the solution to preview its effects and you can apply the solution that best solves your issue. Note The system can only propose solutions for externally procured materials, but not for materials produced inhouse or materials required for direct production. In addition, scheduling agreements are not supported by the proposed solutions. Instead, you have to manually change a schedule line or create a new one. Since this Manage app provides detailed information and proposed solutions for specific materials or items, you first have to select which materials or items you want to manage. Therefore, no separate tile is delivered for this Manage app. To access the Manage Material Coverage app, you first have to start the Monitor Material Coverage app and make various settings to display only those items you want to monitor. After selecting one or more items in the list, you can navigate to the Manage app where you can solve your issues. If you save your personalized settings as a variant tile, you can access this Manage app directly from your home page. Note If you want to view the planning situation for one material only, you can also start the Manage Material Coverage app directly from the Check Material Coverage tile, which is also delivered by SAP. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Material Documents Overview			F1077						With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Monitor External Requirements			F0246			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can monitor the uncovered requirements originating from sales orders and stock transport orders in a selected area of responsibility. You can use the default filter Time till Requirement Date to determine the period in which you want to check uncovered external requirements. Only one shortage definition is available for calculating uncovered requirements and is displayed for information purposes. This app provides you with the information that you need to be able to react to the shortage situation meaning that you can fulfill your customersapos; demands on time. From this app, you can directly navigate to the Manage External Requirements app to view details of the selected delayed items and check different solutions. Applicable for SAP S/4HANA for fashion and vertical business  Use this app for segmented material and article. The requirement, stock segments with segmentation rules are considered for shortage calculations.Note In this context, you cannot navigate to Manage External Requirements app, as it is not supported for segmented materials and articles. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Monitor Internal Requirements			F0263			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can ensure that components are available in the right quantity and in time so that internal requirements originating from production orders, process orders, maintenance orders, and network orders can be fulfilled. To determine which receipts and requirements are included in the coverage calculation, a shortage definition is available and displayed in the app. You can use filters to limit the scope of your selection. The app provides you with all the necessary information to be able to react quickly to critical situations. This enables you to avoid delays in production. From this app, you can directly navigate to the Manage Internal Requirements app to view details of the selected materials and check different solutions for the shortages. Applicable for SAP S/4HANA for fashion and vertical business  Use this app for segmented material and article. The requirement, stock segments with segmentation rules are considered for shortage calculations.Note In this context, you cannot navigate to Manage Internal Requirements app, as it is not supported for segmented materials and articles. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Monitor Material Coverage (Version 2)			F0247A			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can monitor all the materials in a selected area of responsibility. You can specify a shortage definition to determine which of the materials have shortages. You can use the default filter Time till Shortage to check the coverage of materials within a specific time frame. You can use this app for segmented materials and articles. The requirement segment and stock segments with segmentation rules are considered for shortage calculations. This app is available for the following roles: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner. SAP_BR_DEMAND_PLANNER_RFM Demand Planner Retail


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Monitor Material Coverage - Net and Individual Segments			F2101			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can monitor all the materials in a selected area of responsibility. This includes collective requirements materials, maketostock and maketoorder materials, and materials for direct procurement. You are provided with a list of all materials with a net requirement segment or individual planning segments, which considers the following planning segments:  Net segment  planning for the whole MRP area   Individual customer segment  using sales order stock   Individual project segment  using project stock   Segment for direct production planning  with direct creation of planned orders   Segment for direct procurement planning  with direct creation of purchase requisitions  The system calculates the requirements for each segment separately. The materials of these planning segments might have coverage issues according to a specified shortage definition. The shortage definition you choose contains a set of rules that the system uses for calculating the material shortages. These rules define the scope of the shortage calculation, meaning the supply and demand elements to be considered and the conditions that have to be met to be a relevant shortage. You can use the default filter Time till Shortage to check the coverage of materials within a specific time frame. This app provides you with the information that you need to be able to react to the shortage situation on time, meaning that you can avoid disruptions to production or to the fulfillment of customer demands. From this app, you can directly navigate to the Manage Material Coverage app to view details of the selected materials and check different solutions.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Monitor Material Coverage - Net and Individual Segments (Version 2)			F2101A			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can monitor all the materials in a selected area of responsibility. This includes collective requirements materials, maketostock and maketoorder materials, and materials for direct procurement. You are provided with a list of all materials with a net requirement segment or individual planning segments, which considers the following planning segments:  Net segment  planning for the whole MRP area   Individual customer segment  using sales order stock   Individual project segment  using project stock   Segment for direct production planning  with direct creation of planned orders   Segment for direct procurement planning  with direct creation of purchase requisitions  The system calculates the requirements for each segment separately. The materials of these planning segments might have coverage issues according to a specified shortage definition. The shortage definition you choose contains a set of rules that the system uses for calculating the material shortages. These rules define the scope of the shortage calculation, meaning the supply and demand elements to be considered and the conditions that have to be met to be a relevant shortage. You can use the default filter Time till Shortage to check the coverage of materials within a specific time frame. This app provides you with the information that you need to be able to react to the shortage situation on time, meaning that you can avoid disruptions to production or to the fulfillment of customer demands. From this app, you can directly navigate to the Manage Material Coverage app to view details of the selected materials and check different solutions.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Monitor Stock / Requirements List			MD04			Master Data			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Multi Level Simulation View			F4157			Material Requirements Planning			With this view, you can display the multilevel bill of material of your simulation and make changes to the material components.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			My Area of Responsibility - MRP Controller			F4796			Material Requirements Planning			With this app you can display at a glance all MRP controllers of each plant and assign the MRP controller names and plants for which you are responsible. Based on these settings, only the items belonging to materials for which you are responsible are displayed in the list of the MRPrelevant apps. The assignment of the MRP controller names and plants can be changed at any time. Note When starting the MRPrelevant apps for the first time, you have to specify your area of responsibility by selecting the relevant plant and MRP controller combinations for which you are responsible. For more information about the MRPrelevant apps, see the Related Information section.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0233A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Planned Order Object Page			F2260			Material Requirements Planning			This object page displays contextual information about the Planned Order business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Purchase Order (Version 2)			F0348A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)			F0349A			Purchasing			This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Reservation			F5690						The reservation object page allows you to display the details of a reservation, such as the account assignment, the goods recipient, and the items that have been reserved.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0234A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Sales Order (S/4HANA)			F1814			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Schedule Buffer Proposal Calculation			F2837			Application Jobs			With this app, you can generate buffer stock level proposals for your DemandDriven Replenishmentrelevant products based on their average daily usage, decoupled lead time, buffer profiles and several other factors. Additionally, you can schedule runs to recalculate the buffer proposals periodically to keep them uptodate, so that you maintain appropriate levels of inventory while using DemandDriven Replenishment. This is the fourth app that you l use when you start with DemandDriven Replenishment.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Schedule Lead Time Classification of Products (DD)			F2871			Application Jobs			With this app, you can classify your DemandDriven Replenishmentrelevant products by evaluating them based on their Decoupled Lead Time EFG classification across a specified evaluation interval. Classifying your products based on their Decoupled Lead Time DLT will help define inputs for their buffer settings. Additionally, you can schedule runs to reclassify your products periodically to keep their classifications uptodate, so that you get accurate results as you proceed with DemandDriven Replenishment. This is the third app that youll use when you start with DemandDriven Replenishment.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Schedule MRP Rescheduling Checks			F5417			Material Requirements Planning			You can use this app to collect the MRP rescheduling checks for the purchase orders, and to schedule a replication periodically. The results of this app are visible as proposals in the Create MRP Change Requests app.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Schedule MRP Runs			F1339			Material Requirements Planning			With this app you can create and schedule a job for executing your MRP runs. To automate the planning process, the MRP run is carried out on a regular basis so you can use this app to create a job that performs this task for you; reducing your workload by running this task smoothly in the background. During the MRP run, the system checks whether current material demand can be covered by current inventory and expected material receipts. In regenerative planning, the system plans all materials irrespective of whether they have been changed since the last MRP run. In net change planning, the system only plans materials that have changed since the last planning run. If current demand is not covered, the system creates planned orders in the case of inhouse production and either purchase requisitions or schedule lines for external procurement. This app is available for the roles: SAP_BR_MATL_PLNR_EXT_PROC Material Planner  External ProcurementSAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Schedule Order Conversion Runs			F1718			Material Requirements Planning			With this app you can create and schedule a job for converting your planned orders. Planned orders are created in material requirements planning to cover the requirements. Planned orders for materials that are to be produced inhouse represent a demand to produce a material. They are converted to production orders or process orders. The basic dates, material components, and quantities required for production are contained as items in the planned order and are copied directly when the planned order is converted to a production order or process order. On conversion, the dependent requirements for the components are also converted into reservations. This app is available for the role SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Schedule Processing of MRP Change Requests			F5725			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can create and schedule jobs to automatically apply or discard change requests in status Requested for which no response has been received from suppliers. You can schedule automatic processing according to your configuration settings for automatic processing based on change request priorities or override these settings and specify a status Applied or Discarded that you want to set for all change requests matching your selection criteria.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Schedule Product Classification (DD)			F2823			Application Jobs			With this app, you can classify your products by systematically evaluating them based on their goods issue value ABC classification, usage across BOMs PQR classification and variation in actual demand XYZ classification across a specified evaluation interval. Classifying your products will help identify whether they are relevant for DemandDriven Replenishment, and will help define inputs for their buffer settings. Additionally, you can schedule runs to reclassify your products periodically to keep their classifications uptodate, so that you get accurate results as you proceed with DemandDriven Replenishment. This is the first app that youll use when you start with DemandDriven Replenishment.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Schedule Sending of MRP Change Requests			F5418			Material Requirements Planning			You can use this app to send MRP change requests to an external system by using the SOAP API MRPChangeRequest_Out.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Schedule Unassigning of MRP Areas			F5447			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can schedule the deletion of assignments of materials to MRP areas in the product master as a background job using the job template Schedule Unassigning of MRP Areas. For the assignments that shall be deleted, the deletion indicator must be set in transaction MM02. This app then deletes those MRP area assignments including the dependent data.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Stock - Multiple Materials			F1595						With this app, you can get an overview of your material stocks. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work. The app can display the stock information as a table.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Stock - Single Material			F1076						With this app, you can get an overview of your material stock. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. The app can display the stock information as a table or a diagram. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			Supplier			F0354			Vendor Master			With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.


			Material Planner - External Procurement			pMRP Issue List			F4593			Material Requirements Planning			New app features are available:Define Flexible Constraints app: In this new app the user can specify constraints for materials.    Schedule pMRP Simulation Creation app:New job template to create simulation data using material component data The user can use the BOM selection ID to prioritize the BOMs.   It is possible to consider configurable products consisting of nonconfigurable BOMs.  Business AddIns BAdIs are available to exclude an operational product from a simulation or to replace an operational product by a proxy product.   Process pMRP Simulations app: Simulation views:Demand Plan SimulationThe new table view Simulation/Available Delta is available to compare quantities. Capacity Plan SimulationThe user can shift capacity demands of toplevel materials.The user can use group settings to display aggregated work center groups. Simulation ComponentsThis new view displays all the material components of a pMRP simulation. Issue ListThis view shows a prioritized list that helps you solve the most important issues first. MultiLevel Material SimulationIn this view you can solve capacity issues by pulling in a selected quantity. In case of inhouse materials, a specified quantity is preproduced and in case of externally procured materials, the specified quantity is procured in advance.   KPIsThe new KPIs Materials with Invalid Sources and Violated Constraints are available. Materials with Invalid Sources are shown in the simulation header and they are clickable   Inspection PanelThe inspection panel shows issue categories Capacity Overload, No Valid Source, Outside of Simulation, Underdelivery, Violated Constraint.   Releasing a simulation:When releasing a simulation, the user can create planned independent requirements PIR for demanddriven components and/or toplevel materials. For subassembly components, the user can select a PIR version for subassembly components.   Undo, Redo and Show/ Hide Change History A change history with undo and redo options is available.


			Material Planner - Just-In-Time Supply			Application log for Just-In-Time Supply to Customer			F4961						With this app, you can view the application logs for customer JIT call processing and take appropriate actions.


			Material Planner - Just-In-Time Supply			Create JIT Delivery Schedule (In Background)			F5001						With this app, you can create JIT delivery schedules to sales scheduling agreements in the background, based on JIT calls received from customers.


			Material Planner - Just-In-Time Supply			Schedule Custom Actions for JIT/ JIS Calls			F5804						


			Material Planner - Just-In-Time Supply			Schedule Handling Unit creation from JIT Package Group			F5260						You could create handling units from JIT package groups automatically by scheduling a background job.


			Meter Data Specialist (Utilities) for Brazil			Devices Sequence Management			F5570						With this app, you can identify the nonsequenced devices, and by reordering, put them into sequence.


			Meter Data Specialist - Data Analysis (Utilities) for Brazil			Display Dynamic Schedule Records			F6515						


			Meter Data Specialist - Data Analysis (Utilities) for Brazil			Simulate Dynamic Schedule Records			F6516						


			Meter Data Specialist - Energy Loss Prevention (Utilities) for Brazil			Change Document			CV02N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Meter Data Specialist - Energy Loss Prevention (Utilities) for Brazil			Display document			CV03N						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Meter Data Specialist - Energy Loss Prevention (Utilities) for Brazil			Energy Loss Management			F5687						You use the Energy Loss app to calculate the loss consumption in an account. You can choose between some Calculation methods provided by standard, or use the custom Calculation methods provided by your own developments.


			Meter Data Specialist - Energy Loss Prevention (Utilities) for Brazil			Energy Loss Processes			F5703						You use the Energy Loss app to calculate the loss consumption in an account. You can choose between some Calculation methods provided by standard, or use the custom Calculation methods provided by your own developments.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Change Billing Documents			VF02			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Change Credit Memo Request, Change Debit Memo Request, Change Sales Order Without Charge, Change Sales Orders, Change Sales Orders - VA02			VA02			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Change Material			MM02			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Change Outbound Delivery, Change Returns Delivery			VL02N			Basic Functions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Change Purchase Order, Change Purchase Order - Advanced			ME22N			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Create Billing Documents			F0798			Billing			App ID: F0798 With this app, you can create billing documents for example, invoices and credit memos from items in the billing due list. This includes debit memo requests, sales orders, deliveries, and other sales and distribution SD documents. You can also generate temporary billing documents that you can review before converting them to final billing documents.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Create Billing Documents - VF04, Maintain Billing Due List			VF04			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Create Billing Documents, Create Billing Documents - VF01			VF01			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Create Credit Memo Requests - W/o Preceding Document, Create Customer Return Without Reference - VA01, Create Debit Memo Requests - W/o Preceding Document, Create Sales Orders, Create Sales Orders - Intercompany, Create Sales Orders - VA01			VA01			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Create Material			MM01			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Create Purchase Order, Create Purchase Order - Advanced			ME21N			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Display Billing Documents			VF03			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Display Material Document			MB03			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Display Material Document List			MB51			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Display Purchase Order, Display Purchase Order - Advanced			ME23N			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Expected Goods Receipt			F3298						With this app you can schedule background jobs for data transfer of expected goods receipts EGRs for purchase orders and production orders to SAP Extended Warehouse Management SAP EWM and view the related log.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Goods Movement, Post Goods Movement			MIGO			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			List Credit Memo Requests, List Debit Memo Requests, List Sales Orders, List Sales Orders - VA05, List Sales Orders Without Charge			VA05			Basic Functions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Manage Billing Documents			F0797			Billing			With this app, you can manage invoices, invoice cancellations, credit memos, and other billing documents. This includes displaying, editing, posting, and canceling billing documents. You can also review why a billing document split has occurred and generate PDFbased print previews of billing documents.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Manage Business Partner Master Data			F3163			Business Partners			With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Manage Sales Documents with Customer-Expected Price			F2713						


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Manage Sales Orders			F1873			Sales			With the Manage Sales Orders app, you can search for sales orders according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can execute different actions, for example, you can reject all items of one or more sales orders. You can also navigate to related apps, for example, to display sales order details, or you can display the process flow.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Manage Sales Orders - Version 2			F3893			Sales			With this app, you as an internal sales representative can list all sales orders in the system, filter the results, or search for specific sales orders. You can also create, change, or display single sales orders containing key information in a fast and easy way. You can do so directly within the Manage Sales Orders  Version 2 app, whereas in the Manage Sales Orders app, you need to navigate to other apps.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Material Documents Overview			F1077						With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Output Material Documents			MB90			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Post Goods Receipt for Inbound Delivery			F2502						With this app, you can post a receipt of goods with reference to an inbound delivery. The app proposes a selection of inbound deliveries from the supplier that can be posted. This app supports you, for example, as a receiving specialist in your daily work.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Post Goods Receipt for Purchasing Document			F0843						With this app, you can post the receipt of goods with reference to the different types of purchasing documents, for example:  Standard purchase order   Stock transfer order   Scheduling agreement   For example, if a material is delivered for a purchasing document with which you ordered the goods, it is important for all the departments involved that the goods receipt entry in the system references this purchasing document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or inventory manager in your daily work.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Post Subsequent Adjustment			F5476						With this app, you can carry out a subsequent correction posting of components from the subcontracting purchasing document. This is the case if a subcontractor has consumed a larger or smaller quantity of components than you originally planned and posted. This app focuses on the special process step of the subsequent adjustment posting after the goods receipt process for the subcontracting purchasing document.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Schedule Goods Receipt for Inbound Deliveries			F2776						With this app you can schedule background jobs for posting goods receipts for inbound deliveries and view the log.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Schedule Inbound Delivery Creation			F2798						With this app you can schedule the collective creation of inbound deliveries as a background job for purchase orders which are due for delivery.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Track Sales Orders (S/4HANA)			F2577						With this app, you can check whether a sales orderapos;s fulfillment is on track. You can immediately recognize whether the sales order contains issues, and whether it is complete, or still in process. For example, you can see whether it has been shipped, invoiced, or whether the corresponding journal entry in accounting has been cleared. If, for example, a customer or manager asks for information about one or more orders belonging to a specific customer, you can use this app to provide this information quickly.  You can also navigate to the Track Sales Order Details app to visualize the sales order fulfillment status of a specific sales order and its subsequent documents in more detail.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Transfer Stock - Cross-Plant			F1957						With this app, you can make transfer postings from one plant issuing plant to another plant receiving plant. The app supports you in finding the allowed transfer postings and in personalizing the control settings of storage locations and visible columns. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.


			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Transfer Stock - In Plant			F1061						With this app, you can make transfer postings within a plant. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or inventory manager in your daily work.


			Order Fulfillment Specialist			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Order Fulfillment Specialist (Retail)			Monitor Season Completeness			F3603						With this app, you can see the status of scheduled jobs and check the message log details for all these jobs. Features Displays the status of scheduled jobs Displays messages in a log   Supported Device Types Desktop Relevant Business CatalogSAP_RFM_BC_SEASON_MGMT


			Order Fulfillment Specialist (Retail)			Schedule Season Completeness - Sales Documents			F4080						With this app, you can create and schedule background jobs to update the sales documents for season completeness for which the season completness indicator is set. The app monitors the current status of jobs and notifies users when a job is completed. You can view the results of the season completeness check in the application log.


			Order Fulfillment Specialist (Retail)			Schedule Season Completeness - Stock transport orders			F4081						With this app, you can create and schedule background jobs to update stock transport orders for season completeness for which the season completeness indicator is set. The app monitors the current status of jobs and notifies users when a job is completed. You can view the results of the season completeness check in the application log.


			Order Fulfillment Specialist (Retail)			Schedule Season Processing			F4179						With this app, you can create and schedule background jobs to redetermine the assigned seasons in existing sales documents, purchase documents and stock transfer documents. The season redetermination reflects any changes made to the current season master data since the previous season determination for a given article. You can view the status and results of the season redetermination in the application log.


			Order-to-Cash Process Manager			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Order-to-Cash Process Manager			Sales Order (S/4HANA)			F1814			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			Organizational Planner - Force Element			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Payment Specialist			Map Format Data for Advanced Payment Management			F5617						


			Payment Specialist			Map Format Data for Advanced Payment Management			F5617						


			Payment Specialist - In-House Banking			Maintain Email Templates			F1306						Using this app, you can define email templates to streamline your email correspondence. Templates consist of fixed content such as subject or disclaimer and variable parts such as the form of address.


			Payment Specialist - In-House Banking			Manage Business Partner Master Data			F3163			Business Partners			With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .


			Payment Specialist - In-House Banking			Manage In-House Bank Application Jobs			F6653			Application Jobs			With this app, you can schedule various inhouse bank application jobs by using the predefined job templates.


			Pricing Specialist			Manage Prices - Sales			F4111			Conditions			With this app, you can flexibly set prices that you offer to your customers by managing all relevant condition records in one place. You can create, edit, copy, or delete multiple condition records simultaneously.


			Pricing Specialist			Set Material Prices - Sales, Set Service Prices - Sales, Set Tax Rates - Sales			VK12			Conditions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Product Configuration Modeler			Characteristics, Display Characteristic, Manage Characteristics			CT04						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Product Configuration Modeler			Display Class, Display Classes			CL03			Classes			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Product Configuration Modeler			Display Class, Manage Classes			CL02			Classification			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Product Configuration Modeler			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Product Configuration Modeler (Subscription Order Management)			Manage Prices - Sales			F4111			Conditions			With this app, you can flexibly set prices that you offer to your customers by managing all relevant condition records in one place. You can create, edit, copy, or delete multiple condition records simultaneously.


			Product Configuration Modeler (Subscription Order Management)			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Product Stewardship Specialist			Change Material			MM02			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Product Stewardship Specialist			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Product Stewardship Specialist - Product Compliance			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Product Stewardship Specialist - Product Compliance			Display Product Compliance Event Log			F5060						With this app, you can view the log details of an event that was triggered in the Process Product Compliance Events app.


			Product Stewardship Specialist - Product Compliance			Display Product Compliance Task Log			F5059						With this app, you can view the log details of a task that was triggered in the Process Product Compliance Tasks app.


			Product Stewardship Specialist - Product Compliance			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing			Change Work Center			CR02			Work Center			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing			Display Work Center			CR03			Work Center			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing			Manage Routings			F5425			Routing			With this app, you can search through existing routings and navigate to the apps to create new routings and to change existing routings. A routing is a representation of the order in which your process works on your shop floor.


			Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing			Manage Work Center Groups			F4044			Work Center			With this app, you can create a work center group, assign or remove work centers/work center groups and later delete work center group as well, if the group is no longer in use. By assigning multiple work centers under one work center group, you can immediately view the capacity demands and remaining capacities of the work centers aggregated to a work center group.


			Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing			Manage Work Centers			F6175			Work Center			With this app, you can perform all operations related to work centers from one central app. As a Production Engineer in the Discrete Manufacturing Industry, you can navigate to all the relevant apps to view work centers, create new work centers, change work centers, and perform mass maintenance of work center capacities and so on.


			Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing			Mass Maintenance Of Work Center Capacities			F5381			Work Center			With this app, you can perform a mass create of interval for selected work center capacities. As a Production Planner, you must manage the capacities of multiple work centers to meet future demands. When you foresee a spike in demand, you can create multiple intervals for a few or all capacities that belong to the work centers in a production line/Work Center group. Intervals can be created for both working and nonworking days. Within the given interval, you can create shifts for a single day and allow it to repeat on a daily, weekly or monthly basis. On the other hand, you could also create weekly shifts. You can then define a shift order by either assigning existing shift sequences or create your own custom shift definitions. While creating intervals, you can choose to override the existing factory calendar and make edits to Utilization and number of capacities.  Note This app does not support integration with Embedded PP/DS relevant work centers.


			Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing			My Area of Responsibility - Work Center Groups			F5266			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can display at a glance all work center groups of each plant and assign the names of the work center groups and plants for which you are responsible. You can change the assignment of the work center groups and plants at any time.


			Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing			Resource Object Page			F2264			Basic Data			This object page displays contextual information about the Resource business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing			Work Center Application Jobs			F5939			Work Center			


			Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing			Work Center Application Logs			F5931			Work Center			


			Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing			Work Center Object Page			F2262			Basic Data			This object page displays contextual information about the Work Center business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing			Display Work Center			CR03			Work Center			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing			Manage Work Center Groups			F4044			Work Center			With this app, you can create a work center group, assign or remove work centers/work center groups and later delete work center group as well, if the group is no longer in use. By assigning multiple work centers under one work center group, you can immediately view the capacity demands and remaining capacities of the work centers aggregated to a work center group.


			Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing			Mass Maintenance Of Work Center Capacities			F5381			Work Center			With this app, you can perform a mass create of interval for selected work center capacities. As a Production Planner, you must manage the capacities of multiple work centers to meet future demands. When you foresee a spike in demand, you can create multiple intervals for a few or all capacities that belong to the work centers in a production line/Work Center group. Intervals can be created for both working and nonworking days. Within the given interval, you can create shifts for a single day and allow it to repeat on a daily, weekly or monthly basis. On the other hand, you could also create weekly shifts. You can then define a shift order by either assigning existing shift sequences or create your own custom shift definitions. While creating intervals, you can choose to override the existing factory calendar and make edits to Utilization and number of capacities.  Note This app does not support integration with Embedded PP/DS relevant work centers.


			Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing			My Area of Responsibility - Work Center Groups			F5266			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can display at a glance all work center groups of each plant and assign the names of the work center groups and plants for which you are responsible. You can change the assignment of the work center groups and plants at any time.


			Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing			Resource Object Page			F2264			Basic Data			This object page displays contextual information about the Resource business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing			Work Center Application Jobs			F5939			Work Center			


			Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing			Work Center Application Logs			F5931			Work Center			


			Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing			Work Center Object Page			F2262			Basic Data			This object page displays contextual information about the Work Center business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Production Operator - Discrete Manufacturing			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Operator - Discrete Manufacturing			Display Work Center			CR03			Work Center			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Operator - Discrete Manufacturing			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Production Operator - Discrete Manufacturing			Planned Order Object Page			F2260			Material Requirements Planning			This object page displays contextual information about the Planned Order business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Production Operator - Discrete Manufacturing			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Production Operator - Discrete Manufacturing			Resource Object Page			F2264			Basic Data			This object page displays contextual information about the Resource business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Production Operator - Discrete Manufacturing			Work Center Object Page			F2262			Basic Data			This object page displays contextual information about the Work Center business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Production Operator - Lean Manufacturing			Application log for Just-In-Time Supply to Customer			F4961						With this app, you can view the application logs for customer JIT call processing and take appropriate actions.


			Production Operator - Lean Manufacturing			Schedule Backflush/ Goods Movement from Production for Customer JIT Calls			F5168						You could decouple the goods movement posting from production confirmation and execute the goods movement postings subsequently and automatically by scheduling a background job.


			Production Operator - Lean Manufacturing			Supplier			F0354			Vendor Master			With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.


			Production Operator - Process Manufacturing			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Operator - Process Manufacturing			Display Work Center			CR03			Work Center			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Operator - Process Manufacturing			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Production Operator - Process Manufacturing			Planned Order Object Page			F2260			Material Requirements Planning			This object page displays contextual information about the Planned Order business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Production Operator - Process Manufacturing			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Production Operator - Process Manufacturing			Resource Object Page			F2264			Basic Data			This object page displays contextual information about the Resource business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Production Operator - Process Manufacturing			Work Center Object Page			F2262			Basic Data			This object page displays contextual information about the Work Center business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Production Operator - Repetitive Manufacturing			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Operator - Repetitive Manufacturing			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Production Operator - Repetitive Manufacturing			Planned Order Object Page			F2260			Material Requirements Planning			This object page displays contextual information about the Planned Order business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Production Operator - Repetitive Manufacturing			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Production Planner			Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned			F2878A						This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.


			Production Planner			Analyze PIR Quality			F1943			Material Requirements Planning			With this app you can analyze how accurately you forecasted your planned independent requirements for materials. You can determine how well your forecasted demands for sales orders matched the quantities that were actually delivered to customers. You can analyze this data for monthly periods in the past.This app is available for the roles:SAP_BR_MATL_PLNR Material Planner  External ProcurementSAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner


			Production Planner			Application Jobs for Manage Buffer Levels			F5074						


			Production Planner			Create Supply Application Job (DD)			F5186			Application Jobs			


			Production Planner			Detect MRP Situations			F3853			Material Requirements Planning			With this feature, you can use situation handling in the Manage Material Coverage app to bring important issues to the usersapos; attention.


			Production Planner			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Planner			Display MRP Key Figures			F1426			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can view detailed information on each MRP run. This information is available if the MRP run has been completed, is still running, or was terminated. In the overview screen, the system lists all the individual MRP runs that have been carried out. You can access the details screen by clicking on an individual row. In the following screen, you can check all available key figure information such as the settings used to perform the planning run, the number of materials processed as well as various durations. A graphic is also available showing the run history. At a glance, you can see the progress of the planning run and analyze the runtime information. Sections are also available showing detailed information per lowlevel code or per the individual steps performed in the planning run.


			Production Planner			Display MRP Master Data Issues			F1425A			Material Requirements Planning			With this app you can see all issues concerning master data that were detected during an MRP Live planning run. The system displays all the issues and restrictions as well as success messages that were created in the last MRP Live run. You can restrict the issues that are displayed in the list by accepting certain issues and then using filters. However, the content of this list is refreshed every time MRP Live is carried out and an accepted issue will reappear in the list after the next planning run if it has not been solved. You can use the information available in this app to find and analyze materials for which problems occurred in the planning run or which could not be planned at all. You have the information you need to solve these issues so that the materials can be planned correctly in future planning runs.


			Production Planner			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Planner			Display Purchase Contract			ME33K			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Planner			Display Stock Overview			MMBE			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Planner			Display Work Center			CR03			Work Center			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Planner			Find Maintenance Order			F2175			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and perform different mass changes, such as changing the responsibility, the status, and the scheduling of the selected maintenance orders. You can also assign the orders to a maintenance event and dispatch all their operations.


			Production Planner			Hand Over Purchase Requisitions			F4795			Material Requirements Planning			With this app you can see all purchase requisitions in your area of responsibility that are created automatically during the MRP run and that have to be checked before being handed over to purchasing. You can use this app to hand over all selected purchase requisitions for purchasing in one step.


			Production Planner			Maintain PIRs			F3445			Material Requirements Planning			You can use this app to create and monitor planned independent requirements PIRs of materials in months or weeks. You can use this information to negotiate rates with your suppliers and, as a result, reduce costs. You use PIRs to procure or produce materials or components prior to receiving sales orders for materials. This information is particularly important, if the lead times demanded by your customers are shorter than those to which your suppliers can commit.


			Production Planner			Maintain Time-Dependent Stock Levels			F5726			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can maintain timedependent stock levels for the safety stock that you want to hold for specific materials and plants. For each material, you can define validity intervals with different safety stock levels to adapt safety stock over time. This helps you dynamically react to varying demands, for example, if you expect a higher demand for a material during certain time periods, and reduce the risk of shortfalls by making sure materials are sufficiently stocked to meet the demands over specific periods of time.


			Production Planner			Manage External Requirements			F0250			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can check your uncovered and delayed items required for sales orders and stock transport orders based on the settings you made in the Monitor External Requirements app. To help you cover these requirements and fulfill the external orders, the system proposes different solutions. You can simulate the solution to preview its effects and you can apply the solution that best solves your issue. Since this Manage app provides detailed information and proposed solutions for specific items, you first have to select which items you want to manage. Therefore, no separate tile is delivered for this Manage app. To access the Manage External Requirements app, you first have to start the Monitor External Requirements app and make various settings to display only those items you want to monitor. After selecting one or more items in the list, you can navigate to the Manage app where you can solve your issues. If you save your personalized settings as a variant tile, you can access this Manage app directly from your home page. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner


			Production Planner			Manage Internal Requirements			F0270			Material Requirements Planning			With this app you can check the coverage of components required for inhouse production orders, process orders, maintenance orders, and network orders based on the settings you made in the Monitor Internal Requirements app. To help you cover these requirements and fulfill the internal orders, the system proposes different solutions. You can simulate the solution to preview its effects and you can apply the solution that best solves your issue. Since this app provides detailed information and proposed solutions for specific items, you first have to select which items you want to manage. Therefore, no separate tile is delivered for this app. To access this app, you first have to start the Monitor Internal Requirements app and make various settings to display only those items you want to monitor. After selecting one or more items in the list, you can navigate to this app where you can solve your issues. If you save your personalized settings as a variant tile, you can access this app directly from your home page. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner


			Production Planner			Manage Material Coverage			F0251			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can solve any coverage issues for your materials based on the settings you made in the Monitor Material Coverage app. This app shows the net requirements segments and individual customer and project segments, as well as direct production and direct procurement segments that exist for each material. To help you solve your shortages, the system proposes different solutions. You can simulate the solution to preview its effects and you can apply the solution that best solves your issue. Note The system can only propose solutions for externally procured materials, but not for materials produced inhouse or materials required for direct production. In addition, scheduling agreements are not supported by the proposed solutions. Instead, you have to manually change a schedule line or create a new one. Since this Manage app provides detailed information and proposed solutions for specific materials or items, you first have to select which materials or items you want to manage. Therefore, no separate tile is delivered for this Manage app. To access the Manage Material Coverage app, you first have to start the Monitor Material Coverage app and make various settings to display only those items you want to monitor. After selecting one or more items in the list, you can navigate to the Manage app where you can solve your issues. If you save your personalized settings as a variant tile, you can access this Manage app directly from your home page. Note If you want to view the planning situation for one material only, you can also start the Manage Material Coverage app directly from the Check Material Coverage tile, which is also delivered by SAP. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner


			Production Planner			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Production Planner			Manage Production Orders or Process Orders			F0273			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can manage your production orders or process orders that have issues based on the settings you made in the Monitor Production Orders or Process Orders app. You can view details regarding delayed materials, missing components, as well as the status of operations and milestones. This app provides you with all the necessary information to be able to react quickly to critical situations and avoid delays in production. To be able to manage orders, you must first select them in the Monitor Production Orders or Process Orders app. If you save your personalized settings as a variant tile, you can access these apps directly from your home page. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner


			Production Planner			Mass Maintenance Of Work Center Capacities			F5381			Work Center			With this app, you can perform a mass create of interval for selected work center capacities. As a Production Planner, you must manage the capacities of multiple work centers to meet future demands. When you foresee a spike in demand, you can create multiple intervals for a few or all capacities that belong to the work centers in a production line/Work Center group. Intervals can be created for both working and nonworking days. Within the given interval, you can create shifts for a single day and allow it to repeat on a daily, weekly or monthly basis. On the other hand, you could also create weekly shifts. You can then define a shift order by either assigning existing shift sequences or create your own custom shift definitions. While creating intervals, you can choose to override the existing factory calendar and make edits to Utilization and number of capacities.  Note This app does not support integration with Embedded PP/DS relevant work centers.


			Production Planner			Material Documents Overview			F1077						With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Production Planner			Monitor External Requirements			F0246			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can monitor the uncovered requirements originating from sales orders and stock transport orders in a selected area of responsibility. You can use the default filter Time till Requirement Date to determine the period in which you want to check uncovered external requirements. Only one shortage definition is available for calculating uncovered requirements and is displayed for information purposes. This app provides you with the information that you need to be able to react to the shortage situation meaning that you can fulfill your customersapos; demands on time. From this app, you can directly navigate to the Manage External Requirements app to view details of the selected delayed items and check different solutions. Applicable for SAP S/4HANA for fashion and vertical business  Use this app for segmented material and article. The requirement, stock segments with segmentation rules are considered for shortage calculations.Note In this context, you cannot navigate to Manage External Requirements app, as it is not supported for segmented materials and articles. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner


			Production Planner			Monitor Internal Requirements			F0263			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can ensure that components are available in the right quantity and in time so that internal requirements originating from production orders, process orders, maintenance orders, and network orders can be fulfilled. To determine which receipts and requirements are included in the coverage calculation, a shortage definition is available and displayed in the app. You can use filters to limit the scope of your selection. The app provides you with all the necessary information to be able to react quickly to critical situations. This enables you to avoid delays in production. From this app, you can directly navigate to the Manage Internal Requirements app to view details of the selected materials and check different solutions for the shortages. Applicable for SAP S/4HANA for fashion and vertical business  Use this app for segmented material and article. The requirement, stock segments with segmentation rules are considered for shortage calculations.Note In this context, you cannot navigate to Manage Internal Requirements app, as it is not supported for segmented materials and articles. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner


			Production Planner			Monitor Material Coverage (Version 2)			F0247A			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can monitor all the materials in a selected area of responsibility. You can specify a shortage definition to determine which of the materials have shortages. You can use the default filter Time till Shortage to check the coverage of materials within a specific time frame. You can use this app for segmented materials and articles. The requirement segment and stock segments with segmentation rules are considered for shortage calculations. This app is available for the following roles: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner. SAP_BR_DEMAND_PLANNER_RFM Demand Planner Retail


			Production Planner			Monitor Material Coverage - Net and Individual Segments			F2101			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can monitor all the materials in a selected area of responsibility. This includes collective requirements materials, maketostock and maketoorder materials, and materials for direct procurement. You are provided with a list of all materials with a net requirement segment or individual planning segments, which considers the following planning segments:  Net segment  planning for the whole MRP area   Individual customer segment  using sales order stock   Individual project segment  using project stock   Segment for direct production planning  with direct creation of planned orders   Segment for direct procurement planning  with direct creation of purchase requisitions  The system calculates the requirements for each segment separately. The materials of these planning segments might have coverage issues according to a specified shortage definition. The shortage definition you choose contains a set of rules that the system uses for calculating the material shortages. These rules define the scope of the shortage calculation, meaning the supply and demand elements to be considered and the conditions that have to be met to be a relevant shortage. You can use the default filter Time till Shortage to check the coverage of materials within a specific time frame. This app provides you with the information that you need to be able to react to the shortage situation on time, meaning that you can avoid disruptions to production or to the fulfillment of customer demands. From this app, you can directly navigate to the Manage Material Coverage app to view details of the selected materials and check different solutions.


			Production Planner			Monitor Material Coverage - Net and Individual Segments (Version 2)			F2101A			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can monitor all the materials in a selected area of responsibility. This includes collective requirements materials, maketostock and maketoorder materials, and materials for direct procurement. You are provided with a list of all materials with a net requirement segment or individual planning segments, which considers the following planning segments:  Net segment  planning for the whole MRP area   Individual customer segment  using sales order stock   Individual project segment  using project stock   Segment for direct production planning  with direct creation of planned orders   Segment for direct procurement planning  with direct creation of purchase requisitions  The system calculates the requirements for each segment separately. The materials of these planning segments might have coverage issues according to a specified shortage definition. The shortage definition you choose contains a set of rules that the system uses for calculating the material shortages. These rules define the scope of the shortage calculation, meaning the supply and demand elements to be considered and the conditions that have to be met to be a relevant shortage. You can use the default filter Time till Shortage to check the coverage of materials within a specific time frame. This app provides you with the information that you need to be able to react to the shortage situation on time, meaning that you can avoid disruptions to production or to the fulfillment of customer demands. From this app, you can directly navigate to the Manage Material Coverage app to view details of the selected materials and check different solutions.


			Production Planner			Monitor Production Orders or Process Orders			F0266			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can monitor the status of the production orders or process orders in your area of responsibility. Two tiles are provided for this app, one for each order type. In the list you can view if materials will be finished too late for the pegged requirements, if the components required for these materials will not be available in time, and if milestones and operations are delayed. The system determines if materials will be finished too late based on the shortage definition you select. You can use filters to limit the scope of your selection. This app provides you with all the necessary information to be able to react quickly to critical situations and avoid delays in production. You can navigate from this app directly to the Manage Production Orders or Process Orders app to find detailed information about the selected materials and components, and view the status of the milestones and operations. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner


			Production Planner			Monitor Production Orders or Process Orders (Version 2)			F0266A			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can monitor the status of the production orders or process orders in your area of responsibility. Two tiles are provided for this app, one for each order type. In the list you can view if materials will be finished too late for the pegged requirements, if the components required for these materials will not be available in time, and if milestones and operations are delayed. The system determines if materials will be finished too late based on the shortage definition you select. You can use filters to limit the scope of your selection. This app provides you with all the necessary information to be able to react quickly to critical situations and avoid delays in production. You can navigate from this app directly to the Manage Production Orders or Process Orders app to find detailed information about the selected materials and components, and view the status of the milestones and operations. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner


			Production Planner			Monitor Stock / Requirements List			MD04			Master Data			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Planner			Multi Level Simulation View			F4157			Material Requirements Planning			With this view, you can display the multilevel bill of material of your simulation and make changes to the material components.


			Production Planner			My Area of Responsibility - MRP Controller			F4796			Material Requirements Planning			With this app you can display at a glance all MRP controllers of each plant and assign the MRP controller names and plants for which you are responsible. Based on these settings, only the items belonging to materials for which you are responsible are displayed in the list of the MRPrelevant apps. The assignment of the MRP controller names and plants can be changed at any time. Note When starting the MRPrelevant apps for the first time, you have to specify your area of responsibility by selecting the relevant plant and MRP controller combinations for which you are responsible. For more information about the MRPrelevant apps, see the Related Information section.


			Production Planner			My Area of Responsibility - Work Center Groups			F5266			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can display at a glance all work center groups of each plant and assign the names of the work center groups and plants for which you are responsible. You can change the assignment of the work center groups and plants at any time.


			Production Planner			Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0233A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Production Planner			Planned Order Object Page			F2260			Material Requirements Planning			This object page displays contextual information about the Planned Order business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Production Planner			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Production Planner			Purchase Contract Item			F1665						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase contract item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.


			Production Planner			Purchase Order (Version 2)			F0348A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.


			Production Planner			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Production Planner			Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)			F0349A			Purchasing			This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Production Planner			Purchasing Info Record (Version 2)			F0351A						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchasing info record business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.


			Production Planner			Reservation			F5690						The reservation object page allows you to display the details of a reservation, such as the account assignment, the goods recipient, and the items that have been reserved.


			Production Planner			Resource Object Page			F2264			Basic Data			This object page displays contextual information about the Resource business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Production Planner			Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0234A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Production Planner			Sales Order (S/4HANA)			F1814			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			Production Planner			Schedule Buffer Proposal Calculation			F2837			Application Jobs			With this app, you can generate buffer stock level proposals for your DemandDriven Replenishmentrelevant products based on their average daily usage, decoupled lead time, buffer profiles and several other factors. Additionally, you can schedule runs to recalculate the buffer proposals periodically to keep them uptodate, so that you maintain appropriate levels of inventory while using DemandDriven Replenishment. This is the fourth app that you l use when you start with DemandDriven Replenishment.


			Production Planner			Schedule Lead Time Classification of Products (DD)			F2871			Application Jobs			With this app, you can classify your DemandDriven Replenishmentrelevant products by evaluating them based on their Decoupled Lead Time EFG classification across a specified evaluation interval. Classifying your products based on their Decoupled Lead Time DLT will help define inputs for their buffer settings. Additionally, you can schedule runs to reclassify your products periodically to keep their classifications uptodate, so that you get accurate results as you proceed with DemandDriven Replenishment. This is the third app that youll use when you start with DemandDriven Replenishment.


			Production Planner			Schedule MRP Runs			F1339			Material Requirements Planning			With this app you can create and schedule a job for executing your MRP runs. To automate the planning process, the MRP run is carried out on a regular basis so you can use this app to create a job that performs this task for you; reducing your workload by running this task smoothly in the background. During the MRP run, the system checks whether current material demand can be covered by current inventory and expected material receipts. In regenerative planning, the system plans all materials irrespective of whether they have been changed since the last MRP run. In net change planning, the system only plans materials that have changed since the last planning run. If current demand is not covered, the system creates planned orders in the case of inhouse production and either purchase requisitions or schedule lines for external procurement. This app is available for the roles: SAP_BR_MATL_PLNR_EXT_PROC Material Planner  External ProcurementSAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner


			Production Planner			Schedule Order Conversion Runs			F1718			Material Requirements Planning			With this app you can create and schedule a job for converting your planned orders. Planned orders are created in material requirements planning to cover the requirements. Planned orders for materials that are to be produced inhouse represent a demand to produce a material. They are converted to production orders or process orders. The basic dates, material components, and quantities required for production are contained as items in the planned order and are copied directly when the planned order is converted to a production order or process order. On conversion, the dependent requirements for the components are also converted into reservations. This app is available for the role SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner.


			Production Planner			Schedule Product Classification (DD)			F2823			Application Jobs			With this app, you can classify your products by systematically evaluating them based on their goods issue value ABC classification, usage across BOMs PQR classification and variation in actual demand XYZ classification across a specified evaluation interval. Classifying your products will help identify whether they are relevant for DemandDriven Replenishment, and will help define inputs for their buffer settings. Additionally, you can schedule runs to reclassify your products periodically to keep their classifications uptodate, so that you get accurate results as you proceed with DemandDriven Replenishment. This is the first app that youll use when you start with DemandDriven Replenishment.


			Production Planner			Schedule Unassigning of MRP Areas			F5447			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can schedule the deletion of assignments of materials to MRP areas in the product master as a background job using the job template Schedule Unassigning of MRP Areas. For the assignments that shall be deleted, the deletion indicator must be set in transaction MM02. This app then deletes those MRP area assignments including the dependent data.


			Production Planner			Stock - Multiple Materials			F1595						With this app, you can get an overview of your material stocks. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work. The app can display the stock information as a table.


			Production Planner			Stock - Single Material			F1076						With this app, you can get an overview of your material stock. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. The app can display the stock information as a table or a diagram. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Production Planner			Supplier			F0354			Vendor Master			With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.


			Production Planner			Work Center Application Jobs			F5939			Work Center			


			Production Planner			Work Center Application Logs			F5931			Work Center			


			Production Planner			Work Center Object Page			F2262			Basic Data			This object page displays contextual information about the Work Center business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Production Planner			pMRP Issue List			F4593			Material Requirements Planning			New app features are available:Define Flexible Constraints app: In this new app the user can specify constraints for materials.    Schedule pMRP Simulation Creation app:New job template to create simulation data using material component data The user can use the BOM selection ID to prioritize the BOMs.   It is possible to consider configurable products consisting of nonconfigurable BOMs.  Business AddIns BAdIs are available to exclude an operational product from a simulation or to replace an operational product by a proxy product.   Process pMRP Simulations app: Simulation views:Demand Plan SimulationThe new table view Simulation/Available Delta is available to compare quantities. Capacity Plan SimulationThe user can shift capacity demands of toplevel materials.The user can use group settings to display aggregated work center groups. Simulation ComponentsThis new view displays all the material components of a pMRP simulation. Issue ListThis view shows a prioritized list that helps you solve the most important issues first. MultiLevel Material SimulationIn this view you can solve capacity issues by pulling in a selected quantity. In case of inhouse materials, a specified quantity is preproduced and in case of externally procured materials, the specified quantity is procured in advance.   KPIsThe new KPIs Materials with Invalid Sources and Violated Constraints are available. Materials with Invalid Sources are shown in the simulation header and they are clickable   Inspection PanelThe inspection panel shows issue categories Capacity Overload, No Valid Source, Outside of Simulation, Underdelivery, Violated Constraint.   Releasing a simulation:When releasing a simulation, the user can create planned independent requirements PIR for demanddriven components and/or toplevel materials. For subassembly components, the user can select a PIR version for subassembly components.   Undo, Redo and Show/ Hide Change History A change history with undo and redo options is available.


			Production Planner - Advanced Planning			qRFC Monitor for Inbound Queue - Core Interface			SMQ2			RFC			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Planner - Advanced Planning			qRFC Monitor for Outbound Queue			SMQ1			RFC			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Planner - Lean Manufacturing			Application log for Just-In-Time Supply to Customer			F4961						With this app, you can view the application logs for customer JIT call processing and take appropriate actions.


			Production Planner - Lean Manufacturing			Schedule Kanban JIT Call Output			F3950			Application Jobs			With the app Schedule Kanban JIT Call Output, you can schedule background jobs for triggering the output of summarized JIT calls where the dispatch time is set to scheduled. The dispatch time is determined based on the settings in output control.Note The app Schedule Kanban JIT Call Output can only be used in combination with Output Management.


			Production Supervisor - Discrete Manufacturing			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Supervisor - Discrete Manufacturing			Display Work Center			CR03			Work Center			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Supervisor - Discrete Manufacturing			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Production Supervisor - Discrete Manufacturing			Planned Order Object Page			F2260			Material Requirements Planning			This object page displays contextual information about the Planned Order business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Production Supervisor - Discrete Manufacturing			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Production Supervisor - Discrete Manufacturing			Resource Object Page			F2264			Basic Data			This object page displays contextual information about the Resource business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Production Supervisor - Discrete Manufacturing			Work Center Object Page			F2262			Basic Data			This object page displays contextual information about the Work Center business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Production Supervisor - Lean Manufacturing			Schedule Kanban JIT Call Output			F3950			Application Jobs			With the app Schedule Kanban JIT Call Output, you can schedule background jobs for triggering the output of summarized JIT calls where the dispatch time is set to scheduled. The dispatch time is determined based on the settings in output control.Note The app Schedule Kanban JIT Call Output can only be used in combination with Output Management.


			Production Supervisor - Process Manufacturing			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Supervisor - Process Manufacturing			Display Work Center			CR03			Work Center			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Supervisor - Process Manufacturing			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Production Supervisor - Process Manufacturing			Planned Order Object Page			F2260			Material Requirements Planning			This object page displays contextual information about the Planned Order business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Production Supervisor - Process Manufacturing			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Production Supervisor - Process Manufacturing			Resource Object Page			F2264			Basic Data			This object page displays contextual information about the Resource business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Production Supervisor - Process Manufacturing			Work Center Object Page			F2262			Basic Data			This object page displays contextual information about the Work Center business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Production Supervisor - Repetitive Manufacturing			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Production Supervisor - Repetitive Manufacturing			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Production Supervisor - Repetitive Manufacturing			Planned Order Object Page			F2260			Material Requirements Planning			This object page displays contextual information about the Planned Order business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Production Supervisor - Repetitive Manufacturing			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Project Financial Controller			Change WBS Element Status			F0292						With this app, you can change the system and user status of a work breakdown structure element. This object page displays contextual information about the WBS Element status. This app is available for the roles Project Financial Controller. Key Features You can inherit a user status to all subobjects of a WBS element.Prior to setting the user status to all subobjects, you can analyze the inheritance summary for all lower level objects of the selected WBS element. In addition, the app supports the following technical features and options: SAP Jam integration


			Project Financial Controller			Confirm Project Milestone			F0295			Confirmation			With this app you can confirm the milestones defined in a project. This app is available for the roles Project Financial Controller and Project Logistics Controller. Key Features A milestone is used to mark the transition between various phases. If you have completed such milestones in the course of a project, you can set the actual date and subsequently confirm the milestone.


			Project Financial Controller			Manage Cost Centers (Version 2)			F1443A						With this app you can create and edit master data of cost centers.


			Project Financial Controller			Manage G/L Account Master Data (Version 2)			F0731A						With the Manage G/L Account Master Data app, you can display, create and edit the master data of G/L accounts. You can also easily add new G/L accounts from scratch or based on existing accounts. In addition, the app provides you with options to mass change account description and other attributes.


			Project Financial Controller			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			Project Financial Controller			Manage Profit Centers (Version 2)			F3516						With the Manage Profit Centers Apps, you can create, edit, display and delete profit centers which you are responsible.Key FeaturesDepending on the role to which yoursquo;re assigned, you can perform the following tasks:Create profit Center directly or via Copy or SplitEdit profit center informationAssign Company Code to specified profit center.Display profit centersDelete profit center if there is no any records, including master data and business transaction records refer to profit center processed. otherwise, you may only can lock it before archive all related data.


			Project Financial Controller			Milestone			F0286A						With this app you can display the master data and related object details associated with a milestone. A milestone can be used to track events that occur during various phases of a project.


			Project Financial Controller			My Outbox			F6511						You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.


			Project Financial Controller			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Project Financial Controller			Project Builder			CJ20N			Project Builder			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Project Financial Controller			Project Cost Report - Line Items			F2538			Project System			With this app, you can easily monitor project costs by comparing plan costs with actual costs. You can also monitor the variance and costs at individual line item level.


			Project Financial Controller			Purchase Order (Version 2)			F0348A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.


			Project Financial Controller			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Project Financial Controller			Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)			F0349A			Purchasing			This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Project Financial Controller			Supplier			F0354			Vendor Master			With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.


			Project Financial Controller			WBS Element (S/4HANA)			F0291A						With this app you can display the master data and related object details associated with a WBS element. A WBS organizes various project tasks in a certain hierarchy.


			Project Financial Controller			WBS Element Overview			F1974						With this app you can display the master data details for work breakdown structure WBS elements. A WBS organizes various project tasks in a certain hierarchy.


			Project Logistics Controller			Change Network Activity Status			F0539						With this app you can change the system and user status of a network activity. This app is available for the role Project Logistics Controller.


			Project Logistics Controller			Confirm Project Milestone			F0295			Confirmation			With this app you can confirm the milestones defined in a project. This app is available for the roles Project Financial Controller and Project Logistics Controller. Key Features A milestone is used to mark the transition between various phases. If you have completed such milestones in the course of a project, you can set the actual date and subsequently confirm the milestone.


			Project Logistics Controller			Material Component			F0540A						With this app you can display the master data and related object details associated with a material component. A material component is used in the projectbased material procurement process.


			Project Logistics Controller			Network (S/4HANA)			F0288A						With this app you can display the master data and related object details associated with a network. A network represents the flow of a project or task within a project.


			Project Logistics Controller			Network Activity (S/4HANA)			F0289A						With this app you can display the master data and related object details associated with a network activity. A network activity is used to represent a task within the flow of a network. It forms the basis for further logistics planning and execution processes within a project.


			Project Logistics Controller			PS-Texts			F5612			Structures			With this feature you can create and update PS Texts with long text in free texts format and add attachments.


			Project Logistics Controller			Project Builder			CJ20N			Project Builder			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Project Logistics Controller			Purchase Order (Version 2)			F0348A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.


			Project Logistics Controller			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Project Logistics Controller			Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)			F0349A			Purchasing			This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Project Manager			My Outbox			F6511						You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.


			Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)			Billing Document			F1901			Billing			With this app, you can display a concise overview of billing document details and contextual information.


			Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)			Change Billing Documents			VF02			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)			Change Credit Memo Request, Change Debit Memo Request, Change Sales Order Without Charge, Change Sales Orders, Change Sales Orders - VA02			VA02			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)			Change Document			CV02N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)			Create Billing Documents, Create Billing Documents - VF01			VF01			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)			Debit Memo Request			F1848			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a debit memo request in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the debit memo request items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your debit memo request. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related invoices.


			Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)			Display Billing Documents			VF03			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)			Display Network			CN23			Network and Activity			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)			Display document			CV03N						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)			Manage Supplier Invoices			F0859			Invoice Verification			With this app you can create and display a supplier invoice based on the received document. You can specify the purchase order items to which your supplier invoice relates. These referenced items can also have multiple account assignment. You can choose among several assignment options depending on the reference document category. To identify the most relevant service entry sheet items, for example, you can search by the service performer and the performance date. If you select the Simulate or Post function, the system compares the quantity and amount data of each supplier invoice item with the data of the related purchase order item. If goodsreceiptbased invoice verification has been defined for a purchase order item, the system compares the supplier invoice data with the related goods receipt data. If the deviation is outside defined tolerances, the invoice is posted, but the invoice is automatically blocked for payment. If the system determines the responsible person, an approval process is initiated. You can use the Supplier Invoices List app to display supplier invoices. In the detail view, you can release or reverse a blocked supplier invoice.


			Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)			Material Documents Overview			F1077						With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)			Network (S/4HANA)			F0288A						With this app you can display the master data and related object details associated with a network. A network represents the flow of a project or task within a project.


			Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)			Network Activity (S/4HANA)			F0289A						With this app you can display the master data and related object details associated with a network activity. A network activity is used to represent a task within the flow of a network. It forms the basis for further logistics planning and execution processes within a project.


			Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)			Output from Billing Documents			VF31			Output Determination			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)			Purchase Order (Version 2)			F0348A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.


			Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)			Sales Contract (S/4HANA)			F2026			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales contract in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales contract items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.


			Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)			Sales Order (S/4HANA)			F1814			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)			Sales Quotation (S/4HANA)			F1871			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales quotation in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales quotation items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales quotation. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.


			Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)			WBS Element (S/4HANA)			F0291A						With this app you can display the master data and related object details associated with a WBS element. A WBS organizes various project tasks in a certain hierarchy.


			Project Steering Committee Member			My Outbox			F6511						You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.


			Purchaser			Adjust Operational Supplier Evaluation Score			F2312						With this app, you can adjust the operational supplier evaluation score of a supplier. The operational score can be updated by modifying the individual scores that contribute to the operational score. These include the quantity, time, price, and quality scores on the purchaseorder item level for a given supplier. Selecting the Edit icon allows you to update the score. The catalog role Materials Management  Supplier Evaluation SAP_BCR_MM_SUPPLIER_EVAL_PC is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: M_BEST_EKG M_BEST_EKO M_BEST_WRK F_BKPF_BUK M_MMSEVAL  The app is displayed in the document view with the following visible fields: Supplier, Purchasing Document, Item, Material, Plant, Quantity Score, Time Score, Price Score, Quality Score, Change History, and Edit.


			Purchaser			Assign and Process Purchase Requisitions			ME57			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Purchaser			Change Purchase Contract			ME32K			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Purchaser			Change Purchase Order, Change Purchase Order - Advanced			ME22N			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Purchaser			Compare Supplier Quotations			F2324			RFQ/Quotation			With this feature you can compare supplier quotations to find the best offer. You can do the following:Display a list of all received supplier quotations for a specific RFQ  Get general information about the RFQ  Compare the target value of the RFQ with the lowest price received from the suppliers  Compare the received supplier quotations  Award the best quotation


			Purchaser			Contract Expiry			F0574						You can use this app to identify purchase contracts that expire within a specific time frame. You can also use the app to find the number of expiring contracts, target amount, and the released amount of the expiring contracts. You can analyze the number of contracts that would expire in 90 days. The contracts must be valid on current date and should expire before 90 days in the future. This KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization Document


			Purchaser			Contract Leakage			F0681						With the Contract Leakage app, you can identity the spend of purchase orders that do not have a contract reference, although an existing contract could have been used. As a purchaser, you want to find the related net value. You can use the Contract Leakage app to determine the amount of purchases made without considering existing contracts.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1    The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Document By Plant  By WBS Element  By Cost Center Trend Trend by Purchasing Category  Trend by Supplier


			Purchaser			Cost Centers - Plan/Actuals			W0081			Information System, iViews			With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Purchaser			Create Purchase Contract			ME31K			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Purchaser			Create Purchase Order, Create Purchase Order - Advanced			ME21N			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Purchaser			Create Purchase Requisition - Advanced			ME51N			Purchase Requisitions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Purchaser			Default settings for users			F1995			Purchase Requisitions			This feature now enables you to retrieve and assign value help from SAP S/4HANA connected systems using the F4 button. Value help includes plant, company code, purchasing organization, GL account and cost centre. Please note that, you can configure SAP S/4HANA system as a hub system and you can configure SAP S/4HANA, and SAP ERP as connected systems if you activate the Central Requisitioning scenario in Central Procurement.


			Purchaser			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Purchaser			Display Purch. Docs by Account Assignment			ME2K			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Purchaser			Display Purchase Contract			ME33K			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Purchaser			Display Purchase Order, Display Purchase Order - Advanced			ME23N			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Purchaser			Display Purchase Requisitions			ME5A			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Purchaser			Display Purchasing Documents by Supplier			ME2L			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Purchaser			Display Purchasing Info Record by Supplier			ME1L			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Purchaser			Display and Maintain Purchase Requisition - Advanced			ME53N			Purchase Requisitions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Purchaser			Invoice Price Variance			F0682						This KPI determines the trend in which invoice price varies over the previous year to date. The trend is calculated monthly. This is a trend tile, based on the key performance indicator, weighted material price. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   F_BKPF_BUK    S_RS_COMP    S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views:  By Supplier   By Material Group   By Purchasing Category   By Purchasing Group   By Plant   Document   Trend   Trend by Purchasing Category   Trend by Supplier   Note By default, the views are filtered across all materials. You can save a view as a tile using the Save as Tile option. You can also change the threshold. To personalize tiles, do as follows:  Filter views   Click the arrow icon on the screen   Choose the Save as Tile option   Enter relevant details and save.    Business Value   Determine the optimum time to purchase materials.   Increase the revenue and decrease the operating cost of business.     Features You can perform the following tasks:   Apply filter to views.   Display chart for every view.   Display view in table format.   Send the app link as email or export as an excel.   Navigate to the following apps:   Supplier Factsheet   My Purchasing Document Items   Purchasing Category Factsheet   Manage Purchasing Category   Purchase Order Factsheet   Supplier Invoice Factsheet


			Purchaser			Manage Attachments			F4812			Document Management System			


			Purchaser			Manage Central RFQs			F3974			RFQ/Quotation			With this app you can display and manage central RFQs in the SAP S/4HANA Cloud system that acts as a hub system. In the Process Purchase Requisitions Centrally app, you can create central RFQs from purchase requisitions that are created in the hub system, or from items that have been extracted from the connected systems and imported to the hub system. The purchase requisitions that were created in the hub system are replicated to the respective connected systems.


			Purchaser			Manage Model Product Specifications			F5079						With this app, you can create and categorize structured sets of related service and material items. Thus, you can group together items that are frequently ordered together to complete a particular task. You can then use parts of model product specifications as templates to create purchasing documents, such as purchase contracts.


			Purchaser			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Purchaser			Manage Purchase Contracts (Version 2)			F1600A						With this app, you can view, create, and manage purchase contracts.


			Purchaser			Manage Purchase Orders (Version 2)			F0842A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can create, manage, and search purchase orders to ensure that you get the ordered items on time, at the correct location, and in the required quantity. As a purchaser, you can manually order materials as well as services. The list of purchase orders that is displayed is based on the header level of the purchase order PO, so the information shown relates to the entire PO. On the overview, you can immediately see the number of overdue items for each PO. The item categories Standard, Consignment, Subcontracting, Thirdparty, and Limit both for unplanned materials and for unplanned lean services are supported.


			Purchaser			Manage Purchase Requisition Professional			F2229						Operational purchasers usually do not have any information about new or updated contracts, so they might assign open purchase requisition items to outdated contracts. To benefit from newly negotiated conditions, purchasers receive notifications about new or updated contracts, so that they can assign them to open purchase requisition items directly. Note   From the notification, you can navigate to the item object page of the purchase requisition to view details of the contract under the Situations facet. You can now assign this contract as a source of supply for your purchase requisition, by using the option .   You will receive the notification only if the parameters of the purchase requisition match the attributes of the team that is defined in the app Manage Teams and Responsibilities.


			Purchaser			Manage Purchasing Info Records			F1982						With this app you can view and manage purchasing info records info records. You can also determine which material can be procured from a specific supplier at a defined price for a certain validity period. To create an info record using this app, you must store a material or a material group and its supplier details at a plant or a purchasing organization level.


			Purchaser			Manage Quota Arrangements			F1877			Quota Arrangement			With this app you can display and manage quota arrangements. This app enables you to specify the portion of a requirement that can be obtained from a certain source of supply over a specific period of time. If a quota arrangement exists for a material, the system takes this quota arrangement into account during the source determination process. You can specify a quota arrangement for a material and plant combination for a specific validity period.


			Purchaser			Manage RFQs			F2049			RFQ/Quotation			You can use this app to create requests for quotations RFQs in SAP S/4HANA. There are different processes that you can start from within the Manage RFQs app:  You send your created RFQs later to SAP Ariba Sourcing, where the bidders and suppliers can place their bids. After you have decided which bidder or supplier should receive the award, you send the awarded quotation back to SAP S/4HANA. A purchase order or a contract is created automatically in the background. You can display it within the Manage Purchase Orders app or within the Manage Purchase Contracts app.   To request only price and quantity information or shipping costs, you send these RFQs later to the Ariba Network, where the suppliers can create their bids. These bids are sent back to SAP S/4HANA, where you can award one of them.   You can also create price requests in SAP S/4HANA and send them directly to your supplier via email or as a printed version by mail. You receive the quotations from your suppliers and then create the quotations in SAP S/4HANA manually.


			Purchaser			Manage Scheduling Agreement			F2179						With this app, you can create, manage, and view purchase scheduling agreements to ensure that you get the ordered items on time, at the correct location, and in the required quantity. As a purchaser, you can maintain a supplier, materials, schedule lines, releases, and so on in a purchase scheduling agreement. This app also displays purchase scheduling agreements that are soon to expire and provides a way to renew them.


			Purchaser			Manage Service Entry Sheets - Lean Services			F2027						With this app, you can create service entry sheets to record that the ordered services have been performed. You can change these service entry sheets and send them for approval. You can search for service entry sheets and you can sort, filter and group the list of the service entry sheets, for example, by supplier or by reference purchase order. Lean services are a type of service that can be purchased in the same way as materials using SAP Fiori apps, such as Manage Purchase Orders, Manage Service Entry Sheets  Lean Services, and Create Supplier Invoice. These apps enable a lean process of service procurement that is equivalent to the procurement of materials.


			Purchaser			Manage Source Lists			F1859						With this app, you can create, edit, delete, or manage source lists. You can also search and view source lists based on different criteria such as plant, material, or supplier. You can use purchasing info records or contracts as the sources of supply for purchase requisitions and purchase orders.


			Purchaser			Manage Sources of Supply (Version 2)			F0840A			Sources of Supply			With this app you can view and manage existing sources of supply for a material for a defined validity period. You can create a source of supply, such as a source list, a contract, or a purchasing info record.


			Purchaser			Manage Supplier Confirmations			F5039			Confirmation Control/Shipping Notification			With this app, you can create, manage, and search for order acknowledgements to ensure that you receive the ordered items in the required quantity at the defined delivery date. The list of confirmations that is displayed is based on the header level of the confirmation, so the information shown relates to the entire confirmation.


			Purchaser			Manage Supplier Quotations			F1991			RFQ/Quotation			You can use this app to display all supplier quotations that you have received for different RFQs. You can view the detailed information for each quotation.


			Purchaser			Manage User-Defined Criteria for Supplier Evaluation			F3812						With this app, strategic buyers can create and manage user defined criteria to rate suppliers. You can add scores for a specific supplier for a particular user defined criterion. The list of existing user defined criteria is displayed in this app. Click on the individual entries to view the details.


			Purchaser			Mass Changes to Purchase Contracts			F2669						With this app, you can change the fields of multiple purchase contracts simultaneously. You can change the purchase contract header and purchase contract item for multiple purchase contracts. Additionally, you can view the change logs to verify the status of the changes made. You can enter only one new value per field for the selected purchase contracts.


			Purchaser			Mass Changes to Purchase Orders			F2593						With this app, you can change the fields of multiple purchase orders simultaneously. You can change the purchase order header and purchase order item for multiple purchase orders. Additionally, you can view the change logs to verify the status of the changes made. Only one new value per field can be entered for the selected purchase orders.


			Purchaser			Mass Changes to Purchase Requisitions			F2594			Purchase Requisitions			With this app, you can change the fields of multiple purchase requisition items simultaneously. Additionally, you can view the change logs to verify the status of the changes made. Only one new value per field can be entered for the selected purchase requisition items.


			Purchaser			Mass Changes to Purchasing Info Records			F2667			Info Record			This feature enables you to change the fields of multiple purchasing info records at a time. Additionally, you can view the change logs to verify the status of the changes made.You can access the Mass Changes to Purchasing Info Records app from the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Purchaser			Mass Changes to Scheduling Agreements			F2668						With this app, you can apply mass changes to fields in your purchase scheduling agreements at header and item level. Whether you need to change payment terms or exchange rates at header level, a delivery address or shipping instructions at item level, or even partner data  in multiple purchase scheduling agreements  this app lets you do this with just a few clicks.


			Purchaser			Material Price Variance			F3294						With this app, you can display the deviation of the actual price paid for materials from what has been set as standard data. You can monitor the material price variance over a certain period of time and evaluate the price deviations of different documents, for example info records, purchase orders, contracts, and invoices. This helps you to determine the reason for the price variance and improve the efficiency of your supply chain management.


			Purchaser			Monitor Mass Changes			F3332						With this app, you can view the simulation and mass change jobs of various statuses for purchase orders. You can view or monitor changed values of multiple fields in the mass change logs. You can also view these jobs from the Mass Changes to Purchase Orders app by clicking Monitor Mass Changes.


			Purchaser			Monitor Mass Changes – Purchase Contracts			F4393			Contract			With this app, you can monitor jobs that are created and scheduled using the app Mass Changes to Purchase Contracts.


			Purchaser			Monitor Mass Changes – Purchase Requisitions			F4391			Purchase Requisitions			With this app, you can monitor jobs that are created and scheduled using the app Mass Changes to Purchase Requisitions.


			Purchaser			Monitor Mass Changes – Purchase Scheduling Agreements			F4392			Scheduling Agreement			With this app, you can monitor jobs that are created and scheduled using the app Mass Changes to Purchase Scheduling Agreements.


			Purchaser			Monitor Mass Changes – Purchasing Info Records			F4394			Info Record			With this app, you can monitor jobs that are created and scheduled using the app Mass Changes to Purchasing Info Records.


			Purchaser			Monitor Materials Without Purchase Contract (Deprecated)			F3356			RFQ/Quotation			Note Please note that this application is deprecated and shouldnapos;t be used. With this app, you can easily get an overview of those materials for which a contract has been proposed by a machine learning algorithm. Based on detailed information available in the app, you can check whether you require a contract for these materials. If so, you can directly create an RFQ. Alternatively, you can decide to dismiss the proposal, and your decision will be used to improve the results in the future. To create an RFQ, you can select materials in the table. The selected materials are included in the RFQ as separate items.


			Purchaser			Monitor Purchase Contract Items			F2423						With this app, you can monitor purchase contract items. By default, a chart and table view is displayed with aggregated values of purchase contract items for material groups with EUR as the currency. This app is available for the role Purchaser.


			Purchaser			Monitor Purchase Order Down Payments			F2877						With this app, you can monitor purchase order down payments, using filter criteria such as supplier, purchasing organization, purchasing group, order type, and category. You must specify a display currency. This app is available for the role AP Accountant. Note You can maintain down payment data in the Create Purchase Order  Advanced app. These values are considered when you call the Create Down Payment Request app, using the link.


			Purchaser			Monitor Purchase Order Items			F2358						With this app, you can display purchase order items and monitor their status, using filter criteria such as purchase order, material group, material, supplier, plant, and delivery forecast. You can also choose a purchase order item to view its item level information. You can enable your business users to predict the delivery date of purchase order items, as proposed by SAP Predictive Analytics integrator. The regression algorithm in SAP Predictive Analytics integrator is used to predict whether delivery of purchase order items will happen earlier than scheduled, on time or with a delay. Based on the predicted delivery date, your business users can take necessary decisions. Note The predicted date is based on training, which is in turn based on the historical data available in the system. This app is available for the role Purchaser.


			Purchaser			Monitor Purchase Requisition Items			F2424						With this app, you can monitor purchase requisition items. This app is available for the role Purchaser.


			Purchaser			Monitor Purchasing Info Records Price History			F2988			Info Record			With this app, you can monitor multiple purchasing info records and their price history details date, price, and units using filter criteria such as material, material group, supplier, and plant.


			Purchaser			Monitor Request For Quotation Items			F2425			RFQ/Quotation			With this app, you can monitor request for quotation RFQ items. This app is available for the role Purchaser.


			Purchaser			Monitor Scheduling Agreement Items			F3143						With this app, you can monitor the spend involved in purchase scheduling agreements in terms of released amount, amount to be invoiced, and other measures. The data is displayed according to material group by default, but you can also view other dimensions such as material, company code, supplier, and more. This allows you to track and monitor spend for all purchase scheduling agreements in your organization, drill down to the level of detail you require, and also plan future spend.


			Purchaser			Monitor Subcontracting Documents			F3095			Subcontracting in Purchasing (Repair)			With this app, you can monitor subcontracting documents purchase orders and scheduling agreements, using filter criteria such as subcontractor, component, material group, assembly, and plant.


			Purchaser			Monitor Supplier Confirmations			F2359						With this app, you can display purchasing document items purchase orders and scheduling agreements that have pending supplier confirmations and monitor their status from the supplier. You can also choose a purchasing document item to view its delivery schedule, account assignment details, and general information. This app is available for the role Purchaser.


			Purchaser			My Inbox - Review Purchase Order Accruals			F3517						With this My Inbox app, you can review purchase order accruals and adjust accrual amounts. For purchase order accruals, you can choose to have accrual amounts reviewed and approved before the system posts them. A reviewer can then check the periodic planned costs that the system proposes and adjust them if needed. The system calculates periodic accrual amounts as follows: Accrual amounts  Planned Costs  Actual Costs Planned costs are proposed amounts that are calculated periodically over the lifetime of an item using an accrual method. Actual costs are based on the receipt value or the invoice value of received goods or services.


			Purchaser			My Purchase Requisitions			F1639						With this app, you can check the status and details of purchase requisitions that were created by either you or by someone else, for you, using the Shop on Behalf feature in the Create Purchase Requisition app. Note This app will be deprecated with the release SAP S/4HANA 2023. We recommend that you switch to the successor app My Purchase Requisitions  New as soon as possible.


			Purchaser			My Purchasing Document Items			F0547B						With this app, you can quickly gain an overview of the items in your purchasing documents for each supplier and keep track of those purchasing documents for which you, as a purchaser, are responsible. Besides the count of purchasing document items, the app provides separate tabs for purchase requisitions, purchase orders, good receipts, and supplier invoices. The clear and customizable views let you monitor your purchasing document items for each supplier at the level of detail you require.


			Purchaser			Non-Managed Spend			F0571						With the NonManaged Spend app, you can determine the amount without taxes paid to the suppliers without a purchase order reference in relation to the total spend for suppliers. The calculation is based on the accounting documents.  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By General Ledger Account Trend Trend by Supplier Document  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BEST_WRK S_RS_COMP S_RS_COMP1


			Purchaser			Off-Contract Spend			F0572						You can use the OffContract Spend app to analyze the total spend amount in relation to purchase orders that do not have a contract reference, over the previous year to date. For some items, no negotiated pricing or blanket purchase agreement is in place when they are purchased. These items are defined as noncontract purchases. You can use this app to measure the percentage of purchases made without any contract.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Document Trend


			Purchaser			Operational Supplier Evaluation (Version 2)			F1662A						This app determines the score of a supplier in an organization based on the weighted average of the quantity variance, price variance, and time variance. The score is calculated over a period of 365 days. The overall score is calculated from the variance available from the different criteria, price, time, quantity or soft score after applying the weightage. Both early and late deliveries of items are considered variance. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_BUYER is required to access the app.


			Purchaser			Overall Supplier Evaluation			F2019						This app determines the score of a supplier in an organization based on the operational and questionnaire scores. The score is calculated over the previous year to date. It combines scores from the weighted hard facts available from the different criteria price, time, and quantity, and the soft facts available from questionnaire results. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views:  By Supplier   By Purchasing Category   Score Vs Spend    Trend by Supplier   Document   Trend by Purchasing Category  By Top 10 Suppliers By Bottom 10 Suppliers


			Purchaser			Overdue Purchase Order Items			F0343						With this app, you can analyze the delivery dates of the purchase orders sent to the supplier. The KPI compares the actual date with the delivery date on item level. All purchase order items for which delivery date has passed and which have not yet been delivered are calculated. You can also use this app to analyze the delivery dates of purchase order items sent to the supplier. The Supplier Confirmation Status indicates if a supplier confirmation exists for a purchase order item, the status text can be either of the following: Supplier Confirmation not expected, Supplier Confirmation expected but not received, or Supplier Confirmation received. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Plant By Material Group By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Category Document


			Purchaser			Parts Per Million			F4885						With this app, you can analyze the delivery dates of the purchase orders sent to the supplier. The KPI compares the actual date with the delivery date on item level. All purchase order items for which delivery date has passed and which have not yet been delivered are calculated. You can also use this app to analyze the delivery dates of purchase order items sent to the supplier. The Supplier Confirmation Status indicates if a supplier confirmation exists for a purchase order item, the status text can be either of the following: Supplier Confirmation not expected, Supplier Confirmation expected but not received, or Supplier Confirmation received. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Plant By Material Group By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Category Document


			Purchaser			Print Purchase Contracts			ME9K			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Purchaser			Print Purchase Orders			ME9F			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Purchaser			Process Purchase Requisitions			F1048						With this app, you can display purchase requisitions. In addition, you can use this app to assign sources of supply to the purchase requisition items and to create followon documents. You can only access purchase requisitions if you have authorizations for the respective purchasing group, purchasing organization, and plant.  Note This app was previously called Manage Purchase Requisitions.


			Purchaser			Procurement Overview Page			F1990						The Procurement Overview shows, at a glance, the most important information and tasks relevant for you right now. The information is displayed on set of actionable cards. You can therefore focus on the most important tasks, enabling faster decisions and immediate action. The cards show you the most important information ranked according to relevance. For example, on the Monitor Purchase Contracts card, you can see the consumption and expiry date per contract. You can then decide to change a contract by selecting it. You can use the global filter to filter the entire Procurement Overview by supplier or material group, for example. You then see all urgent contracts, purchase requisitions, or spend information according to the specified filter criteria. For list cards, selecting the header of a card brings you to the app itself, while selecting an item brings you to more detailed item information. For graphical or analytical cards, selecting the card brings you to more detailed analytical information. To use the Procurement Overview, you require the Business Catalog Role SAP_BCR_MM_PRC_OVP_PC assigned to your user.


			Purchaser			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Purchaser			Purchase Contract Item			F1665						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase contract item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.


			Purchaser			Purchase Order (Version 2)			F0348A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.


			Purchaser			Purchase Order Average Delivery Time			F1380						Using the Purchase Order Average Delivery Time Weighted  app, you can check the average delivery time of orders to the suppliers. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER is required to access the app. The app is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Material Group By Plant By Purchasing Category Document


			Purchaser			Purchase Order Changes			F3791						This app displays the absolute number of item changes in purchase orders from the previous year to date. All changes to the items are logged. This app can be used to find the total number of changes for multiple attributes in purchase orders.


			Purchaser			Purchase Order Output Automation			F4378						You can use the OffContract Spend app to analyze the total spend amount in relation to purchase orders that do not have a contract reference, over the previous year to date. For some items, no negotiated pricing or blanket purchase agreement is in place when they are purchased. These items are defined as noncontract purchases. You can use this app to measure the percentage of purchases made without any contract.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Document Trend


			Purchaser			Purchase Order Value			F1378						You can use this app to retrieve the order value for all the purchase orders within a stipulated time. The app also helps to determine the KPI value of the purchase orders for a given set of filter criteria, such as materials, supplier, and plant. The business value of the app is that you can determine the current value of all purchase orders in the system. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   This KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Category By Material Group By Purchasing Group By Plant By WBS Element Document Trend Trend by Purchasing Category Trend by Supplier By Cost Center By Service Performer


			Purchaser			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Purchaser			Purchase Requisition Average Approval Time			F2014						You use this app to identify the time in days from shopping cart creation to purchase order creation, over the time period from the previous year to date. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BANF_WRK M_BANF_EKG M_BANF_EKO S_RS_COMP S_RS_COMP1  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Trend Document Trend by Purchasing Group


			Purchaser			Purchase Requisition Average Approval Time (Flexible Workflow)			F3980						With this app, you can analyze the delivery dates of the purchase orders sent to the supplier. The KPI compares the actual date with the delivery date on item level. All purchase order items for which delivery date has passed and which have not yet been delivered are calculated. You can also use this app to analyze the delivery dates of purchase order items sent to the supplier. The Supplier Confirmation Status indicates if a supplier confirmation exists for a purchase order item, the status text can be either of the following: Supplier Confirmation not expected, Supplier Confirmation expected but not received, or Supplier Confirmation received. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Plant By Material Group By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Category Document


			Purchaser			Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)			F0349A			Purchasing			This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Purchaser			Purchase Requisition Item Changes			F2015						This app displays the absolute number of item changes from the previous year to date. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BANF_WRK M_BANF_EKG M_BANF_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Trend Document Trend by Purchasing Group Trend by Purchasing Category Trend by Supplier


			Purchaser			Purchase Requisition Item Types			F2016						You use this app to identify the number of free text items created GUI in the time period from the previous year to date. The requisitions for which material was specified are shown as number of material items created GUI at the time of creation. Similarly, the number of material items, free text items, and catalog items created from the Fiori app are also shown in the application. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BANF_WRK M_BANF_EKG M_BANF_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Trend Document Trend by Purchasing Group Trend by Purchasing Category  Trend by Supplier


			Purchaser			Purchase Requisition No Touch Rate			F2018						You use this app to identify the percentage of purchase requisition items which are processed automatically from the shopping cart from the previous year to date. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BANF_WRK M_BANF_EKG M_BANF_EKO S_RS_COMP S_RS_COMP1  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group By Item Type Trend Document Trend by Purchasing Group


			Purchaser			Purchase Requisition to Order Cycle Time			F2017						This app is used to identify the average cycle time in days from shoppingcart creation to when the purchase order is sent to the supplier. It works from the previous year to date. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BANF_WRK M_BANF_EKG M_BANF_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Trend Document Trend by Purchasing Group


			Purchaser			Purchasing Documents by Requirement Tracking Number			F2905						This feature enables you to monitor purchasing documents by their requirement tracking number. You can monitor these documents based on certain filter criteria. You can access this app from the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Purchaser			Purchasing Group Activities			F1660						This app displays all the purchase orders, contracts, goods receipts, and scheduling agreements against a particular purchasing group and category for a given time frame. Only those business documents that are completed and items not released are considered. Deleted items are not considered. The app also helps to calculate the number of goods receipts for a particular purchase order and item, as well as the total invoice amount and purchase order net amount.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_RAHM_EKG M_RAHM_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Purchasing Group Trend Trend by Amount Trend by Purchasing Group Document


			Purchaser			Purchasing Info Record (Version 2)			F0351A						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchasing info record business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.


			Purchaser			Purchasing Spend			F0683						With the Purchasing Spend app, you can compare the spend for a given set of comparison filters to the total spend. Filter include supplier, material group, purchasing group, supplier country, and purchasing organization. This app can be used to compare the purchasing spend between the total spend of a data set with a subset of that data set by using the comparison filters. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Material Group Service Performer By Purchasing Category Document


			Purchaser			Quantity Contract Consumption			F2012						You can use this app to identify the consumption percentage of quantity type contracts from the previous year to date. You can also find the target and released quantity of the contracts.  Note If you want to use the predictive analytics capability within this app, see the Installation Guide for SAP BusinessObjects Predictive Analytics Integrator at Predictive Analytics integrator PAi. After the Predictive Analytics Integrator has been enabled and the model has been defined, the system predicts when the contract is likely to be fully consumed. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:   F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   M_RAHM_EKG    M_RAHM_EKO    M_RAHM_WRK    S_RS_COMP    S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group By Cost Center Document Trend Trend by Purchasing Category Trend by Supplier


			Purchaser			Redistribute Workload			F2504						With this application, you can facilitate the purchaser to transfer the workload from one purchasing group to another, based on personnel availability. From the list of available or searched documents, you can select one or more multiple documents and reassign the purchasing group. This app uses the business role SAP_BR_PURCHASER.


			Purchaser			Request for Quotation Types			F4149						With this app, you can display RFQs that have been created in the SAP S/4HANA system by type. You can see the following RFQ types:  Ext. Price Requests: RFQs for which pricing is extracted from external systems for example, SAP Ariba. Ext. Sourcing Requests: RFQs for which bidding and awarding takes place externally. The RFQs that are created in SAP S/4HANA, and then sent to the SAP Ariba system where the bidding process takes place. The awarded quotations are then sent back to SAP S/4HANA. Int. Sourcing Requests: RFQs for which all the processes happen internally within SAP S/4HANA.


			Purchaser			Requisitions by Account Assignment			ME5K			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Purchaser			Schedule Processing of MRP Change Requests			F5725			Material Requirements Planning			With this app, you can create and schedule jobs to automatically apply or discard change requests in status Requested for which no response has been received from suppliers. You can schedule automatic processing according to your configuration settings for automatic processing based on change request priorities or override these settings and specify a status Applied or Discarded that you want to set for all change requests matching your selection criteria.


			Purchaser			Schedule Purchasing Jobs - Advanced			F1702			Purchasing			With this app you can schedule and monitor recurring, purchasing related activities as a background job.


			Purchaser			Scheduling Agreement Consumption			F3192						With this app, you can display scheduling agreement consumption in direct comparison to a range of measures such as released amount, goods receipt amount, and invoiced amount. This gives you a clear overview of consumption within your scheduling agreements for a range of dimensions such as period, validity, supplier, and material group, allowing you to identify trends and plan future consumption.


			Purchaser			Service Spend (Web Dynpro)			W0186						With the Purchasing Spend app, you can compare the spend for a given set of comparison filters to the total spend. Filter include supplier, material group, purchasing group, supplier country, and purchasing organization. This app can be used to compare the purchasing spend between the total spend of a data set with a subset of that data set by using the comparison filters. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Material Group Service Performer By Purchasing Category Document


			Purchaser			Spend Analysis(Web Dynpro)			W0185						With the Purchasing Spend app, you can compare the spend for a given set of comparison filters to the total spend. Filter include supplier, material group, purchasing group, supplier country, and purchasing organization. This app can be used to compare the purchasing spend between the total spend of a data set with a subset of that data set by using the comparison filters. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Material Group Service Performer By Purchasing Category Document


			Purchaser			Spend Variance			F1377						With the Spend Variance app, you can determine the sum of the purchase order value, goods receipt value, and invoice value by supplier or material. The app then calculates the relation between the purchase orders, good receipts, and invoice value for a given filter. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BEST_WRK M_BEST_EKG M_BEST_EKO S_RS_COMP  S_RS_COMP1  The KPI is displayed in the following views:   By Supplier   By Purchasing Category   By Material Group   By WBS Element   By Cost center   By Plant   By Purchasing Group   By Material   Document


			Purchaser			Supplier			F0354			Vendor Master			With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.


			Purchaser			Supplier Evaluation By Quality (for Quality Notification) (Version 2)			F3295A						With this app you can evaluate suppliers based on score that is calculated on the basis of quality complaints received. You can identify the suppliers with less received complaint notifications and thus with higher quality evaluation score. This helps you to determine the suppliers with the best performance and reliability. This app can also help you to decide which supplier to select if the purchasing conditions such as quality and price of material, quotation and delivery time are the same.


			Purchaser			Supplier Evaluation Score History			F3811						With this app, you can view the history of supplier evaluation scores. The data can be displayed according to material group, supplier, calendar year, and calendar month. This allows you to track and monitor progress of a supplier over a specific period. Note To persist the supplier evaluation scores, a job must be scheduled by the administrator or configuration expert user. Go to Job Scheduling for Purchasing catalog, and open the app Schedule Persistency of Supplier Evaluation Scores to schedule a job.


			Purchaser			Supplier Evaluation Scores Output			F5061						With this app, strategic buyers can create and manage user defined criteria to rate suppliers. You can add scores for a specific supplier for a particular user defined criterion. The list of existing user defined criteria is displayed in this app. Click on the individual entries to view the details.


			Purchaser			Supplier Evaluation Weighting and Scoring			F2551						You can use this app to configure the settings for compiling supplier evaluations. You can specify the weighting factors for the following criteria: time, price, quantity, quality, and questionnaire. You can also configure how the scoring is calculated for individual criteria such as time, price, and quantity. Supplier evaluation is based on purchasing categories.


			Purchaser			Supplier Evaluation by Price (Version 2)			F1663A						This new app is a replacement for the app , which is planned to be deprecated with SAP S/4HANA Cloud 2102. We recommend that you start using this new app instead of the old app Supplier Evaluation by Quality Deprecated. SAP Fiori ID for this app is F3295A. You can now view number of purchase orders and number of purchase order items with this app.


			Purchaser			Supplier Evaluation by Quality (Version 2)			F2309A						This app determines the score of a supplier in an organization based on the weighted average of the quantity, price, and time variances. The score is calculated over a period of 365 days. It combines scores from the weighted hard facts available from the different criteria price, time, and quantity, and the soft facts available from questionnaire results. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_BUYER is required to access the app.


			Purchaser			Supplier Evaluation by Quantity (Version 2)			F1661A						With the Supplier Evaluation by Quantity app, you can determine the quantity variance, which is based on the variance between the ordered quantity and delivered quantity of items. Both the excess and less delivered quantities are considered. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_BUYER is required to access the app. The score is determined over a period of 365 days. The KPI is displayed in the following views: bull;By Supplierbull;By Purchasing Groupbull;By Purchasing Organizationbull;By Material Groupbull;Documentbull;Trend


			Purchaser			Supplier Evaluation by Questionnaire (Version 2)			F2234A						This app determines the evaluation scores for the given suppliers based on the questionnaires. You can also view the target score for the supplier to compare it with the actual calculated score. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_BUYER is required to access the app.


			Purchaser			Supplier Evaluation by Time (Version 2)			F1664A						You can use this app to determine the score of a given supplier in an organization based on the difference in time between the ordered date of items and delivered date of items. The score is calculated over a period of 365 days. Both the late and earlier deliveries of items are considered as variance. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_BUYER is required to access the role. The KPI is displayed in the following views: bull;By Supplierbull;By Purchasing Groupbull;By Purchasing Organizationbull;By Material Groupbull;Documentbull;Trend


			Purchaser			Supplier Evaluation by User-defined Criteria (Version 2)			F3842A						With the Supplier Evaluation by Price app, you can determine the score of a given supplier in an organization based on the variance in the price of ordered items and delivered items. The score is calculated over the previous year to date and is based on the difference in the purchase order amount and invoice amount. Both the excess price and the lower price are considered as variances.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BEST_WRK M_BEST_EKG M_BEST_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group By Plant Document Trend by Supplier Trend by Purchasing Category


			Purchaser			Supplier Invoice Inbound Automation Rate			F4518						You can use the OffContract Spend app to analyze the total spend amount in relation to purchase orders that do not have a contract reference, over the previous year to date. For some items, no negotiated pricing or blanket purchase agreement is in place when they are purchased. These items are defined as noncontract purchases. You can use this app to measure the percentage of purchases made without any contract.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Document Trend


			Purchaser			Unused Contracts			F0575						You use this app to identify the number of contracts not used over the previous year to date. You can also find the target and released amount of the unused contracts.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK S_RS_COMP S_RS_COMP1 M_BEST_EKG M_BEST_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views:By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization Document


			Purchaser			Value Contract Consumption			F2013						You use this app to identify the consumption percentage of valuetype contracts from the previous year to date. You can also find the target and released amount of the contracts. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BEST_EKG M_BEST_EKO M_RAHM_EKG  M_RAHM_EKO  S_RS_COMP  S_RS_COMP1  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization Document Trend Trend by Supplier


			Purchaser - Central Procurement			Central Purchase Contract Consumption			F3444						You can use this app to identify the consumption percentage of central purchase contracts from the previous year to date. You can also find the target and released quantity of the contracts.Note The KPI does not include data for purchase contracts of type Hierarchy H. The KPI is displayed in the following views:   By Supplier   By Backend Purchasing Group   By Backend Purchasing Organization   By Backend Plant   By Purchasing Category   By Material Group   Document   Trend   Trend by Supplier   Trend by Purchasing Category


			Purchaser - Central Procurement			Central Purchase Requisition Item types			F3981						With this app, you can display the number of purchase requisition items that were created in the SAP S/4HANA system which acts as a hub system, and the number of purchase requisition items that were extracted from the connected systems. SAP S/4HANA, SAP S/4HANA Cloud, or SAP ERP act as connected systems. You can compare the number of items by type for specific purchasing groups, suppliers, and so on. This allows you to analyze the type and count of purchase requisition items at the level of detail you require.


			Purchaser - Central Procurement			Create Purchase Order Centrally			F3486						With this app, you can create purchase orders with reference to purchase requisition items. You can create the purchase orders in the SAP S/4HANA hub system, or in the connected systems, depending on where the purchase requisitions were created initially. You can navigate to this app only using the Process Purchase Requisitions Centrally app. In addition, note that you can use this app only if the Central Purchasing scenario in Central Procurement is active.


			Purchaser - Central Procurement			Create Purchase Order, Create Purchase Order - Advanced			ME21N			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Purchaser - Central Procurement			Create Purchase Orders from Central Quotations			F4104						With this app central purchasers can create purchase orders from the awarded central supplier quotations. Purchase orders are created in those connected systems from which preceding purchase requisitions originated.


			Purchaser - Central Procurement			Create Purchase Requisition - Advanced			ME51N			Purchase Requisitions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Purchaser - Central Procurement			Display Purchase Contract			ME33K			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Purchaser - Central Procurement			Global Purchasing Spend			F3679						With this app, you can analyze the purchasing spend for a given set of comparison filters  for example supplier, material group, purchasing group, supplier country, and purchasing organization and the planned spend of schedule line. You have an overview of the purchasing spend for the purchase orders that were created in SAP S/4 HANA as well as for the purchase orders that were extracted from the connected systems.


			Purchaser - Central Procurement			Manage Central Purchase Contracts			F3144						With this app, you can create, change, and display central purchase contracts, which are also referred to as central contracts. A central purchase contract is a global, longterm agreement between an organization and a supplier regarding the supply of materials or the performance of services within a certain period as per predefined terms and conditions. A central contract enables purchasers from various parts of a company at different locations to take advantage of the negotiated terms and conditions. Using a central contract, materials and services can be procured over a certain period and according to predefined terms and conditions. Central contracts are created and approved in the SAP S/4HANA system, which acts as a hub system.


			Purchaser - Central Procurement			Manage Central RFQs			F3974			RFQ/Quotation			With this app you can display and manage central RFQs in the SAP S/4HANA Cloud system that acts as a hub system. In the Process Purchase Requisitions Centrally app, you can create central RFQs from purchase requisitions that are created in the hub system, or from items that have been extracted from the connected systems and imported to the hub system. The purchase requisitions that were created in the hub system are replicated to the respective connected systems.


			Purchaser - Central Procurement			Manage Central Supplier Confirmations			F6634						With this app, you can:Create central supplier confirmations, using either Quick Create or Create.  Edit, delete, or withdraw central supplier confirmations.  View confirmation data like reference purchase order, connected system ID, created by, purchase order date, and supplier contact data. At confirmation item level, you can also view the confirmation lines and schedule lines.  Search for central supplier confirmations, using filters like editing status, purchasing document, supplier reference, processing status, created by, supplier, and more.


			Purchaser - Central Procurement			Manage Central Supplier Quotations			F3975			RFQ/Quotation			With this app, central purchasers can display and manage central supplier quotations that were created via Manage Central RFQs app. Central purchasers can modify the details of central supplier quotations, maintain the price details and submit the quotations on behalf of suppliers. Central purchasers can award the quotations and based on the awarded quotations create purchase orders and central contracts.


			Purchaser - Central Procurement			Manage Purchase Orders (Version 2)			F0842A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can create, manage, and search purchase orders to ensure that you get the ordered items on time, at the correct location, and in the required quantity. As a purchaser, you can manually order materials as well as services. The list of purchase orders that is displayed is based on the header level of the purchase order PO, so the information shown relates to the entire PO. On the overview, you can immediately see the number of overdue items for each PO. The item categories Standard, Consignment, Subcontracting, Thirdparty, and Limit both for unplanned materials and for unplanned lean services are supported.


			Purchaser - Central Procurement			Manage Purchase Orders Centrally			F3292						With this app, you can now:View the process flow diagram that displays the followon documents created for purchase orders.  View a notification received for the number of overdue items for the respective purchase order document. From the notification, you can navigate to the specific item to view its details under the Situations facet. Alternatively, you can dismiss the notification.


			Purchaser - Central Procurement			Mass Changes to Central Purchase Contracts			F3792						With this app, you can apply mass changes to fields at header and item level in your central purchase contracts and central purchase contracts hierarchy.


			Purchaser - Central Procurement			Monitor Central Purchase Contract Items			F3492						With this app, you can monitor central purchase contract items. By default, a chart and table view is displayed with aggregated values of central purchase contract items for material groups with EUR as the currency. This app is available for the role Central Purchaser. Note The KPI does not include data for purchase contracts of type Hierarchy H.


			Purchaser - Central Procurement			Monitor Mass Changes – Central Purchase Contracts			F4400			Contract			With this app, you can monitor mass change jobs that are created and scheduled using the app Mass Changes to Central Purchase Contracts. You can also view or monitor changed values of multiple fields in the mass change logs.


			Purchaser - Central Procurement			Monitor Purchase Order Items Centrally			F3676						With this app, you can monitor purchase order items centrally. By default, a chart and table view is displayed with aggregated values of purchase order items for material groups with EUR as the currency.


			Purchaser - Central Procurement			Monitor Purchase Requisition Items Centrally			F3976						With this app, you can monitor purchase requisition items that were created in the SAP S/4HANA system which acts as a hub system, and purchase requisition items that were extracted from the connected systems. SAP S/4HANA, SAP S/4HANA Cloud, or SAP ERP act as connected systems.


			Purchaser - Central Procurement			Price History for Central Purchase Contract Items			F5711						With this app, you can view the chart and tabular representation of the price and condition history of central purchase contract items. The data is displayed according to supplier, company code, central purchasing organization and group, and plant. Display Currency, Condition Change Valid From, Condition Change Valid To, and Central Purchase Contract Item are required input fields. By clicking on the dots in the chart view, you can view the price and condition history details of central purchase contract items based on their Condition Change Valid From date.


			Purchaser - Central Procurement			Process Purchase Requisitions Centrally			F3290						With this app, you can centrally display and manage all the purchase requisition items in SAP S/4HANA which acts as a hub system. The purchase requisitions can be those that are created in the hub system, or the ones that have been extracted from other connected systems. SAP S/4HANA, SAP S/4HANA Cloud, SAP ERP, or nonSAP systems can act as connected systems.  Note This app was previously called Manage Purchase Requisitions Centrally.


			Purchaser for India			Subcontracting Challan Cockpit			F4371			Logistics India			


			Purchasing Manager			Display Sourcing Project			F5934						With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.


			Purchasing Manager			Manage Supplier Invoices			F0859			Invoice Verification			With this app you can create and display a supplier invoice based on the received document. You can specify the purchase order items to which your supplier invoice relates. These referenced items can also have multiple account assignment. You can choose among several assignment options depending on the reference document category. To identify the most relevant service entry sheet items, for example, you can search by the service performer and the performance date. If you select the Simulate or Post function, the system compares the quantity and amount data of each supplier invoice item with the data of the related purchase order item. If goodsreceiptbased invoice verification has been defined for a purchase order item, the system compares the supplier invoice data with the related goods receipt data. If the deviation is outside defined tolerances, the invoice is posted, but the invoice is automatically blocked for payment. If the system determines the responsible person, an approval process is initiated. You can use the Supplier Invoices List app to display supplier invoices. In the detail view, you can release or reverse a blocked supplier invoice.


			Purchasing Manager			My Inbox - Approve Awarding Scenario			F5932						With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.


			Purchasing Manager			Purchase Contract Item			F1665						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase contract item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.


			Purchasing Manager			Purchase Order (Version 2)			F0348A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.


			Quality Engineer			Display Inspection Results - For Operation			QE03			Results Recording			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Quality Engineer			Display Sample			F2254			Quality Inspection			With this app you can display contextual information about the Sample business object. A sample is the result of a sample drawing, for example, of a liquid or bulk material. It is therefore a subpopulation taken from a basic population to reflect the quality of the basic population. The basic population can be an inspection lot.


			Quality Engineer			Inspection Lot (S/4HANA)			F2180			Quality Inspection			With this app, you can view contextual information about the Inspection Lot business object. Inspection lots are used to record, process, and manage information for quality inspections.


			Quality Engineer			Inspection Method (S/4HANA)			F0311A			Quality Inspection			With this app, you can view contextual information about the Inspection Method business object. Inspection methods are created as basic data and are assigned to inspection characteristics. An inspection method describes how a characteristic is to be inspected.


			Quality Engineer			Inspection Operation (S/4HANA)			F2181			Quality Inspection			With this app, you can view contextual information about the Inspection Operation business object. Inspection operations are the activities associated with an inspection lot. An inspection operation can contain one or more inspection characteristics.


			Quality Engineer			Manage Inspection Lots			F2343			Quality Inspection			With this app, you can display and manage inspection lots. You can not only view contextual information related to an inspection lot, you can also perform certain actions, such as, change lot quantity or reject sample calculation.


			Quality Engineer			Manage Usage Decisions			F2345			Quality Inspection			With this app, you can display inspection lots and manage usage decisions of each inspection lot. In case of inspection lots where a usage decision has been made, you can view or change that usage decision. In case of inspection lots where a usage decision has not been made, you can make a usage decision.


			Quality Engineer			Quality Engineer Overview			F2360			Quality Inspection			The Quality Engineer Overview shows in a single page the most important information and tasks related to inspection management that are relevant for you right now. The information is displayed on a set of cards. This allows you to focus on the most important tasks, and view, filter, and react to information quickly. The cards show you the most important information ranked according to relevance. For example, on the Inspection Lots Without Usage Decision card, you can see the number of inspection lots without usage decision in the header followed by a donut chart that shows the percentage distribution of inspection lots based on their results recording status. You can then decide to make usage decisions for all inspection lots without a usage decision or for those inspection lots with a particular result recording status.


			Quality Engineer			Record Inspection Results			F1685			Quality Inspection			


			Quality Engineer			Record Inspection Results in Table Form			F3365			Results Recording			With this FIORI app, you can record the inspection results for several master inspection characteristics for different inspection lots in a table on a single screen. For example, you can use this function if you have to inspect one characteristic for several materials.


			Quality Engineer			Record Results for Inspection Points			F2689			Results Recording			With this app, you can record inspection results where multiple results are captured for a common inspection lot operation. This timebased app aims at easy recording of results for inspection lots with the origin production order with inspection points.


			Quality Engineer			Results History			F2428			Quality Inspection			With this app you can display the results history for an inspection plan characteristic or a master inspection characteristic. The valuation of a characteristic is shown as a graphic for the selected inspection lots. This allows you to compare inspection results over a longer period of time.


			Quality Manager			Display Inspection Results - For Operation			QE03			Results Recording			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Quality Manager			Results History			F2428			Quality Inspection			With this app you can display the results history for an inspection plan characteristic or a master inspection characteristic. The valuation of a characteristic is shown as a graphic for the selected inspection lots. This allows you to compare inspection results over a longer period of time.


			Quality Planner			Inspection Method (S/4HANA)			F0311A			Quality Inspection			With this app, you can view contextual information about the Inspection Method business object. Inspection methods are created as basic data and are assigned to inspection characteristics. An inspection method describes how a characteristic is to be inspected.


			Quality Technician			Display Inspection Results - For Operation			QE03			Results Recording			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Quality Technician			Display Sample			F2254			Quality Inspection			With this app you can display contextual information about the Sample business object. A sample is the result of a sample drawing, for example, of a liquid or bulk material. It is therefore a subpopulation taken from a basic population to reflect the quality of the basic population. The basic population can be an inspection lot.


			Quality Technician			Inspection Lot (S/4HANA)			F2180			Quality Inspection			With this app, you can view contextual information about the Inspection Lot business object. Inspection lots are used to record, process, and manage information for quality inspections.


			Quality Technician			Inspection Method (S/4HANA)			F0311A			Quality Inspection			With this app, you can view contextual information about the Inspection Method business object. Inspection methods are created as basic data and are assigned to inspection characteristics. An inspection method describes how a characteristic is to be inspected.


			Quality Technician			Inspection Operation (S/4HANA)			F2181			Quality Inspection			With this app, you can view contextual information about the Inspection Operation business object. Inspection operations are the activities associated with an inspection lot. An inspection operation can contain one or more inspection characteristics.


			Quality Technician			Manage Inspection Lots			F2343			Quality Inspection			With this app, you can display and manage inspection lots. You can not only view contextual information related to an inspection lot, you can also perform certain actions, such as, change lot quantity or reject sample calculation.


			Quality Technician			Quality Technician Overview			F2361			Quality Inspection			The Quality Technician Overview shows in a single page the most important information and tasks related to inspection management that are relevant for you right now. The information is displayed on set of cards. This allows you to focus on the most important tasks, and view, filter, and react to information quickly. The cards show you the most important information ranked according to relevance. For example, on the Inspection Lots Without Inspection Plan card, you can see the number of inspection lots without an inspection plan in the header, followed by a list of inspection lots that are sorted based on creation date.


			Quality Technician			Record Inspection Results			F1685			Quality Inspection			


			Quality Technician			Record Inspection Results in Table Form			F3365			Results Recording			With this FIORI app, you can record the inspection results for several master inspection characteristics for different inspection lots in a table on a single screen. For example, you can use this function if you have to inspect one characteristic for several materials.


			Quality Technician			Record Results for Inspection Points			F2689			Results Recording			With this app, you can record inspection results where multiple results are captured for a common inspection lot operation. This timebased app aims at easy recording of results for inspection lots with the origin production order with inspection points.


			Quality Technician			Results History			F2428			Quality Inspection			With this app you can display the results history for an inspection plan characteristic or a master inspection characteristic. The valuation of a characteristic is shown as a graphic for the selected inspection lots. This allows you to compare inspection results over a longer period of time.


			Real Estate Specialist - Location Management			Group Real Estate Object for Occupancy			F5592			Flexible Real Estate Management			With this app, you can group your real estate objects buildings, floors, spaces, land, land areas for further steps in the occupancy process.


			Real Estate Specialist - Location Management			Group Real Estate Object for Use			F5397			Flexible Real Estate Management			With this app, you can group your real estate objects buildings, floors, spaces, land, land areas for further steps in the usage enablement process.


			Real Estate Specialist - Location Management			Manage Occupancy Groups			F5593			Flexible Real Estate Management			With this app you can manage and maintain your occupancy groups.


			Real Estate Specialist - Location Management			Manage Usage Enablement Groups			F5465			Flexible Real Estate Management			With this app you can manage and maintain your usage enablement groups.


			Receiving Specialist			Change Outbound Delivery, Change Returns Delivery			VL02N			Basic Functions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Receiving Specialist			Customer Master FactSheets			F0046A						With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.


			Receiving Specialist			Customer Return			F1815			Complaints			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a customer return in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the customer return items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your customer return. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related return deliveries.


			Receiving Specialist			Dead Stock Analysis			F2899						With this app, you can monitor and make timedependent investigations of your dead stock. Dead stock represents a combination of locations and materials where the stock value has increased over a defined analysis period despite existing consumption postings within that period. The analysis of the dead stock identifies materials that could potentially have a negative impact on the companys cash flow and profitability. Based on these results, you can react immediately with followon activities and decide whether a material should, for example, be discontinued, discounted, or transferred to a different location.  The Dead Stock Analysis app supports you in your daily work, for example, as an inventory manager, to achieve maximum inventory accuracy and subsequently to optimize the inventory situation in your stock.


			Receiving Specialist			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Receiving Specialist			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Receiving Specialist			Display Purchase Contract			ME33K			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Receiving Specialist			Expected Goods Receipt			F3298						With this app you can schedule background jobs for data transfer of expected goods receipts EGRs for purchase orders and production orders to SAP Extended Warehouse Management SAP EWM and view the related log.


			Receiving Specialist			Inbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0232A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for inbound deliveries search results. You can search for inbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or supplier. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access inbound delivery object pages. With the inbound delivery object page, you can display inbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Receiving Specialist			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Receiving Specialist			Material Documents Overview			F1077						With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Receiving Specialist			Overdue Materials - Goods Receipt Blocked Stock			F2347						With this app you can get an overview of the overdue materials for which a goods receipt GR was posted into the nonvaluated GR blocked stock. You, as a warehouse clerk, can identify these overdue materials to complete the goods receipt process or investigate potential problems. You can search for existing overdue materials, and sort and filter them according to their Days since Posting Date GR status, for example. Depending on your filter criteria, the app displays a list of purchase orders for which stock is available in the nonvaluated GR blocked stock. Some columns in the results list might be hidden. In the personalization area, you can specify which columns you want to see in the results list. You can also organize your search results by choosing further view settings, such as grouping criteria. For each purchase order or material from the results list you can immediately perform further tasks with linked apps, for example:  Post Goods Receipt for Purchasing Document   Stock  Multiple Materials   Stock  Single Material


			Receiving Specialist			Overdue Materials - Stock in Transit			F2139						With this app, you can get an overview of the overdue materials for which a stock transport order has been created. You can identify these materials to complete the stock transfer process or investigate potential problems. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.


			Receiving Specialist			Post Goods Receipt for Inbound Delivery			F2502						With this app, you can post a receipt of goods with reference to an inbound delivery. The app proposes a selection of inbound deliveries from the supplier that can be posted. This app supports you, for example, as a receiving specialist in your daily work.


			Receiving Specialist			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Receiving Specialist			Purchase Contract Item			F1665						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase contract item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.


			Receiving Specialist			Purchase Order (Version 2)			F0348A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.


			Receiving Specialist			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Receiving Specialist			Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)			F0349A			Purchasing			This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Receiving Specialist			Purchasing Info Record (Version 2)			F0351A						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchasing info record business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.


			Receiving Specialist			Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0234A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Receiving Specialist			Sales Order (S/4HANA)			F1814			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			Receiving Specialist			Schedule Goods Receipt for Inbound Deliveries			F2776						With this app you can schedule background jobs for posting goods receipts for inbound deliveries and view the log.


			Receiving Specialist			Schedule Inbound Delivery Creation			F2798						With this app you can schedule the collective creation of inbound deliveries as a background job for purchase orders which are due for delivery.


			Receiving Specialist			Slow or Non-Moving Materials			F2137						With this app, you can monitor and make timedependent investigations of the slow or nonmoving materials in your stock. Based on these results you can react immediately with followon activities such as scrapping or stock transfers. Nonmoving materials represent a combination of locations and materials where the stock level is not zero and no consumption postings were posted for a defined period of time. It is also possible to track slowmoving materials. This app supports you in your daily work, for example, as an inventory manager, to achieve maximum inventory accuracy and subsequently to optimize the inventory situation in your stock.


			Receiving Specialist			Stock - Multiple Materials			F1595						With this app, you can get an overview of your material stocks. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work. The app can display the stock information as a table.


			Receiving Specialist			Stock - Single Material			F1076						With this app, you can get an overview of your material stock. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. The app can display the stock information as a table or a diagram. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Receiving Specialist			Supplier			F0354			Vendor Master			With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.


			Recipe Developer			Change Document			CV02N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Recipe Developer			Create Document			CV01N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Recipe Developer			Display document			CV03N						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Recipe Developer			Find Document			CV04N			Document Management System			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Reconciliation Specialist - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Reconciliation Specialist - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)			Display Document, Display Journal Entries			FB03			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Reconciliation Specialist - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)			Display Journal Entries in T-Account View			F3664			Information System			With this app you can inspect how one or multiple journal entries affect ledger accounts where they are posted.


			Reconciliation Specialist - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)			Manage Business Partner Master Data			F3163			Business Partners			With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .


			Reconciliation Specialist - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			Retail Store Associate			Adjust Stock			F0586						With this app you can count store products and make adjustments for discrepancies in the inventory.


			Retail Store Associate			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Retail Store Associate			Count Stock			F1512						With this app you can perform a physical inventory count of all products in the store, or a cycle count of selected products. Through the manager version app, Manage Stock Counting, you can also review counts submitted by store associates, request recounts for questionable count results, and approve and submit final counts to head office.


			Retail Store Associate			Look Up Retail Products			F0431						With this app you can get realtime information about products in your store and the status of their availability. The app provides you with detailed information about products, as well as how much stock is available in your store, or in stores nearby.


			Retail Store Associate			Manage Customer Master Data			F0850A						With this app, you can manage customer master data centrally for departments involved with sales. You can create, change, search, display, and copy customer master data with the role SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST.


			Retail Store Associate			Order Products			F0752						With this app you can review the current order proposals or create new order proposals by entering a quantity in the open input field for each product on an ad hoc basis. The app allows you to see detailed information about the open order quantities and the available stock as well as the promotion periods and the historical sales data.


			Retail Store Associate			Perform Store Walk-Through			F1843						With this app you can define daily tasks for store associates to perform to resolve qualityrelated issues with products and prevent lost sales. The tasks can derive from issues that might be detected during a physical walk through the store and can be resolved through activities such as making adjustments to stock inventory levels, reviewing and modifying product order proposals, restocking store shelves, or other custom tasks.


			Retail Store Associate			Receive Products			F1248						With this app you can receive products in stores by displaying and posting incoming handling units. The app allows you to see the content of handling units with the expected and actually received product quantities. You can see hierarchical handling units as well as detailed product information with pictures.


			Retail Store Associate			Transfer Products			F2449						Store associates frequently need to send products to other stores or to distribution centers, for example, in the case of damaged goods returns. This involves collecting and packing products that need to be transferred, creating and filling out the documents and labels for transfers and checking the statuses of the transfers. This app covers and simplifies all steps involved in a product transfer and enables store associates to transfer products more efficiently.


			Retail Store Associate			Transfer Stock			F0753						With this app you can transfer products from one store to another, or from one storage location to another in the same store.


			Retail Store Manager			Adjust Stock			F0586						With this app you can count store products and make adjustments for discrepancies in the inventory.


			Retail Store Manager			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Retail Store Manager			Count Stock			F1512						With this app you can perform a physical inventory count of all products in the store, or a cycle count of selected products. Through the manager version app, Manage Stock Counting, you can also review counts submitted by store associates, request recounts for questionable count results, and approve and submit final counts to head office.


			Retail Store Manager			Look Up Retail Products			F0431						With this app you can get realtime information about products in your store and the status of their availability. The app provides you with detailed information about products, as well as how much stock is available in your store, or in stores nearby.


			Retail Store Manager			Manage Customer Master Data			F0850A						With this app, you can manage customer master data centrally for departments involved with sales. You can create, change, search, display, and copy customer master data with the role SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST.


			Retail Store Manager			Order Products			F0752						With this app you can review the current order proposals or create new order proposals by entering a quantity in the open input field for each product on an ad hoc basis. The app allows you to see detailed information about the open order quantities and the available stock as well as the promotion periods and the historical sales data.


			Retail Store Manager			Perform Store Walk-Through			F1843						With this app you can define daily tasks for store associates to perform to resolve qualityrelated issues with products and prevent lost sales. The tasks can derive from issues that might be detected during a physical walk through the store and can be resolved through activities such as making adjustments to stock inventory levels, reviewing and modifying product order proposals, restocking store shelves, or other custom tasks.


			Retail Store Manager			Receive Products			F1248						With this app you can receive products in stores by displaying and posting incoming handling units. The app allows you to see the content of handling units with the expected and actually received product quantities. You can see hierarchical handling units as well as detailed product information with pictures.


			Retail Store Manager			Transfer Products			F2449						Store associates frequently need to send products to other stores or to distribution centers, for example, in the case of damaged goods returns. This involves collecting and packing products that need to be transferred, creating and filling out the documents and labels for transfers and checking the statuses of the transfers. This app covers and simplifies all steps involved in a product transfer and enables store associates to transfer products more efficiently.


			Retail Store Manager			Transfer Stock			F0753						With this app you can transfer products from one store to another, or from one storage location to another in the same store.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned			F2878A						This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Billing Document			F1901			Billing			With this app, you can display a concise overview of billing document details and contextual information.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Change Credit Memo Request, Change Debit Memo Request, Change Sales Order Without Charge, Change Sales Orders, Change Sales Orders - VA02			VA02			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Create Credit Memo Requests - W/o Preceding Document, Create Customer Return Without Reference - VA01, Create Debit Memo Requests - W/o Preceding Document, Create Sales Orders, Create Sales Orders - Intercompany, Create Sales Orders - VA01			VA01			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Credit Memo Request			F1846						With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a credit memo request in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the credit memo request items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your credit memo request. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related customer returns.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Customer - 360° View			F2187			Sales			With this app you can get an overview of one specific customer by reviewing aggregated sales data from the past and the present.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Customer Master FactSheets			F0046A						With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Customer Return			F1815			Complaints			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a customer return in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the customer return items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your customer return. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related return deliveries.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Debit Memo Request			F1848			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a debit memo request in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the debit memo request items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your debit memo request. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related invoices.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Display Billing Documents			VF03			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Display Contract			VA43			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Display Invoice List, Display Invoice Lists			VF23			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Invoice List			F2739			Billing			With this app, you can display a concise overview of an invoice listapos;s details and navigate to the billing documents it contains. Invoice lists are documents that combine billing documents invoices, debit memos, or credit memos that have already been posted to financial accounting and are intended for a single designated payer. Suppliers that use invoice lists to periodically bill sales they have made to a buying group can substantially reduce the administrative effort involved in payment collection. Similarly to billing documents, invoice lists consist of a header and one or more items. Each item represents one of the individual billing documents that together comprise the invoice list. The billing documents in the invoice list can be single or collective documents collective invoices combine items from more than one delivery. You can create the following two types of invoice list:   For invoices and debit memos   For credit memos


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Manage Credit Memo Requests			F1989						With this app you can search for credit memo requests according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can navigate to related applications, for example, to display credit memo request details.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Manage Customer Returns			F1708			Complaints			With this app, you can initiate customer returns by creating returns orders that are based on advance returns management ARM. You can manage ARMbased customer returns. This includes displaying, editing, and determining refunds for returns orders. You can track customer return progress by monitoring various statuses and by displaying the process flow.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Manage Customer Returns - Create			F2651			Complaints			With this app, you can initiate customer returns by creating returns orders that are based on advance returns management ARM. You can manage ARMbased customer returns. This includes displaying, editing, and determining refunds for returns orders. You can track customer return progress by monitoring various statuses and by displaying the process flow.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Manage Customer Returns - Edit			F2650			Complaints			With this app, you can initiate customer returns by creating returns orders that are based on advance returns management ARM. You can manage ARMbased customer returns. This includes displaying, editing, and determining refunds for returns orders. You can track customer return progress by monitoring various statuses and by displaying the process flow.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Manage Customer Returns - Refund			F2652			Complaints			With this app, you can initiate customer returns by creating returns orders that are based on advance returns management ARM. You can manage ARMbased customer returns. This includes displaying, editing, and determining refunds for returns orders. You can track customer return progress by monitoring various statuses and by displaying the process flow.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Manage Customer Returns - Version 2			F4832			Complaints			With this app, you can initiate customer returns by creating returns orders. You can manage customer returns. This includes displaying, editing, and determining refunds for returns orders. You can also track customer return progress by monitoring various statuses.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Manage Sales Orders without Charge			F2305			Sales			With this app you can search for sales orders without charge according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can execute different actions, for example, you can reject all items of one or more sales orders without charge. You can also navigate to related applications, for example, to display details of a sales order without charge, to display the process flow.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			My Inbox - Approve Customer Returns			F5053			Sales			With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			My Inbox Sales Documents			F6012			Sales			


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0233A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Preliminary Billing Document			F2874						With this app, you can display an overview of a preliminary billing documentapos;s details and contextual information. Preliminary billing documents are intended purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes become necessary, you can make these changes in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Purchase Order (Version 2)			F0348A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)			F0349A			Purchasing			This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0234A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Sales Order (S/4HANA)			F1814			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			Returns & Refund Clerk			Sales Order without Charge			F2303			Sales			With this app you can display all the details relevant for a sales order without charge in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the items of sales orders without charge. You also view a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can check the current status of your sales order easily and quickly. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			SAP_BR_BUSINESS_PROC_SPEC_ESCH			Configure Personalized Search			F2800			HANA Search for Business Suite			With this app, you can enable or disable the tracking of a userapos;s search activities. The search data is retained in the database. Users can access the data collected in the database. This data can be used for user specific ranking of search results in the Enterprise Search.  This app tracks all of the visits, keywords entered by the user, and the navigation paths. The keywords are stored in the database and can be used by the Enterprise Search framework when the user logs on and search in the future.


			SAP_BR_BUSINESS_PROC_SPEC_ESCH			Manage Search Models			F3036			HANA Search for Business Suite			Every application uses the Enterprise Search as a key technology for basic searches. Enterprise Search allows you to search all structured data in an application in a unified way. The key user can select search model delivered by SAP and view the search results in a simple and formatted way. The key user can also create a search model from the selected CDS view, customize the fields and the formatting based on their requirements.  The Manage Search Models app enables a unified search of a search modelapos;s structured data.


			SAP_BR_CMMFSA_MD_MANAGER			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			SAP_BR_DOWNLUPL_SPEC_FE_BR			Meter Reading Tracking			F5569						With this app, you can upload and download data and track the MRUapos;s information; guaranteeing that downloads and uploads worked properly. Once the meter reading is created, it returns the information with date and time of the MRUs.


			SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_LEGAL_CONTENT			My Outbox			F6511						You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.


			SAP_BR_METERDATA_SPEC_FE_BR			Subsequent Actions Management			F5490						With this app, you can check the present data information and mark the line to reprocess the subsequent actions with error. In this app youapos;re able to:  See a list of the Subsequent Actions;   Select items with error to reprocess; you can reprocess one item at a time or massively;   Filter items in the list.   The app shows all statuses:Statusesapos; Description   Status   Description      0   To be performed     1   Duplication in installation level     2   Duplicated category     3   Different from upload     4   ReReading not allowed     5   Run with error     6   Executed with success     7   To be reversed     8   Reversed with error     9   Reversed with success     10   Reverse not possible     11   Error message    To perform the reprocess of an item, only statuses 5 and 8 are allowed.


			SAP_FND_BCR_MANAGER_T			My Inbox - Approve Purchase Requisitions			F0401A						With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.


			SAP_FND_BCR_MANAGER_T			Process Inbox			F3646						With this app you can  ...


			Sales Manager			Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned			F2878A						This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.


			Sales Manager			Billing Document			F1901			Billing			With this app, you can display a concise overview of billing document details and contextual information.


			Sales Manager			Change Contract			VA42			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Sales Manager			Change Credit Memo Request, Change Debit Memo Request, Change Sales Order Without Charge, Change Sales Orders, Change Sales Orders - VA02			VA02			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Sales Manager			Credit Memo Request			F1846						With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a credit memo request in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the credit memo request items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your credit memo request. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related customer returns.


			Sales Manager			Customer Master FactSheets			F0046A						With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.


			Sales Manager			Customer Return			F1815			Complaints			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a customer return in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the customer return items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your customer return. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related return deliveries.


			Sales Manager			Debit Memo Request			F1848			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a debit memo request in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the debit memo request items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your debit memo request. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related invoices.


			Sales Manager			Display Billing Documents			VF03			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Sales Manager			Display Contract			VA43			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Sales Manager			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Sales Manager			Display Invoice List, Display Invoice Lists			VF23			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Sales Manager			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Sales Manager			Invoice List			F2739			Billing			With this app, you can display a concise overview of an invoice listapos;s details and navigate to the billing documents it contains. Invoice lists are documents that combine billing documents invoices, debit memos, or credit memos that have already been posted to financial accounting and are intended for a single designated payer. Suppliers that use invoice lists to periodically bill sales they have made to a buying group can substantially reduce the administrative effort involved in payment collection. Similarly to billing documents, invoice lists consist of a header and one or more items. Each item represents one of the individual billing documents that together comprise the invoice list. The billing documents in the invoice list can be single or collective documents collective invoices combine items from more than one delivery. You can create the following two types of invoice list:   For invoices and debit memos   For credit memos


			Sales Manager			List Credit Memo Requests, List Debit Memo Requests, List Sales Orders, List Sales Orders - VA05, List Sales Orders Without Charge			VA05			Basic Functions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Sales Manager			List Incomplete Sales Documents			F2430						With this app, you can search for incomplete sales documents according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can navigate to related features to display and complete the missing data of the selected sales document. You can also use preconfigured tiles to search for incomplete sales inquiries, sales contracts, sales quotations, sales orders without charge, debit memo requests, and credit memo requests specifically. These tiles automatically direct you to the List Incomplete Sales Documents app, in which the SD document category is predefined depending on the tile you selected.


			Sales Manager			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Sales Manager			My Inbox - Approve Credit Memo Requests			F5042			Sales			With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.


			Sales Manager			My Inbox - Approve Customer Returns			F5053			Sales			With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.


			Sales Manager			My Inbox - Approve Sales Orders			F5041			Sales			With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.


			Sales Manager			My Inbox - Approve Sales Orders without Charge			F5432			Sales			Using configuration steps and a designated Business AddIn BAdI for the approval of sales documents, your configuration expert can now define the reasons and circumstances under which sales orders without charge need to be approved for example, whenever you create a sales order without charge for a specific customer. Whenever a sales order without charge matches these criteria, and the corresponding workflow has been set up, the system automatically blocks the sales order without charge and triggers an approval request. The approver can release the document, send the document back for rework, or deny the approval.You can see the approval status of sales orders without charge in the "Manage Sales Orders Without Charge" app.


			Sales Manager			My Inbox - Approve Sales Quotations			F5044			Sales			With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.


			Sales Manager			My Inbox Sales Documents			F6012			Sales			


			Sales Manager			Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0233A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Sales Manager			Preliminary Billing Document			F2874						With this app, you can display an overview of a preliminary billing documentapos;s details and contextual information. Preliminary billing documents are intended purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes become necessary, you can make these changes in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.


			Sales Manager			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Sales Manager			Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0234A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Sales Manager			Sales Contract (S/4HANA)			F2026			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales contract in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales contract items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.


			Sales Manager			Sales Inquiry			F2369			Customer Inquiries / Quotations			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales inquiry in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales inquiry items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales documents. Furthermore, you can display all additional information on item level, for example, related sales documents.


			Sales Manager			Sales Order (S/4HANA)			F1814			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			Sales Manager			Sales Order Fulfillment Issues (Version 2)			F0029A						This app allows you to analyze and resolve issues that impede sales orders from being fulfilled. With it, you can analyze sales orders in critical stages, collaborate with contacts, and efficiently address issues to ensure that sales orders in critical stages are fulfilled as quickly as possible. The app highlights impediments, provides supporting information, and allows you to navigate to Track Sales Order Details to display further details and resolve the issues.


			Sales Manager			Sales Order without Charge			F2303			Sales			With this app you can display all the details relevant for a sales order without charge in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the items of sales orders without charge. You also view a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can check the current status of your sales order easily and quickly. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			Sales Manager			Sales Quotation (S/4HANA)			F1871			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales quotation in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales quotation items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales quotation. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.


			Sales Manager			Track Sales Orders (S/4HANA)			F2577						With this app, you can check whether a sales orderapos;s fulfillment is on track. You can immediately recognize whether the sales order contains issues, and whether it is complete, or still in process. For example, you can see whether it has been shipped, invoiced, or whether the corresponding journal entry in accounting has been cleared. If, for example, a customer or manager asks for information about one or more orders belonging to a specific customer, you can use this app to provide this information quickly.  You can also navigate to the Track Sales Order Details app to visualize the sales order fulfillment status of a specific sales order and its subsequent documents in more detail.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned			F2878A						This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Billing Document			F1901			Billing			With this app, you can display a concise overview of billing document details and contextual information.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Billing Document Request			F2337			Billing			With this object page, you can display the details of billing document requests BDRs. BDRs are request objects that can contain itemized billing data from a range of sources. BDRs can contain only debit items.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Display Billing Documents			VF03			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Display Contract			VA43			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Display Invoice List, Display Invoice Lists			VF23			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Display Reservation			MB23			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Find Maintenance Order			F2175			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and perform different mass changes, such as changing the responsibility, the status, and the scheduling of the selected maintenance orders. You can also assign the orders to a maintenance event and dispatch all their operations.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Inbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0232A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for inbound deliveries search results. You can search for inbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or supplier. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access inbound delivery object pages. With the inbound delivery object page, you can display inbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Invoice List			F2739			Billing			With this app, you can display a concise overview of an invoice listapos;s details and navigate to the billing documents it contains. Invoice lists are documents that combine billing documents invoices, debit memos, or credit memos that have already been posted to financial accounting and are intended for a single designated payer. Suppliers that use invoice lists to periodically bill sales they have made to a buying group can substantially reduce the administrative effort involved in payment collection. Similarly to billing documents, invoice lists consist of a header and one or more items. Each item represents one of the individual billing documents that together comprise the invoice list. The billing documents in the invoice list can be single or collective documents collective invoices combine items from more than one delivery. You can create the following two types of invoice list:   For invoices and debit memos   For credit memos


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Manage Internal Orders			F1604						This app allows users to manage internal order master data quickly and accurately. Users can define filter criteria and layout to search for and review detailed internal order master data. Users can also navigate to other apps to create, copy, edit, or display internal order master data.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Manage Supplier Invoices			F0859			Invoice Verification			With this app you can create and display a supplier invoice based on the received document. You can specify the purchase order items to which your supplier invoice relates. These referenced items can also have multiple account assignment. You can choose among several assignment options depending on the reference document category. To identify the most relevant service entry sheet items, for example, you can search by the service performer and the performance date. If you select the Simulate or Post function, the system compares the quantity and amount data of each supplier invoice item with the data of the related purchase order item. If goodsreceiptbased invoice verification has been defined for a purchase order item, the system compares the supplier invoice data with the related goods receipt data. If the deviation is outside defined tolerances, the invoice is posted, but the invoice is automatically blocked for payment. If the system determines the responsible person, an approval process is initiated. You can use the Supplier Invoices List app to display supplier invoices. In the detail view, you can release or reverse a blocked supplier invoice.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Material Documents Overview			F1077						With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0233A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Preliminary Billing Document			F2874						With this app, you can display an overview of a preliminary billing documentapos;s details and contextual information. Preliminary billing documents are intended purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes become necessary, you can make these changes in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Purchase Order (Version 2)			F0348A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)			F0349A			Purchasing			This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0234A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Sales Contract (S/4HANA)			F2026			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales contract in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales contract items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Sales Order (S/4HANA)			F1814			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			Sales Manager (Customer Management)			Sales Quotation (S/4HANA)			F1871			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales quotation in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales quotation items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales quotation. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.


			Service Planner - Recurring Service			Add single plan			IP41			Maintenance Task Lists			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Service Planner - Recurring Service			Add strategy-controlled plan			IP42			Maintenance Task Lists			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Service Planner - Recurring Service			Change Maintenance Plan			IP02			Maintenance Task Lists			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Service Planner - Recurring Service			Characteristics, Display Characteristic, Manage Characteristics			CT04						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Service Planner - Recurring Service			Display Class, Manage Classes			CL02			Classification			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Service Planner - Recurring Service			Display Maintenance Item (IP06), Display Maintenance Item - IP06			IP06			Maintenance Task Lists			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Service Planner - Recurring Service			Display Maintenance Plan (IP03)			IP03			Maintenance Task Lists			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Service Planner - Recurring Service			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Service Planner - Recurring Service			Display Where Characteristics Are Used			CT12			Characteristics			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Service Planner - Recurring Service			Find Technical Object			F2072			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.


			Service Planner - Recurring Service			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Service Planner - Recurring Service			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Service Planner - Recurring Service			Schedule Maintenance Plan			IP10			Maintenance Task Lists			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Service Technician - In-House Repair			Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned			F2878A						This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.


			Service Technician - In-House Repair			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Service Technician - In-House Repair			Customer Return			F1815			Complaints			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a customer return in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the customer return items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your customer return. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related return deliveries.


			Service Technician - In-House Repair			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Service Technician - In-House Repair			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Service Technician - In-House Repair			Find Technical Object			F2072			Plant Maintenance			With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.


			Service Technician - In-House Repair			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Service Technician - In-House Repair			Material Documents Overview			F1077						With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Service Technician - In-House Repair			Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0233A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Service Technician - In-House Repair			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Service Technician - In-House Repair			Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0234A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Call MIRO - Change Status, Display Supplier Invoice - Advanced			MIR4			Logistics Invoice Verification			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Change Billing Documents			VF02			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Change Credit Memo Request, Change Debit Memo Request, Change Sales Order Without Charge, Change Sales Orders, Change Sales Orders - VA02			VA02			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Change Material			MM02			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Change Outbound Delivery, Change Returns Delivery			VL02N			Basic Functions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Change Purchase Order, Change Purchase Order - Advanced			ME22N			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Create Billing Documents			F0798			Billing			App ID: F0798 With this app, you can create billing documents for example, invoices and credit memos from items in the billing due list. This includes debit memo requests, sales orders, deliveries, and other sales and distribution SD documents. You can also generate temporary billing documents that you can review before converting them to final billing documents.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Create Billing Documents - VF04, Maintain Billing Due List			VF04			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Create Billing Documents, Create Billing Documents - VF01			VF01			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Create Credit Memo Requests - W/o Preceding Document, Create Customer Return Without Reference - VA01, Create Debit Memo Requests - W/o Preceding Document, Create Sales Orders, Create Sales Orders - Intercompany, Create Sales Orders - VA01			VA01			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Create Material			MM01			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Create Purchase Order, Create Purchase Order - Advanced			ME21N			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Display Billing Documents			VF03			Billing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Display Document, Display Journal Entries			FB03			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Display Material Document			MB03			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Display Material Document List			MB51			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Display Purchase Order, Display Purchase Order - Advanced			ME23N			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Expected Goods Receipt			F3298						With this app you can schedule background jobs for data transfer of expected goods receipts EGRs for purchase orders and production orders to SAP Extended Warehouse Management SAP EWM and view the related log.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Goods Movement, Post Goods Movement			MIGO			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			List Credit Memo Requests, List Debit Memo Requests, List Sales Orders, List Sales Orders - VA05, List Sales Orders Without Charge			VA05			Basic Functions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Manage Billing Documents			F0797			Billing			With this app, you can manage invoices, invoice cancellations, credit memos, and other billing documents. This includes displaying, editing, posting, and canceling billing documents. You can also review why a billing document split has occurred and generate PDFbased print previews of billing documents.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Manage Business Partner Master Data			F3163			Business Partners			With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Manage Sales Documents with Customer-Expected Price			F2713						


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Manage Sales Orders			F1873			Sales			With the Manage Sales Orders app, you can search for sales orders according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can execute different actions, for example, you can reject all items of one or more sales orders. You can also navigate to related apps, for example, to display sales order details, or you can display the process flow.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Manage Sales Orders - Version 2			F3893			Sales			With this app, you as an internal sales representative can list all sales orders in the system, filter the results, or search for specific sales orders. You can also create, change, or display single sales orders containing key information in a fast and easy way. You can do so directly within the Manage Sales Orders  Version 2 app, whereas in the Manage Sales Orders app, you need to navigate to other apps.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Material Documents Overview			F1077						With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Output Material Documents			MB90			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Post Goods Receipt for Inbound Delivery			F2502						With this app, you can post a receipt of goods with reference to an inbound delivery. The app proposes a selection of inbound deliveries from the supplier that can be posted. This app supports you, for example, as a receiving specialist in your daily work.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Post Goods Receipt for Purchasing Document			F0843						With this app, you can post the receipt of goods with reference to the different types of purchasing documents, for example:  Standard purchase order   Stock transfer order   Scheduling agreement   For example, if a material is delivered for a purchasing document with which you ordered the goods, it is important for all the departments involved that the goods receipt entry in the system references this purchasing document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or inventory manager in your daily work.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Post Subsequent Adjustment			F5476						With this app, you can carry out a subsequent correction posting of components from the subcontracting purchasing document. This is the case if a subcontractor has consumed a larger or smaller quantity of components than you originally planned and posted. This app focuses on the special process step of the subsequent adjustment posting after the goods receipt process for the subcontracting purchasing document.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Schedule Goods Receipt for Inbound Deliveries			F2776						With this app you can schedule background jobs for posting goods receipts for inbound deliveries and view the log.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Schedule Inbound Delivery Creation			F2798						With this app you can schedule the collective creation of inbound deliveries as a background job for purchase orders which are due for delivery.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Track Sales Orders (S/4HANA)			F2577						With this app, you can check whether a sales orderapos;s fulfillment is on track. You can immediately recognize whether the sales order contains issues, and whether it is complete, or still in process. For example, you can see whether it has been shipped, invoiced, or whether the corresponding journal entry in accounting has been cleared. If, for example, a customer or manager asks for information about one or more orders belonging to a specific customer, you can use this app to provide this information quickly.  You can also navigate to the Track Sales Order Details app to visualize the sales order fulfillment status of a specific sales order and its subsequent documents in more detail.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Transfer Stock - Cross-Plant			F1957						With this app, you can make transfer postings from one plant issuing plant to another plant receiving plant. The app supports you in finding the allowed transfer postings and in personalizing the control settings of storage locations and visible columns. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.


			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)			Transfer Stock - In Plant			F1061						With this app, you can make transfer postings within a plant. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or inventory manager in your daily work.


			Shipping Specialist			Analyze Delivery Logs			F0870A			Shipping			You can use this app to check system messages that have been logged during the collective creation run of deliveries, regardless of whether you started the creation run online or in the background. In case you were not able to create a delivery, you must correct the issues that are mentioned in the log and then create a new delivery for the respective sales order or purchase order. For each delivery log, you can look up the messages that the system has logged during the creation run. These messages can be related to a sales order or purchase order, an individual delivery item, or to a delivery as a whole. You can also find out the numbers of the deliveries that the system has created. This app is available for the role shipping specialist.


			Shipping Specialist			Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned			F2878A						This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.


			Shipping Specialist			Change Outbound Delivery, Change Returns Delivery			VL02N			Basic Functions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Shipping Specialist			Create Delivery with Reference to Sales Order			F3487			Shipping			This is an SAP CoPilot app that you can use to quickly create an outbound delivery with reference to a sales order. Using the digital assistant SAP CoPilot, you can create outbound deliveries, independent of the application you currently have open.


			Shipping Specialist			Create Delivery without a Reference (Quick Create)			F3488			Shipping			This is an SAP CoPilot app that you can use to quickly create an outbound delivery without referencing a sales order. Using the digital assistant SAP CoPilot, you can create outbound deliveries, independent of the application you currently have open.


			Shipping Specialist			Create Outbound Deliveries - From Sales Orders			F0869A			Shipping			With this app, you can create outbound delivery runs from a list of sales orders. This app also allows you to display logs with information related to your sales orders or deliveries. For example, if errors occur while you are creating deliveries, the system issues a message to the log. Similarly, the system issues a message to the log if you successfully create a delivery. This app is available for the role shipping specialist.


			Shipping Specialist			Customer Master FactSheets			F0046A						With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.


			Shipping Specialist			Customer Return			F1815			Complaints			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a customer return in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the customer return items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your customer return. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related return deliveries.


			Shipping Specialist			Dead Stock Analysis			F2899						With this app, you can monitor and make timedependent investigations of your dead stock. Dead stock represents a combination of locations and materials where the stock value has increased over a defined analysis period despite existing consumption postings within that period. The analysis of the dead stock identifies materials that could potentially have a negative impact on the companys cash flow and profitability. Based on these results, you can react immediately with followon activities and decide whether a material should, for example, be discontinued, discounted, or transferred to a different location.  The Dead Stock Analysis app supports you in your daily work, for example, as an inventory manager, to achieve maximum inventory accuracy and subsequently to optimize the inventory situation in your stock.


			Shipping Specialist			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Shipping Specialist			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Shipping Specialist			Display Purchase Contract			ME33K			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Shipping Specialist			Manage Outbound Deliveries			F0867A			Shipping			With this app, you can see a list of all your outbound deliveries. You can click on each delivery to see its details, such as its weight and volume. Depending on the current goods issue status, you can post a goods issue for a delivery. If you need to make corrections to a delivery, you can easily reverse the goods issue posting and edit the respective documents. You can apply these actions to all selected deliveries at once. For deliveries that need to be picked, you can navigate to the Pick Outbound Delivery app to perform this step. This app is available for the role shipping specialist.


			Shipping Specialist			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Shipping Specialist			Manage Sales Scheduling Agreements			F3515			Customer Scheduling Agreement			With this app, you as an internal sales representative can list all sales scheduling agreements and items in the system, filter the results, or search for specific sales scheduling agreement or sales scheduling agreement item. You can also navigate to other apps to create, change, or display single sales scheduling agreement.


			Shipping Specialist			Material Documents Overview			F1077						With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Shipping Specialist			Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0233A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Shipping Specialist			Overdue Materials - Goods Receipt Blocked Stock			F2347						With this app you can get an overview of the overdue materials for which a goods receipt GR was posted into the nonvaluated GR blocked stock. You, as a warehouse clerk, can identify these overdue materials to complete the goods receipt process or investigate potential problems. You can search for existing overdue materials, and sort and filter them according to their Days since Posting Date GR status, for example. Depending on your filter criteria, the app displays a list of purchase orders for which stock is available in the nonvaluated GR blocked stock. Some columns in the results list might be hidden. In the personalization area, you can specify which columns you want to see in the results list. You can also organize your search results by choosing further view settings, such as grouping criteria. For each purchase order or material from the results list you can immediately perform further tasks with linked apps, for example:  Post Goods Receipt for Purchasing Document   Stock  Multiple Materials   Stock  Single Material


			Shipping Specialist			Overdue Materials - Stock in Transit			F2139						With this app, you can get an overview of the overdue materials for which a stock transport order has been created. You can identify these materials to complete the stock transfer process or investigate potential problems. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.


			Shipping Specialist			Pick Outbound Delivery			F0868						With this app, you can enter the results of the picking process for a particular delivery. The picking process involves taking goods from various storage bins and moving them to a staging area where they can be prepared for loading and shipping. This app shows you how many items are in the delivery, the deliverys overall details, such as the gross weight, picking status, and so on, and the details of individual delivery items. Once you have entered the picking quantity of an item and the system has set the picking status to Completely Processed, you can then post a goods issue. With this app, you can also assign serial numbers to delivery items. Assigning serial numbers allows you to track and trace your goods more accurately.  This app is available for the role shipping specialist.


			Shipping Specialist			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Shipping Specialist			Purchase Contract Item			F1665						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase contract item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.


			Shipping Specialist			Purchase Order (Version 2)			F0348A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.


			Shipping Specialist			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Shipping Specialist			Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)			F0349A			Purchasing			This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Shipping Specialist			Purchasing Info Record (Version 2)			F0351A						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchasing info record business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.


			Shipping Specialist			Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0234A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Shipping Specialist			Sales Order (S/4HANA)			F1814			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			Shipping Specialist			Sales Order without Charge			F2303			Sales			With this app you can display all the details relevant for a sales order without charge in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the items of sales orders without charge. You also view a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can check the current status of your sales order easily and quickly. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			Shipping Specialist			Schedule Delivery Creation			F2228						With this app, you can schedule the collective creation of outbound deliveries as a background job for sales and purchase orders. The app allows you to select job templates with specific selection criteria for sales and purchase orders to simplify the creation of the application job.


			Shipping Specialist			Schedule Goods Issue For Deliveries			F2259						With this app you can schedule background jobs for posting goods issues for outbound deliveries and view the log. If you have the business role Shipping Specialist, the following corresponding job template is available: Schedule Goods Issue for Deliveries.


			Shipping Specialist			Slow or Non-Moving Materials			F2137						With this app, you can monitor and make timedependent investigations of the slow or nonmoving materials in your stock. Based on these results you can react immediately with followon activities such as scrapping or stock transfers. Nonmoving materials represent a combination of locations and materials where the stock level is not zero and no consumption postings were posted for a defined period of time. It is also possible to track slowmoving materials. This app supports you in your daily work, for example, as an inventory manager, to achieve maximum inventory accuracy and subsequently to optimize the inventory situation in your stock.


			Shipping Specialist			Stock - Multiple Materials			F1595						With this app, you can get an overview of your material stocks. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work. The app can display the stock information as a table.


			Shipping Specialist			Stock - Single Material			F1076						With this app, you can get an overview of your material stock. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. The app can display the stock information as a table or a diagram. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Shipping Specialist			Supplier			F0354			Vendor Master			With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Analyze Delivery Logs			F0870A			Shipping			You can use this app to check system messages that have been logged during the collective creation run of deliveries, regardless of whether you started the creation run online or in the background. In case you were not able to create a delivery, you must correct the issues that are mentioned in the log and then create a new delivery for the respective sales order or purchase order. For each delivery log, you can look up the messages that the system has logged during the creation run. These messages can be related to a sales order or purchase order, an individual delivery item, or to a delivery as a whole. You can also find out the numbers of the deliveries that the system has created. This app is available for the role shipping specialist.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned			F2878A						This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Application log for Just-In-Time Supply to Customer			F4961						With this app, you can view the application logs for customer JIT call processing and take appropriate actions.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Change Outbound Delivery, Change Returns Delivery			VL02N			Basic Functions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Create Delivery with Reference to Sales Order			F3487			Shipping			This is an SAP CoPilot app that you can use to quickly create an outbound delivery with reference to a sales order. Using the digital assistant SAP CoPilot, you can create outbound deliveries, independent of the application you currently have open.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Create Delivery without a Reference (Quick Create)			F3488			Shipping			This is an SAP CoPilot app that you can use to quickly create an outbound delivery without referencing a sales order. Using the digital assistant SAP CoPilot, you can create outbound deliveries, independent of the application you currently have open.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Create Outbound Deliveries - From Sales Orders			F0869A			Shipping			With this app, you can create outbound delivery runs from a list of sales orders. This app also allows you to display logs with information related to your sales orders or deliveries. For example, if errors occur while you are creating deliveries, the system issues a message to the log. Similarly, the system issues a message to the log if you successfully create a delivery. This app is available for the role shipping specialist.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Customer Master FactSheets			F0046A						With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Customer Return			F1815			Complaints			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a customer return in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the customer return items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your customer return. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related return deliveries.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Dead Stock Analysis			F2899						With this app, you can monitor and make timedependent investigations of your dead stock. Dead stock represents a combination of locations and materials where the stock value has increased over a defined analysis period despite existing consumption postings within that period. The analysis of the dead stock identifies materials that could potentially have a negative impact on the companys cash flow and profitability. Based on these results, you can react immediately with followon activities and decide whether a material should, for example, be discontinued, discounted, or transferred to a different location.  The Dead Stock Analysis app supports you in your daily work, for example, as an inventory manager, to achieve maximum inventory accuracy and subsequently to optimize the inventory situation in your stock.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Display Purchase Contract			ME33K			Purchasing			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Manage Outbound Deliveries			F0867A			Shipping			With this app, you can see a list of all your outbound deliveries. You can click on each delivery to see its details, such as its weight and volume. Depending on the current goods issue status, you can post a goods issue for a delivery. If you need to make corrections to a delivery, you can easily reverse the goods issue posting and edit the respective documents. You can apply these actions to all selected deliveries at once. For deliveries that need to be picked, you can navigate to the Pick Outbound Delivery app to perform this step. This app is available for the role shipping specialist.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Material Documents Overview			F1077						With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0233A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Overdue Materials - Goods Receipt Blocked Stock			F2347						With this app you can get an overview of the overdue materials for which a goods receipt GR was posted into the nonvaluated GR blocked stock. You, as a warehouse clerk, can identify these overdue materials to complete the goods receipt process or investigate potential problems. You can search for existing overdue materials, and sort and filter them according to their Days since Posting Date GR status, for example. Depending on your filter criteria, the app displays a list of purchase orders for which stock is available in the nonvaluated GR blocked stock. Some columns in the results list might be hidden. In the personalization area, you can specify which columns you want to see in the results list. You can also organize your search results by choosing further view settings, such as grouping criteria. For each purchase order or material from the results list you can immediately perform further tasks with linked apps, for example:  Post Goods Receipt for Purchasing Document   Stock  Multiple Materials   Stock  Single Material


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Overdue Materials - Stock in Transit			F2139						With this app, you can get an overview of the overdue materials for which a stock transport order has been created. You can identify these materials to complete the stock transfer process or investigate potential problems. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Pick Outbound Delivery			F0868						With this app, you can enter the results of the picking process for a particular delivery. The picking process involves taking goods from various storage bins and moving them to a staging area where they can be prepared for loading and shipping. This app shows you how many items are in the delivery, the deliverys overall details, such as the gross weight, picking status, and so on, and the details of individual delivery items. Once you have entered the picking quantity of an item and the system has set the picking status to Completely Processed, you can then post a goods issue. With this app, you can also assign serial numbers to delivery items. Assigning serial numbers allows you to track and trace your goods more accurately.  This app is available for the role shipping specialist.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Purchase Contract Item			F1665						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase contract item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Purchase Order (Version 2)			F0348A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)			F0349A			Purchasing			This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Purchasing Info Record (Version 2)			F0351A						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchasing info record business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0234A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Sales Order (S/4HANA)			F1814			Sales			With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Sales Order without Charge			F2303			Sales			With this app you can display all the details relevant for a sales order without charge in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the items of sales orders without charge. You also view a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can check the current status of your sales order easily and quickly. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Schedule Delivery Creation			F2228						With this app, you can schedule the collective creation of outbound deliveries as a background job for sales and purchase orders. The app allows you to select job templates with specific selection criteria for sales and purchase orders to simplify the creation of the application job.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Schedule Goods Issue For Deliveries			F2259						With this app you can schedule background jobs for posting goods issues for outbound deliveries and view the log. If you have the business role Shipping Specialist, the following corresponding job template is available: Schedule Goods Issue for Deliveries.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Schedule Outbound Delivery Creation for Sequenced JIT Calls			F4962						As an alternative to creating outbound deliveries manually, you can schedule automatic creation of outbound deliveries using a background report from this app.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Schedule Outbound Delivery Creation for Summarized JIT Calls			F4963						As an alternative to creating outbound deliveries manually, you can schedule automatic creation of outbound deliveries using a background job from this app.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Schedule Packing Group Creation/ Update for Sequenced JIT calls			F4960						With this app, you can create package units for sequenced JIT calls from customers in the background, based on JIT package specification.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Slow or Non-Moving Materials			F2137						With this app, you can monitor and make timedependent investigations of the slow or nonmoving materials in your stock. Based on these results you can react immediately with followon activities such as scrapping or stock transfers. Nonmoving materials represent a combination of locations and materials where the stock level is not zero and no consumption postings were posted for a defined period of time. It is also possible to track slowmoving materials. This app supports you in your daily work, for example, as an inventory manager, to achieve maximum inventory accuracy and subsequently to optimize the inventory situation in your stock.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Stock - Multiple Materials			F1595						With this app, you can get an overview of your material stocks. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work. The app can display the stock information as a table.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Stock - Single Material			F1076						With this app, you can get an overview of your material stock. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. The app can display the stock information as a table or a diagram. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply			Supplier			F0354			Vendor Master			With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.


			Sourcing Manager			Central Sourcing Follow-on Documents Log			F5300						


			Sourcing Manager			Compare Supplier Quotations (Sourcing Project)			F4863						With this app, you can compare several quotations from different suppliers belonging to a sourcing project in order to identify the best available quote for your sourcing project.


			Sourcing Manager			Create Purchase Orders from Central Quotations			F4104						With this app central purchasers can create purchase orders from the awarded central supplier quotations. Purchase orders are created in those connected systems from which preceding purchase requisitions originated.


			Sourcing Manager			Manage Awarding Scenarios			F5550						With this app, you can check different awarding scenarios with selected supplier quotations as well as simulated quotations, and award your preferred scenario for a sourcing project.


			Sourcing Manager			Manage Central Purchase Contracts			F3144						With this app, you can create, change, and display central purchase contracts, which are also referred to as central contracts. A central purchase contract is a global, longterm agreement between an organization and a supplier regarding the supply of materials or the performance of services within a certain period as per predefined terms and conditions. A central contract enables purchasers from various parts of a company at different locations to take advantage of the negotiated terms and conditions. Using a central contract, materials and services can be procured over a certain period and according to predefined terms and conditions. Central contracts are created and approved in the SAP S/4HANA system, which acts as a hub system.


			Sourcing Manager			Manage Negotiations			F5551						With this app, you can select several supplier quotations and create negotiations to arrive at the best possible outcome for sourcing of materials and services. You can create a negotiation based either on quantity or on the price of materials and services. This action is available in the Negotiations facet in the app Manage Sourcing Projects. Note You can create negotiations only for submitted supplier quotations.


			Sourcing Manager			Manage Procurement Projects			F4860						With this app, you can manage procurement projects. A procurement project is used to plan for the demand of a product per plant. The procurement project contains all the plants for which this project applies. Plants can have individual dates for both start and end of production.


			Sourcing Manager			Manage Renegotiations			F5714						With this app, you can initiate renegotiations on the prices for items in existing central purchase contracts. You can revisit prevalent central purchase contracts for chosen items and renegotiate the pricing conditions, to gain value from changed market conditions.


			Sourcing Manager			Manage Sourcing Projects			F4861						With this app you can display, create, change and publish sourcing projects. You can use sourcing projects to find a source of supply for complex bundles of materials or services which allows you to optimize the planning effort and reduce costs.


			Sourcing Manager			Manage Supplier Quotations (Sourcing Project)			F4862						With this app you can display all supplier quotations that you have received for different sourcing projects. You can view the detailed information for each supplier quotation.


			Sourcing Manager			Manage Suppliers for Sourcing			F4536						With this app, you can assign suppliers to a sourcing project based on the selected combination of Material Group and Company Code. You can do this by updating the supplier list in the app Manage Sourcing Projects. During this process, the suppliers of the preferred supplier list for the specified material group and company code is made available for your sourcing project. Please note, that this app is only accesible via the app  Manage Sourcing Projects. By clicking Display Supplier List, you can navigate to the application Manage Supplier Lists for Sourcing. Here, you can display the list of suppliers that are available for the sourcing project. If there is no existing standard supplier list for the given combination of material group and company code, a blank supplier list for sourcing is created. In this case, you can add suppliers to create a new list or copy suppliers from user specified supplier list.


			Sourcing Manager			Process Central Purchase Contracts			F5715						With this app, you can search for items in central purchase contracts and process them further to initiate renegotiations for the prices of the chosen items, with your supplier. Such renegotiations will help you benefit from changed market conditions and revise the prices for included items to achieve the yearonyear savings targets.  You can select one or more items in one or more central purchase contracts and create new sourcing projects, or new renegotiations. Using a filter, you can select items based on the type of renegotiation you want to create. Items from central purchase contracts that are selected using this app are further processed in other consuming apps, for instance, Manage Sourcing Projects or Manage Renegotiations Central Purchase Contracts. You can, eventually update the prices of the items involved, in the respective central purchase contracts.


			Strategic Buyer			Adjust Operational Supplier Evaluation Score			F2312						With this app, you can adjust the operational supplier evaluation score of a supplier. The operational score can be updated by modifying the individual scores that contribute to the operational score. These include the quantity, time, price, and quality scores on the purchaseorder item level for a given supplier. Selecting the Edit icon allows you to update the score. The catalog role Materials Management  Supplier Evaluation SAP_BCR_MM_SUPPLIER_EVAL_PC is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: M_BEST_EKG M_BEST_EKO M_BEST_WRK F_BKPF_BUK M_MMSEVAL  The app is displayed in the document view with the following visible fields: Supplier, Purchasing Document, Item, Material, Plant, Quantity Score, Time Score, Price Score, Quality Score, Change History, and Edit.


			Strategic Buyer			Central Purchase Contract Consumption			F3444						You can use this app to identify the consumption percentage of central purchase contracts from the previous year to date. You can also find the target and released quantity of the contracts.Note The KPI does not include data for purchase contracts of type Hierarchy H. The KPI is displayed in the following views:   By Supplier   By Backend Purchasing Group   By Backend Purchasing Organization   By Backend Plant   By Purchasing Category   By Material Group   Document   Trend   Trend by Supplier   Trend by Purchasing Category


			Strategic Buyer			Central Purchase Requisition Item types			F3981						With this app, you can display the number of purchase requisition items that were created in the SAP S/4HANA system which acts as a hub system, and the number of purchase requisition items that were extracted from the connected systems. SAP S/4HANA, SAP S/4HANA Cloud, or SAP ERP act as connected systems. You can compare the number of items by type for specific purchasing groups, suppliers, and so on. This allows you to analyze the type and count of purchase requisition items at the level of detail you require.


			Strategic Buyer			Contract Expiry			F0574						You can use this app to identify purchase contracts that expire within a specific time frame. You can also use the app to find the number of expiring contracts, target amount, and the released amount of the expiring contracts. You can analyze the number of contracts that would expire in 90 days. The contracts must be valid on current date and should expire before 90 days in the future. This KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization Document


			Strategic Buyer			Contract Leakage			F0681						With the Contract Leakage app, you can identity the spend of purchase orders that do not have a contract reference, although an existing contract could have been used. As a purchaser, you want to find the related net value. You can use the Contract Leakage app to determine the amount of purchases made without considering existing contracts.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1    The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Document By Plant  By WBS Element  By Cost Center Trend Trend by Purchasing Category  Trend by Supplier


			Strategic Buyer			Cost Centers - Plan/Actuals			W0081			Information System, iViews			With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.


			Strategic Buyer			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Strategic Buyer			Global Purchasing Spend			F3679						With this app, you can analyze the purchasing spend for a given set of comparison filters  for example supplier, material group, purchasing group, supplier country, and purchasing organization and the planned spend of schedule line. You have an overview of the purchasing spend for the purchase orders that were created in SAP S/4 HANA as well as for the purchase orders that were extracted from the connected systems.


			Strategic Buyer			Invoice Price Variance			F0682						This KPI determines the trend in which invoice price varies over the previous year to date. The trend is calculated monthly. This is a trend tile, based on the key performance indicator, weighted material price. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   F_BKPF_BUK    S_RS_COMP    S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views:  By Supplier   By Material Group   By Purchasing Category   By Purchasing Group   By Plant   Document   Trend   Trend by Purchasing Category   Trend by Supplier   Note By default, the views are filtered across all materials. You can save a view as a tile using the Save as Tile option. You can also change the threshold. To personalize tiles, do as follows:  Filter views   Click the arrow icon on the screen   Choose the Save as Tile option   Enter relevant details and save.    Business Value   Determine the optimum time to purchase materials.   Increase the revenue and decrease the operating cost of business.     Features You can perform the following tasks:   Apply filter to views.   Display chart for every view.   Display view in table format.   Send the app link as email or export as an excel.   Navigate to the following apps:   Supplier Factsheet   My Purchasing Document Items   Purchasing Category Factsheet   Manage Purchasing Category   Purchase Order Factsheet   Supplier Invoice Factsheet


			Strategic Buyer			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Strategic Buyer			Manage User-Defined Criteria for Supplier Evaluation			F3812						With this app, strategic buyers can create and manage user defined criteria to rate suppliers. You can add scores for a specific supplier for a particular user defined criterion. The list of existing user defined criteria is displayed in this app. Click on the individual entries to view the details.


			Strategic Buyer			Material Price Variance			F3294						With this app, you can display the deviation of the actual price paid for materials from what has been set as standard data. You can monitor the material price variance over a certain period of time and evaluate the price deviations of different documents, for example info records, purchase orders, contracts, and invoices. This helps you to determine the reason for the price variance and improve the efficiency of your supply chain management.


			Strategic Buyer			Monitor Purchase Order Down Payments			F2877						With this app, you can monitor purchase order down payments, using filter criteria such as supplier, purchasing organization, purchasing group, order type, and category. You must specify a display currency. This app is available for the role AP Accountant. Note You can maintain down payment data in the Create Purchase Order  Advanced app. These values are considered when you call the Create Down Payment Request app, using the link.


			Strategic Buyer			Non-Managed Spend			F0571						With the NonManaged Spend app, you can determine the amount without taxes paid to the suppliers without a purchase order reference in relation to the total spend for suppliers. The calculation is based on the accounting documents.  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By General Ledger Account Trend Trend by Supplier Document  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BEST_WRK S_RS_COMP S_RS_COMP1


			Strategic Buyer			Off-Contract Spend			F0572						You can use the OffContract Spend app to analyze the total spend amount in relation to purchase orders that do not have a contract reference, over the previous year to date. For some items, no negotiated pricing or blanket purchase agreement is in place when they are purchased. These items are defined as noncontract purchases. You can use this app to measure the percentage of purchases made without any contract.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Document Trend


			Strategic Buyer			Operational Supplier Evaluation (Version 2)			F1662A						This app determines the score of a supplier in an organization based on the weighted average of the quantity variance, price variance, and time variance. The score is calculated over a period of 365 days. The overall score is calculated from the variance available from the different criteria, price, time, quantity or soft score after applying the weightage. Both early and late deliveries of items are considered variance. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_BUYER is required to access the app.


			Strategic Buyer			Overall Supplier Evaluation			F2019						This app determines the score of a supplier in an organization based on the operational and questionnaire scores. The score is calculated over the previous year to date. It combines scores from the weighted hard facts available from the different criteria price, time, and quantity, and the soft facts available from questionnaire results. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views:  By Supplier   By Purchasing Category   Score Vs Spend    Trend by Supplier   Document   Trend by Purchasing Category  By Top 10 Suppliers By Bottom 10 Suppliers


			Strategic Buyer			Overdue Purchase Order Items			F0343						With this app, you can analyze the delivery dates of the purchase orders sent to the supplier. The KPI compares the actual date with the delivery date on item level. All purchase order items for which delivery date has passed and which have not yet been delivered are calculated. You can also use this app to analyze the delivery dates of purchase order items sent to the supplier. The Supplier Confirmation Status indicates if a supplier confirmation exists for a purchase order item, the status text can be either of the following: Supplier Confirmation not expected, Supplier Confirmation expected but not received, or Supplier Confirmation received. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Plant By Material Group By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Category Document


			Strategic Buyer			Parts Per Million			F4885						With this app, you can analyze the delivery dates of the purchase orders sent to the supplier. The KPI compares the actual date with the delivery date on item level. All purchase order items for which delivery date has passed and which have not yet been delivered are calculated. You can also use this app to analyze the delivery dates of purchase order items sent to the supplier. The Supplier Confirmation Status indicates if a supplier confirmation exists for a purchase order item, the status text can be either of the following: Supplier Confirmation not expected, Supplier Confirmation expected but not received, or Supplier Confirmation received. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Plant By Material Group By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Category Document


			Strategic Buyer			Procurement Overview Page			F1990						The Procurement Overview shows, at a glance, the most important information and tasks relevant for you right now. The information is displayed on set of actionable cards. You can therefore focus on the most important tasks, enabling faster decisions and immediate action. The cards show you the most important information ranked according to relevance. For example, on the Monitor Purchase Contracts card, you can see the consumption and expiry date per contract. You can then decide to change a contract by selecting it. You can use the global filter to filter the entire Procurement Overview by supplier or material group, for example. You then see all urgent contracts, purchase requisitions, or spend information according to the specified filter criteria. For list cards, selecting the header of a card brings you to the app itself, while selecting an item brings you to more detailed item information. For graphical or analytical cards, selecting the card brings you to more detailed analytical information. To use the Procurement Overview, you require the Business Catalog Role SAP_BCR_MM_PRC_OVP_PC assigned to your user.


			Strategic Buyer			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Strategic Buyer			Purchase Order Average Delivery Time			F1380						Using the Purchase Order Average Delivery Time Weighted  app, you can check the average delivery time of orders to the suppliers. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER is required to access the app. The app is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Material Group By Plant By Purchasing Category Document


			Strategic Buyer			Purchase Order Changes			F3791						This app displays the absolute number of item changes in purchase orders from the previous year to date. All changes to the items are logged. This app can be used to find the total number of changes for multiple attributes in purchase orders.


			Strategic Buyer			Purchase Order Output Automation			F4378						You can use the OffContract Spend app to analyze the total spend amount in relation to purchase orders that do not have a contract reference, over the previous year to date. For some items, no negotiated pricing or blanket purchase agreement is in place when they are purchased. These items are defined as noncontract purchases. You can use this app to measure the percentage of purchases made without any contract.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Document Trend


			Strategic Buyer			Purchase Order Value			F1378						You can use this app to retrieve the order value for all the purchase orders within a stipulated time. The app also helps to determine the KPI value of the purchase orders for a given set of filter criteria, such as materials, supplier, and plant. The business value of the app is that you can determine the current value of all purchase orders in the system. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   This KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Category By Material Group By Purchasing Group By Plant By WBS Element Document Trend Trend by Purchasing Category Trend by Supplier By Cost Center By Service Performer


			Strategic Buyer			Purchase Requisition Average Approval Time			F2014						You use this app to identify the time in days from shopping cart creation to purchase order creation, over the time period from the previous year to date. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BANF_WRK M_BANF_EKG M_BANF_EKO S_RS_COMP S_RS_COMP1  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Trend Document Trend by Purchasing Group


			Strategic Buyer			Purchase Requisition Average Approval Time (Flexible Workflow)			F3980						With this app, you can analyze the delivery dates of the purchase orders sent to the supplier. The KPI compares the actual date with the delivery date on item level. All purchase order items for which delivery date has passed and which have not yet been delivered are calculated. You can also use this app to analyze the delivery dates of purchase order items sent to the supplier. The Supplier Confirmation Status indicates if a supplier confirmation exists for a purchase order item, the status text can be either of the following: Supplier Confirmation not expected, Supplier Confirmation expected but not received, or Supplier Confirmation received. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Plant By Material Group By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Category Document


			Strategic Buyer			Purchase Requisition Item Changes			F2015						This app displays the absolute number of item changes from the previous year to date. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BANF_WRK M_BANF_EKG M_BANF_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Trend Document Trend by Purchasing Group Trend by Purchasing Category Trend by Supplier


			Strategic Buyer			Purchase Requisition Item Types			F2016						You use this app to identify the number of free text items created GUI in the time period from the previous year to date. The requisitions for which material was specified are shown as number of material items created GUI at the time of creation. Similarly, the number of material items, free text items, and catalog items created from the Fiori app are also shown in the application. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BANF_WRK M_BANF_EKG M_BANF_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Trend Document Trend by Purchasing Group Trend by Purchasing Category  Trend by Supplier


			Strategic Buyer			Purchase Requisition No Touch Rate			F2018						You use this app to identify the percentage of purchase requisition items which are processed automatically from the shopping cart from the previous year to date. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BANF_WRK M_BANF_EKG M_BANF_EKO S_RS_COMP S_RS_COMP1  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group By Item Type Trend Document Trend by Purchasing Group


			Strategic Buyer			Purchase Requisition to Order Cycle Time			F2017						This app is used to identify the average cycle time in days from shoppingcart creation to when the purchase order is sent to the supplier. It works from the previous year to date. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BANF_WRK M_BANF_EKG M_BANF_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Trend Document Trend by Purchasing Group


			Strategic Buyer			Purchasing Group Activities			F1660						This app displays all the purchase orders, contracts, goods receipts, and scheduling agreements against a particular purchasing group and category for a given time frame. Only those business documents that are completed and items not released are considered. Deleted items are not considered. The app also helps to calculate the number of goods receipts for a particular purchase order and item, as well as the total invoice amount and purchase order net amount.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_RAHM_EKG M_RAHM_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Purchasing Group Trend Trend by Amount Trend by Purchasing Group Document


			Strategic Buyer			Purchasing Spend			F0683						With the Purchasing Spend app, you can compare the spend for a given set of comparison filters to the total spend. Filter include supplier, material group, purchasing group, supplier country, and purchasing organization. This app can be used to compare the purchasing spend between the total spend of a data set with a subset of that data set by using the comparison filters. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Material Group Service Performer By Purchasing Category Document


			Strategic Buyer			Quantity Contract Consumption			F2012						You can use this app to identify the consumption percentage of quantity type contracts from the previous year to date. You can also find the target and released quantity of the contracts.  Note If you want to use the predictive analytics capability within this app, see the Installation Guide for SAP BusinessObjects Predictive Analytics Integrator at Predictive Analytics integrator PAi. After the Predictive Analytics Integrator has been enabled and the model has been defined, the system predicts when the contract is likely to be fully consumed. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:   F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   M_RAHM_EKG    M_RAHM_EKO    M_RAHM_WRK    S_RS_COMP    S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group By Cost Center Document Trend Trend by Purchasing Category Trend by Supplier


			Strategic Buyer			Request for Quotation Types			F4149						With this app, you can display RFQs that have been created in the SAP S/4HANA system by type. You can see the following RFQ types:  Ext. Price Requests: RFQs for which pricing is extracted from external systems for example, SAP Ariba. Ext. Sourcing Requests: RFQs for which bidding and awarding takes place externally. The RFQs that are created in SAP S/4HANA, and then sent to the SAP Ariba system where the bidding process takes place. The awarded quotations are then sent back to SAP S/4HANA. Int. Sourcing Requests: RFQs for which all the processes happen internally within SAP S/4HANA.


			Strategic Buyer			Scheduling Agreement Consumption			F3192						With this app, you can display scheduling agreement consumption in direct comparison to a range of measures such as released amount, goods receipt amount, and invoiced amount. This gives you a clear overview of consumption within your scheduling agreements for a range of dimensions such as period, validity, supplier, and material group, allowing you to identify trends and plan future consumption.


			Strategic Buyer			Service Spend (Web Dynpro)			W0186						With the Purchasing Spend app, you can compare the spend for a given set of comparison filters to the total spend. Filter include supplier, material group, purchasing group, supplier country, and purchasing organization. This app can be used to compare the purchasing spend between the total spend of a data set with a subset of that data set by using the comparison filters. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Material Group Service Performer By Purchasing Category Document


			Strategic Buyer			Spend Analysis(Web Dynpro)			W0185						With the Purchasing Spend app, you can compare the spend for a given set of comparison filters to the total spend. Filter include supplier, material group, purchasing group, supplier country, and purchasing organization. This app can be used to compare the purchasing spend between the total spend of a data set with a subset of that data set by using the comparison filters. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Material Group Service Performer By Purchasing Category Document


			Strategic Buyer			Spend Variance			F1377						With the Spend Variance app, you can determine the sum of the purchase order value, goods receipt value, and invoice value by supplier or material. The app then calculates the relation between the purchase orders, good receipts, and invoice value for a given filter. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BEST_WRK M_BEST_EKG M_BEST_EKO S_RS_COMP  S_RS_COMP1  The KPI is displayed in the following views:   By Supplier   By Purchasing Category   By Material Group   By WBS Element   By Cost center   By Plant   By Purchasing Group   By Material   Document


			Strategic Buyer			Supplier			F0354			Vendor Master			With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.


			Strategic Buyer			Supplier Evaluation By Quality (for Quality Notification) (Version 2)			F3295A						With this app you can evaluate suppliers based on score that is calculated on the basis of quality complaints received. You can identify the suppliers with less received complaint notifications and thus with higher quality evaluation score. This helps you to determine the suppliers with the best performance and reliability. This app can also help you to decide which supplier to select if the purchasing conditions such as quality and price of material, quotation and delivery time are the same.


			Strategic Buyer			Supplier Evaluation Score History			F3811						With this app, you can view the history of supplier evaluation scores. The data can be displayed according to material group, supplier, calendar year, and calendar month. This allows you to track and monitor progress of a supplier over a specific period. Note To persist the supplier evaluation scores, a job must be scheduled by the administrator or configuration expert user. Go to Job Scheduling for Purchasing catalog, and open the app Schedule Persistency of Supplier Evaluation Scores to schedule a job.


			Strategic Buyer			Supplier Evaluation Scores Output			F5061						With this app, strategic buyers can create and manage user defined criteria to rate suppliers. You can add scores for a specific supplier for a particular user defined criterion. The list of existing user defined criteria is displayed in this app. Click on the individual entries to view the details.


			Strategic Buyer			Supplier Evaluation Weighting and Scoring			F2551						You can use this app to configure the settings for compiling supplier evaluations. You can specify the weighting factors for the following criteria: time, price, quantity, quality, and questionnaire. You can also configure how the scoring is calculated for individual criteria such as time, price, and quantity. Supplier evaluation is based on purchasing categories.


			Strategic Buyer			Supplier Evaluation by Price (Version 2)			F1663A						This new app is a replacement for the app , which is planned to be deprecated with SAP S/4HANA Cloud 2102. We recommend that you start using this new app instead of the old app Supplier Evaluation by Quality Deprecated. SAP Fiori ID for this app is F3295A. You can now view number of purchase orders and number of purchase order items with this app.


			Strategic Buyer			Supplier Evaluation by Quality (Version 2)			F2309A						This app determines the score of a supplier in an organization based on the weighted average of the quantity, price, and time variances. The score is calculated over a period of 365 days. It combines scores from the weighted hard facts available from the different criteria price, time, and quantity, and the soft facts available from questionnaire results. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_BUYER is required to access the app.


			Strategic Buyer			Supplier Evaluation by Quantity (Version 2)			F1661A						With the Supplier Evaluation by Quantity app, you can determine the quantity variance, which is based on the variance between the ordered quantity and delivered quantity of items. Both the excess and less delivered quantities are considered. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_BUYER is required to access the app. The score is determined over a period of 365 days. The KPI is displayed in the following views: bull;By Supplierbull;By Purchasing Groupbull;By Purchasing Organizationbull;By Material Groupbull;Documentbull;Trend


			Strategic Buyer			Supplier Evaluation by Questionnaire (Version 2)			F2234A						This app determines the evaluation scores for the given suppliers based on the questionnaires. You can also view the target score for the supplier to compare it with the actual calculated score. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_BUYER is required to access the app.


			Strategic Buyer			Supplier Evaluation by Time (Version 2)			F1664A						You can use this app to determine the score of a given supplier in an organization based on the difference in time between the ordered date of items and delivered date of items. The score is calculated over a period of 365 days. Both the late and earlier deliveries of items are considered as variance. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_BUYER is required to access the role. The KPI is displayed in the following views: bull;By Supplierbull;By Purchasing Groupbull;By Purchasing Organizationbull;By Material Groupbull;Documentbull;Trend


			Strategic Buyer			Supplier Evaluation by User-defined Criteria (Version 2)			F3842A						With the Supplier Evaluation by Price app, you can determine the score of a given supplier in an organization based on the variance in the price of ordered items and delivered items. The score is calculated over the previous year to date and is based on the difference in the purchase order amount and invoice amount. Both the excess price and the lower price are considered as variances.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BEST_WRK M_BEST_EKG M_BEST_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group By Plant Document Trend by Supplier Trend by Purchasing Category


			Strategic Buyer			Supplier Invoice Inbound Automation Rate			F4518						You can use the OffContract Spend app to analyze the total spend amount in relation to purchase orders that do not have a contract reference, over the previous year to date. For some items, no negotiated pricing or blanket purchase agreement is in place when they are purchased. These items are defined as noncontract purchases. You can use this app to measure the percentage of purchases made without any contract.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Document Trend


			Strategic Buyer			Unused Contracts			F0575						You use this app to identify the number of contracts not used over the previous year to date. You can also find the target and released amount of the unused contracts.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK S_RS_COMP S_RS_COMP1 M_BEST_EKG M_BEST_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views:By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization Document


			Strategic Buyer			Value Contract Consumption			F2013						You use this app to identify the consumption percentage of valuetype contracts from the previous year to date. You can also find the target and released amount of the contracts. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BEST_EKG M_BEST_EKO M_RAHM_EKG  M_RAHM_EKO  S_RS_COMP  S_RS_COMP1  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization Document Trend Trend by Supplier


			Systems Engineer			Change Material			MM02			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Systems Engineer			Classification Based Product Hierarchy			F2351			Material Master			With this app you can define and visualize product master hierarchies based on classification data, for example a media product hierarchy that defines TV series, seasons, and episodes. This feature interacts with the Manage Product Master Data application to navigate into product master details, and you can change the parent node or remove it from the hierarchy by changing classification data there. The hierarchy data can be used directly for product analytics, for example to compare the revenue of TV series.


			Systems Engineer			Create Material			MM01			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Systems Engineer			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Systems Engineer			Manage Documents			F2733			Document Management System			With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.


			Systems Engineer			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Systems Engineer			Product Master Quick  View - Co Pilot			F2756			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Systems Engineer			Unit of measure Quick  Create - Co Pilot			F2757			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Tax Accountant - Corporate Income Tax			Manage CIT Classification			F5732						Manage CIT Classification app allows to manage classification data for Corporate Income Tax.The app displays a list of classified journal entry items and their classification data.


			Tax Accountant - Corporate Income Tax			Manage Global Hierarchies			F2918						With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.


			Tax Accountant - Corporate Income Tax			Manage Substitution and Validation Rules			F4406			Validation, Substitution and Rules			With this app, you can display, change, and create substitution and validation rules for your selected business contexts and events. These rules can be used in the respective business processes to validate, derive, or replace values at the time of entry for the relevant fields.


			Tax Accountant - Legal Reporting			Manage Document and Reporting Compliance			F5218						This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.


			Technical Officer - Armed Forces			Actual Maintenance Cost Analysis			F3567			Plant Maintenance			This app supports you in monitoring and evaluating actual costs resulting from current maintenance orders. It enables you, for example, to analyze the actual costs for materials and labor in maintenance or to compare the total corrective and preventive actual maintenance costs during a selected time period. In addition, you can easily identify the maintenance activities leading to the highest costs or the parts of the asset that were particularly costly on inspections. Altogether, this analytical list page offers you multiple possibilities to evaluate actual maintenance costs stored in the Universal Journal Entry. Filters allow you to analyze critical costs in a specific fiscal year from different perspectives, such as the order type, the construction type, the location, the planner group or the manufacturer. A condensed view enables you to identify and compare relevant areas within data sets using data visualization and business intelligence. On the other hand, you can also navigate directly to significant single instances. All this can be done seamlessly within one page that combines transactional and analytical data using chart and table visualization. This app is available for the maintenance planner user role.


			Technical Officer - Armed Forces			Analytical List Page for Technical Object Breakdown Analysis			F2812			Maintenance Notifications			With this app you can analyze the causes of a particular breakdown more closely and calculate the distribution of duration of the various breakdowns or repairs. You can also find out the cause behind a short or long breakdown period, or the period between two consecutive breakdowns.


			Technical Officer - Armed Forces			Change Equipment			IE02			Equipment			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Technical Officer - Armed Forces			Change Functional Location			IL02			Functional Locations			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Technical Officer - Armed Forces			Change Maintenance Order			IW32			Maintenance Orders			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Technical Officer - Armed Forces			Change PM Notification			IW22			Maintenance Notifications			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Technical Officer - Armed Forces			Create Order			IW31			Maintenance Orders			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Technical Officer - Armed Forces			Create PM Notification - General			IW21			Maintenance Notifications			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Technical Officer - Armed Forces			Display Equipment (IE03)			IE03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Technical Officer - Armed Forces			Display Functional Location (IL03)			IL03			Functional Locations			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Technical Officer - Armed Forces			Display PM Order (IW33)			IW33						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Technical Officer - Armed Forces			Maintenance Planning Overview			F2828			Plant Maintenance			This app supports you in the planning and execution of your maintenance work and allows effective monitoring of important, timesensitive process steps. According to selection criteria that you have defined, the system analyzes critical factors in a chosen reference period, such as, for example, open or outstanding maintenance notifications that have not yet been assigned, missing spare parts or overdue orders. Different cards display the results in figures and colored charts and allow you to navigate to lists in which you can edit the documents that have been identified as critical or contact persons responsible. You can use this app to analyze, for example, which maintenance orders have not yet been released, which spare parts will possibly not be able to be procured and made available on time, or which maintenance orders have not yet been finally confirmed although the end date has already passed.


			Technical Officer - Armed Forces			Technical Object Damages			F3075			Maintenance Notifications			With this app, you can see which damages occur frequently and find the technical object parts that cause them. You can find the related maintenance notifications in the list which is based on maintenance items. You can filter the tables and charts and navigate to the related applications.


			Trade Classification Specialist			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Trade Classification Specialist			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Trade Classification Specialist			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Trade Compliance Specialist			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Trade Compliance Specialist			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Trade Compliance Specialist			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Trade Compliance Specialist			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Trader (Agricultural Contract Management)			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Trader (Agricultural Contract Management)			Change Material			MM02			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Trader (Agricultural Contract Management)			Create Condition			VK11			Conditions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Trader (Agricultural Contract Management)			Create Material			MM01			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Trader (Agricultural Contract Management)			Display Condition			VK13			Conditions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Trader (Agricultural Contract Management)			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Trader (Agricultural Contract Management)			Manage Business Partner Master Data			F3163			Business Partners			With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .


			Trader (Agricultural Contract Management)			Set Material Prices - Sales, Set Service Prices - Sales, Set Tax Rates - Sales			VK12			Conditions			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Trader - Futures			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Trader - Futures			Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders			VA03			Sales			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Trader - Futures			Display Material			MM03						This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Trader - Futures			Manage Price Fixation Options			F4268			Commodity Pricing Engine			With this Fiori app ID F4268 you can, for complete or partial pricingrelevant commodity quantities of logistics documents, replace the floating prices by agreed fixed prices by means of exercising price fixation options. For different currencies you can fix the currency exchange rate. Existing price fixation exercises can also be updated or deleted with the app.


			Trader - Futures			Manage Product Master			F1602			Material Master			You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.


			Trader - Futures			Product			F2773			Material Master			With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.


			Transportation Manager			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Transportation Planner			Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner			BP			Dialog SAP-GUI			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Treasury Accountant			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			Treasury Risk Manager			Enter FX Spot Rates, Maintain Currency Exchange Rates, Maintain Exchange Rates			OB08			Currency Conversion/Expiring Currency			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Treasury Risk Manager			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			Treasury Specialist - Back Office			Currency Exchange Rates			F3616						With this app you can monitor, create, and change currency exchange rates.


			Treasury Specialist - Back Office			Enter FX Spot Rates, Maintain Currency Exchange Rates, Maintain Exchange Rates			OB08			Currency Conversion/Expiring Currency			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Treasury Specialist - Back Office			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			Treasury Specialist - Back Office			Map Format Data for Treasury Correspondence			F3554A						


			Treasury Specialist - Front Office			Display Line Items in General Ledger			F2217			Information System			With this app you can check general ledger G/L account line items in the general ledger view. You can use filters to display open and cleared items for openitemmanaged accounts, or all line items of a G/L account. You can select the line items based on a key date or after the clearing date in conjunction with a key date. If you are selecting all items, you can also choose a posting date range. Note Balances carried forward are not displayed in this app because they are technical items in the system and not typical line items.If you are navigating from an app that is displaying balances carried forward to the Display Line Items in General Ledger app the presumed purpose is to show the corresponding line items which are decisive for this navigation scenario and not to compare the balances. Note You can display the line items for one or more G/L accounts in the following ways:  With this app Display Line Items in General Ledger in the general ledger view for line item display, you can display the line items together with the general ledger account assignments General Ledger Line Items and G/L account line items or journal entries.   With the Display Line Item Entry app in the entry view for line item display, you can display the G/L account line items G/L Account Line Items.   You can select the line items based on numerous criteria for the posting date or time frame, such as today, the last or next x days, quarters or months, and fiscal periods also, such as fiscal quarter or fiscal year. If you are selecting all items, you can also choose a posting date range. In the results list, you can group, sort and filter the G/L account line items using characteristics, such as G/L account, segment or profit center. You can show numerous additional characteristics, and swap the order of the columns in the list. If you need to continue processing and analyzing the results list of G/L account line items, you can export it to Excel. You can also choose to display the amounts of G/L account line items in a display currency. You may find it especially useful when you want to report on several company codes and the journal entries in each of the company codes have been posted in different currencies. Using the display currency, you can easily compare the totals amounts of the G/L account line items of each company code in one display currency.


			Treasury Specialist - Front Office			Enter FX Spot Rates, Maintain Currency Exchange Rates, Maintain Exchange Rates			OB08			Currency Conversion/Expiring Currency			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Treasury Specialist - Middle Office			Display Line Items in General Ledger			F2217			Information System			With this app you can check general ledger G/L account line items in the general ledger view. You can use filters to display open and cleared items for openitemmanaged accounts, or all line items of a G/L account. You can select the line items based on a key date or after the clearing date in conjunction with a key date. If you are selecting all items, you can also choose a posting date range. Note Balances carried forward are not displayed in this app because they are technical items in the system and not typical line items.If you are navigating from an app that is displaying balances carried forward to the Display Line Items in General Ledger app the presumed purpose is to show the corresponding line items which are decisive for this navigation scenario and not to compare the balances. Note You can display the line items for one or more G/L accounts in the following ways:  With this app Display Line Items in General Ledger in the general ledger view for line item display, you can display the line items together with the general ledger account assignments General Ledger Line Items and G/L account line items or journal entries.   With the Display Line Item Entry app in the entry view for line item display, you can display the G/L account line items G/L Account Line Items.   You can select the line items based on numerous criteria for the posting date or time frame, such as today, the last or next x days, quarters or months, and fiscal periods also, such as fiscal quarter or fiscal year. If you are selecting all items, you can also choose a posting date range. In the results list, you can group, sort and filter the G/L account line items using characteristics, such as G/L account, segment or profit center. You can show numerous additional characteristics, and swap the order of the columns in the list. If you need to continue processing and analyzing the results list of G/L account line items, you can export it to Excel. You can also choose to display the amounts of G/L account line items in a display currency. You may find it especially useful when you want to report on several company codes and the journal entries in each of the company codes have been posted in different currencies. Using the display currency, you can easily compare the totals amounts of the G/L account line items of each company code in one display currency.


			Warehouse Clerk			Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned			F2878A						This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.


			Warehouse Clerk			Change Physical Inventory Count			MI05			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Warehouse Clerk			Create PI Documents - Regular Stock			MI31			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Warehouse Clerk			Create Physical Inventory Documents			F3197			Physical Inventory			With this app you can display lists of materials and choose to create physical inventory documents for selected materials or groups of materials. These documents are used as the basis for planning and performing a physical inventory, for recording count data, and for posting any differences revealed by the count. The app helps you find and select materials due to be counted, and you can create physical inventory documents for the materials directly from the detail list.


			Warehouse Clerk			Create Single PI Document			MI01			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Warehouse Clerk			Dead Stock Analysis			F2899						With this app, you can monitor and make timedependent investigations of your dead stock. Dead stock represents a combination of locations and materials where the stock value has increased over a defined analysis period despite existing consumption postings within that period. The analysis of the dead stock identifies materials that could potentially have a negative impact on the companys cash flow and profitability. Based on these results, you can react immediately with followon activities and decide whether a material should, for example, be discontinued, discounted, or transferred to a different location.  The Dead Stock Analysis app supports you in your daily work, for example, as an inventory manager, to achieve maximum inventory accuracy and subsequently to optimize the inventory situation in your stock.


			Warehouse Clerk			Display Document, Display Journal Entries			FB03			Financial Accounting			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Warehouse Clerk			Display Journal Entries in T-Account View			F3664			Information System			With this app you can inspect how one or multiple journal entries affect ledger accounts where they are posted.


			Warehouse Clerk			Display Material Document List			MB51			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Warehouse Clerk			Display Stock Overview			MMBE			Material Master			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Warehouse Clerk			Enter Inventory Count			MI04			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Warehouse Clerk			Goods Movement, Post Goods Movement			MIGO			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Warehouse Clerk			Inbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0232A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for inbound deliveries search results. You can search for inbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or supplier. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access inbound delivery object pages. With the inbound delivery object page, you can display inbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Warehouse Clerk			Manage Journal Entries			F0717						You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.


			Warehouse Clerk			Manage Manual Reservations			F4839						With this app, you can create and manage manual reservations for goods movements for a warehouse. It is possible to reserve goods issues, goods receipts, and transfer postings for a particular purpose within a specified time frame. The app is designed to anticipate required tasks in a reservation process and simplifies the planning work of warehouse clerks and issuing departments. The app is available for the role SAP_BR_WAREHOUSE_CLERK.


			Warehouse Clerk			Manage Physical Inventory Count			F5430						With this app, you can enter or change the count results for physical inventory document items. You can also create a physical inventory document and then enter count results in one step ad hoc counting. Therefore, you can search for physical inventory documents that contain materials that are ready to be counted. From the results list, you can navigate directly to the required physical inventory document. On physical inventory document item level, all items are grouped into Uncounted or Counted. If items are uncounted, you can directly enter your count results. When you save your entries, the counting step for the selected item is completed.


			Warehouse Clerk			Manage Physical Inventory Documents			F0379A			Physical Inventory			This app displays all created physical inventory documents. You can use specific search criteria such as storage location, specific count status, or planned count date. The search result shows detailed information from list level down to the item level of a specific material topdown approach:   List Level: Displays all physical inventory documents based on your filter settings.   Header Level: Displays a selected physical inventory document in more detail with all relevant information, such as inventory and process data, overview of the related physical inventory document items and added attachments. On header level, you can navigate to apps with additional functions, such as editing or analyzing related information.   Item Level: Displays the physical inventory document items with all relevant information and, if applicable, also information about situation handling; inventory and process data, and count results. On item level, you can customize view settings to be able to see all the information you are interested in.   This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Warehouse Clerk			Manage Reservation Items			F5601						With this app, you can view, mark as deleted, or copy the items of a reservation as well as create a new manual reservation. The app is available for the role SAP_BR_WAREHOUSE_CLERK.


			Warehouse Clerk			Material Documents Overview			F1077						With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Warehouse Clerk			Monitor Purchase Order Items			F2358						With this app, you can display purchase order items and monitor their status, using filter criteria such as purchase order, material group, material, supplier, plant, and delivery forecast. You can also choose a purchase order item to view its item level information. You can enable your business users to predict the delivery date of purchase order items, as proposed by SAP Predictive Analytics integrator. The regression algorithm in SAP Predictive Analytics integrator is used to predict whether delivery of purchase order items will happen earlier than scheduled, on time or with a delay. Based on the predicted delivery date, your business users can take necessary decisions. Note The predicted date is based on training, which is in turn based on the historical data available in the system. This app is available for the role Purchaser.


			Warehouse Clerk			Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0233A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Warehouse Clerk			Output Material Documents			MB90			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Warehouse Clerk			Overdue Materials - Goods Receipt Blocked Stock			F2347						With this app you can get an overview of the overdue materials for which a goods receipt GR was posted into the nonvaluated GR blocked stock. You, as a warehouse clerk, can identify these overdue materials to complete the goods receipt process or investigate potential problems. You can search for existing overdue materials, and sort and filter them according to their Days since Posting Date GR status, for example. Depending on your filter criteria, the app displays a list of purchase orders for which stock is available in the nonvaluated GR blocked stock. Some columns in the results list might be hidden. In the personalization area, you can specify which columns you want to see in the results list. You can also organize your search results by choosing further view settings, such as grouping criteria. For each purchase order or material from the results list you can immediately perform further tasks with linked apps, for example:  Post Goods Receipt for Purchasing Document   Stock  Multiple Materials   Stock  Single Material


			Warehouse Clerk			Overdue Materials - Stock in Transit			F2139						With this app, you can get an overview of the overdue materials for which a stock transport order has been created. You can identify these materials to complete the stock transfer process or investigate potential problems. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.


			Warehouse Clerk			Overview Inventory Processing			F2416						The overview page Overview Inventory Processing enables the warehouse clerk to perform his daily tasks quickly and effectively without the need to open many different applications.Detailed information and access to underlying Fiori apps via the following cards is available via the overview page:Recent Inventory CountsWarehouse Throughput HistoryRecent Material DocumentsMonitor Purchase Order ItemsOverdue Materials  GR Blocked StockOutbound Delivery ListInventory Delivery List


			Warehouse Clerk			Planned Order Object Page			F2260			Material Requirements Planning			This object page displays contextual information about the Planned Order business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.


			Warehouse Clerk			Post Goods Receipt for Inbound Delivery			F2502						With this app, you can post a receipt of goods with reference to an inbound delivery. The app proposes a selection of inbound deliveries from the supplier that can be posted. This app supports you, for example, as a receiving specialist in your daily work.


			Warehouse Clerk			Post Goods Receipt for Process Order			F6352						With this app, you can post the receipt of goods with reference to a process order. The app proposes a selection of process orders as well as the corresponding material item level that can be posted. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.


			Warehouse Clerk			Post Goods Receipt for Production Order			F3110						With this app, you can post the receipt of goods with reference to a production order. The app proposes a selection of production orders as well as the corresponding material item level that can be posted. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.


			Warehouse Clerk			Post Goods Receipt for Purchasing Document			F0843						With this app, you can post the receipt of goods with reference to the different types of purchasing documents, for example:  Standard purchase order   Stock transfer order   Scheduling agreement   For example, if a material is delivered for a purchasing document with which you ordered the goods, it is important for all the departments involved that the goods receipt entry in the system references this purchasing document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or inventory manager in your daily work.


			Warehouse Clerk			Post Goods Receipt without Reference			F3244						With this app, you can post the receipt of goods without reference to any previous order or document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.


			Warehouse Clerk			Post Subsequent Adjustment			F5476						With this app, you can carry out a subsequent correction posting of components from the subcontracting purchasing document. This is the case if a subcontractor has consumed a larger or smaller quantity of components than you originally planned and posted. This app focuses on the special process step of the subsequent adjustment posting after the goods receipt process for the subcontracting purchasing document.


			Warehouse Clerk			Print Physical Inventory Documents			MI21			Inventory Management			This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.


			Warehouse Clerk			Purchase Order (Version 2)			F0348A			Purchase Orders			With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.


			Warehouse Clerk			Purchase Requisition			F1640						This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Warehouse Clerk			Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)			F0349A			Purchasing			This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.


			Warehouse Clerk			Reservation			F5690						The reservation object page allows you to display the details of a reservation, such as the account assignment, the goods recipient, and the items that have been reserved.


			Warehouse Clerk			Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)			F0234A						You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.


			Warehouse Clerk			Slow or Non-Moving Materials			F2137						With this app, you can monitor and make timedependent investigations of the slow or nonmoving materials in your stock. Based on these results you can react immediately with followon activities such as scrapping or stock transfers. Nonmoving materials represent a combination of locations and materials where the stock level is not zero and no consumption postings were posted for a defined period of time. It is also possible to track slowmoving materials. This app supports you in your daily work, for example, as an inventory manager, to achieve maximum inventory accuracy and subsequently to optimize the inventory situation in your stock.


			Warehouse Clerk			Stock - Multiple Materials			F1595						With this app, you can get an overview of your material stocks. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work. The app can display the stock information as a table.


			Warehouse Clerk			Stock - Single Material			F1076						With this app, you can get an overview of your material stock. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. The app can display the stock information as a table or a diagram. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work.


			Warehouse Clerk			Transfer Stock - Cross-Plant			F1957						With this app, you can make transfer postings from one plant issuing plant to another plant receiving plant. The app supports you in finding the allowed transfer postings and in personalizing the control settings of storage locations and visible columns. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.


			Warehouse Clerk			Transfer Stock - In Plant			F1061						With this app, you can make transfer postings within a plant. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or inventory manager in your daily work.
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SAPUI5 Export


			Title			Effort Ranking			Category			Relevance			LoB/Technology			Business Area			Consistency Status			Manual Status			Business Impact Note			Relevance Summary			ID			GUID			Comments


			ABAPTWL - Change of authorization checks SAP Business Workflow			Assessment Required (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Application Platform and Infrastructure			Process Management and Integration			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2979517			Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' SWI2_ADM1 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI21: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_AUTHORIZATION_CHANGES			00109B131AF41EDB85EE7A679EEB80F0			


			ABAPTWL - Change of workflow system user and workflow system jobs			Assessment Required (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Application Platform and Infrastructure			Process Management and Integration			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2568271			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'SWWWIHEAD' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI20: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_USER_JOBS			00109B131AF41EDB8293A6F4A65BC0EE			


			ABAPTWL - Visualization of SAP Business Workflow Metadata			Assessment Required (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Application Platform and Infrastructure			Process Management and Integration			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2896183			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'SWFVT' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI09: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_VISUALIZATION			00109B1318B61EDAA0FC9A70225CE102			


			S4TWL - Changed Interfaces			Assessment Required (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevance to Be Checked			Application Platform and Infrastructure			Process Management and Integration			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2259818			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.			SI15: CT_Integration			6CAE8B3EA08B1ED6AB9BA497BEE740C2			


			S4TWL - Custom Fields			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevance to Be Checked			Application Platform and Infrastructure			Process Management and Integration			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2320132			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.			SI13: CT_Custom-Fields			901B0E6C72891ED68CA7CA25484E00C9			


			S4TWL - FIORI APPLICATIONS FOR SUITE ON HANA ON-PREMISE			Assessment Required (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevance to Be Checked			Application Platform and Infrastructure			Process Management and Integration			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2288828			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.			SI10: CT_FIORI			0050569455E21ED5BC88EE331C30009E			


			S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration			Low (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevant			Application Platform and Infrastructure			Process Management and Integration			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267295			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EDP21' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			S12: MasterData			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390AA09E			


			S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Application Platform and Infrastructure			Process Management and Integration			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2470711			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'CVERS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI4: CT_OM			0050569433401ED68786AC0996D300EE			


			S4TWL - Side Panel functionality in SAP S/4HANA (on-premise)			Medium (default)			Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)			Relevance to Be Checked			Application Platform and Infrastructure			Process Management and Integration			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2340424			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.			SI14: CT_SIDE_PANELS			901B0E6D3B6D1ED6929DD93C405360C6			


			S4TWL - Webshops by Internet Sales or Web Channel Experience Management			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevance to Be Checked			Application Platform and Infrastructure			Process Management and Integration			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2271161			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.			SI11: SD_IS			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390C809E			


			S4TWL - eDocument Framework Migration to SAP S/4HANA			Medium (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Application Platform and Infrastructure			Process Management and Integration			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2523749			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EDOCOMPANYACTIV' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI2_GSLOG_EDOC			00109B1318B61ED989A6D7D8A23D80F5			


			S4TWL - Batch Input for Enterprise Asset Management (EAM)			Low (default)			Functionality deprecated (alternative exists with roadmap)			Relevant			Asset Management			Maintenance Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270107			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EQUI' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI5: Logistics_PM			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678391E409E			


			S4TWL - Changes In List Reports For Order and Notification			Low (default)			Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)			Relevant			Asset Management			Maintenance Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270108			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'AFIH' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI6: Logistics_PM			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678391E609E			


			S4TWL - Download Data in MS Access out of List			Low (default)			Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)			Relevant			Asset Management			Maintenance Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270076			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EQUI' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI2: Logistics_PM			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678391DE09E			


			S4TWL - Enterprise Search in EAM			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Asset Management			Maintenance Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270123			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EQUI' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI8: Logistics			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678391EA09E			


			S4TWL - Object List Number Field Length Extension			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Asset Management			Maintenance Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2580670			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'OBJK' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI10: Logistics_PM			0090FABF370E1ED897EA2B836AA040DC			


			S4TWL - Scheduling of Maintenance Plan			Low (default)			Functionality deprecated (alternative exists with roadmap)			Relevant			Asset Management			Maintenance Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270078			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MPLA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI3: Logistics_PM			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678391E009E			


			S4TWL - BI Extractors in SAP S/4HANA			Medium (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevant			Database and Data Management			Enterprise Information Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2500202			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ROOSOURCE' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI18: CT_BW_EXTRACTORS			0090FABF323E1ED798B12B873176E0D2			


			S4TWL - Batch Input for Customer Master/Supplier Master			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevant			Database and Data Management			Enterprise Information Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2492904			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'KNA1' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI25: MasterData_BP			901B0E6D3F611ED79DB7B4C99F7A60CF			


			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach			Assessment Required (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Database and Data Management			Enterprise Information Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2265093			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'LFA1' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI2: MasterData_BP			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783909609E			


			S4TWL - LEGACY SYSTEM MIGRATION WORKBENCH			Low (default)			Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)			Relevant			Database and Data Management			Enterprise Information Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2287723			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'CVERS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI9: CT_LSMW			0050569433401ED68786B5054ECAE0EE			


			S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension			Assessment Required (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Database and Data Management			Enterprise Information Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267140			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI4: MasterData_PM			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783909A09E			


			S4TWL - Removal of Gender Domain Fixed Values			Assessment Required (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Database and Data Management			Enterprise Information Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2928897			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'KNA1' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI27: MasterData_BP			00109B131AF41EDAA7E81EBAB77220E6			


			S4TWL - Simplification of copy/reference handling			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Database and Data Management			Enterprise Information Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2330063			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T130F' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI5: MasterData_PM			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783909C09E			


			S4TWL - Simplified Product Master Tables Related to OMSR Transaction			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Database and Data Management			Enterprise Information Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267138			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI3: MasterData_PM			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783909809E			


			S4TWL – Deprecation of 4 fields from FSBP table BP1010			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality deprecated (alternative exists with roadmap)			Relevant			Database and Data Management			Enterprise Information Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3216733			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'BP1010' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI14: FIN_MISC_FSBP_BP1010			00109B13199E1EDD80B76CF945D4C118			


			S4TWL - ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING			Low (default)			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)			Relevant			Finance			Cost Management and Profitability Analysis			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270408			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TKA00' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI3_FIN_CO			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783922009E			


			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING			Potentially High (calculated)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Finance			Accounting and Financial Close			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270388			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T093C' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI2: FIN_AA			0090FABF370E1ED894D809EC916B40DC			


			S4TWL - Amount Field Length Extension			Medium (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Finance			Accounting and Financial Close			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2628654			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'BKPF' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI8_FIN_GL			00109B1480DE1ED896BA2E9D59BF60C7			


			S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts			Medium (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevant			Finance			Treasury Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2870766			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T012K' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI2_FIN_CM			00109B1318B61ED9B68BC8B11C1660FA			


			S4TWL - COST ELEMENTS			Medium (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevant			Finance			Cost Management and Profitability Analysis			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270419			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COEP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'CSKA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>1 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .			SI7: FIN_CO			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783922809E			


			S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Finance			Cost Management and Profitability Analysis			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2352383			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EKBE' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI6: FIN_MISC_ML			0090FABF323E1ED697ADD217896160CB			


			S4TWL - Currencies in Universal Journal			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Finance			Accounting and Financial Close			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2344012			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'BKPF' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>1 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .			SI6_FIN_GL			0090FABF32DE1ED695F753873D4780CC			


			S4TWL - DATA MODEL CHANGES IN FIN			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Finance			Accounting and Financial Close			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270333			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'BKPF' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .			SI1_FIN_General			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783920009E			


			S4TWL - DATA STRUCTURE CHANGES IN ASSET ACCOUNTING			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Finance			Accounting and Financial Close			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270387			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ANEK' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>1 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .			SI1: FIN_AA			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783921209E			


			S4TWL - Determination of default values in Intrastat reporting			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Finance			Financial Operations			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2468294			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T605Z' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI3: FIN_SLL_ISR_DV			6EAE8B27FB391ED7959953F1CACC00CF			


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade			Medium (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevant			Finance			Enterprise Risk and Compliance			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267310			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T604' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI3: SD_FT			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390B809E			


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevant			Finance			Enterprise Risk and Compliance			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267225			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARC' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI6:MasterData_PM			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783909E09E			


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade within SAP S/4HANA Procurement			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevant			Finance			Enterprise Risk and Compliance			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267740			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T604T' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI15: PROC_FT			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390F609E			


			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER			Assessment Required (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Finance			Accounting and Financial Close			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270339			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COEP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI1_FIN_GL			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783920409E			


			S4TWL - Globalization – Financials			Medium (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevance to Be Checked			Finance			Accounting and Financial Close			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270311			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.			SI1_GSFIN			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783925209E			


			S4TWL - Globalization – Logistics			Low (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevant			Finance			Advanced Financial Operations			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270312			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'VARID' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI1_GSLOG			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783925409E			


			S4TWL - Material classification with commodity codes			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Finance			Financial Operations			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2376556			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARC' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI1: FIN_SLL_CLS			901B0E6D3EED1ED6A4AB5A2CCDCCC0C8			


			S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Finance			Cost Management and Profitability Analysis			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270407			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI2_FIN_CO			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783921E09E			


			S4TWL - Profit Center and Segment Reorganisation			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative planned)			Relevant			Finance			Accounting and Financial Close			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3087195			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'FAGL_SPLIT_FIELD' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI10_FIN_GL			00109B1315FA1EDBBF881894AFAB20FE			


			S4TWL - Profitability Analysis			Assessment Required (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Finance			Cost Management and Profitability Analysis			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2349278			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TKA00' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI9: FIN_CO			901B0E6C72891ED695F736275F1A80CA			


			S4TWL - REPLACED TRANSACTION CODES AND PROGRAMS IN FIN			Medium (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevant			Finance			Accounting and Financial Close			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2742613			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COEP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI2_FIN_General			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783920209E			


			S4TWL - Removal of D/C Indicator from Editing Options			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Finance			Accounting and Financial Close			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2865285			Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' FB50 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 3 .			SI9_FIN_GL			00109B1315FA1EDAB4999DD4844E40EA			


			S4TWL - Replacement of legal reports with SAP S/4HANA ACR			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevant			Finance			Advanced Accounting and Financial Close			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2835816			Položka je relevantní. Report ' RFUMSV00 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .			SI5: GSFIN_LEG_REP			00109B1315FA1ED9A8DD0D0ECC95A0DB			


			S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling			Medium (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Finance			Cost Management and Profitability Analysis			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2349297			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .			SI8: FIN_CO			0090FABF32DE1ED695F72DA47C32C0CC			


			S4TWL - SAP HANA LIVE REPORTING			Medium (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevance to Be Checked			Finance			Accounting and Financial Close			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270382			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.			SI4_FIN_GL			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783920A09E			


			S4TWL - SAP Travel Management in SAP S/4HANA Suite			Assessment Required (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Finance			Financial Operations			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2719018			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'PTRV_HEAD' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .			SI33: HR_TRAVEL			00109B1318B61EDD91AEB082BCBD012B			


			S4TWL - Summarization Hierarchies in Controlling			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Finance			Cost Management and Profitability Analysis			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2349282			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TKKR1' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI11: FIN_CO			901B0E6D3ED11ED695F74906372840C6			


			S4TWL - TECHNICAL CHANGES IN CONTROLLING			Medium (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Finance			Cost Management and Profitability Analysis			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270404			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COEP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .			SI1: FIN_CO			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783921C09E			


			S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Human Resources			Core HR and Time Recording			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2340095			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'PA0000' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI2: HR_Empl			0090FABF32DE1ED6918AFB949C6920CA			


			S4TWL - ESS and MSS			Medium (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevant			Human Resources			Core HR and Time Recording			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2383879			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'PA0000' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI5: HR_JAVA_ESS_MSS			6CAE8B3E7F1B1ED6A7847DA39B8D00C2			


			S4TWL - Travel Management SRA004 Simplified Model			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)			Relevant			Human Resources			Core HR and Time Recording			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3062197			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'PTRV_HEAD' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .			SI6: HR_SRA004 Simplified Model			00109B13199E1EDBAFA7C6EB41EBE109			


			S4TWL – Flexible Benefits not supported in ESS technologies			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)			Relevant			Human Resources			Core HR and Time Recording			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3221404			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T5UB3' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T74HP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI31: Flex_Benefits_not supported_in_ESS			00109B1318B61EDD8C8619B9E5FB4129			


			S4TWL – HCM Obsolete Packages			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)			Relevant			Human Resources			Core HR and Time Recording			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3224319			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'PA0000' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .; Položka je relevant; Business Function H4S4_1 je neaktivní			SI19: HR_Obsolete_Packages			00109B1318B61EDCB3A7B86C0B560124			


			ABAPTWL - Cleanup of orphaned objects			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)			Relevance to Be Checked			IT Management			Administration and Usability			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2672757			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.			SI02: AS_ABAP_CLEANUP			6CAE8B3EA08B1ED79EECB316834F20C7			


			ABAPTWL - Dual Stack not supported			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)			Relevance to Be Checked			IT Management			Administration and Usability			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2560791			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.			SI06: AS_ABAP_DUAL_STACK			901B0E6D3F551ED7AEE07E6634E6C0CD			


			ABAPTWL - SSCR license key procedure is no longer supported			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevance to Be Checked			IT Management			Administration and Usability			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2309060			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.			SI03: AS_ABAP_SSCR			901B0E6D3F651ED7AEE023BD4EFE80CF			


			ABAPTWL - VM Container not supported			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)			Relevance to Be Checked			IT Management			Administration and Usability			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2560708			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.			SI04: AS_ABAP_VMCONTAINER			6EAE8B27FB391ED7AEE0690FBB5460D1			


			S4TWL - Business User Management			Medium (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			IT Management			Administration and Usability			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2570961			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'USR02' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI21: BUSINESS_USER			901B0E6C72891ED7B4EDA883AD14C0D3			


			S4TWL - Generic Check for SAP S/4HANA Conversion and Upgrade			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			IT Management			Administration and Usability			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2618018			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T000' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI22: GENERIC_CHECKS			00109B1481AE1ED889EEEB90EB19A0C8			


			S4TWL - JOB SCHEDULING			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			IT Management			Administration and Usability			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2318468			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'CVERS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI8:CROSS_BC_CCM-BTC			0050569433401ED68786B40425D000EE			


			S4TWL - New Default Security Settings for SAP S/4HANA			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			IT Management			Administration and Usability			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2926224			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'USR02' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI27: CT_SECURE_BY_DEFAULT			00109B13199E1EDABEB3D6792B1B60FE			


			S4TWL - Authorization Objects in QM			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Manufacturing			Quality Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2505099			Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' QE03 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI9: Logistics_QM			0090FABF370E1ED7A0CC3033FAEE20D5			


			S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen			Low (default)			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)			Relevant			Manufacturing			Environment, Health, and Safety			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267432			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ROOSOURCE' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI8: Logistics_PSS			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678391D009E			


			S4TWL - Batch History			Low (default)			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)			Relevant			Manufacturing			Manufacturing Operations			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270242			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MCHA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI36: Logistics_PP			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783919409E			


			S4TWL - Graphical display of available quantity in MRP evaluations			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevant			Manufacturing			Production Planning			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3018123			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T001W' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI39: Logisticis_PP			901B0E6D3EE91ED780D563EE2DAC40D3			


			S4TWL - ITS services in QM			Medium (default)			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)			Relevant			Manufacturing			Quality Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270126			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ICFSERVLOC' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI_2_Logistics_QM			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678391EE09E			


			S4TWL - MRP fields in Material Master			Low (default)			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)			Relevant			Manufacturing			Production Planning			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267246			Relevantní na základě kontroly provedené uživatelem CLS4SIC_LO_MD_MM_MRP: Data maintained in corresponding MRP fields for product 000000000000205424 in client 110.			SI7:MasterData_PM			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390A009E			


			S4TWL - Planning File			Medium (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Manufacturing			Production Planning			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2268088			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T001W' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI12: Logistics_PP			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783916409E			


			S4TWL - Planning Horizon			Medium (default)			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)			Relevant			Manufacturing			Production Planning			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270241			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T001W' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI35: Logistics_PP			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783919209E			


			S4TWL - Release status for different RFC function modules revoked			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Manufacturing			Manufacturing Operations			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2268112			Položka je relevant; Business Function LOG_PP_SRN_CONF je aktivní			SI16: Logistics_PP			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783916C09E			


			S4TWL - Specification Workbench Adjustments			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Manufacturing			Environment, Health, and Safety			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2439345			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TCGENV' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI14: Logistics_PSS			6EAE8B2773C91ED78A99A48A53DF40C7			


			S4TWL - Storage Location MRP			Medium (calculated)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevant			Manufacturing			Production Planning			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2268045			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARD' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI2: Logistics_PP-MRP			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783915009E			


			ABAPTWL - AS Java not available			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)			Relevance to Be Checked			Others						N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2560753			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.			SI05: AS_ABAP_JAVA_SUPPORT			901B0E6D3EE91ED7AEE070F5412900D7			


			ABAPTWL - Instances without ICM not supported			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)			Relevance to Be Checked			Others						N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2560792			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.			SI07_ AS_ABAP_INSTANCE_WITHOUT_ICM			901B0E6D3F551ED7AEE08F46B06E40CD			


			ABAPTWL - No support for non simplified system flavour			Assessment Required (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevance to Be Checked			Others						N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2656503			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.			SI01: AS_ABAP_NON_SIMPLE			901B0E6D3EED1ED79CD8DCDA32C8E0CD			


			S4TWL - BOM, Routing, Production Version			Medium (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			R&D/Engineering			Product Lifecycle Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267880			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARC' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI16: Logistics - PLM			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783913609E			


			S4TWL - Classification			Medium (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			R&D/Engineering			Product Lifecycle Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267878			Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' CT04 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .			SI14: Logistics - PLM			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783913209E			


			S4TWL - Classification - Data Cleanup before Migration			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			R&D/Engineering			Product Lifecycle Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2949845			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'INOB' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI32: Logistics_PLM			00109B1318B61EDAB2CEBF1834E90108			


			S4TWL - Easy Document Management (Easy DMS)			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevant			R&D/Engineering			Product Lifecycle Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267866			Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' CV01N '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI9: Logistics - PLM			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783912809E			


			S4TWL - Engineering Client Viewer (ECL)			Low (default)			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)			Relevant			R&D/Engineering			Product Lifecycle Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267864			Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' CV01N '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI8: Logistics - PLM 			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783912609E			


			S4TWL - Enterprise Search in SAP Product Lifecycle Management (SAP PLM)			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevance to Be Checked			R&D/Engineering			Product Lifecycle Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267836			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.			SI1: Logistics_PLM			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783911809E			


			S4TWL - Project System ITS Services			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)			Relevant			R&D/Engineering			Enterprise Portfolio and Project Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267331			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ICFSERVLOC' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI17 Logistics_PS			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678391B809E			


			S4TWL - cDesk			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative planned)			Relevant			R&D/Engineering			Product Lifecycle Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267850			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'CDESK_C_SYSTEMS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI6: Logistics_PLM			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783912209E			


			S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Sales			Order and Contract Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2790427			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'VBRK' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI14: SD_BILLING_OM			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390CE09E			


			S4TWL - Data Model Changes in SD Pricing			Medium (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Sales			Order and Contract Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267308			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'NACH' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI2: SD_PRIC			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390B609E			


			S4TWL - SD Simplified Data Models			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Sales			Order and Contract Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267306			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'VBUK' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI1: SD_GENERAL			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390B409E			


			S4TWL -Miscellaneous minor functionalities in SD Area			Low (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevant			Sales			Order and Contract Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267395			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'LIKP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI16: SD_Miscellaneous minor deprecations in SD Area			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390D209E			


			S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and extractors for DFPS			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)			Relevant			Solutions for Specific Industries			Defense and Security			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2273294			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ROOSOURCE' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI2: Defense&Security			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783926C09E			


			S4TWL - Retail Information System			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative planned)			Relevant			Solutions for Specific Industries			Retail			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2370131			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TMC4' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI33: Logistics_General			6CAE8B3EA08B1ED6A5D5B01EDB8CE0C1			


			S4TWL - Authorization Concept for Supplier Invoice			Medium (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Sourcing and Procurement			Invoice Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2271189			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'RBKP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI14: PROC_MM_IV_AUTH			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390F409E			


			S4TWL - Classic MM-PUR GUI Transactions replacement			Medium (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevant			Sourcing and Procurement			Operational Procurement			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267449			Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' ME22 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .			SI11: PROC_MM_DYN			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390EE09E			


			S4TWL - MDM Catalog			Medium (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevance to Be Checked			Sourcing and Procurement			Operational Procurement			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2271184			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.			SI7: PROC_MDM 			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390E609E			


			S4TWL - New Customizing for Exchange Rate Difference Handling			Assessment Required (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Sourcing and Procurement			Invoice Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3053636			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'RBKP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI21: PROC_MM_IV_ERD			00109B1315FA1EDBABE3C27A5909A0F9			


			S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Sourcing and Procurement			Operational Procurement			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267444			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'NAST' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390EA09E			


			S4TWL - Pricing Data Model Simplification			Medium (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Sourcing and Procurement			Operational Procurement			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267442			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'KONV' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI8: PROC_MM_PRICING			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390E809E			


			S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction			Assessment Required (default)			Functionality deprecated (alternative exists with roadmap)			Relevant			Sourcing and Procurement			Sourcing and Contract Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2332710			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EKKO' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>20 '' a nalezený počet je 21 .			SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction			901B0E6D3ED11ED690BC431F5981E0C5			


			S4TWL - Supplier Invoice New Archiving			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Sourcing and Procurement			Invoice Management			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2578291			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'RBKP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI20: PROC_MM_IV_ILM			901B0E6D3ED11ED7B8B214CA391CA0D0			


			S4TWL - AVAILABILITY OF TRANSACTIONS IN MM-IM			Low (default)			Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)			Relevant			Supply Chain			Inventory			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2210569			Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' MB1A '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI2: Logistics_MM-IM			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783911209E			


			S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM)			Assessment Required (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Supply Chain			Inventory			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2206980			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MSEG' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI1: Logistics_MM-IM			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783911009E			


			S4TWL - Goods movements without exclusive locking by material valuation			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Supply Chain			Inventory			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2338387			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MBEW' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI7: Logistics_MM-IM			901B0E6D3F651ED690D572C04278C0C9			


			S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation			Medium (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Supply Chain			Inventory			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267834			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T001K' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI3: Logistics_MM-IM			0050569455E21ED5B3E176783911409E			


			S4TWL - New advanced ATP in SAP S/4HANA – Table VBBS			Low (default)			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)			Relevant			Supply Chain			Advanced Order Promising			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267745			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'VBBS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI1: Logistics_ATP			0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390FE09E			


			S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh			Low (default)			Change of existing functionality			Relevant			Supply Chain			Inventory			N/A			New			https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2319579			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TMC4' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TCURM' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .			SI5: Logistics_MM-IM			901B0E6D3F651ED68FF3B6F4823880C8			
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[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_GEN]1.1 General Introduction


SAP S/4HANA is SAP’s next-generation business suite. It is not the legal successor of any SAP Business Suite product. SAP S/4HANA is a new product completely built on SAP HANA, which is one of the most advanced in-memory platforms today. In addition, SAP S/4HANA reflects modern design principles based on the SAP Fiori user experience.


In an approach to build SAP S/4HANA, SAP has re-imagined solutions for modern business processes in an increasingly mobile and digitized world. SAP S/4HANA delivers massive simplifications and innovations, deliverable on one data structure and architecture moving forward.


Converting a typical SAP ERP 6.x system to SAP S/4HANA requires a database migration to SAP HANA (if not currently running on SAP HANA), and the installation of new simplified code and adaptions.


A comprehensive overview of all simplifications for SAP S/4HANA, compared to SAP Business Suite products, are captured in the simplification list at https://help.sap.com/viewer/p/SAP_S4HANA_ON-PREMISE. For a given customer, only a limited number of simplification items from this extensive list are applicable.


To provide customers a better view of the results for their system landscapes when converting to SAP S/4HANA, SAP offers SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA.
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SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA enables you to better understand the implications of a conversion from an existing SAP ERP system to SAP S/4HANA.The check helps to identify necessary preparations and pre-projects in the current system landscape, long before an SAP S/4HANA system conversion project starts.


The results of SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA – for the system ID given on the front page – are presented in this document.


For useful transactional data and history, we recommend running SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA on a production system (or a recent copy of one). SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANAincludessystem-specificinformationon adjustments that are mandatory for the conversion to SAP S/HANA


· Add-on compatibility


· Active business functions


· SAP S/4HANA simplification items, including activities


· Custom code


In addition, SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA provides system-specific information regarding:


· SAP Custom Development projects


· SAP HANA sizing and Data Volume Management


· SAP Business Process Discovery


· Required Adjustments for integration, including BW Extractors and IDoc interface
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By using SAP Readiness Check, you agree to the applicable terms and conditions available on the SAP Readiness Check Web site.

Please be aware that SAP Readiness Check is a high-level planning tool and designed as a first check in planning a system conversion or upgrade. SAP does not warrant the completeness of SAP Readiness Check.

The product-specific simplification list and its related restrictions continue to evolve, meaning that some restrictions may be temporary. Also, you may decide to expand the solution in the future. The analysis results provided by SAP Readiness Check reflect a specific point in time analysis for the system in scope. While you might not use some installed functions, SAP Readiness Check does not in every case differentiate between used and installed components.

SAP recommends that you carefully read the introduction of the relevant simplification list document. Where applicable, this document is product-specific and version-specific and can be found on the related SAP Help Portal product page. The introduction contains important information about how to interpret the simplification items. SAP also recommends that you always check the latest release restriction notes, which might contain additional restrictions not maintained in the simplification list.


The custom code analysis available in SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA and SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA upgrades identifies mandatory change areas due to the simplified application architecture of the target product version. Custom code analysis does not contain a list of all adaptations necessary to support SAP HANA as a database. In addition, the analysis does not include general prerequisite adaptations for SAP HANA database migration. Lastly, the analysis does not include requisite adaptations for future add-ons or for custom code unrelated to SAP S/4HANA.

SAP Readiness Check, including the underlying data, may be changed without prior notice and is provided for informational purposes to you only.

Before you perform any tasks related to the software lifecycle, you still have to consult the relevant documentation, such as master guides, upgrade guides, documents provided on SAP Support Portal, in support package stack guides, and in SAP Notes. You cannot rely on the results of SAP Readiness Check. If you need individual guidance and support for your installation, conversion, upgrade, or improvement project, please contact your local SAP consulting organization for further advice. SAP Readiness Check and its content are provided by SAP SE and its affiliated companies ("SAP Group") for informational purposes only, without representation or warranty of any kind, and SAP Group shall not be liable for errors or omissions with respect to the materials. SAP does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of the information, text, graphics, links, or other items contained within these materials and shall have no liability for damages of any kind, including, without limitation, direct, special, indirect, or consequential damages that may result from the use of the tool. Customers remain responsible for their SAP implementation.
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			SID of System of Analysis	


			Date of Analysis





			LAS


			03/21/2023














[bookmark: _Toc467762413][bookmark: Head_17]SAP S/4HANA: Target Product Version


			Product


			Product Version





			SAP S/4HANA


			SAP S/4HANA 2022











Installed Product Version


			SID


			Installed Product Version





			LAS


			EHP8 FOR SAP ERP 6.0











Current Database


			SID


			Database System


			DB ID


			Unicode





			LAS


			ORACLE


			LAS


			Yes
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Operating System / SAP Kernel


			SID


			Operating System


			OS Version


			SAP Kernel Release





			LAS


			AIX


			7.1


			753
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If your SAP ERP 6.0 is





· already running on SAP HANA 1.0, you need to update to SAP HANA 2.0


· not on Unicode yet, you need to convert to Unicode





prior to converting to SAP S/4HANA.





The following section contains information on the compatibility of the installed add-ons and active business functions with SAP S/4HANA. It also provides information on additional important checks that are not provided as part of SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA.
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Overview by Status


			Status


			Number of Add-Ons





			Incompatible


			0





			Unknown


			3





			Incompatible (Uninstallable)


			0





			Compatible (Software Entitlement Required)


			0





			Certified Third-Party Software


			0





			Certified Third-Party Software Available


			0





			Compatible


			5











Explanation of Status:


· Incompatible: The add-on is currently not supported by the target SAP S/4HANA release. It might be compatible with a lower release of SAP S/4HANA or not compatible at all. Since the add-on will block your conversion, it needs to be taken care of as soon as possible.


· Incompatible (Uninstallable): The add-on is incompatible but can be uninstalled. It won't block your conversion but should be reviewed as soon as possible.


· Unknown: The add-on needs to be validated for compatibility with the selected target SAP S/4HANA release. A follow-up with the third-party vendor is required as soon as possible, since incompatible third-party add-ons will block your conversion.


· Compatible (Software Entitlement Required): A compatible version of the add-on exists. However, it's not entitled for your user. A follow-up with your SAP Account Executive is required as soon as possible, since this will block your conversion.


· Certified Third-Party Software: The add-on is a certified third-party software. To confirm the compatibility of the add-on with the target SAP S/4HANA release, a follow-up with the third-party vendor is required as soon as possible.


· Certified Third-Party Software Available: The add-on is generally certified, but not for the currently selected target SAP S/4HANA release or the currently installed version of the add-on. Please access SAP Integration and Certification Center and check the conversion strategy with the respective software provider.


· Compatible: The add-on is compatible with SAP S/4HANA.





Note: incompatible add-ons will block your conversion during SUM and therefore need to be taken care of.





For further investigation, please create an incident on component XX-SER-REL or BC-UPG-ADDON.





Add-ons are not (yet) supported for SAP S/4HANA


There is no add-on with status “Incompatible”





Software Component Versions not assigned to any installed product version


There is no such software component version





Third-Party Add-Ons


			Software Component


			Vendor





			C4PERP 604 [0(0)]


			Third-Party





			C4PSOL 750 [0(0)]


			Third-Party





			BLUESKY 272 [0(0)]


			Third-Party











For Third party add-ons, please contact the vendor directly to confirm that the respective add-on is released for SAP S/4HANA in its current version or in a successor version.


If an add-on is no longer required, please check with the vendor if a package for uninstalling the add-on is available.





Add-ons which are incompatible but can be uninstalled


There is no add-on which is incompatible but can be uninstalled





Add-ons which are Certified Third-Party Software


There is no add-on which is certified Third-party Software





Add-ons which are Certified Third-Party Software Available


There is no add-on which is certified Third-party Software Available





Add-ons which are Compatible to SAP S/4HANA


			Addon


			Vendor





			Plug-in on EHP 6+ for ERP 6.0


			SAP





			SAP Multiresource Scheduling for UI


			SAP





			Gateway Server Core NW 750


			SAP





			SAP Frontend Server 7.50


			SAP





			SAP Multiresource Scheduling for ERP - ABAP Server


			SAP











The following SAP Notes contain more information on SAP and 3rd party add-ons for SAP S/4HANA.


			SAP Note


			Description





			2214409


			SAP S/4HANA: Compatible Add-ons





			2011192


			De-installation of SAP Addons





			


			











There may be licensing implications regarding the upgrade of an add-on to a compatible SAP S/4HANA version of the add-on. Please check with SAP and the respective vendors of the 3rdparty add-ons for potential license implications when converting to SAP S/4HANA.





Link to the complete list of add-ons


https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/Addon
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Overview by Status


			Status


			Number of Business Function





			Incompatible


			0





			Will be deleted


			0





			Compatible


			17











Explanation of Status:


· Incompatible - Business Function activates functionality that is not supported in SAP S/4HANA


· Will be deleted– Business Function is no longer available in S/4HANA. The business functions in SAP ERP may have been assigned to different business functions in SAP S/4HANA


· Compatible – The Business Function is compatible with SAP S/4HANA





For further investigation, please create a support incident on the application component of the Business Function.





business funcitons are not (yet) supported for SAP S/4HANA


There is no business function with status "Incompatible"





business funcitons are Not Compatible to SAP S/4HANA but can be uninstallable


There is no business function which is incompatible but can be uninstalled





business funcitons are Compatible to SAP S/4HANA


			Business Function


			Software Component


			Application Component





			EA-PLM


			SAP_APPL


			





			LOG_EAM_CI_1


			SAP_APPL


			





			LOG_EAM_CI_12


			SAP_APPL


			





			LOG_EAM_CI_2


			SAP_APPL


			





			LOG_EAM_CI_3


			SAP_APPL


			





			LOG_EAM_CI_5


			SAP_APPL


			





			LOG_EAM_CI_6


			SAP_APPL


			





			LOG_EAM_CI_7


			SAP_APPL


			





			LOG_EAM_MPS1


			SAP_APPL


			





			LOG_EAM_OLC


			SAP_APPL


			





			LOG_EAM_SIMP


			SAP_APPL


			





			LOG_PP_SRN_02


			SAP_APPL


			





			LOG_PP_SRN_CONF


			SAP_APPL


			





			EA-FIN


			SAP_FIN


			





			FIN_GL_CI_1


			SAP_FIN


			





			RE_GEN_CI_1


			SAP_FIN


			





			RE_GEN_CI_2


			SAP_FIN


			











The following SAP Notes contain more information on Business Functions and SAP S/4HANA:


			SAP Note


			Description





			2240359


			SAP S/4HANA: Always-Off Business Functions





			2240360


			SAP S/4HANA: Always-On Business Functions





			


			














Link to the complete list of active business functions


https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/BusinessFunction
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Please note that in addition to the checks above provided by SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA, additional restrictions and landscape requirements may be relevant for your system.





Please read the following SAP Notes carefully:


			SAP Note


			Description





			


			





			


			





			2251604


			Version Interoperability between SAP S/4HANA On Premise Edition and SAP NetWeaver Systems
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A comprehensive overview of all simplifications for SAP S/4HANAcompared to the SAP Business Suite products– that is, all mandatory solution adjustments in a system conversion project – is captured in the Simplification List for SAP S/4HANA at https://help.sap.com/viewer/p/SAP_S4HANA_ON-PREMISE.





This section of the SAP Readiness Check displays those simplification items (out of the overall list of more than 470 items) that are relevant for your specific SAP ERP 6.x system installation. The identification mainly relies on table contents and used transactions. For accurate results we recommended that you run the SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA on an SAP ERP 6.x production system with at least a four week-long transaction history.





general statistics


			Status


			Number of Objects





			Overall number of Simplification Items


			649





			Check performed, item is not relevant. No follow-up activity necessary.


			540





			Check performed, item is relevant (excludes “non strategic items”). Check business impact note.


			93





			Relevance cannot be automatically determined. (excludes “non strategic items”). Check business impact note.


			16
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The following table lists simplification items that have been checked and are immediately relevant:





relevant simplification items


			LoB– BusinessArea


			Title


			Effort Ranking


			Category


			SAP Note


			Relevance





			Human Resources - Core HR and Time Recording


			S4TWL – Flexible Benefits not supported in ESS technologies


SI31: Flex_Benefits_not supported_in_ESS


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)


			3221404


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T5UB3' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T74HP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Accounting and Financial Close


			S4TWL - Currencies in Universal Journal


SI6_FIN_GL


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2344012


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'BKPF' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>1 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .





			Human Resources - Core HR and Time Recording


			S4TWL - Travel Management SRA004 Simplified Model


SI6: HR_SRA004 Simplified Model


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)


			3062197


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'PTRV_HEAD' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .





			Sales - Order and Contract Management


			S4TWL - Data Model Changes in SD Pricing


SI2: SD_PRIC


			Medium (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2267308


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'NACH' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Cost Management and Profitability Analysis


			S4TWL - Summarization Hierarchies in Controlling


SI11: FIN_CO


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2349282


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TKKR1' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Database and Data Management - Enterprise Information Management


			S4TWL - LEGACY SYSTEM MIGRATION WORKBENCH


SI9: CT_LSMW


			Low (default)


			Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)


			2287723


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'CVERS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			R&D/Engineering - Product Lifecycle Management


			S4TWL - Classification


SI14: Logistics - PLM


			Medium (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2267878


			Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' CT04 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .





			R&D/Engineering - Product Lifecycle Management


			S4TWL - Engineering Client Viewer (ECL)


SI8: Logistics - PLM 


			Low (default)


			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)


			2267864


			Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' CV01N '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Sourcing and Procurement - Invoice Management


			S4TWL - New Customizing for Exchange Rate Difference Handling


SI21: PROC_MM_IV_ERD


			Assessment Required (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			3053636


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'RBKP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Supply Chain - Advanced Order Promising


			S4TWL - New advanced ATP in SAP S/4HANA – Table VBBS


SI1: Logistics_ATP


			Low (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			2267745


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'VBBS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Supply Chain - Inventory


			S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh


SI5: Logistics_MM-IM


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2319579


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TMC4' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TCURM' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			IT Management - Administration and Usability


			S4TWL - JOB SCHEDULING


SI8:CROSS_BC_CCM-BTC


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2318468


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'CVERS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Solutions for Specific Industries - Defense and Security


			S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and extractors for DFPS


SI2: Defense&Security


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)


			2273294


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ROOSOURCE' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Sales - Order and Contract Management


			S4TWL - SD Simplified Data Models


SI1: SD_GENERAL


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2267306


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'VBUK' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Manufacturing - Production Planning


			S4TWL - Graphical display of available quantity in MRP evaluations


SI39: Logisticis_PP


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			3018123


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T001W' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Cost Management and Profitability Analysis


			S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING


SI2_FIN_CO


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2270407


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Cost Management and Profitability Analysis


			S4TWL - ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING


SI3_FIN_CO


			Low (default)


			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)


			2270408


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TKA00' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Cost Management and Profitability Analysis


			S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing


SI6: FIN_MISC_ML


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2352383


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EKBE' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Sourcing and Procurement - Invoice Management


			S4TWL - Supplier Invoice New Archiving


SI20: PROC_MM_IV_ILM


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2578291


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'RBKP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Database and Data Management - Enterprise Information Management


			S4TWL - Removal of Gender Domain Fixed Values


SI27: MasterData_BP


			Assessment Required (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2928897


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'KNA1' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			R&D/Engineering - Product Lifecycle Management


			S4TWL - cDesk


SI6: Logistics_PLM


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative planned)


			2267850


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'CDESK_C_SYSTEMS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			R&D/Engineering - Enterprise Portfolio and Project Management


			S4TWL - Project System ITS Services


SI17 Logistics_PS


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)


			2267331


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ICFSERVLOC' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Application Platform and Infrastructure - Process Management and Integration


			S4TWL - eDocument Framework Migration to SAP S/4HANA


SI2_GSLOG_EDOC


			Medium (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2523749


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EDOCOMPANYACTIV' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Sourcing and Procurement - Operational Procurement


			S4TWL - Classic MM-PUR GUI Transactions replacement


SI11: PROC_MM_DYN


			Medium (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			2267449


			Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' ME22 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .





			IT Management - Administration and Usability


			S4TWL - Business User Management


SI21: BUSINESS_USER


			Medium (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2570961


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'USR02' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Solutions for Specific Industries - Retail


			S4TWL - Retail Information System


SI33: Logistics_General


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative planned)


			2370131


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TMC4' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Advanced Financial Operations


			S4TWL - Globalization – Logistics


SI1_GSLOG


			Low (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			2270312


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'VARID' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Database and Data Management - Enterprise Information Management


			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach


SI2: MasterData_BP


			Assessment Required (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2265093


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'LFA1' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Database and Data Management - Enterprise Information Management


			S4TWL - BI Extractors in SAP S/4HANA


SI18: CT_BW_EXTRACTORS


			Medium (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			2500202


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ROOSOURCE' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			R&D/Engineering - Product Lifecycle Management


			S4TWL - BOM, Routing, Production Version


SI16: Logistics - PLM


			Medium (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2267880


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARC' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Cost Management and Profitability Analysis


			S4TWL - Profitability Analysis


SI9: FIN_CO


			Assessment Required (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2349278


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TKA00' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Asset Management - Maintenance Management


			S4TWL - Changes In List Reports For Order and Notification


SI6: Logistics_PM


			Low (default)


			Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)


			2270108


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'AFIH' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Supply Chain - Inventory


			S4TWL - AVAILABILITY OF TRANSACTIONS IN MM-IM


SI2: Logistics_MM-IM


			Low (default)


			Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)


			2210569


			Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' MB1A '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Asset Management - Maintenance Management


			S4TWL - Object List Number Field Length Extension


SI10: Logistics_PM


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2580670


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'OBJK' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Sourcing and Procurement - Invoice Management


			S4TWL - Authorization Concept for Supplier Invoice


SI14: PROC_MM_IV_AUTH


			Medium (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2271189


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'RBKP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Sourcing and Procurement - Operational Procurement


			S4TWL - Pricing Data Model Simplification


SI8: PROC_MM_PRICING


			Medium (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2267442


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'KONV' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Human Resources - Core HR and Time Recording


			S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners


SI2: HR_Empl


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2340095


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'PA0000' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Database and Data Management - Enterprise Information Management


			S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension


SI4: MasterData_PM


			Assessment Required (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2267140


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Manufacturing - Production Planning


			S4TWL - Planning File


SI12: Logistics_PP


			Medium (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2268088


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T001W' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Manufacturing - Manufacturing Operations


			S4TWL - Batch History


SI36: Logistics_PP


			Low (default)


			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)


			2270242


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MCHA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Human Resources - Core HR and Time Recording


			S4TWL – HCM Obsolete Packages


SI19: HR_Obsolete_Packages


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)


			3224319


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'PA0000' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .; Položka je relevant; Business Function H4S4_1 je neaktivní





			IT Management - Administration and Usability


			S4TWL - Generic Check for SAP S/4HANA Conversion and Upgrade


SI22: GENERIC_CHECKS


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2618018


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T000' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Accounting and Financial Close


			S4TWL - DATA MODEL CHANGES IN FIN


SI1_FIN_General


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2270333


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'BKPF' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .





			Manufacturing - Quality Management


			S4TWL - Authorization Objects in QM


SI9: Logistics_QM


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2505099


			Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' QE03 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Human Resources - Core HR and Time Recording


			S4TWL - ESS and MSS


SI5: HR_JAVA_ESS_MSS


			Medium (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			2383879


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'PA0000' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Accounting and Financial Close


			S4TWL - Profit Center and Segment Reorganisation


SI10_FIN_GL


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative planned)


			3087195


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'FAGL_SPLIT_FIELD' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Cost Management and Profitability Analysis


			S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling


SI8: FIN_CO


			Medium (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2349297


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .





			Manufacturing - Production Planning


			S4TWL - Planning Horizon


SI35: Logistics_PP


			Medium (default)


			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)


			2270241


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T001W' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Accounting and Financial Close


			S4TWL - Removal of D/C Indicator from Editing Options


SI9_FIN_GL


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2865285


			Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' FB50 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 3 .





			Sales - Order and Contract Management


			S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management


SI14: SD_BILLING_OM


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2790427


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'VBRK' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Manufacturing - Production Planning


			S4TWL - MRP fields in Material Master


SI7:MasterData_PM


			Low (default)


			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)


			2267246


			Relevantní na základě kontroly provedené uživatelem CLS4SIC_LO_MD_MM_MRP: Data maintained in corresponding MRP fields for product 000000000000205424 in client 110.





			R&D/Engineering - Product Lifecycle Management


			S4TWL - Classification - Data Cleanup before Migration


SI32: Logistics_PLM


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2949845


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'INOB' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Application Platform and Infrastructure - Process Management and Integration


			S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration


S12: MasterData


			Low (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			2267295


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EDP21' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Manufacturing - Environment, Health, and Safety


			S4TWL - Specification Workbench Adjustments


SI14: Logistics_PSS


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2439345


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TCGENV' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Database and Data Management - Enterprise Information Management


			S4TWL - Batch Input for Customer Master/Supplier Master


SI25: MasterData_BP


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			2492904


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'KNA1' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Sourcing and Procurement - Sourcing and Contract Management


			S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction


SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality deprecated (alternative exists with roadmap)


			2332710


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EKKO' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>20 '' a nalezený počet je 21 .





			Asset Management - Maintenance Management


			S4TWL - Scheduling of Maintenance Plan


SI3: Logistics_PM


			Low (default)


			Functionality deprecated (alternative exists with roadmap)


			2270078


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MPLA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Enterprise Risk and Compliance


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master


SI6:MasterData_PM


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			2267225


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARC' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Cost Management and Profitability Analysis


			S4TWL - COST ELEMENTS


SI7: FIN_CO


			Medium (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			2270419


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COEP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'CSKA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>1 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .





			Finance - Advanced Accounting and Financial Close


			S4TWL - Replacement of legal reports with SAP S/4HANA ACR


SI5: GSFIN_LEG_REP


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			2835816


			Položka je relevantní. Report ' RFUMSV00 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .





			Finance - Accounting and Financial Close


			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER


SI1_FIN_GL


			Assessment Required (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2270339


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COEP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Asset Management - Maintenance Management


			S4TWL - Enterprise Search in EAM


SI8: Logistics


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2270123


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EQUI' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Manufacturing - Environment, Health, and Safety


			S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen


SI8: Logistics_PSS


			Low (default)


			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)


			2267432


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ROOSOURCE' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Enterprise Risk and Compliance


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade within SAP S/4HANA Procurement


SI15: PROC_FT


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			2267740


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T604T' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Accounting and Financial Close


			S4TWL - Amount Field Length Extension


SI8_FIN_GL


			Medium (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2628654


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'BKPF' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Sales - Order and Contract Management


			S4TWL -Miscellaneous minor functionalities in SD Area


SI16: SD_Miscellaneous minor deprecations in SD Area


			Low (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			2267395


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'LIKP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Database and Data Management - Enterprise Information Management


			S4TWL - Simplified Product Master Tables Related to OMSR Transaction


SI3: MasterData_PM


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2267138


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Enterprise Risk and Compliance


			S4TWL - Foreign Trade


SI3: SD_FT


			Medium (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			2267310


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T604' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Database and Data Management - Enterprise Information Management


			S4TWL – Deprecation of 4 fields from FSBP table BP1010


SI14: FIN_MISC_FSBP_BP1010


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality deprecated (alternative exists with roadmap)


			3216733


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'BP1010' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Asset Management - Maintenance Management


			S4TWL - Batch Input for Enterprise Asset Management (EAM)


SI5: Logistics_PM


			Low (default)


			Functionality deprecated (alternative exists with roadmap)


			2270107


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EQUI' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Supply Chain - Inventory


			S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM)


SI1: Logistics_MM-IM


			Assessment Required (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2206980


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MSEG' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Application Platform and Infrastructure - Process Management and Integration


			S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT


SI4: CT_OM


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2470711


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'CVERS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Financial Operations


			S4TWL - SAP Travel Management in SAP S/4HANA Suite


SI33: HR_TRAVEL


			Assessment Required (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2719018


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'PTRV_HEAD' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .





			Finance - Treasury Management


			S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts


SI2_FIN_CM


			Medium (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			2870766


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T012K' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Financial Operations


			S4TWL - Determination of default values in Intrastat reporting


SI3: FIN_SLL_ISR_DV


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2468294


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T605Z' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Manufacturing - Quality Management


			S4TWL - ITS services in QM


SI_2_Logistics_QM


			Medium (default)


			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)


			2270126


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ICFSERVLOC' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Manufacturing - Manufacturing Operations


			S4TWL - Release status for different RFC function modules revoked


SI16: Logistics_PP


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2268112


			Položka je relevant; Business Function LOG_PP_SRN_CONF je aktivní





			IT Management - Administration and Usability


			S4TWL - New Default Security Settings for SAP S/4HANA


SI27: CT_SECURE_BY_DEFAULT


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2926224


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'USR02' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Application Platform and Infrastructure - Process Management and Integration


			ABAPTWL - Change of workflow system user and workflow system jobs


SI20: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_USER_JOBS


			Assessment Required (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2568271


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'SWWWIHEAD' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Accounting and Financial Close


			S4TWL - DATA STRUCTURE CHANGES IN ASSET ACCOUNTING


SI1: FIN_AA


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2270387


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ANEK' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>1 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .





			Asset Management - Maintenance Management


			S4TWL - Download Data in MS Access out of List


SI2: Logistics_PM


			Low (default)


			Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)


			2270076


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EQUI' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Supply Chain - Inventory


			S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation


SI3: Logistics_MM-IM


			Medium (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2267834


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T001K' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Application Platform and Infrastructure - Process Management and Integration


			ABAPTWL - Change of authorization checks SAP Business Workflow


SI21: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_AUTHORIZATION_CHANGES


			Assessment Required (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2979517


			Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' SWI2_ADM1 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Database and Data Management - Enterprise Information Management


			S4TWL - Simplification of copy/reference handling


SI5: MasterData_PM


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2330063


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T130F' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Cost Management and Profitability Analysis


			S4TWL - TECHNICAL CHANGES IN CONTROLLING


SI1: FIN_CO


			Medium (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2270404


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COEP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .





			Supply Chain - Inventory


			S4TWL - Goods movements without exclusive locking by material valuation


SI7: Logistics_MM-IM


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2338387


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MBEW' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Accounting and Financial Close


			S4TWL - REPLACED TRANSACTION CODES AND PROGRAMS IN FIN


SI2_FIN_General


			Medium (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			2742613


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COEP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			R&D/Engineering - Product Lifecycle Management


			S4TWL - Easy Document Management (Easy DMS)


SI9: Logistics - PLM


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			2267866


			Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' CV01N '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Application Platform and Infrastructure - Process Management and Integration


			ABAPTWL - Visualization of SAP Business Workflow Metadata


SI09: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_VISUALIZATION


			Assessment Required (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2896183


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'SWFVT' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Sourcing and Procurement - Operational Procurement


			S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order


SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2267444


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'NAST' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Financial Operations


			S4TWL - Material classification with commodity codes


SI1: FIN_SLL_CLS


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2376556


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARC' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Manufacturing - Production Planning


			S4TWL - Storage Location MRP


SI2: Logistics_PP-MRP


			Medium (calculated)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			2268045


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARD' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .





			Finance - Accounting and Financial Close


			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING


SI2: FIN_AA


			Potentially High (calculated)


			Change of existing functionality


			2270388


			Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T093C' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .














[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_SIMPL_ITEMS_GR3]3.1.2 Simplification Items with Relevance to Be Checked





The following simplification items cannot be checked automatically but may be immediately relevant for your SAP S/4HANA system conversion. Please check the relevance of items from used application areas by the provided Business Impact SAP Notes:





simplification items with relevanceto be checked


			LoB–BusinessArea


			Title


			Effort Ranking


			Category


			SAP Note


			Relevance





			Finance - Accounting and Financial Close


			S4TWL - SAP HANA LIVE REPORTING


SI4_FIN_GL


			Medium (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			2270382


			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.





			Application Platform and Infrastructure - Process Management and Integration


			S4TWL - Changed Interfaces


SI15: CT_Integration


			Assessment Required (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2259818


			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.





			Others


			ABAPTWL - Instances without ICM not supported


SI07_ AS_ABAP_INSTANCE_WITHOUT_ICM


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)


			2560792


			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.





			Application Platform and Infrastructure - Process Management and Integration


			S4TWL - FIORI APPLICATIONS FOR SUITE ON HANA ON-PREMISE


SI10: CT_FIORI


			Assessment Required (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2288828


			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.





			R&D/Engineering - Product Lifecycle Management


			S4TWL - Enterprise Search in SAP Product Lifecycle Management (SAP PLM)


SI1: Logistics_PLM


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2267836


			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.





			IT Management - Administration and Usability


			ABAPTWL - Dual Stack not supported


SI06: AS_ABAP_DUAL_STACK


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)


			2560791


			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.





			IT Management - Administration and Usability


			ABAPTWL - VM Container not supported


SI04: AS_ABAP_VMCONTAINER


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)


			2560708


			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.





			IT Management - Administration and Usability


			ABAPTWL - SSCR license key procedure is no longer supported


SI03: AS_ABAP_SSCR


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			2309060


			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.





			Finance - Accounting and Financial Close


			S4TWL - Globalization – Financials


SI1_GSFIN


			Medium (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			2270311


			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.





			Others


			ABAPTWL - No support for non simplified system flavour


SI01: AS_ABAP_NON_SIMPLE


			Assessment Required (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2656503


			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.





			IT Management - Administration and Usability


			ABAPTWL - Cleanup of orphaned objects


SI02: AS_ABAP_CLEANUP


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)


			2672757


			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.





			Application Platform and Infrastructure - Process Management and Integration


			S4TWL - Side Panel functionality in SAP S/4HANA (on-premise)


SI14: CT_SIDE_PANELS


			Medium (default)


			Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)


			2340424


			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.





			Sourcing and Procurement - Operational Procurement


			S4TWL - MDM Catalog


SI7: PROC_MDM 


			Medium (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			2271184


			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.





			Application Platform and Infrastructure - Process Management and Integration


			S4TWL - Webshops by Internet Sales or Web Channel Experience Management


SI11: SD_IS


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)


			2271161


			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.





			Application Platform and Infrastructure - Process Management and Integration


			S4TWL - Custom Fields


SI13: CT_Custom-Fields


			Low (default)


			Change of existing functionality


			2320132


			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.





			Others


			ABAPTWL - AS Java not available


SI05: AS_ABAP_JAVA_SUPPORT


			Assessment Required (default)


			Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)


			2560753


			Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.











If you would like to have the sort and filter possibility on the relevant simplification items or see additional attributes, use the simplification item excel generated together with the word document.





Link to thelist ofrelevantsimplificaiton items


https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/Simplification








[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_SIMPL_ITEMS_GR5]3.1.3 Activities Related to Simplification Items





This new section shows you project-related activities per simplification item drawn from each individual simplification item business impact note and various other sources. Each activity is assigned a conversion phase and a condition helping you to drill down into each area and filter accordingly. This information shall also help you to identify activities that can be performed well in advance of the actual conversion project and supports you to redirect certain to-dos to the right departments in your organization.





NOTE: The activities per simplification item are taken from available documentation and might not cover all actions that are necessary during your SAP S/4HANA conversion project.





general statistics


			Status


			Number of Objects





			Overall number of activities


			326














			Related Simplification Item


			Activities


			Phase


			Condition


			Additional Information





			S4TWL - DATA STRUCTURE CHANGES IN ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI1: FIN_AA)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			If actual costing is  active => customize account determination as of SAP S/4HANA 1610





			S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)


			Data correction


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)


			Software Upgrade / Maintenance


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Implementation of SAP Notes mentioned in SAP Note "2345739" for your corresponding Support Package.





			S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)


			Data migration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)


			Business Operations


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			If Material ledger is already active => complete step "Post closing" for all ML costing runs created before conversion/upgrade





			S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)


			Data cleanup / archiving


			Before conversion project


			Optional


			Archiving historic data





			S4TWL - REPLACED TRANSACTION CODES AND PROGRAMS IN FIN (SI2_FIN_General)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Adjust or replace custom code refering to obsolete transactions





			S4TWL - REPLACED TRANSACTION CODES AND PROGRAMS IN FIN (SI2_FIN_General)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - REPLACED TRANSACTION CODES AND PROGRAMS IN FIN (SI2_FIN_General)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Optional


			For certain replacements conifguratios need to be done





			S4TWL - Classic MM-PUR GUI Transactions replacement (SI11: PROC_MM_DYN)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Replace custom code refering to old BAPIs





			S4TWL - Classic MM-PUR GUI Transactions replacement (SI11: PROC_MM_DYN)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - Classic MM-PUR GUI Transactions replacement (SI11: PROC_MM_DYN)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - Authorization Concept for Supplier Invoice (SI14: PROC_MM_IV_AUTH)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Users working with supplier invoices, additionally need the authorizations based on M_RECH_BUK





			S4TWL - BI Extractors in SAP S/4HANA (SI18: CT_BW_EXTRACTORS)


			Interface Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Adjust or change BI extractors.





			S4TWL - BI Extractors in SAP S/4HANA (SI18: CT_BW_EXTRACTORS)


			New developments


			During conversion project


			Optional


			Develope solutions for obsolete BW extractors





			S4TWL - Determination of default values in Intrastat reporting (SI3: FIN_SLL_ISR_DV)


			Customizing / Configuration


			After conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Determination of default values in Intrastat reporting (SI3: FIN_SLL_ISR_DV)


			Data correction


			After conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - JOB SCHEDULING (SI8:CROSS_BC_CCM-BTC)


			Software Upgrade / Maintenance


			During conversion project


			Optional


			Implement SAP Notes to prevent automatic execution of new job scheduling.





			S4TWL - JOB SCHEDULING (SI8:CROSS_BC_CCM-BTC)


			Software Upgrade / Maintenance


			During conversion project


			Optional


			Implement SAP Notes to prevent automatic execution of new job scheduling.





			S4TWL - JOB SCHEDULING (SI8:CROSS_BC_CCM-BTC)


			Technical System Configuration


			During conversion project


			Optional


			Decide if new job scheduling shall be used and adjust parameterization





			S4TWL - JOB SCHEDULING (SI8:CROSS_BC_CCM-BTC)


			Business Operations


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Execute report BTCTRNS2 of SNOTE 2499529





			S4TWL - Material classification with commodity codes (SI1: FIN_SLL_CLS)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During or after conversion project


			Mandatory


			Run ATC checks.





			S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)


			Business Decision


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			Decision on the relevant Fiori apps to be used for reporting and planning using embeeded BPC or to reactivate old transactions





			S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			If you want to reactivate, act according to steps mentioned in this simplification item





			S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)


			Fiori Implementation


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			In case you want use Fiori tiles => choose them and configure them





			S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			





			S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During or after conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)


			Customizing / Configuration


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Storage Location MRP (SI2: Logistics_PP-MRP)


			Data migration


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			Run report MRP_AREA_STORAGE_LOC_MIGRATION, Follow the instructions provided by the report. If all prerequisites are fulfilled, then the report generates material master records for planning on MRP area level using the storage location material records. SAP Note: 2216528





			S4TWL - Storage Location MRP (SI2: Logistics_PP-MRP)


			Data cleanup / archiving


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Storage Location MRP (SI2: Logistics_PP-MRP)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			If exist, Custom Code must be adjusted accordingly SAP Note: 2227579





			S4TWL - Planning File (SI12: Logistics_PP)


			Data migration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			After the system conversion, you should run report PPH_SETUP_MRPRECORDS to populate the new planning file table with operative MRP records (PP-MRP) and the report PPH_SETUP_MRPRECORDS_SIMU for simulative MRP records (PP-MP-LTP). Alternatively, you can also use the conversion reports PPH_CONVERT_MRPRECORDS and PPH_CONVERT_MRPRECORDS_SIMU.





			S4TWL - Planning File (SI12: Logistics_PP)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			If exist, related custom code has to be adjusted. See SAP Note 2227059





			S4TWL - Planning Horizon (SI35: Logistics_PP)


			Data cleanup / archiving


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			If there are still variants for the planning run batch Transactions having the processing key filled with NETPL, these variants have to be deleted.





			S4TWL - Planning Horizon (SI35: Logistics_PP)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			Customers can build their own planning application using the BAPI BAPI_MATERIAL_PLANNING. The BAPI has got the same planning parameter options as the classical planning transactions. In that context the processing key NETPL cannot be used any more.





			S4TWL - New advanced ATP in SAP S/4HANA – Table VBBS (SI1: Logistics_ATP)


			Data migration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Manual step only for SAP S/4HANA 1511 and SAP S/4HANA 1610, For SAP S/4HANA 1709 and newer, the necessary actions are automated and executed in SUM phase using identifying name ATP_XPRA_SUITE_TO_S4_V2. SAP  Note: 2209696





			S4TWL - New advanced ATP in SAP S/4HANA – Table VBBS (SI1: Logistics_ATP)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			If you have custom code calling table VBBS, create a db view on table VBBE, and use that view instead of the table VBBS. SAP Note: 2209696





			S4TWL - Retail Information System (SI33: Logistics_General)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			Bluprint for covering reporting requriements using CDS views or SAP BW for reporting requriements that were being fulfilled by RIS functionality.





			S4TWL - Retail Information System (SI33: Logistics_General)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Optional


			Custom Code adjustments will be requried in case ABAP objects of packets WRB or WRBA are used in custom code.





			S4TWL - Retail Information System (SI33: Logistics_General)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Provide user training for the reports based on CDS views or SAP BW instead of RIS.





			S4TWL -Miscellaneous minor functionalities in SD Area (SI16: SD_Miscellaneous minor deprecations in SD Area)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL -Miscellaneous minor functionalities in SD Area (SI16: SD_Miscellaneous minor deprecations in SD Area)


			Interface Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL -Miscellaneous minor functionalities in SD Area (SI16: SD_Miscellaneous minor deprecations in SD Area)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - Data Model Changes in SD Pricing (SI2: SD_PRIC)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Data Model Changes in SD Pricing (SI2: SD_PRIC)


			Data migration


			After conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Data Model Changes in SD Pricing (SI2: SD_PRIC)


			Technical System Configuration


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			If pricing table KONV has been enhanced with customer-specific fields, you must ensure that the appended fields are also added to the new structure PRCS_ELEMENTS_DATA.





			S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)


			Business Decision


			Before conversion project


			Mandatory


			In SAP S/4HANA, the Foreign Trade (SD-FT) functionality is not available anymore. Instead, SAP S/4HANA for international trade within SAP S/4HANA is the successor





			S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			Before conversion project


			Conditional


			If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, design new GTS processes





			S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, configure new GTS processes





			S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)


			New developments


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, provide developments for new GTS processes





			S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)


			Business Decision


			Before conversion project


			Mandatory


			In SAP S/4HANA, the Foreign Trade (SD-FT) functionality is not available anymore. Instead, SAP S/4HANA for international trade within SAP S/4HANA is the successor.





			S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			Before conversion project


			Conditional


			In case relevant SAP GTS needs to be installed, analysis of all foreign trade processes that are currently in use is requiered, before conversion.





			S4TWL - Pricing Data Model Simplification (SI8: PROC_MM_PRICING)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Pricing Data Model Simplification (SI8: PROC_MM_PRICING)


			Data migration


			After conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Pricing Data Model Simplification (SI8: PROC_MM_PRICING)


			Technical System Configuration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)


			Business Decision


			Before conversion project


			Mandatory


			Additionally to the existing output management based on NAST a new Output Management solution is adopted S/4 HANA-wide. Thereby a unified solution can be used for all Output Management activities. The existing Output Management solution however still can be activated.





			S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			Configure new output management.





			S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			Replace custom code for previous NAST-based output management.





			S4TWL - TECHNICAL CHANGES IN CONTROLLING (SI1: FIN_CO)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During or after conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - COST ELEMENTS (SI7: FIN_CO)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - COST ELEMENTS (SI7: FIN_CO)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - COST ELEMENTS (SI7: FIN_CO)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Summarization Hierarchies in Controlling (SI11: FIN_CO)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Profitability Analysis (SI9: FIN_CO)


			Business Decision


			Before conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - Profitability Analysis (SI9: FIN_CO)


			Implementation project required


			Before conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - Profitability Analysis (SI9: FIN_CO)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Profitability Analysis (SI9: FIN_CO)


			User Training


			During or after conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			During or after conversion project


			Conditional


			Additionally to the existing output management based on NAST a new Output Management solution is adopted S/4 HANA-wide. Thereby a unified solution can be used for all Output Management activities. The existing Output Management solution however still can be activated.





			S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)


			Technical System Configuration


			After conversion project


			Conditional


			Configure technical infrastructure for new output management





			S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)


			Landscape Redesign


			After conversion project


			Conditional


			If new output management is used, setup required technical infrastructure





			S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)


			User Training


			After conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING (SI3_FIN_CO)


			Business Operations


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING (SI3_FIN_CO)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Inform customer about missing functionalities





			S4TWL - ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING (SI3_FIN_CO)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM) (SI1: Logistics_MM-IM)


			Business Decision


			Before conversion project


			Optional


			Decide which locking methods to be used for goods movements





			S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM) (SI1: Logistics_MM-IM)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM) (SI1: Logistics_MM-IM)


			Technical System Configuration


			During conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM) (SI1: Logistics_MM-IM)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM) (SI1: Logistics_MM-IM)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During or after conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation (SI3: Logistics_MM-IM)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation (SI3: Logistics_MM-IM)


			Business Operations


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation (SI3: Logistics_MM-IM)


			Data correction


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation (SI3: Logistics_MM-IM)


			Data migration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation (SI3: Logistics_MM-IM)


			User Training


			During or after conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Optional


			Set late lock.





			S4TWL - Currencies in Universal Journal (SI6_FIN_GL)


			Business Decision


			Before conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - Currencies in Universal Journal (SI6_FIN_GL)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			During conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - Currencies in Universal Journal (SI6_FIN_GL)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Currencies in Universal Journal (SI6_FIN_GL)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - SAP Travel Management in SAP S/4HANA Suite (SI33: HR_TRAVEL)


			Business Decision


			Before conversion project


			Mandatory


			For new customer, Decide if SAP Concur shall be implemented as the go-forward travel and expense platform.





			S4TWL - SAP Travel Management in SAP S/4HANA Suite (SI33: HR_TRAVEL)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Optional


			If you have custom Code, review it and report it in the new product SAP TM for SAP S/4HANA, the conversion of custom code is not included in the standard delivery.





			S4TWL - SAP Travel Management in SAP S/4HANA Suite (SI33: HR_TRAVEL)


			Implementation project required


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Decide if the implementation of the new FIORI applications is needed and check the migration guide





			S4TWL - Globalization – Financials (SI1_GSFIN)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Globalization – Financials (SI1_GSFIN)


			Interface Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Globalization – Financials (SI1_GSFIN)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Download Data in MS Access out of List (SI2: Logistics_PM)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During or after conversion project


			Optional


			MS Access is not considered as future technology. Functional equivalent is available (Excel / Open Office).





			S4TWL - Download Data in MS Access out of List (SI2: Logistics_PM)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - Scheduling of Maintenance Plan (SI3: Logistics_PM)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Review your background Jobs which you most probably have scheduled periodically for transaction IP30 (Reports RISTRA20) and create new background jobs for IP30H (Report RISTRA20H).





			S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )


			Process Design / Blueprint


			Before conversion project


			Mandatory


			The SAP SRM catalog MDM is not available in SAP S/4HANA. It's replaced by the catalog search function as part of SAP S/4HANA Self-Service Procurement.





			S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )


			Customizing / Configuration


			Before or after conversion project


			Mandatory


			SAP S/4HANA Self-Service Procurement must be used instead of the SAP SRM MDM catalog.





			S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )


			Interface Adaption


			Before or after conversion project


			Conditional


			Content needs to be imported into S/4HANA via OCI5





			S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )


			Data migration


			During or after conversion project


			Conditional


			Set up a business user for SAP S/4HANA Self-Service Procurement.





			S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )


			Custom Code Adaption


			During or after conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )


			User Training


			After conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)


			Landscape Redesign


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, provide GTS system





			S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)


			User Training


			During or after conversion project


			Conditional


			If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, train users





			S4TWL - Enterprise Search in SAP Product Lifecycle Management (SAP PLM) (SI1: Logistics_PLM)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			With SAP S/4HANA the Enterprise Search models are now replication free search models (using HANA DB tables instead) within SAP Product Lifecycle Management (SAP PLM). The Enterprise Search models' names have changed and due to this， the related customizing (Define Settings for PLM Search under PLM Search) needs to be adjusted. SAP Note 2212593





			S4TWL - Enterprise Search in SAP Product Lifecycle Management (SAP PLM) (SI1: Logistics_PLM)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Custom code needs to be adjusted to reference to the new model names





			S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			To migrate financial documents in Foreign Trade to Trade Finance, you carry out the migration steps available as Customizing activities (transaction SPRO, SAP Reference IMG) under: Conversion of Accounting to SAP S/4HANA-->Preparations and Migration of Customizing-->Preparations for Migration of Financial Documents to Trade Finance Conversion of Accounting to SAP S/4HANA-->Data Migration-->Migration of Financial Documents to Trade Finance Complete Migration of Financial Documents to Trade Finance conversion of Accounting to SAP S/4HANA-->Activities after Migration-->Manual Activities for Trade Finance"





			S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Business User Management (SI21: BUSINESS_USER)


			Data correction


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			check user data (as part of general business partner introduction)





			S4TWL - Business User Management (SI21: BUSINESS_USER)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Configure update channel for workplace address data If HR integration is active, configure and maintain employee master data





			S4TWL - Business User Management (SI21: BUSINESS_USER)


			Data migration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			If HR integration is active, run HCM business partner synchronization as described in  HCM simplification SAP Note 2340095 If HR integration is not active, create or upload person data wiht Fiori app "Maintain employee"





			S4TWL - Business User Management (SI21: BUSINESS_USER)


			Fiori Implementation


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			If HR integration is not active, implement Fiori app "Maintain employee"





			S4TWL - Business User Management (SI21: BUSINESS_USER)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - cDesk (SI6: Logistics_PLM)


			Implementation project required


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			Customers can move to SAP Engineering Control Center for SAP S/4HANA. For more information on upgrading from CAD Desktop to SAP Engineering Control Center, see SAP Note 2117843 or SAP SCN Wiki (URL: https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/x/gQrXHQ).





			ABAPTWL - Cleanup of orphaned objects (SI02: AS_ABAP_CLEANUP)


			Custom Code Adaption


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			Remove usage of obsolete SAP objects from custom code.





			ABAPTWL - SSCR license key procedure is no longer supported (SI03: AS_ABAP_SSCR)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			Before or during conversion project


			Optional


			Setup control of development activities as recommended in SAP note 2309060 .





			ABAPTWL - SSCR license key procedure is no longer supported (SI03: AS_ABAP_SSCR)


			User Training


			Before or during conversion project


			Optional


			Educate developers about process changes on controlling development activities.





			ABAPTWL - VM Container not supported (SI04: AS_ABAP_VMCONTAINER)


			Custom Code Adaption


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			Remove any VMC usage in your custom applications.





			ABAPTWL - Dual Stack not supported (SI06: AS_ABAP_DUAL_STACK)


			Landscape Redesign


			Before conversion project


			Mandatory


			Split your dual stack system into separate ABAP and Java instances.





			S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and extractors for DFPS (SI2: Defense&Security)


			Interface Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Adjust or change BI extractors.





			S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and extractors for DFPS (SI2: Defense&Security)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			BI content, Data Sources and Extractors are unavailable in SAP S/4 HANA, Define alternative reporting concepts as indicated in SAP Note 2273294.





			S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and extractors for DFPS (SI2: Defense&Security)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Optional


			Train users if you implement new reporting capabilities.





			S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and extractors for DFPS (SI2: Defense&Security)


			New developments


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			Depending on your revised reporting strategy and concepts, implement new solutions for data extraction and reporting.





			S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)


			Landscape Redesign


			During or after conversion project


			Conditional


			If SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used setup required front end components





			S4TWL - Removal of Gender Domain Fixed Values (SI27: MasterData_BP)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Usages of fixed values of domains AD_SEX, BU_SEXID and SEXKZ needs to be replaced with values from check tables TSAD15 and TB995. Refer to SAP Note 2928897 for details.





			S4TWL - LEGACY SYSTEM MIGRATION WORKBENCH (SI9: CT_LSMW)


			Business Decision


			Before conversion project


			Optional


			The use of LSMW is restricted for migrations to SAP S/4HANA. The use of LSMW for data load to SAP S/4HANA is not recommended and at the customer's own risk. SAP recommends using SAP S/4HANA Migration Cockpit and Migration Object Modeler instead of LSMW.





			S4TWL - LEGACY SYSTEM MIGRATION WORKBENCH (SI9: CT_LSMW)


			Interface Adaption


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			If you still plan to use LSMW, provide customer specific adjustments or workarounds for restrictions on certain Batch Input or Direct Input programs.





			S4TWL - Removal of Gender Domain Fixed Values (SI27: MasterData_BP)


			Business Process Redesign


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Ensure that your business processes (also in connected systems) are prepared to handle the new gender codes properly.





			S4TWL - Classification - Data Cleanup before Migration (SI32: Logistics_PLM)


			Data correction


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			If any inconsistencies are found in table INOB, fix them as described in SAP Note 2949845.





			S4TWL - Removal of D/C Indicator from Editing Options (SI9_FIN_GL)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Educate your users about this change in UI behaviour.





			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)


			Data migration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)


			Fiori Implementation


			During conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - ITS services in QM (SI_2_Logistics_QM)


			Technical System Configuration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			ITS services in QM - Internet Application Components (IAC) in QM are not available within SAP S/4HANA, As alternatives, you could use the corresponding QM transactions in SAP GUI for HTML or you could use the WebDynpro applications mentioned below, which are part of the PFCG role for NWBC Quality Inspector (SAP_SR_QUALITY_INSPECT_5).





			S4TWL - ITS services in QM (SI_2_Logistics_QM)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - ITS services in QM (SI_2_Logistics_QM)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			In case WebDynpro applications will be used as replacement, then PFCG role for NWBC Quality Inspector (SAP_SR_QUALITY_INSPECT_5) need to be configured, and respective authorizations





			S4TWL - ITS services in QM (SI_2_Logistics_QM)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)


			Data migration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Perform data migration to new SAP S/4HANA data model.





			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Inform users about changes in Asset Accounting.





			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)


			Business Operations


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Execute year-end and month-end closing activities.





			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Perform customizing and configuration required for preparing the data migration and for the future asset accounting design in SAP S/4HANA.





			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			For required custom code adaption refer to simplification item SI1: FIN_AA and SAP note 2270387.





			S4TWL - FIORI APPLICATIONS FOR SUITE ON HANA ON-PREMISE (SI10: CT_FIORI)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			if Fiori has been enhanced SAP ERP 6.0, analyze and perform required enhancements in SAP S/4HANA





			S4TWL - FIORI APPLICATIONS FOR SUITE ON HANA ON-PREMISE (SI10: CT_FIORI)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			train users on new Fiori apps





			S4TWL - Changed Interfaces (SI15: CT_Integration)


			Interface Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Adjust any interfaces that use obsolete RFC.





			S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)


			Business Decision


			Before or during conversion project


			Optional


			Decide on planning platform - old planning functionalities or SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance





			S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			During or after conversion project


			Conditional


			If SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used design SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance





			S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During or after conversion project


			Conditional


			If SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used configure SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance





			S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)


			Interface Adaption


			During or after conversion project


			Conditional


			If SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used set up and adjust interfaces for SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance





			S4TWL - SAP HANA LIVE REPORTING (SI4_FIN_GL)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			If the customer copied calc views delivered by SAP or created user-defined calc views, check and remove if required





			S4TWL - SAP HANA LIVE REPORTING (SI4_FIN_GL)


			New developments


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			rebuild all existing reporting scenarios with CDS Views





			S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)


			Interface Adaption


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, provide interface between GTS and S/4HANA





			S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)


			Data migration


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, migrate data to GTS





			S4TWL - Specification Workbench Adjustments (SI14: Logistics_PSS)


			User Training


			Before or during conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen (SI8: Logistics_PSS)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen (SI8: Logistics_PSS)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			The relevant BW extractors and data sources for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Management are not available within SAP S/4HANA





			S4TWL - Material classification with commodity codes (SI1: FIN_SLL_CLS)


			Business Operations


			During conversion project


			Optional


			Execute consistency check report as mentioned in SAP note 2332472





			S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)


			User Training


			During or after conversion project


			Conditional


			If going forward SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used train users on SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance





			S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)


			New developments


			During or after conversion project


			Conditional


			If going forward SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used develop enhancements





			S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			If going forward ERP planning functions still used, restore previous transactions if necessary





			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)


			Business Decision


			Before conversion project


			Mandatory


			Decide about future ledger approach for asset accounting.





			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			Create blueprint for required Asset Accounting configuration in SAP S/4HANA.





			S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners (SI2: HR_Empl)


			Data cleanup / archiving


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Check and correct data and customizing for vendors related to employees. Archive unused vendor and employee data. Check and correct employee master data according to used HCM integration scenario and business partner configuration in ERP system.





			S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners (SI2: HR_Empl)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Perform customizing for HCM business partner synchronization and the required business user management.





			S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners (SI2: HR_Empl)


			Data migration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Perform business partner synchronization for employees after technical conversion using SUM.





			S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners (SI2: HR_Empl)


			Miscellaneous


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			As prerequisite for the synchronization of employees and business partners, the customer-vendor integration with business partner has to be activated in the ERP system as described in simplification item SI2: MasterData_BP (SAP note 2265093).





			S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners (SI2: HR_Empl)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			If business downtime is important, do a careful cut over planning for the employee/business partner synchronization and plan for some optional iteration cycles to optimize the synchronization runtime.





			S4TWL - Batch Input for Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) (SI5: Logistics_PM)


			Business Decision


			Before or during conversion project


			Optional


			Please check if you use Batch Input for creating / changing Plant Maintenance data. If Yes do not invest further in this kind of technology. Recommendation within EAM is to use the API´s wherever possible





			S4TWL - Changes In List Reports For Order and Notification (SI6: Logistics_PM)


			Technical System Configuration


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			Implement the SAP Notes 393393 and 551133 if needed and run the reports 'QM_PHASE_FILL' and 'RIAFVC_IPHAS_FILL' before the ugrade to SAP S/4HANA (if not done already).





			S4TWL - Changes In List Reports For Order and Notification (SI6: Logistics_PM)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			In case you use the transaction IW37, IW49, please use IW37n or IW49n instead.





			S4TWL - Enterprise Search in EAM (SI8: Logistics)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			You have to activate the Enterprise search models and do the described configuration steps.





			S4TWL - Object List Number Field Length Extension (SI10: Logistics_PM)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			If Objectlists are used in custom code it has to be ensured that new field length can be processed





			S4TWL - Graphical display of available quantity in MRP evaluations (SI39: Logisticis_PP)


			User Training


			Before conversion project


			Optional


			Graphical evaluation of the Stock/Requirements list is still available within the apps Monitor or Check Material Coverage. Encourage users to switch to these new apps for graphical evaluations.





			S4TWL - Side Panel functionality in SAP S/4HANA (on-premise) (SI14: CT_SIDE_PANELS)


			User Training


			During or after conversion project


			Optional


			train users on new Fiori apps





			S4TWL - Authorization Objects in QM (SI9: Logistics_QM)


			Data correction


			After conversion project


			Mandatory


			Authorization objects in Quality Management have been changed, follow the steps in SAP Note 2505099 to adjust authorization objects





			S4TWL - Graphical display of available quantity in MRP evaluations (SI39: Logisticis_PP)


			Fiori Implementation


			Before or after conversion project


			Optional


			Encourage users to switch to the Monitor or Check Material Coverage apps to use the graphical evaluations.





			S4TWL - Globalization – Logistics (SI1_GSLOG)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - Globalization – Logistics (SI1_GSLOG)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			Configure new output management.





			S4TWL - Replacement of legal reports with SAP S/4HANA ACR (SI5: GSFIN_LEG_REP)


			Fiori Implementation


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Implement the generic ACR Fiori app succeeding the deprecated legal reports. Details see note 2480067.





			S4TWL - Batch History (SI36: Logistics_PP)


			Business Decision


			Any time


			Optional


			Functionality available in SAP S/4HANA on-premise edition but not considered as future technology.





			S4TWL - Material classification with commodity codes (SI1: FIN_SLL_CLS)


			Fiori Implementation


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Implement Fiori apps described in SAP note 2432527.





			S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)


			Business Decision


			Before conversion project


			Mandatory


			Additionally to the existing output management based on NAST a new Output Management solution is adopted S/4 HANA-wide. Thereby a unified solution can be used for all Output Management activities. The existing Output Management solution however is still the default.





			S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			During or after conversion project


			Optional


			Additionally to the existing output management based on NAST a new Output Management solution is adopted S/4 HANA-wide. Thereby a unified solution can be used for all Output Management activities. The existing Output Management solution however is still the default.





			S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)


			Business Decision


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			Remove modifications





			S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			Define replacement for LIS if late lock is used





			S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)


			New developments


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			Implement replacement for LIS if late lock is used





			S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)


			Interface Adaption


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			Adjust IDOC interface if late lock is used





			S4TWL - Goods movements without exclusive locking by material valuation (SI7: Logistics_MM-IM)


			Business Decision


			Before conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Goods movements without exclusive locking by material valuation (SI7: Logistics_MM-IM)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			Set up locking method





			S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)


			Implementation project required


			Before conversion project


			Mandatory


			GTS functionality is considerred as a pre-project, plan time and resources for the new implementation.





			S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)


			Customizing / Configuration


			Before conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)


			Interface Adaption


			Before conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)


			Data cleanup / archiving


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			You should Run as post conversion activity,  report ZUPDATE_MARC_FOREIGN_TRADE(note 2458666) - to delete the content of the obsolete fileds. This avoids accidental side effects.





			ABAPTWL - Change of authorization checks SAP Business Workflow (SI21: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_AUTHORIZATION_CHANGES)


			Technical System Configuration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Adapt your roles and authorizations as described in SAP note 2979517.





			S4TWL - Classification (SI14: Logistics - PLM)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			Before conversion project


			Conditional


			If customer is using parameter effectivity for classification in ECC. Parameter Effectivity has been hidden for classification in the SAP S/4HANA, on-premise edition 1511 shipment. As an alternative solution, Variant Configuration shall be used with object based dependencies.





			S4TWL - Classification (SI14: Logistics - PLM)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			SAP Note: 22213569 and SAP Note: 2221293





			S4TWL - Classification (SI14: Logistics - PLM)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - Release status for different RFC function modules revoked (SI16: Logistics_PP)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			SAP Note 2199837





			S4TWL - Project System ITS Services (SI17 Logistics_PS)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			Selected ITS services for document search, confirmations and creation of claims are not available as of SAP S/4HANA





			S4TWL - Project System ITS Services (SI17 Logistics_PS)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - FIORI APPLICATIONS FOR SUITE ON HANA ON-PREMISE (SI10: CT_FIORI)


			Fiori Implementation


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			if Fiori is used in SAP ERP 6.0, configure successor apps





			S4TWL - Travel Management SRA004 Simplified Model (SI6: HR_SRA004 Simplified Model)


			Custom Code Adaption


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			If you have Custom code, refer to the additional notes to implement your code with Extensibility concept in the new application.





			S4TWL - Travel Management SRA004 Simplified Model (SI6: HR_SRA004 Simplified Model)


			User Training


			Before or during conversion project


			Optional


			Een if the UI is intuitive, you can plan a training session for your users as new features are available with the version 2 of the application





			S4TWL - eDocument Framework Migration to SAP S/4HANA (SI2_GSLOG_EDOC)


			Software Upgrade / Maintenance


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Install SAP Note 2421589.





			S4TWL - eDocument Framework Migration to SAP S/4HANA (SI2_GSLOG_EDOC)


			Data migration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Execute Migration Program EDOC_COPY_AIF_MSG_INDEX_TAB





			S4TWL - eDocument Framework Migration to SAP S/4HANA (SI2_GSLOG_EDOC)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Activate AIF BC Sets for SAP S/4HANA and deactivate obsolete enhancement implementations.





			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)


			Business Decision


			Before conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)


			Implementation project required


			Before conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			Before conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)


			Data cleanup / archiving


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)


			Data correction


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - New Default Security Settings for SAP S/4HANA (SI27: CT_SECURE_BY_DEFAULT)


			Technical System Configuration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Decide if you want to take over the new security settings during conversion or if you want to opt out (not recommended).





			S4TWL - New Default Security Settings for SAP S/4HANA (SI27: CT_SECURE_BY_DEFAULT)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			In case you accept the new security settings to be applied during conversion, educate your administrators on the changes.





			S4TWL - New Default Security Settings for SAP S/4HANA (SI27: CT_SECURE_BY_DEFAULT)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			In case you accept the new security settings to be applied during conversion, check if you need to extend roles with additional authorizations for calling specific function modules (only from SAP S/4HANA 2020 onwards) and for calling WebDynpro applications (only from SAP S/4HANA 2021 onwards).





			S4TWL - New Default Security Settings for SAP S/4HANA (SI27: CT_SECURE_BY_DEFAULT)


			Business Operations


			During or after conversion project


			Conditional


			After the conversion or upgrade, check if you need to configure log retention for the different logs (e.g. SAP S/4HANA Security Audit Log, SAP S/4HANA Table Logging, SAP HANA Audit Log) to control the size of the different logs.





			S4TWL – HCM Obsolete Packages (SI19: HR_Obsolete_Packages)


			Business Decision


			Any time


			Mandatory


			Decide on and plan for the migration to SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA, considering the functional implications described in the Business Impact Note of this Simplification Item.





			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - cDesk (SI6: Logistics_PLM)


			User Training


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Engineering Client Viewer (ECL) (SI8: Logistics - PLM )


			Business Decision


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			2D and 3D viewing in SAP GUI transactions with ECL viewer will not be available any longer. You may consider the SAP 3D Visual Enterprise Viewer as an alternative in some transactions, for example, document management. For some of the other file formats, you may consider using the frontend application, where appropriate.





			S4TWL - Engineering Client Viewer (ECL) (SI8: Logistics - PLM )


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			If you decide to use SAP 3D Visual Enterprise Viewer, check that the appropriate customizing is in place.





			S4TWL - Profit Center and Segment Reorganisation (SI10_FIN_GL)


			Data migration


			Before or after conversion project


			Conditional


			In case you need to do a profit center or segment reoganization, before the planned "Organizational flexibility in financial accounting" solution is available, please contact FI-GL-REO.





			S4TWL - Travel Management SRA004 Simplified Model (SI6: HR_SRA004 Simplified Model)


			Customizing / Configuration


			Before conversion project


			Mandatory


			Refer to the Application Library to setup proper configuration in FIORI Launchpad





			S4TWL - Easy Document Management (Easy DMS) (SI9: Logistics - PLM)


			User Training


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			Inform and train users about changed processes.





			S4TWL - Easy Document Management (Easy DMS) (SI9: Logistics - PLM)


			Business Decision


			Before conversion project


			Mandatory


			Decide your strategy for a replacement of EasyDMS.





			S4TWL - Easy Document Management (Easy DMS) (SI9: Logistics - PLM)


			Implementation project required


			Before or during conversion project


			Conditional


			If decided, implement successor solution.





			S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts (SI2_FIN_CM)


			Data migration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Migrate House Banks into Bank Account Management.





			S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts (SI2_FIN_CM)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Create number ranges, account types, import of bank statements.





			S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts (SI2_FIN_CM)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Adopt custom code to fit to the new logic described in note 2870766.





			S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts (SI2_FIN_CM)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Inform users about changes to user interface and business logics.





			S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts (SI2_FIN_CM)


			Fiori Implementation


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Implement Fiori apps required to manage banks and bank accounts.





			S4TWL - SD Simplified Data Models (SI1: SD_GENERAL)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)


			Interface Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Adapt or replace obsolete or changed legacy data transfer methods.





			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)


			Data cleanup / archiving


			Before conversion project


			Optional


			Reduce number of asset accounting documents to avoid unnecessary data error corrections and to minimize conversion downtime.





			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)


			Data correction


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			Check and correct inconsistent data which is relevant for the conversion.





			ABAPTWL - Visualization of SAP Business Workflow Metadata (SI09: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_VISUALIZATION)


			Data migration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Take over your customer specific customizing from SWFVISU to SWFVMD1.





			S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration (S12: MasterData)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			MDM 3.0 has been discontinued; all known customer implementations have migrated to SAP NetWeaver MDM or SAP Master Data Governance. All known customer implementations have already replaced the MDM specific IDoc processing according to SAP Note 1529387.





			S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration (S12: MasterData)


			Interface Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration (S12: MasterData)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration (S12: MasterData)


			Data cleanup / archiving


			During conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration (S12: MasterData)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Simplification of copy/reference handling (SI5: MasterData_PM)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Simplification of copy/reference handling (SI5: MasterData_PM)


			Data migration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Simplified Product Master Tables Related to OMSR Transaction (SI3: MasterData_PM)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			Configuration necessary, if field selection settings within SAP name space exists





			S4TWL – Flexible Benefits not supported in ESS technologies (SI31: Flex_Benefits_not supported_in_ESS)


			Business Decision


			Before conversion project


			Mandatory


			Check usage and plan for a customer specific alternative solution, if required.





			S4TWL - AVAILABILITY OF TRANSACTIONS IN MM-IM (SI2: Logistics_MM-IM)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Replace customer coding using the transaction codes MB01, MB02 MB04, MB05, MB0A, MB11, MB1A, MB1B, MB1C, MB31, MBNL, MBRL, MBSF, MBSL and MBSU (e.g. by suing CALL TRANSACTION MBxy) by make use of function module BAPI_GOODSMVT_CREATE





			S4TWL - AVAILABILITY OF TRANSACTIONS IN MM-IM (SI2: Logistics_MM-IM)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL – Deprecation of 4 fields from FSBP table BP1010 (SI14: FIN_MISC_FSBP_BP1010)


			Data migration


			Before conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - ESS and MSS (SI5: HR_JAVA_ESS_MSS)


			Software Upgrade / Maintenance


			Before or during conversion project


			Conditional


			If customer uses SAP HCM and Java-based ESS and MSS in one system then remove Netweaver JAVA stack





			S4TWL - ESS and MSS (SI5: HR_JAVA_ESS_MSS)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			





			S4TWL - ESS and MSS (SI5: HR_JAVA_ESS_MSS)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			If customer uses SAP ERP HCM and Java-based ESS and MSS in one system, then configure WebDynpro ABAP-based ESS and MSS services or SAP Fiori based ESS and MSS apps (mandatory in conditional and prepare phase)





			S4TWL - BOM, Routing, Production Version (SI16: Logistics - PLM)


			User Training


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			Production versions are mandatory in S/4HANA. MRP, planned order creation, and production order creation only find a BOM and routing alternative if a production version is maintained for the BOM and routing alternative.





			S4TWL - BOM, Routing, Production Version (SI16: Logistics - PLM)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - BOM, Routing, Production Version (SI16: Logistics - PLM)


			Data migration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			It is recommended to migrate BOMs, for which there is no corresponding routing using report CS_BOM_PRODVER_MIGRATION. It is recommended to migrate BOMs, for which there exist corresponding routings using report CS_BOM_PRODVER_MIGRATION02.





			S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)


			Business Decision


			Before conversion project


			Optional


			Decide if new output management or NAST-based output shall be used.





			S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			Configure new output management.





			S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			Replace custom code for previous NAST based output management





			S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			During or after conversion project


			Conditional


			Additionally to the existing output management based on NAST a new Output Management solution is adopted S/4 HANA-wide. Thereby a unified solution can be used for all Output Management activities. The existing Output Management solution however still can be activated.





			S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)


			Technical System Configuration


			After conversion project


			Conditional


			Configure technical infrastructure for new output management





			S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)


			Landscape Redesign


			After conversion project


			Conditional


			If new output management is used, setup required technical infrastructure





			S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)


			User Training


			After conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - Custom Fields (SI13: CT_Custom-Fields)


			Customizing / Configuration


			During or after conversion project


			Optional


			Preapre and enable Custom Database Fields Usage in SAP Fiori Applications





			S4TWL - Custom Fields (SI13: CT_Custom-Fields)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During or after conversion project


			Optional


			Enable existing CDS extensions to SAP S/4HANA tables for SAP Fiori applications (raised by ATC checks)





			S4TWL - Globalization – Logistics (SI1_GSLOG)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			SAP recommends using the following: •SAP Tax Declaration Framework for Fiscal and Accounting Legal Reporting. •TAXBRA tax procedure for the tax calculation. Note: SAP Tax Declaration Framework is part of the Compatible Add-ons and requires an additional license.





			S4TWL - Side Panel functionality in SAP S/4HANA (on-premise) (SI14: CT_SIDE_PANELS)


			Fiori Implementation


			During or after conversion project


			Optional


			if obsolete side-panel CHIPS were used, consider Fiori apps as replacement





			S4TWL - Batch Input for Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) (SI5: Logistics_PM)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Optional


			If you use Batch Input for creating / changing Plant Maintenance data, recommendation within EAM is to use the API´s wherever possible.





			ABAPTWL - Change of workflow system user and workflow system jobs (SI20: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_USER_JOBS)


			Technical System Configuration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Adapt your workflow jobs as described in SAP note 2568271.





			S4TWL - Amount Field Length Extension (SI8_FIN_GL)


			Software Upgrade / Maintenance


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			Implementation of SAP Notes might be required in case new functionality should be used





			S4TWL - Amount Field Length Extension (SI8_FIN_GL)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)


			Data migration


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			Valid for IS-OIL: In S4HANA all the IS-OIL specific fields (including customer BDRP data fields) have been adapted as per the new Framework of BP. The IS-OIL Fields related to Vendor and Customer now have been moved to BP under the roles FLCU01 (Customer), FLVN01 (Vendor)





			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)


			Data correction


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Carry out post-implementation steps as per BP_Conversion Document.pdf attached to SAP Note 2211312 The customer/vendor transformation is bidirectional. You can both process customer/vendor master records from business partner maintenance as well as populate data from customer/vendor processing to the business partner. After the successful S/4 conversion process you have to activate the post processing for direction Business Partner a Customer /Vendor.





			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Adapt your Custom Code as per Note 2265093 "Custom Code Adaption" section





			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Optional


			User training to use new transactions for Business Partners in S/4HANA





			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)


			Customizing / Configuration


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			Check CVI customizing and trigger necessary changes e.g. missing BP Role Category, Define Number Assignments according to the S/4 Conversion guide chapter Introduce Business Partner Approach (Customer Vendor Integration) (Note 2265093)Check and maintain BP customizing e.g. missing tax types.





			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)


			Data correction


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			Check master data consistency using CVI_MIGRATION_PRECHK and maintain consistency.Check and clean-up customer/vendor data e.g. missing @-sign in the e-mail address. Run Business Partner Pre-Check PRECHECK_UPGRADATION_REPORT to verify the results according to the Note 2211312.





			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)


			Data correction


			Before or during conversion project


			Conditional


			If the Business Function CA_BP_SO is present in your system -> activate it as per Note 2265093In case that the Business Function CA_BP_SOA does not yet exist in the system -> you have to create a new Business Function in the customer namespace with the switches VENDOR_SFWS_SC1 and VENDOR_SFWS_SC2. The new customer specific Business Function must be of type Enterprise Business Function (G) - see also Mandatory checks for customer, vendor and contact as per Note 2265093.





			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			Before conversion project


			Mandatory


			There is a list of transactions that redirect you to the transaction BP, as well as a list of obsolete transactions as per Note 2265093 , adjust your business process accordingly.





			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)


			Business Decision


			Before conversion project


			Mandatory


			Before the conversion project you need to make a decision on whether the Business Partner ID and the Customer/Vendor ID should be the same.





			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)


			Technical System Configuration


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			Implement SAP S/4HANA Conversion Pre-Checks according to the SAP S/4HANA Conversion guide chapter Pre-Checks as per Note 2265093 .





			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)


			Data migration


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			Perform Synchronization (Data load) via Synchronization Cockpit (Note 2265093)





			S4TWL - Supplier Invoice New Archiving (SI20: PROC_MM_IV_ILM)


			Business Decision


			Before conversion project


			Mandatory


			Supplier Invoice Archiving does not fully support ILM Integration (with upgade to 1809 ILM Integration is fully supported)





			S4TWL - Supplier Invoice New Archiving (SI20: PROC_MM_IV_ILM)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			Adapt the process due to changes in functionality





			S4TWL - Supplier Invoice New Archiving (SI20: PROC_MM_IV_ILM)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Implement new BAdIs as indicated in SAP Note 2578291.





			S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			Replace custom code for previous NAST-based output management.





			S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)


			Technical System Configuration


			During or after conversion project


			Conditional


			Configure technical infrastructure for new output management.





			S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)


			Landscape Redesign


			During or after conversion project


			Conditional


			If new output management is used, setup required technical infrastructure.





			S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)


			User Training


			After conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)


			Miscellaneous


			Before conversion project


			Optional


			Conversion Pre-Checks related to Material Number Field Length Extension It´s recommended to execute conversion pre-check (for details see SAP Note: 2216958). For the conversion of selection variants see SAP Note 1696821 for details. Note that code adaptions will be needed even if you decide not to activate the extended material number functionality and stay with 18 characters





			S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			The default setting, both after the conversion to SAP S/4HANA and for new installations, is that the extended material number functionality is NOT activated. To use a material number with 40 characters, you need to activate this functionality as described in SAP note 2267140 .





			S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Custom Code related information See SAP Note: 2215424, 2215852





			S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)


			Data migration


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			The Long Material Number within the DIMP Add-On (Discrete Industries & Mill Products) Although the industry solution DIMP is part of SAP S/4HANA, the already existing DIMP LAMA-functionality for a long material number (LAMA) will not be part of SAP S/4HANA. In S/4HANA the material number is natively extended to 40 characters. Special conversion steps are needed to migrate the existing DIMP LAMA solution to the new S/4HANA extended material number. For further information on the conversion of the DIMP LAMA-functionality and the DIMP Manufacturer Parts Number to S/4HANA please check notes 2270396 and 2270836.





			S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)


			Data migration


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			ALE change pointer entries related to master data distribution (see SAP Help: LINK) have to be processed completely before the conversion to SAP S/4HANA. Changes recorded before the conversion will no longer be available compatibly after the conversion to SAP S/4HANA.





			S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Optional


			Use of new Material Number Field Length 





			S4TWL - Generic Check for SAP S/4HANA Conversion and Upgrade (SI22: GENERIC_CHECKS)


			Custom Code Adaption


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			This simplification Item serves as an anchor for assigning custom code check related content, which is not related to any specific functional or technical area (e.g. deletion of unused orphaned objects).





			S4TWL - Generic Check for SAP S/4HANA Conversion and Upgrade (SI22: GENERIC_CHECKS)


			Miscellaneous


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			This simplification item provides various generic, technical checks which need to run before a conversion or upgrade in SAP S/4HANA and which affect all customers - irrespective of the specific SAP S/4HANA target release.





			S4TWL - Webshops by Internet Sales or Web Channel Experience Management (SI11: SD_IS)


			Custom Code Adaption


			Before or during conversion project


			Conditional


			Remove the usages of SAP objects in customer objects for which the custom code check refers to note 2225107 as they will not work anymore





			S4TWL - Webshops by Internet Sales or Web Channel Experience Management (SI11: SD_IS)


			User Training


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Batch Input for Customer Master/Supplier Master (SI25: MasterData_BP)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			Before conversion project


			Mandatory


			Batch Input to maintain customer master and supplier master data is not supported since SAP S/4 HANA 1809, please use one of the following alternatives: Business Partner SOAP Services. Refer to SAP Note 2472030 for more information IDocs (CREMAS/DEBMAS) Mass Transactions (XK99/XD99)





			S4TWL - Webshops by Internet Sales or Web Channel Experience Management (SI11: SD_IS)


			Business Decision


			Before conversion project


			Mandatory


			The functionalities SAP Internet Sales, SAP E-Commerce, SAP Web Channel, and SAP Web Channel Experience Management in SD are not supported in SAP S/4HANA and have been replaced by SAP Commerce in SAP S/4HANA 1610.





			S4TWL - Webshops by Internet Sales or Web Channel Experience Management (SI11: SD_IS)


			Process Design / Blueprint


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			See SAP Note 2271161 for the list of unavailable transactions and functionalities. Replacement functionality is SAP Commerce in SAP S/4HANA 1610.





			S4TWL - Batch Input for Customer Master/Supplier Master (SI25: MasterData_BP)


			User Training


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Material classification with commodity codes (SI1: FIN_SLL_CLS)


			User Training


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Knowledge transfer to key and end users based on SAP note 2432527.





			S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction (SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction)


			Business Decision


			Before conversion project


			Mandatory


			Reconsider the UI Strategy





			S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction (SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction)


			User Training


			Before or after conversion project


			Optional


			





			S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction (SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction)


			Fiori Implementation


			After conversion project


			Conditional


			





			S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction (SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction)


			Interface Adaption


			After conversion project


			Conditional


			





			S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction (SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction)


			Custom Code Adaption


			After conversion project


			Conditional


			





			S4TWL - Batch Input for Customer Master/Supplier Master (SI25: MasterData_BP)


			Custom Code Adaption


			Before or during conversion project


			Conditional


			Adjust your custom code according to the new process.





			S4TWL - DATA MODEL CHANGES IN FIN (SI1_FIN_General)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			Adapt access to the new simplified Finance data model in your customer-specific programs





			S4TWL - New Customizing for Exchange Rate Difference Handling (SI21: PROC_MM_IV_ERD)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Foreign Trade within SAP S/4HANA Procurement (SI15: PROC_FT)


			Landscape Redesign


			Before conversion project


			Conditional


			Foreign trade functionality in S/4HANA is replaced. SAP GTS can be connected to S/4HANA to run the respective foreign trade processes





			S4TWL - Foreign Trade within SAP S/4HANA Procurement (SI15: PROC_FT)


			Custom Code Adaption


			During conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - Foreign Trade within SAP S/4HANA Procurement (SI15: PROC_FT)


			Interface Adaption


			During conversion project


			Conditional


			It is possible that 3rd party foreign trade system will need adjustments by the respective 3rd party Solution/Service Provider.





			S4TWL - Foreign Trade within SAP S/4HANA Procurement (SI15: PROC_FT)


			User Training


			During or after conversion project


			Mandatory


			





			S4TWL - MRP fields in Material Master (SI7:MasterData_PM)


			Business Operations


			After conversion project


			Conditional


			If the scheduling margin key is not specified, then you should run the conversion of planned orders into production orders every day. If Scheduling Margin Key is defined in t-code OMSR, it is mandatory to maintain it, see section Scheduling Margin Key .





			S4TWL - MRP fields in Material Master (SI7:MasterData_PM)


			User Training


			Before or during conversion project


			Mandatory


			Train changes on material and article master transactions











If you would like to have the sort and filter possibility on the activities or see additional attributes, use the activity excel generated together with the word document.





Link to the list of actvitiesofrelevant simplificaiton items


https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/Activity








[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_SIMPL_EFFORT_DRIVERS]3.2 Effort Drivers of Simplification Items





Simplification items that are identified as relevant for your transition project require various levels of effort to implement. In this context, effort drivers provide transparency on factors that will influence the effort of implementing simplification items. Effort drivers are based on previous SAP S/4HANA project experiences.





In this section, identified effort drivers that are related to a selected simplification item are listed in more detail. In addition, the required effort is shown either by comparing the value of the analyzed system to reference values or by indicating a decrease (in green font) or increase (in red font) of effort. Currently, effort drivers are only provided for simplification items that are categorized with the effort ranking category Potentially High.





			Related Simplification Items


			Effort Driver


			Effort Driver Database Value


			Effort Driver Reference Values





			S4TWL - Storage Location MRP


			MRP Area Planning and MRP Areas


The activation of MRP area planning and the creation of MRP areas is required in SAP S/4HANA.


			1


			Low





			S4TWL - Storage Location MRP


			Migration Report


The migration report is initiated either automatically or manually in SAP S/4HANA. The report then runs automatically. This way, the missing MRP area assignments will be assigned to the related material master data.


			Yes


			Negative/increase in Effort





			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING


			Number of Accounting Principles


Each accounting principle needs to have one depreciation area that posts in real time.


			11


			High





			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING


			Number of ANLA Table Entries


The number of assets in your SAP ERP system might have an impact on the effort that is required for the transition to SAP S/4HANA.


			423230


			Low





			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING


			Asset Accounting (New or Classic)


If the classic Asset Accounting is used in your SAP ERP system, you need to migrate to the new Asset Accounting in SAP S/4HANA. If the new Asset Accounting is already active in your SAP ERP system, adjustments in Customizing are still required.


			Classic


			Negative/increase in Effort





			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING


			Number of Active Company Codes (Status 0, 1, or 2)


The number of active company codes (status 0, 1, or 2) in your SAP ERP system that need to be migrated to the new Asset Accounting in SAP S/4HANA.


			32


			Average





			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING


			Number of Company Codes with More Than One Open Fiscal Year


Only one open fiscal year is allowed in the FI-AA application component. You can technically check this by comparing the T093B table (OAAQ transaction) and the T093C table (AJRW transaction). If the difference is higher than 1, you need to align your open fiscal years in Asset Accounting to a difference of one year.


			26


			High





			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING


			Number of Deactivated Company Codes (Status 3)


Deactivated company codes with status "Company code deactivated – later reporting allowed" (status 3) either need to be archived or you need to manually migrate the chart of depreciation. Documents will be migrated to the universal journal. If both a deactivated company code (status 3) and an active company code (status 0, 1, or 2) are assigned to the same chart of depreciation, a check is required whether a different (new) chart of depreciation can be assigned to the deactivated company code(s). It is often difficult to migrate a chart of depreciation that contains a company code which might be deactivated for years.


			0


			Low





			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING


			Number of Company Codes with Missing APC Runs


For more than one open fiscal year in the FI-AA application component, you might need to post acquisition and production costs (APC) for the previous, open fiscal years to reduce the number of years in Asset Accounting to only one open fiscal year. This might affect balances that are already reported, because APC could find values and create FI postings for previous fiscal years that are already closed in the FI-GL application component.


			6


			High





			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING


			Number of Currencies


Before activating the new Asset Accounting, each parallel currency that is defined in the FI-GL application component (OB22 transaction) needs to have a corresponding parallel depreciation area for each parallel currency in the FI-AA application component.


			2


			Average





			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING


			Number of Charts of Depreciation


Relevant charts of depreciation need to be migrated to SAP S/4HANA.


			21


			High





			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING


			Activation of the EA-FIN Business Function (Yes or No)


The Financials Extension (EA-FIN) business function needs to be activated. In the new Asset Accounting in SAP S/4HANA, a new depreciation engine is used in the depreciation calculation.


			Yes


			Positive/decrease in Effort





			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING


			Number of Different Fiscal Year Variants


Ledger groups must have fiscal year variants with the same start and end date for the depreciation areas. If you are using the ledger approach in the General Ledger Accounting (new) and the classic Asset Accounting, the following applies: In the general ledger, you use different fiscal year variants. This means that the ledger that maps a parallel valuation is assigned to a fiscal year variant that has a different start and end date, compared to the fiscal year variant that is assigned to the leading ledger with the leading valuation. If you use different fiscal year variants, follow the steps in SAP Note 2220152 (“Ledger approach and Asset Accounting (new): Alternative fiscal year variant for parallel valuation”).


			2


			Average





			S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING


			General Ledger (New or Classic)


The classic General Ledger is used in your SAP ERP system. The new General Ledger will be automatically activated with the technical upgrade to SAP S/4HANA.


			New


			Positive/decrease in Effort








Link to the list of relevant simplificaiton items


https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/Simplification





[bookmark: _{$-$CHAPTER_CPA$-$}]4 Compatibility Scope Analysis








SAP's compatibility packages offer customers a limited usage right to run certain classic SAP ERP solutions on SAP S/4HANA, provided that customers have licensed the applicable solutions, as set forth in their license agreements.





All compatibility packages are listed in the Compatibility Scope Matrix, which can be found in the attachment of SAP Note 2269324. Each compatibility package on this list is represented by a unique identifier, the Compatibility Scope ID. The compatibility packages in this list cover functionality from SAP ERP core, line-of-business (LoB), or industry solutions. Furthermore, they comprise the complete or partial scope of the related SAP Business Suite product. Please note that this list is static and release-independent; no new items will be added to the list.





The aim of a compatibility package is to allow business continuity with SAP S/4HANA: If a classic SAP Business Suite product is currently part of your business processes and the Compatibility Scope Matrix, you can use the compatible version of it in SAP S/4HANA.





Once the restricted use of the compatibility packages ends, you are no longer allowed to use the compatibility package solution. As a result, you will need to evaluate a migration to the designated alternative functionality as outlined in the Next Steps section. The effort for such a migration varies depending on the scope of the alternative solution.





If you decide to take no action to address the end of the restricted use of the compatibility packages, you may continue to use the standard SAP Business Suite products in a non-SAP S/4HANA environment according to the specific end-user license agreement. The expiration dates of the usage rights for all compatibility packages are listed in SAP Note 2269324, including the exceptional cases of Customer Service (CS), Transportation (LE-TRA), and Production Planning for Process Industries (PP-PI).





Overall, the following statistics related to Compatibility Packages were identified in your system:


general statistics


			Status


			Number of Objects





			Overall number of Simplification Items related to Compatibility Packages


			14





			Check performed, “non strategic” item is relevant. Check business impact note.


			0





			Relevance for “non strategic” item cannot be automatically determined. Check business impact note.


			14





			Number of Compatibility Packages with existing alternatives.


			21





			Number of Compatibility Packages with alternatives existing on the roadmap.


			2





			Number of Compatibility Packages with planned alternative.


			0





			Number of Compatibility Packages with no planned alternative.


			0











To address these findings, please review the instructions below:


To identify compatibility packages that might be relevant for you, review the simplification items presented in the table. Each item in the list is related to certain compatibility scope IDs and is part of the SAP S/4HANA compatibility scope, which comes with limited usage rights.


Due to that, you need to migrate from the classic SAP ERP solution to its designated alternative functionality before the compatibility package license expires. In support of the next steps, the table provides the following information:


· The simplification item details from the SAP simplification item catalog can be viewed by selecting the simplification item title in the table.


· The associated business impact notes provided in the table offer further context to the simplification item and describe the recommended actions to take.


· The compatibility scope status offers information about which compatibility packages have an existing alternative.


· The side panel per table entry offers detailed information about the alternative solutions.


As the classic SAP ERP solution can still be used until the expiry date of the compatibility package license, it is a business decision to evaluate when and with which of the coming SAP S/4HANA releases you want to migrate to the alternative functionality. To plan accordingly for the migration efforts, we recommend you take this decision long before the compatibility package license expires. The respective business impact notes provide the following information to address this decision:


· The scope of the old compatibility package functionality


· The (expected) scope of the alternative functionality


· Any gaps or deltas between the old and the alternative functionality


· When the alternative functionality is planned to be available and how to close any remaining gaps to the old functionality, in case there is a staged delivery


Please note that simplification items related to compatibility packages are of the category “non-strategic function” and do not necessarily need to be addressed before or during an upgrade or conversion project. Whereas simplification items of other categories usually require immediate action, those belonging to this category can be addressed as part of a follow-up project, depending on the expiration date of the usage rights and technical dependencies on a specific product version.


If you choose to keep the original functionality for now and meet the licensing prerequisites defined in SAP Note 2269324, you can obtain rights to use the SAP S/4HANA compatible version of the product on your SAP S/4HANA installation with no additional license fee.





[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_RELEVANT$-$}]4.1 Relevant Non-Strategic Simplification Items





The following table lists simplification items related to Compatibility Packages that have been checked and are immediately relevant:





relevant simplification items


			Simplification item title


			Compatibility Scope ID


			Alternative - Feature Scope Description Entry


			Status


			Alternative


			Business Impact Note





			S4TWL - Hierarchy Graphics in Project Systems





			465


			


			Alternative Exists


			Project System as part of SAP S/4HANA


			3000979





			S4TWL - Report Writer / Report Painter in Finance and Controlling





			433


			


			Alternative Exists with Roadmap


			Financial Reporting based on the universal journal (ACDOCA) using virtual data model and SAP Fiori.


			2997574





			S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA





			101


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA


			2273108





			S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA





			414


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA


			2273108





			S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA





			414


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP Successfactors


			2273108





			S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA





			138


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA


			2273108





			S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA





			138


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP SuccessFactors - Employee Central


			2273108





			S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA





			415


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP Successfactors


			2273108





			S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA





			415


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA


			2273108





			S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA





			132


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA


			2273108





			S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA





			132


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP SuccessFactors - Employee Central


			2273108





			S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA





			137


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA


			2273108





			S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA





			137


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP SuccessFactors - Employee Central


			2273108





			S4TWL - MRP in HANA





			443


			Material Requirements Planning


			Alternative Exists


			MRP lists are snapshots of the material supply and demand situation at the time of the last MRP run. The snapshot is often outdated. With HANA, stock/requirements lists can be read with high speed. The MRP Fiori apps determine materials with issues in real-time.


			2268085





			S4TWL – Personnel Development





			423


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP Successfactors


			3224316





			S4TWL – Personnel Development





			423


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA


			3224316





			S4TWL – Personnel Development





			418


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP Successfactors


			3224316





			S4TWL – Personnel Development





			418


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA


			3224316





			S4TWL – Personnel Development





			422


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA


			3224316





			S4TWL – Personnel Development





			422


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP Successfactors


			3224316





			S4TWL - Project System - Compatibility Scope





			459


			


			Alternative Exists


			Project System as part of SAP S/4HANA


			3265838





			S4TWL - Project System - Compatibility Scope





			462


			


			Alternative Exists


			Project System as part of SAP S/4HANA


			3265838





			S4TWL - Selected project financial planning and control functions





			462


			


			Alternative Exists


			Project System as part of SAP S/4HANA


			2267182





			S4TWL - Project System - Compatibility Scope





			460


			


			Alternative Exists


			Project System as part of SAP S/4HANA


			3265838





			S4TWL - LIS in EAM





			442


			


			Alternative Exists with Roadmap


			


			2267463





			S4TWL - Special Purpose Ledger





			430


			


			Alternative Exists


			Financial Reporting based on the universal journal (ACDOCA); special ledger use cases to be included in universal journal.


			3015013





			S4TWL - EC-PCA - Classical profit center accounting





			427


			


			Alternative Exists


			"Profit Center Accounting on Universal Journal" in SAP S/4HANA


			2993220





			S4TWL - SAP E-Recruiting





			134


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP SuccessFactors - Learning


			2383888





			S4TWL - SAP E-Recruiting





			134


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA


			2383888





			S4TWL – Managers Desktop





			420


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA


			3224315





			S4TWL – Managers Desktop





			420


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP Successfactors


			3224315





			S4TWL - SAP Learning Solution





			136


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA


			2383837





			S4TWL - SAP Learning Solution





			136


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP SuccessFactors - Learning


			2383837





			S4TWL - SAP Learning Solution





			135


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP SuccessFactors - Learning


			2383837





			S4TWL - SAP Learning Solution





			135


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA


			2383837





			S4TWL – Funds and Position Management





			424


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA


			3224336





			S4TWL – Funds and Position Management





			424


			


			Alternative Exists


			SAP Successfactors


			3224336














4.2 Non-Strategic Simplification Items with Relevance to be Checked





The following non-strategic simplification items related to Compatibility Packages cannot be checked automatically. Please check the relevance of items from used application areas by the provided Business Impact SAP Notes:





non-strategicsimplification itemswith relevance to be checked


There is no simplification item with relevance to be checked (non-strategic)





Link toCompatibility Scope Analysis


https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/CompatibilityScope/?Status=New,InScope


[bookmark: CHAPTER_SYCM][bookmark: CHAPTER_HS]5 Required Custom Code Adjustments for a System Conversion to SAP S/4HANA


LEV


[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_SYCM]5.1 Custom Code


In general, the following changes and respective custom code adjustments are required in a system conversion project to SAP S/4HANA:


· Adjusting the custom code to the simplified data model and simplification list in SAP S/4HANA


· Adjustment of modifications using SPDD and SPAU due to the software change


· Mandatory changes for SAP HANA – if system is not on SAP HANA already


· Making the custom code Unicode compliant – if the system is not yet on Unicode


· Optimizing performance of custom code





The custom code part of SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA focuses on identifying areas of mandatory changes, which are required due to the simplified application architecture of SAP S/4HANA (first point in the list above).


The analysis does not contain a list of adaptations necessary to support the other required changes mentioned above.








The following customer namespaces are considered by the custom code checks in SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA:


ANALYZED CUSTOMER NAMESPACES


There is no customer namespace


/0CUST/represents Y* and Z* namespaces





CUSTOM CODE OVERVIEW


			Item


			Number of Objects





			Total SAP Notes


			324





			Relevant SAP Notes


			75





			Non-Relevant SAP Notes


			247





			Total Custom Code Objects


			14967





			Total Modifications


			715














Simplification items affecting custom Code


			SAP Note


			Custom Code Topic





			2226072


			SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Deprecation of functionality German Local Authorities in PSM-FM





			2227014


			S/4 HANA: Credit Management Changes in FI





			2689873


			SAP S/4HANA: SAP Patient Management (IS-H): Restriction Note





			2993220


			S4TWL - EC-PCA - Classical profit center accounting





			2669857


			Object List Number Field Length Extension: Code Adaptions for usages of released RFC and BAPIs





			2380568


			SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Rate and Rough-Cut Planning





			2326769


			Migration from Process Batches to WIP Batches





			2370131


			S4TWL - Retail Information System (RIS) and Category Management Workflow





			2628699


			Amount Field Length Extension: Code Adaptations for Compatibly Enhanced Local Function Modules





			2223144


			S/4 HANA - Foreign Trade in SD/MM





			2870766


			S4TWL - Cash Management - BAM





			2365665


			S4TWL- Retail Season Conversion ((SAP ERP to SAP S/4HANA 1610)





			2480067


			Replacement of Existing Legal Reports with 'SAP Document and Reporting Compliance - Statutory Reports'





			2206980


			Material Inventory Managment: change of data model in S/4HANA





			1976487


			Information about adjusting customer-specific programs to the simplified data model in SAP Simple Finance





			2383997


			SAP S/4HANA Simplification : Distributor Reseller Management





			2431747


			General Ledger: Incompatible changes in S/4HANA compared to classic ERP releases





			2414624


			S4TWL - Flexible Material Prices (FMP) in SAP S/4HANA





			2265093


			S4TWL - Business Partner Approach





			2378796


			Material classification: Change in data model in SAP S/4HANA 1610





			3046934


			S4TWL - Remote Logistics Management





			2371631


			S4TWL - Retail Additionals





			3211383


			SAP S/4HANA Simplification Item SI_PP14: Logistics_PP-MRP - Forecast Based Planning





			2382203


			SAP S/4HANA Simplification: AECMA SPEC2000M Military Solution





			2628706


			Amount Field Length Extension: Code Adaptations for Usages of RFC Enabled Function Modules





			2768887


			S4TWL - SD Billing Document Draft





			2270199


			S4TWL - Transportation (LE-TRA)





			2226131


			SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Public Sector specific fields in Business Partner





			2368913


			S4TWL - Seasonal Procurement





			2223800


			S/4HANA: SD - Advanced Order Processing and Billing for Contractors to the public sector





			2389136


			sFIN Data Migration for G/L Accounts and Cost Elements & ALE - Technical Information





			2198647


			S/4 HANA: Data Model Changes in SD





			2383423


			SAP S/4HANA Simplification : Software License Management





			2389136


			sFIN Data Migration for G/L Accounts and Cost Elements & ALE - Technical Information





			2217206


			SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Industrial Hygiene and Safety (EHS-IHS) and SAP Environmental Compliance (EC) interfaces





			2227568


			SAP S/4HANA Simplification: DIMP Automotive - Regular route shipments





			2343388


			The Home Building Solution(HBS): System Conversion from software component ECC-DIMP to SAP S/4HANA





			2198031


			S4TC EA-GLTRADE - DB Field Changes within Global Trade Management





			2220005


			S/4 HANA: Data Model Changes in Pricing and Condition Technique





			2296016


			SAP S/4HANA custom code adaptation - removal of orphaned objects





			2438006


			Material Number Field Length Extension: Code Adaptions for compatibly enhanced local function modules





			2217205


			SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Occupational Health (EHS-HEA)





			2469385


			S/4HANA: Data model changes in IS-M





			2226048


			SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Deprecation of Former Budgeting System (FBS) functionality in PSM-FM





			2225846


			Deprecation of selected PS ITS services : Confirmation and project documents





			2228241


			SAP S/4HANA Simplification: DIMP Automotive - Long Material Number





			2270388


			S4TWL - Asset Accounting: Parallel valuation and journal entry





			2224144


			Deprecation / Restricted Availability of IS-Beverage functionalities in S/4HANA





			2228218


			SAP S/4HANA Simplification: DIMP Automotive - Supplier Workplace





			2225817


			SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: FACTS reporting for US Federal Government





			2214585


			Sales support not available





			2340247


			S4TWL - Value and Quota Scales





			1803189


			FAQ: End of Support of ME21, ME51, BAPI_PO_CREATE and Archiving Reports etc.





			1804812


			MB transactions: Limited maintenance/decommissioning





			2270335


			S4TWL - Replaced Transaction Codes and Programs in FIN





			2933435


			S4TWL - Grouping Pegging Distribution (GPD) in SAP S/4HANA





			2610650


			Amount Field Length Extension: Code Adaptations





			2226134


			SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Funds Management master data dimensions in General Ledger





			2470721


			S/4HANA: Indirect Relationships in SD Document Flow Table VBFA





			2215424


			Material Number Field Length Extension - General Information





			2337368


			Inventory Valuation (part of Materials Management - Inventory Management) : Change of data model in S/4HANA 1610





			2582884


			Manual Accruals (Accrual Engine): Incompatible Changes in Release S/4HANA 1809





			2228241


			SAP S/4HANA Simplification: DIMP Automotive - Long Material Number





			2320132


			S4TWL - Custom Fields





			2270387


			S4TWL - Asset Accounting: Changes to Data Structure





			2198035


			S4TC EA-GLTRADE - Checks for Condition Contract DB Key Field Changes





			2438131


			Material Number Field Length Extension: Code Adaptions for usages of released RFCs and BAPIs





			2438110


			Material Number Field Length Extension: Code Adaptions for usages of RFC enabled function modules





			2628704


			Amount Field Length Extension: Code Adaptations for Usages of Adjusted Interfaces





			3051698


			S4TWL - Shipment Cost Processing





			2199837


			Field length change in the interface of RFC function modules





			2602107


			Using compatibility views in custom programs in SAP S/4HANA





			2250183


			'Mobile Asset Management' solution is not supported in S/4HANA





			2268085


			S4TWL - MRP Live on SAP HANA - MD01N





			2371539


			S4TWL - Retail Rapid Replenishment











LINK TO THE COMPLETE LIST OF CUSTOM CODE


https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/CustomCode





[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_SYCM_AC]5.2 Recommended Additional Checks


The results of SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA provide first insights into areas of custom code that can be affected by the system conversion to SAP S/4HANA.





To get a proper evaluation of the mandatory custom code changes necessary for the conversion to SAP S/4HANA, we recommend using the ABAP Test Cockpit / SAP Code Inspector (blog, Link





For detailed analysis of your custom code please execute ABAP Test Cockpit (ATC) with check variant S4HANA_READINESS. This can be arranged either on a locally installed SAP NetWeaver 7.52 system, on your SAP S/4HANA sandbox or using the ABAP environment in SAP Cloud Platform.





For more information see:





			Source of Information


			Description





			Blog on the “Custom code adaption process”


			For detailed information on the overall topic, recommended tools and procedures have a look at the blog on the “Custom code adaption process”.





			SAP Note1912445


			ABAP custom code migration for SAP HANA - recommendations and Code Inspector variants for SAP HANA migration





			Best Practice Guide





			Best Practice Guide - Considerations for Custom ABAP Code During a Migration to SAP HANA





			SAP Documentation on Custom Code on help.sap.com


			SAP documentation describingthe tools that help you with the migration of custom code – for example, if you want to migrate your current database to SAP HANA or convert your SAP Business Suite system to SAP S/4HANA, on-premise edition.














In addition, it is helpful to get more transparency on used custom code vs. unused custom code before the system conversion to SAP S/4HANA in order to focus the adjustment efforts on the used custom code.


For details on general custom code lifecycle management, refer to following information:





			Link


			Topic





			https://www.sap.com/community/topic/abap-testing-and-analysis.html


			ABAP Testing and Analysis Community





			https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/SAP+Solution+Manager+WIKI+-+Custom+Code+Management


			SAP Solution Manager WIKI – Custom Code Management





			https://blogs.sap.com/2017/04/06/abap-call-monitor-scmon-analyze-usage-of-your-code/


			ABAP Call Monitor (SCMON) – Analyze Usage of your code








6 Required SAP HANA Hardware Size and Data Volume Reduction Potential





[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_HS_SIM]6.1 SAP S/4HANA Sizing Simulation





Below is the simulated SAP S/4HANA target size including future DB growth and other related aspects. The basis for this is the estimated memory requirement for the target system after the system conversion to SAP S/4HANA. The requirements are based on the size of the tables in the source system and the compression rate of the source database.





New functionalities: The usage of planned new functionalities needs to be sized separately with the Quick Sizer and added on top. Examples: SAP Fiori and Embedded Analytics. Visit


https://www.sap.com/about/benchmark/sizing.html for more information.





Future Database Growth: For a rough estimation, you can use your past data growth (transactionDB20) and apply to it the same compression ratio that the report has estimated for the current database.





			General Indicators


			Values





			Initial SAP S/4HANA Target Size


			950





			Future Database Growth


			597





			Data Volume Reduction on SAP ERP


			0





			New Functionality


			0





			Simulation for Initial SAP S/4HANA Memory Requirement


			1,547GB














[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_HS_RESULT]6.2 SAP HANA Sizing





The SAP HANA sizing results are based on running the “Business Suite on HANA and S/4HANA sizing report” (see SAP Note 1872170).





The sizing report calculates the total memory requirements for the system after the system conversion to SAPS/4HANA. The requirements are based on the size of the tables in the source system and the compression rate of the source system.


With the result of the sizing report, you have an initial indication of the system’s starting size. This sizing procedure does not consider yet any additional growth caused by additional roll-outs, deployments or business growth. Respective factors need to be added.


The information of the sizing report also helps you to identify the tables that can be slimmed down by housekeeping and archiving activities.





The SAP Note 1872170 contains an FAQ document that helps to interpret the results below.





Note: in case of tables with errors, depending on their size, it may influence the target sizing. Please check the output of the sizing report/SDF/HDB_SIZING on your source SAP ERP in case large tables are listed here.





GENERALINFORMATION


			General Indicators


			Values





			Type of Analysed Database


			Oracle





			Used Size on Disk


			647GB





			Number of Tables Successfully Analyzed


			113,782





			Number of Tables with Errors


			0





			Version of Report /SDF/HDB_SIZING


			89





			SAP Note for SAP HANA Sizing


			1872170














INITIAL TARGET SIZE


			Estimated Memory Requirement


			Values in GB





			Column Store Data


			437





			+ Row Store Data


			3





			+ Workspace


			439





			+Others


			68





			= Anticipated Initial Memory Requirement for SAP HANA


			950














			Estimated Disk Sizing


			Values in GB





			Column Store Data


			441





			+Others


			144





			+ Hybrid LOBs


			188





			= Initial Net Data Size on Disk


			774

















20 largest tables


			Table Name


			Store Type


			Data Size in GB


			Estimated Record Count





			CDPOS


			CS


			192


			2,407,290,404





			EDID4


			CS


			39


			733,271,299





			/BLUESKY/WS_DATA


			CS


			28


			503,040,330





			ZBS_LOG_FESPECS


			CS


			15


			176,409,667





			SE16N_CD_DATA


			CS


			10


			2,500,039





			FAGLFLEXA


			CS


			8


			124,562,320





			ACDOCA


			CS


			7


			159,529,218





			/BLUESKY/BWSPESB


			CS


			5


			138,211,000





			DBTABLOG


			CS


			5


			34,890,745





			/BLUESKY/FECOND


			CS


			5


			284,049,046





			TEVEN


			CS


			4


			123,672,360





			WBCROSSGT


			CS


			4


			73,967,891





			DOKTL


			CS


			4


			86,584,824





			/BLUESKY/BWHDADA


			CS


			4


			68,995,900





			BALDAT


			CS


			3


			10,857,609





			SWWLOGHIST


			CS


			3


			53,994,337





			CDHDR


			CS


			3


			75,912,263





			GLPCA


			CS


			3


			26,851,571





			ZBS_LOG_FEARDE


			CS


			3


			28,104,500





			D010TAB


			CS


			2


			67,601,387














Link to the complete list of database tables


https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/Sizing/Tables








[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_HS_DVM]6.3 Data Volume Management





This section shows the size of your archiving potential based on the top 30 database tables. The table shows you for every document type how many gigabytes can be archived in relation to its total size in your source system. Additionally, it shows how much this equals in percent per document type for the residence time of 12and 24months.





We recommend archiving as much data as possible before migrating to SAP S/4HANA in order to reduce the amount of memory that will be consumed in the SAP S/4HANA environment.





NOTE: Ensure that you can fulfill all fiscal and tax reporting requirements before you archive the data. Archived data can still be displayed in the SAP S/4HANA environment.





For more information about Data Volume Management, contact your SAP account executive.





If you have an SAP Enterprise Support maintenance contract, visit the SAP Enterprise Support Value Map for Data Volume Management for guidance on next steps.





document types


			Document Type


			Data Size in GB


			Older Than 12 Months


			Older Than 24 Months





			Intermediate Documents


			83.11


			67.26


80.92


			59.34


71.4





			FI NewGL: Accounting Documents


			67.23


			54.06


80.41


			49.08


73.01





			Profit Center Accounting Documents


			13.39


			9.71


72.5


			8.89


66.4





			FI NewGL: Totals


			0.82


			0.59


72.21


			0.53


64.95





			Work Items


			75.99


			51.13


67.29


			44.0


57.9





			Change Documents


			76.31


			27.56


36.11


			27.45


35.97





			Table Change Protocols


			12.59


			0.0


0.0


			0.0


0.0











Link to the list ofdocument types


https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/Sizing/Dvm








[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_HS_AI]6.4 Additional Information





The following documents provide additional information and context on sizing an SAP system.


			Topic


			Link





			Sizing Approaches for SAP HANA - Lessons Learned


			https://service.sap.com/~sapidb/011000358700000050632013E





			Proactive Performance and Capacity Management - Best Practice


			https://service.sap.com/~sapidb/011000358700001231382011E





			SAP sizing


			https://www.sap.com/about/benchmark/sizing.html











[bookmark: CHAPTER_INT]7 Required Adjustments for Integration








For the transition to SAP S/4HANA, a selection of follow-up activities in the area of integration is required due to certain simplifications in different application areas. This section contains a list of identified interfaces and highlights the ones that are most certainly impacted by the transition.





The new functionality is provided by the following SAP Note:


			SAP Note


			Description





			3061414


			Enabling extended interface impact analysis for SAP Readiness Check 2.0











The Impact Analysis subsection provides an overview of discovered interfaces and the impact analysis performed by SAP Readiness Check. The analysis focuses on the most critical impact types that require immediate action during system conversion. It does not cover topics such as the use of outdated technology, security risks, performance, and so on.





The following impact types are included in the analysis:





Functionality Unavailable:
One of the standard ABAP or DDIC objects that are directly associated with an interface or referenced by an associated custom ABAP object is on the simplification list. The identified objects can be categorized as follows:


· Standard objects are checked against the simplification item database and the data dictionary of the target SAP S/4HANA release. This includes the cases when an object is missing in the target release, exists but is neither used nor supported, and when a table is partially used in SAP S/4HANAin comparison to SAP ERP.


· Custom objects are checked against the ABAP test cockpit scan results. The latter becomes available once you upload the ABAP test cockpit results (S4HANA_READINESS) to your SAP Readiness Check analysis.





Interfaces with this impact category will either dump with a syntax error on first use due to access to a missing object or become instable as the referenced standard object is neither supported nor maintained in SAP S/4HANA.





Blocked:


One of the standard programs or function modules associated with an interface is on the internal blocklist and can’t be used with SAP S/4HANA. Interfaces with this impact category will dump on first use due to access to a blocked object.





Serialization Issue:
One of the objects associated with an interface becomes binary incompatible upon system conversion due to a field length extension. These interfaces should not be used without adjustments on the caller side to avoid possible data inconsistencies.





There are three types of cases:


· An SAP S/4HANA version of an RFC-enabled standard function module and its SAP ERP version are binary incompatible. These function modules are listed in the external blocklist.


· An RFC-enabled custom function module becomes binary incompatible upon system conversion. Such custom function modules are identified by the ABAP test cockpit.


· A custom or extension IDoc segment becomes binary incompatible upon system conversion. Such IDoc segments are identified by the ABAP test cockpit.





Furthermore, impacted BW extractors are assigned to one of the following subcategories:


· Working: The data source is available with SAP S/4HANA. There are no restrictions.


· Working with Restrictions: The data source is working in SAP S/4HANA, but with noteworthy restrictions. For example, not all fields are available.


· Obsolete: The data source is no longer relevant after system conversion. BW extractors in this category are legacy extractors.


· Not Working: All data sources in this category are not working in SAP S/4HANA. The following subcategories exist:


· Alternative Exists: The data source is not available with SAP S/4HANA, but an alternative exists. For example, by means of a new extractor or a CDS view.


· Alternative Planned: The data source is not available with SAP S/4HANA yet, but an alternative is planned in the roadmap for future release. For most of the BW extractors assigned to this subcategory, the alternative will be an extractor based on a CDS view. To find out about the status, please check SAP Note 2500202 or create a support incident under the corresponding component.


· No Alternative Exists: The data source is not working in SAP S/4HANA, and there is no alternative planned.





Overall, the following impact on interfaces was identified in your system:





			Total Number


			Impacted


			Mediated via Middleware





			6610


			1120


			857











Furthermore, impacted interfaces in your system can be classified as follows:





			Functionality Unavailable


			Blocked


			Serialization Issue


			Impacted but Unused





			59


			0


			1


			1060











To address these findings, please follow the steps provided in the Next Steps Panel of the Dashboard or review the list below:





Functionality Unavailable:


Check all interfaces with the impact category Functionality Unavailable. In the Details column, you will find corresponding simplification items, business impact notes, or SAP Notes reported by the ABAP test cockpit. You might need to redesign and/or rebuild the interface, or even remove it completely from the system if it becomes obsolete in SAP S/4HANA.





Blocked:


Check all interfaces with the impact category Blocked and find out if identified blocked objects can be substituted. Search for simplification items in the functional area the object belongs to. You might need to redesign and/or rebuild the interface, or even remove it completely from the system if it becomes obsolete in SAP S/4HANA.





Serialization Issue:


Check all interfaces with the impact category Serialization Issue.


For Remote Function Call (RFC) interfaces, note that the impact is only relevant for external inbound calls. Perform the following steps:


1. Ensure that the identified RFC interface is inbound and that the call comes from an external system; otherwise consider the finding a false-positive.


2. For standard function modules, follow the procedure described in SAP Note 2408693. Depending on the feedback from SAP, an interface might be exempted as an exception.


3. For custom function modules, adjust the signature of the function module either on the remote side or on the SAP S/4HANA side to restore binary compatibility.


Alternatively, familiarize yourself with the fast RFC serialization, which might offer an easier solution if a high number of function modules needs to be corrected. For more information, see SAP Note 2315100 and How to Profit from FAST RFC Serialization.





For IDoc interfaces, rework data types behind custom fields. For example, change the associated data element MATNR to MATNR18 to restore field length and, if required, add a new field with a long material number using data element MATNR. For more information, see SAP Note 2218350.








[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_IDOC]7.1 IDocs





The IDoc section lists active and inactive IDoc interfaces that are configured in the system. The enumeration is based on the outbound (table EDP13) and inbound (table EDP21) partner profiles, while the usage information is pulled from table EDIDC.





The following impact on used IDoc interfaces was identified in your system:





			Total Number


			Functionality Unavailable


			Blocked


			Serialization Issue





			44


			0


			0


			0











[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_WEB_SERVICES]7.2 Web Services





All consumer and provider ABAP proxies that are both registered and not registered in SOA Manager are listed in this section. The usage is based on the Web Services runtime data (class CL_SOAP_DB_MONI).





The following impact on used Web service interfaces was identified in your system:


			Total Number


			Functionality Unavailable


			Blocked


			Serialization Issue





			1517


			135


			0


			0











[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_RFC]7.3 RFC





The RFC interfaces are collected based on the runtime statistics (transaction ST03N). The same statistics provide the usage information. The list is extended with all Remote-Function-Call-enabled (RFC-enabled) custom function modules, which represent explicitly defined potential RFC interfaces.





The following impact on used RFC interfaces was identified in your system:


			Total Number


			Functionality Unavailable


			Blocked


			Serialization Issue





			811


			1


			0


			1











[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_BW_EXTRACTORS]7.4 BW Extractors





The BW extractors are enumerated based on the ROOSOURCE table. The usage information is extracted from table ROOSPRMSC.





The following impact on used BW extractors was identified in your system:


			Total Number


			Functionality Unavailable


			Blocked


			Serialization Issue





			3676


			925


			51


			0











[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_ODATA_SERVICE][bookmark: NEXT_STEP]7.5 OData Service





The inventory of OData services in this analysis includes interfaces for OData versions 2 and 4. 
The interface determination logic detects all OData services based on programming models available from SAP_BASIS releases 700 and above:  


· SAP Gateway Service Builder


· SAP ABAP programming model


· SAP Service Adaptation Description Language (SADL)


· SAP ABAP RESTful Application Programming Model (RAP)


· Core Data Services (CDS) views exposed as OData services


There is no usage information associated with the OData services. 





The following impact on used OData Service was identified in your system:


			Total Number


			Functionality Unavailable


			Blocked


			Serialization Issue





			562


			57


			0


			0














[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_SLT_REPLICATION]7.6 SLT Replication





Interface data was not collected due to multiple exceptions. Please check detailed page on the Readiness Check Dashboard for additional information.








LINK TO THE COMPLETE LIST OF ALLINTERFACE TYPES


https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/Interface





[bookmark: _{$-$CHAPTER_FDQ_CONTENT$-$}]8 Financial Data Quality





This chapter contains essential information about the quality and consistency of your financial data. The topic is crucial for various daily business operations, SAP S/4HANA conversions, and other conversion projects. Resolving data consistency issues will help you accelerate the conversion process and avoid unexpected showstoppers. We strongly recommend that you peruse this chapter and take action if required.





[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_INCONSIS_CONTENT$-$}][bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_GL$-$}][bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_GL]8.1 General Ledger


General Ledger is a comprehensive view of external accounting. Including and collecting all business transactions for primary postings and settlements from Management Accounting into a system that is integrated into your business ensures that accounting is complete and reconciled at all times.





Analysis date: 03/17/2023





[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_GL_INCONSISTENCIES$-]8.1.1 Inconsistencies


The data displayed in this section is based on the results of the execution of the FIN_CORR_RECONCILE transaction in your system. The underlying reconciliation check is the main source of the financial data quality analysis, performing various consistency checks against the General Ledger module in your system. Identified inconsistencies might have negative impact on your daily business and digital transformation projects. As a result, it is crucial to carefully analyze and resolve identified issues prior to the SAP S/4HANA conversion. Please note that, when estimating the resolution effort for the identified inconsistencies, you should refer to the number of different inconsistency types, rather than the total number of inconsistencies. For more information about the identified inconsistency types, see SAP Knowledge Base Article 2714344.





Analysis Overview


			Total Number of Inconsistencies


			Total Number of Inconsistency Types





			263,475


			9











ANALYSIS DETAIL


			Message Nr


			Message Class


			Total Number


			Description


			Category


			Category Description





			072


			FIN_FB_RECON


			172,992


			No entry in FAGLFLEXA for this line item of BSEG (Ledger &1)


			A


			Standard automated correction available - SAP Note 2956096





			518


			FIN_FB_RECON


			84,051


			Fields mismatch between BSEG_ADD and NewGL line item table &2 &3


			A


			Standard automated correction available - SAP Note 2956096





			579


			FIN_FB_RECON


			6,072


			Open item flag in SKB1 differs from open item flag in BSEG_ADD &2 &3


			C


			Please contact SAP Support





			517


			FIN_FB_RECON


			260


			Fields mismatch between BSEG and NewGL line item table &2 &3


			B


			Manual correction instructions available – SAP Knowledge Base Article 2714344





			228


			FIN_FB_RECON


			65


			


			


			





			220


			FIN_FB_RECON


			23


			Fields in BSIS and BSEG do not match


			B


			Manual correction instructions available – SAP Knowledge Base Article 2714344





			594


			FIN_FB_RECON


			5


			Clearing specific to ledger groups differs in SKB1, BSEG_ADD &2 &3


			B


			Manual correction instructions available – SAP Knowledge Base Article 2714344





			336


			FIN_FB_RECON


			4


			Open item in BSEG, missing in BSIK (but available in BSAK)


			B


			Manual correction instructions available – SAP Knowledge Base Article 2714344





			074


			FIN_FB_RECON


			3


			Inconsistent amount for Updating in G/L for this line item (Ldg &1)


			B


			Manual correction instructions available – SAP Knowledge Base Article 2714344











[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_OPEN_ITEM_CONTENT$-$][bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_GL_OPEN_ITEM$-$}]8.1.2 Documents


This section contains an overview of identified documents and open items by fiscal year and company code. The number of open items in financial documents per fiscal year and company code may reflect unfinished business transactions. To see a detailed overview, use the Export to Spreadsheet function on the top of the table on the Documents and Open Items tab. The top 10 financial documents based on the total number of Financial Documents are listed in the table below.





[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_OPEN_ITEM_1_CONTENT$][bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_OPEN_ITEM_2_CONTENT$][bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_EFFORT_CONTENT$-$}][bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_GL_EFFORT$-$}]FINANCIAL DOCUMENTS AND OPEN ITEMS 


			Fiscal Year


			Total No. of FI Documents


			Consistent Documents


			Inconsistent Documents


			No. of Open Items





			2022


			1,164,104


			1,164,103


			1


			8,104





			2019


			1,098,051


			1,098,048


			3


			3,696





			2018


			993,810


			993,677


			133


			4,651





			2020


			814,967


			814,966


			1


			5,070





			2021


			805,204


			805,203


			1


			3,926





			2017


			798,795


			798,786


			9


			3,408





			2016


			740,926


			740,925


			1


			3,052





			2015


			656,044


			655,810


			234


			1,632





			2014


			543,858


			543,574


			284


			1,593





			2011


			468,259


			462,819


			5,440


			370











8.1.3 Facts and Figures


This section contains information about factors that usually influence the required effort, duration, and cost for the data cleansing. Resolving these issues can lead to a significant financial data reduction and, as a result, improve your system’s performance.





Total Number of Financial Documents


The total number of financial documents reflects the number of entries in table BKPF.


			Total No. of Financial Documents





			9,885,107











[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_EFFORT_1_CONTENT$-$}][bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_EFFORT_2_CONTENT$-$}]Inactive Company Codes


A company code is considered inactive if there are no postings in the current and previous fiscal year. We generally recommend archiving inactive company codes instead of resolving inconsistencies. The top 10 oldest inactive company codes are listed in the table below.





			Company Code


			Fiscal Year





			LP12


			2009





			LP13


			2009





			LP14


			2009





			LP12


			2010





			LP13


			2010





			LP14


			2010





			CAH1


			2011





			LP12


			2011





			LP13


			2011





			LP14


			2011











Number of General Ledger Accounts with a Clearing Ratio of 20% or Less


The clearing ratio of General Ledger accounts is calculated for the current and previous fiscal year.	
A low clearing ratio in older fiscal years usually points towards issues in financial processes. The corresponding data in the Overview table on the Expected Effort tab is filtered by the lowest clearing ratio (20% or less). The top 10 General Ledger Accounting with the lowest clearing ratio are listed in the table below.


			Company Code


			G/L Account


			Clearing Ratio





			LP01


			0000999100


			0.0%





			CSAT


			0000112720


			0.0%





			LP01


			0000999100


			0.0%





			CSAT


			0000112720


			0.0%





			LP01


			0000211550


			0.0%





			CSAT


			0000112730


			0.0%





			KATA


			0000395111


			0.0%





			LP01


			0000211550


			0.0%





			CSAT


			0000132401


			0.0%





			CSAT


			0000112730


			0.0%











[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_EFFORT_3_CONTENT$-$}]Average Number of Line Items


The average number of line items per financial document is calculated for the current and previous fiscal year.


A high number of line items may point toward complex financial processes.


			Avg. No. of Line Items





			3.63











[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_AA$-$}]8.2 Asset Accounting


A subsidiary ledger accounting module in Financial Accounting. All business activities for fixed assets are recorded in.





Analysis date: 03/17/2023





[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_AA_INCONSISTENCIES$-][bookmark: _9.2.1_Inconsistencies]8.2.1 Inconsistencies


The data displayed in this section is based on the results of the execution of the FIN_AA_CORR_RECON transaction in your system. The underlying reconciliation check is one of the main sources of the financial data quality analysis, performing various consistency checks against the Asset Accounting module in your system. Identified inconsistencies might have negative impact on your daily business and digital transformation projects. As a result, it is crucial to carefully analyze and resolve identified issues prior to the SAP S/4HANA conversion. Please note that, when estimating the resolution effort for the identified inconsistencies, you should refer to the number of different inconsistency types, rather than the total number of inconsistencies. For more information about the identified inconsistency types, see SAP Note 3038014.





Analysis Overview


			Total Number of Inconsistencies


			Total Number of Inconsistency Types





			3401


			3











Analysis Details


			Message Number


			Message Class


			Total Number of Inconcistencies


			Description


			Category


			Category Description





			795


			B


			3,383


			&1: Line Items ANEP/ANEA differs from Totals ANLC


			B


			Manual correction instructions available – SAP Note 3038014





			769


			B


			13


			&1: Mismatch between transaction type in ANEP and provided ANEA fields


			B


			Manual correction instructions available – SAP Note 3038014





			764


			B


			5


			&1: ANLC values without general ledger assignment in the open year


			B


			Manual correction instructions available – SAP Note 3038014











[bookmark: _9.2.2_Assets][bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_AA_ASSET$-$}]8.2.2 Assets





This section contains an overview of the identified main assets by company code. To see a detailed overview, use the Export to Spread sheet function on the top of the table on the Assets tab. The top 10 assets based on the total number of assets are listed in the table below.





ASSETS


			Company Code


			Total Number of Assets


			Consistent Assets


			Inconsistent Assets





			LP01


			212,680


			212,171


			509





			CAH1


			53,100


			53,095


			5





			KATA


			47,318


			45,629


			1,689





			CSAT


			16,597


			16,596


			1





			CSAH


			4,704


			4,703


			1





			LPSP


			312


			312


			0





			BAC


			207


			207


			0





			LP12


			54


			54


			0





			LP13


			1


			1


			0





			LP14


			1


			1


			0











[bookmark: _9.2.3_Facts_&][bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_AA_FACT_AND_FIGURE$-]8.2.3 Facts and Figures





This section contains information about factors that usually influence the required effort, duration, and cost for the data cleansing. Resolving these issues can lead to a significant financial data reduction and, as a result, improve your system’s performance.





Total Number of Assets


The total number of assets reflects the number of entries in table ANLA.


			Total Number of Assets





			334,974











Total Number of Depreciation Areas in use


The total number of depreciation areas in use reflects the number of entries in table ANLB.


			Total Number of Depreciation Areas in Use





			1,538,906











Activation of Business Function EA-FIN


In the new Asset Accounting module in SAP S/4HANA, a new depreciation engine is used in the depreciation calculation. Therefore, activate the Financials Extension (EA-FIN) business function before the transition.


			Activation of the business function EA-FIN (Yes or No)





			YES











Active/Deactivated Company Codes


A company code is considered deactivated if the status in table T093C is set to ”3” (column XANUEB = 3). We generally recommend archiving deactivated company codes instead of resolving inconsistencies. The data in the table below is filtered by fiscal year and the top 10 oldest deactivated company codes are listed.


			Deactivated Company Codes


			Fiscal Year





			


			








Active/Inactive Assets


An asset is considered inactive if a date is set in in column DEAKT in table ANLA. If the effort to resolve inconsistencies within these inactive assets seems to be too high, consider alternatives, such as archiving assets with the business departments and your implementation partner. The top 10 inactive assets based on the oldest deactivation date are listed in the table below.


			Inactive Assets


			Asset Sub-number


			Deactivation Date





			000002102108


			0000


			12/10/2008





			000002102108


			0010


			12/10/2008





			000002102109


			0010


			12/10/2008





			000002102109


			0000


			12/10/2008





			000002400143


			0010


			12/12/2008





			000002400143


			0000


			12/12/2008





			000002400158


			0000


			12/12/2008





			000002400158


			0010


			12/12/2008





			000004014194


			0000


			12/15/2008





			000004014495


			0000


			12/15/2008











[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_ML$-$}]8.3 Material Ledger


Material Ledger is a finance module that is used to manage material inventories. Inventories can be managed in multiple currencies and multiple valuations. It is fully integrated into the general ledger (universal journal). The material ledger is the basis of actual costing. Actual costing works with the same currencies and valuations as those managed in the material ledger. It allows you to evaluate all materials managed in inventory, work in process, and cost of goods sold at actual costs. Data conversion activities will not activate actual costing if it was not active in the source system since actual costing is still optional in SAP S/4HANA.





Analysis date: 03/17/2023





[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_ML_INCONSISTENCIES$-]8.3.1 Inconsistencies


The data displayed in this section is based on the results of the execution of the FIN_ML_CORR_RECONCILE report in your system. The underlying reconciliation check is one of the main sources of the financial data quality analysis, performing various consistency checks against the Material Ledger module in your system. Identified inconsistencies might have a negative impact on your daily business and digital transformation projects. As a result, it is crucial to carefully analyze and resolve identified issues prior to the SAP S/4HANA conversion. Please note that, when estimating the resolution effort for the identified inconsistencies, you should refer to the number of different inconsistency types, rather than the total number of inconsistencies. For more information about the identified inconsistency types, see SAP Note 2389581.





No Inconsistencies were Found





[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_ML_MATERIALS$-$}]8.3.2 Materials


This section contains an overview of identified materials by valuation area and fiscal year. To see a detailed overview, use the Export to Spreadsheet function. The top 10 materials based on the total number of materials are listed in the table below.





By Valuation Area


			Valuation Area


			Total Number of Materials


			Consistent Materials


			Inconsistent Materials





			LP01


			11,655


			11,655


			0





			BHS1


			1,345


			1,345


			0





			ESY2


			673


			673


			0





			VOH1


			618


			618


			0





			ESY1


			601


			601


			0





			ENG1


			536


			536


			0





			ENG2


			536


			536


			0





			BHS2


			125


			125


			0





			ELZ2


			108


			108


			0





			NES3


			87


			87


			0











By Fiscal Year


			Fiscal Year


			Total Number of Materials


			Consistent Materials


			Inconsistent Materials





			2008


			7,388


			7,388


			0





			2007


			6,922


			6,922


			0





			2006


			6,534


			6,534


			0





			2009


			5,915


			5,915


			0





			2010


			5,058


			5,058


			0





			2011


			4,794


			4,794


			0





			2019


			4,215


			4,215


			0





			2020


			4,209


			4,209


			0





			2021


			4,093


			4,093


			0





			2015


			3,818


			3,818


			0











[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_ML_FACT_AND_FIGURE$-]8.3.3 Facts and Figures


This section contains information about factors that usually influence the required effort, duration, and cost for the data cleansing. Resolving these issues can lead to a significant financial data reduction and, as a result, improve your system’s performance.





Total Number of Valuation History Records


The total number of all entries in all xBEWH tables. 


			Total Number of Valuation History Records





			160,352











Total Number of Valuation Areas


The total number of valuation areas reflects the number of entries in table T001K.


			Total Number of Valuation Areas





			28











Inactive Valuation Areas (BWKEY)


A valuation area is considered active if Material Ledger is enabled. In S/4HANA, the material ledger must be active for all valuation areas. If it is not active in the source ERP ECC system, it will be activated automatically during the conversion process. In the list below, you can find 10 examples.


			Inactive Valuation Areas





			0001





			BAC





			BHS1





			BHS2





			CAFM





			CAH1





			CSAH





			CSAT





			ELZ1





			ELZ2











Actual Costing Is Enabled for Active Valuation Areas


Actual costing can only be enabled for active valuation areas. In S/4HANA, the use of actual costing is optional. If actual costing is enabled, this means that there is an increased effort during the conversion since the table MLDOC must be filled in the S/4HANA system. In the list below, you can find 10 examples. 





Number of Active Valuation Areas by Currency Type and Valuation View (CURTP)


If Material Ledger is enabled for a BWKEY, the information about the number of Currency Types and Valuation Views (CURTP) per BWKEY is listed in the table CKMLCT. 


			One Currency Type and Valuation View 


			Two Currency Types and Valuation Views


			Three Currency Types and Valuation Views





			0


			0


			0











Link to Financial Data Quality


https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/FDQ





[bookmark: CHAPTER_ADD_INFO]9 Additional Information for a System Conversion to SAP S/4HANA





[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_FIORI_APPS]9.1 Recommended SAP Fiori Applications for SAP S/4HANA





SAP S/4HANA offers SAP Fiori applications as an alternative to SAP GUI transactions and reports. New applications in SAP S/4HANA are always built with the SAP Fiori user interface. Click the link to see more detail about the result. See the following blog for more information: SAP Readiness Check 2.0 – Details about the topic of SAP Fiori





The following list includes the most relevant SAP Fiori applications, based on the transaction usage history in the evaluated system.





GENERALINFORMATION


			General Indicators


			Values





			Total Number ofSAP Fiori Lighthouse Apps


			85





			Total Number of SAPFiori Apps


			1870





			TotalNumber ofSAP Fiori Theme ClassicUI Apps


			486














			SAP Fiori Role


			Number of SAP Fiori App





			Purchaser


			115





			General Ledger Accountant


			87





			Internal Sales Representative


			80





			Maintenance Planner


			62





			Production Planner


			59





			Cost Accountant - Overhead


			57





			Strategic Buyer


			53





			Inventory Manager


			53





			Material Planner - External Procurement


			52





			Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration


			51





			Accounts Receivable Accountant


			46





			Billing Clerk


			43





			Warehouse Clerk


			43





			Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)


			38





			Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply


			38





			Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)


			36





			Cash Management Specialist


			35





			Shipping Specialist


			35





			Sales Manager


			34





			Returns & Refund Clerk


			34





			Maintenance Technician


			30





			Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)


			29





			Cash Manager


			28





			Accounts Payable Accountant


			28





			Receiving Specialist


			28





			Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)


			27





			Sales Manager (Customer Management)


			26





			Maintenance Supervisor


			25





			Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair


			24





			Accounts Receivable Manager


			23





			Asset Accountant


			22





			Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair


			22





			Purchaser - Central Procurement


			21





			Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)


			21





			Cost Accountant - Sales


			21





			Project Financial Controller


			17





			Employee


			17





			Employee - Procurement


			15





			Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement


			14





			Divisional Accountant


			14





			Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing


			14





			BOM Engineer - Customer Order


			14





			Service Planner - Recurring Service


			13





			Technical Officer - Armed Forces


			13





			BOM Engineer


			13





			Quality Engineer


			12





			Sourcing Manager


			12





			Quality Technician


			11





			Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)


			11





			Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing


			11





			Service Technician - In-House Repair


			11





			Administrator - Recipe Development


			11





			Project Logistics Controller


			10





			Retail Store Manager


			10





			Accounts Payable Accountant for China


			10





			Change Management Coordinator


			10





			Accounts Payable Manager


			10





			Retail Store Associate


			10





			Administrator - International Trade


			10





			Accounts Receivable Accountant - Leasing


			9





			Contract Valuation Specialist - Leasing


			9





			Accounts Payable Accountant - Leasing


			9





			Manager - Inbox


			9





			Administrator


			9





			Master Data Specialist - Product Data


			9





			Master Data Specialist (Agricultural Contract Management)


			8





			Trader (Agricultural Contract Management)


			8





			Master Data Specialist - Raw Substance Data


			8





			Design Engineer


			8





			Development Manager - Discrete Industry


			8





			Systems Engineer


			8





			Accounts Payable and Receivable Accountant (FI-CA)


			7





			Cost Accountant - Real Estate


			7





			Production Operator - Process Manufacturing


			7





			Asset Accountant - MCPSE (Utilities) for Brazil


			7





			Production Supervisor - Process Manufacturing


			7





			Production Supervisor - Discrete Manufacturing


			7





			Production Operator - Discrete Manufacturing


			7





			Trader - Futures


			6





			Contract Specialist - Leasing


			6





			Master Data Specialist - Business Partner Data


			6





			General Ledger Accountant for Japan


			6





			Master Data Specialist - Product Data (Retail)


			6





			Group Accountant


			6





			General Ledger Accountant for Luxembourg


			6





			General Ledger Accountant for Canada


			5





			General Ledger Accountant for Russian Federation


			5





			General Ledger Accountant for Australia


			5





			General Ledger Accountant for Czech Republic


			5





			Cash Manager for China


			5





			Administrator (Retail)


			5





			Master Data Specialist - Commodity Management


			5





			External Auditor - Group Reporting


			5





			Reconciliation Specialist - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)


			5





			Credit Controller


			5





			General Ledger Accountant - Group Reporting


			5





			Purchasing Manager


			5





			Master Data Specialist - Batch Data


			5





			General Ledger Accountant for New Zealand


			5





			General Ledger Accountant for Turkey


			5





			Manager - Procurement


			5





			General Ledger Accountant for South Africa


			5





			Master Data Specialist - Product Compliance


			4





			Administrator - Real Estate Management


			4





			General Ledger Accountant for Belgium


			4





			General Ledger Accountant for Norway


			4





			General Ledger Accountant for France


			4





			General Ledger Accountant for Brazil


			4





			General Ledger Accountant for Singapore


			4





			Cash Management Specialist for China


			4





			General Ledger Accountant for Netherlands


			4





			Configuration Expert - Business Network Integration


			4





			Treasury Specialist - Back Office


			4





			Trade Compliance Specialist


			4





			General Ledger Accountant for Israel


			4





			Material Planner - Just-In-Time Supply


			4





			Production Operator - Repetitive Manufacturing


			4





			Analytics Specialist


			4





			Customer Service Representative - Data Analysis (Utilities) for Brazil


			4





			Accounts Receivable Accountant for China


			4





			General Ledger Accountant for Italy


			4





			Internal Sales Representative (Subscription Order Management)


			4





			General Ledger Accountant for Finland


			4





			Production Supervisor - Repetitive Manufacturing


			4





			General Ledger Accountant for Portugal


			4





			Real Estate Specialist - Location Management


			4





			External Auditor


			4





			Recipe Developer


			4





			General Ledger Accountant for Spain


			4





			Meter Data Specialist - Energy Loss Prevention (Utilities) for Brazil


			4





			General Ledger Accountant for Thailand


			4





			General Ledger Accountant for Denmark


			4





			General Ledger Accountant for Austria


			4





			Product Stewardship Specialist - Product Compliance


			4





			Business Process Specialist


			4





			General Ledger Accountant for Switzerland


			4





			Order Fulfillment Specialist (Retail)


			4





			Product Configuration Modeler


			4





			General Ledger Accountant for Sweden


			4





			Administrator - Group Reporting


			4





			General Ledger Accountant for Peru


			3





			General Ledger Accountant for Ireland


			3





			General Ledger Accountant for Poland


			3





			General Ledger Accountant for Romania


			3





			Billing Clerk for India


			3





			Asset Accountant for Slovakia


			3





			Accounts Payable and Receivable Manager (FI-CA)


			3





			Tax Accountant - Corporate Income Tax


			3





			General Ledger Accountant for Hungary


			3





			Production Operator - Lean Manufacturing


			3





			Data Privacy Specialist - Consent Management


			3





			Environmental Manager


			3





			Asset Accountant for Italy


			3





			Cash Management Specialist for USA


			3





			Asset Accountant for Poland


			3





			General Ledger Accountant for Philippines


			3





			Asset Accountant for Singapore


			3





			Industrial Hygienist


			3





			Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement for Brazil


			3





			Asset Accountant for Portugal


			3





			Payment Specialist - In-House Banking


			3





			Collections Specialist (FI-CA)


			3





			General Ledger Accountant for Ukraine


			3





			General Ledger Accountant for South Korea


			3





			General Ledger Accountant for Indonesia


			3





			General Ledger Accountant for Germany


			3





			General Ledger Accountant for United Kingdom


			3





			Cash Manager for Thailand


			3





			Accounts Receivable Accountant for Japan


			3





			General Ledger Accountant for Malaysia


			3





			General Ledger Accountant for India


			3





			Trade Classification Specialist


			3





			General Ledger Accountant for Slovakia


			3





			Hazardous Materials Manager


			2





			Cash Manager for Philippines


			2





			General Ledger Accountant for Croatia


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for Saudi Arabia


			2





			Insurance Claims Handler


			2





			Treasury Specialist - Front Office


			2





			General Ledger Accountant for Argentina


			2





			Quality Manager


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for Venezuela


			2





			Product Stewardship Specialist


			2





			Meter Data Specialist - Data Analysis (Utilities) for Brazil


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for South Korea


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for Slovakia


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for Italy


			2





			SAP_FND_BCR_MANAGER_T


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for Spain


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for Philippines


			2





			General Ledger Accountant for China


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for Malaysia


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for United Kingdom


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for Australia


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for Mexico


			2





			Cash Manager for Indonesia


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for USA


			2





			General Ledger Accountant for Colombia


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for Poland


			2





			Dangerous Goods Specialist


			2





			Accounts Receivable Accountant for Poland


			2





			Asset Accountant for Romania


			2





			Cost Accountant - Inventory


			2





			General Ledger Accountant for Taiwan


			2





			Accounts Receivable Accountant for Norway


			2





			General Ledger Accountant for United Arab Emirates


			2





			Production Planner - Advanced Planning


			2





			Production Planner - Lean Manufacturing


			2





			Accounts Payable Accountant for Norway


			2





			Accounts Payable Accountant for Poland


			2





			Pricing Specialist


			2





			Product Configuration Modeler (Subscription Order Management)


			2





			General Ledger Accountant for Chile


			2





			Cash Manager for Malaysia


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for Indonesia


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for Portugal


			2





			SAP_BR_BUSINESS_PROC_SPEC_ESCH


			2





			Accounts Receivable Manager for Thailand


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for Argentina


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for Belgium


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for Thailand


			2





			General Ledger Accountant for Kazakhstan


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for France


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for Ireland


			2





			Insurance Policy Clerk


			2





			General Ledger Accountant for Saudi Arabia


			2





			Order-to-Cash Process Manager


			2





			General Ledger Accountant - Banks


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for Belize


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for Japan


			2





			Treasury Risk Manager


			2





			Grant Specialist - Grantor Programs


			2





			General Ledger Accountant for Egypt


			2





			Accounts Payable Manager for Singapore


			2





			Administrator - Legal Content Management


			2





			General Ledger Accountant for Venezuela


			1





			Cash Management Specialist for Philippines


			1





			Treasury Specialist - Middle Office


			1





			Accounts Payable Manager for Chile


			1





			Compliance Engineer - Food and Beverage


			1





			Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement for China


			1





			Meter Data Specialist (Utilities) for Brazil


			1





			Audit Specialist for Israel


			1





			External Auditor - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)


			1





			SAP_BR_METERDATA_SPEC_FE_BR


			1





			Accounts Payable Accountant for Israel


			1





			General Ledger Accountant for Mexico


			1





			Asset Accountant for Russian Federation


			1





			Payment Specialist


			1





			Administrator - Leasing


			1





			Organizational Planner - Force Element


			1





			Accounts Receivable Accountant for Czech Republic


			1





			Billing Clerk for Italy


			1





			Billing Clerk for Peru


			1





			General Ledger Accountant for Oman


			1





			Inventory Accountant for China


			1





			Commodity Risk Manager - Hedge Accounting


			1





			General Ledger Accountant for Bulgaria


			1





			Consolidation Specialist


			1





			Credit Controller - Prepayments


			1





			General Ledger Accountant - Intercompany


			1





			Grant Responsible


			1





			Purchaser for India


			1





			Accounts Payable Manager for Germany


			1





			Inventory Analyst


			1





			Project Manager


			1





			Transportation Manager


			1





			Accounts Payable Accountant for Japan


			1





			Order Fulfillment Specialist


			1





			SAP_BR_CMMFSA_MD_MANAGER


			1





			Billing Specialist (Utilities) for Brazil


			1





			Intrastat Specialist


			1





			Billing Clerk for Hungary


			1





			Tax Accountant - Legal Reporting


			1





			Invoicing Specialist (Convergent Invoicing)


			1





			Treasury Accountant


			1





			Billing Clerk for Colombia


			1





			Quality Planner


			1





			Budget Responsible - Funds Management


			1





			Inventory Accountant for Taiwan


			1





			Budget Specialist - Funds Management


			1





			Cost Accountant - Production


			1





			Accounts Receivable Accountant for Russian Federation


			1





			Master Data Steward - Product Data


			1





			Asset Accountant for Luxembourg


			1





			Accounts Payable Manager for South Africa


			1





			Payment Specialist


			1





			Legal Counsel


			1





			Accounts Payable Accountant for Russian Federation


			1





			Employee - Maintenance Info


			1





			Accounts Payable Manager for Canada


			1





			Billing Clerk for Czech Republic


			1





			SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_LEGAL_CONTENT


			1





			Asset Accountant for Bulgaria


			1





			Administrator - Sourcing


			1





			SAP_BR_DOWNLUPL_SPEC_FE_BR


			1





			Project Steering Committee Member


			1





			Asset Accountant for Israel


			1





			Transportation Planner


			1





			Accounts Payable Manager for Colombia


			1





			Accounts Payable Manager for Bulgaria


			1





			Asset Accountant for Serbia


			1





			Production Supervisor - Lean Manufacturing


			1





			HR Specialist


			1











If you would like to have the complete list of recommended SAP Fiori Apps, use the excel generated together with the word document.





Link to the complete list of recommended sap fiori apps


https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/Fiori











For details on SAP Fiori for SAP S/4HANA, check out the following information:





			Topic


			Link





			The SAP Fiori apps reference library


			https://fioriappslibrary.hana.ondemand.com/sap/fix/externalViewer/





			SAP Fiori demo video


			https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Io9HfoVkGVU&





			SAP Fiori trial


			https://www.sapfioritrial.com/





			SAP Fiori Lighthouse Scenarios


			https://www.sap.com/corporate/en/documents/2018/01/12b3dec4-ec7c-0010-82c7-eda71af511fa.html





			SAP Readiness Check 2.0 – Details about the topic of SAP Fiori


			https://blogs.sap.com/2019/05/16/sap-readiness-check-2.0-details-about-the-topic-of-sap-fiori/














[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_BPA]9.2 Business Process Discovery





The result table below shows key figures for business process improvement for SAP solutions. The figures represent:


· Degree of automatic document creation


· Clean-up potential for old and open business documents


· Usage of (custom) configured document types





Data provided in this tile will not prevent you from converting your system (no showstopper) yet is highly recommended to address in advance of your conversion project. SAP Readiness Check provides a high-level analysis, for more information for a deep analysis of the respective key figures, please see table below.





Process Automation:


This section evaluates your process efficiency of back-office processes by making the degree of automation transparent when creating business documents. This will help you to understand in which areas you have further potential of optimization and what volume of business documents is actually created.





Transactional Backlog:


This section provides an overview of old open and overdue business documents that need to be worked on before they are archived and migrated to SAP S/4HANA. Additionally, these key figures can also have an impact on SAP S/4 HANA topics such as fast closing, MRP planning, and inventory optimization if they are migrated unnecessarily.





Non-Standard Order Types:


To understand your potential to reduce complexity and further harmonize or even standardize business processes, check the section to see how many different document types have been customized and whether they are used in the current business solution.





For more details, contact your SAP account executive and ask for more information on the service business process improvement for SAP solutions.





If you have an SAP Enterprise Support contract, visit the SAP Enterprise Support Value Map for Business Process Improvement for guidance on next steps.





business processDISCOVERYkpi


			Name


			Type


			Value


			Status





			Return order type usage


			Non-Standard Order Types


			0 of 0


			Healthy





			Order type usage in process orders


			Non-Standard Order Types


			0 of 0


			Healthy





			Sales order type usage


			Non-Standard Order Types


			10 of 19


			High Potential





			Order type usage in production orders


			Non-Standard Order Types


			0 of 0


			Healthy





			Debit memo request type usage


			Non-Standard Order Types


			4 of 6


			Some Improvement Potential





			Order type usage in internal orders


			Non-Standard Order Types


			9 of 44


			Some Improvement Potential





			Credit memo request type usage


			Non-Standard Order Types


			2 of 9


			Some Improvement Potential





			Order type usage in PM/CS orders


			Non-Standard Order Types


			7 of 17


			High Potential





			Automation rate: Production order creation


			Process Automation


			0%


			High Potential





			Automation rate: Sales document creation


			Process Automation


			2%


			High Potential





			Automation rate: Process order creation


			Process Automation


			0%


			High Potential





			Automation rate: Purchase order item creation


			Process Automation


			97%


			Healthy





			Automation rate: Supplier invoices creation


			Process Automation


			98%


			Healthy





			Automation rate: Outbound delivery creation


			Process Automation


			0%


			High Potential





			Automation rate: Purchase requisition creation


			Process Automation


			2%


			High Potential





			Automation rate: Sales billing document creation


			Process Automation


			0%


			High Potential





			Shipments within certain status


			Transactional Backlog


			0


			Healthy





			Purchase order items open and overdue


			Transactional Backlog


			870


			Healthy





			Overdue and open accounts receivable items


			Transactional Backlog


			2.3K


			Healthy





			Inbound deliveries overdue for goods receipt posting


			Transactional Backlog


			0


			Healthy





			Purchase requisition items open and overdue


			Transactional Backlog


			22


			Healthy





			Overdue and open accounts payable items


			Transactional Backlog


			2.4K


			Healthy





			PM/CS orders overdue for deletion flag


			Transactional Backlog


			1.8K


			Healthy





			Sales orders open & overdue for delivery


			Transactional Backlog


			5


			Healthy





			Open items in general ledger accounts (aggregated)


			Transactional Backlog


			3.8M


			High Potential





			Outbound deliveries overdue for goods issue posting


			Transactional Backlog


			506


			Healthy





			Production orders overdue for deletion flag


			Transactional Backlog


			0


			Healthy





			Process orders overdue for deletion flag


			Transactional Backlog


			0


			Healthy











Link to the list ofbusiness process DISCOVERY kpi


https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/Bpa





For more information on SAP Fiori for SAP S/4HANA, check out the following information:








			Topic


			Link





			SAP Enterprise Support Value Map for Business Process Improvement


(For Enterprise Support customers only)


			https://support.sap.com/en/offerings-programs/enterprise-support/enterprise-support-academy/value-maps.html











[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_CDP]9.3 SAP Innovative Business Solutions


No SAP Innovative Business Solutions available





[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_DOWNTIME]9.4 Planned Downtime Calculator





Disclaimer: The values are provided for reference purposes only. The actual durations highly depend on the system configuration, including hardware, network, database size, system settings, and other factors. SAP makes no warranty, either expressed or implied, that the runtimes for your system will fit into the indicated range. 





SAP ERP Database: Oracle


Data Volume: 647.0 GB


Financial Data Records to Be Converted: 160M





Total Downtime: 47 hours 30 minutes


			Phases


			Default Value


			Your Value





			System Ramp-Down


Typically, this phase includes the completion of the normal workload and the isolation of the system. For example, it includes logging out end users, stopping background processes, and clearing delta queues.


			1h(empirical)


Empirical value for medium-sized systems


			





			Downtime Preparations


This phase usually includes the extraction of preconversion data for later reconciliation (data validation). In addition, it includes several last conversion-relevant preparation steps for applications. The scope depends on the functional usage of the system.


			3 h (empirical)


Empirical value for medium-sized systems


			





			Technical Downtime (SUM)


This phase includesthe database migration, the software upgrade, and the data conversion.


			20 h (estimated)


We found a set of samples in our database closely resembling your system and scope. Within this set, the median runtime was 20 h and the longest reported technical downtime for this phase of the conversion was 41 h .





			





			Technical Postprocessing and Data Conversion Preparation


Typically, this phase includes adjustments of the technical infrastructure, postprocessing steps after the technical conversion, and customer transports, including customizing for FI conversion and the implementation of relevant SAP Notes.


			4 h (empirical)


Empirical value for medium-sized systems


			





			Finance and Material Ledger Data Conversion


In this phase, the financial data (FI, FI-GL, FI-AA, CO, and ML) is migrated into the universal journal table ACDOCA


			3 h (estimated)


A conservative estimation, assuming a conversion rate of 100 million records per hour, is 4 h . An optimistic estimation, assuming a conversion rate of 150 million records per hour, is 3 h .


			





			Application Postprocessing


This phase usually includes the postconversion data extraction for later reconciliation (data validation), the import of customer transports, as well as the execution of IMG steps that are related to FI migration. It may include further steps required by other applications.


			7 h (empirical) 


Empirical value for medium-sized systems


			





			Business Validation


Usually, this phase includes tests that are performed by the key users to ensure that the system works as expected from a functional perspective.


			4 h (empirical)


Empirical value for medium-sized systems


			





			Go/No-Go Decision


In this phase, the project management team holds a final status meeting and makes the go/no-go decision, based on the results of the reconciliation and the functional tests.


			30 min (empirical)


Empirical value for medium-sized systems





			





			System Ramp-Up


In this phase, normal system operations are resumed.


			2 h (empirical)


Empirical value for medium-sized systems


			





			Fallback Buffer


This phase includes a fallback buffer that is required if the conversion was not successful.


			3 h (empirical)


Empirical value for medium-sized systems


			











WHAT’S NEXT


Consider performing archiving and housekeeping prior to the conversion as it could shorten the system downtime.





After completing your first conversion, use the Technical Downtime Optimization app to get an advice on how to optimize the runtimes of future conversion iterations and cycles.





If you require a significantly shorter business downtime, consider the downtime-optimized conversion option, which was made generally available as of SUM 2.0 SP10. For more information, see Software Logistics Toolset on SAP Support Portal.





For large systems or systems with stringent business downtime requirements, consider the minimized downtime service by SAP Service and Support.





For further help choosing the right approach, please reach out to your SAP account executive or your SAP support contact.





Link toplaned downtime calculator


https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/Downtime








[bookmark: _Hlk72512729][bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_BPCVI$-$}]9.5 Customer Vendor Integration Analysis





The strategic object model in SAP S/4HANA is the Business Partner. Business Partner is capable of centrally managing master data for Business Partners, Customers, Vendors, and Contact Persons.





Only SAP customers with Customer/Vendor Integration completed can convert an SAP ERP 6.0 system to SAP S/4HANA. To ensure a successful transformation, all Customers, Vendors, and Contact Persons, which relate to one Customer or Vendor, must be converted to a Business Partner (including also those Customers, Vendors, and assigned Contact Persons with the deletion flag).





Successful execution of the Customer/Vendor Integration process requires a high degree of data quality within Customer, Vendors, and Contact Persons master data. As master data quality is so critical, SAP customers are recommended to run the Master Data Consistency Check report well in advance of starting the CVI project and correct any possible master data issues that could jeopardize the CVI process (please see SAP Note 2743494). By addressing the identified quality issues, the customer can have a higher degree of confidence going into a CVI project. Otherwise, if left until the CVI project is underway, the project will face uncertainty, which will most likely result in delays.





Master Data Volume Analysis


			Number of Customers


			Number of Customer Account Groups


			Number of Customers Converted to Business Partner





			17,045


			27


			15,663











			Number of Vendors


			Number of Vendor Account Groups


			Number of Vendors Converted to Business Partner





			20,205


			24


			20,164











			Number of Customer Contact Persons


			Number of Customer Contact Persons Converted to Business Partner





			85


			83











			Number of Vendor Contact Persons


			Number of Vendor Contact Persons Converted to Business Partner





			0


			0











Data Quality Analysis for Customers


			Check Type


			Number Issues Found


			Description





			Tax code


			0


			The tax fields STCD1 to STCD5 are checked against the rules defined in the Countries/Regions table (T005). The tax type is also checked against the TFKTAXNUMTYPE_C table.





			Number range


			4


			The numbers are checked by verifying whether they are within the current number range interval, which is defined in the respective account group of customers.





			Postal code


			2


			The format of the postal code is checked against the customizing in the table ADDR_PCDFORMAT.





			Industry


			0


			The Industry field is checked against the standard industry types that are defined in the table TB038.





			Bank


			0


			Countries/regions, number, and account number of banks are checked against the bank master customizing (table BNKA).





			Tax jurisdiction


			0


			The combination of countries/regions, state, county, city, and ZIP code in the address data is checked by verifying that the combination corresponds to a valid tax jurisdiction.





			Transportation zone


			0


			The transportation zone is checked against the records in table TZONE. The value is checked by verifying that it is not empty (if defined as mandatory in the configuration).





			Email


			0


			The email is checked by verifying that the format is correct (for example, @ is part of the email address and only allowed characters are used).





			Address


			0


			Issues reported by checks in this category include invalid entries for countries/regions, district, or street. In addition, reported issues identify invalid combinations of postal code and city or PO box, a missing PO box, and so on.


The checks are performed against the customizing settings in the Countries/Regions table (T005).














Data Quality Analysis for Vendors


			Check Type


			Number Issues Found


			Description





			Tax code


			1





			The tax fields STCD1 to STCD5 are checked against the rules defined in the Countries/Regions table (T005). The tax type is also checked against the TFKTAXNUMTYPE_C table.





			Number range


			3





			The numbers are checked by verifying whether they are within the current number range interval, which is defined in the respective account group of vendors.





			Postal code


			0


			The format of the postal code is checked against the customizing in the table ADDR_PCDFORMAT.





			Industry


			0


			The Industry field is checked against the standard industry types that are defined in the table TB038.





			Bank


			0


			Countries/regions, number, and account number of banks are checked against the bank master customizing (table BNKA).





			Tax jurisdiction


			0


			The combination of countries/regions, state, county, city, and ZIP code in the address data is checked by verifying that the combination corresponds to a valid tax jurisdiction.





			Transportation zone


			0


			The transportation zone is checked against the records in table TZONE. The value is checked by verifying that it is not empty (if defined as mandatory in the configuration).





			Email


			0


			The email is checked by verifying that the format is correct (for example, @ is part of the email address and only allowed characters are used).





			Address


			0


			Issues reported by checks in this category include invalid entries for countries/regions, district, or street. In addition, reported issues identify invalid combinations of postal code and city or PO box, a missing PO box, and so on.


The checks are performed against the customizing settings in the Countries/Regions table (T005).











Link toCustomer Vendor Integration Analysis


https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/businessPartnerCvi


10 Next Steps and Further Information





See the following links for relevant SAP S/4HANA resources:





			Topic


			Description





			SAP Value Assurance Services


			Quick-start your digital transformation with the SAP Value Assurance Service Packages for SAP S/4HANA.





			Transition to SAP S/4HANA


			The project roadmap gives you a general overview of an SAP S/4HANA project by phase, workstream, or service. The results are presented as activities, deliverables, and tasks and are enriched with corresponding whitepapers and SAP Notes.





			SAP S/4HANA Trial


			Direct link to the SAP S/4HANA trial where you can explore SAP S/4HANA, our next generation ERP suite, with a 30-day trial utilizing the latest SAP S/4HANA release.





			SAP S/4HANA Community


			Ask questions, share experiences, and build your knowledge of SAP’s next generation business suite.





			SAP Innovative Business Solutions


			When your vision requires innovations which go beyond SAP standard software capabilities, we offer services to discover, design, develop and deploy SAP based developments. Those are like standard but just for you. Optionally even with support.











Link to the list of next steps and further information


https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#
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I. Aplikační architektura Letiště Praha


















Pý¡loha �. 1 Smlouvy o d¡lo/Pý¡lohy_Readiness_Check/TechnicalProperties.xlsx

Sheet1


			Property			Value 


			Customer			Letiště Praha, a. s. (471227)


			Target Product Version			SAP S/4HANA 2022 (01 (02/2023) FPS)


			Analyzed System			LAS (110)


			Database System Type			ORACLE


			Unicode			Yes


			Installed Product Version			EHP8 FOR SAP ERP 6.0


			Operating System			AIX (7.1)


			SAP Kernel Release			753


			Created At			2023-03-21


			URL			https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')
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Cílem tohoto dokumentu je technicky analyzovat přechod z prostředí SAP ECC na SAP S/4 HANA prostřednictvím nástroje Readiness Check. 


[bookmark: _Toc131403202]Popis aktuálního prostředí


Parametry aktuálního SAP ECC systému, který je předmětem analýzy:


			Property


			Value





			Customer


			Letiště Praha, a. s. (471227)





			Analyzed System


			LAS (110)





			Database System Type


			Oracle





			Used Size on Disk


			647 GB





			Unicode


			Yes





			Installed Product Version


			EHP8 FOR SAP ERP 6.0





			Operating System


			AIX





			SAP Kernel Release


			753








Datum provedení analýzy je březen 2023 s přechodem na verzi S/4 02/2023 FPS 01.


Analýza není dokončená, chybí část kontroly zákaznického kodu ATC Check. Ze strany Letiště Praha nebyly do okamžiku odevzdání analýzy zpřístupněny prostředky pro její provedení.





Omezení přístupů:


· RC byl spouštěn na produktivním prostředí


· Návazné aktivity byly v závislosti oprávnění prováděny na produktivním nebo testovacím prostředí, Custom code analysis na vývojovém prostředí





Používané moduly/funkcionality SAP:


· AM - Asset Management, Evidence hmotného a nehmotného majetku


· BP - Business Partner, Správa databáze obchodních partnerů včetně workflow


· BPC - Business Planning and Consolidation, Účetní konsolidace a konsolidované plánování


· BI - Business Intelligence, Datový sklad pro získávání a prezentaci informací


· CO – Controlling, Plánování a vykazování nákladů a výnosů


· FI - Financial Accounting, Finanční účetnictví. Hlavní kniha, pohledávky, závazky, pokladny


· FIBA - FI-banka, bankovní výpisy a platební styk


· MM - Material Management, Materiálové hospodářství, nákupní košíky, sklady


· HR - Personnel Payroll, Administration, BOZP, Vzdělávání a výcvik


· PS - Řízení projektů


· REM - Real Estate Management, Správa nemovitostí


· SD - Sales and Distribution, Odbyt, fakurace, dávková fakturace, zálohová fakturace


· WF - Workflow ekonomických agend (Elektronický oběh došlých faktur, příkazů k úhradě, příkazů k fakturaci, vratek, převodek, DRV, STZ, IKM, referátníků)


· PI – Process Integrator





Zákaznická řešení/partnerská řešení-SAP moduly:


· BS – BlueSky, Výpočet a fakturace letištních poplatků


· CAFM - Správa majetku


· CLM - Oběh, připomínkování a schvalování dokumentů (Investiční záměry, Smlouvy, výběrová řízení, Vyřazování majetku, Řídící dokumentace, Změnový formulář staveb)


· PM - Komplexní řízení procesů údržby


· DLP - Diety létajícího personálu


· KBP - Karta bezpečnostního pracovníka


· MIB/E-DMS - Zvláštní úložiště dokumentů pro řízení projektů


· Portál, DMS, Fiori - Zaměstnanecký a manažerský portál, úložiště příloh a dokumentů


· POE - Evidence výstroje





Schéma prostředí poskytnuté zákazníkem:
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Globálním cílem Letiště Praha je náhrada SAP ERP, který je nyní instalován On-Premise a kde v dohledné době končí podpora ze strany SAP. Nástupnické řešení tohoto systému může být instalováno jak v prostředí Cloud, tak On-Premise.


Další SAP systémy nejsou předmětem analýzy Readiness Check.


Náhrada pro vybrané On-Premise systémy:


CRM


Systém CRM je instalován, ale nebyl produktivně spuštěn. Pro přesun na S/4 se s ním nepočítá.


SRM 


Systém SRM je provozován, ale jeho činnost bude před konverzí na S/4 ukončena. Není předmětem konverze.


Datový sklad BI, reporting a plánování


Pro část konverze ERP systému není nezbytně vyžadována konstrukční nebo licenční změna na straně datového skladu. Část extraktorů na straně ERP již není podporována, ale to se týká především řešení Retail, které se na LAS nevyužívá. Při konverzi ERP systému je potřeba počítat s možnými dílčími úpravami na straně datového skladu tak, aby byla zajištěna stávající funkcionalita.


Část funkcionalit reportingu je nově možné pokrýt přímo reportingem v S/4 ERP systému.


Změna stávajícího on-premise řešení na BW for Hana nebo na produkt SAC není předmětem této analýzy.


Frontend server/Gateway


SAP Gateway je provozována jako samostatný systém a v rámci přechodu na S/4 se se změnou nepočítá.


PI


V současné době nejsou vyžadovány produktové změny v integračním brokeru, pokud zůstane ERP v instalaci on-premise.


V případě instalace v cloudovém prostředí, ať už public nebo private cloud, přestanou fungovat integrační scénáře na stávajícím PI (v rámci PI-ERP) a může být vyžadován přechod na cloudovou službu SCI, který zahrnuje proces migrace z PI na SCI. Analýza migrace na SCI není předmětem této analýzy.


HR/HCM


V současném systému instalováno společně s ERP. Konverze na S/4 je v případě on-premise řešení možná, stejně tak vyloučení a instalace na samostatný systém.


Další nonSAP systémy


Možnosti zachování / náhrady ostatních On-Premise systémů nejsou součástí této analýzy. Budoucí stav funkcionalit, které tyto systémy zajišťují, doporučujeme řešit až po finálním výběru řešení v předchozích oblastech.


[bookmark: _Toc131403204]Technické kontroly SAP ECC


Součástí analýzy bylo provedení technických kontrol stávajícího systému SAP ECC. Cílem těchto kontrol je ověřit, zda je vůbec možné konverzi realizovat a jaké lze očekávat oblasti, ve kterých budou nutné změny. 


0. [bookmark: _Toc131403205]Readiness Check


Základní kontrola připravenosti systému na konverzi. Sestává z řady dílčích oblastí, které byly analyzovány. Oblastmi jsou:


[bookmark: _Toc131403206]Compatibility Scope Analysis


Analýza identifikovala dvě oblasti, které jsou z pohledu simplifikace označeny za relevantní bez aktuální náhrady. Tzn. jejich ukončení nemá v současné době přesnou náhradu.


Ukončené oblasti:


· S4TWL – LIS in EAM (Údržba, Majetek)– používání struktur LIS bude postupně v S/4 ukončeno. Podle konzultace se zákazníkem není v současné době LIS aktivně využíván. 


· S4TWL – Report Writer / Report Painter (Finance) se změnou datového modelu v FI dojde k omezení vybraných reportovacích nástrojů v rámci financí. Možnou náhradou je nově reporting pomocí Fiori aplikace, který již využívá nových možností i nového datového modelu. Navrhované Fiori aplikace jsou popsány v SAP note 2579584.


U všech ostatních je označeno alternativní řešení. Žádný z nálezů tedy není překážkou přechodu na S/4.
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Celkem bylo nalezeno 8 rozšíření a u žádného nebyl identifikována nekompatibilita.
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Z pohledu Readiness Check nebylo možné automaticky zjistit stav připravenosti rozšíření Bluesky a con4PAS.
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Nebyly identifikovány žádné nekompatibilní business funkce, viz. příloha Výstupy Readiness Check.


[bookmark: _Toc131403209]SAP S/4 Hana Sizing


Aplikace pro odhad potřebné velikosti Hana pracuje s aktuálními údaji na produktivním systému LAS a není schopná automaticky vyhodnotit souvislosti.


Na základním grafu vidíme odhad:
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Tabulky s největší velikostí, respektive s největším objemem přírůstku jsou (v sestupném pořadí):


· WBCROSSGT – Where-Used List Workbench, technická tabulka 


· EDIDC - IDocs


· /BLUESKY/WS_DATA - WS: Web Service Message Data a související databázové indexy


· TEVEN – Time events a související databázové indexy


· VBRK – Odbytové doklady, fakturace





Tabulky s největším aktuálním objemem dat jsou (v sestupném pořadí):


· EDI40 – cluster pro data IDocs


· CDCLS – cluster pro změnové doklady


· /BLUESKY/WS_DATA - WS: Web Service Message Data a související databázové indexy


· ZBS_LOG_FESPECS - Dočasná data IF CAODB --> BS: speciální služby


· SE16N_CD_DATA - Table Display: Change Documents - Data





Objem dat nemusí přímo souviset s počtem záznamů v tabulkách. 


Provedením zběžné kontroly vidíme, že první místa zabírají databázové objekty uchovávající data, která mají charakter dočasných dat. Standardní tabulky pro IDocs i změnové doklady jsou nejen historicky objemově největší, ale vykazují i největší přírůstek. Dále vidíme objekty pro zákaznická řešení, která podle názvu i podle obsahu tabulek obsahují logování. 


Na jednoduchém příkladu tabulky hlavičky změnových dokladů (údaje jsou z testovacího systému LET, pro účely vykázání trendu je to dostačující) vidíme, že data jsou zde za celou historii existence systému:
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Stejně tak je tomu i u tabulek pro IDocs. Když vezmeme v úvahu orientační přírůstek 5% a zadáme ho do simulace sizingu bez zavedení nových funkcionalit a bez archivace dat, dostaneme odhadovanou potřebu na následujících 10 let:
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Příklad uvádíme jako „ad absurdum“. Bez zpracování strategie archivace a výmazu dat není možné provést relevantní výpočet sizingu. 


Závěr


Doporučujeme provedení archivace a výmazu dat před samotnou konverzí na S/4. Obzvláště objekty dočasných dat jsou kandidáty na výmaz bez archivace. Pro možnosti archivace zákaznických objektů bude vhodné konzultovat dodavatele funkcionalit. Dále doporučujeme zpracování strategie kontinuální archivace dat, která zajistí průběžné odmazávání dočasných dat typu IDocs a logování. Oba body jsou relevantní vstupy pro výpočet sizingu. Uchovávání dočasných objektů zpravidla není ošetřeno zákonem, jejich nakládání je tedy čistě v rukou organizace.


Jednorázová archivace před konverzí na S/4 není nutná v případě varianty Shell konverze nebo Greenfield.


Simulaci sizingu lze kdykoliv opakovat v aplikaci na portále Readiness Check jednoduchým zadáním vstupů.
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Aplikace umožňuje provést odhad doby odstávky nutné pro samotnou konverzi systému s daty. Týká se pouze varianty přechodu Brownfield.
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Odhad je čistě orientační, není zde možné zadat hardwarové prostředky dostupné pro konverzi. Relevantní odhad časové náročnosti je předmětem přípravy konverze a zpravidla vychází z první testovací konverze.


Závěr


Stejně jako v případě sizingu i zde vidíme jasný dopad objemu dat na průběh konverze. K výše uvedeným doporučením ohledně archivace dočasných dat přidáváme téma archivace finančních dat. Finanční data jsou významným vstupem do doby konverze systému. Doporučujeme konzultovat s finančním oddělením možnosti archivace účetních dat.


Dalším vstupem může být přechod na nové vedení majetku již před konverzí. 


[bookmark: _Toc131403211]Financial Data Quality


Aplikace pro kontrolu finančních dat prošla celou historii účetních dokladů (nebyla provedena archivace) a nalezla řadu problémů.
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V aplikaci je k dispozici rozpis jednotlivých typů chyb a návrhy řešení (viz. Readiness Check na portále nebo přílohy). 


Hlavní kniha


Nalezeno kolem čtvrt milionu problémů rozdělených do 9 typů chyb. Dvě lze řešit automatickými nástroji od SAPu a zbytek vyžaduje ruční posouzení a ruční zásah. Jedná se o poměrně velký objem chyb, část z nich se týká finančních dokladů. V otevřených položkách jsou také identifikovány problémy.


Přehled chyb ve finančních dokladech:
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Dalším poznatkem je existence několika účetních okruhů, které již nejsou používány. Nejedná se o překážku konverze, ale jejich případné odstranění může pomoci v uspořádání nastavení.


Majetek


Hlásí zhruba 3500 problémů napříč účetními okruhy ve třech typech chyb. Všechny jsou identifikovány jako řešitelné s odkazem na SAP note s popisem ručního řešení.


Material Ledger 


Nehlásí problémy, protože zde není použitý. 


Závěr


Bez vyřešení nalezených problémů není možné provést konverzi systému na S/4 variantou Brownfield. Readiness Check nám nabízí poměrně detailní analýzu problémů s návrhem řešení. Je tedy možné provést nápravu už v předstihu bez ohledu na případný harmonogram konverze. 


Důležitým poznatkem jsou souvislosti. Většina chyb v Hlavní knize se vyskytuje v letech 2008 a 2012. Podle konzultace se zákazníkem jsou to roky, ve kterých došlo k organizačním změnám ve společnosti. Obzvláště rok 2008, který je prvním rokem provozu systému, je značně zatížen problematickými doklady, což může být způsobeno přechodem ze starého systému na nový systém.


Dále analýza upozorňuje na množství otevřených položek napříč celou historií systému. Nejedná se o chybu nebo překážku konverze.


Doporučujeme zvážit několik kroků v oblasti financí, které nutně nemusejí souviset s průběhem konverze:


· U variant konverze Shell a Greenfield není z technického pohledu nutné řešit nekonzistence v datech z minulých let


· Rozsah identifikovaných problémů v dokladech pro účty hlavní knihy je značný, ale zdá se být pouze problémem minulosti. Archivace dat může nabídnout řešení některých problémů v této oblasti (varianta Brownfield).


· Přechod na nové vedení majetku je možné provést již na systému R/3. Takový krok nelze obecně doporučit. Záleží na přínosech, které s sebou nese nové vedení majetku, a jejich potenciálním využití. Přechod před konverzí může mít i pozitivní dopad na dobu běhu technické konverze (SUM), ale nedokážeme ho předem kvantifikovat (varianta Brownfield).





[bookmark: _Toc131403212]Simplification Items Check


Jedná se o podmnožinu Readiness Check která kontroluje tzv. „zjednodušení“, tj. oblasti které se nyní využívají v SAP ECC a v rámci S/4HANA dochází ke změně ve funkcionalitě – ať už je taková funkcionalita změněna, nahrazena jinou, nebo i vyjmuta ze systému. Souhrn nálezů ukazuje následující graf, detaily jsou uvedeny níže v tomto dokumentu v rámci přílohy Výstupy Readiness Check. 
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Dle provedené analýzy jsou všechny relevantní prvky „zjednodušení“ nějak řešitelné a nebrání konverzi systému. Detaily hlášení jsou v přílohách.


[bookmark: _Toc131403213]Analýza zákaznického kódu – ATC check / Custom code analysis


Custom code analysis poskytuje přehled změn v existujících funkcionalitách v rozsahu vlastních vývojů, a to z pohledu používaných oblastí.
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Jednotlivé nálezy automaticky nebrání konverzi na S/4, nicméně indikují oblasti, ve kterých dochází ke změnám. Detaily jsou rozepsány v příloze Výstupy Readiness Check.


Analýza zákaznického kodu ATC oproti tomu poskytuje ucelenou a detailní informaci o všech nálezech, které jsou relevantní pro přechod na S/4. Provádí se na vývojovém systému a jejím výstupem je seznam k řešení s uvedením počtu výskytů v systému a prioritou. Rozsah priorit je 1-3 s tím, že první priorita je kritická a je nutné ji vyřešit. Priorita 2 je doporučená a je vhodné ji vyřešit. Poslední priorita je informativní a její nevyřešení nezabraňuje přechodu na S/4.


ATC je relevantní pro varianty přechodu Brownfield a Shell. Při strojovém přenosu vývojů na nový systém se může týkat i varianty Greenfield.


Analýza ATC bude přiložena jako samostatná příloha.





[bookmark: _Toc131403214]Doporučené SAP Fiori aplikace


Seznam dostupných Fiori aplikací na cílové verzi S/4 je součástí příloh, viz. přiložený výstup z Readiness Check.


Využití aplikací závisí na zvolené variantě konverze a jejich konkrétní využití bude řešeno v průběhu implementace.





[bookmark: _Toc131403215]Portál


Na LP je provozován SAP NW Enterprise portal. SAP Portálu končí podpora v roce 2027. Na portále běží některé JAVA aplikace, které nepůjdou naportovat na S4H system jelikož S4H již nemá JAVA stack viz. simplifikace SI05: AS_ABAP_JAVA_SUPPORT.





			Oblast


			Aplikační balíček


			Název aplikace


			Více informací





			Light portál - framework


			cz.mbc.light73.core


			Framework light portálu


			Framework light portálu - jádro systému





			


			cz.mbc.light73.core.rfc


			Framework light portálu


			Framework light portálu - komponenta pro spojení se SAPem





			


			cz.mbc.jdbc3


			Framework light portálu


			Framework light portálu - komponenta pro spojení s portálovou databází





			


			cz.mbc.style.light


			Framework light portálu


			Framework light portálu - komponenta pro stylování aplikací





			


			cz.mbc.light74.style.bridge


			Framework light portálu


			Framework light portálu - komponenta pro stylování aplikací





			


			cz.mbc.light73.cms_new


			Framework light portálu


			Framework light portálu - komponenta pro práci s KM





			


			cz.mbc.light74.deployments.explorer


			Framework light portálu


			Framework light portálu - komponenta pro evidenci portálových deploymentů a CI





			


			cz.mbc.light74.app.statistics_report


			Monitoring aplikací


			Statistiky návštěvnosti portálových aplikací, aktivita uživatelů





			


			cz.mbc.light74.redaction


			Redakce


			Redakční systém pro přípravu a publikaci textů a administraci portálové navigace





			Customizace Light portálu a sdílené zákaznické funkcionality


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.utils


			


			Komponenta pro sdílené funkcionality různých portálových aplikací





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.common


			


			Komponenta pro sdílené funkcionality různých portálových aplikací





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.desktop


			


			Komponenta pro zákaznické styly a grafická nastavení light portálu





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.products


			


			Komponenta pro zákaznické styly a grafická nastavení produktových aplikací, zákaznický override produktové grafiky a javascriptu





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.rest


			


			Komponenta pro registraci REST API endpointů zákaznických aplikací





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.store


			


			Komponenta pro sdílené funkcionality persistence dat do portálové databáze, kterou využívají různé portálové aplikace





			Orgchart


			cz.mbc.light74.morg


			Já, zaměstnanec / orgchart


			Produktová aplikace Já, zaměstnanec / orgchart





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.employeedocs


			


			Zákaznická komponenta pro načítání dokumentů v aplikaci Já, zaměstnanec





			Reporting


			cz.mbc.light74.app.reporting


			Reporting


			Rozcestník reportů, dvě varianty (stará a nová grafika)





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.reportingBoard


			Reporting board


			Reporting board - další varianta rozcestníku reportů





			Mib:project


			cz.mbc.pprm.rest.libs


			mib:project


			Komponenta pro externí java knihovny mib:projectu





			


			cz.mbc.sportal.core


			mib:project


			Komponenta pro sdílené funkcionality mib:projectu - rozhraní





			


			cz.mbc.sportal.core.impl.sapportal


			mib:project


			Komponenta pro sdílené funkcionality mib:projectu - implementace pro SAP portály





			


			cz.mbc.sportal.ume.api


			mib:project


			Komponenta pro práci s uživateli mib:projectu - rozhraní





			


			cz.mbc.sportal.ume.sapportal


			mib:project


			Komponenta pro práci s uživateli mib:projectu - implementace pro SAP portály





			


			cz.mbc.sportal.tokenauth


			mib:project


			Komponenta pro autentizaci mib:projectu





			


			cz.mbc.sportal.tokenauth.loginmodule


			mib:project


			Komponenta pro autentizaci mib:projectu - login modul pro SAP portály





			


			cz.mbc.mibpprm.core.api


			mib:project


			Komponenta vystavující javovské API mib:projectu





			


			cz.mbc.mibpprm.core.entities


			mib:project


			Komponenta obsahující datový model a databázové entity pro mib:project





			


			cz.mbc.mibpprm.plugin.api


			mib:project


			Komponenta vystavující API pluginů mib:projectu





			


			cz.mbc.mibpprm.plugin


			mib:project


			Komponenta obsluhující funkcionální a zákaznické pluginy mib:projectu





			


			cz.mbc.mibpprm.core.impl


			mib:project


			Komponenta obsahující jádro aplikace mib:project





			


			cz.mbc.mibpprm.rest


			mib:project


			Komponenta obsahující REST API mib:projectu. Je vystaveno formou J2EE komponenty, nemá vlastní iView/quicklink





			


			cz.mbc.mibpprm.launcher


			mib:project


			Vstupní bod a grafická komponenta mib:projectu





			


			cz.mbc.mibpprm.launcher.admin


			mib:project


			Vstupní bod a grafická komponenta administračního rozhraní mib:projectu





			


			cz.mbc.cah.mibpprm.customization


			mib:project


			Zákaznická customizace mib:projectu - základní nastavení produktu





			


			cz.mbc.cah.mibpprm.plugin


			mib:project


			Zákaznický plugin mib:projectu - rozšiřuje funkcionality produktové aplikace o zákaznický vývoj





			


			cz.mbc.cah.mibpprm.plugin.collaborators


			mib:project


			Zákaznický plugin mib:projectu (spolupracovníci) - dodatečná funkcionalita produktové aplikace





			


			cz.mbc.cah.mibpprm.plugin.dms


			mib:project


			Zákaznický plugin mib:projectu (eDMS) - napojuje mib:project na systém eDMS v SAPu





			Dlaždice


			cz.mbc.light73.app.launchpad


			Launchpad, Launchpad Admin


			Rozcestník aplikací na portálové homepage + administrace rozcestníku aplikací





			


			cz.mbc.light73.service.launchpadRest


			Launchpad


			REST API rozcestníku aplikací





			


			cz.mbc.light73.store.launchpad


			Launchpad


			Komponenta pro ukládání dat rozcestníku aplikací do portálové databáze





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.guidepost


			Launchpad


			Komponenta pro zobrazení aplikace Launchpad na portálové homepage





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.hujer


			Launchpad


			Zákaznické rozšíření aplikace Launchpad o načítání dodatečných informací k dlaždici Hujer ze SAPu





			Eduard


			cz.mbc.light74.lms


			Vzdělávání student (EDUard)
Vzdělávání vedoucí (EDUard)
Vzdělávání garant (EDUard)


			E-learningová aplikace





			


			cz.mbc.light74.lms.player


			Eduard


			Komponenta e-learningové aplikace poskytující kurzy + SCORM přehrávač





			


			cz.mbc.light74.lms.store


			Eduard


			Komponenta e-learningové aplikace pro ukládání dat do portálové databáze





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.lms


			


			zřejmě předchůdce EDUarda, nevím, zda se používá





			eDMS


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.fileManager


			eDMS explorer


			Zákaznicky-specifický file manager postavený nad eDMS v SAPu





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.fileManager.libs


			


			Komponenta s javovskými knihovnami pro eDMS explorer





			Rezervační aplikace


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.massages


			Rezervace masáží


			Rezervace masáží





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.cardreservations


			Rezervace výměny ID karet


			Rezervace ID karet, rezervace přepážek





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.clerkreservations


			Mzdová účtárna - rezervace


			Rezervace mzdových účetní





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.transreservations


			Rezervace stěhování


			Rezervace stěhování, nepoužívá se





			UWL


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.uwl


			Schvalování


			Aplikace UWL





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.uwl.pprm


			


			Rozšíření aplikace UWL o detail PPRM úloh





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.pobj


			


			Rozšíření aplikace UWL o detail POBJ úloh





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.payment


			


			Rozšíření aplikace UWL o detail příkazů k úhradě





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.slxp


			


			Rozšíření aplikace UWL o detail z aplikace Drobná vydání / Stálé zálohy





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.reservations


			


			Rozšíření aplikace UWL o schválení rezervace účasti na školení





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.orders


			


			Rozšíření aplikace UWL o schválení dodavatele objednávky





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.invoicing


			


			Rozšíření aplikace UWL o detail faktury - zřejmě starší verze, možná už se nepoužívá





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.invoicing2018


			


			Rozšíření aplikace UWL o detail faktury





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.basket


			


			Rozšíření aplikace UWL o nákupní košík





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.clm


			


			Rozšíření aplikace UWL o úlohy CLM





			Další aplikace


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.ikm


			


			napojeno na funkční modul ZEP_IKM_GET, nenašel jsem žádné info, možná další rozšíření aplikace UWL?





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.bozp


			Záznam o úrazu


			Evidence úrazů





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.migo


			Příjem objednávky (SuperMigo)


			Aplikace MIGO + rozšíření do aplikace UWL o detail dalšího typu úlohy





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.businesspartner


			Obchodní partner: Založení


			Aplikace pro založení obchodního partnera + rozšíření aplikace UWL o detail schválení obchodního partnera





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.orgchartForManagers


			Orgchart pro manažery


			Orgchart pro manažery





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.payslip


			Přehled celkového příjmu za rok


			Přehled celkového příjmu za rok





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.payu


			Platební brána


			Platební brána





			


			cz.mbc.cah.light74.app.vyplatniPaska


			Výplatní páska / ELDP


			Výplatní pásky / ELDP











Žlutě – jsou označeny aplikace které se již přepisují


Růžově – jsou aplikace, které je nutné nahradit


Jedná hlavně se o tyto aplikace:


· mib:project - Aplikace mib:project je nasazena v prostředí „Light portálu,“ což je odlehčený framework pro přístup k aplikacím na SAP Enterprise Portalu. Aplikace využívá standardní portálové UME (User Management Engine). Mimo portálové prostředí je aplikace úzce integrována se SAP modulem PS. Prostřednictvím SAP PI je propojena s aplikací CLM, propojení funguje oběma směry. Data z PS a z portálové databáze jsou využívána pro BW reporting.


Standardní S4H alternativy: Plánování Projektu (PS modul) již podpořen Fiori aplikacemi, otázkou je zda, by tyto aplikace splňovaly Vaše požadavky 


https://help.sap.com/docs/SAP_S4HANA_ON-PREMISE/4dd8cb7b1c484b4b93af84d00f60fdb8/30190a56d448792de10000000a44538d.html


například: App ID F5611- Project Schedule pro plánování projektu


· Já zaměstnanec / Orgchart – Aplikace informace o zaměstnanci a jeho zařazení do organizační struktury.


Standardní S4H alternativy: nabízí se aplikace App ID F6119 - Organizational Chart


· MIB/E-DMS – aplikace postavena nad standardním DMS pro vkládání a evidenci dokumentů k SPP prvku. 


Standardní S4H alternativy: 


· DMS podpořen Fiori aplikací App ID F2733 - Manage Documents, otázkou je, zda by tato aplikace splňovala Vaše požadavky. 


· Případně produkt SAP Document Center.





· UWL – universal work list, aplikace napojení na SAP standardní workflow. 


Standardní S4H alternativy: nabízí aplikace App ID F0862 - My Inbox pro správu příchozích Workflow a nasměrovat do této aplikace výše uvedené workflow (UWL)





Tyto aplikace by se měly přepsat (reimplementovat) jejich frontendovou část do technologie podporované na S4H tedy OData + SAPUI5, nebo případně nalezení standardní Fiori aplikace na S4H.


Dále samotný portál může být nahrazen S4H launchpad, nebo například novou portálovou SAP platformou SAP Workzone.





[bookmark: _Toc131403216]SAP DMS a Content Server


SAP DM je funkčně podporován a také rozvíjen v S4H a je možné jej napojit na SAP Content Server jako v současném stavu.











[bookmark: _Toc131403217]Návrh postupu a harmonogramu


Postup a harmonogram závisí na zvolené variantě přechodu. Zde je uveden možný postup přechodu na SAP S/4HANA v případě varianty Brownfield, která je z pohledu harmonogramu technických prací nejsložitější. 


Doporučené pořadí jednotlivých kroků:


· Provedení přípravných kroků, které je možné udělat na původním systému R3 (kompletní zprovoznění BP CVI, vyřešení nekonzistencí v datech dle nálezu RC)


· Vytvoření systému Sandbox 1 kopií produktivního systému a jeho konverze na S/4


· Provedení vyrovnání zákaznických změn v kodu (SPAU) a zákaznického vývoje (ATC)


· Testy Sandboxu 1


· Vytvoření systému Sandbox 2 kopií produktivního systému


· Přenos transportů ze Sandbox 1 a jeho konverze na S/4


· Provedení vyrovnání zákaznických změn v kodu (SPAU) a zákaznického vývoje (ATC)


· Testy Sandboxu 2


· Konverze produktivního systému


Přesný postup doporučujeme rozpracovat v rámci realizace.


U varianty Shell a Greenfield jsou problémy v datech řešeny v rámci datové migrace a není nutné jejich řešení na stávajícím systému.


[bookmark: _Toc131403218]Návrh struktury licencí


Pro detaily ohledně licencí se, prosím, obraťte na svého licenčního partnera. V rámci Readiness Check nejsou licence primárně řešeny.


Pozn.: Po kompletním přesunu funkcionality ze SAP ECC existuje možnost tento systém převést do režimu „read-only“ pro náhled na historická data (Shell, Greenfield, v závislosti na způsobu provedení konverze i Brownfield).


[bookmark: _Toc131403219]Varianty konverze


Obecně můžeme říct, že jsou tři hlavní varianty přechodu na S/4. Každá má své výhody i nevýhody. Rozhodovací proces není krátkodobý. Je vhodné znát všechny možnosti a vše, co přinášejí, protože přechod systému na S/4 je významným krokem, který bezpochyby ovlivní fungování zákazníkova informačního systému na mnoho let dopředu. Případná prvotní preference konverze postupem Brownfield se může v průběhu rozhodování přeformovat v rozhodnutí přechodu Shell konverzí nebo i konverzí Greenfield.


[image: Diagram
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Klasický přechod na novou verzi systému, kdy se převádí programy i data, se nazývá Brownfield. V rozsahu Brownfield není redesign procesů ani čištění dat. Přechází se se všemi daty, která v systému jsou, pokud ovšem není před konverzí provedena archivace (archivace dat je v případě systému LAS z pohledu konverzního procesu žádoucí). Užitečnost historických dat je nesporná. Ale historická data mohou také představovat značné břemeno přechodu, neboť je nutné se vypořádat se všemi nekonzistencemi a není zde jednoduchá možnost, jak provést redesign či narovnání kmenových dat.


Může se stát, že během rozhodovacího procesu dojdeme k závěru, že ne všechna data jsou v současné podobě nezbytná pro chod nového systému. Historická data lze pro další využití odložit v plné nebo agregované podobě, lze ponechat starý systém v chodu v režimu read-only pro nahlížení a čtení dat a do nového systému lze přenést pouze otevřené obchodní případy, živá data. Je zde možné i využít možnosti reorganizace dat, např. srovnání duplicit v odběratelích a dodavatelích s vyladěním na pohled objektu business partnera. Tehdy přichází na řadu varianta Shell konverze. Její provedení je mnohem méně náročné na časovou odstávku systému při konverzi, protože data se nekonvertují. Nový systém je tedy očištěný od všech historických, a v mnoha případech již nepotřebných, dat. A je možné začít v užívání systému s čistým štítem, bez nekonzistencí v datech. Zahrnuje to však širší aktivitu implementačního týmu, který bude mít na starosti samostatnou datovou migraci.


Nakonec lze dospět i do rozhodnutí, že část procesů již není souladu s budoucím směřováním společnosti nebo třeba nevyužívá možností nového systému tak, jak další rozvoj společnosti vyžaduje. Zde přichází na řadu varianta Greenfield, tedy implementace nanovo – dat i procesů.


Každá z variant vyžaduje vytvoření implementačního týmu. Tento tým se musí vypořádat se všemi nástrahami procesu konverze a pod odborným vedením projít všemi fázemi projektu, zahrnujícími přípravu, vlastní konverzi, testování, a nakonec nasazení do produktivního provozu. Úspěch nezávisí jen na odborných schopnostech a nasazení všech zúčastněných, ale v první řadě na jasném definování cílů konverze a úspěšném vytvoření prostředí, ve kterém implementační tým dokáže všechny cíle realizovat v požadovaném rozsahu, čase a kvalitě.
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Na základě provedené analýzy je možné potvrdit, že přechod SAP ECC na SAP S/4HANA on-premise je možné realizovat všemi variantami.


Seznam doporučených následných kroků souvisejících s touto analýzou: 


· Provést archivaci dat (Brownfield)


· Provést sizing pro SAP S/4HANA s ohledem na fázování implementace (Brownfield, Shell, Greenfield)


· Zvýšit aplikační úroveň komponent (min. SAP_APPL 617 SPS10), z důvodu doinstalace CVI (Brownfield)


· Vyřešení nekonzistencí v datech podle nálezů RC (Brownfield)


· Převod (reimplementace) JAVA aplikací běžících na SAP NW portále, nebo náhrada za standardní Fiori aplikaci (Brownfield, Greenfield, Shell)


· Zapnutí sledování spouštěných transakcí uživatelů SCMON a SUSG na produktivním systému z důvodů pozdější analýzy využívaných transakcí. Nejlépe minimálně rok před začátkem projektu. (Brownfield, Greenfield, Shell)
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0. [bookmark: _Readiness_Check][bookmark: _Toc131403222]Readiness Check


Kompletní výsledky Readiness Check jsou v přiloženém souboru nebo dostupné online na adrese:


https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')


Zde jsou přiloženy výstupy Readiness Check z portálu SAP.
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Jedná se o kontrolu, které změny ve verzi S/4 jsou pro náš systém relevantní a budou pravděpodobně vyžadovat revizi nastavení nebo i celého procesu. Dále jsou zde uvedeny problémy v nastavení a datové nekonzistence, které musejí (nebo by měly být) ještě před konverzí vyřešeny. Kontrola se provádí na základě nastavení systému a dosud pořízených dat v databázových tabulkách. Je proto potřeba ho spouštět na produktivním systému.


Seznam je možné spustit a poté i zobrazit spuštěním programu /SDF/RC_START_CHECK


Výsledek kontroly pro produktivní systém LAS:
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Kliknutím na název ve sloupci ID se dostaneme na základní informace o kontrole, které ale nemají velkou informační hodnotu. Mnohem více informací je možné získat kliknutím na odkaz ve sloupci Poznámka. Zde se nachází číslo OSS noty, ve které jsou uvedeny podrobnosti kontroly a dopad změny na SAP systém.





Příklad zobrazené OSS noty po prokliku:
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Jediným kritickým nálezem je nedokončené nastavení Business Partnerů (Customer Vendor Integration) popsané v kapitole SI2: MasterData BP. Ostatní nalezené problémy se zdají být poměrně snadno a rychle řešitelné.





SI2: MasterData_BP


S4TWL - Business Partner Approach


Jedná se o nejzásadnější změnu při přechodu na verzi S/4 HANA.


V systému S/4 HANA je povinné používání tzv. Business partnerů jako výchozího „systému“ pro evidenci obchodních partnerů (tj. odběratelů, dodavatelů, kontraktních osob, poboček, zaměstnanců – i mimo HR systém např. pro partnerské role v odbytu nebo nákupu, kde jsou zaměstnanci používáni). V systému však zůstávají i původní odběratelé i dodavatelé, přičemž replikaci z Business partnerů zajišťuje funkcionalita nazvaná CVI – Customer Vendor Integration. Jedná se o nastavení propojení Business partnerů s původními objekty SAP.


CVI musí být před spuštěním případné konverze na S/4 formou Brownfield nebo Shell konverze nastaveno a replikace aktivní. Nutnost nastavení CVI platí i v případě scénářů bez konverze dat.


V současné době jsou business partneři využíváni a je instalováno CVI první verze. Pro konverzi způsobem Brownfield to není dostačující a bude nutné provést zásadní úpravy kmenových dat a pravděpodobně doinstalovat CVI do aktuální verze. Vývoj v CVI je ze strany SAP aktivní a v průběhu času se související programy zásadně upravují. Proto nemusí být zajištěna kompatibilita současné nainstalované verze s požadavky kontrol, které budou spouštěny před započetím konverze na S/4.


Zásadním hlášením je zde neúplnost použití business partnerů. BP nejsou využíváni v celém rozsahu.


Výsledek kontroly: 
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Podle konzultace se zákazníkem byli business partneři využíváni již od začátku existence systému LAS/110. Nicméně využití nebylo zcela striktní a z důvodu migrace původního systému do LAS/110 nedošlo k vytvoření BP v celém rozsahu všech partnerů, takže zůstali nespojeni někteří odběratelé a dodavatelé. K částečné nápravě došlo v průběhu roku 2016, kdy hromadně vznikli další BP. 


Odběratelé


Současný počet zákazníků je 17045. Z toho synchronizovaných pomocí CVI je 15663.


Současný počet kontaktních osob zákazníků je 85, synchronizovaných je 83. Kontaktní osoby jsou reálně využívány, ale ve velmi nízkém počtu. Jejich synchronizace do CVI je specifická. Doporučujeme zvážit, zda je nutné konvertovat kontaktní osoby do nového systému. Jednou z možností je i odmazání kontaktních osob a jejich znovuzaložení již na konvertovaném systému.  


Dodavatelé


Současný počet dodavatelů je 20205, synchronizovaných je 20164.


Analýza Readiness Check neidentifikovala žádná zákaznická rozšíření na logistických partnerech. Nicméně v systému vidíme rozšíření ve strukturách KNA1, LFA1, a proto je nutné brát v plánování přechodu ohled na případnou reimplementaci zákaznických vývojů.


Zaměstnanci


V rámci HR (HCM) na S/4 dochází ke změně datového modelu a použití business partnerů jako zaměstnanců je povinné. Konverze zaměstnanců se řeší až po samotné konverzi na S/4, ale zároveň před spuštěním systému. V rámci přípravy logistických business partnerů a CVI není nutné provádět přípravné kroky pro partnery-zaměstnance. Zaměstnanci jsou řešeni výhradně z pohledu HR, případně při spojení s uživatelem SAP mohou jejich business partneři nahradit údržbu uživatele v SU01.


Integrace business partnerů


Integrace se SAP CRM není aktivní, s CRM již není do budoucna počítáno.


Integrace pomocí odchozích idoců CREMAS a DEBMAS je aktivní, včetně vlastního rozšíření. Podle konzultace se zákazníkem jsou cílovými systémy externí systémy skrze systém SAP PI, kde dochází ke konverzi zprávy. Vzhledem k tomu, že SAP ERP je primárním systémem pro správu partnerů a všechny zprávy jsou pouze odchozí, změna integrace není nezbytně nutná. Idocy jsou nadále funkční, minimálně ve směru outbound. Přechod na nové integrace v rámci partnerů je na zvážení.


Závěr


Vyřešení kompletnosti business partnerů a zprovoznění CVI je nutnou podmínkou pro spuštění konverze na S/4 verzí Brownfield. Doporučujeme provedení archivace dat a reorganizaci partnerů jejich sloučením do stejných objektů. Podle zkušenosti s přípravou oblasti business partnerů a CVI na přechod doporučujeme zohlednit související činnosti v harmonogramu s dostatečným časovým rozsahem.


Současný způsob integrace bude pravděpodobně funkční i nadále, ale počítejme s jistou náročností na otestování kompatibility zákaznických úprav.





SI1: Logistics_MM-IM


S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM)


Kontroly v klientech 001, 100 a 110 nalezly aktivní LIS. LIS jako takový je již omezen a jeho plnění je potřeba vypnout nebo upravit (Brownfield). V prostředí Letiště Praha nejsou infastruktury reálně využívány.





SI1_FIN_GL


S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER


Ve verzi S/4 HANA je jako hlavní zdroj dat použit tzv. Universal Journal, tj. tabulka ACDOCA.


Původní tabulky BKPF a BSEG (hlavička a položky účetních dokladů) v systému zůstávají a účetní doklady jsou do nich nadále ukládány. SAP ale upozorňuje, že v budoucnu už tomu tak nemusí být a doporučuje v zákaznických vývojích přesměrovat čtení těchto tabulek na tabulku novou.


Kontroly hlásí nekonzistence v klientech 001 a 100. Chyby jsou přeskočitelné, ale je vhodné je vyřešit (Brownfield). 





SI2: Logistics_PP-MRP


S4TWL - Storage Location MRP


Plánování potřeb již není na úrovni skladu možné. Tuto funkcionalitu je možné nahradit plánováním na úrovni Dispozičních oblastí.


Tato nenápadná změna se projevuje na obrazovkách některých transakcí (např. MMBE pro stavy zásob) a je potřeba dobře s tímto uživatele seznámit a vysvětlit novou funkcionalitu.


Výsledky kontroly ukazují na chybějící nastavení a logicky i chybějící dispoziční oblasti pro jednotlivé kombinace pobočka+sklad.





SI2: FIN_AA


S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING


Jedná se o kontroly související s nutností přechodu na nové účtování majetku v S/4 HANA.


Nalezené nekonzistence je nutné před konverzí vyřešit (Brownfield).





SI22: GENERIC_CHECKS


S4TWL - Generic Check for SAP S/4HANA Conversion and Upgrade


Jedná se o obecné a technické testy za účelem odhalit nekonzistence, které by mohly narušit přechod na systém S/4 HANA.





SI5: MasterData_PM


S4TWL - Simplification of copy/reference handling


Došlo k úpravě nastavení polí obrazovek, potřebná úprava se týká customizace. Lze postupovat podle instrukcí přiložených v notě (Brownfield, Shell).
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[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_GEN]1.1 General Introduction




SAP S/4HANA is SAP’s next-generation business suite. It is not the legal successor of any SAP Business Suite product. SAP S/4HANA is a new product completely built on SAP HANA, which is one of the most advanced in-memory platforms today. In addition, SAP S/4HANA reflects modern design principles based on the SAP Fiori user experience.




In an approach to build SAP S/4HANA, SAP has re-imagined solutions for modern business processes in an increasingly mobile and digitized world. SAP S/4HANA delivers massive simplifications and innovations, deliverable on one data structure and architecture moving forward.




Converting a typical SAP ERP 6.x system to SAP S/4HANA requires a database migration to SAP HANA (if not currently running on SAP HANA), and the installation of new simplified code and adaptions.




A comprehensive overview of all simplifications for SAP S/4HANA, compared to SAP Business Suite products, are captured in the simplification list at https://help.sap.com/viewer/p/SAP_S4HANA_ON-PREMISE. For a given customer, only a limited number of simplification items from this extensive list are applicable.




To provide customers a better view of the results for their system landscapes when converting to SAP S/4HANA, SAP offers SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA.
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SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA enables you to better understand the implications of a conversion from an existing SAP ERP system to SAP S/4HANA.The check helps to identify necessary preparations and pre-projects in the current system landscape, long before an SAP S/4HANA system conversion project starts.




The results of SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA – for the system ID given on the front page – are presented in this document.




For useful transactional data and history, we recommend running SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA on a production system (or a recent copy of one). SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANAincludessystem-specificinformationon adjustments that are mandatory for the conversion to SAP S/HANA




· Add-on compatibility




· Active business functions




· SAP S/4HANA simplification items, including activities




· Custom code




In addition, SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA provides system-specific information regarding:




· SAP Custom Development projects




· SAP HANA sizing and Data Volume Management




· SAP Business Process Discovery




· Required Adjustments for integration, including BW Extractors and IDoc interface
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By using SAP Readiness Check, you agree to the applicable terms and conditions available on the SAP Readiness Check Web site.

Please be aware that SAP Readiness Check is a high-level planning tool and designed as a first check in planning a system conversion or upgrade. SAP does not warrant the completeness of SAP Readiness Check.

The product-specific simplification list and its related restrictions continue to evolve, meaning that some restrictions may be temporary. Also, you may decide to expand the solution in the future. The analysis results provided by SAP Readiness Check reflect a specific point in time analysis for the system in scope. While you might not use some installed functions, SAP Readiness Check does not in every case differentiate between used and installed components.

SAP recommends that you carefully read the introduction of the relevant simplification list document. Where applicable, this document is product-specific and version-specific and can be found on the related SAP Help Portal product page. The introduction contains important information about how to interpret the simplification items. SAP also recommends that you always check the latest release restriction notes, which might contain additional restrictions not maintained in the simplification list.




The custom code analysis available in SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA and SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA upgrades identifies mandatory change areas due to the simplified application architecture of the target product version. Custom code analysis does not contain a list of all adaptations necessary to support SAP HANA as a database. In addition, the analysis does not include general prerequisite adaptations for SAP HANA database migration. Lastly, the analysis does not include requisite adaptations for future add-ons or for custom code unrelated to SAP S/4HANA.

SAP Readiness Check, including the underlying data, may be changed without prior notice and is provided for informational purposes to you only.

Before you perform any tasks related to the software lifecycle, you still have to consult the relevant documentation, such as master guides, upgrade guides, documents provided on SAP Support Portal, in support package stack guides, and in SAP Notes. You cannot rely on the results of SAP Readiness Check. If you need individual guidance and support for your installation, conversion, upgrade, or improvement project, please contact your local SAP consulting organization for further advice. SAP Readiness Check and its content are provided by SAP SE and its affiliated companies ("SAP Group") for informational purposes only, without representation or warranty of any kind, and SAP Group shall not be liable for errors or omissions with respect to the materials. SAP does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of the information, text, graphics, links, or other items contained within these materials and shall have no liability for damages of any kind, including, without limitation, direct, special, indirect, or consequential damages that may result from the use of the tool. Customers remain responsible for their SAP implementation.
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					SID of System of Analysis	




					Date of Analysis









					LAS




					03/21/2023
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					Product




					Product Version









					SAP S/4HANA




					SAP S/4HANA 2022



















Installed Product Version




					SID




					Installed Product Version









					LAS




					EHP8 FOR SAP ERP 6.0



















Current Database




					SID




					Database System




					DB ID




					Unicode









					LAS




					ORACLE




					LAS




					Yes
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Operating System / SAP Kernel




					SID




					Operating System




					OS Version




					SAP Kernel Release









					LAS




					AIX




					7.1




					753
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If your SAP ERP 6.0 is









· already running on SAP HANA 1.0, you need to update to SAP HANA 2.0




· not on Unicode yet, you need to convert to Unicode









prior to converting to SAP S/4HANA.









The following section contains information on the compatibility of the installed add-ons and active business functions with SAP S/4HANA. It also provides information on additional important checks that are not provided as part of SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA.
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Overview by Status




					Status




					Number of Add-Ons









					Incompatible




					0









					Unknown




					3









					Incompatible (Uninstallable)




					0









					Compatible (Software Entitlement Required)




					0









					Certified Third-Party Software




					0









					Certified Third-Party Software Available




					0









					Compatible




					5



















Explanation of Status:




· Incompatible: The add-on is currently not supported by the target SAP S/4HANA release. It might be compatible with a lower release of SAP S/4HANA or not compatible at all. Since the add-on will block your conversion, it needs to be taken care of as soon as possible.




· Incompatible (Uninstallable): The add-on is incompatible but can be uninstalled. It won't block your conversion but should be reviewed as soon as possible.




· Unknown: The add-on needs to be validated for compatibility with the selected target SAP S/4HANA release. A follow-up with the third-party vendor is required as soon as possible, since incompatible third-party add-ons will block your conversion.




· Compatible (Software Entitlement Required): A compatible version of the add-on exists. However, it's not entitled for your user. A follow-up with your SAP Account Executive is required as soon as possible, since this will block your conversion.




· Certified Third-Party Software: The add-on is a certified third-party software. To confirm the compatibility of the add-on with the target SAP S/4HANA release, a follow-up with the third-party vendor is required as soon as possible.




· Certified Third-Party Software Available: The add-on is generally certified, but not for the currently selected target SAP S/4HANA release or the currently installed version of the add-on. Please access SAP Integration and Certification Center and check the conversion strategy with the respective software provider.




· Compatible: The add-on is compatible with SAP S/4HANA.









Note: incompatible add-ons will block your conversion during SUM and therefore need to be taken care of.









For further investigation, please create an incident on component XX-SER-REL or BC-UPG-ADDON.









Add-ons are not (yet) supported for SAP S/4HANA




There is no add-on with status “Incompatible”









Software Component Versions not assigned to any installed product version




There is no such software component version









Third-Party Add-Ons




					Software Component




					Vendor









					C4PERP 604 [0(0)]




					Third-Party









					C4PSOL 750 [0(0)]




					Third-Party









					BLUESKY 272 [0(0)]




					Third-Party



















For Third party add-ons, please contact the vendor directly to confirm that the respective add-on is released for SAP S/4HANA in its current version or in a successor version.




If an add-on is no longer required, please check with the vendor if a package for uninstalling the add-on is available.









Add-ons which are incompatible but can be uninstalled




There is no add-on which is incompatible but can be uninstalled









Add-ons which are Certified Third-Party Software




There is no add-on which is certified Third-party Software









Add-ons which are Certified Third-Party Software Available




There is no add-on which is certified Third-party Software Available









Add-ons which are Compatible to SAP S/4HANA




					Addon




					Vendor









					Plug-in on EHP 6+ for ERP 6.0




					SAP









					SAP Multiresource Scheduling for UI




					SAP









					Gateway Server Core NW 750




					SAP









					SAP Frontend Server 7.50




					SAP









					SAP Multiresource Scheduling for ERP - ABAP Server




					SAP



















The following SAP Notes contain more information on SAP and 3rd party add-ons for SAP S/4HANA.




					SAP Note




					Description









					2214409




					SAP S/4HANA: Compatible Add-ons









					2011192




					De-installation of SAP Addons









					




					



















There may be licensing implications regarding the upgrade of an add-on to a compatible SAP S/4HANA version of the add-on. Please check with SAP and the respective vendors of the 3rdparty add-ons for potential license implications when converting to SAP S/4HANA.









Link to the complete list of add-ons




https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/Addon














[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_BUSFUNC]2.2 Active Business Functions




Overview by Status




					Status




					Number of Business Function









					Incompatible




					0









					Will be deleted




					0









					Compatible




					17



















Explanation of Status:




· Incompatible - Business Function activates functionality that is not supported in SAP S/4HANA




· Will be deleted– Business Function is no longer available in S/4HANA. The business functions in SAP ERP may have been assigned to different business functions in SAP S/4HANA




· Compatible – The Business Function is compatible with SAP S/4HANA









For further investigation, please create a support incident on the application component of the Business Function.









business funcitons are not (yet) supported for SAP S/4HANA




There is no business function with status "Incompatible"









business funcitons are Not Compatible to SAP S/4HANA but can be uninstallable




There is no business function which is incompatible but can be uninstalled









business funcitons are Compatible to SAP S/4HANA




					Business Function




					Software Component




					Application Component









					EA-PLM




					SAP_APPL




					









					LOG_EAM_CI_1




					SAP_APPL




					









					LOG_EAM_CI_12




					SAP_APPL




					









					LOG_EAM_CI_2




					SAP_APPL




					









					LOG_EAM_CI_3




					SAP_APPL




					









					LOG_EAM_CI_5




					SAP_APPL




					









					LOG_EAM_CI_6




					SAP_APPL




					









					LOG_EAM_CI_7




					SAP_APPL




					









					LOG_EAM_MPS1




					SAP_APPL




					









					LOG_EAM_OLC




					SAP_APPL




					









					LOG_EAM_SIMP




					SAP_APPL




					









					LOG_PP_SRN_02




					SAP_APPL




					









					LOG_PP_SRN_CONF




					SAP_APPL




					









					EA-FIN




					SAP_FIN




					









					FIN_GL_CI_1




					SAP_FIN




					









					RE_GEN_CI_1




					SAP_FIN




					









					RE_GEN_CI_2




					SAP_FIN




					



















The following SAP Notes contain more information on Business Functions and SAP S/4HANA:




					SAP Note




					Description









					2240359




					SAP S/4HANA: Always-Off Business Functions









					2240360




					SAP S/4HANA: Always-On Business Functions









					




					
























Link to the complete list of active business functions




https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/BusinessFunction














[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_ADD_CHECKS]2.3 Recommended Additional Checks	









Please note that in addition to the checks above provided by SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA, additional restrictions and landscape requirements may be relevant for your system.









Please read the following SAP Notes carefully:




					SAP Note




					Description









					




					









					




					









					2251604




					Version Interoperability between SAP S/4HANA On Premise Edition and SAP NetWeaver Systems



















[bookmark: CHAPTER_SIMPL_ITEMS]3 Required Solution Adjustments for a System Conversion to SAP S/4HANA









[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_SIMPL_ITEMS]3.1 SAP S/4HANA Simplification Items









A comprehensive overview of all simplifications for SAP S/4HANAcompared to the SAP Business Suite products– that is, all mandatory solution adjustments in a system conversion project – is captured in the Simplification List for SAP S/4HANA at https://help.sap.com/viewer/p/SAP_S4HANA_ON-PREMISE.









This section of the SAP Readiness Check displays those simplification items (out of the overall list of more than 470 items) that are relevant for your specific SAP ERP 6.x system installation. The identification mainly relies on table contents and used transactions. For accurate results we recommended that you run the SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA on an SAP ERP 6.x production system with at least a four week-long transaction history.









general statistics




					Status




					Number of Objects









					Overall number of Simplification Items




					649









					Check performed, item is not relevant. No follow-up activity necessary.




					540









					Check performed, item is relevant (excludes “non strategic items”). Check business impact note.




					93









					Relevance cannot be automatically determined. (excludes “non strategic items”). Check business impact note.




					16
























[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_SIMPL_ITEMS_GR4]3.1.1 Relevant Simplification Items









The following table lists simplification items that have been checked and are immediately relevant:









relevant simplification items




					LoB– BusinessArea




					Title




					Effort Ranking




					Category




					SAP Note




					Relevance









					Human Resources - Core HR and Time Recording




					S4TWL – Flexible Benefits not supported in ESS technologies




SI31: Flex_Benefits_not supported_in_ESS




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)




					3221404




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T5UB3' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T74HP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Accounting and Financial Close




					S4TWL - Currencies in Universal Journal




SI6_FIN_GL




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2344012




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'BKPF' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>1 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .









					Human Resources - Core HR and Time Recording




					S4TWL - Travel Management SRA004 Simplified Model




SI6: HR_SRA004 Simplified Model




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)




					3062197




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'PTRV_HEAD' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .









					Sales - Order and Contract Management




					S4TWL - Data Model Changes in SD Pricing




SI2: SD_PRIC




					Medium (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2267308




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'NACH' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Cost Management and Profitability Analysis




					S4TWL - Summarization Hierarchies in Controlling




SI11: FIN_CO




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2349282




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TKKR1' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Database and Data Management - Enterprise Information Management




					S4TWL - LEGACY SYSTEM MIGRATION WORKBENCH




SI9: CT_LSMW




					Low (default)




					Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)




					2287723




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'CVERS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					R&D/Engineering - Product Lifecycle Management




					S4TWL - Classification




SI14: Logistics - PLM




					Medium (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2267878




					Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' CT04 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .









					R&D/Engineering - Product Lifecycle Management




					S4TWL - Engineering Client Viewer (ECL)




SI8: Logistics - PLM 




					Low (default)




					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)




					2267864




					Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' CV01N '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Sourcing and Procurement - Invoice Management




					S4TWL - New Customizing for Exchange Rate Difference Handling




SI21: PROC_MM_IV_ERD




					Assessment Required (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					3053636




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'RBKP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Supply Chain - Advanced Order Promising




					S4TWL - New advanced ATP in SAP S/4HANA – Table VBBS




SI1: Logistics_ATP




					Low (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					2267745




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'VBBS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Supply Chain - Inventory




					S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh




SI5: Logistics_MM-IM




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2319579




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TMC4' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TCURM' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					IT Management - Administration and Usability




					S4TWL - JOB SCHEDULING




SI8:CROSS_BC_CCM-BTC




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2318468




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'CVERS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Solutions for Specific Industries - Defense and Security




					S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and extractors for DFPS




SI2: Defense&Security




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)




					2273294




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ROOSOURCE' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Sales - Order and Contract Management




					S4TWL - SD Simplified Data Models




SI1: SD_GENERAL




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2267306




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'VBUK' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Manufacturing - Production Planning




					S4TWL - Graphical display of available quantity in MRP evaluations




SI39: Logisticis_PP




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					3018123




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T001W' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Cost Management and Profitability Analysis




					S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING




SI2_FIN_CO




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2270407




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Cost Management and Profitability Analysis




					S4TWL - ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING




SI3_FIN_CO




					Low (default)




					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)




					2270408




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TKA00' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Cost Management and Profitability Analysis




					S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing




SI6: FIN_MISC_ML




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2352383




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EKBE' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Sourcing and Procurement - Invoice Management




					S4TWL - Supplier Invoice New Archiving




SI20: PROC_MM_IV_ILM




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2578291




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'RBKP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Database and Data Management - Enterprise Information Management




					S4TWL - Removal of Gender Domain Fixed Values




SI27: MasterData_BP




					Assessment Required (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2928897




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'KNA1' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					R&D/Engineering - Product Lifecycle Management




					S4TWL - cDesk




SI6: Logistics_PLM




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative planned)




					2267850




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'CDESK_C_SYSTEMS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					R&D/Engineering - Enterprise Portfolio and Project Management




					S4TWL - Project System ITS Services




SI17 Logistics_PS




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)




					2267331




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ICFSERVLOC' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Application Platform and Infrastructure - Process Management and Integration




					S4TWL - eDocument Framework Migration to SAP S/4HANA




SI2_GSLOG_EDOC




					Medium (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2523749




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EDOCOMPANYACTIV' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Sourcing and Procurement - Operational Procurement




					S4TWL - Classic MM-PUR GUI Transactions replacement




SI11: PROC_MM_DYN




					Medium (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					2267449




					Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' ME22 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .









					IT Management - Administration and Usability




					S4TWL - Business User Management




SI21: BUSINESS_USER




					Medium (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2570961




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'USR02' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Solutions for Specific Industries - Retail




					S4TWL - Retail Information System




SI33: Logistics_General




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative planned)




					2370131




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TMC4' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Advanced Financial Operations




					S4TWL - Globalization – Logistics




SI1_GSLOG




					Low (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					2270312




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'VARID' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Database and Data Management - Enterprise Information Management




					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach




SI2: MasterData_BP




					Assessment Required (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2265093




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'LFA1' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Database and Data Management - Enterprise Information Management




					S4TWL - BI Extractors in SAP S/4HANA




SI18: CT_BW_EXTRACTORS




					Medium (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					2500202




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ROOSOURCE' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					R&D/Engineering - Product Lifecycle Management




					S4TWL - BOM, Routing, Production Version




SI16: Logistics - PLM




					Medium (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2267880




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARC' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Cost Management and Profitability Analysis




					S4TWL - Profitability Analysis




SI9: FIN_CO




					Assessment Required (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2349278




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TKA00' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Asset Management - Maintenance Management




					S4TWL - Changes In List Reports For Order and Notification




SI6: Logistics_PM




					Low (default)




					Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)




					2270108




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'AFIH' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Supply Chain - Inventory




					S4TWL - AVAILABILITY OF TRANSACTIONS IN MM-IM




SI2: Logistics_MM-IM




					Low (default)




					Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)




					2210569




					Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' MB1A '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Asset Management - Maintenance Management




					S4TWL - Object List Number Field Length Extension




SI10: Logistics_PM




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2580670




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'OBJK' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Sourcing and Procurement - Invoice Management




					S4TWL - Authorization Concept for Supplier Invoice




SI14: PROC_MM_IV_AUTH




					Medium (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2271189




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'RBKP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Sourcing and Procurement - Operational Procurement




					S4TWL - Pricing Data Model Simplification




SI8: PROC_MM_PRICING




					Medium (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2267442




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'KONV' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Human Resources - Core HR and Time Recording




					S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners




SI2: HR_Empl




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2340095




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'PA0000' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Database and Data Management - Enterprise Information Management




					S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension




SI4: MasterData_PM




					Assessment Required (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2267140




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Manufacturing - Production Planning




					S4TWL - Planning File




SI12: Logistics_PP




					Medium (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2268088




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T001W' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Manufacturing - Manufacturing Operations




					S4TWL - Batch History




SI36: Logistics_PP




					Low (default)




					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)




					2270242




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MCHA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Human Resources - Core HR and Time Recording




					S4TWL – HCM Obsolete Packages




SI19: HR_Obsolete_Packages




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)




					3224319




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'PA0000' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .; Položka je relevant; Business Function H4S4_1 je neaktivní









					IT Management - Administration and Usability




					S4TWL - Generic Check for SAP S/4HANA Conversion and Upgrade




SI22: GENERIC_CHECKS




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2618018




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T000' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Accounting and Financial Close




					S4TWL - DATA MODEL CHANGES IN FIN




SI1_FIN_General




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2270333




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'BKPF' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .









					Manufacturing - Quality Management




					S4TWL - Authorization Objects in QM




SI9: Logistics_QM




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2505099




					Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' QE03 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Human Resources - Core HR and Time Recording




					S4TWL - ESS and MSS




SI5: HR_JAVA_ESS_MSS




					Medium (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					2383879




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'PA0000' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Accounting and Financial Close




					S4TWL - Profit Center and Segment Reorganisation




SI10_FIN_GL




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative planned)




					3087195




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'FAGL_SPLIT_FIELD' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Cost Management and Profitability Analysis




					S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling




SI8: FIN_CO




					Medium (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2349297




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .









					Manufacturing - Production Planning




					S4TWL - Planning Horizon




SI35: Logistics_PP




					Medium (default)




					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)




					2270241




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T001W' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Accounting and Financial Close




					S4TWL - Removal of D/C Indicator from Editing Options




SI9_FIN_GL




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2865285




					Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' FB50 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 3 .









					Sales - Order and Contract Management




					S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management




SI14: SD_BILLING_OM




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2790427




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'VBRK' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Manufacturing - Production Planning




					S4TWL - MRP fields in Material Master




SI7:MasterData_PM




					Low (default)




					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)




					2267246




					Relevantní na základě kontroly provedené uživatelem CLS4SIC_LO_MD_MM_MRP: Data maintained in corresponding MRP fields for product 000000000000205424 in client 110.









					R&D/Engineering - Product Lifecycle Management




					S4TWL - Classification - Data Cleanup before Migration




SI32: Logistics_PLM




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2949845




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'INOB' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Application Platform and Infrastructure - Process Management and Integration




					S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration




S12: MasterData




					Low (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					2267295




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EDP21' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Manufacturing - Environment, Health, and Safety




					S4TWL - Specification Workbench Adjustments




SI14: Logistics_PSS




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2439345




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TCGENV' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Database and Data Management - Enterprise Information Management




					S4TWL - Batch Input for Customer Master/Supplier Master




SI25: MasterData_BP




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					2492904




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'KNA1' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Sourcing and Procurement - Sourcing and Contract Management




					S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction




SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality deprecated (alternative exists with roadmap)




					2332710




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EKKO' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>20 '' a nalezený počet je 21 .









					Asset Management - Maintenance Management




					S4TWL - Scheduling of Maintenance Plan




SI3: Logistics_PM




					Low (default)




					Functionality deprecated (alternative exists with roadmap)




					2270078




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MPLA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Enterprise Risk and Compliance




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master




SI6:MasterData_PM




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					2267225




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARC' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Cost Management and Profitability Analysis




					S4TWL - COST ELEMENTS




SI7: FIN_CO




					Medium (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					2270419




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COEP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'CSKA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>1 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .









					Finance - Advanced Accounting and Financial Close




					S4TWL - Replacement of legal reports with SAP S/4HANA ACR




SI5: GSFIN_LEG_REP




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					2835816




					Položka je relevantní. Report ' RFUMSV00 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .









					Finance - Accounting and Financial Close




					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER




SI1_FIN_GL




					Assessment Required (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2270339




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COEP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Asset Management - Maintenance Management




					S4TWL - Enterprise Search in EAM




SI8: Logistics




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2270123




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EQUI' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Manufacturing - Environment, Health, and Safety




					S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen




SI8: Logistics_PSS




					Low (default)




					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)




					2267432




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ROOSOURCE' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Enterprise Risk and Compliance




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade within SAP S/4HANA Procurement




SI15: PROC_FT




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					2267740




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T604T' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Accounting and Financial Close




					S4TWL - Amount Field Length Extension




SI8_FIN_GL




					Medium (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2628654




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'BKPF' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Sales - Order and Contract Management




					S4TWL -Miscellaneous minor functionalities in SD Area




SI16: SD_Miscellaneous minor deprecations in SD Area




					Low (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					2267395




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'LIKP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Database and Data Management - Enterprise Information Management




					S4TWL - Simplified Product Master Tables Related to OMSR Transaction




SI3: MasterData_PM




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2267138




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Enterprise Risk and Compliance




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade




SI3: SD_FT




					Medium (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					2267310




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T604' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Database and Data Management - Enterprise Information Management




					S4TWL – Deprecation of 4 fields from FSBP table BP1010




SI14: FIN_MISC_FSBP_BP1010




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality deprecated (alternative exists with roadmap)




					3216733




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'BP1010' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Asset Management - Maintenance Management




					S4TWL - Batch Input for Enterprise Asset Management (EAM)




SI5: Logistics_PM




					Low (default)




					Functionality deprecated (alternative exists with roadmap)




					2270107




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EQUI' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Supply Chain - Inventory




					S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM)




SI1: Logistics_MM-IM




					Assessment Required (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2206980




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MSEG' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Application Platform and Infrastructure - Process Management and Integration




					S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT




SI4: CT_OM




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2470711




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'CVERS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Financial Operations




					S4TWL - SAP Travel Management in SAP S/4HANA Suite




SI33: HR_TRAVEL




					Assessment Required (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2719018




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'PTRV_HEAD' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .









					Finance - Treasury Management




					S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts




SI2_FIN_CM




					Medium (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					2870766




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T012K' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Financial Operations




					S4TWL - Determination of default values in Intrastat reporting




SI3: FIN_SLL_ISR_DV




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2468294




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T605Z' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Manufacturing - Quality Management




					S4TWL - ITS services in QM




SI_2_Logistics_QM




					Medium (default)




					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)




					2270126




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ICFSERVLOC' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Manufacturing - Manufacturing Operations




					S4TWL - Release status for different RFC function modules revoked




SI16: Logistics_PP




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2268112




					Položka je relevant; Business Function LOG_PP_SRN_CONF je aktivní









					IT Management - Administration and Usability




					S4TWL - New Default Security Settings for SAP S/4HANA




SI27: CT_SECURE_BY_DEFAULT




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2926224




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'USR02' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Application Platform and Infrastructure - Process Management and Integration




					ABAPTWL - Change of workflow system user and workflow system jobs




SI20: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_USER_JOBS




					Assessment Required (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2568271




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'SWWWIHEAD' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Accounting and Financial Close




					S4TWL - DATA STRUCTURE CHANGES IN ASSET ACCOUNTING




SI1: FIN_AA




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2270387




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ANEK' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>1 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .









					Asset Management - Maintenance Management




					S4TWL - Download Data in MS Access out of List




SI2: Logistics_PM




					Low (default)




					Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)




					2270076




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EQUI' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Supply Chain - Inventory




					S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation




SI3: Logistics_MM-IM




					Medium (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2267834




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T001K' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Application Platform and Infrastructure - Process Management and Integration




					ABAPTWL - Change of authorization checks SAP Business Workflow




SI21: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_AUTHORIZATION_CHANGES




					Assessment Required (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2979517




					Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' SWI2_ADM1 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Database and Data Management - Enterprise Information Management




					S4TWL - Simplification of copy/reference handling




SI5: MasterData_PM




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2330063




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T130F' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Cost Management and Profitability Analysis




					S4TWL - TECHNICAL CHANGES IN CONTROLLING




SI1: FIN_CO




					Medium (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2270404




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COEP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .









					Supply Chain - Inventory




					S4TWL - Goods movements without exclusive locking by material valuation




SI7: Logistics_MM-IM




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2338387




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MBEW' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Accounting and Financial Close




					S4TWL - REPLACED TRANSACTION CODES AND PROGRAMS IN FIN




SI2_FIN_General




					Medium (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					2742613




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COEP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					R&D/Engineering - Product Lifecycle Management




					S4TWL - Easy Document Management (Easy DMS)




SI9: Logistics - PLM




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					2267866




					Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' CV01N '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Application Platform and Infrastructure - Process Management and Integration




					ABAPTWL - Visualization of SAP Business Workflow Metadata




SI09: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_VISUALIZATION




					Assessment Required (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2896183




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'SWFVT' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Sourcing and Procurement - Operational Procurement




					S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order




SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2267444




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'NAST' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Financial Operations




					S4TWL - Material classification with commodity codes




SI1: FIN_SLL_CLS




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2376556




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARC' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Manufacturing - Production Planning




					S4TWL - Storage Location MRP




SI2: Logistics_PP-MRP




					Medium (calculated)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					2268045




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARD' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .









					Finance - Accounting and Financial Close




					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING




SI2: FIN_AA




					Potentially High (calculated)




					Change of existing functionality




					2270388




					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T093C' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .
























[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_SIMPL_ITEMS_GR3]3.1.2 Simplification Items with Relevance to Be Checked









The following simplification items cannot be checked automatically but may be immediately relevant for your SAP S/4HANA system conversion. Please check the relevance of items from used application areas by the provided Business Impact SAP Notes:









simplification items with relevanceto be checked




					LoB–BusinessArea




					Title




					Effort Ranking




					Category




					SAP Note




					Relevance









					Finance - Accounting and Financial Close




					S4TWL - SAP HANA LIVE REPORTING




SI4_FIN_GL




					Medium (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					2270382




					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.









					Application Platform and Infrastructure - Process Management and Integration




					S4TWL - Changed Interfaces




SI15: CT_Integration




					Assessment Required (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2259818




					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.









					Others




					ABAPTWL - Instances without ICM not supported




SI07_ AS_ABAP_INSTANCE_WITHOUT_ICM




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)




					2560792




					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.









					Application Platform and Infrastructure - Process Management and Integration




					S4TWL - FIORI APPLICATIONS FOR SUITE ON HANA ON-PREMISE




SI10: CT_FIORI




					Assessment Required (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2288828




					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.









					R&D/Engineering - Product Lifecycle Management




					S4TWL - Enterprise Search in SAP Product Lifecycle Management (SAP PLM)




SI1: Logistics_PLM




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2267836




					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.









					IT Management - Administration and Usability




					ABAPTWL - Dual Stack not supported




SI06: AS_ABAP_DUAL_STACK




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)




					2560791




					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.









					IT Management - Administration and Usability




					ABAPTWL - VM Container not supported




SI04: AS_ABAP_VMCONTAINER




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)




					2560708




					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.









					IT Management - Administration and Usability




					ABAPTWL - SSCR license key procedure is no longer supported




SI03: AS_ABAP_SSCR




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					2309060




					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.









					Finance - Accounting and Financial Close




					S4TWL - Globalization – Financials




SI1_GSFIN




					Medium (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					2270311




					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.









					Others




					ABAPTWL - No support for non simplified system flavour




SI01: AS_ABAP_NON_SIMPLE




					Assessment Required (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2656503




					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.









					IT Management - Administration and Usability




					ABAPTWL - Cleanup of orphaned objects




SI02: AS_ABAP_CLEANUP




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)




					2672757




					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.









					Application Platform and Infrastructure - Process Management and Integration




					S4TWL - Side Panel functionality in SAP S/4HANA (on-premise)




SI14: CT_SIDE_PANELS




					Medium (default)




					Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)




					2340424




					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.









					Sourcing and Procurement - Operational Procurement




					S4TWL - MDM Catalog




SI7: PROC_MDM 




					Medium (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					2271184




					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.









					Application Platform and Infrastructure - Process Management and Integration




					S4TWL - Webshops by Internet Sales or Web Channel Experience Management




SI11: SD_IS




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)




					2271161




					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.









					Application Platform and Infrastructure - Process Management and Integration




					S4TWL - Custom Fields




SI13: CT_Custom-Fields




					Low (default)




					Change of existing functionality




					2320132




					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.









					Others




					ABAPTWL - AS Java not available




SI05: AS_ABAP_JAVA_SUPPORT




					Assessment Required (default)




					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)




					2560753




					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.



















If you would like to have the sort and filter possibility on the relevant simplification items or see additional attributes, use the simplification item excel generated together with the word document.









Link to thelist ofrelevantsimplificaiton items




https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/Simplification














[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_SIMPL_ITEMS_GR5]3.1.3 Activities Related to Simplification Items









This new section shows you project-related activities per simplification item drawn from each individual simplification item business impact note and various other sources. Each activity is assigned a conversion phase and a condition helping you to drill down into each area and filter accordingly. This information shall also help you to identify activities that can be performed well in advance of the actual conversion project and supports you to redirect certain to-dos to the right departments in your organization.









NOTE: The activities per simplification item are taken from available documentation and might not cover all actions that are necessary during your SAP S/4HANA conversion project.









general statistics




					Status




					Number of Objects









					Overall number of activities




					326
























					Related Simplification Item




					Activities




					Phase




					Condition




					Additional Information









					S4TWL - DATA STRUCTURE CHANGES IN ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI1: FIN_AA)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					If actual costing is  active => customize account determination as of SAP S/4HANA 1610









					S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)




					Data correction




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)




					Software Upgrade / Maintenance




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Implementation of SAP Notes mentioned in SAP Note "2345739" for your corresponding Support Package.









					S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)




					Data migration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)




					Business Operations




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					If Material ledger is already active => complete step "Post closing" for all ML costing runs created before conversion/upgrade









					S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)




					Data cleanup / archiving




					Before conversion project




					Optional




					Archiving historic data









					S4TWL - REPLACED TRANSACTION CODES AND PROGRAMS IN FIN (SI2_FIN_General)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Adjust or replace custom code refering to obsolete transactions









					S4TWL - REPLACED TRANSACTION CODES AND PROGRAMS IN FIN (SI2_FIN_General)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - REPLACED TRANSACTION CODES AND PROGRAMS IN FIN (SI2_FIN_General)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Optional




					For certain replacements conifguratios need to be done









					S4TWL - Classic MM-PUR GUI Transactions replacement (SI11: PROC_MM_DYN)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Replace custom code refering to old BAPIs









					S4TWL - Classic MM-PUR GUI Transactions replacement (SI11: PROC_MM_DYN)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - Classic MM-PUR GUI Transactions replacement (SI11: PROC_MM_DYN)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - Authorization Concept for Supplier Invoice (SI14: PROC_MM_IV_AUTH)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Users working with supplier invoices, additionally need the authorizations based on M_RECH_BUK









					S4TWL - BI Extractors in SAP S/4HANA (SI18: CT_BW_EXTRACTORS)




					Interface Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Adjust or change BI extractors.









					S4TWL - BI Extractors in SAP S/4HANA (SI18: CT_BW_EXTRACTORS)




					New developments




					During conversion project




					Optional




					Develope solutions for obsolete BW extractors









					S4TWL - Determination of default values in Intrastat reporting (SI3: FIN_SLL_ISR_DV)




					Customizing / Configuration




					After conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Determination of default values in Intrastat reporting (SI3: FIN_SLL_ISR_DV)




					Data correction




					After conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - JOB SCHEDULING (SI8:CROSS_BC_CCM-BTC)




					Software Upgrade / Maintenance




					During conversion project




					Optional




					Implement SAP Notes to prevent automatic execution of new job scheduling.









					S4TWL - JOB SCHEDULING (SI8:CROSS_BC_CCM-BTC)




					Software Upgrade / Maintenance




					During conversion project




					Optional




					Implement SAP Notes to prevent automatic execution of new job scheduling.









					S4TWL - JOB SCHEDULING (SI8:CROSS_BC_CCM-BTC)




					Technical System Configuration




					During conversion project




					Optional




					Decide if new job scheduling shall be used and adjust parameterization









					S4TWL - JOB SCHEDULING (SI8:CROSS_BC_CCM-BTC)




					Business Operations




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Execute report BTCTRNS2 of SNOTE 2499529









					S4TWL - Material classification with commodity codes (SI1: FIN_SLL_CLS)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During or after conversion project




					Mandatory




					Run ATC checks.









					S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)




					Business Decision




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					Decision on the relevant Fiori apps to be used for reporting and planning using embeeded BPC or to reactivate old transactions









					S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					If you want to reactivate, act according to steps mentioned in this simplification item









					S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)




					Fiori Implementation




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					In case you want use Fiori tiles => choose them and configure them









					S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					









					S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During or after conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)




					Customizing / Configuration




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Storage Location MRP (SI2: Logistics_PP-MRP)




					Data migration




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					Run report MRP_AREA_STORAGE_LOC_MIGRATION, Follow the instructions provided by the report. If all prerequisites are fulfilled, then the report generates material master records for planning on MRP area level using the storage location material records. SAP Note: 2216528









					S4TWL - Storage Location MRP (SI2: Logistics_PP-MRP)




					Data cleanup / archiving




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Storage Location MRP (SI2: Logistics_PP-MRP)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					If exist, Custom Code must be adjusted accordingly SAP Note: 2227579









					S4TWL - Planning File (SI12: Logistics_PP)




					Data migration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					After the system conversion, you should run report PPH_SETUP_MRPRECORDS to populate the new planning file table with operative MRP records (PP-MRP) and the report PPH_SETUP_MRPRECORDS_SIMU for simulative MRP records (PP-MP-LTP). Alternatively, you can also use the conversion reports PPH_CONVERT_MRPRECORDS and PPH_CONVERT_MRPRECORDS_SIMU.









					S4TWL - Planning File (SI12: Logistics_PP)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					If exist, related custom code has to be adjusted. See SAP Note 2227059









					S4TWL - Planning Horizon (SI35: Logistics_PP)




					Data cleanup / archiving




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					If there are still variants for the planning run batch Transactions having the processing key filled with NETPL, these variants have to be deleted.









					S4TWL - Planning Horizon (SI35: Logistics_PP)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					Customers can build their own planning application using the BAPI BAPI_MATERIAL_PLANNING. The BAPI has got the same planning parameter options as the classical planning transactions. In that context the processing key NETPL cannot be used any more.









					S4TWL - New advanced ATP in SAP S/4HANA – Table VBBS (SI1: Logistics_ATP)




					Data migration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Manual step only for SAP S/4HANA 1511 and SAP S/4HANA 1610, For SAP S/4HANA 1709 and newer, the necessary actions are automated and executed in SUM phase using identifying name ATP_XPRA_SUITE_TO_S4_V2. SAP  Note: 2209696









					S4TWL - New advanced ATP in SAP S/4HANA – Table VBBS (SI1: Logistics_ATP)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					If you have custom code calling table VBBS, create a db view on table VBBE, and use that view instead of the table VBBS. SAP Note: 2209696









					S4TWL - Retail Information System (SI33: Logistics_General)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					Bluprint for covering reporting requriements using CDS views or SAP BW for reporting requriements that were being fulfilled by RIS functionality.









					S4TWL - Retail Information System (SI33: Logistics_General)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Optional




					Custom Code adjustments will be requried in case ABAP objects of packets WRB or WRBA are used in custom code.









					S4TWL - Retail Information System (SI33: Logistics_General)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Provide user training for the reports based on CDS views or SAP BW instead of RIS.









					S4TWL -Miscellaneous minor functionalities in SD Area (SI16: SD_Miscellaneous minor deprecations in SD Area)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL -Miscellaneous minor functionalities in SD Area (SI16: SD_Miscellaneous minor deprecations in SD Area)




					Interface Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL -Miscellaneous minor functionalities in SD Area (SI16: SD_Miscellaneous minor deprecations in SD Area)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - Data Model Changes in SD Pricing (SI2: SD_PRIC)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Data Model Changes in SD Pricing (SI2: SD_PRIC)




					Data migration




					After conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Data Model Changes in SD Pricing (SI2: SD_PRIC)




					Technical System Configuration




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					If pricing table KONV has been enhanced with customer-specific fields, you must ensure that the appended fields are also added to the new structure PRCS_ELEMENTS_DATA.









					S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)




					Business Decision




					Before conversion project




					Mandatory




					In SAP S/4HANA, the Foreign Trade (SD-FT) functionality is not available anymore. Instead, SAP S/4HANA for international trade within SAP S/4HANA is the successor









					S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					Before conversion project




					Conditional




					If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, design new GTS processes









					S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, configure new GTS processes









					S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)




					New developments




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, provide developments for new GTS processes









					S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)




					Business Decision




					Before conversion project




					Mandatory




					In SAP S/4HANA, the Foreign Trade (SD-FT) functionality is not available anymore. Instead, SAP S/4HANA for international trade within SAP S/4HANA is the successor.









					S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					Before conversion project




					Conditional




					In case relevant SAP GTS needs to be installed, analysis of all foreign trade processes that are currently in use is requiered, before conversion.









					S4TWL - Pricing Data Model Simplification (SI8: PROC_MM_PRICING)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Pricing Data Model Simplification (SI8: PROC_MM_PRICING)




					Data migration




					After conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Pricing Data Model Simplification (SI8: PROC_MM_PRICING)




					Technical System Configuration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)




					Business Decision




					Before conversion project




					Mandatory




					Additionally to the existing output management based on NAST a new Output Management solution is adopted S/4 HANA-wide. Thereby a unified solution can be used for all Output Management activities. The existing Output Management solution however still can be activated.









					S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					Configure new output management.









					S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					Replace custom code for previous NAST-based output management.









					S4TWL - TECHNICAL CHANGES IN CONTROLLING (SI1: FIN_CO)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During or after conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - COST ELEMENTS (SI7: FIN_CO)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - COST ELEMENTS (SI7: FIN_CO)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - COST ELEMENTS (SI7: FIN_CO)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Summarization Hierarchies in Controlling (SI11: FIN_CO)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Profitability Analysis (SI9: FIN_CO)




					Business Decision




					Before conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - Profitability Analysis (SI9: FIN_CO)




					Implementation project required




					Before conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - Profitability Analysis (SI9: FIN_CO)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Profitability Analysis (SI9: FIN_CO)




					User Training




					During or after conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					During or after conversion project




					Conditional




					Additionally to the existing output management based on NAST a new Output Management solution is adopted S/4 HANA-wide. Thereby a unified solution can be used for all Output Management activities. The existing Output Management solution however still can be activated.









					S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)




					Technical System Configuration




					After conversion project




					Conditional




					Configure technical infrastructure for new output management









					S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)




					Landscape Redesign




					After conversion project




					Conditional




					If new output management is used, setup required technical infrastructure









					S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)




					User Training




					After conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING (SI3_FIN_CO)




					Business Operations




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING (SI3_FIN_CO)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Inform customer about missing functionalities









					S4TWL - ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING (SI3_FIN_CO)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM) (SI1: Logistics_MM-IM)




					Business Decision




					Before conversion project




					Optional




					Decide which locking methods to be used for goods movements









					S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM) (SI1: Logistics_MM-IM)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM) (SI1: Logistics_MM-IM)




					Technical System Configuration




					During conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM) (SI1: Logistics_MM-IM)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM) (SI1: Logistics_MM-IM)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During or after conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation (SI3: Logistics_MM-IM)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation (SI3: Logistics_MM-IM)




					Business Operations




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation (SI3: Logistics_MM-IM)




					Data correction




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation (SI3: Logistics_MM-IM)




					Data migration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation (SI3: Logistics_MM-IM)




					User Training




					During or after conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Optional




					Set late lock.









					S4TWL - Currencies in Universal Journal (SI6_FIN_GL)




					Business Decision




					Before conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - Currencies in Universal Journal (SI6_FIN_GL)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					During conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - Currencies in Universal Journal (SI6_FIN_GL)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Currencies in Universal Journal (SI6_FIN_GL)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - SAP Travel Management in SAP S/4HANA Suite (SI33: HR_TRAVEL)




					Business Decision




					Before conversion project




					Mandatory




					For new customer, Decide if SAP Concur shall be implemented as the go-forward travel and expense platform.









					S4TWL - SAP Travel Management in SAP S/4HANA Suite (SI33: HR_TRAVEL)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Optional




					If you have custom Code, review it and report it in the new product SAP TM for SAP S/4HANA, the conversion of custom code is not included in the standard delivery.









					S4TWL - SAP Travel Management in SAP S/4HANA Suite (SI33: HR_TRAVEL)




					Implementation project required




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Decide if the implementation of the new FIORI applications is needed and check the migration guide









					S4TWL - Globalization – Financials (SI1_GSFIN)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Globalization – Financials (SI1_GSFIN)




					Interface Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Globalization – Financials (SI1_GSFIN)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Download Data in MS Access out of List (SI2: Logistics_PM)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During or after conversion project




					Optional




					MS Access is not considered as future technology. Functional equivalent is available (Excel / Open Office).









					S4TWL - Download Data in MS Access out of List (SI2: Logistics_PM)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - Scheduling of Maintenance Plan (SI3: Logistics_PM)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Review your background Jobs which you most probably have scheduled periodically for transaction IP30 (Reports RISTRA20) and create new background jobs for IP30H (Report RISTRA20H).









					S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )




					Process Design / Blueprint




					Before conversion project




					Mandatory




					The SAP SRM catalog MDM is not available in SAP S/4HANA. It's replaced by the catalog search function as part of SAP S/4HANA Self-Service Procurement.









					S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )




					Customizing / Configuration




					Before or after conversion project




					Mandatory




					SAP S/4HANA Self-Service Procurement must be used instead of the SAP SRM MDM catalog.









					S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )




					Interface Adaption




					Before or after conversion project




					Conditional




					Content needs to be imported into S/4HANA via OCI5









					S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )




					Data migration




					During or after conversion project




					Conditional




					Set up a business user for SAP S/4HANA Self-Service Procurement.









					S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )




					Custom Code Adaption




					During or after conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )




					User Training




					After conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)




					Landscape Redesign




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, provide GTS system









					S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)




					User Training




					During or after conversion project




					Conditional




					If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, train users









					S4TWL - Enterprise Search in SAP Product Lifecycle Management (SAP PLM) (SI1: Logistics_PLM)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					With SAP S/4HANA the Enterprise Search models are now replication free search models (using HANA DB tables instead) within SAP Product Lifecycle Management (SAP PLM). The Enterprise Search models' names have changed and due to this， the related customizing (Define Settings for PLM Search under PLM Search) needs to be adjusted. SAP Note 2212593









					S4TWL - Enterprise Search in SAP Product Lifecycle Management (SAP PLM) (SI1: Logistics_PLM)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Custom code needs to be adjusted to reference to the new model names









					S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					To migrate financial documents in Foreign Trade to Trade Finance, you carry out the migration steps available as Customizing activities (transaction SPRO, SAP Reference IMG) under: Conversion of Accounting to SAP S/4HANA-->Preparations and Migration of Customizing-->Preparations for Migration of Financial Documents to Trade Finance Conversion of Accounting to SAP S/4HANA-->Data Migration-->Migration of Financial Documents to Trade Finance Complete Migration of Financial Documents to Trade Finance conversion of Accounting to SAP S/4HANA-->Activities after Migration-->Manual Activities for Trade Finance"









					S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Business User Management (SI21: BUSINESS_USER)




					Data correction




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					check user data (as part of general business partner introduction)









					S4TWL - Business User Management (SI21: BUSINESS_USER)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Configure update channel for workplace address data If HR integration is active, configure and maintain employee master data









					S4TWL - Business User Management (SI21: BUSINESS_USER)




					Data migration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					If HR integration is active, run HCM business partner synchronization as described in  HCM simplification SAP Note 2340095 If HR integration is not active, create or upload person data wiht Fiori app "Maintain employee"









					S4TWL - Business User Management (SI21: BUSINESS_USER)




					Fiori Implementation




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					If HR integration is not active, implement Fiori app "Maintain employee"









					S4TWL - Business User Management (SI21: BUSINESS_USER)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - cDesk (SI6: Logistics_PLM)




					Implementation project required




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					Customers can move to SAP Engineering Control Center for SAP S/4HANA. For more information on upgrading from CAD Desktop to SAP Engineering Control Center, see SAP Note 2117843 or SAP SCN Wiki (URL: https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/x/gQrXHQ).









					ABAPTWL - Cleanup of orphaned objects (SI02: AS_ABAP_CLEANUP)




					Custom Code Adaption




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					Remove usage of obsolete SAP objects from custom code.









					ABAPTWL - SSCR license key procedure is no longer supported (SI03: AS_ABAP_SSCR)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					Before or during conversion project




					Optional




					Setup control of development activities as recommended in SAP note 2309060 .









					ABAPTWL - SSCR license key procedure is no longer supported (SI03: AS_ABAP_SSCR)




					User Training




					Before or during conversion project




					Optional




					Educate developers about process changes on controlling development activities.









					ABAPTWL - VM Container not supported (SI04: AS_ABAP_VMCONTAINER)




					Custom Code Adaption




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					Remove any VMC usage in your custom applications.









					ABAPTWL - Dual Stack not supported (SI06: AS_ABAP_DUAL_STACK)




					Landscape Redesign




					Before conversion project




					Mandatory




					Split your dual stack system into separate ABAP and Java instances.









					S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and extractors for DFPS (SI2: Defense&Security)




					Interface Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Adjust or change BI extractors.









					S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and extractors for DFPS (SI2: Defense&Security)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					BI content, Data Sources and Extractors are unavailable in SAP S/4 HANA, Define alternative reporting concepts as indicated in SAP Note 2273294.









					S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and extractors for DFPS (SI2: Defense&Security)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Optional




					Train users if you implement new reporting capabilities.









					S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and extractors for DFPS (SI2: Defense&Security)




					New developments




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					Depending on your revised reporting strategy and concepts, implement new solutions for data extraction and reporting.









					S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)




					Landscape Redesign




					During or after conversion project




					Conditional




					If SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used setup required front end components









					S4TWL - Removal of Gender Domain Fixed Values (SI27: MasterData_BP)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Usages of fixed values of domains AD_SEX, BU_SEXID and SEXKZ needs to be replaced with values from check tables TSAD15 and TB995. Refer to SAP Note 2928897 for details.









					S4TWL - LEGACY SYSTEM MIGRATION WORKBENCH (SI9: CT_LSMW)




					Business Decision




					Before conversion project




					Optional




					The use of LSMW is restricted for migrations to SAP S/4HANA. The use of LSMW for data load to SAP S/4HANA is not recommended and at the customer's own risk. SAP recommends using SAP S/4HANA Migration Cockpit and Migration Object Modeler instead of LSMW.









					S4TWL - LEGACY SYSTEM MIGRATION WORKBENCH (SI9: CT_LSMW)




					Interface Adaption




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					If you still plan to use LSMW, provide customer specific adjustments or workarounds for restrictions on certain Batch Input or Direct Input programs.









					S4TWL - Removal of Gender Domain Fixed Values (SI27: MasterData_BP)




					Business Process Redesign




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Ensure that your business processes (also in connected systems) are prepared to handle the new gender codes properly.









					S4TWL - Classification - Data Cleanup before Migration (SI32: Logistics_PLM)




					Data correction




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					If any inconsistencies are found in table INOB, fix them as described in SAP Note 2949845.









					S4TWL - Removal of D/C Indicator from Editing Options (SI9_FIN_GL)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Educate your users about this change in UI behaviour.









					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)




					Data migration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)




					Fiori Implementation




					During conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - ITS services in QM (SI_2_Logistics_QM)




					Technical System Configuration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					ITS services in QM - Internet Application Components (IAC) in QM are not available within SAP S/4HANA, As alternatives, you could use the corresponding QM transactions in SAP GUI for HTML or you could use the WebDynpro applications mentioned below, which are part of the PFCG role for NWBC Quality Inspector (SAP_SR_QUALITY_INSPECT_5).









					S4TWL - ITS services in QM (SI_2_Logistics_QM)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - ITS services in QM (SI_2_Logistics_QM)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					In case WebDynpro applications will be used as replacement, then PFCG role for NWBC Quality Inspector (SAP_SR_QUALITY_INSPECT_5) need to be configured, and respective authorizations









					S4TWL - ITS services in QM (SI_2_Logistics_QM)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)




					Data migration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Perform data migration to new SAP S/4HANA data model.









					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Inform users about changes in Asset Accounting.









					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)




					Business Operations




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Execute year-end and month-end closing activities.









					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Perform customizing and configuration required for preparing the data migration and for the future asset accounting design in SAP S/4HANA.









					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					For required custom code adaption refer to simplification item SI1: FIN_AA and SAP note 2270387.









					S4TWL - FIORI APPLICATIONS FOR SUITE ON HANA ON-PREMISE (SI10: CT_FIORI)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					if Fiori has been enhanced SAP ERP 6.0, analyze and perform required enhancements in SAP S/4HANA









					S4TWL - FIORI APPLICATIONS FOR SUITE ON HANA ON-PREMISE (SI10: CT_FIORI)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					train users on new Fiori apps









					S4TWL - Changed Interfaces (SI15: CT_Integration)




					Interface Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Adjust any interfaces that use obsolete RFC.









					S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)




					Business Decision




					Before or during conversion project




					Optional




					Decide on planning platform - old planning functionalities or SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance









					S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					During or after conversion project




					Conditional




					If SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used design SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance









					S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During or after conversion project




					Conditional




					If SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used configure SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance









					S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)




					Interface Adaption




					During or after conversion project




					Conditional




					If SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used set up and adjust interfaces for SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance









					S4TWL - SAP HANA LIVE REPORTING (SI4_FIN_GL)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					If the customer copied calc views delivered by SAP or created user-defined calc views, check and remove if required









					S4TWL - SAP HANA LIVE REPORTING (SI4_FIN_GL)




					New developments




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					rebuild all existing reporting scenarios with CDS Views









					S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)




					Interface Adaption




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, provide interface between GTS and S/4HANA









					S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)




					Data migration




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, migrate data to GTS









					S4TWL - Specification Workbench Adjustments (SI14: Logistics_PSS)




					User Training




					Before or during conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen (SI8: Logistics_PSS)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen (SI8: Logistics_PSS)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					The relevant BW extractors and data sources for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Management are not available within SAP S/4HANA









					S4TWL - Material classification with commodity codes (SI1: FIN_SLL_CLS)




					Business Operations




					During conversion project




					Optional




					Execute consistency check report as mentioned in SAP note 2332472









					S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)




					User Training




					During or after conversion project




					Conditional




					If going forward SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used train users on SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance









					S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)




					New developments




					During or after conversion project




					Conditional




					If going forward SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used develop enhancements









					S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					If going forward ERP planning functions still used, restore previous transactions if necessary









					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)




					Business Decision




					Before conversion project




					Mandatory




					Decide about future ledger approach for asset accounting.









					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					Create blueprint for required Asset Accounting configuration in SAP S/4HANA.









					S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners (SI2: HR_Empl)




					Data cleanup / archiving




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Check and correct data and customizing for vendors related to employees. Archive unused vendor and employee data. Check and correct employee master data according to used HCM integration scenario and business partner configuration in ERP system.









					S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners (SI2: HR_Empl)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Perform customizing for HCM business partner synchronization and the required business user management.









					S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners (SI2: HR_Empl)




					Data migration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Perform business partner synchronization for employees after technical conversion using SUM.









					S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners (SI2: HR_Empl)




					Miscellaneous




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					As prerequisite for the synchronization of employees and business partners, the customer-vendor integration with business partner has to be activated in the ERP system as described in simplification item SI2: MasterData_BP (SAP note 2265093).









					S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners (SI2: HR_Empl)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					If business downtime is important, do a careful cut over planning for the employee/business partner synchronization and plan for some optional iteration cycles to optimize the synchronization runtime.









					S4TWL - Batch Input for Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) (SI5: Logistics_PM)




					Business Decision




					Before or during conversion project




					Optional




					Please check if you use Batch Input for creating / changing Plant Maintenance data. If Yes do not invest further in this kind of technology. Recommendation within EAM is to use the API´s wherever possible









					S4TWL - Changes In List Reports For Order and Notification (SI6: Logistics_PM)




					Technical System Configuration




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					Implement the SAP Notes 393393 and 551133 if needed and run the reports 'QM_PHASE_FILL' and 'RIAFVC_IPHAS_FILL' before the ugrade to SAP S/4HANA (if not done already).









					S4TWL - Changes In List Reports For Order and Notification (SI6: Logistics_PM)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					In case you use the transaction IW37, IW49, please use IW37n or IW49n instead.









					S4TWL - Enterprise Search in EAM (SI8: Logistics)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					You have to activate the Enterprise search models and do the described configuration steps.









					S4TWL - Object List Number Field Length Extension (SI10: Logistics_PM)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					If Objectlists are used in custom code it has to be ensured that new field length can be processed









					S4TWL - Graphical display of available quantity in MRP evaluations (SI39: Logisticis_PP)




					User Training




					Before conversion project




					Optional




					Graphical evaluation of the Stock/Requirements list is still available within the apps Monitor or Check Material Coverage. Encourage users to switch to these new apps for graphical evaluations.









					S4TWL - Side Panel functionality in SAP S/4HANA (on-premise) (SI14: CT_SIDE_PANELS)




					User Training




					During or after conversion project




					Optional




					train users on new Fiori apps









					S4TWL - Authorization Objects in QM (SI9: Logistics_QM)




					Data correction




					After conversion project




					Mandatory




					Authorization objects in Quality Management have been changed, follow the steps in SAP Note 2505099 to adjust authorization objects









					S4TWL - Graphical display of available quantity in MRP evaluations (SI39: Logisticis_PP)




					Fiori Implementation




					Before or after conversion project




					Optional




					Encourage users to switch to the Monitor or Check Material Coverage apps to use the graphical evaluations.









					S4TWL - Globalization – Logistics (SI1_GSLOG)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - Globalization – Logistics (SI1_GSLOG)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					Configure new output management.









					S4TWL - Replacement of legal reports with SAP S/4HANA ACR (SI5: GSFIN_LEG_REP)




					Fiori Implementation




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Implement the generic ACR Fiori app succeeding the deprecated legal reports. Details see note 2480067.









					S4TWL - Batch History (SI36: Logistics_PP)




					Business Decision




					Any time




					Optional




					Functionality available in SAP S/4HANA on-premise edition but not considered as future technology.









					S4TWL - Material classification with commodity codes (SI1: FIN_SLL_CLS)




					Fiori Implementation




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Implement Fiori apps described in SAP note 2432527.









					S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)




					Business Decision




					Before conversion project




					Mandatory




					Additionally to the existing output management based on NAST a new Output Management solution is adopted S/4 HANA-wide. Thereby a unified solution can be used for all Output Management activities. The existing Output Management solution however is still the default.









					S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					During or after conversion project




					Optional




					Additionally to the existing output management based on NAST a new Output Management solution is adopted S/4 HANA-wide. Thereby a unified solution can be used for all Output Management activities. The existing Output Management solution however is still the default.









					S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)




					Business Decision




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					Remove modifications









					S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					Define replacement for LIS if late lock is used









					S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)




					New developments




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					Implement replacement for LIS if late lock is used









					S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)




					Interface Adaption




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					Adjust IDOC interface if late lock is used









					S4TWL - Goods movements without exclusive locking by material valuation (SI7: Logistics_MM-IM)




					Business Decision




					Before conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Goods movements without exclusive locking by material valuation (SI7: Logistics_MM-IM)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					Set up locking method









					S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)




					Implementation project required




					Before conversion project




					Mandatory




					GTS functionality is considerred as a pre-project, plan time and resources for the new implementation.









					S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)




					Customizing / Configuration




					Before conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)




					Interface Adaption




					Before conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)




					Data cleanup / archiving




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					You should Run as post conversion activity,  report ZUPDATE_MARC_FOREIGN_TRADE(note 2458666) - to delete the content of the obsolete fileds. This avoids accidental side effects.









					ABAPTWL - Change of authorization checks SAP Business Workflow (SI21: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_AUTHORIZATION_CHANGES)




					Technical System Configuration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Adapt your roles and authorizations as described in SAP note 2979517.









					S4TWL - Classification (SI14: Logistics - PLM)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					Before conversion project




					Conditional




					If customer is using parameter effectivity for classification in ECC. Parameter Effectivity has been hidden for classification in the SAP S/4HANA, on-premise edition 1511 shipment. As an alternative solution, Variant Configuration shall be used with object based dependencies.









					S4TWL - Classification (SI14: Logistics - PLM)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					SAP Note: 22213569 and SAP Note: 2221293









					S4TWL - Classification (SI14: Logistics - PLM)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - Release status for different RFC function modules revoked (SI16: Logistics_PP)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					SAP Note 2199837









					S4TWL - Project System ITS Services (SI17 Logistics_PS)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					Selected ITS services for document search, confirmations and creation of claims are not available as of SAP S/4HANA









					S4TWL - Project System ITS Services (SI17 Logistics_PS)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - FIORI APPLICATIONS FOR SUITE ON HANA ON-PREMISE (SI10: CT_FIORI)




					Fiori Implementation




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					if Fiori is used in SAP ERP 6.0, configure successor apps









					S4TWL - Travel Management SRA004 Simplified Model (SI6: HR_SRA004 Simplified Model)




					Custom Code Adaption




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					If you have Custom code, refer to the additional notes to implement your code with Extensibility concept in the new application.









					S4TWL - Travel Management SRA004 Simplified Model (SI6: HR_SRA004 Simplified Model)




					User Training




					Before or during conversion project




					Optional




					Een if the UI is intuitive, you can plan a training session for your users as new features are available with the version 2 of the application









					S4TWL - eDocument Framework Migration to SAP S/4HANA (SI2_GSLOG_EDOC)




					Software Upgrade / Maintenance




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Install SAP Note 2421589.









					S4TWL - eDocument Framework Migration to SAP S/4HANA (SI2_GSLOG_EDOC)




					Data migration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Execute Migration Program EDOC_COPY_AIF_MSG_INDEX_TAB









					S4TWL - eDocument Framework Migration to SAP S/4HANA (SI2_GSLOG_EDOC)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Activate AIF BC Sets for SAP S/4HANA and deactivate obsolete enhancement implementations.









					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)




					Business Decision




					Before conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)




					Implementation project required




					Before conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					Before conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)




					Data cleanup / archiving




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)




					Data correction




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - New Default Security Settings for SAP S/4HANA (SI27: CT_SECURE_BY_DEFAULT)




					Technical System Configuration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Decide if you want to take over the new security settings during conversion or if you want to opt out (not recommended).









					S4TWL - New Default Security Settings for SAP S/4HANA (SI27: CT_SECURE_BY_DEFAULT)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					In case you accept the new security settings to be applied during conversion, educate your administrators on the changes.









					S4TWL - New Default Security Settings for SAP S/4HANA (SI27: CT_SECURE_BY_DEFAULT)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					In case you accept the new security settings to be applied during conversion, check if you need to extend roles with additional authorizations for calling specific function modules (only from SAP S/4HANA 2020 onwards) and for calling WebDynpro applications (only from SAP S/4HANA 2021 onwards).









					S4TWL - New Default Security Settings for SAP S/4HANA (SI27: CT_SECURE_BY_DEFAULT)




					Business Operations




					During or after conversion project




					Conditional




					After the conversion or upgrade, check if you need to configure log retention for the different logs (e.g. SAP S/4HANA Security Audit Log, SAP S/4HANA Table Logging, SAP HANA Audit Log) to control the size of the different logs.









					S4TWL – HCM Obsolete Packages (SI19: HR_Obsolete_Packages)




					Business Decision




					Any time




					Mandatory




					Decide on and plan for the migration to SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA, considering the functional implications described in the Business Impact Note of this Simplification Item.









					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - cDesk (SI6: Logistics_PLM)




					User Training




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Engineering Client Viewer (ECL) (SI8: Logistics - PLM )




					Business Decision




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					2D and 3D viewing in SAP GUI transactions with ECL viewer will not be available any longer. You may consider the SAP 3D Visual Enterprise Viewer as an alternative in some transactions, for example, document management. For some of the other file formats, you may consider using the frontend application, where appropriate.









					S4TWL - Engineering Client Viewer (ECL) (SI8: Logistics - PLM )




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					If you decide to use SAP 3D Visual Enterprise Viewer, check that the appropriate customizing is in place.









					S4TWL - Profit Center and Segment Reorganisation (SI10_FIN_GL)




					Data migration




					Before or after conversion project




					Conditional




					In case you need to do a profit center or segment reoganization, before the planned "Organizational flexibility in financial accounting" solution is available, please contact FI-GL-REO.









					S4TWL - Travel Management SRA004 Simplified Model (SI6: HR_SRA004 Simplified Model)




					Customizing / Configuration




					Before conversion project




					Mandatory




					Refer to the Application Library to setup proper configuration in FIORI Launchpad









					S4TWL - Easy Document Management (Easy DMS) (SI9: Logistics - PLM)




					User Training




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					Inform and train users about changed processes.









					S4TWL - Easy Document Management (Easy DMS) (SI9: Logistics - PLM)




					Business Decision




					Before conversion project




					Mandatory




					Decide your strategy for a replacement of EasyDMS.









					S4TWL - Easy Document Management (Easy DMS) (SI9: Logistics - PLM)




					Implementation project required




					Before or during conversion project




					Conditional




					If decided, implement successor solution.









					S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts (SI2_FIN_CM)




					Data migration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Migrate House Banks into Bank Account Management.









					S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts (SI2_FIN_CM)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Create number ranges, account types, import of bank statements.









					S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts (SI2_FIN_CM)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Adopt custom code to fit to the new logic described in note 2870766.









					S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts (SI2_FIN_CM)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Inform users about changes to user interface and business logics.









					S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts (SI2_FIN_CM)




					Fiori Implementation




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Implement Fiori apps required to manage banks and bank accounts.









					S4TWL - SD Simplified Data Models (SI1: SD_GENERAL)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)




					Interface Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Adapt or replace obsolete or changed legacy data transfer methods.









					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)




					Data cleanup / archiving




					Before conversion project




					Optional




					Reduce number of asset accounting documents to avoid unnecessary data error corrections and to minimize conversion downtime.









					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)




					Data correction




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					Check and correct inconsistent data which is relevant for the conversion.









					ABAPTWL - Visualization of SAP Business Workflow Metadata (SI09: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_VISUALIZATION)




					Data migration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Take over your customer specific customizing from SWFVISU to SWFVMD1.









					S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration (S12: MasterData)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					MDM 3.0 has been discontinued; all known customer implementations have migrated to SAP NetWeaver MDM or SAP Master Data Governance. All known customer implementations have already replaced the MDM specific IDoc processing according to SAP Note 1529387.









					S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration (S12: MasterData)




					Interface Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration (S12: MasterData)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration (S12: MasterData)




					Data cleanup / archiving




					During conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration (S12: MasterData)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Simplification of copy/reference handling (SI5: MasterData_PM)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Simplification of copy/reference handling (SI5: MasterData_PM)




					Data migration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Simplified Product Master Tables Related to OMSR Transaction (SI3: MasterData_PM)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					Configuration necessary, if field selection settings within SAP name space exists









					S4TWL – Flexible Benefits not supported in ESS technologies (SI31: Flex_Benefits_not supported_in_ESS)




					Business Decision




					Before conversion project




					Mandatory




					Check usage and plan for a customer specific alternative solution, if required.









					S4TWL - AVAILABILITY OF TRANSACTIONS IN MM-IM (SI2: Logistics_MM-IM)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Replace customer coding using the transaction codes MB01, MB02 MB04, MB05, MB0A, MB11, MB1A, MB1B, MB1C, MB31, MBNL, MBRL, MBSF, MBSL and MBSU (e.g. by suing CALL TRANSACTION MBxy) by make use of function module BAPI_GOODSMVT_CREATE









					S4TWL - AVAILABILITY OF TRANSACTIONS IN MM-IM (SI2: Logistics_MM-IM)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL – Deprecation of 4 fields from FSBP table BP1010 (SI14: FIN_MISC_FSBP_BP1010)




					Data migration




					Before conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - ESS and MSS (SI5: HR_JAVA_ESS_MSS)




					Software Upgrade / Maintenance




					Before or during conversion project




					Conditional




					If customer uses SAP HCM and Java-based ESS and MSS in one system then remove Netweaver JAVA stack









					S4TWL - ESS and MSS (SI5: HR_JAVA_ESS_MSS)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					









					S4TWL - ESS and MSS (SI5: HR_JAVA_ESS_MSS)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					If customer uses SAP ERP HCM and Java-based ESS and MSS in one system, then configure WebDynpro ABAP-based ESS and MSS services or SAP Fiori based ESS and MSS apps (mandatory in conditional and prepare phase)









					S4TWL - BOM, Routing, Production Version (SI16: Logistics - PLM)




					User Training




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					Production versions are mandatory in S/4HANA. MRP, planned order creation, and production order creation only find a BOM and routing alternative if a production version is maintained for the BOM and routing alternative.









					S4TWL - BOM, Routing, Production Version (SI16: Logistics - PLM)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - BOM, Routing, Production Version (SI16: Logistics - PLM)




					Data migration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					It is recommended to migrate BOMs, for which there is no corresponding routing using report CS_BOM_PRODVER_MIGRATION. It is recommended to migrate BOMs, for which there exist corresponding routings using report CS_BOM_PRODVER_MIGRATION02.









					S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)




					Business Decision




					Before conversion project




					Optional




					Decide if new output management or NAST-based output shall be used.









					S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					Configure new output management.









					S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					Replace custom code for previous NAST based output management









					S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					During or after conversion project




					Conditional




					Additionally to the existing output management based on NAST a new Output Management solution is adopted S/4 HANA-wide. Thereby a unified solution can be used for all Output Management activities. The existing Output Management solution however still can be activated.









					S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)




					Technical System Configuration




					After conversion project




					Conditional




					Configure technical infrastructure for new output management









					S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)




					Landscape Redesign




					After conversion project




					Conditional




					If new output management is used, setup required technical infrastructure









					S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)




					User Training




					After conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - Custom Fields (SI13: CT_Custom-Fields)




					Customizing / Configuration




					During or after conversion project




					Optional




					Preapre and enable Custom Database Fields Usage in SAP Fiori Applications









					S4TWL - Custom Fields (SI13: CT_Custom-Fields)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During or after conversion project




					Optional




					Enable existing CDS extensions to SAP S/4HANA tables for SAP Fiori applications (raised by ATC checks)









					S4TWL - Globalization – Logistics (SI1_GSLOG)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					SAP recommends using the following: •SAP Tax Declaration Framework for Fiscal and Accounting Legal Reporting. •TAXBRA tax procedure for the tax calculation. Note: SAP Tax Declaration Framework is part of the Compatible Add-ons and requires an additional license.









					S4TWL - Side Panel functionality in SAP S/4HANA (on-premise) (SI14: CT_SIDE_PANELS)




					Fiori Implementation




					During or after conversion project




					Optional




					if obsolete side-panel CHIPS were used, consider Fiori apps as replacement









					S4TWL - Batch Input for Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) (SI5: Logistics_PM)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Optional




					If you use Batch Input for creating / changing Plant Maintenance data, recommendation within EAM is to use the API´s wherever possible.









					ABAPTWL - Change of workflow system user and workflow system jobs (SI20: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_USER_JOBS)




					Technical System Configuration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Adapt your workflow jobs as described in SAP note 2568271.









					S4TWL - Amount Field Length Extension (SI8_FIN_GL)




					Software Upgrade / Maintenance




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					Implementation of SAP Notes might be required in case new functionality should be used









					S4TWL - Amount Field Length Extension (SI8_FIN_GL)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)




					Data migration




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					Valid for IS-OIL: In S4HANA all the IS-OIL specific fields (including customer BDRP data fields) have been adapted as per the new Framework of BP. The IS-OIL Fields related to Vendor and Customer now have been moved to BP under the roles FLCU01 (Customer), FLVN01 (Vendor)









					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)




					Data correction




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Carry out post-implementation steps as per BP_Conversion Document.pdf attached to SAP Note 2211312 The customer/vendor transformation is bidirectional. You can both process customer/vendor master records from business partner maintenance as well as populate data from customer/vendor processing to the business partner. After the successful S/4 conversion process you have to activate the post processing for direction Business Partner a Customer /Vendor.









					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Adapt your Custom Code as per Note 2265093 "Custom Code Adaption" section









					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Optional




					User training to use new transactions for Business Partners in S/4HANA









					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)




					Customizing / Configuration




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					Check CVI customizing and trigger necessary changes e.g. missing BP Role Category, Define Number Assignments according to the S/4 Conversion guide chapter Introduce Business Partner Approach (Customer Vendor Integration) (Note 2265093)Check and maintain BP customizing e.g. missing tax types.









					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)




					Data correction




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					Check master data consistency using CVI_MIGRATION_PRECHK and maintain consistency.Check and clean-up customer/vendor data e.g. missing @-sign in the e-mail address. Run Business Partner Pre-Check PRECHECK_UPGRADATION_REPORT to verify the results according to the Note 2211312.









					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)




					Data correction




					Before or during conversion project




					Conditional




					If the Business Function CA_BP_SO is present in your system -> activate it as per Note 2265093In case that the Business Function CA_BP_SOA does not yet exist in the system -> you have to create a new Business Function in the customer namespace with the switches VENDOR_SFWS_SC1 and VENDOR_SFWS_SC2. The new customer specific Business Function must be of type Enterprise Business Function (G) - see also Mandatory checks for customer, vendor and contact as per Note 2265093.









					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					Before conversion project




					Mandatory




					There is a list of transactions that redirect you to the transaction BP, as well as a list of obsolete transactions as per Note 2265093 , adjust your business process accordingly.









					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)




					Business Decision




					Before conversion project




					Mandatory




					Before the conversion project you need to make a decision on whether the Business Partner ID and the Customer/Vendor ID should be the same.









					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)




					Technical System Configuration




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					Implement SAP S/4HANA Conversion Pre-Checks according to the SAP S/4HANA Conversion guide chapter Pre-Checks as per Note 2265093 .









					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)




					Data migration




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					Perform Synchronization (Data load) via Synchronization Cockpit (Note 2265093)









					S4TWL - Supplier Invoice New Archiving (SI20: PROC_MM_IV_ILM)




					Business Decision




					Before conversion project




					Mandatory




					Supplier Invoice Archiving does not fully support ILM Integration (with upgade to 1809 ILM Integration is fully supported)









					S4TWL - Supplier Invoice New Archiving (SI20: PROC_MM_IV_ILM)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					Adapt the process due to changes in functionality









					S4TWL - Supplier Invoice New Archiving (SI20: PROC_MM_IV_ILM)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Implement new BAdIs as indicated in SAP Note 2578291.









					S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					Replace custom code for previous NAST-based output management.









					S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)




					Technical System Configuration




					During or after conversion project




					Conditional




					Configure technical infrastructure for new output management.









					S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)




					Landscape Redesign




					During or after conversion project




					Conditional




					If new output management is used, setup required technical infrastructure.









					S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)




					User Training




					After conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)




					Miscellaneous




					Before conversion project




					Optional




					Conversion Pre-Checks related to Material Number Field Length Extension It´s recommended to execute conversion pre-check (for details see SAP Note: 2216958). For the conversion of selection variants see SAP Note 1696821 for details. Note that code adaptions will be needed even if you decide not to activate the extended material number functionality and stay with 18 characters









					S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					The default setting, both after the conversion to SAP S/4HANA and for new installations, is that the extended material number functionality is NOT activated. To use a material number with 40 characters, you need to activate this functionality as described in SAP note 2267140 .









					S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Custom Code related information See SAP Note: 2215424, 2215852









					S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)




					Data migration




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					The Long Material Number within the DIMP Add-On (Discrete Industries & Mill Products) Although the industry solution DIMP is part of SAP S/4HANA, the already existing DIMP LAMA-functionality for a long material number (LAMA) will not be part of SAP S/4HANA. In S/4HANA the material number is natively extended to 40 characters. Special conversion steps are needed to migrate the existing DIMP LAMA solution to the new S/4HANA extended material number. For further information on the conversion of the DIMP LAMA-functionality and the DIMP Manufacturer Parts Number to S/4HANA please check notes 2270396 and 2270836.









					S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)




					Data migration




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					ALE change pointer entries related to master data distribution (see SAP Help: LINK) have to be processed completely before the conversion to SAP S/4HANA. Changes recorded before the conversion will no longer be available compatibly after the conversion to SAP S/4HANA.









					S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Optional




					Use of new Material Number Field Length 









					S4TWL - Generic Check for SAP S/4HANA Conversion and Upgrade (SI22: GENERIC_CHECKS)




					Custom Code Adaption




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					This simplification Item serves as an anchor for assigning custom code check related content, which is not related to any specific functional or technical area (e.g. deletion of unused orphaned objects).









					S4TWL - Generic Check for SAP S/4HANA Conversion and Upgrade (SI22: GENERIC_CHECKS)




					Miscellaneous




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					This simplification item provides various generic, technical checks which need to run before a conversion or upgrade in SAP S/4HANA and which affect all customers - irrespective of the specific SAP S/4HANA target release.









					S4TWL - Webshops by Internet Sales or Web Channel Experience Management (SI11: SD_IS)




					Custom Code Adaption




					Before or during conversion project




					Conditional




					Remove the usages of SAP objects in customer objects for which the custom code check refers to note 2225107 as they will not work anymore









					S4TWL - Webshops by Internet Sales or Web Channel Experience Management (SI11: SD_IS)




					User Training




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Batch Input for Customer Master/Supplier Master (SI25: MasterData_BP)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					Before conversion project




					Mandatory




					Batch Input to maintain customer master and supplier master data is not supported since SAP S/4 HANA 1809, please use one of the following alternatives: Business Partner SOAP Services. Refer to SAP Note 2472030 for more information IDocs (CREMAS/DEBMAS) Mass Transactions (XK99/XD99)









					S4TWL - Webshops by Internet Sales or Web Channel Experience Management (SI11: SD_IS)




					Business Decision




					Before conversion project




					Mandatory




					The functionalities SAP Internet Sales, SAP E-Commerce, SAP Web Channel, and SAP Web Channel Experience Management in SD are not supported in SAP S/4HANA and have been replaced by SAP Commerce in SAP S/4HANA 1610.









					S4TWL - Webshops by Internet Sales or Web Channel Experience Management (SI11: SD_IS)




					Process Design / Blueprint




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					See SAP Note 2271161 for the list of unavailable transactions and functionalities. Replacement functionality is SAP Commerce in SAP S/4HANA 1610.









					S4TWL - Batch Input for Customer Master/Supplier Master (SI25: MasterData_BP)




					User Training




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Material classification with commodity codes (SI1: FIN_SLL_CLS)




					User Training




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Knowledge transfer to key and end users based on SAP note 2432527.









					S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction (SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction)




					Business Decision




					Before conversion project




					Mandatory




					Reconsider the UI Strategy









					S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction (SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction)




					User Training




					Before or after conversion project




					Optional




					









					S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction (SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction)




					Fiori Implementation




					After conversion project




					Conditional




					









					S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction (SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction)




					Interface Adaption




					After conversion project




					Conditional




					









					S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction (SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction)




					Custom Code Adaption




					After conversion project




					Conditional




					









					S4TWL - Batch Input for Customer Master/Supplier Master (SI25: MasterData_BP)




					Custom Code Adaption




					Before or during conversion project




					Conditional




					Adjust your custom code according to the new process.









					S4TWL - DATA MODEL CHANGES IN FIN (SI1_FIN_General)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					Adapt access to the new simplified Finance data model in your customer-specific programs









					S4TWL - New Customizing for Exchange Rate Difference Handling (SI21: PROC_MM_IV_ERD)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Foreign Trade within SAP S/4HANA Procurement (SI15: PROC_FT)




					Landscape Redesign




					Before conversion project




					Conditional




					Foreign trade functionality in S/4HANA is replaced. SAP GTS can be connected to S/4HANA to run the respective foreign trade processes









					S4TWL - Foreign Trade within SAP S/4HANA Procurement (SI15: PROC_FT)




					Custom Code Adaption




					During conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - Foreign Trade within SAP S/4HANA Procurement (SI15: PROC_FT)




					Interface Adaption




					During conversion project




					Conditional




					It is possible that 3rd party foreign trade system will need adjustments by the respective 3rd party Solution/Service Provider.









					S4TWL - Foreign Trade within SAP S/4HANA Procurement (SI15: PROC_FT)




					User Training




					During or after conversion project




					Mandatory




					









					S4TWL - MRP fields in Material Master (SI7:MasterData_PM)




					Business Operations




					After conversion project




					Conditional




					If the scheduling margin key is not specified, then you should run the conversion of planned orders into production orders every day. If Scheduling Margin Key is defined in t-code OMSR, it is mandatory to maintain it, see section Scheduling Margin Key .









					S4TWL - MRP fields in Material Master (SI7:MasterData_PM)




					User Training




					Before or during conversion project




					Mandatory




					Train changes on material and article master transactions



















If you would like to have the sort and filter possibility on the activities or see additional attributes, use the activity excel generated together with the word document.









Link to the list of actvitiesofrelevant simplificaiton items




https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/Activity














[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_SIMPL_EFFORT_DRIVERS]3.2 Effort Drivers of Simplification Items









Simplification items that are identified as relevant for your transition project require various levels of effort to implement. In this context, effort drivers provide transparency on factors that will influence the effort of implementing simplification items. Effort drivers are based on previous SAP S/4HANA project experiences.









In this section, identified effort drivers that are related to a selected simplification item are listed in more detail. In addition, the required effort is shown either by comparing the value of the analyzed system to reference values or by indicating a decrease (in green font) or increase (in red font) of effort. Currently, effort drivers are only provided for simplification items that are categorized with the effort ranking category Potentially High.









					Related Simplification Items




					Effort Driver




					Effort Driver Database Value




					Effort Driver Reference Values









					S4TWL - Storage Location MRP




					MRP Area Planning and MRP Areas




The activation of MRP area planning and the creation of MRP areas is required in SAP S/4HANA.




					1




					Low









					S4TWL - Storage Location MRP




					Migration Report




The migration report is initiated either automatically or manually in SAP S/4HANA. The report then runs automatically. This way, the missing MRP area assignments will be assigned to the related material master data.




					Yes




					Negative/increase in Effort









					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING




					Number of Accounting Principles




Each accounting principle needs to have one depreciation area that posts in real time.




					11




					High









					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING




					Number of ANLA Table Entries




The number of assets in your SAP ERP system might have an impact on the effort that is required for the transition to SAP S/4HANA.




					423230




					Low









					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING




					Asset Accounting (New or Classic)




If the classic Asset Accounting is used in your SAP ERP system, you need to migrate to the new Asset Accounting in SAP S/4HANA. If the new Asset Accounting is already active in your SAP ERP system, adjustments in Customizing are still required.




					Classic




					Negative/increase in Effort









					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING




					Number of Active Company Codes (Status 0, 1, or 2)




The number of active company codes (status 0, 1, or 2) in your SAP ERP system that need to be migrated to the new Asset Accounting in SAP S/4HANA.




					32




					Average









					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING




					Number of Company Codes with More Than One Open Fiscal Year




Only one open fiscal year is allowed in the FI-AA application component. You can technically check this by comparing the T093B table (OAAQ transaction) and the T093C table (AJRW transaction). If the difference is higher than 1, you need to align your open fiscal years in Asset Accounting to a difference of one year.




					26




					High









					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING




					Number of Deactivated Company Codes (Status 3)




Deactivated company codes with status "Company code deactivated – later reporting allowed" (status 3) either need to be archived or you need to manually migrate the chart of depreciation. Documents will be migrated to the universal journal. If both a deactivated company code (status 3) and an active company code (status 0, 1, or 2) are assigned to the same chart of depreciation, a check is required whether a different (new) chart of depreciation can be assigned to the deactivated company code(s). It is often difficult to migrate a chart of depreciation that contains a company code which might be deactivated for years.




					0




					Low









					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING




					Number of Company Codes with Missing APC Runs




For more than one open fiscal year in the FI-AA application component, you might need to post acquisition and production costs (APC) for the previous, open fiscal years to reduce the number of years in Asset Accounting to only one open fiscal year. This might affect balances that are already reported, because APC could find values and create FI postings for previous fiscal years that are already closed in the FI-GL application component.




					6




					High









					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING




					Number of Currencies




Before activating the new Asset Accounting, each parallel currency that is defined in the FI-GL application component (OB22 transaction) needs to have a corresponding parallel depreciation area for each parallel currency in the FI-AA application component.




					2




					Average









					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING




					Number of Charts of Depreciation




Relevant charts of depreciation need to be migrated to SAP S/4HANA.




					21




					High









					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING




					Activation of the EA-FIN Business Function (Yes or No)




The Financials Extension (EA-FIN) business function needs to be activated. In the new Asset Accounting in SAP S/4HANA, a new depreciation engine is used in the depreciation calculation.




					Yes




					Positive/decrease in Effort









					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING




					Number of Different Fiscal Year Variants




Ledger groups must have fiscal year variants with the same start and end date for the depreciation areas. If you are using the ledger approach in the General Ledger Accounting (new) and the classic Asset Accounting, the following applies: In the general ledger, you use different fiscal year variants. This means that the ledger that maps a parallel valuation is assigned to a fiscal year variant that has a different start and end date, compared to the fiscal year variant that is assigned to the leading ledger with the leading valuation. If you use different fiscal year variants, follow the steps in SAP Note 2220152 (“Ledger approach and Asset Accounting (new): Alternative fiscal year variant for parallel valuation”).




					2




					Average









					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING




					General Ledger (New or Classic)




The classic General Ledger is used in your SAP ERP system. The new General Ledger will be automatically activated with the technical upgrade to SAP S/4HANA.




					New




					Positive/decrease in Effort














Link to the list of relevant simplificaiton items




https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/Simplification
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SAP's compatibility packages offer customers a limited usage right to run certain classic SAP ERP solutions on SAP S/4HANA, provided that customers have licensed the applicable solutions, as set forth in their license agreements.









All compatibility packages are listed in the Compatibility Scope Matrix, which can be found in the attachment of SAP Note 2269324. Each compatibility package on this list is represented by a unique identifier, the Compatibility Scope ID. The compatibility packages in this list cover functionality from SAP ERP core, line-of-business (LoB), or industry solutions. Furthermore, they comprise the complete or partial scope of the related SAP Business Suite product. Please note that this list is static and release-independent; no new items will be added to the list.









The aim of a compatibility package is to allow business continuity with SAP S/4HANA: If a classic SAP Business Suite product is currently part of your business processes and the Compatibility Scope Matrix, you can use the compatible version of it in SAP S/4HANA.









Once the restricted use of the compatibility packages ends, you are no longer allowed to use the compatibility package solution. As a result, you will need to evaluate a migration to the designated alternative functionality as outlined in the Next Steps section. The effort for such a migration varies depending on the scope of the alternative solution.









If you decide to take no action to address the end of the restricted use of the compatibility packages, you may continue to use the standard SAP Business Suite products in a non-SAP S/4HANA environment according to the specific end-user license agreement. The expiration dates of the usage rights for all compatibility packages are listed in SAP Note 2269324, including the exceptional cases of Customer Service (CS), Transportation (LE-TRA), and Production Planning for Process Industries (PP-PI).









Overall, the following statistics related to Compatibility Packages were identified in your system:




general statistics




					Status




					Number of Objects









					Overall number of Simplification Items related to Compatibility Packages




					14









					Check performed, “non strategic” item is relevant. Check business impact note.




					0









					Relevance for “non strategic” item cannot be automatically determined. Check business impact note.




					14









					Number of Compatibility Packages with existing alternatives.




					21









					Number of Compatibility Packages with alternatives existing on the roadmap.




					2









					Number of Compatibility Packages with planned alternative.




					0









					Number of Compatibility Packages with no planned alternative.




					0



















To address these findings, please review the instructions below:




To identify compatibility packages that might be relevant for you, review the simplification items presented in the table. Each item in the list is related to certain compatibility scope IDs and is part of the SAP S/4HANA compatibility scope, which comes with limited usage rights.




Due to that, you need to migrate from the classic SAP ERP solution to its designated alternative functionality before the compatibility package license expires. In support of the next steps, the table provides the following information:




· The simplification item details from the SAP simplification item catalog can be viewed by selecting the simplification item title in the table.




· The associated business impact notes provided in the table offer further context to the simplification item and describe the recommended actions to take.




· The compatibility scope status offers information about which compatibility packages have an existing alternative.




· The side panel per table entry offers detailed information about the alternative solutions.




As the classic SAP ERP solution can still be used until the expiry date of the compatibility package license, it is a business decision to evaluate when and with which of the coming SAP S/4HANA releases you want to migrate to the alternative functionality. To plan accordingly for the migration efforts, we recommend you take this decision long before the compatibility package license expires. The respective business impact notes provide the following information to address this decision:




· The scope of the old compatibility package functionality




· The (expected) scope of the alternative functionality




· Any gaps or deltas between the old and the alternative functionality




· When the alternative functionality is planned to be available and how to close any remaining gaps to the old functionality, in case there is a staged delivery




Please note that simplification items related to compatibility packages are of the category “non-strategic function” and do not necessarily need to be addressed before or during an upgrade or conversion project. Whereas simplification items of other categories usually require immediate action, those belonging to this category can be addressed as part of a follow-up project, depending on the expiration date of the usage rights and technical dependencies on a specific product version.




If you choose to keep the original functionality for now and meet the licensing prerequisites defined in SAP Note 2269324, you can obtain rights to use the SAP S/4HANA compatible version of the product on your SAP S/4HANA installation with no additional license fee.









[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_RELEVANT$-$}]4.1 Relevant Non-Strategic Simplification Items









The following table lists simplification items related to Compatibility Packages that have been checked and are immediately relevant:









relevant simplification items




					Simplification item title




					Compatibility Scope ID




					Alternative - Feature Scope Description Entry




					Status




					Alternative




					Business Impact Note









					S4TWL - Hierarchy Graphics in Project Systems









					465




					




					Alternative Exists




					Project System as part of SAP S/4HANA




					3000979









					S4TWL - Report Writer / Report Painter in Finance and Controlling









					433




					




					Alternative Exists with Roadmap




					Financial Reporting based on the universal journal (ACDOCA) using virtual data model and SAP Fiori.




					2997574









					S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA









					101




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA




					2273108









					S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA









					414




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA




					2273108









					S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA









					414




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP Successfactors




					2273108









					S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA









					138




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA




					2273108









					S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA









					138




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP SuccessFactors - Employee Central




					2273108









					S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA









					415




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP Successfactors




					2273108









					S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA









					415




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA




					2273108









					S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA









					132




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA




					2273108









					S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA









					132




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP SuccessFactors - Employee Central




					2273108









					S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA









					137




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA




					2273108









					S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA









					137




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP SuccessFactors - Employee Central




					2273108









					S4TWL - MRP in HANA









					443




					Material Requirements Planning




					Alternative Exists




					MRP lists are snapshots of the material supply and demand situation at the time of the last MRP run. The snapshot is often outdated. With HANA, stock/requirements lists can be read with high speed. The MRP Fiori apps determine materials with issues in real-time.




					2268085









					S4TWL – Personnel Development









					423




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP Successfactors




					3224316









					S4TWL – Personnel Development









					423




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA




					3224316









					S4TWL – Personnel Development









					418




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP Successfactors




					3224316









					S4TWL – Personnel Development









					418




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA




					3224316









					S4TWL – Personnel Development









					422




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA




					3224316









					S4TWL – Personnel Development









					422




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP Successfactors




					3224316









					S4TWL - Project System - Compatibility Scope









					459




					




					Alternative Exists




					Project System as part of SAP S/4HANA




					3265838









					S4TWL - Project System - Compatibility Scope









					462




					




					Alternative Exists




					Project System as part of SAP S/4HANA




					3265838









					S4TWL - Selected project financial planning and control functions









					462




					




					Alternative Exists




					Project System as part of SAP S/4HANA




					2267182









					S4TWL - Project System - Compatibility Scope









					460




					




					Alternative Exists




					Project System as part of SAP S/4HANA




					3265838









					S4TWL - LIS in EAM









					442




					




					Alternative Exists with Roadmap




					




					2267463









					S4TWL - Special Purpose Ledger









					430




					




					Alternative Exists




					Financial Reporting based on the universal journal (ACDOCA); special ledger use cases to be included in universal journal.




					3015013









					S4TWL - EC-PCA - Classical profit center accounting









					427




					




					Alternative Exists




					"Profit Center Accounting on Universal Journal" in SAP S/4HANA




					2993220









					S4TWL - SAP E-Recruiting









					134




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP SuccessFactors - Learning




					2383888









					S4TWL - SAP E-Recruiting









					134




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA




					2383888









					S4TWL – Managers Desktop









					420




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA




					3224315









					S4TWL – Managers Desktop









					420




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP Successfactors




					3224315









					S4TWL - SAP Learning Solution









					136




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA




					2383837









					S4TWL - SAP Learning Solution









					136




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP SuccessFactors - Learning




					2383837









					S4TWL - SAP Learning Solution









					135




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP SuccessFactors - Learning




					2383837









					S4TWL - SAP Learning Solution









					135




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA




					2383837









					S4TWL – Funds and Position Management









					424




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA




					3224336









					S4TWL – Funds and Position Management









					424




					




					Alternative Exists




					SAP Successfactors




					3224336
























4.2 Non-Strategic Simplification Items with Relevance to be Checked









The following non-strategic simplification items related to Compatibility Packages cannot be checked automatically. Please check the relevance of items from used application areas by the provided Business Impact SAP Notes:









non-strategicsimplification itemswith relevance to be checked




There is no simplification item with relevance to be checked (non-strategic)









Link toCompatibility Scope Analysis




https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/CompatibilityScope/?Status=New,InScope




[bookmark: CHAPTER_SYCM][bookmark: CHAPTER_HS]5 Required Custom Code Adjustments for a System Conversion to SAP S/4HANA
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[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_SYCM]5.1 Custom Code




In general, the following changes and respective custom code adjustments are required in a system conversion project to SAP S/4HANA:




· Adjusting the custom code to the simplified data model and simplification list in SAP S/4HANA




· Adjustment of modifications using SPDD and SPAU due to the software change




· Mandatory changes for SAP HANA – if system is not on SAP HANA already




· Making the custom code Unicode compliant – if the system is not yet on Unicode




· Optimizing performance of custom code









The custom code part of SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA focuses on identifying areas of mandatory changes, which are required due to the simplified application architecture of SAP S/4HANA (first point in the list above).




The analysis does not contain a list of adaptations necessary to support the other required changes mentioned above.














The following customer namespaces are considered by the custom code checks in SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA:




ANALYZED CUSTOMER NAMESPACES




There is no customer namespace




/0CUST/represents Y* and Z* namespaces









CUSTOM CODE OVERVIEW




					Item




					Number of Objects









					Total SAP Notes




					324









					Relevant SAP Notes




					75









					Non-Relevant SAP Notes




					247









					Total Custom Code Objects




					14967









					Total Modifications




					715
























Simplification items affecting custom Code




					SAP Note




					Custom Code Topic









					2226072




					SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Deprecation of functionality German Local Authorities in PSM-FM









					2227014




					S/4 HANA: Credit Management Changes in FI









					2689873




					SAP S/4HANA: SAP Patient Management (IS-H): Restriction Note









					2993220




					S4TWL - EC-PCA - Classical profit center accounting









					2669857




					Object List Number Field Length Extension: Code Adaptions for usages of released RFC and BAPIs









					2380568




					SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Rate and Rough-Cut Planning









					2326769




					Migration from Process Batches to WIP Batches









					2370131




					S4TWL - Retail Information System (RIS) and Category Management Workflow









					2628699




					Amount Field Length Extension: Code Adaptations for Compatibly Enhanced Local Function Modules









					2223144




					S/4 HANA - Foreign Trade in SD/MM









					2870766




					S4TWL - Cash Management - BAM









					2365665




					S4TWL- Retail Season Conversion ((SAP ERP to SAP S/4HANA 1610)









					2480067




					Replacement of Existing Legal Reports with 'SAP Document and Reporting Compliance - Statutory Reports'









					2206980




					Material Inventory Managment: change of data model in S/4HANA









					1976487




					Information about adjusting customer-specific programs to the simplified data model in SAP Simple Finance









					2383997




					SAP S/4HANA Simplification : Distributor Reseller Management









					2431747




					General Ledger: Incompatible changes in S/4HANA compared to classic ERP releases









					2414624




					S4TWL - Flexible Material Prices (FMP) in SAP S/4HANA









					2265093




					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach









					2378796




					Material classification: Change in data model in SAP S/4HANA 1610









					3046934




					S4TWL - Remote Logistics Management









					2371631




					S4TWL - Retail Additionals









					3211383




					SAP S/4HANA Simplification Item SI_PP14: Logistics_PP-MRP - Forecast Based Planning









					2382203




					SAP S/4HANA Simplification: AECMA SPEC2000M Military Solution









					2628706




					Amount Field Length Extension: Code Adaptations for Usages of RFC Enabled Function Modules









					2768887




					S4TWL - SD Billing Document Draft









					2270199




					S4TWL - Transportation (LE-TRA)









					2226131




					SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Public Sector specific fields in Business Partner









					2368913




					S4TWL - Seasonal Procurement









					2223800




					S/4HANA: SD - Advanced Order Processing and Billing for Contractors to the public sector









					2389136




					sFIN Data Migration for G/L Accounts and Cost Elements & ALE - Technical Information









					2198647




					S/4 HANA: Data Model Changes in SD









					2383423




					SAP S/4HANA Simplification : Software License Management









					2389136




					sFIN Data Migration for G/L Accounts and Cost Elements & ALE - Technical Information









					2217206




					SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Industrial Hygiene and Safety (EHS-IHS) and SAP Environmental Compliance (EC) interfaces









					2227568




					SAP S/4HANA Simplification: DIMP Automotive - Regular route shipments









					2343388




					The Home Building Solution(HBS): System Conversion from software component ECC-DIMP to SAP S/4HANA









					2198031




					S4TC EA-GLTRADE - DB Field Changes within Global Trade Management









					2220005




					S/4 HANA: Data Model Changes in Pricing and Condition Technique









					2296016




					SAP S/4HANA custom code adaptation - removal of orphaned objects









					2438006




					Material Number Field Length Extension: Code Adaptions for compatibly enhanced local function modules









					2217205




					SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Occupational Health (EHS-HEA)









					2469385




					S/4HANA: Data model changes in IS-M









					2226048




					SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Deprecation of Former Budgeting System (FBS) functionality in PSM-FM









					2225846




					Deprecation of selected PS ITS services : Confirmation and project documents









					2228241




					SAP S/4HANA Simplification: DIMP Automotive - Long Material Number









					2270388




					S4TWL - Asset Accounting: Parallel valuation and journal entry









					2224144




					Deprecation / Restricted Availability of IS-Beverage functionalities in S/4HANA









					2228218




					SAP S/4HANA Simplification: DIMP Automotive - Supplier Workplace









					2225817




					SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: FACTS reporting for US Federal Government









					2214585




					Sales support not available









					2340247




					S4TWL - Value and Quota Scales









					1803189




					FAQ: End of Support of ME21, ME51, BAPI_PO_CREATE and Archiving Reports etc.









					1804812




					MB transactions: Limited maintenance/decommissioning









					2270335




					S4TWL - Replaced Transaction Codes and Programs in FIN









					2933435




					S4TWL - Grouping Pegging Distribution (GPD) in SAP S/4HANA









					2610650




					Amount Field Length Extension: Code Adaptations









					2226134




					SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Funds Management master data dimensions in General Ledger









					2470721




					S/4HANA: Indirect Relationships in SD Document Flow Table VBFA









					2215424




					Material Number Field Length Extension - General Information









					2337368




					Inventory Valuation (part of Materials Management - Inventory Management) : Change of data model in S/4HANA 1610









					2582884




					Manual Accruals (Accrual Engine): Incompatible Changes in Release S/4HANA 1809









					2228241




					SAP S/4HANA Simplification: DIMP Automotive - Long Material Number









					2320132




					S4TWL - Custom Fields









					2270387




					S4TWL - Asset Accounting: Changes to Data Structure









					2198035




					S4TC EA-GLTRADE - Checks for Condition Contract DB Key Field Changes









					2438131




					Material Number Field Length Extension: Code Adaptions for usages of released RFCs and BAPIs









					2438110




					Material Number Field Length Extension: Code Adaptions for usages of RFC enabled function modules









					2628704




					Amount Field Length Extension: Code Adaptations for Usages of Adjusted Interfaces









					3051698




					S4TWL - Shipment Cost Processing









					2199837




					Field length change in the interface of RFC function modules









					2602107




					Using compatibility views in custom programs in SAP S/4HANA









					2250183




					'Mobile Asset Management' solution is not supported in S/4HANA









					2268085




					S4TWL - MRP Live on SAP HANA - MD01N









					2371539




					S4TWL - Retail Rapid Replenishment



















LINK TO THE COMPLETE LIST OF CUSTOM CODE




https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/CustomCode









[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_SYCM_AC]5.2 Recommended Additional Checks




The results of SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA provide first insights into areas of custom code that can be affected by the system conversion to SAP S/4HANA.









To get a proper evaluation of the mandatory custom code changes necessary for the conversion to SAP S/4HANA, we recommend using the ABAP Test Cockpit / SAP Code Inspector (blog, Link









For detailed analysis of your custom code please execute ABAP Test Cockpit (ATC) with check variant S4HANA_READINESS. This can be arranged either on a locally installed SAP NetWeaver 7.52 system, on your SAP S/4HANA sandbox or using the ABAP environment in SAP Cloud Platform.









For more information see:









					Source of Information




					Description









					Blog on the “Custom code adaption process”




					For detailed information on the overall topic, recommended tools and procedures have a look at the blog on the “Custom code adaption process”.









					SAP Note1912445




					ABAP custom code migration for SAP HANA - recommendations and Code Inspector variants for SAP HANA migration









					Best Practice Guide









					Best Practice Guide - Considerations for Custom ABAP Code During a Migration to SAP HANA









					SAP Documentation on Custom Code on help.sap.com




					SAP documentation describingthe tools that help you with the migration of custom code – for example, if you want to migrate your current database to SAP HANA or convert your SAP Business Suite system to SAP S/4HANA, on-premise edition.
























In addition, it is helpful to get more transparency on used custom code vs. unused custom code before the system conversion to SAP S/4HANA in order to focus the adjustment efforts on the used custom code.




For details on general custom code lifecycle management, refer to following information:









					Link




					Topic









					https://www.sap.com/community/topic/abap-testing-and-analysis.html




					ABAP Testing and Analysis Community









					https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/SAP+Solution+Manager+WIKI+-+Custom+Code+Management




					SAP Solution Manager WIKI – Custom Code Management









					https://blogs.sap.com/2017/04/06/abap-call-monitor-scmon-analyze-usage-of-your-code/




					ABAP Call Monitor (SCMON) – Analyze Usage of your code














6 Required SAP HANA Hardware Size and Data Volume Reduction Potential









[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_HS_SIM]6.1 SAP S/4HANA Sizing Simulation









Below is the simulated SAP S/4HANA target size including future DB growth and other related aspects. The basis for this is the estimated memory requirement for the target system after the system conversion to SAP S/4HANA. The requirements are based on the size of the tables in the source system and the compression rate of the source database.









New functionalities: The usage of planned new functionalities needs to be sized separately with the Quick Sizer and added on top. Examples: SAP Fiori and Embedded Analytics. Visit




https://www.sap.com/about/benchmark/sizing.html for more information.









Future Database Growth: For a rough estimation, you can use your past data growth (transactionDB20) and apply to it the same compression ratio that the report has estimated for the current database.









					General Indicators




					Values









					Initial SAP S/4HANA Target Size




					950









					Future Database Growth




					597









					Data Volume Reduction on SAP ERP




					0









					New Functionality




					0









					Simulation for Initial SAP S/4HANA Memory Requirement




					1,547GB
























[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_HS_RESULT]6.2 SAP HANA Sizing









The SAP HANA sizing results are based on running the “Business Suite on HANA and S/4HANA sizing report” (see SAP Note 1872170).









The sizing report calculates the total memory requirements for the system after the system conversion to SAPS/4HANA. The requirements are based on the size of the tables in the source system and the compression rate of the source system.




With the result of the sizing report, you have an initial indication of the system’s starting size. This sizing procedure does not consider yet any additional growth caused by additional roll-outs, deployments or business growth. Respective factors need to be added.




The information of the sizing report also helps you to identify the tables that can be slimmed down by housekeeping and archiving activities.









The SAP Note 1872170 contains an FAQ document that helps to interpret the results below.









Note: in case of tables with errors, depending on their size, it may influence the target sizing. Please check the output of the sizing report/SDF/HDB_SIZING on your source SAP ERP in case large tables are listed here.









GENERALINFORMATION




					General Indicators




					Values









					Type of Analysed Database




					Oracle









					Used Size on Disk




					647GB









					Number of Tables Successfully Analyzed




					113,782









					Number of Tables with Errors




					0









					Version of Report /SDF/HDB_SIZING




					89









					SAP Note for SAP HANA Sizing




					1872170
























INITIAL TARGET SIZE




					Estimated Memory Requirement




					Values in GB









					Column Store Data




					437









					+ Row Store Data




					3









					+ Workspace




					439









					+Others




					68









					= Anticipated Initial Memory Requirement for SAP HANA




					950
























					Estimated Disk Sizing




					Values in GB









					Column Store Data




					441









					+Others




					144









					+ Hybrid LOBs




					188









					= Initial Net Data Size on Disk




					774





























20 largest tables




					Table Name




					Store Type




					Data Size in GB




					Estimated Record Count









					CDPOS




					CS




					192




					2,407,290,404









					EDID4




					CS




					39




					733,271,299









					/BLUESKY/WS_DATA




					CS




					28




					503,040,330









					ZBS_LOG_FESPECS




					CS




					15




					176,409,667









					SE16N_CD_DATA




					CS




					10




					2,500,039









					FAGLFLEXA




					CS




					8




					124,562,320









					ACDOCA




					CS




					7




					159,529,218









					/BLUESKY/BWSPESB




					CS




					5




					138,211,000









					DBTABLOG




					CS




					5




					34,890,745









					/BLUESKY/FECOND




					CS




					5




					284,049,046









					TEVEN




					CS




					4




					123,672,360









					WBCROSSGT




					CS




					4




					73,967,891









					DOKTL




					CS




					4




					86,584,824









					/BLUESKY/BWHDADA




					CS




					4




					68,995,900









					BALDAT




					CS




					3




					10,857,609









					SWWLOGHIST




					CS




					3




					53,994,337









					CDHDR




					CS




					3




					75,912,263









					GLPCA




					CS




					3




					26,851,571









					ZBS_LOG_FEARDE




					CS




					3




					28,104,500









					D010TAB




					CS




					2




					67,601,387
























Link to the complete list of database tables




https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/Sizing/Tables














[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_HS_DVM]6.3 Data Volume Management









This section shows the size of your archiving potential based on the top 30 database tables. The table shows you for every document type how many gigabytes can be archived in relation to its total size in your source system. Additionally, it shows how much this equals in percent per document type for the residence time of 12and 24months.









We recommend archiving as much data as possible before migrating to SAP S/4HANA in order to reduce the amount of memory that will be consumed in the SAP S/4HANA environment.









NOTE: Ensure that you can fulfill all fiscal and tax reporting requirements before you archive the data. Archived data can still be displayed in the SAP S/4HANA environment.









For more information about Data Volume Management, contact your SAP account executive.









If you have an SAP Enterprise Support maintenance contract, visit the SAP Enterprise Support Value Map for Data Volume Management for guidance on next steps.









document types




					Document Type




					Data Size in GB




					Older Than 12 Months




					Older Than 24 Months









					Intermediate Documents




					83.11




					67.26




80.92




					59.34




71.4









					FI NewGL: Accounting Documents




					67.23




					54.06




80.41




					49.08




73.01









					Profit Center Accounting Documents




					13.39




					9.71




72.5




					8.89




66.4









					FI NewGL: Totals




					0.82




					0.59




72.21




					0.53




64.95









					Work Items




					75.99




					51.13




67.29




					44.0




57.9









					Change Documents




					76.31




					27.56




36.11




					27.45




35.97









					Table Change Protocols




					12.59




					0.0




0.0




					0.0




0.0



















Link to the list ofdocument types




https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/Sizing/Dvm














[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_HS_AI]6.4 Additional Information









The following documents provide additional information and context on sizing an SAP system.




					Topic




					Link









					Sizing Approaches for SAP HANA - Lessons Learned




					https://service.sap.com/~sapidb/011000358700000050632013E









					Proactive Performance and Capacity Management - Best Practice




					https://service.sap.com/~sapidb/011000358700001231382011E









					SAP sizing




					https://www.sap.com/about/benchmark/sizing.html



















[bookmark: CHAPTER_INT]7 Required Adjustments for Integration














For the transition to SAP S/4HANA, a selection of follow-up activities in the area of integration is required due to certain simplifications in different application areas. This section contains a list of identified interfaces and highlights the ones that are most certainly impacted by the transition.









The new functionality is provided by the following SAP Note:




					SAP Note




					Description









					3061414




					Enabling extended interface impact analysis for SAP Readiness Check 2.0



















The Impact Analysis subsection provides an overview of discovered interfaces and the impact analysis performed by SAP Readiness Check. The analysis focuses on the most critical impact types that require immediate action during system conversion. It does not cover topics such as the use of outdated technology, security risks, performance, and so on.









The following impact types are included in the analysis:









Functionality Unavailable:
One of the standard ABAP or DDIC objects that are directly associated with an interface or referenced by an associated custom ABAP object is on the simplification list. The identified objects can be categorized as follows:




· Standard objects are checked against the simplification item database and the data dictionary of the target SAP S/4HANA release. This includes the cases when an object is missing in the target release, exists but is neither used nor supported, and when a table is partially used in SAP S/4HANAin comparison to SAP ERP.




· Custom objects are checked against the ABAP test cockpit scan results. The latter becomes available once you upload the ABAP test cockpit results (S4HANA_READINESS) to your SAP Readiness Check analysis.









Interfaces with this impact category will either dump with a syntax error on first use due to access to a missing object or become instable as the referenced standard object is neither supported nor maintained in SAP S/4HANA.









Blocked:




One of the standard programs or function modules associated with an interface is on the internal blocklist and can’t be used with SAP S/4HANA. Interfaces with this impact category will dump on first use due to access to a blocked object.









Serialization Issue:
One of the objects associated with an interface becomes binary incompatible upon system conversion due to a field length extension. These interfaces should not be used without adjustments on the caller side to avoid possible data inconsistencies.









There are three types of cases:




· An SAP S/4HANA version of an RFC-enabled standard function module and its SAP ERP version are binary incompatible. These function modules are listed in the external blocklist.




· An RFC-enabled custom function module becomes binary incompatible upon system conversion. Such custom function modules are identified by the ABAP test cockpit.




· A custom or extension IDoc segment becomes binary incompatible upon system conversion. Such IDoc segments are identified by the ABAP test cockpit.









Furthermore, impacted BW extractors are assigned to one of the following subcategories:




· Working: The data source is available with SAP S/4HANA. There are no restrictions.




· Working with Restrictions: The data source is working in SAP S/4HANA, but with noteworthy restrictions. For example, not all fields are available.




· Obsolete: The data source is no longer relevant after system conversion. BW extractors in this category are legacy extractors.




· Not Working: All data sources in this category are not working in SAP S/4HANA. The following subcategories exist:




· Alternative Exists: The data source is not available with SAP S/4HANA, but an alternative exists. For example, by means of a new extractor or a CDS view.




· Alternative Planned: The data source is not available with SAP S/4HANA yet, but an alternative is planned in the roadmap for future release. For most of the BW extractors assigned to this subcategory, the alternative will be an extractor based on a CDS view. To find out about the status, please check SAP Note 2500202 or create a support incident under the corresponding component.




· No Alternative Exists: The data source is not working in SAP S/4HANA, and there is no alternative planned.









Overall, the following impact on interfaces was identified in your system:









					Total Number




					Impacted




					Mediated via Middleware









					6610




					1120




					857



















Furthermore, impacted interfaces in your system can be classified as follows:









					Functionality Unavailable




					Blocked




					Serialization Issue




					Impacted but Unused









					59




					0




					1




					1060



















To address these findings, please follow the steps provided in the Next Steps Panel of the Dashboard or review the list below:









Functionality Unavailable:




Check all interfaces with the impact category Functionality Unavailable. In the Details column, you will find corresponding simplification items, business impact notes, or SAP Notes reported by the ABAP test cockpit. You might need to redesign and/or rebuild the interface, or even remove it completely from the system if it becomes obsolete in SAP S/4HANA.









Blocked:




Check all interfaces with the impact category Blocked and find out if identified blocked objects can be substituted. Search for simplification items in the functional area the object belongs to. You might need to redesign and/or rebuild the interface, or even remove it completely from the system if it becomes obsolete in SAP S/4HANA.









Serialization Issue:




Check all interfaces with the impact category Serialization Issue.




For Remote Function Call (RFC) interfaces, note that the impact is only relevant for external inbound calls. Perform the following steps:




1. Ensure that the identified RFC interface is inbound and that the call comes from an external system; otherwise consider the finding a false-positive.




2. For standard function modules, follow the procedure described in SAP Note 2408693. Depending on the feedback from SAP, an interface might be exempted as an exception.




3. For custom function modules, adjust the signature of the function module either on the remote side or on the SAP S/4HANA side to restore binary compatibility.




Alternatively, familiarize yourself with the fast RFC serialization, which might offer an easier solution if a high number of function modules needs to be corrected. For more information, see SAP Note 2315100 and How to Profit from FAST RFC Serialization.









For IDoc interfaces, rework data types behind custom fields. For example, change the associated data element MATNR to MATNR18 to restore field length and, if required, add a new field with a long material number using data element MATNR. For more information, see SAP Note 2218350.














[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_IDOC]7.1 IDocs









The IDoc section lists active and inactive IDoc interfaces that are configured in the system. The enumeration is based on the outbound (table EDP13) and inbound (table EDP21) partner profiles, while the usage information is pulled from table EDIDC.









The following impact on used IDoc interfaces was identified in your system:









					Total Number




					Functionality Unavailable




					Blocked




					Serialization Issue









					44




					0




					0




					0



















[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_WEB_SERVICES]7.2 Web Services









All consumer and provider ABAP proxies that are both registered and not registered in SOA Manager are listed in this section. The usage is based on the Web Services runtime data (class CL_SOAP_DB_MONI).









The following impact on used Web service interfaces was identified in your system:




					Total Number




					Functionality Unavailable




					Blocked




					Serialization Issue









					1517




					135




					0




					0



















[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_RFC]7.3 RFC









The RFC interfaces are collected based on the runtime statistics (transaction ST03N). The same statistics provide the usage information. The list is extended with all Remote-Function-Call-enabled (RFC-enabled) custom function modules, which represent explicitly defined potential RFC interfaces.









The following impact on used RFC interfaces was identified in your system:




					Total Number




					Functionality Unavailable




					Blocked




					Serialization Issue









					811




					1




					0




					1



















[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_BW_EXTRACTORS]7.4 BW Extractors









The BW extractors are enumerated based on the ROOSOURCE table. The usage information is extracted from table ROOSPRMSC.









The following impact on used BW extractors was identified in your system:




					Total Number




					Functionality Unavailable




					Blocked




					Serialization Issue









					3676




					925




					51




					0



















[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_ODATA_SERVICE][bookmark: NEXT_STEP]7.5 OData Service









The inventory of OData services in this analysis includes interfaces for OData versions 2 and 4. 
The interface determination logic detects all OData services based on programming models available from SAP_BASIS releases 700 and above:  




· SAP Gateway Service Builder




· SAP ABAP programming model




· SAP Service Adaptation Description Language (SADL)




· SAP ABAP RESTful Application Programming Model (RAP)




· Core Data Services (CDS) views exposed as OData services




There is no usage information associated with the OData services. 









The following impact on used OData Service was identified in your system:




					Total Number




					Functionality Unavailable




					Blocked




					Serialization Issue









					562




					57




					0




					0
























[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_SLT_REPLICATION]7.6 SLT Replication









Interface data was not collected due to multiple exceptions. Please check detailed page on the Readiness Check Dashboard for additional information.














LINK TO THE COMPLETE LIST OF ALLINTERFACE TYPES




https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/Interface









[bookmark: _{$-$CHAPTER_FDQ_CONTENT$-$}]8 Financial Data Quality









This chapter contains essential information about the quality and consistency of your financial data. The topic is crucial for various daily business operations, SAP S/4HANA conversions, and other conversion projects. Resolving data consistency issues will help you accelerate the conversion process and avoid unexpected showstoppers. We strongly recommend that you peruse this chapter and take action if required.









[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_INCONSIS_CONTENT$-$}][bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_GL$-$}][bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_GL]8.1 General Ledger




General Ledger is a comprehensive view of external accounting. Including and collecting all business transactions for primary postings and settlements from Management Accounting into a system that is integrated into your business ensures that accounting is complete and reconciled at all times.









Analysis date: 03/17/2023









[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_GL_INCONSISTENCIES$-]8.1.1 Inconsistencies




The data displayed in this section is based on the results of the execution of the FIN_CORR_RECONCILE transaction in your system. The underlying reconciliation check is the main source of the financial data quality analysis, performing various consistency checks against the General Ledger module in your system. Identified inconsistencies might have negative impact on your daily business and digital transformation projects. As a result, it is crucial to carefully analyze and resolve identified issues prior to the SAP S/4HANA conversion. Please note that, when estimating the resolution effort for the identified inconsistencies, you should refer to the number of different inconsistency types, rather than the total number of inconsistencies. For more information about the identified inconsistency types, see SAP Knowledge Base Article 2714344.









Analysis Overview




					Total Number of Inconsistencies




					Total Number of Inconsistency Types









					263,475




					9



















ANALYSIS DETAIL




					Message Nr




					Message Class




					Total Number




					Description




					Category




					Category Description









					072




					FIN_FB_RECON




					172,992




					No entry in FAGLFLEXA for this line item of BSEG (Ledger &1)




					A




					Standard automated correction available - SAP Note 2956096









					518




					FIN_FB_RECON




					84,051




					Fields mismatch between BSEG_ADD and NewGL line item table &2 &3




					A




					Standard automated correction available - SAP Note 2956096









					579




					FIN_FB_RECON




					6,072




					Open item flag in SKB1 differs from open item flag in BSEG_ADD &2 &3




					C




					Please contact SAP Support









					517




					FIN_FB_RECON




					260




					Fields mismatch between BSEG and NewGL line item table &2 &3




					B




					Manual correction instructions available – SAP Knowledge Base Article 2714344









					228




					FIN_FB_RECON




					65




					




					




					









					220




					FIN_FB_RECON




					23




					Fields in BSIS and BSEG do not match




					B




					Manual correction instructions available – SAP Knowledge Base Article 2714344









					594




					FIN_FB_RECON




					5




					Clearing specific to ledger groups differs in SKB1, BSEG_ADD &2 &3




					B




					Manual correction instructions available – SAP Knowledge Base Article 2714344









					336




					FIN_FB_RECON




					4




					Open item in BSEG, missing in BSIK (but available in BSAK)




					B




					Manual correction instructions available – SAP Knowledge Base Article 2714344









					074




					FIN_FB_RECON




					3




					Inconsistent amount for Updating in G/L for this line item (Ldg &1)




					B




					Manual correction instructions available – SAP Knowledge Base Article 2714344



















[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_OPEN_ITEM_CONTENT$-$][bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_GL_OPEN_ITEM$-$}]8.1.2 Documents




This section contains an overview of identified documents and open items by fiscal year and company code. The number of open items in financial documents per fiscal year and company code may reflect unfinished business transactions. To see a detailed overview, use the Export to Spreadsheet function on the top of the table on the Documents and Open Items tab. The top 10 financial documents based on the total number of Financial Documents are listed in the table below.









[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_OPEN_ITEM_1_CONTENT$][bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_OPEN_ITEM_2_CONTENT$][bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_EFFORT_CONTENT$-$}][bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_GL_EFFORT$-$}]FINANCIAL DOCUMENTS AND OPEN ITEMS 




					Fiscal Year




					Total No. of FI Documents




					Consistent Documents




					Inconsistent Documents




					No. of Open Items









					2022




					1,164,104




					1,164,103




					1




					8,104









					2019




					1,098,051




					1,098,048




					3




					3,696









					2018




					993,810




					993,677




					133




					4,651









					2020




					814,967




					814,966




					1




					5,070









					2021




					805,204




					805,203




					1




					3,926









					2017




					798,795




					798,786




					9




					3,408









					2016




					740,926




					740,925




					1




					3,052









					2015




					656,044




					655,810




					234




					1,632









					2014




					543,858




					543,574




					284




					1,593









					2011




					468,259




					462,819




					5,440




					370



















8.1.3 Facts and Figures




This section contains information about factors that usually influence the required effort, duration, and cost for the data cleansing. Resolving these issues can lead to a significant financial data reduction and, as a result, improve your system’s performance.









Total Number of Financial Documents




The total number of financial documents reflects the number of entries in table BKPF.




					Total No. of Financial Documents









					9,885,107



















[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_EFFORT_1_CONTENT$-$}][bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_EFFORT_2_CONTENT$-$}]Inactive Company Codes




A company code is considered inactive if there are no postings in the current and previous fiscal year. We generally recommend archiving inactive company codes instead of resolving inconsistencies. The top 10 oldest inactive company codes are listed in the table below.









					Company Code




					Fiscal Year









					LP12




					2009









					LP13




					2009









					LP14




					2009









					LP12




					2010









					LP13




					2010









					LP14




					2010









					CAH1




					2011









					LP12




					2011









					LP13




					2011









					LP14




					2011



















Number of General Ledger Accounts with a Clearing Ratio of 20% or Less




The clearing ratio of General Ledger accounts is calculated for the current and previous fiscal year.	
A low clearing ratio in older fiscal years usually points towards issues in financial processes. The corresponding data in the Overview table on the Expected Effort tab is filtered by the lowest clearing ratio (20% or less). The top 10 General Ledger Accounting with the lowest clearing ratio are listed in the table below.




					Company Code




					G/L Account




					Clearing Ratio









					LP01




					0000999100




					0.0%









					CSAT




					0000112720




					0.0%









					LP01




					0000999100




					0.0%









					CSAT




					0000112720




					0.0%









					LP01




					0000211550




					0.0%









					CSAT




					0000112730




					0.0%









					KATA




					0000395111




					0.0%









					LP01




					0000211550




					0.0%









					CSAT




					0000132401




					0.0%









					CSAT




					0000112730




					0.0%



















[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_EFFORT_3_CONTENT$-$}]Average Number of Line Items




The average number of line items per financial document is calculated for the current and previous fiscal year.




A high number of line items may point toward complex financial processes.




					Avg. No. of Line Items









					3.63



















[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_AA$-$}]8.2 Asset Accounting




A subsidiary ledger accounting module in Financial Accounting. All business activities for fixed assets are recorded in.









Analysis date: 03/17/2023









[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_AA_INCONSISTENCIES$-][bookmark: _9.2.1_Inconsistencies]8.2.1 Inconsistencies




The data displayed in this section is based on the results of the execution of the FIN_AA_CORR_RECON transaction in your system. The underlying reconciliation check is one of the main sources of the financial data quality analysis, performing various consistency checks against the Asset Accounting module in your system. Identified inconsistencies might have negative impact on your daily business and digital transformation projects. As a result, it is crucial to carefully analyze and resolve identified issues prior to the SAP S/4HANA conversion. Please note that, when estimating the resolution effort for the identified inconsistencies, you should refer to the number of different inconsistency types, rather than the total number of inconsistencies. For more information about the identified inconsistency types, see SAP Note 3038014.









Analysis Overview




					Total Number of Inconsistencies




					Total Number of Inconsistency Types









					3401




					3



















Analysis Details




					Message Number




					Message Class




					Total Number of Inconcistencies




					Description




					Category




					Category Description









					795




					B




					3,383




					&1: Line Items ANEP/ANEA differs from Totals ANLC




					B




					Manual correction instructions available – SAP Note 3038014









					769




					B




					13




					&1: Mismatch between transaction type in ANEP and provided ANEA fields




					B




					Manual correction instructions available – SAP Note 3038014









					764




					B




					5




					&1: ANLC values without general ledger assignment in the open year




					B




					Manual correction instructions available – SAP Note 3038014



















[bookmark: _9.2.2_Assets][bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_AA_ASSET$-$}]8.2.2 Assets









This section contains an overview of the identified main assets by company code. To see a detailed overview, use the Export to Spread sheet function on the top of the table on the Assets tab. The top 10 assets based on the total number of assets are listed in the table below.









ASSETS




					Company Code




					Total Number of Assets




					Consistent Assets




					Inconsistent Assets









					LP01




					212,680




					212,171




					509









					CAH1




					53,100




					53,095




					5









					KATA




					47,318




					45,629




					1,689









					CSAT




					16,597




					16,596




					1









					CSAH




					4,704




					4,703




					1









					LPSP




					312




					312




					0









					BAC




					207




					207




					0









					LP12




					54




					54




					0









					LP13




					1




					1




					0









					LP14




					1




					1




					0



















[bookmark: _9.2.3_Facts_&][bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_AA_FACT_AND_FIGURE$-]8.2.3 Facts and Figures









This section contains information about factors that usually influence the required effort, duration, and cost for the data cleansing. Resolving these issues can lead to a significant financial data reduction and, as a result, improve your system’s performance.









Total Number of Assets




The total number of assets reflects the number of entries in table ANLA.




					Total Number of Assets









					334,974



















Total Number of Depreciation Areas in use




The total number of depreciation areas in use reflects the number of entries in table ANLB.




					Total Number of Depreciation Areas in Use









					1,538,906



















Activation of Business Function EA-FIN




In the new Asset Accounting module in SAP S/4HANA, a new depreciation engine is used in the depreciation calculation. Therefore, activate the Financials Extension (EA-FIN) business function before the transition.




					Activation of the business function EA-FIN (Yes or No)









					YES



















Active/Deactivated Company Codes




A company code is considered deactivated if the status in table T093C is set to ”3” (column XANUEB = 3). We generally recommend archiving deactivated company codes instead of resolving inconsistencies. The data in the table below is filtered by fiscal year and the top 10 oldest deactivated company codes are listed.




					Deactivated Company Codes




					Fiscal Year









					




					














Active/Inactive Assets




An asset is considered inactive if a date is set in in column DEAKT in table ANLA. If the effort to resolve inconsistencies within these inactive assets seems to be too high, consider alternatives, such as archiving assets with the business departments and your implementation partner. The top 10 inactive assets based on the oldest deactivation date are listed in the table below.




					Inactive Assets




					Asset Sub-number




					Deactivation Date









					000002102108




					0000




					12/10/2008









					000002102108




					0010




					12/10/2008









					000002102109




					0010




					12/10/2008









					000002102109




					0000




					12/10/2008









					000002400143




					0010




					12/12/2008









					000002400143




					0000




					12/12/2008









					000002400158




					0000




					12/12/2008









					000002400158




					0010




					12/12/2008









					000004014194




					0000




					12/15/2008









					000004014495




					0000




					12/15/2008



















[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_ML$-$}]8.3 Material Ledger




Material Ledger is a finance module that is used to manage material inventories. Inventories can be managed in multiple currencies and multiple valuations. It is fully integrated into the general ledger (universal journal). The material ledger is the basis of actual costing. Actual costing works with the same currencies and valuations as those managed in the material ledger. It allows you to evaluate all materials managed in inventory, work in process, and cost of goods sold at actual costs. Data conversion activities will not activate actual costing if it was not active in the source system since actual costing is still optional in SAP S/4HANA.









Analysis date: 03/17/2023









[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_ML_INCONSISTENCIES$-]8.3.1 Inconsistencies




The data displayed in this section is based on the results of the execution of the FIN_ML_CORR_RECONCILE report in your system. The underlying reconciliation check is one of the main sources of the financial data quality analysis, performing various consistency checks against the Material Ledger module in your system. Identified inconsistencies might have a negative impact on your daily business and digital transformation projects. As a result, it is crucial to carefully analyze and resolve identified issues prior to the SAP S/4HANA conversion. Please note that, when estimating the resolution effort for the identified inconsistencies, you should refer to the number of different inconsistency types, rather than the total number of inconsistencies. For more information about the identified inconsistency types, see SAP Note 2389581.









No Inconsistencies were Found









[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_ML_MATERIALS$-$}]8.3.2 Materials




This section contains an overview of identified materials by valuation area and fiscal year. To see a detailed overview, use the Export to Spreadsheet function. The top 10 materials based on the total number of materials are listed in the table below.









By Valuation Area




					Valuation Area




					Total Number of Materials




					Consistent Materials




					Inconsistent Materials









					LP01




					11,655




					11,655




					0









					BHS1




					1,345




					1,345




					0









					ESY2




					673




					673




					0









					VOH1




					618




					618




					0









					ESY1




					601




					601




					0









					ENG1




					536




					536




					0









					ENG2




					536




					536




					0









					BHS2




					125




					125




					0









					ELZ2




					108




					108




					0









					NES3




					87




					87




					0



















By Fiscal Year




					Fiscal Year




					Total Number of Materials




					Consistent Materials




					Inconsistent Materials









					2008




					7,388




					7,388




					0









					2007




					6,922




					6,922




					0









					2006




					6,534




					6,534




					0









					2009




					5,915




					5,915




					0









					2010




					5,058




					5,058




					0









					2011




					4,794




					4,794




					0









					2019




					4,215




					4,215




					0









					2020




					4,209




					4,209




					0









					2021




					4,093




					4,093




					0









					2015




					3,818




					3,818




					0



















[bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_ML_FACT_AND_FIGURE$-]8.3.3 Facts and Figures




This section contains information about factors that usually influence the required effort, duration, and cost for the data cleansing. Resolving these issues can lead to a significant financial data reduction and, as a result, improve your system’s performance.









Total Number of Valuation History Records




The total number of all entries in all xBEWH tables. 




					Total Number of Valuation History Records









					160,352



















Total Number of Valuation Areas




The total number of valuation areas reflects the number of entries in table T001K.




					Total Number of Valuation Areas









					28



















Inactive Valuation Areas (BWKEY)




A valuation area is considered active if Material Ledger is enabled. In S/4HANA, the material ledger must be active for all valuation areas. If it is not active in the source ERP ECC system, it will be activated automatically during the conversion process. In the list below, you can find 10 examples.




					Inactive Valuation Areas









					0001









					BAC









					BHS1









					BHS2









					CAFM









					CAH1









					CSAH









					CSAT









					ELZ1









					ELZ2



















Actual Costing Is Enabled for Active Valuation Areas




Actual costing can only be enabled for active valuation areas. In S/4HANA, the use of actual costing is optional. If actual costing is enabled, this means that there is an increased effort during the conversion since the table MLDOC must be filled in the S/4HANA system. In the list below, you can find 10 examples. 









Number of Active Valuation Areas by Currency Type and Valuation View (CURTP)




If Material Ledger is enabled for a BWKEY, the information about the number of Currency Types and Valuation Views (CURTP) per BWKEY is listed in the table CKMLCT. 




					One Currency Type and Valuation View 




					Two Currency Types and Valuation Views




					Three Currency Types and Valuation Views









					0




					0




					0



















Link to Financial Data Quality




https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/FDQ
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[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_FIORI_APPS]9.1 Recommended SAP Fiori Applications for SAP S/4HANA









SAP S/4HANA offers SAP Fiori applications as an alternative to SAP GUI transactions and reports. New applications in SAP S/4HANA are always built with the SAP Fiori user interface. Click the link to see more detail about the result. See the following blog for more information: SAP Readiness Check 2.0 – Details about the topic of SAP Fiori









The following list includes the most relevant SAP Fiori applications, based on the transaction usage history in the evaluated system.









GENERALINFORMATION




					General Indicators




					Values









					Total Number ofSAP Fiori Lighthouse Apps




					85









					Total Number of SAPFiori Apps




					1870









					TotalNumber ofSAP Fiori Theme ClassicUI Apps




					486
























					SAP Fiori Role




					Number of SAP Fiori App









					Purchaser




					115









					General Ledger Accountant




					87









					Internal Sales Representative




					80









					Maintenance Planner




					62









					Production Planner




					59









					Cost Accountant - Overhead




					57









					Strategic Buyer




					53









					Inventory Manager




					53









					Material Planner - External Procurement




					52









					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration




					51









					Accounts Receivable Accountant




					46









					Billing Clerk




					43









					Warehouse Clerk




					43









					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)




					38









					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply




					38









					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)




					36









					Cash Management Specialist




					35









					Shipping Specialist




					35









					Sales Manager




					34









					Returns & Refund Clerk




					34









					Maintenance Technician




					30









					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)




					29









					Cash Manager




					28









					Accounts Payable Accountant




					28









					Receiving Specialist




					28









					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)




					27









					Sales Manager (Customer Management)




					26









					Maintenance Supervisor




					25









					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair




					24









					Accounts Receivable Manager




					23









					Asset Accountant




					22









					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair




					22









					Purchaser - Central Procurement




					21









					Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)




					21









					Cost Accountant - Sales




					21









					Project Financial Controller




					17









					Employee




					17









					Employee - Procurement




					15









					Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement




					14









					Divisional Accountant




					14









					Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing




					14









					BOM Engineer - Customer Order




					14









					Service Planner - Recurring Service




					13









					Technical Officer - Armed Forces




					13









					BOM Engineer




					13









					Quality Engineer




					12









					Sourcing Manager




					12









					Quality Technician




					11









					Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)




					11









					Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing




					11









					Service Technician - In-House Repair




					11









					Administrator - Recipe Development




					11









					Project Logistics Controller




					10









					Retail Store Manager




					10









					Accounts Payable Accountant for China




					10









					Change Management Coordinator




					10









					Accounts Payable Manager




					10









					Retail Store Associate




					10









					Administrator - International Trade




					10









					Accounts Receivable Accountant - Leasing




					9









					Contract Valuation Specialist - Leasing




					9









					Accounts Payable Accountant - Leasing




					9









					Manager - Inbox




					9









					Administrator




					9









					Master Data Specialist - Product Data




					9









					Master Data Specialist (Agricultural Contract Management)




					8









					Trader (Agricultural Contract Management)




					8









					Master Data Specialist - Raw Substance Data




					8









					Design Engineer




					8









					Development Manager - Discrete Industry




					8









					Systems Engineer




					8









					Accounts Payable and Receivable Accountant (FI-CA)




					7









					Cost Accountant - Real Estate




					7









					Production Operator - Process Manufacturing




					7









					Asset Accountant - MCPSE (Utilities) for Brazil




					7









					Production Supervisor - Process Manufacturing




					7









					Production Supervisor - Discrete Manufacturing




					7









					Production Operator - Discrete Manufacturing




					7









					Trader - Futures




					6









					Contract Specialist - Leasing




					6









					Master Data Specialist - Business Partner Data




					6









					General Ledger Accountant for Japan




					6









					Master Data Specialist - Product Data (Retail)




					6









					Group Accountant




					6









					General Ledger Accountant for Luxembourg




					6









					General Ledger Accountant for Canada




					5









					General Ledger Accountant for Russian Federation




					5









					General Ledger Accountant for Australia




					5









					General Ledger Accountant for Czech Republic




					5









					Cash Manager for China




					5









					Administrator (Retail)




					5









					Master Data Specialist - Commodity Management




					5









					External Auditor - Group Reporting




					5









					Reconciliation Specialist - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)




					5









					Credit Controller




					5









					General Ledger Accountant - Group Reporting




					5









					Purchasing Manager




					5









					Master Data Specialist - Batch Data




					5









					General Ledger Accountant for New Zealand




					5









					General Ledger Accountant for Turkey




					5









					Manager - Procurement




					5









					General Ledger Accountant for South Africa




					5









					Master Data Specialist - Product Compliance




					4









					Administrator - Real Estate Management




					4









					General Ledger Accountant for Belgium




					4









					General Ledger Accountant for Norway




					4









					General Ledger Accountant for France




					4









					General Ledger Accountant for Brazil




					4









					General Ledger Accountant for Singapore




					4









					Cash Management Specialist for China




					4









					General Ledger Accountant for Netherlands




					4









					Configuration Expert - Business Network Integration




					4









					Treasury Specialist - Back Office




					4









					Trade Compliance Specialist




					4









					General Ledger Accountant for Israel




					4









					Material Planner - Just-In-Time Supply




					4









					Production Operator - Repetitive Manufacturing




					4









					Analytics Specialist




					4









					Customer Service Representative - Data Analysis (Utilities) for Brazil




					4









					Accounts Receivable Accountant for China




					4









					General Ledger Accountant for Italy




					4









					Internal Sales Representative (Subscription Order Management)




					4









					General Ledger Accountant for Finland




					4









					Production Supervisor - Repetitive Manufacturing




					4









					General Ledger Accountant for Portugal




					4









					Real Estate Specialist - Location Management




					4









					External Auditor




					4









					Recipe Developer




					4









					General Ledger Accountant for Spain




					4









					Meter Data Specialist - Energy Loss Prevention (Utilities) for Brazil




					4









					General Ledger Accountant for Thailand




					4









					General Ledger Accountant for Denmark




					4









					General Ledger Accountant for Austria




					4









					Product Stewardship Specialist - Product Compliance




					4









					Business Process Specialist




					4









					General Ledger Accountant for Switzerland




					4









					Order Fulfillment Specialist (Retail)




					4









					Product Configuration Modeler




					4









					General Ledger Accountant for Sweden




					4









					Administrator - Group Reporting




					4









					General Ledger Accountant for Peru




					3









					General Ledger Accountant for Ireland




					3









					General Ledger Accountant for Poland




					3









					General Ledger Accountant for Romania




					3









					Billing Clerk for India




					3









					Asset Accountant for Slovakia




					3









					Accounts Payable and Receivable Manager (FI-CA)




					3









					Tax Accountant - Corporate Income Tax




					3









					General Ledger Accountant for Hungary




					3









					Production Operator - Lean Manufacturing




					3









					Data Privacy Specialist - Consent Management




					3









					Environmental Manager




					3









					Asset Accountant for Italy




					3









					Cash Management Specialist for USA




					3









					Asset Accountant for Poland




					3









					General Ledger Accountant for Philippines




					3









					Asset Accountant for Singapore




					3









					Industrial Hygienist




					3









					Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement for Brazil




					3









					Asset Accountant for Portugal




					3









					Payment Specialist - In-House Banking




					3









					Collections Specialist (FI-CA)




					3









					General Ledger Accountant for Ukraine




					3









					General Ledger Accountant for South Korea




					3









					General Ledger Accountant for Indonesia




					3









					General Ledger Accountant for Germany




					3









					General Ledger Accountant for United Kingdom




					3









					Cash Manager for Thailand




					3









					Accounts Receivable Accountant for Japan




					3









					General Ledger Accountant for Malaysia




					3









					General Ledger Accountant for India




					3









					Trade Classification Specialist




					3









					General Ledger Accountant for Slovakia




					3









					Hazardous Materials Manager




					2









					Cash Manager for Philippines




					2









					General Ledger Accountant for Croatia




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for Saudi Arabia




					2









					Insurance Claims Handler




					2









					Treasury Specialist - Front Office




					2









					General Ledger Accountant for Argentina




					2









					Quality Manager




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for Venezuela




					2









					Product Stewardship Specialist




					2









					Meter Data Specialist - Data Analysis (Utilities) for Brazil




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for South Korea




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for Slovakia




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for Italy




					2









					SAP_FND_BCR_MANAGER_T




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for Spain




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for Philippines




					2









					General Ledger Accountant for China




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for Malaysia




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for United Kingdom




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for Australia




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for Mexico




					2









					Cash Manager for Indonesia




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for USA




					2









					General Ledger Accountant for Colombia




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for Poland




					2









					Dangerous Goods Specialist




					2









					Accounts Receivable Accountant for Poland




					2









					Asset Accountant for Romania




					2









					Cost Accountant - Inventory




					2









					General Ledger Accountant for Taiwan




					2









					Accounts Receivable Accountant for Norway




					2









					General Ledger Accountant for United Arab Emirates




					2









					Production Planner - Advanced Planning




					2









					Production Planner - Lean Manufacturing




					2









					Accounts Payable Accountant for Norway




					2









					Accounts Payable Accountant for Poland




					2









					Pricing Specialist




					2









					Product Configuration Modeler (Subscription Order Management)




					2









					General Ledger Accountant for Chile




					2









					Cash Manager for Malaysia




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for Indonesia




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for Portugal




					2









					SAP_BR_BUSINESS_PROC_SPEC_ESCH




					2









					Accounts Receivable Manager for Thailand




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for Argentina




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for Belgium




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for Thailand




					2









					General Ledger Accountant for Kazakhstan




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for France




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for Ireland




					2









					Insurance Policy Clerk




					2









					General Ledger Accountant for Saudi Arabia




					2









					Order-to-Cash Process Manager




					2









					General Ledger Accountant - Banks




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for Belize




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for Japan




					2









					Treasury Risk Manager




					2









					Grant Specialist - Grantor Programs




					2









					General Ledger Accountant for Egypt




					2









					Accounts Payable Manager for Singapore




					2









					Administrator - Legal Content Management




					2









					General Ledger Accountant for Venezuela




					1









					Cash Management Specialist for Philippines




					1









					Treasury Specialist - Middle Office




					1









					Accounts Payable Manager for Chile




					1









					Compliance Engineer - Food and Beverage




					1









					Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement for China




					1









					Meter Data Specialist (Utilities) for Brazil




					1









					Audit Specialist for Israel




					1









					External Auditor - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)




					1









					SAP_BR_METERDATA_SPEC_FE_BR




					1









					Accounts Payable Accountant for Israel




					1









					General Ledger Accountant for Mexico




					1









					Asset Accountant for Russian Federation




					1









					Payment Specialist




					1









					Administrator - Leasing




					1









					Organizational Planner - Force Element




					1









					Accounts Receivable Accountant for Czech Republic




					1









					Billing Clerk for Italy




					1









					Billing Clerk for Peru




					1









					General Ledger Accountant for Oman




					1









					Inventory Accountant for China




					1









					Commodity Risk Manager - Hedge Accounting




					1









					General Ledger Accountant for Bulgaria




					1









					Consolidation Specialist




					1









					Credit Controller - Prepayments




					1









					General Ledger Accountant - Intercompany




					1









					Grant Responsible




					1









					Purchaser for India




					1









					Accounts Payable Manager for Germany




					1









					Inventory Analyst




					1









					Project Manager




					1









					Transportation Manager




					1









					Accounts Payable Accountant for Japan




					1









					Order Fulfillment Specialist




					1









					SAP_BR_CMMFSA_MD_MANAGER




					1









					Billing Specialist (Utilities) for Brazil




					1









					Intrastat Specialist




					1









					Billing Clerk for Hungary




					1









					Tax Accountant - Legal Reporting




					1









					Invoicing Specialist (Convergent Invoicing)




					1









					Treasury Accountant




					1









					Billing Clerk for Colombia




					1









					Quality Planner




					1









					Budget Responsible - Funds Management




					1









					Inventory Accountant for Taiwan




					1









					Budget Specialist - Funds Management




					1









					Cost Accountant - Production




					1









					Accounts Receivable Accountant for Russian Federation




					1









					Master Data Steward - Product Data




					1









					Asset Accountant for Luxembourg




					1









					Accounts Payable Manager for South Africa




					1









					Payment Specialist




					1









					Legal Counsel




					1









					Accounts Payable Accountant for Russian Federation




					1









					Employee - Maintenance Info




					1









					Accounts Payable Manager for Canada




					1









					Billing Clerk for Czech Republic




					1









					SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_LEGAL_CONTENT




					1









					Asset Accountant for Bulgaria




					1









					Administrator - Sourcing




					1









					SAP_BR_DOWNLUPL_SPEC_FE_BR




					1









					Project Steering Committee Member




					1









					Asset Accountant for Israel




					1









					Transportation Planner




					1









					Accounts Payable Manager for Colombia




					1









					Accounts Payable Manager for Bulgaria




					1









					Asset Accountant for Serbia




					1









					Production Supervisor - Lean Manufacturing




					1









					HR Specialist




					1



















If you would like to have the complete list of recommended SAP Fiori Apps, use the excel generated together with the word document.









Link to the complete list of recommended sap fiori apps




https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/Fiori



















For details on SAP Fiori for SAP S/4HANA, check out the following information:









					Topic




					Link









					The SAP Fiori apps reference library




					https://fioriappslibrary.hana.ondemand.com/sap/fix/externalViewer/









					SAP Fiori demo video




					https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Io9HfoVkGVU&









					SAP Fiori trial




					https://www.sapfioritrial.com/









					SAP Fiori Lighthouse Scenarios




					https://www.sap.com/corporate/en/documents/2018/01/12b3dec4-ec7c-0010-82c7-eda71af511fa.html









					SAP Readiness Check 2.0 – Details about the topic of SAP Fiori




					https://blogs.sap.com/2019/05/16/sap-readiness-check-2.0-details-about-the-topic-of-sap-fiori/
























[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_BPA]9.2 Business Process Discovery









The result table below shows key figures for business process improvement for SAP solutions. The figures represent:




· Degree of automatic document creation




· Clean-up potential for old and open business documents




· Usage of (custom) configured document types









Data provided in this tile will not prevent you from converting your system (no showstopper) yet is highly recommended to address in advance of your conversion project. SAP Readiness Check provides a high-level analysis, for more information for a deep analysis of the respective key figures, please see table below.









Process Automation:




This section evaluates your process efficiency of back-office processes by making the degree of automation transparent when creating business documents. This will help you to understand in which areas you have further potential of optimization and what volume of business documents is actually created.









Transactional Backlog:




This section provides an overview of old open and overdue business documents that need to be worked on before they are archived and migrated to SAP S/4HANA. Additionally, these key figures can also have an impact on SAP S/4 HANA topics such as fast closing, MRP planning, and inventory optimization if they are migrated unnecessarily.









Non-Standard Order Types:




To understand your potential to reduce complexity and further harmonize or even standardize business processes, check the section to see how many different document types have been customized and whether they are used in the current business solution.









For more details, contact your SAP account executive and ask for more information on the service business process improvement for SAP solutions.









If you have an SAP Enterprise Support contract, visit the SAP Enterprise Support Value Map for Business Process Improvement for guidance on next steps.









business processDISCOVERYkpi




					Name




					Type




					Value




					Status









					Return order type usage




					Non-Standard Order Types




					0 of 0




					Healthy









					Order type usage in process orders




					Non-Standard Order Types




					0 of 0




					Healthy









					Sales order type usage




					Non-Standard Order Types




					10 of 19




					High Potential









					Order type usage in production orders




					Non-Standard Order Types




					0 of 0




					Healthy









					Debit memo request type usage




					Non-Standard Order Types




					4 of 6




					Some Improvement Potential









					Order type usage in internal orders




					Non-Standard Order Types




					9 of 44




					Some Improvement Potential









					Credit memo request type usage




					Non-Standard Order Types




					2 of 9




					Some Improvement Potential









					Order type usage in PM/CS orders




					Non-Standard Order Types




					7 of 17




					High Potential









					Automation rate: Production order creation




					Process Automation




					0%




					High Potential









					Automation rate: Sales document creation




					Process Automation




					2%




					High Potential









					Automation rate: Process order creation




					Process Automation




					0%




					High Potential









					Automation rate: Purchase order item creation




					Process Automation




					97%




					Healthy









					Automation rate: Supplier invoices creation




					Process Automation




					98%




					Healthy









					Automation rate: Outbound delivery creation




					Process Automation




					0%




					High Potential









					Automation rate: Purchase requisition creation




					Process Automation




					2%




					High Potential









					Automation rate: Sales billing document creation




					Process Automation




					0%




					High Potential









					Shipments within certain status




					Transactional Backlog




					0




					Healthy









					Purchase order items open and overdue




					Transactional Backlog




					870




					Healthy









					Overdue and open accounts receivable items




					Transactional Backlog




					2.3K




					Healthy









					Inbound deliveries overdue for goods receipt posting




					Transactional Backlog




					0




					Healthy









					Purchase requisition items open and overdue




					Transactional Backlog




					22




					Healthy









					Overdue and open accounts payable items




					Transactional Backlog




					2.4K




					Healthy









					PM/CS orders overdue for deletion flag




					Transactional Backlog




					1.8K




					Healthy









					Sales orders open & overdue for delivery




					Transactional Backlog




					5




					Healthy









					Open items in general ledger accounts (aggregated)




					Transactional Backlog




					3.8M




					High Potential









					Outbound deliveries overdue for goods issue posting




					Transactional Backlog




					506




					Healthy









					Production orders overdue for deletion flag




					Transactional Backlog




					0




					Healthy









					Process orders overdue for deletion flag




					Transactional Backlog




					0




					Healthy



















Link to the list ofbusiness process DISCOVERY kpi




https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/Bpa









For more information on SAP Fiori for SAP S/4HANA, check out the following information:














					Topic




					Link









					SAP Enterprise Support Value Map for Business Process Improvement




(For Enterprise Support customers only)




					https://support.sap.com/en/offerings-programs/enterprise-support/enterprise-support-academy/value-maps.html



















[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_CDP]9.3 SAP Innovative Business Solutions




No SAP Innovative Business Solutions available









[bookmark: SUBCHAPTER_DOWNTIME]9.4 Planned Downtime Calculator









Disclaimer: The values are provided for reference purposes only. The actual durations highly depend on the system configuration, including hardware, network, database size, system settings, and other factors. SAP makes no warranty, either expressed or implied, that the runtimes for your system will fit into the indicated range. 









SAP ERP Database: Oracle




Data Volume: 647.0 GB




Financial Data Records to Be Converted: 160M









Total Downtime: 47 hours 30 minutes




					Phases




					Default Value




					Your Value









					System Ramp-Down




Typically, this phase includes the completion of the normal workload and the isolation of the system. For example, it includes logging out end users, stopping background processes, and clearing delta queues.




					1h(empirical)




Empirical value for medium-sized systems




					









					Downtime Preparations




This phase usually includes the extraction of preconversion data for later reconciliation (data validation). In addition, it includes several last conversion-relevant preparation steps for applications. The scope depends on the functional usage of the system.




					3 h (empirical)




Empirical value for medium-sized systems




					









					Technical Downtime (SUM)




This phase includesthe database migration, the software upgrade, and the data conversion.




					20 h (estimated)




We found a set of samples in our database closely resembling your system and scope. Within this set, the median runtime was 20 h and the longest reported technical downtime for this phase of the conversion was 41 h .









					









					Technical Postprocessing and Data Conversion Preparation




Typically, this phase includes adjustments of the technical infrastructure, postprocessing steps after the technical conversion, and customer transports, including customizing for FI conversion and the implementation of relevant SAP Notes.




					4 h (empirical)




Empirical value for medium-sized systems




					









					Finance and Material Ledger Data Conversion




In this phase, the financial data (FI, FI-GL, FI-AA, CO, and ML) is migrated into the universal journal table ACDOCA




					3 h (estimated)




A conservative estimation, assuming a conversion rate of 100 million records per hour, is 4 h . An optimistic estimation, assuming a conversion rate of 150 million records per hour, is 3 h .




					









					Application Postprocessing




This phase usually includes the postconversion data extraction for later reconciliation (data validation), the import of customer transports, as well as the execution of IMG steps that are related to FI migration. It may include further steps required by other applications.




					7 h (empirical) 




Empirical value for medium-sized systems




					









					Business Validation




Usually, this phase includes tests that are performed by the key users to ensure that the system works as expected from a functional perspective.




					4 h (empirical)




Empirical value for medium-sized systems




					









					Go/No-Go Decision




In this phase, the project management team holds a final status meeting and makes the go/no-go decision, based on the results of the reconciliation and the functional tests.




					30 min (empirical)




Empirical value for medium-sized systems









					









					System Ramp-Up




In this phase, normal system operations are resumed.




					2 h (empirical)




Empirical value for medium-sized systems




					









					Fallback Buffer




This phase includes a fallback buffer that is required if the conversion was not successful.




					3 h (empirical)




Empirical value for medium-sized systems




					



















WHAT’S NEXT




Consider performing archiving and housekeeping prior to the conversion as it could shorten the system downtime.









After completing your first conversion, use the Technical Downtime Optimization app to get an advice on how to optimize the runtimes of future conversion iterations and cycles.









If you require a significantly shorter business downtime, consider the downtime-optimized conversion option, which was made generally available as of SUM 2.0 SP10. For more information, see Software Logistics Toolset on SAP Support Portal.









For large systems or systems with stringent business downtime requirements, consider the minimized downtime service by SAP Service and Support.









For further help choosing the right approach, please reach out to your SAP account executive or your SAP support contact.









Link toplaned downtime calculator




https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/Downtime














[bookmark: _Hlk72512729][bookmark: _{$-$SUBCHAPTER_BPCVI$-$}]9.5 Customer Vendor Integration Analysis









The strategic object model in SAP S/4HANA is the Business Partner. Business Partner is capable of centrally managing master data for Business Partners, Customers, Vendors, and Contact Persons.









Only SAP customers with Customer/Vendor Integration completed can convert an SAP ERP 6.0 system to SAP S/4HANA. To ensure a successful transformation, all Customers, Vendors, and Contact Persons, which relate to one Customer or Vendor, must be converted to a Business Partner (including also those Customers, Vendors, and assigned Contact Persons with the deletion flag).









Successful execution of the Customer/Vendor Integration process requires a high degree of data quality within Customer, Vendors, and Contact Persons master data. As master data quality is so critical, SAP customers are recommended to run the Master Data Consistency Check report well in advance of starting the CVI project and correct any possible master data issues that could jeopardize the CVI process (please see SAP Note 2743494). By addressing the identified quality issues, the customer can have a higher degree of confidence going into a CVI project. Otherwise, if left until the CVI project is underway, the project will face uncertainty, which will most likely result in delays.









Master Data Volume Analysis




					Number of Customers




					Number of Customer Account Groups




					Number of Customers Converted to Business Partner









					17,045




					27




					15,663



















					Number of Vendors




					Number of Vendor Account Groups




					Number of Vendors Converted to Business Partner









					20,205




					24




					20,164



















					Number of Customer Contact Persons




					Number of Customer Contact Persons Converted to Business Partner









					85




					83



















					Number of Vendor Contact Persons




					Number of Vendor Contact Persons Converted to Business Partner









					0




					0



















Data Quality Analysis for Customers




					Check Type




					Number Issues Found




					Description









					Tax code




					0




					The tax fields STCD1 to STCD5 are checked against the rules defined in the Countries/Regions table (T005). The tax type is also checked against the TFKTAXNUMTYPE_C table.









					Number range




					4




					The numbers are checked by verifying whether they are within the current number range interval, which is defined in the respective account group of customers.









					Postal code




					2




					The format of the postal code is checked against the customizing in the table ADDR_PCDFORMAT.









					Industry




					0




					The Industry field is checked against the standard industry types that are defined in the table TB038.









					Bank




					0




					Countries/regions, number, and account number of banks are checked against the bank master customizing (table BNKA).









					Tax jurisdiction




					0




					The combination of countries/regions, state, county, city, and ZIP code in the address data is checked by verifying that the combination corresponds to a valid tax jurisdiction.









					Transportation zone




					0




					The transportation zone is checked against the records in table TZONE. The value is checked by verifying that it is not empty (if defined as mandatory in the configuration).









					Email




					0




					The email is checked by verifying that the format is correct (for example, @ is part of the email address and only allowed characters are used).









					Address




					0




					Issues reported by checks in this category include invalid entries for countries/regions, district, or street. In addition, reported issues identify invalid combinations of postal code and city or PO box, a missing PO box, and so on.




The checks are performed against the customizing settings in the Countries/Regions table (T005).
























Data Quality Analysis for Vendors




					Check Type




					Number Issues Found




					Description









					Tax code




					1









					The tax fields STCD1 to STCD5 are checked against the rules defined in the Countries/Regions table (T005). The tax type is also checked against the TFKTAXNUMTYPE_C table.









					Number range




					3









					The numbers are checked by verifying whether they are within the current number range interval, which is defined in the respective account group of vendors.









					Postal code




					0




					The format of the postal code is checked against the customizing in the table ADDR_PCDFORMAT.









					Industry




					0




					The Industry field is checked against the standard industry types that are defined in the table TB038.









					Bank




					0




					Countries/regions, number, and account number of banks are checked against the bank master customizing (table BNKA).









					Tax jurisdiction




					0




					The combination of countries/regions, state, county, city, and ZIP code in the address data is checked by verifying that the combination corresponds to a valid tax jurisdiction.









					Transportation zone




					0




					The transportation zone is checked against the records in table TZONE. The value is checked by verifying that it is not empty (if defined as mandatory in the configuration).









					Email




					0




					The email is checked by verifying that the format is correct (for example, @ is part of the email address and only allowed characters are used).









					Address




					0




					Issues reported by checks in this category include invalid entries for countries/regions, district, or street. In addition, reported issues identify invalid combinations of postal code and city or PO box, a missing PO box, and so on.




The checks are performed against the customizing settings in the Countries/Regions table (T005).



















Link toCustomer Vendor Integration Analysis




https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')/businessPartnerCvi




10 Next Steps and Further Information









See the following links for relevant SAP S/4HANA resources:









					Topic




					Description









					SAP Value Assurance Services




					Quick-start your digital transformation with the SAP Value Assurance Service Packages for SAP S/4HANA.









					Transition to SAP S/4HANA




					The project roadmap gives you a general overview of an SAP S/4HANA project by phase, workstream, or service. The results are presented as activities, deliverables, and tasks and are enriched with corresponding whitepapers and SAP Notes.









					SAP S/4HANA Trial




					Direct link to the SAP S/4HANA trial where you can explore SAP S/4HANA, our next generation ERP suite, with a 30-day trial utilizing the latest SAP S/4HANA release.









					SAP S/4HANA Community




					Ask questions, share experiences, and build your knowledge of SAP’s next generation business suite.









					SAP Innovative Business Solutions




					When your vision requires innovations which go beyond SAP standard software capabilities, we offer services to discover, design, develop and deploy SAP based developments. Those are like standard but just for you. Optionally even with support.



















Link to the list of next steps and further information




https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#
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CustomCode.xlsx



SAP Document Export




					Custom Code Topic					Status					Application Component					Custom Code Note




					FAQ: End of Support of ME21, ME51, BAPI_PO_CREATE and Archiving Reports etc.					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)					MM-IV					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/1803189




					MB transactions: Limited maintenance/decommissioning					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)					MM-IM-GF					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/1804812




					Information about adjusting customer-specific programs to the simplified data model in SAP Simple Finance					Change of Existing Functionality					CO					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/1976487




					S4TC EA-GLTRADE - DB Field Changes within Global Trade Management					Change of Existing Functionality					LO-GT					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2198031




					S4TC EA-GLTRADE - Checks for Condition Contract DB Key Field Changes					Change of Existing Functionality					LO-GT-CHB					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2198035




					S/4 HANA: Data Model Changes in SD					Change of Existing Functionality					SD-BF					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2198647




					Field length change in the interface of RFC function modules					Change of Existing Functionality					PP-SFC					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2199837




					Material Inventory Managment: change of data model in S/4HANA					Change of Existing Functionality					MM-IM-GF					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2206980




					Sales support not available					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)					SD-CAS					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2214585




					Material Number Field Length Extension - General Information					Change of Existing Functionality					LO-MD-MM					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2215424




					SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Occupational Health (EHS-HEA)					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent on Roadmap)					EHS-HEA					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2217205




					SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Industrial Hygiene and Safety (EHS-IHS) and SAP Environmental Compliance (EC) interfaces					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)					EHS-IHS					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2217206




					S/4 HANA: Data Model Changes in Pricing and Condition Technique					Change of Existing Functionality					SD-BF-PR					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2220005




					S/4 HANA - Foreign Trade in SD/MM					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)					MM-FT					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2223144




					S/4HANA: SD - Advanced Order Processing and Billing for Contractors to the public sector					Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)					SD-BIL					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2223800




					Deprecation / Restricted Availability of IS-Beverage functionalities in S/4HANA					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2224144




					SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: FACTS reporting for US Federal Government					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)					PSM-FG					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2225817




					Deprecation of selected PS ITS services : Confirmation and project documents					Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)					PS-CON					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2225846




					SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Deprecation of Former Budgeting System (FBS) functionality in PSM-FM					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)					PSM-FM-BU					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2226048




					SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Deprecation of functionality German Local Authorities in PSM-FM					Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)					PSM-FM					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2226072




					SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Public Sector specific fields in Business Partner					Change of Existing Functionality					PSM-FG					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2226131




					SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Funds Management master data dimensions in General Ledger					Change of Existing Functionality					PSM-FA					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2226134




					S/4 HANA: Credit Management Changes in FI					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)					FIN-FSCM-CR					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2227014




					SAP S/4HANA Simplification: DIMP Automotive - Regular route shipments					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)					IS-A-TP					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2227568




					SAP S/4HANA Simplification: DIMP Automotive - Supplier Workplace					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)					IS-A-SWP					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2228218




					SAP S/4HANA Simplification: DIMP Automotive - Long Material Number					Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)					IS-A-LMN					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2228241




					SAP S/4HANA Simplification: DIMP Automotive - Long Material Number					Change of Existing Functionality					IS-A-LMN					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2228241




					'Mobile Asset Management' solution is not supported in S/4HANA					Non-Strategic-Function (Equivalent Exists)					PM-WOC					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2250183




					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)					LO-MD-BP					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2265093




					S4TWL - MRP Live on SAP HANA - MD01N					Non-Strategic-Function (Equivalent Exists)					PP-MRP					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2268085




					S4TWL - Transportation (LE-TRA)					Non-Strategic-Function (Equivalent Exists)					CO-OM					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270199




					S4TWL - Replaced Transaction Codes and Programs in FIN					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)					AC					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270335




					S4TWL - Asset Accounting: Changes to Data Structure					Change of Existing Functionality					FI-AA					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270387




					S4TWL - Asset Accounting: Parallel valuation and journal entry					Change of Existing Functionality					FI-AA					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270388




					SAP S/4HANA custom code adaptation - removal of orphaned objects					Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)					IS-A-LMN					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2296016




					S4TWL - Custom Fields					Non-Strategic-Function (No Equivalent Yet)					IS-R-PUR-RP					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2320132




					Migration from Process Batches to WIP Batches					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)					IS-MP-PP					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2326769




					Inventory Valuation (part of Materials Management - Inventory Management) : Change of data model in S/4HANA 1610					Change of Existing Functionality					MM-IM-GF-VAL					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2337368




					S4TWL - Value and Quota Scales					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)					IS-R-BD-MC					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2340247




					The Home Building Solution(HBS): System Conversion from software component ECC-DIMP to SAP S/4HANA					Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)					IS-ADEC-HBS					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2343388




					S4TWL- Retail Season Conversion ((SAP ERP to SAP S/4HANA 1610)					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)					LO-MD-SE					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2365665




					S4TWL - Seasonal Procurement					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent on Roadmap)					IS-R-PUR-POF					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2368913




					S4TWL - Retail Information System (RIS) and Category Management Workflow					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent on Roadmap)					IS-R-IS-RIS					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2370131




					S4TWL - Retail Rapid Replenishment					Non-Strategic-Function (Equivalent Exists)					IS-R-PUR-RP					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2371539




					S4TWL - Retail Additionals					Non-Strategic-Function (Equivalent Exists)					LO-ADM					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2371631




					Material classification: Change in data model in SAP S/4HANA 1610					Change of Existing Functionality					SLL-LEG-FUN-CLS					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2378796




					SAP S/4 HANA Simplification Item: Rate and Rough-Cut Planning					Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)					PP-CRP					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2380568




					SAP S/4HANA Simplification: AECMA SPEC2000M Military Solution					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)					IS-ADEC-SPC					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2382203




					SAP S/4HANA Simplification : Software License Management					Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)					IS-HT-SW					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2383423




					SAP S/4HANA Simplification : Distributor Reseller Management					Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)					IS-HT-DRM					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2383997




					sFIN Data Migration for G/L Accounts and Cost Elements & ALE - Technical Information					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)					CO-OM-CEL					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2389136




					sFIN Data Migration for G/L Accounts and Cost Elements & ALE - Technical Information					Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)					CO-OM-CEL					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2389136




					S4TWL - Flexible Material Prices (FMP) in SAP S/4HANA					Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)					IS-CWM					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2414624




					General Ledger: Incompatible changes in S/4HANA compared to classic ERP releases					Change of Existing Functionality					FI-GL					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2431747




					Material Number Field Length Extension: Code Adaptions for compatibly enhanced local function modules					Change of Existing Functionality					LO-MD-MM					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2438006




					Material Number Field Length Extension: Code Adaptions for usages of RFC enabled function modules					Change of Existing Functionality					LO-MD-MM					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2438110




					Material Number Field Length Extension: Code Adaptions for usages of released RFCs and BAPIs					Change of Existing Functionality					LO-MD-MM					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2438131




					S/4HANA: Data model changes in IS-M					Functionality Unavailable (No Equivalent)					IS-M					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2469385




					S/4HANA: Indirect Relationships in SD Document Flow Table VBFA					Change of Existing Functionality					SD-BF					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2470721




					Replacement of Existing Legal Reports with 'SAP Document and Reporting Compliance - Statutory Reports'					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)					FI-LOC-SRF-RUN					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2480067




					Manual Accruals (Accrual Engine): Incompatible Changes in Release S/4HANA 1809					Change of Existing Functionality					FI-GL-GL-AAC					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2582884




					Using compatibility views in custom programs in SAP S/4HANA					Change of Existing Functionality					CO-OM					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2602107




					Amount Field Length Extension: Code Adaptations					Change of Existing Functionality					FI-GL					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2610650




					Amount Field Length Extension: Code Adaptations for Compatibly Enhanced Local Function Modules					Change of Existing Functionality					FI-GL					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2628699




					Amount Field Length Extension: Code Adaptations for Usages of Adjusted Interfaces					Change of Existing Functionality					FI-GL					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2628704




					Amount Field Length Extension: Code Adaptations for Usages of RFC Enabled Function Modules					Change of Existing Functionality					FI-GL					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2628706




					Object List Number Field Length Extension: Code Adaptions for usages of released RFC and BAPIs					Change of Existing Functionality					LO-MD-SN					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2669857




					SAP S/4HANA: SAP Patient Management (IS-H): Restriction Note					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent on Roadmap)					IS-H					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2689873




					S4TWL - SD Billing Document Draft					Change of Existing Functionality					SD-BIL					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2768887




					S4TWL - Cash Management - BAM					Change of Existing Functionality					FIN-FSCM-CM					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2870766




					S4TWL - Grouping Pegging Distribution (GPD) in SAP S/4HANA					Non-Strategic-Function (Equivalent Exists)					IS-AD-GPD					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2933435




					S4TWL - EC-PCA - Classical profit center accounting					Functionality Unavailable (Equivalent Exists)					EC-PCA					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2993220




					S4TWL - Remote Logistics Management					Non-Strategic-Function (Equivalent Exists)					LO-ADM					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3046934




					S4TWL - Shipment Cost Processing					Non-Strategic-Function (Equivalent Exists)					LO-ADM					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3051698




					SAP S/4HANA Simplification Item SI_PP14: Logistics_PP-MRP - Forecast Based Planning					Non-Strategic-Function (Equivalent Exists)					MM-CBP-CBP					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3211383
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					Title					Effort Ranking					Category					Relevance					LoB/Technology					Business Area					Consistency Status					Manual Status					Business Impact Note					Relevance Summary					ID					GUID					Comments




					ABAPTWL - Change of authorization checks SAP Business Workflow					Assessment Required (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Application Platform and Infrastructure					Process Management and Integration					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2979517					Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' SWI2_ADM1 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI21: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_AUTHORIZATION_CHANGES					00109B131AF41EDB85EE7A679EEB80F0					




					ABAPTWL - Change of workflow system user and workflow system jobs					Assessment Required (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Application Platform and Infrastructure					Process Management and Integration					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2568271					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'SWWWIHEAD' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI20: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_USER_JOBS					00109B131AF41EDB8293A6F4A65BC0EE					




					ABAPTWL - Visualization of SAP Business Workflow Metadata					Assessment Required (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Application Platform and Infrastructure					Process Management and Integration					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2896183					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'SWFVT' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI09: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_VISUALIZATION					00109B1318B61EDAA0FC9A70225CE102					




					S4TWL - Changed Interfaces					Assessment Required (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevance to Be Checked					Application Platform and Infrastructure					Process Management and Integration					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2259818					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.					SI15: CT_Integration					6CAE8B3EA08B1ED6AB9BA497BEE740C2					




					S4TWL - Custom Fields					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevance to Be Checked					Application Platform and Infrastructure					Process Management and Integration					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2320132					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.					SI13: CT_Custom-Fields					901B0E6C72891ED68CA7CA25484E00C9					




					S4TWL - FIORI APPLICATIONS FOR SUITE ON HANA ON-PREMISE					Assessment Required (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevance to Be Checked					Application Platform and Infrastructure					Process Management and Integration					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2288828					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.					SI10: CT_FIORI					0050569455E21ED5BC88EE331C30009E					




					S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration					Low (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevant					Application Platform and Infrastructure					Process Management and Integration					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267295					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EDP21' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					S12: MasterData					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390AA09E					




					S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Application Platform and Infrastructure					Process Management and Integration					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2470711					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'CVERS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI4: CT_OM					0050569433401ED68786AC0996D300EE					




					S4TWL - Side Panel functionality in SAP S/4HANA (on-premise)					Medium (default)					Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)					Relevance to Be Checked					Application Platform and Infrastructure					Process Management and Integration					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2340424					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.					SI14: CT_SIDE_PANELS					901B0E6D3B6D1ED6929DD93C405360C6					




					S4TWL - Webshops by Internet Sales or Web Channel Experience Management					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevance to Be Checked					Application Platform and Infrastructure					Process Management and Integration					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2271161					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.					SI11: SD_IS					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390C809E					




					S4TWL - eDocument Framework Migration to SAP S/4HANA					Medium (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Application Platform and Infrastructure					Process Management and Integration					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2523749					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EDOCOMPANYACTIV' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI2_GSLOG_EDOC					00109B1318B61ED989A6D7D8A23D80F5					




					S4TWL - Batch Input for Enterprise Asset Management (EAM)					Low (default)					Functionality deprecated (alternative exists with roadmap)					Relevant					Asset Management					Maintenance Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270107					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EQUI' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI5: Logistics_PM					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678391E409E					




					S4TWL - Changes In List Reports For Order and Notification					Low (default)					Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)					Relevant					Asset Management					Maintenance Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270108					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'AFIH' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI6: Logistics_PM					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678391E609E					




					S4TWL - Download Data in MS Access out of List					Low (default)					Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)					Relevant					Asset Management					Maintenance Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270076					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EQUI' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI2: Logistics_PM					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678391DE09E					




					S4TWL - Enterprise Search in EAM					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Asset Management					Maintenance Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270123					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EQUI' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI8: Logistics					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678391EA09E					




					S4TWL - Object List Number Field Length Extension					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Asset Management					Maintenance Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2580670					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'OBJK' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI10: Logistics_PM					0090FABF370E1ED897EA2B836AA040DC					




					S4TWL - Scheduling of Maintenance Plan					Low (default)					Functionality deprecated (alternative exists with roadmap)					Relevant					Asset Management					Maintenance Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270078					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MPLA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI3: Logistics_PM					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678391E009E					




					S4TWL - BI Extractors in SAP S/4HANA					Medium (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevant					Database and Data Management					Enterprise Information Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2500202					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ROOSOURCE' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI18: CT_BW_EXTRACTORS					0090FABF323E1ED798B12B873176E0D2					




					S4TWL - Batch Input for Customer Master/Supplier Master					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevant					Database and Data Management					Enterprise Information Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2492904					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'KNA1' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI25: MasterData_BP					901B0E6D3F611ED79DB7B4C99F7A60CF					




					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach					Assessment Required (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Database and Data Management					Enterprise Information Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2265093					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'LFA1' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI2: MasterData_BP					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783909609E					




					S4TWL - LEGACY SYSTEM MIGRATION WORKBENCH					Low (default)					Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)					Relevant					Database and Data Management					Enterprise Information Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2287723					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'CVERS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI9: CT_LSMW					0050569433401ED68786B5054ECAE0EE					




					S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension					Assessment Required (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Database and Data Management					Enterprise Information Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267140					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI4: MasterData_PM					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783909A09E					




					S4TWL - Removal of Gender Domain Fixed Values					Assessment Required (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Database and Data Management					Enterprise Information Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2928897					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'KNA1' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI27: MasterData_BP					00109B131AF41EDAA7E81EBAB77220E6					




					S4TWL - Simplification of copy/reference handling					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Database and Data Management					Enterprise Information Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2330063					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T130F' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI5: MasterData_PM					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783909C09E					




					S4TWL - Simplified Product Master Tables Related to OMSR Transaction					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Database and Data Management					Enterprise Information Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267138					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI3: MasterData_PM					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783909809E					




					S4TWL – Deprecation of 4 fields from FSBP table BP1010					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality deprecated (alternative exists with roadmap)					Relevant					Database and Data Management					Enterprise Information Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3216733					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'BP1010' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI14: FIN_MISC_FSBP_BP1010					00109B13199E1EDD80B76CF945D4C118					




					S4TWL - ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING					Low (default)					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)					Relevant					Finance					Cost Management and Profitability Analysis					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270408					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TKA00' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI3_FIN_CO					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783922009E					




					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING					Potentially High (calculated)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Finance					Accounting and Financial Close					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270388					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T093C' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI2: FIN_AA					0090FABF370E1ED894D809EC916B40DC					




					S4TWL - Amount Field Length Extension					Medium (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Finance					Accounting and Financial Close					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2628654					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'BKPF' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI8_FIN_GL					00109B1480DE1ED896BA2E9D59BF60C7					




					S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts					Medium (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevant					Finance					Treasury Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2870766					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T012K' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI2_FIN_CM					00109B1318B61ED9B68BC8B11C1660FA					




					S4TWL - COST ELEMENTS					Medium (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevant					Finance					Cost Management and Profitability Analysis					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270419					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COEP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'CSKA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>1 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .					SI7: FIN_CO					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783922809E					




					S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Finance					Cost Management and Profitability Analysis					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2352383					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EKBE' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI6: FIN_MISC_ML					0090FABF323E1ED697ADD217896160CB					




					S4TWL - Currencies in Universal Journal					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Finance					Accounting and Financial Close					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2344012					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'BKPF' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>1 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .					SI6_FIN_GL					0090FABF32DE1ED695F753873D4780CC					




					S4TWL - DATA MODEL CHANGES IN FIN					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Finance					Accounting and Financial Close					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270333					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'BKPF' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .					SI1_FIN_General					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783920009E					




					S4TWL - DATA STRUCTURE CHANGES IN ASSET ACCOUNTING					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Finance					Accounting and Financial Close					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270387					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ANEK' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>1 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .					SI1: FIN_AA					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783921209E					




					S4TWL - Determination of default values in Intrastat reporting					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Finance					Financial Operations					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2468294					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T605Z' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI3: FIN_SLL_ISR_DV					6EAE8B27FB391ED7959953F1CACC00CF					




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade					Medium (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevant					Finance					Enterprise Risk and Compliance					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267310					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T604' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI3: SD_FT					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390B809E					




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevant					Finance					Enterprise Risk and Compliance					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267225					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARC' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI6:MasterData_PM					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783909E09E					




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade within SAP S/4HANA Procurement					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevant					Finance					Enterprise Risk and Compliance					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267740					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T604T' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI15: PROC_FT					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390F609E					




					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER					Assessment Required (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Finance					Accounting and Financial Close					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270339					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COEP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI1_FIN_GL					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783920409E					




					S4TWL - Globalization – Financials					Medium (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevance to Be Checked					Finance					Accounting and Financial Close					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270311					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.					SI1_GSFIN					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783925209E					




					S4TWL - Globalization – Logistics					Low (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevant					Finance					Advanced Financial Operations					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270312					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'VARID' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI1_GSLOG					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783925409E					




					S4TWL - Material classification with commodity codes					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Finance					Financial Operations					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2376556					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARC' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI1: FIN_SLL_CLS					901B0E6D3EED1ED6A4AB5A2CCDCCC0C8					




					S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Finance					Cost Management and Profitability Analysis					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270407					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI2_FIN_CO					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783921E09E					




					S4TWL - Profit Center and Segment Reorganisation					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative planned)					Relevant					Finance					Accounting and Financial Close					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3087195					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'FAGL_SPLIT_FIELD' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI10_FIN_GL					00109B1315FA1EDBBF881894AFAB20FE					




					S4TWL - Profitability Analysis					Assessment Required (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Finance					Cost Management and Profitability Analysis					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2349278					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TKA00' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI9: FIN_CO					901B0E6C72891ED695F736275F1A80CA					




					S4TWL - REPLACED TRANSACTION CODES AND PROGRAMS IN FIN					Medium (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevant					Finance					Accounting and Financial Close					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2742613					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COEP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI2_FIN_General					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783920209E					




					S4TWL - Removal of D/C Indicator from Editing Options					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Finance					Accounting and Financial Close					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2865285					Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' FB50 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 3 .					SI9_FIN_GL					00109B1315FA1EDAB4999DD4844E40EA					




					S4TWL - Replacement of legal reports with SAP S/4HANA ACR					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevant					Finance					Advanced Accounting and Financial Close					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2835816					Položka je relevantní. Report ' RFUMSV00 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .					SI5: GSFIN_LEG_REP					00109B1315FA1ED9A8DD0D0ECC95A0DB					




					S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling					Medium (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Finance					Cost Management and Profitability Analysis					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2349297					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .					SI8: FIN_CO					0090FABF32DE1ED695F72DA47C32C0CC					




					S4TWL - SAP HANA LIVE REPORTING					Medium (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevance to Be Checked					Finance					Accounting and Financial Close					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270382					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.					SI4_FIN_GL					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783920A09E					




					S4TWL - SAP Travel Management in SAP S/4HANA Suite					Assessment Required (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Finance					Financial Operations					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2719018					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'PTRV_HEAD' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .					SI33: HR_TRAVEL					00109B1318B61EDD91AEB082BCBD012B					




					S4TWL - Summarization Hierarchies in Controlling					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Finance					Cost Management and Profitability Analysis					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2349282					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TKKR1' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI11: FIN_CO					901B0E6D3ED11ED695F74906372840C6					




					S4TWL - TECHNICAL CHANGES IN CONTROLLING					Medium (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Finance					Cost Management and Profitability Analysis					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270404					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COSS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'COEP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .					SI1: FIN_CO					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783921C09E					




					S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Human Resources					Core HR and Time Recording					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2340095					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'PA0000' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI2: HR_Empl					0090FABF32DE1ED6918AFB949C6920CA					




					S4TWL - ESS and MSS					Medium (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevant					Human Resources					Core HR and Time Recording					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2383879					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'PA0000' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI5: HR_JAVA_ESS_MSS					6CAE8B3E7F1B1ED6A7847DA39B8D00C2					




					S4TWL - Travel Management SRA004 Simplified Model					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)					Relevant					Human Resources					Core HR and Time Recording					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3062197					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'PTRV_HEAD' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>100 '' a nalezený počet je 101 .					SI6: HR_SRA004 Simplified Model					00109B13199E1EDBAFA7C6EB41EBE109					




					S4TWL – Flexible Benefits not supported in ESS technologies					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)					Relevant					Human Resources					Core HR and Time Recording					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3221404					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T5UB3' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T74HP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI31: Flex_Benefits_not supported_in_ESS					00109B1318B61EDD8C8619B9E5FB4129					




					S4TWL – HCM Obsolete Packages					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)					Relevant					Human Resources					Core HR and Time Recording					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3224319					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'PA0000' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .; Položka je relevant; Business Function H4S4_1 je neaktivní					SI19: HR_Obsolete_Packages					00109B1318B61EDCB3A7B86C0B560124					




					ABAPTWL - Cleanup of orphaned objects					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)					Relevance to Be Checked					IT Management					Administration and Usability					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2672757					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.					SI02: AS_ABAP_CLEANUP					6CAE8B3EA08B1ED79EECB316834F20C7					




					ABAPTWL - Dual Stack not supported					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)					Relevance to Be Checked					IT Management					Administration and Usability					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2560791					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.					SI06: AS_ABAP_DUAL_STACK					901B0E6D3F551ED7AEE07E6634E6C0CD					




					ABAPTWL - SSCR license key procedure is no longer supported					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevance to Be Checked					IT Management					Administration and Usability					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2309060					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.					SI03: AS_ABAP_SSCR					901B0E6D3F651ED7AEE023BD4EFE80CF					




					ABAPTWL - VM Container not supported					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)					Relevance to Be Checked					IT Management					Administration and Usability					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2560708					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.					SI04: AS_ABAP_VMCONTAINER					6EAE8B27FB391ED7AEE0690FBB5460D1					




					S4TWL - Business User Management					Medium (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					IT Management					Administration and Usability					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2570961					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'USR02' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI21: BUSINESS_USER					901B0E6C72891ED7B4EDA883AD14C0D3					




					S4TWL - Generic Check for SAP S/4HANA Conversion and Upgrade					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					IT Management					Administration and Usability					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2618018					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T000' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI22: GENERIC_CHECKS					00109B1481AE1ED889EEEB90EB19A0C8					




					S4TWL - JOB SCHEDULING					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					IT Management					Administration and Usability					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2318468					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'CVERS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI8:CROSS_BC_CCM-BTC					0050569433401ED68786B40425D000EE					




					S4TWL - New Default Security Settings for SAP S/4HANA					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					IT Management					Administration and Usability					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2926224					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'USR02' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI27: CT_SECURE_BY_DEFAULT					00109B13199E1EDABEB3D6792B1B60FE					




					S4TWL - Authorization Objects in QM					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Manufacturing					Quality Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2505099					Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' QE03 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI9: Logistics_QM					0090FABF370E1ED7A0CC3033FAEE20D5					




					S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen					Low (default)					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)					Relevant					Manufacturing					Environment, Health, and Safety					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267432					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ROOSOURCE' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI8: Logistics_PSS					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678391D009E					




					S4TWL - Batch History					Low (default)					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)					Relevant					Manufacturing					Manufacturing Operations					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270242					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MCHA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI36: Logistics_PP					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783919409E					




					S4TWL - Graphical display of available quantity in MRP evaluations					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevant					Manufacturing					Production Planning					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3018123					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T001W' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI39: Logisticis_PP					901B0E6D3EE91ED780D563EE2DAC40D3					




					S4TWL - ITS services in QM					Medium (default)					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)					Relevant					Manufacturing					Quality Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270126					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ICFSERVLOC' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI_2_Logistics_QM					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678391EE09E					




					S4TWL - MRP fields in Material Master					Low (default)					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)					Relevant					Manufacturing					Production Planning					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267246					Relevantní na základě kontroly provedené uživatelem CLS4SIC_LO_MD_MM_MRP: Data maintained in corresponding MRP fields for product 000000000000205424 in client 110.					SI7:MasterData_PM					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390A009E					




					S4TWL - Planning File					Medium (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Manufacturing					Production Planning					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2268088					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T001W' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI12: Logistics_PP					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783916409E					




					S4TWL - Planning Horizon					Medium (default)					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)					Relevant					Manufacturing					Production Planning					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2270241					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T001W' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI35: Logistics_PP					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783919209E					




					S4TWL - Release status for different RFC function modules revoked					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Manufacturing					Manufacturing Operations					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2268112					Položka je relevant; Business Function LOG_PP_SRN_CONF je aktivní					SI16: Logistics_PP					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783916C09E					




					S4TWL - Specification Workbench Adjustments					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Manufacturing					Environment, Health, and Safety					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2439345					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TCGENV' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI14: Logistics_PSS					6EAE8B2773C91ED78A99A48A53DF40C7					




					S4TWL - Storage Location MRP					Medium (calculated)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevant					Manufacturing					Production Planning					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2268045					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARD' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI2: Logistics_PP-MRP					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783915009E					




					ABAPTWL - AS Java not available					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)					Relevance to Be Checked					Others										N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2560753					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.					SI05: AS_ABAP_JAVA_SUPPORT					901B0E6D3EE91ED7AEE070F5412900D7					




					ABAPTWL - Instances without ICM not supported					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)					Relevance to Be Checked					Others										N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2560792					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.					SI07_ AS_ABAP_INSTANCE_WITHOUT_ICM					901B0E6D3F551ED7AEE08F46B06E40CD					




					ABAPTWL - No support for non simplified system flavour					Assessment Required (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevance to Be Checked					Others										N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2656503					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.					SI01: AS_ABAP_NON_SIMPLE					901B0E6D3EED1ED79CD8DCDA32C8E0CD					




					S4TWL - BOM, Routing, Production Version					Medium (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					R&D/Engineering					Product Lifecycle Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267880					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARA' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MARC' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI16: Logistics - PLM					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783913609E					




					S4TWL - Classification					Medium (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					R&D/Engineering					Product Lifecycle Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267878					Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' CT04 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .					SI14: Logistics - PLM					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783913209E					




					S4TWL - Classification - Data Cleanup before Migration					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					R&D/Engineering					Product Lifecycle Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2949845					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'INOB' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI32: Logistics_PLM					00109B1318B61EDAB2CEBF1834E90108					




					S4TWL - Easy Document Management (Easy DMS)					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevant					R&D/Engineering					Product Lifecycle Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267866					Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' CV01N '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI9: Logistics - PLM					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783912809E					




					S4TWL - Engineering Client Viewer (ECL)					Low (default)					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)					Relevant					R&D/Engineering					Product Lifecycle Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267864					Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' CV01N '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI8: Logistics - PLM 					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783912609E					




					S4TWL - Enterprise Search in SAP Product Lifecycle Management (SAP PLM)					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevance to Be Checked					R&D/Engineering					Product Lifecycle Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267836					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.					SI1: Logistics_PLM					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783911809E					




					S4TWL - Project System ITS Services					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)					Relevant					R&D/Engineering					Enterprise Portfolio and Project Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267331					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ICFSERVLOC' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI17 Logistics_PS					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678391B809E					




					S4TWL - cDesk					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative planned)					Relevant					R&D/Engineering					Product Lifecycle Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267850					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'CDESK_C_SYSTEMS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI6: Logistics_PLM					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783912209E					




					S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Sales					Order and Contract Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2790427					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'VBRK' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI14: SD_BILLING_OM					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390CE09E					




					S4TWL - Data Model Changes in SD Pricing					Medium (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Sales					Order and Contract Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267308					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'NACH' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI2: SD_PRIC					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390B609E					




					S4TWL - SD Simplified Data Models					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Sales					Order and Contract Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267306					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'VBUK' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI1: SD_GENERAL					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390B409E					




					S4TWL -Miscellaneous minor functionalities in SD Area					Low (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevant					Sales					Order and Contract Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267395					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'LIKP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI16: SD_Miscellaneous minor deprecations in SD Area					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390D209E					




					S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and extractors for DFPS					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality unavailable (no alternative planned)					Relevant					Solutions for Specific Industries					Defense and Security					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2273294					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'ROOSOURCE' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI2: Defense&Security					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783926C09E					




					S4TWL - Retail Information System					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative planned)					Relevant					Solutions for Specific Industries					Retail					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2370131					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TMC4' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI33: Logistics_General					6CAE8B3EA08B1ED6A5D5B01EDB8CE0C1					




					S4TWL - Authorization Concept for Supplier Invoice					Medium (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Sourcing and Procurement					Invoice Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2271189					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'RBKP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI14: PROC_MM_IV_AUTH					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390F409E					




					S4TWL - Classic MM-PUR GUI Transactions replacement					Medium (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevant					Sourcing and Procurement					Operational Procurement					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267449					Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' ME22 '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 2 .					SI11: PROC_MM_DYN					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390EE09E					




					S4TWL - MDM Catalog					Medium (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevance to Be Checked					Sourcing and Procurement					Operational Procurement					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2271184					Relevanci nelze určit. Proveďte tuto kontrolu manuálně.					SI7: PROC_MDM 					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390E609E					




					S4TWL - New Customizing for Exchange Rate Difference Handling					Assessment Required (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Sourcing and Procurement					Invoice Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3053636					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'RBKP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI21: PROC_MM_IV_ERD					00109B1315FA1EDBABE3C27A5909A0F9					




					S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Sourcing and Procurement					Operational Procurement					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267444					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'NAST' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390EA09E					




					S4TWL - Pricing Data Model Simplification					Medium (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Sourcing and Procurement					Operational Procurement					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267442					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'KONV' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI8: PROC_MM_PRICING					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390E809E					




					S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction					Assessment Required (default)					Functionality deprecated (alternative exists with roadmap)					Relevant					Sourcing and Procurement					Sourcing and Contract Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2332710					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'EKKO' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>20 '' a nalezený počet je 21 .					SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction					901B0E6D3ED11ED690BC431F5981E0C5					




					S4TWL - Supplier Invoice New Archiving					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Sourcing and Procurement					Invoice Management					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2578291					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'RBKP' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI20: PROC_MM_IV_ILM					901B0E6D3ED11ED7B8B214CA391CA0D0					




					S4TWL - AVAILABILITY OF TRANSACTIONS IN MM-IM					Low (default)					Functionality deprecated (alternative exists)					Relevant					Supply Chain					Inventory					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2210569					Položka je relevantní. Transaction ' MB1A '. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI2: Logistics_MM-IM					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783911209E					




					S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM)					Assessment Required (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Supply Chain					Inventory					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2206980					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MSEG' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI1: Logistics_MM-IM					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783911009E					




					S4TWL - Goods movements without exclusive locking by material valuation					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Supply Chain					Inventory					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2338387					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'MBEW' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI7: Logistics_MM-IM					901B0E6D3F651ED690D572C04278C0C9					




					S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation					Medium (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Supply Chain					Inventory					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267834					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'T001K' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI3: Logistics_MM-IM					0050569455E21ED5B3E176783911409E					




					S4TWL - New advanced ATP in SAP S/4HANA – Table VBBS					Low (default)					Functionality unavailable (alternative exists)					Relevant					Supply Chain					Advanced Order Promising					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267745					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'VBBS' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI1: Logistics_ATP					0050569455E21ED5B3E17678390FE09E					




					S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh					Low (default)					Change of existing functionality					Relevant					Supply Chain					Inventory					N/A					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2319579					Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TMC4' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .; Položka je relevantní. DB table 'TCURM' based check. Relevantní kritérium je ''>0 '' a nalezený počet je 1 .					SI5: Logistics_MM-IM					901B0E6D3F651ED68FF3B6F4823880C8					
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SAP Document Export




					Related Simplification Items					Activities					Phase					Condition					Additional Information




					ABAPTWL - Change of authorization checks SAP Business Workflow (SI21: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_AUTHORIZATION_CHANGES)					Technical System Configuration					During conversion project					Mandatory					Adapt your roles and authorizations as described in SAP note 2979517.




					ABAPTWL - Change of workflow system user and workflow system jobs (SI20: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_USER_JOBS)					Technical System Configuration					During conversion project					Mandatory					Adapt your workflow jobs as described in SAP note 2568271.




					ABAPTWL - Cleanup of orphaned objects (SI02: AS_ABAP_CLEANUP)					Custom Code Adaption					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					Remove usage of obsolete SAP objects from custom code.




					ABAPTWL - Dual Stack not supported (SI06: AS_ABAP_DUAL_STACK)					Landscape Redesign					Before conversion project					Mandatory					Split your dual stack system into separate ABAP and Java instances.




					ABAPTWL - SSCR license key procedure is no longer supported (SI03: AS_ABAP_SSCR)					Process Design / Blueprint					Before or during conversion project					Optional					Setup control of development activities as recommended in SAP note 2309060 .




					ABAPTWL - SSCR license key procedure is no longer supported (SI03: AS_ABAP_SSCR)					User Training					Before or during conversion project					Optional					Educate developers about process changes on controlling development activities.




					ABAPTWL - VM Container not supported (SI04: AS_ABAP_VMCONTAINER)					Custom Code Adaption					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					Remove any VMC usage in your custom applications.




					ABAPTWL - Visualization of SAP Business Workflow Metadata (SI09: AS_ABAP_WORKFLOW_VISUALIZATION)					Data migration					During conversion project					Mandatory					Take over your customer specific customizing from SWFVISU to SWFVMD1.




					S4TWL - ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING (SI3_FIN_CO)					Business Operations					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING (SI3_FIN_CO)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING (SI3_FIN_CO)					User Training					During conversion project					Mandatory					Inform customer about missing functionalities




					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)					Business Decision					Before conversion project					Mandatory					Decide about future ledger approach for asset accounting.




					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)					Business Operations					During conversion project					Mandatory					Execute year-end and month-end closing activities.




					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					For required custom code adaption refer to simplification item SI1: FIN_AA and SAP note 2270387.




					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Mandatory					Perform customizing and configuration required for preparing the data migration and for the future asset accounting design in SAP S/4HANA.




					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)					Data cleanup / archiving					Before conversion project					Optional					Reduce number of asset accounting documents to avoid unnecessary data error corrections and to minimize conversion downtime.




					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)					Data correction					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					Check and correct inconsistent data which is relevant for the conversion.




					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)					Data migration					During conversion project					Mandatory					Perform data migration to new SAP S/4HANA data model.




					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)					Interface Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					Adapt or replace obsolete or changed legacy data transfer methods.




					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)					Process Design / Blueprint					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					Create blueprint for required Asset Accounting configuration in SAP S/4HANA.




					S4TWL - ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI2: FIN_AA)					User Training					During conversion project					Mandatory					Inform users about changes in Asset Accounting.




					S4TWL - AVAILABILITY OF TRANSACTIONS IN MM-IM (SI2: Logistics_MM-IM)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					Replace customer coding using the transaction codes MB01, MB02 MB04, MB05, MB0A, MB11, MB1A, MB1B, MB1C, MB31, MBNL, MBRL, MBSF, MBSL and MBSU (e.g. by suing CALL TRANSACTION MBxy) by make use of function module BAPI_GOODSMVT_CREATE




					S4TWL - AVAILABILITY OF TRANSACTIONS IN MM-IM (SI2: Logistics_MM-IM)					User Training					During conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - Amount Field Length Extension (SI8_FIN_GL)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Amount Field Length Extension (SI8_FIN_GL)					Software Upgrade / Maintenance					During conversion project					Conditional					Implementation of SAP Notes might be required in case new functionality should be used




					S4TWL - Authorization Concept for Supplier Invoice (SI14: PROC_MM_IV_AUTH)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Mandatory					Users working with supplier invoices, additionally need the authorizations based on M_RECH_BUK




					S4TWL - Authorization Objects in QM (SI9: Logistics_QM)					Data correction					After conversion project					Mandatory					Authorization objects in Quality Management have been changed, follow the steps in SAP Note 2505099 to adjust authorization objects




					S4TWL - BI Extractors in SAP S/4HANA (SI18: CT_BW_EXTRACTORS)					Interface Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					Adjust or change BI extractors.




					S4TWL - BI Extractors in SAP S/4HANA (SI18: CT_BW_EXTRACTORS)					New developments					During conversion project					Optional					Develope solutions for obsolete BW extractors




					S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and extractors for DFPS (SI2: Defense&Security)					Interface Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					Adjust or change BI extractors.




					S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and extractors for DFPS (SI2: Defense&Security)					New developments					During conversion project					Conditional					Depending on your revised reporting strategy and concepts, implement new solutions for data extraction and reporting.




					S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and extractors for DFPS (SI2: Defense&Security)					Process Design / Blueprint					During conversion project					Mandatory					BI content, Data Sources and Extractors are unavailable in SAP S/4 HANA, Define alternative reporting concepts as indicated in SAP Note 2273294.




					S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and extractors for DFPS (SI2: Defense&Security)					User Training					During conversion project					Optional					Train users if you implement new reporting capabilities. 




					S4TWL - BOM, Routing, Production Version (SI16: Logistics - PLM)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - BOM, Routing, Production Version (SI16: Logistics - PLM)					Data migration					During conversion project					Mandatory					It is recommended to migrate BOMs, for which there is no corresponding routing using report CS_BOM_PRODVER_MIGRATION. It is recommended to migrate BOMs, for which there exist corresponding routings using report CS_BOM_PRODVER_MIGRATION02.




					S4TWL - BOM, Routing, Production Version (SI16: Logistics - PLM)					User Training					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					Production versions are mandatory in S/4HANA. MRP, planned order creation, and production order creation only find a BOM and routing alternative if a production version is maintained for the BOM and routing alternative.




					S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen (SI8: Logistics_PSS)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen (SI8: Logistics_PSS)					Process Design / Blueprint					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					The relevant BW extractors and data sources for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Management are not available within SAP S/4HANA




					S4TWL - Batch History (SI36: Logistics_PP)					Business Decision					Any time					Optional					Functionality available in SAP S/4HANA on-premise edition but not considered as future technology.




					S4TWL - Batch Input for Customer Master/Supplier Master (SI25: MasterData_BP)					Custom Code Adaption					Before or during conversion project					Conditional					Adjust your custom code according to the new process.




					S4TWL - Batch Input for Customer Master/Supplier Master (SI25: MasterData_BP)					Process Design / Blueprint					Before conversion project					Mandatory					Batch Input to maintain customer master and supplier master data is not supported since SAP S/4 HANA 1809, please use one of the following alternatives: 
Business Partner SOAP Services. Refer to SAP Note 2472030 for more information
IDocs (CREMAS/DEBMAS)
Mass Transactions (XK99/XD99)




					S4TWL - Batch Input for Customer Master/Supplier Master (SI25: MasterData_BP)					User Training					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Batch Input for Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) (SI5: Logistics_PM)					Business Decision					Before or during conversion project					Optional					Please check if you use Batch Input for creating / changing Plant Maintenance data. If Yes do not invest further in this kind of technology. Recommendation within EAM is to use the API´s wherever possible




					S4TWL - Batch Input for Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) (SI5: Logistics_PM)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Optional					If you use Batch Input for creating / changing Plant Maintenance data, recommendation within EAM is to use the API´s wherever possible.




					S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)					Business Decision					Before conversion project					Mandatory						Additionally to the existing output management based on NAST a new Output Management solution is adopted S/4 HANA-wide. Thereby a unified solution can be used for all Output Management activities. The existing Output Management solution however is still the default.




					S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Conditional					Replace custom code for previous NAST-based output management.




					S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Conditional					Configure new output management.




					S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)					Landscape Redesign					During or after conversion project					Conditional					If new output management is used, setup required technical infrastructure.




					S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)					Process Design / Blueprint					During or after conversion project					Optional					Additionally to the existing output management based on NAST a new Output Management solution is adopted S/4 HANA-wide. Thereby a unified solution can be used for all Output Management activities. The existing Output Management solution however is still the default.




					S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)					Technical System Configuration					During or after conversion project					Conditional					Configure technical infrastructure for new output management.




					S4TWL - Billing Document Output Management (SI14: SD_BILLING_OM)					User Training					After conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)					Business Decision					Before conversion project					Mandatory					Before the conversion project you need to make a decision on whether the Business Partner ID and the Customer/Vendor ID should be the same.




					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					Adapt your Custom Code as per Note 2265093  "Custom Code Adaption" section




					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)					Customizing / Configuration					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					Check CVI customizing and trigger necessary changes  e.g. missing BP Role Category, Define Number Assignments according to the S/4 Conversion guide chapter Introduce Business Partner Approach (Customer Vendor Integration) (Note 2265093)Check and maintain BP customizing e.g. missing tax types.




					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)					Data correction					During conversion project					Mandatory					Carry out post-implementation steps as per BP_Conversion Document.pdf attached to SAP Note 2211312
The customer/vendor transformation is bidirectional. You can both process customer/vendor master records from business partner maintenance as well as populate data from customer/vendor processing to the business partner. After the successful S/4 conversion process you have to activate the post processing for direction Business Partner a Customer /Vendor.





					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)					Data correction					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					Check master data consistency using CVI_MIGRATION_PRECHK and maintain consistency.Check and clean-up customer/vendor data e.g. missing @-sign in the e-mail address. Run Business Partner Pre-Check PRECHECK_UPGRADATION_REPORT to verify the results according to the Note 2211312.




					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)					Data correction					Before or during conversion project					Conditional					If the Business Function CA_BP_SO is present in your system -> activate it as per Note 2265093In case that the Business Function CA_BP_SOA does not yet exist in the system -> you have to create a new Business Function in the customer namespace with the switches VENDOR_SFWS_SC1 and VENDOR_SFWS_SC2. The new customer specific Business Function must be of type Enterprise Business Function (G) - see also Mandatory checks for customer, vendor and contact as per Note 2265093.




					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)					Data migration					During conversion project					Conditional					Valid for IS-OIL: In S4HANA all the IS-OIL specific fields (including customer BDRP data fields) have been adapted as per the new Framework of BP.
The IS-OIL Fields related to Vendor and Customer now have been moved to BP under the roles FLCU01 (Customer), FLVN01 (Vendor)





					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)					Data migration					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					Perform Synchronization (Data load) via Synchronization Cockpit (Note 2265093)




					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)					Process Design / Blueprint					Before conversion project					Mandatory					There is a list of transactions that redirect you to the transaction BP, as well as a list of obsolete transactions as per Note 2265093 , adjust your business process accordingly.




					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)					Technical System Configuration					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					Implement SAP S/4HANA Conversion Pre-Checks according to the SAP S/4HANA Conversion guide chapter Pre-Checks as per Note 2265093 .




					S4TWL - Business Partner Approach (SI2: MasterData_BP)					User Training					During conversion project					Optional					User training to use new transactions for Business Partners in S/4HANA




					S4TWL - Business User Management (SI21: BUSINESS_USER)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Mandatory					Configure update channel for workplace address data
If HR integration is active, configure and maintain employee master data 




					S4TWL - Business User Management (SI21: BUSINESS_USER)					Data correction					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					check user data (as part of general business partner introduction)




					S4TWL - Business User Management (SI21: BUSINESS_USER)					Data migration					During conversion project					Mandatory					If HR integration is active, run HCM business partner synchronization as described in  HCM simplification SAP Note 2340095
If HR integration is not active, create or upload person data wiht Fiori app "Maintain employee"




					S4TWL - Business User Management (SI21: BUSINESS_USER)					Fiori Implementation					During conversion project					Conditional					If HR integration is not active, implement Fiori app "Maintain employee"




					S4TWL - Business User Management (SI21: BUSINESS_USER)					User Training					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts (SI2_FIN_CM)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					Adopt custom code to fit to the new logic described in note 2870766.




					S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts (SI2_FIN_CM)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Mandatory					Create number ranges, account types, import of bank statements. 




					S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts (SI2_FIN_CM)					Data migration					During conversion project					Mandatory					Migrate House Banks into Bank Account Management.




					S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts (SI2_FIN_CM)					Fiori Implementation					During conversion project					Mandatory						Implement Fiori apps required to manage banks and bank accounts.




					S4TWL - CASH MANAGEMENT - Bank Accounts (SI2_FIN_CM)					User Training					During conversion project					Mandatory					Inform users about changes to user interface and business logics.




					S4TWL - COST ELEMENTS (SI7: FIN_CO)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - COST ELEMENTS (SI7: FIN_CO)					Process Design / Blueprint					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - COST ELEMENTS (SI7: FIN_CO)					User Training					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Changed Interfaces (SI15: CT_Integration)					Interface Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					Adjust any interfaces that use obsolete RFC.




					S4TWL - Changes In List Reports For Order and Notification (SI6: Logistics_PM)					Technical System Configuration					During conversion project					Conditional					Implement the SAP Notes 393393 and 551133 if needed and run the reports 'QM_PHASE_FILL' and 'RIAFVC_IPHAS_FILL'  before the ugrade to SAP S/4HANA (if not done already).




					S4TWL - Changes In List Reports For Order and Notification (SI6: Logistics_PM)					User Training					During conversion project					Conditional					In case you use the transaction IW37, IW49, please use IW37n or IW49n instead.




					S4TWL - Classic MM-PUR GUI Transactions replacement (SI11: PROC_MM_DYN)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					 Replace custom code refering to old BAPIs 




					S4TWL - Classic MM-PUR GUI Transactions replacement (SI11: PROC_MM_DYN)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - Classic MM-PUR GUI Transactions replacement (SI11: PROC_MM_DYN)					User Training					During conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - Classification (SI14: Logistics - PLM)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					SAP Note: 22213569 and SAP Note: 2221293




					S4TWL - Classification (SI14: Logistics - PLM)					Process Design / Blueprint					Before conversion project					Conditional					If customer is using parameter effectivity for classification in ECC.
Parameter Effectivity has been hidden for classification in the SAP S/4HANA, on-premise edition 1511 shipment. As an alternative solution, Variant Configuration shall be used with object based dependencies.




					S4TWL - Classification (SI14: Logistics - PLM)					User Training					During conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - Classification - Data Cleanup before Migration (SI32: Logistics_PLM)					Data correction					During conversion project					Mandatory					If any inconsistencies are found in table INOB, fix them as described in SAP Note 2949845.




					S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners (SI2: HR_Empl)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Mandatory					Perform customizing for HCM business partner synchronization and the required business user management.




					S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners (SI2: HR_Empl)					Data cleanup / archiving					During conversion project					Mandatory					Check and correct data and customizing for vendors related to employees. Archive unused vendor and employee data. Check and correct employee master data according to used HCM integration scenario and business partner configuration in ERP system.




					S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners (SI2: HR_Empl)					Data migration					During conversion project					Mandatory					Perform business partner synchronization for employees after technical conversion using SUM.




					S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners (SI2: HR_Empl)					Miscellaneous					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					As prerequisite for the synchronization of employees and business partners, the customer-vendor integration with business partner has to be activated in the ERP system as described in simplification item SI2: MasterData_BP (SAP note 2265093).




					S4TWL - Conversion of Employees to Business Partners (SI2: HR_Empl)					Process Design / Blueprint					During conversion project					Conditional					If business downtime is important, do a careful cut over planning for the employee/business partner synchronization and plan for some optional iteration cycles to optimize the synchronization runtime.




					S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)					Business Operations					During conversion project					Conditional					If Material ledger is already active => complete step "Post closing" for all ML costing runs created before conversion/upgrade




					S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Conditional					If actual costing is  active => customize account determination as of SAP S/4HANA 1610




					S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)					Data cleanup / archiving					Before conversion project					Optional					Archiving historic data




					S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)					Data correction					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)					Data migration					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Conversion to S/4HANA Material Ledger and Actual Costing (SI6: FIN_MISC_ML)					Software Upgrade / Maintenance					During conversion project					Mandatory					Implementation of SAP Notes mentioned in SAP Note "2345739" for your corresponding Support Package.




					S4TWL - Currencies in Universal Journal (SI6_FIN_GL)					Business Decision					Before conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - Currencies in Universal Journal (SI6_FIN_GL)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Currencies in Universal Journal (SI6_FIN_GL)					Process Design / Blueprint					During conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - Currencies in Universal Journal (SI6_FIN_GL)					User Training					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Custom Fields (SI13: CT_Custom-Fields)					Custom Code Adaption					During or after conversion project					Optional					Enable existing CDS extensions to SAP S/4HANA tables for SAP Fiori applications (raised by ATC checks)




					S4TWL - Custom Fields (SI13: CT_Custom-Fields)					Customizing / Configuration					During or after conversion project					Optional					Preapre and enable Custom Database Fields Usage in SAP Fiori Applications




					S4TWL - DATA MODEL CHANGES IN FIN (SI1_FIN_General)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					Adapt access to the new simplified Finance data model in your customer-specific programs




					S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM) (SI1: Logistics_MM-IM)					Business Decision					Before conversion project					Optional					Decide which locking methods to be used for goods movements




					S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM) (SI1: Logistics_MM-IM)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM) (SI1: Logistics_MM-IM)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM) (SI1: Logistics_MM-IM)					Customizing / Configuration					During or after conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - DATA MODEL IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (MM-IM) (SI1: Logistics_MM-IM)					Technical System Configuration					During conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - DATA STRUCTURE CHANGES IN ASSET ACCOUNTING (SI1: FIN_AA)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Data Model Changes in SD Pricing (SI2: SD_PRIC)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Data Model Changes in SD Pricing (SI2: SD_PRIC)					Data migration					After conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Data Model Changes in SD Pricing (SI2: SD_PRIC)					Technical System Configuration					During conversion project					Conditional					If pricing table KONV has been enhanced with customer-specific fields,  you must ensure that the appended fields are also added to the new structure PRCS_ELEMENTS_DATA.




					S4TWL - Determination of default values in Intrastat reporting (SI3: FIN_SLL_ISR_DV)					Customizing / Configuration					After conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Determination of default values in Intrastat reporting (SI3: FIN_SLL_ISR_DV)					Data correction					After conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Download Data in MS Access out of List (SI2: Logistics_PM)					Custom Code Adaption					During or after conversion project					Optional					MS Access is not considered as future technology. Functional equivalent is available (Excel / Open Office).




					S4TWL - Download Data in MS Access out of List (SI2: Logistics_PM)					User Training					During conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - ESS and MSS (SI5: HR_JAVA_ESS_MSS)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Conditional					If customer uses SAP ERP HCM and Java-based ESS and MSS in one system, then configure WebDynpro ABAP-based ESS and MSS services or SAP Fiori based ESS and MSS apps (mandatory in conditional and prepare phase)




					S4TWL - ESS and MSS (SI5: HR_JAVA_ESS_MSS)					Software Upgrade / Maintenance					Before or during conversion project					Conditional					If customer uses SAP HCM and Java-based ESS and MSS in one system then remove Netweaver JAVA stack 




					S4TWL - ESS and MSS (SI5: HR_JAVA_ESS_MSS)					User Training					During conversion project					Conditional					




					S4TWL - Easy Document Management (Easy DMS) (SI9: Logistics - PLM)					Business Decision					Before conversion project					Mandatory					Decide your strategy for a replacement of EasyDMS.




					S4TWL - Easy Document Management (Easy DMS) (SI9: Logistics - PLM)					Implementation project required					Before or during conversion project					Conditional					If decided, implement successor solution.




					S4TWL - Easy Document Management (Easy DMS) (SI9: Logistics - PLM)					User Training					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					Inform and train users about changed processes.




					S4TWL - Engineering Client Viewer (ECL) (SI8: Logistics - PLM )					Business Decision					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					2D and 3D viewing in SAP GUI transactions with ECL viewer will not be available any longer. You may consider the SAP 3D Visual Enterprise Viewer as an alternative in some transactions, for example, document management. For some of the other file formats, you may consider using the frontend application, where appropriate.




					S4TWL - Engineering Client Viewer (ECL) (SI8: Logistics - PLM )					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Conditional					If you decide to use SAP 3D Visual Enterprise Viewer, check that the appropriate customizing is in place.




					S4TWL - Enterprise Search in EAM (SI8: Logistics)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Mandatory					You have to activate the Enterprise search models and do the described configuration steps.




					S4TWL - Enterprise Search in SAP Product Lifecycle Management (SAP PLM) (SI1: Logistics_PLM)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					Custom code needs to be adjusted to reference to the new model names




					S4TWL - Enterprise Search in SAP Product Lifecycle Management (SAP PLM) (SI1: Logistics_PLM)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Mandatory					With SAP S/4HANA the Enterprise Search models are now replication free search models (using HANA DB tables instead) within SAP Product Lifecycle Management (SAP PLM). The Enterprise Search models' names have changed and due to this， the related customizing (Define Settings for PLM Search under PLM Search) needs to be adjusted. SAP Note 2212593




					S4TWL - FIORI APPLICATIONS FOR SUITE ON HANA ON-PREMISE (SI10: CT_FIORI)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Conditional					if Fiori has been enhanced SAP ERP 6.0, analyze and perform required enhancements in SAP S/4HANA




					S4TWL - FIORI APPLICATIONS FOR SUITE ON HANA ON-PREMISE (SI10: CT_FIORI)					Fiori Implementation					During conversion project					Conditional					if Fiori is used in SAP ERP 6.0, configure successor apps




					S4TWL - FIORI APPLICATIONS FOR SUITE ON HANA ON-PREMISE (SI10: CT_FIORI)					User Training					During conversion project					Conditional					train users on new Fiori apps




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)					Business Decision					Before conversion project					Mandatory					In SAP S/4HANA, the Foreign Trade (SD-FT) functionality is not available anymore. Instead, SAP S/4HANA for international trade within SAP S/4HANA is the successor




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Conditional					If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, configure  new GTS processes




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)					Data migration					During conversion project					Conditional					If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, migrate data to GTS




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)					Interface Adaption					During conversion project					Conditional					If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, provide interface between GTS and S/4HANA




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)					Landscape Redesign					During conversion project					Conditional					If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, provide GTS system




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)					New developments					During conversion project					Conditional					If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, provide developments for new  GTS processes




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)					Process Design / Blueprint					Before conversion project					Conditional					If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, design new GTS processes




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade (SI3: SD_FT)					User Training					During or after conversion project					Conditional					If GTS shall be used depending on scope and business decision, train users




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)					Business Decision					Before conversion project					Mandatory					In SAP S/4HANA, the Foreign Trade (SD-FT) functionality is not available anymore. Instead, SAP S/4HANA for international trade within SAP S/4HANA is the successor. 




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Mandatory					To migrate financial documents in Foreign Trade to Trade Finance, you carry out the migration steps available as Customizing activities (transaction SPRO, SAP Reference IMG) under:
Conversion of Accounting to SAP S/4HANA-->Preparations and Migration of Customizing-->Preparations for Migration of Financial Documents to Trade Finance
Conversion of Accounting to SAP S/4HANA-->Data Migration-->Migration of Financial Documents to Trade Finance
 Complete Migration of Financial Documents to Trade Finance conversion of Accounting to SAP S/4HANA-->Activities after Migration-->Manual Activities for Trade Finance"




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)					Customizing / Configuration					Before conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)					Data cleanup / archiving					During conversion project					Mandatory					You should Run as post conversion activity,  report ZUPDATE_MARC_FOREIGN_TRADE(note 2458666) - to delete the content of the obsolete fileds. This avoids accidental side effects.




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)					Implementation project required					Before conversion project					Mandatory					GTS functionality is considerred as a pre-project, plan time and resources for the new implementation.




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)					Interface Adaption					Before conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)					Process Design / Blueprint					Before conversion project					Conditional					In case relevant SAP GTS needs to be installed, analysis of all foreign trade processes that are currently in use is requiered, before conversion.




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade fields in Material Master (SI6:MasterData_PM)					User Training					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade within SAP S/4HANA Procurement (SI15: PROC_FT)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade within SAP S/4HANA Procurement (SI15: PROC_FT)					Interface Adaption					During conversion project					Conditional					It is possible that 3rd party foreign trade system will need adjustments by the respective 3rd party Solution/Service Provider.




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade within SAP S/4HANA Procurement (SI15: PROC_FT)					Landscape Redesign					Before conversion project					Conditional					Foreign trade functionality in S/4HANA is replaced. 
SAP GTS can be connected to S/4HANA to run the respective foreign trade processes




					S4TWL - Foreign Trade within SAP S/4HANA Procurement (SI15: PROC_FT)					User Training					During or after conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)					Business Decision					Before conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)					Data cleanup / archiving					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)					Data correction					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)					Data migration					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)					Fiori Implementation					During conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)					Implementation project required					Before conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)					Process Design / Blueprint					Before conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)					Process Design / Blueprint					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - GENERAL LEDGER (SI1_FIN_GL)					User Training					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Generic Check for SAP S/4HANA Conversion and Upgrade (SI22: GENERIC_CHECKS)					Custom Code Adaption					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					This simplification Item serves as an anchor for assigning custom code check related content, which is not related to any specific functional or technical area (e.g. deletion of unused orphaned objects).




					S4TWL - Generic Check for SAP S/4HANA Conversion and Upgrade (SI22: GENERIC_CHECKS)					Miscellaneous					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					This simplification item provides various generic, technical checks which need to run before a conversion or upgrade in SAP S/4HANA and which affect all customers - irrespective of the specific SAP S/4HANA target release.




					S4TWL - Globalization – Financials (SI1_GSFIN)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Globalization – Financials (SI1_GSFIN)					Interface Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Globalization – Financials (SI1_GSFIN)					User Training					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Globalization – Logistics (SI1_GSLOG)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - Globalization – Logistics (SI1_GSLOG)					Process Design / Blueprint					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					SAP recommends using the following:
•SAP Tax Declaration Framework for Fiscal and Accounting Legal Reporting.
•TAXBRA tax procedure for the tax calculation.

Note: SAP Tax Declaration Framework is part of the Compatible Add-ons and requires an additional license.




					S4TWL - Globalization – Logistics (SI1_GSLOG)					User Training					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Goods movements without exclusive locking by material valuation (SI7: Logistics_MM-IM)					Business Decision					Before conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Goods movements without exclusive locking by material valuation (SI7: Logistics_MM-IM)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Conditional					Set up locking method




					S4TWL - Graphical display of available quantity in MRP evaluations (SI39: Logisticis_PP)					Fiori Implementation					Before or after conversion project					Optional					Encourage users to switch to the Monitor or Check Material Coverage apps to use the graphical evaluations.




					S4TWL - Graphical display of available quantity in MRP evaluations (SI39: Logisticis_PP)					User Training					Before conversion project					Optional					Graphical evaluation of the Stock/Requirements list is still available within the apps Monitor or Check Material Coverage. Encourage users to switch to these new apps for graphical evaluations.




					S4TWL - ITS services in QM (SI_2_Logistics_QM)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - ITS services in QM (SI_2_Logistics_QM)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Conditional					In case WebDynpro applications will be used as replacement, then PFCG role for NWBC Quality Inspector (SAP_SR_QUALITY_INSPECT_5) need to be configured, and respective authorizations




					S4TWL - ITS services in QM (SI_2_Logistics_QM)					Technical System Configuration					During conversion project					Mandatory					ITS services in QM - Internet Application Components (IAC) in QM are not available within SAP S/4HANA, As alternatives, you could use the corresponding QM transactions in SAP GUI for HTML or you could use the WebDynpro applications mentioned below, which are part of the PFCG role for NWBC Quality Inspector (SAP_SR_QUALITY_INSPECT_5).




					S4TWL - ITS services in QM (SI_2_Logistics_QM)					User Training					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - JOB SCHEDULING (SI8:CROSS_BC_CCM-BTC)					Business Operations					During conversion project					Mandatory					Execute report BTCTRNS2 of SNOTE 2499529




					S4TWL - JOB SCHEDULING (SI8:CROSS_BC_CCM-BTC)					Software Upgrade / Maintenance					During conversion project					Optional					Implement SAP Notes to prevent automatic execution of new job scheduling.




					S4TWL - JOB SCHEDULING (SI8:CROSS_BC_CCM-BTC)					Software Upgrade / Maintenance					During conversion project					Optional					Implement SAP Notes to prevent automatic execution of new job scheduling.




					S4TWL - JOB SCHEDULING (SI8:CROSS_BC_CCM-BTC)					Technical System Configuration					During conversion project					Optional					Decide if new job scheduling shall be used and adjust parameterization




					S4TWL - LEGACY SYSTEM MIGRATION WORKBENCH (SI9: CT_LSMW)					Business Decision					Before conversion project					Optional					The use of LSMW is restricted for migrations to SAP S/4HANA.
The use of LSMW for data load to SAP S/4HANA is not recommended and at the customer's own risk. SAP recommends using SAP S/4HANA Migration Cockpit and Migration Object Modeler instead of LSMW.




					S4TWL - LEGACY SYSTEM MIGRATION WORKBENCH (SI9: CT_LSMW)					Interface Adaption					During conversion project					Conditional					If you still plan to use LSMW, provide customer specific adjustments or workarounds for restrictions on certain Batch Input or Direct Input programs.




					S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration (S12: MasterData)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					MDM 3.0 has been discontinued; all known customer implementations have migrated to SAP NetWeaver MDM or SAP Master Data Governance. All known customer implementations have already replaced the MDM specific IDoc processing according to SAP Note 1529387.




					S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration (S12: MasterData)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration (S12: MasterData)					Data cleanup / archiving					During conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration (S12: MasterData)					Interface Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - MDM 3.0 integration (S12: MasterData)					User Training					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )					Custom Code Adaption					During or after conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )					Customizing / Configuration					Before or after conversion project					Mandatory					SAP S/4HANA Self-Service Procurement must be used instead of the SAP SRM MDM catalog.




					S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )					Data migration					During or after conversion project					Conditional					Set up a business user for SAP S/4HANA Self-Service Procurement.




					S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )					Interface Adaption					Before or after conversion project					Conditional					Content needs to be imported into S/4HANA via OCI5




					S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )					Process Design / Blueprint					Before conversion project					Mandatory					The SAP SRM catalog MDM is not available in SAP S/4HANA. It's replaced by the catalog search function as part of SAP S/4HANA Self-Service Procurement.




					S4TWL - MDM Catalog (SI7: PROC_MDM )					User Training					After conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - MRP fields in Material Master (SI7:MasterData_PM)					Business Operations					After conversion project					Conditional					If the scheduling margin key is not specified, then you should run the conversion of planned orders into production orders every day. If Scheduling Margin Key is defined in t-code OMSR, it is mandatory to maintain it, see section Scheduling Margin Key .




					S4TWL - MRP fields in Material Master (SI7:MasterData_PM)					User Training					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					Train changes on material and article master transactions




					S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation (SI3: Logistics_MM-IM)					Business Operations					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation (SI3: Logistics_MM-IM)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation (SI3: Logistics_MM-IM)					Data correction					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation (SI3: Logistics_MM-IM)					Data migration					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Material Ledger Obligatory for Material Valuation (SI3: Logistics_MM-IM)					User Training					During or after conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					Custom Code related information
See SAP Note: 2215424, 2215852




					S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)					Data migration					During conversion project					Conditional					The Long Material Number within the DIMP Add-On (Discrete Industries & Mill Products)
Although the industry solution DIMP is part of SAP S/4HANA, the already existing DIMP LAMA-functionality for a long material number (LAMA) will not be part of SAP S/4HANA. In S/4HANA the material number is natively extended to 40 characters. Special conversion steps are needed to migrate the existing DIMP LAMA solution to the new S/4HANA extended material number.
For further information on the conversion of the DIMP LAMA-functionality and the DIMP Manufacturer Parts Number to S/4HANA please check notes 2270396 and 2270836.




					S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)					Data migration					During conversion project					Mandatory					ALE change pointer entries related to master data distribution (see SAP Help: LINK) have to be processed completely before the conversion to SAP S/4HANA. Changes recorded before the conversion will no longer be available compatibly after the conversion to SAP S/4HANA.




					S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)					Miscellaneous					Before conversion project					Optional					Conversion Pre-Checks related to Material Number Field Length Extension
It´s recommended to execute conversion pre-check (for details see SAP Note: 2216958). For the conversion of selection variants see SAP Note 1696821 for details. 
Note that code adaptions will be needed even if you decide not to activate the extended material number functionality and stay with 18 characters




					S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)					Process Design / Blueprint					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					The default setting, both after the conversion to SAP S/4HANA and for new installations, is that the extended material number functionality is NOT activated. To use a material number with 40 characters, you need to activate this functionality as described in SAP note 2267140 .




					S4TWL - Material Number Field Length Extension (SI4: MasterData_PM)					User Training					During conversion project					Optional					Use of new Material Number Field Length 




					S4TWL - Material classification with commodity codes (SI1: FIN_SLL_CLS)					Business Operations					During conversion project					Optional					Execute consistency check report as mentioned in SAP note 2332472




					S4TWL - Material classification with commodity codes (SI1: FIN_SLL_CLS)					Custom Code Adaption					During or after conversion project					Mandatory					Run ATC checks.




					S4TWL - Material classification with commodity codes (SI1: FIN_SLL_CLS)					Fiori Implementation					During conversion project					Mandatory					Implement Fiori apps described in SAP note 2432527.




					S4TWL - Material classification with commodity codes (SI1: FIN_SLL_CLS)					User Training					During conversion project					Mandatory					Knowledge transfer to key and end users based on SAP note 2432527.




					S4TWL - New Customizing for Exchange Rate Difference Handling (SI21: PROC_MM_IV_ERD)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - New Default Security Settings for SAP S/4HANA (SI27: CT_SECURE_BY_DEFAULT)					Business Operations					During or after conversion project					Conditional					After the conversion or upgrade, check if you need to configure log retention for the different logs (e.g. SAP S/4HANA Security Audit Log, SAP S/4HANA Table Logging, SAP HANA Audit Log) to control the size of the different logs.




					S4TWL - New Default Security Settings for SAP S/4HANA (SI27: CT_SECURE_BY_DEFAULT)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Conditional					In case you accept the new security settings to be applied during conversion, check if you need to extend roles with additional authorizations for calling specific function modules (only from SAP S/4HANA 2020 onwards) and for calling WebDynpro applications (only from SAP S/4HANA 2021 onwards).




					S4TWL - New Default Security Settings for SAP S/4HANA (SI27: CT_SECURE_BY_DEFAULT)					Technical System Configuration					During conversion project					Mandatory					Decide if you want to take over the new security settings during conversion or if you want to opt out (not recommended). 




					S4TWL - New Default Security Settings for SAP S/4HANA (SI27: CT_SECURE_BY_DEFAULT)					User Training					During conversion project					Conditional					In case you accept the new security settings to be applied during conversion, educate your administrators on the changes.




					S4TWL - New advanced ATP in SAP S/4HANA – Table VBBS (SI1: Logistics_ATP)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					If you have custom code calling table VBBS, create a db view on table VBBE, and use that view instead of the table VBBS. SAP Note: 2209696




					S4TWL - New advanced ATP in SAP S/4HANA – Table VBBS (SI1: Logistics_ATP)					Data migration					During conversion project					Mandatory					Manual step only for SAP S/4HANA 1511 and SAP S/4HANA 1610,
For SAP S/4HANA 1709 and newer, the necessary actions are automated and executed in SUM phase using identifying name ATP_XPRA_SUITE_TO_S4_V2. SAP  Note: 2209696




					S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)					Business Decision					Before conversion project					Optional					Decide if new output management or NAST-based output shall be used.




					S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Conditional					Replace custom code for previous NAST based output management




					S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Conditional					Configure new output management.




					S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)					Landscape Redesign					After conversion project					Conditional					If new output management is used, setup required technical infrastructure




					S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)					Process Design / Blueprint					During or after conversion project					Conditional					Additionally to the existing output management based on NAST a new Output Management solution is adopted S/4 HANA-wide. Thereby a unified solution can be used for all Output Management activities. The existing Output Management solution however still can be activated.




					S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)					Technical System Configuration					After conversion project					Conditional					Configure technical infrastructure for new output management




					S4TWL - OUTPUT MANAGEMENT (SI4: CT_OM)					User Training					After conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - Object List Number Field Length Extension (SI10: Logistics_PM)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					If Objectlists are used in custom code it has to be ensured that new field length can be processed




					S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)					Business Decision					Before conversion project					Mandatory					Additionally to the existing output management based on NAST a new Output Management solution is adopted S/4 HANA-wide. Thereby a unified solution can be used for all Output Management activities. The existing Output Management solution however still can be activated.




					S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Conditional					Replace custom code for previous NAST-based output management.




					S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Conditional					Configure new output management.




					S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)					Landscape Redesign					After conversion project					Conditional					If new output management is used, setup required technical infrastructure




					S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)					Process Design / Blueprint					During or after conversion project					Conditional					Additionally to the existing output management based on NAST a new Output Management solution is adopted S/4 HANA-wide. Thereby a unified solution can be used for all Output Management activities. The existing Output Management solution however still can be activated.




					S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)					Technical System Configuration					After conversion project					Conditional					Configure technical infrastructure for new output management




					S4TWL - Output Management Adoption in Purchase Order (SI9: PROC_MM_OUTPUT)					User Training					After conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)					Business Decision					Before or during conversion project					Optional					Decide on planning platform - old planning functionalities or SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance




					S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)					Customizing / Configuration					During or after conversion project					Conditional					If SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used configure SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance




					S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Conditional					If going forward  ERP planning functions still used, restore previous transactions if necessary




					S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)					Interface Adaption					During or after conversion project					Conditional					If SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used set up and adjust interfaces for SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance




					S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)					Landscape Redesign					During or after conversion project					Conditional					If SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used setup required front end components




					S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)					New developments					During or after conversion project					Conditional					If going forward  SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used develop enhancements




					S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)					Process Design / Blueprint					During or after conversion project					Conditional					If SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used design SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance




					S4TWL - PROFIT AND LOSS PLANNING AND PROFIT CENTER PLANNING (SI2_FIN_CO)					User Training					During or after conversion project					Conditional					If going forward  SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance is used train users on SAP BPC for S/4HANA Finance




					S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)					Business Decision					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Conditional					Remove modifications




					S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Optional					Set late lock.




					S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)					Interface Adaption					During conversion project					Conditional					Adjust IDOC interface if late lock is used




					S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)					New developments					During conversion project					Conditional					Implement replacement for LIS if late lock is used




					S4TWL - Performance optimizations within Material Document Processing - lock beh (SI5: Logistics_MM-IM)					Process Design / Blueprint					During conversion project					Conditional					Define replacement for LIS if late lock is used




					S4TWL - Planning File (SI12: Logistics_PP)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Conditional					If exist, related custom code has to be adjusted. See SAP Note 2227059




					S4TWL - Planning File (SI12: Logistics_PP)					Data migration					During conversion project					Mandatory					After the system conversion, you should run report PPH_SETUP_MRPRECORDS to populate the new planning file table with operative MRP records (PP-MRP) and the report PPH_SETUP_MRPRECORDS_SIMU for simulative MRP records (PP-MP-LTP). Alternatively, you can also use the conversion reports PPH_CONVERT_MRPRECORDS and PPH_CONVERT_MRPRECORDS_SIMU.




					S4TWL - Planning Horizon (SI35: Logistics_PP)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Conditional					Customers can build their own planning application using the BAPI BAPI_MATERIAL_PLANNING. The BAPI has got the same planning parameter options as the classical planning transactions. In that context the processing key NETPL cannot be used any more.




					S4TWL - Planning Horizon (SI35: Logistics_PP)					Data cleanup / archiving					During conversion project					Mandatory					If there are still variants for the planning run batch Transactions having the processing key filled with NETPL, these variants have to be deleted.




					S4TWL - Pricing Data Model Simplification (SI8: PROC_MM_PRICING)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Pricing Data Model Simplification (SI8: PROC_MM_PRICING)					Data migration					After conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Pricing Data Model Simplification (SI8: PROC_MM_PRICING)					Technical System Configuration					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Profit Center and Segment Reorganisation (SI10_FIN_GL)					Data migration					Before or after conversion project					Conditional					In case you need to do a profit center or segment reoganization, before the planned "Organizational flexibility in financial accounting" solution is available, please contact FI-GL-REO.




					S4TWL - Profitability Analysis (SI9: FIN_CO)					Business Decision					Before conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - Profitability Analysis (SI9: FIN_CO)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Profitability Analysis (SI9: FIN_CO)					Implementation project required					Before conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - Profitability Analysis (SI9: FIN_CO)					User Training					During or after conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - Project System ITS Services (SI17 Logistics_PS)					Process Design / Blueprint					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					Selected ITS services for document search, confirmations and creation of claims are not available as of SAP S/4HANA




					S4TWL - Project System ITS Services (SI17 Logistics_PS)					User Training					During conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - REPLACED TRANSACTION CODES AND PROGRAMS IN FIN (SI2_FIN_General)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					Adjust or replace custom code refering to obsolete transactions




					S4TWL - REPLACED TRANSACTION CODES AND PROGRAMS IN FIN (SI2_FIN_General)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Optional					For certain replacements conifguratios need to be done




					S4TWL - REPLACED TRANSACTION CODES AND PROGRAMS IN FIN (SI2_FIN_General)					User Training					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction (SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction)					Business Decision					Before conversion project					Mandatory					Reconsider the UI Strategy




					S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction (SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction)					Custom Code Adaption					After conversion project					Conditional					




					S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction (SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction)					Fiori Implementation					After conversion project					Conditional					




					S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction (SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction)					Interface Adaption					After conversion project					Conditional					




					S4TWL - RFQ Simplified Transaction (SI18: PROC_RFQ Simplified Transaction)					User Training					Before or after conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - Release status for different RFC function modules revoked (SI16: Logistics_PP)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					SAP Note 2199837




					S4TWL - Removal of D/C Indicator from Editing Options (SI9_FIN_GL)					User Training					During conversion project					Mandatory					Educate your users about this change in UI behaviour.




					S4TWL - Removal of Gender Domain Fixed Values (SI27: MasterData_BP)					Business Process Redesign					During conversion project					Mandatory					Ensure that your business processes (also in connected systems) are prepared to handle the new gender codes properly.




					S4TWL - Removal of Gender Domain Fixed Values (SI27: MasterData_BP)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					Usages of fixed values of domains AD_SEX, BU_SEXID and SEXKZ needs to be replaced with values from check tables TSAD15 and TB995. Refer to SAP Note 2928897 for details.




					S4TWL - Replacement of legal reports with SAP S/4HANA ACR (SI5: GSFIN_LEG_REP)					Fiori Implementation					During conversion project					Mandatory					Implement the generic ACR Fiori app succeeding the deprecated legal reports. Details see note 2480067.




					S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)					Business Decision					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					Decision on the relevant Fiori apps to be used for reporting and planning using embeeded BPC or to reactivate old transactions




					S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)					Custom Code Adaption					During or after conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Conditional					If you want to reactivate, act according to steps mentioned in this simplification item




					S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)					Customizing / Configuration					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)					Fiori Implementation					During conversion project					Conditional					In case you want use Fiori tiles => choose them and configure them




					S4TWL - Reporting/Analytics in Controlling (SI8: FIN_CO)					User Training					During conversion project					Conditional					




					S4TWL - Retail Information System (SI33: Logistics_General)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Optional					Custom Code adjustments will be requried in case ABAP objects of packets WRB or WRBA are used in  custom code.




					S4TWL - Retail Information System (SI33: Logistics_General)					Process Design / Blueprint					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					Bluprint for covering reporting requriements using CDS views or SAP BW  for reporting requriements that were being fulfilled by RIS functionality.




					S4TWL - Retail Information System (SI33: Logistics_General)					User Training					During conversion project					Mandatory					Provide user training for  the reports based on CDS views or SAP BW instead of RIS.




					S4TWL - SAP HANA LIVE REPORTING (SI4_FIN_GL)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					If the customer copied calc views delivered by SAP or created user-defined calc views, check and remove if required




					S4TWL - SAP HANA LIVE REPORTING (SI4_FIN_GL)					New developments					During conversion project					Mandatory					rebuild all existing reporting scenarios with CDS Views




					S4TWL - SAP Travel Management in SAP S/4HANA Suite (SI33: HR_TRAVEL)					Business Decision					Before conversion project					Mandatory					For new customer, Decide if SAP Concur shall be implemented as the go-forward travel and expense platform.




					S4TWL - SAP Travel Management in SAP S/4HANA Suite (SI33: HR_TRAVEL)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Optional					If you have custom Code, review it and report it in the new product SAP TM for SAP S/4HANA, the conversion of custom code is not included in the standard delivery.




					S4TWL - SAP Travel Management in SAP S/4HANA Suite (SI33: HR_TRAVEL)					Implementation project required					During conversion project					Mandatory					Decide if the implementation of the new FIORI applications is needed and check the migration guide




					S4TWL - SD Simplified Data Models (SI1: SD_GENERAL)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Scheduling of Maintenance Plan (SI3: Logistics_PM)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Mandatory					Review your background Jobs which you most probably have scheduled periodically for transaction IP30 (Reports RISTRA20) and create new background jobs for IP30H (Report RISTRA20H).




					S4TWL - Side Panel functionality in SAP S/4HANA (on-premise) (SI14: CT_SIDE_PANELS)					Fiori Implementation					During or after conversion project					Optional					if obsolete side-panel CHIPS were used, consider Fiori apps as replacement




					S4TWL - Side Panel functionality in SAP S/4HANA (on-premise) (SI14: CT_SIDE_PANELS)					User Training					During or after conversion project					Optional					train users on new Fiori apps




					S4TWL - Simplification of copy/reference handling (SI5: MasterData_PM)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Simplification of copy/reference handling (SI5: MasterData_PM)					Data migration					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Simplified Product Master Tables Related to OMSR Transaction (SI3: MasterData_PM)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Conditional					Configuration necessary, if field selection settings within SAP name space exists




					S4TWL - Specification Workbench Adjustments (SI14: Logistics_PSS)					User Training					Before or during conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL - Storage Location MRP (SI2: Logistics_PP-MRP)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Conditional					If exist, Custom Code must be adjusted accordingly SAP Note: 2227579




					S4TWL - Storage Location MRP (SI2: Logistics_PP-MRP)					Data cleanup / archiving					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Storage Location MRP (SI2: Logistics_PP-MRP)					Data migration					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					Run report MRP_AREA_STORAGE_LOC_MIGRATION, Follow the instructions provided by the report. If all prerequisites are fulfilled, then the report generates material master records for planning on MRP area level using the storage location material records. SAP Note: 2216528




					S4TWL - Summarization Hierarchies in Controlling (SI11: FIN_CO)					User Training					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Supplier Invoice New Archiving (SI20: PROC_MM_IV_ILM)					Business Decision					Before conversion project					Mandatory					Supplier Invoice Archiving does not fully support ILM Integration (with upgade to 1809 ILM Integration is fully supported)




					S4TWL - Supplier Invoice New Archiving (SI20: PROC_MM_IV_ILM)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					Implement new BAdIs as indicated in SAP Note 2578291. 




					S4TWL - Supplier Invoice New Archiving (SI20: PROC_MM_IV_ILM)					Process Design / Blueprint					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					Adapt the process due to changes in functionality




					S4TWL - TECHNICAL CHANGES IN CONTROLLING (SI1: FIN_CO)					Custom Code Adaption					During or after conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - Travel Management SRA004 Simplified Model (SI6: HR_SRA004 Simplified Model)					Custom Code Adaption					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					If you have Custom code, refer to the additional notes to implement your code with Extensibility concept in the new application.




					S4TWL - Travel Management SRA004 Simplified Model (SI6: HR_SRA004 Simplified Model)					Customizing / Configuration					Before conversion project					Mandatory					Refer to the Application Library to setup proper configuration in FIORI Launchpad




					S4TWL - Travel Management SRA004 Simplified Model (SI6: HR_SRA004 Simplified Model)					User Training					Before or during conversion project					Optional					Een if the UI is intuitive, you can plan a training session for your users as new features are available with the version 2 of the application




					S4TWL - Webshops by Internet Sales or Web Channel Experience Management (SI11: SD_IS)					Business Decision					Before conversion project					Mandatory					The functionalities SAP Internet Sales, SAP E-Commerce, SAP Web Channel, and SAP Web Channel Experience Management in SD are not supported in SAP S/4HANA and have been replaced by SAP Commerce in SAP S/4HANA 1610.




					S4TWL - Webshops by Internet Sales or Web Channel Experience Management (SI11: SD_IS)					Custom Code Adaption					Before or during conversion project					Conditional					Remove the usages of SAP objects in customer objects for which the custom code check refers to note 2225107 as they will not work anymore




					S4TWL - Webshops by Internet Sales or Web Channel Experience Management (SI11: SD_IS)					Process Design / Blueprint					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					See SAP Note 2271161 for the list of unavailable transactions and functionalities. Replacement functionality is SAP Commerce in SAP S/4HANA 1610.




					S4TWL - Webshops by Internet Sales or Web Channel Experience Management (SI11: SD_IS)					User Training					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - cDesk (SI6: Logistics_PLM)					Implementation project required					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					Customers can move to SAP Engineering Control Center for SAP S/4HANA. For more information on upgrading from CAD Desktop to SAP Engineering Control Center, see SAP Note 2117843 or SAP SCN Wiki (URL: https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/x/gQrXHQ).




					S4TWL - cDesk (SI6: Logistics_PLM)					User Training					Before or during conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL - eDocument Framework Migration to SAP S/4HANA (SI2_GSLOG_EDOC)					Customizing / Configuration					During conversion project					Mandatory					Activate AIF BC Sets for SAP S/4HANA and deactivate obsolete enhancement implementations.




					S4TWL - eDocument Framework Migration to SAP S/4HANA (SI2_GSLOG_EDOC)					Data migration					During conversion project					Mandatory					Execute Migration Program EDOC_COPY_AIF_MSG_INDEX_TAB




					S4TWL - eDocument Framework Migration to SAP S/4HANA (SI2_GSLOG_EDOC)					Software Upgrade / Maintenance					During conversion project					Mandatory					Install SAP Note 2421589.




					S4TWL -Miscellaneous minor functionalities in SD Area (SI16: SD_Miscellaneous minor deprecations in SD Area)					Custom Code Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL -Miscellaneous minor functionalities in SD Area (SI16: SD_Miscellaneous minor deprecations in SD Area)					Interface Adaption					During conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL -Miscellaneous minor functionalities in SD Area (SI16: SD_Miscellaneous minor deprecations in SD Area)					User Training					During conversion project					Optional					




					S4TWL – Deprecation of 4 fields from FSBP table BP1010 (SI14: FIN_MISC_FSBP_BP1010)					Data migration					Before conversion project					Mandatory					




					S4TWL – Flexible Benefits not supported in ESS technologies (SI31: Flex_Benefits_not supported_in_ESS)					Business Decision					Before conversion project					Mandatory					Check usage and plan for a customer specific alternative solution, if required.




					S4TWL – HCM Obsolete Packages (SI19: HR_Obsolete_Packages)					Business Decision					Any time					Mandatory						Decide on and plan for the migration to SAP HCM for SAP S/4HANA, considering the functional implications described in the Business Impact Note of this Simplification Item.
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SAP Document Export




					Name					Store Type					Data Size in GB					Estimated Number of Records




					CDPOS					CS					192					2407290404




					EDID4					CS					39					733271299




					/BLUESKY/WS_DATA					CS					28					503040330




					ZBS_LOG_FESPECS					CS					15					176409667




					SE16N_CD_DATA					CS					10					2500039




					FAGLFLEXA					CS					8					124562320




					ACDOCA					CS					7					159529218




					/BLUESKY/BWSPESB					CS					5					138211000




					DBTABLOG					CS					5					34890745




					/BLUESKY/FECOND					CS					5					284049046




					TEVEN					CS					4					123672360




					WBCROSSGT					CS					4					73967891




					DOKTL					CS					4					86584824




					/BLUESKY/BWHDADA					CS					4					68995900




					BALDAT					CS					3					10857609




					SWWLOGHIST					CS					3					53994337




					CDHDR					CS					3					75912263




					GLPCA					CS					3					26851571




					ZBS_LOG_FEARDE					CS					3					28104500




					D010TAB					CS					2					67601387




					/BLUESKY/BWCSERA					CS					2					77617900




					SOC3					CS					2					7138034




					EDIDS					CS					2					36499240




					OVF_HISTORY					CS					2					6432792




					/C4PAPP/MFCRRDPH					CS					2					59765169




					BSEG					CS					2					28603719




					VICARGDONE					CS					2					36161713




					SWWCNTP0					CS					2					52826502




					COEP					CS					2					24744853




					AUSP					CS					2					28398010




					REPOSRC					CS					2					8185107




					BSIS					CS					1					23269626




					SWPNODELOG					CS					1					24316349




					PPOIX					CS					1					30853432




					/KCT/AL_MESS					CS					1					27072078




					D010INC					CS					1					24045112




					SWFREVTLOG					CS					1					21165260




					SWPSTEPLOG					CS					1					19602715




					BSAS					CS					1					15556984




					S262					CS					1					15468141




					PRCD_ELEMENTS					CS					1					30586046




					ZBS_LOG_FEADAD					CS					1					27539600




					SWWWIHEAD					CS					1					12711253




					E071K					CS					1					21723124




					SWN_NOTIF					CS					1					10800116




					ARFCSDATA					RS					1					620084




					E071					CS					1					26689295




					ZBS_LOG_FEHDR					CS					1					14143600




					ZBS_LOG					CS					1					15017200




					BCST_SR					CS					1					19256904




					DD03L					CS					1					11996380




					/BLUESKY/FEKONV					CS					1					34583099




					SWW_WI2OBJ					CS					1					15586361




					/C4PSOL/UP_TMSG					CS					1					11456126




					TRFCQDATA					RS					1					451711




					ZBS_LOG_FEROLES					CS					1					15331600




					ZZPM_GIS_LOG_SML					CS					1					17613783




					BKPF					CS					1					12052248




					ZBS_LOG_FEREG					CS					1					12720400




					SRRELROLES					CS					1					14833396




					REGUP					CS					1					9297380




					VRPMA					CS					1					8573010




					/BLUESKY/FECSER					CS					1					20340351




					/BLUESKY/FESPECS					CS					1					13085821




					RORQSTPRMS					CS					1					12973010




					CDPOS_UID					CS					1					7371221




					EDIDC					CS					1					11006116




					ANLC					CS					1					9189773




					VBRP					CS					<1					8718243




					BSE_CLR					CS					<1					13411460




					SEOSUBCOTX					CS					<1					9706341




					SWPNODE					CS					<1					9094312




					/BLUESKY/FECPART					CS					<1					19800154




					SCPRSVALS					CS					<1					11258200




					OCSCMPLOBJ					CS					<1					6184467




					JCDS					CS					<1					13280293




					VBFA					CS					<1					10778006




					SOOS					CS					<1					7491115




					ARFCSSTATE					RS					<1					568605




					SWWWIRET					CS					<1					11152879




					IDOCREL					CS					<1					8664557




					SOST					CS					<1					7407304




					ACCTCR					CS					<1					10956038




					ACCTIT					CS					<1					5469986




					ANLP					CS					<1					8179251




					SOOD					CS					<1					7043570




					STXL					CS					<1					2565387




					SOES					CS					<1					7189302
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					SOTR_TEXTU					CS					<1					22397




					O2XSLTDESC					CS					<1					14752




					CATF					CS					<1					89337




					TMC2K					CS					<1					106550




					UPC_OPTIOS					CS					<1					72797




					DDMTT_ISU					CS					<1					107750




					PA0105					CS					<1					67151




					A016					CS					<1					79321




					PA0006					CS					<1					70159




					SUBST_SLANA_POS					CS					<1					84627




					HRP1024					CS					<1					67496




					T5F99FFT					CS					<1					121810




					/MRSS/D_RQUAL_P					CS					<1					104515




					TCDCOUPLES					CS					<1					132480




					O2PAGDIRT					CS					<1					61683




					J_3RFREP_ATTR					CS					<1					109020




					KONP					CS					<1					113725




					HRP1026					CS					<1					63072




					AFIH					CS					<1					58644




					RSAABAP					CS					<1					69510




					HRP1021					CS					<1					63807




					T5ASRFSCNFLDT					CS					<1					64923




					RBKP_BLOCKED					CS					<1					49861




					S004					CS					<1					49512




					T706_CITY_CODE					CS					<1					77463




					COFUNC1					CS					<1					83150




					TSTC					CS					<1					146353




					J_3RFREP_VALEXPR					CS					<1					81883




					FEBVW					CS					<1					57136




					TBZ3R					CS					<1					72593




					DSYAW					CS					<1					85673




					ESUH					CS					<1					92890




					/IWBEP/I_SBD_NOI					CS					<1					87531




					ESH_OM_COTYPNQF					CS					<1					31530




					ZCAFM_IF_ATTA_D					CS					<1					30635




					SCAPPT					CS					<1					49903




					ZBS_EXTHAND_HEAD					CS					<1					54743




					REGUT					CS					<1					47337




					J_3RFREP_VALFMT					CS					<1					108810




					/MIBCON/CLMAIRCD					CS					<1					14041




					HRS1211					CS					<1					82190




					DSYS_PHHYPE_ECI2					CS					<1					23713




					UST04					CS					<1					102847




					ZHR_LSO_NOTIFS					CS					<1					45637




					DYNPLOAD					CS					<1					94335




					EIPA					CS					<1					73852




					MONI					CS					<1					29468




					CUS_ACTOBJ					CS					<1					71320




					TCJ_BALANCE					CS					<1					84007




					PSGUID					CS					<1					56131




					VMPA					CS					<1					84982




					T549B					CS					<1					108240




					T5PCP					CS					<1					168490




					ZCAFM_OD_EQU_HI					CS					<1					50715




					T5F99FF					CS					<1					83080




					ESH_OM_COTYPNRF					CS					<1					30833




					ECLOG_SCR					CS					<1					59137




					ZHRCFT_CHOIC					CS					<1					63670




					SFHOT					CS					<1					53618




					SWD_BINDEF					CS					<1					54203




					T706Z1					CS					<1					70200




					SWDSWFCTXT					CS					<1					56587




					PA0245					CS					<1					37858




					T5THZUPN					CS					<1					6806




					CWBCIOBJ					CS					<1					37784




					T54C1					CS					<1					119920




					GEOOBJR					CS					<1					42958




					IACR_C					CS					<1					79703




					COEPD					CS					<1					81350




					TCVIEW					CS					<1					49370




					CUS_IMGACH					CS					<1					80970




					ESDUS					CS					<1					53705




					T512Q					CS					<1					105610




					D342L					CS					<1					18589




					SWD_LINES					CS					<1					60197




					ENHSPOTHEADER					RS					<1					15653




					HRP1007					CS					<1					55561




					PRPS					CS					<1					24632




					/SSF/ATAB					CS					<1					3179




					COIX					CS					<1					22510




					ECSCR_DATA					CS					<1					24407




					T596I					CS					<1					79307




					TVCPA					CS					<1					99750




					BUT000					CS					<1					39852




					ZHR_URAZY_SHLP					CS					<1					35953




					SMAPTNODER					CS					<1					36473




					QMIH					CS					<1					54176




					/MIBCON/EASAEXTA					CS					<1					41851




					FEBIP					CS					<1					85531




					T596H					CS					<1					93623




					SPROXSIG					CS					<1					36973




					DBSTATTORA					CS					<1					129762




					HRS1002					CS					<1					67137




					DFTNODE01					CS					<1					27517




					TSTC_SM					CS					<1					126860




					T52D9					CS					<1					107760




					ONROR					CS					<1					66347




					WDY_CTLR_USAGE					CS					<1					38350




					RPSCO					CS					<1					47430




					TFM18					CS					<1					80077




					CATV					CS					<1					83087






















RecommendedFioriApps.xlsx



SAP Document Export




					Role					Name					Fiori ID					Application Area					Description




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Clear Outgoing Payments					F1367										With this app you can clear a payable payment manually, such as an open outgoing payment for a supplier invoice. The system usually clears these payments automatically. However, if you have paid your supplier manually without reference to an open item, you can use this app to find the matching items and clear the payment manually.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Create Correspondence					F0744					Information System					With this app you can preview, email, print, fax, and download correspondence related to your customers and suppliers. The app can be launched from the SAP Fiori Launchpad or opened from other Fiori apps, including Process Receivables, Display Customer Balances, Display Supplier Balances, Manage Customer Line Items, and Manage Supplier Line Items.Depending on the role assigned to you, you can perform the following tasks:Create correspondence for your customers and suppliers.Preview correspondence.Email, fax, and print correspondence or download it as a PDF file.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Create Correspondence (Version 2)					F0744A					Accounts Receivable					With this app you can preview, email, print, and download correspondence related to your customers and suppliers. The app can be launched from the SAP Fiori Launchpad or opened from other Fiori apps, including Display Customer Balances, Display Supplier Balances, Manage Customer Line Items, and Manage Supplier Line Items.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Create Incoming Invoices					FB60					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Create Single Payment					F0743										With this app you can make a direct payment to a supplier when no invoice exists and you can pay open supplier line items. When you make a direct payment to a supplier without an invoice, you specify the supplier details, the bank details, and the amount to be paid, then create the payment. The payment posts as a down payment request and then that document is used to initiate the payment run. When paying open supplier line items, you select the open items that you want to pay through the Manage Supplier Line Items app and create the payment to initiate the payment run. The payment information is automatically filled out. The open items clear when the payment run completes successfully. You receive a confirmation email with the details.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Display Document, Display Journal Entries					FB03					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Display Journal Entries in T-Account View					F3664					Information System					With this app you can inspect how one or multiple journal entries affect ledger accounts where they are posted.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Display Supplier Balances					F0701					Information System					You can use this app to see debits, credits, and balances by company code, fiscal year, and supplier. The app allows you to further analyze the amounts by drilling down to the related line items. Furthermore, you can compare the purchases between two fiscal years. To adapt the app to your needs, you can hide, unhide, and sort columns. In addition, you can create search and display variants.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Display Supplier List					F1861					Accounts Payable					With this app you can display and download a list of suppliers. You can use the search filters to create custom lists of suppliers to provide to stakeholders and auditors.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					FIN User Default Parameter Plugin					F1765										




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Manage Automatic Payments					F0770										With this app you can schedule payment proposals or schedule payments directly and get an overview of the proposal or payment status. The app identifies the overdue invoices and checks whether all the required payment information is complete.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Manage Business Partner Master Data					F3163					Business Partners					With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Manage Interest Runs					F4485										Use this app to display and manage the calculated interests, which are listed for each business partner and in each currency.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Manage Payment Blocks					F0593										You can use this app to set and remove payment blocks on invoices or supplier accounts. You can use various search and sorting functions to select and display invoices and view their status. The app shows additional details when you navigate to supplier data, supplier accounting documents, and purchase orders.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Manage Payment Blocks V2					F0593A										With this app, you can set and remove payment blocks on invoices or supplier accounts. You can use various search, sorting, and grouping functions to select and display invoices and view their status.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Manage Payment Media					F1868										With this app you can transfer the data required for electronic payment transactions to banks via a data medium. A payment medium is created with each successful payment run. When you download a payment medium, the app automatically saves it as a .txt or .xml file according to its type.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Manage Supplier Down Payment Requests					F1688										With this app you can create down payment requests manually. In most cases, the system automatically creates down payment requests from suppliers based on the suppliers purchase order. However, if a supplier requests a down payment, that was not specified in the purchase order, for example by sending an email or a fax, you can create it manually. Once the payment run has made the down payment, the payment run also automatically clears the corresponding down payment request. In some cases you might need to clear the down payment request manually, for example if differences occur because you paid less, split the payment, or made the payment manually.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Manage Supplier Line Items					F0712					Information System					You can use this app for adhoc requests or recurring reports to easily find supplier line items using a wide range of search criteria. For example, you can see all line items of a supplier account or all open supplier invoices for a company code that are overdue at a key date. To make your work more efficient, you can personalize the layout of the table, predefine recurring queries, and save your settings as variants. In addition to displaying data, you can also take various actions such as setting a payment block or creating a manual payment. You can export the data to a file and send them to a colleague. The app also serves as a navigation target from other apps, allowing users to drill down into the supplier line items.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Post Document, Post Journal Entries					FB01					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Post Incoming Payments					F1345										With this app you can post and clear a single incoming payment in one step. You usually check for incoming payments using online banking. However, if payments are not received using electronic bank statements, you need to enter the payment data manually and trigger a search for the matching open items. Ideally, the system proposes a list of matching items for which you can post and clear the payment in one step. If its not possible to clear the payment, you can post it on account or to a G/L account.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Post with Clearing					F-04					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Reset Cleared Items					F2223										With this app you can reset the clearing of line items as well as reverse the clearing entry if required. You can use this function for line items of customer accounts or supplier accounts as well as for line items of G/L accounts that are managed on an open item basis.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Revise Payment Proposals					F0771										With this app you can check and revise payment proposals and the details of open items. This allows you to make sure that all the payments are made correctly and on time and are compliant with company policies.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Schedule Automatic Payments					F110					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Schedule General Ledger Jobs					F1927										Use this app to schedule General Ledger jobs using the templates provided, for example, Foreign Currency Valuation.




					Accounts Payable Accountant					Schedule Interest Calculation Jobs					F4176										To calculate interest in the SAP menu, follow the instructions in this section. Alternatively, you can also calculate item interest on the SAP Fiori Launchpad by using the Schedule Interest Calculation Jobs app.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Leasing					Analyze Logs					RECALA					Flexible Real Estate Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Leasing					Cash Flow - Information System					REISCDCF					Information System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Leasing					Contract Management					F5273					Flexible Real Estate Management					With this app, you can manage many aspects of your contract portfolio.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Leasing					Manage Contract					RECN					Real Estate Contract					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Leasing					Object Cash Flow Contr. - Information System					REISCDCFOBJ					Information System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Leasing					Periodic Posting: Contracts					RERAPP					Rental Accounting					Using the Periodic Posting for Real Estate Contract function, you post the accounting flows resulting from the conditions while taking account of the contract type. The result is that the planned records generated in the cash floware posted as condition amounts to the assigned accounts of the contractual partner or transferred to other real estate objects.  Note  For more information on conditions in the real estate contract, see Defining and Assigning Conditions and Flows .




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Leasing					Real Estate Accounting Objects Plan and Actuals Report					F5362					Flexible Real Estate Management					




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Leasing					Real Estate Cash Flow Report					F5363					Flexible Real Estate Management					




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Leasing					Reverse Contract Postings					RERAPPRV					Rental Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement					Call MIRO - Change Status, Display Supplier Invoice - Advanced					MIR4					Logistics Invoice Verification					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement					Create Supplier Invoice - Advanced					MIRO					Logistics Invoice Verification					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement					Edit Supplier Invoice Settings					F3813					Invoice Verification					With this app, you can select userspecific parameters for supplier invoices.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement					Manage Supplier Invoices					F0859					Invoice Verification					With this app you can create and display a supplier invoice based on the received document. You can specify the purchase order items to which your supplier invoice relates. These referenced items can also have multiple account assignment. You can choose among several assignment options depending on the reference document category. To identify the most relevant service entry sheet items, for example, you can search by the service performer and the performance date. If you select the Simulate or Post function, the system compares the quantity and amount data of each supplier invoice item with the data of the related purchase order item. If goodsreceiptbased invoice verification has been defined for a purchase order item, the system compares the supplier invoice data with the related goods receipt data. If the deviation is outside defined tolerances, the invoice is posted, but the invoice is automatically blocked for payment. If the system determines the responsible person, an approval process is initiated. You can use the Supplier Invoices List app to display supplier invoices. In the detail view, you can release or reverse a blocked supplier invoice.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement					Monitor Purchase Order Down Payments					F2877										With this app, you can monitor purchase order down payments, using filter criteria such as supplier, purchasing organization, purchasing group, order type, and category. You must specify a display currency. This app is available for the role AP Accountant. Note You can maintain down payment data in the Create Purchase Order  Advanced app. These values are considered when you call the Create Down Payment Request app, using the link.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement					Monitor Purchase Requisition Items By Account Assignment					F2422										With this app, you can display purchase requisition items based on their account assignments. By default, purchase requisition items are grouped based on the cost centers to which they belong. This app is available for the role Accounts Payable A/P Accountant.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement					Park Supplier Invoices					MIR7					Logistics Invoice Verification					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement					Purchase Contract Items By Account Assignment					F2421										With this app, you can display purchase contract items based on their account assignments. By default, purchase contract items are grouped based on the cost centers to which they belong. This app is available for the role Accounts Payable A/P Accountant.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement					Purchase Order Items by Account Assignment					F2420										With this app, you can display purchase order items based on their account assignments. By default, purchase order items are grouped based on the cost centers to which they belong. For each purchase order item, details such as material, account assignment category, sequence number, and account assignment quantity are displayed. This app is available for the role Accounts Payable A/P Accountant.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement					Schedule Supplier Invoice Jobs - Advanced					F1683					Invoice Verification					With this app you can schedule and monitor recurring, supplier invoice related activities as a background job.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement					Supplier					F0354					Vendor Master					With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement					Supplier Invoice Items by Account Assignment					F2631					Invoice Verification					With this app, you can display supplier invoice items based on their account assignments. This concerns the relevant account types within invoice verification. For each supplier invoice item, details such as account type, status, company code, posting date, amount, and quantity are displayed.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement					Supplier Invoices List (Version 2)					F1060A					Invoice Verification					With this app you can search for supplier invoices and use the search result as a supplier invoice worklist that allows you to display the detail data. The supplier invoices have been created with or without using the Business Network. For example, you can display a list of blocked supplier invoices and release or reverse them.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement					Upload Supplier Invoices					F2452					Invoice Verification					With this app you can upload electronic invoice documents that you have stored as files on your directory. The system creates one invoice draft per file. Each uploaded file is linked as an attachment to the corresponding invoice.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement for Brazil					Verify CT-e					F2207					Logistics Brazil					With this app you can easily verify all important data of a CTe, such as tax calculation, transport origin and destination, and product information. This app is available for the Billing Clerk and Accounts Payable Accountant  Procurement roles.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement for Brazil					Verify Nota Fiscal					F2056					Logistics Brazil					With this app you can easily verify all important data of a nota fiscal, such as tax calculation, transport and product information. Besides that, you can check the documents that originated the nota fiscal and if the nota fiscal has any subsequent documents. This app is available for the Billing Clerk and Accounts Payable Accountant  Procurement roles.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement for Brazil					Verify Service Nota Fiscal					F2206					Logistics Brazil					With this app you can easily verify all important data of a service nota fiscal, such as tax calculation, the service provider and taker information, service location, and the service description. Besides that, you can check the documents that originated the service nota fiscal. This app supports both electronic service notas fiscais and paper service notas fiscais. This app is available for the Billing Clerk and Accounts Payable Accountant  Procurement roles.




					Accounts Payable Accountant - Procurement for China					Process Incoming VAT Invoices - China					F2327										With this app, you can display, edit, scan and take other actions on the incoming VAT invoices from your suppliers. It provides information such as VAT invoice number, invoice status, document status and related documents. You can create and park supplier invoices by navigating to the Manage Supplier Invoices app. This app is used by the purchaser or accounts payable accountant for procurement to process the VAT invoices in his/her area.




					Accounts Payable Accountant for China					Create Payment Requisitions					F4838					Cash Management China					With this app, you can manage payment requisitions, including approving or rejecting payment requisitions submitted, assigning payment methods for approved payment requisitions, triggering the payment processes, and handling exceptions.




					Accounts Payable Accountant for China					Display Supplier Summary - China					F2127					Financials China					With this app, you can display a summary of supplier account balances: balances at the start and end of a specified period. The summary also shows the credit and debit of the period and those of the current fiscal year. By viewing the summary, you get a big picture of the balances of supplier accounts and can make sure that payments to suppliers are made and confirmed duly.




					Accounts Payable Accountant for China					Input VAT Deduction - China					F2657										With this app, you can display the input VAT deduction for specified business place and declaration year and month. It provides information such as input VAT category, invoice date, tax amount, and declaration month. You can also use this app to prepare VAT returns.




					Accounts Payable Accountant for China					Input VAT Transfer - China					F2658										With this app, you can display the input VAT transfer for specified business place and declaration year and month. It provides information such as transfer type, transfer direction, VAT invoice number, and posted journal entries. You can also use this app to prepare VAT returns.




					Accounts Payable Accountant for China					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Accountant for China					Manage Incoming VAT Invoices - China					F2325										With this app, you can have an overview of all incoming VAT invoices under your responsibility. You can upload, create, edit, scan and take other actions on every incoming VAT invoice from the accounts payable accountant perspective. You can navigate from the VAT invoice to the supplier invoice and post it.




					Accounts Payable Accountant for China					Manage Input VAT Declaration - China					F2326										With this app, you can select or unselect the input VAT invoices to be confirmed, confirm selected input VAT invoices to be declared in the current declaration month, create input VAT transfer items and post them to FI accounting, and generate invoice lists for declaration. Then you can mark the current declaration month as Declared and start the declaration for next month accordingly.




					Accounts Payable Accountant for China					Manage Payment Requisitions					F4837					Cash Management China					With this app, you, with the role of Accounts Payable Accountant for China, can create payment requisitions for one or multiple open items so that the payment requisition can be triggered for payment after approval. Each payment requisition has a unique number upon saving. The payment requisitions created in this app can be further processed in Manage Payment Requisitions  China app.




					Accounts Payable Accountant for China					Schedule Job for BoE Package Clearing					F5064										With this app, you can schedule jobs for clearing bill of exchange packages that are depletedusing the provided job template. The bill of exchange package gets partial clearingwhen its subpackages are posted. Therefore, in normal process, clearing of the billof exchange package is triggered automatically when the last bill of exchangesubpackage is posted and the status of the bill of exchange package turns intoDepleted. Only when the clearing fails, or the clearingdocument is reversed for a bill of exchange package, you can use this app forclearing.




					Accounts Payable Accountant for China					Supplier Line Items - China					F5990					Financials China					With this app, you can display the details of supplier account balances: balances at the start and end of a specified period. It also shows the credit and debit of the period and those of the current fiscal year. Additionally, the report can be directly exported from the system to meet the tax requirements of the books in China. By running the report in this way, you can easily get a big picture of the balances of supplier accounts and make sure that payments to suppliers are duly received and confirmed.




					Accounts Payable Accountant for Israel					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Accountant for Japan					Manage Journal Entries - Japan					F3103					Financials Japan					With this feature, you can analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, such as local currency or transaction currency. You can also split accounting data if an invoice in foreign currency is to be split into more than one but no more than three accounting line items.




					Accounts Payable Accountant for Norway					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Accountant for Norway					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Accountant for Poland					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Accountant for Poland					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Accountant for Russian Federation					Schedule General Ledger Jobs					F1927										Use this app to schedule General Ledger jobs using the templates provided, for example, Foreign Currency Valuation.




					Accounts Payable Manager					Display Document, Display Journal Entries					FB03					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Payable Manager					Display Item Change Log					F2681					Information System					With this app you can see details of changes made to all journal entries relevant to your role. The app displays changes to all logenabled fields in the relevant documents, and you can easily see what was changed, by whom, and when.  This gives you demonstrable oversight of all changes made to journal entries within your area, which can be useful in relation to auditing.




					Accounts Payable Manager					Display Journal Entries in T-Account View					F3664					Information System					With this app you can inspect how one or multiple journal entries affect ledger accounts where they are posted.




					Accounts Payable Manager					Edit Options for Journal Entries - My Settings					F2130										With this app you can set userspecific options for editing journal entries. For example, you select the option Document in Local Currency if you only want to enter journal entries in local currency. Those fields needed to enter foreign currency journal entries are not shown. The selected options are saved for your user ID. You can change your options or restore the default settings again at any time.




					Accounts Payable Manager					FIN User Default Parameter Plugin					F1765										




					Accounts Payable Manager					Invoice Processing Analysis (S/4HANA)					F1745										With this app you can view the total amount of posted invoices and the total number of posted line items.




					Accounts Payable Manager					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					Accounts Payable Manager					Overdue Payables (S/4HANA)					F1746										With this app you can check the overdue payable amount to your suppliers by supplier company code, supplier group, supplier, and reason for payment block. You can monitor the status of the overdue payments for critical suppliers in your area of responsibility. You can also find out about the potential risks and notify the responsible persons to take action.




					Accounts Payable Manager					Supplier Payment Analysis (Manual and Automatic Payments) (S/4HANA)					F1749										With this app you can view the payment data by different dimensions, including company code, supplier, currency, and user.




					Accounts Payable Manager					Supplier Payment Analysis(Open Payments) (S/4HANA)					F1750										With this app you can get an overview of the open payments to the accounts payable manager. You can view the payment data by different dimensions, including company code, supplier, currency, and user.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Argentina					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Argentina					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Australia					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Australia					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Belgium					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Belgium					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Belize					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Belize					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Bulgaria					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Canada					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Chile					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Colombia					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for France					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for France					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Germany					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Indonesia					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Indonesia					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Ireland					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Ireland					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Italy					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Italy					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Japan					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Japan					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Malaysia					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Malaysia					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Mexico					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Mexico					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Philippines					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Philippines					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Poland					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Poland					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Portugal					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Portugal					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Saudi Arabia					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Saudi Arabia					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Singapore					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Singapore					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Slovakia					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Slovakia					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for South Africa					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for South Korea					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for South Korea					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Spain					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Spain					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Thailand					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Thailand					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for USA					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for USA					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for United Kingdom					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for United Kingdom					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Venezuela					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Payable Manager for Venezuela					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Payable and Receivable Accountant (FI-CA)					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Payable and Receivable Accountant (FI-CA)					Manage Business Partner Master Data					F3163					Business Partners					With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .




					Accounts Payable and Receivable Accountant (FI-CA)					Manage Payment Advices					F2550					Accounts Receivable					With this app, you can create payment advices manually. You can also view, edit, and delete existing payment advices.




					Accounts Payable and Receivable Accountant (FI-CA)					Manage SEPA Mandates					F5158										




					Accounts Payable and Receivable Accountant (FI-CA)					My Outbox					F6511										You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.




					Accounts Payable and Receivable Accountant (FI-CA)					Quick create Payment Advice					F2790					Accounts Receivable					With this app, you can create payment advices manually. You can also view, edit, and delete existing payment advices.




					Accounts Payable and Receivable Accountant (FI-CA)					Quick view Payment Advice					F2789					Accounts Receivable					With this app, you can create payment advices manually. You can also view, edit, and delete existing payment advices.




					Accounts Payable and Receivable Manager (FI-CA)					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Payable and Receivable Manager (FI-CA)					Manage Business Partner Master Data					F3163					Business Partners					With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .




					Accounts Payable and Receivable Manager (FI-CA)					My Outbox					F6511										You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Allowance for Doubtful Accounts					F2686					Information System					With this app you gain insight into allowance for doubtful accounts management, and you can assess the adequacy of current allowance levels. This refers to provisions made to allow for the possible nonpayment of overdue receivables.  The app gives you a clear view of overdue receivables and their associated allowances, and you can drill down for details of individual customer accounts at journal entry level.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Assign Open Items					F2626					Accounts Receivable					With this app you can view open items related to a customer, assign credit items to matching debit items, and clear open items based on this assignment.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Bank (S/4HANA)					F1760										You can use this app for the following purposes: To display an overview of the bank data, such as: Bank name Bank key Bank country/region Key facts relevant in the business context. Key facts are important data prominently displayed in the app. This app shows the following key facts: Address of the bank SWIFT code Bank number     As a starting point to navigate to additional information relevant in your business context, such as information about related business partners, related master data, or related documents. To navigate to apps with additional functions, such as editing or analyzing related business data.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Clear Incoming Payments					F0773										You use this app to clear a receivable payment manually, such as an open incoming payment for a customer invoice. The system usually clears these payments automatically. However, sometimes customer information is missing and the system cannot find appropriate open items that match the payment. In this case, you have to clarify this payment, match it to the correct open invoices and credit memos as aligned with your customer, and clear the payment manually.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Create Correspondence					F0744					Information System					With this app you can preview, email, print, fax, and download correspondence related to your customers and suppliers. The app can be launched from the SAP Fiori Launchpad or opened from other Fiori apps, including Process Receivables, Display Customer Balances, Display Supplier Balances, Manage Customer Line Items, and Manage Supplier Line Items.Depending on the role assigned to you, you can perform the following tasks:Create correspondence for your customers and suppliers.Preview correspondence.Email, fax, and print correspondence or download it as a PDF file.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Create Correspondence (Version 2)					F0744A					Accounts Receivable					With this app you can preview, email, print, and download correspondence related to your customers and suppliers. The app can be launched from the SAP Fiori Launchpad or opened from other Fiori apps, including Display Customer Balances, Display Supplier Balances, Manage Customer Line Items, and Manage Supplier Line Items.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Customer Master FactSheets					F0046A										With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Display Customer Balances					F0703					Information System					You can use this app to display customer balances and compare sales. You can see debits, credits, and balances by company code, fiscal year, and customer. The app allows you to further analyze the amounts by displaying all related line items. Furthermore, you can compare sales figures between two fiscal years. To adapt the app to your needs, you can hide, unhide, and sort columns. In addition, you can create search and display variants.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Display Customer Balances (Version 2)					F0703A					Information System					




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Display Customer List					F2640					Information System					With this app you can see master data for all your customers in one place, and you can also check that no key data is missing. For example, if you want to check that all your customers have data entered for dunning procedure, dunning clerk, and dunning level, select those filters in the apos;Check Empty Fieldsapos; function, and the app will show you any customers for whom that information is missing. You can also see who in your company to contact regarding a particular customer, and of course SAP CoPilot gives you an efficient channel for this communication.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Display Document, Display Journal Entries					FB03					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Display Dunning History					F2328					Accounts Receivable					You use this app to see an overview of dunned customers and view their individual dunning history. This app is intended for collection specialists whose main task is to contact customers to request payment of overdue receivables.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Display Journal Entries in T-Account View					F3664					Information System					With this app you can inspect how one or multiple journal entries affect ledger accounts where they are posted.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Display Payment Card Data					F2935										With this app you can display a list of card payments and related information, including details of the card used, the payment authorization, and settlement.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Display Process Flow - Accounts Receivable					F2692					Accounts Receivable					With this app you can display the relationships between Accounts Receivable AR documents, including quotations, sales documents, delivery documents, billing documents, journal entries, and clearing entries.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Doubtful Accounts Valuation					F3246					Information System					With this app you gain insight into allowance for doubtful accounts management, and you can assess the adequacy of current allowance levels. This refers to provisions made to allow for expected credit losses, as required by IFRS 9.  The app gives you a clear view of overdue receivables and their associated allowances, and you can drill down for details of individual customer accounts at journal entry level. The allowance values presented are based on Flat Rate Individual Value Adjustments created during valuation runs managed by way of transaction F107  FI Valuation Run. Users who calculate allowances using transaction F103>FAGL_104, or similar methods, should make use of the Allowance for Doubtful Accounts app.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Edit Options for Journal Entries - My Settings					F2130										With this app you can set userspecific options for editing journal entries. For example, you select the option Document in Local Currency if you only want to enter journal entries in local currency. Those fields needed to enter foreign currency journal entries are not shown. The selected options are saved for your user ID. You can change your options or restore the default settings again at any time.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					FIN User Default Parameter Plugin					F1765										




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					House Bank (S/4HANA)					F1758										You can use this app for the following purposes: To display an overview of the house bank data, such as: House bank description House bank country/region House bank city Key facts relevant in the business context. Key facts are important data prominently displayed in the app. This app shows the following key facts: Company code Bank key Bank number     As a starting point to navigate to additional information relevant in your business context, such as information about related business partners, related master data, or related documents. To navigate to apps with additional functions, such as editing or analyzing related business data.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					House Bank Account (S/4HANA)					F1759										You can use this app for the following purposes: To display an overview of the house bank account data, such as: House bank account description House bank account ID Key facts relevant in the business context. Key facts are important data prominently displayed in the app. This app shows the following key facts: Bank account number IBAN     As a starting point to navigate to additional information relevant in your business context, such as information about related business partners, related master data, or related documents. To navigate to apps with additional functions, such as editing or analyzing related business data.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Manage Automatic Payments					F0770										With this app you can schedule payment proposals or schedule payments directly and get an overview of the proposal or payment status. The app identifies the overdue invoices and checks whether all the required payment information is complete.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Manage Bank Statement Reprocessing Rules					F3555										Use this app to create and manage processing rules to perform G/L and AP/AR account postings.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Manage Business Partner Master Data					F3163					Business Partners					With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Manage Customer Down Payment Requests					F1689										Down payment requests serve as triggers for the payment program to debit customer accounts with a down payment or for the dunning program to dun customers for down payments. They do not update account balances. You use this app to display down payment requests that have been created automatically, based on a sales order. For example, if a customer wants to negotiate the due date of the requested payment, you have to find the correct down payment request to clarify the issue. In this case, you can use this app to find and change the relevant down payment request. If an appropriate down payment request does not exist, you can use this app to create one. If the sales order does not exist and therefore the down payment request cannot be created automatically, you can also use this app to create the down payment request for this amount manually. Once the customer has paid the down payment, the corresponding down payment request is cleared automatically. In some cases you might need to clear the down payment request manually, for example if differences occur or the payment was split.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Manage Customer Line Items					F0711					Information System					You can use this app for adhoc requests or recurring reports to easily find customer line items using a wide range of search criteria. For example, you can see all line items of a specific customer account or all unallocated payments for a specific company code at the end of a period. To make your work more efficient, you can personalize the layout of the table, predefine recurring queries, and save your settings as variants. In addition to displaying data, you can also take various actions such as setting a payment or dunning block. You can export the data to a file and collaborate with colleagues. The app also serves as a navigation target from other apps, allowing users to drill down into the customer line items.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Manage Interest Runs					F4485										Use this app to display and manage the calculated interests, which are listed for each business partner and in each currency.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Manage Payment Advices					F2550					Accounts Receivable					With this app, you can create payment advices manually. You can also view, edit, and delete existing payment advices.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Manage Payment Media					F1868										With this app you can transfer the data required for electronic payment transactions to banks via a data medium. A payment medium is created with each successful payment run. When you download a payment medium, the app automatically saves it as a .txt or .xml file according to its type.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Manage SEPA Mandates					F5158										




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Manage Supplier Invoices					F0859					Invoice Verification					With this app you can create and display a supplier invoice based on the received document. You can specify the purchase order items to which your supplier invoice relates. These referenced items can also have multiple account assignment. You can choose among several assignment options depending on the reference document category. To identify the most relevant service entry sheet items, for example, you can search by the service performer and the performance date. If you select the Simulate or Post function, the system compares the quantity and amount data of each supplier invoice item with the data of the related purchase order item. If goodsreceiptbased invoice verification has been defined for a purchase order item, the system compares the supplier invoice data with the related goods receipt data. If the deviation is outside defined tolerances, the invoice is posted, but the invoice is automatically blocked for payment. If the system determines the responsible person, an approval process is initiated. You can use the Supplier Invoices List app to display supplier invoices. In the detail view, you can release or reverse a blocked supplier invoice.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					My Dunning Proposals					F2435					Accounts Receivable					With this app you can create dunning proposals, and then review the dunning notices before they are sent to customers. If for business reasons you do not want to send a dunning notice to a particular customer, you can choose to set a dunning block on that notice. It will then not be included when the remaining dunning notices are sent.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Post Document, Post Journal Entries					FB01					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Post Incoming Payments					F1345										With this app you can post and clear a single incoming payment in one step. You usually check for incoming payments using online banking. However, if payments are not received using electronic bank statements, you need to enter the payment data manually and trigger a search for the matching open items. Ideally, the system proposes a list of matching items for which you can post and clear the payment in one step. If its not possible to clear the payment, you can post it on account or to a G/L account.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Post with Clearing					F-04					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Quick create Payment Advice					F2790					Accounts Receivable					With this app, you can create payment advices manually. You can also view, edit, and delete existing payment advices.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Quick view Payment Advice					F2789					Accounts Receivable					With this app, you can create payment advices manually. You can also view, edit, and delete existing payment advices.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Reprocess Bank Statement Items					F1520										Use this app to reprocess bank statement items that the system cannot automatically post and clear. Bank statements can be entered into the system automatically electronic bank statement or manually. In both cases, rulebased processing assigns and clears the payments automatically. If the automatic processing is not successful, manual reprocessing is required. In this app, you can reprocess a bank statement item, mark it as reprocessed, and enter a reason for reprocessing. You can also add attachments to bank statement items.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Reset Cleared Items					F2223										With this app you can reset the clearing of line items as well as reverse the clearing entry if required. You can use this function for line items of customer accounts or supplier accounts as well as for line items of G/L accounts that are managed on an open item basis.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Reset Cleared Items - FBRA					FBRA										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Revise Payment Proposals					F0771										With this app you can check and revise payment proposals and the details of open items. This allows you to make sure that all the payments are made correctly and on time and are compliant with company policies.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Schedule Accounts Receivable Jobs					F2366					Information System					With this app, you can schedule Accounts Receivable jobs using the templates and scheduling options provided.The app gives you access to different job templates, for example to Automatic Reprocessing of Bank Statements via SAP Cash Application.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Schedule Automatic Payments					F110					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Schedule General Ledger Jobs					F1927										Use this app to schedule General Ledger jobs using the templates provided, for example, Foreign Currency Valuation.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant					Schedule Interest Calculation Jobs					F4176										To calculate interest in the SAP menu, follow the instructions in this section. Alternatively, you can also calculate item interest on the SAP Fiori Launchpad by using the Schedule Interest Calculation Jobs app.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant - Leasing					Analyze Logs					RECALA					Flexible Real Estate Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant - Leasing					Cash Flow - Information System					REISCDCF					Information System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant - Leasing					Contract Management					F5273					Flexible Real Estate Management					With this app, you can manage many aspects of your contract portfolio.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant - Leasing					Manage Contract					RECN					Real Estate Contract					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant - Leasing					Object Cash Flow Contr. - Information System					REISCDCFOBJ					Information System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant - Leasing					Periodic Posting: Contracts					RERAPP					Rental Accounting					Using the Periodic Posting for Real Estate Contract function, you post the accounting flows resulting from the conditions while taking account of the contract type. The result is that the planned records generated in the cash floware posted as condition amounts to the assigned accounts of the contractual partner or transferred to other real estate objects.  Note  For more information on conditions in the real estate contract, see Defining and Assigning Conditions and Flows .




					Accounts Receivable Accountant - Leasing					Real Estate Accounting Objects Plan and Actuals Report					F5362					Flexible Real Estate Management					




					Accounts Receivable Accountant - Leasing					Real Estate Cash Flow Report					F5363					Flexible Real Estate Management					




					Accounts Receivable Accountant - Leasing					Reverse Contract Postings					RERAPPRV					Rental Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant for China					Customer Line Items - China					F5686					Financials China					With this app, you can display the details of customer account balances: balances at the start and end of a specified period. It also shows the credit and debit of the period and those of the current fiscal year. Additionally, the report can be directly exported from the system to meet the tax requirements of the books in China. By running the report in this way, you can easily get a big picture of the balances of customer accounts and make sure that payments from customers are duly collected and confirmed.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant for China					Display Customer Summary - China					F1993					Financials China					With this app, you can display a summary of customer account balances: balances at the start and end of a specified period. The summary also shows the credit and debit of the period and those of the current fiscal year. By viewing the summary, you can get a big picture of the balances of customer accounts and make sure that payments from customers are collected and confirmed duly.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant for China					Manage Documents					F2733					Document Management System					With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant for China					Schedule Job for BoE Package Clearing					F5064										With this app, you can schedule jobs for clearing bill of exchange packages that are depletedusing the provided job template. The bill of exchange package gets partial clearingwhen its subpackages are posted. Therefore, in normal process, clearing of the billof exchange package is triggered automatically when the last bill of exchangesubpackage is posted and the status of the bill of exchange package turns intoDepleted. Only when the clearing fails, or the clearingdocument is reversed for a bill of exchange package, you can use this app forclearing.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant for Czech Republic					Print VAT Doc for DownPmnt - Czech Republic					IDCZ_VATDOCDP					Financials Czech Republic					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant for Japan					Edit Journal Entry for Invoice Summary - Japan					F2284					Financials Japan					With this app you can edit Japanspecific information for journal entries that are used for monthly invoice summaries. In addition to editing details for Journal Entries, you can also exclude Journal Entries from monthly invoices, or include Journal Entries in separate monthly invoices.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant for Japan					Maintain Virtual Accounts - Japan					F2089					Financials Japan					With this app you can create, edit, and delete the virtual accounts for customers or payer invoices. If you maintain the Business Partner master data in the backend system, the virtual accounts for payer invoices will be used by the Manage Invoice Summary  Japan app.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant for Japan					Manage Invoice Summary - Japan					F1774					Financials Japan					With this app you can perform the following two functions: Invoice Summary Processing and Invoice Summary Report. For Invoice Summary Processing, you can create, cancel, and print the invoice summary of Japanese customers. For Invoice Summary Report, you can check the status of the documents payer invoices and monthly invoices and display the status of payment.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant for Norway					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant for Norway					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant for Poland					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant for Poland					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Accounts Receivable Accountant for Russian Federation					Schedule General Ledger Jobs					F1927										Use this app to schedule General Ledger jobs using the templates provided, for example, Foreign Currency Valuation.




					Accounts Receivable Manager					Accounts Receivable Overview					F3242					Accounts Receivable					With this analytical overview app you can monitor important accounts receivable indicators and access the relevant accounts receivable apps. You can use the filters to limit the data behind the indicators to the information most relevant for you.




					Accounts Receivable Manager					Allowance for Doubtful Accounts					F2686					Information System					With this app you gain insight into allowance for doubtful accounts management, and you can assess the adequacy of current allowance levels. This refers to provisions made to allow for the possible nonpayment of overdue receivables.  The app gives you a clear view of overdue receivables and their associated allowances, and you can drill down for details of individual customer accounts at journal entry level.




					Accounts Receivable Manager					Cash Collection Tracker - Accounts Receivable					F2925					Accounts Receivable					With this analytical app you can track your collection progress against due receivables for a selected period. You select a period or date and the app displays the sums of all open invoices due in previous periods, invoices posted in previous periods that are due in the selected period, and new invoices that are both posted and due in the selected period. The sum of these due receivables forms the total target.




					Accounts Receivable Manager					Customer Master FactSheets					F0046A										With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.




					Accounts Receivable Manager					Days Beyond Terms (S/4HANA)					F1739										The analytical app displays the Key Performance Indicator KPI Days Beyond Terms. It provides you with an insight into the payment history of your customers and indicates how effectively your company collects payments. A high Days Beyond Terms DBT figure indicates that your company is taking too long to collect payments. The app clearly indicates when predefined thresholds have been exceeded. You can view DBT figures in a chart or a table according to account group, accounting clerk, calendar month or year, company code, country key, customer, customer classification, display currency, exchange rate type, reconciliation account, or region. If you have just started a new business, you may find the Days Sales Outstanding KPI more helpful.




					Accounts Receivable Manager					Days Sales Outstanding (S/4HANA)					F1741										The analytical app displays the Key Performance Indicator KPI Days Sales Outstanding, that is, the number of days it takes on average for your company to collect receivables. A high Days Sales Outstanding DSO figure can indicate that your company is taking too long to collect money, and that your company is extending too lenient credit terms to customers. The app clearly indicates when predefined thresholds have been exceeded. You can view DSO figures in a chart or a table according to account group, accounting clerk, calendar month, calendar year, company code, country key, customer, customer classification, display currency, exchange rate type, G/L account, reconciliation account, region, or special G/L. If your company has been in business for a longer period of time, you may find the Days Beyond Terms KPI more helpful.




					Accounts Receivable Manager					Days Sales Outstanding - Detailed Analysis					F2687					Accounts Receivable					With this analytical app you can conduct a detailed analysis of your days sales outstanding DSO. You can use the predefined analysis steps to view your DSO by company code, due period, and country of customer. You can look at your revenue and overdue receivables over time and focus your analysis by using the filters to drill down.




					Accounts Receivable Manager					Display Document, Display Journal Entries					FB03					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Accounts Receivable Manager					Display Item Change Log					F2681					Information System					With this app you can see details of changes made to all journal entries relevant to your role. The app displays changes to all logenabled fields in the relevant documents, and you can easily see what was changed, by whom, and when.  This gives you demonstrable oversight of all changes made to journal entries within your area, which can be useful in relation to auditing.




					Accounts Receivable Manager					Display Journal Entries in T-Account View					F3664					Information System					With this app you can inspect how one or multiple journal entries affect ledger accounts where they are posted.




					Accounts Receivable Manager					Doubtful Accounts Valuation					F3246					Information System					With this app you gain insight into allowance for doubtful accounts management, and you can assess the adequacy of current allowance levels. This refers to provisions made to allow for expected credit losses, as required by IFRS 9.  The app gives you a clear view of overdue receivables and their associated allowances, and you can drill down for details of individual customer accounts at journal entry level. The allowance values presented are based on Flat Rate Individual Value Adjustments created during valuation runs managed by way of transaction F107  FI Valuation Run. Users who calculate allowances using transaction F103>FAGL_104, or similar methods, should make use of the Allowance for Doubtful Accounts app.




					Accounts Receivable Manager					Dunning Level Distribution (S/4HANA)					F1742										The analytical app displays the Key Performance Indicator KPI Dunning Level Distribution, that is, open dunning amounts per dunning level and customer. You can view the open dunning amounts in a chart or a table according to dunning level and by the 10 customers with the highest open dunning amounts. You can also drill down to analyze your dunning level distribution according to account group, accounting clerk, company code, country key, customer, customer classification, display currency, exchange rate type, reconciliation account, or region.




					Accounts Receivable Manager					Edit Options for Journal Entries - My Settings					F2130										With this app you can set userspecific options for editing journal entries. For example, you select the option Document in Local Currency if you only want to enter journal entries in local currency. Those fields needed to enter foreign currency journal entries are not shown. The selected options are saved for your user ID. You can change your options or restore the default settings again at any time.




					Accounts Receivable Manager					FIN User Default Parameter Plugin					F1765										




					Accounts Receivable Manager					Future Receivables (S/4HANA)					F1744										This analytical app displays the Key Performance Indicator KPI Future Receivables. You can view the results in a chart or table according to due period, company code, or the top 10 customers who have the highest amounts receivable. You can also drill down to see the numbers of open items for the relevant customers. In addition, you can analyze your future amounts receivable according to account group, accounting clerk, company code, country key, customer, customer classification, display currency, exchange rate type, G/L account, net due interval, region, or special G/L.




					Accounts Receivable Manager					Manage Interest Runs					F4485										Use this app to display and manage the calculated interests, which are listed for each business partner and in each currency.




					Accounts Receivable Manager					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					Accounts Receivable Manager					Overdue Receivables (S/4HANA)					F1747										You can use this app to view the Key Performance Indicator KPI Overdue Receivables. You can drill down to analyze the 10 highest overdue receivables by customer, which enables you to take quick action to reduce the highest amounts owing to your business. You can also analyze overdue receivables by company code or by accounting clerk. You can view the overdue receivables in a chart or a table according to company code, customer, country and region of the customer, and accounting clerk.




					Accounts Receivable Manager					Overdue Receivables by Risk Class					F2539					Accounts Receivable					With this app you can display overdue receivables by risk class. It can help you analyze if your risk is appropriately diversified and provides you with insights to support segmentation, credit, and payment term decision making.




					Accounts Receivable Manager					Overdue Receivables in Dispute					F2540					Accounts Receivable					With this app you can display the amount of overdue receivables in dispute. It allows you to prioritize the open disputes that are delaying the payment of overdue invoices.




					Accounts Receivable Manager					Reprocessing Rate of Incoming Payments					F1619										You can use this app to display and analyze how many incoming payments bank statement items have been manually reprocessed after automatic payment clearing was unsuccessful.  Manual reprocessing of incoming payments is expensive and timeconsuming. It is often required because a customer has not provided sufficient reference information, or has paid the incorrect amount, or indeed if the settings for automatic posting are not complete. This app helps you to improve the automation of receivables management by giving you detailed information on how often and under what circumstances manual reprocessing is required. You can run analyses according to reason, company, customer, or bank. In addition, you can initiate further steps to save processing costs, such as sending an email to a customer or informing management if settings are missing or wrong.




					Accounts Receivable Manager					Schedule Interest Calculation Jobs					F4176										To calculate interest in the SAP menu, follow the instructions in this section. Alternatively, you can also calculate item interest on the SAP Fiori Launchpad by using the Schedule Interest Calculation Jobs app.




					Accounts Receivable Manager					Total Receivables (S/4HANA)					F1748										This analytical app displays the Key Performance Indicator KPI Total Receivables. You can view the receivables amount in total by various dimensions and filter the results according to different criteria. You can also drill down to analyze your total receivables by account group, company code, company code currency, country key, customer, customer classification, display currency, exchange rate type, G/L account, reconciliation account, region, or special G/L.




					Accounts Receivable Manager for Thailand					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Accounts Receivable Manager for Thailand					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Administrator					Business Event Queue					F2392										With this app, you can view the analytical representation of the event count versus business object type. It shows the number of events raised for a business object. There is a technical job SAP_BEH_DELETE_OUTBOUND that automatically clears the queue every day and it picks the events that were created in last three days. The report that is used is BEH_R_DELETE_QUEUE.




					Administrator					Business Event Subscription					F2569										With this app, you can check and subscribe to business object events. You can also manage all active and inactive subscriptions.




					Administrator					Configure Personalized Search					F2800					HANA Search for Business Suite					With this app, you can enable or disable the tracking of a userapos;s search activities. The search data is retained in the database. Users can access the data collected in the database. This data can be used for user specific ranking of search results in the Enterprise Search.  This app tracks all of the visits, keywords entered by the user, and the navigation paths. The keywords are stored in the database and can be used by the Enterprise Search framework when the user logs on and search in the future.




					Administrator					Define Statutory Reports					F2131										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Administrator					Flexible Workflow Administration					F5343					Runtime					




					Administrator					Manage Database Cache Configuration					F4016					ABAP Dictionary					




					Administrator					Manage Output Items					F2279										This app gives you a central overview of outputs sent via various channels and their status. It lets you view and process multiple outputs at the same time, for example for error analysis and correction.




					Administrator					Manage Search Models					F3036					HANA Search for Business Suite					Every application uses the Enterprise Search as a key technology for basic searches. Enterprise Search allows you to search all structured data in an application in a unified way. The key user can select search model delivered by SAP and view the search results in a simple and formatted way. The key user can also create a search model from the selected CDS view, customize the fields and the formatting based on their requirements.  The Manage Search Models app enables a unified search of a search modelapos;s structured data.




					Administrator					Workflow System Jobs					F4919					SAP Business Workflow					




					Administrator (Retail)					Display Billing Documents					VF03					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Administrator (Retail)					Display Document, Display Journal Entries					FB03					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Administrator (Retail)					Manage Billing Documents					F0797					Billing					With this app, you can manage invoices, invoice cancellations, credit memos, and other billing documents. This includes displaying, editing, posting, and canceling billing documents. You can also review why a billing document split has occurred and generate PDFbased print previews of billing documents.




					Administrator (Retail)					Material Documents Overview					F1077										With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Administrator (Retail)					Schedule POS Inbound Service					F5236										Retailers send bulk information of sold merchandise data from the POS system to SAP S/4HANA using POS inbound SOAP service.  You can use this app to schedule jobs for processing of the bulk messages which are persisted in Application Interface Framework AIF XML persistence using Background Remote Function Calls bgRFC.




					Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)					Edit Options for Journal Entries - My Settings					F2130										With this app you can set userspecific options for editing journal entries. For example, you select the option Document in Local Currency if you only want to enter journal entries in local currency. Those fields needed to enter foreign currency journal entries are not shown. The selected options are saved for your user ID. You can change your options or restore the default settings again at any time.




					Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)					Manage Bank Statement Reprocessing Rules					F3555										Use this app to create and manage processing rules to perform G/L and AP/AR account postings.




					Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)					Manage Bank Statements					F1564										Use this app to manage manual and electronic bank statements. The app provides an overview of all bank statements for all house bank accounts. You can also view detailed information for each bank statement.




					Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)					Manage Incoming Payment Files					F1680					Accounts Receivable					You can use this app to import electronic payment files, such as bank statements, payment rejections, intraday bank statements, lockbox batches, and payment files for Advanced Payment Management. After the bank statements and lockbox batches are imported and posted, they can be processed further using the Manage Bank Statements, Manage Lockbox Batches, or Manage Payments apps, if needed.




					Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)					Map Format Data for Incoming Files from Banks					F5608										




					Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)					My Outbox					F6511										You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.




					Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)					Reprocess Bank Statement Items					F1520										Use this app to reprocess bank statement items that the system cannot automatically post and clear. Bank statements can be entered into the system automatically electronic bank statement or manually. In both cases, rulebased processing assigns and clears the payments automatically. If the automatic processing is not successful, manual reprocessing is required. In this app, you can reprocess a bank statement item, mark it as reprocessed, and enter a reason for reprocessing. You can also add attachments to bank statement items.




					Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)					Reset Cleared Items - FBRA					FBRA										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)					Schedule General Ledger Jobs					F1927										Use this app to schedule General Ledger jobs using the templates provided, for example, Foreign Currency Valuation.




					Administrator - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)					Upload Bank Statements					FF_5					Bank Statement					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Administrator - Group Reporting					Application Jobs - Import to Global Hierarchies					F5097										With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.




					Administrator - Group Reporting					Manage Global Hierarchies					F2918										With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.




					Administrator - Group Reporting					Manage Substitution and Validation Rules					F4406					Validation, Substitution and Rules					With this app, you can display, change, and create substitution and validation rules for your selected business contexts and events. These rules can be used in the respective business processes to validate, derive, or replace values at the time of entry for the relevant fields.




					Administrator - Group Reporting					Schedule jobs for consolidation tasks					F4376										You can use this app to schedule and monitor jobs for consolidation tasks using the provided templates. If you have manual activities that you often need to do at a specific time, this app can reduce your workload by running these tasks smoothly in the background.




					Administrator - International Trade					Billing Document					F1901					Billing					With this app, you can display a concise overview of billing document details and contextual information.




					Administrator - International Trade					Customer Master FactSheets					F0046A										With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.




					Administrator - International Trade					Display Billing Documents					VF03					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Administrator - International Trade					Display Invoice List, Display Invoice Lists					VF23					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Administrator - International Trade					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Administrator - International Trade					Invoice List					F2739					Billing					With this app, you can display a concise overview of an invoice listapos;s details and navigate to the billing documents it contains. Invoice lists are documents that combine billing documents invoices, debit memos, or credit memos that have already been posted to financial accounting and are intended for a single designated payer. Suppliers that use invoice lists to periodically bill sales they have made to a buying group can substantially reduce the administrative effort involved in payment collection. Similarly to billing documents, invoice lists consist of a header and one or more items. Each item represents one of the individual billing documents that together comprise the invoice list. The billing documents in the invoice list can be single or collective documents collective invoices combine items from more than one delivery. You can create the following two types of invoice list:   For invoices and debit memos   For credit memos




					Administrator - International Trade					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Administrator - International Trade					Preliminary Billing Document					F2874										With this app, you can display an overview of a preliminary billing documentapos;s details and contextual information. Preliminary billing documents are intended purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes become necessary, you can make these changes in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.




					Administrator - International Trade					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Administrator - International Trade					Supplier					F0354					Vendor Master					With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.




					Administrator - Leasing					Analyze Logs					RECALA					Flexible Real Estate Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Administrator - Legal Content Management					Manage Teams and Responsibilities					F2412										With this app you can manage teams, responsibility definitions, and team member functions in Responsibility Management. You can use responsibility definitions and member functions to determine members that are responsible for workflows, business scenarios, and situation handling. A team member is a business partner associated with an SAP user a business user. Before you add members to teams, you need to make sure that team members meet the required prerequisites. From SAP Fiori launchpad, you can choose the Teams search model to search for teams in Responsibility Management. You can also apply filters to see a subset of the result list. For more information about enterprise search, see Enterprise Search.




					Administrator - Legal Content Management					My Outbox					F6511										You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.




					Administrator - Real Estate Management					Check Real Estate Object					F5967					Flexible Real Estate Management					




					Administrator - Real Estate Management					Manage Occupancy Groups					F5593					Flexible Real Estate Management					With this app you can manage and maintain your occupancy groups.




					Administrator - Real Estate Management					Manage Usage Enablement Groups					F5465					Flexible Real Estate Management					With this app you can manage and maintain your usage enablement groups.




					Administrator - Real Estate Management					Reconciliate Real Estate Object					F5960					Flexible Real Estate Management					




					Administrator - Recipe Development					Change Material					MM02					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Administrator - Recipe Development					Characteristics, Display Characteristic, Manage Characteristics					CT04										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Administrator - Recipe Development					Classification Based Product Hierarchy					F2351					Material Master					With this app you can define and visualize product master hierarchies based on classification data, for example a media product hierarchy that defines TV series, seasons, and episodes. This feature interacts with the Manage Product Master Data application to navigate into product master details, and you can change the parent node or remove it from the hierarchy by changing classification data there. The hierarchy data can be used directly for product analytics, for example to compare the revenue of TV series.




					Administrator - Recipe Development					Create Material					MM01					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Administrator - Recipe Development					Display Class, Manage Classes					CL02					Classification					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Administrator - Recipe Development					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Administrator - Recipe Development					Display Where Characteristics Are Used					CT12					Characteristics					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Administrator - Recipe Development					Manage Documents					F2733					Document Management System					With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.




					Administrator - Recipe Development					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Administrator - Recipe Development					Product Master Quick  View - Co Pilot					F2756					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Administrator - Recipe Development					Unit of measure Quick  Create - Co Pilot					F2757					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Administrator - Sourcing					Manage Cost Breakdown Templates					F6666										With this app, you as an administrator for sourcing SAP_BR_ADMINISTRATOR_SRC can create templates for your potential suppliers to provide details of cost breakdown for the items sourced by you. The cost breakdown information shared by your supplier using the template helps your organization to compare costs before making a buying decision. A template created with this app can be consumed by other apps, for example, the Manage Sourcing Projects.




					Analytics Specialist					Cost Centers - Plan/Actuals					W0081					Information System, iViews					With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Analytics Specialist					Custom Analytical Queries					F1572										




					Analytics Specialist					Manage KPIs and Reports					F2814										The Manage KPIs and Reports app is a single platform for creating all analytical applications using KPIs, reports, and stories. You can create applications that can be launched directly from SAP Fiori launchpad. You can configure metrics in the KPI, visualize the data either in chart or table format, and analyze the data to improve the quantity and quality of the different business units belonging to an organization.  This app is integrated with SAP Analytics Cloud, which helps to analyze and interact with realtime data. With SAP Analytics Cloud, data can be imported, or connected live from SAP S/4HANA Cloud systems, modeled, and converted into various visualizations. This helps the business units in datadriven decision making. For more details, see the following section, which explains the capabilities of Embedded Analytics powered by SAP Analytics Cloud.




					Analytics Specialist					View Browser					F2170										Key users at SAP S/4HANA are faced with the challenge to search for CDS views, be it CDS views released by SAP or customized CDS view. The key user responsible for building data models can then use the View Browser app to get a list of all available CDS views along with the details such as Category, View Types, Dimensions and Measures, Annotations, supported capabilities, and modeling pattern of the CDS views. The key user can also use various search options such as descriptions, application components, and tables used in building the CDS views to search for CDS views. You can use this app to search for CDS views and analyze the data fields of the CDS view. This application displays all of the CDS views and underlying artifacts in tables. By default, the content views are organized by view name. You can also use the dropdown feature to filter the values in each column. The advantage of using this app over the Custom Analytical Query app is that the latter displays only released analytical queries, but the View Browser app displays all the CDS views that were released by SAP, as well as custom SAP views irrespective of draft or released status. However, you can use Custom Analytical Query app to create, save, modify, and publish CDS views to catalogs. However, you cannot alter or modify the CDS views created by SAP. Recommendation We recommend using SAPdelivered CDS views with the status Released. The SAP CDS views with statuses Not Released and Deprecated may be changed or deleted and may not be available to customers.




					Asset Accountant					Asset Accounting Overview					F3096					Asset Accounting					With this app you can easily access key information and KPIs within the Asset Accounting area, and gain insight into current trends. The app provides a central source of information for the asset accountant, and offers a range of filters and builtin navigation to related apps.




					Asset Accountant					Asset Balances					F1617					Asset Accounting					With this app, you can display balances of fixed assets according to various criteria, such as company code, depreciation area, segment, or profit center. The report enables you to understand the netbook value of fixed assets derived from acquisition and production costs APC and depreciation. SAP provides preconfigured key figure groups that you can use for your reporting. These key figure groups bundle key figure codes, such as APC, retirements, transfers, cumulative depreciation and netbook value at reporting date.




					Asset Accountant					Asset History Sheet					F1615					Asset Accounting					With this app, you can call up the asset history sheet that shows value changes to the fixed asset balances in a fiscal year for a depreciation area. The asset history sheet enables you to document and explain the balances on fixed assets for every accounting principle, any local regulation, and for management purposes. SAP provides preconfigured key figure groups that you can use for your reporting. These key figure groups bundle key figure codes, such as acquisitions, retirements, transfers, and depreciation.




					Asset Accountant					Asset Master Worklist					F1592					Asset Accounting					With this app you can display a worklist of fixed assets and quickly get an overview of the status of all assets in the list. As well as displaying a list according to specific criteria such as company code or asset class, you can quickly refine the list to show, for example, only incomplete assets, capitalized assets, or retired assets.  Note You cannot use this app when the business function Universal Parallel Accounting FINS_PARALLEL_ACCOUNTING_BF is active. When the business function is active, you can use the following app instead: Manage Fixed Assets F3425.




					Asset Accountant					Asset Transactions					F1614					Asset Accounting					With this app you can check and evaluate daily operations in Asset Accounting. The SAP standard key figure groups enable you to select asset transactions by group, such as acquisitions, retirements, or transfers. The report then displays all transactions of the selected key figure groups and their respective key figures. For example, retirements are listed with retirement revenues or costs, gains, losses, retired APC, and book value. Note When you select the Retirement view in this app, the results for Retirement Gain and Retirement Loss are displayed only, if your configuration allows postings of asset retirement gain and loss to G/L.SAP recommends that your configuration doesnt allow postings of asset retirement gain and loss to G/L.




					Asset Accountant					Asset Values					AW01N					Basic Functions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Asset Accountant					Balance Carryforward Status					F4683										You can use this app to view details about the balance carryforward, such as the status, when it was run and more. The balance carryforward involves carrying forward account balances for all currencies into the new fiscal year. After youapos;ve manually run the balance carryforward, opening balances for a fiscal year are made available.




					Asset Accountant					Change Asset					AS02					Basic Functions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Asset Accountant					Change Group Asset					AS22					Basic Functions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Asset Accountant					Create Asset					AS01					Basic Functions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Asset Accountant					Create Asset Subnumber					AS11					Basic Functions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Asset Accountant					Depreciation Lists					F1616					Asset Accounting					This app serves as a supplement to the profit and loss statement. The key figures enable you to analyze the interest and depreciation of fixed assets. You can report depreciation values as a total, or by depreciation type such as ordinary depreciation, special depreciation, unplanned depreciation, writeups, and transferred reserves deferred gain. In addition, the status of depreciation and asset attributes, such as the depreciation key and the useful life, help you to analyze the reported figures.




					Asset Accountant					Display Asset					AS03					Basic Functions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Asset Accountant					Display Document, Display Journal Entries					FB03					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Asset Accountant					FIN User Default Parameter Plugin					F1765										




					Asset Accountant					Manage Fixed Assets					F1684					Asset Accounting					With this app youapos;ve got all the data for an asset in one place. A graphical representation of the assetapos;s life cycle allows you to quickly get an overview of the assets status and adjust the valuation. Key figures, such as acquisition and production cost APC, accumulated depreciation and netbook value, help you to understand the asset valuation in detail and to determine why unexpected value changes have occurred, for example when special depreciation has been posted for the fixed asset due to an accident. Fixed assets are usually created and capitalized automatically in the integrated procurement and invoicing processes, if your solution has been configured accordingly. To access this app, you can go to the Display Asset Master Worklist app. From there, select a fixed asset master data and navigate to Manage Fixed Assets using the link list or the navigation arrow. You can also navigate to this app from the following reporting apps:   Asset History Sheet   Asset Balances   Depreciation Lists   Asset Transactions   Note You cannot use this app when the business function Universal Parallel Accounting FINS_PARALLEL_ACCOUNTING_BF is active. When the business function is active, you can use the following app instead: Manage Fixed Assets F3425.




					Asset Accountant					Post Retirement (Non-Integrated) - Without Customer					ABAON					Basic Functions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Asset Accountant					Post Retirement - By Scrapping					ABAVN					Basic Functions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Asset Accountant					Post Transfer - Within Company Code					ABUMN					Basic Functions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Asset Accountant					Purchase Contract Items By Account Assignment					F2421										With this app, you can display purchase contract items based on their account assignments. By default, purchase contract items are grouped based on the cost centers to which they belong. This app is available for the role Accounts Payable A/P Accountant.




					Asset Accountant					Reverse Journal Entry - Asset Accounting-Specific					AB08					Basic Functions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Asset Accountant					Schedule Asset Accounting Jobs					F1914					Asset Accounting					With this app you can schedule Asset Accounting jobs using the templates and scheduling options provided.




					Asset Accountant - MCPSE (Utilities) for Brazil					Display Asset					AS03					Basic Functions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Asset Accountant - MCPSE (Utilities) for Brazil					Display Equipment (IE03)					IE03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Asset Accountant - MCPSE (Utilities) for Brazil					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Asset Accountant - MCPSE (Utilities) for Brazil					Display PM Order (IW33)					IW33										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Asset Accountant - MCPSE (Utilities) for Brazil					Fixed Asset MCPSE Attributions					F5683										With this app, you can manually unitize and generate the ANEEL code to be sent to the government. Also, you use the app to consolidate all the ANEEL Codes automatically generated by Plant Maintenance MCPSE Attribution and Project System MCPSE Attribution apps.




					Asset Accountant - MCPSE (Utilities) for Brazil					Material MCPSE Attributions					F5685										With this app, you can add master data information for the MCPSE to a material.




					Asset Accountant - MCPSE (Utilities) for Brazil					Plant Maintenance MCPSE Attributions					F5684										With this app, you can The Maintenance Order Attribution app ensures that all materials comprised in the selected maintenance orders will create assets. Generating the ANEEL Code to be sent to the government. You use the app to automatize the creation of assets as well as costs distribution via settlement conditions of maintenance orders. Also, material master, equipment master data, and financial assets master data should be enhanced to include specific regulatory information.




					Asset Accountant for Bulgaria					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					Asset Accountant for Israel					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Asset Accountant for Italy					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Asset Accountant for Italy					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					Asset Accountant for Italy					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Asset Accountant for Luxembourg					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					Asset Accountant for Poland					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Asset Accountant for Poland					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					Asset Accountant for Poland					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Asset Accountant for Portugal					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Asset Accountant for Portugal					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					Asset Accountant for Portugal					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Asset Accountant for Romania					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Asset Accountant for Romania					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Asset Accountant for Russian Federation					Maintain Concession Documents					F5863					Financials Russia					An application to maintain concession documents for assets that are used in the Concession Claim for Assets for Russia report




					Asset Accountant for Serbia					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Asset Accountant for Singapore					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Asset Accountant for Singapore					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					Asset Accountant for Singapore					Run Statutory Reports / Singapore AA Reporting					F1515_SG_5					Financials Singapore					Managing Fraction DigitsYou can modify the currency fields in you report and control the number of decimals displayed during report generation using the field Number of Decimals for Currency Amounts. The default number of decimals are taken from the data source initially, which can later be modified as required. Based on the adjustment done, during preview, the values are validated against the data already given during preview. The ability to customize fraction digits are enabled only for CDS, ABAP Dictionary, or querybased documents.Enabling Schema changesYou can now easily view the selected CDS fields during schema creation in the CDS Field Selection dialog. Additionally, you can view the selected fields while editing the schema as well.Enabling Activity Group for activitiesYou can categorize similar reporting activities into a single group based on their functions. Assigning reporting activities into groups help when you want to perform some additional actions, such as identifying a specific reporting activity based on the group they are allotted to. The activity group value assigned to the reporting activity group will be available in the Run Compliance Reports app and based on this value, appropriate business checks can be processed. New Organizational UnitsTwo new organizational units Profit Center and Segment are introduced in SAP S/4HANA Cloud. These new options can be used as a replacement for Business Area while defining report category. New statuses for documentsThe Document Status column is enhanced with two new statuses such as In Process Editing and In Process Regeneration. In Process Editing status appears when the document is saved with manual changes and In Process Regeneration status appears when the document is being regenerated. Enhancement to Balance Sheet/Income Statement GENC_FINSTMNT_RETThe generic report definition Balance Sheet/Income Statement is enhanced so that the search help of parameter Currency Type CURRENCYROLE supports all currency types, including functional currency.




					Asset Accountant for Slovakia					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Asset Accountant for Slovakia					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					Asset Accountant for Slovakia					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Audit Specialist for Israel					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					BOM Engineer					Change Document					CV02N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					BOM Engineer					Characteristics, Display Characteristic, Manage Characteristics					CT04										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					BOM Engineer					Create Document					CV01N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					BOM Engineer					Display Class, Display Classes					CL03					Classes					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					BOM Engineer					Display Class, Manage Classes					CL02					Classification					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					BOM Engineer					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					BOM Engineer					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					BOM Engineer					Display Where Characteristics Are Used					CT12					Characteristics					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					BOM Engineer					Display document					CV03N										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					BOM Engineer					Find Document					CV04N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					BOM Engineer					Manage Documents					F2733					Document Management System					With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.




					BOM Engineer					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					BOM Engineer					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					BOM Engineer - Customer Order					Change Document					CV02N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					BOM Engineer - Customer Order					Change Material					MM02					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					BOM Engineer - Customer Order					Characteristics, Display Characteristic, Manage Characteristics					CT04										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					BOM Engineer - Customer Order					Classification Based Product Hierarchy					F2351					Material Master					With this app you can define and visualize product master hierarchies based on classification data, for example a media product hierarchy that defines TV series, seasons, and episodes. This feature interacts with the Manage Product Master Data application to navigate into product master details, and you can change the parent node or remove it from the hierarchy by changing classification data there. The hierarchy data can be used directly for product analytics, for example to compare the revenue of TV series.




					BOM Engineer - Customer Order					Create Document					CV01N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					BOM Engineer - Customer Order					Create Material					MM01					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					BOM Engineer - Customer Order					Display Class, Manage Classes					CL02					Classification					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					BOM Engineer - Customer Order					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					BOM Engineer - Customer Order					Display Where Characteristics Are Used					CT12					Characteristics					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					BOM Engineer - Customer Order					Display document					CV03N										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					BOM Engineer - Customer Order					Find Document					CV04N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					BOM Engineer - Customer Order					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					BOM Engineer - Customer Order					Product Master Quick  View - Co Pilot					F2756					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					BOM Engineer - Customer Order					Unit of measure Quick  Create - Co Pilot					F2757					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Billing Clerk					Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned					F2878A										This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.




					Billing Clerk					Billing Document					F1901					Billing					With this app, you can display a concise overview of billing document details and contextual information.




					Billing Clerk					Billing Document Request					F2337					Billing					With this object page, you can display the details of billing document requests BDRs. BDRs are request objects that can contain itemized billing data from a range of sources. BDRs can contain only debit items.




					Billing Clerk					Change Billing Documents					VF02					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Billing Clerk					Create Billing Documents					F0798					Billing					App ID: F0798 With this app, you can create billing documents for example, invoices and credit memos from items in the billing due list. This includes debit memo requests, sales orders, deliveries, and other sales and distribution SD documents. You can also generate temporary billing documents that you can review before converting them to final billing documents.




					Billing Clerk					Create Billing Documents - VF04, Maintain Billing Due List					VF04					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Billing Clerk					Create Billing Documents, Create Billing Documents - VF01					VF01					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Billing Clerk					Create Preliminary Billing Documents					F2876										App ID: F2876 With this app, you can create preliminary billing documents from billing due list items displayed in the app. Examples of billing due list items include sales orders, outbound deliveries, debit memo requests, and billing document requests. Note that you cannot create preliminary credit memos.  You create preliminary billing documents purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes are necessary, you can make them in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.




					Billing Clerk					Credit Memo Request					F1846										With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a credit memo request in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the credit memo request items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your credit memo request. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related customer returns.




					Billing Clerk					Customer Master FactSheets					F0046A										With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.




					Billing Clerk					Customer Return					F1815					Complaints					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a customer return in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the customer return items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your customer return. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related return deliveries.




					Billing Clerk					Debit Memo Request					F1848					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a debit memo request in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the debit memo request items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your debit memo request. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related invoices.




					Billing Clerk					Display Billing Documents					VF03					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Billing Clerk					Display Contract					VA43					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Billing Clerk					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Billing Clerk					Display Invoice List, Display Invoice Lists					VF23					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Billing Clerk					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Billing Clerk					Invoice List					F2739					Billing					With this app, you can display a concise overview of an invoice listapos;s details and navigate to the billing documents it contains. Invoice lists are documents that combine billing documents invoices, debit memos, or credit memos that have already been posted to financial accounting and are intended for a single designated payer. Suppliers that use invoice lists to periodically bill sales they have made to a buying group can substantially reduce the administrative effort involved in payment collection. Similarly to billing documents, invoice lists consist of a header and one or more items. Each item represents one of the individual billing documents that together comprise the invoice list. The billing documents in the invoice list can be single or collective documents collective invoices combine items from more than one delivery. You can create the following two types of invoice list:   For invoices and debit memos   For credit memos




					Billing Clerk					Manage Billing Document Requests					F2960					Billing					With this app, you can display, filter, sort, and group a list of all billing document requests BDRs in the system. You can also create, reject, and delete BDRs. The system uses BDRs to persist billing data from a range of sources, such as integrated external systems and uploaded spreadsheet files.




					Billing Clerk					Manage Billing Documents					F0797					Billing					With this app, you can manage invoices, invoice cancellations, credit memos, and other billing documents. This includes displaying, editing, posting, and canceling billing documents. You can also review why a billing document split has occurred and generate PDFbased print previews of billing documents.




					Billing Clerk					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Billing Clerk					Manage Electronic Documents					F4306										With this app, you can create and send electronic documents to your customers. You can also receive and view electronic documents from your suppliers.




					Billing Clerk					Manage Invoice Lists					F2740					Billing					With this app, you can display, filter, sort, and group all invoice lists in the system. You can also cancel existing invoice lists, navigate to individual billing document object pages to view them in detail, and navigate to other related apps. Invoice lists are documents that combine billing documents invoices, debit memos, or credit memos that have already been posted to financial accounting and are intended for a single designated payer. Suppliers that use invoice lists to periodically bill sales they have made to a buying group can substantially reduce the administrative effort involved in payment collection.




					Billing Clerk					Manage Preliminary Billing Documents					F2875										With this app, you can display a list of all preliminary billing documents in the system, which you can filter, sort, and group according to a wide range of criteria. You can also reject and finalize existing preliminary billing documents. As the final step of the lifecycle, you can convert your preliminary billing documents to billing documents. Preliminary billing documents are intended purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes become necessary, you can make these changes in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.Note Preliminary billing documents are relevant for output, but not for posting to financial accounting. Once you have reached an agreement with your customers regarding the documentapos;s final form, you can use the Manage Preliminary Billing Documents app to convert preliminary billing documents to billing documents. These billing documents can then be posted, output, and sent out to customers in the usual way.




					Billing Clerk					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Billing Clerk					My Inbox - Approve Preliminary Billing Documents					F5043					Billing					With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.




					Billing Clerk					Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0233A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Billing Clerk					Preliminary Billing Document					F2874										With this app, you can display an overview of a preliminary billing documentapos;s details and contextual information. Preliminary billing documents are intended purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes become necessary, you can make these changes in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.




					Billing Clerk					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Billing Clerk					Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0234A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Billing Clerk					Sales Contract (S/4HANA)					F2026					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales contract in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales contract items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.




					Billing Clerk					Sales Order (S/4HANA)					F1814					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					Billing Clerk					Sales Order without Charge					F2303					Sales					With this app you can display all the details relevant for a sales order without charge in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the items of sales orders without charge. You also view a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can check the current status of your sales order easily and quickly. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					Billing Clerk					Sales Quotation (S/4HANA)					F1871					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales quotation in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales quotation items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales quotation. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.




					Billing Clerk					Schedule Billing Creation					F1519					Billing					With this app, you can schedule jobs for the creation of billing documents for example, invoices for customers based on items in the billing due list. You can also display, cancel, and copy these billing creation jobs. You can start the creation of billing documents immediately or schedule the creation to run in the background. Note that you can reduce system load and processing times by running document creation during periods when system usage is lower at night, for example.




					Billing Clerk					Schedule Billing Creation for Preliminary Billing Documents					F5137					Billing					With this app, you can schedule jobs for the creation of preliminary billing documents for example, preliminary invoices for customers based on items in the billing due list. You can also display, cancel, and copy these creation jobs. You can start the creation of preliminary billing documents immediately or schedule the creation to run in the background. Note that you can reduce system load and processing times by running document creation during periods when system usage is lower at night, for example.




					Billing Clerk					Schedule Billing Output					F1510					Billing					With this app, you can schedule billing document output for example, printed invoices for customers by creating billing output jobs. You can also display, cancel, and copy these billing output jobs. You can reduce system load and processing times by running billing document output during periods when system usage is lower at night, for example.




					Billing Clerk					Schedule Billing Release					F1518					Billing					With this app, you can schedule the release of billing documents for example, customer invoices that the system was previously unable to release to financial accounting. Releasing a billing document posts it to financial accounting and results in the creation of a journal entry. You can also display, cancel, and copy the resulting billing release jobs. You can start the release of billing documents immediately or schedule the release to run in the background. Note than you can reduce system load and processing times by running billing release during periods when system usage is lower at night, for example.




					Billing Clerk					Schedule Creation of Preliminary Billing Documents					F4563										With this app, you can schedule jobs for the creation of preliminary billing documents for example, preliminary invoices for customers based on items in the billing due list. You can also display, cancel, and copy these creation jobs. You can start the creation of preliminary billing documents immediately or schedule the creation to run in the background. Note that you can reduce system load and processing times by running document creation during periods when system usage is lower at night, for example.




					Billing Clerk					Verify CT-e					F2207					Logistics Brazil					With this app you can easily verify all important data of a CTe, such as tax calculation, transport origin and destination, and product information. This app is available for the Billing Clerk and Accounts Payable Accountant  Procurement roles.




					Billing Clerk					Verify Nota Fiscal					F2056					Logistics Brazil					With this app you can easily verify all important data of a nota fiscal, such as tax calculation, transport and product information. Besides that, you can check the documents that originated the nota fiscal and if the nota fiscal has any subsequent documents. This app is available for the Billing Clerk and Accounts Payable Accountant  Procurement roles.




					Billing Clerk					Verify Service Nota Fiscal					F2206					Logistics Brazil					With this app you can easily verify all important data of a service nota fiscal, such as tax calculation, the service provider and taker information, service location, and the service description. Besides that, you can check the documents that originated the service nota fiscal. This app supports both electronic service notas fiscais and paper service notas fiscais. This app is available for the Billing Clerk and Accounts Payable Accountant  Procurement roles.




					Billing Clerk					eDocument Cockpit					EDOC_COCKPIT										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Billing Clerk for Colombia					eDocument Cockpit					EDOC_COCKPIT										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Billing Clerk for Czech Republic					eDocument Cockpit					EDOC_COCKPIT										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Billing Clerk for Hungary					eDocument Cockpit					EDOC_COCKPIT										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Billing Clerk for India					Create Outgoing Excise Invoice					F1906					Country-Specific Objects					With this app you can create outgoing excise invoices, which contains the list of goods that you have issued and is sent with each delivery that is subject to excise duty, from billing documents in the billing due list. This app is available for the Billing Clerk for India role.




					Billing Clerk for India					Manage Outgoing Excise Invoices					F1947					Country-Specific Objects					With this app you can manage outgoing excise invoices. This app is available for the Billing Clerk for India role.




					Billing Clerk for India					Run Monthly Utilization					F2241					Country-Specific Objects					With this app, you can calculate how much exise duty you must remit to the tax authorities. As per the law, you must remit excise duty once a month for all the goods issued and services provided in the given month. Once you have determined how much you have to pay, you specify where the money should be paid from. The money can be deducted from the CENVAT credits you have accumulated, from service tax credit accounts, from the personal ledger account PLA, or from the service tax clearing accounts. If the service tax is to be paid from the service tax credit and CENVAT credit, and the credit available is not sufficient to pay off the service tax, then the amount is pushed to the service tax clearing accounts. This app is available for the Billing Clerk for India role.




					Billing Clerk for Italy					eDocument Cockpit					EDOC_COCKPIT										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Billing Clerk for Peru					eDocument Cockpit					EDOC_COCKPIT										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Billing Specialist (Utilities) for Brazil					Billing Simulator Cockpit					F5489										With this app, you can:  Compare the simulation of billing data and Calculation master data.   Apply different simulation scenarios for a billing period already billed to determine differences between them.   Compare the documents in real time.   Create documentation using mass data.   Post financial documents.   By applying Calculation rules, the simulation shows you the value you have to charge or return.




					Budget Responsible - Funds Management					Manage Global Hierarchies					F2918										With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.




					Budget Specialist - Funds Management					Manage Global Hierarchies					F2918										With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.




					Business Process Specialist					Display Business Event Logs					F6021										With this app, you can display logged business events. The events can be filtered by event type for each SAP object type.




					Business Process Specialist					Display Business Events by Business Object					F6035										With this app, you can display business events grouped by SAP object nodes. You can filter the results by processing variants. The detailed view provides information about the sequences of business events for SAP object nodes.




					Business Process Specialist					Manage Team Hierarchies					F3077										With this app you can manage teams, responsibility definitions, and team member functions in Responsibility Management. You can use responsibility definitions and member functions to determine members that are responsible for workflows, business scenarios, and situation handling. A team member is a business partner associated with an SAP user a business user. Before you add members to teams, you need to make sure that team members meet the required prerequisites. From SAP Fiori launchpad, you can choose the Teams search model to search for teams in Responsibility Management. You can also apply filters to see a subset of the result list. For more information about enterprise search, see Enterprise Search.




					Business Process Specialist					Manage Teams and Responsibilities					F2412										With this app you can manage teams, responsibility definitions, and team member functions in Responsibility Management. You can use responsibility definitions and member functions to determine members that are responsible for workflows, business scenarios, and situation handling. A team member is a business partner associated with an SAP user a business user. Before you add members to teams, you need to make sure that team members meet the required prerequisites. From SAP Fiori launchpad, you can choose the Teams search model to search for teams in Responsibility Management. You can also apply filters to see a subset of the result list. For more information about enterprise search, see Enterprise Search.




					Cash Management Specialist					Bank (S/4HANA)					F1760										You can use this app for the following purposes: To display an overview of the bank data, such as: Bank name Bank key Bank country/region Key facts relevant in the business context. Key facts are important data prominently displayed in the app. This app shows the following key facts: Address of the bank SWIFT code Bank number     As a starting point to navigate to additional information relevant in your business context, such as information about related business partners, related master data, or related documents. To navigate to apps with additional functions, such as editing or analyzing related business data.




					Cash Management Specialist					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Management Specialist					Clear Open Items Automatically					F.13										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Management Specialist					Create Document					CV01N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Management Specialist					Display Bank Account Logs					F6777										With this app, you can view application logs for bank account management apps. This app offers a clearly structured overview when you need to check whether any errors occurred.




					Cash Management Specialist					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Management Specialist					Display Line Item Entry					F2218					Information System					With this app, you can check general ledger G/L account line items in the entry view. You can use filters to display open and cleared items for openitemmanaged accounts or all line items of a G/L account. You can select the line items based on a key date or after the clearing date in conjunction with a key date.




					Cash Management Specialist					Display Parked Journal Entries					FBV3										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Management Specialist					Display Purchase Order, Display Purchase Order - Advanced					ME23N					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Management Specialist					Display and Maintain Purchase Requisition - Advanced					ME53N					Purchase Requisitions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Management Specialist					Display document					CV03N										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Management Specialist					Edit Options for Journal Entries - My Settings					F2130										With this app you can set userspecific options for editing journal entries. For example, you select the option Document in Local Currency if you only want to enter journal entries in local currency. Those fields needed to enter foreign currency journal entries are not shown. The selected options are saved for your user ID. You can change your options or restore the default settings again at any time.




					Cash Management Specialist					FIN User Default Parameter Plugin					F1765										




					Cash Management Specialist					Find Document					CV04N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Management Specialist					House Bank (S/4HANA)					F1758										You can use this app for the following purposes: To display an overview of the house bank data, such as: House bank description House bank country/region House bank city Key facts relevant in the business context. Key facts are important data prominently displayed in the app. This app shows the following key facts: Company code Bank key Bank number     As a starting point to navigate to additional information relevant in your business context, such as information about related business partners, related master data, or related documents. To navigate to apps with additional functions, such as editing or analyzing related business data.




					Cash Management Specialist					House Bank Account (S/4HANA)					F1759										You can use this app for the following purposes: To display an overview of the house bank account data, such as: House bank account description House bank account ID Key facts relevant in the business context. Key facts are important data prominently displayed in the app. This app shows the following key facts: Bank account number IBAN     As a starting point to navigate to additional information relevant in your business context, such as information about related business partners, related master data, or related documents. To navigate to apps with additional functions, such as editing or analyzing related business data.




					Cash Management Specialist					Manage Bank Statement Reprocessing Rules					F3555										Use this app to create and manage processing rules to perform G/L and AP/AR account postings.




					Cash Management Specialist					Manage Bank Statements					F1564										Use this app to manage manual and electronic bank statements. The app provides an overview of all bank statements for all house bank accounts. You can also view detailed information for each bank statement.




					Cash Management Specialist					Manage Banks					F1574										With this app you can display, create, and change data about the banks your company, your customers, and your suppliers use to transact business.




					Cash Management Specialist					Manage Business Partner Master Data					F3163					Business Partners					With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .




					Cash Management Specialist					Manage Contract					RECN					Real Estate Contract					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Management Specialist					Manage Documents					F2733					Document Management System					With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.




					Cash Management Specialist					Manage Incoming Payment Files					F1680					Accounts Receivable					You can use this app to import electronic payment files, such as bank statements, payment rejections, intraday bank statements, lockbox batches, and payment files for Advanced Payment Management. After the bank statements and lockbox batches are imported and posted, they can be processed further using the Manage Bank Statements, Manage Lockbox Batches, or Manage Payments apps, if needed.




					Cash Management Specialist					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					Cash Management Specialist					Manage Payment Media					F1868										With this app you can transfer the data required for electronic payment transactions to banks via a data medium. A payment medium is created with each successful payment run. When you download a payment medium, the app automatically saves it as a .txt or .xml file according to its type.




					Cash Management Specialist					Manage Sales Scheduling Agreements					F3515					Customer Scheduling Agreement					With this app, you as an internal sales representative can list all sales scheduling agreements and items in the system, filter the results, or search for specific sales scheduling agreement or sales scheduling agreement item. You can also navigate to other apps to create, change, or display single sales scheduling agreement.




					Cash Management Specialist					Manage Scheduling Agreement					F2179										With this app, you can create, manage, and view purchase scheduling agreements to ensure that you get the ordered items on time, at the correct location, and in the required quantity. As a purchaser, you can maintain a supplier, materials, schedule lines, releases, and so on in a purchase scheduling agreement. This app also displays purchase scheduling agreements that are soon to expire and provides a way to renew them.




					Cash Management Specialist					Manage Workflows - For Bank Accounts					F2796					Definition Time					Manage Workflows application allows business process specialists to define business workflows within a line of business or across the organization.




					Cash Management Specialist					Map Format Data for Incoming Files from Banks					F5608										




					Cash Management Specialist					My Inbox for Manage Bank Accounts					F2797										




					Cash Management Specialist					Reprocess Bank Statement Items					F1520										Use this app to reprocess bank statement items that the system cannot automatically post and clear. Bank statements can be entered into the system automatically electronic bank statement or manually. In both cases, rulebased processing assigns and clears the payments automatically. If the automatic processing is not successful, manual reprocessing is required. In this app, you can reprocess a bank statement item, mark it as reprocessed, and enter a reason for reprocessing. You can also add attachments to bank statement items.




					Cash Management Specialist					Reset Cleared Items - FBRA					FBRA										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Management Specialist					Sales Order (S/4HANA)					F1814					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					Cash Management Specialist					Schedule General Ledger Jobs					F1927										Use this app to schedule General Ledger jobs using the templates provided, for example, Foreign Currency Valuation.




					Cash Management Specialist					Upload Bank Statements					FF_5					Bank Statement					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Management Specialist for China					Accept Electronic BoE - China					F6048					E-Payment Integration China					With this app, you can process electronic bills of exchange in pending acceptance.




					Cash Management Specialist for China					Display Document, Display Journal Entries					FB03					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Management Specialist for China					Post with Clearing					FB05					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Management Specialist for China					Schedule Electronic BoE Jobs - China					F6050					E-Payment Integration China					With this app, you can schedule jobs for querying electronic bills of exchange in pending acceptance and transaction statuses of electronic bills of exchange at a predefined frequency and timeline using the corresponding templates.




					Cash Management Specialist for Philippines					Create Payment Receipts					F3739					Financials Philippines					With this app you can create and print payment receipts manually or in batches in the three types: Official Receipt OR, Acknowledgement Receipt AR and Collection Receipt CR. The three types of receipts are printed in the PDF format. For AR, there is no tax information in the printed form. For OR and CR, the form header is financial document and tax information is recorded below.




					Cash Management Specialist for USA					Manage Bank Statement Reprocessing Rules					F3555										Use this app to create and manage processing rules to perform G/L and AP/AR account postings.




					Cash Management Specialist for USA					Manage Lockbox Batches					F1681										You can use this app to manage your lockbox batches. Payment transactions in the USA are often made in the form of checks. In order to process these payments quickly, banks offer lockbox services where customers can send their payments directly to the bank lockbox. The bank scans the checks and sends the check information in batches to the payee as a data file. For more information on the lockbox file format, please see Format Description for Lockbox Batches.




					Cash Management Specialist for USA					Reprocess Lockbox Items					F3398										Use this app to reprocess lockbox items that the system cannot automatically post and clear. When lockbox files enter your system, rulebased processing assigns and clears the payments automatically. If the automatic processing is not successful, manual reprocessing is required. In this app, you can reprocess a lockbox item, mark it as reprocessed, and enter a reason for reprocessing.




					Cash Manager					Bank (S/4HANA)					F1760										You can use this app for the following purposes: To display an overview of the bank data, such as: Bank name Bank key Bank country/region Key facts relevant in the business context. Key facts are important data prominently displayed in the app. This app shows the following key facts: Address of the bank SWIFT code Bank number     As a starting point to navigate to additional information relevant in your business context, such as information about related business partners, related master data, or related documents. To navigate to apps with additional functions, such as editing or analyzing related business data.




					Cash Manager					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Manager					Clear Open Items Automatically					F.13										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Manager					Create Document					CV01N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Manager					Display Bank Account Logs					F6777										With this app, you can view application logs for bank account management apps. This app offers a clearly structured overview when you need to check whether any errors occurred.




					Cash Manager					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Manager					Display Line Item Entry					F2218					Information System					With this app, you can check general ledger G/L account line items in the entry view. You can use filters to display open and cleared items for openitemmanaged accounts or all line items of a G/L account. You can select the line items based on a key date or after the clearing date in conjunction with a key date.




					Cash Manager					Display Parked Journal Entries					FBV3										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Manager					Display Purchase Order, Display Purchase Order - Advanced					ME23N					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Manager					Display and Maintain Purchase Requisition - Advanced					ME53N					Purchase Requisitions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Manager					Display document					CV03N										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Manager					FIN User Default Parameter Plugin					F1765										




					Cash Manager					Find Document					CV04N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Manager					House Bank (S/4HANA)					F1758										You can use this app for the following purposes: To display an overview of the house bank data, such as: House bank description House bank country/region House bank city Key facts relevant in the business context. Key facts are important data prominently displayed in the app. This app shows the following key facts: Company code Bank key Bank number     As a starting point to navigate to additional information relevant in your business context, such as information about related business partners, related master data, or related documents. To navigate to apps with additional functions, such as editing or analyzing related business data.




					Cash Manager					House Bank Account (S/4HANA)					F1759										You can use this app for the following purposes: To display an overview of the house bank account data, such as: House bank account description House bank account ID Key facts relevant in the business context. Key facts are important data prominently displayed in the app. This app shows the following key facts: Bank account number IBAN     As a starting point to navigate to additional information relevant in your business context, such as information about related business partners, related master data, or related documents. To navigate to apps with additional functions, such as editing or analyzing related business data.




					Cash Manager					Manage Bank Statements					F1564										Use this app to manage manual and electronic bank statements. The app provides an overview of all bank statements for all house bank accounts. You can also view detailed information for each bank statement.




					Cash Manager					Manage Banks					F1574										With this app you can display, create, and change data about the banks your company, your customers, and your suppliers use to transact business.




					Cash Manager					Manage Business Partner Master Data					F3163					Business Partners					With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .




					Cash Manager					Manage Contract					RECN					Real Estate Contract					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cash Manager					Manage Documents					F2733					Document Management System					With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.




					Cash Manager					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					Cash Manager					Manage Payment Media					F1868										With this app you can transfer the data required for electronic payment transactions to banks via a data medium. A payment medium is created with each successful payment run. When you download a payment medium, the app automatically saves it as a .txt or .xml file according to its type.




					Cash Manager					Manage Sales Scheduling Agreements					F3515					Customer Scheduling Agreement					With this app, you as an internal sales representative can list all sales scheduling agreements and items in the system, filter the results, or search for specific sales scheduling agreement or sales scheduling agreement item. You can also navigate to other apps to create, change, or display single sales scheduling agreement.




					Cash Manager					Manage Scheduling Agreement					F2179										With this app, you can create, manage, and view purchase scheduling agreements to ensure that you get the ordered items on time, at the correct location, and in the required quantity. As a purchaser, you can maintain a supplier, materials, schedule lines, releases, and so on in a purchase scheduling agreement. This app also displays purchase scheduling agreements that are soon to expire and provides a way to renew them.




					Cash Manager					Manage Workflows - For Bank Accounts					F2796					Definition Time					Manage Workflows application allows business process specialists to define business workflows within a line of business or across the organization.




					Cash Manager					My Inbox for Manage Bank Accounts					F2797										




					Cash Manager					Sales Order (S/4HANA)					F1814					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					Cash Manager					Schedule General Ledger Jobs					F1927										Use this app to schedule General Ledger jobs using the templates provided, for example, Foreign Currency Valuation.




					Cash Manager for China					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Cash Manager for China					Manage Payment Requisitions					F4837					Cash Management China					With this app, you, with the role of Accounts Payable Accountant for China, can create payment requisitions for one or multiple open items so that the payment requisition can be triggered for payment after approval. Each payment requisition has a unique number upon saving. The payment requisitions created in this app can be further processed in Manage Payment Requisitions  China app.




					Cash Manager for China					Manage Workflows for Payment Items Approval (China)					F5111					E-Payment Integration China					With this app, you can configure workflows to optimize the approval process for payment items as a business process specialist. The app provides several options for determining the approver, such as the approval by the cost center responsible, but you can also assign specific users. If a workflow with one or more steps is activated, the approval process is initiated.




					Cash Manager for China					Manage Workflows for Payment Requisitions					F5443					Cash Management China					With this app, you can define and manage workflows for approving payment requisitions as a cash manager. If a workflow is activated, the approval process is initiated.




					Cash Manager for China					My Inbox for Payment Requisitions					F5444					Cash Management China					With this app, you can check and process your workflow tasks for payment requisitions.




					Cash Manager for Indonesia					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Cash Manager for Indonesia					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					Cash Manager for Malaysia					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					Cash Manager for Malaysia					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Cash Manager for Philippines					Create Payment Receipts					F3739					Financials Philippines					With this app you can create and print payment receipts manually or in batches in the three types: Official Receipt OR, Acknowledgement Receipt AR and Collection Receipt CR. The three types of receipts are printed in the PDF format. For AR, there is no tax information in the printed form. For OR and CR, the form header is financial document and tax information is recorded below.




					Cash Manager for Philippines					Manage Payment Receipts					F3734										With this app you can print, void and reprint payment receipts.




					Cash Manager for Thailand					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Cash Manager for Thailand					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					Cash Manager for Thailand					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					Change Management Coordinator					Customer Master FactSheets					F0046A										With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.




					Change Management Coordinator					Find Maintenance Notification					F2071					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can list the maintenance notifications in your system and find the one you need. You can do this by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can perform predefined quick actions on one or more notifications. You can display a single notification to view its properties, its assigned technical object and maintenance order, and its attachments.




					Change Management Coordinator					Find Maintenance Order					F2175					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and perform different mass changes, such as changing the responsibility, the status, and the scheduling of the selected maintenance orders. You can also assign the orders to a maintenance event and dispatch all their operations.




					Change Management Coordinator					Find Technical Object					F2072					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.




					Change Management Coordinator					Manage Documents					F2733					Document Management System					With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.




					Change Management Coordinator					Manage Internal Orders (Version 2)					F1604A										With this SAP Fiori app, you can create, view, and edit master data of internal orders. You can also navigate to other apps for managing internal orders.




					Change Management Coordinator					Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0233A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Change Management Coordinator					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Change Management Coordinator					Purchase Order (Version 2)					F0348A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.




					Change Management Coordinator					Supplier					F0354					Vendor Master					With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.




					Collections Specialist (FI-CA)					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Collections Specialist (FI-CA)					Manage Business Partner Master Data					F3163					Business Partners					With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .




					Collections Specialist (FI-CA)					My Outbox					F6511										You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.




					Commodity Risk Manager - Hedge Accounting					Manage Substitution and Validation Rules					F4406					Validation, Substitution and Rules					With this app, you can display, change, and create substitution and validation rules for your selected business contexts and events. These rules can be used in the respective business processes to validate, derive, or replace values at the time of entry for the relevant fields.




					Compliance Engineer - Food and Beverage					Manage Documents					F2733					Document Management System					With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.




					Configuration Expert - Business Network Integration					Assign Recipients to Users					F2949					Application Interface Framework					With this app you can assign your business users to the recipients that were defined for the communication scenarios. Once the users are assigned they can use the Message Dashboard to monitor the interfaces and data messages they are responsible for. Key FeaturesFind and add users.Find and assign predefined recipients to these users.Define which types of log messages the user can see in the Message Dashboard, for example, warnings only.Define if the messages are displayed or hidden on the Message Dashboard.Define if the user is a technical user who can see messages that are in process or that had a technical error.Unassign recipients from users. Supported Device TypesDesktopTablet




					Configuration Expert - Business Network Integration					Message Monitoring					F4516										




					Configuration Expert - Business Network Integration					Message Monitoring for Integration Experts					F5169										




					Configuration Expert - Business Network Integration					Overview Message Monitoring					F4515										




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Analyse Missing Exchange Rates					F4360										With this app, you can analyze and maintain missing exchange rates for various purchasing documents. Click on the card Monitor Missing Exchange Rates from the app Monitor Purchasing Analytics Operation to access this app.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Central Procurement Interface Monitor					F3913										With this app, you can see more details about why certain actions for scenarios have failed and at what stage during the process. You can then navigate directly to the relevant applications or transaction on the hub system or the connected systems, where you can investigate the problem and begin to fix it.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Central Procurement Job Monitor					F3914										With this app, you can see more details about why certain jobs failed and at what stage during the process. You can then navigate directly to the relevant application in which you can investigate the problem, attempt to fix it, and then restart the job.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Central Procurement Operations Monitor					F3912										With this app, you can monitor and diagnose the issues that result in errors in the Central Procurement scenarios. You can also check the compatibility of business operations in Central Procurement and their required support pack versions to be installed for the operations to function.  The app displays the overview cards:  Central Requisitioning   Central Contract Management   Central Purchasing   Features and Systems Compatibility   Connected Systems  From each card, you can navigate to the detailed application to view the issues and their causes.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Default settings for users					F1995					Purchase Requisitions					This feature now enables you to retrieve and assign value help from SAP S/4HANA connected systems using the F4 button. Value help includes plant, company code, purchasing organization, GL account and cost centre. Please note that, you can configure SAP S/4HANA system as a hub system and you can configure SAP S/4HANA, and SAP ERP as connected systems if you activate the Central Requisitioning scenario in Central Procurement.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Catalog Item Recommendations					F3293										With this app, you can view and manage catalog item recommendations proposed by SAP Leonardo. SAP Leonardo algorithms analyze the purchasing documents created with freetext items in the past to generate proposals. You can then confirm or reject the proposal as required. As a result, your organization can reduce freetext item purchases.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Catalog Items					F3149					Sources of Supply					With this app, you can maintain or manage catalog items within a catalog, using filter criteria such as editing status, item, material group, and supplier. You can create, edit, or delete catalog items belonging to a catalog. This app is available for the role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Preliminary Billing Document Workflows					F4274										With this app, you as a configuration expert can configure workflows to establish and optimize approval process for preliminary billing documents. You use this app to define the preconditions under which a preliminary billing document must be approved, and to select the recipients who can approve it. If a workflow is activated and the preliminary billing document fulfills the configured preconditions, the approval workflow is initiated for that document. Designated approvers receive the preliminary billing documents for approval in the My Inbox app and as notifications. Note If you set up a workflow with more than one approver, be aware that several conditions can be met at the same time. This is the case for the following example:  You create a condition for a net value greater than USD 10,000 and assign a second level approver.   You create a condition for a net value greater than USD 5,000 and assign a first level approver.  If your sales document has a net value of USD 12,000, both conditions are met. This means that both approvers receive the approval request.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Rules for Automation of Business Processes					F4042										With this app, you can now do the following:Use custom fields for the selection criteria, and complex actions grouping enabled.   Use the new facet Automation Status to categorize purchase requisitions as either automated, no influence, automation failed, or not to be automated. This enables you to manually process only the purchase requisitions that are marked as not to be automated. The purchase requisitions that are processed automatically are marked as automated.  Use the following operators in the selection criteria and simple check of a rule: Less Than, Less Than or Equal To, Greater Than, Greater Than or Equal To.  Use the business addin Determining Complex Actions for Documents in Business Process Automation: MMPUR_BUSPROC_AUTMN_ACTN_CMPLX to create your own complex actions for the purchasing documents.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Sales Document Workflows					F3014					Sales					With this app, you, as a configuration expert, can configure workflows for the approval process of sales documents. The app allows you to define preconditions under which a sales document should be approved and to select the recipients who should approve it. If a workflow is activated and the configured preconditions are fulfilled, the workflow is initiated. Approvers receive the sales documents for approval in the My Inbox app and as notifications. Note If you set up a workflow with more than one approver, be aware that several conditions can be met at the same time. This is the case for the following example:  You create a condition for a net value greater than USD 10,000 and assign a second level approver.   You create a condition for a net value greater than USD 5,000 and assign a first level approver.  If your sales document has a net value of USD 12,000, both conditions are met. This means that both approvers receive the approval request.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Sales Price Workflows					F5525					Conditions					With this app, you as a configuration expert can configure workflows to establish and optimize approval process for prices in sales. You use this app to define the preconditions under which a price must be approved, and to select one or more recipients who can approve it. If a workflow is activated and the price fulfills the specified preconditions, the approval workflow can be initiated for that price. Designated approvers receive the approval request for the price in the My Inbox app and as notifications.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Team Hierarchies					F3077										With this app you can manage teams, responsibility definitions, and team member functions in Responsibility Management. You can use responsibility definitions and member functions to determine members that are responsible for workflows, business scenarios, and situation handling. A team member is a business partner associated with an SAP user a business user. Before you add members to teams, you need to make sure that team members meet the required prerequisites. From SAP Fiori launchpad, you can choose the Teams search model to search for teams in Responsibility Management. You can also apply filters to see a subset of the result list. For more information about enterprise search, see Enterprise Search.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Teams and Responsibilities					F2412										With this app you can manage teams, responsibility definitions, and team member functions in Responsibility Management. You can use responsibility definitions and member functions to determine members that are responsible for workflows, business scenarios, and situation handling. A team member is a business partner associated with an SAP user a business user. Before you add members to teams, you need to make sure that team members meet the required prerequisites. From SAP Fiori launchpad, you can choose the Teams search model to search for teams in Responsibility Management. You can also apply filters to see a subset of the result list. For more information about enterprise search, see Enterprise Search.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Workflow Template for Change Records					F3402					Definition Time					With this app, you can define and manage workflow templates for change records according to different scenarios.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Workflow Templates					F2787					Definition Time					




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Workflow for Purchase Requisitions					F2705					Release (Approval)					With this app, you can configure workflows to optimize the approval process for purchase requisitions as a business process specialist. You have several options to define preconditions and approval steps for the overall release and for the item level release of a purchase requisition. Depending on the role you are assigned to, you can determine an approver. The approval process starts when a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the preconditions you have assigned to it are met.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Workflow for Supplier Lists					F4760										With this app, you can configure workflows to optimize the approval process for supplier lists for sourcing as a business process specialist. For example, a supplier list for sourcing that has been submitted needs to be approved or rejected to ensure the workflow process. The app provides several options for determining the approver, such as the workflow initiator manager. If a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the configured start conditions are fulfilled, the approval process is initiated.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Workflows for Awarding Scenarios					F5716										With this app, as a business process specialist you can configure workflows to optimize the approval process for awarding scenarios. For example, an awarding scenario that has been submitted needs to be approved or rejected to ensure the workflow process. The app provides several options for determining the approver, such as the workflow initiator manager. If a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the configured start conditions are fulfilled, the approval process is initiated.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Workflows for Central Purchase Contracts					F3401										With this app, you can configure workflows to optimize the approval and review process for central purchase contracts and central purchase contract hierarchies. You can directly assign specific users as approvers/reviewers or choose other options for approving or reviewing the documents, such as approval by the manager of the workflow initiator and so on. The approval or review process starts when a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the step conditions you have assigned to the workflow are met.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Workflows for Central Supplier Confirmations					F6635										With this app, you can configure workflows to approve or reject central supplier confirmations. The app provides several options to define preconditions for the release of central supplier confirmations. It also provides options to determine the approvers of their release. The approval process can either be automatic or a onestep or multistep process. If a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the configured start conditions are fulfilled, the approval process is initiated.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Workflows for Centrally Managed Purchase Orders					F3316										With this app, you can configure workflows for the approval of centrally managed purchase orders as a configuration expert. The app provides several options to define preconditions for the release of centrally managed purchase orders. It also provides options to determine the approvers for their release. Additionally, you can determine the workflow approvers of the document by using roles delivered by Responsibility Management.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Workflows for Centrally Managed Purchase Requisitions					F3794										With this app, you can configure workflows to approve the centrally managed purchase requisitions as an administrator. The app provides several options to define preconditions for the release of centrally managed purchase requisitions. It also provides options to determine the approvers and reviewers of their release. The approval process can be either automatic or a onestep or multistep process. If a workflow for with one or more steps is activated and the configured start conditions are fulfilled, the approval process is initiated. Depending on the role you are assigned to, you can determine an approver and reviewer. The approval process starts when a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the preconditions you have assigned to it are met.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Workflows for Purchase Contracts					F3043										With this app, you can configure workflows to enhance the approval and review processes for purchase contracts.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Workflows for Purchase Orders					F2872										With this app, you can configure workflows to optimize the approval process for purchase orders as a configuration expert. The app provides several options for determining the approver, such as the approval by the cost center responsible, but you can also assign users directly. If a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the configured start conditions are fulfilled, the approval process is initiated.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Workflows for Request for Quotations					F3232					RFQ/Quotation					With this app, you can configure workflows to optimize the approval process for requests for quotations as a business process specialist. The app provides several options for determining the approver, such as manager of workflow initiator. If a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the configured start conditions are fulfilled, the approval process is initiated.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Workflows for Scheduling Agreements					F3044										With this feature, you can use the flexible workflow for scheduling agreements, enabling you to optimize the approval process.  The flexible workflow allows you to use either the automatic, onestep, or even multistep approval process. You can use the Manage Workflows for Scheduling Agreement  application, to determine the approver of the workflow, for example, the manager of the workflow initiator, or to directly assign a specific user. You can define start conditions for a workflow and for each approval step. Also, you can define the order in which the start conditions of existing workflows are checked. You can add new workflows, or copy existing ones and modify them according to your requirements.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Workflows for Sourcing Projects					F5289										With this app, you can configure workflows to optimize the approval process for sourcing projects as a business process specialist. For example, a sourcing project that hasnapos;t yet received a published status needs to be approved or rejected to ensure the workflow process. This app provides several options for determining the approver, such as the manager of the workflow initiator, and assigning specific users. If a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the configured start conditions are fulfilled, the approval process is initiated.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Workflows for Supplier Invoices					F2873										With this app, you can configure workflows to optimize the approval process for supplier invoices. For example, a blocked invoice must be released for payment by one or more persons responsible. The app provides several options for determining the approver, such as the approval by the cost center responsible, but you can also assign specific users. If a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the configured start conditions are fulfilled, the approval process is initiated.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Manage Workflows for Supplier Quotation					F2704					RFQ/Quotation					With this app, you can configure the flexible workflow for supplier quotations as a configuration expert, enabling you to define your own approval process. The flexible workflow allows you to use either the automatic, onestep, or multistep approval. The app provides several options for determining the approver, such as the approval by the cost center responsible, but you can also assign users directly. If a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the configured start conditions are fulfilled, the approval process is initiated.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Mass Upload Utility					F4383					Localization Logistics					The Mass Upload Utility app allows you to upload multiple HS Harmonized System codes in a single instance by uploading a CSV file.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Monitor Compatibility of Central Procurement Operations					F4618										With this app, you can see more details in the hub system about the business operations and their compatibility with the corresponding versions of the connected systems, that are required for the business operations to function.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Monitor Job Scheduling for Supplier Evaluation Score History					F5062										With this app, strategic buyers can create and manage user defined criteria to rate suppliers. You can add scores for a specific supplier for a particular user defined criterion. The list of existing user defined criteria is displayed in this app. Click on the individual entries to view the details.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Monitor Procurement Analytics Operations					F4399										o




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Monitor Schedule Extraction of Purchase Orders for Central Procurement Analytics					F5063										With this app, strategic buyers can create and manage user defined criteria to rate suppliers. You can add scores for a specific supplier for a particular user defined criterion. The list of existing user defined criteria is displayed in this app. Click on the individual entries to view the details.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Schedule Automation of Business Processes					F3983										With this app, you can schedule jobs for the automation of business processes in the hub system, based on the activated rules.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Schedule Export of Purchase Orders					F3315										With this app, you can export purchase orders that have been created in SAP S/4HANA system to connected SAP Leonardo system. You can use this app, if the Propose New Catalog Item or Propose Material Group or both scenarios are activated.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Schedule Extraction of Purchase Orders for Central Procurement Analytics					F4897										You can now optimize performance for some of the purchasing analytics apps by migrating the purchasing data purchase orders and scheduling agreements.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Schedule Import of Catalog Data					F2666										With this app, you can now choose the types of sources of supply to be extracted for a specific combination of plant, company code and connected system. Sources of supply can be contracts and info records, for example. To enable this extraction, you must have made the required settings in the Customizing activity Define Additional Filter Options for Source of Supply Extraction. Note that this feature is only available if you are using the app in a Central Procurement scenario.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Schedule Import of Purchasing Documents					F3268										With this app, you can import purchasing documents, such as purchase orders and purchase requisitions, into the SAP S/4HANA system, which acts as a hub system. You can import all purchasing documents that are created in the connected systems or in the hub system. Connected systems can either be SAP systems like SAP ERP systems, SAP S/4HANA Cloud systems, SAP S/4HANA systems, or nonSAP systems. You can also use this app to import descriptions associated with the purchasing data available in these purchasing documents from the connected systems to the hub system. The import will also include notes and attachment information if these are available for purchasing documents in connected system. You can only use this app if the Central Purchasing scenario in Central Procurement is active.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Schedule Import of Release Orders					F3314										With this app, you can import release orders that were created in connected systems into the SAP S/4HANA system which acts as a hub system. Connected systems can be SAP systems such as, SAP ERP, SAP S/4HANA Cloud, SAP S/4HANA, and so on or nonSAP systems. For each distributed contract item available in the connected systems, release orders can be created, consuming either all or part of a target quantity or target value defined in the distributed contract. You can view the details of imported release orders in the Manage Central Purchase Contracts app. You can only use the Schedule Import of Release Orders app if Central Purchase Contracts in Central Procurement is active.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Schedule Migration of Purchasing Data for Analytics					F3815										You can now optimize performance for some of the purchasing analytics apps by migrating the purchasing data purchase orders and scheduling agreements.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Schedule Output for Central Purchase Contracts					F5429										With this app, you can now do the following:Renew an existing central purchase contract or central purchase contract hierarchy. You can also view the total consumption in percentage at the header level of the central purchase contract and central purchase contract hierarchy. Additionally, you can create items for central purchase contracts and central purchase contract hierarchies with the item categories Material Group W, Material Unknown M, and Subcontracting L.Maintain payment terms and incoterms at the header, item, and distribution levels of a central purchase contract or central purchase contract hierarchy. You can also maintain shipping instructions at the item and distribution levels. Additionally, you can block or unblock items and item distribution lines in a central purchase contract and central purchase contract hierarchy. You can further provide the reason for blocking these items and distribution lines.Add conditions with a validity period for a central purchase contract and central purchase contract hierarchy. Also, you can define the constituent commodities for a material for them.Define price changes for conditions for a central purchase contract and central purchase contract hierarchy. Also, you can maintain a pricing scale for a central purchase contract and central purchase contract hierarchy.Simulate a price for a central purchase contract and central purchase contract hierarchy at the item level. Additionally, you can create default conditions for a central purchase contract and central purchase contract hierarchy at the item level.Compare information between two versions of a central purchase contract or central purchase contract hierarchy.Add attachments to a central purchase contract. You can categorize attachments as internal SL9 or external SL1. The attachments marked as "internal" are not included in the output, while attachments marked as "external" are included in the output. These attachments can be sent to the supplier through the output channels ndash; print, email, or EDI.For more details, refer:https://help.sap.com/viewer/e296651f454c4284ade361292c633d69/2021.000/enUS/558e4f064f794b248bc3b4b70ab9acbf.html




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Schedule Output for Centrally Managed Purchase Orders					F5471										With this app, you can now schedule application jobs to send the outputs for centrally managed purchase orders to the respective suppliers.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Schedule Persistency of Supplier Evaluation Scores					F3814										With this app, you can now view the history of supplier evaluation scores. You can persist the supplier evaluation scores by scheduling a job.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Schedule Price Updates for Central Purchase Contracts - Renegotiations					F5722										




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Schedule Transfer of PR for Intelligent Approval					F4155					Purchase Requisitions					With this app, you can schedule jobs to transfer approval data related to purchase requisitions from SAP S/4HANA system to SAP Cloud Platform.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Schedule Update of Price Details for Central Purchase Contracts					F5688					Conditions					With this app, you can schedule jobs to determine and update price trend and price history information of central purchase contract items.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Schedule jobs for completing Sourcing Supplier List					F6130										




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Settings For Release Strategy					F2274					Purchasing					With this app you can display and define release strategies for purchase requisitions.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Settings for Release Strategy Classes					F2273					Purchasing					With this app you can display the release classes created for a release strategy. You can also define a new release class by using predefined characteristics and by selecting the class type as 032.




					Configuration Expert - Business Process Configuration					Settings for WebServices					F1994										With this app you can define web service IDs, parameters of the catalog and the call structure. This enables procurement of items from webbased catalogs using the open catalog interface OCI. You can also configure the option that allows you to validate the item price against the catalog item price while ordering a purchase requisition.




					Consolidation Specialist					Enter FX Spot Rates, Maintain Currency Exchange Rates, Maintain Exchange Rates					OB08					Currency Conversion/Expiring Currency					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Contract Specialist - Leasing					Contract Cash Flow					F5491					Flexible Real Estate Management					With this app, you can display and analyze the objectbased and partnerrelated cash flow of a contract.




					Contract Specialist - Leasing					Contract Management					F5273					Flexible Real Estate Management					With this app, you can manage many aspects of your contract portfolio.




					Contract Specialist - Leasing					Contracts - Information System					REISCN					Information System					In the Flexible Real Estate Management component, reports for real estate contracts exist for the following characteristics:   Overview  Term  Notice  Renewal  Security deposit agreements




					Contract Specialist - Leasing					Manage Contract					RECN					Real Estate Contract					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Contract Specialist - Leasing					Manage Contract Term					F6580					Flexible Real Estate Management					Display the worklist of contracts with renewal and/or notice rules and their notice and/or renewal status.




					Contract Specialist - Leasing					Reverse Adjustments					REAJRV					Rent Adjustment					You can reverse an entire adjustment run or individual adjustment records. Caution  It is not possible to use this function for adjustments of conditions based on a cost efficiency analysis. For more information on reversing adjustments based on a cost efficiency analysis, see Reversing Adjustments Based on Cost Efficiency Analysis .




					Contract Valuation Specialist - Leasing					Analyze Logs					RECALA					Flexible Real Estate Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Contract Valuation Specialist - Leasing					Cash Flow - Information System					REISCDCF					Information System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Contract Valuation Specialist - Leasing					Contract Management					F5273					Flexible Real Estate Management					With this app, you can manage many aspects of your contract portfolio.




					Contract Valuation Specialist - Leasing					Contracts - Information System					REISCN					Information System					In the Flexible Real Estate Management component, reports for real estate contracts exist for the following characteristics:   Overview  Term  Notice  Renewal  Security deposit agreements




					Contract Valuation Specialist - Leasing					Lease Contract Valuation					F3035					Flexible Real Estate Management					The app allows customers to displayand maintain the valuation data for their lease contracts, Through the app customers get teh ability to easily view and maintain their valuation process.




					Contract Valuation Specialist - Leasing					Manage Contract					RECN					Real Estate Contract					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Contract Valuation Specialist - Leasing					Object Cash Flow Contr. - Information System					REISCDCFOBJ					Information System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Contract Valuation Specialist - Leasing					Valuation Cockpit					F4035					Flexible Real Estate Management					This analytical app gives you an overview of the status of the contract valuation to improve your reporting capabilities. Because this app is integrated with the Valuation Management app and the Contract Management app, you can easily view and maintain your valuation process.




					Contract Valuation Specialist - Leasing					Valuation Management					F6170					Flexible Real Estate Management					You can use this app to do the following:Search for contracts and filter for contracts.Create and edit valuation rules.Perform valuation to generate valuation cash flow.Work with additional information such as conditions and contract term information.Access other apps with direct navigation to the relevant entry buildin.Use enabled draft feature.




					Cost Accountant - Inventory					Manage Material Valuations					F2680										This app displays an overview of valuation data for your materials, including sales order stocks. Search functions are available that allow you to filter on materials in specific company codes or plants, for example. Valuation details show quantities, prices, and total values by currency type and period. A price history is available and you can see standard cost estimates. You can also perform actions such as changing inventory prices or releasing planned prices.




					Cost Accountant - Inventory					Material Inventory Values - Balance Summary					F1422										You can use this app to gain an understanding of the quantities and values of your material inventories for a key date.Depending on the role to which yoursquo;re assigned, you can perform the following tasks:View the inventory value and quantity sorted by company code, G/L account, material group, profit center, and segment standard layoutAnalyze the balance summary in detail with an extensive number of attributes such as plant, valuation area, material, and key figures. The key figures are a compilation of central characteristics including inventory quantity and amounts in a maximum of three currencies company code, additional 1, additional 2Filter the dimensions according to various criteria such as G/L account, material, and profit centerAnalyze your material inventories according various perspectives by grouping the dimensions in rows and columnsVisualize the results of the balance summary in the form of a graphic, a table, or a combination of both typesSave your selection as a variantChange the displayed ID or description




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Analyze Prices for Activity Types - Cost Centers					KSBT					Overhead Cost Controlling					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Change Log - Internal Orders					F5403										With this app, you can view the changes made to internal order master data. You can see what was changed, who made the change and when.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Change Order					KO02					Overhead Cost Orders					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Compress Financial Plan Data					F6537										You can use the Compress Financial Plan Data app to compress financial plan data items. The app allows you to reduce the number of plan data items stored in planning table ACDOCP. All changes in financial plan data items are tracked at different times using timestamps. Compressing plan data items deletes the history of changes permanently and irrevocably and retains only the latest snapshot of the plan data at the current point in time. Using this app to compress plan data can reduce the size of table ACDOCP, which can improve the overall performance of planning processes. Note that the application does not delete existing plan data. Only the history of changes is deleted. After compression, all plan data remains consistent.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Copy Financial Plan Data					F3396										Use this app to upload plan data stored in a commaseparated values file CSV file. You can import files online or using background processing. This app allows you to perform your planning in an external system, such as Microsoft Excel. After you uploaded the plan data you can compare it with your actual data using one of the Analytical Apps for Management Accounting. Note The app uploads the plan data into the ACDOCP table and not into the InfoCube S/4HANA Financials: InfoCube for Plan Data /ERP/SFIN_R01. To enable the Analytical Apps for Management Accounting to report on these data, you must set the variable /ERP/P_0INFOPROV to value /ERP/SFIN_V20.For more information, see BW Objects for Analytics and Planning.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Cost Center Budget Report					F3871										With this app you can display information about budget, actual costs, commitments, and available budget for your budgetcarrying cost centers.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Cost Centers - Actuals					F0940										With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Cost Centers - Plan/Actual					F0949										With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Cost Centers - Plan/Actual YTD					F0928										With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Cost Centers - Plan/Actuals					W0081					Information System, iViews					With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Create Internal Order					KO01					Overhead Cost Orders					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Delete Financial Plan Data					F4851										Data consistency is key to the quality of financial plan data. There are several reasons why you need to correct your plan data. For example, a data import may contain incorrect or obsolete data, or you may want to clean up plan data before going live.  In these cases, you can use this app to delete financial plan data from the database. The selected data is deleted permanently and irrevocably. You can correct previous plan data imports that contained errors and in this way ensure the consistency of your plan data.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Delete Financial Plan Data - with Timestamp					F4074										Use this app to upload plan data stored in a commaseparated values file CSV file. You can import files online or using background processing. This app allows you to perform your planning in an external system, such as Microsoft Excel. After you uploaded the plan data you can compare it with your actual data using one of the Analytical Apps for Management Accounting. Note The app uploads the plan data into the ACDOCP table and not into the InfoCube S/4HANA Financials: InfoCube for Plan Data /ERP/SFIN_R01. To enable the Analytical Apps for Management Accounting to report on these data, you must set the variable /ERP/P_0INFOPROV to value /ERP/SFIN_V20.For more information, see BW Objects for Analytics and Planning.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Display Actual Cost Documents - Not Optimized - deprecated					KSB5					Overhead Cost Controlling					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Display Cost Element Groups					KAH3					Overhead Cost Controlling					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Display Cost Rates					F5150										With this app, you can display cost rates for activity types.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Display Financial Plan Data Jobs					F4848										If you have imported plan data in the Import Financial Plan Data app using background processing, you can use this app to display all import jobs that are currently running or that have been completed.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Display Internal Order					KO03					Overhead Cost Orders					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Display Line Items - Cost Accounting					F4023					Information System					With this app you can check general ledger G/L account line items in the general ledger view. You can use filters to display open and cleared items for openitemmanaged accounts, or all line items of a G/L account. You can select the line items based on a key date or after the clearing date in conjunction with a key date. If you are selecting all items, you can also choose a posting date range. Note Balances carried forward are not displayed in this app because they are technical items in the system and not typical line items.If you are navigating from an app that is displaying balances carried forward to the Display Line Items in General Ledger app the presumed purpose is to show the corresponding line items which are decisive for this navigation scenario and not to compare the balances. Note You can display the line items for one or more G/L accounts in the following ways:  With this app Display Line Items in General Ledger in the general ledger view for line item display, you can display the line items together with the general ledger account assignments General Ledger Line Items and G/L account line items or journal entries.   With the Display Line Item Entry app in the entry view for line item display, you can display the G/L account line items G/L Account Line Items.   You can select the line items based on numerous criteria for the posting date or time frame, such as today, the last or next x days, quarters or months, and fiscal periods also, such as fiscal quarter or fiscal year. If you are selecting all items, you can also choose a posting date range. In the results list, you can group, sort and filter the G/L account line items using characteristics, such as G/L account, segment or profit center. You can show numerous additional characteristics, and swap the order of the columns in the list. If you need to continue processing and analyzing the results list of G/L account line items, you can export it to Excel. You can also choose to display the amounts of G/L account line items in a display currency. You may find it especially useful when you want to report on several company codes and the journal entries in each of the company codes have been posted in different currencies. Using the display currency, you can easily compare the totals amounts of the G/L account line items of each company code in one display currency.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Display Manual Cost Allocations					KB16N					Controlling					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Display Settlement Documents					F4597					Overhead Cost Controlling					This app allows you to display documents containing transaction details which were created during the settlement and reversal process for a WBS element or order.  You can analyze the history of settlement documents for a WBS element or order. Each settlement document contains detailed information on the cost allocation. Furthermore, you can analyze when and by whom previous settlements were performed.  You can use this app, for example, in the following situation:    Before or after running or reversing settlement over a single cost object with the Run Settlement  Actual app. You can navigate to the Display Settlement Documents app from the details section of the selected cost object.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Display Statistical Key Figure Group - Deprecated					KBH3					Overhead Cost Controlling					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Edit Cost Element Groups					KAH2					Overhead Cost Controlling					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Edit Original Budget - Projects					CJ30					Cost Planning in the WBS					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Edit Prices for Activity Types - Cost Centers					KP26					Cost Center Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Financial Plan Data Logs					F5144										If you have imported plan data in the Import Financial Plan Data app using background processing, you can use this app to display all import jobs that are currently running or that have been completed.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Financial Plan Data Report					W0163					Information System, iViews					With this app, you can report on actual or plan data for all types of entities relevant for accounting.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Functional Areas - Actual					F1583A					Information System, iViews					With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Functional Areas - Plan/Actuals					W0077					Information System, iViews					With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Import Financial Plan Data					F1711										Use this app to upload plan data stored in a commaseparated values file CSV file. You can import files online or using background processing. This app allows you to perform your planning in an external system, such as Microsoft Excel. After you uploaded the plan data you can compare it with your actual data using one of the Analytical Apps for Management Accounting. Note The app uploads the plan data into the ACDOCP table and not into the InfoCube S/4HANA Financials: InfoCube for Plan Data /ERP/SFIN_R01. To enable the Analytical Apps for Management Accounting to report on these data, you must set the variable /ERP/P_0INFOPROV to value /ERP/SFIN_V20.For more information, see BW Objects for Analytics and Planning.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Import Statistical Key Figures Plan Data					F3779										A statistical key figure is a number providing information about nonmonetary data relating to organizational units. Statistical key figures can be used as reference data for universal allocation. For more information, see Statistical Key Figure. Use this app to upload statistical key figure plan data stored in a commaseparated values file CSV file. The app allows you to perform your planning in an external system, such as Microsoft Excel. As a key user, you can use the Custom Analytical Query app to create a report based on the released I_FinStatisticalKeyFigureItem DDL view that allows you to view your uploaded plan data.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Internal Orders - Plan/Actuals					W0076					Information System, iViews					With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Manage Activity Types (Version 2)					F1605A										You can use the app Manage Activity Types to display activity types master data, create new activity types, and manage existing ones.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Manage Cost Center Budgets					F4307										You can use this app to transfer between, supplement, and return cost center budgets.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Manage Cost Center Groups					F1024										With this app you can search for cost center groups as well as create, display, and edit cost center groups.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Manage Cost Centers (Version 2)					F1443A										With this app you can create and edit master data of cost centers.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Manage Custom Hierarchy Type					F3553										With the Manage Custom Hierarchy Type app, you can select additional dimensions as hierarchy types to enable their hierarchy maintenance in Manage Global Hierarchies. For example, you can select Industry and set it as a hierarchy type to be supported in Manage Global Hierarchies.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Manage Flexible Hierarchies					F2759										With this app, you can create and change hierarchies for cost center, profit center, and company code reporting. You can customize these hierarchies to fit your reporting needs and adapt them to your business requirements. Furthermore, you can extend the hierarchies by adding custom fields.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Manage Global Hierarchies					F2918										With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Manage Internal Order (Web)					F1022										With this app you can search for internal orders as well as create, display, and edit the master data of an internal order. You can support an investment order to create the asset under construction master data directly. You can also enhance the preliminary settlement type to support the preliminary settlement functionality.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Manage Internal Orders					F1604										This app allows users to manage internal order master data quickly and accurately. Users can define filter criteria and layout to search for and review detailed internal order master data. Users can also navigate to other apps to create, copy, edit, or display internal order master data.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Manage Internal Orders (Version 2)					F1604A										With this SAP Fiori app, you can create, view, and edit master data of internal orders. You can also navigate to other apps for managing internal orders.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Plan Cost Centers on Periods					F1581										With this app you can enter and calculate plan data on cost centers for posting periods. The app supports you in different ways: You can enter plan data on the deepest level cost center, period, and G/L account, and the app aggregates the values. You can enter plan data on the highest level cost center, year and the app disaggregates the values to periods and G/L accounts. You can also enter plan data on intermediate levels and the app aggregates and disaggregates, as required.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Postprocess Event-Based Postings - Overhead Calculation					F5763					Controlling					With this app, you can review eventbased overhead errors that need reprocessing. After you have fixed the errors, you can go back to the result list and simulate processing before reposting. The simulation runs for all ledgers of the same object. If the errors were fixed successfully, they will no longer be displayed in the list.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Projects - Plan/Actuals					W0080					Information System, iViews					With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Reassign Costs and Revenues					F2009										With this app you can reassign costs and revenues when the allocation is incorrect. This app supports the possibility to split controlling documents containing a large number of line items into several separate documents during posting to avoid the limit of input lines.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Replicate Runtime Hierarchy					F1478										With this app, you can manually replicate setbased and financial statement hierarchies to back end database tables after you create or edit the hierarchies in other apps. The app helps to improve the performance of hierarchy related analytic apps. You are recommended to periodically replicate hierarchies because in this way you save hierarchy snapshots that can be different from each other and you can select to view hierarchies based on the replication date and time. This app is available for the roles of Overhead Cost Accountant and G/L Accountant. Note When you replicate runtime hierarchies, the system updates the data that is contained in database tables HRRP_NODE, HRRP_NODET, HRRP_DIRECTORY, and HRRP_DIRECTORYT.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Review Purchase Order Accruals for Cost Accountant					F3552										With this app, you can review purchase order accruals and adjust revised costs in transaction currency. For purchase order accruals, you can choose to have accrual amounts reviewed before the system posts them. With this option, a reviewer can check the periodic planned costs that the system proposes, and adjust them if needed.Depending on the role to which yoursquo;re assigned, you can perform the following tasks:Review purchase order accruals on the cost object levelView accrual amounts in group currencyConfirm review of accrual amountsAdjust accrual amounts and mass review revised amounts




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Review Service Entry Sheet Accruals					F6108										This app enables you to review periodic accruals of service entry sheets for cost objects that youre responsible for. You can check the proposed accrual amounts and mark your review before the system posts the accruals for service entry sheets. Hereapos;s how the system calculates periodic accrual amounts: Accrual Amounts  Amounts of Unapproved Service Entry Sheets




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Run Actual Settlement - Internal Orders, Run Settlement - Orders - Actual (Collective)					KO8G					Overhead Cost Orders					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Run Overhead Calculation - Actual					F4857					Overhead Cost Controlling					This app allows you to calculate actual overhead amounts on a single project, WBS work breakdown structure element, order, or service documents. The app is typically used during periodend closing when you need to calculate overhead for a single cost object. The basis for the allocation are the primary cost elements that you use for overhead. The calculated overhead values are shown in detail for all cost elements which allocated overhead to the specified receiver, enabling you to analyze the cost allocation. You can use this app, for example, in the following situation:  Errors occurred during overhead mass processing. You fixed the errors and now you want to test the overhead calculation on the particular object for which the error occurred before running the process on its actual data.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Run Settlement - Actual					F4568					Overhead Cost Controlling					This app allows you to settle actual costs from a single project, WBS work breakdown structure element, or order to specified receivers. The app is typically used during periodend closing when you need to test or run the settlement process over a single object. The settlement results are shown in detail for each sender and receiver, enabling you to analyze the cost allocation. You can use this app, for example, in the following situations:   New costs were added to a project that was already settled as part of mass processing, and you want to settle only that project.   Errors occurred during settlement mass processing. You fixed the errors and now you want to test the settlement of the particular project for which the error occurred before running the process on its actual data.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Run Settlement - Projects - Actual					CJ88					Overhead Cost Orders					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Set Financial Plan Data to Zero					F4850										Data consistency is key to the quality of financial plan data. There are several reasons why you need to correct your plan data. For example, a data import may contain incorrect or obsolete data, or you may want to clean up plan data before going live. You use this app to remove plan values without deleting them from the database, that is, the system writes delta records and sets the values to zero. In this way, you can, for example, correct previous plan data imports that contained outdated data to ensure the consistency of your plan data. For example, you want to reduce costs because of costsaving measures and make the changes visible in your current plan data version.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Set Report Relevancy - Set-Based Hierarchies					F5295					Overhead Cost Controlling					With this app, you can designate new setbased hierarchies for example, cost center and profit center groups as reportrelevant when you create them. When you create or update setbased hierarchies you need to trigger replication of those hierarchies. This replication ensures that your changes are incorporated into the affected hierarchies. If this replication is not performed, then these hierarchies cannot be used in reporting. The first time you create a new root node item, you need to ensure that the new item is designated as reportrelevant in the system. This onetime effort for new root node items ensures that they are replicated and can be used in reports.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Where-Used List - Internal Orders					F5402										With this app, you can find all mentions of a specific internal order in other objects, such as cost allocation cycles, cost allocation segments, fixed assets, and groups. You can also navigate to other SAP Fiori apps related to these objects.




					Cost Accountant - Overhead					Where-Used List – Cost Centers					F3549										Use this app to find all mentions of a specific cost center in a variety of objects, including activity types, cost allocation cycles and segments, cost centers using budget, groups, hierarchies, and many other. You can specify one or multiple cost centers and view all objects where these cost centers are mentioned. To explore additional details, you can click the object links and navigate to other SAP Fiori apps related to these objects.




					Cost Accountant - Production					Postprocess Event-Based Postings - Overhead Calculation					F5763					Controlling					With this app, you can review eventbased overhead errors that need reprocessing. After you have fixed the errors, you can go back to the result list and simulate processing before reposting. The simulation runs for all ledgers of the same object. If the errors were fixed successfully, they will no longer be displayed in the list.




					Cost Accountant - Real Estate					Analyze Logs					RECALA					Flexible Real Estate Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cost Accountant - Real Estate					Contract Cash Flow					F5491					Flexible Real Estate Management					With this app, you can display and analyze the objectbased and partnerrelated cash flow of a contract.




					Cost Accountant - Real Estate					Manage Occupancy Groups					F5593					Flexible Real Estate Management					With this app you can manage and maintain your occupancy groups.




					Cost Accountant - Real Estate					Periodic Posting for Internal Cost Allocation					F6114					Flexible Real Estate Management					




					Cost Accountant - Real Estate					Periodic Posting: Contracts					RERAPP					Rental Accounting					Using the Periodic Posting for Real Estate Contract function, you post the accounting flows resulting from the conditions while taking account of the contract type. The result is that the planned records generated in the cash floware posted as condition amounts to the assigned accounts of the contractual partner or transferred to other real estate objects.  Note  For more information on conditions in the real estate contract, see Defining and Assigning Conditions and Flows .




					Cost Accountant - Real Estate					Real Estate Objects Plan and Actuals Report					F6760					Flexible Real Estate Management					




					Cost Accountant - Real Estate					Reverse Contract Postings					RERAPPRV					Rental Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Cost Accountant - Sales					Cost Centers - Plan/Actuals					W0081					Information System, iViews					With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Cost Accountant - Sales					Display Customer Balances					F0703					Information System					You can use this app to display customer balances and compare sales. You can see debits, credits, and balances by company code, fiscal year, and customer. The app allows you to further analyze the amounts by displaying all related line items. Furthermore, you can compare sales figures between two fiscal years. To adapt the app to your needs, you can hide, unhide, and sort columns. In addition, you can create search and display variants.




					Cost Accountant - Sales					Display Customer Balances (Version 2)					F0703A					Information System					




					Cost Accountant - Sales					Display Customer List					F2640					Information System					With this app you can see master data for all your customers in one place, and you can also check that no key data is missing. For example, if you want to check that all your customers have data entered for dunning procedure, dunning clerk, and dunning level, select those filters in the apos;Check Empty Fieldsapos; function, and the app will show you any customers for whom that information is missing. You can also see who in your company to contact regarding a particular customer, and of course SAP CoPilot gives you an efficient channel for this communication.




					Cost Accountant - Sales					Display Financial Plan Data Jobs					F4848										If you have imported plan data in the Import Financial Plan Data app using background processing, you can use this app to display all import jobs that are currently running or that have been completed.




					Cost Accountant - Sales					Financial Plan Data Logs					F5144										If you have imported plan data in the Import Financial Plan Data app using background processing, you can use this app to display all import jobs that are currently running or that have been completed.




					Cost Accountant - Sales					Import Financial Plan Data					F1711										Use this app to upload plan data stored in a commaseparated values file CSV file. You can import files online or using background processing. This app allows you to perform your planning in an external system, such as Microsoft Excel. After you uploaded the plan data you can compare it with your actual data using one of the Analytical Apps for Management Accounting. Note The app uploads the plan data into the ACDOCP table and not into the InfoCube S/4HANA Financials: InfoCube for Plan Data /ERP/SFIN_R01. To enable the Analytical Apps for Management Accounting to report on these data, you must set the variable /ERP/P_0INFOPROV to value /ERP/SFIN_V20.For more information, see BW Objects for Analytics and Planning.




					Cost Accountant - Sales					Manage Custom Hierarchy Type					F3553										With the Manage Custom Hierarchy Type app, you can select additional dimensions as hierarchy types to enable their hierarchy maintenance in Manage Global Hierarchies. For example, you can select Industry and set it as a hierarchy type to be supported in Manage Global Hierarchies.




					Cost Accountant - Sales					Manage Customer Line Items					F0711					Information System					You can use this app for adhoc requests or recurring reports to easily find customer line items using a wide range of search criteria. For example, you can see all line items of a specific customer account or all unallocated payments for a specific company code at the end of a period. To make your work more efficient, you can personalize the layout of the table, predefine recurring queries, and save your settings as variants. In addition to displaying data, you can also take various actions such as setting a payment or dunning block. You can export the data to a file and collaborate with colleagues. The app also serves as a navigation target from other apps, allowing users to drill down into the customer line items.




					Cost Accountant - Sales					Manage Global Hierarchies					F2918										With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.




					Cost Accountant - Sales					Market Segments - Actual					F0960					Information System, iViews					With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Cost Accountant - Sales					Market Segments - Plan/Actuals					W0078					Information System, iViews					With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Cost Accountant - Sales					P&L - Actuals					F0945										With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Cost Accountant - Sales					P&L - Plan/Actual					F0927										With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Cost Accountant - Sales					P&L - Plan/Actual YTD					F0933										With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Cost Accountant - Sales					P&L - Plan/Actual with Currency Translation					F0939										With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Cost Accountant - Sales					Profit and Loss - Actuals					F0958					Information System, iViews					With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Cost Accountant - Sales					Profit and Loss - Plan/Actual					F1710					Information System, iViews					With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Cost Accountant - Sales					Projects - Plan/Actuals					W0080					Information System, iViews					With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Cost Accountant - Sales					Sales Orders - Actual					F1582A					Information System, iViews					With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Cost Accountant - Sales					Schedule Sales Accounting Jobs					F1483					Controlling					You can use this app to schedule a background job that allocates overhead costs to profitability segments on the basis of reference values, percentages, or fixed amounts. You can perform the following tasks if you have the business role Controlling:   Schedule actual overhead allocations and generate the controlling documents for the selected period.   Determine when to run the job, for example, immediately or for a specified date in the future.   Test the job before you run the job creating the controlling documents.   Monitor the status of the job and check the log information for errors.




					Credit Controller					Analyze Credit Exposure					F2541					Accounts Receivable					With this app you can analyze your credit exposure by several dimensions and measures. It allows you to see your total credit exposure and provides you with insights to support risk diversification, segmentation, credit, and payment term decision making.




					Credit Controller					Display Document, Display Journal Entries					FB03					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Credit Controller					Display Journal Entries in T-Account View					F3664					Information System					With this app you can inspect how one or multiple journal entries affect ledger accounts where they are posted.




					Credit Controller					FIN User Default Parameter Plugin					F1765										




					Credit Controller					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					Credit Controller - Prepayments					Display Document, Display Journal Entries					FB03					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned					F2878A										This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Billing Document					F1901					Billing					With this app, you can display a concise overview of billing document details and contextual information.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Billing Document Request					F2337					Billing					With this object page, you can display the details of billing document requests BDRs. BDRs are request objects that can contain itemized billing data from a range of sources. BDRs can contain only debit items.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Change Maintenance Order					IW32					Maintenance Orders					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Display Billing Documents					VF03					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Display Contract					VA43					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Display Invoice List, Display Invoice Lists					VF23					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Display PM Order (IW33)					IW33										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Display Reservation					MB23					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Find Maintenance Order					F2175					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and perform different mass changes, such as changing the responsibility, the status, and the scheduling of the selected maintenance orders. You can also assign the orders to a maintenance event and dispatch all their operations.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Find Technical Object					F2072					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Inbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0232A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for inbound deliveries search results. You can search for inbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or supplier. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access inbound delivery object pages. With the inbound delivery object page, you can display inbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Invoice List					F2739					Billing					With this app, you can display a concise overview of an invoice listapos;s details and navigate to the billing documents it contains. Invoice lists are documents that combine billing documents invoices, debit memos, or credit memos that have already been posted to financial accounting and are intended for a single designated payer. Suppliers that use invoice lists to periodically bill sales they have made to a buying group can substantially reduce the administrative effort involved in payment collection. Similarly to billing documents, invoice lists consist of a header and one or more items. Each item represents one of the individual billing documents that together comprise the invoice list. The billing documents in the invoice list can be single or collective documents collective invoices combine items from more than one delivery. You can create the following two types of invoice list:   For invoices and debit memos   For credit memos




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Manage Internal Orders					F1604										This app allows users to manage internal order master data quickly and accurately. Users can define filter criteria and layout to search for and review detailed internal order master data. Users can also navigate to other apps to create, copy, edit, or display internal order master data.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Manage SEPA Mandates					F5158										




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Manage Supplier Invoices					F0859					Invoice Verification					With this app you can create and display a supplier invoice based on the received document. You can specify the purchase order items to which your supplier invoice relates. These referenced items can also have multiple account assignment. You can choose among several assignment options depending on the reference document category. To identify the most relevant service entry sheet items, for example, you can search by the service performer and the performance date. If you select the Simulate or Post function, the system compares the quantity and amount data of each supplier invoice item with the data of the related purchase order item. If goodsreceiptbased invoice verification has been defined for a purchase order item, the system compares the supplier invoice data with the related goods receipt data. If the deviation is outside defined tolerances, the invoice is posted, but the invoice is automatically blocked for payment. If the system determines the responsible person, an approval process is initiated. You can use the Supplier Invoices List app to display supplier invoices. In the detail view, you can release or reverse a blocked supplier invoice.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Material Documents Overview					F1077										With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0233A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Preliminary Billing Document					F2874										With this app, you can display an overview of a preliminary billing documentapos;s details and contextual information. Preliminary billing documents are intended purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes become necessary, you can make these changes in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Purchase Order (Version 2)					F0348A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)					F0349A					Purchasing					This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0234A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Sales Contract (S/4HANA)					F2026					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales contract in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales contract items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.




					Customer Service Manager (Customer Management)					Sales Order (S/4HANA)					F1814					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair					Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned					F2878A										This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.




					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair					Billing Document					F1901					Billing					With this app, you can display a concise overview of billing document details and contextual information.




					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair					Billing Document Request					F2337					Billing					With this object page, you can display the details of billing document requests BDRs. BDRs are request objects that can contain itemized billing data from a range of sources. BDRs can contain only debit items.




					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair					Customer Return					F1815					Complaints					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a customer return in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the customer return items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your customer return. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related return deliveries.




					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair					Display Billing Documents					VF03					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair					Display Invoice List, Display Invoice Lists					VF23					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair					Find Technical Object					F2072					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.




					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair					Invoice List					F2739					Billing					With this app, you can display a concise overview of an invoice listapos;s details and navigate to the billing documents it contains. Invoice lists are documents that combine billing documents invoices, debit memos, or credit memos that have already been posted to financial accounting and are intended for a single designated payer. Suppliers that use invoice lists to periodically bill sales they have made to a buying group can substantially reduce the administrative effort involved in payment collection. Similarly to billing documents, invoice lists consist of a header and one or more items. Each item represents one of the individual billing documents that together comprise the invoice list. The billing documents in the invoice list can be single or collective documents collective invoices combine items from more than one delivery. You can create the following two types of invoice list:   For invoices and debit memos   For credit memos




					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair					Manage SEPA Mandates					F5158										




					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair					Material Documents Overview					F1077										With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair					My Outbox					F6511										You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.




					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair					Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0233A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair					Preliminary Billing Document					F2874										With this app, you can display an overview of a preliminary billing documentapos;s details and contextual information. Preliminary billing documents are intended purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes become necessary, you can make these changes in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.




					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair					Purchase Order (Version 2)					F0348A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.




					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair					Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)					F0349A					Purchasing					This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Customer Service Manager - In-House Repair					Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0234A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned					F2878A										This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Billing Document					F1901					Billing					With this app, you can display a concise overview of billing document details and contextual information.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Billing Document Request					F2337					Billing					With this object page, you can display the details of billing document requests BDRs. BDRs are request objects that can contain itemized billing data from a range of sources. BDRs can contain only debit items.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Change Maintenance Order					IW32					Maintenance Orders					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Display Billing Documents					VF03					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Display Contract					VA43					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Display Invoice List, Display Invoice Lists					VF23					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Display PM Order (IW33)					IW33										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Display Reservation					MB23					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Find Maintenance Order					F2175					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and perform different mass changes, such as changing the responsibility, the status, and the scheduling of the selected maintenance orders. You can also assign the orders to a maintenance event and dispatch all their operations.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Inbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0232A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for inbound deliveries search results. You can search for inbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or supplier. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access inbound delivery object pages. With the inbound delivery object page, you can display inbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Invoice List					F2739					Billing					With this app, you can display a concise overview of an invoice listapos;s details and navigate to the billing documents it contains. Invoice lists are documents that combine billing documents invoices, debit memos, or credit memos that have already been posted to financial accounting and are intended for a single designated payer. Suppliers that use invoice lists to periodically bill sales they have made to a buying group can substantially reduce the administrative effort involved in payment collection. Similarly to billing documents, invoice lists consist of a header and one or more items. Each item represents one of the individual billing documents that together comprise the invoice list. The billing documents in the invoice list can be single or collective documents collective invoices combine items from more than one delivery. You can create the following two types of invoice list:   For invoices and debit memos   For credit memos




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Manage Internal Orders					F1604										This app allows users to manage internal order master data quickly and accurately. Users can define filter criteria and layout to search for and review detailed internal order master data. Users can also navigate to other apps to create, copy, edit, or display internal order master data.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Manage Supplier Invoices					F0859					Invoice Verification					With this app you can create and display a supplier invoice based on the received document. You can specify the purchase order items to which your supplier invoice relates. These referenced items can also have multiple account assignment. You can choose among several assignment options depending on the reference document category. To identify the most relevant service entry sheet items, for example, you can search by the service performer and the performance date. If you select the Simulate or Post function, the system compares the quantity and amount data of each supplier invoice item with the data of the related purchase order item. If goodsreceiptbased invoice verification has been defined for a purchase order item, the system compares the supplier invoice data with the related goods receipt data. If the deviation is outside defined tolerances, the invoice is posted, but the invoice is automatically blocked for payment. If the system determines the responsible person, an approval process is initiated. You can use the Supplier Invoices List app to display supplier invoices. In the detail view, you can release or reverse a blocked supplier invoice.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Material Documents Overview					F1077										With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0233A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Preliminary Billing Document					F2874										With this app, you can display an overview of a preliminary billing documentapos;s details and contextual information. Preliminary billing documents are intended purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes become necessary, you can make these changes in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Purchase Order (Version 2)					F0348A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)					F0349A					Purchasing					This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0234A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Sales Contract (S/4HANA)					F2026					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales contract in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales contract items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.




					Customer Service Representative (Customer Management)					Sales Order (S/4HANA)					F1814					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					Customer Service Representative - Data Analysis (Utilities) for Brazil					Control Average Handle Time					F6510										




					Customer Service Representative - Data Analysis (Utilities) for Brazil					Control Average Handle Time - Agents					F6513										




					Customer Service Representative - Data Analysis (Utilities) for Brazil					Control Average Handle Time - Reasons					F6512										With this app, you can control service performance, based on average service time information. You define search criteria to display the information on interaction record.




					Customer Service Representative - Data Analysis (Utilities) for Brazil					Total Average Time					F6514										




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned					F2878A										This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Billing Document					F1901					Billing					With this app, you can display a concise overview of billing document details and contextual information.




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Billing Document Request					F2337					Billing					With this object page, you can display the details of billing document requests BDRs. BDRs are request objects that can contain itemized billing data from a range of sources. BDRs can contain only debit items.




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Customer Master FactSheets					F0046A										With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Customer Return					F1815					Complaints					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a customer return in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the customer return items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your customer return. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related return deliveries.




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Display Billing Documents					VF03					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Display Document, Display Journal Entries					FB03					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Display Invoice List, Display Invoice Lists					VF23					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Display Journal Entries in T-Account View					F3664					Information System					With this app you can inspect how one or multiple journal entries affect ledger accounts where they are posted.




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Find Technical Object					F2072					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Invoice List					F2739					Billing					With this app, you can display a concise overview of an invoice listapos;s details and navigate to the billing documents it contains. Invoice lists are documents that combine billing documents invoices, debit memos, or credit memos that have already been posted to financial accounting and are intended for a single designated payer. Suppliers that use invoice lists to periodically bill sales they have made to a buying group can substantially reduce the administrative effort involved in payment collection. Similarly to billing documents, invoice lists consist of a header and one or more items. Each item represents one of the individual billing documents that together comprise the invoice list. The billing documents in the invoice list can be single or collective documents collective invoices combine items from more than one delivery. You can create the following two types of invoice list:   For invoices and debit memos   For credit memos




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Manage SEPA Mandates					F5158										




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0233A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Preliminary Billing Document					F2874										With this app, you can display an overview of a preliminary billing documentapos;s details and contextual information. Preliminary billing documents are intended purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes become necessary, you can make these changes in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Purchase Order (Version 2)					F0348A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)					F0349A					Purchasing					This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Customer Service Representative - In-House Repair					Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0234A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Dangerous Goods Specialist					Change Material					MM02					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Dangerous Goods Specialist					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Data Privacy Specialist - Consent Management					Analyze Consents Import Logs					F3283										With this app you can search for and display application import logs that were created when importing consent records. In addition, the app enables you to analyze the log entries by getting more information about the logs and their messages. Logs can be written for both test runs as well as actual imports of consent records.




					Data Privacy Specialist - Consent Management					Import Consents from File					F3306										With this app you can import consent records as copies from a file that is stored on your device.




					Data Privacy Specialist - Consent Management					Manage Consents					F3307										With this app you can search for and display stored consent records that you have already imported as copies from a file on your device.




					Design Engineer					Change Document					CV02N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Design Engineer					Create Document					CV01N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Design Engineer					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Design Engineer					Display document					CV03N										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Design Engineer					Find Document					CV04N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Design Engineer					Manage Documents					F2733					Document Management System					With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.




					Design Engineer					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Design Engineer					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Development Manager - Discrete Industry					Change Document					CV02N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Development Manager - Discrete Industry					Create Document					CV01N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Development Manager - Discrete Industry					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Development Manager - Discrete Industry					Display document					CV03N										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Development Manager - Discrete Industry					Find Document					CV04N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Development Manager - Discrete Industry					Manage Documents					F2733					Document Management System					With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.




					Development Manager - Discrete Industry					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Development Manager - Discrete Industry					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Divisional Accountant					Application Jobs - Import to Global Hierarchies					F5097										With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.




					Divisional Accountant					Display Line Items in General Ledger					F2217					Information System					With this app you can check general ledger G/L account line items in the general ledger view. You can use filters to display open and cleared items for openitemmanaged accounts, or all line items of a G/L account. You can select the line items based on a key date or after the clearing date in conjunction with a key date. If you are selecting all items, you can also choose a posting date range. Note Balances carried forward are not displayed in this app because they are technical items in the system and not typical line items.If you are navigating from an app that is displaying balances carried forward to the Display Line Items in General Ledger app the presumed purpose is to show the corresponding line items which are decisive for this navigation scenario and not to compare the balances. Note You can display the line items for one or more G/L accounts in the following ways:  With this app Display Line Items in General Ledger in the general ledger view for line item display, you can display the line items together with the general ledger account assignments General Ledger Line Items and G/L account line items or journal entries.   With the Display Line Item Entry app in the entry view for line item display, you can display the G/L account line items G/L Account Line Items.   You can select the line items based on numerous criteria for the posting date or time frame, such as today, the last or next x days, quarters or months, and fiscal periods also, such as fiscal quarter or fiscal year. If you are selecting all items, you can also choose a posting date range. In the results list, you can group, sort and filter the G/L account line items using characteristics, such as G/L account, segment or profit center. You can show numerous additional characteristics, and swap the order of the columns in the list. If you need to continue processing and analyzing the results list of G/L account line items, you can export it to Excel. You can also choose to display the amounts of G/L account line items in a display currency. You may find it especially useful when you want to report on several company codes and the journal entries in each of the company codes have been posted in different currencies. Using the display currency, you can easily compare the totals amounts of the G/L account line items of each company code in one display currency.




					Divisional Accountant					Display Organizational Change Application Logs					F4720										You can use this app to view log details for organizational changes that youapos;ve activated, simulated, processed, or completed using the Manage Organizational Changes app or the related programs to schedule the different jobs for organizational changes.




					Divisional Accountant					Edit Profit Centers - Collective					KE55					Profit Center Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Divisional Accountant					Manage Flexible Hierarchies					F2759										With this app, you can create and change hierarchies for cost center, profit center, and company code reporting. You can customize these hierarchies to fit your reporting needs and adapt them to your business requirements. Furthermore, you can extend the hierarchies by adding custom fields.




					Divisional Accountant					Manage Global Hierarchies					F2918										With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.




					Divisional Accountant					Manage Organizational Changes					F4567										This app allows you to control the overall process for an organizational change. For example, you can use this app to divide up, combine, and replace profit centers that are assigned to objects, such as WBS elements, projects, products, and orders. When you create an organizational change, you decide on which date and for which company codes and profit centers the changes occur, and which objects are affected by new profit center assignments. Objects that are affected by the reorganization, such as WBS elements or products, are then reassigned and their stocks or balances are reposted to the new organizational entities.




					Divisional Accountant					Manage Profit Center Groups					F0764										With this app you can search for profit center groups as well as create, display, and edit profit center groups. You can also create different versions of the profit center group content for different validity dates by copying a group to an inactive version. Note that you cannot create versions for the standard hierarchy as a special profit center group.




					Divisional Accountant					Manage Profit Centers (Version 2)					F3516										With the Manage Profit Centers Apps, you can create, edit, display and delete profit centers which you are responsible.Key FeaturesDepending on the role to which yoursquo;re assigned, you can perform the following tasks:Create profit Center directly or via Copy or SplitEdit profit center informationAssign Company Code to specified profit center.Display profit centersDelete profit center if there is no any records, including master data and business transaction records refer to profit center processed. otherwise, you may only can lock it before archive all related data.




					Divisional Accountant					Profit Centers - Actual					F0959					Information System, iViews					With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Divisional Accountant					Profit Centers - Plan/Actual					F0926										With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Divisional Accountant					Profit Centers - Plan/Actuals					W0079					Information System, iViews					With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Divisional Accountant					Replicate Runtime Hierarchy					F1478										With this app, you can manually replicate setbased and financial statement hierarchies to back end database tables after you create or edit the hierarchies in other apps. The app helps to improve the performance of hierarchy related analytic apps. You are recommended to periodically replicate hierarchies because in this way you save hierarchy snapshots that can be different from each other and you can select to view hierarchies based on the replication date and time. This app is available for the roles of Overhead Cost Accountant and G/L Accountant. Note When you replicate runtime hierarchies, the system updates the data that is contained in database tables HRRP_NODE, HRRP_NODET, HRRP_DIRECTORY, and HRRP_DIRECTORYT.




					Divisional Accountant					Set Report Relevancy - Set-Based Hierarchies					F5295					Overhead Cost Controlling					With this app, you can designate new setbased hierarchies for example, cost center and profit center groups as reportrelevant when you create them. When you create or update setbased hierarchies you need to trigger replication of those hierarchies. This replication ensures that your changes are incorporated into the affected hierarchies. If this replication is not performed, then these hierarchies cannot be used in reporting. The first time you create a new root node item, you need to ensure that the new item is designated as reportrelevant in the system. This onetime effort for new root node items ensures that they are replicated and can be used in reports.




					Employee					Confirm Receipt of Goods-New					F4489										With this app, you can confirm the receipt of goods. This app lists all purchase requisitions with material items relevant for confirmation. This app also lists purchase requisitions relevant for confirmation that were requested for you by other employees. These employees are often regarded as requestors. If an employee is allowed to purchase products on behalf of other users, for example, for their managers, the requestor or creator of a purchase requisition can post the confirmation. If the functionality for Central Procurement is enabled, this app lists all purchase requisitions that are created in the SAP S/4HANA Cloud system which acts as a hub system based on the plant you are assigned to. For example, if you are assigned to plant 1010, this app lists all the purchase requisitions for this plant that are either created by you or requested for you. In addition, you can filter for purchase requisitions that you created for other plants. You can select items from a purchase requisition and enter the quantity you want to confirm.




					Employee					Cost Centers - Plan/Actuals					W0081					Information System, iViews					With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Employee					Create Maintenance Request					F1511A					Maintenance Notifications					With this app, you can create maintenance requests. While creating a maintenance request, you can provide relevant information that is required to identify and solve the problem.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH scope item that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.




					Employee					Create Purchase Requisition - New					F1643A										




					Employee					Create Purchase Requisitions					F1643										With this app, you can create purchase requisitions. You can select products from catalogs or provide descriptions of the items to create the purchase requisition. Note This app will be deprecated with the release SAP S/4HANA 2023. We recommend that you switch to the successor app My Purchase Requisitions  New as soon as possible.




					Employee					Default settings for users					F1995					Purchase Requisitions					This feature now enables you to retrieve and assign value help from SAP S/4HANA connected systems using the F4 button. Value help includes plant, company code, purchasing organization, GL account and cost centre. Please note that, you can configure SAP S/4HANA system as a hub system and you can configure SAP S/4HANA, and SAP ERP as connected systems if you activate the Central Requisitioning scenario in Central Procurement.




					Employee					Manage Supplier Invoices					F0859					Invoice Verification					With this app you can create and display a supplier invoice based on the received document. You can specify the purchase order items to which your supplier invoice relates. These referenced items can also have multiple account assignment. You can choose among several assignment options depending on the reference document category. To identify the most relevant service entry sheet items, for example, you can search by the service performer and the performance date. If you select the Simulate or Post function, the system compares the quantity and amount data of each supplier invoice item with the data of the related purchase order item. If goodsreceiptbased invoice verification has been defined for a purchase order item, the system compares the supplier invoice data with the related goods receipt data. If the deviation is outside defined tolerances, the invoice is posted, but the invoice is automatically blocked for payment. If the system determines the responsible person, an approval process is initiated. You can use the Supplier Invoices List app to display supplier invoices. In the detail view, you can release or reverse a blocked supplier invoice.




					Employee					My Maintenance Requests					F4513					Maintenance Notifications					With this app, you can view your maintenance requests. You can also copy maintenance requests or delete maintenance requests.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.




					Employee					My Outbox					F6511										You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.




					Employee					My Purchase Requisition - New					F1639A										




					Employee					My Purchase Requisitions					F1639										With this app, you can check the status and details of purchase requisitions that were created by either you or by someone else, for you, using the Shop on Behalf feature in the Create Purchase Requisition app. Note This app will be deprecated with the release SAP S/4HANA 2023. We recommend that you switch to the successor app My Purchase Requisitions  New as soon as possible.




					Employee					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Employee					Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)					F0349A					Purchasing					This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Employee					Query Browser					F1068										The Query Browser is a Fiori application using which you can quickly and easily search, browse, and tag the analytical queries. This application displays all the analytical queries to which the user has access. You need to assign the Query Browser role to a user. To launch the application, click the Tile Catalog and choose Query Browser from the Query Browser catalog. By default, the content views are preorganized by the view name.




					Employee					Request Maintenance					F1511					Maintenance Notifications					You can use this app to easily request that maintenance work or repairs be done on a technical object. While creating a maintenance request, the app helps you provide all the relevant information required to solve the problem quickly. You enter important information such as the technical object, the location where the problem occurred, the effect on safety or environmental compliance, as well as a detailed description of the problem. Questionnaires ensure that you describe the problem without leaving out important information. By launching the second tile provided for this app, you open a notification list for monitoring all the different maintenance requests that have been submitted. The list provides you with a quick overview so you can easily track the status of the notifications. You can use the search function and filters to determine which notifications are displayed. This app is available for the Employee Maintenance role.




					Employee					Return Delivery					F1996										You can use this app to view items of a purchase requisition for which a confirmation exists and choose to return them to the supplier for some reason. For example, due to poor quality or because they are damaged. This app displays the list of purchase order of a specific purchase requisition that contains at least one item that is eligible for return. In case Central Procurement is enabled, you can integrate your SAP S/4HANA system which acts as a hub system with other connected systems in your system landscape. SAP S/4HANA, SAP S/4HANA Cloud, or SAP ERP act as connected systems. A purchase order is automatically created for purchase requisitions that are replicated from the hub system to the connected systems. You can create a return delivery for these purchase orders in the connected systems, and choose to return these to the supplier for certain reasons. For example, due to poor quality or because the goods are damaged. Note This app does not display purchase orders that are referenced to more than one purchase requisition. You can perform the following tasks if you have the business role employee:   View the Return button enabled in the My Purchase Requisitions app or configure the system to access the Return Delivery app from the Fiori Launchpad.    View a purchase requisition and the corresponding purchase orders that contain at least one item with complete or partial confirmation from the supplier.   Return an item to the supplier.   Enter a return quantity that does not exceed the delivered quantity along with a reason for return.




					Employee					Upload Supplier Invoices					F2452					Invoice Verification					With this app you can upload electronic invoice documents that you have stored as files on your directory. The system creates one invoice draft per file. Each uploaded file is linked as an attachment to the corresponding invoice.




					Employee - Maintenance Info					Request Maintenance					F1511					Maintenance Notifications					You can use this app to easily request that maintenance work or repairs be done on a technical object. While creating a maintenance request, the app helps you provide all the relevant information required to solve the problem quickly. You enter important information such as the technical object, the location where the problem occurred, the effect on safety or environmental compliance, as well as a detailed description of the problem. Questionnaires ensure that you describe the problem without leaving out important information. By launching the second tile provided for this app, you open a notification list for monitoring all the different maintenance requests that have been submitted. The list provides you with a quick overview so you can easily track the status of the notifications. You can use the search function and filters to determine which notifications are displayed. This app is available for the Employee Maintenance role.




					Employee - Procurement					Confirm Receipt of Goods-New					F4489										With this app, you can confirm the receipt of goods. This app lists all purchase requisitions with material items relevant for confirmation. This app also lists purchase requisitions relevant for confirmation that were requested for you by other employees. These employees are often regarded as requestors. If an employee is allowed to purchase products on behalf of other users, for example, for their managers, the requestor or creator of a purchase requisition can post the confirmation. If the functionality for Central Procurement is enabled, this app lists all purchase requisitions that are created in the SAP S/4HANA Cloud system which acts as a hub system based on the plant you are assigned to. For example, if you are assigned to plant 1010, this app lists all the purchase requisitions for this plant that are either created by you or requested for you. In addition, you can filter for purchase requisitions that you created for other plants. You can select items from a purchase requisition and enter the quantity you want to confirm.




					Employee - Procurement					Create Purchase Requisition - New					F1643A										




					Employee - Procurement					Create Purchase Requisitions					F1643										With this app, you can create purchase requisitions. You can select products from catalogs or provide descriptions of the items to create the purchase requisition. Note This app will be deprecated with the release SAP S/4HANA 2023. We recommend that you switch to the successor app My Purchase Requisitions  New as soon as possible.




					Employee - Procurement					Default settings for users					F1995					Purchase Requisitions					This feature now enables you to retrieve and assign value help from SAP S/4HANA connected systems using the F4 button. Value help includes plant, company code, purchasing organization, GL account and cost centre. Please note that, you can configure SAP S/4HANA system as a hub system and you can configure SAP S/4HANA, and SAP ERP as connected systems if you activate the Central Requisitioning scenario in Central Procurement.




					Employee - Procurement					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Employee - Procurement					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Employee - Procurement					Manage Supplier Invoices					F0859					Invoice Verification					With this app you can create and display a supplier invoice based on the received document. You can specify the purchase order items to which your supplier invoice relates. These referenced items can also have multiple account assignment. You can choose among several assignment options depending on the reference document category. To identify the most relevant service entry sheet items, for example, you can search by the service performer and the performance date. If you select the Simulate or Post function, the system compares the quantity and amount data of each supplier invoice item with the data of the related purchase order item. If goodsreceiptbased invoice verification has been defined for a purchase order item, the system compares the supplier invoice data with the related goods receipt data. If the deviation is outside defined tolerances, the invoice is posted, but the invoice is automatically blocked for payment. If the system determines the responsible person, an approval process is initiated. You can use the Supplier Invoices List app to display supplier invoices. In the detail view, you can release or reverse a blocked supplier invoice.




					Employee - Procurement					My Purchase Requisition - New					F1639A										




					Employee - Procurement					My Purchase Requisitions					F1639										With this app, you can check the status and details of purchase requisitions that were created by either you or by someone else, for you, using the Shop on Behalf feature in the Create Purchase Requisition app. Note This app will be deprecated with the release SAP S/4HANA 2023. We recommend that you switch to the successor app My Purchase Requisitions  New as soon as possible.




					Employee - Procurement					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Employee - Procurement					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Employee - Procurement					Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)					F0349A					Purchasing					This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Employee - Procurement					Return Delivery					F1996										You can use this app to view items of a purchase requisition for which a confirmation exists and choose to return them to the supplier for some reason. For example, due to poor quality or because they are damaged. This app displays the list of purchase order of a specific purchase requisition that contains at least one item that is eligible for return. In case Central Procurement is enabled, you can integrate your SAP S/4HANA system which acts as a hub system with other connected systems in your system landscape. SAP S/4HANA, SAP S/4HANA Cloud, or SAP ERP act as connected systems. A purchase order is automatically created for purchase requisitions that are replicated from the hub system to the connected systems. You can create a return delivery for these purchase orders in the connected systems, and choose to return these to the supplier for certain reasons. For example, due to poor quality or because the goods are damaged. Note This app does not display purchase orders that are referenced to more than one purchase requisition. You can perform the following tasks if you have the business role employee:   View the Return button enabled in the My Purchase Requisitions app or configure the system to access the Return Delivery app from the Fiori Launchpad.    View a purchase requisition and the corresponding purchase orders that contain at least one item with complete or partial confirmation from the supplier.   Return an item to the supplier.   Enter a return quantity that does not exceed the delivered quantity along with a reason for return.




					Employee - Procurement					Supplier					F0354					Vendor Master					With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.




					Employee - Procurement					Upload Supplier Invoices					F2452					Invoice Verification					With this app you can upload electronic invoice documents that you have stored as files on your directory. The system creates one invoice draft per file. Each uploaded file is linked as an attachment to the corresponding invoice.




					Environmental Manager					Find Technical Object					F2072					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.




					Environmental Manager					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Environmental Manager					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					External Auditor					Account Balance Audit Trail					F1393					Information System					With this app, you can compare the opening and closing balance of openitem managed GL, AR, and AP accounts for the selected fiscal period and analyze the related line items. You can use the app to review the accounts to ensure the validity and legality of the financial records. You can group, sort, and filter the results list using various characteristics. You can show numerous additional characteristics, and also swap the order of the columns in the list.




					External Auditor					Audit Journal					F0997					Information System					With this app, you can run various auditing reports to ensure correctness of your journals.




					External Auditor					Tax Declaration Reconciliation					F2096										With this app, you can check taxrelevant postings that are to be declared in a VAT return. This app is available for the General Ledger Accountant SAP_BR_GL_ACCOUNTANT and External Auditor SAP_BR_EXTERNAL_AUDITOR roles. When the app is used by a user with the External Auditor role, you can impose a timeframe restriction to restrict the range of data that the auditor can see. All other features and functions are available to both generic role types.




					External Auditor					Tax Reconciliation Account Balance					F2095										With this app you can assess tax relevant postings to verify that tax relevant accounts are posted with tax attributes, and to check that appcalculated VAT amounts correspond with posted amounts. This app is available for the General Ledger Accountant SAP_BR_GL_ACCOUNTANT and External Auditor SAP_BR_EXTERNAL_AUDITOR roles. When the app is used by a user with the External Auditor role, you can impose a timeframe restriction to restrict the range of data that the auditor can see. All other features and functions are available to both generic role types.




					External Auditor - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					External Auditor - Group Reporting					Application Jobs - Import to Global Hierarchies					F5097										With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.




					External Auditor - Group Reporting					Manage Global Hierarchies					F2918										With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.




					External Auditor - Group Reporting					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					External Auditor - Group Reporting					Manage Substitution and Validation Rules					F4406					Validation, Substitution and Rules					With this app, you can display, change, and create substitution and validation rules for your selected business contexts and events. These rules can be used in the respective business processes to validate, derive, or replace values at the time of entry for the relevant fields.




					External Auditor - Group Reporting					Schedule jobs for consolidation tasks					F4376										You can use this app to schedule and monitor jobs for consolidation tasks using the provided templates. If you have manual activities that you often need to do at a specific time, this app can reduce your workload by running these tasks smoothly in the background.




					General Ledger Accountant					Account Determination					F1273										You can use the Automatic Account Determination app to configure G/L account assignments. New transaction keys have been added. For the Prepare Intercompany Transactions process in Financial Accounting  General Ledger Accounting, the transaction keys are new ones to choose:BUL: LedgerSpecific CoCode ClearingBUU: CoCode Clearing Between Differing Amts




					General Ledger Accountant					Accrual Postings - Simulated / Posted					W0184					Accrual Engine					In this app, you can display an overview of accrual postings. After you specify a Valid toDate and optional filters, the system returns a report that shows all accrualobjects with accrual item types and posted accrual amounts based on your searchcriteria. You can compare the simulated accrual amounts calculated by the system andthe actual posted accrual amounts. You can view all accrual postings for purchaseorder accruals and service entry sheet accruals.




					General Ledger Accountant					Accrual Postings - With Simulation					W0183					Accrual Engine					In this app, you can display an overview of accrual postings. After you specify a Valid to Date and optional filters, the system returns a report that shows all accrual objects with accrual item types and accrual amounts based on your search criteria. In the Accrual Amount column, you can view not only posted accruals, but also planned accruals calculated by the system but not posted yet. When a posting hasnapos;t occurred, you see a simulated amount instead. You can view all accrual postings for purchase order accruals, service entry sheet accruals and manual accruals.




					General Ledger Accountant					Analyze Accrual Postings					F3732					Accrual Engine					With this app you can display an overview of accrual postings. You can filter the postings by various criteria and navigate to a specific posting in related apps to investigate further.




					General Ledger Accountant					Analyze Credit Loss Allowances					W0134					Information System					With this app you can display expected credit losses and the allowances for them based on existing data in your system. Based on the selection criteria that you enter when you start the app, the app displays a realtime snapshot of the expected credit losses and their allowances.  The app provides a reconciliation from the opening balance to the closing balance of the loss allowance in one table that shows the changes for each risk class separately in the selected period.




					General Ledger Accountant					Application Jobs - Import to Global Hierarchies					F5097										With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.




					General Ledger Accountant					Audit Journal					F0997					Information System					With this app, you can run various auditing reports to ensure correctness of your journals.




					General Ledger Accountant					Balance Carryforward Status					F4683										You can use this app to view details about the balance carryforward, such as the status, when it was run and more. The balance carryforward involves carrying forward account balances for all currencies into the new fiscal year. After youapos;ve manually run the balance carryforward, opening balances for a fiscal year are made available.




					General Ledger Accountant					Balance Sheet / Income Statement - Multidimensional					W0161					General Ledger Accounting					With this app, you can display balance sheets for your companies using operational, local and global chart of accounts. These reports are generated on the fly by analyzing all the relevant line items. From these reports you can also access the line items of a specific G/L account. If you need to share and further analyze the financial statements, you can export them to Excel in the Design Studio application type or to Excel and PDF in the Web Dynpro application type. You can also compare different fiscal years, different ledgers and actual with plan data for the financial statement version. Note If you want to download financial statements to PDF files and use other additional functions, such as you need a screen reader, in the Design Studio application type, you can work with the Web Dynpro application type.




					General Ledger Accountant					Balance Sheet/Income Statement					F0708					Basic Functions					Use this app to display balance sheets as well as profit and loss statements for your companies using operational, local, and global charts of accounts. These reports are generated on the fly by analyzing all relevant line items. From these reports, you can also access the line items of a specific G/L account as well as customer and supplier line items.Note If you want to download balance sheets and income statements to Excel and use other additional functions, you can work with the Balance Sheet/Income Statement  Multidimensional app.




					General Ledger Accountant					Cash Flow Statement - Indirect Method					W0054					Information System					This app enables you to display a cash flow statement based on the indirect calculation method. You can display realtime information about your cash flow. Depending on your requirements, you can add columns or rows to get more detailed information about individual accounts. The cash flow total is calculated as follows: Cash flow  cash flow from operating activities  cash flow from investing activities  cash flow from financing activities Where:    Cash flow from operating activities  net profit or loss  adjustments for income and expenses not involving cash flows  decrease in balance sheet items  increase in value in the balance sheet items    The calculation is based on the semantic tags assigned to the relevant G/L accounts. For more information, see Assign Semantic Tags for Cash Flow Statement.




					General Ledger Accountant					Clear G/L Accounts - Manual Clearing					F1579										You can use this app to manually clear G/L account open items that did not clear automatically.




					General Ledger Accountant					Clear Open Items Automatically					F.13										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					General Ledger Accountant					Create Add. List for Advance Return on Sales/Purchase Tax					S_ALR_87012359										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					General Ledger Accountant					Create Advance Return on Sales/Purchase Tax					S_ALR_87012357					Cross-Application Basis Components					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					General Ledger Accountant					Create Correspondence (Version 2)					F0744A					Accounts Receivable					With this app you can preview, email, print, and download correspondence related to your customers and suppliers. The app can be launched from the SAP Fiori Launchpad or opened from other Fiori apps, including Display Customer Balances, Display Supplier Balances, Manage Customer Line Items, and Manage Supplier Line Items.




					General Ledger Accountant					Currency Exchange Rates					F3616										With this app you can monitor, create, and change currency exchange rates.




					General Ledger Accountant					Display Accrual Object Items					F4899					Accrual Engine					With this app, you can display a list of accrual object items filtered by company code, accrual item type, lifecycle status, and so on. You can see full details for each item listed, and check information such as the validity period, start and end of life, or the total accrual amount.




					General Ledger Accountant					Display Document Flow					F3665					Information System					The application lists all relevant business transactions and journal entries for a performance obligation. It also provides key information for each document. For example, an order document includes the Order Date, Sender Component, Order Quantity, Contractual Price and the related document for direct navigation to it. You can track the document of a performance obligation by following these steps:  Open the Fiori App Document Flow.   Search for your revenue contracts or performance obligations. By default, the performance obligations are grouped by revenue contract.   Click on a particular performance obligation to check the related documents.   Select a Date Range to filter the documents based on the document date.




					General Ledger Accountant					Display Document, Display Journal Entries					FB03					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					General Ledger Accountant					Display Financial Plan Data Jobs					F4848										If you have imported plan data in the Import Financial Plan Data app using background processing, you can use this app to display all import jobs that are currently running or that have been completed.




					General Ledger Accountant					Display G/L Account Balances					F0707					Information System					You can use this app to check and compare the balances, and the credit and debit amounts of a ledger in a company code for each period of a fiscal year. You can restrict the data to a single general ledger account, or use other selection criteria for example profit center. You can see the balances for the periods in the selected year, but you can click through to other periods by choosing Previous Periods.Note You can scroll between the periods only for the selected year and the previous year.  In a further view, you can compare the balances relating to several fiscal years with each other. This app is available for the business role G/L accountant.




					General Ledger Accountant					Display G/L Account Balances (New)					F0707A					Information System					You can use this app to check and compare the balances, and the credit and debit amounts of a ledger in a company code for each period of a fiscal year. You can restrict the data to a single general ledger account, or other selection criteria for example, profit center. In a further view, by choosing Compare, you can compare the balances relating to several fiscal years with each other. This app is available for the business role G/L Accountant.




					General Ledger Accountant					Display Journal Entries in T-Account View					F3664					Information System					With this app you can inspect how one or multiple journal entries affect ledger accounts where they are posted.




					General Ledger Accountant					Display Line Item Entry					F2218					Information System					With this app, you can check general ledger G/L account line items in the entry view. You can use filters to display open and cleared items for openitemmanaged accounts or all line items of a G/L account. You can select the line items based on a key date or after the clearing date in conjunction with a key date.




					General Ledger Accountant					Display Line Items in General Ledger					F2217					Information System					With this app you can check general ledger G/L account line items in the general ledger view. You can use filters to display open and cleared items for openitemmanaged accounts, or all line items of a G/L account. You can select the line items based on a key date or after the clearing date in conjunction with a key date. If you are selecting all items, you can also choose a posting date range. Note Balances carried forward are not displayed in this app because they are technical items in the system and not typical line items.If you are navigating from an app that is displaying balances carried forward to the Display Line Items in General Ledger app the presumed purpose is to show the corresponding line items which are decisive for this navigation scenario and not to compare the balances. Note You can display the line items for one or more G/L accounts in the following ways:  With this app Display Line Items in General Ledger in the general ledger view for line item display, you can display the line items together with the general ledger account assignments General Ledger Line Items and G/L account line items or journal entries.   With the Display Line Item Entry app in the entry view for line item display, you can display the G/L account line items G/L Account Line Items.   You can select the line items based on numerous criteria for the posting date or time frame, such as today, the last or next x days, quarters or months, and fiscal periods also, such as fiscal quarter or fiscal year. If you are selecting all items, you can also choose a posting date range. In the results list, you can group, sort and filter the G/L account line items using characteristics, such as G/L account, segment or profit center. You can show numerous additional characteristics, and swap the order of the columns in the list. If you need to continue processing and analyzing the results list of G/L account line items, you can export it to Excel. You can also choose to display the amounts of G/L account line items in a display currency. You may find it especially useful when you want to report on several company codes and the journal entries in each of the company codes have been posted in different currencies. Using the display currency, you can easily compare the totals amounts of the G/L account line items of each company code in one display currency.




					General Ledger Accountant					Display Parked Journal Entries					FBV3										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					General Ledger Accountant					Display Periodic Accrual Amounts					F4900					Accrual Engine					With this app, you can display a list of periodic accrual amounts filtered by company code, review type, approval status, and so on. You can see full details for each item listed, and navigate to related apps.




					General Ledger Accountant					Display Purchase Order Accruals					F3928										With this app, you can have a comprehensive overview of purchase order accruals. You can also view details of purchase order accruals, for example, lifecycle status, proposed accrual amounts, review history, and so on. An accrual subobject is identified with the combination of the purchase order number, the line item number, and the account assignment. All of key information from accruals generated from purchase orders to accruals posting to ledgers are available for checking in this app.




					General Ledger Accountant					Display Service Entry Sheet Accruals					F6107										With this app, you can have a comprehensive overview of service entry sheet accruals. You can also view accruals details, such as lifecycle status, proposed accrual amounts and so on. An accrual subobject is identified with the combination of the purchase order number, the line item number, and the account assignment. All of key information from accruals generated from service entry sheets to accruals posting to ledgers are available for checking in this app.




					General Ledger Accountant					Edit Options for Journal Entries - My Settings					F2130										With this app you can set userspecific options for editing journal entries. For example, you select the option Document in Local Currency if you only want to enter journal entries in local currency. Those fields needed to enter foreign currency journal entries are not shown. The selected options are saved for your user ID. You can change your options or restore the default settings again at any time.




					General Ledger Accountant					FIN User Default Parameter Plugin					F1765										




					General Ledger Accountant					Financial Plan Data Logs					F5144										If you have imported plan data in the Import Financial Plan Data app using background processing, you can use this app to display all import jobs that are currently running or that have been completed.




					General Ledger Accountant					Financial Plan Data Report					W0163					Information System, iViews					With this app, you can report on actual or plan data for all types of entities relevant for accounting.




					General Ledger Accountant					G/L Account Changes					S_ALR_87012308					Information System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					General Ledger Accountant					GR/IR Process Insights					F5796					Information System					With this app, you can gain insights into the GR/IR goods receipt/invoice receipt account reconciliation process which you perform using the Process Items function in the Reconcile GR/IR Accounts app. You can visualize the activities of the reconciliation process and thereby identify opportunities for process improvements, such as, by discovering bottlenecks, duplicate work or root causes for delays. You can also retrospectively review all activities on the level of a purchasing document item together with all relevant documents from the purchasing document history. Thus, this app enables you, as a process owner, to analyze the process efficiency of the GR/IR account reconciliation process and to define improvement activities.




					General Ledger Accountant					General Ledger Overview					F2445					Information System					With this analytical overview app you can monitor important general ledger accounting indicators and access the relevant general ledger accounting apps.




					General Ledger Accountant					Import Financial Plan Data					F1711										Use this app to upload plan data stored in a commaseparated values file CSV file. You can import files online or using background processing. This app allows you to perform your planning in an external system, such as Microsoft Excel. After you uploaded the plan data you can compare it with your actual data using one of the Analytical Apps for Management Accounting. Note The app uploads the plan data into the ACDOCP table and not into the InfoCube S/4HANA Financials: InfoCube for Plan Data /ERP/SFIN_R01. To enable the Analytical Apps for Management Accounting to report on these data, you must set the variable /ERP/P_0INFOPROV to value /ERP/SFIN_V20.For more information, see BW Objects for Analytics and Planning.




					General Ledger Accountant					Journal Entry Analyzer					F0956					Information System					Use this app to analyze journal entries posted in a selected period. It provides an overview of aggregated amounts of selected journal entries on G/L accounts. This can be grouped by various fields from the header or line item segment, such as company code, fiscal year, posting date, business area, functional area, or profit center.




					General Ledger Accountant					Manage Chart of Accounts					F0763A										Use the Manage Chart of Accounts app to display G/L accounts according to where they are assigned in a selected financial statement version FSV or by the ID of a chart of accounts. In the FSV view, you can also choose to display accounts in the hierarchy view or the list view. To create a new account, you can copy an existing account, assign the new account to corresponding company codes, and select FSV assignments that are associated with the account.




					General Ledger Accountant					Manage G/L Account Master Data (Version 2)					F0731A										With the Manage G/L Account Master Data app, you can display, create and edit the master data of G/L accounts. You can also easily add new G/L accounts from scratch or based on existing accounts. In addition, the app provides you with options to mass change account description and other attributes.




					General Ledger Accountant					Manage Global Hierarchies					F2918										With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.




					General Ledger Accountant					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant					Manage Journal Entry Templates					F3803										To save time and effort when entering information for numerous journal entries, create journal entry templates that match your specific needs using the Manage Journal Entry Templates app. When you create a journal entry template, you select those fields and values that you need for a specific use, such as for submitting and posting journal entries. When you create a journal entry template, you can also choose to make it public, that is, share it with other users in your organization. You control who can use a template for posting by setting an access level for the template. A frequently used template can help save time and effort when you enter information for journal entries.




					General Ledger Accountant					Manage Manual Accruals					F5423					Manual Accruals					With this app, you can display accrual objects and change their status by pausing, suspending, or resuming their accrual subobjects.




					General Ledger Accountant					Manage Posting Period Variants					F2581										With the Manage Posting Period Variants app, you can manage account ranges so that you can then open and close posting periods for the account ranges according to business requirements. You can also massively edit, copy, and delete items of a posting period variant. This app also enables you to split and merge variant items.Key FeaturesDepending on the role to which yoursquo;re assigned, you can perform the following tasks:Search for and view posting period variants and variant itemsView the company code and ledger information that is connected to each itemCopy, merge, split, edit, and delete variant itemsChange the authorization group of a posting period variant item




					General Ledger Accountant					Manage Posting Periods					F2293										With the Manage Posting Periods app, you can open and close posting periods to make sure that postings to the accounts happen in proper posting periods. You can also choose to schedule the opening to run once or multiple times according to your business requirements.For more information, see Opening and Closing Posting Periods.




					General Ledger Accountant					Manage Posting Periods - Cost Accounting					F4684										With this app, you can open and close fiscal periods for cost accounting transactions. This allows you to ensure that postings are made in the correct fiscal periods.




					General Ledger Accountant					Manage Profit Centers (Version 2)					F3516										With the Manage Profit Centers Apps, you can create, edit, display and delete profit centers which you are responsible.Key FeaturesDepending on the role to which yoursquo;re assigned, you can perform the following tasks:Create profit Center directly or via Copy or SplitEdit profit center informationAssign Company Code to specified profit center.Display profit centersDelete profit center if there is no any records, including master data and business transaction records refer to profit center processed. otherwise, you may only can lock it before archive all related data.




					General Ledger Accountant					Manage Recurring Journal Entries					F1598										You can use this app to create, display, edit, and delete recurring journal entries. It also lets you trigger due postings, and to review the posting status and planned postings for recurring journal entries. A recurring journal entry is a business transaction that is repeated regularly, for example, the deferral of costs or revenues for an invoice where the same amount is posted over a period of 12 months. It consists of a template journal entry and a recurrence rule attached to it. A recurring journal entry by itself is not a journal entry; rather, you trigger the posting of journal entries from it. In other words, a recurring journal entry is comparable to a standing order at a bank. You can copy an existing journal entry to use as a template to create other recurring journal entries to which you want to apply the same rules. To make your work more efficient, you can personalize the layout of the table, predefine recurring queries, and save your settings as variants. You can perform the following tasks if you have the business role G/L Accountant: Create, display, edit, and delete recurring journal entries Create and modify recurrence rules for journal entries to be posted Find recurring journal entries using a range of search criteria Trigger postings of journal entries when due Review the posting status and planned postings of recurring journal entries Copy a recurring journal entry to use as a template for other recurring journal entries Personalize the layout of data in the table  Export data to a spreadsheet Share recurring journal entry data and other information by email  Note It isnt supported to post intercompany recurring journal entries with this app.




					General Ledger Accountant					Manage Scheduling Agreement					F2179										With this app, you can create, manage, and view purchase scheduling agreements to ensure that you get the ordered items on time, at the correct location, and in the required quantity. As a purchaser, you can maintain a supplier, materials, schedule lines, releases, and so on in a purchase scheduling agreement. This app also displays purchase scheduling agreements that are soon to expire and provides a way to renew them.




					General Ledger Accountant					Manage Substitution and Validation Rules					F4406					Validation, Substitution and Rules					With this app, you can display, change, and create substitution and validation rules for your selected business contexts and events. These rules can be used in the respective business processes to validate, derive, or replace values at the time of entry for the relevant fields.




					General Ledger Accountant					Manage Supplier Invoices					F0859					Invoice Verification					With this app you can create and display a supplier invoice based on the received document. You can specify the purchase order items to which your supplier invoice relates. These referenced items can also have multiple account assignment. You can choose among several assignment options depending on the reference document category. To identify the most relevant service entry sheet items, for example, you can search by the service performer and the performance date. If you select the Simulate or Post function, the system compares the quantity and amount data of each supplier invoice item with the data of the related purchase order item. If goodsreceiptbased invoice verification has been defined for a purchase order item, the system compares the supplier invoice data with the related goods receipt data. If the deviation is outside defined tolerances, the invoice is posted, but the invoice is automatically blocked for payment. If the system determines the responsible person, an approval process is initiated. You can use the Supplier Invoices List app to display supplier invoices. In the detail view, you can release or reverse a blocked supplier invoice.




					General Ledger Accountant					Manage Teams and Responsibilities For Journal Entry Verification - In General Ledger					F3932										With this feature you can: View the hierarchical structure of teams, sub teams, and super teams for these team categories: CPROC, PROC and EPO. Maintain values for custom responsibility definitions in a team




					General Ledger Accountant					Manage Workflows for Journal Entry Verification - In General Ledger					F2720										Before you start to verify general journal entries or currency adjustments, you can define a workflow for your business needs and then activate it with this Manage Workflows for Journal Entry Verification  In General Ledger app. All journal entries and currency adjustments that need to be verified go through the workflow when they meet the preconditions that you define in this app to start a workflow.




					General Ledger Accountant					Manage Workflows for Purchase Order Accruals Review					F3625										With this app you can configure workflows for reviewing purchase order accruals in the Review Purchase Order Accruals  My Inbox app. The app provides several options for determining the approver, such as the approval by the cost center responsible, but you can also assign specific users. If a workflow with one or more steps is activated and the configured start conditions are fulfilled, the approval process is initiated.




					General Ledger Accountant					Material Documents Overview					F1077										With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.




					General Ledger Accountant					Migrate to Global Hierarchies					F4965										With this app, you can migrate the financial statement versions FSVs created in configuration step Define Financial Statement Versions classic transaction OB58 to global hierarchies. Once migrated, the FSVs can only be edited in Manage Global Hierarchies.




					General Ledger Accountant					Monitor GR/IR Account Reconciliation					F3303					Information System					With this app you can get an overview over the status of open items on your GR/IR accounts that need clarification. You can analyze the goods and invoice receipts reconciliation by KPIs for purchasing document items and open FI items. After you have detected where you would like to dive deeper, you can also navigate from this app to the Reconcile GR/IR Accounts app where you can investigate the details or even start to further clarify purchasing document items where amounts or quantities in goods receipts and invoice receipts do not match.




					General Ledger Accountant					My Inbox - Review Purchase Order Accruals					F3517										With this My Inbox app, you can review purchase order accruals and adjust accrual amounts. For purchase order accruals, you can choose to have accrual amounts reviewed and approved before the system posts them. A reviewer can then check the periodic planned costs that the system proposes and adjust them if needed. The system calculates periodic accrual amounts as follows: Accrual amounts  Planned Costs  Actual Costs Planned costs are proposed amounts that are calculated periodically over the lifetime of an item using an accrual method. Actual costs are based on the receipt value or the invoice value of received goods or services.




					General Ledger Accountant					Post Cash Journal Entries					FBCJ					Payment Transactions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					General Ledger Accountant					Post Currency Adjustments					F1606										You use this app to make adjustments to account balances in one or more currencies. The app is useful for example in environments with volatile exchange rates. You adjust the account balances by entering amounts for specific currencies directly.




					General Ledger Accountant					Post General Journal Entries					F0718										With this app, you can enter postings to G/L accounts manually or by uploading a local file. For example, you can make adjusting entries during periodend closing, or record business transactions that have no source document such as expenses paid with petty cash. Applicable taxes can optionally be calculated automatically as you enter the items. You can specify additional assignment objects such as cost centers or orders. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the reason for a posting. Postings can be made in all relevant ledgers for the accounts for which you are responsible. Note   If you want to activate negative posting for automatically created items for posting, you can select Negative Posting in the Edit Options for Journal Entries app. For more information about the option, see Edit Options for Journal Entries.   The settings in the Manage G/L Account Master Data app determine whether you can find the G/L accounts in the Post General Journal Entries app. The search result doesnapos;t include accounts in any one of the following cases:  The account is blocked for posting.   The account is automatically posted.   The reconciliation type has a value.     Only general journal entries can be used in this app.




					General Ledger Accountant					Post Tax Payables					F1597										You use this app to pay tax amounts by posting the balances of input and output tax accounts to a tax payable account. The app does not require entry of a tax code, enabling you to make manual adjustments to tax accounts directly. Postings can be made in all relevant ledgers for the accounts for which you are responsible.




					General Ledger Accountant					Post with Clearing					F-04					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					General Ledger Accountant					Purchase Order (Version 2)					F0348A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.




					General Ledger Accountant					Reconcile GR/IR Accounts					F3302					Information System					In an ideal world, amounts and quantities of invoices are always the same as amounts and quantities of the corresponding purchase orders and the goods receipts. In the real world, when there is an open balance on the GR/IR account, you need to check whether the invoice from your supplier really matches the goods you have received. Significant differences can occur and reconciling and explaining these differences is part of the tedious period close tasks for many companies. You can use this app to reconcile your GR/IR Goods Receipt/Invoice Receipt accounts. The app supports you in reducing open items and thus increasing the accuracy of your financial statement and enables you to spot issues early on, for example issues with suppliers.




					General Ledger Accountant					Replicate Runtime Hierarchy					F1478										With this app, you can manually replicate setbased and financial statement hierarchies to back end database tables after you create or edit the hierarchies in other apps. The app helps to improve the performance of hierarchy related analytic apps. You are recommended to periodically replicate hierarchies because in this way you save hierarchy snapshots that can be different from each other and you can select to view hierarchies based on the replication date and time. This app is available for the roles of Overhead Cost Accountant and G/L Accountant. Note When you replicate runtime hierarchies, the system updates the data that is contained in database tables HRRP_NODE, HRRP_NODET, HRRP_DIRECTORY, and HRRP_DIRECTORYT.




					General Ledger Accountant					Repost GR/IR Clearing					F.19					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					General Ledger Accountant					Reset Cleared Items					F2223										With this app you can reset the clearing of line items as well as reverse the clearing entry if required. You can use this function for line items of customer accounts or supplier accounts as well as for line items of G/L accounts that are managed on an open item basis.




					General Ledger Accountant					Schedule Accruals Jobs					F3778										With this app you can schedule accruals jobs using the templates provided, for example, Purchase Order Accruals  Post Periodic Accruals or Service Entry Sheet Accruals  Propose Periodic Accruals. You can run jobs for purchase order accruals application and service entry sheet accruals application.




					General Ledger Accountant					Schedule General Ledger Jobs					F1927										Use this app to schedule General Ledger jobs using the templates provided, for example, Foreign Currency Valuation.




					General Ledger Accountant					Set Report Relevancy - Set-Based Hierarchies					F5295					Overhead Cost Controlling					With this app, you can designate new setbased hierarchies for example, cost center and profit center groups as reportrelevant when you create them. When you create or update setbased hierarchies you need to trigger replication of those hierarchies. This replication ensures that your changes are incorporated into the affected hierarchies. If this replication is not performed, then these hierarchies cannot be used in reporting. The first time you create a new root node item, you need to ensure that the new item is designated as reportrelevant in the system. This onetime effort for new root node items ensures that they are replicated and can be used in reports.




					General Ledger Accountant					Set Substitution/Validation Logging					F4945					Validation, Substitution and Rules					With this app, you can enable or disable logging substitution or validation rule execution for a certain user or a time period and set logging level.




					General Ledger Accountant					Statement of Changes in General Legder					W0162					Information System					This app allows you to analyze several kinds of statement of changes, such as statement of changes on equity or on provisions/accruals.




					General Ledger Accountant					Substitution/Validation Log					F4886					Validation, Substitution and Rules					With this app, you can display indepth logs for substitution or validation rules at runtime for a specific event.




					General Ledger Accountant					Supplier					F0354					Vendor Master					With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.




					General Ledger Accountant					Tax Declaration Reconciliation					F2096										With this app, you can check taxrelevant postings that are to be declared in a VAT return. This app is available for the General Ledger Accountant SAP_BR_GL_ACCOUNTANT and External Auditor SAP_BR_EXTERNAL_AUDITOR roles. When the app is used by a user with the External Auditor role, you can impose a timeframe restriction to restrict the range of data that the auditor can see. All other features and functions are available to both generic role types.




					General Ledger Accountant					Tax Reconciliation Account Balance					F2095										With this app you can assess tax relevant postings to verify that tax relevant accounts are posted with tax attributes, and to check that appcalculated VAT amounts correspond with posted amounts. This app is available for the General Ledger Accountant SAP_BR_GL_ACCOUNTANT and External Auditor SAP_BR_EXTERNAL_AUDITOR roles. When the app is used by a user with the External Auditor role, you can impose a timeframe restriction to restrict the range of data that the auditor can see. All other features and functions are available to both generic role types.




					General Ledger Accountant					Trial Balance					F0996					Information System					With this app you can display debit or credit balances for a specified time range. You can do this for each ledger and all company codes. If you select individual periods only, you can show the balances of the previous and the following periods in the reporting year. Note You can choose, whether you want to display balances to the day or periodbased. As default the balances are displayed periodbased. For more information, see Change Calculation of Trial Balance. With the Trial Balance Comparison app, you can compare the balances of the reporting year with the balances of a different fiscal year. If you need to continue processing and analyzing the results of the trial balance, you can export them to Excel. This app is available for the business role G/L accountant.




					General Ledger Accountant					Trial Balance Comparison					W0097					Information System					With this app you can display debit or credit balances for a specified time range. You can do this for each ledger and all company codes. If you select individual periods only, you can show the balances of the previous and the following periods in the reporting year. Note You can choose, whether you want to display balances to the day or periodbased. As default the balances are displayed periodbased. For more information, see Change Calculation of Trial Balance. With the Trial Balance Comparison app, you can compare the balances of the reporting year with the balances of a different fiscal year. If you need to continue processing and analyzing the results of the trial balance, you can export them to Excel. This app is available for the business role G/L accountant.




					General Ledger Accountant					Upload General Journal Entries					F2548										With this app, you can upload multiple general journal entries from a spreadsheet or a CSV file. The template for uploading is available in this app. After you successfully finish the upload, you can post the general journal entries directly. Postings can be made in all relevant ledgers for the accounts for which you are responsible. If not all the journal entries in a file are uploaded successfully, you must correct errors, copy the batch ID of the initial upload to the file, and then repeat upload. You can access the Upload General Journal Entries app not only from the SAP Fiori Lanuchpad, but also from the Verify General Journal Entries app by choosing Upload. In the latter case, you submit general journal entries for verification instead of posting them directly to ledgers.




					General Ledger Accountant					Verify Currency Adjustment					F4670										If you want the currency adjustments you make to be reviewed before posting them, you can use this Verify Currency Adjustments  For Requester app to submit a request. The authorized processor can then go to the Verify Journal Entries in General Ledger  For Processor Inbox app to review the details of currency adjustments. If your request is rejected, you can edit the adjustments and submit the request again. If approved, the currency adjustments are posted to the General Ledger directly. The Verify Journal Entries in General Ledger  For Processor Inbox app can be used to verify general journal entries and currency adjustments. The workflows of verification are similar to each other, but with minor differences in configuration. For more information about enabling the verification workflow for currency adjustments, see Enabling Workflows for Currency Adjustments Verification.




					General Ledger Accountant					Verify General Journal Entries					F2547										As a requester for example, an accountant, with the Verify General Journal Entries  For Requester app, you can create, display and edit a journal entry, and then submit it for verification. You can also track the entry status in the worklist and decide whether to edit a rejected journal entry and resubmit it for verification. If necessary, you can choose to copy a journal entry, edit it, and submit it for verification. With the DLM_FIORI_NOTIFICATION role, you can receive notifications from the processor.As a processor who is authorized to verify general journal entries in the Inbox and Outbox apps, you can view journal entries that are assigned to you and are waiting for approval. You can choose to approve, reject, or suspend a journal entry, and then the system changes the status accordingly in the requesterrsquo;s worklist. Mass approval is also supported. With the DLM_FIORI_NOTIFICATION role, you can receive notifications from the requester.If you want to see the Verify General Journal Entries inbox and outbox apps on the Fiori Launchpad, your key user must configure the workflow for verification and define responsibilities to determine who is authorized to process the submitted journal entries. For more information about workflow configuration and defining authorization, see Prerequisites for Enabling Workflows.




					General Ledger Accountant					Verify Journal Entries in General Ledger - For Processor (Inbox)					F2728										As a processor who is authorized to verify general journal entries in the Inbox app, you can view journal entries that are assigned to you and are waiting for approval. You can choose to approve, reject, or suspend a journal entry, and then the system changes the status accordingly in the requesterrsquo;s worklist. If you want to see the Verify General Journal Entries inbox and outbox apps on the Fiori Launchpad, your key user must configure the workflow for verification and define responsibilities to determine who is authorized to process the submitted journal entries.




					General Ledger Accountant					Verify Journal Entries in General Ledger - For Processor (Outbox)					F2729										As a processor who is authorized to verify general journal entries in the Verify General Journal Entries Outbox app, you can view the status of processed journal entries, such as waiting, suspended, and so on. If you want to see the Verify General Journal Entries inbox and outbox apps on the Fiori Launchpad, your key user must configure the workflow for verification and define responsibilities to determine who is authorized to process the submitted journal entries. For more information about workflow configuration and defining authorization, see Prerequisites for Enabling Workflows.




					General Ledger Accountant					Year-To-Date Balances					W0177					General Ledger Accounting					With this app you can display balances for certain dimensions of the universal journal entry for a specific fiscal year. You can choose any beginning date and end date within a fiscal year to calculate balances. As default, the balances for the leading ledger, the current fiscal year up to the previous fiscal period are calculated and displayed in company code currency. You can change the time selection according to your business needs. The dates can refer to fiscal quarters, fiscal periods and posting dates. Via the Navigation Panel, you can choose the combination of dimensions for the calculation of balances in the currency of your choice.




					General Ledger Accountant - Banks					ADB Trial Balance					W0166					Average Daily Balance					Use With this app, you can display average daily balances and spot balances. You can do this for each ledger and all company codes. Using this app, you can add the measures and dimensions by using drag and drop functions to provide a userfriendly interface. Also, this allows you to display data in a hierarchical format.




					General Ledger Accountant - Banks					Average Daily Balance Key Figure Report					F3987					Average Daily Balance					The Average Daily Balance ADB is a figure that represents the average balance of an account for a specific period. This component allows you to calculate ADBs for intramonth dates based on the posting date of FI documents. You can also calculate sevaral other key figures, such as the yeartodate average balance. This component therefore allows you to calculate efficiently and accurately the ADB at any point during a year. The ADB component is only relevant for banks.




					General Ledger Accountant - Group Reporting					Application Jobs - Import to Global Hierarchies					F5097										With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.




					General Ledger Accountant - Group Reporting					Manage Global Hierarchies					F2918										With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.




					General Ledger Accountant - Group Reporting					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant - Group Reporting					Manage Substitution and Validation Rules					F4406					Validation, Substitution and Rules					With this app, you can display, change, and create substitution and validation rules for your selected business contexts and events. These rules can be used in the respective business processes to validate, derive, or replace values at the time of entry for the relevant fields.




					General Ledger Accountant - Group Reporting					Schedule jobs for consolidation tasks					F4376										You can use this app to schedule and monitor jobs for consolidation tasks using the provided templates. If you have manual activities that you often need to do at a specific time, this app can reduce your workload by running these tasks smoothly in the background.




					General Ledger Accountant - Intercompany					Manage Global Hierarchies					F2918										With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.




					General Ledger Accountant for Argentina					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Argentina					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Australia					Display Document, Display Journal Entries					FB03					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					General Ledger Accountant for Australia					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Australia					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant for Australia					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Australia					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Austria					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Austria					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant for Austria					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Austria					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Belgium					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Belgium					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant for Belgium					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Belgium					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Brazil					Control Credits for PIS and COFINS Taxes on Assets					F4933										This feature allows you to manually manage pending credits of PIS/PASEP and COFINS taxes related to assets based on acquisition.




					General Ledger Accountant for Brazil					Import Notas Fiscais for Control Credits					F5415										This feature provides information forthe user to decide if the listed NFs are relevant or not to Create Credit Controlsfor a Fixed Asset. These controls are displayed in the Control Credits app and arereported in the EFD Contribuies report F130 register  Tax Credit on Fixed Assetbased on Acquisition. It also controls which NFs already have controls created bymeans of a Status field. The user is able to discard NFs for internal controlling orcreate the control. When the app is not able to create the control due to afunctional error, it will store a log with the error messages, so that the user canhandle with them.




					General Ledger Accountant for Brazil					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Brazil					Verify Nota Fiscal					F2056					Logistics Brazil					With this app you can easily verify all important data of a nota fiscal, such as tax calculation, transport and product information. Besides that, you can check the documents that originated the nota fiscal and if the nota fiscal has any subsequent documents. This app is available for the Billing Clerk and Accounts Payable Accountant  Procurement roles.




					General Ledger Accountant for Bulgaria					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Canada					Display Document, Display Journal Entries					FB03					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					General Ledger Accountant for Canada					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Canada					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant for Canada					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Canada					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Chile					Display Document, Display Journal Entries					FB03					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					General Ledger Accountant for Chile					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for China					Balance Sheet/Income Statement – China					F1698					Financials China					With this app, you can display balance sheets or income statements as required in China. The balance sheets or income statements are generated on the fly by analyzing the relevant line items. From the balance sheets or income statements, you can navigate to balances of a specific general ledger account. You can also use the app to export the balance sheet or income statement to PDF. This app is available for the role General Ledger Accountant.




					General Ledger Accountant for China					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Colombia					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Colombia					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Croatia					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Croatia					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Czech Republic					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Czech Republic					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Czech Republic					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Czech Republic					Upload VAT Ledger Ext Data - Czech Republic					IDFIVAT_EXT_DATA					Financials Czech Republic					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					General Ledger Accountant for Czech Republic					VAT Ledger Statement Czech - Czech Republic					IDFIVATCZ00					Financials Czech Republic					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					General Ledger Accountant for Denmark					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Denmark					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant for Denmark					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Denmark					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Egypt					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Egypt					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Finland					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Finland					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant for Finland					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Finland					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for France					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for France					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant for France					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for France					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Germany					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Germany					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Germany					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Hungary					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Hungary					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Hungary					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for India					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for India					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for India					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Indonesia					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Indonesia					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Indonesia					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Ireland					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Ireland					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Ireland					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Israel					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Israel					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant for Israel					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Israel					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Italy					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Italy					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant for Italy					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Italy					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Japan					Accounts Payables Book / Japan Annex21(5)					W0181					Financials Japan					With this app, you can display the books of accounts payable for section 5 in Annex 21 of Order for Enforcement of the Corporation Tax Act.




					General Ledger Accountant for Japan					Accounts Receivable Book / Japan Annex21(4)					W0180					Financials Japan					With this app, you can display the books of accounts receivable for section 4 in Annex 21 of Order for Enforcement of the Corporation Tax Act.




					General Ledger Accountant for Japan					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Japan					Manage Journal Entries - Japan					F3103					Financials Japan					With this feature, you can analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, such as local currency or transaction currency. You can also split accounting data if an invoice in foreign currency is to be split into more than one but no more than three accounting line items.




					General Ledger Accountant for Japan					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Japan					Schedule Asset Accounting Jobs					F1914					Asset Accounting					With this app you can schedule Asset Accounting jobs using the templates and scheduling options provided.




					General Ledger Accountant for Kazakhstan					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Kazakhstan					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Luxembourg					Maintain Additional Data for Annual VAT Return - Luxembourg					F5992										With this app, you can maintain additional data for the Annual VAT Return that you generate using the Run Statutory Reports app. This data is required for the "Appendix to VAT Return" and comprises external amounts and texts that the system canapos;t derive during the report run. You use this app to prepare the data before you generate the VAT return.




					General Ledger Accountant for Luxembourg					Maintain Operating Expenses for Annual VAT Return (Luxembourg)					F6045										With this app, you can maintain operating expense data for the Annual VAT Return that you generate using the Run Statutory Reports app. This data is required for the "Appendix to Operating Expenses" and comprises expense items and amounts that the system canapos;t derive during the report run. You use this app to prepare the data before you generate the VAT return.




					General Ledger Accountant for Luxembourg					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Luxembourg					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant for Luxembourg					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Luxembourg					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Malaysia					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Malaysia					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Malaysia					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Mexico					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Netherlands					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Netherlands					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant for Netherlands					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Netherlands					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for New Zealand					Display Document, Display Journal Entries					FB03					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					General Ledger Accountant for New Zealand					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for New Zealand					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant for New Zealand					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for New Zealand					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Norway					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Norway					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant for Norway					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Norway					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Oman					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Peru					Display Document, Display Journal Entries					FB03					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					General Ledger Accountant for Peru					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Peru					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Philippines					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Philippines					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Philippines					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Poland					Display Document Journal - Poland, Document Journal, Document Journal - Turkey					S_ALR_87012287					Localization Financials					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					General Ledger Accountant for Poland					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Poland					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Portugal					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Portugal					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant for Portugal					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Portugal					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Romania					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Romania					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Romania					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Russian Federation					Cost Centers - Plan/Actuals					W0081					Information System, iViews					With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					General Ledger Accountant for Russian Federation					Manage Cash Flow Statement Version					F4232					Financials Russia					You use this app to maintain cash flow statement versions.




					General Ledger Accountant for Russian Federation					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Russian Federation					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant for Russian Federation					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Saudi Arabia					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Saudi Arabia					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Singapore					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Singapore					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant for Singapore					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Singapore					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Slovakia					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Slovakia					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Slovakia					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for South Africa					Display Document, Display Journal Entries					FB03					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					General Ledger Accountant for South Africa					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for South Africa					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant for South Africa					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for South Africa					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for South Korea					Manage Non-Deductible Input VAT - South Korea					F5455					Financials South Korea					With this app, you can get an overview of the input VAT items based on company code, reporting period, business place, and tax code. And then you identify and categorize the nondeductible input VAT. In this way, you prepare the declaration data to be used for generating the NonDeductible Purchase Tax Amount Statement file in the NonDeductible Input VAT Declaration report.




					General Ledger Accountant for South Korea					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for South Korea					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Spain					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Spain					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant for Spain					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Spain					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Sweden					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Sweden					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant for Sweden					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Sweden					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Switzerland					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Switzerland					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant for Switzerland					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Switzerland					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Taiwan					Create Advance Return on Sales/Purchase Tax					S_ALR_87012357					Cross-Application Basis Components					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					General Ledger Accountant for Taiwan					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Thailand					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Thailand					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant for Thailand					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Thailand					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Turkey					Display Document, Display Journal Entries					FB03					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					General Ledger Accountant for Turkey					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Turkey					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					General Ledger Accountant for Turkey					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for Turkey					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Ukraine					Cost Centers - Plan/Actuals					W0081					Information System, iViews					With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					General Ledger Accountant for Ukraine					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for Ukraine					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for United Arab Emirates					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for United Arab Emirates					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for United Kingdom					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					General Ledger Accountant for United Kingdom					Manage Tax Items for Legal Reporting					F3172										The Manage Tax Items reporting activity allows a G/L accountant to move a tax item between reporting periods by changing the tax reporting date. It allows the G/L accountant to include or exclude one or more documents from a specific tax reporting period by changing the tax reporting date . The system retrieves the documents based on the parameters from the reporting task of advanced compliance reporting, or based on the filter values provided in the Manage Tax Items activity screen.The selection of the tax items is based on the tax reporting date field. However, if the tax reporting date is not available, the system considers the posting date or the document date. However, the actual tax item selection depends on the country and the functionality.




					General Ledger Accountant for United Kingdom					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					General Ledger Accountant for Venezuela					Run Statutory Reports					F1515										Statutory reporting is a global compliance reporting solution that helps you to create, generate, and submit statutory reports to the governments on time and in the correct format. It helps you to ensure compliance with complex and everchanging legal requirements. For more information on SAP Document and Reporting Compliance, see What Is SAP Document and Reporting Compliance.




					Grant Responsible					My Outbox					F6511										You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.




					Grant Specialist - Grantor Programs					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Grant Specialist - Grantor Programs					Manage Business Partner Master Data					F3163					Business Partners					With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .




					Group Accountant					Application Jobs - Import to Global Hierarchies					F5097										With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.




					Group Accountant					Currency Exchange Rates					F3616										With this app you can monitor, create, and change currency exchange rates.




					Group Accountant					Manage Global Hierarchies					F2918										With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.




					Group Accountant					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					Group Accountant					Manage Substitution and Validation Rules					F4406					Validation, Substitution and Rules					With this app, you can display, change, and create substitution and validation rules for your selected business contexts and events. These rules can be used in the respective business processes to validate, derive, or replace values at the time of entry for the relevant fields.




					Group Accountant					Schedule jobs for consolidation tasks					F4376										You can use this app to schedule and monitor jobs for consolidation tasks using the provided templates. If you have manual activities that you often need to do at a specific time, this app can reduce your workload by running these tasks smoothly in the background.




					HR Specialist					Date Monitoring					S_PH0_48000450					Personnel Administration					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Hazardous Materials Manager					Find Technical Object					F2072					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.




					Hazardous Materials Manager					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Industrial Hygienist					Find Technical Object					F2072					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.




					Industrial Hygienist					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Industrial Hygienist					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Insurance Claims Handler					Manage Attachments					F4812					Document Management System					




					Insurance Claims Handler					Session Manager Menu Tree Display					SMEN					User Administration					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Insurance Policy Clerk					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Insurance Policy Clerk					Manage Business Partner Master Data					F3163					Business Partners					With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .




					Internal Sales Representative					Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned					F2878A										This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.




					Internal Sales Representative					Assign Sold-to Parties					F3894					Customer Scheduling Agreement					With this app, you can assign each soldto party to one or more variables, such as the supplier number, the partner description, and the unloading point. In some cases, the customer does not provide customer number when sending delivery schedules through electronic data interchange EDI. Based on soldto party assignments, the system automatically determines the appropriate soldto party for each delivery schedule that comes in. You can also search for, display, edit, copy, and delete the soldto party assignments, as well as display soldto party changes in each assignment.




					Internal Sales Representative					Billing Document					F1901					Billing					With this app, you can display a concise overview of billing document details and contextual information.




					Internal Sales Representative					Change Contract					VA42					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Internal Sales Representative					Change Credit Memo Request, Change Debit Memo Request, Change Sales Order Without Charge, Change Sales Orders, Change Sales Orders - VA02					VA02					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Internal Sales Representative					Create Credit Memo Requests - W/o Preceding Document, Create Customer Return Without Reference - VA01, Create Debit Memo Requests - W/o Preceding Document, Create Sales Orders, Create Sales Orders - Intercompany, Create Sales Orders - VA01					VA01					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Internal Sales Representative					Create Sales Orders - Automatic Extraction					F4920										With this app, you as an internal sales representative can create sales orders from purchase order files in PDF or image formats unstructured data. After a file is uploaded, the system automatically extracts file information into a sales order request and proposes values for sales order request fields for example, by determining the soldto party based on extracted data. You can later convert the sales order request into a sales order.




					Internal Sales Representative					Credit Memo Request					F1846										With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a credit memo request in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the credit memo request items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your credit memo request. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related customer returns.




					Internal Sales Representative					Customer - 360° View					F2187					Sales					With this app you can get an overview of one specific customer by reviewing aggregated sales data from the past and the present.




					Internal Sales Representative					Customer Master FactSheets					F0046A										With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.




					Internal Sales Representative					Customer Return					F1815					Complaints					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a customer return in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the customer return items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your customer return. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related return deliveries.




					Internal Sales Representative					Customers Overview					F4645					Sales					With this app, you can get an overview of the sales data of one or more customers.




					Internal Sales Representative					Debit Memo Request					F1848					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a debit memo request in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the debit memo request items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your debit memo request. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related invoices.




					Internal Sales Representative					Display Billing Documents					VF03					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Internal Sales Representative					Display Contract					VA43					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Internal Sales Representative					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Internal Sales Representative					Display Invoice List, Display Invoice Lists					VF23					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Internal Sales Representative					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Internal Sales Representative					Import Sales Documents					F6192										With this app, you as an internal sales representative can create sales orders from an XLSX spreadsheet file.




					Internal Sales Representative					Import Sales Orders					F4293										With this app, you as an internal sales representative can create sales orders from an XLSX spreadsheet file.




					Internal Sales Representative					Import Sales Orders Without Charge					F6382										With this app, you as an internal sales representative can create salesorders without charge from an XLSX spreadsheet file. We recommend that you downloada standard template before an import. This template provides a list of fields thatare either required or optional for importing sales orders without charge.




					Internal Sales Representative					Import Sales Quotations					F6381										With this app, you as an internal sales representative can create sales quotations from anXLSX spreadsheet file. We recommend that you download a standard template before animport. This template provides a list of fields that are either required or optionalfor importing sales quotations.




					Internal Sales Representative					Import Sales Scheduling Agreements					F6191										With this app, you as an internal sales representative can create sales orders from an XLSX spreadsheet file.




					Internal Sales Representative					Invoice List					F2739					Billing					With this app, you can display a concise overview of an invoice listapos;s details and navigate to the billing documents it contains. Invoice lists are documents that combine billing documents invoices, debit memos, or credit memos that have already been posted to financial accounting and are intended for a single designated payer. Suppliers that use invoice lists to periodically bill sales they have made to a buying group can substantially reduce the administrative effort involved in payment collection. Similarly to billing documents, invoice lists consist of a header and one or more items. Each item represents one of the individual billing documents that together comprise the invoice list. The billing documents in the invoice list can be single or collective documents collective invoices combine items from more than one delivery. You can create the following two types of invoice list:   For invoices and debit memos   For credit memos




					Internal Sales Representative					List Credit Memo Requests, List Debit Memo Requests, List Sales Orders, List Sales Orders - VA05, List Sales Orders Without Charge					VA05					Basic Functions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Internal Sales Representative					List Incomplete Sales Documents					F2430										With this app, you can search for incomplete sales documents according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can navigate to related features to display and complete the missing data of the selected sales document. You can also use preconfigured tiles to search for incomplete sales inquiries, sales contracts, sales quotations, sales orders without charge, debit memo requests, and credit memo requests specifically. These tiles automatically direct you to the List Incomplete Sales Documents app, in which the SD document category is predefined depending on the tile you selected.




					Internal Sales Representative					List Sales Documents by Object Status					F2714										With this app, you can search for sales documents and sales document items with active system or user statuses according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can navigate to the status overview screen of the selected sales document or sales document item in classic SAP GUI applications to display and/or change the statuses of the current business object and view the permitted business processes. You can also branch directly from the status overview screen into related applications to further process the documents or document items.




					Internal Sales Representative					Manage Credit Memo Requests					F1989										With this app you can search for credit memo requests according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can navigate to related applications, for example, to display credit memo request details.




					Internal Sales Representative					Manage Customer Materials					F2499					Customer Material Information					The Fiori application "Manage Customer Materials" enables a company to maintain customerspecific names for its own products.The application allows an internal sales representative to do the following:Display customer materialSearch for customer material using the smart filter barCreate customer materialCopy customer materialModify customer materialDelete one customer materialDelete one or several customer materialsNavigate to a customer materialThe "Internal Sales Representative" business role is a prerequisite for using this application.




					Internal Sales Representative					Manage Debit Memo Requests					F1988										With this app you can search for debit memo requests according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can navigate to related applications, for example, to display debit memo request details.




					Internal Sales Representative					Manage Delivery Schedule Processing					F3895					Customer Scheduling Agreement					With this app, you can define, for each soldto party or each combination of a soldto party and an unloading point, how to process delivery schedules that customers send through electronic data interchange EDI messages. You can also search for, display, edit, copy, and delete the delivery schedule processing options.




					Internal Sales Representative					Manage Deviation Profiles					F4781					Customer Scheduling Agreement					With this app, you can create, change, and delete deviation profiles that are used to analyze demand deviations in delivery schedules. In a deviation profile, you can define thresholds for deviations in order quantities and in cumulative received quantities. The system uses these thresholds to determine the ranges of deviation levels such as, acceptable, warning, and alert.




					Internal Sales Representative					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Internal Sales Representative					Manage Sales Contracts					F1851					Sales					With this app, you as an internal sales representative can list all sales contracts in the system, filter the results, or search for specific sales contract. You can also navigate to other apps to create, change, or display single sales contract.




					Internal Sales Representative					Manage Sales Contracts - Version 2					F5987					Customer Contract					With this app, you can create, display, and edit sales contracts. You can also track sales contract progress by monitoring various statuses and blocks.




					Internal Sales Representative					Manage Sales Documents with Customer-Expected Price					F2713										




					Internal Sales Representative					Manage Sales Inquiries					F2370					Customer Inquiries / Quotations					With this app, you can search for sales inquiries according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can execute different actions, for example, you can create or reject an inquiry. You can also navigate to related applications, for example, to display sales inquiry details.




					Internal Sales Representative					Manage Sales Item Proposals					F2583					Item Proposal					With this app, you can search for, create, edit, and delete sales item proposals according to your filter criteria. If a customer frequently orders the same combination of products that is, materials, or if you recommend a particular selection of products for an opening order, you can store the frequently used data as an item proposal to reduce the time needed during sales order processing. If you wish, the item proposal may also include proposed order quantities. Additionally, you can display a list of assigned customers for each sales item proposal. During sales order processing, you can then retrieve all or some of the products and quantity data from the item proposal directly into your sales document. Items proposed from an item proposal can still be changed in the sales order.




					Internal Sales Representative					Manage Sales Orders					F1873					Sales					With the Manage Sales Orders app, you can search for sales orders according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can execute different actions, for example, you can reject all items of one or more sales orders. You can also navigate to related apps, for example, to display sales order details, or you can display the process flow.




					Internal Sales Representative					Manage Sales Orders - Version 2					F3893					Sales					With this app, you as an internal sales representative can list all sales orders in the system, filter the results, or search for specific sales orders. You can also create, change, or display single sales orders containing key information in a fast and easy way. You can do so directly within the Manage Sales Orders  Version 2 app, whereas in the Manage Sales Orders app, you need to navigate to other apps.




					Internal Sales Representative					Manage Sales Orders without Charge					F2305					Sales					With this app you can search for sales orders without charge according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can execute different actions, for example, you can reject all items of one or more sales orders without charge. You can also navigate to related applications, for example, to display details of a sales order without charge, to display the process flow.




					Internal Sales Representative					Manage Sales Quotation - Version 2					F5630					Customer Inquiries / Quotations					With this app, you can create, display, and change sales quotations. You can also navigate to other apps, for example, to complete missing quotation data.




					Internal Sales Representative					Manage Sales Quotations					F1852					Sales					With this app you can search for sales quotations according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can execute different actions, for example, you can extend the validity of a quotation. You can also navigate to related applications, for example, to display quotation details.




					Internal Sales Representative					Manage Sales Scheduling Agreements					F3515					Customer Scheduling Agreement					With this app, you as an internal sales representative can list all sales scheduling agreements and items in the system, filter the results, or search for specific sales scheduling agreement or sales scheduling agreement item. You can also navigate to other apps to create, change, or display single sales scheduling agreement.




					Internal Sales Representative					Mass Change of Credit Memo Requests					F5281										With this app, you can make changes to multiple documents of a sales document category at a time. The changes are scheduled in the form of a job which runs in the background. For failed jobs, you can repeat changes individually or schedule a new job.




					Internal Sales Representative					Mass Change of Customer Returns					F5279										With this app, you can make changes to multiple documents of a sales document category at a time. The changes are scheduled in the form of a job which runs in the background. For failed jobs, you can repeat changes individually or schedule a new job.




					Internal Sales Representative					Mass Change of Debit Memo Requests					F5280										With this app, you can make changes to multiple documents of a sales document category at a time. The changes are scheduled in the form of a job which runs in the background. For failed jobs, you can repeat changes individually or schedule a new job.




					Internal Sales Representative					Mass Change of Sales Contracts					F5275										With this app, you can make changes to multiple documents of a sales document category at a time. The changes are scheduled in the form of a job which runs in the background. For failed jobs, you can repeat changes individually or schedule a new job.




					Internal Sales Representative					Mass Change of Sales Documents					F5091										With this app, you can make changes to multiple documents of a sales document category at a time. The changes are scheduled in the form of a job which runs in the background. For failed jobs, you can repeat changes individually or schedule a new job.




					Internal Sales Representative					Mass Change of Sales Orders					F5211										With this app, you can make changes to multiple documents of a sales document category at a time. The changes are scheduled in the form of a job which runs in the background. For failed jobs, you can repeat changes individually or schedule a new job.




					Internal Sales Representative					Mass Change of Sales Orders without Charge					F5336										With this app, you can make changes to multiple documents of a sales document category at a time. The changes are scheduled in the form of a job which runs in the background. For failed jobs, you can repeat changes individually or schedule a new job.




					Internal Sales Representative					Mass Change of Sales Quotations					F5277										With this app, you can make changes to multiple documents of a sales document category at a time. The changes are scheduled in the form of a job which runs in the background. For failed jobs, you can repeat changes individually or schedule a new job.




					Internal Sales Representative					Mass Change of Sales Scheduling Agreements					F5278										With this app, you can make changes to multiple documents of a sales document category at a time. The changes are scheduled in the form of a job which runs in the background. For failed jobs, you can repeat changes individually or schedule a new job.




					Internal Sales Representative					Mass Changes Across Sales Document Categories					F5335										With this app, you can make changes to multiple documents of a sales document category at a time. The changes are scheduled in the form of a job which runs in the background. For failed jobs, you can repeat changes individually or schedule a new job.




					Internal Sales Representative					Monitor Mass Changes of Sales Documents					F5210										With this app, you can make changes to multiple documents of a sales document category at a time. The changes are scheduled in the form of a job which runs in the background. For failed jobs, you can repeat changes individually or schedule a new job.




					Internal Sales Representative					My Inbox - Approve Credit Memo Requests					F5042					Sales					With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.




					Internal Sales Representative					My Inbox - Approve Sales Orders					F5041					Sales					With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.




					Internal Sales Representative					My Inbox - Approve Sales Orders without Charge					F5432					Sales					Using configuration steps and a designated Business AddIn BAdI for the approval of sales documents, your configuration expert can now define the reasons and circumstances under which sales orders without charge need to be approved for example, whenever you create a sales order without charge for a specific customer. Whenever a sales order without charge matches these criteria, and the corresponding workflow has been set up, the system automatically blocks the sales order without charge and triggers an approval request. The approver can release the document, send the document back for rework, or deny the approval.You can see the approval status of sales orders without charge in the "Manage Sales Orders Without Charge" app.




					Internal Sales Representative					My Inbox - Approve Sales Quotations					F5044					Sales					With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.




					Internal Sales Representative					My Inbox Sales Documents					F6012					Sales					




					Internal Sales Representative					Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0233A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Internal Sales Representative					Planned Order Object Page					F2260					Material Requirements Planning					This object page displays contextual information about the Planned Order business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Internal Sales Representative					Preliminary Billing Document					F2874										With this app, you can display an overview of a preliminary billing documentapos;s details and contextual information. Preliminary billing documents are intended purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes become necessary, you can make these changes in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.




					Internal Sales Representative					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Internal Sales Representative					Purchase Order (Version 2)					F0348A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.




					Internal Sales Representative					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Internal Sales Representative					Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)					F0349A					Purchasing					This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Internal Sales Representative					Resolve Payment Card Issues					F2758					Sales					With this app, you can schedule jobs to process sales and distribution SD documents with payment cards that need authorization. The documents are selected according to two criteria: One is that the document must still be open or in process. The other is that the next date for electronic payments that you display, for example, in a sales order header, lies within the authorization horizon. This means that the processing of the document becomes timecritical and a reauthorization must take place at this date. If only a preauthorization has taken place before, the real authorization must occur now. The selected documents are reauthorized in batch. You can also display, cancel, and copy these jobs.




					Internal Sales Representative					Resolve Payment Card Issues - Reauthorizations					F4793										With this app, you can search for and filter sales orders and their subsequent outbound deliveries with payment cards that need to be authorized again and trigger this reauthorization.




					Internal Sales Representative					Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0234A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Internal Sales Representative					Sales Contract (S/4HANA)					F2026					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales contract in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales contract items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.




					Internal Sales Representative					Sales Inquiry					F2369					Customer Inquiries / Quotations					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales inquiry in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales inquiry items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales documents. Furthermore, you can display all additional information on item level, for example, related sales documents.




					Internal Sales Representative					Sales Order (S/4HANA)					F1814					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					Internal Sales Representative					Sales Order Fulfillment Issues (Version 2)					F0029A										This app allows you to analyze and resolve issues that impede sales orders from being fulfilled. With it, you can analyze sales orders in critical stages, collaborate with contacts, and efficiently address issues to ensure that sales orders in critical stages are fulfilled as quickly as possible. The app highlights impediments, provides supporting information, and allows you to navigate to Track Sales Order Details to display further details and resolve the issues.




					Internal Sales Representative					Sales Order without Charge					F2303					Sales					With this app you can display all the details relevant for a sales order without charge in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the items of sales orders without charge. You also view a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can check the current status of your sales order easily and quickly. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					Internal Sales Representative					Sales Quotation (S/4HANA)					F1871					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales quotation in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales quotation items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales quotation. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.




					Internal Sales Representative					Sales Scheduling Agreement					F3720					Customer Scheduling Agreement					With this app, you can display a concise overview of sales scheduling agreement details and contextual information.




					Internal Sales Representative					Schedule Sales Document Output					F2459										You can use this app to schedule the output of sales documents for example, order confirmation and display all scheduled output jobs.Note You can only schedule the output of sales documents that are relevant for further processing, for example, those with the status scheduled or to be output.  You can start the output of sales documents immediately or schedule the output to run in the background. You can, for example, print sales documents regularly and reduce system load and processing times by running document output at times when system usage is lower for example, during the night. You can view all existing sales output jobs on the initial screen.   Basic Filtering Options  Note Sales document output jobs that have been cancelled before their start date do not appear in the list. Sales document output jobs that are cancelled after the start date and before the end date, are shown in the list with status aborted.   Status: You can filter by status aborted, finished, in process, scheduled, and ready.   Date: You can display all existing sales document output jobs for a certain date range.      More Filtering Options You can also filter by job ID, run ID, time from, time to, description, name, or ID of the creator. You can save your filtering options as a variant and manage the saved filter variants. You can call up detailed information about the customer by clicking on the customer name link.   Sales Document Output Job Details You can call up detailed information for a sales document output job by clicking on the respective line. The job details vary according to the way you set up the job. If you have specified a recurrence, you can view the recurrence details here, for example each day. Single run indicates that no recurrence was chosen.   Job Application Log You can check the job application log either from the information field for the log status in the job details, or by clicking the job log icon in the main job list. The log information includes the planned start date and time, the actual start and end date and time, the name of the user who created the job, and the job duration. Each job receives a time stamp. Additional information is displayed if, for example, the job was completed without errors. You can call up the job details directly from the job application log.




					Internal Sales Representative					Supplier					F0354					Vendor Master					With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.




					Internal Sales Representative					Track Sales Orders (S/4HANA)					F2577										With this app, you can check whether a sales orderapos;s fulfillment is on track. You can immediately recognize whether the sales order contains issues, and whether it is complete, or still in process. For example, you can see whether it has been shipped, invoiced, or whether the corresponding journal entry in accounting has been cleared. If, for example, a customer or manager asks for information about one or more orders belonging to a specific customer, you can use this app to provide this information quickly.  You can also navigate to the Track Sales Order Details app to visualize the sales order fulfillment status of a specific sales order and its subsequent documents in more detail.




					Internal Sales Representative (Subscription Order Management)					Find Technical Object					F2072					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.




					Internal Sales Representative (Subscription Order Management)					Manage Business Partner Master Data					F3163					Business Partners					With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .




					Internal Sales Representative (Subscription Order Management)					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Internal Sales Representative (Subscription Order Management)					Sales Order (S/4HANA)					F1814					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					Intrastat Specialist					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Inventory Accountant for China					Stock Overview - Mainland China, Taiwan					F5757										With this app, you can get an overview of your material stocks. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager, in your daily work.




					Inventory Accountant for Taiwan					Stock Overview - Mainland China, Taiwan					F5757										With this app, you can get an overview of your material stocks. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager, in your daily work.




					Inventory Analyst					Inventory Analysis Overview					F3366										The overview page Inventory Analysis Overview shows you as an inventory analyst, at a glance, the most important information and tasks relevant for you right now. The information is displayed on a set of actionable cards. You can therefore focus on the most important tasks, enabling faster decisions and immediate action. The cards show you the most important information ranked according to relevance. For example, on the Stock Value Increase despite Consumption card, you can monitor, at a glance, the top 20 materials for which you are responsible that had the highest stock value increase despite consumption in the last 365 days. You can get more information about individual materials by clicking on the corresponding dots in the chart that lead you to the Dead Stock Analysis app. With this Dead Stock Analysis app, you can make further timedependent investigations of your dead stock. You can use the filter bar to display all cards of the entire overview page Inventory Analysis Overview by displaying currency or plant, for example. Depending on the specified filter criteria, you then see all unexpected stock value increases, monitor batches over time, or recognize slowmoving materials. For list cards, selecting the header of a card takes you to the app itself, while selecting an item takes you to more detailed item information. For graphical or analytical cards, selecting the card takes you to more detailed analytical information. To use the overview page Inventory Analysis Overview, you require the business catalog role SAP_BCR_MM_IM_ANALYSIS_OVP_PC assigned to your user and the business catalog SAP_MM_BC_IM_ANALYSIS_OVP_PC. If these requirements are met, the following cards are available on the overview page:  Stock Value Increase despite Consumption   More than 100 Days without Consumption   Monitor Batches by Longest Time in Storage   Monitor Batches by Earliest Expiration Date




					Inventory Manager					Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned					F2878A										This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.




					Inventory Manager					Change Physical Inventory Count					MI05					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Inventory Manager					Change Reservation					MB22					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Inventory Manager					Create PI Documents - Regular Stock					MI31					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Inventory Manager					Create Physical Inventory Documents					F3197					Physical Inventory					With this app you can display lists of materials and choose to create physical inventory documents for selected materials or groups of materials. These documents are used as the basis for planning and performing a physical inventory, for recording count data, and for posting any differences revealed by the count. The app helps you find and select materials due to be counted, and you can create physical inventory documents for the materials directly from the detail list.




					Inventory Manager					Create Reservation					MB21					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Inventory Manager					Create Single PI Document					MI01					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Inventory Manager					Cycle Counting - Classification					F4486										With this app you can manage cycle counting classifications for materials in your stock based on the cycle counting settings maintained in the selfservice configuration UI SSC UI Cycle Counting. It is also possible to remove an existing cycle counting classification, if you dont want the material to be part of the cycle counting method anymore. These classifications are the basis for an optimized preparation for your physical inventory process at plant level. In general, you can define these settings once, or maintain changes whenever necessary. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager.




					Inventory Manager					Dead Stock Analysis					F2899										With this app, you can monitor and make timedependent investigations of your dead stock. Dead stock represents a combination of locations and materials where the stock value has increased over a defined analysis period despite existing consumption postings within that period. The analysis of the dead stock identifies materials that could potentially have a negative impact on the companys cash flow and profitability. Based on these results, you can react immediately with followon activities and decide whether a material should, for example, be discontinued, discounted, or transferred to a different location.  The Dead Stock Analysis app supports you in your daily work, for example, as an inventory manager, to achieve maximum inventory accuracy and subsequently to optimize the inventory situation in your stock.




					Inventory Manager					Display Document, Display Journal Entries					FB03					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Inventory Manager					Display Journal Entries in T-Account View					F3664					Information System					With this app you can inspect how one or multiple journal entries affect ledger accounts where they are posted.




					Inventory Manager					Display Material Document List					MB51					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Inventory Manager					Display PI Document Items for Materials					MI22					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Inventory Manager					Display Reservation					MB23					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Inventory Manager					Display Stock Overview					MMBE					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Inventory Manager					Display Warehouse Stock					MB52					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Inventory Manager					Enter Inventory Count					MI04					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Inventory Manager					Goods Movement Analysis					W0055										With this app, you can analyze the goods movements in your company.




					Inventory Manager					Goods Movement, Post Goods Movement					MIGO					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Inventory Manager					Inbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0232A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for inbound deliveries search results. You can search for inbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or supplier. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access inbound delivery object pages. With the inbound delivery object page, you can display inbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Inventory Manager					Inventory Turnover Analysis					F1956										With this app, you can analyze the turnover of materials in a selected plant for which you are responsible. The app provides you with detailed information about materials that could have turnover problems according to your turnover definition, depending on the time period you select. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Inventory Manager					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					Inventory Manager					Manage Physical Inventory Count					F5430										With this app, you can enter or change the count results for physical inventory document items. You can also create a physical inventory document and then enter count results in one step ad hoc counting. Therefore, you can search for physical inventory documents that contain materials that are ready to be counted. From the results list, you can navigate directly to the required physical inventory document. On physical inventory document item level, all items are grouped into Uncounted or Counted. If items are uncounted, you can directly enter your count results. When you save your entries, the counting step for the selected item is completed.




					Inventory Manager					Manage Physical Inventory Documents					F0379A					Physical Inventory					This app displays all created physical inventory documents. You can use specific search criteria such as storage location, specific count status, or planned count date. The search result shows detailed information from list level down to the item level of a specific material topdown approach:   List Level: Displays all physical inventory documents based on your filter settings.   Header Level: Displays a selected physical inventory document in more detail with all relevant information, such as inventory and process data, overview of the related physical inventory document items and added attachments. On header level, you can navigate to apps with additional functions, such as editing or analyzing related information.   Item Level: Displays the physical inventory document items with all relevant information and, if applicable, also information about situation handling; inventory and process data, and count results. On item level, you can customize view settings to be able to see all the information you are interested in.   This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Inventory Manager					Manage Stock					F1062										With this app, you can perform stock changes. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Inventory Manager					Manage Stock Reporting Procedures					F7068										With this app, you can create a procedure for sending stock reports to suppliers. You select the reportingfrequency ndash; daily, weekly, or monthly. Then you select the day of the week or month to collect the stock data.Key FeaturesYou can use this app to do the following:bull; Create a stock reporting procedurebull; Choose a reporting frequency  daily, weekly, or monthly.bull; Specify the exact day or the week or month when the report should be created.




					Inventory Manager					Manage Stock Reporting Subscriptions					F7069										With this app, you can assign suppliers to a stock reporting procedure by creating a subscription. Suppliersthat are assigned to a subscription will receive an email notification on a regular basis. You define the frequencyof the emails that they receive in the Manage Stock Reporting Procedures app.




					Inventory Manager					Material Documents Overview					F1077										With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Inventory Manager					Material Inventory Values - Balance Summary					F1422										You can use this app to gain an understanding of the quantities and values of your material inventories for a key date.Depending on the role to which yoursquo;re assigned, you can perform the following tasks:View the inventory value and quantity sorted by company code, G/L account, material group, profit center, and segment standard layoutAnalyze the balance summary in detail with an extensive number of attributes such as plant, valuation area, material, and key figures. The key figures are a compilation of central characteristics including inventory quantity and amounts in a maximum of three currencies company code, additional 1, additional 2Filter the dimensions according to various criteria such as G/L account, material, and profit centerAnalyze your material inventories according various perspectives by grouping the dimensions in rows and columnsVisualize the results of the balance summary in the form of a graphic, a table, or a combination of both typesSave your selection as a variantChange the displayed ID or description




					Inventory Manager					Monitor Purchase Order Items					F2358										With this app, you can display purchase order items and monitor their status, using filter criteria such as purchase order, material group, material, supplier, plant, and delivery forecast. You can also choose a purchase order item to view its item level information. You can enable your business users to predict the delivery date of purchase order items, as proposed by SAP Predictive Analytics integrator. The regression algorithm in SAP Predictive Analytics integrator is used to predict whether delivery of purchase order items will happen earlier than scheduled, on time or with a delay. Based on the predicted delivery date, your business users can take necessary decisions. Note The predicted date is based on training, which is in turn based on the historical data available in the system. This app is available for the role Purchaser.




					Inventory Manager					Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0233A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Inventory Manager					Output Material Documents					MB90					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Inventory Manager					Overdue Materials - Goods Receipt Blocked Stock					F2347										With this app you can get an overview of the overdue materials for which a goods receipt GR was posted into the nonvaluated GR blocked stock. You, as a warehouse clerk, can identify these overdue materials to complete the goods receipt process or investigate potential problems. You can search for existing overdue materials, and sort and filter them according to their Days since Posting Date GR status, for example. Depending on your filter criteria, the app displays a list of purchase orders for which stock is available in the nonvaluated GR blocked stock. Some columns in the results list might be hidden. In the personalization area, you can specify which columns you want to see in the results list. You can also organize your search results by choosing further view settings, such as grouping criteria. For each purchase order or material from the results list you can immediately perform further tasks with linked apps, for example:  Post Goods Receipt for Purchasing Document   Stock  Multiple Materials   Stock  Single Material




					Inventory Manager					Overdue Materials - Stock in Transit					F2139										With this app, you can get an overview of the overdue materials for which a stock transport order has been created. You can identify these materials to complete the stock transfer process or investigate potential problems. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.




					Inventory Manager					Overview Inventory Management					F2769										The overview page Overview Inventory Management shows you, at a glance, the most important information and tasks relevant for you right now. The information is displayed on a set of actionable cards. You can therefore focus on the most important tasks, enabling faster decisions and immediate action. The cards show you the most important information ranked according to relevance. For example, on the Overdue Materials  GR Blocked Stock card, you can gain an overview of the overdue materials for which a goods receipt GR was posted into the nonvaluated GR blocked stock for which you are responsible. You can then decide to look for further details by selecting it and can identify these overdue materials to complete the goods receipt process or investigate potential problems. You can use the filter bar for the entire overview page Overview Inventory Management and select a plant or a storage location, for example. Depending on the specified filter criteria, you then see all urgent overdue materials, stock values by special stock type, or warehouse throughput information. For list cards, selecting the header of a card brings you to the app itself, while selecting an item brings you to more detailed item information. For graphical or analytical cards, selecting the card brings you to more detailed analytical information. To use the overview page Overview Inventory Management, you require the business catalog role SAP_BCR_MM_IM_ANALYTICS_OVP_PC assigned to your user. Note this business catalog role is also included in business role SAP_BR_INVENTORY_MANAGER. Note Make sure to enter default user values in the filterbar for at the least the plant to make sure that results are displayed. If these requirements are met, the following cards are available on the overview page:  Recent Material Documents   Overdue Materials  GR Blocked Stock   Stock Value by Stock Type   Stock Value by Special Stock Type   Warehouse Throughput History   Monitor Purchase Order Items   Overdue Materials  Stock in Transit




					Inventory Manager					Physical Inventory Analysis					W0058										With this app you can analyze physical inventory in your company to identify opportunities for process improvement.




					Inventory Manager					Post Goods Receipt for Purchasing Document					F0843										With this app, you can post the receipt of goods with reference to the different types of purchasing documents, for example:  Standard purchase order   Stock transfer order   Scheduling agreement   For example, if a material is delivered for a purchasing document with which you ordered the goods, it is important for all the departments involved that the goods receipt entry in the system references this purchasing document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or inventory manager in your daily work.




					Inventory Manager					Post Physical Inventory Document					MI07					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Inventory Manager					Post Subsequent Adjustment					F5476										With this app, you can carry out a subsequent correction posting of components from the subcontracting purchasing document. This is the case if a subcontractor has consumed a larger or smaller quantity of components than you originally planned and posted. This app focuses on the special process step of the subsequent adjustment posting after the goods receipt process for the subcontracting purchasing document.




					Inventory Manager					Print Physical Inventory Documents					MI21					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Inventory Manager					Process Physical Inventory Count Results					MI20					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Inventory Manager					Purchase Order (Version 2)					F0348A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.




					Inventory Manager					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Inventory Manager					Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)					F0349A					Purchasing					This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Inventory Manager					Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0234A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Inventory Manager					Schedule Physical Inventory Document Creation					F4550										With this app you can create and schedule a job to create physical inventory documents for your physical inventory process. To automate the physical inventory process, the creation of the physical inventory documents is carried out on a regular basis. Therefore, you can use this app to create a job that performs this creation task for you, thereby reducing your workload by running this task smoothly in the background. During the job run, the system checks based on the job template settings which material should be part of the next physical inventory count. Finally, the system compiles a list of the possible materials. Under Results, the job list displays all materials that were included in the physical inventory document. You can define your own job templates or use the two predefined job templates and then adapt them to your needs:  In the predefined job template for annual physical inventory, the system plans all materials that have to be counted since the last planning run for example, no counting has taken place for a year.   In the predefined job template for cycle counting, the system plans all materials that have to be counted because a certain counting frequency has been reached again, for example, monthly counting.   The system issues status messages both when the job is created and when the job is executed. The app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in the automatic and scheduled creation of physical inventory documents in the background to get the results at the right time when you need them.




					Inventory Manager					Slow or Non-Moving Materials					F2137										With this app, you can monitor and make timedependent investigations of the slow or nonmoving materials in your stock. Based on these results you can react immediately with followon activities such as scrapping or stock transfers. Nonmoving materials represent a combination of locations and materials where the stock level is not zero and no consumption postings were posted for a defined period of time. It is also possible to track slowmoving materials. This app supports you in your daily work, for example, as an inventory manager, to achieve maximum inventory accuracy and subsequently to optimize the inventory situation in your stock.




					Inventory Manager					Stock - Multiple Materials					F1595										With this app, you can get an overview of your material stocks. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work. The app can display the stock information as a table.




					Inventory Manager					Stock - Single Material					F1076										With this app, you can get an overview of your material stock. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. The app can display the stock information as a table or a diagram. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Inventory Manager					Stock reporting overview					F6266										With this app, you can see a current list of your stock reports and see the details of the material documentsthat make up the stock reports.Key FeaturesYou can use this app to do the following:bull; View a list of stock reports.bull; View the details of individual stock reports.bull; Navigate to any of the material documents included within a stock report to see further details about stockchanges.




					Inventory Manager					Subcontracting Cockpit					F2948					Subcontracting in Purchasing (Repair)					With this app, you can get an overview of open and completed purchasing documents purchase orders and scheduling agreements, using filter criteria such as subcontractor, plant, component, assembly, and material group. At the purchasing document item level, you can post goods issues. You can calculate the stock balance and view stock transfer reservations. You can also create a delivery of components.




					Inventory Manager					Transfer Stock - Cross-Plant					F1957										With this app, you can make transfer postings from one plant issuing plant to another plant receiving plant. The app supports you in finding the allowed transfer postings and in personalizing the control settings of storage locations and visible columns. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.




					Inventory Manager					Transfer Stock - In Plant					F1061										With this app, you can make transfer postings within a plant. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or inventory manager in your daily work.




					Invoicing Specialist (Convergent Invoicing)					Manage Attachments					F4812					Document Management System					




					Legal Counsel					My Outbox					F6511										You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.




					Maintenance Planner					Actual Maintenance Cost Analysis					F3567					Plant Maintenance					This app supports you in monitoring and evaluating actual costs resulting from current maintenance orders. It enables you, for example, to analyze the actual costs for materials and labor in maintenance or to compare the total corrective and preventive actual maintenance costs during a selected time period. In addition, you can easily identify the maintenance activities leading to the highest costs or the parts of the asset that were particularly costly on inspections. Altogether, this analytical list page offers you multiple possibilities to evaluate actual maintenance costs stored in the Universal Journal Entry. Filters allow you to analyze critical costs in a specific fiscal year from different perspectives, such as the order type, the construction type, the location, the planner group or the manufacturer. A condensed view enables you to identify and compare relevant areas within data sets using data visualization and business intelligence. On the other hand, you can also navigate directly to significant single instances. All this can be done seamlessly within one page that combines transactional and analytical data using chart and table visualization. This app is available for the maintenance planner user role.




					Maintenance Planner					Analytical List Page for Technical Object Breakdown Analysis					F2812					Maintenance Notifications					With this app you can analyze the causes of a particular breakdown more closely and calculate the distribution of duration of the various breakdowns or repairs. You can also find out the cause behind a short or long breakdown period, or the period between two consecutive breakdowns.




					Maintenance Planner					Cancel PM Order Confirmation					IW45					Completion Confirmations					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Maintenance Planner					Change Document					CV02N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Maintenance Planner					Characteristics, Display Characteristic, Manage Characteristics					CT04										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Maintenance Planner					Create Document					CV01N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Maintenance Planner					Create Maintenance Request					F1511A					Maintenance Notifications					With this app, you can create maintenance requests. While creating a maintenance request, you can provide relevant information that is required to identify and solve the problem.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH scope item that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.




					Maintenance Planner					Create Mass Time Confirmations					F3925					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can view status of time confirmations and post them. This app can be launched only when you upload time confirmations in the Find Maintenance Orders and Operations app. For more information, see Find Maintenance Orders and Operations.




					Maintenance Planner					Display Class, Manage Classes					CL02					Classification					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Maintenance Planner					Display Maintenance Item (IP06), Display Maintenance Item - IP06					IP06					Maintenance Task Lists					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Maintenance Planner					Display Maintenance Item (Planner)					W0027					BP for Maintenance Worker					You can use this app to view the information stored in a maintenance item. A maintenance item describes which preventive maintenance tasks should take place regularly at a technical object or a group of technical objects. You can display maintenance items as a maintenance planner and as a maintenance technician.




					Maintenance Planner					Display Maintenance Notifications					F5797					Maintenance Notifications					With this app, you can display maintenance notifications. You can quickly view details of a maintenance notification such as phase, subphase, detection method, malfunction data, priority, and so on.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.




					Maintenance Planner					Display Maintenance Plan (IP03)					IP03					Maintenance Task Lists					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Maintenance Planner					Display Master Data Information Center (Planner)					W0011					BP for Maintenance Worker					As a maintenance planner and as a maintenance technician, you can use this app to access the Master Data Information Center that serves as a central point of access for working with master data. In the Master Data Information Center, you can use the SAP Enterprise Search, work with different lists and you have direct access to individual task lists, maintenance plans and technical objects.




					Maintenance Planner					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Maintenance Planner					Display Where Characteristics Are Used					CT12					Characteristics					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Maintenance Planner					Display document					CV03N										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Maintenance Planner					Find Document					CV04N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Maintenance Planner					Find Maintenance Items					F3621					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can find and display maintenance items. You can do this either by filtering the list or by using a free text search. You can display a single maintenance item and view its properties.




					Maintenance Planner					Find Maintenance Notification					F2071					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can list the maintenance notifications in your system and find the one you need. You can do this by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can perform predefined quick actions on one or more notifications. You can display a single notification to view its properties, its assigned technical object and maintenance order, and its attachments.




					Maintenance Planner					Find Maintenance Order					F2175					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and perform different mass changes, such as changing the responsibility, the status, and the scheduling of the selected maintenance orders. You can also assign the orders to a maintenance event and dispatch all their operations.




					Maintenance Planner					Find Maintenance Order Confirmation					F2174					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can list the maintenance order confirmations in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single order confirmation to view its properties and its assigned order and technical object.




					Maintenance Planner					Find Maintenance Order and Operation					F2173					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and their operations. You can perform mass changes of different operation parameters, add and display time confirmations, and create work packs for selected operations.




					Maintenance Planner					Find Maintenance Plans					F3622					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can find and display maintenance plans. You can do this either by filtering the list or by using a free text search. You can display a single maintenance plan to view its properties, its assigned maintenance items, and its scheduled and manual maintenance calls.




					Maintenance Planner					Find Maintenance Task List					F2660					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can find and display the following maintenance task lists:  Equipment task list   Functional location task list   General maintenance task list   You can do this either by filtering the list or by using the free text search. You can display a single task list to view its properties, its assigned operations, and its attachments.Note You cannot access hierarchical task lists from this application.




					Maintenance Planner					Find Maintenance Task List and Operation					F2661					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can find and display the following maintenance task lists and their operations:  Equipment task list   Functional location task list   General maintenance task list   You can do this either by filtering the list or by using the free text search. You can display a single task list to view its properties, its assigned operations, and its attachments.Note You cannot access hierarchical task lists from this application.




					Maintenance Planner					Find Technical Object					F2072					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.




					Maintenance Planner					Maintenance Backlog Overview					F5105					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can display information about maintenance backlogs for a specific planning bucket. Maintenance request and maintenance orders are the maintenance backlog types. The selection area contains filter values like planning bucket template, past buckets and future backets.




					Maintenance Planner					Maintenance Order Costs					F4603					Plant Maintenance					With this app you can monitor and evaluate estimated costs, baseline costs, planned costs and actual costs resulting from current maintenance orders. It enables you, for example, to compare planned costs or baseline costs with actual costs caused by maintenance orders of a specific order type during a selected time period. Filters allow you to analyze estimated costs, baseline costs, planned costs and actual costs in a specific time frame from different perspectives such as the order type, the responsible cost center, the main work center or the maintenance activity type. A condensed view enables you to identify and compare relevant areas within data sets using data visualization and business intelligence. On the other hand, you can also navigate directly to significant single maintenance orders. All this can be done seamlessly within one page that combines transactional and analytical data using chart and table visualization.




					Maintenance Planner					Maintenance Plan Scheduling Overview					W0192					Maintenance Plans					This app is a Web Dynpro for ABAP application. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Maintenance Planner					Maintenance Planning Overview					F2828					Plant Maintenance					This app supports you in the planning and execution of your maintenance work and allows effective monitoring of important, timesensitive process steps. According to selection criteria that you have defined, the system analyzes critical factors in a chosen reference period, such as, for example, open or outstanding maintenance notifications that have not yet been assigned, missing spare parts or overdue orders. Different cards display the results in figures and colored charts and allow you to navigate to lists in which you can edit the documents that have been identified as critical or contact persons responsible. You can use this app to analyze, for example, which maintenance orders have not yet been released, which spare parts will possibly not be able to be procured and made available on time, or which maintenance orders have not yet been finally confirmed although the end date has already passed.




					Maintenance Planner					Manage Attachments					F4812					Document Management System					




					Maintenance Planner					Manage Maintenance Backlog					F4073					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can view a list of the maintenance orders that are associated with a specific maintenance planning bucket. The maintenance backlog of an operational planning bucket shows all orders that have been automatically assigned to the planning bucket according to their scheduled start, their scheduled end, and to the attributes fitting in the scope of the planning bucket. The maintenance backlog of an eventbased planning bucket shows all orders that have been assigned manually to the maintenance event. Orders that have been set to Do not execute or that have been marked for deletion are not displayed in this app. You can view important order details, such as the order status, the order priority and the final due date. You can view the availability and consumption of the required stock components, view messages from the latest ATP check, and navigate directly to the Schedule Material Availability Check app. You can monitor the procurement process for all required nonstock components and external services. In addition, you can view all maintenance work that has to be performed by an internal work center. You can only access this app via the Manage Maintenance Planning Buckets app and the Maintenance Backlog Overview app.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.




					Maintenance Planner					Manage Maintenance Items					F5356					Plant Maintenance					With the Manage Maintenance Items app, you as a maintenance planner can manage maintenance items. You can create maintenance items, decide how to evaluate final due date for a maintenance item, assign maintenance item to a maintenance plan, view details of a maintenance item, view status of an equipment or a functional location within a maintenance item, and so on.




					Maintenance Planner					Manage Maintenance Plan and Item List					W0026					BP for Maintenance Worker					As a maintenance planner, you can use this app to access the Maintenance Plan and Item List. This worklist provides, in a table, the most important information about maintenance plans and items and enables you to not only process individual documents, but also carry out mass changes to maintenance plan and maintenance item data.




					Maintenance Planner					Manage Maintenance Planning Buckets					F3888					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can create maintenance planning buckets that aid you in effectively managing your maintenance backlog. You can create operational maintenance planning buckets or eventbased maintenance planning buckets. Operational maintenance planning buckets are recurrent planning buckets that allow you to plan regular maintenance work. They are generated automatically based on the time and recurrence details that you specify. Eventbased maintenance planning buckets are onetime planning buckets that help you to organize major maintenance events, where a group of maintenance orders needs to be planned and executed during the same period.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.




					Maintenance Planner					Manage Maintenance Plans					F5325					Maintenance Plans					With this app, you can manage maintenance plans.




					Maintenance Planner					Manage Notification List					W0004					BP for Maintenance Worker					As a maintenance planner, you can use this app to access a worklist of all the maintenance notifications that match the selection criteria in the query you have defined. The notification list contains the most important information on maintenance notifications in the form of a table and allows you to process notifications and the assigned technical objects directly. Furthermore, you can carry out mass changes and assign one or more notifications to a specific order. You can configure the list layout, sort table columns and create filters. In addition, you have the option of displaying a table column for monitoring critical dates, whose colors help you detect issues. With this app you can also access the Order List, the combined Order and Notification List, and the Order and Operation List.




					Maintenance Planner					Manage Order List					W0018					BP for Maintenance Worker					As a maintenance planner, you can use this app to access a worklist of all the maintenance orders that match the selection criteria in the query you have defined. The order list contains the most important information on maintenance orders in the form of a table and allows you to process orders and the assigned notifications and technical objects directly. Furthermore, you can carry out mass changes, and change the status of several selected orders. You can configure the list layout, sort table columns, and create filters. In addition, you have the option of displaying table columns for monitoring critical dates and costs, whose colors help you detect issues. With this app you can also access the Notification List, the combined Order and Notification List, and the Order and Operation List.




					Maintenance Planner					Manage Orders and Notifications in Information Center					W0019					BP for Maintenance Worker					As a maintenance planner, you can use this app to process your maintenance orders and notifications by using a worklist that you can configure to suit your requirements POWL.




					Maintenance Planner					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Maintenance Planner					Manage Work Packs					F6065					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can find existing work packs, select work packs, job packs, and included items and send them to the output immediately or schedule them to be eligible for the mass output. A work pack consists of a list of job packs in which the system can output together and the work order operations jobs belonging to the corresponding job packs the set of jobs in a job pack are work order operations that you can create one output request for. Work packs allow you to include multiple output types and leverage support for print and email channels for the output.




					Maintenance Planner					Mass Schedule Maintenance Plans					F2774					Plant Maintenance					As a maintenance planner, you can use this app to schedule all maintenance plans that are due within a specific time frame. This simplifies the creation of maintenance call objects for maintenance plans, especially if you need to schedule large numbers of maintenance plans. For each scheduling run, the system goes through all the maintenance plans taking parameters such as maintenance strategies and counter readings into account to calculate the due date. It then generates a maintenance call object, for example a maintenance order, for each due maintenance item. Which object the system generates is determined by the maintenance plan category. Furthermore, you can control special scheduling requirements using the scheduling parameters in the maintenance plan. Additionally, the following data is taken into consideration during scheduling:   For performancebased or timebased strategy plans: the maintenance strategy   For single cycle plans: the maintenance cycles defined in the maintenance plan   For multiple counter plans: the maintenance cycles defined in the maintenance plan




					Maintenance Planner					Material Documents Overview					F1077										With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Maintenance Planner					My Inbox - Maintenance Management					F2953					Plant Maintenance					With this app you can process your workflow tasks via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. If you have configured the workflow Deactivation of Technical Objects in the backend, you can make decisions based on the decision options defined in the backend system and trigger the corresponding followup activities.




					Maintenance Planner					My Maintenance Requests					F4513					Maintenance Notifications					With this app, you can view your maintenance requests. You can also copy maintenance requests or delete maintenance requests.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.




					Maintenance Planner					Process Maintenance Notification (Planner)					W0003					BP for Maintenance Worker					Three apps are provided for processing a maintenance notification: Create Maintenance Notification, Change Maintenance Notification, and Display Maintenance Notification. You can use these apps to easily report a malfunction or a problem in a technical system. You do this by creating a notification in which you specify the technical object, describe the malfunction, and enter the activities to be performed. In addition, you can describe the causes by using codes, confirm the time spent on each activity and print out job papers. You can create, change, and display notifications as a maintenance planner and as a maintenance technician.




					Maintenance Planner					Process Maintenance Order					W0017					BP for Maintenance Worker					Three apps are provided for processing a maintenance order: Create Maintenance Order, Change Maintenance Order, and Display Maintenance Order. As a maintenance planner, you can create and change orders when a malfunction is detected to define in detail the maintenance tasks that are to be performed on the technical object. You can create a maintenance order for a specific notification or create the maintenance order directly with or without reference to an existing order. When creating or changing a maintenance order, you can either assign existing task lists and notifications or create new ones for the order. In the maintenance order, you provide all the information needed to plan and execute the maintenance work. This includes start and finish dates, location information, planned materials, and production resources/tools. The system supports you in finding the relevant technical object, choosing the required materials and checking their availability, scheduling the job, and determining the costs.




					Maintenance Planner					Process Maintenance Plan					W0009					BP for Maintenance Worker					Three apps are provided for processing a maintenance plan: Create Maintenance Plan, Change Maintenance Plan, and Display Maintenance Plan. As a maintenance planner, you can use these apps to plan recurrent maintenance work by creating timebased and performancebased single cycle plans, strategy plans, and multiplecounter plans. In timebased maintenance planning, maintenance is performed in specific cycles, for example, every two months or every six months. With performancebased maintenance plans, you can plan regular maintenance based on counter readings maintained for measuring points of pieces of equipment and at functional locations.




					Maintenance Planner					Process Task List (Planner)					W0021					BP for Maintenance Worker					Three apps are provided for processing a maintenance task list: Create Task List, Change Task List, and Display Task List. As a maintenance planner, you can use task lists to standardize recurring work sequences and to plan inspections, maintenance, and repairs. Maintenance task lists describe a sequence of individual maintenance activities that must be performed repeatedly within a company. They contain important information about the spare parts and tools required for the work steps, the work centers involved, and the time required to perform the work. Furthermore, task lists enable you to react quickly to changing environmental protection or occupational safety regulations that may affect continuous maintenance. When you assign a task list to a maintenance item, maintenance notification, or a maintenance order, the system copies this maintenance data from the task list into the respective maintenance document.




					Maintenance Planner					Process Technical Object					W0029					BP for Maintenance Worker					Three apps are provided for processing a technical object: Create Technical Object, Change Technical Object, and Display Technical Object. As a maintenance planner, you can create and change technical objects to efficiently manage and evaluate technical assets and maintenance objects and monitor the costs involved. You can specify general data, location data, organizational data, and structure data as well as edit classification data and characteristic values, and assign documents.




					Maintenance Planner					Procurement for Maintenance Planner (Purchase Order)					F2827					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can view a list of all purchase order items that have been created for your maintenance orders and display key procurement information. You navigate to this app via the Purchase Orders Not Approved card or the Missing Components card in the Maintenance Planning Overview app. If you process your maintenance orders by phases, you can also access this app via the External Procurement card in the Maintenance Backlog Overview app.




					Maintenance Planner					Procurement for Maintenance Planner (Purchase Requisition)					F3065					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can view a list of all purchase requisition items that have been created for your maintenance orders and display key procurement information. You navigate to this app via the Purchase Requisitions Not Approved card or the Purchase Requisitions Not Converted to Purchase Orders card in the Maintenance Planning Overview app. If you process your maintenance orders by phases, you can also access this app via the External Procurement card in the Maintenance Backlog Overview app.




					Maintenance Planner					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Maintenance Planner					Purchase Order (Version 2)					F0348A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.




					Maintenance Planner					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Maintenance Planner					Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)					F0349A					Purchasing					This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Maintenance Planner					Request Maintenance					F1511					Maintenance Notifications					You can use this app to easily request that maintenance work or repairs be done on a technical object. While creating a maintenance request, the app helps you provide all the relevant information required to solve the problem quickly. You enter important information such as the technical object, the location where the problem occurred, the effect on safety or environmental compliance, as well as a detailed description of the problem. Questionnaires ensure that you describe the problem without leaving out important information. By launching the second tile provided for this app, you open a notification list for monitoring all the different maintenance requests that have been submitted. The list provides you with a quick overview so you can easily track the status of the notifications. You can use the search function and filters to determine which notifications are displayed. This app is available for the Employee Maintenance role.




					Maintenance Planner					Schedule Maintenance Plan					IP10					Maintenance Task Lists					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Maintenance Planner					Schedule Material Availability Check					F2465					Plant Maintenance					As a maintenance planner, you can use this app to execute material availability checks for several maintenance orders at runtime or schedule these checks as a recurrent batch job. The system checks whether the components required for a maintenance order are available and updates the availability status in the orders accordingly. If you schedule the availability check as a batch job, a report displays all error and warning messages that occurred during the checking process, as well as the system and user statuses of the orders. If you also schedule maintenance orders that are processed by phases, the Material Availability Check for Maintenance Orders template enables you to reassign committed stock from one maintenance order to another of higher priority and urgency. For more information, see How to Perform an ATP Check for Stock Components.




					Maintenance Planner					Scheduling Overview					IP24					Maintenance Task Lists					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Maintenance Planner					Technical Object Damages					F3075					Maintenance Notifications					With this app, you can see which damages occur frequently and find the technical object parts that cause them. You can find the related maintenance notifications in the list which is based on maintenance items. You can filter the tables and charts and navigate to the related applications.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Analytical List Page for Technical Object Breakdown Analysis					F2812					Maintenance Notifications					With this app you can analyze the causes of a particular breakdown more closely and calculate the distribution of duration of the various breakdowns or repairs. You can also find out the cause behind a short or long breakdown period, or the period between two consecutive breakdowns.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Create Maintenance Request					F1511A					Maintenance Notifications					With this app, you can create maintenance requests. While creating a maintenance request, you can provide relevant information that is required to identify and solve the problem.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH scope item that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Create Mass Time Confirmations					F3925					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can view status of time confirmations and post them. This app can be launched only when you upload time confirmations in the Find Maintenance Orders and Operations app. For more information, see Find Maintenance Orders and Operations.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Find Maintenance Items					F3621					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can find and display maintenance items. You can do this either by filtering the list or by using a free text search. You can display a single maintenance item and view its properties.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Find Maintenance Order					F2175					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and perform different mass changes, such as changing the responsibility, the status, and the scheduling of the selected maintenance orders. You can also assign the orders to a maintenance event and dispatch all their operations.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Find Maintenance Order Confirmation					F2174					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can list the maintenance order confirmations in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single order confirmation to view its properties and its assigned order and technical object.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Find Maintenance Order and Operation					F2173					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and their operations. You can perform mass changes of different operation parameters, add and display time confirmations, and create work packs for selected operations.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Find Maintenance Plans					F3622					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can find and display maintenance plans. You can do this either by filtering the list or by using a free text search. You can display a single maintenance plan to view its properties, its assigned maintenance items, and its scheduled and manual maintenance calls.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Find Maintenance Task List					F2660					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can find and display the following maintenance task lists:  Equipment task list   Functional location task list   General maintenance task list   You can do this either by filtering the list or by using the free text search. You can display a single task list to view its properties, its assigned operations, and its attachments.Note You cannot access hierarchical task lists from this application.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Find Maintenance Task List and Operation					F2661					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can find and display the following maintenance task lists and their operations:  Equipment task list   Functional location task list   General maintenance task list   You can do this either by filtering the list or by using the free text search. You can display a single task list to view its properties, its assigned operations, and its attachments.Note You cannot access hierarchical task lists from this application.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Find Technical Object					F2072					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Maintenance Backlog Overview					F5105					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can display information about maintenance backlogs for a specific planning bucket. Maintenance request and maintenance orders are the maintenance backlog types. The selection area contains filter values like planning bucket template, past buckets and future backets.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Maintenance Order Costs					F4603					Plant Maintenance					With this app you can monitor and evaluate estimated costs, baseline costs, planned costs and actual costs resulting from current maintenance orders. It enables you, for example, to compare planned costs or baseline costs with actual costs caused by maintenance orders of a specific order type during a selected time period. Filters allow you to analyze estimated costs, baseline costs, planned costs and actual costs in a specific time frame from different perspectives such as the order type, the responsible cost center, the main work center or the maintenance activity type. A condensed view enables you to identify and compare relevant areas within data sets using data visualization and business intelligence. On the other hand, you can also navigate directly to significant single maintenance orders. All this can be done seamlessly within one page that combines transactional and analytical data using chart and table visualization.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Manage Documents					F2733					Document Management System					With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Manage Maintenance Backlog					F4073					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can view a list of the maintenance orders that are associated with a specific maintenance planning bucket. The maintenance backlog of an operational planning bucket shows all orders that have been automatically assigned to the planning bucket according to their scheduled start, their scheduled end, and to the attributes fitting in the scope of the planning bucket. The maintenance backlog of an eventbased planning bucket shows all orders that have been assigned manually to the maintenance event. Orders that have been set to Do not execute or that have been marked for deletion are not displayed in this app. You can view important order details, such as the order status, the order priority and the final due date. You can view the availability and consumption of the required stock components, view messages from the latest ATP check, and navigate directly to the Schedule Material Availability Check app. You can monitor the procurement process for all required nonstock components and external services. In addition, you can view all maintenance work that has to be performed by an internal work center. You can only access this app via the Manage Maintenance Planning Buckets app and the Maintenance Backlog Overview app.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Manage Maintenance Planning Buckets					F3888					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can create maintenance planning buckets that aid you in effectively managing your maintenance backlog. You can create operational maintenance planning buckets or eventbased maintenance planning buckets. Operational maintenance planning buckets are recurrent planning buckets that allow you to plan regular maintenance work. They are generated automatically based on the time and recurrence details that you specify. Eventbased maintenance planning buckets are onetime planning buckets that help you to organize major maintenance events, where a group of maintenance orders needs to be planned and executed during the same period.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Manage Work Packs					F6065					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can find existing work packs, select work packs, job packs, and included items and send them to the output immediately or schedule them to be eligible for the mass output. A work pack consists of a list of job packs in which the system can output together and the work order operations jobs belonging to the corresponding job packs the set of jobs in a job pack are work order operations that you can create one output request for. Work packs allow you to include multiple output types and leverage support for print and email channels for the output.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Material Documents Overview					F1077										With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Maintenance Supervisor					My Maintenance Requests					F4513					Maintenance Notifications					With this app, you can view your maintenance requests. You can also copy maintenance requests or delete maintenance requests.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Perform Maintenance Jobs					F5104A					Plant Maintenance					With this app, as a Maintenance Technician, you can review, execute, and report the findings for the jobs dispatched for execution.  Jobs that are Ready for Execution are listed according to their schedules. The list will also include jobs that do not support the phase model. For such jobs, subphase details will not be available. The default filters available with the Standard variant allows you to view jobs assigned to you and your team. The jobs that are not yet assigned can be selfassigned.  The app maintains information required to perform a maintenance job such as related details, reference documents, and materials. This app allows you to start, pause, and mark the job as work done. You can record time for the job and it also allows you to record failure data and measurement readings.   This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differ from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 , and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Procurement for Maintenance Planner (Purchase Order)					F2827					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can view a list of all purchase order items that have been created for your maintenance orders and display key procurement information. You navigate to this app via the Purchase Orders Not Approved card or the Missing Components card in the Maintenance Planning Overview app. If you process your maintenance orders by phases, you can also access this app via the External Procurement card in the Maintenance Backlog Overview app.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Procurement for Maintenance Planner (Purchase Requisition)					F3065					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can view a list of all purchase requisition items that have been created for your maintenance orders and display key procurement information. You navigate to this app via the Purchase Requisitions Not Approved card or the Purchase Requisitions Not Converted to Purchase Orders card in the Maintenance Planning Overview app. If you process your maintenance orders by phases, you can also access this app via the External Procurement card in the Maintenance Backlog Overview app.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Schedule Material Availability Check					F2465					Plant Maintenance					As a maintenance planner, you can use this app to execute material availability checks for several maintenance orders at runtime or schedule these checks as a recurrent batch job. The system checks whether the components required for a maintenance order are available and updates the availability status in the orders accordingly. If you schedule the availability check as a batch job, a report displays all error and warning messages that occurred during the checking process, as well as the system and user statuses of the orders. If you also schedule maintenance orders that are processed by phases, the Material Availability Check for Maintenance Orders template enables you to reassign committed stock from one maintenance order to another of higher priority and urgency. For more information, see How to Perform an ATP Check for Stock Components.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Screen Maintenance Requests					F4072					Maintenance Notifications					With this app, you can screen and accept maintenance requests. You can view status of a maintenance request along with other details such as priority of the maintenance request, breakdown and malfunction details, and so on.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.




					Maintenance Supervisor					Technical Object Damages					F3075					Maintenance Notifications					With this app, you can see which damages occur frequently and find the technical object parts that cause them. You can find the related maintenance notifications in the list which is based on maintenance items. You can filter the tables and charts and navigate to the related applications.




					Maintenance Technician					Analytical List Page for Technical Object Breakdown Analysis					F2812					Maintenance Notifications					With this app you can analyze the causes of a particular breakdown more closely and calculate the distribution of duration of the various breakdowns or repairs. You can also find out the cause behind a short or long breakdown period, or the period between two consecutive breakdowns.




					Maintenance Technician					Create Maintenance Request					F1511A					Maintenance Notifications					With this app, you can create maintenance requests. While creating a maintenance request, you can provide relevant information that is required to identify and solve the problem.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH scope item that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.




					Maintenance Technician					Create Mass Time Confirmations					F3925					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can view status of time confirmations and post them. This app can be launched only when you upload time confirmations in the Find Maintenance Orders and Operations app. For more information, see Find Maintenance Orders and Operations.




					Maintenance Technician					Display Maintenance Item (Technician)					W0024					BP for Maintenance Worker					You can use this app to view the information stored in a maintenance item. A maintenance item describes which preventive maintenance tasks should take place regularly at a technical object or a group of technical objects. You can display maintenance items as a maintenance planner and as a maintenance technician.




					Maintenance Technician					Display Maintenance Notifications					F5797					Maintenance Notifications					With this app, you can display maintenance notifications. You can quickly view details of a maintenance notification such as phase, subphase, detection method, malfunction data, priority, and so on.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.




					Maintenance Technician					Display Maintenance Order					W0033					BP for Maintenance Worker					As a maintenance technician, you can use this app to view maintenance orders that have been created for a malfunction. Maintenance orders describe in detail the maintenance tasks that are to be performed on the technical object and provide all the information needed to plan and execute maintenance work. This includes start and finish dates, location information, planned materials and production resources/tools.




					Maintenance Technician					Display Maintenance Plan					W0022					BP for Maintenance Worker					As a maintenance technician, you can use this app to view the planning data for recurrent maintenance work stored in timebased and performancebased maintenance plans, strategy plans and multiplecounter plans. In timebased maintenance planning, maintenance is performed in specific cycles, for example, every two months or every six months. Performancebased maintenance plans contain information about regular maintenance based on counter readings maintained for measuring points of pieces of equipment and at functional locations.




					Maintenance Technician					Display Master Data Information Center (Technician)					W0012					BP for Maintenance Worker					As a maintenance planner and as a maintenance technician, you can use this app to access the Master Data Information Center that serves as a central point of access for working with master data. In the Master Data Information Center, you can use the SAP Enterprise Search, work with different lists and you have direct access to individual task lists, maintenance plans and technical objects.




					Maintenance Technician					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Maintenance Technician					Display PM Order Confirmation (IW43)					IW43					Completion Confirmations					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Maintenance Technician					Display Task List (Technician)					W0015					BP for Maintenance Worker					As a maintenance technician, you can use this app to view all relevant information about recurring standardized work sequences, inspections and repairs. Maintenance task lists describe a sequence of individual maintenance activities that must be performed repeatedly within a company. They contain important information about the spare parts and tools required for the work steps, the work centers involved, and the time required to perform the work.




					Maintenance Technician					Display Technical Object					W0028					BP for Maintenance Worker					As a maintenance technician, you can use this app to view technical objects that have been created to efficiently manage and evaluate technical assets and maintenance objects.




					Maintenance Technician					Find Maintenance Items					F3621					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can find and display maintenance items. You can do this either by filtering the list or by using a free text search. You can display a single maintenance item and view its properties.




					Maintenance Technician					Find Maintenance Notification					F2071					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can list the maintenance notifications in your system and find the one you need. You can do this by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can perform predefined quick actions on one or more notifications. You can display a single notification to view its properties, its assigned technical object and maintenance order, and its attachments.




					Maintenance Technician					Find Maintenance Order					F2175					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and perform different mass changes, such as changing the responsibility, the status, and the scheduling of the selected maintenance orders. You can also assign the orders to a maintenance event and dispatch all their operations.




					Maintenance Technician					Find Maintenance Order Confirmation					F2174					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can list the maintenance order confirmations in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single order confirmation to view its properties and its assigned order and technical object.




					Maintenance Technician					Find Maintenance Order and Operation					F2173					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and their operations. You can perform mass changes of different operation parameters, add and display time confirmations, and create work packs for selected operations.




					Maintenance Technician					Find Maintenance Plans					F3622					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can find and display maintenance plans. You can do this either by filtering the list or by using a free text search. You can display a single maintenance plan to view its properties, its assigned maintenance items, and its scheduled and manual maintenance calls.




					Maintenance Technician					Find Maintenance Task List					F2660					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can find and display the following maintenance task lists:  Equipment task list   Functional location task list   General maintenance task list   You can do this either by filtering the list or by using the free text search. You can display a single task list to view its properties, its assigned operations, and its attachments.Note You cannot access hierarchical task lists from this application.




					Maintenance Technician					Find Maintenance Task List and Operation					F2661					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can find and display the following maintenance task lists and their operations:  Equipment task list   Functional location task list   General maintenance task list   You can do this either by filtering the list or by using the free text search. You can display a single task list to view its properties, its assigned operations, and its attachments.Note You cannot access hierarchical task lists from this application.




					Maintenance Technician					Find Technical Object					F2072					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.




					Maintenance Technician					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Maintenance Technician					My Maintenance Requests					F4513					Maintenance Notifications					With this app, you can view your maintenance requests. You can also copy maintenance requests or delete maintenance requests.  This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differs from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.




					Maintenance Technician					Perform Maintenance Jobs					F5104A					Plant Maintenance					With this app, as a Maintenance Technician, you can review, execute, and report the findings for the jobs dispatched for execution.  Jobs that are Ready for Execution are listed according to their schedules. The list will also include jobs that do not support the phase model. For such jobs, subphase details will not be available. The default filters available with the Standard variant allows you to view jobs assigned to you and your team. The jobs that are not yet assigned can be selfassigned.  The app maintains information required to perform a maintenance job such as related details, reference documents, and materials. This app allows you to start, pause, and mark the job as work done. You can record time for the job and it also allows you to record failure data and measurement readings.   This app has been designed to be used within the functional scope of the Reactive Maintenance 4HH and Proactive Maintenance 4HI scope items that differ from how the maintenance process had been run before based on the scope items BH1, BH2 , and BJ2. Some of the features might not work in the same way or they might not work at all. Furthermore, not all the features of this Fiori app are available for maintenance orders of order types for which the phase model has not been activated.




					Maintenance Technician					Process Maintenance Notification (Technician)					W0006					BP for Maintenance Worker					Three apps are provided for processing a maintenance notification: Create Maintenance Notification, Change Maintenance Notification, and Display Maintenance Notification. You can use these apps to easily report a malfunction or a problem in a technical system. You do this by creating a notification in which you specify the technical object, describe the malfunction, and enter the activities to be performed. In addition, you can describe the causes by using codes, confirm the time spent on each activity and print out job papers. You can create, change, and display notifications as a maintenance planner and as a maintenance technician.




					Maintenance Technician					Procurement for Maintenance Planner (Purchase Order)					F2827					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can view a list of all purchase order items that have been created for your maintenance orders and display key procurement information. You navigate to this app via the Purchase Orders Not Approved card or the Missing Components card in the Maintenance Planning Overview app. If you process your maintenance orders by phases, you can also access this app via the External Procurement card in the Maintenance Backlog Overview app.




					Maintenance Technician					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Maintenance Technician					Report and Repair Malfunction					F2023					Plant Maintenance					You can use this app to easily report that a technical object has a malfunction, plan the required repair work, as well as document and confirm the maintenance work when itapos;s done. While creating a malfunction report, the app helps you provide all the relevant information required to solve the problem quickly. You enter important information such as the technical object, the location where the problem occurred, the effect on safety or environmental compliance, as well as a detailed description of the problem. Furthermore, the app supports you when planning your repair work. This includes gathering information about the affected technical object and any repair work that has been recently carried out, searching for the required spare parts and checking if theyapos;re in stock, as well as assigning the work centers involved. Once youapos;ve finished the repair work, you can provide information about the malfunction and the job, confirm your job, and close the malfunction report. You can also get a quick overview of all the malfunction reports or of all work items assigned to you and their current status. You have the possibility to personalize the list of reports, view the status of the jobs, and navigate to the job details. There you can start working on the jobs assigned to you and confirm them. This app is available for the Maintenance Technician role.




					Maintenance Technician					Request Maintenance					F1511					Maintenance Notifications					You can use this app to easily request that maintenance work or repairs be done on a technical object. While creating a maintenance request, the app helps you provide all the relevant information required to solve the problem quickly. You enter important information such as the technical object, the location where the problem occurred, the effect on safety or environmental compliance, as well as a detailed description of the problem. Questionnaires ensure that you describe the problem without leaving out important information. By launching the second tile provided for this app, you open a notification list for monitoring all the different maintenance requests that have been submitted. The list provides you with a quick overview so you can easily track the status of the notifications. You can use the search function and filters to determine which notifications are displayed. This app is available for the Employee Maintenance role.




					Maintenance Technician					Technical Object Damages					F3075					Maintenance Notifications					With this app, you can see which damages occur frequently and find the technical object parts that cause them. You can find the related maintenance notifications in the list which is based on maintenance items. You can filter the tables and charts and navigate to the related applications.




					Manager - Inbox					Edit and Approve Purchase Requisition					F4007										With this app, you as an approver, can now edit the Contact InformationPurchasing Group, Requisitioner during header and item level approval.




					Manager - Inbox					My Inbox					F0862										With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.




					Manager - Inbox					My Inbox - Approve Travel Expenses					F0410A										With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.




					Manager - Inbox					My Inbox - Approve Travel Requests					F0411A										With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.




					Manager - Inbox					My Outbox					F6511										You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.




					Manager - Inbox					Process Inbox					F3646										With this app you can  ...




					Manager - Inbox					Process Purchase Requisitions Centrally					F3290										With this app, you can centrally display and manage all the purchase requisition items in SAP S/4HANA which acts as a hub system. The purchase requisitions can be those that are created in the hub system, or the ones that have been extracted from other connected systems. SAP S/4HANA, SAP S/4HANA Cloud, SAP ERP, or nonSAP systems can act as connected systems.  Note This app was previously called Manage Purchase Requisitions Centrally.




					Manager - Inbox					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Manager - Inbox					Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)					F0349A					Purchasing					This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Manager - Procurement					Edit and Approve Purchase Requisition					F4007										With this app, you as an approver, can now edit the Contact InformationPurchasing Group, Requisitioner during header and item level approval.




					Manager - Procurement					My Inbox - Approve Purchase Requisitions					F0401A										With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.




					Manager - Procurement					Process Purchase Requisitions Centrally					F3290										With this app, you can centrally display and manage all the purchase requisition items in SAP S/4HANA which acts as a hub system. The purchase requisitions can be those that are created in the hub system, or the ones that have been extracted from other connected systems. SAP S/4HANA, SAP S/4HANA Cloud, SAP ERP, or nonSAP systems can act as connected systems.  Note This app was previously called Manage Purchase Requisitions Centrally.




					Manager - Procurement					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Manager - Procurement					Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)					F0349A					Purchasing					This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Master Data Specialist (Agricultural Contract Management)					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Master Data Specialist (Agricultural Contract Management)					Change Material					MM02					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Master Data Specialist (Agricultural Contract Management)					Create Condition					VK11					Conditions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Master Data Specialist (Agricultural Contract Management)					Create Material					MM01					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Master Data Specialist (Agricultural Contract Management)					Display Condition					VK13					Conditions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Master Data Specialist (Agricultural Contract Management)					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Master Data Specialist (Agricultural Contract Management)					Manage Business Partner Master Data					F3163					Business Partners					With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .




					Master Data Specialist (Agricultural Contract Management)					Set Material Prices - Sales, Set Service Prices - Sales, Set Tax Rates - Sales					VK12					Conditions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Master Data Specialist - Batch Data					Customer Master FactSheets					F0046A										With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.




					Master Data Specialist - Batch Data					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Master Data Specialist - Batch Data					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Master Data Specialist - Batch Data					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Master Data Specialist - Batch Data					Supplier					F0354					Vendor Master					With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.




					Master Data Specialist - Business Partner Data					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Master Data Specialist - Business Partner Data					Customer Master FactSheets					F0046A										With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.




					Master Data Specialist - Business Partner Data					Manage Business Partner Master Data					F3163					Business Partners					With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .




					Master Data Specialist - Business Partner Data					Manage Customer Master Data					F0850A										With this app, you can manage customer master data centrally for departments involved with sales. You can create, change, search, display, and copy customer master data with the role SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST.




					Master Data Specialist - Business Partner Data					Manage Supplier Master Data					F1053A										With this app, you can manage supplier master data centrally for all consuming departments for example, purchasing department. You can create, change, search, display, and copy supplier master data with the role SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST.




					Master Data Specialist - Business Partner Data					Supplier					F0354					Vendor Master					With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.




					Master Data Specialist - Commodity Management					Customer Master FactSheets					F0046A										With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.




					Master Data Specialist - Commodity Management					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Master Data Specialist - Commodity Management					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Master Data Specialist - Commodity Management					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Master Data Specialist - Commodity Management					Supplier					F0354					Vendor Master					With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.




					Master Data Specialist - Product Compliance					Display Material Documents SVT Calculation Log					F5076										With this app, you can view the log details of the calculation process for a material document.




					Master Data Specialist - Product Compliance					Display Product Compliance Event Log					F5060										With this app, you can view the log details of an event that was triggered in the Process Product Compliance Events app.




					Master Data Specialist - Product Compliance					Display Product Compliance Task Log					F5059										With this app, you can view the log details of a task that was triggered in the Process Product Compliance Tasks app.




					Master Data Specialist - Product Compliance					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Master Data Specialist - Product Data					Change Material					MM02					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Master Data Specialist - Product Data					Classification Based Product Hierarchy					F2351					Material Master					With this app you can define and visualize product master hierarchies based on classification data, for example a media product hierarchy that defines TV series, seasons, and episodes. This feature interacts with the Manage Product Master Data application to navigate into product master details, and you can change the parent node or remove it from the hierarchy by changing classification data there. The hierarchy data can be used directly for product analytics, for example to compare the revenue of TV series.




					Master Data Specialist - Product Data					Close Periods					MMPV					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Master Data Specialist - Product Data					Create Material					MM01					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Master Data Specialist - Product Data					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Master Data Specialist - Product Data					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Master Data Specialist - Product Data					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Master Data Specialist - Product Data					Product Master Quick  View - Co Pilot					F2756					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Master Data Specialist - Product Data					Unit of measure Quick  Create - Co Pilot					F2757					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Master Data Specialist - Product Data (Retail)					Characteristics, Display Characteristic, Manage Characteristics					CT04										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Master Data Specialist - Product Data (Retail)					Display Class, Manage Classes					CL02					Classification					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Master Data Specialist - Product Data (Retail)					Display Errors During Logistical Product Assignment					F4291										With this app you can create assignments for logistical products. An assignment specifies from which supplier or distribution center and within which period a distribution center or store can procure a product in a specific unit of measure.




					Master Data Specialist - Product Data (Retail)					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Master Data Specialist - Product Data (Retail)					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Master Data Specialist - Product Data (Retail)					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Master Data Specialist - Raw Substance Data					Change Material					MM02					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Master Data Specialist - Raw Substance Data					Classification Based Product Hierarchy					F2351					Material Master					With this app you can define and visualize product master hierarchies based on classification data, for example a media product hierarchy that defines TV series, seasons, and episodes. This feature interacts with the Manage Product Master Data application to navigate into product master details, and you can change the parent node or remove it from the hierarchy by changing classification data there. The hierarchy data can be used directly for product analytics, for example to compare the revenue of TV series.




					Master Data Specialist - Raw Substance Data					Create Material					MM01					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Master Data Specialist - Raw Substance Data					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Master Data Specialist - Raw Substance Data					Manage Documents					F2733					Document Management System					With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.




					Master Data Specialist - Raw Substance Data					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Master Data Specialist - Raw Substance Data					Product Master Quick  View - Co Pilot					F2756					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Master Data Specialist - Raw Substance Data					Unit of measure Quick  Create - Co Pilot					F2757					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Master Data Steward - Product Data					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned					F2878A										This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Analyze PIR Quality					F1943					Material Requirements Planning					With this app you can analyze how accurately you forecasted your planned independent requirements for materials. You can determine how well your forecasted demands for sales orders matched the quantities that were actually delivered to customers. You can analyze this data for monthly periods in the past.This app is available for the roles:SAP_BR_MATL_PLNR Material Planner  External ProcurementSAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Application Jobs for Manage Buffer Levels					F5074										




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Create MRP Change Requests					F5416					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can create change requests for existing purchase order schedule lines based on the list of rescheduling proposals from MRP rescheduling checks. You can send these change requests to suppliers using an external system to request a change of the quantity or delivery date for a purchase order schedule line so that material availability can be ensured and customer requirements can be fulfilled. In the external system, suppliers can accept or reject the change requests or send new proposals. After you have received an answer from a supplier, you can either apply or discard the changes included in a specific change request.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Create Optimal Orders for Shipment					F1700					Material Requirements Planning					With this app you can see at glance which materials in your area of responsibility need to be ordered based on the specified shortage definition and filtered by the optimal order date. The app displays essential information about the material, such as the stock availability, the preferred vendor, and the alternative vendors, so you can order several materials from the same vendor in one purchase order. You can even temporarily change the preferred vendor for this purpose. You can then optimize the shipment of the materials by changing the order quantities. This enables you to use the full capacity of the means of transport such as a truck, which is ecological and saves delivery costs. By adjusting the quantities you can also maximize the time until the next order from this vendor is due. Once you enter the capacity limit, the app assists you by proposing quantities and converting the base unit of measure into the logistical unit of measure. To complete the process, you can create a purchase order for several materials from this vendor.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Create Supply Application Job (DD)					F5186					Application Jobs					




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Detect MRP Situations					F3853					Material Requirements Planning					With this feature, you can use situation handling in the Manage Material Coverage app to bring important issues to the usersapos; attention.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Display MRP Key Figures					F1426					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can view detailed information on each MRP run. This information is available if the MRP run has been completed, is still running, or was terminated. In the overview screen, the system lists all the individual MRP runs that have been carried out. You can access the details screen by clicking on an individual row. In the following screen, you can check all available key figure information such as the settings used to perform the planning run, the number of materials processed as well as various durations. A graphic is also available showing the run history. At a glance, you can see the progress of the planning run and analyze the runtime information. Sections are also available showing detailed information per lowlevel code or per the individual steps performed in the planning run.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Display MRP Master Data Issues					F1425A					Material Requirements Planning					With this app you can see all issues concerning master data that were detected during an MRP Live planning run. The system displays all the issues and restrictions as well as success messages that were created in the last MRP Live run. You can restrict the issues that are displayed in the list by accepting certain issues and then using filters. However, the content of this list is refreshed every time MRP Live is carried out and an accepted issue will reappear in the list after the next planning run if it has not been solved. You can use the information available in this app to find and analyze materials for which problems occurred in the planning run or which could not be planned at all. You have the information you need to solve these issues so that the materials can be planned correctly in future planning runs.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Display Stock Overview					MMBE					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Find Maintenance Order					F2175					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and perform different mass changes, such as changing the responsibility, the status, and the scheduling of the selected maintenance orders. You can also assign the orders to a maintenance event and dispatch all their operations.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Hand Over Purchase Requisitions					F4795					Material Requirements Planning					With this app you can see all purchase requisitions in your area of responsibility that are created automatically during the MRP run and that have to be checked before being handed over to purchasing. You can use this app to hand over all selected purchase requisitions for purchasing in one step.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Maintain PIRs					F3445					Material Requirements Planning					You can use this app to create and monitor planned independent requirements PIRs of materials in months or weeks. You can use this information to negotiate rates with your suppliers and, as a result, reduce costs. You use PIRs to procure or produce materials or components prior to receiving sales orders for materials. This information is particularly important, if the lead times demanded by your customers are shorter than those to which your suppliers can commit.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Maintain Time-Dependent Stock Levels					F5726					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can maintain timedependent stock levels for the safety stock that you want to hold for specific materials and plants. For each material, you can define validity intervals with different safety stock levels to adapt safety stock over time. This helps you dynamically react to varying demands, for example, if you expect a higher demand for a material during certain time periods, and reduce the risk of shortfalls by making sure materials are sufficiently stocked to meet the demands over specific periods of time.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Manage Change Requests					F0670					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can create change requests for existing purchase order schedule lines based on the list of rescheduling proposals from MRP rescheduling checks. You can send these change requests to suppliers using an external system to request a change of the quantity or delivery date for a purchase order schedule line so that material availability can be ensured and customer requirements can be fulfilled. In the external system, suppliers can accept or reject the change requests or send new proposals. After you have received an answer from a supplier, you can either apply or discard the changes included in a specific change request.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Manage External Requirements					F0250					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can check your uncovered and delayed items required for sales orders and stock transport orders based on the settings you made in the Monitor External Requirements app. To help you cover these requirements and fulfill the external orders, the system proposes different solutions. You can simulate the solution to preview its effects and you can apply the solution that best solves your issue. Since this Manage app provides detailed information and proposed solutions for specific items, you first have to select which items you want to manage. Therefore, no separate tile is delivered for this Manage app. To access the Manage External Requirements app, you first have to start the Monitor External Requirements app and make various settings to display only those items you want to monitor. After selecting one or more items in the list, you can navigate to the Manage app where you can solve your issues. If you save your personalized settings as a variant tile, you can access this Manage app directly from your home page. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Manage Internal Requirements					F0270					Material Requirements Planning					With this app you can check the coverage of components required for inhouse production orders, process orders, maintenance orders, and network orders based on the settings you made in the Monitor Internal Requirements app. To help you cover these requirements and fulfill the internal orders, the system proposes different solutions. You can simulate the solution to preview its effects and you can apply the solution that best solves your issue. Since this app provides detailed information and proposed solutions for specific items, you first have to select which items you want to manage. Therefore, no separate tile is delivered for this app. To access this app, you first have to start the Monitor Internal Requirements app and make various settings to display only those items you want to monitor. After selecting one or more items in the list, you can navigate to this app where you can solve your issues. If you save your personalized settings as a variant tile, you can access this app directly from your home page. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Manage Material Coverage					F0251					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can solve any coverage issues for your materials based on the settings you made in the Monitor Material Coverage app. This app shows the net requirements segments and individual customer and project segments, as well as direct production and direct procurement segments that exist for each material. To help you solve your shortages, the system proposes different solutions. You can simulate the solution to preview its effects and you can apply the solution that best solves your issue. Note The system can only propose solutions for externally procured materials, but not for materials produced inhouse or materials required for direct production. In addition, scheduling agreements are not supported by the proposed solutions. Instead, you have to manually change a schedule line or create a new one. Since this Manage app provides detailed information and proposed solutions for specific materials or items, you first have to select which materials or items you want to manage. Therefore, no separate tile is delivered for this Manage app. To access the Manage Material Coverage app, you first have to start the Monitor Material Coverage app and make various settings to display only those items you want to monitor. After selecting one or more items in the list, you can navigate to the Manage app where you can solve your issues. If you save your personalized settings as a variant tile, you can access this Manage app directly from your home page. Note If you want to view the planning situation for one material only, you can also start the Manage Material Coverage app directly from the Check Material Coverage tile, which is also delivered by SAP. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Material Documents Overview					F1077										With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Monitor External Requirements					F0246					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can monitor the uncovered requirements originating from sales orders and stock transport orders in a selected area of responsibility. You can use the default filter Time till Requirement Date to determine the period in which you want to check uncovered external requirements. Only one shortage definition is available for calculating uncovered requirements and is displayed for information purposes. This app provides you with the information that you need to be able to react to the shortage situation meaning that you can fulfill your customersapos; demands on time. From this app, you can directly navigate to the Manage External Requirements app to view details of the selected delayed items and check different solutions. Applicable for SAP S/4HANA for fashion and vertical business  Use this app for segmented material and article. The requirement, stock segments with segmentation rules are considered for shortage calculations.Note In this context, you cannot navigate to Manage External Requirements app, as it is not supported for segmented materials and articles. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Monitor Internal Requirements					F0263					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can ensure that components are available in the right quantity and in time so that internal requirements originating from production orders, process orders, maintenance orders, and network orders can be fulfilled. To determine which receipts and requirements are included in the coverage calculation, a shortage definition is available and displayed in the app. You can use filters to limit the scope of your selection. The app provides you with all the necessary information to be able to react quickly to critical situations. This enables you to avoid delays in production. From this app, you can directly navigate to the Manage Internal Requirements app to view details of the selected materials and check different solutions for the shortages. Applicable for SAP S/4HANA for fashion and vertical business  Use this app for segmented material and article. The requirement, stock segments with segmentation rules are considered for shortage calculations.Note In this context, you cannot navigate to Manage Internal Requirements app, as it is not supported for segmented materials and articles. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Monitor Material Coverage (Version 2)					F0247A					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can monitor all the materials in a selected area of responsibility. You can specify a shortage definition to determine which of the materials have shortages. You can use the default filter Time till Shortage to check the coverage of materials within a specific time frame. You can use this app for segmented materials and articles. The requirement segment and stock segments with segmentation rules are considered for shortage calculations. This app is available for the following roles: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner. SAP_BR_DEMAND_PLANNER_RFM Demand Planner Retail




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Monitor Material Coverage - Net and Individual Segments					F2101					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can monitor all the materials in a selected area of responsibility. This includes collective requirements materials, maketostock and maketoorder materials, and materials for direct procurement. You are provided with a list of all materials with a net requirement segment or individual planning segments, which considers the following planning segments:  Net segment  planning for the whole MRP area   Individual customer segment  using sales order stock   Individual project segment  using project stock   Segment for direct production planning  with direct creation of planned orders   Segment for direct procurement planning  with direct creation of purchase requisitions  The system calculates the requirements for each segment separately. The materials of these planning segments might have coverage issues according to a specified shortage definition. The shortage definition you choose contains a set of rules that the system uses for calculating the material shortages. These rules define the scope of the shortage calculation, meaning the supply and demand elements to be considered and the conditions that have to be met to be a relevant shortage. You can use the default filter Time till Shortage to check the coverage of materials within a specific time frame. This app provides you with the information that you need to be able to react to the shortage situation on time, meaning that you can avoid disruptions to production or to the fulfillment of customer demands. From this app, you can directly navigate to the Manage Material Coverage app to view details of the selected materials and check different solutions.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Monitor Material Coverage - Net and Individual Segments (Version 2)					F2101A					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can monitor all the materials in a selected area of responsibility. This includes collective requirements materials, maketostock and maketoorder materials, and materials for direct procurement. You are provided with a list of all materials with a net requirement segment or individual planning segments, which considers the following planning segments:  Net segment  planning for the whole MRP area   Individual customer segment  using sales order stock   Individual project segment  using project stock   Segment for direct production planning  with direct creation of planned orders   Segment for direct procurement planning  with direct creation of purchase requisitions  The system calculates the requirements for each segment separately. The materials of these planning segments might have coverage issues according to a specified shortage definition. The shortage definition you choose contains a set of rules that the system uses for calculating the material shortages. These rules define the scope of the shortage calculation, meaning the supply and demand elements to be considered and the conditions that have to be met to be a relevant shortage. You can use the default filter Time till Shortage to check the coverage of materials within a specific time frame. This app provides you with the information that you need to be able to react to the shortage situation on time, meaning that you can avoid disruptions to production or to the fulfillment of customer demands. From this app, you can directly navigate to the Manage Material Coverage app to view details of the selected materials and check different solutions.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Monitor Stock / Requirements List					MD04					Master Data					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Multi Level Simulation View					F4157					Material Requirements Planning					With this view, you can display the multilevel bill of material of your simulation and make changes to the material components.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					My Area of Responsibility - MRP Controller					F4796					Material Requirements Planning					With this app you can display at a glance all MRP controllers of each plant and assign the MRP controller names and plants for which you are responsible. Based on these settings, only the items belonging to materials for which you are responsible are displayed in the list of the MRPrelevant apps. The assignment of the MRP controller names and plants can be changed at any time. Note When starting the MRPrelevant apps for the first time, you have to specify your area of responsibility by selecting the relevant plant and MRP controller combinations for which you are responsible. For more information about the MRPrelevant apps, see the Related Information section.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0233A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Planned Order Object Page					F2260					Material Requirements Planning					This object page displays contextual information about the Planned Order business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Purchase Order (Version 2)					F0348A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)					F0349A					Purchasing					This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Reservation					F5690										The reservation object page allows you to display the details of a reservation, such as the account assignment, the goods recipient, and the items that have been reserved.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0234A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Sales Order (S/4HANA)					F1814					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Schedule Buffer Proposal Calculation					F2837					Application Jobs					With this app, you can generate buffer stock level proposals for your DemandDriven Replenishmentrelevant products based on their average daily usage, decoupled lead time, buffer profiles and several other factors. Additionally, you can schedule runs to recalculate the buffer proposals periodically to keep them uptodate, so that you maintain appropriate levels of inventory while using DemandDriven Replenishment. This is the fourth app that you l use when you start with DemandDriven Replenishment.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Schedule Lead Time Classification of Products (DD)					F2871					Application Jobs					With this app, you can classify your DemandDriven Replenishmentrelevant products by evaluating them based on their Decoupled Lead Time EFG classification across a specified evaluation interval. Classifying your products based on their Decoupled Lead Time DLT will help define inputs for their buffer settings. Additionally, you can schedule runs to reclassify your products periodically to keep their classifications uptodate, so that you get accurate results as you proceed with DemandDriven Replenishment. This is the third app that youll use when you start with DemandDriven Replenishment.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Schedule MRP Rescheduling Checks					F5417					Material Requirements Planning					You can use this app to collect the MRP rescheduling checks for the purchase orders, and to schedule a replication periodically. The results of this app are visible as proposals in the Create MRP Change Requests app.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Schedule MRP Runs					F1339					Material Requirements Planning					With this app you can create and schedule a job for executing your MRP runs. To automate the planning process, the MRP run is carried out on a regular basis so you can use this app to create a job that performs this task for you; reducing your workload by running this task smoothly in the background. During the MRP run, the system checks whether current material demand can be covered by current inventory and expected material receipts. In regenerative planning, the system plans all materials irrespective of whether they have been changed since the last MRP run. In net change planning, the system only plans materials that have changed since the last planning run. If current demand is not covered, the system creates planned orders in the case of inhouse production and either purchase requisitions or schedule lines for external procurement. This app is available for the roles: SAP_BR_MATL_PLNR_EXT_PROC Material Planner  External ProcurementSAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Schedule Order Conversion Runs					F1718					Material Requirements Planning					With this app you can create and schedule a job for converting your planned orders. Planned orders are created in material requirements planning to cover the requirements. Planned orders for materials that are to be produced inhouse represent a demand to produce a material. They are converted to production orders or process orders. The basic dates, material components, and quantities required for production are contained as items in the planned order and are copied directly when the planned order is converted to a production order or process order. On conversion, the dependent requirements for the components are also converted into reservations. This app is available for the role SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Schedule Processing of MRP Change Requests					F5725					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can create and schedule jobs to automatically apply or discard change requests in status Requested for which no response has been received from suppliers. You can schedule automatic processing according to your configuration settings for automatic processing based on change request priorities or override these settings and specify a status Applied or Discarded that you want to set for all change requests matching your selection criteria.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Schedule Product Classification (DD)					F2823					Application Jobs					With this app, you can classify your products by systematically evaluating them based on their goods issue value ABC classification, usage across BOMs PQR classification and variation in actual demand XYZ classification across a specified evaluation interval. Classifying your products will help identify whether they are relevant for DemandDriven Replenishment, and will help define inputs for their buffer settings. Additionally, you can schedule runs to reclassify your products periodically to keep their classifications uptodate, so that you get accurate results as you proceed with DemandDriven Replenishment. This is the first app that youll use when you start with DemandDriven Replenishment.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Schedule Sending of MRP Change Requests					F5418					Material Requirements Planning					You can use this app to send MRP change requests to an external system by using the SOAP API MRPChangeRequest_Out.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Schedule Unassigning of MRP Areas					F5447					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can schedule the deletion of assignments of materials to MRP areas in the product master as a background job using the job template Schedule Unassigning of MRP Areas. For the assignments that shall be deleted, the deletion indicator must be set in transaction MM02. This app then deletes those MRP area assignments including the dependent data.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Stock - Multiple Materials					F1595										With this app, you can get an overview of your material stocks. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work. The app can display the stock information as a table.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Stock - Single Material					F1076										With this app, you can get an overview of your material stock. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. The app can display the stock information as a table or a diagram. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					Supplier					F0354					Vendor Master					With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.




					Material Planner - External Procurement					pMRP Issue List					F4593					Material Requirements Planning					New app features are available:Define Flexible Constraints app: In this new app the user can specify constraints for materials.    Schedule pMRP Simulation Creation app:New job template to create simulation data using material component data The user can use the BOM selection ID to prioritize the BOMs.   It is possible to consider configurable products consisting of nonconfigurable BOMs.  Business AddIns BAdIs are available to exclude an operational product from a simulation or to replace an operational product by a proxy product.   Process pMRP Simulations app: Simulation views:Demand Plan SimulationThe new table view Simulation/Available Delta is available to compare quantities. Capacity Plan SimulationThe user can shift capacity demands of toplevel materials.The user can use group settings to display aggregated work center groups. Simulation ComponentsThis new view displays all the material components of a pMRP simulation. Issue ListThis view shows a prioritized list that helps you solve the most important issues first. MultiLevel Material SimulationIn this view you can solve capacity issues by pulling in a selected quantity. In case of inhouse materials, a specified quantity is preproduced and in case of externally procured materials, the specified quantity is procured in advance.   KPIsThe new KPIs Materials with Invalid Sources and Violated Constraints are available. Materials with Invalid Sources are shown in the simulation header and they are clickable   Inspection PanelThe inspection panel shows issue categories Capacity Overload, No Valid Source, Outside of Simulation, Underdelivery, Violated Constraint.   Releasing a simulation:When releasing a simulation, the user can create planned independent requirements PIR for demanddriven components and/or toplevel materials. For subassembly components, the user can select a PIR version for subassembly components.   Undo, Redo and Show/ Hide Change History A change history with undo and redo options is available.




					Material Planner - Just-In-Time Supply					Application log for Just-In-Time Supply to Customer					F4961										With this app, you can view the application logs for customer JIT call processing and take appropriate actions.




					Material Planner - Just-In-Time Supply					Create JIT Delivery Schedule (In Background)					F5001										With this app, you can create JIT delivery schedules to sales scheduling agreements in the background, based on JIT calls received from customers.




					Material Planner - Just-In-Time Supply					Schedule Custom Actions for JIT/ JIS Calls					F5804										




					Material Planner - Just-In-Time Supply					Schedule Handling Unit creation from JIT Package Group					F5260										You could create handling units from JIT package groups automatically by scheduling a background job.




					Meter Data Specialist (Utilities) for Brazil					Devices Sequence Management					F5570										With this app, you can identify the nonsequenced devices, and by reordering, put them into sequence.




					Meter Data Specialist - Data Analysis (Utilities) for Brazil					Display Dynamic Schedule Records					F6515										




					Meter Data Specialist - Data Analysis (Utilities) for Brazil					Simulate Dynamic Schedule Records					F6516										




					Meter Data Specialist - Energy Loss Prevention (Utilities) for Brazil					Change Document					CV02N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Meter Data Specialist - Energy Loss Prevention (Utilities) for Brazil					Display document					CV03N										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Meter Data Specialist - Energy Loss Prevention (Utilities) for Brazil					Energy Loss Management					F5687										You use the Energy Loss app to calculate the loss consumption in an account. You can choose between some Calculation methods provided by standard, or use the custom Calculation methods provided by your own developments.




					Meter Data Specialist - Energy Loss Prevention (Utilities) for Brazil					Energy Loss Processes					F5703										You use the Energy Loss app to calculate the loss consumption in an account. You can choose between some Calculation methods provided by standard, or use the custom Calculation methods provided by your own developments.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Change Billing Documents					VF02					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Change Credit Memo Request, Change Debit Memo Request, Change Sales Order Without Charge, Change Sales Orders, Change Sales Orders - VA02					VA02					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Change Material					MM02					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Change Outbound Delivery, Change Returns Delivery					VL02N					Basic Functions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Change Purchase Order, Change Purchase Order - Advanced					ME22N					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Create Billing Documents					F0798					Billing					App ID: F0798 With this app, you can create billing documents for example, invoices and credit memos from items in the billing due list. This includes debit memo requests, sales orders, deliveries, and other sales and distribution SD documents. You can also generate temporary billing documents that you can review before converting them to final billing documents.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Create Billing Documents - VF04, Maintain Billing Due List					VF04					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Create Billing Documents, Create Billing Documents - VF01					VF01					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Create Credit Memo Requests - W/o Preceding Document, Create Customer Return Without Reference - VA01, Create Debit Memo Requests - W/o Preceding Document, Create Sales Orders, Create Sales Orders - Intercompany, Create Sales Orders - VA01					VA01					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Create Material					MM01					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Create Purchase Order, Create Purchase Order - Advanced					ME21N					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Display Billing Documents					VF03					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Display Material Document					MB03					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Display Material Document List					MB51					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Display Purchase Order, Display Purchase Order - Advanced					ME23N					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Expected Goods Receipt					F3298										With this app you can schedule background jobs for data transfer of expected goods receipts EGRs for purchase orders and production orders to SAP Extended Warehouse Management SAP EWM and view the related log.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Goods Movement, Post Goods Movement					MIGO					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					List Credit Memo Requests, List Debit Memo Requests, List Sales Orders, List Sales Orders - VA05, List Sales Orders Without Charge					VA05					Basic Functions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Manage Billing Documents					F0797					Billing					With this app, you can manage invoices, invoice cancellations, credit memos, and other billing documents. This includes displaying, editing, posting, and canceling billing documents. You can also review why a billing document split has occurred and generate PDFbased print previews of billing documents.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Manage Business Partner Master Data					F3163					Business Partners					With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Manage Sales Documents with Customer-Expected Price					F2713										




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Manage Sales Orders					F1873					Sales					With the Manage Sales Orders app, you can search for sales orders according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can execute different actions, for example, you can reject all items of one or more sales orders. You can also navigate to related apps, for example, to display sales order details, or you can display the process flow.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Manage Sales Orders - Version 2					F3893					Sales					With this app, you as an internal sales representative can list all sales orders in the system, filter the results, or search for specific sales orders. You can also create, change, or display single sales orders containing key information in a fast and easy way. You can do so directly within the Manage Sales Orders  Version 2 app, whereas in the Manage Sales Orders app, you need to navigate to other apps.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Material Documents Overview					F1077										With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Output Material Documents					MB90					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Post Goods Receipt for Inbound Delivery					F2502										With this app, you can post a receipt of goods with reference to an inbound delivery. The app proposes a selection of inbound deliveries from the supplier that can be posted. This app supports you, for example, as a receiving specialist in your daily work.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Post Goods Receipt for Purchasing Document					F0843										With this app, you can post the receipt of goods with reference to the different types of purchasing documents, for example:  Standard purchase order   Stock transfer order   Scheduling agreement   For example, if a material is delivered for a purchasing document with which you ordered the goods, it is important for all the departments involved that the goods receipt entry in the system references this purchasing document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or inventory manager in your daily work.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Post Subsequent Adjustment					F5476										With this app, you can carry out a subsequent correction posting of components from the subcontracting purchasing document. This is the case if a subcontractor has consumed a larger or smaller quantity of components than you originally planned and posted. This app focuses on the special process step of the subsequent adjustment posting after the goods receipt process for the subcontracting purchasing document.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Schedule Goods Receipt for Inbound Deliveries					F2776										With this app you can schedule background jobs for posting goods receipts for inbound deliveries and view the log.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Schedule Inbound Delivery Creation					F2798										With this app you can schedule the collective creation of inbound deliveries as a background job for purchase orders which are due for delivery.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Track Sales Orders (S/4HANA)					F2577										With this app, you can check whether a sales orderapos;s fulfillment is on track. You can immediately recognize whether the sales order contains issues, and whether it is complete, or still in process. For example, you can see whether it has been shipped, invoiced, or whether the corresponding journal entry in accounting has been cleared. If, for example, a customer or manager asks for information about one or more orders belonging to a specific customer, you can use this app to provide this information quickly.  You can also navigate to the Track Sales Order Details app to visualize the sales order fulfillment status of a specific sales order and its subsequent documents in more detail.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Transfer Stock - Cross-Plant					F1957										With this app, you can make transfer postings from one plant issuing plant to another plant receiving plant. The app supports you in finding the allowed transfer postings and in personalizing the control settings of storage locations and visible columns. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.




					Operations Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Transfer Stock - In Plant					F1061										With this app, you can make transfer postings within a plant. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or inventory manager in your daily work.




					Order Fulfillment Specialist					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Order Fulfillment Specialist (Retail)					Monitor Season Completeness					F3603										With this app, you can see the status of scheduled jobs and check the message log details for all these jobs. Features Displays the status of scheduled jobs Displays messages in a log   Supported Device Types Desktop Relevant Business CatalogSAP_RFM_BC_SEASON_MGMT




					Order Fulfillment Specialist (Retail)					Schedule Season Completeness - Sales Documents					F4080										With this app, you can create and schedule background jobs to update the sales documents for season completeness for which the season completness indicator is set. The app monitors the current status of jobs and notifies users when a job is completed. You can view the results of the season completeness check in the application log.




					Order Fulfillment Specialist (Retail)					Schedule Season Completeness - Stock transport orders					F4081										With this app, you can create and schedule background jobs to update stock transport orders for season completeness for which the season completeness indicator is set. The app monitors the current status of jobs and notifies users when a job is completed. You can view the results of the season completeness check in the application log.




					Order Fulfillment Specialist (Retail)					Schedule Season Processing					F4179										With this app, you can create and schedule background jobs to redetermine the assigned seasons in existing sales documents, purchase documents and stock transfer documents. The season redetermination reflects any changes made to the current season master data since the previous season determination for a given article. You can view the status and results of the season redetermination in the application log.




					Order-to-Cash Process Manager					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Order-to-Cash Process Manager					Sales Order (S/4HANA)					F1814					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					Organizational Planner - Force Element					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Payment Specialist					Map Format Data for Advanced Payment Management					F5617										




					Payment Specialist					Map Format Data for Advanced Payment Management					F5617										




					Payment Specialist - In-House Banking					Maintain Email Templates					F1306										Using this app, you can define email templates to streamline your email correspondence. Templates consist of fixed content such as subject or disclaimer and variable parts such as the form of address.




					Payment Specialist - In-House Banking					Manage Business Partner Master Data					F3163					Business Partners					With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .




					Payment Specialist - In-House Banking					Manage In-House Bank Application Jobs					F6653					Application Jobs					With this app, you can schedule various inhouse bank application jobs by using the predefined job templates.




					Pricing Specialist					Manage Prices - Sales					F4111					Conditions					With this app, you can flexibly set prices that you offer to your customers by managing all relevant condition records in one place. You can create, edit, copy, or delete multiple condition records simultaneously.




					Pricing Specialist					Set Material Prices - Sales, Set Service Prices - Sales, Set Tax Rates - Sales					VK12					Conditions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Product Configuration Modeler					Characteristics, Display Characteristic, Manage Characteristics					CT04										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Product Configuration Modeler					Display Class, Display Classes					CL03					Classes					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Product Configuration Modeler					Display Class, Manage Classes					CL02					Classification					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Product Configuration Modeler					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Product Configuration Modeler (Subscription Order Management)					Manage Prices - Sales					F4111					Conditions					With this app, you can flexibly set prices that you offer to your customers by managing all relevant condition records in one place. You can create, edit, copy, or delete multiple condition records simultaneously.




					Product Configuration Modeler (Subscription Order Management)					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Product Stewardship Specialist					Change Material					MM02					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Product Stewardship Specialist					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Product Stewardship Specialist - Product Compliance					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Product Stewardship Specialist - Product Compliance					Display Product Compliance Event Log					F5060										With this app, you can view the log details of an event that was triggered in the Process Product Compliance Events app.




					Product Stewardship Specialist - Product Compliance					Display Product Compliance Task Log					F5059										With this app, you can view the log details of a task that was triggered in the Process Product Compliance Tasks app.




					Product Stewardship Specialist - Product Compliance					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing					Change Work Center					CR02					Work Center					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing					Display Work Center					CR03					Work Center					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing					Manage Routings					F5425					Routing					With this app, you can search through existing routings and navigate to the apps to create new routings and to change existing routings. A routing is a representation of the order in which your process works on your shop floor.




					Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing					Manage Work Center Groups					F4044					Work Center					With this app, you can create a work center group, assign or remove work centers/work center groups and later delete work center group as well, if the group is no longer in use. By assigning multiple work centers under one work center group, you can immediately view the capacity demands and remaining capacities of the work centers aggregated to a work center group.




					Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing					Manage Work Centers					F6175					Work Center					With this app, you can perform all operations related to work centers from one central app. As a Production Engineer in the Discrete Manufacturing Industry, you can navigate to all the relevant apps to view work centers, create new work centers, change work centers, and perform mass maintenance of work center capacities and so on.




					Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing					Mass Maintenance Of Work Center Capacities					F5381					Work Center					With this app, you can perform a mass create of interval for selected work center capacities. As a Production Planner, you must manage the capacities of multiple work centers to meet future demands. When you foresee a spike in demand, you can create multiple intervals for a few or all capacities that belong to the work centers in a production line/Work Center group. Intervals can be created for both working and nonworking days. Within the given interval, you can create shifts for a single day and allow it to repeat on a daily, weekly or monthly basis. On the other hand, you could also create weekly shifts. You can then define a shift order by either assigning existing shift sequences or create your own custom shift definitions. While creating intervals, you can choose to override the existing factory calendar and make edits to Utilization and number of capacities.  Note This app does not support integration with Embedded PP/DS relevant work centers.




					Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing					My Area of Responsibility - Work Center Groups					F5266					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can display at a glance all work center groups of each plant and assign the names of the work center groups and plants for which you are responsible. You can change the assignment of the work center groups and plants at any time.




					Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing					Resource Object Page					F2264					Basic Data					This object page displays contextual information about the Resource business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing					Work Center Application Jobs					F5939					Work Center					




					Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing					Work Center Application Logs					F5931					Work Center					




					Production Engineer - Discrete Manufacturing					Work Center Object Page					F2262					Basic Data					This object page displays contextual information about the Work Center business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing					Display Work Center					CR03					Work Center					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing					Manage Work Center Groups					F4044					Work Center					With this app, you can create a work center group, assign or remove work centers/work center groups and later delete work center group as well, if the group is no longer in use. By assigning multiple work centers under one work center group, you can immediately view the capacity demands and remaining capacities of the work centers aggregated to a work center group.




					Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing					Mass Maintenance Of Work Center Capacities					F5381					Work Center					With this app, you can perform a mass create of interval for selected work center capacities. As a Production Planner, you must manage the capacities of multiple work centers to meet future demands. When you foresee a spike in demand, you can create multiple intervals for a few or all capacities that belong to the work centers in a production line/Work Center group. Intervals can be created for both working and nonworking days. Within the given interval, you can create shifts for a single day and allow it to repeat on a daily, weekly or monthly basis. On the other hand, you could also create weekly shifts. You can then define a shift order by either assigning existing shift sequences or create your own custom shift definitions. While creating intervals, you can choose to override the existing factory calendar and make edits to Utilization and number of capacities.  Note This app does not support integration with Embedded PP/DS relevant work centers.




					Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing					My Area of Responsibility - Work Center Groups					F5266					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can display at a glance all work center groups of each plant and assign the names of the work center groups and plants for which you are responsible. You can change the assignment of the work center groups and plants at any time.




					Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing					Resource Object Page					F2264					Basic Data					This object page displays contextual information about the Resource business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing					Work Center Application Jobs					F5939					Work Center					




					Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing					Work Center Application Logs					F5931					Work Center					




					Production Engineer - Process Manufacturing					Work Center Object Page					F2262					Basic Data					This object page displays contextual information about the Work Center business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Production Operator - Discrete Manufacturing					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Operator - Discrete Manufacturing					Display Work Center					CR03					Work Center					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Operator - Discrete Manufacturing					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Production Operator - Discrete Manufacturing					Planned Order Object Page					F2260					Material Requirements Planning					This object page displays contextual information about the Planned Order business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Production Operator - Discrete Manufacturing					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Production Operator - Discrete Manufacturing					Resource Object Page					F2264					Basic Data					This object page displays contextual information about the Resource business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Production Operator - Discrete Manufacturing					Work Center Object Page					F2262					Basic Data					This object page displays contextual information about the Work Center business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Production Operator - Lean Manufacturing					Application log for Just-In-Time Supply to Customer					F4961										With this app, you can view the application logs for customer JIT call processing and take appropriate actions.




					Production Operator - Lean Manufacturing					Schedule Backflush/ Goods Movement from Production for Customer JIT Calls					F5168										You could decouple the goods movement posting from production confirmation and execute the goods movement postings subsequently and automatically by scheduling a background job.




					Production Operator - Lean Manufacturing					Supplier					F0354					Vendor Master					With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.




					Production Operator - Process Manufacturing					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Operator - Process Manufacturing					Display Work Center					CR03					Work Center					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Operator - Process Manufacturing					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Production Operator - Process Manufacturing					Planned Order Object Page					F2260					Material Requirements Planning					This object page displays contextual information about the Planned Order business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Production Operator - Process Manufacturing					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Production Operator - Process Manufacturing					Resource Object Page					F2264					Basic Data					This object page displays contextual information about the Resource business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Production Operator - Process Manufacturing					Work Center Object Page					F2262					Basic Data					This object page displays contextual information about the Work Center business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Production Operator - Repetitive Manufacturing					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Operator - Repetitive Manufacturing					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Production Operator - Repetitive Manufacturing					Planned Order Object Page					F2260					Material Requirements Planning					This object page displays contextual information about the Planned Order business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Production Operator - Repetitive Manufacturing					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Production Planner					Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned					F2878A										This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.




					Production Planner					Analyze PIR Quality					F1943					Material Requirements Planning					With this app you can analyze how accurately you forecasted your planned independent requirements for materials. You can determine how well your forecasted demands for sales orders matched the quantities that were actually delivered to customers. You can analyze this data for monthly periods in the past.This app is available for the roles:SAP_BR_MATL_PLNR Material Planner  External ProcurementSAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner




					Production Planner					Application Jobs for Manage Buffer Levels					F5074										




					Production Planner					Create Supply Application Job (DD)					F5186					Application Jobs					




					Production Planner					Detect MRP Situations					F3853					Material Requirements Planning					With this feature, you can use situation handling in the Manage Material Coverage app to bring important issues to the usersapos; attention.




					Production Planner					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Planner					Display MRP Key Figures					F1426					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can view detailed information on each MRP run. This information is available if the MRP run has been completed, is still running, or was terminated. In the overview screen, the system lists all the individual MRP runs that have been carried out. You can access the details screen by clicking on an individual row. In the following screen, you can check all available key figure information such as the settings used to perform the planning run, the number of materials processed as well as various durations. A graphic is also available showing the run history. At a glance, you can see the progress of the planning run and analyze the runtime information. Sections are also available showing detailed information per lowlevel code or per the individual steps performed in the planning run.




					Production Planner					Display MRP Master Data Issues					F1425A					Material Requirements Planning					With this app you can see all issues concerning master data that were detected during an MRP Live planning run. The system displays all the issues and restrictions as well as success messages that were created in the last MRP Live run. You can restrict the issues that are displayed in the list by accepting certain issues and then using filters. However, the content of this list is refreshed every time MRP Live is carried out and an accepted issue will reappear in the list after the next planning run if it has not been solved. You can use the information available in this app to find and analyze materials for which problems occurred in the planning run or which could not be planned at all. You have the information you need to solve these issues so that the materials can be planned correctly in future planning runs.




					Production Planner					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Planner					Display Purchase Contract					ME33K					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Planner					Display Stock Overview					MMBE					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Planner					Display Work Center					CR03					Work Center					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Planner					Find Maintenance Order					F2175					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and perform different mass changes, such as changing the responsibility, the status, and the scheduling of the selected maintenance orders. You can also assign the orders to a maintenance event and dispatch all their operations.




					Production Planner					Hand Over Purchase Requisitions					F4795					Material Requirements Planning					With this app you can see all purchase requisitions in your area of responsibility that are created automatically during the MRP run and that have to be checked before being handed over to purchasing. You can use this app to hand over all selected purchase requisitions for purchasing in one step.




					Production Planner					Maintain PIRs					F3445					Material Requirements Planning					You can use this app to create and monitor planned independent requirements PIRs of materials in months or weeks. You can use this information to negotiate rates with your suppliers and, as a result, reduce costs. You use PIRs to procure or produce materials or components prior to receiving sales orders for materials. This information is particularly important, if the lead times demanded by your customers are shorter than those to which your suppliers can commit.




					Production Planner					Maintain Time-Dependent Stock Levels					F5726					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can maintain timedependent stock levels for the safety stock that you want to hold for specific materials and plants. For each material, you can define validity intervals with different safety stock levels to adapt safety stock over time. This helps you dynamically react to varying demands, for example, if you expect a higher demand for a material during certain time periods, and reduce the risk of shortfalls by making sure materials are sufficiently stocked to meet the demands over specific periods of time.




					Production Planner					Manage External Requirements					F0250					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can check your uncovered and delayed items required for sales orders and stock transport orders based on the settings you made in the Monitor External Requirements app. To help you cover these requirements and fulfill the external orders, the system proposes different solutions. You can simulate the solution to preview its effects and you can apply the solution that best solves your issue. Since this Manage app provides detailed information and proposed solutions for specific items, you first have to select which items you want to manage. Therefore, no separate tile is delivered for this Manage app. To access the Manage External Requirements app, you first have to start the Monitor External Requirements app and make various settings to display only those items you want to monitor. After selecting one or more items in the list, you can navigate to the Manage app where you can solve your issues. If you save your personalized settings as a variant tile, you can access this Manage app directly from your home page. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner




					Production Planner					Manage Internal Requirements					F0270					Material Requirements Planning					With this app you can check the coverage of components required for inhouse production orders, process orders, maintenance orders, and network orders based on the settings you made in the Monitor Internal Requirements app. To help you cover these requirements and fulfill the internal orders, the system proposes different solutions. You can simulate the solution to preview its effects and you can apply the solution that best solves your issue. Since this app provides detailed information and proposed solutions for specific items, you first have to select which items you want to manage. Therefore, no separate tile is delivered for this app. To access this app, you first have to start the Monitor Internal Requirements app and make various settings to display only those items you want to monitor. After selecting one or more items in the list, you can navigate to this app where you can solve your issues. If you save your personalized settings as a variant tile, you can access this app directly from your home page. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner




					Production Planner					Manage Material Coverage					F0251					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can solve any coverage issues for your materials based on the settings you made in the Monitor Material Coverage app. This app shows the net requirements segments and individual customer and project segments, as well as direct production and direct procurement segments that exist for each material. To help you solve your shortages, the system proposes different solutions. You can simulate the solution to preview its effects and you can apply the solution that best solves your issue. Note The system can only propose solutions for externally procured materials, but not for materials produced inhouse or materials required for direct production. In addition, scheduling agreements are not supported by the proposed solutions. Instead, you have to manually change a schedule line or create a new one. Since this Manage app provides detailed information and proposed solutions for specific materials or items, you first have to select which materials or items you want to manage. Therefore, no separate tile is delivered for this Manage app. To access the Manage Material Coverage app, you first have to start the Monitor Material Coverage app and make various settings to display only those items you want to monitor. After selecting one or more items in the list, you can navigate to the Manage app where you can solve your issues. If you save your personalized settings as a variant tile, you can access this Manage app directly from your home page. Note If you want to view the planning situation for one material only, you can also start the Manage Material Coverage app directly from the Check Material Coverage tile, which is also delivered by SAP. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner




					Production Planner					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Production Planner					Manage Production Orders or Process Orders					F0273					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can manage your production orders or process orders that have issues based on the settings you made in the Monitor Production Orders or Process Orders app. You can view details regarding delayed materials, missing components, as well as the status of operations and milestones. This app provides you with all the necessary information to be able to react quickly to critical situations and avoid delays in production. To be able to manage orders, you must first select them in the Monitor Production Orders or Process Orders app. If you save your personalized settings as a variant tile, you can access these apps directly from your home page. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner




					Production Planner					Mass Maintenance Of Work Center Capacities					F5381					Work Center					With this app, you can perform a mass create of interval for selected work center capacities. As a Production Planner, you must manage the capacities of multiple work centers to meet future demands. When you foresee a spike in demand, you can create multiple intervals for a few or all capacities that belong to the work centers in a production line/Work Center group. Intervals can be created for both working and nonworking days. Within the given interval, you can create shifts for a single day and allow it to repeat on a daily, weekly or monthly basis. On the other hand, you could also create weekly shifts. You can then define a shift order by either assigning existing shift sequences or create your own custom shift definitions. While creating intervals, you can choose to override the existing factory calendar and make edits to Utilization and number of capacities.  Note This app does not support integration with Embedded PP/DS relevant work centers.




					Production Planner					Material Documents Overview					F1077										With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Production Planner					Monitor External Requirements					F0246					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can monitor the uncovered requirements originating from sales orders and stock transport orders in a selected area of responsibility. You can use the default filter Time till Requirement Date to determine the period in which you want to check uncovered external requirements. Only one shortage definition is available for calculating uncovered requirements and is displayed for information purposes. This app provides you with the information that you need to be able to react to the shortage situation meaning that you can fulfill your customersapos; demands on time. From this app, you can directly navigate to the Manage External Requirements app to view details of the selected delayed items and check different solutions. Applicable for SAP S/4HANA for fashion and vertical business  Use this app for segmented material and article. The requirement, stock segments with segmentation rules are considered for shortage calculations.Note In this context, you cannot navigate to Manage External Requirements app, as it is not supported for segmented materials and articles. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner




					Production Planner					Monitor Internal Requirements					F0263					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can ensure that components are available in the right quantity and in time so that internal requirements originating from production orders, process orders, maintenance orders, and network orders can be fulfilled. To determine which receipts and requirements are included in the coverage calculation, a shortage definition is available and displayed in the app. You can use filters to limit the scope of your selection. The app provides you with all the necessary information to be able to react quickly to critical situations. This enables you to avoid delays in production. From this app, you can directly navigate to the Manage Internal Requirements app to view details of the selected materials and check different solutions for the shortages. Applicable for SAP S/4HANA for fashion and vertical business  Use this app for segmented material and article. The requirement, stock segments with segmentation rules are considered for shortage calculations.Note In this context, you cannot navigate to Manage Internal Requirements app, as it is not supported for segmented materials and articles. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner




					Production Planner					Monitor Material Coverage (Version 2)					F0247A					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can monitor all the materials in a selected area of responsibility. You can specify a shortage definition to determine which of the materials have shortages. You can use the default filter Time till Shortage to check the coverage of materials within a specific time frame. You can use this app for segmented materials and articles. The requirement segment and stock segments with segmentation rules are considered for shortage calculations. This app is available for the following roles: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner. SAP_BR_DEMAND_PLANNER_RFM Demand Planner Retail




					Production Planner					Monitor Material Coverage - Net and Individual Segments					F2101					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can monitor all the materials in a selected area of responsibility. This includes collective requirements materials, maketostock and maketoorder materials, and materials for direct procurement. You are provided with a list of all materials with a net requirement segment or individual planning segments, which considers the following planning segments:  Net segment  planning for the whole MRP area   Individual customer segment  using sales order stock   Individual project segment  using project stock   Segment for direct production planning  with direct creation of planned orders   Segment for direct procurement planning  with direct creation of purchase requisitions  The system calculates the requirements for each segment separately. The materials of these planning segments might have coverage issues according to a specified shortage definition. The shortage definition you choose contains a set of rules that the system uses for calculating the material shortages. These rules define the scope of the shortage calculation, meaning the supply and demand elements to be considered and the conditions that have to be met to be a relevant shortage. You can use the default filter Time till Shortage to check the coverage of materials within a specific time frame. This app provides you with the information that you need to be able to react to the shortage situation on time, meaning that you can avoid disruptions to production or to the fulfillment of customer demands. From this app, you can directly navigate to the Manage Material Coverage app to view details of the selected materials and check different solutions.




					Production Planner					Monitor Material Coverage - Net and Individual Segments (Version 2)					F2101A					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can monitor all the materials in a selected area of responsibility. This includes collective requirements materials, maketostock and maketoorder materials, and materials for direct procurement. You are provided with a list of all materials with a net requirement segment or individual planning segments, which considers the following planning segments:  Net segment  planning for the whole MRP area   Individual customer segment  using sales order stock   Individual project segment  using project stock   Segment for direct production planning  with direct creation of planned orders   Segment for direct procurement planning  with direct creation of purchase requisitions  The system calculates the requirements for each segment separately. The materials of these planning segments might have coverage issues according to a specified shortage definition. The shortage definition you choose contains a set of rules that the system uses for calculating the material shortages. These rules define the scope of the shortage calculation, meaning the supply and demand elements to be considered and the conditions that have to be met to be a relevant shortage. You can use the default filter Time till Shortage to check the coverage of materials within a specific time frame. This app provides you with the information that you need to be able to react to the shortage situation on time, meaning that you can avoid disruptions to production or to the fulfillment of customer demands. From this app, you can directly navigate to the Manage Material Coverage app to view details of the selected materials and check different solutions.




					Production Planner					Monitor Production Orders or Process Orders					F0266					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can monitor the status of the production orders or process orders in your area of responsibility. Two tiles are provided for this app, one for each order type. In the list you can view if materials will be finished too late for the pegged requirements, if the components required for these materials will not be available in time, and if milestones and operations are delayed. The system determines if materials will be finished too late based on the shortage definition you select. You can use filters to limit the scope of your selection. This app provides you with all the necessary information to be able to react quickly to critical situations and avoid delays in production. You can navigate from this app directly to the Manage Production Orders or Process Orders app to find detailed information about the selected materials and components, and view the status of the milestones and operations. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner




					Production Planner					Monitor Production Orders or Process Orders (Version 2)					F0266A					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can monitor the status of the production orders or process orders in your area of responsibility. Two tiles are provided for this app, one for each order type. In the list you can view if materials will be finished too late for the pegged requirements, if the components required for these materials will not be available in time, and if milestones and operations are delayed. The system determines if materials will be finished too late based on the shortage definition you select. You can use filters to limit the scope of your selection. This app provides you with all the necessary information to be able to react quickly to critical situations and avoid delays in production. You can navigate from this app directly to the Manage Production Orders or Process Orders app to find detailed information about the selected materials and components, and view the status of the milestones and operations. This app is available for the following role: SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner




					Production Planner					Monitor Stock / Requirements List					MD04					Master Data					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Planner					Multi Level Simulation View					F4157					Material Requirements Planning					With this view, you can display the multilevel bill of material of your simulation and make changes to the material components.




					Production Planner					My Area of Responsibility - MRP Controller					F4796					Material Requirements Planning					With this app you can display at a glance all MRP controllers of each plant and assign the MRP controller names and plants for which you are responsible. Based on these settings, only the items belonging to materials for which you are responsible are displayed in the list of the MRPrelevant apps. The assignment of the MRP controller names and plants can be changed at any time. Note When starting the MRPrelevant apps for the first time, you have to specify your area of responsibility by selecting the relevant plant and MRP controller combinations for which you are responsible. For more information about the MRPrelevant apps, see the Related Information section.




					Production Planner					My Area of Responsibility - Work Center Groups					F5266					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can display at a glance all work center groups of each plant and assign the names of the work center groups and plants for which you are responsible. You can change the assignment of the work center groups and plants at any time.




					Production Planner					Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0233A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Production Planner					Planned Order Object Page					F2260					Material Requirements Planning					This object page displays contextual information about the Planned Order business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Production Planner					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Production Planner					Purchase Contract Item					F1665										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase contract item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.




					Production Planner					Purchase Order (Version 2)					F0348A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.




					Production Planner					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Production Planner					Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)					F0349A					Purchasing					This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Production Planner					Purchasing Info Record (Version 2)					F0351A										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchasing info record business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.




					Production Planner					Reservation					F5690										The reservation object page allows you to display the details of a reservation, such as the account assignment, the goods recipient, and the items that have been reserved.




					Production Planner					Resource Object Page					F2264					Basic Data					This object page displays contextual information about the Resource business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Production Planner					Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0234A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Production Planner					Sales Order (S/4HANA)					F1814					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					Production Planner					Schedule Buffer Proposal Calculation					F2837					Application Jobs					With this app, you can generate buffer stock level proposals for your DemandDriven Replenishmentrelevant products based on their average daily usage, decoupled lead time, buffer profiles and several other factors. Additionally, you can schedule runs to recalculate the buffer proposals periodically to keep them uptodate, so that you maintain appropriate levels of inventory while using DemandDriven Replenishment. This is the fourth app that you l use when you start with DemandDriven Replenishment.




					Production Planner					Schedule Lead Time Classification of Products (DD)					F2871					Application Jobs					With this app, you can classify your DemandDriven Replenishmentrelevant products by evaluating them based on their Decoupled Lead Time EFG classification across a specified evaluation interval. Classifying your products based on their Decoupled Lead Time DLT will help define inputs for their buffer settings. Additionally, you can schedule runs to reclassify your products periodically to keep their classifications uptodate, so that you get accurate results as you proceed with DemandDriven Replenishment. This is the third app that youll use when you start with DemandDriven Replenishment.




					Production Planner					Schedule MRP Runs					F1339					Material Requirements Planning					With this app you can create and schedule a job for executing your MRP runs. To automate the planning process, the MRP run is carried out on a regular basis so you can use this app to create a job that performs this task for you; reducing your workload by running this task smoothly in the background. During the MRP run, the system checks whether current material demand can be covered by current inventory and expected material receipts. In regenerative planning, the system plans all materials irrespective of whether they have been changed since the last MRP run. In net change planning, the system only plans materials that have changed since the last planning run. If current demand is not covered, the system creates planned orders in the case of inhouse production and either purchase requisitions or schedule lines for external procurement. This app is available for the roles: SAP_BR_MATL_PLNR_EXT_PROC Material Planner  External ProcurementSAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner




					Production Planner					Schedule Order Conversion Runs					F1718					Material Requirements Planning					With this app you can create and schedule a job for converting your planned orders. Planned orders are created in material requirements planning to cover the requirements. Planned orders for materials that are to be produced inhouse represent a demand to produce a material. They are converted to production orders or process orders. The basic dates, material components, and quantities required for production are contained as items in the planned order and are copied directly when the planned order is converted to a production order or process order. On conversion, the dependent requirements for the components are also converted into reservations. This app is available for the role SAP_BR_PRODN_PLNR Production Planner.




					Production Planner					Schedule Product Classification (DD)					F2823					Application Jobs					With this app, you can classify your products by systematically evaluating them based on their goods issue value ABC classification, usage across BOMs PQR classification and variation in actual demand XYZ classification across a specified evaluation interval. Classifying your products will help identify whether they are relevant for DemandDriven Replenishment, and will help define inputs for their buffer settings. Additionally, you can schedule runs to reclassify your products periodically to keep their classifications uptodate, so that you get accurate results as you proceed with DemandDriven Replenishment. This is the first app that youll use when you start with DemandDriven Replenishment.




					Production Planner					Schedule Unassigning of MRP Areas					F5447					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can schedule the deletion of assignments of materials to MRP areas in the product master as a background job using the job template Schedule Unassigning of MRP Areas. For the assignments that shall be deleted, the deletion indicator must be set in transaction MM02. This app then deletes those MRP area assignments including the dependent data.




					Production Planner					Stock - Multiple Materials					F1595										With this app, you can get an overview of your material stocks. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work. The app can display the stock information as a table.




					Production Planner					Stock - Single Material					F1076										With this app, you can get an overview of your material stock. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. The app can display the stock information as a table or a diagram. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Production Planner					Supplier					F0354					Vendor Master					With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.




					Production Planner					Work Center Application Jobs					F5939					Work Center					




					Production Planner					Work Center Application Logs					F5931					Work Center					




					Production Planner					Work Center Object Page					F2262					Basic Data					This object page displays contextual information about the Work Center business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Production Planner					pMRP Issue List					F4593					Material Requirements Planning					New app features are available:Define Flexible Constraints app: In this new app the user can specify constraints for materials.    Schedule pMRP Simulation Creation app:New job template to create simulation data using material component data The user can use the BOM selection ID to prioritize the BOMs.   It is possible to consider configurable products consisting of nonconfigurable BOMs.  Business AddIns BAdIs are available to exclude an operational product from a simulation or to replace an operational product by a proxy product.   Process pMRP Simulations app: Simulation views:Demand Plan SimulationThe new table view Simulation/Available Delta is available to compare quantities. Capacity Plan SimulationThe user can shift capacity demands of toplevel materials.The user can use group settings to display aggregated work center groups. Simulation ComponentsThis new view displays all the material components of a pMRP simulation. Issue ListThis view shows a prioritized list that helps you solve the most important issues first. MultiLevel Material SimulationIn this view you can solve capacity issues by pulling in a selected quantity. In case of inhouse materials, a specified quantity is preproduced and in case of externally procured materials, the specified quantity is procured in advance.   KPIsThe new KPIs Materials with Invalid Sources and Violated Constraints are available. Materials with Invalid Sources are shown in the simulation header and they are clickable   Inspection PanelThe inspection panel shows issue categories Capacity Overload, No Valid Source, Outside of Simulation, Underdelivery, Violated Constraint.   Releasing a simulation:When releasing a simulation, the user can create planned independent requirements PIR for demanddriven components and/or toplevel materials. For subassembly components, the user can select a PIR version for subassembly components.   Undo, Redo and Show/ Hide Change History A change history with undo and redo options is available.




					Production Planner - Advanced Planning					qRFC Monitor for Inbound Queue - Core Interface					SMQ2					RFC					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Planner - Advanced Planning					qRFC Monitor for Outbound Queue					SMQ1					RFC					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Planner - Lean Manufacturing					Application log for Just-In-Time Supply to Customer					F4961										With this app, you can view the application logs for customer JIT call processing and take appropriate actions.




					Production Planner - Lean Manufacturing					Schedule Kanban JIT Call Output					F3950					Application Jobs					With the app Schedule Kanban JIT Call Output, you can schedule background jobs for triggering the output of summarized JIT calls where the dispatch time is set to scheduled. The dispatch time is determined based on the settings in output control.Note The app Schedule Kanban JIT Call Output can only be used in combination with Output Management.




					Production Supervisor - Discrete Manufacturing					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Supervisor - Discrete Manufacturing					Display Work Center					CR03					Work Center					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Supervisor - Discrete Manufacturing					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Production Supervisor - Discrete Manufacturing					Planned Order Object Page					F2260					Material Requirements Planning					This object page displays contextual information about the Planned Order business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Production Supervisor - Discrete Manufacturing					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Production Supervisor - Discrete Manufacturing					Resource Object Page					F2264					Basic Data					This object page displays contextual information about the Resource business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Production Supervisor - Discrete Manufacturing					Work Center Object Page					F2262					Basic Data					This object page displays contextual information about the Work Center business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Production Supervisor - Lean Manufacturing					Schedule Kanban JIT Call Output					F3950					Application Jobs					With the app Schedule Kanban JIT Call Output, you can schedule background jobs for triggering the output of summarized JIT calls where the dispatch time is set to scheduled. The dispatch time is determined based on the settings in output control.Note The app Schedule Kanban JIT Call Output can only be used in combination with Output Management.




					Production Supervisor - Process Manufacturing					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Supervisor - Process Manufacturing					Display Work Center					CR03					Work Center					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Supervisor - Process Manufacturing					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Production Supervisor - Process Manufacturing					Planned Order Object Page					F2260					Material Requirements Planning					This object page displays contextual information about the Planned Order business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Production Supervisor - Process Manufacturing					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Production Supervisor - Process Manufacturing					Resource Object Page					F2264					Basic Data					This object page displays contextual information about the Resource business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Production Supervisor - Process Manufacturing					Work Center Object Page					F2262					Basic Data					This object page displays contextual information about the Work Center business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Production Supervisor - Repetitive Manufacturing					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Production Supervisor - Repetitive Manufacturing					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Production Supervisor - Repetitive Manufacturing					Planned Order Object Page					F2260					Material Requirements Planning					This object page displays contextual information about the Planned Order business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Production Supervisor - Repetitive Manufacturing					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Project Financial Controller					Change WBS Element Status					F0292										With this app, you can change the system and user status of a work breakdown structure element. This object page displays contextual information about the WBS Element status. This app is available for the roles Project Financial Controller. Key Features You can inherit a user status to all subobjects of a WBS element.Prior to setting the user status to all subobjects, you can analyze the inheritance summary for all lower level objects of the selected WBS element. In addition, the app supports the following technical features and options: SAP Jam integration




					Project Financial Controller					Confirm Project Milestone					F0295					Confirmation					With this app you can confirm the milestones defined in a project. This app is available for the roles Project Financial Controller and Project Logistics Controller. Key Features A milestone is used to mark the transition between various phases. If you have completed such milestones in the course of a project, you can set the actual date and subsequently confirm the milestone.




					Project Financial Controller					Manage Cost Centers (Version 2)					F1443A										With this app you can create and edit master data of cost centers.




					Project Financial Controller					Manage G/L Account Master Data (Version 2)					F0731A										With the Manage G/L Account Master Data app, you can display, create and edit the master data of G/L accounts. You can also easily add new G/L accounts from scratch or based on existing accounts. In addition, the app provides you with options to mass change account description and other attributes.




					Project Financial Controller					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					Project Financial Controller					Manage Profit Centers (Version 2)					F3516										With the Manage Profit Centers Apps, you can create, edit, display and delete profit centers which you are responsible.Key FeaturesDepending on the role to which yoursquo;re assigned, you can perform the following tasks:Create profit Center directly or via Copy or SplitEdit profit center informationAssign Company Code to specified profit center.Display profit centersDelete profit center if there is no any records, including master data and business transaction records refer to profit center processed. otherwise, you may only can lock it before archive all related data.




					Project Financial Controller					Milestone					F0286A										With this app you can display the master data and related object details associated with a milestone. A milestone can be used to track events that occur during various phases of a project.




					Project Financial Controller					My Outbox					F6511										You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.




					Project Financial Controller					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Project Financial Controller					Project Builder					CJ20N					Project Builder					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Project Financial Controller					Project Cost Report - Line Items					F2538					Project System					With this app, you can easily monitor project costs by comparing plan costs with actual costs. You can also monitor the variance and costs at individual line item level.




					Project Financial Controller					Purchase Order (Version 2)					F0348A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.




					Project Financial Controller					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Project Financial Controller					Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)					F0349A					Purchasing					This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Project Financial Controller					Supplier					F0354					Vendor Master					With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.




					Project Financial Controller					WBS Element (S/4HANA)					F0291A										With this app you can display the master data and related object details associated with a WBS element. A WBS organizes various project tasks in a certain hierarchy.




					Project Financial Controller					WBS Element Overview					F1974										With this app you can display the master data details for work breakdown structure WBS elements. A WBS organizes various project tasks in a certain hierarchy.




					Project Logistics Controller					Change Network Activity Status					F0539										With this app you can change the system and user status of a network activity. This app is available for the role Project Logistics Controller.




					Project Logistics Controller					Confirm Project Milestone					F0295					Confirmation					With this app you can confirm the milestones defined in a project. This app is available for the roles Project Financial Controller and Project Logistics Controller. Key Features A milestone is used to mark the transition between various phases. If you have completed such milestones in the course of a project, you can set the actual date and subsequently confirm the milestone.




					Project Logistics Controller					Material Component					F0540A										With this app you can display the master data and related object details associated with a material component. A material component is used in the projectbased material procurement process.




					Project Logistics Controller					Network (S/4HANA)					F0288A										With this app you can display the master data and related object details associated with a network. A network represents the flow of a project or task within a project.




					Project Logistics Controller					Network Activity (S/4HANA)					F0289A										With this app you can display the master data and related object details associated with a network activity. A network activity is used to represent a task within the flow of a network. It forms the basis for further logistics planning and execution processes within a project.




					Project Logistics Controller					PS-Texts					F5612					Structures					With this feature you can create and update PS Texts with long text in free texts format and add attachments.




					Project Logistics Controller					Project Builder					CJ20N					Project Builder					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Project Logistics Controller					Purchase Order (Version 2)					F0348A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.




					Project Logistics Controller					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Project Logistics Controller					Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)					F0349A					Purchasing					This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Project Manager					My Outbox					F6511										You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.




					Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)					Billing Document					F1901					Billing					With this app, you can display a concise overview of billing document details and contextual information.




					Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)					Change Billing Documents					VF02					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)					Change Credit Memo Request, Change Debit Memo Request, Change Sales Order Without Charge, Change Sales Orders, Change Sales Orders - VA02					VA02					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)					Change Document					CV02N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)					Create Billing Documents, Create Billing Documents - VF01					VF01					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)					Debit Memo Request					F1848					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a debit memo request in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the debit memo request items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your debit memo request. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related invoices.




					Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)					Display Billing Documents					VF03					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)					Display Network					CN23					Network and Activity					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)					Display document					CV03N										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)					Manage Supplier Invoices					F0859					Invoice Verification					With this app you can create and display a supplier invoice based on the received document. You can specify the purchase order items to which your supplier invoice relates. These referenced items can also have multiple account assignment. You can choose among several assignment options depending on the reference document category. To identify the most relevant service entry sheet items, for example, you can search by the service performer and the performance date. If you select the Simulate or Post function, the system compares the quantity and amount data of each supplier invoice item with the data of the related purchase order item. If goodsreceiptbased invoice verification has been defined for a purchase order item, the system compares the supplier invoice data with the related goods receipt data. If the deviation is outside defined tolerances, the invoice is posted, but the invoice is automatically blocked for payment. If the system determines the responsible person, an approval process is initiated. You can use the Supplier Invoices List app to display supplier invoices. In the detail view, you can release or reverse a blocked supplier invoice.




					Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)					Material Documents Overview					F1077										With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)					Network (S/4HANA)					F0288A										With this app you can display the master data and related object details associated with a network. A network represents the flow of a project or task within a project.




					Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)					Network Activity (S/4HANA)					F0289A										With this app you can display the master data and related object details associated with a network activity. A network activity is used to represent a task within the flow of a network. It forms the basis for further logistics planning and execution processes within a project.




					Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)					Output from Billing Documents					VF31					Output Determination					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)					Purchase Order (Version 2)					F0348A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.




					Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)					Sales Contract (S/4HANA)					F2026					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales contract in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales contract items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.




					Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)					Sales Order (S/4HANA)					F1814					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)					Sales Quotation (S/4HANA)					F1871					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales quotation in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales quotation items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales quotation. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.




					Project Manager (Commercial Project Management)					WBS Element (S/4HANA)					F0291A										With this app you can display the master data and related object details associated with a WBS element. A WBS organizes various project tasks in a certain hierarchy.




					Project Steering Committee Member					My Outbox					F6511										You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.




					Purchaser					Adjust Operational Supplier Evaluation Score					F2312										With this app, you can adjust the operational supplier evaluation score of a supplier. The operational score can be updated by modifying the individual scores that contribute to the operational score. These include the quantity, time, price, and quality scores on the purchaseorder item level for a given supplier. Selecting the Edit icon allows you to update the score. The catalog role Materials Management  Supplier Evaluation SAP_BCR_MM_SUPPLIER_EVAL_PC is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: M_BEST_EKG M_BEST_EKO M_BEST_WRK F_BKPF_BUK M_MMSEVAL  The app is displayed in the document view with the following visible fields: Supplier, Purchasing Document, Item, Material, Plant, Quantity Score, Time Score, Price Score, Quality Score, Change History, and Edit.




					Purchaser					Assign and Process Purchase Requisitions					ME57					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Purchaser					Change Purchase Contract					ME32K					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Purchaser					Change Purchase Order, Change Purchase Order - Advanced					ME22N					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Purchaser					Compare Supplier Quotations					F2324					RFQ/Quotation					With this feature you can compare supplier quotations to find the best offer. You can do the following:Display a list of all received supplier quotations for a specific RFQ  Get general information about the RFQ  Compare the target value of the RFQ with the lowest price received from the suppliers  Compare the received supplier quotations  Award the best quotation




					Purchaser					Contract Expiry					F0574										You can use this app to identify purchase contracts that expire within a specific time frame. You can also use the app to find the number of expiring contracts, target amount, and the released amount of the expiring contracts. You can analyze the number of contracts that would expire in 90 days. The contracts must be valid on current date and should expire before 90 days in the future. This KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization Document




					Purchaser					Contract Leakage					F0681										With the Contract Leakage app, you can identity the spend of purchase orders that do not have a contract reference, although an existing contract could have been used. As a purchaser, you want to find the related net value. You can use the Contract Leakage app to determine the amount of purchases made without considering existing contracts.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1    The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Document By Plant  By WBS Element  By Cost Center Trend Trend by Purchasing Category  Trend by Supplier




					Purchaser					Cost Centers - Plan/Actuals					W0081					Information System, iViews					With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Purchaser					Create Purchase Contract					ME31K					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Purchaser					Create Purchase Order, Create Purchase Order - Advanced					ME21N					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Purchaser					Create Purchase Requisition - Advanced					ME51N					Purchase Requisitions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Purchaser					Default settings for users					F1995					Purchase Requisitions					This feature now enables you to retrieve and assign value help from SAP S/4HANA connected systems using the F4 button. Value help includes plant, company code, purchasing organization, GL account and cost centre. Please note that, you can configure SAP S/4HANA system as a hub system and you can configure SAP S/4HANA, and SAP ERP as connected systems if you activate the Central Requisitioning scenario in Central Procurement.




					Purchaser					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Purchaser					Display Purch. Docs by Account Assignment					ME2K					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Purchaser					Display Purchase Contract					ME33K					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Purchaser					Display Purchase Order, Display Purchase Order - Advanced					ME23N					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Purchaser					Display Purchase Requisitions					ME5A					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Purchaser					Display Purchasing Documents by Supplier					ME2L					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Purchaser					Display Purchasing Info Record by Supplier					ME1L					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Purchaser					Display and Maintain Purchase Requisition - Advanced					ME53N					Purchase Requisitions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Purchaser					Invoice Price Variance					F0682										This KPI determines the trend in which invoice price varies over the previous year to date. The trend is calculated monthly. This is a trend tile, based on the key performance indicator, weighted material price. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   F_BKPF_BUK    S_RS_COMP    S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views:  By Supplier   By Material Group   By Purchasing Category   By Purchasing Group   By Plant   Document   Trend   Trend by Purchasing Category   Trend by Supplier   Note By default, the views are filtered across all materials. You can save a view as a tile using the Save as Tile option. You can also change the threshold. To personalize tiles, do as follows:  Filter views   Click the arrow icon on the screen   Choose the Save as Tile option   Enter relevant details and save.    Business Value   Determine the optimum time to purchase materials.   Increase the revenue and decrease the operating cost of business.     Features You can perform the following tasks:   Apply filter to views.   Display chart for every view.   Display view in table format.   Send the app link as email or export as an excel.   Navigate to the following apps:   Supplier Factsheet   My Purchasing Document Items   Purchasing Category Factsheet   Manage Purchasing Category   Purchase Order Factsheet   Supplier Invoice Factsheet




					Purchaser					Manage Attachments					F4812					Document Management System					




					Purchaser					Manage Central RFQs					F3974					RFQ/Quotation					With this app you can display and manage central RFQs in the SAP S/4HANA Cloud system that acts as a hub system. In the Process Purchase Requisitions Centrally app, you can create central RFQs from purchase requisitions that are created in the hub system, or from items that have been extracted from the connected systems and imported to the hub system. The purchase requisitions that were created in the hub system are replicated to the respective connected systems.




					Purchaser					Manage Model Product Specifications					F5079										With this app, you can create and categorize structured sets of related service and material items. Thus, you can group together items that are frequently ordered together to complete a particular task. You can then use parts of model product specifications as templates to create purchasing documents, such as purchase contracts.




					Purchaser					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Purchaser					Manage Purchase Contracts (Version 2)					F1600A										With this app, you can view, create, and manage purchase contracts.




					Purchaser					Manage Purchase Orders (Version 2)					F0842A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can create, manage, and search purchase orders to ensure that you get the ordered items on time, at the correct location, and in the required quantity. As a purchaser, you can manually order materials as well as services. The list of purchase orders that is displayed is based on the header level of the purchase order PO, so the information shown relates to the entire PO. On the overview, you can immediately see the number of overdue items for each PO. The item categories Standard, Consignment, Subcontracting, Thirdparty, and Limit both for unplanned materials and for unplanned lean services are supported.




					Purchaser					Manage Purchase Requisition Professional					F2229										Operational purchasers usually do not have any information about new or updated contracts, so they might assign open purchase requisition items to outdated contracts. To benefit from newly negotiated conditions, purchasers receive notifications about new or updated contracts, so that they can assign them to open purchase requisition items directly. Note   From the notification, you can navigate to the item object page of the purchase requisition to view details of the contract under the Situations facet. You can now assign this contract as a source of supply for your purchase requisition, by using the option .   You will receive the notification only if the parameters of the purchase requisition match the attributes of the team that is defined in the app Manage Teams and Responsibilities.




					Purchaser					Manage Purchasing Info Records					F1982										With this app you can view and manage purchasing info records info records. You can also determine which material can be procured from a specific supplier at a defined price for a certain validity period. To create an info record using this app, you must store a material or a material group and its supplier details at a plant or a purchasing organization level.




					Purchaser					Manage Quota Arrangements					F1877					Quota Arrangement					With this app you can display and manage quota arrangements. This app enables you to specify the portion of a requirement that can be obtained from a certain source of supply over a specific period of time. If a quota arrangement exists for a material, the system takes this quota arrangement into account during the source determination process. You can specify a quota arrangement for a material and plant combination for a specific validity period.




					Purchaser					Manage RFQs					F2049					RFQ/Quotation					You can use this app to create requests for quotations RFQs in SAP S/4HANA. There are different processes that you can start from within the Manage RFQs app:  You send your created RFQs later to SAP Ariba Sourcing, where the bidders and suppliers can place their bids. After you have decided which bidder or supplier should receive the award, you send the awarded quotation back to SAP S/4HANA. A purchase order or a contract is created automatically in the background. You can display it within the Manage Purchase Orders app or within the Manage Purchase Contracts app.   To request only price and quantity information or shipping costs, you send these RFQs later to the Ariba Network, where the suppliers can create their bids. These bids are sent back to SAP S/4HANA, where you can award one of them.   You can also create price requests in SAP S/4HANA and send them directly to your supplier via email or as a printed version by mail. You receive the quotations from your suppliers and then create the quotations in SAP S/4HANA manually.




					Purchaser					Manage Scheduling Agreement					F2179										With this app, you can create, manage, and view purchase scheduling agreements to ensure that you get the ordered items on time, at the correct location, and in the required quantity. As a purchaser, you can maintain a supplier, materials, schedule lines, releases, and so on in a purchase scheduling agreement. This app also displays purchase scheduling agreements that are soon to expire and provides a way to renew them.




					Purchaser					Manage Service Entry Sheets - Lean Services					F2027										With this app, you can create service entry sheets to record that the ordered services have been performed. You can change these service entry sheets and send them for approval. You can search for service entry sheets and you can sort, filter and group the list of the service entry sheets, for example, by supplier or by reference purchase order. Lean services are a type of service that can be purchased in the same way as materials using SAP Fiori apps, such as Manage Purchase Orders, Manage Service Entry Sheets  Lean Services, and Create Supplier Invoice. These apps enable a lean process of service procurement that is equivalent to the procurement of materials.




					Purchaser					Manage Source Lists					F1859										With this app, you can create, edit, delete, or manage source lists. You can also search and view source lists based on different criteria such as plant, material, or supplier. You can use purchasing info records or contracts as the sources of supply for purchase requisitions and purchase orders.




					Purchaser					Manage Sources of Supply (Version 2)					F0840A					Sources of Supply					With this app you can view and manage existing sources of supply for a material for a defined validity period. You can create a source of supply, such as a source list, a contract, or a purchasing info record.




					Purchaser					Manage Supplier Confirmations					F5039					Confirmation Control/Shipping Notification					With this app, you can create, manage, and search for order acknowledgements to ensure that you receive the ordered items in the required quantity at the defined delivery date. The list of confirmations that is displayed is based on the header level of the confirmation, so the information shown relates to the entire confirmation.




					Purchaser					Manage Supplier Quotations					F1991					RFQ/Quotation					You can use this app to display all supplier quotations that you have received for different RFQs. You can view the detailed information for each quotation.




					Purchaser					Manage User-Defined Criteria for Supplier Evaluation					F3812										With this app, strategic buyers can create and manage user defined criteria to rate suppliers. You can add scores for a specific supplier for a particular user defined criterion. The list of existing user defined criteria is displayed in this app. Click on the individual entries to view the details.




					Purchaser					Mass Changes to Purchase Contracts					F2669										With this app, you can change the fields of multiple purchase contracts simultaneously. You can change the purchase contract header and purchase contract item for multiple purchase contracts. Additionally, you can view the change logs to verify the status of the changes made. You can enter only one new value per field for the selected purchase contracts.




					Purchaser					Mass Changes to Purchase Orders					F2593										With this app, you can change the fields of multiple purchase orders simultaneously. You can change the purchase order header and purchase order item for multiple purchase orders. Additionally, you can view the change logs to verify the status of the changes made. Only one new value per field can be entered for the selected purchase orders.




					Purchaser					Mass Changes to Purchase Requisitions					F2594					Purchase Requisitions					With this app, you can change the fields of multiple purchase requisition items simultaneously. Additionally, you can view the change logs to verify the status of the changes made. Only one new value per field can be entered for the selected purchase requisition items.




					Purchaser					Mass Changes to Purchasing Info Records					F2667					Info Record					This feature enables you to change the fields of multiple purchasing info records at a time. Additionally, you can view the change logs to verify the status of the changes made.You can access the Mass Changes to Purchasing Info Records app from the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Purchaser					Mass Changes to Scheduling Agreements					F2668										With this app, you can apply mass changes to fields in your purchase scheduling agreements at header and item level. Whether you need to change payment terms or exchange rates at header level, a delivery address or shipping instructions at item level, or even partner data  in multiple purchase scheduling agreements  this app lets you do this with just a few clicks.




					Purchaser					Material Price Variance					F3294										With this app, you can display the deviation of the actual price paid for materials from what has been set as standard data. You can monitor the material price variance over a certain period of time and evaluate the price deviations of different documents, for example info records, purchase orders, contracts, and invoices. This helps you to determine the reason for the price variance and improve the efficiency of your supply chain management.




					Purchaser					Monitor Mass Changes					F3332										With this app, you can view the simulation and mass change jobs of various statuses for purchase orders. You can view or monitor changed values of multiple fields in the mass change logs. You can also view these jobs from the Mass Changes to Purchase Orders app by clicking Monitor Mass Changes.




					Purchaser					Monitor Mass Changes – Purchase Contracts					F4393					Contract					With this app, you can monitor jobs that are created and scheduled using the app Mass Changes to Purchase Contracts.




					Purchaser					Monitor Mass Changes – Purchase Requisitions					F4391					Purchase Requisitions					With this app, you can monitor jobs that are created and scheduled using the app Mass Changes to Purchase Requisitions.




					Purchaser					Monitor Mass Changes – Purchase Scheduling Agreements					F4392					Scheduling Agreement					With this app, you can monitor jobs that are created and scheduled using the app Mass Changes to Purchase Scheduling Agreements.




					Purchaser					Monitor Mass Changes – Purchasing Info Records					F4394					Info Record					With this app, you can monitor jobs that are created and scheduled using the app Mass Changes to Purchasing Info Records.




					Purchaser					Monitor Materials Without Purchase Contract (Deprecated)					F3356					RFQ/Quotation					Note Please note that this application is deprecated and shouldnapos;t be used. With this app, you can easily get an overview of those materials for which a contract has been proposed by a machine learning algorithm. Based on detailed information available in the app, you can check whether you require a contract for these materials. If so, you can directly create an RFQ. Alternatively, you can decide to dismiss the proposal, and your decision will be used to improve the results in the future. To create an RFQ, you can select materials in the table. The selected materials are included in the RFQ as separate items.




					Purchaser					Monitor Purchase Contract Items					F2423										With this app, you can monitor purchase contract items. By default, a chart and table view is displayed with aggregated values of purchase contract items for material groups with EUR as the currency. This app is available for the role Purchaser.




					Purchaser					Monitor Purchase Order Down Payments					F2877										With this app, you can monitor purchase order down payments, using filter criteria such as supplier, purchasing organization, purchasing group, order type, and category. You must specify a display currency. This app is available for the role AP Accountant. Note You can maintain down payment data in the Create Purchase Order  Advanced app. These values are considered when you call the Create Down Payment Request app, using the link.




					Purchaser					Monitor Purchase Order Items					F2358										With this app, you can display purchase order items and monitor their status, using filter criteria such as purchase order, material group, material, supplier, plant, and delivery forecast. You can also choose a purchase order item to view its item level information. You can enable your business users to predict the delivery date of purchase order items, as proposed by SAP Predictive Analytics integrator. The regression algorithm in SAP Predictive Analytics integrator is used to predict whether delivery of purchase order items will happen earlier than scheduled, on time or with a delay. Based on the predicted delivery date, your business users can take necessary decisions. Note The predicted date is based on training, which is in turn based on the historical data available in the system. This app is available for the role Purchaser.




					Purchaser					Monitor Purchase Requisition Items					F2424										With this app, you can monitor purchase requisition items. This app is available for the role Purchaser.




					Purchaser					Monitor Purchasing Info Records Price History					F2988					Info Record					With this app, you can monitor multiple purchasing info records and their price history details date, price, and units using filter criteria such as material, material group, supplier, and plant.




					Purchaser					Monitor Request For Quotation Items					F2425					RFQ/Quotation					With this app, you can monitor request for quotation RFQ items. This app is available for the role Purchaser.




					Purchaser					Monitor Scheduling Agreement Items					F3143										With this app, you can monitor the spend involved in purchase scheduling agreements in terms of released amount, amount to be invoiced, and other measures. The data is displayed according to material group by default, but you can also view other dimensions such as material, company code, supplier, and more. This allows you to track and monitor spend for all purchase scheduling agreements in your organization, drill down to the level of detail you require, and also plan future spend.




					Purchaser					Monitor Subcontracting Documents					F3095					Subcontracting in Purchasing (Repair)					With this app, you can monitor subcontracting documents purchase orders and scheduling agreements, using filter criteria such as subcontractor, component, material group, assembly, and plant.




					Purchaser					Monitor Supplier Confirmations					F2359										With this app, you can display purchasing document items purchase orders and scheduling agreements that have pending supplier confirmations and monitor their status from the supplier. You can also choose a purchasing document item to view its delivery schedule, account assignment details, and general information. This app is available for the role Purchaser.




					Purchaser					My Inbox - Review Purchase Order Accruals					F3517										With this My Inbox app, you can review purchase order accruals and adjust accrual amounts. For purchase order accruals, you can choose to have accrual amounts reviewed and approved before the system posts them. A reviewer can then check the periodic planned costs that the system proposes and adjust them if needed. The system calculates periodic accrual amounts as follows: Accrual amounts  Planned Costs  Actual Costs Planned costs are proposed amounts that are calculated periodically over the lifetime of an item using an accrual method. Actual costs are based on the receipt value or the invoice value of received goods or services.




					Purchaser					My Purchase Requisitions					F1639										With this app, you can check the status and details of purchase requisitions that were created by either you or by someone else, for you, using the Shop on Behalf feature in the Create Purchase Requisition app. Note This app will be deprecated with the release SAP S/4HANA 2023. We recommend that you switch to the successor app My Purchase Requisitions  New as soon as possible.




					Purchaser					My Purchasing Document Items					F0547B										With this app, you can quickly gain an overview of the items in your purchasing documents for each supplier and keep track of those purchasing documents for which you, as a purchaser, are responsible. Besides the count of purchasing document items, the app provides separate tabs for purchase requisitions, purchase orders, good receipts, and supplier invoices. The clear and customizable views let you monitor your purchasing document items for each supplier at the level of detail you require.




					Purchaser					Non-Managed Spend					F0571										With the NonManaged Spend app, you can determine the amount without taxes paid to the suppliers without a purchase order reference in relation to the total spend for suppliers. The calculation is based on the accounting documents.  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By General Ledger Account Trend Trend by Supplier Document  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BEST_WRK S_RS_COMP S_RS_COMP1




					Purchaser					Off-Contract Spend					F0572										You can use the OffContract Spend app to analyze the total spend amount in relation to purchase orders that do not have a contract reference, over the previous year to date. For some items, no negotiated pricing or blanket purchase agreement is in place when they are purchased. These items are defined as noncontract purchases. You can use this app to measure the percentage of purchases made without any contract.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Document Trend




					Purchaser					Operational Supplier Evaluation (Version 2)					F1662A										This app determines the score of a supplier in an organization based on the weighted average of the quantity variance, price variance, and time variance. The score is calculated over a period of 365 days. The overall score is calculated from the variance available from the different criteria, price, time, quantity or soft score after applying the weightage. Both early and late deliveries of items are considered variance. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_BUYER is required to access the app.




					Purchaser					Overall Supplier Evaluation					F2019										This app determines the score of a supplier in an organization based on the operational and questionnaire scores. The score is calculated over the previous year to date. It combines scores from the weighted hard facts available from the different criteria price, time, and quantity, and the soft facts available from questionnaire results. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views:  By Supplier   By Purchasing Category   Score Vs Spend    Trend by Supplier   Document   Trend by Purchasing Category  By Top 10 Suppliers By Bottom 10 Suppliers




					Purchaser					Overdue Purchase Order Items					F0343										With this app, you can analyze the delivery dates of the purchase orders sent to the supplier. The KPI compares the actual date with the delivery date on item level. All purchase order items for which delivery date has passed and which have not yet been delivered are calculated. You can also use this app to analyze the delivery dates of purchase order items sent to the supplier. The Supplier Confirmation Status indicates if a supplier confirmation exists for a purchase order item, the status text can be either of the following: Supplier Confirmation not expected, Supplier Confirmation expected but not received, or Supplier Confirmation received. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Plant By Material Group By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Category Document




					Purchaser					Parts Per Million					F4885										With this app, you can analyze the delivery dates of the purchase orders sent to the supplier. The KPI compares the actual date with the delivery date on item level. All purchase order items for which delivery date has passed and which have not yet been delivered are calculated. You can also use this app to analyze the delivery dates of purchase order items sent to the supplier. The Supplier Confirmation Status indicates if a supplier confirmation exists for a purchase order item, the status text can be either of the following: Supplier Confirmation not expected, Supplier Confirmation expected but not received, or Supplier Confirmation received. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Plant By Material Group By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Category Document




					Purchaser					Print Purchase Contracts					ME9K					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Purchaser					Print Purchase Orders					ME9F					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Purchaser					Process Purchase Requisitions					F1048										With this app, you can display purchase requisitions. In addition, you can use this app to assign sources of supply to the purchase requisition items and to create followon documents. You can only access purchase requisitions if you have authorizations for the respective purchasing group, purchasing organization, and plant.  Note This app was previously called Manage Purchase Requisitions.




					Purchaser					Procurement Overview Page					F1990										The Procurement Overview shows, at a glance, the most important information and tasks relevant for you right now. The information is displayed on set of actionable cards. You can therefore focus on the most important tasks, enabling faster decisions and immediate action. The cards show you the most important information ranked according to relevance. For example, on the Monitor Purchase Contracts card, you can see the consumption and expiry date per contract. You can then decide to change a contract by selecting it. You can use the global filter to filter the entire Procurement Overview by supplier or material group, for example. You then see all urgent contracts, purchase requisitions, or spend information according to the specified filter criteria. For list cards, selecting the header of a card brings you to the app itself, while selecting an item brings you to more detailed item information. For graphical or analytical cards, selecting the card brings you to more detailed analytical information. To use the Procurement Overview, you require the Business Catalog Role SAP_BCR_MM_PRC_OVP_PC assigned to your user.




					Purchaser					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Purchaser					Purchase Contract Item					F1665										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase contract item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.




					Purchaser					Purchase Order (Version 2)					F0348A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.




					Purchaser					Purchase Order Average Delivery Time					F1380										Using the Purchase Order Average Delivery Time Weighted  app, you can check the average delivery time of orders to the suppliers. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER is required to access the app. The app is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Material Group By Plant By Purchasing Category Document




					Purchaser					Purchase Order Changes					F3791										This app displays the absolute number of item changes in purchase orders from the previous year to date. All changes to the items are logged. This app can be used to find the total number of changes for multiple attributes in purchase orders.




					Purchaser					Purchase Order Output Automation					F4378										You can use the OffContract Spend app to analyze the total spend amount in relation to purchase orders that do not have a contract reference, over the previous year to date. For some items, no negotiated pricing or blanket purchase agreement is in place when they are purchased. These items are defined as noncontract purchases. You can use this app to measure the percentage of purchases made without any contract.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Document Trend




					Purchaser					Purchase Order Value					F1378										You can use this app to retrieve the order value for all the purchase orders within a stipulated time. The app also helps to determine the KPI value of the purchase orders for a given set of filter criteria, such as materials, supplier, and plant. The business value of the app is that you can determine the current value of all purchase orders in the system. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   This KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Category By Material Group By Purchasing Group By Plant By WBS Element Document Trend Trend by Purchasing Category Trend by Supplier By Cost Center By Service Performer




					Purchaser					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Purchaser					Purchase Requisition Average Approval Time					F2014										You use this app to identify the time in days from shopping cart creation to purchase order creation, over the time period from the previous year to date. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BANF_WRK M_BANF_EKG M_BANF_EKO S_RS_COMP S_RS_COMP1  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Trend Document Trend by Purchasing Group




					Purchaser					Purchase Requisition Average Approval Time (Flexible Workflow)					F3980										With this app, you can analyze the delivery dates of the purchase orders sent to the supplier. The KPI compares the actual date with the delivery date on item level. All purchase order items for which delivery date has passed and which have not yet been delivered are calculated. You can also use this app to analyze the delivery dates of purchase order items sent to the supplier. The Supplier Confirmation Status indicates if a supplier confirmation exists for a purchase order item, the status text can be either of the following: Supplier Confirmation not expected, Supplier Confirmation expected but not received, or Supplier Confirmation received. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Plant By Material Group By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Category Document




					Purchaser					Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)					F0349A					Purchasing					This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Purchaser					Purchase Requisition Item Changes					F2015										This app displays the absolute number of item changes from the previous year to date. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BANF_WRK M_BANF_EKG M_BANF_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Trend Document Trend by Purchasing Group Trend by Purchasing Category Trend by Supplier




					Purchaser					Purchase Requisition Item Types					F2016										You use this app to identify the number of free text items created GUI in the time period from the previous year to date. The requisitions for which material was specified are shown as number of material items created GUI at the time of creation. Similarly, the number of material items, free text items, and catalog items created from the Fiori app are also shown in the application. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BANF_WRK M_BANF_EKG M_BANF_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Trend Document Trend by Purchasing Group Trend by Purchasing Category  Trend by Supplier




					Purchaser					Purchase Requisition No Touch Rate					F2018										You use this app to identify the percentage of purchase requisition items which are processed automatically from the shopping cart from the previous year to date. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BANF_WRK M_BANF_EKG M_BANF_EKO S_RS_COMP S_RS_COMP1  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group By Item Type Trend Document Trend by Purchasing Group




					Purchaser					Purchase Requisition to Order Cycle Time					F2017										This app is used to identify the average cycle time in days from shoppingcart creation to when the purchase order is sent to the supplier. It works from the previous year to date. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BANF_WRK M_BANF_EKG M_BANF_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Trend Document Trend by Purchasing Group




					Purchaser					Purchasing Documents by Requirement Tracking Number					F2905										This feature enables you to monitor purchasing documents by their requirement tracking number. You can monitor these documents based on certain filter criteria. You can access this app from the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Purchaser					Purchasing Group Activities					F1660										This app displays all the purchase orders, contracts, goods receipts, and scheduling agreements against a particular purchasing group and category for a given time frame. Only those business documents that are completed and items not released are considered. Deleted items are not considered. The app also helps to calculate the number of goods receipts for a particular purchase order and item, as well as the total invoice amount and purchase order net amount.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_RAHM_EKG M_RAHM_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Purchasing Group Trend Trend by Amount Trend by Purchasing Group Document




					Purchaser					Purchasing Info Record (Version 2)					F0351A										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchasing info record business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.




					Purchaser					Purchasing Spend					F0683										With the Purchasing Spend app, you can compare the spend for a given set of comparison filters to the total spend. Filter include supplier, material group, purchasing group, supplier country, and purchasing organization. This app can be used to compare the purchasing spend between the total spend of a data set with a subset of that data set by using the comparison filters. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Material Group Service Performer By Purchasing Category Document




					Purchaser					Quantity Contract Consumption					F2012										You can use this app to identify the consumption percentage of quantity type contracts from the previous year to date. You can also find the target and released quantity of the contracts.  Note If you want to use the predictive analytics capability within this app, see the Installation Guide for SAP BusinessObjects Predictive Analytics Integrator at Predictive Analytics integrator PAi. After the Predictive Analytics Integrator has been enabled and the model has been defined, the system predicts when the contract is likely to be fully consumed. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:   F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   M_RAHM_EKG    M_RAHM_EKO    M_RAHM_WRK    S_RS_COMP    S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group By Cost Center Document Trend Trend by Purchasing Category Trend by Supplier




					Purchaser					Redistribute Workload					F2504										With this application, you can facilitate the purchaser to transfer the workload from one purchasing group to another, based on personnel availability. From the list of available or searched documents, you can select one or more multiple documents and reassign the purchasing group. This app uses the business role SAP_BR_PURCHASER.




					Purchaser					Request for Quotation Types					F4149										With this app, you can display RFQs that have been created in the SAP S/4HANA system by type. You can see the following RFQ types:  Ext. Price Requests: RFQs for which pricing is extracted from external systems for example, SAP Ariba. Ext. Sourcing Requests: RFQs for which bidding and awarding takes place externally. The RFQs that are created in SAP S/4HANA, and then sent to the SAP Ariba system where the bidding process takes place. The awarded quotations are then sent back to SAP S/4HANA. Int. Sourcing Requests: RFQs for which all the processes happen internally within SAP S/4HANA.




					Purchaser					Requisitions by Account Assignment					ME5K					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Purchaser					Schedule Processing of MRP Change Requests					F5725					Material Requirements Planning					With this app, you can create and schedule jobs to automatically apply or discard change requests in status Requested for which no response has been received from suppliers. You can schedule automatic processing according to your configuration settings for automatic processing based on change request priorities or override these settings and specify a status Applied or Discarded that you want to set for all change requests matching your selection criteria.




					Purchaser					Schedule Purchasing Jobs - Advanced					F1702					Purchasing					With this app you can schedule and monitor recurring, purchasing related activities as a background job.




					Purchaser					Scheduling Agreement Consumption					F3192										With this app, you can display scheduling agreement consumption in direct comparison to a range of measures such as released amount, goods receipt amount, and invoiced amount. This gives you a clear overview of consumption within your scheduling agreements for a range of dimensions such as period, validity, supplier, and material group, allowing you to identify trends and plan future consumption.




					Purchaser					Service Spend (Web Dynpro)					W0186										With the Purchasing Spend app, you can compare the spend for a given set of comparison filters to the total spend. Filter include supplier, material group, purchasing group, supplier country, and purchasing organization. This app can be used to compare the purchasing spend between the total spend of a data set with a subset of that data set by using the comparison filters. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Material Group Service Performer By Purchasing Category Document




					Purchaser					Spend Analysis(Web Dynpro)					W0185										With the Purchasing Spend app, you can compare the spend for a given set of comparison filters to the total spend. Filter include supplier, material group, purchasing group, supplier country, and purchasing organization. This app can be used to compare the purchasing spend between the total spend of a data set with a subset of that data set by using the comparison filters. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Material Group Service Performer By Purchasing Category Document




					Purchaser					Spend Variance					F1377										With the Spend Variance app, you can determine the sum of the purchase order value, goods receipt value, and invoice value by supplier or material. The app then calculates the relation between the purchase orders, good receipts, and invoice value for a given filter. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BEST_WRK M_BEST_EKG M_BEST_EKO S_RS_COMP  S_RS_COMP1  The KPI is displayed in the following views:   By Supplier   By Purchasing Category   By Material Group   By WBS Element   By Cost center   By Plant   By Purchasing Group   By Material   Document




					Purchaser					Supplier					F0354					Vendor Master					With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.




					Purchaser					Supplier Evaluation By Quality (for Quality Notification) (Version 2)					F3295A										With this app you can evaluate suppliers based on score that is calculated on the basis of quality complaints received. You can identify the suppliers with less received complaint notifications and thus with higher quality evaluation score. This helps you to determine the suppliers with the best performance and reliability. This app can also help you to decide which supplier to select if the purchasing conditions such as quality and price of material, quotation and delivery time are the same.




					Purchaser					Supplier Evaluation Score History					F3811										With this app, you can view the history of supplier evaluation scores. The data can be displayed according to material group, supplier, calendar year, and calendar month. This allows you to track and monitor progress of a supplier over a specific period. Note To persist the supplier evaluation scores, a job must be scheduled by the administrator or configuration expert user. Go to Job Scheduling for Purchasing catalog, and open the app Schedule Persistency of Supplier Evaluation Scores to schedule a job.




					Purchaser					Supplier Evaluation Scores Output					F5061										With this app, strategic buyers can create and manage user defined criteria to rate suppliers. You can add scores for a specific supplier for a particular user defined criterion. The list of existing user defined criteria is displayed in this app. Click on the individual entries to view the details.




					Purchaser					Supplier Evaluation Weighting and Scoring					F2551										You can use this app to configure the settings for compiling supplier evaluations. You can specify the weighting factors for the following criteria: time, price, quantity, quality, and questionnaire. You can also configure how the scoring is calculated for individual criteria such as time, price, and quantity. Supplier evaluation is based on purchasing categories.




					Purchaser					Supplier Evaluation by Price (Version 2)					F1663A										This new app is a replacement for the app , which is planned to be deprecated with SAP S/4HANA Cloud 2102. We recommend that you start using this new app instead of the old app Supplier Evaluation by Quality Deprecated. SAP Fiori ID for this app is F3295A. You can now view number of purchase orders and number of purchase order items with this app.




					Purchaser					Supplier Evaluation by Quality (Version 2)					F2309A										This app determines the score of a supplier in an organization based on the weighted average of the quantity, price, and time variances. The score is calculated over a period of 365 days. It combines scores from the weighted hard facts available from the different criteria price, time, and quantity, and the soft facts available from questionnaire results. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_BUYER is required to access the app.




					Purchaser					Supplier Evaluation by Quantity (Version 2)					F1661A										With the Supplier Evaluation by Quantity app, you can determine the quantity variance, which is based on the variance between the ordered quantity and delivered quantity of items. Both the excess and less delivered quantities are considered. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_BUYER is required to access the app. The score is determined over a period of 365 days. The KPI is displayed in the following views: bull;By Supplierbull;By Purchasing Groupbull;By Purchasing Organizationbull;By Material Groupbull;Documentbull;Trend




					Purchaser					Supplier Evaluation by Questionnaire (Version 2)					F2234A										This app determines the evaluation scores for the given suppliers based on the questionnaires. You can also view the target score for the supplier to compare it with the actual calculated score. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_BUYER is required to access the app.




					Purchaser					Supplier Evaluation by Time (Version 2)					F1664A										You can use this app to determine the score of a given supplier in an organization based on the difference in time between the ordered date of items and delivered date of items. The score is calculated over a period of 365 days. Both the late and earlier deliveries of items are considered as variance. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_BUYER is required to access the role. The KPI is displayed in the following views: bull;By Supplierbull;By Purchasing Groupbull;By Purchasing Organizationbull;By Material Groupbull;Documentbull;Trend




					Purchaser					Supplier Evaluation by User-defined Criteria (Version 2)					F3842A										With the Supplier Evaluation by Price app, you can determine the score of a given supplier in an organization based on the variance in the price of ordered items and delivered items. The score is calculated over the previous year to date and is based on the difference in the purchase order amount and invoice amount. Both the excess price and the lower price are considered as variances.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BEST_WRK M_BEST_EKG M_BEST_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group By Plant Document Trend by Supplier Trend by Purchasing Category




					Purchaser					Supplier Invoice Inbound Automation Rate					F4518										You can use the OffContract Spend app to analyze the total spend amount in relation to purchase orders that do not have a contract reference, over the previous year to date. For some items, no negotiated pricing or blanket purchase agreement is in place when they are purchased. These items are defined as noncontract purchases. You can use this app to measure the percentage of purchases made without any contract.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Document Trend




					Purchaser					Unused Contracts					F0575										You use this app to identify the number of contracts not used over the previous year to date. You can also find the target and released amount of the unused contracts.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK S_RS_COMP S_RS_COMP1 M_BEST_EKG M_BEST_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views:By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization Document




					Purchaser					Value Contract Consumption					F2013										You use this app to identify the consumption percentage of valuetype contracts from the previous year to date. You can also find the target and released amount of the contracts. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BEST_EKG M_BEST_EKO M_RAHM_EKG  M_RAHM_EKO  S_RS_COMP  S_RS_COMP1  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization Document Trend Trend by Supplier




					Purchaser - Central Procurement					Central Purchase Contract Consumption					F3444										You can use this app to identify the consumption percentage of central purchase contracts from the previous year to date. You can also find the target and released quantity of the contracts.Note The KPI does not include data for purchase contracts of type Hierarchy H. The KPI is displayed in the following views:   By Supplier   By Backend Purchasing Group   By Backend Purchasing Organization   By Backend Plant   By Purchasing Category   By Material Group   Document   Trend   Trend by Supplier   Trend by Purchasing Category




					Purchaser - Central Procurement					Central Purchase Requisition Item types					F3981										With this app, you can display the number of purchase requisition items that were created in the SAP S/4HANA system which acts as a hub system, and the number of purchase requisition items that were extracted from the connected systems. SAP S/4HANA, SAP S/4HANA Cloud, or SAP ERP act as connected systems. You can compare the number of items by type for specific purchasing groups, suppliers, and so on. This allows you to analyze the type and count of purchase requisition items at the level of detail you require.




					Purchaser - Central Procurement					Create Purchase Order Centrally					F3486										With this app, you can create purchase orders with reference to purchase requisition items. You can create the purchase orders in the SAP S/4HANA hub system, or in the connected systems, depending on where the purchase requisitions were created initially. You can navigate to this app only using the Process Purchase Requisitions Centrally app. In addition, note that you can use this app only if the Central Purchasing scenario in Central Procurement is active.




					Purchaser - Central Procurement					Create Purchase Order, Create Purchase Order - Advanced					ME21N					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Purchaser - Central Procurement					Create Purchase Orders from Central Quotations					F4104										With this app central purchasers can create purchase orders from the awarded central supplier quotations. Purchase orders are created in those connected systems from which preceding purchase requisitions originated.




					Purchaser - Central Procurement					Create Purchase Requisition - Advanced					ME51N					Purchase Requisitions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Purchaser - Central Procurement					Display Purchase Contract					ME33K					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Purchaser - Central Procurement					Global Purchasing Spend					F3679										With this app, you can analyze the purchasing spend for a given set of comparison filters  for example supplier, material group, purchasing group, supplier country, and purchasing organization and the planned spend of schedule line. You have an overview of the purchasing spend for the purchase orders that were created in SAP S/4 HANA as well as for the purchase orders that were extracted from the connected systems.




					Purchaser - Central Procurement					Manage Central Purchase Contracts					F3144										With this app, you can create, change, and display central purchase contracts, which are also referred to as central contracts. A central purchase contract is a global, longterm agreement between an organization and a supplier regarding the supply of materials or the performance of services within a certain period as per predefined terms and conditions. A central contract enables purchasers from various parts of a company at different locations to take advantage of the negotiated terms and conditions. Using a central contract, materials and services can be procured over a certain period and according to predefined terms and conditions. Central contracts are created and approved in the SAP S/4HANA system, which acts as a hub system.




					Purchaser - Central Procurement					Manage Central RFQs					F3974					RFQ/Quotation					With this app you can display and manage central RFQs in the SAP S/4HANA Cloud system that acts as a hub system. In the Process Purchase Requisitions Centrally app, you can create central RFQs from purchase requisitions that are created in the hub system, or from items that have been extracted from the connected systems and imported to the hub system. The purchase requisitions that were created in the hub system are replicated to the respective connected systems.




					Purchaser - Central Procurement					Manage Central Supplier Confirmations					F6634										With this app, you can:Create central supplier confirmations, using either Quick Create or Create.  Edit, delete, or withdraw central supplier confirmations.  View confirmation data like reference purchase order, connected system ID, created by, purchase order date, and supplier contact data. At confirmation item level, you can also view the confirmation lines and schedule lines.  Search for central supplier confirmations, using filters like editing status, purchasing document, supplier reference, processing status, created by, supplier, and more.




					Purchaser - Central Procurement					Manage Central Supplier Quotations					F3975					RFQ/Quotation					With this app, central purchasers can display and manage central supplier quotations that were created via Manage Central RFQs app. Central purchasers can modify the details of central supplier quotations, maintain the price details and submit the quotations on behalf of suppliers. Central purchasers can award the quotations and based on the awarded quotations create purchase orders and central contracts.




					Purchaser - Central Procurement					Manage Purchase Orders (Version 2)					F0842A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can create, manage, and search purchase orders to ensure that you get the ordered items on time, at the correct location, and in the required quantity. As a purchaser, you can manually order materials as well as services. The list of purchase orders that is displayed is based on the header level of the purchase order PO, so the information shown relates to the entire PO. On the overview, you can immediately see the number of overdue items for each PO. The item categories Standard, Consignment, Subcontracting, Thirdparty, and Limit both for unplanned materials and for unplanned lean services are supported.




					Purchaser - Central Procurement					Manage Purchase Orders Centrally					F3292										With this app, you can now:View the process flow diagram that displays the followon documents created for purchase orders.  View a notification received for the number of overdue items for the respective purchase order document. From the notification, you can navigate to the specific item to view its details under the Situations facet. Alternatively, you can dismiss the notification.




					Purchaser - Central Procurement					Mass Changes to Central Purchase Contracts					F3792										With this app, you can apply mass changes to fields at header and item level in your central purchase contracts and central purchase contracts hierarchy.




					Purchaser - Central Procurement					Monitor Central Purchase Contract Items					F3492										With this app, you can monitor central purchase contract items. By default, a chart and table view is displayed with aggregated values of central purchase contract items for material groups with EUR as the currency. This app is available for the role Central Purchaser. Note The KPI does not include data for purchase contracts of type Hierarchy H.




					Purchaser - Central Procurement					Monitor Mass Changes – Central Purchase Contracts					F4400					Contract					With this app, you can monitor mass change jobs that are created and scheduled using the app Mass Changes to Central Purchase Contracts. You can also view or monitor changed values of multiple fields in the mass change logs.




					Purchaser - Central Procurement					Monitor Purchase Order Items Centrally					F3676										With this app, you can monitor purchase order items centrally. By default, a chart and table view is displayed with aggregated values of purchase order items for material groups with EUR as the currency.




					Purchaser - Central Procurement					Monitor Purchase Requisition Items Centrally					F3976										With this app, you can monitor purchase requisition items that were created in the SAP S/4HANA system which acts as a hub system, and purchase requisition items that were extracted from the connected systems. SAP S/4HANA, SAP S/4HANA Cloud, or SAP ERP act as connected systems.




					Purchaser - Central Procurement					Price History for Central Purchase Contract Items					F5711										With this app, you can view the chart and tabular representation of the price and condition history of central purchase contract items. The data is displayed according to supplier, company code, central purchasing organization and group, and plant. Display Currency, Condition Change Valid From, Condition Change Valid To, and Central Purchase Contract Item are required input fields. By clicking on the dots in the chart view, you can view the price and condition history details of central purchase contract items based on their Condition Change Valid From date.




					Purchaser - Central Procurement					Process Purchase Requisitions Centrally					F3290										With this app, you can centrally display and manage all the purchase requisition items in SAP S/4HANA which acts as a hub system. The purchase requisitions can be those that are created in the hub system, or the ones that have been extracted from other connected systems. SAP S/4HANA, SAP S/4HANA Cloud, SAP ERP, or nonSAP systems can act as connected systems.  Note This app was previously called Manage Purchase Requisitions Centrally.




					Purchaser for India					Subcontracting Challan Cockpit					F4371					Logistics India					




					Purchasing Manager					Display Sourcing Project					F5934										With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.




					Purchasing Manager					Manage Supplier Invoices					F0859					Invoice Verification					With this app you can create and display a supplier invoice based on the received document. You can specify the purchase order items to which your supplier invoice relates. These referenced items can also have multiple account assignment. You can choose among several assignment options depending on the reference document category. To identify the most relevant service entry sheet items, for example, you can search by the service performer and the performance date. If you select the Simulate or Post function, the system compares the quantity and amount data of each supplier invoice item with the data of the related purchase order item. If goodsreceiptbased invoice verification has been defined for a purchase order item, the system compares the supplier invoice data with the related goods receipt data. If the deviation is outside defined tolerances, the invoice is posted, but the invoice is automatically blocked for payment. If the system determines the responsible person, an approval process is initiated. You can use the Supplier Invoices List app to display supplier invoices. In the detail view, you can release or reverse a blocked supplier invoice.




					Purchasing Manager					My Inbox - Approve Awarding Scenario					F5932										With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.




					Purchasing Manager					Purchase Contract Item					F1665										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase contract item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.




					Purchasing Manager					Purchase Order (Version 2)					F0348A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.




					Quality Engineer					Display Inspection Results - For Operation					QE03					Results Recording					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Quality Engineer					Display Sample					F2254					Quality Inspection					With this app you can display contextual information about the Sample business object. A sample is the result of a sample drawing, for example, of a liquid or bulk material. It is therefore a subpopulation taken from a basic population to reflect the quality of the basic population. The basic population can be an inspection lot.




					Quality Engineer					Inspection Lot (S/4HANA)					F2180					Quality Inspection					With this app, you can view contextual information about the Inspection Lot business object. Inspection lots are used to record, process, and manage information for quality inspections.




					Quality Engineer					Inspection Method (S/4HANA)					F0311A					Quality Inspection					With this app, you can view contextual information about the Inspection Method business object. Inspection methods are created as basic data and are assigned to inspection characteristics. An inspection method describes how a characteristic is to be inspected.




					Quality Engineer					Inspection Operation (S/4HANA)					F2181					Quality Inspection					With this app, you can view contextual information about the Inspection Operation business object. Inspection operations are the activities associated with an inspection lot. An inspection operation can contain one or more inspection characteristics.




					Quality Engineer					Manage Inspection Lots					F2343					Quality Inspection					With this app, you can display and manage inspection lots. You can not only view contextual information related to an inspection lot, you can also perform certain actions, such as, change lot quantity or reject sample calculation.




					Quality Engineer					Manage Usage Decisions					F2345					Quality Inspection					With this app, you can display inspection lots and manage usage decisions of each inspection lot. In case of inspection lots where a usage decision has been made, you can view or change that usage decision. In case of inspection lots where a usage decision has not been made, you can make a usage decision.




					Quality Engineer					Quality Engineer Overview					F2360					Quality Inspection					The Quality Engineer Overview shows in a single page the most important information and tasks related to inspection management that are relevant for you right now. The information is displayed on a set of cards. This allows you to focus on the most important tasks, and view, filter, and react to information quickly. The cards show you the most important information ranked according to relevance. For example, on the Inspection Lots Without Usage Decision card, you can see the number of inspection lots without usage decision in the header followed by a donut chart that shows the percentage distribution of inspection lots based on their results recording status. You can then decide to make usage decisions for all inspection lots without a usage decision or for those inspection lots with a particular result recording status.




					Quality Engineer					Record Inspection Results					F1685					Quality Inspection					




					Quality Engineer					Record Inspection Results in Table Form					F3365					Results Recording					With this FIORI app, you can record the inspection results for several master inspection characteristics for different inspection lots in a table on a single screen. For example, you can use this function if you have to inspect one characteristic for several materials.




					Quality Engineer					Record Results for Inspection Points					F2689					Results Recording					With this app, you can record inspection results where multiple results are captured for a common inspection lot operation. This timebased app aims at easy recording of results for inspection lots with the origin production order with inspection points.




					Quality Engineer					Results History					F2428					Quality Inspection					With this app you can display the results history for an inspection plan characteristic or a master inspection characteristic. The valuation of a characteristic is shown as a graphic for the selected inspection lots. This allows you to compare inspection results over a longer period of time.




					Quality Manager					Display Inspection Results - For Operation					QE03					Results Recording					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Quality Manager					Results History					F2428					Quality Inspection					With this app you can display the results history for an inspection plan characteristic or a master inspection characteristic. The valuation of a characteristic is shown as a graphic for the selected inspection lots. This allows you to compare inspection results over a longer period of time.




					Quality Planner					Inspection Method (S/4HANA)					F0311A					Quality Inspection					With this app, you can view contextual information about the Inspection Method business object. Inspection methods are created as basic data and are assigned to inspection characteristics. An inspection method describes how a characteristic is to be inspected.




					Quality Technician					Display Inspection Results - For Operation					QE03					Results Recording					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Quality Technician					Display Sample					F2254					Quality Inspection					With this app you can display contextual information about the Sample business object. A sample is the result of a sample drawing, for example, of a liquid or bulk material. It is therefore a subpopulation taken from a basic population to reflect the quality of the basic population. The basic population can be an inspection lot.




					Quality Technician					Inspection Lot (S/4HANA)					F2180					Quality Inspection					With this app, you can view contextual information about the Inspection Lot business object. Inspection lots are used to record, process, and manage information for quality inspections.




					Quality Technician					Inspection Method (S/4HANA)					F0311A					Quality Inspection					With this app, you can view contextual information about the Inspection Method business object. Inspection methods are created as basic data and are assigned to inspection characteristics. An inspection method describes how a characteristic is to be inspected.




					Quality Technician					Inspection Operation (S/4HANA)					F2181					Quality Inspection					With this app, you can view contextual information about the Inspection Operation business object. Inspection operations are the activities associated with an inspection lot. An inspection operation can contain one or more inspection characteristics.




					Quality Technician					Manage Inspection Lots					F2343					Quality Inspection					With this app, you can display and manage inspection lots. You can not only view contextual information related to an inspection lot, you can also perform certain actions, such as, change lot quantity or reject sample calculation.




					Quality Technician					Quality Technician Overview					F2361					Quality Inspection					The Quality Technician Overview shows in a single page the most important information and tasks related to inspection management that are relevant for you right now. The information is displayed on set of cards. This allows you to focus on the most important tasks, and view, filter, and react to information quickly. The cards show you the most important information ranked according to relevance. For example, on the Inspection Lots Without Inspection Plan card, you can see the number of inspection lots without an inspection plan in the header, followed by a list of inspection lots that are sorted based on creation date.




					Quality Technician					Record Inspection Results					F1685					Quality Inspection					




					Quality Technician					Record Inspection Results in Table Form					F3365					Results Recording					With this FIORI app, you can record the inspection results for several master inspection characteristics for different inspection lots in a table on a single screen. For example, you can use this function if you have to inspect one characteristic for several materials.




					Quality Technician					Record Results for Inspection Points					F2689					Results Recording					With this app, you can record inspection results where multiple results are captured for a common inspection lot operation. This timebased app aims at easy recording of results for inspection lots with the origin production order with inspection points.




					Quality Technician					Results History					F2428					Quality Inspection					With this app you can display the results history for an inspection plan characteristic or a master inspection characteristic. The valuation of a characteristic is shown as a graphic for the selected inspection lots. This allows you to compare inspection results over a longer period of time.




					Real Estate Specialist - Location Management					Group Real Estate Object for Occupancy					F5592					Flexible Real Estate Management					With this app, you can group your real estate objects buildings, floors, spaces, land, land areas for further steps in the occupancy process.




					Real Estate Specialist - Location Management					Group Real Estate Object for Use					F5397					Flexible Real Estate Management					With this app, you can group your real estate objects buildings, floors, spaces, land, land areas for further steps in the usage enablement process.




					Real Estate Specialist - Location Management					Manage Occupancy Groups					F5593					Flexible Real Estate Management					With this app you can manage and maintain your occupancy groups.




					Real Estate Specialist - Location Management					Manage Usage Enablement Groups					F5465					Flexible Real Estate Management					With this app you can manage and maintain your usage enablement groups.




					Receiving Specialist					Change Outbound Delivery, Change Returns Delivery					VL02N					Basic Functions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Receiving Specialist					Customer Master FactSheets					F0046A										With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.




					Receiving Specialist					Customer Return					F1815					Complaints					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a customer return in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the customer return items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your customer return. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related return deliveries.




					Receiving Specialist					Dead Stock Analysis					F2899										With this app, you can monitor and make timedependent investigations of your dead stock. Dead stock represents a combination of locations and materials where the stock value has increased over a defined analysis period despite existing consumption postings within that period. The analysis of the dead stock identifies materials that could potentially have a negative impact on the companys cash flow and profitability. Based on these results, you can react immediately with followon activities and decide whether a material should, for example, be discontinued, discounted, or transferred to a different location.  The Dead Stock Analysis app supports you in your daily work, for example, as an inventory manager, to achieve maximum inventory accuracy and subsequently to optimize the inventory situation in your stock.




					Receiving Specialist					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Receiving Specialist					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Receiving Specialist					Display Purchase Contract					ME33K					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Receiving Specialist					Expected Goods Receipt					F3298										With this app you can schedule background jobs for data transfer of expected goods receipts EGRs for purchase orders and production orders to SAP Extended Warehouse Management SAP EWM and view the related log.




					Receiving Specialist					Inbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0232A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for inbound deliveries search results. You can search for inbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or supplier. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access inbound delivery object pages. With the inbound delivery object page, you can display inbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Receiving Specialist					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Receiving Specialist					Material Documents Overview					F1077										With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Receiving Specialist					Overdue Materials - Goods Receipt Blocked Stock					F2347										With this app you can get an overview of the overdue materials for which a goods receipt GR was posted into the nonvaluated GR blocked stock. You, as a warehouse clerk, can identify these overdue materials to complete the goods receipt process or investigate potential problems. You can search for existing overdue materials, and sort and filter them according to their Days since Posting Date GR status, for example. Depending on your filter criteria, the app displays a list of purchase orders for which stock is available in the nonvaluated GR blocked stock. Some columns in the results list might be hidden. In the personalization area, you can specify which columns you want to see in the results list. You can also organize your search results by choosing further view settings, such as grouping criteria. For each purchase order or material from the results list you can immediately perform further tasks with linked apps, for example:  Post Goods Receipt for Purchasing Document   Stock  Multiple Materials   Stock  Single Material




					Receiving Specialist					Overdue Materials - Stock in Transit					F2139										With this app, you can get an overview of the overdue materials for which a stock transport order has been created. You can identify these materials to complete the stock transfer process or investigate potential problems. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.




					Receiving Specialist					Post Goods Receipt for Inbound Delivery					F2502										With this app, you can post a receipt of goods with reference to an inbound delivery. The app proposes a selection of inbound deliveries from the supplier that can be posted. This app supports you, for example, as a receiving specialist in your daily work.




					Receiving Specialist					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Receiving Specialist					Purchase Contract Item					F1665										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase contract item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.




					Receiving Specialist					Purchase Order (Version 2)					F0348A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.




					Receiving Specialist					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Receiving Specialist					Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)					F0349A					Purchasing					This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Receiving Specialist					Purchasing Info Record (Version 2)					F0351A										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchasing info record business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.




					Receiving Specialist					Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0234A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Receiving Specialist					Sales Order (S/4HANA)					F1814					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					Receiving Specialist					Schedule Goods Receipt for Inbound Deliveries					F2776										With this app you can schedule background jobs for posting goods receipts for inbound deliveries and view the log.




					Receiving Specialist					Schedule Inbound Delivery Creation					F2798										With this app you can schedule the collective creation of inbound deliveries as a background job for purchase orders which are due for delivery.




					Receiving Specialist					Slow or Non-Moving Materials					F2137										With this app, you can monitor and make timedependent investigations of the slow or nonmoving materials in your stock. Based on these results you can react immediately with followon activities such as scrapping or stock transfers. Nonmoving materials represent a combination of locations and materials where the stock level is not zero and no consumption postings were posted for a defined period of time. It is also possible to track slowmoving materials. This app supports you in your daily work, for example, as an inventory manager, to achieve maximum inventory accuracy and subsequently to optimize the inventory situation in your stock.




					Receiving Specialist					Stock - Multiple Materials					F1595										With this app, you can get an overview of your material stocks. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work. The app can display the stock information as a table.




					Receiving Specialist					Stock - Single Material					F1076										With this app, you can get an overview of your material stock. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. The app can display the stock information as a table or a diagram. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Receiving Specialist					Supplier					F0354					Vendor Master					With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.




					Recipe Developer					Change Document					CV02N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Recipe Developer					Create Document					CV01N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Recipe Developer					Display document					CV03N										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Recipe Developer					Find Document					CV04N					Document Management System					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Reconciliation Specialist - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Reconciliation Specialist - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)					Display Document, Display Journal Entries					FB03					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Reconciliation Specialist - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)					Display Journal Entries in T-Account View					F3664					Information System					With this app you can inspect how one or multiple journal entries affect ledger accounts where they are posted.




					Reconciliation Specialist - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)					Manage Business Partner Master Data					F3163					Business Partners					With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .




					Reconciliation Specialist - Accounts Payable and Receivable (FI-CA)					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					Retail Store Associate					Adjust Stock					F0586										With this app you can count store products and make adjustments for discrepancies in the inventory.




					Retail Store Associate					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Retail Store Associate					Count Stock					F1512										With this app you can perform a physical inventory count of all products in the store, or a cycle count of selected products. Through the manager version app, Manage Stock Counting, you can also review counts submitted by store associates, request recounts for questionable count results, and approve and submit final counts to head office.




					Retail Store Associate					Look Up Retail Products					F0431										With this app you can get realtime information about products in your store and the status of their availability. The app provides you with detailed information about products, as well as how much stock is available in your store, or in stores nearby.




					Retail Store Associate					Manage Customer Master Data					F0850A										With this app, you can manage customer master data centrally for departments involved with sales. You can create, change, search, display, and copy customer master data with the role SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST.




					Retail Store Associate					Order Products					F0752										With this app you can review the current order proposals or create new order proposals by entering a quantity in the open input field for each product on an ad hoc basis. The app allows you to see detailed information about the open order quantities and the available stock as well as the promotion periods and the historical sales data.




					Retail Store Associate					Perform Store Walk-Through					F1843										With this app you can define daily tasks for store associates to perform to resolve qualityrelated issues with products and prevent lost sales. The tasks can derive from issues that might be detected during a physical walk through the store and can be resolved through activities such as making adjustments to stock inventory levels, reviewing and modifying product order proposals, restocking store shelves, or other custom tasks.




					Retail Store Associate					Receive Products					F1248										With this app you can receive products in stores by displaying and posting incoming handling units. The app allows you to see the content of handling units with the expected and actually received product quantities. You can see hierarchical handling units as well as detailed product information with pictures.




					Retail Store Associate					Transfer Products					F2449										Store associates frequently need to send products to other stores or to distribution centers, for example, in the case of damaged goods returns. This involves collecting and packing products that need to be transferred, creating and filling out the documents and labels for transfers and checking the statuses of the transfers. This app covers and simplifies all steps involved in a product transfer and enables store associates to transfer products more efficiently.




					Retail Store Associate					Transfer Stock					F0753										With this app you can transfer products from one store to another, or from one storage location to another in the same store.




					Retail Store Manager					Adjust Stock					F0586										With this app you can count store products and make adjustments for discrepancies in the inventory.




					Retail Store Manager					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Retail Store Manager					Count Stock					F1512										With this app you can perform a physical inventory count of all products in the store, or a cycle count of selected products. Through the manager version app, Manage Stock Counting, you can also review counts submitted by store associates, request recounts for questionable count results, and approve and submit final counts to head office.




					Retail Store Manager					Look Up Retail Products					F0431										With this app you can get realtime information about products in your store and the status of their availability. The app provides you with detailed information about products, as well as how much stock is available in your store, or in stores nearby.




					Retail Store Manager					Manage Customer Master Data					F0850A										With this app, you can manage customer master data centrally for departments involved with sales. You can create, change, search, display, and copy customer master data with the role SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST.




					Retail Store Manager					Order Products					F0752										With this app you can review the current order proposals or create new order proposals by entering a quantity in the open input field for each product on an ad hoc basis. The app allows you to see detailed information about the open order quantities and the available stock as well as the promotion periods and the historical sales data.




					Retail Store Manager					Perform Store Walk-Through					F1843										With this app you can define daily tasks for store associates to perform to resolve qualityrelated issues with products and prevent lost sales. The tasks can derive from issues that might be detected during a physical walk through the store and can be resolved through activities such as making adjustments to stock inventory levels, reviewing and modifying product order proposals, restocking store shelves, or other custom tasks.




					Retail Store Manager					Receive Products					F1248										With this app you can receive products in stores by displaying and posting incoming handling units. The app allows you to see the content of handling units with the expected and actually received product quantities. You can see hierarchical handling units as well as detailed product information with pictures.




					Retail Store Manager					Transfer Products					F2449										Store associates frequently need to send products to other stores or to distribution centers, for example, in the case of damaged goods returns. This involves collecting and packing products that need to be transferred, creating and filling out the documents and labels for transfers and checking the statuses of the transfers. This app covers and simplifies all steps involved in a product transfer and enables store associates to transfer products more efficiently.




					Retail Store Manager					Transfer Stock					F0753										With this app you can transfer products from one store to another, or from one storage location to another in the same store.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned					F2878A										This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Billing Document					F1901					Billing					With this app, you can display a concise overview of billing document details and contextual information.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Change Credit Memo Request, Change Debit Memo Request, Change Sales Order Without Charge, Change Sales Orders, Change Sales Orders - VA02					VA02					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Create Credit Memo Requests - W/o Preceding Document, Create Customer Return Without Reference - VA01, Create Debit Memo Requests - W/o Preceding Document, Create Sales Orders, Create Sales Orders - Intercompany, Create Sales Orders - VA01					VA01					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Credit Memo Request					F1846										With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a credit memo request in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the credit memo request items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your credit memo request. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related customer returns.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Customer - 360° View					F2187					Sales					With this app you can get an overview of one specific customer by reviewing aggregated sales data from the past and the present.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Customer Master FactSheets					F0046A										With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Customer Return					F1815					Complaints					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a customer return in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the customer return items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your customer return. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related return deliveries.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Debit Memo Request					F1848					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a debit memo request in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the debit memo request items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your debit memo request. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related invoices.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Display Billing Documents					VF03					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Display Contract					VA43					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Display Invoice List, Display Invoice Lists					VF23					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Invoice List					F2739					Billing					With this app, you can display a concise overview of an invoice listapos;s details and navigate to the billing documents it contains. Invoice lists are documents that combine billing documents invoices, debit memos, or credit memos that have already been posted to financial accounting and are intended for a single designated payer. Suppliers that use invoice lists to periodically bill sales they have made to a buying group can substantially reduce the administrative effort involved in payment collection. Similarly to billing documents, invoice lists consist of a header and one or more items. Each item represents one of the individual billing documents that together comprise the invoice list. The billing documents in the invoice list can be single or collective documents collective invoices combine items from more than one delivery. You can create the following two types of invoice list:   For invoices and debit memos   For credit memos




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Manage Credit Memo Requests					F1989										With this app you can search for credit memo requests according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can navigate to related applications, for example, to display credit memo request details.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Manage Customer Returns					F1708					Complaints					With this app, you can initiate customer returns by creating returns orders that are based on advance returns management ARM. You can manage ARMbased customer returns. This includes displaying, editing, and determining refunds for returns orders. You can track customer return progress by monitoring various statuses and by displaying the process flow.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Manage Customer Returns - Create					F2651					Complaints					With this app, you can initiate customer returns by creating returns orders that are based on advance returns management ARM. You can manage ARMbased customer returns. This includes displaying, editing, and determining refunds for returns orders. You can track customer return progress by monitoring various statuses and by displaying the process flow.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Manage Customer Returns - Edit					F2650					Complaints					With this app, you can initiate customer returns by creating returns orders that are based on advance returns management ARM. You can manage ARMbased customer returns. This includes displaying, editing, and determining refunds for returns orders. You can track customer return progress by monitoring various statuses and by displaying the process flow.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Manage Customer Returns - Refund					F2652					Complaints					With this app, you can initiate customer returns by creating returns orders that are based on advance returns management ARM. You can manage ARMbased customer returns. This includes displaying, editing, and determining refunds for returns orders. You can track customer return progress by monitoring various statuses and by displaying the process flow.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Manage Customer Returns - Version 2					F4832					Complaints					With this app, you can initiate customer returns by creating returns orders. You can manage customer returns. This includes displaying, editing, and determining refunds for returns orders. You can also track customer return progress by monitoring various statuses.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Manage Sales Orders without Charge					F2305					Sales					With this app you can search for sales orders without charge according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can execute different actions, for example, you can reject all items of one or more sales orders without charge. You can also navigate to related applications, for example, to display details of a sales order without charge, to display the process flow.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					My Inbox - Approve Customer Returns					F5053					Sales					With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					My Inbox Sales Documents					F6012					Sales					




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0233A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Preliminary Billing Document					F2874										With this app, you can display an overview of a preliminary billing documentapos;s details and contextual information. Preliminary billing documents are intended purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes become necessary, you can make these changes in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Purchase Order (Version 2)					F0348A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)					F0349A					Purchasing					This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0234A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Sales Order (S/4HANA)					F1814					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					Returns & Refund Clerk					Sales Order without Charge					F2303					Sales					With this app you can display all the details relevant for a sales order without charge in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the items of sales orders without charge. You also view a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can check the current status of your sales order easily and quickly. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					SAP_BR_BUSINESS_PROC_SPEC_ESCH					Configure Personalized Search					F2800					HANA Search for Business Suite					With this app, you can enable or disable the tracking of a userapos;s search activities. The search data is retained in the database. Users can access the data collected in the database. This data can be used for user specific ranking of search results in the Enterprise Search.  This app tracks all of the visits, keywords entered by the user, and the navigation paths. The keywords are stored in the database and can be used by the Enterprise Search framework when the user logs on and search in the future.




					SAP_BR_BUSINESS_PROC_SPEC_ESCH					Manage Search Models					F3036					HANA Search for Business Suite					Every application uses the Enterprise Search as a key technology for basic searches. Enterprise Search allows you to search all structured data in an application in a unified way. The key user can select search model delivered by SAP and view the search results in a simple and formatted way. The key user can also create a search model from the selected CDS view, customize the fields and the formatting based on their requirements.  The Manage Search Models app enables a unified search of a search modelapos;s structured data.




					SAP_BR_CMMFSA_MD_MANAGER					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					SAP_BR_DOWNLUPL_SPEC_FE_BR					Meter Reading Tracking					F5569										With this app, you can upload and download data and track the MRUapos;s information; guaranteeing that downloads and uploads worked properly. Once the meter reading is created, it returns the information with date and time of the MRUs.




					SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_LEGAL_CONTENT					My Outbox					F6511										You can use this app to make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system.




					SAP_BR_METERDATA_SPEC_FE_BR					Subsequent Actions Management					F5490										With this app, you can check the present data information and mark the line to reprocess the subsequent actions with error. In this app youapos;re able to:  See a list of the Subsequent Actions;   Select items with error to reprocess; you can reprocess one item at a time or massively;   Filter items in the list.   The app shows all statuses:Statusesapos; Description   Status   Description      0   To be performed     1   Duplication in installation level     2   Duplicated category     3   Different from upload     4   ReReading not allowed     5   Run with error     6   Executed with success     7   To be reversed     8   Reversed with error     9   Reversed with success     10   Reverse not possible     11   Error message    To perform the reprocess of an item, only statuses 5 and 8 are allowed.




					SAP_FND_BCR_MANAGER_T					My Inbox - Approve Purchase Requisitions					F0401A										With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.




					SAP_FND_BCR_MANAGER_T					Process Inbox					F3646										With this app you can  ...




					Sales Manager					Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned					F2878A										This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.




					Sales Manager					Billing Document					F1901					Billing					With this app, you can display a concise overview of billing document details and contextual information.




					Sales Manager					Change Contract					VA42					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Sales Manager					Change Credit Memo Request, Change Debit Memo Request, Change Sales Order Without Charge, Change Sales Orders, Change Sales Orders - VA02					VA02					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Sales Manager					Credit Memo Request					F1846										With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a credit memo request in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the credit memo request items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your credit memo request. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related customer returns.




					Sales Manager					Customer Master FactSheets					F0046A										With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.




					Sales Manager					Customer Return					F1815					Complaints					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a customer return in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the customer return items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your customer return. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related return deliveries.




					Sales Manager					Debit Memo Request					F1848					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a debit memo request in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the debit memo request items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your debit memo request. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related invoices.




					Sales Manager					Display Billing Documents					VF03					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Sales Manager					Display Contract					VA43					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Sales Manager					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Sales Manager					Display Invoice List, Display Invoice Lists					VF23					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Sales Manager					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Sales Manager					Invoice List					F2739					Billing					With this app, you can display a concise overview of an invoice listapos;s details and navigate to the billing documents it contains. Invoice lists are documents that combine billing documents invoices, debit memos, or credit memos that have already been posted to financial accounting and are intended for a single designated payer. Suppliers that use invoice lists to periodically bill sales they have made to a buying group can substantially reduce the administrative effort involved in payment collection. Similarly to billing documents, invoice lists consist of a header and one or more items. Each item represents one of the individual billing documents that together comprise the invoice list. The billing documents in the invoice list can be single or collective documents collective invoices combine items from more than one delivery. You can create the following two types of invoice list:   For invoices and debit memos   For credit memos




					Sales Manager					List Credit Memo Requests, List Debit Memo Requests, List Sales Orders, List Sales Orders - VA05, List Sales Orders Without Charge					VA05					Basic Functions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Sales Manager					List Incomplete Sales Documents					F2430										With this app, you can search for incomplete sales documents according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can navigate to related features to display and complete the missing data of the selected sales document. You can also use preconfigured tiles to search for incomplete sales inquiries, sales contracts, sales quotations, sales orders without charge, debit memo requests, and credit memo requests specifically. These tiles automatically direct you to the List Incomplete Sales Documents app, in which the SD document category is predefined depending on the tile you selected.




					Sales Manager					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Sales Manager					My Inbox - Approve Credit Memo Requests					F5042					Sales					With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.




					Sales Manager					My Inbox - Approve Customer Returns					F5053					Sales					With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.




					Sales Manager					My Inbox - Approve Sales Orders					F5041					Sales					With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.




					Sales Manager					My Inbox - Approve Sales Orders without Charge					F5432					Sales					Using configuration steps and a designated Business AddIn BAdI for the approval of sales documents, your configuration expert can now define the reasons and circumstances under which sales orders without charge need to be approved for example, whenever you create a sales order without charge for a specific customer. Whenever a sales order without charge matches these criteria, and the corresponding workflow has been set up, the system automatically blocks the sales order without charge and triggers an approval request. The approver can release the document, send the document back for rework, or deny the approval.You can see the approval status of sales orders without charge in the "Manage Sales Orders Without Charge" app.




					Sales Manager					My Inbox - Approve Sales Quotations					F5044					Sales					With the transactional app My Inbox, you can make important decisions via mobile or desktop devices anywhere and anytime. Using this app, you can process your standard and custom workflow tasks based on the decision options defined in the backend system. All Items Inbox: With the My Inbox app, we deliver a preconfigured All Items tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad, which enables you to easily process all your tasks. Note: You must add the All Items tile from the catalog to view this tile in the SAP Fiori launchpad. ScenarioSpecific Inbox: The My Inbox app also offers you the possibility to define your own workflow scenarios and create scenariospecific tiles in the SAP Fiori launchpad. Outbox: With the My Inbox app, you can configure the Outbox tile, which enables you to view the completed and suspended tasks.




					Sales Manager					My Inbox Sales Documents					F6012					Sales					




					Sales Manager					Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0233A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Sales Manager					Preliminary Billing Document					F2874										With this app, you can display an overview of a preliminary billing documentapos;s details and contextual information. Preliminary billing documents are intended purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes become necessary, you can make these changes in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.




					Sales Manager					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Sales Manager					Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0234A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Sales Manager					Sales Contract (S/4HANA)					F2026					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales contract in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales contract items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.




					Sales Manager					Sales Inquiry					F2369					Customer Inquiries / Quotations					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales inquiry in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales inquiry items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales documents. Furthermore, you can display all additional information on item level, for example, related sales documents.




					Sales Manager					Sales Order (S/4HANA)					F1814					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					Sales Manager					Sales Order Fulfillment Issues (Version 2)					F0029A										This app allows you to analyze and resolve issues that impede sales orders from being fulfilled. With it, you can analyze sales orders in critical stages, collaborate with contacts, and efficiently address issues to ensure that sales orders in critical stages are fulfilled as quickly as possible. The app highlights impediments, provides supporting information, and allows you to navigate to Track Sales Order Details to display further details and resolve the issues.




					Sales Manager					Sales Order without Charge					F2303					Sales					With this app you can display all the details relevant for a sales order without charge in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the items of sales orders without charge. You also view a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can check the current status of your sales order easily and quickly. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					Sales Manager					Sales Quotation (S/4HANA)					F1871					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales quotation in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales quotation items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales quotation. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.




					Sales Manager					Track Sales Orders (S/4HANA)					F2577										With this app, you can check whether a sales orderapos;s fulfillment is on track. You can immediately recognize whether the sales order contains issues, and whether it is complete, or still in process. For example, you can see whether it has been shipped, invoiced, or whether the corresponding journal entry in accounting has been cleared. If, for example, a customer or manager asks for information about one or more orders belonging to a specific customer, you can use this app to provide this information quickly.  You can also navigate to the Track Sales Order Details app to visualize the sales order fulfillment status of a specific sales order and its subsequent documents in more detail.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned					F2878A										This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Billing Document					F1901					Billing					With this app, you can display a concise overview of billing document details and contextual information.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Billing Document Request					F2337					Billing					With this object page, you can display the details of billing document requests BDRs. BDRs are request objects that can contain itemized billing data from a range of sources. BDRs can contain only debit items.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Display Billing Documents					VF03					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Display Contract					VA43					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Display Invoice List, Display Invoice Lists					VF23					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Display Reservation					MB23					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Find Maintenance Order					F2175					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can display a list of maintenance orders and perform different mass changes, such as changing the responsibility, the status, and the scheduling of the selected maintenance orders. You can also assign the orders to a maintenance event and dispatch all their operations.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Inbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0232A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for inbound deliveries search results. You can search for inbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or supplier. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access inbound delivery object pages. With the inbound delivery object page, you can display inbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Invoice List					F2739					Billing					With this app, you can display a concise overview of an invoice listapos;s details and navigate to the billing documents it contains. Invoice lists are documents that combine billing documents invoices, debit memos, or credit memos that have already been posted to financial accounting and are intended for a single designated payer. Suppliers that use invoice lists to periodically bill sales they have made to a buying group can substantially reduce the administrative effort involved in payment collection. Similarly to billing documents, invoice lists consist of a header and one or more items. Each item represents one of the individual billing documents that together comprise the invoice list. The billing documents in the invoice list can be single or collective documents collective invoices combine items from more than one delivery. You can create the following two types of invoice list:   For invoices and debit memos   For credit memos




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Manage Internal Orders					F1604										This app allows users to manage internal order master data quickly and accurately. Users can define filter criteria and layout to search for and review detailed internal order master data. Users can also navigate to other apps to create, copy, edit, or display internal order master data.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Manage Supplier Invoices					F0859					Invoice Verification					With this app you can create and display a supplier invoice based on the received document. You can specify the purchase order items to which your supplier invoice relates. These referenced items can also have multiple account assignment. You can choose among several assignment options depending on the reference document category. To identify the most relevant service entry sheet items, for example, you can search by the service performer and the performance date. If you select the Simulate or Post function, the system compares the quantity and amount data of each supplier invoice item with the data of the related purchase order item. If goodsreceiptbased invoice verification has been defined for a purchase order item, the system compares the supplier invoice data with the related goods receipt data. If the deviation is outside defined tolerances, the invoice is posted, but the invoice is automatically blocked for payment. If the system determines the responsible person, an approval process is initiated. You can use the Supplier Invoices List app to display supplier invoices. In the detail view, you can release or reverse a blocked supplier invoice.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Material Documents Overview					F1077										With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0233A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Preliminary Billing Document					F2874										With this app, you can display an overview of a preliminary billing documentapos;s details and contextual information. Preliminary billing documents are intended purely for negotiation purposes. You can show them to customers to align on exact details such as prices, payment terms, and the billing date. If changes become necessary, you can make these changes in the Change Preliminary Billing Documents app before you create the final billing documents that customers are expected to settle.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Purchase Order (Version 2)					F0348A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)					F0349A					Purchasing					This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0234A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Sales Contract (S/4HANA)					F2026					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales contract in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales contract items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Sales Order (S/4HANA)					F1814					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					Sales Manager (Customer Management)					Sales Quotation (S/4HANA)					F1871					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales quotation in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales quotation items. You also get a list of involved business partners and related sales orders. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales quotation. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related sales orders.




					Service Planner - Recurring Service					Add single plan					IP41					Maintenance Task Lists					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Service Planner - Recurring Service					Add strategy-controlled plan					IP42					Maintenance Task Lists					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Service Planner - Recurring Service					Change Maintenance Plan					IP02					Maintenance Task Lists					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Service Planner - Recurring Service					Characteristics, Display Characteristic, Manage Characteristics					CT04										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Service Planner - Recurring Service					Display Class, Manage Classes					CL02					Classification					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Service Planner - Recurring Service					Display Maintenance Item (IP06), Display Maintenance Item - IP06					IP06					Maintenance Task Lists					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Service Planner - Recurring Service					Display Maintenance Plan (IP03)					IP03					Maintenance Task Lists					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Service Planner - Recurring Service					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Service Planner - Recurring Service					Display Where Characteristics Are Used					CT12					Characteristics					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Service Planner - Recurring Service					Find Technical Object					F2072					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.




					Service Planner - Recurring Service					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Service Planner - Recurring Service					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Service Planner - Recurring Service					Schedule Maintenance Plan					IP10					Maintenance Task Lists					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Service Technician - In-House Repair					Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned					F2878A										This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.




					Service Technician - In-House Repair					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Service Technician - In-House Repair					Customer Return					F1815					Complaints					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a customer return in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the customer return items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your customer return. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related return deliveries.




					Service Technician - In-House Repair					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Service Technician - In-House Repair					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Service Technician - In-House Repair					Find Technical Object					F2072					Plant Maintenance					With this app, you can list the technical objects in your system. You can find the one you need by filtering the list according to various properties or by using a freetext search. You can display a single technical object to view its properties, its assigned notification and operations, and its attachments.




					Service Technician - In-House Repair					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Service Technician - In-House Repair					Material Documents Overview					F1077										With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Service Technician - In-House Repair					Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0233A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Service Technician - In-House Repair					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Service Technician - In-House Repair					Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0234A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Call MIRO - Change Status, Display Supplier Invoice - Advanced					MIR4					Logistics Invoice Verification					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Change Billing Documents					VF02					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Change Credit Memo Request, Change Debit Memo Request, Change Sales Order Without Charge, Change Sales Orders, Change Sales Orders - VA02					VA02					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Change Material					MM02					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Change Outbound Delivery, Change Returns Delivery					VL02N					Basic Functions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Change Purchase Order, Change Purchase Order - Advanced					ME22N					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Create Billing Documents					F0798					Billing					App ID: F0798 With this app, you can create billing documents for example, invoices and credit memos from items in the billing due list. This includes debit memo requests, sales orders, deliveries, and other sales and distribution SD documents. You can also generate temporary billing documents that you can review before converting them to final billing documents.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Create Billing Documents - VF04, Maintain Billing Due List					VF04					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Create Billing Documents, Create Billing Documents - VF01					VF01					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Create Credit Memo Requests - W/o Preceding Document, Create Customer Return Without Reference - VA01, Create Debit Memo Requests - W/o Preceding Document, Create Sales Orders, Create Sales Orders - Intercompany, Create Sales Orders - VA01					VA01					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Create Material					MM01					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Create Purchase Order, Create Purchase Order - Advanced					ME21N					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Display Billing Documents					VF03					Billing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Display Document, Display Journal Entries					FB03					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Display Material Document					MB03					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Display Material Document List					MB51					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Display Purchase Order, Display Purchase Order - Advanced					ME23N					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Expected Goods Receipt					F3298										With this app you can schedule background jobs for data transfer of expected goods receipts EGRs for purchase orders and production orders to SAP Extended Warehouse Management SAP EWM and view the related log.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Goods Movement, Post Goods Movement					MIGO					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					List Credit Memo Requests, List Debit Memo Requests, List Sales Orders, List Sales Orders - VA05, List Sales Orders Without Charge					VA05					Basic Functions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Manage Billing Documents					F0797					Billing					With this app, you can manage invoices, invoice cancellations, credit memos, and other billing documents. This includes displaying, editing, posting, and canceling billing documents. You can also review why a billing document split has occurred and generate PDFbased print previews of billing documents.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Manage Business Partner Master Data					F3163					Business Partners					With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Manage Sales Documents with Customer-Expected Price					F2713										




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Manage Sales Orders					F1873					Sales					With the Manage Sales Orders app, you can search for sales orders according to your filter criteria and display them in a list. From the list, you can execute different actions, for example, you can reject all items of one or more sales orders. You can also navigate to related apps, for example, to display sales order details, or you can display the process flow.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Manage Sales Orders - Version 2					F3893					Sales					With this app, you as an internal sales representative can list all sales orders in the system, filter the results, or search for specific sales orders. You can also create, change, or display single sales orders containing key information in a fast and easy way. You can do so directly within the Manage Sales Orders  Version 2 app, whereas in the Manage Sales Orders app, you need to navigate to other apps.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Material Documents Overview					F1077										With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Output Material Documents					MB90					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Post Goods Receipt for Inbound Delivery					F2502										With this app, you can post a receipt of goods with reference to an inbound delivery. The app proposes a selection of inbound deliveries from the supplier that can be posted. This app supports you, for example, as a receiving specialist in your daily work.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Post Goods Receipt for Purchasing Document					F0843										With this app, you can post the receipt of goods with reference to the different types of purchasing documents, for example:  Standard purchase order   Stock transfer order   Scheduling agreement   For example, if a material is delivered for a purchasing document with which you ordered the goods, it is important for all the departments involved that the goods receipt entry in the system references this purchasing document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or inventory manager in your daily work.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Post Subsequent Adjustment					F5476										With this app, you can carry out a subsequent correction posting of components from the subcontracting purchasing document. This is the case if a subcontractor has consumed a larger or smaller quantity of components than you originally planned and posted. This app focuses on the special process step of the subsequent adjustment posting after the goods receipt process for the subcontracting purchasing document.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Schedule Goods Receipt for Inbound Deliveries					F2776										With this app you can schedule background jobs for posting goods receipts for inbound deliveries and view the log.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Schedule Inbound Delivery Creation					F2798										With this app you can schedule the collective creation of inbound deliveries as a background job for purchase orders which are due for delivery.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Track Sales Orders (S/4HANA)					F2577										With this app, you can check whether a sales orderapos;s fulfillment is on track. You can immediately recognize whether the sales order contains issues, and whether it is complete, or still in process. For example, you can see whether it has been shipped, invoiced, or whether the corresponding journal entry in accounting has been cleared. If, for example, a customer or manager asks for information about one or more orders belonging to a specific customer, you can use this app to provide this information quickly.  You can also navigate to the Track Sales Order Details app to visualize the sales order fulfillment status of a specific sales order and its subsequent documents in more detail.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Transfer Stock - Cross-Plant					F1957										With this app, you can make transfer postings from one plant issuing plant to another plant receiving plant. The app supports you in finding the allowed transfer postings and in personalizing the control settings of storage locations and visible columns. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.




					Settlement Clerk (Agricultural Contract Management)					Transfer Stock - In Plant					F1061										With this app, you can make transfer postings within a plant. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or inventory manager in your daily work.




					Shipping Specialist					Analyze Delivery Logs					F0870A					Shipping					You can use this app to check system messages that have been logged during the collective creation run of deliveries, regardless of whether you started the creation run online or in the background. In case you were not able to create a delivery, you must correct the issues that are mentioned in the log and then create a new delivery for the respective sales order or purchase order. For each delivery log, you can look up the messages that the system has logged during the creation run. These messages can be related to a sales order or purchase order, an individual delivery item, or to a delivery as a whole. You can also find out the numbers of the deliveries that the system has created. This app is available for the role shipping specialist.




					Shipping Specialist					Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned					F2878A										This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.




					Shipping Specialist					Change Outbound Delivery, Change Returns Delivery					VL02N					Basic Functions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Shipping Specialist					Create Delivery with Reference to Sales Order					F3487					Shipping					This is an SAP CoPilot app that you can use to quickly create an outbound delivery with reference to a sales order. Using the digital assistant SAP CoPilot, you can create outbound deliveries, independent of the application you currently have open.




					Shipping Specialist					Create Delivery without a Reference (Quick Create)					F3488					Shipping					This is an SAP CoPilot app that you can use to quickly create an outbound delivery without referencing a sales order. Using the digital assistant SAP CoPilot, you can create outbound deliveries, independent of the application you currently have open.




					Shipping Specialist					Create Outbound Deliveries - From Sales Orders					F0869A					Shipping					With this app, you can create outbound delivery runs from a list of sales orders. This app also allows you to display logs with information related to your sales orders or deliveries. For example, if errors occur while you are creating deliveries, the system issues a message to the log. Similarly, the system issues a message to the log if you successfully create a delivery. This app is available for the role shipping specialist.




					Shipping Specialist					Customer Master FactSheets					F0046A										With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.




					Shipping Specialist					Customer Return					F1815					Complaints					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a customer return in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the customer return items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your customer return. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related return deliveries.




					Shipping Specialist					Dead Stock Analysis					F2899										With this app, you can monitor and make timedependent investigations of your dead stock. Dead stock represents a combination of locations and materials where the stock value has increased over a defined analysis period despite existing consumption postings within that period. The analysis of the dead stock identifies materials that could potentially have a negative impact on the companys cash flow and profitability. Based on these results, you can react immediately with followon activities and decide whether a material should, for example, be discontinued, discounted, or transferred to a different location.  The Dead Stock Analysis app supports you in your daily work, for example, as an inventory manager, to achieve maximum inventory accuracy and subsequently to optimize the inventory situation in your stock.




					Shipping Specialist					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Shipping Specialist					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Shipping Specialist					Display Purchase Contract					ME33K					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Shipping Specialist					Manage Outbound Deliveries					F0867A					Shipping					With this app, you can see a list of all your outbound deliveries. You can click on each delivery to see its details, such as its weight and volume. Depending on the current goods issue status, you can post a goods issue for a delivery. If you need to make corrections to a delivery, you can easily reverse the goods issue posting and edit the respective documents. You can apply these actions to all selected deliveries at once. For deliveries that need to be picked, you can navigate to the Pick Outbound Delivery app to perform this step. This app is available for the role shipping specialist.




					Shipping Specialist					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Shipping Specialist					Manage Sales Scheduling Agreements					F3515					Customer Scheduling Agreement					With this app, you as an internal sales representative can list all sales scheduling agreements and items in the system, filter the results, or search for specific sales scheduling agreement or sales scheduling agreement item. You can also navigate to other apps to create, change, or display single sales scheduling agreement.




					Shipping Specialist					Material Documents Overview					F1077										With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Shipping Specialist					Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0233A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Shipping Specialist					Overdue Materials - Goods Receipt Blocked Stock					F2347										With this app you can get an overview of the overdue materials for which a goods receipt GR was posted into the nonvaluated GR blocked stock. You, as a warehouse clerk, can identify these overdue materials to complete the goods receipt process or investigate potential problems. You can search for existing overdue materials, and sort and filter them according to their Days since Posting Date GR status, for example. Depending on your filter criteria, the app displays a list of purchase orders for which stock is available in the nonvaluated GR blocked stock. Some columns in the results list might be hidden. In the personalization area, you can specify which columns you want to see in the results list. You can also organize your search results by choosing further view settings, such as grouping criteria. For each purchase order or material from the results list you can immediately perform further tasks with linked apps, for example:  Post Goods Receipt for Purchasing Document   Stock  Multiple Materials   Stock  Single Material




					Shipping Specialist					Overdue Materials - Stock in Transit					F2139										With this app, you can get an overview of the overdue materials for which a stock transport order has been created. You can identify these materials to complete the stock transfer process or investigate potential problems. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.




					Shipping Specialist					Pick Outbound Delivery					F0868										With this app, you can enter the results of the picking process for a particular delivery. The picking process involves taking goods from various storage bins and moving them to a staging area where they can be prepared for loading and shipping. This app shows you how many items are in the delivery, the deliverys overall details, such as the gross weight, picking status, and so on, and the details of individual delivery items. Once you have entered the picking quantity of an item and the system has set the picking status to Completely Processed, you can then post a goods issue. With this app, you can also assign serial numbers to delivery items. Assigning serial numbers allows you to track and trace your goods more accurately.  This app is available for the role shipping specialist.




					Shipping Specialist					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Shipping Specialist					Purchase Contract Item					F1665										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase contract item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.




					Shipping Specialist					Purchase Order (Version 2)					F0348A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.




					Shipping Specialist					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Shipping Specialist					Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)					F0349A					Purchasing					This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Shipping Specialist					Purchasing Info Record (Version 2)					F0351A										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchasing info record business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.




					Shipping Specialist					Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0234A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Shipping Specialist					Sales Order (S/4HANA)					F1814					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					Shipping Specialist					Sales Order without Charge					F2303					Sales					With this app you can display all the details relevant for a sales order without charge in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the items of sales orders without charge. You also view a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can check the current status of your sales order easily and quickly. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					Shipping Specialist					Schedule Delivery Creation					F2228										With this app, you can schedule the collective creation of outbound deliveries as a background job for sales and purchase orders. The app allows you to select job templates with specific selection criteria for sales and purchase orders to simplify the creation of the application job.




					Shipping Specialist					Schedule Goods Issue For Deliveries					F2259										With this app you can schedule background jobs for posting goods issues for outbound deliveries and view the log. If you have the business role Shipping Specialist, the following corresponding job template is available: Schedule Goods Issue for Deliveries.




					Shipping Specialist					Slow or Non-Moving Materials					F2137										With this app, you can monitor and make timedependent investigations of the slow or nonmoving materials in your stock. Based on these results you can react immediately with followon activities such as scrapping or stock transfers. Nonmoving materials represent a combination of locations and materials where the stock level is not zero and no consumption postings were posted for a defined period of time. It is also possible to track slowmoving materials. This app supports you in your daily work, for example, as an inventory manager, to achieve maximum inventory accuracy and subsequently to optimize the inventory situation in your stock.




					Shipping Specialist					Stock - Multiple Materials					F1595										With this app, you can get an overview of your material stocks. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work. The app can display the stock information as a table.




					Shipping Specialist					Stock - Single Material					F1076										With this app, you can get an overview of your material stock. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. The app can display the stock information as a table or a diagram. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Shipping Specialist					Supplier					F0354					Vendor Master					With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Analyze Delivery Logs					F0870A					Shipping					You can use this app to check system messages that have been logged during the collective creation run of deliveries, regardless of whether you started the creation run online or in the background. In case you were not able to create a delivery, you must correct the issues that are mentioned in the log and then create a new delivery for the respective sales order or purchase order. For each delivery log, you can look up the messages that the system has logged during the creation run. These messages can be related to a sales order or purchase order, an individual delivery item, or to a delivery as a whole. You can also find out the numbers of the deliveries that the system has created. This app is available for the role shipping specialist.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned					F2878A										This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Application log for Just-In-Time Supply to Customer					F4961										With this app, you can view the application logs for customer JIT call processing and take appropriate actions.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Change Outbound Delivery, Change Returns Delivery					VL02N					Basic Functions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Create Delivery with Reference to Sales Order					F3487					Shipping					This is an SAP CoPilot app that you can use to quickly create an outbound delivery with reference to a sales order. Using the digital assistant SAP CoPilot, you can create outbound deliveries, independent of the application you currently have open.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Create Delivery without a Reference (Quick Create)					F3488					Shipping					This is an SAP CoPilot app that you can use to quickly create an outbound delivery without referencing a sales order. Using the digital assistant SAP CoPilot, you can create outbound deliveries, independent of the application you currently have open.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Create Outbound Deliveries - From Sales Orders					F0869A					Shipping					With this app, you can create outbound delivery runs from a list of sales orders. This app also allows you to display logs with information related to your sales orders or deliveries. For example, if errors occur while you are creating deliveries, the system issues a message to the log. Similarly, the system issues a message to the log if you successfully create a delivery. This app is available for the role shipping specialist.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Customer Master FactSheets					F0046A										With this app, you can display an overview of the customer data.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Customer Return					F1815					Complaints					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a customer return in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the customer return items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your customer return. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, related return deliveries.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Dead Stock Analysis					F2899										With this app, you can monitor and make timedependent investigations of your dead stock. Dead stock represents a combination of locations and materials where the stock value has increased over a defined analysis period despite existing consumption postings within that period. The analysis of the dead stock identifies materials that could potentially have a negative impact on the companys cash flow and profitability. Based on these results, you can react immediately with followon activities and decide whether a material should, for example, be discontinued, discounted, or transferred to a different location.  The Dead Stock Analysis app supports you in your daily work, for example, as an inventory manager, to achieve maximum inventory accuracy and subsequently to optimize the inventory situation in your stock.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Display Purchase Contract					ME33K					Purchasing					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Manage Outbound Deliveries					F0867A					Shipping					With this app, you can see a list of all your outbound deliveries. You can click on each delivery to see its details, such as its weight and volume. Depending on the current goods issue status, you can post a goods issue for a delivery. If you need to make corrections to a delivery, you can easily reverse the goods issue posting and edit the respective documents. You can apply these actions to all selected deliveries at once. For deliveries that need to be picked, you can navigate to the Pick Outbound Delivery app to perform this step. This app is available for the role shipping specialist.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Material Documents Overview					F1077										With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0233A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Overdue Materials - Goods Receipt Blocked Stock					F2347										With this app you can get an overview of the overdue materials for which a goods receipt GR was posted into the nonvaluated GR blocked stock. You, as a warehouse clerk, can identify these overdue materials to complete the goods receipt process or investigate potential problems. You can search for existing overdue materials, and sort and filter them according to their Days since Posting Date GR status, for example. Depending on your filter criteria, the app displays a list of purchase orders for which stock is available in the nonvaluated GR blocked stock. Some columns in the results list might be hidden. In the personalization area, you can specify which columns you want to see in the results list. You can also organize your search results by choosing further view settings, such as grouping criteria. For each purchase order or material from the results list you can immediately perform further tasks with linked apps, for example:  Post Goods Receipt for Purchasing Document   Stock  Multiple Materials   Stock  Single Material




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Overdue Materials - Stock in Transit					F2139										With this app, you can get an overview of the overdue materials for which a stock transport order has been created. You can identify these materials to complete the stock transfer process or investigate potential problems. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Pick Outbound Delivery					F0868										With this app, you can enter the results of the picking process for a particular delivery. The picking process involves taking goods from various storage bins and moving them to a staging area where they can be prepared for loading and shipping. This app shows you how many items are in the delivery, the deliverys overall details, such as the gross weight, picking status, and so on, and the details of individual delivery items. Once you have entered the picking quantity of an item and the system has set the picking status to Completely Processed, you can then post a goods issue. With this app, you can also assign serial numbers to delivery items. Assigning serial numbers allows you to track and trace your goods more accurately.  This app is available for the role shipping specialist.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Purchase Contract Item					F1665										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase contract item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Purchase Order (Version 2)					F0348A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)					F0349A					Purchasing					This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Purchasing Info Record (Version 2)					F0351A										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchasing info record business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0234A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Sales Order (S/4HANA)					F1814					Sales					With this app, you can display all the details relevant for a sales order in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the sales order items. You also get a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can immediately see the current status of your sales order. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Sales Order without Charge					F2303					Sales					With this app you can display all the details relevant for a sales order without charge in one place. The overview brings together relevant key facts and a list of the items of sales orders without charge. You also view a list of involved business partners. Thanks to the process flow, you can check the current status of your sales order easily and quickly. Furthermore, you can display additional information on item level, for example, planned deliveries.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Schedule Delivery Creation					F2228										With this app, you can schedule the collective creation of outbound deliveries as a background job for sales and purchase orders. The app allows you to select job templates with specific selection criteria for sales and purchase orders to simplify the creation of the application job.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Schedule Goods Issue For Deliveries					F2259										With this app you can schedule background jobs for posting goods issues for outbound deliveries and view the log. If you have the business role Shipping Specialist, the following corresponding job template is available: Schedule Goods Issue for Deliveries.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Schedule Outbound Delivery Creation for Sequenced JIT Calls					F4962										As an alternative to creating outbound deliveries manually, you can schedule automatic creation of outbound deliveries using a background report from this app.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Schedule Outbound Delivery Creation for Summarized JIT Calls					F4963										As an alternative to creating outbound deliveries manually, you can schedule automatic creation of outbound deliveries using a background job from this app.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Schedule Packing Group Creation/ Update for Sequenced JIT calls					F4960										With this app, you can create package units for sequenced JIT calls from customers in the background, based on JIT package specification.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Slow or Non-Moving Materials					F2137										With this app, you can monitor and make timedependent investigations of the slow or nonmoving materials in your stock. Based on these results you can react immediately with followon activities such as scrapping or stock transfers. Nonmoving materials represent a combination of locations and materials where the stock level is not zero and no consumption postings were posted for a defined period of time. It is also possible to track slowmoving materials. This app supports you in your daily work, for example, as an inventory manager, to achieve maximum inventory accuracy and subsequently to optimize the inventory situation in your stock.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Stock - Multiple Materials					F1595										With this app, you can get an overview of your material stocks. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work. The app can display the stock information as a table.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Stock - Single Material					F1076										With this app, you can get an overview of your material stock. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. The app can display the stock information as a table or a diagram. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Shipping Specialist - Just-In-Time Supply					Supplier					F0354					Vendor Master					With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.




					Sourcing Manager					Central Sourcing Follow-on Documents Log					F5300										




					Sourcing Manager					Compare Supplier Quotations (Sourcing Project)					F4863										With this app, you can compare several quotations from different suppliers belonging to a sourcing project in order to identify the best available quote for your sourcing project.




					Sourcing Manager					Create Purchase Orders from Central Quotations					F4104										With this app central purchasers can create purchase orders from the awarded central supplier quotations. Purchase orders are created in those connected systems from which preceding purchase requisitions originated.




					Sourcing Manager					Manage Awarding Scenarios					F5550										With this app, you can check different awarding scenarios with selected supplier quotations as well as simulated quotations, and award your preferred scenario for a sourcing project.




					Sourcing Manager					Manage Central Purchase Contracts					F3144										With this app, you can create, change, and display central purchase contracts, which are also referred to as central contracts. A central purchase contract is a global, longterm agreement between an organization and a supplier regarding the supply of materials or the performance of services within a certain period as per predefined terms and conditions. A central contract enables purchasers from various parts of a company at different locations to take advantage of the negotiated terms and conditions. Using a central contract, materials and services can be procured over a certain period and according to predefined terms and conditions. Central contracts are created and approved in the SAP S/4HANA system, which acts as a hub system.




					Sourcing Manager					Manage Negotiations					F5551										With this app, you can select several supplier quotations and create negotiations to arrive at the best possible outcome for sourcing of materials and services. You can create a negotiation based either on quantity or on the price of materials and services. This action is available in the Negotiations facet in the app Manage Sourcing Projects. Note You can create negotiations only for submitted supplier quotations.




					Sourcing Manager					Manage Procurement Projects					F4860										With this app, you can manage procurement projects. A procurement project is used to plan for the demand of a product per plant. The procurement project contains all the plants for which this project applies. Plants can have individual dates for both start and end of production.




					Sourcing Manager					Manage Renegotiations					F5714										With this app, you can initiate renegotiations on the prices for items in existing central purchase contracts. You can revisit prevalent central purchase contracts for chosen items and renegotiate the pricing conditions, to gain value from changed market conditions.




					Sourcing Manager					Manage Sourcing Projects					F4861										With this app you can display, create, change and publish sourcing projects. You can use sourcing projects to find a source of supply for complex bundles of materials or services which allows you to optimize the planning effort and reduce costs.




					Sourcing Manager					Manage Supplier Quotations (Sourcing Project)					F4862										With this app you can display all supplier quotations that you have received for different sourcing projects. You can view the detailed information for each supplier quotation.




					Sourcing Manager					Manage Suppliers for Sourcing					F4536										With this app, you can assign suppliers to a sourcing project based on the selected combination of Material Group and Company Code. You can do this by updating the supplier list in the app Manage Sourcing Projects. During this process, the suppliers of the preferred supplier list for the specified material group and company code is made available for your sourcing project. Please note, that this app is only accesible via the app  Manage Sourcing Projects. By clicking Display Supplier List, you can navigate to the application Manage Supplier Lists for Sourcing. Here, you can display the list of suppliers that are available for the sourcing project. If there is no existing standard supplier list for the given combination of material group and company code, a blank supplier list for sourcing is created. In this case, you can add suppliers to create a new list or copy suppliers from user specified supplier list.




					Sourcing Manager					Process Central Purchase Contracts					F5715										With this app, you can search for items in central purchase contracts and process them further to initiate renegotiations for the prices of the chosen items, with your supplier. Such renegotiations will help you benefit from changed market conditions and revise the prices for included items to achieve the yearonyear savings targets.  You can select one or more items in one or more central purchase contracts and create new sourcing projects, or new renegotiations. Using a filter, you can select items based on the type of renegotiation you want to create. Items from central purchase contracts that are selected using this app are further processed in other consuming apps, for instance, Manage Sourcing Projects or Manage Renegotiations Central Purchase Contracts. You can, eventually update the prices of the items involved, in the respective central purchase contracts.




					Strategic Buyer					Adjust Operational Supplier Evaluation Score					F2312										With this app, you can adjust the operational supplier evaluation score of a supplier. The operational score can be updated by modifying the individual scores that contribute to the operational score. These include the quantity, time, price, and quality scores on the purchaseorder item level for a given supplier. Selecting the Edit icon allows you to update the score. The catalog role Materials Management  Supplier Evaluation SAP_BCR_MM_SUPPLIER_EVAL_PC is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: M_BEST_EKG M_BEST_EKO M_BEST_WRK F_BKPF_BUK M_MMSEVAL  The app is displayed in the document view with the following visible fields: Supplier, Purchasing Document, Item, Material, Plant, Quantity Score, Time Score, Price Score, Quality Score, Change History, and Edit.




					Strategic Buyer					Central Purchase Contract Consumption					F3444										You can use this app to identify the consumption percentage of central purchase contracts from the previous year to date. You can also find the target and released quantity of the contracts.Note The KPI does not include data for purchase contracts of type Hierarchy H. The KPI is displayed in the following views:   By Supplier   By Backend Purchasing Group   By Backend Purchasing Organization   By Backend Plant   By Purchasing Category   By Material Group   Document   Trend   Trend by Supplier   Trend by Purchasing Category




					Strategic Buyer					Central Purchase Requisition Item types					F3981										With this app, you can display the number of purchase requisition items that were created in the SAP S/4HANA system which acts as a hub system, and the number of purchase requisition items that were extracted from the connected systems. SAP S/4HANA, SAP S/4HANA Cloud, or SAP ERP act as connected systems. You can compare the number of items by type for specific purchasing groups, suppliers, and so on. This allows you to analyze the type and count of purchase requisition items at the level of detail you require.




					Strategic Buyer					Contract Expiry					F0574										You can use this app to identify purchase contracts that expire within a specific time frame. You can also use the app to find the number of expiring contracts, target amount, and the released amount of the expiring contracts. You can analyze the number of contracts that would expire in 90 days. The contracts must be valid on current date and should expire before 90 days in the future. This KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization Document




					Strategic Buyer					Contract Leakage					F0681										With the Contract Leakage app, you can identity the spend of purchase orders that do not have a contract reference, although an existing contract could have been used. As a purchaser, you want to find the related net value. You can use the Contract Leakage app to determine the amount of purchases made without considering existing contracts.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1    The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Document By Plant  By WBS Element  By Cost Center Trend Trend by Purchasing Category  Trend by Supplier




					Strategic Buyer					Cost Centers - Plan/Actuals					W0081					Information System, iViews					With all Analytical Apps for Management Accounting you can report on actual and plan data for different entities relevant for management accounting. The name of the app indicates the entity as well as the type of data, for example Cost Centers  Plan/Actual.




					Strategic Buyer					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Strategic Buyer					Global Purchasing Spend					F3679										With this app, you can analyze the purchasing spend for a given set of comparison filters  for example supplier, material group, purchasing group, supplier country, and purchasing organization and the planned spend of schedule line. You have an overview of the purchasing spend for the purchase orders that were created in SAP S/4 HANA as well as for the purchase orders that were extracted from the connected systems.




					Strategic Buyer					Invoice Price Variance					F0682										This KPI determines the trend in which invoice price varies over the previous year to date. The trend is calculated monthly. This is a trend tile, based on the key performance indicator, weighted material price. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   F_BKPF_BUK    S_RS_COMP    S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views:  By Supplier   By Material Group   By Purchasing Category   By Purchasing Group   By Plant   Document   Trend   Trend by Purchasing Category   Trend by Supplier   Note By default, the views are filtered across all materials. You can save a view as a tile using the Save as Tile option. You can also change the threshold. To personalize tiles, do as follows:  Filter views   Click the arrow icon on the screen   Choose the Save as Tile option   Enter relevant details and save.    Business Value   Determine the optimum time to purchase materials.   Increase the revenue and decrease the operating cost of business.     Features You can perform the following tasks:   Apply filter to views.   Display chart for every view.   Display view in table format.   Send the app link as email or export as an excel.   Navigate to the following apps:   Supplier Factsheet   My Purchasing Document Items   Purchasing Category Factsheet   Manage Purchasing Category   Purchase Order Factsheet   Supplier Invoice Factsheet




					Strategic Buyer					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Strategic Buyer					Manage User-Defined Criteria for Supplier Evaluation					F3812										With this app, strategic buyers can create and manage user defined criteria to rate suppliers. You can add scores for a specific supplier for a particular user defined criterion. The list of existing user defined criteria is displayed in this app. Click on the individual entries to view the details.




					Strategic Buyer					Material Price Variance					F3294										With this app, you can display the deviation of the actual price paid for materials from what has been set as standard data. You can monitor the material price variance over a certain period of time and evaluate the price deviations of different documents, for example info records, purchase orders, contracts, and invoices. This helps you to determine the reason for the price variance and improve the efficiency of your supply chain management.




					Strategic Buyer					Monitor Purchase Order Down Payments					F2877										With this app, you can monitor purchase order down payments, using filter criteria such as supplier, purchasing organization, purchasing group, order type, and category. You must specify a display currency. This app is available for the role AP Accountant. Note You can maintain down payment data in the Create Purchase Order  Advanced app. These values are considered when you call the Create Down Payment Request app, using the link.




					Strategic Buyer					Non-Managed Spend					F0571										With the NonManaged Spend app, you can determine the amount without taxes paid to the suppliers without a purchase order reference in relation to the total spend for suppliers. The calculation is based on the accounting documents.  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By General Ledger Account Trend Trend by Supplier Document  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BEST_WRK S_RS_COMP S_RS_COMP1




					Strategic Buyer					Off-Contract Spend					F0572										You can use the OffContract Spend app to analyze the total spend amount in relation to purchase orders that do not have a contract reference, over the previous year to date. For some items, no negotiated pricing or blanket purchase agreement is in place when they are purchased. These items are defined as noncontract purchases. You can use this app to measure the percentage of purchases made without any contract.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Document Trend




					Strategic Buyer					Operational Supplier Evaluation (Version 2)					F1662A										This app determines the score of a supplier in an organization based on the weighted average of the quantity variance, price variance, and time variance. The score is calculated over a period of 365 days. The overall score is calculated from the variance available from the different criteria, price, time, quantity or soft score after applying the weightage. Both early and late deliveries of items are considered variance. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_BUYER is required to access the app.




					Strategic Buyer					Overall Supplier Evaluation					F2019										This app determines the score of a supplier in an organization based on the operational and questionnaire scores. The score is calculated over the previous year to date. It combines scores from the weighted hard facts available from the different criteria price, time, and quantity, and the soft facts available from questionnaire results. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views:  By Supplier   By Purchasing Category   Score Vs Spend    Trend by Supplier   Document   Trend by Purchasing Category  By Top 10 Suppliers By Bottom 10 Suppliers




					Strategic Buyer					Overdue Purchase Order Items					F0343										With this app, you can analyze the delivery dates of the purchase orders sent to the supplier. The KPI compares the actual date with the delivery date on item level. All purchase order items for which delivery date has passed and which have not yet been delivered are calculated. You can also use this app to analyze the delivery dates of purchase order items sent to the supplier. The Supplier Confirmation Status indicates if a supplier confirmation exists for a purchase order item, the status text can be either of the following: Supplier Confirmation not expected, Supplier Confirmation expected but not received, or Supplier Confirmation received. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Plant By Material Group By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Category Document




					Strategic Buyer					Parts Per Million					F4885										With this app, you can analyze the delivery dates of the purchase orders sent to the supplier. The KPI compares the actual date with the delivery date on item level. All purchase order items for which delivery date has passed and which have not yet been delivered are calculated. You can also use this app to analyze the delivery dates of purchase order items sent to the supplier. The Supplier Confirmation Status indicates if a supplier confirmation exists for a purchase order item, the status text can be either of the following: Supplier Confirmation not expected, Supplier Confirmation expected but not received, or Supplier Confirmation received. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Plant By Material Group By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Category Document




					Strategic Buyer					Procurement Overview Page					F1990										The Procurement Overview shows, at a glance, the most important information and tasks relevant for you right now. The information is displayed on set of actionable cards. You can therefore focus on the most important tasks, enabling faster decisions and immediate action. The cards show you the most important information ranked according to relevance. For example, on the Monitor Purchase Contracts card, you can see the consumption and expiry date per contract. You can then decide to change a contract by selecting it. You can use the global filter to filter the entire Procurement Overview by supplier or material group, for example. You then see all urgent contracts, purchase requisitions, or spend information according to the specified filter criteria. For list cards, selecting the header of a card brings you to the app itself, while selecting an item brings you to more detailed item information. For graphical or analytical cards, selecting the card brings you to more detailed analytical information. To use the Procurement Overview, you require the Business Catalog Role SAP_BCR_MM_PRC_OVP_PC assigned to your user.




					Strategic Buyer					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Strategic Buyer					Purchase Order Average Delivery Time					F1380										Using the Purchase Order Average Delivery Time Weighted  app, you can check the average delivery time of orders to the suppliers. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER is required to access the app. The app is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Material Group By Plant By Purchasing Category Document




					Strategic Buyer					Purchase Order Changes					F3791										This app displays the absolute number of item changes in purchase orders from the previous year to date. All changes to the items are logged. This app can be used to find the total number of changes for multiple attributes in purchase orders.




					Strategic Buyer					Purchase Order Output Automation					F4378										You can use the OffContract Spend app to analyze the total spend amount in relation to purchase orders that do not have a contract reference, over the previous year to date. For some items, no negotiated pricing or blanket purchase agreement is in place when they are purchased. These items are defined as noncontract purchases. You can use this app to measure the percentage of purchases made without any contract.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Document Trend




					Strategic Buyer					Purchase Order Value					F1378										You can use this app to retrieve the order value for all the purchase orders within a stipulated time. The app also helps to determine the KPI value of the purchase orders for a given set of filter criteria, such as materials, supplier, and plant. The business value of the app is that you can determine the current value of all purchase orders in the system. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   This KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Category By Material Group By Purchasing Group By Plant By WBS Element Document Trend Trend by Purchasing Category Trend by Supplier By Cost Center By Service Performer




					Strategic Buyer					Purchase Requisition Average Approval Time					F2014										You use this app to identify the time in days from shopping cart creation to purchase order creation, over the time period from the previous year to date. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BANF_WRK M_BANF_EKG M_BANF_EKO S_RS_COMP S_RS_COMP1  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Trend Document Trend by Purchasing Group




					Strategic Buyer					Purchase Requisition Average Approval Time (Flexible Workflow)					F3980										With this app, you can analyze the delivery dates of the purchase orders sent to the supplier. The KPI compares the actual date with the delivery date on item level. All purchase order items for which delivery date has passed and which have not yet been delivered are calculated. You can also use this app to analyze the delivery dates of purchase order items sent to the supplier. The Supplier Confirmation Status indicates if a supplier confirmation exists for a purchase order item, the status text can be either of the following: Supplier Confirmation not expected, Supplier Confirmation expected but not received, or Supplier Confirmation received. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Plant By Material Group By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Category Document




					Strategic Buyer					Purchase Requisition Item Changes					F2015										This app displays the absolute number of item changes from the previous year to date. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BANF_WRK M_BANF_EKG M_BANF_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Trend Document Trend by Purchasing Group Trend by Purchasing Category Trend by Supplier




					Strategic Buyer					Purchase Requisition Item Types					F2016										You use this app to identify the number of free text items created GUI in the time period from the previous year to date. The requisitions for which material was specified are shown as number of material items created GUI at the time of creation. Similarly, the number of material items, free text items, and catalog items created from the Fiori app are also shown in the application. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BANF_WRK M_BANF_EKG M_BANF_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Trend Document Trend by Purchasing Group Trend by Purchasing Category  Trend by Supplier




					Strategic Buyer					Purchase Requisition No Touch Rate					F2018										You use this app to identify the percentage of purchase requisition items which are processed automatically from the shopping cart from the previous year to date. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BANF_WRK M_BANF_EKG M_BANF_EKO S_RS_COMP S_RS_COMP1  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group By Item Type Trend Document Trend by Purchasing Group




					Strategic Buyer					Purchase Requisition to Order Cycle Time					F2017										This app is used to identify the average cycle time in days from shoppingcart creation to when the purchase order is sent to the supplier. It works from the previous year to date. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BANF_WRK M_BANF_EKG M_BANF_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Trend Document Trend by Purchasing Group




					Strategic Buyer					Purchasing Group Activities					F1660										This app displays all the purchase orders, contracts, goods receipts, and scheduling agreements against a particular purchasing group and category for a given time frame. Only those business documents that are completed and items not released are considered. Deleted items are not considered. The app also helps to calculate the number of goods receipts for a particular purchase order and item, as well as the total invoice amount and purchase order net amount.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_RAHM_EKG M_RAHM_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Purchasing Group Trend Trend by Amount Trend by Purchasing Group Document




					Strategic Buyer					Purchasing Spend					F0683										With the Purchasing Spend app, you can compare the spend for a given set of comparison filters to the total spend. Filter include supplier, material group, purchasing group, supplier country, and purchasing organization. This app can be used to compare the purchasing spend between the total spend of a data set with a subset of that data set by using the comparison filters. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Material Group Service Performer By Purchasing Category Document




					Strategic Buyer					Quantity Contract Consumption					F2012										You can use this app to identify the consumption percentage of quantity type contracts from the previous year to date. You can also find the target and released quantity of the contracts.  Note If you want to use the predictive analytics capability within this app, see the Installation Guide for SAP BusinessObjects Predictive Analytics Integrator at Predictive Analytics integrator PAi. After the Predictive Analytics Integrator has been enabled and the model has been defined, the system predicts when the contract is likely to be fully consumed. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:   F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   M_RAHM_EKG    M_RAHM_EKO    M_RAHM_WRK    S_RS_COMP    S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group By Cost Center Document Trend Trend by Purchasing Category Trend by Supplier




					Strategic Buyer					Request for Quotation Types					F4149										With this app, you can display RFQs that have been created in the SAP S/4HANA system by type. You can see the following RFQ types:  Ext. Price Requests: RFQs for which pricing is extracted from external systems for example, SAP Ariba. Ext. Sourcing Requests: RFQs for which bidding and awarding takes place externally. The RFQs that are created in SAP S/4HANA, and then sent to the SAP Ariba system where the bidding process takes place. The awarded quotations are then sent back to SAP S/4HANA. Int. Sourcing Requests: RFQs for which all the processes happen internally within SAP S/4HANA.




					Strategic Buyer					Scheduling Agreement Consumption					F3192										With this app, you can display scheduling agreement consumption in direct comparison to a range of measures such as released amount, goods receipt amount, and invoiced amount. This gives you a clear overview of consumption within your scheduling agreements for a range of dimensions such as period, validity, supplier, and material group, allowing you to identify trends and plan future consumption.




					Strategic Buyer					Service Spend (Web Dynpro)					W0186										With the Purchasing Spend app, you can compare the spend for a given set of comparison filters to the total spend. Filter include supplier, material group, purchasing group, supplier country, and purchasing organization. This app can be used to compare the purchasing spend between the total spend of a data set with a subset of that data set by using the comparison filters. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Material Group Service Performer By Purchasing Category Document




					Strategic Buyer					Spend Analysis(Web Dynpro)					W0185										With the Purchasing Spend app, you can compare the spend for a given set of comparison filters to the total spend. Filter include supplier, material group, purchasing group, supplier country, and purchasing organization. This app can be used to compare the purchasing spend between the total spend of a data set with a subset of that data set by using the comparison filters. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Material Group Service Performer By Purchasing Category Document




					Strategic Buyer					Spend Variance					F1377										With the Spend Variance app, you can determine the sum of the purchase order value, goods receipt value, and invoice value by supplier or material. The app then calculates the relation between the purchase orders, good receipts, and invoice value for a given filter. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BEST_WRK M_BEST_EKG M_BEST_EKO S_RS_COMP  S_RS_COMP1  The KPI is displayed in the following views:   By Supplier   By Purchasing Category   By Material Group   By WBS Element   By Cost center   By Plant   By Purchasing Group   By Material   Document




					Strategic Buyer					Supplier					F0354					Vendor Master					With this app you can display contextual information about the supplier business object.




					Strategic Buyer					Supplier Evaluation By Quality (for Quality Notification) (Version 2)					F3295A										With this app you can evaluate suppliers based on score that is calculated on the basis of quality complaints received. You can identify the suppliers with less received complaint notifications and thus with higher quality evaluation score. This helps you to determine the suppliers with the best performance and reliability. This app can also help you to decide which supplier to select if the purchasing conditions such as quality and price of material, quotation and delivery time are the same.




					Strategic Buyer					Supplier Evaluation Score History					F3811										With this app, you can view the history of supplier evaluation scores. The data can be displayed according to material group, supplier, calendar year, and calendar month. This allows you to track and monitor progress of a supplier over a specific period. Note To persist the supplier evaluation scores, a job must be scheduled by the administrator or configuration expert user. Go to Job Scheduling for Purchasing catalog, and open the app Schedule Persistency of Supplier Evaluation Scores to schedule a job.




					Strategic Buyer					Supplier Evaluation Scores Output					F5061										With this app, strategic buyers can create and manage user defined criteria to rate suppliers. You can add scores for a specific supplier for a particular user defined criterion. The list of existing user defined criteria is displayed in this app. Click on the individual entries to view the details.




					Strategic Buyer					Supplier Evaluation Weighting and Scoring					F2551										You can use this app to configure the settings for compiling supplier evaluations. You can specify the weighting factors for the following criteria: time, price, quantity, quality, and questionnaire. You can also configure how the scoring is calculated for individual criteria such as time, price, and quantity. Supplier evaluation is based on purchasing categories.




					Strategic Buyer					Supplier Evaluation by Price (Version 2)					F1663A										This new app is a replacement for the app , which is planned to be deprecated with SAP S/4HANA Cloud 2102. We recommend that you start using this new app instead of the old app Supplier Evaluation by Quality Deprecated. SAP Fiori ID for this app is F3295A. You can now view number of purchase orders and number of purchase order items with this app.




					Strategic Buyer					Supplier Evaluation by Quality (Version 2)					F2309A										This app determines the score of a supplier in an organization based on the weighted average of the quantity, price, and time variances. The score is calculated over a period of 365 days. It combines scores from the weighted hard facts available from the different criteria price, time, and quantity, and the soft facts available from questionnaire results. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_BUYER is required to access the app.




					Strategic Buyer					Supplier Evaluation by Quantity (Version 2)					F1661A										With the Supplier Evaluation by Quantity app, you can determine the quantity variance, which is based on the variance between the ordered quantity and delivered quantity of items. Both the excess and less delivered quantities are considered. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_BUYER is required to access the app. The score is determined over a period of 365 days. The KPI is displayed in the following views: bull;By Supplierbull;By Purchasing Groupbull;By Purchasing Organizationbull;By Material Groupbull;Documentbull;Trend




					Strategic Buyer					Supplier Evaluation by Questionnaire (Version 2)					F2234A										This app determines the evaluation scores for the given suppliers based on the questionnaires. You can also view the target score for the supplier to compare it with the actual calculated score. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_BUYER is required to access the app.




					Strategic Buyer					Supplier Evaluation by Time (Version 2)					F1664A										You can use this app to determine the score of a given supplier in an organization based on the difference in time between the ordered date of items and delivered date of items. The score is calculated over a period of 365 days. Both the late and earlier deliveries of items are considered as variance. The role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_BUYER is required to access the role. The KPI is displayed in the following views: bull;By Supplierbull;By Purchasing Groupbull;By Purchasing Organizationbull;By Material Groupbull;Documentbull;Trend




					Strategic Buyer					Supplier Evaluation by User-defined Criteria (Version 2)					F3842A										With the Supplier Evaluation by Price app, you can determine the score of a given supplier in an organization based on the variance in the price of ordered items and delivered items. The score is calculated over the previous year to date and is based on the difference in the purchase order amount and invoice amount. Both the excess price and the lower price are considered as variances.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BEST_WRK M_BEST_EKG M_BEST_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group By Plant Document Trend by Supplier Trend by Purchasing Category




					Strategic Buyer					Supplier Invoice Inbound Automation Rate					F4518										You can use the OffContract Spend app to analyze the total spend amount in relation to purchase orders that do not have a contract reference, over the previous year to date. For some items, no negotiated pricing or blanket purchase agreement is in place when they are purchased. These items are defined as noncontract purchases. You can use this app to measure the percentage of purchases made without any contract.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22:  F_BKPF_BUK   M_BEST_WRK   M_BEST_EKG   M_BEST_EKO   S_RS_COMP   S_RS_COMP1   The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization By Purchasing Category By Material Group Document Trend




					Strategic Buyer					Unused Contracts					F0575										You use this app to identify the number of contracts not used over the previous year to date. You can also find the target and released amount of the unused contracts.  The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK S_RS_COMP S_RS_COMP1 M_BEST_EKG M_BEST_EKO  The KPI is displayed in the following views:By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization Document




					Strategic Buyer					Value Contract Consumption					F2013										You use this app to identify the consumption percentage of valuetype contracts from the previous year to date. You can also find the target and released amount of the contracts. The catalog role Materials Management  Purchasing Strategy SAP_BCR_MM_PUR_STRATEGY is required to access the app. Note that this catalog role is included in the business role Strategic Buyer SAP_BR_PURCHASER. The following authorization objects must be maintained in SU22: F_BKPF_BUK M_BEST_EKG M_BEST_EKO M_RAHM_EKG  M_RAHM_EKO  S_RS_COMP  S_RS_COMP1  The KPI is displayed in the following views: By Supplier By Purchasing Group By Purchasing Organization Document Trend Trend by Supplier




					Systems Engineer					Change Material					MM02					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Systems Engineer					Classification Based Product Hierarchy					F2351					Material Master					With this app you can define and visualize product master hierarchies based on classification data, for example a media product hierarchy that defines TV series, seasons, and episodes. This feature interacts with the Manage Product Master Data application to navigate into product master details, and you can change the parent node or remove it from the hierarchy by changing classification data there. The hierarchy data can be used directly for product analytics, for example to compare the revenue of TV series.




					Systems Engineer					Create Material					MM01					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Systems Engineer					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Systems Engineer					Manage Documents					F2733					Document Management System					With this app, you can manage document info records DIR and original application files. The term DIR refers to the master record of the document. The DIR contains the actual document or original application file and the metadata about the document. You can search for and view the documents based on filter criteria such as status, document number, document type, document version, document part, user, and document description. Also, this app is draft compatible; hence, it allows you to keep unsaved changes if an editing activity is interrupted and resume your editing later.




					Systems Engineer					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Systems Engineer					Product Master Quick  View - Co Pilot					F2756					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Systems Engineer					Unit of measure Quick  Create - Co Pilot					F2757					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Tax Accountant - Corporate Income Tax					Manage CIT Classification					F5732										Manage CIT Classification app allows to manage classification data for Corporate Income Tax.The app displays a list of classified journal entry items and their classification data.




					Tax Accountant - Corporate Income Tax					Manage Global Hierarchies					F2918										With this app, you can view, create, edit, activate, and deactivate hierarchies. You can also quickly create hierarchies by importing or copying from existing hierarchies in the event of structure changes or changing reporting needs. Additionally, you can check change logs and maintain node texts in multiple languages for applicable hierarchy types.




					Tax Accountant - Corporate Income Tax					Manage Substitution and Validation Rules					F4406					Validation, Substitution and Rules					With this app, you can display, change, and create substitution and validation rules for your selected business contexts and events. These rules can be used in the respective business processes to validate, derive, or replace values at the time of entry for the relevant fields.




					Tax Accountant - Legal Reporting					Manage Document and Reporting Compliance					F5218										This feature enhances the current functionality of the Manage Document and Reporting Compliance dashboard as described belowReports  Monthly CalendarWith this new card, the user can check all reports and statuses within a month using a calendar view.The user can filter results by Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Reports  Monthly Calendar card.The user can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports app when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.Reports  Upcoming DeadlinesWith this new card, the user can check the periodic reports they must send in the next 30 days.You can use the filters Country/Region, Report Name, and Reporting Entity Name to help the search for specific information in the new card. The other filters Report Due Date and Reporting Year are irrelevant for the Upcoming Deadlines card.You can navigate to the Run Statutory Reports when selecting one of the reports listed on the card.The dashboard only displays periodic reports with Due Soon and Due Later statuses.




					Technical Officer - Armed Forces					Actual Maintenance Cost Analysis					F3567					Plant Maintenance					This app supports you in monitoring and evaluating actual costs resulting from current maintenance orders. It enables you, for example, to analyze the actual costs for materials and labor in maintenance or to compare the total corrective and preventive actual maintenance costs during a selected time period. In addition, you can easily identify the maintenance activities leading to the highest costs or the parts of the asset that were particularly costly on inspections. Altogether, this analytical list page offers you multiple possibilities to evaluate actual maintenance costs stored in the Universal Journal Entry. Filters allow you to analyze critical costs in a specific fiscal year from different perspectives, such as the order type, the construction type, the location, the planner group or the manufacturer. A condensed view enables you to identify and compare relevant areas within data sets using data visualization and business intelligence. On the other hand, you can also navigate directly to significant single instances. All this can be done seamlessly within one page that combines transactional and analytical data using chart and table visualization. This app is available for the maintenance planner user role.




					Technical Officer - Armed Forces					Analytical List Page for Technical Object Breakdown Analysis					F2812					Maintenance Notifications					With this app you can analyze the causes of a particular breakdown more closely and calculate the distribution of duration of the various breakdowns or repairs. You can also find out the cause behind a short or long breakdown period, or the period between two consecutive breakdowns.




					Technical Officer - Armed Forces					Change Equipment					IE02					Equipment					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Technical Officer - Armed Forces					Change Functional Location					IL02					Functional Locations					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Technical Officer - Armed Forces					Change Maintenance Order					IW32					Maintenance Orders					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Technical Officer - Armed Forces					Change PM Notification					IW22					Maintenance Notifications					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Technical Officer - Armed Forces					Create Order					IW31					Maintenance Orders					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Technical Officer - Armed Forces					Create PM Notification - General					IW21					Maintenance Notifications					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Technical Officer - Armed Forces					Display Equipment (IE03)					IE03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Technical Officer - Armed Forces					Display Functional Location (IL03)					IL03					Functional Locations					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Technical Officer - Armed Forces					Display PM Order (IW33)					IW33										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Technical Officer - Armed Forces					Maintenance Planning Overview					F2828					Plant Maintenance					This app supports you in the planning and execution of your maintenance work and allows effective monitoring of important, timesensitive process steps. According to selection criteria that you have defined, the system analyzes critical factors in a chosen reference period, such as, for example, open or outstanding maintenance notifications that have not yet been assigned, missing spare parts or overdue orders. Different cards display the results in figures and colored charts and allow you to navigate to lists in which you can edit the documents that have been identified as critical or contact persons responsible. You can use this app to analyze, for example, which maintenance orders have not yet been released, which spare parts will possibly not be able to be procured and made available on time, or which maintenance orders have not yet been finally confirmed although the end date has already passed.




					Technical Officer - Armed Forces					Technical Object Damages					F3075					Maintenance Notifications					With this app, you can see which damages occur frequently and find the technical object parts that cause them. You can find the related maintenance notifications in the list which is based on maintenance items. You can filter the tables and charts and navigate to the related applications.




					Trade Classification Specialist					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Trade Classification Specialist					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Trade Classification Specialist					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Trade Compliance Specialist					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Trade Compliance Specialist					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Trade Compliance Specialist					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Trade Compliance Specialist					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Trader (Agricultural Contract Management)					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Trader (Agricultural Contract Management)					Change Material					MM02					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Trader (Agricultural Contract Management)					Create Condition					VK11					Conditions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Trader (Agricultural Contract Management)					Create Material					MM01					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Trader (Agricultural Contract Management)					Display Condition					VK13					Conditions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Trader (Agricultural Contract Management)					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Trader (Agricultural Contract Management)					Manage Business Partner Master Data					F3163					Business Partners					With this app you can manage business partner master data. You can create, change, search, display, and copy business partner master data. You must have assigned the business role Master Data Specialist  Business Partner Specialist SAP_BR_BUPA_MASTER_SPECIALIST .




					Trader (Agricultural Contract Management)					Set Material Prices - Sales, Set Service Prices - Sales, Set Tax Rates - Sales					VK12					Conditions					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Trader - Futures					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Trader - Futures					Display Credit Memo Request, Display Debit Memo Request, Display Sales Order Without Charge, Display Sales Orders, Display Sales Orders - VA03, Display Sales Plan, Sales Orders					VA03					Sales					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Trader - Futures					Display Material					MM03										This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Trader - Futures					Manage Price Fixation Options					F4268					Commodity Pricing Engine					With this Fiori app ID F4268 you can, for complete or partial pricingrelevant commodity quantities of logistics documents, replace the floating prices by agreed fixed prices by means of exercising price fixation options. For different currencies you can fix the currency exchange rate. Existing price fixation exercises can also be updated or deleted with the app.




					Trader - Futures					Manage Product Master					F1602					Material Master					You can use this app to search, display, edit, create, and copy master data for products and single articles of article category 00, generic articles, and structured articles, effectively and quickly. It ensures that the master data displayed is always consistent. In addition, you can also use this app to mark a product for deletion. However, note that the mark for deletion feature is not supported for single articles. In the create scenario, by default, this app assigns the industry sector M Mechanical to the new record. In the edit scenario, you can update existing records belonging to any industry sector.




					Trader - Futures					Product					F2773					Material Master					With this app, you can access product master data and context information easily and efficiently. The app displays all relevant information about a product in one place and enables you to navigate directly to related business objects.




					Transportation Manager					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Transportation Planner					Brokers, Define Business Partner, Maintain Business Partner					BP					Dialog SAP-GUI					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Treasury Accountant					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					Treasury Risk Manager					Enter FX Spot Rates, Maintain Currency Exchange Rates, Maintain Exchange Rates					OB08					Currency Conversion/Expiring Currency					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Treasury Risk Manager					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					Treasury Specialist - Back Office					Currency Exchange Rates					F3616										With this app you can monitor, create, and change currency exchange rates.




					Treasury Specialist - Back Office					Enter FX Spot Rates, Maintain Currency Exchange Rates, Maintain Exchange Rates					OB08					Currency Conversion/Expiring Currency					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Treasury Specialist - Back Office					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					Treasury Specialist - Back Office					Map Format Data for Treasury Correspondence					F3554A										




					Treasury Specialist - Front Office					Display Line Items in General Ledger					F2217					Information System					With this app you can check general ledger G/L account line items in the general ledger view. You can use filters to display open and cleared items for openitemmanaged accounts, or all line items of a G/L account. You can select the line items based on a key date or after the clearing date in conjunction with a key date. If you are selecting all items, you can also choose a posting date range. Note Balances carried forward are not displayed in this app because they are technical items in the system and not typical line items.If you are navigating from an app that is displaying balances carried forward to the Display Line Items in General Ledger app the presumed purpose is to show the corresponding line items which are decisive for this navigation scenario and not to compare the balances. Note You can display the line items for one or more G/L accounts in the following ways:  With this app Display Line Items in General Ledger in the general ledger view for line item display, you can display the line items together with the general ledger account assignments General Ledger Line Items and G/L account line items or journal entries.   With the Display Line Item Entry app in the entry view for line item display, you can display the G/L account line items G/L Account Line Items.   You can select the line items based on numerous criteria for the posting date or time frame, such as today, the last or next x days, quarters or months, and fiscal periods also, such as fiscal quarter or fiscal year. If you are selecting all items, you can also choose a posting date range. In the results list, you can group, sort and filter the G/L account line items using characteristics, such as G/L account, segment or profit center. You can show numerous additional characteristics, and swap the order of the columns in the list. If you need to continue processing and analyzing the results list of G/L account line items, you can export it to Excel. You can also choose to display the amounts of G/L account line items in a display currency. You may find it especially useful when you want to report on several company codes and the journal entries in each of the company codes have been posted in different currencies. Using the display currency, you can easily compare the totals amounts of the G/L account line items of each company code in one display currency.




					Treasury Specialist - Front Office					Enter FX Spot Rates, Maintain Currency Exchange Rates, Maintain Exchange Rates					OB08					Currency Conversion/Expiring Currency					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Treasury Specialist - Middle Office					Display Line Items in General Ledger					F2217					Information System					With this app you can check general ledger G/L account line items in the general ledger view. You can use filters to display open and cleared items for openitemmanaged accounts, or all line items of a G/L account. You can select the line items based on a key date or after the clearing date in conjunction with a key date. If you are selecting all items, you can also choose a posting date range. Note Balances carried forward are not displayed in this app because they are technical items in the system and not typical line items.If you are navigating from an app that is displaying balances carried forward to the Display Line Items in General Ledger app the presumed purpose is to show the corresponding line items which are decisive for this navigation scenario and not to compare the balances. Note You can display the line items for one or more G/L accounts in the following ways:  With this app Display Line Items in General Ledger in the general ledger view for line item display, you can display the line items together with the general ledger account assignments General Ledger Line Items and G/L account line items or journal entries.   With the Display Line Item Entry app in the entry view for line item display, you can display the G/L account line items G/L Account Line Items.   You can select the line items based on numerous criteria for the posting date or time frame, such as today, the last or next x days, quarters or months, and fiscal periods also, such as fiscal quarter or fiscal year. If you are selecting all items, you can also choose a posting date range. In the results list, you can group, sort and filter the G/L account line items using characteristics, such as G/L account, segment or profit center. You can show numerous additional characteristics, and swap the order of the columns in the list. If you need to continue processing and analyzing the results list of G/L account line items, you can export it to Excel. You can also choose to display the amounts of G/L account line items in a display currency. You may find it especially useful when you want to report on several company codes and the journal entries in each of the company codes have been posted in different currencies. Using the display currency, you can easily compare the totals amounts of the G/L account line items of each company code in one display currency.




					Warehouse Clerk					Analyze Delivery Performance - Shipped as Planned					F2878A										This app allows you to monitor the current delivery performance within your organization, so you can keep track of customer satisfaction and retention. If delivery performance is below what you expect it to be meaning if planned dates for issuing goods to internal and external customers are not observed properly, you can drill down to individual outbound deliveries that were processed with delay and navigate to the related sales orders or stock transport orders for more detailed information. You can then use this information to help to resolve the issues that caused these delays in the first place. Note For this app, you can use the active/active read enabled function to free up resources on your primary SAP HANA database by routing expensive analytical requests to a secondary SAP HANA database, which you might operate anyway as part of your high availability strategy.For more information about this function, see the SAP HANA Administration Guide.




					Warehouse Clerk					Change Physical Inventory Count					MI05					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Warehouse Clerk					Create PI Documents - Regular Stock					MI31					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Warehouse Clerk					Create Physical Inventory Documents					F3197					Physical Inventory					With this app you can display lists of materials and choose to create physical inventory documents for selected materials or groups of materials. These documents are used as the basis for planning and performing a physical inventory, for recording count data, and for posting any differences revealed by the count. The app helps you find and select materials due to be counted, and you can create physical inventory documents for the materials directly from the detail list.




					Warehouse Clerk					Create Single PI Document					MI01					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Warehouse Clerk					Dead Stock Analysis					F2899										With this app, you can monitor and make timedependent investigations of your dead stock. Dead stock represents a combination of locations and materials where the stock value has increased over a defined analysis period despite existing consumption postings within that period. The analysis of the dead stock identifies materials that could potentially have a negative impact on the companys cash flow and profitability. Based on these results, you can react immediately with followon activities and decide whether a material should, for example, be discontinued, discounted, or transferred to a different location.  The Dead Stock Analysis app supports you in your daily work, for example, as an inventory manager, to achieve maximum inventory accuracy and subsequently to optimize the inventory situation in your stock.




					Warehouse Clerk					Display Document, Display Journal Entries					FB03					Financial Accounting					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Warehouse Clerk					Display Journal Entries in T-Account View					F3664					Information System					With this app you can inspect how one or multiple journal entries affect ledger accounts where they are posted.




					Warehouse Clerk					Display Material Document List					MB51					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Warehouse Clerk					Display Stock Overview					MMBE					Material Master					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Warehouse Clerk					Enter Inventory Count					MI04					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Warehouse Clerk					Goods Movement, Post Goods Movement					MIGO					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Warehouse Clerk					Inbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0232A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for inbound deliveries search results. You can search for inbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or supplier. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access inbound delivery object pages. With the inbound delivery object page, you can display inbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Warehouse Clerk					Manage Journal Entries					F0717										You use this app to analyze your journal entries and create reversals in order to make adjustments. Filtering and selection criteria enable you to quickly find journal entries, for example based on the journal entry type or the user. The information provided includes the G/L accounts posted, other account assignment objects, and any sales or purchase taxes. You can create new journal entries based on other journal entries. Display variants allow you to add or remove fields. You can enter notes or add attachments to explain the posting. Information is shown on any related documents such as purchase orders or invoices. Amounts can be displayed in different currencies, for example local currency or transaction currency. You can simulate posted entries in the entry view. You can also select multiple journal entries and reverse them in a mass reversal process. Simply select all of the relevant entries and then select Reverse to execute the mass reversal.




					Warehouse Clerk					Manage Manual Reservations					F4839										With this app, you can create and manage manual reservations for goods movements for a warehouse. It is possible to reserve goods issues, goods receipts, and transfer postings for a particular purpose within a specified time frame. The app is designed to anticipate required tasks in a reservation process and simplifies the planning work of warehouse clerks and issuing departments. The app is available for the role SAP_BR_WAREHOUSE_CLERK.




					Warehouse Clerk					Manage Physical Inventory Count					F5430										With this app, you can enter or change the count results for physical inventory document items. You can also create a physical inventory document and then enter count results in one step ad hoc counting. Therefore, you can search for physical inventory documents that contain materials that are ready to be counted. From the results list, you can navigate directly to the required physical inventory document. On physical inventory document item level, all items are grouped into Uncounted or Counted. If items are uncounted, you can directly enter your count results. When you save your entries, the counting step for the selected item is completed.




					Warehouse Clerk					Manage Physical Inventory Documents					F0379A					Physical Inventory					This app displays all created physical inventory documents. You can use specific search criteria such as storage location, specific count status, or planned count date. The search result shows detailed information from list level down to the item level of a specific material topdown approach:   List Level: Displays all physical inventory documents based on your filter settings.   Header Level: Displays a selected physical inventory document in more detail with all relevant information, such as inventory and process data, overview of the related physical inventory document items and added attachments. On header level, you can navigate to apps with additional functions, such as editing or analyzing related information.   Item Level: Displays the physical inventory document items with all relevant information and, if applicable, also information about situation handling; inventory and process data, and count results. On item level, you can customize view settings to be able to see all the information you are interested in.   This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Warehouse Clerk					Manage Reservation Items					F5601										With this app, you can view, mark as deleted, or copy the items of a reservation as well as create a new manual reservation. The app is available for the role SAP_BR_WAREHOUSE_CLERK.




					Warehouse Clerk					Material Documents Overview					F1077										With this app, you can display a list of material document items and display the material document details of a selected material document item. In addition, you can reverse a material document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Warehouse Clerk					Monitor Purchase Order Items					F2358										With this app, you can display purchase order items and monitor their status, using filter criteria such as purchase order, material group, material, supplier, plant, and delivery forecast. You can also choose a purchase order item to view its item level information. You can enable your business users to predict the delivery date of purchase order items, as proposed by SAP Predictive Analytics integrator. The regression algorithm in SAP Predictive Analytics integrator is used to predict whether delivery of purchase order items will happen earlier than scheduled, on time or with a delay. Based on the predicted delivery date, your business users can take necessary decisions. Note The predicted date is based on training, which is in turn based on the historical data available in the system. This app is available for the role Purchaser.




					Warehouse Clerk					Outbound Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0233A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for outbound deliveries search results. You can search for outbound deliveries based on key attributes, for example, shipping point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access outbound delivery object pages. With the outbound delivery object page you can display outbound delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Warehouse Clerk					Output Material Documents					MB90					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Warehouse Clerk					Overdue Materials - Goods Receipt Blocked Stock					F2347										With this app you can get an overview of the overdue materials for which a goods receipt GR was posted into the nonvaluated GR blocked stock. You, as a warehouse clerk, can identify these overdue materials to complete the goods receipt process or investigate potential problems. You can search for existing overdue materials, and sort and filter them according to their Days since Posting Date GR status, for example. Depending on your filter criteria, the app displays a list of purchase orders for which stock is available in the nonvaluated GR blocked stock. Some columns in the results list might be hidden. In the personalization area, you can specify which columns you want to see in the results list. You can also organize your search results by choosing further view settings, such as grouping criteria. For each purchase order or material from the results list you can immediately perform further tasks with linked apps, for example:  Post Goods Receipt for Purchasing Document   Stock  Multiple Materials   Stock  Single Material




					Warehouse Clerk					Overdue Materials - Stock in Transit					F2139										With this app, you can get an overview of the overdue materials for which a stock transport order has been created. You can identify these materials to complete the stock transfer process or investigate potential problems. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.




					Warehouse Clerk					Overview Inventory Processing					F2416										The overview page Overview Inventory Processing enables the warehouse clerk to perform his daily tasks quickly and effectively without the need to open many different applications.Detailed information and access to underlying Fiori apps via the following cards is available via the overview page:Recent Inventory CountsWarehouse Throughput HistoryRecent Material DocumentsMonitor Purchase Order ItemsOverdue Materials  GR Blocked StockOutbound Delivery ListInventory Delivery List




					Warehouse Clerk					Planned Order Object Page					F2260					Material Requirements Planning					This object page displays contextual information about the Planned Order business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related apps.




					Warehouse Clerk					Post Goods Receipt for Inbound Delivery					F2502										With this app, you can post a receipt of goods with reference to an inbound delivery. The app proposes a selection of inbound deliveries from the supplier that can be posted. This app supports you, for example, as a receiving specialist in your daily work.




					Warehouse Clerk					Post Goods Receipt for Process Order					F6352										With this app, you can post the receipt of goods with reference to a process order. The app proposes a selection of process orders as well as the corresponding material item level that can be posted. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.




					Warehouse Clerk					Post Goods Receipt for Production Order					F3110										With this app, you can post the receipt of goods with reference to a production order. The app proposes a selection of production orders as well as the corresponding material item level that can be posted. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.




					Warehouse Clerk					Post Goods Receipt for Purchasing Document					F0843										With this app, you can post the receipt of goods with reference to the different types of purchasing documents, for example:  Standard purchase order   Stock transfer order   Scheduling agreement   For example, if a material is delivered for a purchasing document with which you ordered the goods, it is important for all the departments involved that the goods receipt entry in the system references this purchasing document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or inventory manager in your daily work.




					Warehouse Clerk					Post Goods Receipt without Reference					F3244										With this app, you can post the receipt of goods without reference to any previous order or document. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.




					Warehouse Clerk					Post Subsequent Adjustment					F5476										With this app, you can carry out a subsequent correction posting of components from the subcontracting purchasing document. This is the case if a subcontractor has consumed a larger or smaller quantity of components than you originally planned and posted. This app focuses on the special process step of the subsequent adjustment posting after the goods receipt process for the subcontracting purchasing document.




					Warehouse Clerk					Print Physical Inventory Documents					MI21					Inventory Management					This app is a SAP GUI for HTML transaction. These classic transactions are available in the SAP Fiori theme to support a seamless user experience across the SAP Fiori launchpad.SAP Fiori 3 is the leading design for all SAP applications, providing a harmonized user experience across onpremise and cloud solutions. The visual theme, named Quartz, comes in light and dark flavors. The central and rolebased entry point for all apps, including classic applications, is the SAP Fiori launchpad.




					Warehouse Clerk					Purchase Order (Version 2)					F0348A					Purchase Orders					With this app you can display contextual information about the purchase order. As a purchaser, you can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems.




					Warehouse Clerk					Purchase Requisition					F1640										This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition business object. This app is available for the business roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Warehouse Clerk					Purchase Requisition Item (Version 2)					F0349A					Purchasing					This object page app displays contextual information about the purchase requisition item business object. You can navigate to its related business objects and to related transactional apps, and you can access related transactions in ABAP backend systems. This app is available for the roles Purchaser SAP_BR_PURCHASER and Employee  Procurement SAP_BR_EMPLOYEE_PROCUREMENT.




					Warehouse Clerk					Reservation					F5690										The reservation object page allows you to display the details of a reservation, such as the account assignment, the goods recipient, and the items that have been reserved.




					Warehouse Clerk					Returns Delivery (S/4HANA)					F0234A										You can access this app from the Enterprise Search for returns deliveries search results. You can search for returns deliveries based on key attributes, for example, receiving point, material number, or customer. The search results are displayed as a worklist where you can directly access returns delivery object pages. With the returns delivery object page you can display returns delivery data and navigate to additional relevant information. You can also easily access related documents and key facts about relevant master data, especially business partners and material characteristics.




					Warehouse Clerk					Slow or Non-Moving Materials					F2137										With this app, you can monitor and make timedependent investigations of the slow or nonmoving materials in your stock. Based on these results you can react immediately with followon activities such as scrapping or stock transfers. Nonmoving materials represent a combination of locations and materials where the stock level is not zero and no consumption postings were posted for a defined period of time. It is also possible to track slowmoving materials. This app supports you in your daily work, for example, as an inventory manager, to achieve maximum inventory accuracy and subsequently to optimize the inventory situation in your stock.




					Warehouse Clerk					Stock - Multiple Materials					F1595										With this app, you can get an overview of your material stocks. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work. The app can display the stock information as a table.




					Warehouse Clerk					Stock - Single Material					F1076										With this app, you can get an overview of your material stock. You can review your stock by the plants and storage locations for which you are responsible. The app can display the stock information as a table or a diagram. This app supports you, for example, as an inventory manager in your daily work.




					Warehouse Clerk					Transfer Stock - Cross-Plant					F1957										With this app, you can make transfer postings from one plant issuing plant to another plant receiving plant. The app supports you in finding the allowed transfer postings and in personalizing the control settings of storage locations and visible columns. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk in your daily work.




					Warehouse Clerk					Transfer Stock - In Plant					F1061										With this app, you can make transfer postings within a plant. This app supports you, for example, as a warehouse clerk or inventory manager in your daily work.






















AddonCompatibilities.xlsx



SAP Document Export




					Product Name					Instance Name					Software Component					Vendor					Status					Further Information




					Unknown										BLUESKY 272 [0(0)]					Third-Party					Unknown					




					Unknown										C4PERP 604 [0(0)]					Third-Party					Unknown					




					Unknown										C4PSOL 750 [0(0)]					Third-Party					Unknown					




					SAP Access Control 10.1					Plug-in on EHP 6+ for ERP 6.0					-					SAP					Compatible					




					SAP Fiori front-end server 6.0					SAP Frontend Server 7.50					-					SAP					Compatible					




					SAP Gateway 2.0					Gateway Server Core NW 750					-					SAP					Compatible					




					SAP Multiresource Scheduling 10.0 with optimizer					SAP Multiresource Scheduling for UI					-					SAP					Compatible					




					SAP Multiresource Scheduling 10.0 with optimizer					SAP Multiresource Scheduling for ERP - ABAP Server					-					SAP					Compatible					






















BusinessFunctions.xlsx



SAP Document Export




					Name					Status					Software Component					Application Component




					EA-FIN					Compatible					SAP_FIN					




					EA-PLM					Compatible					SAP_APPL					




					FIN_GL_CI_1					Compatible					SAP_FIN					




					LOG_EAM_CI_1					Compatible					SAP_APPL					




					LOG_EAM_CI_12					Compatible					SAP_APPL					




					LOG_EAM_CI_2					Compatible					SAP_APPL					




					LOG_EAM_CI_3					Compatible					SAP_APPL					




					LOG_EAM_CI_5					Compatible					SAP_APPL					




					LOG_EAM_CI_6					Compatible					SAP_APPL					




					LOG_EAM_CI_7					Compatible					SAP_APPL					




					LOG_EAM_MPS1					Compatible					SAP_APPL					




					LOG_EAM_OLC					Compatible					SAP_APPL					




					LOG_EAM_SIMP					Compatible					SAP_APPL					




					LOG_PP_SRN_02					Compatible					SAP_APPL					




					LOG_PP_SRN_CONF					Compatible					SAP_APPL					




					RE_GEN_CI_1					Compatible					SAP_FIN					




					RE_GEN_CI_2					Compatible					SAP_FIN					






















DataVolumeManagement.xlsx



SAP Document Export




					Document Type					DB Size in GB					Archiving Potential 12 Months (GB)					Archiving Potential 12 Months (%)					Archiving Potential 24 Months (GB)					Archiving Potential 24 Months (%)




					Intermediate Documents					83.11					67.26					80.92					59.34					71.4




					FI NewGL: Accounting Documents					67.23					54.06					80.41					49.08					73.01




					Profit Center Accounting Documents					13.39					9.71					72.5					8.89					66.4




					FI NewGL: Totals					0.82					0.59					72.21					0.53					64.95




					Work Items					75.99					51.13					67.29					44.0					57.9




					Change Documents					76.31					27.56					36.11					27.45					35.97




					Table Change Protocols					12.59					0.0					0.0					0.0					0.0
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					Property					Value 




					Customer					Letiště Praha, a. s. (471227)




					Target Product Version					SAP S/4HANA 2022 (01 (02/2023) FPS)




					Analyzed System					LAS (110)




					Database System Type					ORACLE




					Unicode					Yes




					Installed Product Version					EHP8 FOR SAP ERP 6.0




					Operating System					AIX (7.1)




					SAP Kernel Release					753




					Created At					2023-03-21




					URL					https://rc.cfapps.eu10.hana.ondemand.com/comsaprcweb/index.html#/Analysis('1041361')
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Sheet1




					Company Code					Fiscal Year 




					LP12					2009




					LP14					2009




					LP13					2009




					LP13					2010




					LP14					2010




					LP12					2010




					CAH1					2011




					LP13					2011




					LP14					2011




					LP12					2011




					CAH1					2012




					LP13					2012




					LP14					2012




					LP12					2012




					CAH1					2013




					LP13					2013




					LP14					2013




					LP12					2013




					CAH1					2014




					LP13					2014




					LP14					2014




					LP12					2014




					CAH1					2015




					LP13					2015




					LP14					2015




					LP12					2015




					CAH1					2016




					LP13					2016




					LP14					2016




					LP12					2016




					CAH1					2017




					LP13					2017




					LP14					2017




					LP12					2017




					CAH1					2018




					LP13					2018




					LP12					2018




					LP14					2018






















GLDocumentsAndOpenItems.xlsx



SAP Document Export




					Fiscal Year					Total Number of Documents					Consistent Documents					Inconsistent Documents					Open Items




					2008					116571					60497					56074					13




					2009					246483					246480					3					715




					2010					293398					293397					1					168




					2011					468259					462819					5440					370




					2012					456147					446427					9720					199




					2013					424312					423621					691					1481




					2014					543858					543574					284					1593




					2015					656044					655810					234					1632




					2016					740926					740925					1					3052




					2017					798795					798786					9					3408




					2018					993810					993677					133					4651




					2019					1098051					1098048					3					3696




					2020					814967					814966					1					5070




					2021					805204					805203					1					3926




					2022					1164104					1164103					1					8104




					2023					264178					264178					0					31272






















FinancialDataGLInconsistencies.xlsx



SAP Document Export




					Message Number					Message Class					Description					Number of Inconsistencies					Category					Category Description					SAP Notes




					072					FIN_FB_RECON					No entry in FAGLFLEXA for this line item of BSEG (Ledger &1)					172992					A					Standard automated correction available - SAP Note 2956096					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2956096




					518					FIN_FB_RECON					Fields mismatch between BSEG_ADD and NewGL line item table &2 &3					84051					A					Standard automated correction available - SAP Note 2956096					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2956096




					579					FIN_FB_RECON					Open item flag in SKB1 differs from open item flag in BSEG_ADD &2 &3					6072					C					Please contact SAP Support					




					517					FIN_FB_RECON					Fields mismatch between BSEG and NewGL line item table &2 &3					260					B					Manual correction instructions available – SAP Knowledge Base Article 2714344					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2714344




					228					FIN_FB_RECON										65															




					220					FIN_FB_RECON					Fields in BSIS and BSEG do not match					23					B					Manual correction instructions available – SAP Knowledge Base Article 2714344					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2714344




					594					FIN_FB_RECON					Clearing specific to ledger groups differs in SKB1, BSEG_ADD &2 &3					5					B					Manual correction instructions available – SAP Knowledge Base Article 2714344					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2714344




					336					FIN_FB_RECON					Open item in BSEG, missing in BSIK (but available in BSAK)					4					B					Manual correction instructions available – SAP Knowledge Base Article 2714344					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2714344




					074					FIN_FB_RECON					Inconsistent amount for Updating in G/L for this line item (Ldg &1)					3					B					Manual correction instructions available – SAP Knowledge Base Article 2714344					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2714344






















FinancialDataAAInconsistencies.xlsx



SAP Document Export




					Message Number					Message Class					Description					Number of Inconsistencies					Category					Category Description					SAP Notes




					795					FIN_AA_RECON					&1: Line Items ANEP/ANEA differs from Totals ANLC					3383					B					Manual correction instructions available – SAP Note 3038014					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3038014




					769					FIN_AA_RECON					&1: Mismatch between transaction type in ANEP and provided ANEA fields					13					B					Manual correction instructions available – SAP Note 3038014					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3038014




					764					FIN_AA_RECON					&1: ANLC values without general ledger assignment in the open year					5					B					Manual correction instructions available – SAP Note 3038014					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3038014






















FinancialDataAssets.xlsx



SAP Document Export




					Company Code					Company Name					Total Number of Assets					Consistent Assets					Inconsistent Assets




					BAC					B. aircraft, a.s.					207					207					0




					CAH1					Český Aeroholding, a. s.					53100					53095					5




					CSAH					Czech Airlines Handling					4704					4703					1




					CSAT					Czech Airlines Technics					16597					16596					1




					KATA					Úč.okruh - katalog služeb					47318					45629					1689




					LP01					Letiště Praha, a. s.					212680					212171					509




					LP12					Realitní developerská a.s					54					54					0




					LP13					Sky Venture a.s.					1					1					0




					LP14					Whitelines Industries a.s					1					1					0




					LPSP					Správa Letiště Praha s.p.					312					312					0






















GLClearedItemsRatio.xlsx



SAP Document Export




					Company Code					G/L Account					Clearing Ratio




					LP01					0000999100					0.0%




					CSAT					0000112720					0.0%




					LP01					0000999100					0.0%




					CSAT					0000112720					0.0%




					LP01					0000211550					0.0%




					CSAT					0000112730					0.0%




					KATA					0000395111					0.0%




					LP01					0000211550					0.0%




					CSAT					0000132401					0.0%




					CSAT					0000112730					0.0%




					KATA					0000395111					0.0%




					LP01					0000213521					0.0%




					CSAH					0000331000					0.0%




					LP01					0000335160					0.0%




					CSAT					0000132401					0.0%




					LP01					0000999000					0.0%




					LP01					0000325550					0.0%




					LP01					0000315941					0.0%




					LP01					0000459112					0.0%




					LP01					0000481100					0.0%




					LP01					0000315290					0.0%




					CSAT					0000754810					0.0%




					CSAT					0000414450					0.0%




					LP01					0000092903					0.0%




					CSAH					0000315941					0.0%




					CSAT					0000382100					0.0%




					LP01					0000414450					0.0%




					LP01					0000459180					0.0%




					CSAT					0000361100					0.0%




					LP01					0000999000					0.0%




					CSAH					0000335430					0.0%




					LP01					0000042500					0.0%




					LP01					0000121200					0.0%




					CSAT					0000121100					0.0%




					LPSP					0000389110					0.0%




					CSAH					0000342100					0.0%




					CSAT					0000391300					0.0%




					CSAH					0000213200					0.0%




					LP01					0000391309					0.0%




					LP01					0000112690					0.0%




					LP01					0000391300					0.0%




					CSAH					0000315900					0.0%




					CSAT					0000388100					0.0%




					CSAH					0000112710					0.0%




					CSAT					0000753560					0.0%




					CSAT					0000391309					0.0%




					CSAT					0000384100					0.0%




					LP01					0000347200					0.0%




					CSAH					0000112711					0.0%




					LP01					0000414406					0.0%




					CSAT					0000112721					0.0%




					LP01					0000383130					0.0%




					LP01					0000383120					0.0%




					LP01					0000347100					0.0%




					CSAT					0000459115					0.0%




					CSAT					0000414450					0.0%




					LP01					0000213200					0.0%




					CSAT					0000754810					0.0%




					CSAH					0000391110					0.0%




					CSAH					0000325120					0.0%




					LP01					0000753560					0.0%




					LP01					0000091100					0.0%




					LP01					0000414405					0.0%




					LP01					0000333410					0.0%




					LP01					0000459360					0.0%




					CSAH					0000261600					0.0%




					CSAT					0000042999					0.0%




					CSAH					0000753560					0.0%




					LPSP					0000453100					0.0%




					LP01					0000754801					0.0%




					LP01					0000754800					0.0%




					LP01					0000459112					0.0%




					LP01					0000459111					0.0%




					CSAH					0000388110					0.0%




					LP01					0000459116					0.0%




					LP01					0000391118					0.0%




					LP01					0000092904					0.0%




					CSAH					0000333410					0.0%




					LP01					0000459180					0.0%




					LP01					0000132685					0.0%




					LP01					0000092903					0.0%




					CSAT					0000382100					0.0%




					LP01					0000132684					0.0%




					LP01					0000096100					0.0%




					CSAT					0000341500					0.0%




					LP01					0000392100					0.0%




					LP01					0000124300					0.0%




					CSAT					0000392101					0.0%




					CSAT					0000333120					0.0%




					CSAT					0000391150					0.0%




					LP01					0000112690					0.0%




					LP01					0000211572					0.0%




					LP01					0000112998					0.0%




					LPSP					0000378100					0.0%




					LP01					0000333120					0.0%




					LPSP					0000423200					0.0%




					LP01					0000069100					0.0%




					CSAT					0000192100					0.0%




					LP01					0000325550					1.0%




					LP01					0000123120					2.0%




					LP01					0000132640					2.0%




					LP01					0000112610					3.0%




					LP01					0000112611					3.0%




					LP01					0000112620					3.0%




					LP01					0000132120					3.0%




					LP01					0000123670					3.0%




					LP01					0000123611					3.0%




					LP01					0000132680					3.0%




					LP01					0000112630					3.0%




					LP01					0000123630					3.0%




					LP01					0000132682					3.0%




					LP01					0000123650					3.0%




					LP01					0000132683					3.0%




					LP01					0000132610					4.0%




					LP01					0000123620					4.0%




					LP01					0000132681					4.0%




					LP01					0000123170					4.0%




					LP01					0000123180					5.0%




					LP01					0000123110					5.0%




					LP01					0000112670					5.0%




					LP01					0000132110					6.0%




					LP01					0000123640					6.0%




					CSAH					0000112710					6.0%




					LP01					0000112680					7.0%




					LP01					0000132140					7.0%




					LP01					0000132650					7.0%




					CSAT					0000361100					8.0%




					LP01					0000132180					9.0%




					LP01					0000132170					9.0%




					LP01					0000335160					10.0%




					LP01					0000389115					11.0%




					LP01					0000092904					13.0%




					CSAH					0000112711					13.0%




					LP01					0000111121					14.0%




					LP01					0000121200					14.0%




					LP01					0000755150					14.0%




					LP01					0000414405					14.0%




					LP01					0000755600					14.0%




					LP01					0000391150					16.0%




					LP01					0000391110					18.0%




					CSAT					0000343819					18.0%




					LP01					0000459116					18.0%




					CSAH					0000345160					19.0%




					LP01					0000754810					20.0%




					CSAH					0000343841					21.0%




					CSAT					0000315941					22.0%




					LP01					0000112640					23.0%




					CSAT					0000213200					26.0%




					LP01					0000343802					28.0%




					LP01					0000123660					28.0%




					LP01					0000343702					28.0%




					LP01					0000091100					28.0%




					CSAH					0000391150					29.0%




					CSAH					0000213200					29.0%




					LP01					0000343841					30.0%




					LP01					0000755100					30.0%




					CSAT					0000092300					31.0%




					CSAH					0000325120					31.0%




					LP01					0000755900					33.0%




					LP01					0000124100					33.0%




					LPSP					0000341000					33.0%




					LP01					0000325120					33.0%




					CSAH					0000333200					34.0%




					LP01					0000343801					35.0%




					CSAH					0000343801					35.0%




					LP01					0000755500					35.0%




					CSAT					0000391150					36.0%




					CSAT					0000343801					37.0%




					LP01					0000315290					37.0%




					LP01					0000799990					38.0%




					CSAH					0000799990					38.0%




					CSAH					0000389115					38.0%




					CSAT					0000343802					39.0%




					CSAT					0000343702					39.0%




					LP01					0000343701					40.0%




					LPSP					0000381110					40.0%




					CSAH					0000343702					40.0%




					LP01					0000373201					40.0%




					CSAH					0000343802					40.0%




					LP01					0000132686					40.0%




					CSAH					0000754810					43.0%




					CSAT					0000335430					43.0%




					CSAT					0000343703					44.0%




					CSAT					0000343803					44.0%




					LP01					0000343819					44.0%




					CSAT					0000325120					44.0%




					CSAT					0000391110					45.0%




					CSAH					0000315900					46.0%




					LP01					0000343741					47.0%




					LP01					0000335120					47.0%




					CSAT					0000343701					47.0%




					CSAT					0000799990					48.0%




					LP01					0000211566					49.0%




					LP01					0000343719					50.0%




					CSAH					0000343701					50.0%




					LP01					0000211571					50.0%




					CSAT					0000191100					50.0%




					CSAH					0000343819					50.0%




					LP01					0000261501					50.0%




					LP01					0000191100					50.0%




					CSAH					0000343741					50.0%




					CSAT					0000343841					50.0%




					CSAT					0000392100					50.0%




					CSAH					0000341500					50.0%




					LP01					0000395116					50.0%




					CSAH					0000335121					50.0%




					CSAT					0000343608					50.0%




					LP01					0000211501					50.0%




					LP01					0000481100					50.0%




					LP01					0000414450					50.0%




					LP01					0000211502					50.0%




					CSAT					0000343708					50.0%




					BAC					0000343801					50.0%




					CSAT					0000121200					50.0%




					CSAH					0000459111					50.0%




					CSAH					0000321111					50.0%




					LP01					0000124200					50.0%




					CSAT					0000333120					50.0%




					CSAT					0000343804					51.0%




					CSAT					0000343706					51.0%




					LP01					0000343608					51.0%




					LP01					0000343708					51.0%




					LP01					0000343905					51.0%




					LPSP					0000389110					51.0%




					LP01					0000324300					52.0%




					CSAT					0000335120					53.0%




					CSAH					0000335120					53.0%




					CSAT					0000389115					53.0%




					LP01					0000755300					53.0%




					CSAT					0000414400					54.0%




					LP01					0000042500					54.0%




					LP01					0000211520					54.0%




					LP01					0000345150					54.0%




					LP01					0000343703					54.0%




					LP01					0000343803					54.0%




					CSAT					0000414400					55.0%




					LP01					0000211568					55.0%




					LP01					0000315941					56.0%




					CSAH					0000261500					56.0%




					LP01					0000211522					56.0%




					LP01					0000333210					57.0%




					LP01					0000211570					57.0%




					LP01					0000755100					57.0%




					LP01					0000755150					57.0%




					LP01					0000755500					57.0%




					LP01					0000755600					57.0%




					CSAT					0000343741					57.0%




					LP01					0000755900					57.0%




					CSAH					0000351100					57.0%




					CSAH					0000459350					57.0%




					CSAH					0000315941					58.0%




					CSAT					0000761000					58.0%




					CSAT					0000762000					58.0%




					CSAT					0000343719					58.0%




					CSAH					0000395402					60.0%




					LP01					0000799990					60.0%




					LPSP					0000388112					60.0%




					CSAH					0000343719					60.0%




					LP01					0000333120					60.0%




					CSAT					0000132402					60.0%




					CSAT					0000373400					62.0%




					LP01					0000111120					63.0%




					LP01					0000343707					63.0%




					LPSP					0000384114					63.0%




					LP01					0000343805					63.0%




					CSAT					0000335150					63.0%




					CSAH					0000335150					63.0%




					CSAT					0000333210					64.0%




					CSAT					0000373400					65.0%




					LP01					0000389115					65.0%




					CSAT					0000389115					65.0%




					LP01					0000333200					66.0%




					CSAT					0000333200					67.0%




					LPSP					0000341000					67.0%




					LP01					0000211564					67.0%




					LP01					0000351100					67.0%




					LP01					0000351110					67.0%




					CSAT					0000459111					67.0%




					CSAT					0000213200					67.0%




					CSAH					0000459330					67.0%




					CSAH					0000333120					67.0%




					CSAT					0000333410					67.0%




					CSAH					0000379200					69.0%




					CSAT					0000379200					69.0%




					LP01					0000384110					70.0%




					CSAT					0000315941					70.0%




					CSAH					0000333210					70.0%




					CSAH					0000389115					70.0%




					LP01					0000324111					71.0%




					LP01					0000335121					73.0%




					CSAT					0000343707					73.0%




					CSAT					0000799990					73.0%




					CSAT					0000343805					73.0%




					LP01					0000315280					75.0%




					LP01					0000381110					75.0%




					LP01					0000343706					75.0%




					LP01					0000325600					75.0%




					LP01					0000343804					75.0%




					LP01					0000343199					75.0%




					BAC					0000342100					75.0%




					CSAH					0000335152					75.0%




					CSAH					0000343805					75.0%




					CSAT					0000335152					75.0%




					CSAH					0000343707					75.0%




					LP01					0000333400					75.0%




					CSAT					0000196401					76.0%




					CSAT					0000459350					77.0%




					CSAT					0000111720					78.0%




					LP01					0000111200					78.0%




					CSAT					0000395460					78.0%




					LP01					0000388110					78.0%




					LP01					0000315210					79.0%




					LP01					0000384109					79.0%




					LP01					0000315235					79.0%




					LP01					0000261520					79.0%




					LP01					0000111300					80.0%




					LP01					0000315207					80.0%




					CSAH					0000343905					80.0%




					LP01					0000132600					80.0%




					CSAT					0000042610					81.0%




					CSAH					0000261662					81.0%




					CSAT					0000395461					81.0%




					LP01					0000315285					82.0%




					LPSP					0000381110					82.0%




					LP01					0000111400					82.0%




					CSAH					0000261661					83.0%




					LP01					0000111410					83.0%




					CSAT					0000361110					83.0%




					CSAH					0000395990					83.0%




					CSAH					0000395113					83.0%




					CSAH					0000351110					83.0%




					LP01					0000333410					83.0%




					LP01					0000111520					83.0%




					CSAT					0000315900					83.0%




					CSAH					0000325900					83.0%




					CSAH					0000325610					83.0%




					LPSP					0000342100					83.0%




					CSAT					0000342100					83.0%




					LP01					0000335152					83.0%




					LP01					0000342100					83.0%




					CSAT					0000333410					83.0%




					LP01					0000315205					84.0%




					CSAH					0000395110					84.0%




					CSAH					0000395400					85.0%




					CSAT					0000042611					85.0%




					LP01					0000261530					85.0%




					LPSP					0000311500					85.0%




					LP01					0000315220					86.0%




					CSAT					0000389110					86.0%




					LP01					0000111540					87.0%




					CSAH					0000395401					87.0%




					LP01					0000315230					87.0%




					LP01					0000315310					87.0%




					LP01					0000311111					87.0%




					CSAT					0000042000					87.0%




					CSAH					0000333410					88.0%




					LP01					0000315610					88.0%




					LP01					0000325900					88.0%




					LP01					0000111600					89.0%




					LP01					0000131600					89.0%




					LP01					0000261552					89.0%




					CSAH					0000315400					89.0%




					LP01					0000261551					89.0%




					CSAH					0000261660					89.0%




					LP01					0000315215					89.0%




					LP01					0000211521					89.0%




					LP01					0000315900					89.0%




					LPSP					0000343200					89.0%




					LP01					0000315295					90.0%




					LPSP					0000343701					90.0%




					LP01					0000111500					90.0%




					BAC					0000351100					90.0%




					BAC					0000336100					90.0%




					LP01					0000213521					91.0%




					LP01					0000395300					91.0%




					CSAT					0000042000					91.0%




					LP01					0000111510					91.0%




					LP01					0000315255					91.0%




					CSAT					0000196401					91.0%




					LP01					0000315911					91.0%




					LP01					0000343905					92.0%




					CSAH					0000331000					92.0%




					LP01					0000325900					92.0%




					LP01					0000111610					92.0%




					LP01					0000132686					92.0%




					CSAH					0000333120					92.0%




					CSAH					0000131300					92.0%




					LPSP					0000343801					92.0%




					LP01					0000389110					93.0%




					CSAT					0000042331					93.0%




					LP01					0000261550					93.0%




					CSAT					0000381110					93.0%




					LPSP					0000336100					93.0%




					LP01					0000388110					94.0%




					CSAT					0000388110					94.0%




					LP01					0000384111					94.0%




					LP01					0000335720					94.0%




					LP01					0000132684					94.0%




					LP01					0000347100					94.0%




					LP01					0000414406					95.0%




					LP01					0000256230					95.0%




					CSAH					0000381110					95.0%




					LP01					0000383120					95.0%




					CSAT					0000336100					95.0%




					CSAT					0000315900					95.0%




					LP01					0000383130					95.0%




					CSAH					0000336100					95.0%




					CSAH					0000335120					96.0%




					CSAT					0000384111					96.0%




					LP01					0000211503					96.0%




					LP01					0000336100					96.0%




					LP01					0000335350					96.0%




					LP01					0000395110					97.0%




					LPSP					0000384114					97.0%




					CSAH					0000342100					97.0%




					CSAH					0000315405					97.0%




					LP01					0000335120					98.0%




					LP01					0000315250					98.0%




					LP01					0000315310					98.0%




					CSAH					0000343719					98.0%




					CSAT					0000395110					98.0%




					LP01					0000321500					99.0%




					CSAT					0000321500					99.0%




					CSAT					0000335120					99.0%




					CSAT					0000042610					99.0%




					LP01					0000381110					99.0%




					LP01					0000383110					99.0%




					CSAH					0000321500					99.0%




					LP01					0000383111					99.0%




					LP01					0000389110					99.0%




					CSAH					0000381110					99.0%




					LP01					0000211563					99.0%




					LP01					0000343805					99.0%




					LP01					0000343707					99.0%




					LP01					0000379200					99.0%




					CSAT					0000256230					99.0%




					LP01					0000331000					99.0%




					CSAH					0000256240					99.0%




					CSAT					0000343719					99.0%




					CSAT					0000389581					99.0%




					LP01					0000384110					100.0%




					LP01					0000343701					100.0%




					CSAT					0000111720					100.0%




					LP01					0000343801					100.0%




					CSAH					0000343701					100.0%




					CSAH					0000395402					100.0%




					CSAT					0000343702					100.0%




					CSAT					0000343802					100.0%




					LP01					0000343719					100.0%




					CSAT					0000343701					100.0%




					LP01					0000132140					100.0%




					CSAH					0000345160					100.0%




					LP01					0000123611					100.0%




					LP01					0000132170					100.0%




					LP01					0000315285					100.0%




					LP01					0000112611					100.0%




					CSAT					0000389581					100.0%




					LP01					0000112610					100.0%




					LP01					0000132683					100.0%




					CSAT					0000389580					100.0%




					LP01					0000112630					100.0%




					LP01					0000112620					100.0%




					LP01					0000132120					100.0%




					LP01					0000123180					100.0%




					LP01					0000132180					100.0%




					LP01					0000132682					100.0%




					LP01					0000132640					100.0%




					LP01					0000123650					100.0%




					LP01					0000112640					100.0%




					LP01					0000112680					100.0%




					CSAT					0000389580					100.0%




					LP01					0000123120					100.0%




					LP01					0000123630					100.0%




					LP01					0000132610					100.0%




					LP01					0000343200					100.0%




					LP01					0000384109					100.0%




					LP01					0000333210					100.0%




					LP01					0000131600					100.0%




					LP01					0000132110					100.0%




					LP01					0000343741					100.0%




					CSAH					0000343801					100.0%




					LP01					0000123110					100.0%




					LP01					0000132681					100.0%




					CSAT					0000343801					100.0%




					LP01					0000123670					100.0%




					LP01					0000112670					100.0%




					LP01					0000123640					100.0%






















CompatibilityScopeAnalysis.xlsx



SAPUI5 Spreadsheet Export




					Simplification Item Title					Compatibility Package ID					Compatibility Package Description					Compatibility Scope Status					LoB/Technology					Business Area					Relevance					Manual Status					Business Impact Note					ID




					S4TWL - LIS in EAM					442					LIS in Enterprise Asset Management - Maintenance Planning and Scheduling					Alternative Exists with Roadmap					Asset Management					Maintenance Management					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267463					SI1: Logistics_PM




					S4TWL -  EC-PCA - Classical profit center accounting					427					EC-PCA - Classical profit center accounting					Alternative Exists					Finance					Cost Management and Profitability Analysis					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2993220					SI13: FIN_CO




					S4TWL -  Report Writer / Report Painter in Finance and Controlling					433					Reporting/Analytics in Finance and Controlling					Alternative Exists with Roadmap					Finance					Accounting and Financial Close					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2997574					SI8_FIN_General




					S4TWL -  Special Purpose Ledger					430										Alternative Exists					Finance					Accounting and Financial Close					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3015013					SI5_FIN_General




					S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA					138					SAP Time Tracking Component					Alternative Exists					Human Resources					Core HR and Time Recording					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2273108					SI1: HR_OP




					S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA					415					HR-Benefits Enrollment and Administration					Alternative Exists					Human Resources					Core HR and Time Recording					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2273108					SI1: HR_OP




					S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA					101					SAP Payroll Processing for Non-profit Organizations					Alternative Exists					Human Resources					Core HR and Time Recording					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2273108					SI1: HR_OP




					S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA					137					SAP Core HCM Component					Alternative Exists					Human Resources					Core HR and Time Recording					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2273108					SI1: HR_OP




					S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA					414					HR-Absence Management					Alternative Exists					Human Resources					Core HR and Time Recording					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2273108					SI1: HR_OP




					S4TWL - General HCM Approach within SAP S/4HANA					132					SAP ERP HCM component					Alternative Exists					Human Resources					Core HR and Time Recording					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2273108					SI1: HR_OP




					S4TWL - SAP E-Recruiting					134					SAP E-Recruiting					Alternative Exists					Human Resources					Core HR and Time Recording					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2383888					SI4: HR_EREC




					S4TWL - SAP Learning Solution					135					SAP Learning Solution					Alternative Exists					Human Resources					Core HR and Time Recording					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2383837					SI3: HR_LEARN




					S4TWL - SAP Learning Solution					136					SAP Enterprise Learning Environment					Alternative Exists					Human Resources					Core HR and Time Recording					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2383837					SI3: HR_LEARN




					S4TWL – Funds and Position Management					424					HR-Funds and Position Management (Public Sector)					Alternative Exists					Human Resources					Core HR and Time Recording					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3224336					SI16: HR_Funds_and_Position_Management




					S4TWL – Managers Desktop					420					HR-Manager Self-Service					Alternative Exists					Human Resources					Core HR and Time Recording					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3224315					SI7: HR_MANAGERS_DESKTOP




					S4TWL – Personnel Development					423					HR-Talent Assessment					Alternative Exists					Human Resources					Core HR and Time Recording					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3224316					SI9: HR_Personnel_Development




					S4TWL – Personnel Development					422					HR-Succession Management					Alternative Exists					Human Resources					Core HR and Time Recording					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3224316					SI9: HR_Personnel_Development




					S4TWL – Personnel Development					418					HR-Goal and Performance Management					Alternative Exists					Human Resources					Core HR and Time Recording					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3224316					SI9: HR_Personnel_Development




					S4TWL - MRP in HANA					443					Classical MRP lists					Alternative Exists					Manufacturing					Production Planning					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2268085					SI11: Logistics_PP




					S4TWL - Hierarchy Graphics in Project Systems					465					Project Planning Board, Gantt-Chart, Hierarchy and Network Graphic					Alternative Exists					R&D/Engineering					Enterprise Portfolio and Project Management					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3000979					SI22: Logistics_PS




					S4TWL - Project System - Compatibility Scope					462					PS-Selected project financial planning and control functions, incl. ECP					Alternative Exists					R&D/Engineering					Enterprise Portfolio and Project Management					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3265838					SI27: Logistics_PS




					S4TWL - Project System - Compatibility Scope					460					Selected Project System Logistics Capabilities					Alternative Exists					R&D/Engineering					Enterprise Portfolio and Project Management					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3265838					SI27: Logistics_PS




					S4TWL - Project System - Compatibility Scope					459					PS-Project Reporting					Alternative Exists					R&D/Engineering					Enterprise Portfolio and Project Management					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3265838					SI27: Logistics_PS




					S4TWL - Selected project financial planning and control functions					462					PS-Selected project financial planning and control functions, incl. ECP					Alternative Exists					R&D/Engineering					Enterprise Portfolio and Project Management					Relevant					New					https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2267182					SI9 Logistics_PS






















InterfaceImpactAnalysisIDOC.xlsx



SAP Document Export




					Direction					IDoc Type					Extension Type					Message Type					Function Module					Client					No. of Partners					Application Area					Usage Frequency					Type of Impact					Details					ABAP Test Cockpit Results




					Inbound					BOMMAT07										BOMMAT					IDOC_INPUT_BOMMAT_MDM					110					2					Logistics - General					Frequently															




					Inbound					BUS1502_CREATE03										BUS1502_CREATE					BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1					110					2					Real Estate Management					Frequently															




					Inbound					BUS1503_CHANGE02										BUS1503_CHANGE					BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1					110					2					Real Estate Management					Constantly															




					Inbound					BUS1503_CREATE02										BUS1503_CREATE					BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1					110					2					Real Estate Management					Constantly															




					Inbound					BUS1504_CHANGE02										BUS1504_CHANGE					BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1					110					4					Real Estate Management					Constantly															




					Inbound					BUS1504_CREATE02										BUS1504_CREATE					BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1					110					2					Real Estate Management					Constantly															




					Inbound					BUS1505_CHANGE04										BUS1505_CHANGE					BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1					110					2					Real Estate Management					Constantly															




					Inbound					BUS1505_CREATE04										BUS1505_CREATE					BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1					110					2					Real Estate Management					Constantly															




					Inbound					CASHJOURNALDOC_CREATE01										CASHJOURNALDOC_CREATE					BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1					110					2					Financial Accounting					Constantly															




					Inbound					EQUIPMENT_CHANGE02										EQUIPMENT_CHANGE					BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1					110					4					Plant Maintenance					Constantly															




					Inbound					EQUIPMENT_CREATE02										EQUIPMENT_CREATE					BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1					110					4					Plant Maintenance					Constantly															




					Inbound					FIDCCP02										FIDCC2					IDOC_INPUT_FIDCC2					110					3					Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					Inbound					FIDCCP02					ZFIDCC2EXT					FIDCC2					IDOC_INPUT_FIDCC2					110					3					Cross-Application Components					Constantly															




					Inbound					FUNC_LOC_CHANGE02										FUNC_LOC_CHANGE					BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1					110					2					Plant Maintenance					Constantly															




					Inbound					FUNC_LOC_CREATE02										FUNC_LOC_CREATE					BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1					110					4					Plant Maintenance					Constantly															




					Inbound					INTERNAL_ORDER_CREATE03										INTERNAL_ORDER_CREATE					BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1					110					2					Controlling					Constantly															




					Inbound					INV_ID01										INVOIC					IDOC_INPUT_INVOIC_FI					110					2					Cross-Application Components					Constantly															




					Inbound					MBGMCR03										MBGMCR					BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1					110					2					Materials Management					Constantly															




					Inbound					RSINFO										RSINFO					RSAR_INFO_RECEIVED					110					1					Basis Components					Not Used															




					Inbound					RSREQUST										RSRQST					RSAP_IDOC_DISPATCHER					110					5					Basis Components					Constantly															




					Inbound					SALESORDER_CREATEFROMDAT204										SALESORDER_CREATEFROMDAT2					BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1					110					3					Sales and Distribution					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHR_DMS_KOFAX										ZHR_DMS_KOFAX_CREATE_DOCUMENT					ZHR_DMS_KOFAX_IDOC_INPUT					110					2										Constantly															




					Inbound					ZINCOMINGINVOICE_CHANGE01										ZINCOMINGINVOICE_CHANGE					BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1					110					4										Constantly															




					Inbound					ZINCOMINGINVOICE_ZCREATE01										ZINCOMINGINVOICE_ZCREATE					BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1					110					4					Materials Management					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZINCOMINGINVOICE_ZRESCAN01										ZINCOMINGINVOICE_ZRESCAN					BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1					110					2					Materials Management					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZKCT_PROJECT01										ZKCT_PROJECT					BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1					110					4					Project System					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZSALESAORDERAGCY_ZBAPISALESO01										ZSALESAORDERAGCY_ZBAPISALESORD					BAPI_IDOC_INPUT1					110					2					Sales and Distribution					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZSLC068										RSSEND					RSAR_DATA_RECEIVED					110					1										Not Used															




					Outbound					COELEM01										COELEM										110					4					Controlling					Constantly															




					Outbound					COSMAS01										COSMAS										110					4					Controlling					Constantly															




					Outbound					CREMAS05					ZFI_CREMAS_10					CREMAS										110					2					Logistics - General					Constantly															




					Outbound					DEBMAS06					ZFI_DEBMAS_10					DEBMAS										110					2					Controlling					Constantly															




					Outbound					GLMAST01										GLMAST										110					4					Financial Accounting					Constantly															




					Outbound					HRMD_A07										HRMD_A										110					4					Personnel Management					Constantly															




					Outbound					HRMD_ABA05										HRMD_ABA										110					2					Cross-Application Components					Constantly															




					Outbound					INVOIC01										INVOIC					IDOC_OUTPUT_INVOIC_IV_MM					110					1					Sales and Distribution					Not Used															




					Outbound					PRCMAS01										PRCMAS										110					4					Cross-Application Components					Constantly															




					Outbound					RSINFO										RSINFO										110					2					Basis Components					Constantly															




					Outbound					RSREQUST										RSRQST										110					1					Basis Components					Not Used															




					Outbound					SYNCHRON										SYNCH										110					9					Basis Components					Not Used															




					Outbound					ZHR_DMS_KOFAX										ZHR_DMS_KOFAX_CREATE_DOCUMENT										110					1										Not Used															




					Outbound					ZINCOMINGINVOICE_CHANGE01										ZINCOMINGINVOICE_CHANGE										110					2										Constantly															




					Outbound					ZSLB015										RSSEND										110					1										Constantly															




					Outbound					ZSLC068										RSSEND										110					1										Constantly															






















InterfaceImpactAnalysisBWE.xlsx



SAP Document Export




					Name					Description					Dev Package					Application Area					Application Component					Data Source					Data Source Type					No. of Calls					Usage Frequency					Type of Impact					Details					Abap Test Cockpit Results




					/BLUESKY/ABSTELLPOSITIONEN					Parkovací pozice					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/MDPOS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/ALG1_TEXT					Aerolinie skupina 1					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/ALG2_TEXT					č					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/ALG3_TEXT					Aerolinie skupina 3					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/ALG4_TEXT					Aerolinie skupina 4					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/ALG5_TEXT					Aerolinie skupina 5					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/ALG6_TEXT					Aerolinie skupina 6					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/ALG7_TEXT					Aerolinie skupina 7					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/ALG8_TEXT					Aerolinie skupina 8					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/ALG9_TEXT					Aerolinie skupina 9					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/ALTP_TEXT					Typ aerolinie					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/ANCA_TEXT					Kat. přílohy					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/ANNX_TEXT					Hluková certifikace					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/BABE_TEXT					Zavazadlový karusel					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/BAGS_TEXT					Píznak: zavaz tříď					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/BELT_TEXT					Zavazadlový pás					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/BODY_TEXT					Typ trupu letadla					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/BONS_TEXT					Bonus					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CDA1_TEXT					Zák. datum 1 Let pří					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CDA2_TEXT					Zák. datum 2 Let pří					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CDA3_TEXT					Zák. datum 3 Let pří					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CDA4_TEXT					Zák. datum 4 Let pří					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CDA5_TEXT					Zák. datum 5 Let pří					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CDA6_TEXT					Zák. datum 6 Let pří					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CDA7_TEXT					Zák. datum 7 Let pří					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CDA8_TEXT					Zák. datum 8 Let pří					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CDA9_TEXT					Zák. datum 9 Let pří					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CEA1_TEXT					Zák. čas 1 Let příl/					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CEA2_TEXT					Zák. čas 2 Let příl/					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CEA3_TEXT					Zák. čas 3 Let příl/					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CEA4_TEXT					Zák. čas 4 Let příl/					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CEA5_TEXT					Zák. čas 5 Let příl/					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CEA6_TEXT					Zák. čas 6 Let příl/					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CEA7_TEXT					Zák. čas 7 Let příl/					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CEA8_TEXT					Zák. čas 8 Let příl/					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CEA9_TEXT					Zák. čas 9 Let příl/					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFA1_TEXT					zák spec: PŘÍ/ODL 1					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFA2_TEXT					zák pole: PŘÍ/ODL 2					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFA3_TEXT					zák spec: PŘÍ/ODL 3					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFA4_TEXT					zák spec: PŘÍ/ODL 4					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFA5_TEXT					zák spec: PŘÍ/ODL 5					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFA6_TEXT					zák spec pole: Let p					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFA7_TEXT					zák spec pole: Let p					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFA8_TEXT					zák spec pole: Let p					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFA9_TEXT					zák spec pole: Let p					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFD1_TEXT					zák spec pole: Spec					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFD2_TEXT					zák spec pole: Spec					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFD3_TEXT					zák spec pole: Spec					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFD4_TEXT					zák spec pole: Spec					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFH1_TEXT					Zák. spec.: hlav 1					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFH2_TEXT					zák.spec.: Hlav 2					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFH3_TEXT					Zák. spec. Hlav.3					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFH4_TEXT					zák.spec. Hlav.4					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFH5_TEXT					zák.spec. Hlav 5					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFH6_TEXT					zák spec pole: hlavi					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFH7_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: hla					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFH8_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: hla					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFH9_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: hla					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFS1_TEXT					zák spec: SpecSluž 1					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFS2_TEXT					zák spec: SpecSluž 2					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFS3_TEXT					zák spec: SpecSluž 3					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFS4_TEXT					zák spec: SpecSluž 4					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFS5_TEXT					zák spec: SpecSluž 5					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFS6_TEXT					Cust spec. pole: Spe					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFS7_TEXT					Zák spec pole: Spec					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFS8_TEXT					Zák spec pole: Spec					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CFS9_TEXT					Zák spec pole: Spec					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CHID_TEXT					Charakteristiky					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CINC_TEXT					Přepážka odbavení					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/COGR_TEXT					Skupina země					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/COTX_TEXT					Text podmínky					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQA1_TEXT					Uživ spec: Poč Pol 1					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQA2_TEXT					Uživ spec: Poč Pol 2					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQA3_TEXT					Uživ spec: Poč Pol 3					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQA4_TEXT					Uživ spec: Poč Pol 4					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQA5_TEXT					Uživ spec: Poč Pol 5					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQA6_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQA7_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQA8_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQA9_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQAA_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQAB_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQAC_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQAD_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQAE_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQAF_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQAG_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQAH_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQAI_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQAJ_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQAK_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQD1_TEXT					Uživ spec: Poč Odl 1					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQD2_TEXT					Uživ spec: Poč Odl 2					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQD3_TEXT					Uživ spec: Poč Odl 3					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQD4_TEXT					Uživ spec: Poč Odl 4					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQD5_TEXT					Uživ spec: Poč Odl 5					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQD6_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQD7_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQD8_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQD9_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQDB_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQDC_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQDD_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQDE_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQDF_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQDG_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQDH_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQDI_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQDJ_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQDK_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQV1_TEXT					Uživ spec: Množ. 1 1					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQV2_TEXT					Uživ spec: Množ. 2					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQV3_TEXT					Uživ spec: Množ. 3					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQV4_TEXT					Uživ spec: Množ. 4					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQV5_TEXT					Uživ spec: Množ. 5					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQV6_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQV7_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQV8_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CQV9_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: Poč					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTA1_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: pří					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTA2_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: pří					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTA3_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: pří					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTA4_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: pří					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTA5_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: pří					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTA6_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: pří					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTA7_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: pří					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTA8_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: pří					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTA9_TEXT					Zák. spec. pole: pří					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTH1_TEXT					zák spec pole:: hlav					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTH2_TEXT					zák spec pole: hlavi					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTH3_TEXT					zák spec pole: hlavi					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTH4_TEXT					zák spec pole: hlavi					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTH5_TEXT					zák spec pole: hlavi					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTR1_TEXT					Zák spec text: A/C R					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTR2_TEXT					Zák spec text: A/C R					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTR3_TEXT					Zák spec text: A/C R					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTR4_TEXT					Zák spec text: A/C R					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTR5_TEXT					Zák spec text: A/C R					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTR6_TEXT					Zák spec text: A/C R					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTR7_TEXT					Zák spec text: A/C R					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTR8_TEXT					Zák spec text: A/C R					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTR9_TEXT					Zák spec text: A/C R					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTS1_TEXT					Zák spec text: A/C R					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTS2_TEXT					Zák spec text: A/C R					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTS3_TEXT					Zák spec text: A/C R					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTS4_TEXT					Zák spec text: A/C R					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTS5_TEXT					Zák spec text: A/C R					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTS6_TEXT					Zák spec text: A/C R					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTS7_TEXT					Zák spec text: A/C R					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTS8_TEXT					Zák spec text: A/C R					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CTS9_TEXT					Zák spec text: A/C R					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUC1_TEXT					Zák spec pole 1 / de					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUC2_TEXT					Zák spec pole 2 / de					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUC3_TEXT					Zák spec pole 3 / de					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUC4_TEXT					Zák spec pole 4 / de					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUC5_TEXT					Zák spec pole 5 / de					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUD1_TEXT					Zák.pole: Destin.1					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUD2_TEXT					Zák.pole: Destin.2					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUD3_TEXT					Zák.pole: Destin.3					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUD4_TEXT					Zák.pole: Destin.4					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUD5_TEXT					Zák.pole: Destin.5					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUG1_TEXT					Zák spec pole 1 / A/					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUG2_TEXT					Zák spec pole 2 / A/					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUG3_TEXT					Zák spec pole 3 / A/					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUG4_TEXT					Zák spec pole 4 / A/					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUP1_TEXT					Zák.pole: Pozice 1					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUP2_TEXT					Zák.pole: Pozice 2					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUP3_TEXT					Zák.pole: Pozice 3					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUP4_TEXT					Zák.pole: Pozice 4					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUP5_TEXT					Zák.pole: Pozice 5					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUR1_TEXT					Zák.pole: RegLetad 1					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUR2_TEXT					Zák.pole: RegLetad 2					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUR3_TEXT					Zák.pole: RegLetad 3					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUR4_TEXT					Zák.pole: RegLetad 4					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUR5_TEXT					Zák.pole: RegLetad 5					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUT1_TEXT					Zák.pole: TypLetad.1					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUT2_TEXT					Zák.pole: TypLetad.2					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUT3_TEXT					Zák.pole: TypLetad.3					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUT4_TEXT					Zák.pole: TypLetad.4					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CUT5_TEXT					Zák.pole: TypLetad.5					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/DELA_TEXT					Kód zpoždění					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/DICA_TEXT					Vzdálenostní skup.					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/DISP_TEXT					Dispečer					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/DRCA_TEXT					Typ pohonu					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/DRTP_TEXT					Typ motoru					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/DS_FEADAD					Data letiště pří/odl					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA					Function Module (Simple Interface)					1					Seldom															




					/BLUESKY/DS_FEARDE					Příl/Odl					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/DS_FECPOST					kalk. aktuál. služeb					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA					Function Module (Simple Interface)					1					Seldom															




					/BLUESKY/DS_FECSER										/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/DS_FEHDAD					Příl/odl + hlavička					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA					Function Module (Simple Interface)					1					Seldom															




					/BLUESKY/DS_FEHDR					Hlavička					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/DS_FEREG					Registrace letadla					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA					Function Module (Simple Interface)					1					Seldom															




					/BLUESKY/DS_FEROLES					Jednotlivý taxi zázn					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/DS_FESPECS					Speciální služby					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA					Function Module (Simple Interface)					1					Seldom															




					/BLUESKY/DS_FESPOS					Celkem taxi záznamy					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/DUAN_TEXT					Zavazad. pás ven					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/FDCA_TEXT					Kat. handlingu					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/FETP_TEXT					Typ letu					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/FLCH_TEXT					Charakter letu					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/FLFU_TEXT					Funkce letu					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/FLUGHAFEN_GRUNDDATEN					KD: letiště					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/MDDEST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/FSTS_TEXT					Status letu					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/GATE_TEXT					Brána					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/GSCA_TEXT					Kateg.obec.služeb					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/HACA_TEXT					Kategorie handlingu					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/INFC_TEXT					Infrastrukt.skup.poz					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/ISEP_TEXT					Příznak: dělení fakt					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/KOFD_TEXT					Typ handlingu					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/KOFL_TEXT					Kategorie letu					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/KZLS_TEXT					Přinzak interní příl					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/LFZ_KENNZEICHEN					KD: Registr.letadla					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/MDREG					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/LFZ_TYPEN					KD: Typ letadla					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/MDACRT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/LNGH_TEXT					Noční čas					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/LOCA_TEXT					Kategorie nákladu					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/LODE_TEXT					Nákl. zařízení					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/LOTY_TEXT					Typ nákladu					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/MANF_TEXT					výrobce letadla					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/MTOC_TEXT					MTOM kategorie					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/NACO_TEXT					Kód krajiny					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/PARC_TEXT					Skupina pozice parki					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/POSG_TEXT					Infrastr.skup.pozic					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/PPOS_TEXT					Pozice letadla					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/PTYP_TEXT					Typ pozice letadla					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/ROUT_TEXT					Směrování					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/RWAY_TEXT					Ranvej					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/SIAD_TEXT					STAR / SID					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/TERM_TEXT					Terminál					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/TOWT_TEXT					Typ tažení					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ABCINDIC_TEXT					Znak ABC					INSC					Plant Maintenance					PM					T370C_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0ABCPROCESS_0107_HIER					Obchodní proces					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing					




					0ABCPROCESS_ATTR					Obch.proc.					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BIW_CBPR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing					




					0ABCPROCESS_TEXT					Obch.proc.					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BIW_CBPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing					




					0ABORT_TEXT					Místo uložení - text					QMBW					Quality Management					QM					BIW_TQ41T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0AB_BILLDOC_TXT					Druh faktury					WZRE					Logistics - General					LO-AB					TMFKT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0AB_LFGRU_TXT					Důvod					WZRE					Logistics - General					LO-AB					TMLFGT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0AB_RFBSK_TXT					Status dokladu					WZRE					Logistics - General					LO-AB					WFBSK					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0AB_STATUS_TXT					Status					WZRE					Logistics - General					LO-AB					WLF_STATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0AB_WRDOC_TXT					Druhy platby					WZRE					Logistics - General					LO-AB					TMZRT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ACAC_CALC					ACAC: Vypočt.rozliš.					ACE_DS_APPL					Financial Accounting					FI-GL-GL-ACE					ACEDS_BW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ACAC_POST					Zaúčt.rozlišení					ACE-PS					Financial Accounting					FI-GL-GL-ACE					ACEPS_BW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ACCACCOUNT_ATTR					Atributy účtu HK					FINB_GL_ACCOUNT					Financials					FIN-FB					ACCACCOUNT0C					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0ACCACCOUNT_TEXT					Texty účtu hl.knihy					FINB_GL_ACCOUNT					Financials					FIN-FB					ACCACCOUNT0T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0ACCNT_ASGN_TEXT					SkupPřÚčtu					VF					Sales and Distribution					SD-BIL					TVKTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ACCNT_GRP_TEXT					Účt.skup.					VSCORE					Logistics - General					LO-MD-BP-CM					T077X					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ACCOMM_TEXT					Acc. Community Text					FINB_OBJ_TO_BE_DELETED					Financials					FIN-FB					FINB_TACCOMMT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0ACCOUNT_0109_HIER					Číslo účtu					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ACCOUNT_ATTR					Účet					KE1B_IN					Enterprise Controlling					EC-PCA					ECPCA_BIW_GET_ACCT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ACCOUNT_TEXT					Účet					KE1B_IN					Enterprise Controlling					EC-PCA					ECPCA_BIW_GET_ACCT_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ACCT_TYPE_TEXT					Druh účtu					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					KOART					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ACE_CALC_RESULT					ACE: Vyp.hodn.rozl.					ACE_DS_APPL					Financial Accounting					FI-GL-GL-ACE					ACEDS_BW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ACINST_TEXT					Texts for Acc.Instnc					FINB_OBJ_TO_BE_DELETED					Financials					FIN-FB					FINB_TACINSTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0ACTIONREAS_TEXT					Důvod opatření					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T530T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ACTIONTYPE_TEXT					Opatření					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T529T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ACTIVITY_ATTR					Operace					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_GET_ACTIVITY					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ACTIVITY_TEXT					Operace					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_GET_TEXT_ACTIVITY					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ACTPRIND_TEXT					ZnTarif					KBAS					Controlling					CO-OM					TKT10					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ACTTYPE_0105_HIER					Druh výkonu					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ACTTYPE_ATTR					DruhVýkonu					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BIW_CSLA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ACTTYPE_TEXT					DruhVýkonu					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BIW_CSLT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ACTY_ELEMT_ATTR					Prvek					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_GET_ACTIVITY_ELEMENT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ACTY_ELEMT_TEXT					Prvek					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_GET_TEXT_ACTIVITY_ELEMENT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ACT_CAT_TEXT					Kategorie činnosti					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					V_BW_RCF_ACTCA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0ACT_PROC_TEXT					Proces					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					V_BW_RCF_PROC					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0ACT_STAT_TEXT					Status činnosti					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_ACTIVITY_STATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0ACT_TYPE_TEXT					Druh činnosti					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					V_BW_RCF_ACTTY					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0AC_DOC_TYP_TEXT					Druh dokladu					FBASCORE					Financial Accounting					FI					T003T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0AC_LEDGER_TEXT					Ledger					FAGL_REPORTING_EHP3					Financial Accounting					FI-GL					FAGL_SREP_GET_LEDGER_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ADJTYPE_TEXT					Texty druhu úpravy					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TIV2G					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0ADVERT_ATTR					Konkurz					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_ADVERT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ADVERT_TEXT					Konkurz					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T750B					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0AGE_RANGE_TEXT					Věkový interval					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AIRCRAFT_TYPE_TEXT					Typ letadla					KEG2					Controlling					CO-PA					T22A9					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0AMOUNT_TYP_TEXT					DrČástky					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					FM_BTART					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0APPLACTION_TEXT					Dr.opatř.k uchazeči					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T751F					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0APPLGROUP_TEXT					Skupina uchazečů					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T750E					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0APPLICANT_ATTR					Uchazeč					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0APPLICANT_TEXT					Uchazeč					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_PB0001_ANM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0APPLIC_ACT_ATTR					Činnost k žádosti					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_BIW_GET_ACTIVITY					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete
The objects RCF_BIW_GET_ACTIVITY,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					0APPLIC_ATTR					Čas.nezáv.žádost					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_BIW_GET_0APPLIC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0APPLIC_ATTR,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete					




					0APPLIC_TD_ATTR					Čas.záv.žádost					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_BIW_GET_0APPLIC_TD_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0APPLIC_TD_ATTR,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete					




					0APPLSGROUP_TEXT					Okruh uchazečů					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T750F					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0APPLSTATUS_TEXT					Celkový status					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T751B					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0APPLSTREA_TEXT					Důvod statusu uchaz.					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T751C					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0APPL_SRC_ATTR					Původ žádosti					PAOC_RCF_BL					Personnel Management					PA-ER					T77RCF_APPLSRC					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object T77RCF_APPLSRC does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete					




					0APPL_SRC_TEXT					Původ žádosti					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					V_BW_RCF_APPLSRC					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0APPL_STAT_TEXT					Status žádosti					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_APPLICATION_STATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0APPL_STYPE_TEXT					Druh zdroje žádosti					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					V_BW_RCF_APPLSTY					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0APPRAISAL_ATTR					Hodnocení					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0APPRAISAL_TEXT					Hodnocení					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0APPRAISEE_TEXT					Hodnocený					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0APPRAISER_TEXT					Posuzovatel					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0APPR_REQU_ATTR					PožNaOpatř					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					AIBM_GET_IQ					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0APPR_REQU_TEXT					PožNaOpatř					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					AIBM_GET_IQ_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0APR_CRIT_TEXT					Kritér.vyhodnocení					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AP_GRP1_TEXT					Skupina kritérií 1					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AP_GRP2_TEXT					Skupina kritérií 2					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AP_OF_FUND_TEXT					Účel použití					FM_BW					Financial Accounting					FI-FM					V_FMFUSET_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0AP_RATING_TEXT					Ocenění					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AP_SCHEME_TEXT					Vzor hodnocení					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AP_STATUS_TEXT					Status hodnocení					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					BW_AP_STATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ARCHFUNC_ATTR					Architekt.funkce					RE_BD_AO					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-BD					TIVBDARFUNC					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ARCHFUNC_TEXT					Architekt.funkce					RE_BD_AO					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-BD					TIVBDARFUNCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ARCHOBJECT_ATTR					Arch.objekt					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_ARCHOBJECT_ATTR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ARCHOBJECT_HIER					Arch.obj.(hier.)					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_ARCHOBJECT_HIER_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ARCHOBJECT_TEXT					Arch.objekt					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_ARCHOBJECT_TEXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ARCHRELSHP_TEXT					Druh vztahu					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REBDRELPROP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ARCHTYPE_TEXT					Typ archit.objektu					RE_BD_AO					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-BD					TIVBDAROBJTYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ARCHUSAGE_TEXT					Společné užívání					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REBDUSCOMMON					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0AREATYPE_TEXT					Texty druhů ploch					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TIV0H					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0ARTICLE_ATTR					Artikl					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					MDEX_MATERIAL_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ARTICLE_TEXT					Text artiklu					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					MDXT_MATERIAL_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ART_PLANT_ATTR					Artikl					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					MDEX_MATERIAL_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ART_SALES_ATTR					Artikl					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					MDEX_MATERIAL_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ART_ST_LOC_ATTR					Artikl					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					MDEX_MATERIAL_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ASSESSMENT_ATTR					Test školení					LSO_BW					Training and Event Management					PE-LSO-TM					LSO_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ASSESSMENT_TEXT					Texty testu školení					LSO_BW					Training and Event Management					PE-LSO-TM					LSO_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ASSET_AFAB_ATTR					Oblast					BWFIAA					Financial Accounting					FI-AA					BWFIAA_EXTRACT_DELTA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ASSET_AFAB_TEXT					Oblast					ARBW					Accounting General					AC					ARBW_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ASSET_ATTR					Podčíslo					ARBW					Accounting General					AC					ARBW_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ASSET_ATTR_TEXT					Podčíslo s textem					BWFIAA					Financial Accounting					FI-AA					BWFIAA_EXTRACT_DELTA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ASSET_CLAS_TEXT					Třída					ARBW					Accounting General					AC					BIW_ANKT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ASSET_MAIN_TEXT					Investiční majetek					ARBW					Accounting General					AC					BIW_ANLHT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ASSET_TEXT					Podčíslo					ARBW					Accounting General					AC					BIW_ANLT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ATTENDEETY_TEXT					Typ účastníka					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ATTENDEE_TEXT					Účastník					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_ACTION					Audit Opatření PohDa					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TRANSACTIONALDATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_ACTION_ATTR					Audit Opatření					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_MASTERDATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_ACTION_TEXT					Aud.Opatření Text					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_AUDIT					Audit Pohybová data					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TRANSACTIONALDATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_AUDIT_ATTR					Dat.zdroj Audit					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_MASTERDATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_AUDIT_TEXT					Audit Text					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_AUTH_TEXT					Skupina opráv. TXT					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_CAUSE_TEXT					Spouštěč, text					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_EXT2_TEXT					Fkce výpočtu výsled.					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_HIELV_TEXT					Polož.seznamu otázek					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_OBJECT					Audit Předmět Poh.d.					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TRANSACTIONALDATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_OBJTY_TEXT					Atributy předmětu					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_OBJVA_TEXT					Atributy předmětu					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_PLAN					Audit Plán Poh.data					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TRANSACTIONALDATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_PLAN_ATTR					Dat.zdroj Aud. Plán					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_MASTERDATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_PLAN_TEXT					Audit Plán TEXT					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_PRIOR_TEXT					Priorita otázek TXT					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_QUEST					Audit Dotaz Poh.data					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TRANSACTIONALDATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_QUESTION_TEXT					Audit Dotaz Text					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_QUEST_ATTR					Dat.zdroj Aud. Dotaz					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_MASTERDATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_RATNG_TEXT					Audit Zařazení Txt					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_RATPR_TEXT					Audit Profil zařaz.					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_RES_TEXT					Výběr hodnocení					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_ROLE					Dat.zdroj Aud. Role					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TRANSACTIONALDATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_ROLE_TEXT					Audit Partner.role					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_SUG_TEXT					Návrh hodnocení					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_TYPE_TEXT					Druh auditu, text					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUD_VALPR_TEXT					Profil hodn.sez.dot.					PLM_AUDIT_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-AUD					PLM_AUDIT_BW_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AUTHGRP_TEXT					Skupina oprávnění					RE_CA_AP					Real Estate Management					RE-FX					TIVCAAUTHGRPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0AU_WTY_HEADER					Hlavička záruky					ISAUTO_WTY_BW					Logistics - General					LO-WTY					WTYBW_GET_HEADER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AU_WTY_ITEM					Položka záruky					ISAUTO_WTY_BW					Logistics - General					LO-WTY					WTYBW_GET_ITEM_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AU_WTY_MASTER					Vzor.záruka/čítače					ISAUTO_WTY_BW					Logistics - General					LO-WTY					WTYBW_GET_MWTY_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AU_WTY_MEAS					Doklady o měření					ISAUTO_WTY_BW					Logistics - General					LO-WTY					WTYBW_GET_MEAS_DOC_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AU_WTY_VERSION					Verze záruky					ISAUTO_WTY_BW					Logistics - General					LO-WTY					WTYBW_GET_VERSION_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0AVAILABLE_TEXT					RE: Texty k disponib					FVVICN					Real Estate Management					RE					TIVCN04T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0BANKKEY_TEXT					Klíč banky					BF_BANK					Cross-Application Components					CA-BK					BNKA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_BANK_AREA					CMS Bank Area					CMS_CORE					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD					TCMS_BANKAREA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_BANK_AREA_TEXT					CMS Bank Area Text					CMS_CORE					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD					TCMS_BANKAREA_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_BP_FUNCTION					CMS BP Functions					CMS_COMMON					Financial Services					FS-CMS					TCMS_BPF					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_BP_FUNCTION_CAT					BP Function Cat					CMS_COMMON					Financial Services					FS-CMS					TCMS_BPF_CAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_BP_FUNCTION_CAT_TEXT					BP Function Cat Txt					CMS_COMMON					Financial Services					FS-CMS					TCMS_BPF_CAT_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_BP_FUNCTION_TEXT					BP Function Text					CMS_COMMON					Financial Services					FS-CMS					TCMS_BPF_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_CAGMT_CATEGORY					Coll. Agmt. Category					CMS_CORE					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD					TCMS_CAG_CAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_CAGMT_CATEGORY_TEXT					Coll.Agmt. Cat. Text					CMS_CORE					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD					TCMS_CAG_CAT_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_CAGMT_TYPE					Collateral Agmt Type					CMS_CORE					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD					TCMS_CAG_TYP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_CAGMT_TYPE_TEXT					Coll.Agmt. Type Text					CMS_CORE					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD					TCMS_CAG_TYP_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_COLL_OBJECT_CAT					Coll.Object Category					CMS_CORE					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD					TCMS_AST_CAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_COLL_OBJECT_CAT_TEXT					Coll.Obj. Cat Text					CMS_CORE					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD					TCMS_AST_CAT_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_LIQ_REASON					CMS Liq. Reason					CMS_COMMON					Financial Services					FS-CMS					TCMS_ATT_ID_TY					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_LIQ_REASON_TEXT					CMS Liq. Reason Text					CMS_COMMON					Financial Services					FS-CMS					TCMS_ATT_ID_TY_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_LIQ_TYP					CMS Liquidation Type					CMS_CORE					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD					TCMS_AST_LTYP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_LIQ_TYP_TEXT					CMS Liq. Type Text					CMS_CORE					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD					TCMS_AST_LTYP_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_MOV_CLASS					Movables class					CMS_OMS_COMMON					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD					TCMS_OMS_FEAT_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_OMS_MOV_TYPE					Movable Types					CMS_OMS_MOV					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD-MOV					TCMS_MOV_TYP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_OMS_MOV_TYPE_TEXT					Movable Type Text					CMS_OMS_MOV					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD-MOV					TCMS_MOV_TYP_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_OMS_RE_TYPE					Real Estate Typ.Txt					CMS_RE					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD-RE					TCMS_RE_TYP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_OMS_RE_TYPE_TEXT					Real Estate Typ.Txt					CMS_RE					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD-RE					TCMS_RE_TYP_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_OMS_RE_USAGE_TYP					Real Est. Usage Type					CMS_RE					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD-RE					TCMS_RE_U_TYP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_OMS_RE_USAGE_TYP_TEXT					Real Est. Usg TypTxt					CMS_RE					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD-RE					TCMS_RE_U_TYP_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_OMS_RE_UTIL_TYP					Real Estate Utilizat					CMS_BW					Financial Services					FS-CMS-BW					CMS_RE_UTIL					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_OMS_RIG_TYPE					Rights Types					CMS_OMS_RIG					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD-RIG					TCMS_RIG_TYP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_OMS_RIG_TYPE_TEXT					Rights Type Text					CMS_OMS_RIG					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD-RIG					TCMS_RIG_TYP_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_OMS_SHIP_TYPE					Ship Type					CMS_SHP					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD-SHP					TCMS_SHP_TYP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_OMS_SHIP_TYPE_TEXT					Ship Type Text					CMS_SHP					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD-SHP					TCMS_SHP_TYP_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_RBL_COMP_TYPE					Rbl Component Type					CMS_BW					Financial Services					FS-CMS-BW					CMS_RBL_COMPONENT_TYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_RBL_CRD_SYS					Rbl Credit Sys ID					CMS_CORE					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD					TCMS_RBL_CRDSYS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_RBL_CRD_SYS_TEXT					Rbl Crd Sys ID Text					CMS_CORE					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD					TCMS_RBL_CRDSY_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_RBL_EXT_INDICATOR					Rbl Ext/Int Ind.					CMS_BW					Financial Services					FS-CMS-BW					CMS_OTHERBANK					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_RBL_PRODUCT_TYPE					Rbl. Product Type					CMS_CORE					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD					TCMS_RBL_PROD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_RBL_PRODUCT_TYPE_TEXT					Rbl. Prod. Type Text					CMS_CORE					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD					TCMS_RBL_PROD_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_RBL_PROD_CLASS					Rbl. Prod. Class					CMS_CORE					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD					TCMS_PRD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_RBL_PROD_CLASS_T					Rbl. Prod. Class Txt					CMS_CORE					Financial Services					FS-CMS-MD					TCMS_PRD_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BA_CMS_SHP_RATING_CLASS					Ships Rating Class					CMS_BW					Financial Services					FS-CMS-BW					CMS_SHP_CLASS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BA_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMG_ATTR					Ukazatel (výsl.) MV					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_KEYFIGURE_6_ATR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0BA_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMG_TEXT					Ukazatel (výsl.) MV					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_KEYFIGURES_ALL_TXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0BA_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMO_ATTR					Ukazatel v MV					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_KEYFIGURE_3_ATR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0BA_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMO_TEXT					Ukazatel v MZ					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_KEYFIGURES_ALL_TXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0BA_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMR_ATTR					Ukazat.(riziko) v MV					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_KEYFIGURE_5_ATR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0BA_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMR_TEXT					Ukazat.(riziko) v MZ					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_KEYFIGURES_ALL_TXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0BA_KEYFIGURE_CC_NUM_ATTR					Ukazatel bezrozm. MV					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_KEYFIGURE_1_ATR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0BA_KEYFIGURE_CC_NUM_TEXT					Ukazatel bezrozm. MV					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_KEYFIGURES_ALL_TXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0BA_PARTNR					IS-B: Obch.partner					JBD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-B-DP					JBVBBP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270318 - S4TWL - SEM Banking: SEM Banking is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					0BA_PHIERA_TEXT					Hierarchie portfolia					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_PORTFOLIOHIERARCHY_TXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0BA_PHNODE_ATTR					Uzel hier.porfolia					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_PORTFOLIOHIER_NODE_ATR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0BA_PHNODE_HIER					Uzel hier.porfolia					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_TMRH					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0BA_RBPROD					IS-B: Bank.produkt					JBD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-B-DP					JBVBPR3					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270318 - S4TWL - SEM Banking: SEM Banking is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					0BA_RBPROD_TEXT					IS-B: Text bank.prod					JBD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-B-DP					JBVBPR4					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270318 - S4TWL - SEM Banking: SEM Banking is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					0BA_RDB_AN_1					Kvóty					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_RDB_BIW_AN_1_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0BA_RDB_AN_3					Částky					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_RDB_BIW_AN_3_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0BA_RDB_AN_5					Částky (riziko)					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_RDB_BIW_AN_5_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0BA_RDB_AN_6					Částky (výsledovka)					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_RDB_BIW_AN_6_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0BA_RHIERA_TEXT					Hierarchie rizik					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					BIW_RDB_JBRRHT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0BA_RHNODE_HIER					Uzel hier.rizika					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_CFM2					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0BA_RHNODE_TEXT					Uzel hier.rizika					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_RISKHIERARCHY_NODE_TXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BA_RKALRG					IS-B: Kalk.pravidlo					JBD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-B-DP					JBVBPKR1					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270318 - S4TWL - SEM Banking: SEM Banking is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					0BA_RKALRG_TEXT					IS-B: Text kalk.prav					JBD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-B-DP					JBVBPKR2					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270318 - S4TWL - SEM Banking: SEM Banking is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					0BA_ROLNM_TEXT					Datový prvek					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_DATAELEMENT_TXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0BEN_AREA_TEXT					Oblast zam.výhod					PBEN					Personnel Management					PA-BN					T5UC3					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BEN_OPTION_TEXT					Volba					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BEN_PLAN_TEXT					Plán zam.výh.					PBEN					Personnel Management					PA-BN					T5UCA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BILBLK_DL_TEXT					Blokování					VF					Sales and Distribution					SD-BIL					TVFST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BILBLK_ITM_TEXT					Blok.fakt.					VF					Sales and Distribution					SD-BIL					TVFST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BILL_BLOCK_TEXT					Blok.fakt.					VF					Sales and Distribution					SD-BIL					TVFST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BILL_CAT_TEXT					Typ faktury					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					FKTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BILL_RELEV_TEXT					RelFakt					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					FKREL					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BILL_RULE_TEXT					Pravidlo fakt.					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					FAREG					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BILL_TYPE_TEXT					Druh faktury					VF0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-BIL-GF					TVFKT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BOOK_PRIO_TEXT					Priorita rezervace					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BPARTNER_ATTR					SAP-OP: Centr.data					BUPA_CENTRAL_DATA_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					BUPA_CENTRAL_ATTR_EXTRACT_BW					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BPARTNER_HIER					SAP-OP: Hier.skupin					BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW_TRANSFER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Group hierarchy is not support in S/4HANA. So this extractor is obsolete.					




					0BPARTNER_NAME_HIER					SAP-OP: Hier.skupin					BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW_TRANSFER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Group hierarchy is not support in S/4HANA. So this extractor is obsolete.					




					0BPARTNER_STRUCT_HIER					SAP-OP: Hier.skupin					BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW_TRANSFER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Group hierarchy is not support in S/4HANA. So this extractor is obsolete.					




					0BPARTNER_TEXT					Texty OP					BUPA_TEXT_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					BUPA_CENTRAL_TEXT_EXTRACT_BW					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BPM_ALERT_CAT_ATTR					Kat.výstr.: Definice					SALERT_CORE					Basis Components					BC-SRV-GBT-ALM					SALRTCAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BPM_ALERT_CAT_CLASS_TEXT					KatVýstr: Texty klas					SALERT_CORE					Basis Components					BC-SRV-GBT-ALM					SALRTCATCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, DS is not supported with S/4HANA.					




					0BPM_ALERT_CAT_TEXT					Kateg.výstrahy: Text					SALERT_CORE					Basis Components					BC-SRV-GBT-ALM					SALRTCATT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, DS is not supported with S/4HANA.					




					0BPM_ALERT_DATA					Data výstrahy					XPI_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA					BPM_ALERT_DATA_EXTRACTOR					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BPM_ALERT_PRIO_TEXT					Priorita výstrahy					XPI_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA					SALRTOPRIO					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BPM_ALERT_STATUS_TEXT					Status výstrahy					XPI_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA					SALRTOSTAT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, DS is not supported with S/4HANA.					




					0BPM_CATID_TEXT					Kategorie objektů					XPI_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA					SIBFCATID					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BPM_DEADLINES					Termínová data					XPI_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA					BPM_DEADLINES_EXTRACTOR					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BPM_ERRORTYPE_TEXT					Typ chyby					XPI_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA					SWO_ERRTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BPM_LHACTION_TEXT					Akce v LOGHIST					XPI_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA					BPM_LHACTION					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BPM_LOGHIST					Historie workitem					XPI_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA					BPM_LOGHIST_EXTRACTOR					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, DS is not supported with S/4HANA.					




					0BPM_OBJREL					WI - vztah objektu					XPI_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA					BPM_OBJREL_EXTRACTOR					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BPM_PROCCAT_TEXT					BPM-kategorie proc.					XPI_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA					BPM_PROCCAT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BPM_WF_TYPE_TEXT					Typ def.workflow					XPI_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA					SWD_DWFTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BPM_WIHEAD					Workitems					XPI_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA					BPM_WIHEAD_EXTRACTOR					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BPM_WI_DATTYPE_TEXT					Sledování termínů					XPI_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA					SWW_DATTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BPM_WI_PRIO_TEXT					Priorita: Workitem					XPI_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA					SWD_PRIORI					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BPM_WI_RELTYPE_TEXT					Workitem<>vztah obj.					XPI_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA					SWW_RELTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BPM_WI_STAT_TEXT					Status workitem					XPI_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA					SWW_WISTAT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BPM_WI_TYPE_TEXT					Typ workitem: Texty					XPI_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA					SWW_WITYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BPTYPE_TEXT					OP: Druh partnera					S_BUPA_GENERAL					Basis Components					BC-SRV-BP					TB004T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_ACTITLE_TEXT					Texty k akad.titulu					SZAD					Basis Components					BC-SRV-ADR					TSAD2T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_BANK_ATTR					SAP-GP: Bank.data					BUPA_BANK_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					V_BUT0BK_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_CAT_TEXT					Texty k typu OP					BUPA_CENTRAL_DATA_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					BU_TYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BP_CCARD_ATTR					SAP-GP: Kredit.karta					BUPA_CCARD_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					BUPA_CCARD_EXTRACT_BW					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BP_CONTACT_TEXT					OP:Povolení kontaktu					BUPA_CENTRAL_DATA_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					BU_CONTACT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BP_DEF_ADDRESS_ATTR					Standardní adresa OP					BUPA_ADDRESS_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					BUPA_DEF_ADDRESS_BW					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BP_GROUP_TEXT					Texty k seskupení OP					S_BUPA_GENERAL					Basis Components					BC-SRV-BP					TB002					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_GRPTYPE_TEXT					Texty k druhu skup.					S_BUPA_GENERAL					Basis Components					BC-SRV-BP					TB026					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_GRP_ATTR					OP: Skupina (hier.)					BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					V_BUT_HIER_ND_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Group hierarchy is not support in S/4HANA. So this extractor is obsolete.					




					0BP_GRP_HIER					SAP-OP: Hier.skupin					BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW_TRANSFER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Group hierarchy is not support in S/4HANA. So this extractor is obsolete.					




					0BP_GRP_NAME_HIER					SAP-OP: Hier.skupin					BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW_TRANSFER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Group hierarchy is not support in S/4HANA. So this extractor is obsolete.					




					0BP_GRP_STRUCT_HIER					SAP-OP: Hier.skupin					BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW_TRANSFER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Group hierarchy is not support in S/4HANA. So this extractor is obsolete.					




					0BP_GRP_TEXT					OP: Skupina (hier.)					BUPA_HIERARCHY_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					V_BUT_HIER_NT_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Group hierarchy is not support in S/4HANA. So this extractor is obsolete.					




					0BP_ID_ATTR					OP: ID čísla					BUPA_ID_NUMBERS_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					V_BUT0ID_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_ID_TYPE_TEXT					OP: Texty druhů ID					BUPA_COMMON					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					TB039B					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_IND_CODE_TEXT					OP: Texty odvětví					BUPA_COMMON					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					TB038B					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_IND_SECTOR_ATTR					OP: Odvětví (default					BUPA_IND_SECTOR_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					V_BUT0IS_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_IS_ATTR					OP: Odvětví					BUPA_IND_SECTOR_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					V_BUT0IS_ALL_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_MARST_TEXT					Texty k rodin.stavu					S_BUPA_GENERAL					Basis Components					BC-SRV-BP					TB027T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_MEDIA_ATTR					IS-M: Media SAP BP					JMDGEN					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD					JGTBP00					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0BP_RELATIONS_46BC_ATTR					Zastaralé					BUPA_OBSOLET_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					BUPA_RELATIONS_EXTRACT_BW_46					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Marked as obselete in RSA2 TX					




					0BP_RELATIONS_470_ATTR					Zastaralé					BUPA_OBSOLET_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					BUPA_RELATIONS_EXTRACT_BW_470					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Marked as obselete in RSA2 TX					




					0BP_RELATIONS_ATTR					OP: Vztahy					BUPA_RELATIONSHIPS_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					BUPA_RELATIONS_EXTRACT_BW_D					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BP_RELDIR_TEXT					OP: Směry vztahů					BUPA_RELATIONSHIPS_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					BUPA_RELDIR_BW					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BP_RELTYPES_TEXT					OP: Typy vztahů					BUPA_RELATIONSHIPS_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					BUPA_RELTP_TEXT_EXTRACT_BW					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BP_REL_AUTH_TEXT					OP: KontOsoba/PlMoc.					S_BUPA_GENERAL					Basis Components					BC-SRV-BP					TB915					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_REL_DEPMNT_TEXT					OP: KontOsoba/odd.					S_BUPA_GENERAL					Basis Components					BC-SRV-BP					TB911					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_REL_FUNC_TEXT					OP: KontOsoba/funkce					S_BUPA_GENERAL					Basis Components					BC-SRV-BP					TB913					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_REL_VIP_TEXT					OP: KontOsoba/VIP					S_BUPA_GENERAL					Basis Components					BC-SRV-BP					TB917					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_ROLES_ATTR					OP SAP: Role					BUPA_ROLES_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					V_BUT100_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_ROLE_TEXT					OP: Role					S_BUPA_GENERAL					Basis Components					BC-SRV-BP					TB003T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_STABUPSYS0_TEXT					OP: Arch./výmaz					BUPA_OBSOLET_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					V_BUPSYS0_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_STABUPSYS1_TEXT					OP: Centrál.blokov.					BUPA_OBSOLET_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					V_BUPSYS1_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_STABUPSYS2_TEXT					OP: Uvolnění					BUPA_OBSOLET_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					V_BUPSYS2_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_STATUS_ATTR					OP: Status					BUPA_STATUS_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					BUPA_STATUS_EXTRACT_BW_KAPX					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BP_TAXCAT_TEXT					OP: Typ čísla daně					BUPA_COMMON					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					TFKTAXNUMTYPE_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_TAXNUMB_ATTR					OP: Daňová čísla					BUPA_TAX					Cross-Application Components					CA-GTF-CSC					DFKKBPTAXNUM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_TITLESPPL_TEXT					Texty tit.za jménem					SZAD					Basis Components					BC-SRV-ADR					TSAD5T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BP_UNAME_46C_ATTR					Zastaralé					BUPA_OBSOLET_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					BUPA_UNAME_EXTRACT_BW_46C					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Marked as obselete in RSA2 TX					




					0BP_UNAME_ORGUNIT_ATTR					OP: Uživatel/org.jed					BUPA_OBSOLET_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					BUPA_UNAME_EXTRACT_BW_46C					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BRAND_TEXT					Značka					KEG2					Controlling					CO-PA					T22E9					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BRNCHSTDY_TEXT					Odbornost					PBAS					Personnel Management					PA-PA					T517X					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BSELEMENT_ATTR					Atributy PR					PAOC_FPM_FTE_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PM-PB					HRFPM_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BSELEMENT_HR01_HIER					Hierarchie PR					PAOC_FPM_FTE_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PM-PB					HRFPM_BIW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BSELEMENT_TEXT					Text PR					PAOC_FPM_FTE_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PM-PB					HRFPM_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BSTAT_TEXT					Stat.hospodaření					PAOC_FPM_FTE_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PM-PB					V_T7PMQ_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BUD_CAT_ATTR					Druhy rozpočtu					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					AIBM_GET_BC					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BUD_CAT_TEXT					Druhy rozpočtu					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					AIBM_GET_BC_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BUD_VERSN_PU_TEXT					Verze rozpočtu					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					V_TBP3B_BW_PU					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BULOCATION_TEXT					RE: Texty pol.HJ					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TIV10					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BUSENTITY_ATTR					RE: Hospod.jednotka					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_BUSENTITY_ATTR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BUSENTITY_TEXT					RE: Hospod.jednotka					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_BUSENTITY_TEXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BUSFIELD_TEXT					Obchodní oblast					KEG2					Controlling					CO-PA					T22E8					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BUS_AREA_ATTR					Pracovní úsek					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					BIW_TGSB					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BUS_AREA_TEXT					Prac.úsek					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					BIW_TGSBT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BUTGR_TEXT					Oblast rozpočtu					PAOC_FPM_FTE_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PM-PB					V_T7PM0_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BUTYP_TEXT					Typ prvku rozpočtu					PAOC_FPM_FTE_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PM-PB					V_T7PM3_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BV_BEV1_EM_CUSTSTO_BW_GET_TD					Zásoba zákaz.běh.měs					/BEV1/EM					Sales and Distribution					SD-BIL-EM					/BEV1/EM_SD_SLS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0BV_BEV1_SR_ANKEY_BW_GET_TX					Nález / Kl.použ.-txt					/BEV1/SR					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-RE-SR					/BEV1/SRBEFT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Sales Returns)					




					0BV_BEV1_SR_REFKEY_BW_GET_TX					Text - Znak úhrady					/BEV1/SR					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-RE-SR					/BEV1/SRVST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Sales Returns)					




					0BV_BEV1_SR_SALESRET_BW_GET_TD					Zboží odmítn.zákaz.					/BEV1/SR_BW					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-RE-SR					/BEV1/SR_SLS_BWV					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Sales Returns)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHACVIEW_TEXT					Account View Desc.					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHCKONTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHAGMTCL_TEXT					AgCl Description					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHCVBT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHASSTYP_TEXT					Assortment Type					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHCSOTYPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHBALMTH_TEXT					Balancing Method					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHCSALDT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHCLASS1_TEXT					Classification 1					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHCTKLAS1T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHCLASS2_TEXT					Classification 2					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHCTKLAS2T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHCLASS3_TEXT					Classification 3					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHCTKLAS3T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHCLASS4_TEXT					Classification 4					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHCTKLAS4T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHCLASS5_TEXT					Classification 5					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHCTKLAS5T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHCNVIEW_TEXT					Contract view					BVCH_DSOURCE					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHERTSI					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHCTDCTY_TEXT					CHD Type Desc.					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHWDARTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHCTNO_TEXT					Contract Name					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_TREE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHGRCHAR_TEXT					Grouping Desc.					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHCBGRUT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHINCLST_TEXT					Ext.Amt Incidentals					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHCL_LSTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHINTKEY_TEXT					Interest Key Desc.					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHCZNSCHLT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHORGUN_TEXT					CH Org. Unit					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHORGET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHPERLIS_TEXT					Time Condition Desc.					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHCZEITT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHPIKGR_TEXT					Payment in Kind Grp					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHCSALGT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHPIKTY_TEXT					Payment in Kind Type					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHCSALGT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHQTSCAM_TEXT					Scale description					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHCSTAFT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHRULEID_TEXT					Rule ID Description					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHCRGIT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCHSALTYP_TEXT					Sales Type Desc.					BVCH_DSOURCE					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHTART					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCH_ASSMT_TEXT					CH Assortment					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHSORTKT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCH_OBJNO_TEXT					Object Name					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHTOBJ					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCH_PDC_TEXT					Periodicity Text					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHCPGT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCH_PIKGR_TEXT					Pyt in Kind Grp Des.					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHCSALGT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_0BVCH_PIKTY_TEXT					Pyt in Kind Typ.Des.					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHCSALAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_ALLOC_BW_GET_MD					Contract Environment					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_ALLC					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_ALLOC_BW_GET_TD					Environment Data					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_ALTD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_BENEFIT_BWGET_TD					Payments in Kind					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_BENE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_BK_BWGET_TD					Purch. Ctrl Results					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_BKTD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_BZVABS_BWGET_MD					Sales -> Contract					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_BZAM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_BZVABS_BWGET_TD					PC Sales TD					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_BZVA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_BZVUMS_BWGET_MD					Sales -> Contract					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_BZUM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_BZVUMS_BWGET_TD					PC Sales TD					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_BZVU					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_CONTRACT1_BWGET_MD					CHCDPCTR1 -> Cntrct					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_CTR1					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_CTR1_BW_GET_TD					Contract TD					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_CTRT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_CTR2_BW_GET_MD					CHCTR2 -> Contract					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBWCTR2M					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_CTR2_BW_GET_TD					Contract TD					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBWCTR2T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_IM_BW_GET_MD					Fitt.Equip.RentCTRCT					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_IMMD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_IM_BW_GET_TD					Fitt.Equip.Rent TD					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_IMTD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_KB_BW_GET_MD					Sec.Depos./Guaranty					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_KBMD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_KB_BW_GET_TD					Deposits					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_KBTD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_MP_BW_GET_MD					Rent/Lease -> Contr					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_MPMD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_MP_BW_GET_TD					Rent//Lease TD					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_MPTD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_PRIVILEGE_BWGET_TD					Subrogation					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_PRVL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_SALDO_BWGET_TD					Contract Balance					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_SLDO					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_SALES_BWGET_TD					Sales					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_SALE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_SORTIMENT_BWGET_MD					Assortments					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_SRTM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_SURETY_BWGET_TD					Guaranty					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_SRTY					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_TEXT_BWGET_MD					Contract texts					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_TEXT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_VGT_BW_GET_MD					Ref./Allow -> Cntrct					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_VGTM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BV_BEV3_CH_VGT_BW_GET_TD					Remun./Allowance					/BEV3/CH					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-PLL-OBS					/BEV3/CHVBW_VGTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IS-Beverage (Excise Duty)					




					0BWTC_C02					Pohybová data OLAP					RSDDK					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BEX-OT					RSDDK_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BWTC_C03					Detail navigace					RSDDK					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BEX-OT					RSDDK_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BWTC_C04					Pohybová data agregá					RSDDK					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BEX-OT					RSDDK_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BWTC_C05					Pohybová data WHM					RSDDK					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BEX-OT					RSDDK_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BWTC_C09					Kondenzač.prog.					RSDDK					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BEX-OT					RSDDK_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0BWTC_C11					Výmaz infokostky					RSDDK					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BEX-OT					RSDDK_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CACONT_ACC_ATTR					Sml.účet, hlavička					FKKB					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					FKKVK					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Replaced by 0CACONT_ACC_ATTR_2					




					0CACSBW_DOCACT					Činnosti					CACSBW					Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					ICM					CACSBW_EXTR_DOCACT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CACSBW_DOCHD					Hlav.proviz.dokladu					CACSBW					Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					ICM					CACSBW_EXTR_DOCHD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CACSBW_DOCOBJ					Data objektu					CACSBW					Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					ICM					CACSBW_EXTR_DOCOBJ					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CACSBW_DOCPAR					Úč.proviz.dokladu					CACSBW					Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					ICM					CACSBW_EXTR_DOCPAR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CACSBW_DOCRE					Odměna a ručení					CACSBW					Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					ICM					CACSBW_EXTR_DOCRE					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CACSBW_DOCSE					Splatnosti					CACSBW					Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					ICM					CACSBW_EXTR_DOCSE					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CACSBW_DOCSEDT					Detaily splatnosti					CACSBW					Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					ICM					CACSBW_EXTR_DOCSEDT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CACSBW_DOCVA					Ocenění					CACSBW					Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					ICM					CACSBW_EXTR_DOCVA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CACS_ACTIVITY_TEXT					Texty druhu činnosti					CACSCC					Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					ICM					TCACS_ACT_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CACS_APPL_TEXT					Texty aplikací					CACSAPPL					Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					ICM					TCACS_APPL_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CACS_CTRTBU_ATTR					Data smlouvy					CACSCT					Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					ICM					CACS_CTRTBU					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CACS_CTRTPT_TEXT					Texty druhu smlouvy					CACS2D					Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					ICM					TCACS_CTRTPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CACS_DOCRE_01					Odměna a ručení					CACSBW					Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					ICM					CACS_DOCRE_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CACS_DOCT_TEXT					Texty druhu dokladu					CACSCG					Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					ICM					TCACS_DOCTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CACS_REM_TEXT					Texty druhu odměny					CACS2D					Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					ICM					TCACS_REM_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CACS_RESP_TEXT					Texty druhů záruky					CACSCC					Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					ICM					TCACS_RESP_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CACS_ROLE_TEXT					Texty role účastníků					CACS2D					Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					ICM					TCACS_ROLE_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CAM_CITYCODE_TEXT					BAS: Kódy měst					SZRS					Basis Components					BC-SRV-ADR					ADRCITYT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CAM_CITYPCODE_TEXT					BAS: Místní části					SZRS					Basis Components					BC-SRV-ADR					ADRCITYPRT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CAM_STREETCODE_TEXT					BAS: Kódy ulic					SZRS					Basis Components					BC-SRV-ADR					ADRSTREETT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CANDIDATE_ATTR					Čas.nezáv.kandidát					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_BIW_GET_0CANDIDATE_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete
The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0CANDIDATE_ATTR,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					0CAND_CLASS_TEXT					Třída kandidáta					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_CANDIDATE_CLASS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0CAND_STAT_TEXT					Status kandidáta					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_BIW_GET_0CAND_STAT_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0CAND_STAT_TEXT,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete					




					0CAND_TD_ATTR					Čas.záv.kandidát					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_BIW_GET_0CAND_TD_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete
The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0CAND_TD_ATTR,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					0CAND_TEXT					Jméno kandidáta					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_BIW_GET_0CAND_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0CAND_TEXT,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete					




					0CAP_EXP_TEXT					Investice/náklady					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					BIW_CAPEXP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CASHDETAIL_TEXT					Podtyp pl.					KAPC					Project System					PS-IS					BIWTCSH_DT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer					




					0CASHTYPE_TEXT					Typ plat.					KAPC					Project System					PS-IS					BIWTCSH					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer					




					0CATEGORY_TEXT					Kateg.					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					ABKAT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CATEG_TEXT					Kategorie					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					CKML_CATEG					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CATS_IS_1					Extraktor CATS					CATSBW					Cross-Application Components					CA-TS					CATS_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Replaced by 0CA_TS_IS_1					




					0CAT_CODE_TEXT					Kód					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BIW_QPCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CAT_GROUP_TEXT					Skup.kódů					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BIW_QPGT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CAT_TYPE_TEXT					Katalog					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BIW_TQ15T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CA_JVA_4A					JVA Standard Ledger					GJV_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA					GJV_BW_GET_TRANSACTION_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)					




					0CA_JVA_4B					JVA Billing Ledger					GBIW_PI					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-IS					G_BIW_GET_TT_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)					




					0CA_JVA_4C					JVA Additional Stand					GJV_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA					GJV_BW_GET_TRANSACTION_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)					




					0CA_JVA_4D					JVA Additional Billi					GBIW_PI					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-IS					G_BIW_GET_TT_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)					




					0CA_TS_IS_1					Extraktor CATS					CATSBW					Cross-Application Components					CA-TS					CATS_BIW_GET_DATA2					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CA_TS_IS_2					Extraktor CATS					CATSBW					Cross-Application Components					CA-TS					CATS_BIW_GET_DATA2					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CCARDTYPE_TEXT					Typ kreditní karty					BUCC					Application Platform					AP-MD-PCA					TB033T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CCMS_CPH_DATA					CCMS: Data CPH					RS_BCT_CCMS_CPH_EXTRACTORS					Cross-Application Components					CA					CCMSBI_CPH_DATA_EXTRACTOR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CCMS_CPH_DATA_COPY_700					CCMS: Data CPH					RS_BCT_CCMS_CPH_EXTRACTORS					Cross-Application Components					CA					CCMSBI_CPH_DATA_EXTRACTOR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CCMS_CPH_DATA_DELTA_INIT					Data CPH: DeltaInic					RS_BCT_CCMS_CPH_EXTRACTORS					Cross-Application Components					CA					CCMSBI_CPH_DATA_DELTA_INIT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CCMS_CPH_DATA_DELTA_ONLY					Data CPH: Jen delta					RS_BCT_CCMS_CPH_EXTRACTORS					Cross-Application Components					CA					CCMSBI_CPH_DATA_DELTA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CCMS_CPH_DATA_DELTA_REPEAT					Data CPH: DeltaOpak					RS_BCT_CCMS_CPH_EXTRACTORS					Cross-Application Components					CA					CCMSBI_CPH_DATA_DELTA_REPEAT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CCMS_CPH_LIFETIME_DATA					CCMS: Data reorg.CPH					RS_BCT_CCMS_CPH_EXTRACTORS					Cross-Application Components					CA					CCMSBI_CPH_REORGDATA_EXTRACTOR					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CCMS_CPH_ONLINE_DATA					CCMS:CPH-data online					RS_BCT_CCMS_CPH_EXTRACTORS					Cross-Application Components					CA					CCMSBI_CPH_ONLINE_DATA_EXTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CCMS_DSR_DATA					DSR					RS_BCT_CCMS_STAT_EXTRACTORS					Cross-Application Components					CA					CCMSBI_DSR_EXTRACT					Function Module (Segmented Data Transfer)					0					Not Used															




					0CCMS_MTE_STATIC_MASTER_DATA					CCMS: Statická KD					RS_BCT_CCMS_CPH_EXTRACTORS					Cross-Application Components					CA					CCMSBI_MTE_STATIC_MD_EXTRACTOR					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CCMS_MTE_TDEP_MASTER_DATA					CCMS: Čas.záv. KD					RS_BCT_CCMS_CPH_EXTRACTORS					Cross-Application Components					CA					CCMSBI_MTE_TIMEDEP_MD_EXTRACT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CCMS_SYSDATA					CCMS Systémová data					RS_BCT_CCMS_STAT_EXTRACTORS					Cross-Application Components					CA					CCMSBI_SYSDATA_EXTRACT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CCMS_WEBAS_APPL_STATREC_DATA					WebAs stat.data apl.					RS_BCT_CCMS_STAT_EXTRACTORS					Cross-Application Components					CA					CCMSBI_APPL_STATREC_EXTRACT					Function Module (Segmented Data Transfer)					0					Not Used															




					0CCMS_WEBAS_STATREC_DATA					WebAs stat.kernelu					RS_BCT_CCMS_STAT_EXTRACTORS					Cross-Application Components					CA					CCMSBI_WEBAS_STATREC_EXTRACT					Function Module (Segmented Data Transfer)					0					Not Used															




					0CCOMPGRP_TEXT					Skupina prvků					KKBW_PCP1					Controlling					CO-PC-PCP					BIW_TCKH6					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CCOMPTYPE_TEXT					Dr.rozvr.nákl.					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					CK_CCOMPTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CCOMPVIEW_TEXT					View prvku					KKBW_PCP1					Controlling					CO-PC-PCP					BIW_TCKH9					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CDCY_ACT_ATTR					Kandidatura čin.					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_BIW_GET_ACTIVITY					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete
The objects RCF_BIW_GET_ACTIVITY,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					0CDCY_ATTR					Čas.nezáv.kandidat.					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_BIW_GET_0CDCY_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete
The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0CDCY_ATTR,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					0CDCY_STAT_TEXT					Status kandidatury					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_CANDIDACY_STATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0CDCY_TD_ATTR					Čas.záv.kandidatura					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_BIW_GET_0CDCY_TD_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete
The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0CDCY_TD_ATTR,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					0CDM_CSEG_ATTR					Úvěr.segmenty: Atrib					UKM_BP_DB					Financials					FIN-FSCM-CR-CR					UKMCRED_SGM0C					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CDM_CUSTGRP_TEXT					Sk.úvěrů zák.: Texty					UKM_CUSTOMIZING					Financials					FIN-FSCM-CR-CR					UKM_CUST_GRP0T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CDM_EXTR_ATTR					Atributy extraktu					UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING					Financials					FIN-FSCM-CR-CR					UKM_BW_EXTRACT_ATTR_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CDM_EXTR_TEXT					Texty extraktu					UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING					Financials					FIN-FSCM-CR-CR					UKM_BW_EXTRACT_TEXT_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CDM_FORM_ATTR					Vzorce řízení úvěrů					UKM_RULES_ENGINE					Financials					FIN-FSCM-CR-CR					UKM_FORMULAS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CDM_FORM_TEXT					Texty vzorců					UKM_CUSTOMIZING					Financials					FIN-FSCM-CR-CR					UKM_FORMULAS0T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CDM_FREL_TEXT					Relev.vzorce - texty					UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING					Financials					FIN-FSCM-CR-CR					UKM_RESULTTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CDM_KSEG_TEXT					Úvěr.segment (texty)					UKM_BP_DB					Financials					FIN-FSCM-CR-CR					UKMCRED_SGM0T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CDM_OTYP_TEXT					Typy obliga: Texty					UKM_BUSINESS_PARTNER					Financials					FIN-FSCM-CR-CR					UKMCOMM_TYPEST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CDM_RICL_TEXT					Třída rizika (texty)					UKM_CUSTOMIZING					Financials					FIN-FSCM-CR-CR					UKM_RISK_CL0T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CDM_RULE_ATTR					Určení bonity/limitu					UKM_CUSTOMIZING					Financials					FIN-FSCM-CR-CR					UKM_LIMIT_RULES					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CDM_RULE_TEXT					Text met.bonity/lim.					UKM_CUSTOMIZING					Financials					FIN-FSCM-CR-CR					UKM_LIMIT_RULE0T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CDM_RULS_ATTR					Atributy metody					UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING					Financials					FIN-FSCM-CR-CR					UKM_BW_RULES_ATTR_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CDM_SIMU_TEXT					Simulace					UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING					Financials					FIN-FSCM-CR-CR					UKM_EXTR_SIM_FLAG					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CDM_TRAN_TEXT					Gener.transakce					UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING					Financials					FIN-FSCM-CR-CR					UKM_EXTR_TRANS_FLAG					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CERTIFIC_TEXT					Ukončení vzdělání					PBAS					Personnel Management					PA-PA					T519T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_ACTSTA_TEXT					StatAkt FinTran-text					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					T_SAKTIV					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_ACT_CT_TEXT					TypOperFinTran (txt)					FTA					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM					AT02T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_AC_REF_TEXT					RefPřiřÚčParKn (txt)					FTR_ACCOUNTING_ADAPTOR					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-AC					TRACC_AA_REF_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_BD_CLS_TEXT					Klasif.obligace					FVV					Treasury					TR					TW01T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_BOOK_S_TEXT					Status účtov. (txt.)					FTR_TREASURY_LEDGER					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-AC					TRLTS_STATE_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_BT_CT_TEXT					Typ obchod.případu					FTR_DISTRIBUTOR					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM					TRDTS_BT_CAT_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_CLASS_MASTER_DATA_ATTR					ID číslo					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					CFM_BW_SEC_ID_DELTA_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_CLASS_MASTER_DATA_TEXT					ID číslo					FVVW_CORE					Treasury					TR					VWPANLA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_DELTA_POSITIONS					CFM: Pozice delty					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					CFM_TR_BIW_DELTA_POSITIONS_NEW					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_EXTY_TEXT					Druh výkonu					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					SOPTAUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_FD_CT_TEXT					Typ fondu					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					VVSFOART					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_FD_PUB_TEXT					Znak veřejný					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					SOEFF					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_FD_TP_TEXT					Druh fondu (texty)					FVV					Treasury					TR					TW21T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_FI_TRA_ATTR					Finanční transakce					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					CFM_BW_DELTA_EXTRACT_DEAL_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_FLOWTYPE_TEXT					Druh pohybu (výkon)					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					BIW_FLOWTYPEST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CFM_FLO_TP_TEXT					Druh aktualizace					FTR_DISTRIBUTOR					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM					TRDC_DFLOWTYPE_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_INIT_POSITIONS					CFM: Inicializace					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					CFM_TR_BIW_INIT_POSITIONS_NEW					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMG_ATTR					Ukazatel (výsl.) MV					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_KEYFIGURE_6_ATR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CFM_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMG_TEXT					Ukaza.(výsl.) MZ					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_KEYFIGURES_ALL_TXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CFM_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMO_ATTR					Ukazatel v MV					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_KEYFIGURE_3_ATR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CFM_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMO_TEXT					Ukazatel v MV					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_KEYFIGURES_ALL_TXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CFM_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMR_ATTR					Ukazat.(riziko) v MV					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_KEYFIGURE_5_ATR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CFM_KEYFIGURE_CC_AMR_TEXT					Ukazat.(riziko) v MV					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_KEYFIGURES_ALL_TXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CFM_KEYFIGURE_CC_NUM_ATTR					Ukazatel bezrozm. MV					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_KEYFIGURE_1_ATR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CFM_KEYFIGURE_CC_NUM_TEXT					Ukazatel bezrozm. MV					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_KEYFIGURES_ALL_TXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CFM_KEYFIGURE_PC_AMO_ATTR					Ukazatel v MP					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_KEYFIGURE_4_ATR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CFM_KEYFIGURE_PC_AMO_TEXT					Ukazatel v MP					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_KEYFIGURES_ALL_TXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CFM_KEYFIGURE_PC_NUM_ATTR					Ukaz.b.rozměru z MP					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_KEYFIGURE_2_ATR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CFM_KEYFIGURE_PC_NUM_TEXT					Ukaz.b.rozměru z MP					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_KEYFIGURES_ALL_TXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CFM_LISTED_TEXT					Kótovaný ukaz.(txt.)					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					JANEI					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_LO_SH_TEXT					Dlouhá/krátká(texty)					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					TPM_FLAG_LONG_SHORT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_MARKET_VALUES					CFM: Tržní hodnoty					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					/SAPQUERY/CFM_BW_VALUES					Extraction Using ABAP Query					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_NFLAG_TEXT					Typ uzlu hier.portf.					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					FTI_NFLAG					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CFM_OFCT_TEXT					Typ opce/futures					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					T_SOFTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_OPPT_TEXT					Pův.typ opce					FTA					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM					ATO1T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_PCID_TEXT					Znak Put/Call					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					T_SPUTCAL					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_PHIERA_TEXT					Hierarchie portfolia					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_PORTFOLIOHIERARCHY_TXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CFM_PHNODE_ATTR					Uzel hier.porfolia					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_PORTFOLIOHIER_NODE_ATR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CFM_PHNODE_HIER					Uzel hier.porfolia					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_TMRH					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CFM_PL_CAT_TEXT					Druh výsledku(texty)					FTR_GENERAL					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM					TRGC_PL_CATE_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_POS_AC_ATTR					Účet pozice (atr.)					FTR_LISTED_OPTIONS_FUTURES					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-BO					TRFT_POS_ACCOUNT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_POS_AC_TEXT					Účet pozice (texty)					FTR_LISTED_OPTIONS_FUTURES					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-BO					TRFT_POS_ACCOUNT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_QUOTAT_TEXT					Kotace (texty)					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					SNOTI					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_QUTY_TEXT					Druh kotace (text)					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					T_NOTTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_RDB_AN_1					Kvóty z MV					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_RDB_BIW_AN_1_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_RDB_AN_2					Podíly z MP					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_RDB_BIW_AN_2_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_RDB_AN_3					Částky v MV					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_RDB_BIW_AN_3_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_RDB_AN_4					Částky v MP					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_RDB_BIW_AN_4_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_RDB_AN_5					Částky (riziko) v MV					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_RDB_BIW_AN_5_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_RDB_AN_6					Částky (výsl.) MV					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_RDB_BIW_AN_6_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_RHIERA_TEXT					Hierarchie rizik					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					BIW_RDB_JBRRHT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CFM_RHNODE_HIER					Uzel hier.rizika					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_CFM2					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CFM_RHNODE_TEXT					Uzel hier.rizika					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_RISKHIERARCHY_NODE_TXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CFM_ROLNM_TEXT					Datový prvek					CFM_RDB_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-AN					CFM_DATAELEMENT_TXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_SAC_CT_TEXT					Typ depotu (texty)					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					TPM_SECACC_CAT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_SAC_TP_ATTR					Druh depotu (atrib.)					FTR_SECURITY_ACCOUNT_MGT					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-BO					TRSC_SECACC_TYPE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_SAC_TP_TEXT					Druh depotu (texty)					FTR_SECURITY_ACCOUNT_MGT					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-BO					TRSC_SA_TYPE_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_SEACGR_TEXT					Skup. depotu (texty)					FTR_GENERAL					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM					TRGT_SECACCGRP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_SECIDX_TEXT					Index cenných papírů					FVVW_CORE					Treasury					TR					INDEXDT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_SECRAT_TEXT					Ukaz.ratingu (tety)					FSBP					Financial Services					FS-BP					TP06T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_SEC_AC_ATTR					Depot (atributy)					FVVW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM					TWD01					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_SEC_AC_TEXT					Depot (texty)					FVVW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM					TWD01					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_SEC_CL_TEXT					Vš.klas.cen.pap.(tx)					FVVW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM					TW22T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_SEC_TP_ATTR					Dr.cen.pap. - atrib.					FVV					Treasury					TR					TW20					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_SEC_TP_TEXT					Dr.cen.pap. (texty)					FVV					Treasury					TR					TW20T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_SEID_TEXT					Znak zúčtování					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					T_SETTLFL					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_SETM_TEXT					Metoda zúčtování					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					T_SABRMET					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_SH_STR_TEXT					Konstrukce účasti					FVV					Treasury					TR					TW03T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_SH_TP_TEXT					Druh účasti					FVV					Treasury					TR					TW02T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_STFLG_TEXT					Znak zdroj/cíl					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					TPM_SOURCE_TARGET_FLG					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_ST_CT_TEXT					Typ akcií					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					SAKAR					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_ST_FRM_TEXT					Forma akcie					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					SVBRE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_TM_DS10					Extrakce futures					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					CFM_GTM_FUTURES_POSITIONS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_TRADER_ATTR					Obchodník (atributy)					FTVV					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM					TZDEA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_TRA_CT_TEXT					Typ fin.transak.(tx)					FTA					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM					AT01T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFM_TRA_TP_TEXT					Druh fin.trans.(txt)					FTA					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM					AT10T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CFORIGIN					Původ finanč.toku					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REISCFORIGIN					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CFSTATUS					Status finanč.toku					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					RECDCFSTATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CF_LEVEL_TEXT					Úr.převodu					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					FM_CFLEV					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CGVMIC_1					Control Dsgn Rating					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CGVMIC_10					Remediation Plans					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CGVMIC_11					MC Test Rating					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CGVMIC_12					Control Efficiency					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CGVMIC_13					OU-AG-FSA-C Assignmt					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_O_AG_ASS_C					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CGVMIC_2					MC Assessment Rating					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CGVMIC_3					Process Dsgn Rating					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CGVMIC_4					Sign-Off: Org Unit					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CGVMIC_5					P-CO-R-C Assignment					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_P_CO_R_C					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CGVMIC_6					P-CG-FS/A-C Assignmt					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_P_AG_ASS_C					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CGVMIC_7					Effectiveness Rating					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CGVMIC_8					MC Test:Aggr.Ratings					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CGVMIC_9					Issues					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CHRT_ACCTS_ATTR					Účtový rozvrh					FBASCORE					Financial Accounting					FI					T004					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - ALE SCENARIOS;S4TWL - ALE SCENARIOS					




					0CHRT_ACCTS_TEXT					Účtový rozvrh					FBASCORE					Financial Accounting					FI					T004T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CI_SUB1_0401_HIER					Skupina rozp.pol.1					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CI_SUB1_TEXT					DŘ 1 extr.rozp.pol.					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDCISUB1_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CI_SUB2_0402_HIER					Skupina rozp.pol.2					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CI_SUB2_TEXT					DŘ 2 extr.rozp.pol.					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDCISUB2_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CI_SUB3_0403_HIER					Skupina rozp.pol.3					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CI_SUB3_TEXT					DŘ 3 extrak.roz.pol.					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDCISUB3_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CI_SUB4_0404_HIER					Skupina rozp.pol.4					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CI_SUB4_TEXT					DŘ 4 extrak.roz.pol.					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDCISUB4_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CI_SUB5_0405_HIER					Skupina rozp.pol.5					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CI_SUB5_TEXT					DŘ 5 extr.rozp.pol.					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDCISUB5_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CI_TYPE_TEXT					Typ roz.p.					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					FM_POTYP_BW					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CLAIM_ATTR					Reklamace					KAP_CLM					Project System					PS-IS-REP-ACC					PSBW_CLAIM_GET_MASTER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer					




					0CLAIM_TEXT					Texty reklamací					KAP_CLM					Project System					PS-IS-REP-ACC					PSBW_CLAIM_GET_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer					




					0CLASS_NUM_TEXT					Třída					CLBW					Cross-Application Components					CA-CL-ENV					BIW_CLASS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CLEVEL_IND_TEXT					Úroveň/př.úroveň					KKBW_PCP1					Controlling					CO-PC-PCP					KKBW_PCP_CLEVEL_IND_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CML_ASSEE_TEXT					Cesionář					FVVD					Financial Services					FS-CML					TDST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CML_BNLST_TEXT					Tituly dluhopisů					FVVD					Financial Services					FS-CML					TD16T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CML_BOFF_TEXT					Pobočka					FVVD					Financial Services					FS-CML					TD17T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CML_CASHFLOW					Extrakce fin.toku					FS_BIW					Financial Services					FS					FVD_BCT_CASHFOW_EXTRACT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CML_DELTA					DeltaPlán/SkutPoř					FS_BIW					Financial Services					FS					FVD_BCT_DATA_DELTA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CML_DELTA_CAP					Delta-část.kapit.					FS_BIW					Financial Services					FS					FVD_BCT_DATA_CONTRACT_CAP					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CML_EDICL_TEXT					Znak zpracování					FVVD_BCT					Financial Services					FS-CML-IS					VVSBEA					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CML_INIT_BUDAT					Inic.poz.-dat.účt.					FS_BIW					Financial Services					FS					FVD_BCT_DATA_BUDAT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CML_INIT_DDISPO					Inic.poz.-dat.disp.					FS_BIW					Financial Services					FS					FVD_BCT_DATA_DDISPO					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CML_INIT_DFAELL					Inic.poz.-dat.splat.					FS_BIW					Financial Services					FS					FVD_BCT_DATA_DFAELL					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CML_IPURP_TEXT					Účel použití					FVVD					Financial Services					FS-CML					TD07T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CML_IRNA_ATTR					Důvod nepřijetí					FVVD					Financial Services					FS-CML					TDA5					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CML_IRNA_TEXT					Důvod nepřijetí					FVVD					Financial Services					FS-CML					TDA5T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CML_MATUR_TEXT					Stanovení lhůty					FVVD					Financial Services					FS-CML					TD09T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CML_NAGRB_TEXT					Dohoda o výp.př.půj.					FVVD					Financial Services					FS-CML					TD29T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CML_NAGRL_TEXT					Dohoda o výp.poskyt.					FVVD					Financial Services					FS-CML					TD28T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CML_NATYP_TEXT					Druh vypov.půjčky					FVVD					Financial Services					FS-CML					TD27T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CML_PAP_TEXT					Plán./skut.-princip					FVVD_BCT					Financial Services					FS-CML-IS					VVSSOLIST					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CML_PCOLL_TEXT					Hlavní záruka					FVVD					Financial Services					FS-CML					TD01T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CML_PIND_TEXT					Status účtování					FVVD_BCT					Financial Services					FS-CML-IS					BUCHST_DL					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CML_PSTAT_TEXT					Sml.status platby					FVVD_BCT					Financial Services					FS-CML-IS					T_PAYM_STATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CML_RDTYP_TEXT					Omezení disp.					FVVD					Financial Services					FS-CML					TZV0E					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CML_REGIN_TEXT					Region odbytu					FVVD					Financial Services					FS-CML					TD18T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CML_RNOI_TEXT					Důvod výpovědi					FVVD					Financial Services					FS-CML					TD04T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CML_SG1_TEXT					Klíč skupiny I					FVVD					Financial Services					FS-CML					TDDGA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CML_SG2_TEXT					Klíč skupiny II					FVVD					Financial Services					FS-CML					TDDGB					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CML_SG3_TEXT					Klíč skup. III					FVVD					Financial Services					FS-CML					TDDGC					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CML_SG4_TEXT					Klíč skupiny IV					FVVD					Financial Services					FS-CML					TDDGD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CML_SPTRM_TEXT					Zvláštní zpracování					FVVD					Financial Services					FS-CML					TD10T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CMMT_ITEM_0311_HIER					Skupiny rozp.položek					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CMMT_ITEM_FMCI_PU_HIER					Hier.rozp.pol. IS-PS					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					FM_BW_CMMT_ITEM_HIERARCHY_ISPS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CMMT_ITEM_PU_ATTR					Fin.položka IS-PS					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					FM_BW_CMMT_ITEM_ISPS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CMMT_ITEM_PU_TEXT					Fin.položka IS-PS					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					FM_BW_CMMT_ITEM_TEXTS_ISPS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CM_CDT1_ATTR					Kategorie					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_CMMD_CDT1_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Article Hierarchy
Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER1_ATTR is the alternative					




					0CM_CDT1_TEXT					Kategorie					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_CMMD_CDT1T_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER1_TEXT is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0CM_CDT2_ATTR					Subkategorie					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_CMMD_CDT2_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Article Hierarchy
Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER2_ATTR is the alternative					




					0CM_CDT2_TEXT					Subkategorie					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_CMMD_CDT2T_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER2_TEXT is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0CM_CDT3_ATTR					Segment					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_CMMD_CDT3_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER3_ATTR is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0CM_CDT3_TEXT					Segment					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_CMMD_CDT3T_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER3_TEXT is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0CM_CDT4_ATTR					Subsegment					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_CMMD_CDT4_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER4_ATTR is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0CM_CDT4_TEXT					Subsegment					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_CMMD_CDT4T_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER4_TEXT is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0CM_CDT5_ATTR					Podsegment podsegm.					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_CMMD_CDT5_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER5_ATTR is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0CM_CDT5_TEXT					Podsegment podsegm.					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_CMMD_CDT5T_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER5_TEXT is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0CM_CDT6_ATTR					Skupina výrobků					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_CMMD_CDT6_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER6_ATTR is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0CM_CDT6_TEXT					Skupina výrobků					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_CMMD_CDT6T_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER6_TEXT is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0CM_CDT7_ATTR					Značka					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_CMMD_CDT7_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER7_ATTR is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0CM_CDT7_TEXT					Značka					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_CMMD_CDT7T_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Article Hierarchy
Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_ARTHIER7_TEXT is the alternative					




					0CM_HIER_ATTR					CDT Hierarchie					CM_MD					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_CMMD_HIER_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_HIEID_ATTR is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0CM_HIER_TEXT					CDT Hierarchie					CM_MD					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_CMMD_HIERT_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_HIEID_TEXT is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0CM_ROLE_TEXT					Role					CM_MD					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_CMMD_ROLET_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Article Hierarchy
Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*					




					0CM_SKU_ATTR					SKU					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_CMMD_SKU_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_PRODUCT_TEXT is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0CM_SKU_CDTH_HIER					CDT Extraktor					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					CMBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_CDTH					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Article Hierarchy
Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*					




					0CM_SKU_TEXT					SKU					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_CMMD_SKUT_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*: 0RF_PRODUCT_TEXT is the alternative
S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0CM_STRAT_TEXT					Strategie					CM_MD					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_CMMD_STRATT_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Article Hierarchy
Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368680 - S4TWL - Article Hierarchy via transactions MATGRP*					




					0CNTRCTTYPE_ATTR					Druh smlouvy					PBAS					Personnel Management					PA-PA					T547V					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CNTRCTTYPE_TEXT					Druh smlouvy					PBAS					Personnel Management					PA-PA					T547S					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0COMPANY_TEXT					Č.spol.					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					BIW_T880T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0COMP_CODE_ATTR					Účetní okruh					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					BIW_T001					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0COMP_CODE_CCA_PERM					OblKontrÚv na účOkr					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					BIW_T001CM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0COMP_CODE_TEXT					Úč.ok.					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					BIW_T001T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CONDCAT_TEXT					Texty typů podm.					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TIK0B					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0CONDFRUNIT					RE: Jednotka rytmu					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					RECDFREQUENCYUNIT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CONDPURP					RE: Účel podmínky					RE_CD_CD					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-CN					TIVCDCOPUEXTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CONDPURP_ATTR					RE: Účel podm. Atr.					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					V_CONDPURP_ATTR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CONDTYPE_ATTR					ARE: Podmínky					ISRE46					Real Estate Management					RE					REBW_CONDTYPE_ATTR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0CONDTYPE_TEXT					Texty druhů podm.					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TZK0A					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0CONFIRMED_TEXT					Účast potvrzena					LSO_BW					Training and Event Management					PE-LSO-TM					LSO_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CONSUMER_ATTR					Spotřebitel					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					MDEX_CUSTOMER_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CONSUMER_LKLS_HIER					Spotřebitel					CLBW					Cross-Application Components					CA-CL-ENV					CLBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LKLS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CONSUMER_TEXT					Spotřebitel					MDEX45					Basis Components					BC-BW					BIW_KNA1T_CONS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CONS_BA_TEXT					Konsolid.prac.úsek					FKUC					Financial Accounting					FI-LC-LC					TGSBL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CONTRCATEG					RE: Typ sml.nemovit.					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					RECNCATEGORY					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CONTRELOBJ_TEXT					RE: Refer.sml./obj.					FVVICN					Real Estate Management					RE					TIVCN05T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CONTROBJGR_TEXT					RE: Sk.obj.sml.text					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					V_CONTROBJGR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CONTRTYPE_TEXT					RE: Druh smlouvy					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TIV2F					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CONT_TYP_TEXT					Druh prac.smlouvy					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					V_BW_RCF_CONTTY					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0COORDER_0103_HIER					Zakázka					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0COORDER_ATTR					Zakázka					KBWOM2					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					ROMA_GET_AUFK_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0COORDER_JV_ATTR					JV order info					GJV_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA					BIW_JV_COOR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)					




					0COORDER_TEXT					Zakázka					KBWOM2					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					ROMA_GET_AUFK_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0COORD_TYPE_TEXT					Druh požadavku					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BIW_AUARTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0COPA_MAINMATGRP					Hl.skupina materiálu					KEG2					Controlling					CO-PA					T22E6					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0COPA_RCTY					Druh operace CO-PA					KE					Controlling					CO-PA					TVGAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CORRTYPE_TEXT					Typ korektury					KBWOM2					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BIW_CORRTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0COSTCENTER_0101_HIER					Nákladové středisko					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0COSTCENTER_ATTR					Nákladové středisko					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BIW_CSKS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0COSTCENTER_JV_ATTR					JV Costcenter info					GJV_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA					BIW_JV_CSKS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)					




					0COSTCENTER_TEXT					Nákladové středisko					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BIW_CSKT					Transparent Table or DB View					1					Seldom															




					0COSTCOMP_ATTR					Nákladové prvky					KKBW_PCP1					Controlling					CO-PC-PCP					BIW_TCKH3					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0COSTCOMP_TEXT					Nákladové prvky					KKBW_PCP1					Controlling					CO-PC-PCP					BIW_TCKH1					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0COSTELMNT_0102_HIER					Nákladový druh					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Working with Restrictions(null), DataSource working, but concept obsolete in S/4					




					0COSTELMNT_ATTR					Nákladový druh					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BIW_CSKB					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Working with Restrictions(null), DataSource working, but concept obsolete in S/4					




					0COSTELMNT_TEXT					NáklDr					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					ROMT2_RS_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Working with Restrictions(null), DataSource working, but concept obsolete in S/4					




					0COSTGRP_TEXT					Seskupení nákladů					PBEN					Personnel Management					PA-BN					T5UC5					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0COSTOBJ_ATTR					Atributy nosit.nákl.					KKBW					Controlling					CO-PC-IS					V_CKPH_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270411 - S4TWL - General Cost Objects and Cost Object Hierarchies					




					0COSTOBJ_TEXT					Text nositele nákl.					KKBW					Controlling					CO-PC-IS					KKBW_COSTOBJ_GET_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270411 - S4TWL - General Cost Objects and Cost Object Hierarchies					




					0COSTSTATUS_TEXT					Status kalkulace					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					CK_STATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0COSTVAR_TEXT					Varianta kalkulace					KKBW_PCP1					Controlling					CO-PC-PCP					BIW_TCK04					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0COUNTRY_ID_TEXT					Seskupení států					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T500T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0COUNTRY_TEXT					Stát					BWGD					Cross-Application Components					CA					BWV_T005T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0COVERGRP_TEXT					Sesk.pojist.krytí					PBEN					Personnel Management					PA-BN					T74G2					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CO_AREA_ATTR					Nákl.okruh					KBWOM4					Controlling					CO-OM					BWOMC_GET_CO_AREA_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_AREA_TEXT					Nákl.okruh					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					ROMT2_RS_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_ABC_1					Procesy: Náklady					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_BPRCST					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing					




					0CO_OM_ABC_2					Procesy: Množ.výk.					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_BPRACT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing					




					0CO_OM_ABC_3					Proc.: Statist.ukaz.					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_BPRSTA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing					




					0CO_OM_ABC_4					Procesy: Tarify					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_BPRPRICE					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing					




					0CO_OM_ABC_5					Procesy: Vrstvení					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_BPRCOM					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing					




					0CO_OM_ABC_6					Procesy: Odchylky					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_BPRVAR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing					




					0CO_OM_ABC_7					Procesy: Skut.delta					KBWOM2					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOMD_GET_BPRCSTA1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing					




					0CO_OM_CCA_1					Nákl.střed.: Náklady					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_CTRCST					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_CCA_10					Obligo-jedn.položky					KBWOM2					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOMO_GET_CCACSTC1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_CCA_2					Nákl.stř.:Rozčl.nákl					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_CTRCSTSP					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_CCA_3					Nákl.stř.: Výkony					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_CTRACT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_CCA_4					Nákl.stř.: Stat.ukaz					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_CTRSTA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_CCA_5					Nákl.stř.: Odchylky					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_CTRVAR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_CCA_6					Nákl.stř.: Vrstvení					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_CTRCOM					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_CCA_7					Nákl.stř.: Rozpočet					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_CTRETT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_CCA_8					Nákl.stř.: Tarify					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_CTRPRICE					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_CCA_9					NáklStř:SkutN delta					KBWOM2					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOMD_GET_CTRCSTA1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_CCA_P_AUTH					Personal.nákl.střed.					KBWOM4					Controlling					CO-OM					BWOMP_GET_CC_PERS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CO_OM_CCA_P_HR					Personal.nákl.střed.					KBWOM4					Controlling					CO-OM					BWOMP_GET_CC_PERS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CO_OM_CCA_P_REPP					Personal.nákl.střed.					KBWOM4					Controlling					CO-OM					BWOMP_GET_CC_PERS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CO_OM_CCA_USER_1					Uživatel (nákl.stř.)					KBWOM4					Controlling					CO-OM					BWOMA_CCA_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CO_OM_NAE_1					POSD: Náklady					KAP10					Project System					PS-IS					BWPS_GET_NAECST					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_NAE_2					Delta skut.prv.oper.					KAP10D					Project System					PS-IS-REP-ACC					BWPSD_GET_NAECSTA1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_NAE_3					Obligo-jedn.položky					KAP10D					Project System					PS-IS-REP-ACC					BWPSO_GET_NAECSTC1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_NTW_1					Síť.diagram: Náklady					KAP10					Project System					PS-IS					BWPS_GET_NTWCST					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_NTW_2					Delta skut.síť diag.					KAP10D					Project System					PS-IS-REP-ACC					BWPSD_GET_NTWCSTA1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_NTW_3					Obligo-jedn.položky					KAP10D					Project System					PS-IS-REP-ACC					BWPSO_GET_NTWCSTC1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_NWA_1					Oper.síť.diag.:Nákl.					KAP10					Project System					PS-IS					BWPS_GET_NWACST					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_NWA_2					Delta skut.nákl.OSD					KAP10D					Project System					PS-IS-REP-ACC					BWPSD_GET_NWACSTA1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_NWA_3					Obligo-jedn.položky					KAP10D					Project System					PS-IS-REP-ACC					BWPSO_GET_NWACSTC1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_OPA_1					Zakázky: Náklady					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_ORDCST					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_OPA_2					Zakázky: Rozpočet					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_ORDBUD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_OPA_3					Zakázky: Celk.plán.					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_ORDPLN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_OPA_4					Zakázky: Stat.ukaz.					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_ORDSTA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_OPA_5					Zakázky: Rozlišení					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_ORDVAR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_OPA_6					Zakáz.:SkutNák delta					KBWOM2					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOMD_GET_ORDCSTA1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					1					Seldom															




					0CO_OM_OPA_7					Zakázky: JP obliga					KBWOM2					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOMO_GET_ORDCSTC1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_OPA_8					Zakázky: JP rozpočtu					KBWOM2					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOMB_GET_ORDBUD1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_PCA_P_AUTH					Personal.prof.centra					KBWOM4					Controlling					CO-OM					BWOMP_GET_PC_PERS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CO_OM_PCA_P_HR					Personal.prof.centra					KBWOM4					Controlling					CO-OM					BWOMP_GET_PC_PERS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CO_OM_WBS_1					Prvky SPP: Náklady					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_WBSCST					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_WBS_2					Prvky SPP: Rozpočet					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_WBSBUD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_WBS_3					Prvky SPP: Celk.plán					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_WBSPLN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_WBS_4					Prvky SPP: Stat.ukaz					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_WBSSTA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_WBS_5					Prv.SPP: Rozlišení					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOM_RS_GET_WBSVAR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_WBS_6					Prv.SPP: SkNáklDelta					KBWOM2					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOMD_GET_WBSCSTA1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					1					Seldom															




					0CO_OM_WBS_7					Obligo-jedn.položky					KBWOM2					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOMO_GET_WBSCSTC1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_OM_WBS_8					Prv.SPP: JP rozpočtu					KBWOM2					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BWOMB_GET_WBSBUD1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_PC_01					KNN: Plán./skut.data					KKBW					Controlling					CO-PC-IS					KKBW_CO_PC_IS1_IS2_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_PC_02					KNN: Uzávěrka období					KKBW					Controlling					CO-PC-IS					KKBW_CO_PC_IS1_IS2_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_PC_ACT_02					Konečné zásoby MBEW					KKBW_XBEW					Controlling					CO-PC-ACT					KKBW_XBEW_BW_GET_DATA_IS1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_PC_ACT_03					Konečné zásoby EBEW					KKBW_XBEW					Controlling					CO-PC-ACT					KKBW_XBEW_BW_GET_DATA_IS2					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_PC_ACT_04					Konečné zásoby QBEW					KKBW_XBEW					Controlling					CO-PC-ACT					KKBW_XBEW_BW_GET_DATA_IS3					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_PC_ACT_05					Ceny MBEW					KKBW_XBEW					Controlling					CO-PC-ACT					KKBW_XBEW_BW_GET_DATA_IS4					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_PC_ACT_06					Ceny EBEW					KKBW_XBEW					Controlling					CO-PC-ACT					KKBW_XBEW_BW_GET_DATA_IS5					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_PC_ACT_07					Ceny QBEW					KKBW_XBEW					Controlling					CO-PC-ACT					KKBW_XBEW_BW_GET_DATA_IS6					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_PC_ACT_1					Skut.kalkulace/LeMa					KKBW_ACT					Controlling					CO-PC-IS-ACT					KKBW_ACT_BW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_PC_ACT_10					Rozvrst.skut.nákladů					KKBW_CCS					Controlling					CO-PC-IS-ACT					KKBW_CCS_BW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_PC_PCP_01					PCP: Všechny kalk.					KKBW_PCP1					Controlling					CO-PC-PCP					KKBW_PCP_BW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_PC_PCP_02					PCP: Uvolněné kalk.					KKBW_PCP1					Controlling					CO-PC-PCP					KKBW_PCP_BW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_PC_PCP_03					PNV: Jednotl.doklady					KKBW_PCP1					Controlling					CO-PC-PCP					KKBW_PCP_ITEMS_GET_ITEMIZATION					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_PC_PCP_04					PNV: Struktura ceny					KKBW_PCP1					Controlling					CO-PC-PCP					KKBW_PCP_ITEMS_GET_ITEMIZATION					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_REPLINE_0102_HIER					Řádky výkazu hierar.					KBWOM4					Controlling					CO-OM					BWOMS_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_0102					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CO_REPLINE_TEXT					Řádky výkazu text					KBWOM4					Controlling					CO-OM					BWOMS_GET_LINE_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CREDITGRP_TEXT					Seskupení dotací					PBEN					Personnel Management					PA-BN					T5UEO					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CRED_GROUP_TEXT					SkupÚvěrZákaz					FBD					Financial Accounting					FI-AR-AR					T691C					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CRIT_MAIN_TEXT					Krit.vyh.					MEVE					Materials Management					MM-PUR					BIW_T147B					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CRIT_SUB_TEXT					Díl.krit.					MEVE					Materials Management					MM-PUR					BIW_T147D					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CRIT_TYP_TEXT					Stanov.					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					KRTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CRM_SERVICE_COSTS					Servisní operace CRM					IAOM_CRMSERVICE_BW					Controlling					CO					BW_CRM_SERVICE_GET_COSTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CRM_SRVCNF_COSTS					Nákl./výn.serv.z./ZH					IAOM_CRMSERVICE_BW					Controlling					CO					CRM_BW_CONF_COSTS_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CRM_SRV_COSTS					Data controllingu					IAOM_CRMSERVICE_BW					Controlling					CO					CRM_BW_COSTS_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CRM_SRV_CO_PLAN					Kalkulační data					IAOM_CRMSERVICE_BW					Controlling					CO					CRM_BW_CO_PLAN_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CRM_SRV_C_ITEM					Polož.serv.oper.CRM					IAOM_CRMSERVICE_BW					Controlling					CO					BW_CRM_SERVICE_GET_COSTS_ITEM					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CSM_CASE_ATTR					CM: Případ (GUID)					PI_SCMG_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA					UDM_BW_GET_CASE_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CSM_CASE_ATTR_DEL					Vymazaná data příp.					PI_SCMG_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA					UDM_BW_GET_DELETED_CASE_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CSM_CASE_TEXT					CM: Text případu					PI_SCMG_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA					UDM_BW_GET_CASE_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CSM_CATE_TEXT					CM: Text kategorie					SCMG_CUSTOMIZING					Basis Components					BC-SRV-CM					SCMGATTR_CATEGOT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CSM_ESCA_TEXT					CM: Text eskalace					SCMG_CUSTOMIZING					Basis Components					BC-SRV-CM					SCMGATTR_SESCALT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CSM_PRCS_TEXT					CM: Text procesu					SCMG_CUSTOMIZING					Basis Components					BC-SRV-CM					SCMGPROCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CSM_PRIO_TEXT					CM: Texty priority					SCMG_CUSTOMIZING					Basis Components					BC-SRV-CM					SCMGATTR_PRIOT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CSM_RCOD_TEXT					CM: Text příčiny					SCMG_CUSTOMIZING					Basis Components					BC-SRV-CM					SCMGATTR_REASONT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CSM_SECU_TEXT					CM: Text stp.opráv.					SCMG_GENERAL					Basis Components					BC-SRV-CM					SCMGAUT_SECLEVLT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CSM_SPRO_TEXT					CM: Text prof.stat.					SCMG_CUSTOMIZING					Basis Components					BC-SRV-CM					SCMGSTATPROFT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CSM_SSTA_TEXT					CM: TextStatusuSyst					SCMG_CUSTOMIZING					Basis Components					BC-SRV-CM					SCMGSTATT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CSM_STAT_TEXT					CM: Text statusu					SCMG_CUSTOMIZING					Basis Components					BC-SRV-CM					SCMGSTATPROFST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CSM_TYPE_ATTR					CM: Atrib.dr.případu					SCMG_CUSTOMIZING					Basis Components					BC-SRV-CM					SCMGCASETYPE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CSM_TYPE_TEXT					CM: Text dr.případu					SCMG_CUSTOMIZING					Basis Components					BC-SRV-CM					SCMGCASETYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CSM_USER_TEXT					Uživ.texty případu					PI_SCMG_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA					UDM_CASE_USER_TEXTS					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CS_CHART_TEXT					PlánPol					FCIW					Enterprise Controlling					EC-CS-IS					V_FCIW_TF121					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CS_COIAC_TEXT					Operace					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					FC_COIAC					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CS_DIMEN_TEXT					View					FCIW					Enterprise Controlling					EC-CS-IS					V_FCIW_TF151					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CS_DOCTYPE_TEXT					Druh dokladu					FCIW					Enterprise Controlling					EC-CS-IS					V_FCIW_TF501					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CS_GROUP_CSCG_HIER					Konsolidační okruh					FCIW					Enterprise Controlling					EC-CS-IS					FCIW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_CSCG					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CS_GROUP_TEXT					Konsolidační okruh					FCIW					Enterprise Controlling					EC-CS-IS					V_FCIW_TF181					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CS_ITEM_CSIT_HIER					Pozice					FCIW					Enterprise Controlling					EC-CS-IS					FCIW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_CSIT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CS_ITEM_TEXT					Pozice					FCIW					Enterprise Controlling					EC-CS-IS					V_FCIW_TF101					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CS_OM_OPA_1					Serv.zakáz.: Náklady					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BWSM_CS_GET_ORDCST					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CS_ORDER_ATTR					Zakázka					PMEX					Plant Maintenance					PM					BW_0CS_ORDER					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CS_ORDER_TEXT					Zakázka					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BW_0CS_ORDER_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CS_PLEVEL_TEXT					Úr.konsol.					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					FC_PLEVL					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CS_SITEMCT_TEXT					Typ podp.					FCIW					Enterprise Controlling					EC-CS-IS					V_FCIW_TF111					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CS_SITEM_TEXT					Podpoložka					FCIW					Enterprise Controlling					EC-CS-IS					V_FCIW_TF116					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CS_UNIT_ATTR					KonsJedn					FCIW					Enterprise Controlling					EC-CS-IS					FCIW_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CS_UNIT_CSCU_HIER					Kons.jedn.					FCIW					Enterprise Controlling					EC-CS-IS					FCIW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_CSCU					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CS_UNIT_TEXT					KonsJedn					FCIW					Enterprise Controlling					EC-CS-IS					V_FCIW_TF161					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CS_VERSION_TEXT					Verze					FCIW					Enterprise Controlling					EC-CS-IS					V_FCIW_TF201					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CURTYPE_TEXT					Typ měny					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					ROCURTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0CURTYP_TEXT					Currency Type					EACC_DATASOURCE					Financials					FIN-BAC					FINB_CURTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0CUSTOMER_ATTR					Zákazník					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					MDEX_CUSTOMER_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CUSTOMER_LKLS_HIER					Zákazník					CLBW					Cross-Application Components					CA-CL-ENV					CLBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LKLS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CUSTOMER_TEXT					Zákazník					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					BIW_KNA1T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CUST_CLASS_TEXT					Třída zák.					VS0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-MD-MM					TKUKT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CUST_COMPC_ATTR					Zákazník					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					MDEX_CUSTOMER_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CUST_COMPC_TEXT					Zákazník					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					BIW_KNB1T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CUST_GROUP_TEXT					SkupZákazň					VS0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-MD-MM					T151T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CUST_GRP1_TEXT					Sk.zákaz.1					VZ					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF					TVV1T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CUST_GRP2_TEXT					Skup.zák.2					VZ					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF					TVV2T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CUST_GRP3_TEXT					Sk.zákaz.3					VZ0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF-ACT					TVV3T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CUST_GRP4_TEXT					Sk.zákaz.4					VZ0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF-ACT					TVV4T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CUST_GRP5_TEXT					Sk.zákaz.5					VZ0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF-ACT					TVV5T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CUST_SALES_ATTR					Zákazník					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					MDEX_CUSTOMER_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CUST_SALES_LKDH_HIER					Zákazník					VHBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					VHBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LKDH					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0CUST_SALES_TEXT					Zákazník					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					BIW_KNVVT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0CUST_SALES_TID_LKDH_HIER					Zákazník (čas.nezáv)					VHBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					VHBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LKDH					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0C_CTR_AREA_ATTR					Oblast kontr.úvěru					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					BIW_T014					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0C_CTR_AREA_TEXT					ObKontÚvě					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					BIW_T014T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0C_REASON_TEXT					Důvod storna					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T77CART					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0DATAORIGIN_TEXT					Zdroj dat					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					BIW_DATA_ORIGIN					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0DATE_EVENT_TEXT					Událost					KAPD					Project System					PS-IS					BIWTDAT_EV					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0DATE_SRCE_TEXT					Původ					KAPD					Project System					PS-IS					BIWTDAT_SC					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0DAY_OF_OPERATION_TEXT					Den operace					KEG2					Controlling					CO-PA					T22A8					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0DB_CR_IND_TEXT					Odes./př.					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					BELKZ					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0DCINDIC_TEXT					ZnMD/Dal					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					SHKZG					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0DEALTYPE_TEXT					Typ akce					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_DEALTYPE_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0DEFECTCLAS_TEXT					Tř.chyb					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BIW_TQ17T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0DELETED_TEXT					Odřeknuto					LSO_BW					Training and Event Management					PE-LSO-TM					LSO_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0DEL_BLOCK_TEXT					Blok.dod.					VL0C					Logistics Execution					LE-SHP-GF					TVLST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0DEL_TYPE_TEXT					Druh dodávky					VL0C					Logistics Execution					LE-SHP-GF					TVLKT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0DEPCVRG_TEXT					Okruh spolujištěných					PBEN					Personnel Management					PA-BN					T5UCF					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0DEPRAREA_TEXT					Oblast					ARBW					Accounting General					AC					BIW_T093T1					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0DEPRARTYPE_TEXT					Typ oblasti					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					BERTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0DEPREC_KEY_TEXT					Klíč					ARBW					Accounting General					AC					BIW_T090T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0DESTINATION_TEXT					Cíl cesty					KEG2					Controlling					CO-PA					T22B1					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0DF_ADRTYPE_TEXT					Address Type Texts					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/V_BI_ADR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_ADTMGRP_TEXT					Rank Group Texts					PM02					Personnel Management					PA-PM					T77HRFPM_MGRPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_ADTSGRP_TEXT					Rank Subgroup Texts					PM02					Personnel Management					PA-PM					T77HRFPM_SGRPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_ADTTXTF_TEXT					Txts f. Rank Desc.:F					PM02					Personnel Management					PA-PM					T77HRFPM_ADTKEYT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_ADTTXTM_TEXT					Txts f. Rank Desc.:M					PM02					Personnel Management					PA-PM					T77HRFPM_ADTKEYT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_ADTTXTN_TEXT					Txts f. Rank Desc.:N					PM02					Personnel Management					PA-PM					T77HRFPM_ADTKEYT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_ADT_TEXT					Rank Key Texts					PM02					Personnel Management					PA-PM					T77HRFPM_ADTKEYT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_ASSIGMT_TEXT					Txts f.MPO AssgtInd.					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/ASSIGNMENT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_BRANCHS_TEXT					Branch Suppl. Texts					/ISDFPS/FORCE0C					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-OF-FOR					/ISDFPS/CBRNCHST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_BRANCHT_TEXT					Branch Type					/ISDFPS/FORCE0C					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-OF-FOR					/ISDFPS/CBRANTYT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_BRANCH_ATTR					Branch					/ISDFPS/FORCE0C					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-OF-FOR					/ISDFPS/CBRANCH					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_BRANCH_TEXT					Branch Texts					/ISDFPS/FORCE0C					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-OF-FOR					/ISDFPS/CBRANCHT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_CASETYP_TEXT					Case Type Texts					/ISDFPS/FORCE0C					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-OF-FOR					/ISDFPS/CCTYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_CATLOG_TEXT					Category Log. Texts					/ISDFPS/FDP0C					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-OF-FDP					/ISDFPS/CATSIV_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_CMFIXED_TEXT					CMFIXED Texts					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					XFIELD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_CONTINGT_ATTR					Contingent MD					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ATTR_GEN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ATTR_GEN is Blocked.					




					0DF_CONTING_TEXT					Contingent Texts					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TEXT_GEN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TEXT_GEN is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_DOCOBJ_TEXT										CV					Cross-Application Components					CA-DMS					TDWOT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_DOCPART_ATTR					Document Part					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/V_DOCPRT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_DOCPART_TEXT					Document Part Text					CV					Cross-Application Components					CA-DMS					DRAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_DOCREL_TEXT										RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					VRKSTAT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_DOCST_TEXT										CV					Cross-Application Components					CA-DMS					TDWST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_DOCTYP_TEXT					Document Type Text					CV					Cross-Application Components					CA-DMS					TDWAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_EMPLYEE_ADT_ATTR					Employee Rank					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ADT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ADT is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_EMPLYEE_ATTR2					Employee Wk. Time					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_EMPL_WORK_TIME					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_EMPL_WORK_TIME is Blocked.					




					0DF_EQST_TEXT					Texts f. Equip. Sts					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_TEXT_EQUI_STAT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_TEXT_EQUI_STAT is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_EQUIPMT_ATTR					Equipment Attributes					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_EQUIPMENT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_EQUIPMENT is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_EQUIPMT_TEXT					Equipment Texts					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BIW_EQKT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_FBSTA_TEXT					Txt Reloc. F-O Doc.					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/FBSTA					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_FIELD_TEXT					Texts for 0DF_FLIELD					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					XFIELD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_FILESRC_TEXT					Text f. Name of Data					CV					Cross-Application Components					CA-DMS					TDWD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_FINRES_TEXT					Txt f. Final Iss.Res					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					XFELD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_FLAG_TEXT					Texts for 0DF_FLAG					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					XFLAG					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_FORCELE_TEXT					Structure Type					/ISDFPS/FORCE0C					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-OF-FOR					/ISDFPS/CFLEVELT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_FORCE_TEXT					Force Element Texts					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TEXT_GEN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TEXT_GEN is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_FORCLAS_TEXT					Armed Forces Classif					/ISDFPS/FORCE0C					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-OF-FOR					/ISDFPS/CFCLASST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_HRPOSTN_TEXT					Positions Texts					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TEXT_GEN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TEXT_GEN is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_ISMSTR_TEXT					Txt f. M. Equi. Ind.					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/DO_LM_XFELD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_01					FE-MC-MPO Relatshp					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_FORCEMCTMPO					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_FORCEMCTMPO is Blocked.					




					0DF_IS_DFS_02					FE-MPO Relationship					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_FORCEMPO					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_FORCEMPO is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_03					Documents for FE					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_FE_DOCS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_FE_DOCS is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_04					Documents for MPO					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_MPO_DOCS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_MPO_DOCS is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_05					Qualification (Tgt)					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_QUAL_PLAN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_QUAL_PLAN is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_06					Position					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_POSITION					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_POSITION is Blocked.					




					0DF_IS_DFS_07					Addresses/Geography					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ADDRESS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ADDRESS is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_08					Service Offer					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TRAN_GEN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TRAN_GEN is Blocked.					




					0DF_IS_DFS_10					FE in Op./Exercise					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TRAN_GEN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TRAN_GEN is Blocked.					




					0DF_IS_DFS_11					Service Usage					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TRAN_GEN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TRAN_GEN is Blocked.					




					0DF_IS_DFS_12					Reorder Pnts (Prov.)					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_CONSUMPTION					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_CONSUMPTION is Blocked.					




					0DF_IS_DFS_13					Position Restrict.					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TRAN_GEN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TRAN_GEN is Blocked.					




					0DF_IS_DFS_15					Mat. No. for MPO					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/V_BI_MAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_16					MPO					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/V_BI_MPO					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_17					Material Container					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/V_BI_MC					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_18					Force Element					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_FORCE					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_FORCE is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_19					Qualification (Actl)					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_QUAL_ACT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_QUAL_ACT is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_20					Components (Texts)					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_MPOLISTPART					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_MPOLISTPART is Blocked.					




					0DF_IS_DFS_21					Component (MPO)					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_MPO_MPOPART					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_MPO_MPOPART is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_22					MPO Additional Parts					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_MPO_MPOOPER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_MPO_MPOOPER is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_23					Subscrbng Org. Areas					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/V_BI_ORG					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_24					FE (Hierarchies)					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_FRCE_HIER_TRANS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_FRCE_HIER_TRANS is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_25					FE Tasks					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_FE_TASK					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_FE_TASK is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_27					MRP Area/Stor.Loc.					MD03					Production Planning and Control					PP-MRP-BD					MDLG					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_28					Position Tasks					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_POS_TASK					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_POS_TASK is Blocked.					




					0DF_IS_DFS_29					FE Relocation Step					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_RELOC					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_RELOC is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_30					FE-Reloc. Step-MPO					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_REL_MPO					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_REL_MPO is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_31					FE Reloc.Step Item					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_REL_POS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_REL_POS is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_32					Purchase requisition					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_PLAN_PREQ					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_PLAN_PREQ is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_33					Equipment Statuses					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_EQUI_STAT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_EQUI_STAT is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_34					PlSt MC MPO to S and					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_POSMCMPO					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_POSMCMPO is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_35					Pos-MPO Relationship					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_POSMPO					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_POSMPO is Blocked.					




					0DF_IS_DFS_36					Documents for Posit.					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_POS_DOCS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_POS_DOCS is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_37					People for Flight					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_PERS_FLI					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_PERS_FLI is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_43					Austattung					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_MAT_FOR_PERSON					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_MAT_FOR_PERSON is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_IS_DFS_45					Matl Docs f. PM Ord.					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/V_BI_IHM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_JOB_ATTR					Job RIC					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ATTR_GEN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ATTR_GEN is Blocked.					




					0DF_LEVELGR_TEXT					Struct. Level Texts					/ISDFPS/FORCE0C					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-OF-FOR					/ISDFPS/CLGROUPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_LIST_ATTR					BOM Attributes					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/V_BI_SL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_LIST_TEXT					BOM Texts					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/V_BI_SLT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_LMEXTPR_TEXT					Text for Foreign Eq.					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/DO_LM_XFELD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_LMISFLI_TEXT					Txt f. Flight Ind.					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					XFELD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_LMMIS_ATTR										/ISDFPS/LM_PM_ADDON					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-LM					/ISDFPS/LM_MIS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_LMMIS_TEXT					Text for 0DF_LMMIS					/ISDFPS/LM_PM_ADDON					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-LM					/ISDFPS/LM_MIS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_LMPRITY_TEXT					Text for Prio. Cat.					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/DO_LM_USAGE_PRIO_TYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_LMSITE_TEXT										/ISDFPS/LM_PM_ADDON					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-LM					/ISDFPS/LMSITE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_LMWEAPS_TEXT					Text for WS					/ISDFPS/LM_PM_ADDON0C					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-LM					/ISDFPS/CLMMDIDT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_LOGLEV_TEXT					Log. Level Texts					/ISDFPS/MM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-MM					/ISDFPS/CLOGLEVT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_MATL_ATTR					Material Master Data					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_MATERIAL					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_MATERIAL is Blocked.					




					0DF_MATL_TEXT					Material Texts					MG					Logistics - General					LO-MD-MM					MAKT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_MATPLN_TRANS					Material Planning					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_MATPLN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_MATPLN is Blocked.					




					0DF_MATSTAT_TEXT					Txts Sts Init.Supply					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/FORCE_MATSTAT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_MATSTOR_TEXT					Txt f. Matl Whse Sts					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/MAT_STORAGE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_MATTYPE_TEXT					Txt f. Matl Obj. Cat					CPPE_ENGINE_0C					Application Platform					AP-PPE					CPNTYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_MCCODE_TEXT					Text f. Condition Cd					/ISDFPS/MM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-MM					/ISDFPS/CMCCODET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_MCOND_TEXT					Txts Matl Cond. Mgmt					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/MCOND					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_MCT_TEXT					MC Texts					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/V_BI_MCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_MOVFLAG_TEXT					Text for Mvt Ind.					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					KZBEW					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_MPO_TEXT					MPO Texts					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/V_BI_MPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_MSTREQ_TEXT										/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/V_BI_MET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_NATOCOD_TEXT					Texts for NATO Code					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/V_BI_NCD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_OPEFLAG_TEXT					Text for Op. Ind.					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					XFELD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_OPERATN_ATTR					Operations/Exercises					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ATTR_GEN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ATTR_GEN is Blocked.					




					0DF_OPERATN_TEXT					Op./Ex. Texts					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TEXT_GEN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_TEXT_GEN is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_OPINT_TEXT					Op. Intensity Texts					/ISDFPS/FORCE0C					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-OF-FOR					/ISDFPS/COPINTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_OPSTYPE_TEXT					Op./Ex. Subtype Txts					/ISDFPS/FDP					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-OF-FDP					/ISDFPS/COPSTYPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_OPTRFLG_TEXT					Op./Ex. Ind. Texts					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/V_BI_OPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_OPTYPE_TEXT					Op./Ex. Type Texts					/ISDFPS/FORCE0C					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-OF-FOR					/ISDFPS/COPTYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_ORGAREA_ATTR					Organizational Area					/ISDFPS/FORCE0C					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-OF-FOR					/ISDFPS/CSERV					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_ORGAREA_TEXT					Org. Area Texts					/ISDFPS/FORCE0C					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-OF-FOR					/ISDFPS/CSERVT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_OWNERNT_ATTR					Add. Attribs f. Ctry					/ISDFPS/FORCE0C					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-OF-FOR					/ISDFPS/CMILNAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_OWNERNT_TEXT					Country Texts					/ISDFPS/FORCE0C					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-OF-FOR					/ISDFPS/CMILNATT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_PART_ATTR					Component Attributes					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/V_BI_SP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_PART_TEXT					Component Text					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/V_BI_SPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_PLNSTAT_TEXT					Planning Status					SP00					Basis Components					BC-BMT-OM					T777S					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_POSETYP_TEXT					Text for Matl Cat.					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/MAT_TYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_POSITYP_TEXT					Txt f. Cross-Syst.IC					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/ITEM_CS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_POS_AMT_TEXT					Texts for POS_AMT					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					XFLAG					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_PREQSTA_TEXT					Txt f. PReq ProcgSts					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					BANPR					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_PRIOGRU_TEXT					Reqmt Urgency Group					/ISDFPS/MM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-MM					/ISDFPS/PGRURGT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_PRIOREQ_ATTR					Requirement Priority					/ISDFPS/MM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-MM					/ISDFPS/PREQ					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_PRIOREQ_TEXT					Text f. Reqmt Prio.					/ISDFPS/MM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-MM					/ISDFPS/PREQT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_PRIOURG_ATTR					Requirement Urgency					/ISDFPS/MM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-MM					/ISDFPS/PURG					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_PRIOURG_TEXT					Txt f. Reqmt Urgency					/ISDFPS/MM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-MM					/ISDFPS/PURGT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_PRIO_TEXT					Org. Priority Texts					/ISDFPS/FORCE0C					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-OF-FOR					/ISDFPS/CPRIOT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_PROFILE_TEXT					DG Indicator Texts					CBDG					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-DGP					TDG42					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_QSCTYPE_TEXT					Txt f. Qual. Sc. Ty.					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					SCALE_ART					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_READINS_TEXT					Txts f. ReadinessLvl					/ISDFPS/FORCE0C					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-OF-FOR					/ISDFPS/CREADYT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_REFCODE_ATTR					Advice Code					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/V_REFCOD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_REFCODE_TEXT					Text for Advice Code					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/V_REFCOD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_RELOC_ATTR					Relocation ID					/ISDFPS/FDP_LO					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-MM-OF					/ISDFPS/REL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_RELOC_TEXT					Text for Reloc. ID					/ISDFPS/FDP_LO					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-MM-OF					/ISDFPS/REL_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_RELSTEP_ATTR					Relocation Step ID					/ISDFPS/FDP_LO					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-MM-OF					/ISDFPS/RELSEQ					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_RELSTEP_TEXT					Txt f. Reloc.Step ID					/ISDFPS/FDP_LO					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-MM-OF					/ISDFPS/RELSEQ_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_RELSTYP_ATTR					Type of Reloc. Step					/ISDFPS/FDP_LO					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-MM-OF					/ISDFPS/CRELSTY					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_RELSTYP_TEXT					Txt f. Ty. RelocStep					/ISDFPS/FDP_LO					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-MM-OF					/ISDFPS/CRELSTYT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_REL_TYP_TEXT					Txt f. Type of Reloc					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/REL_TYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_RESTRR_TEXT					Restr. Reason Texts					PP01					Personnel Management					PA-OS-ST					T777X					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_RESTR_ATTR					Restriction Attribs					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ATTR_GEN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ATTR_GEN is Blocked.					




					0DF_RESTR_TEXT					Restriction Texts					PP01					Personnel Management					PA-OS-ST					T777C					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_RETCODE_TEXT					Return Code Texts					/ISDFPS/MM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-MM					/ISDFPS/CRETDELT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_RICINDC_TEXT					RIC Indicator Texts					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/RIC_INDICATOR					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_RIC_ATTR					RIC Attributes					/ISDFPS/LOGFAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-OF-FAS					/ISDFPS/RIC					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_RIC_TEXT					RIC Texts					/ISDFPS/LOGFAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-OF-FAS					/ISDFPS/RIC_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_SERVICE_TEXT					Srvc.Offer/PrvdrTxts					/ISDFPS/FORCE0C					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-OF-FOR					/ISDFPS/CPST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_SERVTYP_TEXT					Txts f. Org.Area Ty.					/ISDFPS/FORCE0C					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-OF-FOR					/ISDFPS/CLSERV_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_STATCOD_TEXT					Text for Status Code					/ISDFPS/MM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-MM					/ISDFPS/CSTACODT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_STATUS_TEXT					Texts for Status					BSV					Cross-Application Components					CA-GTF-TS-SMT					TJ02T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_STATVAC_TEXT					Vacancy Status Texts					RS_BCT_DFS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					VACAN_STAT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_STSMA_TEXT										BSV					Cross-Application Components					CA-GTF-TS-SMT					TJ20T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_TASKTYP_TEXT					Texts for Task Type					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/V_BI_TYT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_TASK_TEXT					Texts for Tasks					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_TEXT_OF_TASK					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_TEXT_OF_TASK is Blocked.
Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_WGHTGR_ATTR					Weight Group					/ISDFPS/FDP_LO					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-MM-OF					/ISDFPS/CGG					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_WGHTGR_TEXT					Text f. Weight Group					/ISDFPS/FDP_LO					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS-MM-OF					/ISDFPS/CGG_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DF_WORKCTR_ATTR1					Log. Work Center					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_SE_WCT1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_SE_WCT1 is Blocked.					




					0DF_WORKCTR_ATTR2					Log. Work Center					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ATTR_GEN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS
Function module /ISDFPS/BI_EXT_GET_ATTR_GEN is Blocked.					




					0DF_WORKCTR_TEXT					Work Center Text					/ISDFPS/BI_CONTENT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-DFS					/ISDFPS/V_BI_WTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), 2273294 - S4TWL - BI content, Datasources and Extractors for DFPS					




					0DISMM_ATTR					Atribut					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_T438A_DISPO					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0DISMM_TEXT					Atribut					MD					Production Planning and Control					PP-MRP-BD					T438T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0DISTLOC_TEXT					Texty polohy v místě					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TIV4E					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0DISTR_CHAN_TEXT					Cesta odb.					VZ0CCORE					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF-ACT					TVTWT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0DIVISION_TEXT					Obor					VZ0CCORE					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF-ACT					TSPAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0DLV_BLOCK_TEXT					Bokov.dod.					VL0C					Logistics Execution					LE-SHP-GF					TVLST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0DOC_CATEG_TEXT					TypOdbDokl					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					VBTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0DOC_TYPE_TEXT					DrProdDokl					VA0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-GF					TVAKT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - REAL ESTATE SALES (HOMEBUILDING)					




					0DPM_0					DM: Pohybová data					FDM_AR					Financials					FIN-FSCM-DM-AR					FDM_LOCAL_BW_GET_DCPROC					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0DPM_DCAS_ATTR					Atrib.příp.k objas.					UDM_DISPUTE_BW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-DM-DM					UDM_BW_GET_DISPUTE_CASE_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0DPM_DCAS_MATCH					DM: Matching					UDM_DISPUTE_BW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-DM-DM					UDM_BW_GET_DISPUTE_CASE_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0DPM_DEBITOR					DM: Obch.partner					FDM_AR					Financials					FIN-FSCM-DM-AR					FDM_LOCAL_BW_GET_BUPA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0DPM_ORIGIN_TEXT					Texty původu					UDM_DISPUTE_BW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-DM-DM					UDM_FIN_ORIGIN_BW					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0DPM_ROCO_TEXT					Texty příčin					UDM_CUSTOMIZING					Financials					FIN-FSCM-DM-DM					UDMATTR_RCCODET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0DPM_STAT_TEXT					DM: Texty statusu					FDM_AR					Financials					FIN-FSCM-DM-AR					FDM_STATUS_BW					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0DT_CATEG_TEXT					Kateg.dob prostoje					DTBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-PI					DTCTT_BW_V					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0DT_ELEMENT_ATTR					Prvek doby prostoje					DTBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-PI					DTELI_BW_V					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0DT_ELEMENT_TEXT					Prvek doby prostoje					DTBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-PI					DTELT_BW_V					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0DUNN_AREA_TEXT					Oblast upomínání					FBM					Financial Accounting					FI-AR-AR-DU					T047N					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0DUNN_BLOCK_TEXT					Blokování upomínek					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					BIW_T040T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0DUNN_KEY_TEXT					Klíč upomínání					FBM					Financial Accounting					FI-AR-AR-DU					T040A					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EACC_CWM_WIP_01					Actual Prod. Costs					/EACC/DMB_EXTRACTOR					Financials					FIN-BAC-AE					/EACC/DMB_BACC_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0EACSYST_TEXT					Val. System Texts					FINB_OBJ_TO_BE_DELETED					Financials					FIN-FB					FINB_TACSYSTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0EC_BSTAT_TEXT					Stat.rozp.odměn-text					PAOC_ECM_BDG_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-BD					HRECM00T7PMR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EC_BUDID_HIER					Hier.rozpočtu odměn					PAOC_ECM_BDG_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-BD					HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_HIER_TRANSFR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EC_BUDID_TEXT					Texty rozpočtu odměn					PAOC_ECM_BDG_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-BD					HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IO_BUDGET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EC_BUTYP_TEXT					Typ rozp.odměn-text					PAOC_ECM_BDG_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-BD					HRECM00T7PM8					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EC_CAREA_TEXT					Oblast odměňování					PAOC_ECM_ADM_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-AD					T71ADM01T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EC_CCATG_TEXT					Kateg.odměňov.-text					PAOC_ECM_ADM_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-AD					ECM_CCATG					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0EC_CJOBGRP_TEXT					Skup.profesí - text					PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-JP					T71JPR28T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EC_CJOB_ATTR					Atr.prof.-říz.odměň.					PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-JP					HR_ECM_BW_GET_MASTER_DATA_JA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EC_CMPRS_TEXT					Komb.výsledek - text					PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-JP					T71JPR26T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EC_COMSIZE_TEXT					Velik.firmy - text					PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-JP					T71JPR18T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EC_COMTYPE_TEXT					Druh firmy v anketě					PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-JP					T71JPR20T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EC_CPLAN_ATTR					Atrib.plánu odměňov.					PAOC_ECM_ADM_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-AD					T71ADM02					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EC_CPLAN_TEXT					Plán odměňování					PAOC_ECM_ADM_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-AD					T71ADM02T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EC_CREVI_TEXT					Cyklus odměňování					PAOC_ECM_ADM_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-AD					T71ADM08T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EC_CSTAT_TEXT					Status odměňování					PAOC_ECM_ADM_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-AD					ECM_CSTAT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0EC_CS_3					Vývoj účasti					FCIW					Enterprise Controlling					EC-CS-IS					FCIW_BIW_GET_DATA_B					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EC_CS_4					Vývoj kapitálu					FCIW					Enterprise Controlling					EC-CS-IS					FCIW_BIW_GET_DATA_B					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EC_FINYR_ATTR					Atr.období rozpočtu					PAOC_ECM_BDG_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-BD					HRECM00T7PM9					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EC_FREQU_TEXT					Čas.jednotka - text					PAOC_ECM_ADM_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-AD					ECM_FREQH					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0EC_INDUSTRY_TEXT					Odvětví - text					PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-JP					T71JPR12T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EC_JOBFAMILY_TEXT					Skup.profesí - text					PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-JP					T71JPR04T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EC_LTIPL_TEXT					Plán LTI - text					PAOC_ECM_LTI_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-LT					HRECM00LTIPL_ATT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EC_PAYCATE_TEXT					Kategorie platby					PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-JP					T71JPR23T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EC_PCA_1					Profit-ctr: Poh.data					KE1B_IN					Enterprise Controlling					EC-PCA					ECPCA_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EC_PCA_2					PrCtr: Stat.ukaz.					KE1B_IN					Enterprise Controlling					EC-PCA					ECPCA_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EC_PCA_3					Prof.centr.: Sk.j.p.					KE1B_IN					Enterprise Controlling					EC-PCA					ECPCA_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					1					Seldom															




					0EC_PCA_4					Profit centrum: Per.					KE1B_IN					Enterprise Controlling					EC-PCA					ECPCA_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EC_PCA_USER_1					Uživ.(profit cent.)					KE1B_IN					Enterprise Controlling					EC-PCA					PCBWA_PCA_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0EC_PROVIDE_TEXT					Poskytovatel ankety					PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-JP					T71JPR01					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EC_REGION_TEXT					Region ankety - text					PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-JP					T71JPR14T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EC_REVSIZE_TEXT					Výše ankety - text					PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-JP					T71JPR20T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EC_SALADJVERS_TEXT					Úpr.struk.platu-text					PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-JP					T71JPR27T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EC_SERVICE_TEXT					Odprac.doba - text					PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-JP					T71JPR20T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EC_STKUN_TEXT					Jednotka akcie					PAOC_ECM_LTI_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-LT					T71LTI05T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EC_SURVEYJOB_TEXT					Profese ankety -text					PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-JP					T71JPR03T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EC_SURVEY_TEXT					Název ankety - text					PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-JP					T71JPR02T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EDUCATION_TEXT					Vzdělání					PBAS					Personnel Management					PA-PA					T518B					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EDUC_EST_TEXT					Druh školy					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T517T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EECTRBGRP_TEXT					Sesk.přísp.zaměst.					PBEN					Personnel Management					PA-BN					T74G4					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EEGR_ACCNT_TEXT					Skup.pracovníků					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T52EMT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EEGR_FIX_TEXT					Sesk.prac.- fix.p.ú.					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T52E_FIXT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EHS_ACAT_TEXT					Typ opatření					CBIH					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-IHS					CBIH_BW01_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces					




					0EHS_ACTN_ATTR					Opatření					CBIH					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-IHS					CBIH_BW01_ACTN_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces					




					0EHS_ACTN_TEXT					Opatření					CBIH					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-IHS					CBIH_BW01_ACTN_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces					




					0EHS_ACTP_TEXT					Druh opatření					CBIH					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-IHS					CBIH_BW01_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces					




					0EHS_ALOC_TEXT					Místo nehody					CBIH					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-IHS					CBIH_BW01_ACLOC_GET_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces					




					0EHS_AUTH_TEXT					Skupina oprávnění					CBUI					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-SAF					C1M0_BW01_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen					




					0EHS_IACA_TEXT					Typ nehody					CBIH					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-IHS					CBIH_BW01_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces					




					0EHS_IAL_ATTR					Záznam kat.nehod					CBIH					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-IHS					CBIH_BW01_IAL_GET_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces					




					0EHS_IATP_TEXT					Druh nehody					CBIH					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-IHS					CBIH_BW01_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces					




					0EHS_IH_IA_1					Zúčastněné osoby					CBIH					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-IHS					CBIH_BW01_IAL_GET_TD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces					




					0EHS_IH_IA_2					Nehody: Opatření					CBIH					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-IHS					CBIH_BW01_IAL_GET_TD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces					




					0EHS_IH_WA_1					Registr nebezp.látek					CBIH					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-IHS					CBIH_BW02_ERQT_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces					




					0EHS_IP_ATTR					Zúčastněná osoba					CBIH					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-IHS					CBIH_BW01_IP_GET_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces					




					0EHS_OPCO_TEXT					Provozní stav pr.obl					CBIH					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-IHS					CBIH_BW01_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces					




					0EHS_PHRASE_ATTR					Fráze					CBUI					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-SAF					C1M0_BW02_PHRASE_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen					




					0EHS_PHRASE_TEXT					Fráze					CBUI					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-SAF					C1M0_BW02_PHRASE_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen					




					0EHS_RVLI_TEXT					Rozsah platnosti					CBUI					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-SAF					C1M0_BW01_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen					




					0EHS_SPEC_ATTR					Specifikace					CBUI					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-SAF					C1M0_BW01_SPEC_GET_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen					




					0EHS_SPEC_MAT					Mapování specif.mat.					CBUI					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-SAF					C1M0_BW01_SPEC_MAT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen					




					0EHS_SPEC_TEXT					Specifikace					CBUI					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-SAF					C1M0_BW01_SPEC_GET_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen					




					0EHS_SUBC_TEXT					Druh specifikace					CBUI					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-SAF					C1M0_BW01_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen					




					0EHS_SUCH_TEXT					ID povahy látky					CBUI					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-SAF					C1M0_BW01_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - BW Extractors for Dangerous Goods Management and Specification Managemen					




					0EHS_WAID_TEXT					Pracovní oblast					CBIH					Environment, Health and Safety					EHS-IHS					CBIH_BW01_WAID_GET_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Occupational Health;S4TWL - Industrial Hygiene and EC interfaces					




					0ELIGGRP_TEXT					Skup.přípust.					PBEN					Personnel Management					PA-BN					T5UC4					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EMPLCNTRCT_TEXT					Zaměstnanecký poměr					PBAS					Personnel Management					PA-PA					T542T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0EMPLGROUP_TEXT					Skupina pracovníků					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T501T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EMPLOYEE_0016_ATTR					Součásti smlouvy					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_PA0016					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EMPLOYEE_0022_ATTR					Pracovník - vzdělání					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_PA0022					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EMPLOYEE_0077_ATTR					Další data o osobě					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_PA0077					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EMPLOYEE_0763_ATTR					Data účastníka KÚP					PAOC_ECM_LTI_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-LT					HRECM00PA0763					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EMPLOYEE_2_ATTR					Pracovník					PAOC_ANA_CROSS					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HRPAD_BI_GET_EMPLOYEE					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0EMPLOYEE_2_TEXT					Pracovník (texty)					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_PA0001_ENM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0EMPLOYEE_ATTR					Pracovník					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EMPLOYEE_ID_ATTR					Os.identifikační č.					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_PA0002_ID					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EMPLOYEE_TEXT					Pracovník					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_PA0001_ENM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EMPLOYEE_USER_ATTR					Uživatel systému					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_PA0105_USER					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EMPLSGROUP_TEXT					Okruh pracovníků					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T503T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EMPLSTATUS_TEXT					Status zaměstnání					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T529U					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ENV_REASON_TEXT					Ekolog.inv					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					BIW_V_T087L					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EN_CATEG1_TEXT					Cat. 1					/SAPPCE/ORG					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA-PRC					/SAPPCE/TORG01T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EN_CATEG2_TEXT					Cat. 2					/SAPPCE/ORG					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA-PRC					/SAPPCE/TORG02T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EN_JVA_1					JV: Totals Records					GJV_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA					GJV_BW_GET_TRANSACTION_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EN_JVA_2					JV: Act. Line Items					/SAPPCE/BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA-PRC					/SAPPCE/JVA_BW_ACT_LINE_ITEM					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EN_JVA_3					JV: Plan Line Items					/SAPPCE/BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA-PRC					/SAPPCE/JVA_BW_PLAN_LINE_ITEM					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EN_JVA_PARTN_ATTR					JV Partner					/SAPPCE/BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA-PRC					/SAPPCE/VJVA_PA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EN_JVA_PARTN_TEXT					JV Partner: Texts					/SAPPCE/BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA-PRC					/SAPPCE/VJVA_PAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EN_JVA_SHARES_ATTR					Equity Group					/SAPPCE/BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA-PRC					/SAPPCE/JVA_BW_JVASHARE					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EN_JV_OBJ_TYPE_TEXT					Cost Obj.Type: Texts					/SAPPCE/BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA-PRC					/SAPPCE/VJVA_OTP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EN_JV_ROLE_ID_TEXT					Partner Role					/SAPPCE/JVA					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA-PRC					/SAPPCE/JVAROLET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EN_ORGADAT_ATTR					Add. Att. Org. Unit					/SAPPCE/BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA-PRC					/SAPPCE/ORG_BW_GET_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EN_ORGAPV_TEXT					Organizational Unit					/SAPPCE/BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA-PRC					/SAPPCE/ORG_BW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EN_ORGJVP_ATTR					JV Partner: Org.Unit					/SAPPCE/BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA-PRC					/SAPPCE/ORG_BW_GET_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EQUIPMENT_ATTR					Vybavení					PMEX					Plant Maintenance					PM					PMEX_0EQUIPMENT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0EQUIPMENT_HIER					Hierarchie vybav.					PMEX					Plant Maintenance					PM					PMEX_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_EQUI					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0EQUIPMENT_TEXT					Vybavení					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BIW_EQKT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0EQUITYPE_TEXT					Druh vybavení					INSC					Plant Maintenance					PM					T370K_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0EQ_GROUP_ATTR					JV equity group					GJV_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA					BIW_JV_T8JF					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)					




					0EQ_GROUP_TEXT					jv equity group text					GJVC					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA					T8JFT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)					




					0EQ_SHARES_ATTR					Equity shares					GJV_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA					BIW_JV_T8J9C					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)					




					0ERCTRBGRP_TEXT					Sesk.přísp.zaměstn.					PBEN					Personnel Management					PA-BN					T74G3					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ERC_FUNC_TEXT					Funkční oblast					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					V_BW_RCF_FUNC					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0ERC_INDU_TEXT					Odvětví					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					V_BW_RCF_INDU					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0ERC_ROLE_TEXT					Role ERC					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					V_BW_RCF_ROLE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0ERC_ST_RSN_TEXT					Důvod statusu					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					V_BW_RCF_RSNCODE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0ETHN_ORIG_TEXT					Etnický původ					P99B_PAD					Payroll					PY-LOC-XF					T505S					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EVALGROUP1_TEXT					Klas.poj.1					ARBW					Accounting General					AC					BIW_T087T_1					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EVALGROUP2_TEXT					Klas.poj.2					ARBW					Accounting General					AC					BIW_T087T_2					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EVALGROUP3_TEXT					KlasPoj 3					ARBW					Accounting General					AC					BIW_T087T_3					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EVALGROUP4_TEXT					Klas.poj.4					ARBW					Accounting General					AC					BIW_T087T_4					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EVALGROUP5_TEXT					Klas.poj.5					ARBW					Accounting General					AC					BIW_T087S					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EVCOSTINFO_TEXT					Znak poplatků					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EVDOCSTAT_TEXT					Status dokladu					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EVENTEXT_TEXT					Externí akce					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EVENTGROUP_HR02_HIER					Skupina akcí					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					PHIE_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EVENTGROUP_TEXT					Skupina akcí					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EVENTSTAT_TEXT					Plánovaná akce					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EVENTTYPE_HR02_HIER					Typ akce					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					PHIE_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EVENTTYPE_TEXT					Typ akce					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EVENT_ATTR					Akce					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EVENT_HR02_HIER					Akce					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					PHIE_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EVENT_TEXT					Akce					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EVLANGUAGE_TEXT					Jazyk					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T002T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0EVLOCATION_HR02_HIER					Místo konání akce					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					PHIE_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EVLOCATION_TEXT					Místo konání akce					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EXTORG_TEXT					Firma					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EXTPERS_ATTR					Externí osoba					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0EXTPERS_TEXT					Externí osoba					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FAILED_TEXT					Neprospěl důvod					LSO_BW					Training and Event Management					PE-LSO-TM					V_BW_T77FART					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FCACTDETID_TEXT					Atr.nal.účtu SmlÚč					IS_SI_CA					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-CA					TE097AT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FCDUNN_LEV_TEXT					FI-CA stup.upom.tex.					FKKB					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					TFK047BT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FCEMMA_BPA_TEXT					Obl.obchod.procesů					FKKMM					Financial Accounting					FI-CA-BF					EMMA_BPAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FCEMMA_BPC_TEXT					Kódy obch.případů					FKKMM					Financial Accounting					FI-CA-BF					EMMA_BPCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FCEMMA_CASE					Stat.příp.k objas.					FKKMM					Financial Accounting					FI-CA-BF					EMMA_CASE_STATISTICS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FCEMMA_CAT_TEXT					Kategorie případu					FKKMM					Financial Accounting					FI-CA-BF					EMMAC_CCAT_HDRT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FCEMMA_CNC_TEXT					Důvody storna(texty)					FKKMM					Financial Accounting					FI-CA-BF					EMMAC_CANCODET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FCEMMA_PRI_TEXT					Priorita případu					FKKMM					Financial Accounting					FI-CA-BF					EMMA_CPRIO					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FCEMMA_REA_TEXT					Důvody předání					FKKMM					Financial Accounting					FI-CA-BF					EMMAC_CREACODET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FCEMMA_STA_TEXT					Status příp.k objas.					FKKMM					Financial Accounting					FI-CA-BF					EMMA_CSTATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FCSUBMSTAT_TEXT					Status před.inkas.					FKKBW					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					AGSTA_KK					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FC_ACCNTBP_ATTR					Sml.účet, pol.					FKKB					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					FKKVKP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FC_ACCNTBP_TEXT					Text smluvního účtu					FKKBW					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					V_FKKVKT_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FC_ACCTCAT_TEXT					Typ smluvního účtu					FKKB					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					TFK002AT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FC_ACCTREL_ATTR					Vztahy účtů.partn.					FKKB					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					TFK002F					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FC_ACCTREL_TEXT					Text pro vztah účtu					FKKBW					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					V_FKKPBZT_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FC_CI_01					FICA CI Extraktor					FKKBW					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					DFKKCIBW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FC_CLEARR_TEXT					Text dův.vyrovnání					FKKBW					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					V_TFK001AT_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FC_COLL_01					FI-CA Extr.org.VP					FKKBW					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					FKKCLBW_COLLECTION_DUMMY					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FC_INVDOC_00					FICA Invoicing					FKKINV					Financial Accounting					FI-CA-INV					FKK_INV_BW_EXTRACT_INVDOC_INIT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FC_IPL_HEAD_01					Hl.pl.spl. BW					FKKBW					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					DFKKIPBW_HEAD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FC_IPL_ITEM_01					Položky PlSpl BW					FKKBW					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					DFKKIPBW_ITEM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FC_IPL_ORIG_01					Pův.pol.pl.spl. BW					FKKBW					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					DFKKIPBW_ORIG					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FC_MSGID_TEXT					Prac.oblast hlášení					SDIC					Basis Components					BC-DWB-DIC-AC					T100A					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FC_MSGNO_TEXT					Hlášení					SDIC					Basis Components					BC-DWB-DIC-AC					T100					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FC_MSGTY_TEXT					Typ hlášení					FKKMM					Financial Accounting					FI-CA-BF					MSGAR					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FC_OP_01					FI-CA: Extraktor OP					FKKBW					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					DFKKOPBW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FC_SUB1_0406_HIER					Skupina fin.místa 1					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FC_SUB1_TEXT					DŘ 1 extr.fin.místa					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDFCSUB1_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FC_SUB2_0407_HIER					Skupina fin.místa 2					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FC_SUB2_TEXT					DŘ 2 extr.fin.místa					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDFCSUB2_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FC_SUB3_0408_HIER					Skupina fin.místa 3					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FC_SUB3_TEXT					DŘ 3 extr.fin.místa					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDFCSUB3_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FC_TCODE_TEXT					Kód transakce					SBAT					Basis Components					BC-ABA					TSTCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FD_SUB1_0409_HIER					Skupina fondu 1					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FD_SUB1_TEXT					DŘ 1 extrakce fondu					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDFDSUB1_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FD_SUB2_0410_HIER					Skupina fondu 2					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FD_SUB2_TEXT					DŘ 2 extrakce fondu					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDFDSUB2_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FERC_D1					Sender and Receiver					FERC					Financial Accounting					FI					FERC_D1_EXTRACTOR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0FERC_D2					Sender document data					FERC					Financial Accounting					FI					FERC_D2_EXTRACTOR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0FGADV_TEXT					Advanced Flag					FMFG_RPT_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FG					FMFG_FLG_ADVANCE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FGDEFIND_TEXT					Defense Indicator					FMFG_BW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FG					FMFG_DEFENSE_INDICATOR					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FGFAPORT_TEXT					Apportionment Cat.					FMFG_BW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FG					FM_FLG_APPORT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FGFAUTH_TEXT					Authority Type					FMFG_BW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FG					FM_FLG_AUTHOR					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FGFAVAIL_TEXT					Available Time					FMFG_BW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FG					FM_FLG_AVAIL					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FGFBEA_TEXT					BEA Category					FMFG_BW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FG					FM_FLG_BEA					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FGFBOROW_TEXT					Borrowing Source					FMFG_BW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FG					FM_FLG_BORROW					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FGFCOVER_TEXT					Covered Indicator					FMFG_BW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FG					FM_FLG_COVERED					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FGFCUSTO_TEXT					Custodial Indicator					FMFG_BW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FG					FM_FLG_CUSTODIAL					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FGFDEFNI_TEXT					Def/Indef indicator					FMFG_BW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FG					FM_FLG_DEFINITE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FGFENTTY_TEXT					Entity Indicator					FMFG_BW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FG					FM_FLG_ENTITY					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FGFEXCHG_TEXT					Exchange Indicator					FMFG_BW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FG					FM_FLG_EXCHANGE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FGFFED_TEXT					Federal Indicator					FMFG_BW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FG					FM_FLG_FEDERAL					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FGFPART_TEXT					Transactional PartnR					FMFG_BW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FG					FM_FLG_PARTNER					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FGFREIMB_TEXT					Reimbursable					FMFG_BW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FG					FM_FLG_REIMBUR					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FGPMTOF_TEXT					Payment Office					FMFG_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM					FMFGT_POT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FGPRPTC_TEXT					Program Report Cat.					FMFG_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM					FMFGF2PRCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FGSGL_AC_TEXT					SGL account					FMFG_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM					FMFGF2_SGL_TEXTS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FGTRAG_TEXT					Transfer Agency					FMFG_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM					FMUSFGF2_TRANST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FGYRBUA_TEXT					Year bud. authority					FMFG_BW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FG					FMFG_YR_BUD_AUTH					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FG_ALC_TEXT					Agency Location Code					FMFG_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM					FMFGT_ALCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FG_DC02					FG totals					GBIW_PI					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-IS					G_BIW_GET_TT_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FG_DO01					FG: line items					FMFG_BW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FG					FMFG_BW_LINE_ITEM_EXTRACTOR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FG_DOCCT_TEXT					Document cat.					FMFG_BW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FG					DOCCT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FILA_001					Hlavička smlouvy					FI_LA_BA					Financial Accounting					FI-LA					FILABW_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module FILABW_BIW_GET_DATA is Blocked.
Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270391 - S4TWL - Integration to Lease Accounting Engine (LAE)
S4TWL - INTEGRATION TO LEASE ACCOUNTING ENGINE (LAE)					




					0FILA_002					Položky smlouvy					FI_LA_BA					Financial Accounting					FI-LA					FILABW_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module FILABW_BIW_GET_DATA is Blocked.
Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270391 - S4TWL - Integration to Lease Accounting Engine (LAE)
S4TWL - INTEGRATION TO LEASE ACCOUNTING ENGINE (LAE)					




					0FILA_003					Odkaz na IM					FI_LA_BA					Financial Accounting					FI-LA					FILABW_BW_DATA_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270391 - S4TWL - Integration to Lease Accounting Engine (LAE)
S4TWL - INTEGRATION TO LEASE ACCOUNTING ENGINE (LAE)
Function module FILABW_BW_DATA_GET is Blocked.					




					0FIOTP_001					Jednorázová účtování					FI_LA_BA					Financial Accounting					FI-LA					FILA_BW_OTP_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable;Blocked					Function module FILA_BW_OTP_GET_DATA is Blocked.
Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270391 - S4TWL - Integration to Lease Accounting Engine (LAE)
S4TWL - INTEGRATION TO LEASE ACCOUNTING ENGINE (LAE)					




					0FI_AA_001					ROČNÍ HODNOTY					ARBW					Accounting General					AC					ARBW_BIW_GET_DATA_IS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270387 - S4TWL - Asset Accounting: Changes to Data Structure					




					0FI_AA_002					ZAÚČTOVANÝ ODPIS					ARBW					Accounting General					AC					ARBW_BIW_GET_DATA_IS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270387 - S4TWL - Asset Accounting: Changes to Data Structure					




					0FI_AA_003					ZVÝŠENÍ HODNOTY/ROK					ARBW					Accounting General					AC					ARBW_BIW_GET_DATA_IS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270387 - S4TWL - Asset Accounting: Changes to Data Structure					




					0FI_AA_004					PODPORA INVESTIC					ARBW					Accounting General					AC					ARBW_BIW_GET_DATA_IS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270387 - S4TWL - Asset Accounting: Changes to Data Structure					




					0FI_AA_005					FI-AA: PŘÍRŮSTKY					ARBW					Accounting General					AC					ARBW_BIW_GET_DATA_IS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270387 - S4TWL - Asset Accounting: Changes to Data Structure					




					0FI_AA_006					POHYB S OPRÁVKOU					ARBW					Accounting General					AC					ARBW_BIW_GET_DATA_IS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270387 - S4TWL - Asset Accounting: Changes to Data Structure					




					0FI_AA_11					FI-AA: Operace					BWFIAA					Financial Accounting					FI-AA					BWFIAA_EXTRACT_DELTA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FI_AA_12					FI-AA: Zaúčt.odpisy					BWFIAA					Financial Accounting					FI-AA					BWFIAA_EXTRACT_DELTA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FI_ACTIV_TEXT					Operace					GBAS					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL					T022T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FI_AP_1					Dodav.:Obraty na účt					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					FBIW_DATA_TRANSFER_AP_1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0FI_AP_3					Dodavatelé: Položky					FBW4					Financial Accounting					FI					FBW4_DATA_TRANSFER_AP_3					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0FI_AP_4					FI-AP: Položky delta					BWFI					Financial Accounting					FI					BWFID_GET_FIAP_ITEM					Function Module (Complete Interface)					1					Seldom															




					0FI_AP_6					Obraty na účtu dod.					BWFI					Financial Accounting					FI					BWFI2D_GET_FIAP_TRFI					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FI_AP_7					ObrNaÚčtu ZHK dodav.					BWFI					Financial Accounting					FI					BWFI2D_GET_FIAP_TRFI_SPGL					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0FI_AR_1					Odběr.:Obraty na účt					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					FBIW_DATA_TRANSFER_AR_1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FI_AR_10					Obraty na účtu odběr					BWFI					Financial Accounting					FI					BWFI3D_GET_FIAR_CM_PH					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FI_AR_3					Odběratelé: Položky					FBW4					Financial Accounting					FI					FBW4_DATA_TRANSFER_AR_3					Function Module (Complete Interface)					1					Seldom					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0FI_AR_4					FI-AR: Položky delta					BWFI					Financial Accounting					FI					BWFID_GET_FIAR_ITEM					Function Module (Complete Interface)					1					Seldom															




					0FI_AR_5					FI-AR: Plateb.morál.					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					FBIW_DATA_TRANSFER_AR_5					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FI_AR_6					Obraty na účtu odběr					BWFI					Financial Accounting					FI					BWFI2D_GET_FIAR_TRFI					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FI_AR_7					ObrNaÚčtu ZHK odběr.					BWFI					Financial Accounting					FI					BWFI2D_GET_FIAR_TRFI_SPGL					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0FI_AR_8					Říz.úvěru. Cent.data					BWFI					Financial Accounting					FI					BWFI3D_GET_FIAR_CM_CD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0FI_AR_9					ŘízÚvOdb. OblKont.De					BWFI					Financial Accounting					FI					BWFI3D_GET_FIAR_CM_CAD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0FI_GL_1					Hl.kniha: Obr.na účt					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					FBIW_DATA_TRANSFER_GL_1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270339 - S4TWL - General Ledger					




					0FI_GL_10					Hlav.kniha: Zůstatky					GBIW_ERP					Financial Accounting					FI-GL					FAGL_GET_TT_DATA_LEAD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FI_GL_14					Hlav.kniha: Polož.					GBIW_ERP_LI					Financial Accounting					FI-GL					FAGL_GET_SI_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					1					Seldom															




					0FI_GL_2					Hl.kniha: Nák.naobr.					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					FBIW_DATA_TRANSFER_GL_2					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FI_GL_4					FI-GL: Položky delta					BWFI					Financial Accounting					FI					BWFID_GET_FIGL_ITEM					Function Module (Complete Interface)					1					Seldom															




					0FI_GL_6					Obraty na účtu HK					BWFI					Financial Accounting					FI					BWFI2D_GET_FIGL_TRFI					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270339 - S4TWL - General Ledger					




					0FI_GL_7					LedgerNáklNaObrat HK					BWFI					Financial Accounting					FI					BWFI2D_GET_FIGL_TRFI_COSA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FI_GL_8					Stat.ukazatele					GBIW_ERP					Financial Accounting					FI-GL					FAGL_SKF_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FI_TV_01					Cestovní náklady					FTBW					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					FTBW_FI_TV_01_BW_GET_TD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FI_TV_02					Data plánu cesty					FTBW					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					FTBW_FI_TV_02_BW_GET_TD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FI_TX_4					FI-GL: Daně					BWFI					Financial Accounting					FI					BWFID_GET_FITAX_ITEM					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FLIGHT_NO_TEXT					Číslo letu					KEG2					Controlling					CO-PA					T22B5					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FLOOR_TEXT					RE: Texty podlaží					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TIV3G					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FL_TYPE_TEXT					Typ					ILOM					Plant Maintenance					PM-EQM-FL					T370F_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0FM_ACTDETL_TEXT					Detail.obliga/skut.					FM_BW					Financial Accounting					FI-FM					FMACTDETLT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FM_AREA_ATTR					Finanční okruh					FM_BW					Financial Accounting					FI-FM					V_FM01_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FM_AREA_TEXT					Fin.okr.					FM_BW					Financial Accounting					FI-FM					V_FM01T_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FM_BUCAT_TEXT					Katg.rozp.					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					FM_BUCAT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FM_BUDDETL_TEXT					Detailizace rozpočtu					FM_BW					Financial Accounting					FI-FM					FMBUDDETLT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FM_BW_CMMT_ITEM_SUB1_ATTR					DŘ 1 extr.rozp.pol.					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDCISUB1_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FM_BW_CMMT_ITEM_SUB2_ATTR					DŘ 2 extr.rozp.pol.					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDCISUB2_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FM_BW_CMMT_ITEM_SUB3_ATTR					DŘ 3 extrak.roz.pol.					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDCISUB3_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FM_BW_CMMT_ITEM_SUB4_ATTR					DŘ 4 extrak.roz.pol.					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDCISUB4_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FM_BW_CMMT_ITEM_SUB5_ATTR					DŘ 5 extr.rozp.pol.					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDCISUB5_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FM_BW_FDS_CTR_SUB1_ATTR					DŘ 1 extr.fin.místa					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDFCSUB1_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FM_BW_FDS_CTR_SUB2_ATTR					DŘ 2 extr.fin.místa					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDFCSUB2_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FM_BW_FDS_CTR_SUB3_ATTR					DŘ 3 extr.fin.místa					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDFCSUB3_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FM_BW_FND_SUB1_ATTR					DŘ 1 extrakce fondu					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDFDSUB1_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FM_BW_FND_SUB2_ATTR					DŘ 2 extrakce fondu					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDFDSUB2_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FM_BW_FUNC_AREA_SUB1_ATTR					DŘ 1 extrak.fun.obl.					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDFNSUB1_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FM_BW_FUNC_AREA_SUB2_ATTR					DŘ 2 extr.funkč.obl.					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDFNSUB2_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FM_BW_FUNC_AREA_SUB3_ATTR					DŘ 3 extr.funkč.obl.					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDFNSUB3_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FM_STATS_TEXT					Stat.ukaz.					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					FM_STATS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FM_TRANSAC_PU_TEXT					Operace obligo/skut.					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					V_TJ01T_BW_PU					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FM_VTYPE_PU_TEXT					Typ hodnoty					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					FM_VTYPE_ISPS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FN_SUB1_0411_HIER					Skupina funkč.obl.1					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FN_SUB1_TEXT					DŘ 1 extrak.fun.obl.					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDFNSUB1_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FN_SUB2_0412_HIER					Skupina funkč.obl.2					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FN_SUB2_TEXT					DŘ 2 extr.funkč.obl.					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDFNSUB2_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FN_SUB3_0413_HIER					Skupina funkč.obl.3					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FN_SUB3_TEXT					DŘ 3 extr.funkč.obl.					FMMD_SUBD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					V_FMMDFNSUB3_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FOLLOWUP_TEXT					Dodat.zpracováno					LSO_BW					Training and Event Management					PE-LSO-TM					LSO_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FSCM_CM_0					Extrakt hrom.dat					UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING					Financials					FIN-FSCM-CR-CR					UKM_BW_EXTRACT_DATA_READ					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FSCM_CM_1					Hlavička kmen.dat					UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING					Financials					FIN-FSCM-CR-CR					UKM_BW_EXTRACT_BP_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FSCM_CM_2					Položka kmen.dat					UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING					Financials					FIN-FSCM-CR-CR					UKM_BW_EXTRACT_BP_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FSCM_CM_3					Kmen.data-hlav./pol.					UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING					Financials					FIN-FSCM-CR-CR					UKM_BW_EXTRACT_BP_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FSCM_CM_4					Data obliga					UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING					Financials					FIN-FSCM-CR-CR					UKM_BW_EXTRACT_COMMTS_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FSCM_CM_5					Jednotlivé položky					UKM_MASSDATA_PROCESSING					Financials					FIN-FSCM-CR-CR					UKM_BW_EXTRACT_COMMTS_ITEM					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FS_AC_COD_ATTR					Úč.okruh (atributy)					FTR_GENERAL					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM					TRGC_TR_ACC_CODE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_AC_COD_TEXT					Účetní okruh (texty)					FTR_GENERAL					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM					TRGC_TR_ACC_CODE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_AC_REF_ATTR					Ref.přiř.účtu, oper.					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					FTI_BIW_ACC_RO_A					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_AC_REF_TEXT					Ref.přiř.účtu oper.					FVV					Treasury					TR					T037R					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_ALT_TEXT					Aktiva/pasiva-trans.					FS_BIW					Financial Services					FS					VVSAKTPAS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FS_ASSGI_TEXT					Zař.pozice do sk.					FS_BIW					Financial Services					FS					V_TW08T_TEXTS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_BALIND_TEXT					Znak rozvahy					FVV					Treasury					TR					TW11T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_BP_TREASURY_ATTR					BP: Data treasury					FS_BP_AL_FS_ATTRIBUTES					Financial Services					FS-BP					BP001					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The table BP001 is not used either partially or completely in the target SAP S/4HANA release. Please see <a href="https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/sic/itemSet('00109B13199E1EDA97F0E52AA53280F3','false')" target="_BLANK">SI10: FIN_MISC_FSBP_BP001_HR - SAP Note</a> - SAP Note <a href="https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2900607" target="_BLANK">2900607</a>.					




					0FS_CHTYP_TEXT					Hlav.podmínky					FS_BIW					Financial Services					FS					SKOKOART					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FS_CO_REL_TEXT					Vzt.pod.v úč.ok.txt.					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					BP_COMP_RE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FS_CTR_NO_ATTR					Číslo půjčky					FS_BIW					Financial Services					FS					FVD_BCT_RANL_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FS_CTR_TP_TEXT					Druh smlouvy (texty)					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					FTI_RANTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FS_CVALCL_TEXT					Všeob.tř.oceň.,texty					FTR_GENERAL					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM					TRGC_COM_VALCL_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_DFLOW_TEXT					Směr					FS_BIW					Financial Services					FS					T_SSIGN					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FS_FLW_CY_TEXT					Typ pohybu					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TZB0C					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_FLW_GR_TEXT					Skupina druhů pohybu					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					FTI_BIW_FLG_TP_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_FLW_TP_ATTR					Druh pohybu					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					FTI_BIW_FLW_TP_A					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_FLW_TP_TEXT					Druh pohybu					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					FTI_BIW_FLW_TP_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_ICM_TEXT					Metoda výpočtu úroků					FS_BIW					Financial Services					FS					SZBMETH					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FS_LOAN_CL_TEXT					Třída půjčky					FVVD					Financial Services					FS-CML					TD02T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_LOAN_TP_TEXT					Druh půjčky					FVVD					Financial Services					FS-CML					TD03T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_PAIR_TEXT					Plán/skut/k uvolnění					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					SPLANIST					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FS_PORTFOL_TEXT					Portfolio (texty)					FTA					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM					TWPOB					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_PRD_TP_ATTR					Dr.produktu (atrib.)					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					FTI_BIW_PRD_TP_A					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_PRD_TP_TEXT					Dr.produktu (texty)					CFM_TR_BIW					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM-IS					FTI_BIW_PRD_TP_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_REFIR_ATTR					Úroková reference					FREFINTEREST					Cross-Application Components					CA-GTF-BS					T056R					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_REFIR_TEXT					Úroková reference					FREFINTEREST					Cross-Application Components					CA-GTF-BS					T056R					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_REGCON_TEXT					Reg.uzavř.smlouvy					SZAD					Basis Components					BC-SRV-ADR					T005U					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_RPTYP_TEXT					Druh splátky					FS_BIW					Financial Services					FS					STILGART					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FS_SEC_CT_ATTR					Typ produktu (atr.)					FVV					Treasury					TR					TZAF					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_SEC_CT_TEXT					Typ produktu (texty					FVV					Treasury					TR					TZAFT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_STATE_ATTR					Ext.status smlouvy					FVV					Treasury					TR					TZC37					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_STATE_TEXT					Ext.status smlouvy					FS_BIW					Financial Services					FS					V_TZD37_TEXT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_STATI_TEXT					Status smlouvy-int.					FVV					Treasury					TR					TDINTEBT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_TYPIR_TEXT					Druh úročení					FS_BIW					Financial Services					FS					FTI_INTEREST_TYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FS_VAL_AR_TEXT					Obl.ocenění (text)					FTR_GENERAL					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM					TRGC_VAL_AREA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_VAL_CL_TEXT					Třída ocenění (txty)					FTR_GENERAL					Financials					FIN-FSCM-TRM-TM					TRGC_VAL_CLASS_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FS_YMETH_TEXT					Metoda st.reál.úroku					FS_BIW					Financial Services					FS					SEFFMETH					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0FUNCT_LOC1_ATTR					Altern.techn.místo					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BIW_IFLOS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0FUNCT_LOC_ATTR					Technické místo					PMEX					Plant Maintenance					PM					PMEX_0FUNCT_LOC					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0FUNCT_LOC_HIER					Hier.techn.místa					PMEX					Plant Maintenance					PM					PMEX_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_IFLOT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0FUNCT_LOC_TEXT					Technické místo					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BIW_IFLOTX					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0FUNC_AREA_0112_HIER					Skup.funkč.oblastí					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FUNC_AREA_PU_ATTR					Fun.oblast					KBAS					Controlling					CO-OM					TFKB					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FUNC_AREA_TEXT					Fun.oblast					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					BIW_TFKBT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FUNC_LOC_LAB_TEXT					Ident.systém-tech.m.					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BIW_IFLOALTX					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0FUNDS_CTR_0312_HIER					Skupiny fin.míst					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FUNDS_CTR_ATTR					Finanční místo					FM_BW					Financial Accounting					FI-FM					V_FMFCTR_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FUNDS_CTR_FMFC_PU_HIER					Hier.fin.míst IS-PS					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					FM_BW_FUNDS_CTR_HIERARCHY_ISPS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FUNDS_CTR_PU_ATTR					Finanční místo					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					V_FMFCTR_BW_PU					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FUNDS_CTR_TEXT					Fin.místo					FM_BW					Financial Accounting					FI-FM					V_FMFCTRT_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FUND_0111_HIER					Skup.fondů					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0FUND_PU_ATTR					Fond/§					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					V_FINCODE_BW_PU					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FUND_TEXT					Fond/§					FM_BW					Financial Accounting					FI-FM					V_FMFINT_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0FUND_TYPE_PU_TEXT					Dr.fondu					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					V_FUNDTT_BW_PU					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GECCO_ORDER_ATTR					Atributy GeSbNá					IAOM_BW					Controlling					CO					IAOM_BW_GET_GECCO_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0GENDER_TEXT					Pohlaví					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					GESCH					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0GLACCEXT_T011_HIER					Pol.rozvahy/výsled.					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					FBIW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_T011X					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0GL_ACCOUNT_ATTR					Č.účtu hlavní knihy					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					BIW_SKA1					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GL_ACCOUNT_T011_HIER					Č.účtu hlavní knihy					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					FBIW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_T011					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0GL_ACCOUNT_TEXT					Č.účtu hlavní knihy					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					BIW_SKA1T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GM_AWDTP_TEXT					Druh schválení					GMMASTERDATA_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-MD					GMAWARDTYPETEXTS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GM_BDGST_TEXT					Status workflow					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GM_BDGT_STATE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0GM_BDPH_TEXT					Fáze rozpočtu					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GM_BDGT_PHASE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0GM_BDRLS_TEXT					Status rozpočtu					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GM_BDGT_STATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0GM_BDVER_TEXT					Verze rozpočtu					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GMBW_GET_BDVER_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0GM_BDVLN_ATTR					Č.platnosti rozpočtu					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GMBW_GET_BDVLN_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0GM_BDVLN_TEXT					Č.platnosti rozpočtu					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GMBW_GET_BDVLN_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0GM_BLSTA_TEXT					Status fakturace					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GM_BILLING_STATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0GM_DC02					GM Totals					GBIW_PI					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-IS					G_BIW_GET_TT_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0GM_DC04					Stavová síť					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GMBW_GET_STATUS_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0GM_DO01					Jedn.položky ŘG					GBIW_PI					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-IS					G_BIW_GET_SI_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0GM_DO03					Rozpočtové položky					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GMBW_GET_BUDGET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0GM_DO05					Odpov.za pohledávku					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GMBW_GET_GRANT_RESP					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0GM_DO06					Odpov.za sponzory					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GMBW_GET_SPONSOR_RESP					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0GM_DO07					Odpov.za záměr					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GMBW_GET_SPPROG_RESP					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0GM_GRANT_ATTR					Číslo grantu					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GMBW_GET_GRANT_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0GM_GRANT_TEXT					Číslo grantu					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GMBW_GET_GRANT_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0GM_GRNTP_TEXT					Druh grantu					GMMASTERDATA_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-MD					GMGRTYPETEXTS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GM_LDCOD_TEXT					Číslo voleb.obvodu					GMMASTERDATA_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-MD					GMLDCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GM_LFSTA_TEXT					Cyklus životn.					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GMBW_GET_LFSTA_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0GM_RSPTY_TEXT					Druh kompetence					GMMASTERDATA_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-MD					GMRESPTYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GM_SCLBI_TEXT					Fakturovatelný druh					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GM_FLG_BILLABLE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0GM_SCLTY_TEXT					Typ třídy					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GM_CLASS_TYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0GM_SPNCL_ATTR					Druh př./výd.					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GMBW_GET_SPNCL_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0GM_SPNCL_TEXT					Druh př./výd.					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GMBW_GET_SPNCL_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0GM_SPNPG_ATTR					Záměry					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GMBW_GET_SPNPG_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0GM_SPNPG_TEXT					Záměry					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GMBW_GET_SPNPG_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0GM_SPNSR_ATTR					Poskytovatel grantu					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GMBW_GET_SPNSR_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0GM_SPNSR_TEXT					Poskytovatel grantu					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GMBW_GET_SPNSR_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0GM_STATI_TEXT					Statistický znak					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GM_STATS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0GM_USSTA_TEXT					Uživatelský status					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GMBW_GET_USSTA_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0GM_VLTYP_ATTR					Typ hodnoty					GMBASIS_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE					GMVALUETYPE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GM_VLTYP_TEXT					Typ hodnoty ŘG					GMBASIS_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE					GMVALUETYPE_TEXT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GM_VTCAT_TEXT					Kategorie typu hodn.					GMBW_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-IS					GM_VALUETYPE_CATEGORY					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0GROUPING_TEXT					Členění					FTI_BIW					Treasury					TR					BIW_T038T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270400 - S4TWL - Cash Management - General					




					0GTSCENARIO_TEXT					Obchodní scénář					WB2B_TEW					Logistics - General					LO-GT-TEW					TEWSCENARIOT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GT_ABSSC_TEXT					Schéma zajišt.platby					VKM					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF-CM					T691N					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GT_BSARK_SD_TEXT					Dr.objednávky zákaz.					VA					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS					T176T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GT_BSART_TEXT					Druh objednávky					ME					Materials Management					MM-PUR					T161T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GT_BSTAE_MM_TEXT					Klíč potvrz.objedn.					ME					Materials Management					MM-PUR					T163M					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GT_BTBSTA_TEXT					Status OK					WB2B_DDIC					Logistics - General					LO					TB2BAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GT_BWTTYPMM_TEXT					Ozn.: Glob.typ oceň.					MR0C					Materials Management					MM-IV-GF					T149T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GT_CUFOTYP_TEXT					Druh zajištění					WB2B_GT_CFM					Logistics - General					LO-GT-TC					TWB2HEDGET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GT_DOCTYP_TEXT					GTM: Typ dokladu					WB2B_BW					Logistics - General					LO-GT-TC					WB2_DOC_TYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0GT_EVERS_MM_TEXT					Expediční předpis					ME					Materials Management					MM-PUR					T027B					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GT_HKPSTP_TEXT					Ob.kontr.: Typ pol.					WB2B_DDIC					Logistics - General					LO					TB2BJT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GT_KNTTYP_MM_TEXT					Typ přiřazení účtu					ME					Materials Management					MM-PUR					T163I					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GT_LFSPG_TEXT					Důvody blokování					WZRE					Logistics - General					LO-AB					TMFST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GT_MSTEP_TEXT					Krok					WB2B_TEW					Logistics - General					LO-GT-TEW					TEWSTEPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GT_PORTFOL_ATTR					Portfolio					WPORTFOLIO					Logistics - General					LO-GT-PM					KONHM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GT_PORTFOL_TEXT					Portfolio					WPORTFOLIO					Logistics - General					LO-GT-PM					KONHM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GT_POSTYP_TEXT					Druh pol nák/.prod.					WB2B_BW					Logistics - General					LO-GT-TC					WB2C_POSN_TYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0GT_PZUST_TEXT					Portfolio: Odpovědný					WPORTFOLIO					Logistics - General					LO-GT-PM					TPOFOAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GT_RISKTYP_TEXT					Dr.rizika					WB2B_BW					Logistics - General					LO-GT-TC					WB2C_RISK_TYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0GT_R_TYPE_TEXT					Typ rizika					WB2B_BW					Logistics - General					LO-GT-TC					WB2_RISK_TYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0GT_SIDE_TEXT					Strana					WB2B_BW					Logistics - General					LO-GT-TC					WB2_SIDE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0GT_TCGROUP_TEXT					Skupina obch.kontr.					WB2B_TEW					Logistics - General					LO-GT-TEW					TEWTCGROUPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GT_TCTYP_TEXT					Druh obch.kontr.					WB2B_DDIC					Logistics - General					LO					TB2BET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0GT_VALTYPE_TEXT					Typ ocenění					WB2B_BW					Logistics - General					LO-GT-TC					WB2_VAL_TYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0GT_WBPCH_TEXT					Zn: Autor posl.zm.OK					WB2B_BW					Logistics - General					LO-GT-TC					TC_LAST_CHANGED_FLAG					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0HAP_DOC_ID_ATTR					Data dokumentu					PAOC_HAP_PA_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PD-PM					HRHAP_PA_BW_IO_1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HAP_DOC_ID_TEXT					Dokument					PAOC_HAP_PA_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PD-PM					HAP_V_BW_DOC_ID					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0HAP_ROW_ID_TEXT					Číslo řádky					PAOC_HAP_PA_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PD-PM					HRHAP_PA_BW_IO_7					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HAP_STATUS_TEXT					Status					PAOC_HAP_PA_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PD-PM					HAP_AP_STATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0HAP_SUBSTA_TEXT					Substatus					PAOC_HAP_PA_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PD-PM					HAP_V_BW_SUBSTA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0HAP_VALUE_TEXT					Hodnoty					PAOC_HAP_PA_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PD-PM					HRHAP_PA_BW_IO_3					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HAP_VA_TEXT					Formuláře					PAOC_HAP_PA_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PD-PM					HRHAP_PA_BW_IO_4					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HAP_VB_TEXT					Skupina kritérií					PAOC_HAP_PA_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PD-PM					HRHAP_PA_BW_IO_5					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HAP_VC_TEXT					Kritéria					PAOC_HAP_PA_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PD-PM					HRHAP_PA_BW_IO_6					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HAP_V_LIST_TEXT					Seznamy hodnot					PAOC_HAP_PA_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PD-PM					HRHAP_PA_BW_IO_2					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HCP_CITM_ATTR					Součást nákladů					PAOC_HCP_CUSTOMIZING					Personnel Management					PA-CP					T77HCP_CITM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0HCP_CITM_TEXT					Součást nákladů					PAOC_HCP_CUSTOMIZING					Personnel Management					PA-CP					T77HCP_CITM_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0HCP_CITP_TEXT					Dr.souč.nákl.					PAOC_HCP_BW					Personnel Management					PA-CP					HCP_COSTITEMTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0HCP_DBAS_TEXT					Databáze					PAOC_HCP_BW					Personnel Management					PA-CP					HRHCPBW_DBASTEXT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0HCP_PCON_TEXT					Kontext plánování					PAOC_HCP_CUSTOMIZING					Personnel Management					PA-CP					T77HCP_PCON_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0HCP_PLAN_ATTR					Plán pers.nákladů					PAOC_HCP_BW					Personnel Management					PA-CP					HRHCPBW_PLANATTR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0HCP_PLAN_TEXT					Plán pers.nákladů					PAOC_HCP_PLAN					Personnel Management					PA-CP					HRHCP_PLAN_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0HCP_SCEN_TEXT					Scénář					PAOC_HCP_CUSTOMIZING					Personnel Management					PA-CP					T77HCP_SCEN_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0HCP_STYP_TEXT					Druh záznamu					PAOC_HCP_BW					Personnel Management					PA-CP					HCP_STYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0HER_BU_RIG_TEXT					RE: Txt dědič.st.pr.					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					SERBBAU					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0HIER_LEV_TEXT					Hierarchická úroveň					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					V_BW_RCF_HIER					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0HRPOSITION_3_ATTR					Kmen.data plán.místa					PAOC_ANA_CROSS					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HRPAD_BI_GET_POSITION_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0HRPOSITION_ATTR					Plánované místo					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HRPOSITION_CCTR_ATTR					Plán.místo-nákl.stř.					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HRPOSITION_TEXT					Plánované místo					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HRPOSITION_TM_ATTR					Klíč.plán.místo					PAOC_TM_BIW					Personnel Management					PA-TM					HRTM_BIW_GET_0HRPOS_TM_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HRWORKCNTR_TEXT					Pracoviště					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_LSO_1					Účast					LSO_BW					Training and Event Management					PE-LSO-TM					LSO_BW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_LSO_2					Storno					LSO_BW					Training and Event Management					PE-LSO-TM					LSO_BW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_LSO_3					Obsazení zdrojů					LSO_BW					Training and Event Management					PE-LSO-TM					LSO_BW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_OTYPEOBJECT_TEXT					HR typ objektu/obj.					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_OTYPE_TEXT					HR typ objektu					SP00					Basis Components					BC-BMT-OM					T777O					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0HR_PACP_1					Plány pers.nákladů					PAOC_HCP_BW					Personnel Management					PA-CP					HR_HCP_BW_EXTRACT_IS_PLAN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PACP_2					Náklady na objekt					PAOC_HCP_BW					Personnel Management					PA-CP					HR_HCP_BW_EXTRACT_IS_COSTDATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_0					Pracovník					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_1					Personální opatření					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_2					Oprávnění HR					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_3					Oprávnění HR					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_4					Stav zaměstnan.					PAOC_ANA_CROSS					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HRPAD_BI_GET_HEADCOUNT_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0HR_PA_5					Opatření					PAOC_ANA_CROSS					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HRPAD_BI_GET_ACTIONS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0HR_PA_BN_1					Zaměstnanec.výhody					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_EC_01					Proces odměňování					PAOC_ECM_ADM_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-AD					HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_COMP_PROC					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_EC_02					Rozpočty pro odměň.					PAOC_ECM_BDG_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-BD					HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_BUDGET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_EC_03					Odměny - přiděl.LTI					PAOC_ECM_LTI_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-LT					HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_GRANT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_EC_04					Čas.plán disp.LTI					PAOC_ECM_LTI_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-LT					HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_VESTING					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_EC_05					Odměna - real.LTI					PAOC_ECM_LTI_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-LT					HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_EXERCISE					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_EC_06					Odměna - ztráta LTI					PAOC_ECM_LTI_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-LT					HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_FORFEIT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_EC_07					Kat.platby pracov.					PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-JP					HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_EEPAYCAT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_EC_08					Kombin.data trhu					PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-JP					HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_CMPMARKET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_EC_09					Tržní data průzkumu					PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-JP					HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_SVMKTDATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_EC_10					Přiřazení profesí					PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-JP					HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_JOBMATCH					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_EC_11					Plat.strukt.profesí					PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-JP					HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_JOBSALSTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_EC_12					Platová struktura					PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-JP					HR_ECM_BW_EXTRACT_IS_SALSTRUC					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_HAP_1					Posuzovatel					PAOC_HAP_PA_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PD-PM					HRHAP_PA_BW_IS_1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_HAP_2					Hodnocený					PAOC_HAP_PA_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PD-PM					HRHAP_PA_BW_IS_2					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_HAP_3					Data dokumentu					PAOC_HAP_PA_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PD-PM					HRHAP_PA_BW_IS_3					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_OS_1					Obsazení plán.míst					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_OS_2					Obsazení plán.míst					PAOC_ANA_CROSS					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HRPAD_BI_GET_STAFF_ASSIGN_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0HR_PA_PD_1					Kvalifikace					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_PD_2					Hodnocení					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_PF_1					Zákl.data PF IT0278					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BW_EXTRACT_IS_IT0278					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_PF_2					Indiv.data IT0279					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BW_EXTRACT_IS_IT0279					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_PF_3					Data účtu PF					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BW_EXTRACT_IS_PFACCOUNT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_PF_4					Data události PF					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T5NDK					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_PF_5					Vypočítané udál.PF					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BW_EXTRACT_IS_PFCALCDATA					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_RC_0					Uchazeč					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_RC_1					Žádosti o místo					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PA_RC_2					Opatření k uchazeči					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PE_1					Účast					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PE_2					Storno					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PE_3					Obsazení zdrojů					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PP_REC_51					Payroll Posting					BWPY_RECON					Payroll					PY-XX-RCN					HRMS_BIW_PP_GET_DATA_REC					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PP_REC_52					Posting Document					BWPY_RECON					Payroll					PY-XX-RCN					HRMS_BIW_PP_GET_DATA_REC					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PT_1					Časy z os.pl.pr.doby					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					1					Seldom															




					0HR_PT_2					Skut.pracovní čas					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					1					Seldom															




					0HR_PT_3					Pohyby kontingentu					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					1					Seldom															




					0HR_PY_1					Zúčtovací data					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PY_1_CE					Data zúčtování (SZ)					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HRCCE_BIW_GET_DATA_CE					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PY_PP_1					Informace o revizi					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HRMS_BIW_PP_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					1					Seldom															




					0HR_PY_PP_2					Účetní doklady HR					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HRMS_BIW_PP_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					1					Seldom															




					0HR_PY_REC_51					Payroll Result					BWPY_RECON					Payroll					PY-XX-RCN					HR_BIW_GET_DATA_REC					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PY_REC_52					GL A/C and Wage type					BWPY_RECON					Payroll					PY-XX-RCN					HRMS_BIW_EXTRACT_PY_REC2					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PY_REC_CNTB_01					Report Recon.					BWPY_RECON					Payroll					PY-XX-RCN					HRMS_BIW_PY_XX_REC					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PY_REC_CNTB_02					Wagetype mapping					BWPY_RECON					Payroll					PY-XX-RCN					HRMS_BIW_PY_XX_REC2					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0HR_PY_REC_CNTB_03					Employer Id mapping					BWPY_RECON					Payroll					PY-XX-RCN					HRMS_BIW_PY_XX_REC3					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0IATA_SEASON_TEXT					Sezóna IATA					KEG2					Controlling					CO-PA					T22A7					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ID_BR_NF_1					Nota Fiscal Header					ID-BR-NF					Financial Accounting					FI					V_NFDOC					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)					




					0ID_BR_NF_2					NF Position					ID-BR-NF					Financial Accounting					FI					V_NFLIN					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)					




					0ID_BR_NF_3					NF - Tax per Item					ID-BR-NF					Financial Accounting					FI					V_NFSTX					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)					




					0ID_BR_NF_4					NF Messages					ID-BR-NF					Financial Accounting					FI					V_NF_MESSAGES					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)					




					0ID_BR_NF_5					NF Partner					ID-BR-NF					Financial Accounting					FI					V_NFNAD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)					




					0ID_BR_NF_6					NF One-Time Custs					ID-BR-NF					Financial Accounting					FI					V_NFCPD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)					




					0ID_BUSINESS_PLACE_ATTR					Business Place					ID-BR-NF					Financial Accounting					FI					V_BUSINESS_PLACE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)					




					0ID_CFOP_TEXT					CFOP Text					J1BA					Financial Accounting					FI-LOC-LO-BR					J_1BAGT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)					




					0ID_CGC_COMPANY_ATTR					CGC Code (Comp.Code)					ID-BR-NF					Financial Accounting					FI					ID_GET_CGC_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)					




					0ID_J_1BLB08_ATTR					IPI: List Control					J1BA					Financial Accounting					FI-LOC-LO-BR					J_1BLB08					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)
S4TWL - Globalization – Logistics					




					0ID_J_1BLB08_TEXT					IPI G/L Account					ID-BR-NF					Financial Accounting					FI					V_J_1BLB08_TEXT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)					




					0ID_J_1BLB09_ATTR					ICMS: List Cntrl					J1BA					Financial Accounting					FI-LOC-LO-BR					J_1BLB09					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)
S4TWL - Globalization – Logistics					




					0ID_J_1BLB09_TEXT					ICMS G/L Acct L Txt					ID-BR-NF					Financial Accounting					FI					V_J_1BLB09_TEXT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)					




					0ID_NF_MESSAGES					NF Messages					ID-BR-NF					Financial Accounting					FI					ID_NF_MESSAGES					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)					




					0ID_PAYTERM_BR_ATTR					Terms of Payment					ID-BR-NF					Financial Accounting					FI					ID_GET_ZTERM_DESC					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)					




					0ID_TAXTYPE_ATTR					Tax Type					J1BA					Financial Accounting					FI-LOC-LO-BR					J_1BAJ					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)					




					0ID_TAXTYPE_TEXT					Tax Type Text					J1BA					Financial Accounting					FI-LOC-LO-BR					J_1BAJT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2270311 - S4TWL - Globalization Financials: Replacing functionality is Tax declaration Framewormk (TDF)					




					0IM_CORPOR_TEXT					Podnikové plánov. IM					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					BIW_IM_RHIER					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0IM_FA_IP_1					Plán pol.programu					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					AIBT_GET_IP_P					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0IM_FA_IP_2					Rozp.pol.programu					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					AIBT_GET_IP_B					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0IM_FA_IP_6					Podíly koncernu (IM)					AIP					Investment Management					IM-FA-IP					TAI11					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0IM_FA_IP_7					Přiřazení pož.na IO					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					AIBA_IQ_IP_AS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0IM_FA_IP_8					Přiřazení zakázek					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					AIBA_OR_IP_AS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0IM_FA_IP_9					Přiřazení projektů					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					AIBA_PR_IP_AS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0IM_FA_IQ_1					Pož.na IO - plán					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					AIBT_GET_IQ_P					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0IM_FA_IQ_2					Pož.na IO - kap.hodn					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					AIBT_GET_IQ_C					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0IM_FA_IQ_9					Pož.na op.- pr.rozd.					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					AIBA_GET_IQ_S					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0IM_LEAF_TEXT					Znak listu					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					BIW_FLG_YN					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0IM_OBJ_TEXT					Druh objektu					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					BIW_IM_OBJ					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0IM_SIZE_TEXT					Velik.					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					BIW_V_TAIF5T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0INCOTERMS_TEXT					Incoterms					VF0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-BIL-GF					TINCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0INDSPECSTK_TEXT					Text zn.ocěň.zvl.zás					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					KZBWS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0INDUSTRY_TEXT					Odvětví					FBASCORE					Financial Accounting					FI					T016T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0IND_CODE_3_TEXT					KódOdv 3					VS					Logistics - General					LO-MD-BP-CM					TBRCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0IND_CODE_4_TEXT					KódOdv 4					VS					Logistics - General					LO-MD-BP-CM					TBRCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0IND_CODE_5_TEXT					KódOdv 5					VS					Logistics - General					LO-MD-BP-CM					TBRCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0IND_CODE_TEXT					KódOdv					VS					Logistics - General					LO-MD-BP-CM					TBRCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0IND_NUMSYS_TEXT					Syst.klíčů odvětví					BUPA_COMMON					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					TB038T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0IND_SECTOR_HIER					OP: Odvětví					BUPA_IND_SECTOR_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					BUEXT_IS_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0IND_SECTOR_TEXT					OP: Texty odvětví					BUPA_COMMON					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					TB038B					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0INFO_REC_ATTR					Informační záznam					MEVE					Materials Management					MM-PUR					MEBW_INFORECORD_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0INFO_REC_TEXT					Informační záznam					MEVE					Materials Management					MM-PUR					BIW_EINAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0INFO_TYPE_TEXT					Infotyp					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					ESOKZ					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0INSPTYPE_TEXT					Druh kontroly					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BIW_TQ30T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0INSP_CHAR_TEXT					Atribut					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BW_PLMK_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0INSP_LOT_2_ATTR					Kontr.dávka_2					QMBW					Quality Management					QM					BIW_QALS_2					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0INSP_LOT_ATTR					Kontrolovaná dávka					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BIW_QALS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0INSP_LOT_TEXT					Kontrolovaná dávka					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BIW_QALS_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0INT_GRP_TEXT					Zájmová skupina					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					V_BW_RCF_TGROUP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0INV_REASON_TEXT					Dův.invest					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					AIBM_GET_IR_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0IOBJSV_TEXT					Dr.obj.přiř.účtu CO					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					ROMT2_OBJTYPE_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_ACCIDENT_TEXT					Dat. zdroj ACCIDENT					ICL_HEALTH					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL158T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_ACTGRPCAT_TEXT					Dat. zdroj ACTGRPCAT					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL037T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_ACTIVITY_01					Zdroj dat ACTIVITY					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_BW_EXTRACT_ACTIVITY_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_ACTIVITY_ATTR					Dat.zdroj - úlohy					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL044					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_ACTIVITY_TEXT					Dat.zdroj - úlohy					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL044T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_ACTLOGSTATUS_TEXT					Dat. zdroj ACTLOGSTA					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_ACTLOG_STATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_APPEAL_TEXT					Datový zdroj APPEAL					ICL_LITIGATION_PE					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL245T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_APPROV_TEXT					Datový zdroj APPROV					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_APPROV					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_AUTHCLM_TEXT					Datový zdroj AUTHCLM					ICL_BASIS					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL113T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_BENTREEG_TEXT					Dat. zdroj BENTREEG					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL160T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_BENTREEV_TEXT					Dat. zdroj BENTREEV					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL161T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_BENTREE_TEXT					Datový zdroj ENTREE					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL160T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_BENTYPE_ATTR					Dat.zdroj BENTYPE					ICL_CF					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL055					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_BENTYPE_TEXT					Dat.zdroj BENTYPE					ICL_CF					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL055T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_BUNDLECAUSE_TEXT					Dat. zdroj BUNDLECAU					ICL_EVENT					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL012T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_CATALOGID_TEXT					Dat. zdroj CATALOGID					ICL_BASIS					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL150					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_CCEVENTB_01					Dat. zdroj CCEVENTB					ICL_EVENT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICLCCEVENTB					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_CCEVENT_01					Datový zdroj CCEVENT					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_BW_EXTRACT_CCEVENT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_CCSBRTYPE_TEXT					Dat. zdroj CCSBRTYPE					ICL_EVENT					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL177T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_CCTYPEC_TEXT					Datový zdroj CCTYPEC					ICL_EVENT					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL570T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_CCTYPE_ATTR					Datový zdroj CCTYPE					ICL_EVENT					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL001					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_CCTYPE_TEXT					Datový zdroj CCTYPE					ICL_EVENT					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL001T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_CLAIMA_01					Dat.zroj CLAIMA_01					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_BW_EXTRACT_CLAIMSA_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_CLAIM_01					Dat.zdroj-data příp.					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_BW_EXTRACT_CLAIMS_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_CLINEOFBUS_TEXT					CLINEOFBUS					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL077T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_CLSTATUS_TEXT					Dat.zdroj ICLSTATUS					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL140T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_CLTYPEG_TEXT					Dat.zdroj CLTYPEG					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL011T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_CLTYPEV_TEXT					Dat.zdroj CLTYPEV					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL003T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_CLTYPE_TEXT					Dat.zdroj CLTYPE					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL011T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_COMPLEX_TEXT					Dat.zdroj COMPLEX					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL015T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_COURTLEVEL_TEXT					Dat.zdroj COURTLEVEL					ICL_LITIGATION_PE					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL247T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_COVERED_TEXT					Zdroj dat COVERED					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_COVERED					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_COVTYPE_TEXT					Datový zdroj COVTYPE					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL322T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_CPRIVLGTYPE_TEXT										ICL_BENEFITSPLIT_PE					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_CPRIVLGTYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_CPRIVLGUCAT_TEXT					DZ-ICL_CPRIVLGUCATT					ICL_BENEFITSPLIT_PE					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_CPRIVLGUCATT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_CSUBROGREAS_TEXT					ZD: Ozn.důvodu regr.					ICL_SUBROGATION_PE					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_CSUBROGREAST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_CSUBROGTYPE_TEXT					ZD: Ozn.druhu regr.					ICL_SUBROGATION_PE					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_CSUBROGTYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_DEFENSETYPE_TEXT					Dat.zdr.DEFENSETYPE					ICL_LITIGATION_PE					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL248T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_DEPARTMENT_TEXT					Zdroj dat: DEPARTM					ICL_HEALTH					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL364T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_DIAGCAT_TEXT					Zdroj dat: DIAGCAT					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_DIAGCAT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_DIAGGROUPID_TEXT					Zdroj dat: DIAGGID					ICL_HEALTH					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL362T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_DIAGNOSISCATALOGID_TEXT					Zdroj dat: CATAID					ICL_HEALTH					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL350T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_DIAGNOSISCATALOG_ATTR					Zdroj dat: DIAGID					ICL_HEALTH					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL351					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_DIAGNOSISCATALOG_TEXT					Zdroj dat: DIAGID					ICL_HEALTH					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL351T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_DIAGNOSIS_01					Dat.zdroj DIAGNOSIS					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_BW_EXTRACT_DIAGNOSIS_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_DIAGTYPE_TEXT					Zdroj dat: DIAGTYPE					ICL_HEALTH					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL360T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_EACTIVITY_01					Dat. zdroj EACTIVIT					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_BW_EXTRACT_EACTIVITY_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_EVALBASE_TEXT					Zdroj dat: EVALBASE					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL026T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_EVALCAT_TEXT					Zdroj dat: EVALCAT					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL021T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_EXCLNOCAT_TEXT					Zdroj dat EXCLNOCAT					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_CLAIMNOCAT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_EXCORIATION_TEXT					Zdroj dat EXCORIAT					ICL_HEALTH					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL358T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_GROSNET_TEXT					Zdroj dat GROSNET					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					XFELD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_GUARANTEE_TEXT					Dat. zdroj GUARANTEE					ICL_HEALTH					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL363T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_ITEMCAT_TEXT					Datový zdroj ITEMCAT					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL139T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_ITEMUSE_TEXT					Datový zdroj ITEMUSE					ICL_HEALTH					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL332T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_ITEM_01					Datový zdroj ICLITEM					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_BW_EXTRACT_ITEM_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_JURISDICTION_TEXT					Dat.zdr.JURISDICTION					ICL_LITIGATION_PE					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL246T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_LIABILITY_TEXT					Dat.zdroj LIABILITY					ICL_LITIGATION_PE					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL242T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_LITHEADER_01										ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_BW_EXTRACT_LITHEADER_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_LITISSUE_TEXT					Dat.zdroj LITISSUE					ICL_LITIGATION_PE					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL241T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_LITITEM_01					DZ Instance řízení					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_BW_EXTRACT_LITITEM_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_LITTYPE_TEXT					Datový zdroj LITTYPE					ICL_LITIGATION_PE					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL240T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_LOCALIZATION_TEXT					Zdroj dat LOCALI					ICL_HEALTH					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL352T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_LOSSADDRESS_ATTR					Zdroj dat LOSSADR					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					V_ICLADRC					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_LOSSEXP_TEXT					Zdroj dat LOSSEXP					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_LOSSEXP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_LOSSTYPE_ATTR					Dat.zdroj dr. udál.					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL060					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_LOSSTYPE_TEXT					Dat.zdroj dr. udál.					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL060T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_MESSAGE_ATTR					Datový zdroj MESSAGE					ICL_EVENT					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL950					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_MESSAGE_TEXT					Datový zdroj MESSAGE					ICL_EVENT					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL950T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_MORPHOLOGIE_TEXT					Zdroj dat MORPHOLOG					ICL_HEALTH					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL356T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_NEGARG_01					DZ Argument jednání					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_BW_EXTRACT_NEGARG_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_NEGFRM_TEXT					Datový zdroj NEGFRM					ICL_NEGOTIATION_PE					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_CNEGFRMT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_NEGIT_01					DZ Nabídka / pohled.					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_BW_EXTRACT_NEGIT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_NEGTYP_TEXT					Datový zdroj NEGTYP					ICL_NEGOTIATION_PE					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_CNEGTYPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_NEG_01					DZ Jednání					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_BW_EXTRACT_NEG_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_OBJCAT_TEXT					Datový zdroj OBJCAT					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL035T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_PARTOCC_01					Datový zdroj PARTOCC					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICLPARTOCC					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_PAYCAT_TEXT					Dat. zdroj PAYCAT					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_PAYCAT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_PAYITEMCAT_TEXT					Zdroj dat PAYITEMCA					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_PAYITEMCAT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_PAYMENT_01					Dat. zdroj - platby					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_BW_EXTRACT_PAYMENT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_PAYSTATUS_TEXT					Zdroj dat PAYSTATUS					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_PAYMENT12					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_PAYTYPEI_TEXT					Zdroj dat PAYTYPEI					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_PAYTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_PAYTYPE_TEXT					Zdroj dat PAYTYPE					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_PAYTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_PDOCCATTYPE_TEXT					Dat. zdroj PDOCCATTY					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL153T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_PDOCCAT_TEXT					Datový zdroj PDOCCAT					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL138T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_PLINEOFBUS_TEXT					Datový zdroj PLOB					IGN					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL007T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_POLPRODG_TEXT					Dat.zdroj POLPRODG					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL320T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_POLPRODV_TEXT					Dat. zdroj POLPRODV					IGN					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL321T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_POLPROD_TEXT					Zdroj dat POLPROD					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL320T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_PRIVILEGE_01					DZ-ICL_PRIVILEGE					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_BW_EXTRACT_PRIVILEGE_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_PROCURE_01					Datový zdroj PROCURE					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_BW_EXTRACT_PROCURE_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_PROPCAT_TEXT					Zdroj dat PROPCAT					ICL_PROP					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL300T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_PROPTYPE_TEXT					Zdroj dat PROPTYPE					ICL_PROP					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL302T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_PYMTYPE_TEXT					Dat.zdroj PYMTYPE					ICL_CF					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL551T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_REASONREJ_TEXT					Dat. zdroj REASONREJ					ICL_CF					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL112T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_REASON_TEXT					Datový zdroj REASON					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL152T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_REFATTR_TEXT					Zdroj dat REFATTR					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL079T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_REFERRAL_01					Dat. zdroj ICLREF					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_BW_EXTRACT_REFERRAL_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_REFREJREAS_TEXT					Zdroj dat REFREJREA					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL080T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_REJREASON_TEXT					Dat.zdroj REJREASON					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL022T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_RESCAT_TEXT					Zdroj dat RESCAT					ICL_CF					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL059T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_RESERVE_01					Dat. zdroj RESERVE					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_BW_EXTRACT_RESERVE_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_RESMETHOD_TEXT					Zdroj dat RESMETHOD					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_RESMETHOD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_RESTYPE_ATTR					Zdroj dat RESTYPE					ICL_CF					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL020					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_RESTYPE_TEXT					Zdroj dat RESTYPE					ICL_CF					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL020T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_ROLE_TEXT					Datový zdroj ROLE					IGN					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL301T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_SCHEDTYPE_TEXT					Dat.zdroj SCHEDTYPE					ICL_CF					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL180T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_SCLITEMS_TEXT					Dat. zdroj SCLITEMS					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_SCLITEMS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_SETTLED_TEXT					Datový zdroj SETTLED					ICL_LITIGATION_PE					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL244T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_SETTLEMENT_TEXT					Dat.zdroj SETTLEMENT					ICL_LITIGATION_PE					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL243T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_SEVCODE_TEXT					Zdroj dat SEVCODE					ICL_HEALTH					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL354T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_SEX_TEXT					Datový zdroj SEX					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_SEX					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_SUBACTIVITYUSED_TEXT					Dat.zdroj - činnost					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL038T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_SUBCLAIM_01					Dat.zdroj-část.škoda					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_BW_EXTRACT_SUBCLAIMS_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_SUBCLTYPE_ATTR					Dat.zdroj-dr.čás.šk.					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL004					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_SUBCLTYPE_TEXT					Zdroj dat SUBCLTYPE					ICL_CDC					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL004T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_SUBOBJCAT_TEXT					Zdroj dat SUBOBJCAT					IGN					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL013T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_SUBROGATION_TEXT					Zdroj dat SUBROGAT					ICL_HEALTH					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL157T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_SUBROGITEM_01					ZD: Položky regr.					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_BW_EXTRACT_SUBROGITEM_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_SUBROG_01					ZD pro regresy					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_BW_EXTRACT_SUBROG_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_SUBROSTATUS_TEXT					Zdroj dat SUBROST					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_SUBROSTATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_SUBTYPE_TEXT					Zdroj dat SUBTYPE					ICL_EVENT					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL002T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_TREASONSET_TEXT					Zdroj dat TREASONSE					ICL_CF					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL067T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_TREASON_TEXT					Dat.zdroj TREASON					ICL_CF					Financial Services					FS-CM					TICL066T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_TREATTYP_TEXT					Zdroj dat TREATTYP					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					ICL_TREATTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_XACCIDENT_TEXT					Zdroj dat XACCIDENT					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					XFELD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_XFINISHED_TEXT					Dat.zdroj XFINISHED					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					XFELD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_XGENEROS_TEXT					Dat.zdroj XGENEROS					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					XFELD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_XMANUAL_TEXT					Zdroj dat XMANUAL					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					XFELD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_XNEURO_TEXT					Dat.zdroj XNEURO					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					XFELD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ISCM_XSENSITIVE_TEXT					Dat.zdroj XSENSITIVE					ICL_EXTRACT					Financial Services					FS-CM					XFELD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0IS_PGRP_TEXT					Skup.produktů					ISCDFUN					Financial Services					FS-CD					TKKVPRGRPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0IS_PHDEBTOTALS					Úč.částky celkem					FKKBW					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					V_DFKKREP03					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0IS_PHOPITPEND					OP na konci období					FKKBW					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					V_DFKKREP04					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0IS_PHREV_WR_OFFS					Storna a odúčtov.					FKKBW					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					V_DFKKREP05					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0IS_VSARL_VX_TEXT					Texty druhu pojišť.					VLXX					Financial Services					FS-CD					TLXXVALT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ITEMSELFLG_TEXT					Výběr pol.FI -> BIW					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					DOCSEL_BIW					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ITEM_CATEG_TEXT					Typ pol.					VA0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-GF					TVAPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ITM_TYPE_TEXT					Dr.pol.					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					POSAR					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0JOBTEN_GRP_TEXT					Přiřaz.plánov.míst					PAOC_TM_BIW					Personnel Management					PA-TM					HRTM_JOBTEN					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0JOB_ATTR					Profese - atributy					PAOC_ECM_JPR_BL					Personnel Management					PA-EC-JP					HR_ECM_BW_GET_MASTER_DATA_JA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0JOB_FAMILY_TEXT					Rodina jobů					PAOC_TM_BIW					Personnel Management					PA-TM					HRTM_BIW_GET_0JOB_FAMILY_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0JOB_TEXT					Profese					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0KHERK_TEXT					Původ podmínky					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					KHERK					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0KNTYP_TEXT					Typ podmínky					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					KNTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0KOAID_TEXT					Id.podmínky					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					KOAID					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0KSCHL_TEXT					Druh podmínky					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					BWV_T685T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0LEARNERTYPE_TEXT					Typ obj.studujícího					LSO_BW					Training and Event Management					PE-LSO-TM					LSO_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0LEARNER_TEXT					Studující					LSO_BW					Training and Event Management					PE-LSO-TM					LSO_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0LEGALFORM_TEXT					Právní formy					S_BUPA_GENERAL					Basis Components					BC-SRV-BP					TB020					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0LEG_TEXT					Dílčí úsek letu					KEG2					Controlling					CO-PA					T22B3					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0LOAD_PT_TEXT					Místo nakládky					VL0C					Logistics Execution					LE-SHP-GF					TVLAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0LOCFLOOR_TEXT					Texty pol.v podl.					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TIV3H					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0LOGSYS_TEXT					Logický systém					SALE2					Basis Components					BC-MID-ALE					TBDLST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0LOPDAUTH_TEXT					Texts for Auth. Flag					RSECLOPD					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BEX-OT					RSECLOPD_AUTH_FLAG					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0LOPDIOTYP_TEXT					LOPD InfoObject Type					RSECLOPD					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BEX-OT					RSECLOPD_IOBJTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0LQTYPE_TEXT					Typ jednotl.položky					FFLQ					Treasury					TR					FLQTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0MACH_TYP_TEXT					Typ stroje					PPBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-SFC					MATPT_BW_V					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MAINMATGRP_TEXT					Hl.skupina materiálu					KEG2					Controlling					CO-PA					T22E6					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MAINTDIST_TEXT					Texty - okrsek údrž.					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TIV16					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MAINTLOC_TEXT					Stanoviště					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BIW_T499S					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0MAINUSAGE_TEXT					Texty-přev.dr.využ.					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TIV3F					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MASTERCHAR_TEXT					Kmen.kontr					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BW_QPMT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MATERIAL_ATTR					Materiál					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					MDEX_MATERIAL_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MATERIAL_CDTH_HIER					Extrakce CDT					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					CMBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_CDTH					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0MATERIAL_LGEN_HIER					Materiál					MCHI					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCHI_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LGEN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Working with Restrictions(null), Check note 2307921					




					0MATERIAL_LKLS_HIER					Materiál					CLBW					Cross-Application Components					CA-CL-ENV					CLBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LKLS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MATERIAL_LPRH_HIER					Materiál					VBIH					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					VBIH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LPRH					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MATERIAL_TEXT					Text materiálu					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					MDXT_MATERIAL_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MATL_CAT_TEXT					Typ mat.					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					ATTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0MATL_GROUP_LKLS_HIER					Základ.skup.mat.					WRMA_PI					Materials Management					MM-IM					WRMAPI_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LKLS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Retail Method of Accounting					




					0MATL_GROUP_TEXT					Skup.mat.					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					BIW_T023T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MATL_GRP_1_TEXT					Sk.mater.1					VZ0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF-ACT					TVM1T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MATL_GRP_2_TEXT					Sk.mat.2					VZ0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF-ACT					TVM2T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MATL_GRP_3_TEXT					Sk.mat.3					VZ0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF-ACT					TVM3T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MATL_GRP_4_TEXT					Sk.mat.4					VZ0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF-ACT					TVM4T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MATL_GRP_5_TEXT					Sk.mat.5					VZ0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF-ACT					TVM5T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MATL_TYPE_TEXT					Druh mat.					MG					Logistics - General					LO-MD-MM					T134T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MAT_KONDM_TEXT					DZ textu pro KONDM					VS0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-MD-MM					T178T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MAT_PLANT_ATTR					Materiál					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					MDEX_MATERIAL_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MAT_PLANT_TEXT					Materiál					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					BIW_MARCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MAT_SALES_ATTR					Materiál					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					MDEX_MATERIAL_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MAT_SALES_LPRH_HIER					Materiál					VBIH					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					VBIH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LPRH					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MAT_SALES_TEXT					Materiál					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					BIW_MVKET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MAT_STGRP_TEXT					StaSkuMat					FBD					Financial Accounting					FI-AR-AR					TVSMT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MAT_ST_LOC_ATTR					Materiál					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					MDEX_MATERIAL_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MAT_ST_LOC_TEXT					Materiál					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					BIW_MARDT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MAT_UNIT_ATTR					Jednotky					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					MDEX_MATERIAL_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MAT_VEND_ATTR					Materiál/dodavatel					MEVE					Materials Management					MM-PUR					MEBW_INFORECORD_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MEASTYPE_TEXT					Druh vyměření					RE_BD_MS					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-BD					TIVBDMEAST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MEDIUM_TEXT					Médium					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T750H					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0METYPE_TEXT					Typ ukaz.					SBIW					Basis Components					BC-BW					RSTMETYPE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_ACC_GR_TEXT					IS-M: Account Groups					JMDGEN					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD					TJG38					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_ACTVTYP_TEXT					Activation Type					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISMACTIVATIONTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_ACT_COL_TEXT					IS-M/AM: Col.Scheme					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJ12					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ACT_ITP_TEXT					IS-M: Actual IV Type					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJD06					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_ADR_KEY_TEXT					Form of Address Key					JMDGEN					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD					TJG44					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_ADSP_ST_TEXT					IS-M/AM: AdSpc Stat.					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					PAM_STATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_ADTYP_A_TEXT					IS-M/AM: Format Prop					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJ14					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ADTYP_C_TEXT					Col.Sch.Ad.Type Txts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJ12					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ADTYP_D_TEXT					Design ad type texts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJ20					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ADTYP_F_TEXT					Shape Ad Type					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJ18					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ADTYP_P_TEXT					IS-M/AM: Positioning					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJ16					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ADTYP_S_TEXT					IS-M/AM: SpclHndlg T					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJ50					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ADVERT_TEXT					IS-M: Advertiser Ind					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					XINSERENT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_ADVMED_TEXT					Ad. Medium Texts					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJW10					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ADV_CTY_TEXT					CombSale Type Texts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJH92					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_AD_ITY_TEXT					Ad Insert Type Texts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJH30					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_AQ_BEH_TEXT					Buying Habits					VA0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-GF					TVAVT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_AUTH_CP_TEXT					Partner Authority					VS					Logistics - General					LO-MD-BP-CM					TVPVT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_AUT_ZGP_TEXT					SAP BP Authority					S_BUPA_GENERAL					Basis Components					BC-SRV-BP					TB915					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_BILLFRQ_TEXT					Billing Frequency					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJK02					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_BIL_CAT_TEXT					Bill category texts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJH20					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_BIL_TYP_TEXT					Billing type texts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJH06					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_BOOKUNT_ATTR					Booking Unit					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					JSBW_BOOKUNT_ATT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_BOOKUNT_TEXT					Booking unit texts					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					JSBW_BOOKUNT_TEX					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_BOOK_G_TEXT					Book.units grp texts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJ62					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_BOOK_OL_TEXT					Online Booking Type					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJHBOOKOLT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_BORD_T_TEXT					Border Type - Texts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJH36					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_BPARTNER_ATTR					SAP BP (Media Attr.)					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_BPARTNER_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_BPRELATION_ATTR					IS-M: CntctP. SAP BP					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_BPRELATION_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_BP_AS_ATTR					BP/CP Assignment					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					JJTPH					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_BRANCHE_TEXT					Industry Sector Txts					VS					Logistics - General					LO-MD-BP-CM					TBRCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_BUCOGRP_TEXT					IS-M/AM: BU Grp.Cnt.					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJ88					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_BUSTGRP_TEXT					IS-M/AM: BU Grouping					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJ68					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_CALCHAR_ATTR					ECP Charac. Value					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					ISM_BW_PLM_CALCHAR_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_CALCHAR_TEXT					ECP Char.Value Texts					CK_ECP					Controlling					CO-PC-PCP					CKCMCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_CALMODEL_ATTR					ECP Costing Model					CK_ECP					Controlling					CO-PC-PCP					CKCMC					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_CALMODEL_TEXT					ECP Cost.Model Texts					CK_ECP					Controlling					CO-PC-PCP					CKCMCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_CALNR_ATTR					ECP Cost Est. No.					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					JPVCKHS_BW_S					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_CALNR_TEXT					ECP CEst.Texts					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					JPVCKHT_BW_S					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_CALOBJ_TEXT					ECP Ref. Obj. Texts					CKJ1					Controlling					CO-PC-PCP					TCK23					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_CALPOS_ATTR					ECP Costing Item					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					JPVCKIS_BW_S					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_CALPOS_IMCA_HIER					ECP Costing Hier.					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					ISM_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_IMCA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_CALPOS_TEXT					ECP Cost. Item Texts					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					JPVCKIT_BW_S					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_CALPTYP_TEXT					IS-PLM: Item Cat.					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					TYPPS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_CALTYP_TEXT					IS-PLM: Costg Type					CKJ1					Controlling					CO-PC-PCP					TCK02					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_CALVAL_TEXT					IS-PLM: Valuatn Var.					CKJ1					Controlling					CO-PC-PCP					TCK06					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_CAMP_TEXT					Campaign Texts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJKAMPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_CANCREA_TEXT					Termination Reason					VZ					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF					TVKGT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_CANC_T_TEXT					IS-M/AM: Canc.Type					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					STORNOTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_CAUDCAF_TEXT					AR Category					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJI02					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_CAUDCAT_HIER					Audit Report					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					MSD_HIER_TRANS_CAUDCAT_IMGP					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_CAUDCAT_TEXT					AuditReportCat. Text					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJI02					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_CAUDRTP_TEXT					IS-M: Audit Rep.Type					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJD58					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_CIRCORI_TEXT					Data Origin of Circ.					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					J_CIRC_ORIGIN					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_CLCOABU_TEXT					BU Classif.BU Texts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					JH_BWCOALEVEL_BU					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_CLCOAHO_TEXT					Holder Classificat.					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					JH_BWCOALEVEL_BP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_COACEXR_TEXT					Cond.exclusion					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJV5T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_COAREQ_ATTR					Contract Requirement					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					JSBW_COAREQ_ATTR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_COAREQ_TEXT					Contract Req. Texts					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					JSBW_COAREQ_TEXT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_COASIND_TEXT					Settlement Type Txts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJH16					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_COATYPE_TEXT					Contract Cat.Texts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJH12					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_COA_ATTR					Contract					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					JSBW_COA_ATTR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_COCOTYP_TEXT					CC type texts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJ04					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_COCU_F_TEXT					Page/Column Format					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJ48					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_COL_FOR_TEXT					IS-M/AM: Format/Col.					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJ48					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_COMPCAT_TEXT					Complaint Cat. Text					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_REKLTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_COMPREA_TEXT					Complaint Reason					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJAE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_COMPRES_TEXT					Complaint Results Tx					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJK18					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_COMPSTA_TEXT					Complaint Status					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJHB6					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_COMPTYP_TEXT					IS-PLM: Doc. Type					CV					Cross-Application Components					CA-DMS					TDWAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_COM_BLO_TEXT					Commer.cluster texts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJW4					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_COM_BRO_TEXT					CM broadcast texts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJW8					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_COM_TSL_TEXT					CS TS texts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJW2					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_COM_TYP_TEXT					Commission Cat.Texts					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					PROVTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_CONDTYP_TEXT					Valuation Category					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJHEWT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_CONPER_ATTR					IS-M/AM: Contct Prsn					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_CONPER_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_CONP_EX_TEXT					IS-M/AM: Comp.Excl.					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJH90					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_CONTCOM_ATTR					ConCom					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					JSBW_CONTCOM_ATT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_CONTCOM_TEXT					CC texts					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					JSBW_CONTCOM_TEX					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_CONTRCT_TEXT					Contract Usage					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_CONTRACT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_CONTTP_TEXT					IS-M: Content Categ.					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJD14					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_CONTYPQ_TEXT					IS-M/AM: Qty Type					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJHEM2T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_CON_TYP_TEXT					IS-M/AM: Contr.Type					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					JVERMVTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_COPYRT_TEXT					IS-M: SProv. Copyr.					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					TJPCPREXCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_CO_GRP_TEXT					Sales Activity Group					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJKGRPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_CRED_Q_TEXT					Credit query texts					JMDGEN					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD					TJGJ1					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_CRED_W_TEXT					Creditworthin.texts					JMDGEN					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD					TJGJ3					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_CUST_PR_TEXT					Cust.Profile Texts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJ96					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_DELIVTY_TEXT					IS-M: Req. AnswerCd					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					TJPDELIVTYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_DELRND_TEXT					Delivery Rnd - Texts					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					JSBW_DELRND_TEXT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_DELSPLG_TEXT					Address Alt. Group					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJD64					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_DELSPL_TEXT					Address Alternation					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJD24					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_DELTYPE_TEXT					Delivery Type Texts					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJV02					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_DEPARTM_TEXT					IS-M: Dept Texts					S_BUPA_GENERAL					Basis Components					BC-SRV-BP					TB911					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_DEP_CP_TEXT					Contact Person Dept.					VS0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-MD-MM					TSABT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_DEP_ZGP_TEXT					SAP BP Department					S_BUPA_GENERAL					Basis Components					BC-SRV-BP					TB911					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_DERRMT_TEXT					Problem Message					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJV42					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_DISTRCT_TEXT					Carrier Routes -Txts					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					JSBW_DISTRCT_TEX					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_DOCCT_TEXT					IS-M: FI-SL Doc.Cat.					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					DOCCT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_DOCTY_TEXT					IS-M: FI-SL Doc.Type					GBAS					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL					T889TE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_DOC_CAT_TEXT					Sales Doc.Category					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISPVBTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_DPAYACT_TEXT					Action Del. Payment					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJKRRDPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_DSIGN_TEXT					IS-M: Prod. Pres.					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					TJPDESIGNT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_DSTRMKY_TEXT					District Mun. Key					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					JSBW_DSTRMKY_TEX					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_EDITION_ATTR					IS-M: Edition					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					JDTPVA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_EDITION_TEXT					IS-M: Edition Texts					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					JSBW_EDITION_TEX					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_EDITTYP_TEXT					IS-M: Edition Cat.					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					TJPEDITYPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_EDREPG1_TEXT					IS-M: Report Group 1					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJD32					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_EDREPG2_TEXT					IS-M: Report Group 2					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJD34					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_FCT_CP_TEXT					Cont.Person Function					VS0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-MD-MM					TPFKT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_FCT_ZGP_TEXT					CP Function SAP BP					S_BUPA_GENERAL					Basis Components					BC-SRV-BP					TB913					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_FOM_ONL_TEXT					Format Prop.(Online)					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJHOLFMTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_FORMAT_ATTR					IS-M: Std Format					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					TJPFORMAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_FORMAT_TEXT					IS-M: Std Format Txt					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					TJPFORMATT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_FREESUB_ATTR					Free Subscription					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					JJCPFREESUB					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_FUAREA_TEXT					Function Area					S_BUPA_GENERAL					Basis Components					BC-SRV-BP					TB913					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_GEOUNIT_TEXT					Geo. Unit - Texts					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					JSBW_GEOUNIT_TEX					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_GP_PHIER_ATTR					BP/Prod.Hier.Assign.					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					JJTPH					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_HIERLEV_TEXT					IS-M: Hier.Level					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISMHIERARCHLVL					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_ID_TYP_TEXT					IS-M: ID Code Type					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					TJPIDCTYPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_IMPRINT_TEXT					IS-M: Imprint					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					TJPIMPRT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_IND_SEL_TEXT					Industry Sector					VS					Logistics - General					LO-MD-BP-CM					TBRCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_ISM_AM_COA_1					IS-M/AM: Contract					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_AM_COA_1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_AM_COA_2					IS-M/AM: Contr.Asgt					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_AM_COA_2					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_AM_COA_3					IS-M: Cont.Bill.Doc.					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_AM_COA_3					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_AM_COMPL_1					IS-M/AM: Complaint					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_AM_COMPL_1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_AM_CPPROD					IS-M/AM: CP Respsbty					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_CPPROD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_AM_CPRELMAM					IS-M/AM: CP					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_C_P_MAM_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_AM_INV_1					IS-M/AM: Billing					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_AM_INV_1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_AM_INV_2					IS-M/AM: Billing/Con					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_AM_INV_2					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_AM_JHAREV1					IS-M/AM: Reld OrdRev					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					JHAREV1					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_AM_JHAREV3					IS-M/AM: Reld OrdRvQ					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					JHAREV3					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_AM_JHFREV2					IS-M/AM: Reld Bll Rv					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					JHFREV2					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_AM_JHFREV4					IS-M/AM: Reld Bl RvQ					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					JHFREV4					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_AM_ORDER_1					Order Billing Datset					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_AM_ORDER_1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_AM_ORDER_2					Order Ad Spec/SLine					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_AM_ORDER_2					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_AM_ORDER_3					Order: Sales Agent					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_AM_ORDER_3					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_AM_REV_1					IS-M/AM: Order Revs					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_AM_REV_1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_AM_REV_2					IS-M/AM: Bill.Doc.Rv					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_AM_REV_2					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_AM_REV_3					IS-M: Order Rev.Qty					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_AM_REV_3					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_AM_REV_4					IS-M: Bill.doc RvQty					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_AM_REV_4					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_CIRCBOOK					Circulation Book					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					JITCIRCBOOK					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_COMPL					IS-M/SD: Complaint					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_SD_COMPLAINT_1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_CON_QUA					Contract Qties					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_CONTRACT_QUANTITY					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_DELIV_1					Delivery (No Attr.)					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_SD_DELIVERY_1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_DELIV_2					Delivery (Ordr Attr)					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_SD_DELIVERY_2					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_DEMAND					Quantity Planning					JSDI					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-MS					JKSDDEMAND					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_INVOICE					Billing Data					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_INVOICE_COMPLETE					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_INV_ADDR					Bill.Doc.Addresses					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_INV_ADDRESS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_INV_HEAD					Billing Header					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_INV_HEAD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_INV_ITEM					Billing Items					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_INV_ITEM					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_INV_ORD					Billing Doc./Order					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_INV_ORDER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_ORDST_1					Orders on Hand					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_SD_ORDERSTOCK_1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_ORDTR					LiveSubscrip.Trans					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_SD_ORDERTRANS_1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_ORD_ACC					IS-M/SD: Liabil.Acct					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_ORD_ACCOUNT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_ORD_ADDR					Subscrptn Addr.Data					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_ORD_ADDRESS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_ORD_ITEM					Subscript.Order Data					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_ORD_ITEM_INT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_ORD_ITEX					Subscptn Order Item					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_ORD_ITEM_EXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_ORD_PROM					Subscprtn.Promo.Data					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_ORD_PROMOTION					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_ORD_REM					Renewal Payment					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_ORD_REMIND					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_RECL_ACC					IS-M/SD: Liabil.Acct					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_RECL_ACCOUNT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_RECL_ADR					BP Address: Complnt					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_RECL_ADDRESS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_RECL_ITM					Internal Item					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_RECL_ITEM					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_RECL_OBJ					Object Flow Ord/Cmpl					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_RECL_OBJECT_FLOW					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_RECL_SCH					IS-M/SD: SLin./Compl					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_RECL_SCHD_LINE					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISM_SD_RETURN					IS-M/SD: Return					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_SD_RETURN_1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISSTP_TEXT					Iss.Var.Type - Texts					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJD06					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_ISSUENO_ATTR					IS-M: Issue					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					JSBW_ISSUE_ATTR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ISSUE_ATTR					IS-M: Issue (Inact.)					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					JSBW_ISSUE_ATTR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ITEMTP_TEXT					Item Type - Texts					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJAPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_ITEMTYP_TEXT					Order Item Type					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJH18					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ITEM_CA_TEXT					Item Categories					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJHAPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_LANG_TEXT					Media Product Langs					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					TJPLANGUAGEST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_LINETYP_TEXT					IS-M: Item Category					GLT0					Financial Accounting					FI-GL					T8G02T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_MANASSX_TEXT					IS-M/AM: Man.Inf.Lv.					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					JH_MANZUO					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_MAR_STA_TEXT					Marital Status Texts					JMDGEN					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD					TJG46					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_MATERIAL_ATTR					IS-M: Media Material					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					MDEX_MATERIAL_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ME_MEDIATP_TEXT					IS-M: Media Type					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					TJPMEDTPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_MEDPROD_ATTR					Media Product					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_MEDPROD_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_MED_FAM_ATTR					Media Product Family					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_MEDPROD_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_MED_FAM_TEXT					Media Product Family					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_MEDPROD_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_MED_ISS_ATTR					Media Issue					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_MEDPROD_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_MED_ISS_TEXT					Media Issue Texts					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_MEDPROD_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_MED_PROD_ATTR					IS-M: Media Product					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_MEDPROD_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_MED_PROD_TEXT					Media Product Texts					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_MEDPROD_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_MIXCOTP_TEXT					Combination Type Txt					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					MITBEZART					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_MIXTP_TEXT					Mix Type Texts					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					JSBW_MIXTP_TEXT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_NAMTYPE_TEXT					Name Affix Type					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					P014_ZSART					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_NAM_AD_ATTR					IS-M/AM: Name Affix					P99D					Payroll					PY-LOC-TPR					T535N					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_NAM_VO_ATTR					IS-M/AM: Name Prefix					P99D					Payroll					PY-LOC-TPR					T535N					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_NDMZONE_TEXT					ABC - NDM Zone					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					NDM_ABC_ZONE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_NOCAUD_TEXT					IS-M: Auditing Excl.					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					XFELD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_OFF_TIT_TEXT					Official Title Text					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJAMTLT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_ORDCHTP_TEXT					Order Change Ty.Text					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					AEART_JSDK					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_ORDTYGR_TEXT					SDoc.Type Grpg Txts					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					JAUARTGRP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_ORD_LEV_TEXT					Sales Document Level					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					LEVEL_AUF					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_ORD_ORI_TEXT					Order Origin Texts					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					AVM_HRKNFT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_ORD_TYP_TEXT					Sales Doc.Ty.Texts					VA0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-GF					TVAKT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - REAL ESTATE SALES (HOMEBUILDING)					




					0ME_ORIGIN_TEXT					BP Origin Texts					JMDGEN					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD					TJG42					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_PAGE_F_TEXT					Page Format Texts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJ02					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_PARLA_TEXT					IS-M/AM: Partner Lng					STRO					Basis Components					BC-DOC-TTL					T002T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_PARTNER_ATTR					BPartner					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_PARTNER_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_PARTNER_TEXT					IS-M: BP Texts					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_PARTNER_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_PBLTYPE_TEXT					IS-M: Publ. Type					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					TJPPUBTPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_PERITXT_TEXT					IS-M: MP Publ. Freq.					JSDI					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-MS					TJPPERIOD02					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_PERRULE_TEXT					IS-M: Med.Prod.Freq.					JSDI					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-MS					TJD04_MP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_PERTYP_TEXT					IS-M: Publ.Per.Type					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					TJPPERTYPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_PH_LEVEL_ATTR					Product Hierarchy					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_PH_LEVEL_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_PLA_IS_TEXT					IS-M/AM: Iss.Var.Typ					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJD06					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_PLM_APPREQ_ECP					IM ECP					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					ISM_BW_PLM_APPREQ_ECP					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_PLM_BP_ASIGN					BP Asgt. IM PS					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					JPVIHPA_BW_B					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_PLM_CALCHAR_ECP					ECP Charac. Value					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					ISM_BW_PLM_CALCHAR_ECP					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_PLM_ECP					ECP					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					ISM_BW_PLM_ECP					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_PLM_PROJ_ECP					PS ECP					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					ISM_BW_PLM_PROJ_ECP					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_PLM_PR_SIM_ECP					Sim PS ECP					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					ISM_BW_PLM_PR_SIM_ECP					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_PL_ITP_TEXT					IS-M: Planned IV Ty.					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJD06					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_POSIT_TEXT					IS-M/AM: Posit.Instr					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJ66					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_POSTFRM_TEXT					IS-M: Postal Format					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					KZPOSTFORM					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_POS_CP_TEXT					Contact Pers.Positn					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJJPOST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_PPERUN_TEXT					Serv.Type Text					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJD10					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_PRCGRP_TEXT					Customer Price Group					VS0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-MD-MM					T188T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_PROD_HI_ATTR					SD Prod.Hier.Attribs					VS0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-MD-MM					T179					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_PROD_HI_TEXT					SD Prod.Hier.Texts					FBD					Financial Accounting					FI-AR-AR					T179T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_PROFES_TEXT					Occup.Texts					JMDGEN					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD					TJG06					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_PRPERUN_TEXT					Price Frequency Txts					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJK04					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_PSOTYP_TEXT					Sales Order Texts					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJAKT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_PSTVAR_TEXT					PCode Area Variant					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJI22					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_PSTZONE_TEXT					PCode Eval. Area					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJI24					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_PUBLCT_ATTR					IS-M: Publication					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					JSBW_PUBLCT_ATTR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_PUBLCT_TEXT					Publication Texts					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					JSBW_PUBLCT_TEXT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_PUBLTP_TEXT					IS-M: Publ. Type					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJD18					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_PURMOT_TEXT					Purchase Reason Txts					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJK88					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_P_HIER_ATTR					M/AM Prod.Hier.Attrs					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_PRODHIE					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_P_HIER_TEXT					Product Hier.Texts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					JJT179T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_RATE_CD_TEXT					Rate Code					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJKRRCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_REASCAN_TEXT					IS-M/SD: Rev. Reason					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJK92					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_REASEOD_TEXT					Termination Reason					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJK84					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_REAS_CA_TEXT					Rev. Reason Texts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJHSTOGT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_REAS_C_TEXT					SalesAgt Corr.Texts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJHVZCCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_RELEASE_TEXT					IS-M: Copyright Rel.					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISMRELEASE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_RELTYP_ATTR					BP Relationship Type					S_BUPA_GENERAL					Basis Components					BC-SRV-BP					TBZ9					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_REMSCM_TEXT					Monitoring Proced.					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJKRRST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_REPRTYP_TEXT					IS-M: Reprint Type					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					TJPRPRTYPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_RESPONS_ATTR					CP Responsibility					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					JJCPRESPONSIB					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_RESUSP_TEXT					Susp.Reason Texts					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJK86					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_RETURME_TEXT					Return Method Text					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					REMWEISE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_RETURTP_TEXT					Return Type Texts					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					REMART					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_REVOBJ_ATTR					Revenue Object					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISM_BW_EVOBJ_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_REVO_F_TEXT					Partner Object					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					JJTPFOBJ					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_REVTYP_TEXT					IS-M/AM: Rev.Rec.Cat					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					ISMRR_RELTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_SALPROM_TEXT					Sales Prom.Texts					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJW11					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_SALSOUR_TEXT					Sales Source Texts					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJW08					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_SCALTYP_TEXT					IS-PLM: Costg Types					CKJ1					Controlling					CO-PC-PCP					TCK02					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_SCALVAL_TEXT					IS-PLM: Valuatn Var.					CKJ1					Controlling					CO-PC-PCP					TCK06					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_SCHDLTP_TEXT					Sch.Line Type Texts					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJEPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_SCHL_TY_TEXT					Sch.Line Type Texts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJH18					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_SERV_TY_TEXT					Service Type					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJH72					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_SETTLST_TEXT					Settlement status					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					ABR_ZSTAT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_SFN_MA_TEXT					Service					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					JJTDIEN					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_SHPPROR_TEXT					Orig.of ShProbMes.Tx					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJV46					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_SHPPRRE_TEXT					DistPrMess.Reas.Text					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJV44					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_SHPPRTP_TEXT					ShProbMess Type Text					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJV42					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_SIGN_TEXT					IS-M/SD: +/- Sign					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					VORZEI					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_STAGRP_TEXT					IS-M: Statistics Grp					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJD52					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_STATGRP_TEXT					LIS texts					MCS					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					TMCBT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_STATUS_TEXT					Status Indicatr Txts					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					PAM_STATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_STGMAM_TEXT					Statistics Group Txt					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJHSTGVBT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_STPAR_U_TEXT					ST part.usage text					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					JPARVWGPAG					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_S_KEY_TEXT					Gender Key					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					JGESCHL					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_TITLETP_TEXT					IS-M: Title Type					JSD					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-SD-PS					TJD02					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_TITLEV_TEXT					IS-M: Title Level					JMM					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-MD-PR-MP					TJPTTLLVLT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA;S4TWL - Media Product Master					




					0ME_TITLE_ATTR					Name Affix Title					P99D					Payroll					PY-LOC-TPR					T535N					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_TITLE_MEDIA_ATTR					Media Title					CV					Cross-Application Components					CA-DMS					DRAD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_TITLE_MEDIA_TEXT					Media Title Texts					CV					Cross-Application Components					CA-DMS					DRAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_TMOT_K_TEXT					IS-M/AM: SbAdSp/Lnkg					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJH76					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_TPOFDEL_TEXT					Type of del. text					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					LFNGART					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_TPUB_D_TEXT					Date type texts					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					TERMINART					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_TRDPAX_TEXT					IS-M/SD: Ex.Del.Ord.					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					XFELD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_TRDZONE_TEXT					ABC - Trading Zone					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					TRAD_ABC_ZONE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_TSLICER_TEXT					Time Slice Rule					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					TJBW01T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_TSLICE_TEXT					Time Slices					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					JZSKLS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_T_TYP_TEXT					Date Category Texts					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					TJH56					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					0ME_USE_ADR_TEXT					IS-M: Address Origin					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					HERK					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_VIP_BP_TEXT					IS-M: VIP SAP BP					S_BUPA_GENERAL					Basis Components					BC-SRV-BP					TB916					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_VIP_MAM_TEXT					IS-M: BP VIP Ind.					VS					Logistics - General					LO-MD-BP-CM					TVIPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_VIS_RH_TEXT					Call Frequency					VZ					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF					TVBRT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ME_XFLAG_TEXT					IS-M: Indicator Y/N					JSBW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-IS					XFELD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0ME_YES_NO_TEXT					IS-M: Yes/No					JAS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-M-AM					XFELD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0MICCASECAT_TEXT					MIC Categories					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES_TXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MICCASETY_TEXT					MIC Case Types					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_CASES_TXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MICCFSTATE_TEXT					Carryforward Status					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MICCONPUR_TEXT					Control Purpose					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MICOBJTYPE_TEXT					Object Origin					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MICPSAUTOM_TEXT					Control Automation					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MICPSFREQ_TEXT					Frequency					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MICPSNATUR_TEXT					Nature of Control					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MICPSSIGN_ATTR					Significance Attribs					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MICPSSIGN_TEXT					Control Significance					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MICRELESET_TEXT					Relevance Set					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MICRELESIT_ATTR					Relev. of Relev. Grp					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MICRELEV_TEXT					Relevance					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MICSIGNOFF_TEXT					Sign-Off Status					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_STATUS_SIGNOFF					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0MICSOFFREL_TEXT					Org Unit: Sign-Off					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_SIGN_OFF_FLAG					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0MICTRTYPE_TEXT					Transaction Type					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MICTSTTECH_TEXT					Testing Technique					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_CASEAS_ATTR					Assessment Attribs					FOPC_CASE_MANAGEMENT					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPCCASEAS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_CASEIS_ATTR					Issue Attributes					FOPC_CASE_MANAGEMENT					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPCCASEIS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_CASEPL_ATTR					Rem. Plan Attributes					FOPC_CASE_MANAGEMENT					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPCCASEPL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_CASETE_ATTR					Test Attributes					FOPC_CASE_MANAGEMENT					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPCCASETE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_CASETL_ATTR					Test Log Attributes					FOPC_CASE_MANAGEMENT					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPCCASETL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_CENMC_TEXT					Central Mgmt Control					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_CENPS_TEXT					Central Step					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_CENP_TEXT					Central Process					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_COCAT_TEXT					Cntrl Objective Cat.					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_CO_ATTR					Control Obj. Attribs					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_CO_TEXT					Control Objective					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_C_TY_TEXT					Control Type					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_FSAG_ATTR					Account Grp Attribs					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_FSAG_MICH_HIER					Acct Group Hierarchy					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_HIER_TRANSFER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_FSAG_TEXT					Account Group					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_FSASS_TEXT					FS Assertion					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_ISSUE_TEXT					Issue Texts					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPCV_ISSUES					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_IS_PR_TEXT					Issue Priority					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_ISSUE_PRIORITY					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_MATURI_ATTR					Control Mat. Attribs					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_MATURI_TEXT					Control Maturity					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_MCG_MICH_HIER					MC Catalog					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_HIER_TRANSFER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_MCG_TEXT					MC Group					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_MC_ATTR					MC Attributes					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_MC_TEXT					Management Control					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_OU_ATTR					Org Unit Attributes					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_OU_MICH_HIER					Org Hierarchy					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_HIER_TRANSFER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_OU_TEXT					Org Unit Texts					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_PERSON_ATTR					Person Attributes					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_PERSON_TEXT					Person					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_PG_MICH_HIER					Process Catalog					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_HIER_TRANSFER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_PG_TEXT					Process Group					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_PROC_ATTR					Process Attributes					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_PROC_TEXT					Process					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_PS_ATTR					Process Step Attribs					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_PS_TEXT					Process Step					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_RATING_TEXT					Rating					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_RISK_TEXT					Risk					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_HR_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_RMPLAN_TEXT					Remed. Plan Texts					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPCV_RM_PLANS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_STATUS_TEXT					Status					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPCV_MICSTATUS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_TF_PER_ATTR					Timeframe Start/End					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIC_TF_TEXT					Timeframe					FOPC_EXTRACTION					Financials					FIN-CGV-MIC					FOPC_BW_EXTRACT_MD_MIC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MILESTONE_ATTR					ČísMilníku					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_GET_MILESTONE					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MILESTONE_TEXT					ČísMilníku					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_GET_TEXT_MILESTONE					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0MIL_STATUS_TEXT					Vojenský status					P99B_PAD					Payroll					PY-LOC-XF					T505N					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MLST_USE_TEXT					Použ.milníku					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					BIW_MLST_USE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MM_PUR_VE_01					Hodn.dodavatelů					MEVE					Materials Management					MM-PUR					MEBW_VENDOR_EVAL_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, SAP support will not include help on these datasources including their activation, processing, or other issues. The customer uses these datasources at their own risk. For more details see applicable note.					




					0MM_PUR_VE_02					Hodn.dod.-poloautom.					MEVE					Materials Management					MM-PUR					MEBW_VE_SEMIAUTO_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, SAP support will not include help on these datasources including their activation, processing, or other issues. The customer uses these datasources at their own risk. For more details see applicable note.					




					0MOVE_TYPE_TEXT					Druh pohybu					FKUC					Financial Accounting					FI-LC-LC					T856T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0MRP_CONTRL_TEXT					Disponent					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					BIW_T024DT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0NAE_INH_ATTR					Prv.oper.: Dědičnost					KAP8_45B					Project System					PS-IS					PSERB_GET_ACTIVITY_ELEMENT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer					




					0NATION_TEXT					Národnost					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T005T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0NEG_POSTNG_TEXT					ZáporÚčtov					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					XFELD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0NETWORK_ATTR					Síťový diagram					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_GET_NETWORK					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0NETWORK_JV_ATTR					JV Networks Info					GJV_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA					BIW_JV_AFVC					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)					




					0NETWORK_TEXT					Síťový diagram					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_GET_TEXT_NETWORK					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0NEW_OLD_TEXT					Nové/staré					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					BIW_TRGKZ					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0NIELSEN_ID_TEXT					OblNielsen					VZ					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF					TNLST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0NOTIFICATN_2_ATTR					Hlášení 2					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BIW_QMEL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0NOTIFICATN_ATTR					Hlášení					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BIW_QMEL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0NOTIFICATN_TEXT					Hlášení					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BIW_QMEL_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0NOTIF_ORGN_TEXT					Původ					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					HERKZ					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0NOTREASON					RE: Důvod výpovědi					RE_CN_NT					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-CN					TIVCNNTRET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0NOTTYPE_TEXT					Texty dr.výpovědi					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					SMVKUEART					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0NOT_TYPE_TEXT					Druh hláš.					IWOC					Plant Maintenance					PM-WOC-MN					TQ80_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0NTW_INH_ATTR					Síť: Dědičnost					KAP8_45B					Project System					PS-IS					PSERB_GET_NETWORK					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer					




					0NWA_INH_ATTR					Oper.síť.:Dědičnost					KAP8_45B					Project System					PS-IS					PSERB_GET_ACTIVITY					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer					




					0OBJECTTYPE_TEXT					Texty druhu objektu					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TIV5T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0OBJ_COND_TEXT					Texty - stav objektu					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TIV8C					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0OCCUCYTYPE_TEXT					RE: Texty dr.obsaz.					BSV					Cross-Application Components					CA-GTF-TS-SMT					TJ02T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0OCC_OBLIG_TEXT					Texty - závaz.obs.					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TIV3A					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0OPERATION_TEXT					Operace					PPBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-SFC					PPBW_GET_TEXT_PP_OPERATION					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - External Interfaces in PP;S4TWL - Process Flow Scheduling (PP-PI)					




					0ORD_INH_ATTR					Zakázka: Dědičnost					KAP8_45B					Project System					PS-IS					PSERB_GET_ORDER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer					




					0ORD_REASON_TEXT					Dův.zakáz.					VA0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-GF					TVAUT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ORGANIZER_TEXT					Pořadatel					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ORGANTYPE_TEXT					Typ pořadatele					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ORGUNIT_ATTR					Organizační jednotka					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ORGUNIT_HR01_HIER					Org.jednotka					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					PHIE_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ORGUNIT_TEXT					Org.jednotka					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ORG_KEY_TEXT					Organizační klíč					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0ORIGIN_TEXT					Místo odletu					KEG2					Controlling					CO-PA					T22B2					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ORIG_PCA_TEXT					DrObjPříj					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					HOART					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0PAKET_TEXT					Paket údržby					QMBW					Quality Management					QM					BIW_T351X					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PART_BLDG_TEXT					Texty pro části bud.					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TIV1B					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PASSED_TEXT					Prospěl/a					LSO_BW					Training and Event Management					PE-LSO-TM					LSO_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PAYRL_AREA_TEXT					Zúčtovací okruh					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T549T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PAYSCALEAR_TEXT					Tarifní oblast					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T510G					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PAYSCALEGR_TEXT					Tarifní skupina					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PAYSCALELV_ATTR					Tarifní stupeň					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PAYSCALELV_TEXT					Tarifní stupeň					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PAYSCALETY_TEXT					Druh tarifu					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T510A					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PA_ER_1					Team pož.na vyhled.					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_BIW_GET_SUPPORTING_TEAM					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The objects RCF_BIW_GET_SUPPORTING_TEAM,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete					




					0PA_ER_2					Team žádostí					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_BIW_GET_SUPPORTING_TEAM					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The objects RCF_BIW_GET_SUPPORTING_TEAM,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete					




					0PA_ER_3					Kvalifikace					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_BIW_GET_QUALIFICATIONS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete
The objects RCF_BIW_GET_QUALIFICATIONS,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					0PA_TM_1					Přiřazení RJ-M					PAOC_TM_BIW					Personnel Management					PA-TM					HRTM_BIW_GET_JFS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PA_TM_2					Přiřazení RJ-P					PAOC_TM_BIW					Personnel Management					PA-TM					HRTM_BIW_GET_JFP					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PA_TM_3					Obsazení plán.míst					PAOC_TM_BIW					Personnel Management					PA-TM					HRTM_BIW_GET_EE_POS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PCPITEMCAT_TEXT					Typ položky					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					TYPPS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0PERF_TYPE_TEXT					Chov.nákl.					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					ROMT2_RS_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing					




					0PERSLANGU_TEXT					Jazyk					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T002T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PERSON_2_ATTR					Km.soub.osob					PAOC_ANA_CROSS					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HRPAD_BI_GET_PERSON					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PERSON_ATTR					Osoba					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PERSON_TEXT					Osoba					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_PA0001_ENM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PERS_AREA_TEXT					Personální oblast					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T500P					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PERS_SAREA_TEXT					Dílčí personál.obl.					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T001P					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PF_ACCTY_TXT					Druh účtu PF					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T72A0T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PF_ACTION_TXT					Akce řízení zprac.					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T5CAZ					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PF_ATTRCLAS_TXT					Třída atributu					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T5CAQ					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PF_ATTRIBUTE_TXT					Atribut ke třídám					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T5CA1					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PF_EVENTS_TXT					Událost PF					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T5ND4					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PF_FUND_ATTR					Penzijní fond					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T5CP0					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PF_FUND_TXT					Penzijní fondy					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T5CP1					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PF_PRODUCT_TXT					Penzijní produkt					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T5NF2					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PF_VALTY_TXT					Druh hodnoty PF					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T5CA3					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PHYS_SP_ATTR					Kmen.záznam vzorku					QMBW					Quality Management					QM					BIW_QPRS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PICK_INDC_TEXT					Znak příp.					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					KOMKZ					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0PINST_STAT_TEXT					Status zveřejnění					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_POST_DOC_STAT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PLANCATEG_TEXT					Kategorie					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					BEN_CATEG					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0PLANTYPE_TEXT					Druh plánu zam.výhod					PBEN					Personnel Management					PA-BN					T5UC1					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PLANT_ATTR					Závod					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					MDEX_PLANT_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PLANT_LKLS_HIER					Závod					CLBW					Cross-Application Components					CA-CL-ENV					CLBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LKLS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PLANT_TEXT					Závod					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					BIW_T001WT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PLAN_NODE_TEXT					Uzel					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BW_PLPO_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PLGRP_TEXT					PlánSkup.					PPBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-SFC					PLGRP_BW_V					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PMACTTYPE_TEXT					DrVýkÚdr					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BW_T353I_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0PMETHODE_TEXT					Kontrolní metoda					QMEX					Quality Management					QM					BIW_QMTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PMNT_BLOCK_TEXT					Blokování platby					FBAS					Financial Accounting					FI					T008T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PMPLANGRP_TEXT					Sk.pl.údrž					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BIW_T024I					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0PMTMTHSUPL_TEXT					Dod.zp.platby					BFIBL_CHECK_D					Financial Accounting					FI-BL-PT					T042H					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PM_DSMNTL					Demontáž vybavení					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BWPM_GET_EQUI_TIME_SEGMENTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0PM_MAINTPOS_ATTR					Položka údržby					PMEX					Plant Maintenance					PM					PMEX_0PM_MAINTPOS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0PM_MAINTPOS_TEXT					Položka údržby					PMEX					Plant Maintenance					PM					BIW_0PM_MAINTP_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0PM_MEASDOC_ATTR					Atributy dokl.o měř.					IMRC					Plant Maintenance					PM-EQM-SF-MPC					IMRG					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0PM_MEASDOC_TEXT					Text dokl.o měření					IMRC					Plant Maintenance					PM-EQM-SF-MPC					IMRG					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0PM_MEASPOINT_ATTR					Atributy bodů měření					IMRC					Plant Maintenance					PM-EQM-SF-MPC					IMPTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0PM_MEASPOINT_TEXT					Text bodů měření					IMRC					Plant Maintenance					PM-EQM-SF-MPC					IMPTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0PM_MEASUREMENT					Body měření/doklady					PMEX					Plant Maintenance					PM					BW_0PM_MEASM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0PM_OM_OPA_1					Zakázky OaÚ: Náklady					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BWSM_PM_GET_ORDCST					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PM_OM_OPA_2					Zak.PM: Sk.nák.delta					PMEX					Plant Maintenance					PM					PMEX_PM_GET_ORDCSTA1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PM_OM_OPA_3					Zak.n.údrž.: JP obl.					PMEX					Plant Maintenance					PM					PMEX_PM_GET_ORDCSTC1					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PM_ORDER_ATTR					Zakázka					PMEX					Plant Maintenance					PM					BW_0PM_ORDER					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0PM_ORDER_TEXT					Zakázka					QG04					Quality Management					QM-QC-IS					BW_0PM_ORDER_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0PM_PRM_PLCS_1					Plánované náklady					PMEX					Plant Maintenance					PM					PMEX_PRMPLCS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0PM_TASKLIST_ATTR					Pracovní postup					PMEX					Plant Maintenance					PM					PMEX_0PM_TASKLIST					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0PM_TASKLIST_TEXT					Pracovní postup					PMEX					Plant Maintenance					PM					PMEX_0PM_TASKL_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					0POSTING_ATTR					Čas.nezáv.konkurz					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_BIW_GET_0POSTING_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0POSTING_ATTR,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete					




					0POSTING_TD_ATTR					Časově záv.konkurz					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_BIW_GET_0POSTING_TD_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0POSTING_TD_ATTR,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete					




					0POSTING_TEXT					Název konkurzu					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_BIW_GET_0POSTING_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0POSTING_TEXT,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete					




					0POST_CHN_TEXT					Kanál konkurzu					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					V_BW_RCF_POSTCHN					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0POST_INST_ATTR					Zveřejnění					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_BIW_GET_0POST_INST_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete
The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0POST_INST_ATTR,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					0POST_STAT_TEXT					Status konkurzu					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_POSTING_STATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PP_DOWNTIME					Doby prostojů					DTBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-PI					PIBW_GET_DOWNTIMES					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), Not licensed to use by customer					




					0PP_LOCAT_TEXT					Stanoviště					PPBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-SFC					STORT_BW_V					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PP_WCCP					Work Cent. Capacity					PPBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-SFC					PPBW_GET_PP_WCCP					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - External Interfaces in PP;S4TWL - Process Flow Scheduling (PP-PI)					




					0PRGRM_GRP1_TEXT					Skupina zam.výhod					PBEN					Personnel Management					PA-BN					T5UCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PRGRM_GRP2_TEXT					2.seskup.programů					PBEN					Personnel Management					PA-BN					T5UC9					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PRICE_CTRL_TEXT					Řízení ceny					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					VPRSV					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0PRICE_TYPE_TEXT					Typ ceny					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					CK_PRICE_TYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0PRIMPACK_TEXT					Prim.obal.jedn.-text					QMBW					Quality Management					QM					BIW_TQ45T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PROCCATEG_TEXT					PůvTypProc					CKMC					Controlling					CO-PC-ACT					CKMLMV009T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PROC_TYPE_TEXT					Kategorie					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					ROMT2_RS_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing					




					0PRODCAT_TEXT					Katalog					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					BW_WWMIT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, not relevant for S/4HANA as the traditional Product master is not used in S/4HANA					




					0PRODORDER_ATTR					Zakázka					PPBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-SFC					PPBW_GET_PP_ORDER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - External Interfaces in PP;S4TWL - Process Flow Scheduling (PP-PI)					




					0PRODORDER_TEXT					Zakázka					PPBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-SFC					PPBW_GET_TEXT_PP_ORDER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - External Interfaces in PP;S4TWL - Process Flow Scheduling (PP-PI)					




					0PRODPROCNR_TEXT					ČVýrProc					KKBW					Controlling					CO-PC-IS					KKBW_PRODPROCNR_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PRODSCHED_TEXT					Dispečer					PPBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-SFC					PSCHD_BW_V					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PRODUCT_ATTR					Produkt: Všeob.atr.					COM_PRODUCT_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COM_PR_COMM_PRODUCT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PRODUCT_HIER					Hierarchie produktů					COM_CATEGORY_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_PRCA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PRODUCT_TEXT					Produkt: Texty					COM_PRODUCT_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COM_PR_PRSHTEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PRODVERS_ATTR					Verze					PIBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-PI					PIBW_GET_PRODVERSIOIN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - External Interfaces in PP;S4TWL - Process Flow Scheduling (PP-PI)					




					0PRODVERS_TEXT					Verze					PIBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-PI					PRODV_BW_V					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PROD_CATEG_APPL_TEXT					Kat.prod.: Apl.hier.					COM_PRODUCT_APPLICATION					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COMC_APPLT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PROD_CATEG_ATTR					Kategorie produktu					COM_CATEGORY_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COBW_PROD_CATEG_GET_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PROD_CATEG_HIER					Hier.kateg.produktu					COM_CATEGORY_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_PRCA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PROD_CATEG_R3_MAP_ATTR					KatPr: Skup.mat.R/3					COM_CATEGORY_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COBW_PROD_CATEG_2_GET_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PROD_CATEG_TEXT					Kategorie produktů					COM_CATEGORY_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COBW_PROD_CATEG_GET_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PROD_HIER_LPRH_HIER					Materiál					VBIH					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					VBIH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LPRH					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PROD_HIER_TEXT					HierProd.					FBD					Financial Accounting					FI-AR-AR					T179T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PROFCNCY_TEXT					Charakteristika					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PROFIT_CTR_0106_HIER					Profit centrum					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PROFIT_CTR_ATTR					Profit centrum					KE1B_IN					Enterprise Controlling					EC-PCA					BIW_CEPC					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PROFIT_CTR_JV_ATTR					Profit Center JVA					GJV_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA					BIW_JV_CEPC					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)					




					0PROFIT_CTR_TEXT					PrCtr					KE1B_IN					Enterprise Controlling					EC-PCA					BIW_CEPCT					Transparent Table or DB View					1					Seldom															




					0PROG_DEF_S_ATTR					DefProg BW					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					AIBM_GET_ID					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PROG_DEF_S_TEXT					DefProg BW					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					AIBM_GET_ID_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PROG_POS_ATTR					ID pol.					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					AIBM_GET_IP					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PROG_POS_IVPR_HIER					ID položky					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					AIBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_IVPR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PROG_POS_TEXT					ID pol.					AIBW					Investment Management					IM-FA					AIBM_GET_IP_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PROJECT_ATTR					Def.projektu					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_GET_PROJECT_DEFINITION					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PROJECT_JV_ATTR					JV project info					GJV_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA					BIW_JV_PROJ					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)					




					0PROJECT_TEXT					Def.projektu					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_GET_TEXT_PROJECT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PROMOTION_ATTR					Podpora prodeje					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_KONA_PROMO					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PROMOTION_TEXT					Podpora prodeje					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_KONA_PROMO_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PROMOTYPE_TEXT					Typ podpory prodeje					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_PROMOTYPE_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PROP_TYPE_TEXT					RE: Druh pozemku					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TIV5F					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PROV_GROUP_TEXT					Skup.prov.					VS					Logistics - General					LO-MD-BP-CM					TVPRT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PRTYP_TEXT					Text typu vzorku					QMEX					Quality Management					QM					BIW_TQ44T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PR_BASE_UNIT_ATTR					Produkt: Zákl.MJ					COM_PRODUCT_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COM_PR_BASE_UNIT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PR_CATEGORIES_ATTR					Produkt: Kategorie					COM_PRODUCT_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COM_PR_PROD_CATEG					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PR_COMPETITOR_PROD_TEXT					Konkurenční produkt					COM_PRODUCT_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COMV_PRCOMP_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PR_COM_COMMERCIAL_ATTR					Produkt: Obch.data					COM_GENERIC_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COM_GENERIC_FULL_UPLOAD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PR_GTIN_ATTR					Produkt: GTIN					COM_PRODUCT_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COM_PR_PROD_GTIN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PR_GTIN_TYPE_TEXT					Texty pro typ GTIN					COM_PRODUCT_CUST					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COMC_GTINTYPE_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PR_ID_CMP_TEXT					ID produktu					COM_PRODUCT_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COMV_PRIDCMPT_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PR_IL_PROREF_ATTR					Ref.produkt - objekt					COM_GENERIC_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COM_GENERIC_FULL_UPLOAD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PR_IL_RELDIR_TEXT					Směr vztahu					COM_PRODUCT_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COM_ILDIRECTION					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PR_IL_RELTYPE_TEXT					Vztahy					COM_PRODUCT_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COMV_IL_TYPE_TBW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PR_OBJECT_FAMILY_TEXT					Produkt: Rodina obj.					COM_PRODUCT					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COMC_PR_OBJ_FAMT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PR_PROD_VAR_ATTR					Produkt: Var./konf.					COM_PRODUCT_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COM_PR_PROD_VAR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PR_PURCHASE_CATEG_ATTR					Produkt: Nák.kateg.					COM_PRODUCT_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COM_PR_CAT_PUR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PR_SALES_CATEG_ATTR					Produkt: Prod.kateg.					COM_PRODUCT_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COM_PR_CAT_SAL					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PR_STAPROSYS0_TEXT					Prod.: Arch./výmaz					COM_PRODUCT_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COMV_PROSYS0_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PR_STAPROSYS1_TEXT					Prod.: Blokování					COM_PRODUCT_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COMV_PROSYS1_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PR_STATUS_ATTR					Produkt: Status					COM_PRODUCT_BW					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COM_PROD_STATUS_EXTRACT_BW					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PR_TYPE_TEXT					Texty k typu prod.					COM_PRODUCT_CUST					Application Platform					AP-MD-PRO					COMC_PR_TYPE_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PSM_ADT					Označení ADT					PM02					Personnel Management					PA-PM					T77HRFPM_ADTKEYT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PSM_AREA_TEXT					Texty hor.meze prof.					PM01					Personnel Management					PA-PM					T7PMXT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PSM_ENCTYP_TEXT					Rezervace prostředků					PAOC_FPM_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PM-PB					HRFPM_ENC_TYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0PSM_LFBG_TEXT					Texty skup.kariéry					PAOC_FPM_FTE_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PM-PB					VDB_T7PMH_O					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PSM_OOB_TEXT										PAOC_FPM_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PM-PB					HRBPREP_OOB					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0PSM_OOR_TEXT										PAOC_FPM_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PM-PB					HRBPREP_OOR					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0PSM_PBC_01					Jednotlivé položky					PAOC_FPM_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PM-PB					HRFPM_BW_FPM_POS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PSM_PBC_02					Finanční úspory					PAOC_FPM_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PM-PB					HRFPM_BW_DIFFERENCE					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PSM_PBC_03					Extraktor sezn.prof.					PAOC_FPM_FTE_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PM-PB					HRFPM_BW_FPM_FTE_BUD_CHART					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PSM_PBC_04					Ekvivalenty PPÚ					PAOC_FPM_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PM-PB					HRFPM_BW_BPREP_FTE_EXTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PSM_PBC_05					Potřeba					PAOC_FPM_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PM-PB					V_BPREP_DATA_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PSM_PBC_06					Seznam profesí					PAOC_FPM_FTE_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PM-PB					HRFPM_BW_FPM_BSE_BUDGET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PSM_PBC_08					Rozvržení nákladů					PAOC_FPM_BW					Personnel Management					PA-PM-PB					HRFPM_BW_BPREP_COST_DIST_EXTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PSM_PBC_RUNID					Číslo běhu					PAOC_FPM_COM_ENGINE					Personnel Management					PA-PM-PB					HRFPM_RUNADMINS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PS_APPLNO_TEXT					Žadatel					CN_PSP_OPR					Project System					PS-ST-OPR					TCJ05					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PS_CHANCE_TEXT					Šance reklamace					KAP_CLM					Project System					PS-IS-REP-ACC					PS_CHANCE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0PS_CLM_CST					Náklady reklamace					KAP_CLM					Project System					PS-IS-REP-ACC					PSBW_CLAIM_GET_TRANS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer					




					0PS_COMPONT_ATTR					Komponenta					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_GET_COMPONENT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PS_COMPONT_TEXT					Komponenta					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_GET_TEXT_COMPONENT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PS_CSH_NTW					Platby-síť.diagramy					KAPC					Project System					PS-IS					PSCS_GET_NTWCSH					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer					




					0PS_CSH_NWA					Platby-oper.síť.diag					KAPC					Project System					PS-IS					PSCS_GET_NWACSH					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer					




					0PS_CSH_ORD					Platby - zakázky					KAPC					Project System					PS-IS					PSCS_GET_ORDCSH					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer					




					0PS_CSH_WBS					Platby - prvky SPP					KAPC					Project System					PS-IS					PSCS_GET_WBSCSH					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer					




					0PS_DAT_MLS					Termíny-milník					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_GET_DATES_MILESTONE					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PS_DAT_NAE					Term.-prv.op.síť.di.					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_GET_DATES_ACTIVITY_ELEMT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PS_DAT_NTW					Term.síť.diagramu					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_GET_DATES_NETWORK					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PS_DAT_NWA					Termíny - síť.oper.					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_GET_DATES_ACTIVITY					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PS_DAT_PRJ					Termíny - projekt					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_GET_DATES_PROJECT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PS_DAT_WBS					Termíny - prvek SPP					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_GET_DATES_WBS_ELEMENT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PS_HERKZ_TEXT					Původ reklamace					KAP_CLM					Project System					PS-IS-REP-ACC					HERKZ					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0PS_KAP_NAE					Kapacity p.prv.op.					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_GET_KBED_ELEMENT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PS_KAP_NWA					Kapacity síť.d.					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_GET_KBED_ACTIVITY					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PS_NAE_EVA					Pokrok POSD					KAPEV					Project System					PS-PRG-EVA					PSBW_EV_GET_EVA_NAE					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer					




					0PS_NTW_EVA					Pokrok síť.diagramů					KAPEV					Project System					PS-PRG-EVA					PSBW_EV_GET_EVA_NTW					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer					




					0PS_NWA_EVA					Pokrok oper.síť.diag					KAPEV					Project System					PS-PRG-EVA					PSBW_EV_GET_EVA_NWA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer					




					0PS_OBJ_TEXT					Druh objektu					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					BIW_PS_OBJ					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0PS_OPPNT_TEXT					Oponent reklamace					KAP_CLM					Project System					PS-IS-REP-ACC					OPPONENT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0PS_ORD_EVA					Pokrok zakázek					KAPEV					Project System					PS-PRG-EVA					PSBW_EV_GET_EVA_ORD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer					




					0PS_PRJTYPE_TEXT					Druh projektu					CN_PSP_OPR					Project System					PS-ST-OPR					TCJ1T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PS_RESPNO_TEXT					Odp.osoba					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					BIW_TCJ04T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PS_WBS_EVA					Pokrok SPP					KAPEV					Project System					PS-PRG-EVA					PSBW_EV_GET_EVA_WBS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer					




					0PURCH_ORG_TEXT					Nák.org.					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					BIW_T024ET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PUR_GROUP_TEXT					Skup.nák.					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					BIW_T024T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PUR_REASON_TEXT					Dův.objed.					ME					Materials Management					MM-PUR					TBSGT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PU_ALLOCT_TEXT					Druh dispozice					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					BUAVC_ALLOCTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0PU_BUDSUBT_TEXT					Díl.druh rozpočtu					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					V_TBP4T_BW_PU					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PU_BUDTYPE_ATTR					Druh rozpočtu					FMBPA_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-BCS-BU					FMBUDTYPE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PU_BUDTYPE_TEXT					Druh rozpočtu					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					V_FMBUDTYPET_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PU_CVRGRP_TEXT					Skupina krytí					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					FM_BW_CVRGRP_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PU_DOCCT_TEXT					Typ dokladu					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					DOCCT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0PU_DOCSTAT_TEXT					Status dokladu					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					BUED_DOCSTATE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0PU_DOCTYPE_TEXT					Druh dokladu					KABP					Financial Accounting					FI-FM					FMEDDOCTYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PU_FMAA_HIER					Přiřazení účtu ŘR					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					FM_BW_FMAA_HIERARCHY					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PU_FP_CATEGORY_TEXT					Kategorie ŘR					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					PSM_FP_CATEGORY					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0PU_FP_TYPE_TEXT					Typ rozpočt.programu					FMMD_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					PSMFPTYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PU_GRANT_NBR_TEXT					Grant					GMMASTERDATA_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-GM-GTE-MD					GMGRTEXTS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PU_IS_PS_1					Rozpočet (klasik)					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					FM_BW_BUDGET_ISPS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PU_IS_PS_11					Rozpoč.aktual. (kl.)					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					FM_BW_BUDGET_DELTA_ISPS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0PU_IS_PS_2					Obligo a skut.					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					FM_BW_ACTUAL_ISPS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PU_IS_PS_31					Obligo-jednt.položky					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					FM_BW_ACTUAL_OI_LINE_ITEMS_IS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PU_IS_PS_32					FI: Jednotl.položky					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					FM_BW_ACTUAL_FI_LINE_ITEMS_IS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PU_IS_PS_33					Jednotl. položky CO					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					FM_BW_ACTUAL_CO_LINE_ITEMS_IS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PU_IS_PS_41					Rozpočet(souh.zázn.)					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					FM_BW_BUDGET_TOTALS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PU_IS_PS_42					Jednotl.pol.rozpočtu					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					FM_BW_BUDGET_LINE_ITEMS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PU_IS_PS_43					Registrační doklady					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					FM_BW_BUDGET_ENTRY_DOCUMENTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PU_IS_PS_44					Data kon.dispo.(BCS)					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					FM_BW_ASSIGNMENTS_TOTALS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PU_LEDGER_TEXT					Ledger					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					V_T881T_BW_PU					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PU_MEASURE_0315_HIER					Skupiny rozp.progr.					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0PU_MEASURE_ATTR					Rozpočtový program					FMMD					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					FMMEASURE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PU_MEASURE_TEXT					Rozpočtový program					FMMD					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-MD					FMMEASURET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PU_NELIG_TEXT					Neschopnost krytí					FMBPA_E					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-BCS-BU					FMCU_FLG_ELIGIBILITY					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0PU_PROCESS_TEXT					Operace sest.rozpoč.					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					V_BUPROCESST_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PU_PROCUI_TEXT					Operace UR					FMBPCU					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-BCS-BU					BUPROCESS_UIT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PU_VALTYPE_TEXT					Typ hodnoty					FMBPCU					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-BCS-BU					BUVALTYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PU_WFSTATE_TEXT					Status workflow					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					BUKU_WFSTATE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0PYMT_METH_TEXT					Způsob platby					BFIBL_CHECK_D					Financial Accounting					FI-BL-PT					T042Z					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0PY_KTTYP_TEXT					Typ symb.účtu					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					P_KTTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0P_ACCOUNT_TEXT					DispOznÚčt					FTI_BIW					Treasury					TR					BIW_T035DT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270400 - S4TWL - Cash Management - General					




					0P_DATA_SRC_TEXT					Původ dat					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					FTI_DATA_S					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270400 - S4TWL - Cash Management - General					




					0P_GROUP_ATTR					Dispoziční skupina					FTI_BIW					Treasury					TR					BIW_T035					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270400 - S4TWL - Cash Management - General					




					0P_GROUP_TEXT					SkFinDisp					FTI_BIW					Treasury					TR					BIW_T035T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270400 - S4TWL - Cash Management - General					




					0P_LEVEL_ATTR					Úroveň říz.hotovosti					FTI_BIW					Treasury					TR					BIW_T036					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270400 - S4TWL - Cash Management - General					




					0P_LEVEL_TEXT					Úrov.říz.hot.					FTI_BIW					Treasury					TR					BIW_T036T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270400 - S4TWL - Cash Management - General					




					0P_ORIGN_TEXT					Původ					FTI_BIW					Treasury					TR					BIW_T039T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270400 - S4TWL - Cash Management - General					




					0QUALIFICTN_HR01_HIER					Kvalifikace					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					PHIE_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0QUALIFICTN_TEXT					Kvalif.					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0QUALIFIC_TEXT					Vhodnost					PPBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-SFC					QUALF_BW_V					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0QUALIGROUP_ATTR					Skupina					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0QUALIGROUP_HR01_HIER					Skupina kvalifikací					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					PHIE_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0QUALIGROUP_TEXT					Skupina					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0QUOTA_TEXT					Kontingent					PTDW					Personnel Time Management					PT					V_T557E_DW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RC_INSTR_ATTR					Nástroj					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_RCINSTRUM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RC_INSTR_TEXT					Nástroj					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T750C					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0REASON_CDE_TEXT					Dův.rozd.					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					BIW_T053S					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0REASON_REJ_TEXT					Dův.odm.					VA0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-GF					TVAGT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0REASON_VAR_TEXT					Příčina					PPBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-SFC					REASV_BW_V					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0REAVAIL					RE: Disponibilita					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REISOBJAVAIL					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0REBATE_GRP_TEXT					Skup.bon.					VS					Logistics - General					LO-MD-BP-CM					TVBOT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0REBPROLE					Nemovit.: Role OP					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_BPROLE_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0REBUILDING_ATTR					RE: Budova					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_REBUILDING_ATTR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0REBUILDING_TEXT					RE: Budova (texty)					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_REBUILDING_TEXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0RECDTYPE_TEXT					Druh podmínky					RE_CD_CD					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-CN					TIVCDCONDTYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RECIPCNTRY_TEXT					Stát příj.					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					BIW_T005T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RECN_ATTR					RE: Všeob.smlouva					ISRE46					Real Estate Management					RE					REBW_RECN_ATTR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0RECONTRACT_ATTR					RE: Smlouva					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_RECONTRACT_ATTR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0RECONTRACT_TEXT					RE: Smlouva (texty)					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_RECONTRACT_TEXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0REC_IND_ATTR					JV recovery ind.					GJV_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA					BIW_JV_T8JJ					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)					




					0REC_IND_TEXT					JV recid text					GJVC					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA					T8JJT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)					




					0REC_TYPE_TEXT					Dr.oper.					KERS					Controlling					CO-PA					RKE_BIW_MASTER_DATA_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0REFIXFIT_TEXT					Třída vybavení					RE_AJ_ME					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-AJ					TIVAJRLRAFFCTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0REFX_1					RE: Podmínky					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_CONDITION_TRAN_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0REFX_11					Vztah arch.-využ. z					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_ARCH_USAGE_REL_TRAN_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0REFX_12										RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_ARCH_MEAS_TRAN_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0REFX_13					Vyměření (smlouva)					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_CN_MEAS_TRAN_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0REFX_14					Obsazení (view obd.)					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_OCCUPANCY_PER_TRAN_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0REFX_2					RE: Vyměření					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_MEASUREMENT_TRAN_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0REFX_3					RE: Data CO					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_CODATA_TRAN_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0REFX_4					RE: Skut.CO - j.pol.					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_CODATA_LINEITEM_TRAN_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0REFX_5					RE: Uprázdnění NO					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_VACANCY_TRAN_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0REFX_6					RE: Finanční tok					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_CASHFLOW_TRAN_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0REFX_7					RE: Obsazení					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_OCCUPANCY_TRAN_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0REFX_8					RE: Inv.maj. k nem.					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_ASSET_ASSIGNMENT_TRAN_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0REFX_9					RE: CO - stat.ukaz.					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_CODATA_STA_TRAN_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0REFX_BPOBJASSIGN					Přiřaz.OP-obj.RE					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_BP_OBJ_ASSIGN_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0REF_DOC_CT					Refer.doklad: Typ					KAO					Controlling					CO-OM-OPA					TRFBT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0REGION_TEXT					Region					BWGD					Cross-Application Components					CA					BWV_T005U					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RELOCAT_TEXT					RE: Texty stanoviště					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TIV35					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RELOCCLA_TEXT					Třída polohy					RE_AJ_ME					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-AJ					TIVAJRLRALOCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RENEWALRAT					Druh aut.prodloužení					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					RETMRNAUTTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0RENEWALRLE					RE: Pravid.prodlouž.					RE_TM_PE					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-CN					TIVTMRNRULET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RENEWALRTY					Druh prodloužení					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					RETMRNTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0RENTAGRMNT_ATTR					RE: Atrib.náj.sml.					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					REBW_RENTAGRMNT_ATTR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0RENTAGRMNT_TEXT					Texty náj.smlouvy					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					REBW_RENTAGRMNT_TEXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0RENTOBJECT_ATTR					RE: Nájemní objekt					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_RENTOBJECT_ATTR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0RENTOBJECT_TEXT					RE: Nájemní objekt					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_RENTOBJECT_TEXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0RENTTYPE					RE: Typ náj.objektu					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REBDROTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0RENTUNIT_ADR_ATTR					RE: Adresa pro NJ					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					REBW_RENTUNIT_ADR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0RENTUNIT_ATTR					RE: Nájemní jednotky					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					REBW_RENTUNIT_ATTR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0RENTUNIT_TEXT					Texty náj.jednotek					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					REBW_RENTUNIT_TEXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0REOBJASSET_ATTR					RE: IM k nem.obj.					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					REBW_ASSET_FOR_REOBJ_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0REOBJECT_DEL_ATTR					Vymazané objekty RE					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_REOBJECT_DEL_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0REOBJECT_HIER					RE: Nemovitý objekt					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_REOBJECT_HIER_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0REOBJTYPE_TEXT					RE: Druhy objektů					BONR					Cross-Application Components					CA-GTF-TS-SMT					TBO01					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0REOBJ_ATTR					RE: Atrib.nem.obj.					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					REBW_REOBJ_ATTR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0REOBJ_FVVI_HIER					RE: Hier.nemovit.					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					REBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_FVVI					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0REOBJ_TEXT					RE: Texty nemov.obj.					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					REBW_REOBJ_TEXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0REOCCUP					RE: Uprázdnění					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REISOBJOCCUP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0REPARTNER_ATTR					RE: Partner					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					V_REBW_PARTNER					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0REPARTNR_ADR_ATTR					RE: Adresy partnerů					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					V_REBW_PART_ADR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0REPLRENTS_TEXT					RE: Text hlad.nájem.					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TIV2J					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0REPROPERTY_ATTR					RE: Pozemek					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_REPROPERTY_ATTR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0REPROPERTY_TEXT					RE: Pozemek					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_REPROPERTY_TEXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0REPR_GROUP_TEXT					SkupRefNov					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					BW_T024B					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0REPTT_TEXT					Druh času					PTDW					Personnel Time Management					PT					V_T557B_DW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0REQUI_ATTR					Čas.nezáv.pož.vyhl.					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_BIW_GET_0REQUI_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0REQUI_ATTR,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete					




					0REQUI_TD_ATTR					Čas.záv.pož.na vyhl.					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_BIW_GET_0REQUI_TD_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0REQUI_TD_ATTR,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete					




					0REQUI_TEXT					Tit.požad.na vyhl.					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_BIW_GET_0REQUI_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The objects RCF_BIW_GET_0REQUI_TEXT,HRRCF_BIW_DATA_EXTRACTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete					




					0REQ_STAT_TEXT					Status pož.na vyhl.					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_REQUISITION_STATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0REQ_TYPE_TEXT					Typ pož.na vyhledání					PAOC_RCF_REPORTING					Personnel Management					PA-ER					RCF_REQUISITION_TYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete					




					0RERELTGTY_TEXT					Typ cílového objektu					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REBDTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0RERENTLIST_TEXT					Hladina nájemného					RE_AJ_ME					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-AJ					TIVAJRLRAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RESOUTY_TEXT					Zdroj					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0RESOU_TEXT					Zdroj					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0RESTYPEIND_TEXT					Dispoziční atribut					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0RESTYPE_ATTR					Typ zdroje					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0RESTYPE_TEXT					Typ zdroje					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0RES_CLOSED_PU_TEXT					Znak "Vyřízeno"					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					FM_RESCL_ISPS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0RES_DEL_PU_TEXT					Znak výmazu					FM_BW_IS_PS					Public Sector Management					PSM-FM-IS					FM_RESDE_ISPS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0RE_1					Plochy: poč.stav					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					REBW_0AREA_DATA_GET_INITIAL					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0RE_11					Stav nájemních jedn.					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					REBW_STATUS_OF_RENTUNITS_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0RE_16					RE: Hrozící uprázd.					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					REBW_RENTAL_DATA_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0RE_2					Plochy: Změna stavu					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					REBW_0AREA_DATA_GET_CHANGE					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0RE_3					Podm.: Poč.stav					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					REBW_0COND_DATA_GET_INITIAL					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0RE_4					RE: Podm.-změny					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					REBW_0COND_DATA_GET_CHANGE					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0RE_5					RE: Data CO					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					REBW_CODATA_CST_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0RE_6					RE: Stat.ukazatele					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					REBW_CODATA_STA_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0RE_7					RE: Zakázky					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					REBW_CODATA_ORD_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0RE_8					RE: Zak.na údržbu					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					REBW_CODATA_ORD_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0RE_9					RE: Pronájem					ISRE					Real Estate Management					RE					REBW_RENTAL_DATA_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0RE_FLW_TP_TEXT					RE: Druh pohybu					RE_CD_CF					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-CN					TIVCDFLOWTYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTHIER10_ATTR					Hier.artik.-úrov.10					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_MD10					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTHIER10_TEXT					HierArt-texty úr.10					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_MD10T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTHIER1_ATTR					Hier.artik.-úrov.1					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_MD1					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTHIER1_TEXT					HierArt-texty úrov.1					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_MD1T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTHIER2_ATTR					Hier.artik.-úrov.2					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_MD2					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTHIER2_TEXT					HierArt-texty úrov.2					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_MD2T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTHIER3_ATTR					Hier.artik.-úrov.3					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_MD3					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTHIER3_TEXT					HierArt-texty úrov.3					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_MD3T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTHIER4_ATTR					Hier.artik.-úrov.4					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_MD4					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTHIER4_TEXT					HierArt-texty úrov.4					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_MD4T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTHIER5_ATTR					Hier.artik.-úrov.5					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_MD5					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTHIER5_TEXT					HierArt-texty úrov.5					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_MD5T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTHIER6_ATTR					Hier.artik.-úrov.6					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_MD6					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTHIER6_TEXT					HierArt-texty úrov.6					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_MD6T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTHIER7_ATTR					Hier.artik.-úrov.7					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_MD7					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTHIER7_TEXT					HierArt-texty úrov.7					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_MD7T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTHIER8_ATTR					Hier.artik.-úrov.8					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_MD8					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTHIER8_TEXT					HierArt-texty úrov.8					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_MD8T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTHIER9_ATTR					Hier.artik.-úrov.9					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_MD9					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTHIER9_TEXT					HierArt-texty úrov.9					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_MD9T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTLIST_ATTR					Sezn.atriklů: Atrib.					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					WRF_UPDATE_ARTLIST					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTLIST_HIER					Sezn.artiklů: Hier.					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					WRF_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_ALIH					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ARTLIST_TEXT					Sezn.artiklů: Texty					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					WRF_UPDATE_ARTLIST_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ASTYP_ATTR					Druh sortimentu					WRF_ASORT					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA-MT					WRFST_TYP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_ASTYP_TEXT					Text druhu sortimen.					WRF_ASORT					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA-MT					WRFV_STYP_EXT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_AVRSFIX_ATTR					Přiř.nosiče zb.k VML					WRF_ASORT					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA-MT					WRFV_LMVF_ASMT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_CHARVAL_ATTR					Extrakce CHARVAL					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					WRF_UPD_CHARVAL					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0RF_CHARVAL_TEXT					Označení hodnot atr.					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					WRF_UPD_CHARVAL_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0RF_DIM1_TEXT					Dimenze sortimentu 1					WRF_ASORT					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA-MT					WRFV_TYPDIMVAL1E					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_DIM2_TEXT					Dimenze sortimentu 2					WRF_ASORT					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA-MT					WRFV_TYPDIMVAL2E					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_DIM3_TEXT					Dimenze sortimentu 3					WRF_ASORT					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA-MT					WRFV_TYPDIMVAL3E					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_EPGRP_TEXT					Skup.mez.cen - text					WVKP					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RPC					TWPKT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_FIXTYP_TEXT					Typ nosiče zb., text					WRF_ASORT					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA-MT					WRFV_LMVF_TYPE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_FIXT_ATTR					Nosič zboží					WRF_ASORT					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA-MT					WRFV_LMVF					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_FIXT_TEXT					Nosič zboží, text					WRF_ASORT					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA-MT					WRFV_LMVFT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_HIEID_ATTR					ID hierarchie					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					WRF_UPDATE_HIEID					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0RF_HIEID_TEXT					ID hierarchie, text					WRF_ASORT					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA-MT					WRFV_HIERID					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_OAPCMPA_ATTR					Přiř.prof.sníž.ceny					WRF_APC					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA					WRF_APC_MPA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_OAPC_ASAQ					Atributy sortimentu					WRF_APC					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA					WRF_APC_PLAH_CQP					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0RF_OAPC_MPA					Přiř.prof.sníž.ceny					WRF_APC					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA					WRF_APC_MPA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2368913 - S4TWL - Seasonal Procurement: 0RF_OAPCMPA_ATTR is the alternative					




					0RF_PRDCLF_TEXT					Texty rozděl.mater.					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					WRF_PRDCLF					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0RF_PRGRP_ATTR					Sk.cen.úrovní-atrib.					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_WRF_PRGRP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_PRGRP_TEXT					Sk.cen.úrovní-texty					WRF_PRICEGROUP_DDIC					Logistics - General					LO-MD-MM					WRF_PRGRPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_PRODUCT_ATTR					Hier.art.- produkt					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_PROD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_PRODUCT_TEXT					Hier.art.-texty prod					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_PRODT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_REASLOC_ATTR					Extr.dův.blok.závodů					WFIL					Logistics - General					LO-MD-PL					TWRF11					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_REASLOC_TEXT					Extr.textů dův.blok.					WFIL					Logistics - General					LO-MD-PL					TWRF11T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_RESP_TEXT					Texty odpovědnosti					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_RSP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RF_STORETYPE_TEXT					Extr.textů typů pob.					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					WRF_STORETYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0RF_STRUKMAT_ATTR					RT Atrib.kusovníku					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					WRF_STRUKMAT_EXTRACT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0RF_TREELEVEL_TEXT					Texty hier.úrovně					WRF_MASTERDATA_EXTRACTION					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_RFMATGRP_TREET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RISK_CATEG_TEXT					Třída riz.nov.zákaz.					FBD					Financial Accounting					FI-AR-AR					T691T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ROTATION_TEXT					Rotace					KEG2					Controlling					CO-PA					T22B0					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ROUTE_TEXT					Trasa					VTRC					Logistics Execution					LE-TRA					TVROT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_ASORT_ATTR					Sortiment					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_WRS1_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0RT_ASORT_TEXT					Sortiment, text					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_WRS1_BWT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0RT_ASRTVRS_ATTR					VML					WRF_ASORT					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA-MT					WRFV_WLMV					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_ASRTVRS_TEXT					Text VML					WRF_ASORT					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA-MT					WRFV_WLMVT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_ASSGRAD_TEXT					Úroveň sortimentu					WSOR					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA-MT					TWSST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Article Discontinuation					




					0RT_ASSORTM_TEXT					Sortiment					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					ISR_BIW_WRST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_ASTYP_ATTR					Druh sortimentu					WRF_ASORT					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA-MT					WRFV_STYP_EXT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_AS_AREA_ATTR					Oblast sortimentu					WRTL					Financial Accounting					FI-RL					PCRR_AS_AREA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368803 - S4TWL - Retail Ledger / Profit Center Analytics
S4TWL - Retail Ledger / Profit Center Analytics					




					0RT_AS_AREA_TEXT					Oblast sortimentu					WRTL					Financial Accounting					FI-RL					PCRR_AS_AREAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368803 - S4TWL - Retail Ledger / Profit Center Analytics
S4TWL - Retail Ledger / Profit Center Analytics					




					0RT_AVRSFIX_ATTR_DEL					Výmaz nosiče zboží					WRF_WLAY					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA					WRF_ASGMT_DEL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_AVRSPRD_ATTR					Přiř.prod.k ver.sort					WRF_ASORT					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA-MT					WRFV_MALG					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_AVRSPRD_ATTR_DEL					Výmaz prod.-> v.sort					WRF_WLAY					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA					WRF_MALG_DEL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_DEPARTM_TEXT					Oddělení					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					ISR_BIW_TSABT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_FASHGRD_TEXT					Stupeň módnosti					WSSM_ADD					Logistics - General					LO-MD-SE-MT					T6WFGT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_LAYMD_TEXT					Modul layoutu					WLAY					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA-MT					TWMLT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_LOC_MGR_ATTR					Lokace/skupina mat.					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					ISR_BIW_WRF6					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_MAT_PRM_ATTR					Materiál					PREX					Logistics - General					LO-MD-PR					PROMOTION_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0RT_ORGUNIT_ATTR					Organizační jednotka					RT_BWHC					Personnel Management					PA-OS					RTBWHC_GET_MSD_ORGUNIT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0RT_PLTYP_TEXT					Ceník					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					BIW_T189					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_PORP_PCH_ATTR					NákOrg./sk.nákupu					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					ISR_BIW_T026Z					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_PRBAND_TEXT					Cenová relace					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					ISR_BIW_TWPTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_PROMOCT_TEXT					Druh akce					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					ISR_BIW_TWAAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_PROMOTH_TEXT					Téma					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					ISR_BIW_TWATT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_PROMOTY_TEXT					Typ akce					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					ISR_BIW_TWTYT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_PROMO_ATTR					Akce					PREX					Logistics - General					LO-MD-PR					PROMOTION_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0RT_PROMO_TEXT					Akce					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					ISR_BIW_WAKT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_PRRULE_TEXT					PředProZás					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					ISR_BIW_T6WP1T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_PURCHAR_TEXT					TéObN					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					ISR_BIW_T026T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_SAITY_ATTR					Typ sezóny					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_TWSAI_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0RT_SAITY_TEXT					Typ sezóny, text					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_T6WSA_BWT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0RT_SALEGRO_TEXT					Skup.prod.					VZ0CCORE					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF-ACT					TVGRT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_SEASON_ATTR					Sezóna					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					ISR_BIW_T6WSP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_SEASON_TEXT					Sezóna					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					ISR_BIW_T6WST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2481829 - S4TWL - Fashion Season Conversion: 0RF_SEASON_TEXT is the alternative					




					0RT_SERVLEV_TEXT					Stup.připr.dod.					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					ISR_BIW_TWSGT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_SPCHREA_TEXT					Důvod					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					ISR_BIW_TWBNT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_STOREGA_ATTR					Přiřaz.skup.poboček					WIS_PLAN_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MAP					V_MAP_FILGRPZ_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368741 - S4TWL - Merchandise and Assortment Planning
S4TWL - Merchandise and Assortment Planning (ERP based)					




					0RT_STOREGR_TEXT					MAP: Texty sk.poboč.					WIS_PLAN_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MAP					V_MAP_FILGRPT_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368741 - S4TWL - Merchandise and Assortment Planning
S4TWL - Merchandise and Assortment Planning (ERP based)					




					0RT_SUPS_TEXT					Zdroj odb.					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					ISR_BIW_T6WP2T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_VENDP_TEXT					Díl.sort.					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					ISR_BIW_WYT1T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_WLK1_ATTR					Podmínky zařazení					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_WLK1_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0RT_WRF1_ATTR					Závod z WRF1					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					ISR_BIW_WRF1					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_WRF_ASORT_ATTR					Sortiment					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_WRS1_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0RT_WRF_ASORT_ATTR_DEL					Výmaz sortimentů					WRF_ASORT					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA-MT					WRF_WRS1_DEL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_WRF_ASORT_TEXT					Sortiment, texty					WRF_ASORT					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA-MT					V_WRST_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_WRF_ASRTVRS_ATTR_DEL					Výmaz ver.m.layoutu					WRF_WLAY					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA					WRF_WLMV_DEL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_WRF_TDLOCAS_ATTR_DEL					Výmaz závodů -> Sor.					WRF_ASORT					Logistics - General					LO-MD-RA-MT					WRF_WRSZ_DEL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0RT_WRF_WRSZ_ATTR					Závod k sortimentu					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_WRSZ_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0RT_WRS6_ATTR					Sk.mat.k sortimentu					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_WRS6_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0RT_WRSZ_ATTR					Podnik k sortimentu					CM_BW					Logistics - General					LO-MD					V_WRSZ_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Article Hierarchy					




					0SALARYAR_TEXT					Plat.oblast					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T510G					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SALARYGR_TEXT					Platová skupina					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T710A					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SALARYLV_ATTR					Platová hladina					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					HR_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0SALARYLV_TEXT					Platová hladina					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T710					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SALARYTY_TEXT					Druh platu					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T510A					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SALESDEAL_ATTR					Prod.akce					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_KONA_SALESD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SALESDEAL_TEXT					Prod.akce					MCBW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS-DC					V_KONA_SALESD_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SALESORG_ATTR					Prod.org.					MCSD					Sales and Distribution					SD-IS-DC					V_VKORG_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SALESORG_TEXT					Prod.org.					VZCORE					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF-ACT					TVKOT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SALES_DIST_TEXT					Oblast					VS0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-MD-MM					T171T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SALES_GRP_TEXT					SkupProdej					VZ0CCORE					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF-ACT					TVGRT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SALES_OFF_TEXT					Prod.kanc.					VZ0CCORE					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF-ACT					TVKBT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SCALE_TEXT					Stupnice					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T77TS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SCHD_CATEG_TEXT					Typ rozvr.					VBAS					Sales and Distribution					SD-MD-MM					TVEPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SCHEDTYP_TEXT					Dr.rozvrh.					PPBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-SFC					SCHDT_BW_V					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SCM_LIM_1					Inicializace - zásob					/LIME/OUTBOUND					Application Platform					AP-LIM					/LIME/BW_EXTRACTOR_01					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0SCM_LIM_2					Pohyb/zásoba					/LIME/OUTBOUND					Application Platform					AP-LIM					/LIME/BW_EXTRACTOR_02					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0SCOPE_TEXT					Tř.objektu					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					SCOPE_CV					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0SEM_ACTFLG_TEXT					Použ.protiriz.opatř.					UMR					Financials					FIN-SEM-CPM					UMR_D_RACTIVITY					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0SEM_ACTIV_ATTR					Protiriz.op.: KmData					UMR					Financials					FIN-SEM-CPM					V_UMR_RI140					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0SEM_ACTIV_TEXT					Protiriz.opatř.:Text					UMR					Financials					FIN-SEM-CPM					V_UMR_RI140T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0SEM_BCS_10					Data pro přípr.kons.					GBIW_ERP					Financial Accounting					FI-GL					FAGL_GET_TT_DATA_LEAD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0SEM_C07_1_TRAN					Cíle opatření					UMR					Financials					FIN-SEM-CPM					UMR_EX110					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0SEM_C07_2_TRAN					Status opatř.,rizika					UMR					Financials					FIN-SEM-CPM					UMR_EX120					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0SEM_C07_TRAN					Hodnoty rizika					UMR					Financials					FIN-SEM-CPM					UMR_EX100					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0SEM_INIT_TEXT					Iniciativa: Hlavní					UMB					Financials					FIN-SEM-CPM-BSC					UMB_SC181					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0SEM_MEAS_TEXT					Ukazatel: Master					UMK					Financials					FIN-SEM-CPM					V_UMK_MB100T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0SEM_OBJ_TEXT					Prvky strat.: Hlavní					UMB					Financials					FIN-SEM-CPM-BSC					UMB_OB101					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0SEM_PERS_TEXT					Perspektiva: Hlavní					UMB					Financials					FIN-SEM-CPM-BSC					UMB_PE101					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0SEM_RISKID_TEXT					ID rizika: Texty					UMR					Financials					FIN-SEM-CPM					V_UMR_RI100T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0SEM_SC1_HIER					Scorecard: Hierarch.					UMB					Financials					FIN-SEM-CPM-BSC					UMB_EXT_HIER_TRANSFER1_HCLASS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0SEM_SC_HIER					Scorecard: Hier.					UMB					Financials					FIN-SEM-CPM-BSC					UMB_EXT_HIER_TRANSFER_HCLASS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0SEM_SC_TEXT					Scorecard: Texty					UMB					Financials					FIN-SEM-CPM-BSC					UMB_SC101					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0SEM_STRAT_TEXT					Strategie: Hlavní					UMB					Financials					FIN-SEM-CPM-BSC					UMB_ST101					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0SEM_VF_TEXT					Hodnot.pole: Texty					UMB					Financials					FIN-SEM-CPM-BSC					V_UMB_GS101					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0SERVICE_ATTR					Kmen.soubor výkonů					MEBW					Materials Management					MM					V_ASMD_BW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SERVICE_TEXT					Výkon					MEBW					Materials Management					MM					BIW_ASMDT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SETTLEUNIT_ATTR					RE: Zúčt.jednotka					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_SETTLEUNIT_ATTR_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0SETTLEUNIT_TEXT					RE: Zúčt.jednotka					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					REIS_SETTLEUNIT_TEXT_GET					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0SETTLEVAR					RE: Varian.zúčtování					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TIA1T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SHEET_GRP_TEXT					Skup.hist.					ARBW					Accounting General					AC					BIW_TABWR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SHIP_POINT_TEXT					Exp.střed.					VZ0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF-ACT					TVSTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SPAIN_LOPD_LOG_H					LOPD Logs - Hdr Data					RSECLOPD					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BEX-OT					RSECLOPD_LOG_EXTRACT_H					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0SPAIN_LOPD_LOG_I					LOPD Logs - Itm Data					RSECLOPD					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BEX-OT					RSECLOPD_LOG_EXTRACT_I					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0SP_GL_IND_TEXT					Zn.zvl.hlavní knihy					FBAS					Financial Accounting					FI					T074T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SRVCHRGKEY					RE: Klíč vedl.nákl.					RE_SC_CA					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-SC					TIVSCSCKEYT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SR_VE_INT_IV					Ocen.dodav.likv.fakt					VEND_EVALUATION_IV					Materials Management					MM-IS-VE					V_EVAL_IVRES_ITM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0STABICON_TEXT					Skl.podmínka - Text					QMBW					Quality Management					QM					BIW_TQ43T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0STAGENSYS0_TEXT					Odes.dod.: SysStatus					CRM_KAPX					Cross-Application Components					CA					CRM_BW_GET_STATUS_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0STATUSCLM1_TEXT					Fáze reklamace					KAPX					Project System					PS-IS					BIW_GET_STATUS_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer					




					0STATUSCLM2_TEXT					Stav schválení rekl.					KAPX					Project System					PS-IS					BIW_GET_STATUS_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer					




					0STATUSIPL1_TEXT					Stat.systému - obj.1					KAPX					Project System					PS-IS					BIW_GET_STATUS_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0STATUSIPL2_TEXT					Stat.systému - obj.2					KAPX					Project System					PS-IS					BIW_GET_STATUS_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0STATUSIQMS_TEXT					Status BW					KAPX					Project System					PS-IS					BIW_GET_STATUS_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0STATUSNTF1_TEXT					Stat.systému - obj.1					KAPX					Project System					PS-IS					BIW_GET_STATUS_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0STATUSNTF2_TEXT					Stat.systému - obj.2					KAPX					Project System					PS-IS					BIW_GET_STATUS_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0STATUSNTF3_TEXT					Stat.systému - obj.3					KAPX					Project System					PS-IS					BIW_GET_STATUS_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0STATUSRES1_TEXT					Status: Stav					KAPX					Project System					PS-IS					BIW_GET_STATUS_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0STATUSRES2_TEXT					Status: Blokování					KAPX					Project System					PS-IS					BIW_GET_STATUS_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0STATUSREU1_TEXT					Status: Uživatel 1					KAPX					Project System					PS-IS					BIW_GET_STATUS_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0STATUSREU2_TEXT					Status: Uživatel 2					KAPX					Project System					PS-IS					BIW_GET_STATUS_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0STATUSREU3_TEXT					Status: Uživatel 3					KAPX					Project System					PS-IS					BIW_GET_STATUS_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0STATUSREU4_TEXT					Status: Uživatel 4					KAPX					Project System					PS-IS					BIW_GET_STATUS_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0STATUSREU5_TEXT					Status: Uživatel 5					KAPX					Project System					PS-IS					BIW_GET_STATUS_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0STATUSSYS0_TEXT					Status BW					KAPX					Project System					PS-IS					BIW_GET_STATUS_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0STATUSSYS1_TEXT					Status BW					KAPX					Project System					PS-IS					BIW_GET_STATUS_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0STATUSSYS2_TEXT					Status BW					KAPX					Project System					PS-IS					BIW_GET_STATUS_T					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0STKEYFIG_0104_HIER					Stat.ukazatel					GBSE					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-SL-MD-SE					GSBH_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_SETS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0STKEYFIG_ATTR					StatUkaz					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BIW_TKA03					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0STKEYFIG_TEXT					StatUkaz					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BIW_TKT03					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0STKFTYPE_TEXT					Typ ukazatele(st.uk)					KBWOM2					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					BIW_GRTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0STLMT_CTRL_TEXT					Stan.ceny					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					CK_ML_ABST					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0STOCKCAT_TEXT					Typ pozice					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					BSTTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0STOCKTYPE_TEXT					Charakter.zásob					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					BSTAUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0STOR_LOC_TEXT					Sklad					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					BIW_T001L					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0STRBUSUNIT_TEXT					Strat.obch.jednotka					KEG2					Controlling					CO-PA					T22E7					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0STRGE_SECT_TEXT					Zóna skl.					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					BIW_T302T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0STRGE_TYPE_TEXT					Typ skladu					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					BIW_T301T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0STRGE_UNIT_TEXT					Typ SJ					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					BIW_T307T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SU_TYPE					RE: Typ zúčt.jedn.					RE_IS_BW					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-IS					RESCSUTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0SYMB_ACCNT_ATTR					Symbolický účet					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T52EK_T52EP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0SYMB_ACCNT_TEXT					Symbolický účet					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T52EKT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0S_OPERAT_TEXT					Podoperace					PPBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-SFC					PPBW_GET_TEXT_PP_SUBOPERATION					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - External Interfaces in PP;S4TWL - Process Flow Scheduling (PP-PI)					




					0TASKCOMP_TEXT					Komponenta činnosti					CATSBW					Cross-Application Components					CA-TS					V_TASKCOMP_TEXT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TASKLEVEL_TEXT					Úroveň činnosti					CATSBW					Cross-Application Components					CA-TS					V_TASKLEVEL_TEXT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TASKTYPE_TEXT					Typ činnosti					CATSBW					Cross-Application Components					CA-TS					V_TASKTYPE_TEXT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TCTACOMPM_TEXT					Rozsah platnosti					RS_TCT_GENERAL					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BCT-TCT					RSSBCOMPMODE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTAGGREG					Agregát					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTAGGREG_TEXT					Agregáty					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTAGGRST_TEXT					Úroveň agregace					RS_TCT_GENERAL					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BCT-TCT					RSDDAGGRST					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTAPPL					Aplikační komponenta					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTAPPL_TEXT					Aplikační komponenta					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTASCTYPE_TEXT					Typ asociace					RS_TCT_GENERAL					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BCT-TCT					RSO_ASC_TYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTATYPE_TEXT					Typ opr.k hierarchii					RS_TCT_GENERAL					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BCT-TCT					RSSAUTHHIERTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTAUTH					Oprávnění					RSEC					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BEX-OT					RSEC_BIW_GET_DATA_SIMPLE					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTAUTH_T					Oprávnění					RSEC					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BEX-OT					RSEC_BIW_GET_DATA_SIMPLE					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTBWOBJCT_ATTR					Objekt BW					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTBWOBJCT_HIER					Objekt BW - hier.					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSTCTCB_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTBWOBJCT_TEXT					Objekt BW					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTBWOSTYP_TEXT					Typ podobj.BW - typ					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSTC_GET_BWOSTYP_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTBWOTYPE_TEXT					Typ objektu BW					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSTCTLOGO					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTCOMSTRU					Komunikační strukt.					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTCOMSTRU_TEXT					Komunikační strukt.					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTCURTRAN					Přepočet měny					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTCURTRAN_TEXT					Přepočet měny					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTDATATYP_TEXT					Datový typ					RS_TCT_GENERAL					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BCT-TCT					RSREQUTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTDBSELTP_TEXT					Druh přečtených dat					RS_TCT_GENERAL					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BCT-TCT					RSDDKDBSELTP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTDSOURC_ATTR					Dat.zdroj (atributy)					RSAOLTP					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM-DST					RSOLTPSOURCE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TCTDSOURC_TEXT					Datový zdroj					RSAOLTP					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM-DST					RSOLTPSOURCET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TCTELEMTYP_TEXT					Typ prvku query					RS_TCT_GENERAL					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BCT-TCT					RSZDEFTP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTIFAREA					Infooblast					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTIFAREA_TEXT					Infooblast					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTIFCUBE					Infokostka					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTIFCUBE_TEXT					Infokostka					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTIFSET					Infosada					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTIFSETQ					Infosada Query					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTIFSETQ_TEXT					Infosada Query					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTIFSET_TEXT					Infosada					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTIGRID					Skupina infopaketů					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTIGRID_TEXT					Skupina infopaketů					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTIOBJCAT					Katalog infoobjektů					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTIOBJCAT_TEXT					Katalog infoobjektů					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTIOBJNM					Infoobjekt					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTIOBJNM_TEXT					Infoobjekt - texty					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTIOBJTP_TEXT					Typ infoobjektu					RS_TCT_GENERAL					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BCT-TCT					RSIOBJTP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTIPAKID					Infopaket					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTIPAKID_TEXT					Infopaket					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTISOURC					Infozdroj					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTISOURC_TEXT					Infozdroj					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTMAPPING					Pravidla transferu					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTMAPPING_TEXT					Pravidla transferu					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTOBJVERS_TEXT					Verze objektu					RS_TCT_GENERAL					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BCT-TCT					RSOBJVERS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTODS					ODS					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTODS_TEXT					ODS					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTOLAPACT_TEXT					Druh operace OLAP					RS_TCT_GENERAL					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BCT-TCT					RSDDKOLAPACTION					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTOLAPRD_TEXT					Načtení OPLAP					RS_TCT_GENERAL					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BCT-TCT					RSDDKOLAPRD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTOPENHUB_ATTR					Výst.zař. Open Hub					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTOPENHUB_TEXT					Výst.zař.open hub					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTOPTION_TEXT					Volba anal.tab.int.					RS_TCT_GENERAL					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BCT-TCT					S_OPTION					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTPRCSCHN_ATTR					Řetězec procesů					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTPRCSCHN_HIER					Řetěz.pr.BI- hier.					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSTC_GET_PRCSCHN_HIER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTPRCSCHN_TEXT					Řetězec proc. - text					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTPRCSTAT_TEXT					Status procesu					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSPC_STATE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTPRCSTYP_TEXT					Typ procesu - text					RSPC					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM-DST					RSPROCESSTYPEST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TCTPRCSVAR_ATTR					Atribut var.procesu					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTPRCSVAR_TEXT					Text var.procesu					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTPRSMODE_TEXT					Text režimu procesu					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSBKPROCESSMODE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTQUERID					Query					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTQUERID_TEXT					Query					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTQUERY					Query					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTQUERY_TEXT					Query					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTRAP					RA - paket					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTRAP_TEXT					RA paket					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTRAS					RA nastavení					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTRAS_TEXT					RA nastavení					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTREQUID_ATTR					Dat.požadavek (atr.)					RSSM					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM-DST					RSSM_EXTRAKTOR_REQUEST					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTROLE					Role					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTROLE_TEXT					Role					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTROUTINE					Rutina ABAP					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTROUTINE_TEXT					Rutina ABAP					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTRQCSTA_TEXT					Status požadavku					RS_TCT_GENERAL					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BCT-TCT					RS_REQSTATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTRRC					V/V Infokostka					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTRRC_TEXT					V/V Infokostka					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTRRECO_TEXT					Typ počtu (OLAP)					RS_TCT_GENERAL					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BCT-TCT					RSDDKOLAPRRECO					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTRRQ					V/V Query					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTRRQ_TEXT					V/V Query					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTRTIME_TEXT					Typ času (OLAP)					RS_TCT_GENERAL					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BCT-TCT					RSDDKOLAPRTIME					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTSIGN_TEXT					Sign analog.-inter.					RS_TCT_GENERAL					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BCT-TCT					SCOMSIGN					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTSOURSYS_ATTR					Zdr.systém (atr.)					SBIW					Basis Components					BC-BW					RSBASIDOC					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TCTSOURSYS_TEXT					Zdrojový systém					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTSRCTYPE_TEXT					Typ zdr.syst.-text					RS_TCT_GENERAL					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BCT-TCT					RSSRCTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTSTATEVT_TEXT					Text ID události					RSDD_STAT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BEX-OT					RSDDSTATEVENTST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TCTSUBSTEP_ATTR					Dílčí krok DTP					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSSUBSTEP2EVID					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TCTSUBSTEP_TEXT					Text díl.kroků DTP					RSBK					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM-DST					RSBKSUBSTEPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TCTSYSID					Systém BW					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTSYSID_TEXT					Systém BW					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTTLOGO_TEXT					Typ objektu					RS_TCT_GENERAL					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BCT-TCT					RSTLOGO					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTTRANSRV_ATTR					Služ.transformace					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTTRANSRV_TEXT					Služ.transformace					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTTRANSTR					Struktura transferu					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTTRANSTR_TEXT					Struktura transferu					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTUPDMOD_TEXT					Režim zaváď.(texty)					RS_TCT_GENERAL					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BCT-TCT					RSUPDMODE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTUPDR					Pravidlo aktualizace					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTUPDR_TEXT					Pravidlo aktualizace					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTUSERNM					Uživatel					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTUSERNM_TEXT					Uživatel					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTWEBITEM_ATTR					Metadata BW: Dat.zdr					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTWEBITEM_TEXT					Text webové položky					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTWEBTMPL_ATTR					Atribut web.šablony					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTWEBTMPL_TEXT					Web.šablona - text					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTWHMACT_ATTR					Typy akcí VHM					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSACTION2EVID					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TCTWHMACT_TEXT					Druh operace (WHM)					RS_TCT_GENERAL					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BCT-TCT					RSSMACTIONTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTWHMMAN_TEXT					aut./man.účtováno					RS_TCT_GENERAL					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BCT-TCT					RSDDKWHMMAN					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTWHMTFM_TEXT					Druh přenosu WHM					RS_TCT_GENERAL					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BCT-TCT					RSDDKWHMTFM					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TCTWORKBK					Pracovní sešit					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCTWORKBK_TEXT					Pracovní sešit					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSO_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCT_DS01					OLAP: Agreg.data					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSTC_BIRS_OLAP_AGGREGATED_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCT_DS02					OLAP: Detail.data					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSTC_BIRS_OLAP_DETAILED_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCT_DS03					DM: Detail.data					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSTC_BIRS_DM_DETAILED_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCT_DS11					Status zavedení dat					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSTC_GET_STATUS_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCT_DS12					Status řetěz.procesů					RSTCT					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM					RSTC_GET_STATUS_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCT_DS21					Status řetěz.procesů					RSDDK					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BEX-OT					RSDDK_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCT_DS22					Statistika DTP					RSDDK					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BEX-OT					RSDDK_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCT_DS23					Infopakety					RSDDK					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BEX-OT					RSDDK_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCT_DS31					TREX Load					RSDDTZA					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-BEX-OT					RSDDTZA2_STATIST_DATA					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TCT_MON_IS_01					Kvantum dat					RSSM					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM-DST					RSSM_EXTRAKTOR_SELECTIONS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TENAN_LAW_TEXT					Texty: Nájemní právo					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TIV0C					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TIME_STAT_TEXT					StatČas					PTDW					Personnel Time Management					PT					V_T555U_DW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TRAINCONTENT_ATTR					Obsah školení					LSO_BW					Training and Event Management					PE-LSO-TM					LSO_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TRAINCONTENT_TEXT					Texty obsahu školení					LSO_BW					Training and Event Management					PE-LSO-TM					LSO_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TRAINFORM_TEXT					Forma školení					LSO_BW					Training and Event Management					PE-LSO-TM					LSO_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TRAINING_ATTR					Školení					LSO_BW					Training and Event Management					PE-LSO-TM					LSO_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TRAINING_HIER					Školení					LSO_TM_ND					Training and Event Management					PE-LSO-TM					LSO_BIW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TRAINING_TEXT					Školení					LSO_BW					Training and Event Management					PE-LSO-TM					LSO_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TRAINTYPE_ATTR					Typ školení					LSO_BW					Training and Event Management					PE-LSO-TM					LSO_BIW_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TRAINTYPE_HIER					Typ školení					LSO_TM_ND					Training and Event Management					PE-LSO-TM					LSO_BIW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TRAINTYPE_TEXT					Typ školení					LSO_BW					Training and Event Management					PE-LSO-TM					LSO_BIW_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TRANSCONN_TEXT					Texty: Dopr.spojení					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TIV4D					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TRANSPORT_TEXT					Druh transportu					KEG2					Controlling					CO-PA					T22B6					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TRANSTYPE_ATTR					Dr.pohybu					BWFIAA					Financial Accounting					FI-AA					V_BWFIAA_TRANSTY					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TRANSTYPE_TEXT					Dr.pohybu					ARBW					Accounting General					AC					BIW_TABWT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TRZONE_TEXT					Přepravní zóna					SZAD					Basis Components					BC-SRV-ADR					TZONT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TR_CM_1					Cash management					FTI_BIW					Treasury					TR					TR_CM_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, classical cash management is deprecated in S/4HANA; No alternative exists					




					0TR_LP_1					Plánování likvidity					FFLQ					Treasury					TR					FLQ_BIW_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, classical cash management is deprecated in S/4HANA; No alternative exists					




					0TV_ABOVLIM_TEXT					Limit					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					P_ATYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_ACCO_ST_TEXT					Zúčtování					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					ABREC					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_ACTYPE_TEXT					Činnost					FTBW					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					BW_T706R					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TV_APPR_ST_TEXT					Žád./ces.					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					ANTRG					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_CARAREA_TEXT					Sídlo pob.autopůjč.					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					FTPD_CAR_AREA					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_CARPROV_TEXT					Pronajímatel vozu					FTBW					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					BW_TA21P_C					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TV_COUNTRY_TEXT					Stát cesty					FTBW					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					BW_T706O1					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TV_CTOTRAT_TEXT					Tarif:Pron.voz.					FTBW					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					BW_TA21CAR1					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TV_C_CLASS_TEXT					Třída					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					FTPD_CAR_CLASS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_C_STAT_TEXT					Status					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					FTPD_SERVICE_STATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_C_TYPES_TEXT					Typ					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					FTPD_CAR_TYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_EXPCAT_TEXT					Kategorie					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					BELAR					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_EXPTYPE_ATTR					Dr.výdajů					FTBW					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					FTBW_0TV_EXPTYPE_BW_GET_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TV_EXPTYPE_TEXT					Dr.výdajů					FTBW					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					BW_T706B5					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TV_FAIRLIN_TEXT					Letecká společnost					FTBW					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					BW_TA21P_F					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TV_FARETYP_TEXT					Typ tarifu					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					FTPD_TST_FARE_TYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_FRESFAR_TEXT					Bez omez.					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					CHAR1_X					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_F_CABIN_TEXT					TřídaVLet					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					FTPD_FLIGHT_CABIN					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_F_STAT_TEXT					Status					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					FTPD_SERVICE_STATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_HMEALS_TEXT					Jídlo					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					FTPD_HOTEL_MEALS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_HOTAREA_TEXT					Poloha hotelu					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					FTPD_HOTEL_AREA					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_HOTPROV_TEXT					Řetězec hotelů					FTBW					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					BW_TA21P_H					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TV_HROOMTP_TEXT					Typ místn.					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					FTPD_HOTEL_ROOMTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_H_STAT_TEXT					Status					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					FTPD_SERVICE_STATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_PACTYPE_TEXT					Činnost					FTBW					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					BW_TA20R1					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TV_PAIDCOM_TEXT					Placeno firmou					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					XFELD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_PLOCTYP_TEXT					Typ					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					FTPD_IATA_LOCATION_TYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_PL_STAT_TEXT					Status plánu					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					FTPD_PSTAT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_P_CATEG_TEXT					Kategorie					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					FTPD_ITEM_CATEGORY					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_P_ETYPE_TEXT					Druh záznamu					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					PTRV_BW_ENTRY_TYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_P_LOCID_ATTR					Místo IATA					FTBW					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					FTBW_0TV_P_LOCID_BW_GET_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TV_P_LOCID_ILOC_HIER					Místo IATA					FTBW					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					FTBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_ILOC					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TV_P_LOCID_TEXT					Místo IATA					FTBW					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					BW_TA21L1					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TV_P_UCAT_TEXT					Kategorie					FTBW					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					BW_TA20C1					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TV_P_USERG_TEXT					SkUPc					FTBW					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					BW_TA20B1					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TV_REC_51					Travel Recon DS					GRWT					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-IS					BWTVD_GET_TV_HD_IT_REC					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TV_REC_52					Travel Rec 2 DS					GRWT					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-IS					BWTVD_GET_TV_AWKEY_REC					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TV_REC_53					Travel Period Data					GRWT					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-IS					BWTVD_GET_TV_PERIO_REC					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0TV_REGION_TEXT					Hlavní cíl					FTBW					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					BW_T706O					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TV_SCHEMA_TEXT					Schéma cesty					FTBW					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					BW_T706T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TV_TRANDME_TEXT					Převod VND					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					UEBDT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_TRANPAY_TEXT					Př.HR-PAY					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					UEBLG					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_TRAN_FI_TEXT					Převod FI					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					UEBRF					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_TSALESI_TEXT					Typ prod.					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					FTPD_TST_SALES_IND					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_TSTMODE_TEXT					RežJíz/Let					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					FTPD_TST_MODE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_TST_LOC_TEXT					Lokální					FTBW_DATASOURCES					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					CHAR1_X					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0TV_TT_COMP_TEXT					Dr.cesty-P					FTBW					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					BW_T706X					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TV_TT_STAT_TEXT					Dr.cesty-Z					FTBW					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					BW_T706G					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0TV_VARIANT_TEXT					VarPravCes					FTBW					Financial Accounting					FI-TV					BW_T706N					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UAV_PRICES_01					Price Extraction					CON_ACC					Financials					FIN-BAC-INV					CON_ACC_PRICES_BW_EXTRACTION					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CON_ACC_PRICES_BW_EXTRACTION,CON_ACC_PRICE do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0UA_INV_MAT_01					Inv Acc: Material					/EACC/DMB_EXTRACTOR					Financials					FIN-BAC-AE					/EACC/DMB_BACC_GET_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0UCBU_PART_ATTR					IS-U: Obch.partner					EE04					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-MD-BP					EKUN					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UCCALOR_AR_TEXT					Obl.s k.v.plynu text					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					TE453T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UCCANCREAS_TEXT					Důvod výpovědi					VZ					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF					TVKGT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UCCERTIFRQ_TEXT					Druh ověř.povinn.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					BGLKZ					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UCCLEANOBJ_ATTR					Objekt k čištění					EEWA					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-WA					EEWA_ROB					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UCCLEANOBJ_TEXT					Objekt k čištění					EEWA					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-WA					EEWA_ROB					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UCCONSTYPE_TEXT					Druh spotřeby - text					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					TE222T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UCCONTRACTH_ATTR					Čas.závislá smlouva					EE01					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-MD					EVERH					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UCCONTRACT_ATTR					Čas.nezávis.smlouva					EE01					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-MD					EVER					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UCCONTRACT_OUTL_HIER					Rámc.sml.hierarch.					EE_CRM_SAL_BIW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-CS-CRM					ISU_HIER_TRANSFER_OUCONTRACT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UCCONTRACT_OUTL_TEXT					Texty pro rámc.sml.					EE_CRM_SAL_BIW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-CS-CRM					ISU_OUCONTRACT_TEXT_EXTRACT_BW					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UCCON_CLAS_TEXT					Třída smlouvy					EE01					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-MD					TECONTRACTCLASST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UCDEREGPRC_TEXT					Proces deregulace					EE_DEREG					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EDEREGPROCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UCDEVALLTY_TEXT					Přiřazení přístroje					EE07					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM-DI					EZUAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UCDEVGRPTY_TEXT					Skup.přístrojů(TEXT)					EE10					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM					TE593T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UCDIVISCAT_TEXT					Typ oboru (ISU)					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					SPARTYP_G1					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UCGAS_PR_A_TEXT					Oblast st.tl.plynu					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					TE343T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UCINSTALLAH_ATTR					Čas.závis.odb.místo					EE01					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-MD					EANLH					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UCINSTALLA_ATTR					Čas.nezáv.odb.místo					EE01					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-MD					EANL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UCLOGICREG					Data tarifu rg(EADZ)					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_REGINST_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UCMTRDUNIT_ATTR					ISU Odečt.jednotka					EE15					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BF-PS					TE422					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UCOPERAND_ATTR					Atributy operandu					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					TE221					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UCOPER_CAT_TEXT					Typ operandu - text					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					TE375T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UCOPER_GRP_TEXT					Skup.operandů/text					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					EOPGROUPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UCOPER_RV_TEXT					Náhr.hodnota - text					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ERSATZWERT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UCOP_WASTR_TEXT					sp. dod. hodnot-text					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					EWASTEREL					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), Extractor related to IS Waste (SAP S/4HANA 1610 FPS2 and higher releases)					




					0UCPREMISE_ATTR					Místo spotřeby					EE01					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-MD					EVBS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UCREFVLTYP_TEXT					Druh vzt.velič./text					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					BZGART					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UCSETTLPRP_ATTR					Param.pro met.bil.					EE_EDM_SET					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-EDM					EEDMSETTLPROCPA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UCSRV_PAY_TEXT					Třída platby					EECC_EDI					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					ESERVPROV_PAYT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_ABLEINHEIT_TEXT					Odečtová jednotka					EE15					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BF-PS					TE422					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_ABLSPERR_TEXT					Důvod blok.odečtu					EE16					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM-MR					TE119T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_ABRFREIG_TEXT					Důvod uvoln.zúčtov.					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					TE023T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_ABRSPERR_TEXT					Důvod blok.zúčtování					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					TE021T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_ABRVORG_TEXT					Operace zúčtování					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ABRVORG					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_ACCNTBP_ATTR					IS-U Sml.účet					FKKB					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					FKKVKP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_ACTIVITY_TEXT					Kontakt					BPCT					Financial Accounting					FI-CA-BT-CC					BCONTAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_ACTIVMR_TEXT					Odečet aktivní					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					E_AKTIV					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_ADDINFO_TEXT					Dodat.podklady					BPCT					Financial Accounting					FI-CA-BT-CC					BCONTAIT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_AKLASSE_TEXT					Zúčtovací třída					EE01					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-MD					EAKLASSET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_ANLART_TEXT					Druh odb.místa					EE16					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM-MR					TE439T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_APPLK_TEXT					Aplikační oblasti					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					APPLK_KK					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_ARCRCOM_TEXT					Povel HDO					EE10					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM					TE373T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_BAUKLAS_TEXT					Konstrukční třída					EE10					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM					TE237T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_BBPROC_TEXT					Metoda záloh					EE_CRM_MKT_BIW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-CS-MA					KZABSVER					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_BGLART_TEXT					Druhy ověření					EE10					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM					TE359T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_BGLKENN_TEXT					Stan.roku výměny					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					BGLKENN					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_BGLSTAT_TEXT					Status ověření					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					BGLSTAT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_BILLMETHOD_TEXT					Metoda zúčtování					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					BILLMETHOD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_BILLORD					ISU příkaz k zúčt.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_BILLORD_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_BILLSRC_TEXT					Původ zúčt.dokladu					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ORIGDOC					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_BOSTAT_TEXT					Status přík.ke zúčt.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					TRIGSTAT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CCLASS_TEXT					Třída kontaktu					BPCT					Financial Accounting					FI-CA-BT-CC					BCONTCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CHCKCD_TEXT					Závislá ktrl.věroh.					EE17					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM-MR					TE625T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CLEAN_ATTR					Metoda čištění					EEWA					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-WA					TECLEANMETHODT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CLEAN_TEXT					Metoda čištění					EEWA					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-WA					TECLEANMETHODT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CM_CL_BILL01					Zúčt.procesu: Objas.					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					ISU_BW_KPI_BI_CL_EXTRAKTOR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CM_CL_CS01					ProcStatPřepiVysvětl					EE_CS_KPI_BIW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST-PR					ISU_BW_CM_CL_CS01_DUMMY					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CM_CL_CS02					ProcStatÚdrTarifVys					EE_CS_KPI_BIW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST-PR					ISU_BW_CM_CL_CS02_DUMMY					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CM_CL_INV01					Stat.proc.fakt.-obj.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_KPI_IN01_CL_EXTRAKTOR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CM_CL_INV02					Proc.rozp.zálohObjas					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_KPI_IN02_CL_EXTRAKTOR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CM_CL_MR					Stat.pr.odeč.:Objas.					EE17					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM-MR					ISU_BW_KPI_MR_CL					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CM_NCL_BILL01					Zúčt.procesu: Neobj.					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					ISU_BW_KPI_BI_NCL_EXTRAKTOR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CM_NCL_CS01					ProcStatPřepisNevysv					EE_CS_KPI_BIW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST-PR					ISU_BW_CM_NCL_CS01_DUMMY					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CM_NCL_CS02					ProcStatÚdržbaTarifů					EE_CS_KPI_BIW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST-PR					ISU_BW_CM_NCL_CS02_DUMMY					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CM_NCL_INV01					Proc.fakt. b.objas.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_KPI_IN01_NCL_EXTRAKTOR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CM_NCL_INV02					Proc.pl.zál.b.objas.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_KPI_IN02_NCL_EXTRAKTOR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CM_NCL_MR					St.pr.odeč.b.objas.					EE17					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM-MR					ISU_BW_KPI_MR_NCL					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CNCLRSN_TEXT					Důvody storna - text					EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					TINV_C_CNCL_RSNT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_COMBDEV_TEXT					ISU Zákl.typ přístr.					EE10					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM					TE057T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_COMMGRP_TEXT					ISU Skupina povelů					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_COMMGRP_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CONNOBJ_ATTR					Přípojný objekt					EE_CRM_MKT_BIW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-CS-MA					ISU_BW_CONNOBJ_STATISTICS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The objects ISU_BW_CONNOBJ_STATISTICS,ECRMMKT_BW_EXTRACTORS do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_CONSCAT_TEXT					Druh spotřeby					EE_CRM_MKT_BIW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-CS-MA					ECRMMKT_DATATYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CONTOWN_TEXT					Vlastník kontejneru					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					EIGENTUM					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), Extractor related to IS Waste (SAP S/4HANA 1610 FPS2 and higher releases)					




					0UC_CREAVAL_TEXT					Tvorba náhr.hodnot					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					EDM_CREATE_VAL					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CTYPE_TEXT					Druh kontaktu					BPCT					Financial Accounting					FI-CA-BT-CC					BCONTTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CT_ADDINFO_TEXT					Dodat.podklady					BPCT					Financial Accounting					FI-CA-BT-CC					BCONTAIT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CT_COMING_TEXT					Původ kontaktu					BPCT					Financial Accounting					FI-CA-BT-CC					BCONTCDT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CT_CUSTINFO_TEXT					Kontakt: Info o zák.					BPCT					Financial Accounting					FI-CA-BT-CC					BCONTCIT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_CT_PRIORITY_TEXT					Priorita kontaktu					BPCT					Financial Accounting					FI-CA-BT-CC					BCONTPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DAYOFFS_TEXT					Denní ofset					EE_EDM_PRO					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-EDM					EEDMDAYOFFSETT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DEVALLC_ATTR					Přiřazení přístroje					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_DEVALLOC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DEVCAT_ATTR					Typ přístroje					EE10					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM					ETYP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DEVGRP_ATTR					ISU Skupina přístr.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_DEVGRP_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DEVICEH_ATTR					Přístroje Čas.inter.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_DEVICEH_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DEVICER_ATTR					Data přístr.: EGERR					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_DEVICER_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DEVICE_ATTR					ISU Kmen.data příst.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_DEVICE_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DEVINST_ATTR					Data sazby StrOdbMís					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_DEVINST_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DEXCOMM_TEXT					Druh přenosu, txt.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_DEXCOMM_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DEXPROC_TEXT					Proces výměny dat					EE_DATEX					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EDEXPROCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DEXSTAT_TEXT					Status výměny dat					EE_DATEX					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EDEXSTATUST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DEXTASK					Úloha výměny dat					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_DEXTASK					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DEXTASKASS					Přiřaz.úloh vým.dat					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_EDEXTASKASS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DISCOTY_TEXT					Typ odpojeného obj.					EE05					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-CS					DISCOBJTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DISCPRV_TEXT					Varianta odpojení					EE05					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-CS					EDISCVART					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DISCREAS_TEXT					Důvod odpojení					EE05					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-CS					DISCREASON					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DISCTYP_TEXT					Druh odpojení					EE05					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-CS					EDISCTYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DOCSTAT_TEXT					Status dokladu					EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					INV_DOC_STATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DOCTYPE_TEXT					Druhy dokladů (text)					EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					TINV_C_DOCTYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DRGPARA_TEXT					Konfig.param.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_DRGPARA_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DRGSCCO_ATTR					Sml.- scén.dodávek					EE_DEREG					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EDEREGSCENCONTR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DRGSCCO_TEXT					Sml.pro scén.dod.					EE_DEREG					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EDEREGSCENCONTRT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DRGSCEN_ATTR					Scénář dodávky					EE_DEREG					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EDEREGSCENARIO					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DRGSCEN_TEXT					Scénář dodávek, text					EE_DEREG					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EDEREGSCENARIOT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DRGSCSE_ATTR					Služ.pr scén.dodávek					EE_DEREG					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EDEREGSCENSERV					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DRGSCSE_TEXT					Služ.pro scén.dod.					EE_DEREG					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EDEREGSCENSERVT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_DRGSPA_ATTR					DPS pro posk.sl.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_DRGSPA_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_EDM_01					Vzd.extr.hodn.prof.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_EDM_PROFIL01					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_EDM_02					Vzd.extr.hodn.prof.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_EDM_PROFILE_02					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_EIGENVERBR_TEXT					Vlastní spotřeba					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					EIGENVERBR					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_ERGRD_TEXT					Důvod vytvoření					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ERGRD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_FRAN_TYPE_TEXT					Typ licenč.poplatku					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					FRAN_TYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_FUNKLAS_TEXT					Funkční třída					EE10					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM					TE055T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_GASPROC_TEXT					Met.zúčt.sp.pl.(txt)					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					TE669T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_GERWECHS_TEXT					Důvod operace					EE07					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM-DI					TE401T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_GRIDH_ATTR					Provozov.sítě - Síť					EECC_EDI					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EGRIDH					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_GRIDLTY_TEXT					Druhy úrovně sítě					EECC_EDI					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EGRIDLTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_GRIDLVL_ATTR					Síť - Úroveň sítě					EECC_EDI					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EGRIDL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_GRIDPOD_ATTR					Síť - Bilanč.před.m.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_EGRIDPOD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_GRID_ATTR					Síť IS-U					EECC_EDI					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EGRID					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_GRID_HIER					Síť hierarchicky					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_GRID					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_GRID_TEXT					IS-U Síť Text					EECC_EDI					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EGRIDT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_HVORG_TEXT					Hl.operace (texty)					FKKB					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					TFKHVOT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_ICHCKCD_TEXT					Nezáv.ktrl.věrohodn.					EE17					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM-MR					TE218T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_IKEY_TEXT					Klíč úroku					FKKB					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					TFK056T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_INBOUND_TEXT					Druh příjmu (text)					EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					INV_INBOUND_TYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_INDSECT_TEXT					Zastaralé: Odvětví					S_BUPA_GENERAL					Basis Components					BC-SRV-BP					TB024					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_IND_SEC_TEXT					Odvětví					BUPA_COMMON					Application Platform					AP-MD-BP					TB038B					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_INSTFACTS					Fakta OdbMís					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_INSTFACTS_GET_M_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_INTSIZE_TEXT					Velikosti intervalů					EE_EDM_PRO					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-EDM					EPROFINTSIZET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_INVDOC					Fakturační doklady					EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					INV_BW_INVDOC					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_INVDOCREF					Refer.informace					EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					INV_BW_INVDOCREF					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_INVHEAD					Data hlavič.faktury					EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					INV_BW_INVHEAD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_INVLINA					Řádky avíza					EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					INV_BW_INVLINA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_INVLINB					Účetní řádky					EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					INV_BW_INVLINB					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_INVSTAT_TEXT					Status faktury-text					EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					INV_INVOICE_STATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_INVTRANSF01					Převodní tabulka					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_INVTRANSF01					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_INVTRANSF02					Převodní tabulka					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_INVTRANSF02					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_INVTYPE_TEXT					Druh faktury (texty)					EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					TINV_C_INVTYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_ISU_12					Přihlášení/odhlášení					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_DUMMY_MOVE_IN_OUT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object ISU_BW_DUMMY_MOVE_IN_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_ISU_13					Údržba sazby					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_DUMMY_RATE					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object ISU_BW_DUMMY_RATE does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_ISU_14					Odpojení dodávky					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_DUMMY_DISC_INSTLN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities
The object ISU_BW_DUMMY_DISC_INSTLN does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					0UC_ISU_15					Montáž/demontáž					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_DUMMY_DEVICE_STAT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object ISU_BW_DUMMY_DEVICE_STAT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_ISU_16					Fakturace					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_DUMMY_INVOICE					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object ISU_BW_DUMMY_INVOICE does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_ISU_17					Zúčtování					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_DUMMY_BILL					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object ISU_BW_DUMMY_BILL does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_ISU_18					Přístroje					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_DUMMY_DEVICE_TRANSACTIO					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities
The object ISU_BW_DUMMY_DEVICE_TRANSACTIO does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					0UC_ISU_19					Ověření					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_DUMMY_CERTIF					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object ISU_BW_DUMMY_CERTIF does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_ISU_20					Metoda vzorkování					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_DUMMY_CHANGE_LOT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities
The object ISU_BW_DUMMY_CHANGE_LOT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					0UC_ISU_22					Obch.partner IS-U					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_PARTNER_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object ISU_BW_PARTNER_GET_MASTER_DATA does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_ISU_23					Smluvní účet IS-U					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_ACCOUNT_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object ISU_BW_ACCOUNT_GET_MASTER_DATA does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_ISU_24					Smlouva IS-U					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_CONTR_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object ISU_BW_CONTR_GET_MASTER_DATA does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_ISU_25					Odběrné místo IS-U					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_INSTLN_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object ISU_BW_INSTLN_GET_MASTER_DATA does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_ISU_26					Přípojný objekt IS-U					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_CONOBJ_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object ISU_BW_CONOBJ_GET_MASTER_DATA does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_ISU_27					Místo spotřeby IS-U					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_PREMISE_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities
The object ISU_BW_PREMISE_GET_MASTER_DATA does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					0UC_ISU_28					Umístění přístr.IS-U					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_DEVLOC_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object ISU_BW_DEVLOC_GET_MASTER_DATA does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_ISU_29					Partner.kontakt IS-U					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_BPCONT_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_ISU_30					Přístroje IS-U					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_DEVICE_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_ISU_31					Refer.hodnoty IS-U					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_REFVAL_GET_MASTER_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object ISU_BW_REFVAL_GET_MASTER_DATA does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_ISU_32					ISU Data dokl.odpoj.					EE05					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-CS					ISU_BW_DISCDOC_INITIALLOAD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_ISU_CONSUMPTION					IS-U: Hist.spotřeby					EE_CRM_MKT_BIW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-CS-MA					ISU_BW_CONSUMPTION_STATISTICS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The objects ISU_BW_CONSUMPTION_STATISTICS,E71CONSUMPTION do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_ISU_CONSUMPT_02					IS-U Hist.spotř.					EE_CRM_MKT_BIW					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-CS-MA					ISU_BW_CONSUMPTION_DUMMY					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The objects ISU_BW_CONSUMPTION_DUMMY,E71CONSUMPTION_PARALLEL do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_ISU_PPM_1					Měř.předpl.spotř.					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					ISU_BW_PPM_EXTRAKTOR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_ISU_PPM_2					Měř.předpl.spotř.					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					ISU_BW_PPM_EXTRAKTOR_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_ISU_WASTE_BILL					IS-U-WA Zúčtování					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_WASTE_GET_ORDER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), Extractor related to IS Waste (SAP S/4HANA 1610 FPS2 and higher releases)					




					0UC_ISU_WASTE_ORDER					IS-U-WA Zakázky					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_WASTE_GET_ORDER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_KOFIZ_TEXT					Atrib.nalezení účtu					EE01					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-MD					TE097T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_KONDIGR_TEXT					Skupina faktů sazby					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					TE067T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_KONZIGR_TEXT					Sk.pod.shod.lic.pop					EE01					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-MD					TE241T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_KTOKLASSE_TEXT					Třída účtu					EE03					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-MD-CA					KONTOKLASSET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_KZSTICH_TEXT					Status kontr.vzorku					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					KZSTICH					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_LINETY_TEXT					Text řádky faktury					EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					TINV_C_LINETYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_LOSAMT_TEXT					Typ soub.nam.kontr.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					LOSAMT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_LPASS_ATTR					Přiřaz.prof.zatížení					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_LPASS_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_MAHNV_TEXT					Upomínkové řízení					FKKB					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					TFK047AT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_MANOUTSORT_TEXT					Manuální vytřídění					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					TE127T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_MANSP_TEXT					Důvod blok.upomínky					FKKB					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					TFK047ST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_MDCAT_TEXT					Kat.hlášení					EE_IDE_SWITCH					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EIDESWTCATEGORYT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_MGRUP_TEXT					Klíč seskup.upomínek					FKKB					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					TFK047FT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_MRCATEG_TEXT					Typy odečtů					EE16					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM-MR					TE614T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_MRCAT_TEXT					Typy odečtů (texty)					EE16					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM-MR					TE614T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_MREADER_TEXT					Odečítač					EE17					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM-MR					TE115T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_MRNOTE_TEXT					Upozorn.od odečítače					EE17					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM-MR					TE259T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_MRREAS_TEXT					Důvody odečtu(texty)					EE16					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM-MR					TE609T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_MRSTAT_TEXT					Status odečtu					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ABLSTAT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_MRTYPE_TEXT					Druh odečtu (texty)					EE16					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM-MR					TE436T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_MTR_DOC					IS-U Doklad o odečtu					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_MTR_DOC					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_MTR_DOCR					IS-U Důvody odečtu					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_MTR_DOCR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_OPERAND_TEXT					Operand pro zúčtov.					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					TE221T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_ORIGIN_TEXT					Technický původ					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					CT_ORIGIN					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PAYFREQ_TEXT					Frekvence plateb PS					EE25					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IN					E_PAYFREQ					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PAYSCHEME					Extraktor sch.plateb					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_PS_EXTRACTOR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PODGRID_ATTR					Předáv.místo - Síť					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_EUIGRID					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PODGRP_TEXT					Skupina př.míst					EE_DEREG					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EDEREGPODGROUPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PODINST_ATTR					Před.místo-odběr.m.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_EUIINSTLN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PODLNR_ATTR					Před.mís.log.přístr.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_EUILNR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PODLREG_ATTR					PředMísto LogRegistr					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_EUILZW					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PODPGRP_ATTR					PředMísto SkupPředM					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_EUIPODGROUP					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PODSERV_ATTR					PředMísto SlužbaPM					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_EUISERV					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PODSTRC_TEXT					Strukt.před.místa					EE_EDM_UI					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-MD-POD					EUISTRUTYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PODSTTL_ATTR					PředMísto BilanJedn					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_EUISTTL					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PODTYPE_TEXT					Druh sběrného bodu					EE_EDM_UI					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-MD-POD					EUITYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_POD_ATTR					Data hlav.před.m.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_EUIHEAD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_POD_EXT_ATTR					Ext.ozn.před.místa					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_EUITRANS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_POD_TEXT					Text před.místa					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_EUIHEADT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PORTION_TEXT					Faktur.obl. (texty)					EE15					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BF-PS					TE420					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PRICCLA_TEXT					Cenová třída (texty)					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					TE431T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PROCSTA_TEXT					Status procesu(text)					EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					INV_PROCESS_STATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PRODIDT_TEXT					Druh identifikace					EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					TINV_C_PRODIDT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PROFILE_ATTR					Data hlavič.profilu					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_PROF_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PROFILE_TEXT					Název profilu					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_PROF_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PROLE_TEXT					Role přiřaz.profilu					EE_EDM_PRO					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-EDM					EPROFASSROLET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PROP_ATTR					Plocha					EEWA					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-WA					EEWA_PROP_H					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PROP_TEXT					Text plochy					EEWA					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-WA					EEWA_PROP_H					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PRUEFRELEVANZ_TEXT					Rel.pro kontr.příst.					EE10					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM					TEPRRELT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_PR_AREA_TEXT					OblAtmosTlaku(texty)					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					TE309T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_RCTREG_TEXT					Jalov.,zdánl.,činn.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					BLIWIRK					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_REFTYPE_TEXT					Reference dokl.-text					EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					TINV_C_REFTYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_REFVALUES					Vztažné veličiny					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_REFVALUES_GET_M_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_REGALLOC_ATTR					Přiřaz.přístroje reg					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_REGALLOC_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_REGCAT_TEXT					Druhy registrů					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					E_ZWTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_REGGRP_TEXT					Skupina registrů					EE10					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM					EZWG_HEAD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_REGINST_STR_ATTR					Data sazby registru					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_REGINST_STR_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_REGIST_ATTR					Instalovaný registr					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_REGIST_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_REGTYPE_TEXT					Typ registru					EE10					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM					TE523T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_REVREAS_TEXT					Důvod storna					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					TE272T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_RSTGR_TEXT					Důvody rozdílu-text					EE_INVOICE_RECEIPT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					TINV_C_ADJ_RSNT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_RULEGR_TEXT					IS-U Skup.pravidel					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					RULEGR					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SALES_SIMU_01					Hromadná simulace					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_SIM_SALES_STATS_DUMMY					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SALES_SIMU_02					Prognóza SVK					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_SIM_SALES_STATS_DUMMY					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_SALES_STATS_01					Statistika prodeje					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_SALES_STATISTICS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_SALES_STATS_02					Statistika prodeje					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_SALES_STATISTICS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SELCNTR_TEXT					Přístup k operandu					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					SELCONTROL					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SERTYPE_TEXT					Druh služby					EECC_EDI					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					TECDET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SERVCAT_TEXT					Text druhu služby					EECC_EDI					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					TECDET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SERVICEID_TEXT					ID poskyt.služeb					EE_EDM_IDE_INT					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					ESERVPROVT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SERVTYP_ATTR					Druh výkonu					EEWA					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-WA					TESERVICETYPE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SERVTYP_TEXT					Druh výkonu					EEWA					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-WA					TESERVICETYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SETTLDOC					Data hl.dokl.bil.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_SETTLDOC					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SETTLDOCUNIT					Bil.dokl./bil.jedn.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_SETTLDOCUNIT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SETTLDOCUPDP					Profily pro bil.dok.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_SETTLDOCUPDP					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SETTLIN					Zátěžové cykly					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_SETTLIN					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SETTLMO_TEXT					Režim běhu bilanc.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					E_EDMSETTLDOCMODE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SETTLPA_TEXT					Parametr bilancování					EE_EDM_SET					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-EDM					EEDMSETTLPARAMT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SETTLPR_TEXT					Metoda bilancování					EE_EDM_SET					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-EDM					EEDMSETTLPROCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SETTLST_TEXT					Status bilan.dokl.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					E_SETTLDOCSTATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SETTLUC_TEXT					Typ bilanč.jednotky					EE_EDM_SET					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-EDM					EEDMSUNITCATT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SETTLUF					Koeficienty spotřeby					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_SETTLUF					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SETTLUP_ATTR					Bil.jedn.před.místa					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_EEDMSETTLUNITPOD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SETTLU_ATTR					Bil.jedn.data hlav.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_EEDMSETTLUNIT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SETTLU_HIER					Hist.data bil.jedn.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_SETTLU_HIER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SETTLU_TEXT					Bil.jedn. hlav. text					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_EEDMSETTLUNITT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SETTLVA_TEXT					Var.výběru pro bil.					EE_EDM_SET					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-EDM					EEDMSETTLDOCVART					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SETTLV_TEXT					View bilancování					EE_EDM_SET					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-EDM					EEDMSETTLVIEWT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SGRAMT_TEXT					Statist.skup.částky					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					TE541T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SGRQNT_TEXT					Statist.skup.množ.					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					TE540T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SIDPRO_ATTR					Označ.výkonu/služby					EE_DEREG_INV					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EDEREG_SIDPRO					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SIDPRO_TEXT					Označ.výkonu/služby					EE_DEREG_INV					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EDEREG_SIDPROT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SIM_ID_ATTR					Simulační období					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					TE537					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SIM_ID_TEXT					Simulační období					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					TE537T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SPATYPE_ATTR					Druh doh.s posk.sl.					EE_DEREG					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EDRGSPAGRTYPE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SPATYPE_TEXT					Dr.doh.s PoskSl(txt)					EE_DEREG					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EDRGSPAGRTYPET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SPEBENE_TEXT					Napěťová úroveň					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					TE369T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SRVPROV_ATTR					Poskytovatel služeb					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_ESERVPROV					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SRVPROV_TEXT					Poskytov.služeb text					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_ESERVPROVT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_STATTART_TEXT					Typ tarifu statist.					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					TE069T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SUPSCAT_TEXT					Kateg.scén.dodávky					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					E_DEREGSCENARIOTYPE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SWTACTIVITY					Dokl.o změně - čin.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_SWTACTIVITY					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SWTDOC					Dokl.o zm.,data hl.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_SWTDOC					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SWTDSTA_TEXT					Status dokl.o změně					EE_IDE_SWITCH					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EIDESWTSTATUST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SWTMSGDATA					Dokl.o zm.,data zpr.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_SWTMSGDATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SWTTYPE_TEXT					Druh změny (text)					EE_IDE_SWITCH					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EIDESWTTYPEST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SWTVIEW_TEXT					View změny (text)					EE_IDE_SWITCH					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EIDESWTVIEWST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_SYNPROF_ATTR					Synt.profily, data					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_SYNPROF_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_TARIFNR_TEXT					Sazba					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					ETRFT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_TARIFTYP_TEXT					Typ sazby					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					ETTAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_TEMP_AREA_TEXT					Teplotní oblast					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					TE307T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_THGBIL_TEXT					Koef.tep.zúčt.plynu					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					THGBER					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_TIMECAT_TEXT					Typ času - text					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					TIMTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_TRANSPORT_TEST					Test CTS					SDIC					Basis Components					BC-DWB-DIC-AC					T100					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete(null), Extractor related to IS Utilities					




					0UC_TRANSRE_TEXT					Důvod transakce(txt)					EE_IDE_SWITCH					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IDE					EIDESWTTRANSACTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_TVORG_TEXT					Dílčí operace(texty)					FKKB					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					TFKTVOT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_UFASS					Přiř.koef.spotř.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_UFASS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_VALIDATION_TEXT					Kontr.věrohodnosti					EE20					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-BI					TE007T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_VALSTAT_TEXT					Status hodn.profilu					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_EDM_PROFIL02					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_VALTYPE_TEXT					Typ hodnot profilu					EE_EDM_PRO					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-EDM					EPROFVALCATT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_VALUEOR_TEXT					Původ hodnot profilu					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					EDM_VALUE_ORIGIN					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0UC_VBSART_TEXT					Druh místa spotřeby					EE01					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-MD					TE102T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_VEHICLE_ATTR					Vozidlo					EEWA					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-WA					VEWAFLEET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_VEHICLE_TEXT					Vozidlo					EEWA					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-WA					VEWAFLEET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_VERART_TEXT					Druh zúčtování					FKKB					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					TFK110T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_VERTYP_TEXT					Typ zúčtování					FKKB					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					TFK111T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_VKTYP_TEXT					Typ smluvního účtu					FKKB					Financial Accounting					FI-CA					TFK002AT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_WA_WDOHEAD					Hlav.zak.likv.odp.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISUWA_BW_GET_WODHEAD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_WDOITEM					Pol.zak.likv.odp.					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISUWA_BW_GET_WODITEM					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_WDOWDAT					Dat.zázn.vážení					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISUWA_BW_GET_WODWDAT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), Extractor related to IS Waste (SAP S/4HANA 1610 FPS2 and higher releases)					




					0UC_WDO_RES					Vozidlo/personál					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISUWA_BW_GET_WODRESOURCE					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_WDPLANT_ATTR					ZařízNaLikvOdpadu					EEWA_ENHANCED_LOGISTICS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-WA					EWA_EL_WDPLANT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_WDPLANT_TEXT					ZařízNaLikvOdpadu					EEWA_ENHANCED_LOGISTICS					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-WA					EWA_EL_WDPLANT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_WGHTKEY_TEXT					Klíč významnosti					EE16					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-DM-MR					TE266T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_WINDGRP_TEXT					ISU Skupina vinutí					EE71_R461					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-IS-ST					ISU_BW_WINDGRP_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0UC_WROUTE_ATTR					Trasa					EEWA					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-WA					EWAROUTE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_WROUTE_TEXT					Trasa					EEWA					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-WA					EWAROUTE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UC_ZAHLKOND_TEXT					Platební podmínka					IS_SI_CA					Industry-Specific Components					IS-U-CA					TE052T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0UNSAPPGRP_TEXT					Skp.spont.uchazečů					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T750I					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0USAGETYPE_TEXT					Texty: Druh využití					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TIV0A					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0USAGE_IND_TEXT					Znak použití mater.					VA0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-GF					TVLVT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0VACREASON_TEXT					RE: Texty dův.uprázd					FVVI					Real Estate Management					RE					TILGA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270550 - S4TWL - Real Estate Classic					




					0VACREAS_TEXT					Důvod uprázdnění					RE_BD_OC					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-BD					TIVBDVACREAST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0VALADD_EXT_TEXT					Pořadí					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					ROMT2_RS_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing					




					0VALADD_INT_TEXT					Pořadí					KBWOM					Controlling					CO-OM-IS					ROMT2_RS_GET_TEXTS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270408 - S4TWL - Activity-Based Costing					




					0VALUATION_TEXT					Ocenění					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					VALUTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0VAL_CLASS_TEXT					TřOcenění					MG					Logistics - General					LO-MD-MM					T025T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0VCLASS_TEXT					Venture Class Text					GJVB					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA					T8JTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)					




					0VENDOR_ATTR					Dodavatel					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					MDEX_VENDOR_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0VENDOR_LKLS_HIER					Dodavatel					CLBW					Cross-Application Components					CA-CL-ENV					CLBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LKLS					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0VENDOR_TEXT					Dodavatel					FBIW					Financial Accounting					FI					BIW_LFA1T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0VENTURE_ATTR					Joint Venture					GJV_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA					BIW_JV_T8JV					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)					




					0VENTURE_TEXT					Joint Venture Text					GJVC					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA					T8JVT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)					




					0VENTURE_TYPE_TEXT					Venture Type Text					GJV_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA					BIW_JV_VTYPE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)					




					0VEN_ACCNT_GRP_TEXT					Účt.sk.dodavatele					WLIFCORE					Logistics - General					LO-MD-BP-VM					T077Y					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0VEN_COMPC_ATTR					Dodavatel					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					MDEX_VENDOR_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0VEN_COMPC_TEXT					Dodavatel					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					BIW_LFB1T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0VEN_PURORG_ATTR					Dodavatel					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					MDEX_VENDOR_MD					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0VEN_PURORG_TEXT					Dodavatel					MDX					Cross-Application Components					CA					BIW_LFM1T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0VERSION_TEXT					Verze					KE					Controlling					CO-PA					TKVST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0VTDETAIL_TEXT					Subt.hodn.					SBIW					Basis Components					BC-BW					RSTVTDETL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0VTSTAT_TEXT					Statistika					SBIW					Basis Components					BC-BW					RSTVTSTAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0VTYPE_TEXT					Typ hodnoty					SBIW					Basis Components					BC-BW					RSTVTYPE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0WAGEGR_TEXT					MzdSkup					PPBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-SFC					WAGGR_BW_V					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0WAGETYPE_TEXT					Mzdový druh					PXDW					Personnel Management					PA-IS					V_BW_T512T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0WBS_ELEMT_ATTR					Prvek SPP					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_GET_WBS_ELEMENT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0WBS_ELEMT_JV_ATTR					JV WBS information					GJV_BW					Cross-Application Components					CA-JVA					BIW_JV_PRPS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2270392 - S4TWL - Joint Venture Accounting (JVA)					




					0WBS_ELEMT_TEXT					Prvek SPP					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_GET_TEXT_WBS_ELEMENT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					1					Seldom															




					0WBS_ELEMT_WBSH_HIER					Prvek SPP					KAP8					Project System					PS-IS					PSBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_WBSH					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0WBS_INH_ATTR					Prvky SPP: Dědičnost					KAP8_45B					Project System					PS-IS					PSERB_GET_WBS_ELEMENT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Obsolete, Obsolete and no longer to be used by customer					




					0WHSE_NUM_TEXT					Č.skladu					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					BIW_T300T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0WITHQTYSTR_TEXT					Se strukt. množství					ROMD					Cross-Application Components					CA-OIW					XFELD					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0WM_MVT_TYP_TEXT					Dr.poh.					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					BIW_T333T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0WORKCENTER_ATTR					Pracoviště					PPBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-SFC					PPBW_GET_WORKCENTER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - External Interfaces in PP;S4TWL - Process Flow Scheduling (PP-PI)					




					0WORKCENTER_LAPH_HIER					Pracoviště					PPBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-SFC					PPBW_HIERARCHY_TRANSFER_LAPH					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - External Interfaces in PP;S4TWL - Process Flow Scheduling (PP-PI)					




					0WORKCENTER_TEXT					Pracoviště					PPBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-SFC					PPBW_GET_TEXT_WORKCENTER					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - External Interfaces in PP;S4TWL - Process Flow Scheduling (PP-PI)					




					0WRKCT_CATG_TEXT					Druh					PPBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-SFC					VERWT_BW_V					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0WRKCT_RESP_TEXT					Odp.osoba					PPBW					Production Planning and Control					PP-SFC					RESP_BW_V					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0WS_ANSWER_TEXT					Odpověď					UWS_BW_EXTRACTION					Cross-Application Components					CA-SUR					UWS_BW_EX_WS_ANSWER_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0WS_APPL_TEXT					Aplikace					UWS_BW_EXTRACTION					Cross-Application Components					CA-SUR					V_UWS_BW_APPLT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0WS_DATA_1					Výsledky ankety					UWS_BW_EXTRACTION					Cross-Application Components					CA-SUR					UWS_BW_EX_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0WS_KFIGTYP_TEXT					Typy ukazatelů					UWS_BW_EXTRACTION					Cross-Application Components					CA-SUR					UWS_BW_KFIGTYP					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0WS_QSTNNR_TEXT					Dotazník					UWS_BW_EXTRACTION					Cross-Application Components					CA-SUR					UWS_BW_EX_WS_QSTNNR_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0WS_QUEST_TEXT					Dotazy					UWS_BW_EXTRACTION					Cross-Application Components					CA-SUR					UWS_BW_EX_WS_QUEST_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0WS_STATUS_TEXT					Status dotazu					UWS_BW_EXTRACTION					Cross-Application Components					CA-SUR					UWS_BW_STATUS					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0WS_SURVEY_TEXT					Anketa					UWS_BW_EXTRACTION					Cross-Application Components					CA-SUR					UWS_BW_EX_WS_SURVEY_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0WS_TAROBJ_ATTR					Příjemce					UWS_BW_EXTRACTION					Cross-Application Components					CA-SUR					UWS_BW_EX_WS_TAROBJ_ATTR					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0WS_TAROBJ_TEXT					Příjemce					UWS_BW_EXTRACTION					Cross-Application Components					CA-SUR					UWS_BW_EX_WS_TAROBJ_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					0WTY_ASTATE_TEXT					Stav zpracování					ISAUTO_WTY					Logistics - General					LO-WTY					CWTYA05T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0WTY_CHECK_TEXT					Kontrola záruky					ISAUTO_WTY_BW					Logistics - General					LO-WTY					WTY_CHECK_RESULT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0WTY_CITEM_CATEG_TEXT					Druh položky					ISAUTO_WTY					Logistics - General					LO-WTY					CWTY011T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0WTY_CLMGRP_TEXT					Skupiny reklamací					ISAUTO_WTY					Logistics - General					LO-WTY					CWTY006T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0WTY_CLMTY_TEXT					Druhy reklamace					ISAUTO_WTY					Logistics - General					LO-WTY					CWTY001T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0WTY_ITEM_CAT_TEXT					Druh položky					ISAUTO_WTY_BW					Logistics - General					LO-WTY					WTY_POSKT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0WTY_MAST_TYP_TEXT					Text druhu záruky					DWA					Plant Maintenance					PM-EQM-SF-WA					T790G_T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0WTY_MEAS_PNT_TEXT					Body měření					IMRC					Plant Maintenance					PM-EQM-SF-MPC					IMPTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0WTY_PARVW_TEXT					Partner.role: Texty					VZ0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-BF-ACT					TPART					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0WTY_RCL_ATTR					Zpětné volání					ISAUTO_WTY_BW					Logistics - General					LO-WTY					WTYBW_RECALL_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					0WTY_REJCD_TEXT					Kódy rozhodnutí					ISAUTO_WTY					Logistics - General					LO-WTY					CWTY003T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0WTY_RELTY_TEXT					Dr.objektu záruky					ISAUTO_WTY					Logistics - General					LO-WTY					WTY_RELOB_TAB_TX					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0WTY_RETPAV_TEXT					Texty díl.stat.-dod.					ISAUTO_WTY					Logistics - General					LO-WTY					CWTY004T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0WTY_RETPA_TEXT					Texty díl.stat.-zák.					ISAUTO_WTY					Logistics - General					LO-WTY					CWTY004T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0WTY_VERS_CAT_TEXT					Kategorie: Texty					ISAUTO_WTY_BW					Logistics - General					LO-WTY					WTY_KATEG					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					0X_SYSBUSAR_TEXT					GlobPracÚs					FBS					Financial Accounting					FI-GL-GL					TGSBH					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0ZONE_TEXT					Oblast velk.provozu					KEG2					Controlling					CO-PA					T22B4					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					0_IGEL_TRANSP_TEST					Test transportu					AQBW					Basis Components					BC-BW					IGEL_T100					Extraction Using ABAP Query					0					Not Used															




					1CL_AZZA001					Typ aplikace/systému					CLBW					Cross-Application Components					CA-CL-ENV					CTBW_GET_VALUES_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					1CL_AZZA002					Platforma					CLBW					Cross-Application Components					CA-CL-ENV					CTBW_GET_VALUES_TEXT					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					1CL_OCOO001					Klas.: 0COORDER_ATTR					CLBW					Cross-Application Components					CA-CL-ENV					CTBW_GET_CLASSIFY_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_01_S001					2LIS_01_S001					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCS_BIW_LIS_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists)					




					2LIS_01_S005					2LIS_01_S005					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCS_BIW_LIS_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists)					




					2LIS_01_S264					2LIS_01_S264					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCS_BIW_LIS_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists)					




					2LIS_02_ACC					Nákupní data (účet)					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					1					Seldom															




					2LIS_02_CGR					Dodávka potvrzení					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_02_HDR					Data nákupu (hlav.)					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_02_ITM					Data nákupu (pol.)					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_02_S011					2LIS_02_S011					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCS_BIW_LIS_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_02_S012					2LIS_02_S012					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCS_BIW_LIS_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_02_S013					2LIS_02_S013					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCS_BIW_LIS_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_02_S015					2LIS_02_S015					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCS_BIW_LIS_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_02_S174					2LIS_02_S174					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCS_BIW_LIS_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_02_SCL					Data nákupu (rozvr.)					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					1					Seldom															




					2LIS_02_SCN					Potvrzení rozvržení					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_02_SGR					Dodávka rozvržení					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_03_BF					Pohyby materiálu					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					1					Seldom															




					2LIS_03_BX					In.zásob					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_03_S091					2LIS_03_S091					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCS_BIW_LIS_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), Not licensed to use by customer					




					2LIS_03_S194					2LIS_03_S194					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCS_BIW_LIS_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), Not licensed to use by customer					




					2LIS_03_S195					2LIS_03_S195					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCS_BIW_LIS_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), Not licensed to use by customer					




					2LIS_03_S196					2LIS_03_S196					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCS_BIW_LIS_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), Not licensed to use by customer					




					2LIS_03_S197					2LIS_03_S197					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCS_BIW_LIS_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), Not licensed to use by customer					




					2LIS_03_S198					2LIS_03_S198					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCS_BIW_LIS_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), Not licensed to use by customer					




					2LIS_03_UM					Přecenění					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_04_PEARBPL					Sběr.body sér.výroby					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_04_PECOMP					Komponenty: Sér.výr.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_04_PEMATNR					View mater.: Sériov.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_04_P_ARBPL					View pracoviště PP					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_04_P_COMP					View komponent PP					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_04_P_MATNR					View mater. PP(PI)					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_05_Q0ACTY					Hláš.jakosti - akce					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_05_Q0CAUSE					Hláš.jakosti - příč.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_05_Q0ITEM					Hláš.jakosti-polož.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_05_Q0NOTIF					Hlášení jakosti					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_05_Q0TASK					Hláš.jakosti-opatř.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_05_QE1					Výsl.kontroly všeob.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_05_QE2					Výsl.kontr.-kvantit.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_05_QVUDN					Kontr.dáv./RozhOPouž					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_06_INV										MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					1					Seldom															




					2LIS_08TRFKP					Položka přepr.nákl.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_08TRFKZ					Přepravní náklady					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_08TRTK					Přepr. - data hlav.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_08TRTLP					Přeprava: PolDod/Ús					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_08TRTS					Přeprava: Úseky					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_11_VAHDR					Prod.doklad: Hlav.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					1					Seldom															




					2LIS_11_VAITM					Prod.doklad: Položka					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_11_VAKON					Prodej.doklad-podmín					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_11_VASCL					Prod.doklad: Rozvrž.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_11_VASTH					Status hlav.zakázky					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_11_VASTI					Status položky zak.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_11_V_ITM					Prod.-exp.:Zúčt.pol.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_11_V_SCL					Prod.-exp.:Zúčt.roz.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_11_V_SSL					Dodávka zakázky					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_12_VCHDR					Dodávka: Data hlav.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_12_VCITM					Dodávka: Položka					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_12_VCSCL					Rozvržená dodávka					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_13_VDHDR					Faktura: Data hlav.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					1					Seldom															




					2LIS_13_VDITM					Faktura: Položka					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_13_VDKON					Faktura - podmínka					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_17_I0ACTY					Hlášení údržby -akce					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					2LIS_17_I0CAUSE					Hláš.údržby-příčiny					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					2LIS_17_I0ITEM					Hláš.údržby-položky					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					2LIS_17_I0NOTIF					PM-hlášení					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					2LIS_17_I0TASK					Hláš.údržby - opatř.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					2LIS_17_I3HDR					Zakázka PM					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					2LIS_17_I3OPER					Operace zakázky PM					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Planned), To provide the functionality CDS views based extractors will be provided.					




					2LIS_18_I0ACTY					Hlášení CS - akce					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_18_I0CAUSE					Hlášení CS - příčiny					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_18_I0ITEM					Hlášení CS - položky					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_18_I0NOTIF					Hlášení CS					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_18_I0TASK					Hlášení CS - opatř.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_18_I3HDR					Zakázka CS					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_18_I3OPER					Operace zakázky CS					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_40_REVAL					Změna prodejní ceny					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_40_S202					2LIS_40_S202					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCS_BIW_LIS_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368741 - S4TWL - Merchandise and Assortment Planning					




					2LIS_40_S207					2LIS_40_S207					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCS_BIW_LIS_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368741 - S4TWL - Merchandise and Assortment Planning					




					2LIS_40_S208					2LIS_40_S208					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCS_BIW_LIS_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368741 - S4TWL - Merchandise and Assortment Planning					




					2LIS_40_S212					2LIS_40_S212					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCS_BIW_LIS_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368741 - S4TWL - Merchandise and Assortment Planning					




					2LIS_40_S214					2LIS_40_S214					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCS_BIW_LIS_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368741 - S4TWL - Merchandise and Assortment Planning					




					2LIS_40_S219					2LIS_40_S219					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCS_BIW_LIS_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368741 - S4TWL - Merchandise and Assortment Planning					




					2LIS_40_S278					2LIS_40_S278					MCDW					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCS_BIW_LIS_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(Alternative Exists), 2370131 - S4TWL - Retail Information System (RIS) and Category Management Workflow: 0RF_OAPCMPA_ATTR is the alternative					




					2LIS_43_POSCAS					Data POS: Pokladník					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_44_POSREC					POS data: Pokl.blok					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_45_CDLST										MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_45_HDR					Data hl.agent.dokl.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_45_ITM					Agent.doklad: Pol.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_45_LST					Agent.doklad: Fak.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_45_PDLST										MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_45_VDLST										MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					2LIS_46_CFM					Finanční data					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Working with Restrictions(null), Regeneration of extractor and check of BW content based on this DS is needed					




					2LIS_46_GTM					GTM: Procesní data					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Working with Restrictions(null), Regeneration of extractor and check of BW content based on this DS is needed					




					2LIS_46_HED					Gobal trade: Zabezp.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Working with Restrictions(null), Regeneration of extractor and check of BW content based on this DS is needed					




					2LIS_46_ITM										MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Working with Restrictions(null), Regeneration of extractor and check of BW content based on this DS is needed					




					2LIS_46_SCL					Gobal trade: Ob.kon.					MCEX					Logistics - General					LO-LIS					MCEX_BW_LO_API					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Working with Restrictions(null), Regeneration of extractor and check of BW content based on this DS is needed					




					3FI_GL_CK_TT					HK:Zůs. v.l.-kon.CAS					GBIW_ERP					Financial Accounting					FI-GL					FAGL_GET_TT_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					3FI_GL_IF_TT					HK: Zůs. v. le.-IFRS					GBIW_ERP					Financial Accounting					FI-GL					FAGL_GET_TT_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					3FI_GL_IK_TT					HK:Zůst. v.l.-k.IFRS					GBIW_ERP					Financial Accounting					FI-GL					FAGL_GET_TT_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					3FI_SL_7R					Retail Ledger					GBIW					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-IS					G_BIW_GET_TRANSACTION_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists), 2368803 - S4TWL - Retail Ledger / Profit Center Analytics					




					3FI_SL_95					FM_US_FG_2_BW					GBIW					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-IS					G_BIW_GET_TRANSACTION_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					3FI_SL_96					FM_US_FG_FACT1_2_BW					GBIW					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-IS					G_BIW_GET_TRANSACTION_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					3FI_SL_97					FM_US_FG_FACT2_2_BW					GBIW					Financial Accounting					FI-SL-IS					G_BIW_GET_TRANSACTION_DATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					Not Working(No Alternative Exists)					




					80TCTHP24O					Stat.démona reál.čas					RSB					SAP Business Warehouse					BW-WHM-DBA					RSBX_BIW_GET_ODSDATA					Function Module (Complete Interface)					0					Not Used															




					T001B					Otevřená období FI					FBAS					Financial Accounting					FI					T001B					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZAKCE					Akce					ZFI					Financial Accounting					FI					ZZFI_AKCE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZAM_INVENT					ZAM_INVENT					ZAM_INV					Financial Accounting					FI-AA					ZAM_INVENT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZAM_POHYBY					ZAM_POHYBY					ZAM_BW					Financial Accounting					FI-AA					ZAM_POHYBY					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZANLA					ZANLA					ZZE2															ZANLA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBSPV					Příl/odl + hlavička					ZIBS															ZBS_/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_/BLUESKY/DS_FEHDAD					Příl/odl + hlavička					ZIBS															ZBS_/BLUESKY/BW_EXTR_DATA					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_ABGRU_TEXT					Důvod odmítnutí					VA0C					Sales and Distribution					SD-SLS-GF					TVAGT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_AIRCRAFT_POSITION					Pozice letadla					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/MDPOSV					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_AIRCRAFT_REG					Registrace letadla					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/MDREGV					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_AIRCRAFT_TYPE					Typ letadla					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/MDACRTV					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_AIRLINE					Aerolinie					ZBLUESKY_BW															Z_BS_BW_DS_AIRLINE					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_AIRPORT					Letiště					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/MDDESTV					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_AOC					AOC leteckých společ					ZIBS															ZBS_AOC					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_AWDAY_TEXT					Den v týdnu																				DDMSCHK037					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_C001					Parking					ZBLUESKY_BW															ZBS_BWV_C001					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_C002A					A / D + PAX					ZBLUESKY_BW															Z_BS_BW_DS_C002					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_C002B					A / D + Delays					ZBLUESKY_BW															ZBS_BWV_C002B					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_C003					Položky a Fakt. pol.					ZBLUESKY_BW															Z_BS_BW_DS_C003					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_C004					Cenové podm. pol. LD					ZBLUESKY_BW															Z_BS_BW_DS_C004					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_CONDITION					Podmínka					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/MDCOND					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_CONTINENT_TEXT					Kontinent																				/BLUESKY/DO_CONTINENT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_CO_KAPPL_TEXT					Determinace:Aplikace					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/SYCOAPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_CO_KOACC_TEXT					Pořadí přístupu					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/CSCOACT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_CO_KSCHL					Typ podmínky					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/CSCOKC					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_CO_KSCHL_TEXT					Typ podmínky					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/CSCOKCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_CO_SEQUE					Přístup					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/CSCOACG					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_CO_SEQUE_TEXT					Přístup					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/CSCOACU					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_CSSTAT_TEXT					Status					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/CSSTATT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_CSTEXT_TEXT					CSTEXT					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/CSTEXTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_DAY_NIGHT_TEXT					Den / Noc																				/BLUESKY/DO_DAY_NIGHT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_DELAY_CODE_TEXT					Kod zpoždění					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/CSDELAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_EXTHAND					Externí handling					ZIBS															ZBS_EXTHAND					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_FARDE_TEXT					Přílet / Odlet																				/BLUESKY/DO_FARDE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_HBAD_TEXT					Domovská základna					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/CSHBADT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_INVSTAT_TEXT					Status fakturace																				/BLUESKY/DO_INSTAT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_KRECH_TEXT					Počet.prav.pro podm.																				KRECH					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_KTGRD_TEXT					Sk.př.úč.odb.					VF					Sales and Distribution					SD-BIL					TVKTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_KTGRM_TEXT					Sk.př.úč.mat.					VS0CCORE					Sales and Distribution					SD-MD-MM					TVKMT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_KZBZG_TEXT					Vztažná veličina																				KZBZG					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_LAND_ICAO_TEXT					Klíč státu ICAO					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/CSLANDT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_PAXCAT_TEXT					Kategorie PAXu																				ZBS_DO_PAXCAT					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_PAYTYP					Způsob platby					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/CSPAYM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_PAYTYP_TEXT					Způsob platby					/BLUESKY/BASIC					Cross-Application Components					CA					/BLUESKY/CSPAYMT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_PKAPPL_TEXT					Aplikace					VKONCORE					Sales and Distribution					SD-MD-CM					T681B					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_PKSCHL_TEXT					Druh cenové podmínky					VKON					Sales and Distribution					SD-MD-CM					T685T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_POSFREE_TEXT					Parking zdarma																				/BLUESKY/DO_POSFREE					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_PRICE_COND					KD Cenových podm.					ZBLUESKY_BW															Z_BS_BW_DS_PRICE_COND					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_SERCAT_TEXT					Kategorie Služeb					ZBLUESKY_BW															ZBS_BWV_SERCAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_WAERSC_TEXT					Měna					SFIB					Basis Components					BC-SRV-BSF-CUR					TCURT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_XS01					Cenove podminkyXS01					ZIBS															ZBS_BW_XS01					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_XS02					Cenove podminkyXS02					ZIBS															ZBS_BW_XS02					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_XS03					Cenove podminkyXS03					ZIBS															ZBS_BW_XS03					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_XS04					Cenove podminkyXS04					ZIBS															ZBS_BW_XS04					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZBS_XS05					Cenove podminkyXS05					ZIBS															ZBS_BW_XS05					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_0EMP_19_ATTR					Zaměstnanci-k.zk.d.					ZIHR															ZBW_0EMP_19_ATTR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BBP_INV_ID_ATTR					Faktura_3cest_Attr					ZMM															ZBW_BBP_INV_ID					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BES_SKOLENI					Bezpečnostní školení					ZKBP															ZBW_BES_SKOLENI					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BTO_C_HROZB_TEXT					BTO Hrozby_TXT					ZKBP															ZBW_BTO_C_HROZB					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BTO_C_ODPOV_TEXT					BT BTO Odpovědi_TXT					ZKBP															ZBW_BTO_C_ODPOV					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BTO_C_POPIS_TEXT					BT BTO Popis_TXT					ZKBP															ZBW_BTO_C_POPIS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BTO_C_VYHOD_TEXT					BT BTO Vyhod._TXT					ZKBP															ZBW_BTO_C_VYHOD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BTO_FORM					BT BTO Formuláře					ZKBP															ZBW_BTO_FORM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BTO_TEMPLAT_ATTR					BTO Denní template					ZKBP															ZBW_BTO_TEMPLAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BT_AUDITOR_TXT_ATTR					BT Auditor_TXT_ATTR					ZKBP															ZBW_BT_AUDITOR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BT_C_CINNOS_TEXT					BT Činnost_TXT					ZKBP															ZBW_BT_C_CINNOS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BT_C_CIN_PL					BT Plán činností					ZKBP															ZBW_BT_C_CIN_PL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BT_C_KAT_PR_TEXT					BT Kat. test. p._TXT					ZKBP															ZBW_BT_C_KAT_PR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BT_C_KONTRO_TEXT					BT Kontrola_TXT					ZKBP															ZBW_BT_C_KONTRO					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BT_C_KON_OR_TXT_ATTR					BT Kon. org._TXT_ATR					ZKBP															ZBW_BT_C_KON_OR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BT_C_PREDME_TXT_ATTR					BT Tst. př._TXT_ATTR					ZKBP															ZBW_BT_C_PREDME					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BT_C_PRE_PL					BT Plán test. předm.					ZKBP															ZBW_BT_C_PRE_PL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BT_C_STAV_TEXT					BTC Stavy_TXT					ZKBP															ZBW_BT_C_STAV					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BT_C_STA_PL					BT Plán testů stan.					ZKBP															ZBW_BT_C_STA_PL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BT_C_UMISTE_TXT_ATTR					BT Umístění_TXT_ATTR					ZKBP															ZBW_BT_C_UMISTE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BT_FIGURANT_TXT_ATTR					BT Figurant_TXT_ATTR					ZKBP															ZBW_BT_FIGURANT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BT_FORM					BT Formuláře					ZKBP															ZBW_BT_FORM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BT_O_STAV_TEXT					ZBW_BTO_STAV_TXT					ZKBP															ZBW_BT_O_STAV					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_BT_STATION_TXT_ATTR					BT stan._TXT_ATTR					ZKBP															ZBW_BT_STATION					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_CLM_WFRC					WF round remark chck					/MIBCON/CLM															/MIBCON/CLMAWFRC					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_C_AGRSTV_TEXT					Agregovaný stav - tx					BSV					Cross-Application Components					CA-GTF-TS-SMT					TJ30T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_C_KON_O_TXT_ATTR					BTO K. o._TXT_ATTR					ZKBP															ZBW_C_KON_O					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_C_KO_SK_TEXT					BTO Skup. ko. o._TXT					ZKBP															ZBW_C_KO_SK					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_C_PSSTAT_TEXT					Stat. operace - text					ZPS_INV															ZPSCSTOPT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_C_REALIN_TEXT					Realizátor inv. - tx					ZCLM															ZCLMTREALIZIZ					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_DES_C_FORMA_TEXT					BT Des. fo. kon._TXT					ZKBP															ZBW_DES_C_FORMA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_DES_C_OPATR_TEXT					BT Des. Opatření_TXT					ZKBP															ZBW_DES_C_OPATR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_DES_C_POS_TEXT					BT Des. pos. BEK_TXT					ZKBP															ZBW_DES_C_POS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_DES_C_SMENA_TEXT					BT Des. sm. OLE_TXT					ZKBP															ZBW_DES_C_SMENA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_DES_C_STAV_TEXT					BT Des. st. zpr._TXT					ZKBP															ZBW_DES_C_STAV					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_DES_C_TYP_TXT_ATTR					BT D. t. k._TXT_ATTR					ZKBP															ZBW_DES_C_TYP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_DES_C_VYHOD_TEXT					BT Des. Vyhod_TXT					ZKBP															ZBW_DES_C_VYHOD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_DES_DATA					BT Desetiminutovky					ZKBP															ZBW_DES_DATA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_DES_PK_ATTR					BT Des. Př. ko._ATTR					ZKBP															ZBW_DES_PK					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_DES_STATION_TXT_ATTR					BT D. t. s._TXT_ATTR					ZKBP															ZBW_DES_STATION					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_DES_TASKS_TXT_ATTR					BT D. t. t._TXT_ATTR					ZKBP															ZBW_DES_TASKS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_EMP_41_ATTR					Zam. - dat. uzn. pr.					ZMM															ZBW_EMP_41					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_EMP_PA0008					Zaměstnanci - mzdy					ZIHR															ZBW_EMP_PA0008					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_EMP_SKUP_ATTR					Zaměstnanci - skup.					ZIHR															ZBW_EMP_PA9007					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_FAGLFLEXA					Jednotlivé položky					ZAM_BW					Financial Accounting					FI-AA					ZBW_V_FAGLFLEXA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_FAGLFLEXA_BSEG					Jednotlivé položky					ZIBS															ZBW_FAGLFLEXA_BSEG					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_FYZ_TESTY					Fyzické testy					ZKBP															ZBW_FYZ_TESTY					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_HRBP_MAN_PA0001_ATTR					Pracovník-HRBP a MAN					ZMM															ZBW_HRBP_MAN_PA0001					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_HRPOS_ATTR					Pl. místo - dop. att					ZIHR															ZBW_HRPOS_ATTR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_KATA_DEP					KATA - PLaSK odpisy					ZAM_BW					Financial Accounting					FI-AA					ZBWV_KATA_DEP					Transparent Table or DB View					1					Seldom															




					ZBW_ORGZARA_TXT_ATTR					Org. zař._TXT_ATTR					ZMM															ZBW_HR_ORGZARA					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_PS_OSK					PS - OSK					ZBW															ZBW_PS_OSK					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_PS_OSK_H					PS_OSK_hist. data					ZPS_INV															ZBW_PS_OSK_H					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_RE_FLW_ATTR					Druh pohybu_ND_ATTR					ZIRE					Real Estate Management					RE-FX					ZBW_RE_FLW_ATTR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_SHOP_ID_DS					RE-FX: S.O.-his.ID					ZRER					Real Estate Management					RE-FX					ZBW_SHOP_ID_DS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_SORT_TEXT					Sortiment - text					RE_SR_CA					Real Estate Management					RE-FX-SR					TIVSRSTT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_SOURCE_TEXT					Source_TXT					ZIMM															ZBW_TB006					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_STRELBY					Střelby					ZKBP															ZBW_STRELBY					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_SUBT_INF_TEXT					Subtyp dle Inf_TXT					ZIHR															ZBW_T591S					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_TERMSCHV_ATR					Termíny schv. - attr					ZBW															ZBW_TERMSCHV_ATR					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_TIP_C_DECIS_TEXT					TIP Rozhodnutí_TXT					ZKBP															ZBW_TIP_C_DECIS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_TIP_C_LOCAT_TEXT					TIP Lokace_TXT					ZKBP															ZBW_TIP_C_LOCAT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_TIP_C_TECHN_TEXT					TIP Technologie_TXT					ZKBP															ZBW_TIP_C_TECHN					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_TIP_C_THREA_TEXT					TIP Kat. hrozby_TXT					ZKBP															ZBW_TIP_C_THREA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_TIP_DETAIL					TIP Jednotlivé polož					ZKBP															ZBW_TIP_DETAIL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_TIP_SUMMARY					TIP Sumární data					ZKBP															ZBW_TIP_SUMMARY					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_VED_HRP1001					Pl. místa - vedoucí					ZIHR															ZBW_VED_HRP1001					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_ZPS_SUM					FI - zůstatky					ZAM_BW					Financial Accounting					FI-AA					ZPS_SUM_BWVIEW					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_ZVIBDOBJ_SHI					RE-FX: S.O.-his.ShID					ZRER					Real Estate Management					RE-FX					ZBW_ZVIBDOBJ_SHI					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZBW_ZZMAINAUTHCD_TXT					Extrakce textu do C_					ZMM															ZBW_ZZMAINAUTHCD_TXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZCINNOST					Cinnost					ZIFI					Financial Accounting					FI					ZZFI_CINNOST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZCLM_DRUH_DOC_TEXT					Druh_dokumentu text																				ZCLM_DRUH_DOKUMENTU					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					ZCLM_DRUH_SMLUV_TEXT					Druhy smluv text					/MIBCON/CLM															/MIBCON/CLMTCNKD					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZCLM_DRUH_ZAK_TEXT					Druh zakázky text																				ZCLM_DRUH_ZAKAZKY					Fixed Values for Domain					0					Not Used															




					ZCLM_ODPO_OS_TEXT					Odpovědná osoba text					SUSR					Basis Components					BC-SEC-USR-ADM					V_USR_NAME					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZCLM_STAT_CONTR_TEXT					Staus kontraktu text					/MIBCON/CLM															/MIBCON/CLMTCNST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZCLM_TYP_INVEST_TEXT					Typ investice text					ZCLM															ZCLMTTYPINV					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZCLM_WF_BW					CLM WF do BW					ZCLM_DEV															ZCLM_WF_BW					Function Module (Simple Interface)					1					Seldom															




					ZCONTRIT_TEXT					Text položky kontrak					ZIMM															ZEKPO					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZCONTROBJGR2_ATTR					RE: Sk.obj. - sm.at2					ZRER					Real Estate Management					RE-FX					ZBW_ZVIBDOBJ_SHI					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZCONTROBJGR_ATTR					RE: Sk.obj.sml.atr					ZIRE					Real Estate Management					RE-FX					ZBW_CONTROBJGR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZC_CONTRIT_ATTR					Atributy p.kontraktu					ZIMM															ZEKPO					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZC_CONTRL_ATTR					Atributy kontraktu					ZIMM															ZEKKO					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZDOCTYPE_TEXT					Druh nákupního dokla					ME					Materials Management					MM-PUR					T161T					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZDOC_TYPE_ATTR					Druh dokladu atribut					FBASCORE					Financial Accounting					FI					T003					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZDS_DOB_FA					Doba vystavení fa.					ZMM															ZBW_FM_DOB_FA					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZDS_INKASO_VBRK					Plán plateb-inkasa					ZBW															ZBW_VIEW_VBRK					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZDS_PL_PROG_REGUP					Platební program					ZMM															ZBW_PLAT_PROGRAM					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZDS_PRIKAZ_ZWFDT					Příkazy hlavičky					ZBW															ZBW_VIEW_ZWFDT					Transparent Table or DB View					1					Seldom															




					ZDS_PS_NW_ACT					Oper. a prvky SíťDi.					ZBW															ZBW_PS_NW_ACT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZDS_TOK_DOKLADU					Tok dokladu					ZBW															ZBW_VIEW_VBFA					Transparent Table or DB View					1					Seldom															




					ZEMPLOYEE_0016_ATTR					Pracovník - sou. sml					ZIHR															Z_BW_PA0016					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZEMPLOYEE_27_ATTR					Pracovník_IT27_ATTR					ZIHR															ZBW_0EMP_27_ATTR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZEMPLOYEE_7_ATTR					Pracovník_IT7_ATTR					ZIHR															ZBW_0EMP_7_ATTR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZGLPCA					ZGLPCA					ZAM_INV					Financial Accounting					FI-AA					ZGLPCA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZGLPCP					ZGLPCP					ZZE2															ZGLPCP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZHR_HRBP_ATTR_TEXT					HRBP_ATTR_TEXT					ZMM															ZBW_HRBP_TEXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZINFORECORD_ATTR					Inforecord - attr					/MIBCON/CLM															/MIBCON/CLMAIREC					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZINFOREC_TXTVAL_ATTR					CLM: IR. - txt. val.					/MIBCON/CLM															/MIBCON/CLMAIRTV					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZINVC_ATT					ZINVC_ATT					ZZE2															ZINVC_ATT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZINV_ZADOSZ_ATTR					Investiční ž. - attr					ZBW															ZBW_IZ					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZIR_NAZEV_ATTR					CLM: IR. - nazev					ZBW															ZBW_IR_NAZEV					Function Module (Simple Interface)					1					Seldom															




					ZIR_TXTVAL_ATTR					CLM: IR. - txt. val.					ZBW															ZBW_IR_TXTVAL					Function Module (Simple Interface)					1					Seldom															




					ZISRS_CML_ATR					BW: CLM - ISRS data					/MIBCON/CLM															/MIBCON/CLMAISRS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZIZ_CAS_ROK_ATTR					Částka nR. IZ - attr					ZCLM															ZCLMAIZ_VALUE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZIZ_SKL_NAK_ATTR					Skladba N. IZ - attr					ZCLM															ZCLMAIZ_COST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZKVALPOZ					Kvalifikace_pož.					ZMM															ZBW_KVAL_POZADAVKY					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZKVALPROF					Kvalifikace_profily					ZMM															ZBW_KVAL_PROFILY					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZMARA					ZMARA					ZZE2															ZMARA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZMATERIAL2_ATTR					Materiál - doba plat					LVS					Logistics Execution					LE-WM					LQUA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZMATERIAL_ATTR					Materiál - skladové					ZIMM															ZIM_MARA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZMM_NAKUP_TXT_POL					Tran. data textových					ZIMM															ZMM_EKKO_EKPO2					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZOBJEDNAVKY					Tran data objednávka					ZIMM															ZMM_EKKO_EKPO					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZOBJ_POL_ATTR					Atributy OBJ_POL					ZIMM															ZBW_OBJ_POL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZOBJ_POL_EKBE_ATTR					Atrib. OBJ_POL_EKBE					ZIMM															ZBW_OBJ_POL_EKBE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZPAYSCALELV_ATTR					Tarifní stupeň-attr					ZMM															Z_HR_BW_EXTRACT_IO_PAYSCALELV					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZPCNL_ATTR					PCNL - attr					ZBW															ZBW_PCNL_ATR					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZPCNL_BPARTNER_ATTR					Busn Partner - attr					ZBW															ZBW_BPARTN_ATTR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZPCNL_DZ_ATTR					Druh zakázky - attr					ZCLM															ZCLMAPCNL_DRUZAK					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZPCNL_HODKOM_ATTR					Čl. hodn. kom. PCNL					ZCLM															ZCLMAPCNL_HODKOM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZPCNL_KRIT_ATTR					Kriteria PCNL - attr					ZBW															ZBW_PCNL_KRIT_ATR					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZPCNL_MP_ATTR					Místo plnění - attr					ZCLM															ZCLMAPCNL_MISTPL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZPCNL_REQQAL2_ATTR					Kvalifikace - attr					ZBW															ZBW_PCNL_REQQAL					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZPCNL_REQQAL_ATTR					Kvalifikace - attr					ZCLM															ZCLMAPCNL_REQQAL					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZPCNL_RIZIKA_ATTR					Rizika PCNL - attr					ZCLM															ZCLMAPCNL_RIZIKA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZPERSON_0006_ATTR					Osoba - adresy					ZIHR															ZBW_0PERS_6_ATTR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZPOBJ					Pohybová data POBJ					ZIMM															ZMM_EBAN					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZPOBJ2_ATTR					Atributy POBJ2					ZIMM															ZBW_POBJ_ATTR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZPOBJ2_TEXT					Texty POBJ2					ZIMM															ZBW_POBJ_TEXT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZPOBJ_TEXT					Texty POBJ					ZIMM															ZMM_EBAN					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZPOPTAVKY					Tran data poptávka n					ZIMM															ZMM_EKKO_EKPO					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZPRIJEM					Příjem materiálu					ZIMM															ZMM_EKKO_EKBE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZPSBW_C_SPREJM					Texty pro C_SPREJM					ZPS_INV_LP															ZPSCNMTABP_BWV					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZPS_CONTRACT					Tran data - kontrakt					ZIMM															ZPS_MM					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZPS_CONTRACT2					Tran - kontr PS čerp					ZIMM															ZPS_MM2					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZPS_ZPSCSTOP_ATR					Uživatelský status S					ZPS_INV															ZPSCSTOP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZREFX_SALESREP					RE: Hlášené obraty					ZIRE					Real Estate Management					RE-FX					ZBW_REM_SALESREP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZSHOP_CT_TEXT					Kat. provozovny-txt					ZRER					Real Estate Management					RE-FX					ZREFX_SHOP_CTGST					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZSMLOUVY_CML_ATR					Smlouvy - attr					ZBW															ZBW_SMLOUVY_ATTR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZTCJ_CASH_JOURNAL					Pokladní transakce					ZBW															ZBW_VIEW_TCJ					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZTIVTMNTPROCT_TXT					Schéma výpovědi_txt					ZIRE					Real Estate Management					RE-FX					ZBW_TIVTMNTPROCT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZTYP					Typ					ZFI					Financial Accounting					FI					ZZFI_TYP					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZUSER_TEXT					Texty uživatelů					SUSR					Basis Components					BC-SEC-USR-ADM					USER_ADDR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZUSER_TXT					C_USER_texty					ZIHR															ZBW_USER_TXT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZVITMNT_CN_DS_ATTR					Smlouvy - druhy výp.					ZIRE					Real Estate Management					RE-FX					ZBW_VITMNT_CN_DS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZVR_KLIC_SLOVA_ATTR					Kl. slova VR - attr					ZCLM															ZCLMAKLICSLOVA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZVS_FLEET					ZVS_FLEET					ZZE2															ZVS_FLEET					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZVS_IMRG					ZVS_IMRG					ZZE2															ZVS_IMRG					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZVS_OSOB					ZVS_OSOB					ZZPM					Plant Maintenance					PM					ZZPM_SVP_SD_OSOB					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZVS_OSTA					ZVS_OSTA					ZZPM					Plant Maintenance					PM					ZZPM_SVP_SD_OSTA					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZVYB_RIZ_ATTR					Výběr. řízení - attr					ZBW															ZBW_VYB_RIZ_ATR					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZVYJSTAT_ATTR					Výjimky statistik					ZIHR															ZBW_0EMP_33_ATTR					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZVYJSTAT_TEXT					Výjimky statistik					ZIHR															ZBW_VYJSTAT_TEXT					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZWBS_ELEMT_ATTRIB					SPP životnost, faktu					CN_PSP_OPR					Project System					PS-ST-OPR					PRPS					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZWBS_ELEMT_ATTRIB2					SPP data projektu					ZIMM															ZPS_PRTE					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					ZWBS_ELEMT_IZ_TEXT					SPP_z IŽ_TXT					ZMM															ZBW_SPP_IZ_TXT					Function Module (Simple Interface)					0					Not Used															




					ZZASHRP1001					Zást. ved. – HRP1001					ZIHR															Z_BW_ZAS_HRP1001					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					Z_CONTRACT					Kontrakt					ZIMM															ZEKPO					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															




					Z_CONTRACT2					Cílová částka kontra					ZIMM															ZEKPO_MSEG					Transparent Table or DB View					0					Not Used															
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SAPUI5 Export




					ABAP Proxy Name					Service Definition Name					Direction					Registered in SOAMANAGER					No. of Partners					Endpoint Type					Endpoint Name					Application Area					Usage Frequency					Type of Impact					Details					ABAP Test Cockpit Results




										/bluesky/ws_cs					Inbound										1					FUGR					/BLUESKY/WS_CS										Not Used															




										/bluesky/ws_flight					Inbound										1					FUNC					/BLUESKY/WS_FLIGHT_DATA										Not Used															




										/bluesky/ws_md					Inbound										1					FUGR					/BLUESKY/WS_MD										Not Used															




										ZBS_WS_EDW					Inbound										1					FUGR					ZBS_WS_EDW										Not Used															




										ZCAFM_IF					Inbound										1					FUGR					ZCAFM_IF_WS										Not Used															




										ZCAFM_IF_SYNCH					Inbound										1					FUGR					ZCAFM_IF_WS_SYNCH										Not Used															




										ZLP_CONFIRMATIONS					Inbound										1					FUGR					ZPM_CONF_IF										Not Used															




										Z_BS_IF_DDS_SERVICES					Inbound										1					FUNC					Z_BS_IF_DDS_SERVICES										Not Used															




					/BCV/CO_PRODUCTION_BILL_OF_MAT					/BCV/CO_PRODUCTION_BILL_OF_MAT					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					/BLUESKY/CO_IXHTTP					/BLUESKY/CO_IXHTTP					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					/C4PAPP/CO_CO_VIESCHECK_VAT_PO					/C4PAPP/CO_CO_VIESCHECK_VAT_PO					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					/C4PAPP/CO_MFCRROZHRANI_CRPDPH					/C4PAPP/CO_MFCRROZHRANI_CRPDPH					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					/C4PAPP/CO_MFCR_CRPDPHSEZNAM_N					/C4PAPP/CO_MFCR_CRPDPHSEZNAM_N					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					/C4PAPP/CO_MFCR_CRPDPHSTATUS_N					/C4PAPP/CO_MFCR_CRPDPHSTATUS_N					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					/ISDFPS/CO_DFPS_SECSUNT_ID_RP					/ISDFPS/CO_DFPS_SECSUNT_ID_RP					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object /ISDFPS/CO_DFPS_SECSUNT_ID_RP does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					/ISDFPS/CO_DFPS_SECSUNT_MH_RP					/ISDFPS/CO_DFPS_SECSUNT_MH_RP					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object /ISDFPS/CO_DFPS_SECSUNT_MH_RP does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					/ISHCDP/CO_ZPS_PORT					/ISHCDP/CO_ZPS_PORT					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					/MIBCON/CO_CRYPT_PDF_SIGNER					/MIBCON/CO_CRYPT_PDF_SIGNER					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					/MRSS/CO_C4S_ASSIGNMENTS_PUBLI					/MRSS/CO_C4S_ASSIGNMENTS_PUBLI					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					/UI2/CO___A1SSPC__WS_SUPP_PORT					/UI2/CO___A1SSPC__WS_SUPP_PORT					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					COTIVE_E_INVOICECRTRC					COTIVE_E_INVOICECRTRC					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					COTIVE_E_INVOICEERPCHGRC					COTIVE_E_INVOICEERPCHGRC					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					COTIVE_E_INVOICEERPCNCRQ					COTIVE_E_INVOICEERPCNCRQ					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					COTIVE_E_INVOICEERPCRTRC					COTIVE_E_INVOICEERPCRTRC					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					COTIVE_E_INVOICEERPRELRQ					COTIVE_E_INVOICEERPRELRQ					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_EOPCOMP					CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_EOPCOMP					Outbound										1															Application Platform					Not Used															




					CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_EOPINTE					CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_EOPINTE					Outbound										1															Application Platform					Not Used															




					CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_EOPREMO					CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_EOPREMO					Outbound										1															Application Platform					Not Used															




					CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_EOPRESE					CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_EOPRESE					Outbound										1															Application Platform					Not Used															




					CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_EOPUNBL					CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_EOPUNBL					Outbound										1															Application Platform					Not Used															




					CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_OUT					CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_OUT					Outbound										1															Application Platform					Not Used															




					CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_RELATIO					CO_ABABUSINESS_PARTNER_RELATIO					Outbound										1															Application Platform					Not Used															




					CO_ACID_ACCOUNTING_DOCUMENT_ER					CO_ACID_ACCOUNTING_DOCUMENT_ER					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_AMI_PROFILE					CO_AMI_PROFILE					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_AMI_TRIP_PLAN					CO_AMI_TRIP_PLAN					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_APPL_PAYMENT_ADVICE					CO_APPL_PAYMENT_ADVICE					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_ASYNCHRONOUS_OUTBOUND					CO_ASYNCHRONOUS_OUTBOUND					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_ASYNCHRONOUS_OUTBOUND does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_ASYNC_ONE_WAY					CO_ASYNC_ONE_WAY					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_ASYNC_ONE_WAY_A1					CO_ASYNC_ONE_WAY_A1					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_ASYNC_REQ_RES_CON_A1					CO_ASYNC_REQ_RES_CON_A1					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_ASYNC_REQ_RES_CON_A2					CO_ASYNC_REQ_RES_CON_A2					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_BAMLEAVE_REQUEST_INFO_OUT					CO_BAMLEAVE_REQUEST_INFO_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_BIL_INVOICE_RQ1					CO_BIL_INVOICE_RQ1					Outbound										1															Sales and Distribution					Not Used															




					CO_BKK_COLLECTIVE_PAYMENT_ORDE					CO_BKK_COLLECTIVE_PAYMENT_ORDE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_BLAPS_CH_PAYMENT_ORDER_REQ					CO_BLAPS_CH_PAYMENT_ORDER_REQ					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_BLAPS_CLEARING_HOUSE_PAYMEN					CO_BLAPS_CLEARING_HOUSE_PAYMEN					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_BLAP_PCARD_AUT					CO_BLAP_PCARD_AUT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_BLAP_PCARD_AUT_CANCEL					CO_BLAP_PCARD_AUT_CANCEL					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_BLAP_PCARD_PRE_AUT					CO_BLAP_PCARD_PRE_AUT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_BNK_BANK_ACCOUNT_STATEMENT1					CO_BNK_BANK_ACCOUNT_STATEMENT1					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_BNK_PAYMADVICE_NOTIFICATION					CO_BNK_PAYMADVICE_NOTIFICATION					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_BPC_CUSTOMERERPRPLCTNRQ					CO_BPC_CUSTOMERERPRPLCTNRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_BPC_CUSTOMER_ERP_EOP_BLOCK					CO_BPC_CUSTOMER_ERP_EOP_BLOCK					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_BPC_CUSTOMER_ERP_EOP_ICK					CO_BPC_CUSTOMER_ERP_EOP_ICK					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_BPC_CUST_ERP_EOP_CHECK					CO_BPC_CUST_ERP_EOP_CHECK					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_BPC_CUST_ERP_EOP_UBL_NO					CO_BPC_CUST_ERP_EOP_UBL_NO					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_BPC_CUST_ERP_EOP_UBL_QR_OUT					CO_BPC_CUST_ERP_EOP_UBL_QR_OUT					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_BPS_PROCARRANGMNTCRTRQ					CO_BPS_PROCARRANGMNTCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_BPS_SUPL_ERP_EOP_UBL_NO					CO_BPS_SUPL_ERP_EOP_UBL_NO					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_BPS_SUPL_ERP_EOP_UBL_QR_OUT					CO_BPS_SUPL_ERP_EOP_UBL_QR_OUT					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_BPS_SUPPLIERCRTRQ					CO_BPS_SUPPLIERCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_BPS_SUPPLIERERPRPLCTNBRQ					CO_BPS_SUPPLIERERPRPLCTNBRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_BPS_SUPPLIERERPRPLCTNRQ					CO_BPS_SUPPLIERERPRPLCTNRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_BPS_SUPPLIERNO					CO_BPS_SUPPLIERNO					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_BPS_SUPPLIER_ERP_EOP_BLOCK					CO_BPS_SUPPLIER_ERP_EOP_BLOCK					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_BPS_SUPPLIER_ERP_EOP_CHECK					CO_BPS_SUPPLIER_ERP_EOP_CHECK					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_BPS_SUPPLIER_ERP_EOP_ICK					CO_BPS_SUPPLIER_ERP_EOP_ICK					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_BSNACK_PAYMENT_ORDER					CO_BSNACK_PAYMENT_ORDER					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_BSNFILE_INTERFACE_OUT					CO_BSNFILE_INTERFACE_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_BSSOA_FLIGHTBOOK_BULK_CONF					CO_BSSOA_FLIGHTBOOK_BULK_CONF					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_BSSOA_FLIGHT_BOOKING_CONF					CO_BSSOA_FLIGHT_BOOKING_CONF					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_BSSOA_FLIGHT_BOOKING_CR_OUT					CO_BSSOA_FLIGHT_BOOKING_CR_OUT					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_BSSOA_FLIGHT_BOOK_CANC_CONF					CO_BSSOA_FLIGHT_BOOK_CANC_CONF					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_BSSOA_FLIGHT_BOOK_CANC_OUT					CO_BSSOA_FLIGHT_BOOK_CANC_OUT					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_BSSOA_FLI_BOOK_BULK_CR_OUT					CO_BSSOA_FLI_BOOK_BULK_CR_OUT					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_BSSOA_IAS_TST_INVENTORY_UP1					CO_BSSOA_IAS_TST_INVENTORY_UP1					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_BSSOA_IAS_TST_INVENTORY_UPD					CO_BSSOA_IAS_TST_INVENTORY_UPD					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_BSSOA_PAFNOTIFICATION_OF_FA					CO_BSSOA_PAFNOTIFICATION_OF_FA					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_BYDSRT_TEST_SERVICE_IN_710					CO_BYDSRT_TEST_SERVICE_IN_710					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_CATALOGUE_PUBLICATION_REQUE					CO_CATALOGUE_PUBLICATION_REQUE					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_CATALOGUE_UPDATE_NOTIF_OUT					CO_CATALOGUE_UPDATE_NOTIF_OUT					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_CATSEMPLOYEE_TIME_AGREEMENT					CO_CATSEMPLOYEE_TIME_AGREEMENT					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_CATSPAYROLL_PROCESS_ERPBASI					CO_CATSPAYROLL_PROCESS_ERPBASI					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used															




					CO_CATS_EMPLOYEE_TIME_CALENDAR					CO_CATS_EMPLOYEE_TIME_CALENDAR					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_CAT_PING					CO_CAT_PING					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_CLISPEAK_TEST_MSG_SOURCE					CO_CLISPEAK_TEST_MSG_SOURCE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_CLMS_CRP_GENERIC					CO_CLMS_CRP_GENERIC					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_CLMS_SPC_INCIDENT					CO_CLMS_SPC_INCIDENT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_CLS_SCWN__SVT__SNO_ANST_SEA					CO_CLS_SCWN__SVT__SNO_ANST_SEA					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_CM10_ACLSERVICE_PORT					CO_CM10_ACLSERVICE_PORT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_CM10_NAVIGATION_SERVICE_POR					CO_CM10_NAVIGATION_SERVICE_POR					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_CM10_OBJECT_SERVICE_PORT					CO_CM10_OBJECT_SERVICE_PORT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_CM10_POLICY_SERVICE_PORT					CO_CM10_POLICY_SERVICE_PORT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_CM10_REPOSITORY_SERVICE_POR					CO_CM10_REPOSITORY_SERVICE_POR					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_CM10_VERSIONING_SERVICE_POR					CO_CM10_VERSIONING_SERVICE_POR					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_CMS_CRM_CCST_C_CONFIRMATION					CO_CMS_CRM_CCST_C_CONFIRMATION					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_CRD_CRDAPPOINTMNTIN					CO_CRD_CRDAPPOINTMNTIN					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_CRD_CRDAPPOINTMNTNO					CO_CRD_CRDAPPOINTMNTNO					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_CRD_CREDENTIALCHKQR					CO_CRD_CREDENTIALCHKQR					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_CRD_CREDENTIALMNTCO					CO_CRD_CREDENTIALMNTCO					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_CRD_CREDENTIALMNTIN					CO_CRD_CREDENTIALMNTIN					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_CRD_CREDENTIALMNTNO					CO_CRD_CREDENTIALMNTNO					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_CRD_CREDENTIALMNTRQ					CO_CRD_CREDENTIALMNTRQ					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_DBOS_SAPHOST_CONTROL_INTERF					CO_DBOS_SAPHOST_CONTROL_INTERF					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_DCS_DCP_GENERIC_WEBSERVICE					CO_DCS_DCP_GENERIC_WEBSERVICE					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_DELIVERY_PROCESSING_BACK_OF					CO_DELIVERY_PROCESSING_BACK_OF					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_DELIVERY_PROCESSING_WARE_HO					CO_DELIVERY_PROCESSING_WARE_HO					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_DEMO_PRODUCTION_DELIVERY_W1					CO_DEMO_PRODUCTION_DELIVERY_W1					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_DEMO_PRODUCTION_ORDER_WS_OR					CO_DEMO_PRODUCTION_ORDER_WS_OR					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_EAPSCO_CCRVENDOR_QUERY					CO_EAPSCO_CCRVENDOR_QUERY					Outbound										1															Public Sector Management					Not Used															




					CO_EAPSCO_CCRVENDOR_QUERY_V211					CO_EAPSCO_CCRVENDOR_QUERY_V211					Outbound										1															Public Sector Management					Not Used															




					CO_EBILANZ_SERVICE					CO_EBILANZ_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_ECATTGLOBAL_WEATHER_SOAP					CO_ECATTGLOBAL_WEATHER_SOAP					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_ECATT_CAT_PING					CO_ECATT_CAT_PING					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_ECATT_ECATT_EASTER_GET_DATE					CO_ECATT_ECATT_EASTER_GET_DATE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_ECATT_GLOBAL_WEATHER_SOAP					CO_ECATT_GLOBAL_WEATHER_SOAP					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_ECATT_WEATHER_FORECAST_SOA1					CO_ECATT_WEATHER_FORECAST_SOA1					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDESKIFEDESK_COMM_PIO					CO_EDESKIFEDESK_COMM_PIO					Outbound										1															Product Lifecycle Management					Not Used															




					CO_EDESK_PIO_WS					CO_EDESK_PIO_WS					Outbound										1															Product Lifecycle Management					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CII_INVOICE					CO_EDO_CII_INVOICE					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CL_BOLETA_SERV					CO_EDO_CL_BOLETA_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CL_BOLETA_V11					CO_EDO_CL_BOLETA_V11					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CL_CHILE_DAILY_BOLETA_S					CO_EDO_CL_CHILE_DAILY_BOLETA_S					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CL_DELIVERYNOTE_SERV					CO_EDO_CL_DELIVERYNOTE_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CL_DTE_GETSTATUS_SERV					CO_EDO_CL_DTE_GETSTATUS_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CL_DTE_TRANSMIS_SERV					CO_EDO_CL_DTE_TRANSMIS_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CL_IDTE_ACKTOSII_SERV					CO_EDO_CL_IDTE_ACKTOSII_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CL_IDTE_ENVIORECIB_SERV					CO_EDO_CL_IDTE_ENVIORECIB_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CL_IDTE_GETSTATUS_SERV					CO_EDO_CL_IDTE_GETSTATUS_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CL_IDTE_SERV					CO_EDO_CL_IDTE_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CL_LEDGER_SERV					CO_EDO_CL_LEDGER_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CL_MONTHLY_BOLETA_SERV					CO_EDO_CL_MONTHLY_BOLETA_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CL_RTF_SERV					CO_EDO_CL_RTF_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CL_SIGN_ENVIODTE					CO_EDO_CL_SIGN_ENVIODTE					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CO21_ATTACHMENT_V2_0					CO_EDO_CO21_ATTACHMENT_V2_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CO21_CREDIT_NOTE_V2_0					CO_EDO_CO21_CREDIT_NOTE_V2_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CO21_DEBIT_NOTE_V2_0					CO_EDO_CO21_DEBIT_NOTE_V2_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CO21_GET_STATUS_V2_0					CO_EDO_CO21_GET_STATUS_V2_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CO21_INVOICE_V2_0					CO_EDO_CO21_INVOICE_V2_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CO21_QUERY_RANGES_V2_0					CO_EDO_CO21_QUERY_RANGES_V2_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CO_CREDIT_NOTE_V1_0					CO_EDO_CO_CREDIT_NOTE_V1_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CO_CREDIT_NOTE_V1_1					CO_EDO_CO_CREDIT_NOTE_V1_1					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CO_DEBIT_NOTE_V1_0					CO_EDO_CO_DEBIT_NOTE_V1_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CO_DEBIT_NOTE_V1_1					CO_EDO_CO_DEBIT_NOTE_V1_1					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CO_GET_STATUS_V1_0					CO_EDO_CO_GET_STATUS_V1_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CO_INVOICE_V1_0					CO_EDO_CO_INVOICE_V1_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CO_INVOICE_V1_1					CO_EDO_CO_INVOICE_V1_1					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_CO_QUERY_RANGES_V1_0					CO_EDO_CO_QUERY_RANGES_V1_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_ESCAN_EX_INCOMING_INV					CO_EDO_ESCAN_EX_INCOMING_INV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_ESCAN_EX_INC_CASH_PAY					CO_EDO_ESCAN_EX_INC_CASH_PAY					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_ESCAN_EX_OUTGOING_INV					CO_EDO_ESCAN_EX_OUTGOING_INV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_ESCAN_EX_OUT_PAY_VOC					CO_EDO_ESCAN_EX_OUT_PAY_VOC					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_ESSII_EX_INCOMING_INV					CO_EDO_ESSII_EX_INCOMING_INV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_ESSII_EX_INC_PAYMEN_VOC					CO_EDO_ESSII_EX_INC_PAYMEN_VOC					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_ESSII_EX_IN_CASH_PAYMEN					CO_EDO_ESSII_EX_IN_CASH_PAYMEN					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_ESSII_EX_VAT_MOVEMENTS					CO_EDO_ESSII_EX_VAT_MOVEMENTS					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_ES_CANCEL_INVOICE_SERV					CO_EDO_ES_CANCEL_INVOICE_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_ES_CANCEL_INVOICE_V1_1					CO_EDO_ES_CANCEL_INVOICE_V1_1					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_ES_CAN_INCOMING_INVOICE					CO_EDO_ES_CAN_INCOMING_INVOICE					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_ES_CAN_INC_CASH_PAYMENT					CO_EDO_ES_CAN_INC_CASH_PAYMENT					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_ES_CAN_OUTGOING_INVOICE					CO_EDO_ES_CAN_OUTGOING_INVOICE					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_ES_CAN_OUT_PAY_VOC_VEN					CO_EDO_ES_CAN_OUT_PAY_VOC_VEN					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_ES_GET_STATUS_SERV					CO_EDO_ES_GET_STATUS_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_ES_GET_STATUS_V1_1					CO_EDO_ES_GET_STATUS_V1_1					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_ES_INVOICE_TRANSMI_SERV					CO_EDO_ES_INVOICE_TRANSMI_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_ES_SEND_INVOICE_V1_1					CO_EDO_ES_SEND_INVOICE_V1_1					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_ES_SEND_INVOICE_V1_2					CO_EDO_ES_SEND_INVOICE_V1_2					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_GR_CANCEL_INVOICE					CO_EDO_GR_CANCEL_INVOICE					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_GR_EXPENSE_CLASSIFICATI					CO_EDO_GR_EXPENSE_CLASSIFICATI					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_GR_INCOME_CLASSIFICATIO					CO_EDO_GR_INCOME_CLASSIFICATIO					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_GR_REQUEST_DOCS					CO_EDO_GR_REQUEST_DOCS					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_GR_SEND_INVOICE					CO_EDO_GR_SEND_INVOICE					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_HU20_TRADCARD_MANAG_V2					CO_EDO_HU20_TRADCARD_MANAG_V2					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_HU_I11_GET_STATUS_V1_1					CO_EDO_HU_I11_GET_STATUS_V1_1					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_HU_I11_MANAGE_V1_1					CO_EDO_HU_I11_MANAGE_V1_1					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_HU_I20_GET_STATUS_V2_0					CO_EDO_HU_I20_GET_STATUS_V2_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_HU_I20_MANAGE_V2_0					CO_EDO_HU_I20_MANAGE_V2_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_HU_I30_GET_STATUS_V3_0					CO_EDO_HU_I30_GET_STATUS_V3_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_HU_I30_MANAGE_V3_0					CO_EDO_HU_I30_MANAGE_V3_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_HU_INV_GET_STATUS_V1_0					CO_EDO_HU_INV_GET_STATUS_V1_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_HU_INV_MANAGE_V1_0					CO_EDO_HU_INV_MANAGE_V1_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_HU_TRADECARD_MANAG_V1_0					CO_EDO_HU_TRADECARD_MANAG_V1_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_HU_TRADECARD_QUERY_V1_0					CO_EDO_HU_TRADECARD_QUERY_V1_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_IN_EINV_TRANS					CO_EDO_IN_EINV_TRANS					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_IN_EWB_TRANS					CO_EDO_IN_EWB_TRANS					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_IT_FAT_TRANSMIS_SERVICE					CO_EDO_IT_FAT_TRANSMIS_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_IT_INV_TRANSM_SERV_V1_1					CO_EDO_IT_INV_TRANSM_SERV_V1_1					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_IT_INV_TRANSM_SERV_V1_2					CO_EDO_IT_INV_TRANSM_SERV_V1_2					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_IT_LBHUB_IMPORT_SERVICE					CO_EDO_IT_LBHUB_IMPORT_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_IT_RECEIVE_INVOICE_V1_0					CO_EDO_IT_RECEIVE_INVOICE_V1_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_IT_RECEIVE_NOTIF_V1_0					CO_EDO_IT_RECEIVE_NOTIF_V1_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_IT_SEND_INVOICE_V1_0					CO_EDO_IT_SEND_INVOICE_V1_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_IT_SEND_NOTIF_V1_0					CO_EDO_IT_SEND_NOTIF_V1_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_IT_X121_INV_TRSERV_V1_3					CO_EDO_IT_X121_INV_TRSERV_V1_3					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_IT_X121_SEND_INV_V1_1					CO_EDO_IT_X121_SEND_INV_V1_1					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_IT_XML_TO_HTML_V1_0					CO_EDO_IT_XML_TO_HTML_V1_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_MX_CFDIE_DOCUMENTS					CO_EDO_MX_CFDIE_DOCUMENTS					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_MX_CFDIE_PAYMENTS					CO_EDO_MX_CFDIE_PAYMENTS					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_MX_CFDI_EDOCUMENTS					CO_EDO_MX_CFDI_EDOCUMENTS					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_PE_CR_NOTE_TRANSMI_SERV					CO_EDO_PE_CR_NOTE_TRANSMI_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_PE_DEB_NOTE_TRANSM_SERV					CO_EDO_PE_DEB_NOTE_TRANSM_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_PE_DLY_SUMM_TRANSM_SERV					CO_EDO_PE_DLY_SUMM_TRANSM_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_PE_DOCUMENT_TRANSM_SERV					CO_EDO_PE_DOCUMENT_TRANSM_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_PE_E_DOC_PERU_DOCUMENT					CO_EDO_PE_E_DOC_PERU_DOCUMENT					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_PE_GET_STATUS_INV_SERV					CO_EDO_PE_GET_STATUS_INV_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_PE_GET_STATUS_SERV					CO_EDO_PE_GET_STATUS_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_PE_INVOICE_TRANSM_SERV					CO_EDO_PE_INVOICE_TRANSM_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_PE_TAX_CERT_TRANS_SERV					CO_EDO_PE_TAX_CERT_TRANS_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_PE_VOID_DOC_TRANSM_SERV					CO_EDO_PE_VOID_DOC_TRANSM_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_PL_SEND_CRED_NOTE_V1_0					CO_EDO_PL_SEND_CRED_NOTE_V1_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_PT_RECEIVE_MESSAGE_V1_0					CO_EDO_PT_RECEIVE_MESSAGE_V1_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_PT_SEND_CREDITNOTE_V1_0					CO_EDO_PT_SEND_CREDITNOTE_V1_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_PT_SEND_INVOICE_V1_0					CO_EDO_PT_SEND_INVOICE_V1_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TH_E_DOC_THSEND_DCN					CO_EDO_TH_E_DOC_THSEND_DCN					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TH_E_DOC_THSEND_RECEIPT					CO_EDO_TH_E_DOC_THSEND_RECEIPT					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TH_E_DOC_THSEND_TAX_INV					CO_EDO_TH_E_DOC_THSEND_TAX_INV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TR_APP_RESP_UBL_2_1					CO_EDO_TR_APP_RESP_UBL_2_1					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TR_CLIENT_EDESPATCH_SER					CO_EDO_TR_CLIENT_EDESPATCH_SER					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TR_CLIENT_EINVOICE_SER1					CO_EDO_TR_CLIENT_EINVOICE_SER1					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TR_CLIENT_EINVOICE_SERV					CO_EDO_TR_CLIENT_EINVOICE_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TR_CONS_INV_TRANSM_SERV					CO_EDO_TR_CONS_INV_TRANSM_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TR_E_DESPATCH_TURKEY					CO_EDO_TR_E_DESPATCH_TURKEY					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TR_E_RECEIPT_ADVICE					CO_EDO_TR_E_RECEIPT_ADVICE					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TR_INV_UBL_TRANS_SERV					CO_EDO_TR_INV_UBL_TRANS_SERV					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TW_A0101					CO_EDO_TW_A0101					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TW_A0201					CO_EDO_TW_A0201					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TW_A0302					CO_EDO_TW_A0302					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TW_A0401					CO_EDO_TW_A0401					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TW_A0501					CO_EDO_TW_A0501					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TW_B0101					CO_EDO_TW_B0101					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TW_B0102					CO_EDO_TW_B0102					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TW_B0202					CO_EDO_TW_B0202					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TW_B0401					CO_EDO_TW_B0401					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TW_B0501					CO_EDO_TW_B0501					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TW_C0401					CO_EDO_TW_C0401					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TW_C0501					CO_EDO_TW_C0501					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TW_C0701					CO_EDO_TW_C0701					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TW_D0401					CO_EDO_TW_D0401					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TW_D0501					CO_EDO_TW_D0501					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TW_E0401					CO_EDO_TW_E0401					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_TW_E0402					CO_EDO_TW_E0402					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_UBL_RECEIVE_DOCS_V1_0					CO_EDO_UBL_RECEIVE_DOCS_V1_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_UBL_RECEIVE_RESP_V1_0					CO_EDO_UBL_RECEIVE_RESP_V1_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_UBL_SEND_CRED_NOTE_V1_0					CO_EDO_UBL_SEND_CRED_NOTE_V1_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDO_UBL_SEND_INVOICE_V1_0					CO_EDO_UBL_SEND_INVOICE_V1_0					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_EDX_BBX					CO_EDX_BBX					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_EDX_SI_DOCUMENT_SET_OUT					CO_EDX_SI_DOCUMENT_SET_OUT					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_EDX_SI_DOCUMENT_SET_REPLY_O					CO_EDX_SI_DOCUMENT_SET_REPLY_O					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_EDX_WS_DWSPORT					CO_EDX_WS_DWSPORT					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_EHSHSM_HZDSMATL001QU					CO_EHSHSM_HZDSMATL001QU					Outbound										1															Environment, Health and Safety					Not Used															




					CO_EHSHSM_HZDSMATL001RP					CO_EHSHSM_HZDSMATL001RP					Outbound										1															Environment, Health and Safety					Not Used															




					CO_EHSSX_IUCLIDCHSUBREPRQ					CO_EHSSX_IUCLIDCHSUBREPRQ					Outbound										1															Environment, Health and Safety					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - IUCLID5 Interface					




					CO_EHSWX_DISPSLNOTEERP001QR					CO_EHSWX_DISPSLNOTEERP001QR					Outbound										1															Environment, Health and Safety					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Waste Management					




					CO_EHSWX_DISPSLNOTEERPMNTRC					CO_EHSWX_DISPSLNOTEERPMNTRC					Outbound										1															Environment, Health and Safety					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Waste Management					




					CO_EHSWX_WSTEMGMTPARTERPMNTRC					CO_EHSWX_WSTEMGMTPARTERPMNTRC					Outbound										1															Environment, Health and Safety					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Waste Management					




					CO_EM_FACILITY_GET_DET					CO_EM_FACILITY_GET_DET					Outbound										1															Plant Maintenance					Not Used															




					CO_EM_FACILITY_GET_F4					CO_EM_FACILITY_GET_F4					Outbound										1															Plant Maintenance					Not Used															




					CO_EM_FACILITY_GET_LIST					CO_EM_FACILITY_GET_LIST					Outbound										1															Plant Maintenance					Not Used															




					CO_EM_FACILITY_SET_DET					CO_EM_FACILITY_SET_DET					Outbound										1															Plant Maintenance					Not Used															




					CO_EPM_CONFIRM_ORDER					CO_EPM_CONFIRM_ORDER					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_EPM_CONFIRM_ORDER_ABS					CO_EPM_CONFIRM_ORDER_ABS					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_EPM_MANAGE_ORDER					CO_EPM_MANAGE_ORDER					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_EPM_PO_CONFIRMATION_OUT					CO_EPM_PO_CONFIRMATION_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_EPM_PO_MASS_BUNDLING					CO_EPM_PO_MASS_BUNDLING					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_EPM_PO_REQUEST_OUT					CO_EPM_PO_REQUEST_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_EPM_PO_REQUEST_STATUS_OUT					CO_EPM_PO_REQUEST_STATUS_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_EPM_PO_REQ_STATUS_OUT					CO_EPM_PO_REQ_STATUS_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_EPM_PO_REQ_STATUS_SYNC_OUT					CO_EPM_PO_REQ_STATUS_SYNC_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_EPM_PO_SO_SYNCHRON_OUT					CO_EPM_PO_SO_SYNCHRON_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_ERC_SE_PERSHIRG_CRTCO					CO_ERC_SE_PERSHIRG_CRTCO					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_ERC_SE_PERSHIRG_CRTCO does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_ERC_SE_PERSHIRG_CRTRQ					CO_ERC_SE_PERSHIRG_CRTRQ					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_ERC_SE_PERSHIRG_CRTRQ does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_ESH_WS_SEARCH_DATA_OUT					CO_ESH_WS_SEARCH_DATA_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_ESH_WS_SEARCH_TEMPLATE_OUT					CO_ESH_WS_SEARCH_TEMPLATE_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_ESREGISTRY_WSSI					CO_ESREGISTRY_WSSI					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_ESSII_001_INCOMING_INVOICE					CO_ESSII_001_INCOMING_INVOICE					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_ESSII_001_INC_CASH_PAYMENT					CO_ESSII_001_INC_CASH_PAYMENT					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_ESSII_001_OUTGOING_INVOICE					CO_ESSII_001_OUTGOING_INVOICE					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_ESSII_001_OUT_PAY_VOC_VEN					CO_ESSII_001_OUT_PAY_VOC_VEN					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_F2ZFG_WS_TESTS_WS					CO_F2ZFG_WS_TESTS_WS					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_FBS_CHTACCTSRPLCTNCO					CO_FBS_CHTACCTSRPLCTNCO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FBS_CHTACCTSRPLCTNRQ					CO_FBS_CHTACCTSRPLCTNRQ					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FBS_COMPANYRPLCTNBCO					CO_FBS_COMPANYRPLCTNBCO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FBS_FINRPTGSTRUCCO					CO_FBS_FINRPTGSTRUCCO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FBS_FINRPTGSTRUCRPLCTNRQ					CO_FBS_FINRPTGSTRUCRPLCTNRQ					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FBS_GLACCTMSTRRPLCTNRCO					CO_FBS_GLACCTMSTRRPLCTNRCO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FBS_GLACCTMSTRRPLCTNRQ					CO_FBS_GLACCTMSTRRPLCTNRQ					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FIKZ_DI_INVOICE_PROCESSING					CO_FIKZ_DI_INVOICE_PROCESSING					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FIKZ_DI_INVOICE_SESSION_OUT					CO_FIKZ_DI_INVOICE_SESSION_OUT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FIKZ_DI_INVOICE_SIGN_OUT					CO_FIKZ_DI_INVOICE_SIGN_OUT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FIKZ_DI_INVOICE_SIGN_OUT_V1					CO_FIKZ_DI_INVOICE_SIGN_OUT_V1					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FIKZ_DI_INVOICE_UPLOAD_OUT					CO_FIKZ_DI_INVOICE_UPLOAD_OUT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FIKZ_DI_INV_PROCESSING_V1					CO_FIKZ_DI_INV_PROCESSING_V1					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FIKZ_DI_INV_SESSION_OUT_V1					CO_FIKZ_DI_INV_SESSION_OUT_V1					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FIKZ_DI_INV_UPLOAD_OUT_V1					CO_FIKZ_DI_INV_UPLOAD_OUT_V1					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FITV_CAR_AVAILABILITY_QUERY					CO_FITV_CAR_AVAILABILITY_QUERY					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FITV_CAR_BOOKING_CAN_REQ_CO					CO_FITV_CAR_BOOKING_CAN_REQ_CO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FITV_CAR_BOOKING_REQUEST_CO					CO_FITV_CAR_BOOKING_REQUEST_CO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FITV_CAR_LOCATION_QUERY_RES					CO_FITV_CAR_LOCATION_QUERY_RES					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FITV_HOTEL_GET_RATES_QUERY					CO_FITV_HOTEL_GET_RATES_QUERY					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FITV_HOTEL_GET_TEMP_BOOK_ID					CO_FITV_HOTEL_GET_TEMP_BOOK_ID					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FITV_RAIL_ORDER_DETAILS					CO_FITV_RAIL_ORDER_DETAILS					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FITV_RAIL_ORDER_LIST_QUERY1					CO_FITV_RAIL_ORDER_LIST_QUERY1					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKKBI_BSACCTCHGCO					CO_FKKBI_BSACCTCHGCO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - BRIM - Billing of Event Detail Records (EDR)					




					CO_FKKBI_BSACCTCNCCO					CO_FKKBI_BSACCTCNCCO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - BRIM - Billing of Event Detail Records (EDR)					




					CO_FKKBI_BSACCTCNCRQ					CO_FKKBI_BSACCTCNCRQ					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - BRIM - Billing of Event Detail Records (EDR)					




					CO_FKKBI_BSACCTCRTCO					CO_FKKBI_BSACCTCRTCO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - BRIM - Billing of Event Detail Records (EDR)					




					CO_FKKBI_PAYTBSRCRDCRTCO					CO_FKKBI_PAYTBSRCRDCRTCO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - BRIM - Billing of Event Detail Records (EDR)					




					CO_FKKCC_CIT_CHARGE_SERVICE					CO_FKKCC_CIT_CHARGE_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKKCC_CUST_DATA_EXP_IMP_SRV					CO_FKKCC_CUST_DATA_EXP_IMP_SRV					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKKCC_EXECUTION					CO_FKKCC_EXECUTION					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKKCC_OPERATIONAL_STAT_SRV					CO_FKKCC_OPERATIONAL_STAT_SRV					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKKCC_PREPAID_ACCOUNT_STATE					CO_FKKCC_PREPAID_ACCOUNT_STATE					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKKCC_RATING_SERVICES					CO_FKKCC_RATING_SERVICES					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKKCC_RECHARGING_SERVICES					CO_FKKCC_RECHARGING_SERVICES					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKKCC_REFILLING					CO_FKKCC_REFILLING					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKKCC_SUBSCRIBER_ACCOUNT					CO_FKKCC_SUBSCRIBER_ACCOUNT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKKOI_OUTBOUND_INTERFACE					CO_FKKOI_OUTBOUND_INTERFACE					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_BILL_IMAGE_REQUEST_OUT					CO_FKK_BILL_IMAGE_REQUEST_OUT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CARPDUNNBYBPIDQR					CO_FKK_CARPDUNNBYBPIDQR					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CARPDUNNBYIDQR					CO_FKK_CARPDUNNBYIDQR					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CARPRIBTDRBBTDRQR					CO_FKK_CARPRIBTDRBBTDRQR					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CARPRSUBSCRITEMBULKNO					CO_FKK_CARPRSUBSCRITEMBULKNO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CARPRSUBSCRRQ					CO_FKK_CARPRSUBSCRRQ					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CASHPNT_BALBYIDQR					CO_FKK_CASHPNT_BALBYIDQR					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CASHPNT_BALBYOFFQR					CO_FKK_CASHPNT_BALBYOFFQR					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CASHPNT_CLOSING_CNCNO					CO_FKK_CASHPNT_CLOSING_CNCNO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CASHPNT_CLOSING_CRTNO					CO_FKK_CASHPNT_CLOSING_CRTNO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CASHPNT_DEPOSIT_CNCNO					CO_FKK_CASHPNT_DEPOSIT_CNCNO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CASHPNT_DEPOSIT_CRTNO					CO_FKK_CASHPNT_DEPOSIT_CRTNO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CASHPNT_DIFFRNC_CNCNO					CO_FKK_CASHPNT_DIFFRNC_CNCNO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CASHPNT_DIFFRNC_CRTNO					CO_FKK_CASHPNT_DIFFRNC_CRTNO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CASHPNT_WTHDRWL_CNCNO					CO_FKK_CASHPNT_WTHDRWL_CNCNO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CASHPNT_WTHDRWL_CRTNO					CO_FKK_CASHPNT_WTHDRWL_CRTNO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CASHPOINT_OPENITEM_PUSH					CO_FKK_CASHPOINT_OPENITEM_PUSH					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CASHPOINT_OPENITEM_Q					CO_FKK_CASHPOINT_OPENITEM_Q					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CASHPOINT_PAYMENT_TEST					CO_FKK_CASHPOINT_PAYMENT_TEST					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CASHPOINT_REVERSE					CO_FKK_CASHPOINT_REVERSE					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CASIGRPBYELEMQR					CO_FKK_CASIGRPBYELEMQR					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CM_CRITICAL_PARTIES					CO_FKK_CM_CRITICAL_PARTIES					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CM_QUERY					CO_FKK_CM_QUERY					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_COMMSNDOUTSTGCOLUPDCO					CO_FKK_COMMSNDOUTSTGCOLUPDCO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_COMMSNDOUTSTGCOLUPDRQ					CO_FKK_COMMSNDOUTSTGCOLUPDRQ					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CREDIT_COMMITMENT_SEND					CO_FKK_CREDIT_COMMITMENT_SEND					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CREDIT_VECTOR					CO_FKK_CREDIT_VECTOR					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CREDIT_VECTOR_NEW					CO_FKK_CREDIT_VECTOR_NEW					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CUST_PYMNT_REC_BULK_NO					CO_FKK_CUST_PYMNT_REC_BULK_NO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CWLI_CANCEL_NOTIF_OUT					CO_FKK_CWLI_CANCEL_NOTIF_OUT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CWLI_STATQUERYRESP_OUT					CO_FKK_CWLI_STATQUERYRESP_OUT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_CWL_NOTIFICATION_OUT					CO_FKK_CWL_NOTIFICATION_OUT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_DEBTRECSCORECRTQU					CO_FKK_DEBTRECSCORECRTQU					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_EXTBILLCRTNO					CO_FKK_EXTBILLCRTNO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_P2PCRT_RC					CO_FKK_P2PCRT_RC					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_P2P_ALLWD_PRFL_QR					CO_FKK_P2P_ALLWD_PRFL_QR					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_P2P_CRTQR					CO_FKK_P2P_CRTQR					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_P2P_PROPOSAL_CRTQR					CO_FKK_P2P_PROPOSAL_CRTQR					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_P2P_PROPOSAL_CRTRC					CO_FKK_P2P_PROPOSAL_CRTRC					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_PAYRETBULKOCCNO					CO_FKK_PAYRETBULKOCCNO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FKK_RATING_REPLICATE					CO_FKK_RATING_REPLICATE					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FMCA_UMEUSER_MAINTAIN_REMOT					CO_FMCA_UMEUSER_MAINTAIN_REMOT					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_FMFGCCRVENDOR_DATA_QUERY_OU					CO_FMFGCCRVENDOR_DATA_QUERY_OU					Outbound										1															Public Sector Management					Not Used															




					CO_FMSE_BUDGETSTRUCTURERPLCTCO					CO_FMSE_BUDGETSTRUCTURERPLCTCO					Outbound										1															Public Sector Management					Not Used															




					CO_FMSE_BUDGETSTRUCTURERPLCTRQ					CO_FMSE_BUDGETSTRUCTURERPLCTRQ					Outbound										1															Public Sector Management					Not Used															




					CO_FOT_XI_VAT_DECLARATION					CO_FOT_XI_VAT_DECLARATION					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FP_PRINT_REQUEST					CO_FP_PRINT_REQUEST					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_FP_QUEUE_ADMIN					CO_FP_QUEUE_ADMIN					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_FQM_WS_DISTRIBUTE					CO_FQM_WS_DISTRIBUTE					Outbound										1															Treasury					Not Used															




					CO_FRE_DIF_BULK_OUT					CO_FRE_DIF_BULK_OUT					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_FRE_PROACT_BULK_OUT					CO_FRE_PROACT_BULK_OUT					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_FRE_REPLOP_B_CONF_OUT					CO_FRE_REPLOP_B_CONF_OUT					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BPDATACLCASE					CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BPDATACLCASE					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BPRELSHP_CO					CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BPRELSHP_CO					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BPREL_IN					CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BPREL_IN					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BP_CO					CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BP_CO					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BP_IN					CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BP_IN					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BP_PRPS_IN					CO_FSBP_E_BPDM_BP_PRPS_IN					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSCD_CARPRIBTDRICDRQR					CO_FSCD_CARPRIBTDRICDRQR					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSCD_DEP_SHORT_OCC_BULK_NO					CO_FSCD_DEP_SHORT_OCC_BULK_NO					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSCD_DUNNING_PROGRESSION					CO_FSCD_DUNNING_PROGRESSION					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSCD_ICDABULKCHGRQ					CO_FSCD_ICDABULKCHGRQ					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSCD_ICDABULKCNCRQ					CO_FSCD_ICDABULKCNCRQ					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSCD_ICDABULKCRTRQ					CO_FSCD_ICDABULKCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSCD_ICDACHGCHKQR					CO_FSCD_ICDACHGCHKQR					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSCD_ICDACNCCHKQR					CO_FSCD_ICDACNCCHKQR					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSCD_ICDACRTCHKQR					CO_FSCD_ICDACRTCHKQR					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSCD_ICDAIDQR					CO_FSCD_ICDAIDQR					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSCD_ICDASELQR					CO_FSCD_ICDASELQR					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSCD_ICDRBBTDRQR					CO_FSCD_ICDRBBTDRQR					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSCD_ICDRBULKCRTRQ					CO_FSCD_ICDRBULKCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSCD_ICDRCNCCHKQR					CO_FSCD_ICDRCNCCHKQR					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSCD_ICDRCNCRQ					CO_FSCD_ICDRCNCRQ					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSCD_ICDRCRTCHKQR					CO_FSCD_ICDRCRTCHKQR					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSCD_ICDRIDQR					CO_FSCD_ICDRIDQR					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSCD_INSDUPRBYBASDTQR					CO_FSCD_INSDUPRBYBASDTQR					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FSL_AB_INV_INFO_OUT					CO_FSL_AB_INV_INFO_OUT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FSL_AB_INV_TO_CHECK_OUT					CO_FSL_AB_INV_TO_CHECK_OUT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_FSPSJ_PROCESS_INTEGRATION_A					CO_FSPSJ_PROCESS_INTEGRATION_A					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LCACR					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LCACR					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LCPR					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LCPR					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LC_V1					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LC_V1					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LDR_OUT_CC_BK					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LDR_OUT_CC_BK					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LDR_OUT_CLC_BK					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LDR_OUT_CLC_BK					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LDR_OUT_CL_BK_V1					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LDR_OUT_CL_BK_V1					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LDR_OUT_UPD_BK					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LDR_OUT_UPD_BK					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_ACT_BK					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_ACT_BK					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_CL_BK					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_CL_BK					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_CL_BK_V1					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_CL_BK_V1					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_CMPL_BK					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_CMPL_BK					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_CR_BK					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_CR_BK					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_UPD_BK					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LPPWR_UPD_BK					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LWR					CO_FVD_BACP_O_LWR					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_FVD_LOAN_CONTRACT_CREATE_CO					CO_FVD_LOAN_CONTRACT_CREATE_CO					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_GENIOS_SAPO10N_MILP					CO_GENIOS_SAPO10N_MILP					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_GT_ERP_TRAVEL_ITINERARY_UNL					CO_GT_ERP_TRAVEL_ITINERARY_UNL					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_GT_PROFILE_UPLOAD_PORT_TYPE					CO_GT_PROFILE_UPLOAD_PORT_TYPE					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_GT_TRAVEL_ITINERARY_CANCEL					CO_GT_TRAVEL_ITINERARY_CANCEL					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_GT_TRAVEL_ITINERARY_READ					CO_GT_TRAVEL_ITINERARY_READ					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_GT_TRAVEL_ITIN_LOCATOR_READ					CO_GT_TRAVEL_ITIN_LOCATOR_READ					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_GT_TRAVEL_ITIN_PURCHASE					CO_GT_TRAVEL_ITIN_PURCHASE					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_HRAU_ATO_PAYEVNT2HTTP					CO_HRAU_ATO_PAYEVNT2HTTP					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRAU_ATO_PAYEVNTEMP2HTTP					CO_HRAU_ATO_PAYEVNTEMP2HTTP					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRAU_ATO_PAYEVNTEMPHTTP					CO_HRAU_ATO_PAYEVNTEMPHTTP					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRAU_ATO_PAYEVNTHTTP					CO_HRAU_ATO_PAYEVNTHTTP					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRAU_ATO_STP_PULL					CO_HRAU_ATO_STP_PULL					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRAU_ATO_STP_PUSH					CO_HRAU_ATO_STP_PUSH					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRCUSCL_BSIEE_FORMS_SERVICE					CO_HRCUSCL_BSIEE_FORMS_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRCUSCL_BSITFSERVICE					CO_HRCUSCL_BSITFSERVICE					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRCUSCL_IMPORT_EXPORT_SERVI					CO_HRCUSCL_IMPORT_EXPORT_SERVI					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRCUSCL_T10_BSITFSERVICE					CO_HRCUSCL_T10_BSITFSERVICE					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRCUSCL_T11_BSITF11SERVICE					CO_HRCUSCL_T11_BSITF11SERVICE					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRDESVGKV_EXTRA_PORT_TYPE_A					CO_HRDESVGKV_EXTRA_PORT_TYPE_A					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRDESVGKV_EXTRA_PORT_TYPE_M					CO_HRDESVGKV_EXTRA_PORT_TYPE_M					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRDESVGKV_EXTRA_PORT_TYPE_Q					CO_HRDESVGKV_EXTRA_PORT_TYPE_Q					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRDESVGKV_EXTRA_PORT_TYPE_R					CO_HRDESVGKV_EXTRA_PORT_TYPE_R					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRDE_SVRVBEA_EXTRA14					CO_HRDE_SVRVBEA_EXTRA14					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRKZ_EI_ISYNC_CHANNEL					CO_HRKZ_EI_ISYNC_CHANNEL					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used															




					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA1801BHTTP_V18					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA1801BHTTP_V18					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA1801BRHTTP_V1					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA1801BRHTTP_V1					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_1601HTTP_F16					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_1601HTTP_F16					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_1701HTTP_V17					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_1701HTTP_V17					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_1702HTTP_V17					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_1702HTTP_V17					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_1702RHTTP_V1					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_1702RHTTP_V1					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2001HTTP_V20					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2001HTTP_V20					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2001RHTTP_V2					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2001RHTTP_V2					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2101HTTP_V21					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2101HTTP_V21					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2101RHTTP_V1					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2101RHTTP_V1					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2201HTTP_V22					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2201HTTP_V22					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2201RHTTP_V2					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2201RHTTP_V2					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2301HTTP_V23					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2301HTTP_V23					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2301RHTTP_V2					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_2301RHTTP_V2					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_MSGUPAWEB_SE					CO_HRNL_PR_WS_UPA_MSGUPAWEB_SE					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNL_SBRAANLEVER_SERVICE_V1					CO_HRNL_SBRAANLEVER_SERVICE_V1					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNL_SBRSTATUSINFORMATIE_SE					CO_HRNL_SBRSTATUSINFORMATIE_SE					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNO_AL2ICORRESPONDENCE_EXT					CO_HRNO_AL2ICORRESPONDENCE_EXT					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNO_AL2IINTERMEDIARY_INBOU					CO_HRNO_AL2IINTERMEDIARY_INBOU					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNO_AL2IRECEIPT_EXTERNAL_B					CO_HRNO_AL2IRECEIPT_EXTERNAL_B					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNO_AL2IREPORTEE_ELEMENT_L					CO_HRNO_AL2IREPORTEE_ELEMENT_L					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNO_AL2ISYSTEM_AUTHENTICAT					CO_HRNO_AL2ISYSTEM_AUTHENTICAT					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNZ2_EMPLOYMENT					CO_HRNZ2_EMPLOYMENT					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNZ2_RETURN					CO_HRNZ2_RETURN					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNZ_EMPLOYMENT					CO_HRNZ_EMPLOYMENT					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNZ_IRDED					CO_HRNZ_IRDED					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNZ_IRDEI					CO_HRNZ_IRDEI					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNZ_RETURN					CO_HRNZ_RETURN					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRNZ_TOKEN_CHECK					CO_HRNZ_TOKEN_CHECK					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPADUN_GET_REPORTS_OUT					CO_HRPADUN_GET_REPORTS_OUT					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPADUN_GET_REPORTS_OUT1					CO_HRPADUN_GET_REPORTS_OUT1					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPADUN_GET_REPORTS_OUT2					CO_HRPADUN_GET_REPORTS_OUT2					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPADUN_TRANSMIT_FINANCIAL1					CO_HRPADUN_TRANSMIT_FINANCIAL1					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPADUN_TRANSMIT_SEPARATION					CO_HRPADUN_TRANSMIT_SEPARATION					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPADUN_TRANSMIT_STAFF_MEMB					CO_HRPADUN_TRANSMIT_STAFF_MEMB					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYBREFD_SERVICO_CONSULTA					CO_HRPAYBREFD_SERVICO_CONSULTA					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYBREFD_SERVICO_ENVIAR_L					CO_HRPAYBREFD_SERVICO_ENVIAR_L					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYBR_LOG_BUSINESS_PLACE					CO_HRPAYBR_LOG_BUSINESS_PLACE					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYCO_HXMCOLOMBIA_SEND_PA					CO_HRPAYCO_HXMCOLOMBIA_SEND_PA					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYCZ_APEP_IBUSINESS_TRAN					CO_HRPAYCZ_APEP_IBUSINESS_TRAN					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYES_BF_READ_WITHHOLDING					CO_HRPAYES_BF_READ_WITHHOLDING					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFIIR_CERTIFICATE_SERVI					CO_HRPAYFIIR_CERTIFICATE_SERVI					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFIIR_INVALIDATION_PORT					CO_HRPAYFIIR_INVALIDATION_PORT					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFIIR_STATUS_PORT					CO_HRPAYFIIR_STATUS_PORT					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFIIR_WAGE_REPORT_PORT					CO_HRPAYFIIR_WAGE_REPORT_PORT					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFR_WSP3112_CRMHTTP_OPS					CO_HRPAYFR_WSP3112_CRMHTTP_OPS					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFR_WSP3113_CRMHTTP_OPS					CO_HRPAYFR_WSP3113_CRMHTTP_OPS					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFR_WSP3114_CRMHTTP_OPS					CO_HRPAYFR_WSP3114_CRMHTTP_OPS					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV01_05_GIPHTTP_MD					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV01_05_GIPHTTP_MD					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV01_06_GIPHTTP_MD					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV01_06_GIPHTTP_MD					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV01_07_GIPHTTP_MD					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV01_07_GIPHTTP_MD					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV01_08_GIPHTTP_MD					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV01_08_GIPHTTP_MD					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV01_09_GIPHTTP_MD					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV01_09_GIPHTTP_MD					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV0203_BPIJWWW_02					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV0203_BPIJWWW_02					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV0204_BPIJWWW_02					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV0204_BPIJWWW_02					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV02_01_GIPHTTP_MD					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV02_01_GIPHTTP_MD					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV02_02_GIPHTTP_MD					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV02_02_GIPHTTP_MD					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV08_26_CRMHTTP_OP					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV08_26_CRMHTTP_OP					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV08_31_CRMHTTP_OP					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV08_31_CRMHTTP_OP					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV202213NEOHTTP_GI					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV202213NEOHTTP_GI					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV202214NEOHTTP_GI					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV202214NEOHTTP_GI					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV202311NEOHTTP_GI					CO_HRPAYFR_WSV202311NEOHTTP_GI					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFR_WS_FPOC_R136HTTP_MD					CO_HRPAYFR_WS_FPOC_R136HTTP_MD					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFR_WS_FPOC_R137HTTP_MD					CO_HRPAYFR_WS_FPOC_R137HTTP_MD					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFR_WS_FPOC_R138HTTP_MD					CO_HRPAYFR_WS_FPOC_R138HTTP_MD					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYFR_WS_FPOC_R139HTTP_MD					CO_HRPAYFR_WS_FPOC_R139HTTP_MD					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYNA_FI_DOC_3PR_CHANGE					CO_HRPAYNA_FI_DOC_3PR_CHANGE					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYNA_FI_DOC_3PR_FIND					CO_HRPAYNA_FI_DOC_3PR_FIND					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYNA_REMIT_CHECKNR_GET					CO_HRPAYNA_REMIT_CHECKNR_GET					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYPT_BF_READ_WITHHOLDING					CO_HRPAYPT_BF_READ_WITHHOLDING					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYRU_IC_DCS_GEN_SVC					CO_HRPAYRU_IC_DCS_GEN_SVC					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPAYSI_ENDM_NDM_SERVICE_IN					CO_HRPAYSI_ENDM_NDM_SERVICE_IN					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_DOCUMENTS_R					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_DOCUMENTS_R					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_DOCUMENT_DI					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_DOCUMENT_DI					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_E1					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_E1					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_EX					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_EX					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_P1					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_P1					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_PA					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_PA					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_R1					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_R1					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_RE					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_ACC_EMPLOYEE_RE					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CCODE_GET_FIRST					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CCODE_GET_FIRST					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CCODE_GET_LASTD					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CCODE_GET_LASTD					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CODINGBLOCK_PRE					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CODINGBLOCK_PRE					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_COMPANYCODE_GET					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_COMPANYCODE_GET					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CONTROLLINGAREA					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CONTROLLINGAREA					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_COST_ELEM_FIXAC					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_COST_ELEM_FIXAC					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CREDITOR_FIND					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CREDITOR_FIND					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CREDITOR_GETDET					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CREDITOR_GETDET					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CUSTOMER_FIND					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CUSTOMER_FIND					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CUSTOMER_GETDET					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_CUSTOMER_GETDET					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_DEBTOR_FIND					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_DEBTOR_FIND					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_DEBTOR_GETDETAI					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_DEBTOR_GETDETAI					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_FIXACCOUNT_GETL					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_FIXACCOUNT_GETL					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_GL_ACC_GETDETAI					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_GL_ACC_GETDETAI					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_VENDOR_FIND					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_VENDOR_FIND					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_VENDOR_GETDETAI					CO_HRPP_WSBAPI_VENDOR_GETDETAI					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSCALCULATE_TAXES_GROS					CO_HRPP_WSCALCULATE_TAXES_GROS					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSFAGL_INFO_GET					CO_HRPP_WSFAGL_INFO_GET					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSFI_ACCT_DET_CROSS_CO					CO_HRPP_WSFI_ACCT_DET_CROSS_CO					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSFI_ACCT_DET_HR					CO_HRPP_WSFI_ACCT_DET_HR					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSFI_COMPANYCODE_GETDE					CO_HRPP_WSFI_COMPANYCODE_GETDE					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSFI_GET_SGTXT					CO_HRPP_WSFI_GET_SGTXT					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSFM_DC_ACCT_ASSIGNMEN					CO_HRPP_WSFM_DC_ACCT_ASSIGNMEN					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRPP_WSFM_DC_DEFAULT_MASTER					CO_HRPP_WSFM_DC_DEFAULT_MASTER					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HRRCFHIRE_REQUEST_OUT					CO_HRRCFHIRE_REQUEST_OUT					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_HRRCFHIRE_REQUEST_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_HRRCFJOB_POS_PUBL_OUT					CO_HRRCFJOB_POS_PUBL_OUT					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_HRRCFJOB_POS_PUBL_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_HRRCF_BGCORDER_RQ					CO_HRRCF_BGCORDER_RQ					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_HRRCF_BGCORDER_RQ does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_HRRCF_BGCORDRSCRNSTATSIM_RQ					CO_HRRCF_BGCORDRSCRNSTATSIM_RQ					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_HRRCF_BGCORDRSCRNSTATSIM_RQ does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_HRRCF_RESUMEPARSE_QR					CO_HRRCF_RESUMEPARSE_QR					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_HRRCF_RESUMEPARSE_QR does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_HRRCF_RESUME_PARSE_VENDOR_B					CO_HRRCF_RESUME_PARSE_VENDOR_B					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_HRRCF_RESUME_PARSE_VENDOR_B does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_HRTVSTATUS_PORT					CO_HRTVSTATUS_PORT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_HRTVWAGE_REPORT_PORT					CO_HRTVWAGE_REPORT_PORT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_HR_DE_B2A_OED_ZFA_OUT					CO_HR_DE_B2A_OED_ZFA_OUT					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFI_DPSREQUEST_TOKEN1					CO_HR_GB_EFI_DPSREQUEST_TOKEN1					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFI_DPSRETRIEVE1					CO_HR_GB_EFI_DPSRETRIEVE1					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EAS_OUT					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EAS_OUT					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EAS_OUT_13					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EAS_OUT_13					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EOYR_OUT					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EOYR_OUT					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_13					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_13					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_14					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_14					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_15					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_15					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_16					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_16					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_17					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_17					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_18					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_18					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_19					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_19					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_20					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_20					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_21					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_21					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_22					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_22					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_23					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EPS_OUT_23					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_15					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_15					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_16					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_16					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_17					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_17					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_18					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_18					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_19					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_19					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_20					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_20					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_21					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_21					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_22					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_22					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_23					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EXB_OUT_23					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_14					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_14					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_15					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_15					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_16					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_16					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_17					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_17					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_18					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_18					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_19					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_19					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_20					CO_HR_GB_EFO_EYU_OUT_20					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_13					CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_13					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_15					CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_15					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_16					CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_16					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_17					CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_17					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_18					CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_18					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_19					CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_19					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_20					CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_20					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_21					CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_21					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_22					CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_22					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_23					CO_HR_GB_EFO_FPS_OUT_23					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_INMV_OUT					CO_HR_GB_EFO_INMV_OUT					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_RESP_OUT					CO_HR_GB_EFO_RESP_OUT					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_GB_EFO_RTI_OUT					CO_HR_GB_EFO_RTI_OUT					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NL_EIR_GET_STATUSSEN_PRO					CO_HR_NL_EIR_GET_STATUSSEN_PRO					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NL_EIR_INTERMEDIATE_XML					CO_HR_NL_EIR_INTERMEDIATE_XML					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NL_EIR_MEDEDELINGEN_SERV					CO_HR_NL_EIR_MEDEDELINGEN_SERV					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NL_EIR_UWV_ZW_MLA_HERSTE					CO_HR_NL_EIR_UWV_ZW_MLA_HERSTE					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NL_EIR_UWV_ZW_MLA_MELDIN					CO_HR_NL_EIR_UWV_ZW_MLA_MELDIN					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NL_EIR_UWV_ZW_WAZO_MELDI					CO_HR_NL_EIR_UWV_ZW_WAZO_MELDI					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NL_EIR_UWV_ZW_WERKHERVAT					CO_HR_NL_EIR_UWV_ZW_WERKHERVAT					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NL_EIR_UWV_ZW_ZIEKTE_MEL					CO_HR_NL_EIR_UWV_ZW_ZIEKTE_MEL					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NO_ACF_ARCHIVE_CORRESPON					CO_HR_NO_ACF_ARCHIVE_CORRESPON					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_ALTINN_SUBMIS					CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_ALTINN_SUBMIS					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_AUTHENTICATIO					CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_AUTHENTICATIO					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_AVAILABLE_SER					CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_AVAILABLE_SER					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_CORRESPONDEN1					CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_CORRESPONDEN1					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_CORRESPONDENC					CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_CORRESPONDENC					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_FORM_TASK_SCH					CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_FORM_TASK_SCH					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_RECEIPT_BASIC					CO_HR_NO_ACF_GET_RECEIPT_BASIC					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NO_ACF_SUBMIT_FORM_TASK					CO_HR_NO_ACF_SUBMIT_FORM_TASK					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_ICORRESPONDE					CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_ICORRESPONDE					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_IINTERMEDIAR					CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_IINTERMEDIAR					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_IRECEIPT_EXT					CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_IRECEIPT_EXT					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_IREPORTEE_EL					CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_IREPORTEE_EL					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_ISERVICE_MET					CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_ISERVICE_MET					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_ISYSTEM_AUTH					CO_HR_NO_ACF_TEST_ISYSTEM_AUTH					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_IAOM_EMACERPCNCCO					CO_IAOM_EMACERPCNCCO					Outbound										1															Controlling					Not Used															




					CO_IAOM_EMACERPCRTCO					CO_IAOM_EMACERPCRTCO					Outbound										1															Controlling					Not Used															




					CO_IAOM_EXTERNAL_MANUFACTURIN1					CO_IAOM_EXTERNAL_MANUFACTURIN1					Outbound										1															Controlling					Not Used															




					CO_IAOM_EXTERNAL_MANUFACTURING					CO_IAOM_EXTERNAL_MANUFACTURING					Outbound										1															Controlling					Not Used															




					CO_IAOM_MANUFACTURING_WORK_ORD					CO_IAOM_MANUFACTURING_WORK_ORD					Outbound										1															Controlling					Not Used															




					CO_ICH_BIF_PROACT_OUT					CO_ICH_BIF_PROACT_OUT					Outbound										1															Supply Chain Management					Not Used															




					CO_ICLX_CLAIMCRTCO_INSURANCE					CO_ICLX_CLAIMCRTCO_INSURANCE					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_ICLX_CLAIMCRTINSURANCE_CLAI					CO_ICLX_CLAIMCRTINSURANCE_CLAI					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_ICLX_DOCCRTCRTRQ_INSURANCE					CO_ICLX_DOCCRTCRTRQ_INSURANCE					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_ICLX_DOCPUBCRTRQ_INSURANCE					CO_ICLX_DOCPUBCRTRQ_INSURANCE					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_ICLX_DOCVENSPRQ_INSURANCE					CO_ICLX_DOCVENSPRQ_INSURANCE					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_ICLX_FNOLCRTCO_INSURANCE					CO_ICLX_FNOLCRTCO_INSURANCE					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_ICLX_FNOLCRTNO_INSURANCE					CO_ICLX_FNOLCRTNO_INSURANCE					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_ICLX_INSURANCE_CLAIM_PROCES					CO_ICLX_INSURANCE_CLAIM_PROCES					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_ICLX_INVSTGCHKRQ_INSURANCE					CO_ICLX_INVSTGCHKRQ_INSURANCE					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_ICLX_REGREPCHGIN_INSURANCE					CO_ICLX_REGREPCHGIN_INSURANCE					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_ICLX_REGREPCLSIN_INSURANCE					CO_ICLX_REGREPCLSIN_INSURANCE					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_ICLX_REGREPCRTIN_INSURANCE					CO_ICLX_REGREPCRTIN_INSURANCE					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_ICLX_REGREPROPIN_INSURANCE					CO_ICLX_REGREPROPIN_INSURANCE					Outbound										1															Financial Services					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CMSNCALCQRYRESPSIMQR					CO_ICM_CMSNCALCQRYRESPSIMQR					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKCONFCHGCO					CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKCONFCHGCO					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKCONFCNCCO					CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKCONFCNCCO					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKCONFCRTCO					CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKCONFCRTCO					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKRQSCHGRQ					CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKRQSCHGRQ					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKRQSCNCRQ					CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKRQSCNCRQ					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKRQSCRTRQ					CO_ICM_CMSNCASEBLKRQSCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CMSNCASEIDQRYCHKQR					CO_ICM_CMSNCASEIDQRYCHKQR					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CMSNCASEQRYRESPCHKQR					CO_ICM_CMSNCASEQRYRESPCHKQR					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CMSNCASEREQCONFCHGRC					CO_ICM_CMSNCASEREQCONFCHGRC					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CMSNCASEREQCONFCNCRC					CO_ICM_CMSNCASEREQCONFCNCRC					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CMSNCASEREQCONFCRTRC					CO_ICM_CMSNCASEREQCONFCRTRC					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CMSNDOCBLKCONFCNCCO					CO_ICM_CMSNDOCBLKCONFCNCCO					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CMSNDOCBLKCONFCRTCO					CO_ICM_CMSNDOCBLKCONFCRTCO					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CMSNDOCBLKINFMNTIN					CO_ICM_CMSNDOCBLKINFMNTIN					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CMSNDOCBLKRQSCNCRQ					CO_ICM_CMSNDOCBLKRQSCNCRQ					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CMSNDOCBLKRQSCRTRQ					CO_ICM_CMSNDOCBLKRQSCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CMSNDOCIDQRYCHKQR					CO_ICM_CMSNDOCIDQRYCHKQR					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CMSNDOCQRYRESPCHKQR					CO_ICM_CMSNDOCQRYRESPCHKQR					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CMSNDOCREQCONFCNCRC					CO_ICM_CMSNDOCREQCONFCNCRC					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CMSNDOCREQCONFCRTRC					CO_ICM_CMSNDOCREQCONFCRTRC					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CREDENTIALCHKQR					CO_ICM_CREDENTIALCHKQR					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_ICM_CREDENTIALMNTNO					CO_ICM_CREDENTIALMNTNO					Outbound										1															Incentive and Commission Management (ICM)					Not Used															




					CO_IHC_BANSTA_OUT					CO_IHC_BANSTA_OUT					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPBKCRTRQ					CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPBKCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPCNCRQ					CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPCNCRQ					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPCO					CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPCO					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPCO1					CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPCO1					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPCRTRQ					CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPCRTRQ1					CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPCRTRQ1					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPNO					CO_INV_GOODSMOVEMENTERPNO					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_INV_INVENTORY_MNTRQ					CO_INV_INVENTORY_MNTRQ					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_INV_INVENTORY_MNTRQB					CO_INV_INVENTORY_MNTRQB					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_INV_PHYSINVCO					CO_INV_PHYSINVCO					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_INV_PHYSINVCTERPRQ					CO_INV_PHYSINVCTERPRQ					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_INV_PHYSINV_CRTRQ					CO_INV_PHYSINV_CRTRQ					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_IPING_SERVICE_HEADER_ONLY_E					CO_IPING_SERVICE_HEADER_ONLY_E					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_IPING_SERVICE_HEADER_ONLY_E does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_ISH_COVINSURANCECHHKMNTRC					CO_ISH_COVINSURANCECHHKMNTRC					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_ISH_DOTGROUPERMNTRC					CO_ISH_DOTGROUPERMNTRC					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_ISH_ISH_GROUPER_REQUEST_OS					CO_ISH_ISH_GROUPER_REQUEST_OS					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_ISH_KVC_KVCWSSERVICE					CO_ISH_KVC_KVCWSSERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_ISH_OPVRAGENPERSOONMNT_QR					CO_ISH_OPVRAGENPERSOONMNT_QR					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_ISH_OPVRAGENVERIFIEMNT_QR					CO_ISH_OPVRAGENVERIFIEMNT_QR					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_ISH_OPVRAGEN_PERSOONSGEGEVE					CO_ISH_OPVRAGEN_PERSOONSGEGEVE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_ISH_OPVRAGEN_VERIFIEREN_OS					CO_ISH_OPVRAGEN_VERIFIEREN_OS					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_ISH_PATFINDBYBASICDATA_QR					CO_ISH_PATFINDBYBASICDATA_QR					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_ISH_PATIENTERPCO					CO_ISH_PATIENTERPCO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_ISH_PATIENTMRGCO					CO_ISH_PATIENTMRGCO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_ISH_WIDCONTROLESOAPMNT_QR					CO_ISH_WIDCONTROLESOAPMNT_QR					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_ISH_WIDCONTROLE_OS					CO_ISH_WIDCONTROLE_OS					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_ISH_WS_ISHWSSERVICE					CO_ISH_WS_ISHWSSERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_ISM_DPAM_ORDER_MANAGEMENT					CO_ISM_DPAM_ORDER_MANAGEMENT					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Media availability in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_IST_X1_FINANCIAL_LOCK_PROPO					CO_IST_X1_FINANCIAL_LOCK_PROPO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_CONNSTSREQSMBLKNO					CO_ISU_CONNSTSREQSMBLKNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_CONNSTSREQSMCNCBLKNO					CO_ISU_CONNSTSREQSMCNCBLKNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_CONNSTSREQSMCNCRQ					CO_ISU_CONNSTSREQSMCNCRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_CONNSTSREQSMCRTBLKRQ					CO_ISU_CONNSTSREQSMCRTBLKRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_CONNSTSREQSMCRTRQ					CO_ISU_CONNSTSREQSMCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_CONTRREGNNO					CO_ISU_CONTRREGNNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_DEVICESMCHGBLKRQ					CO_ISU_DEVICESMCHGBLKRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_DEVICESMCHGRQ					CO_ISU_DEVICESMCHGRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_DEVICESMCNCBLKRQ					CO_ISU_DEVICESMCNCBLKRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_DEVICESMCRTBLKRQ					CO_ISU_DEVICESMCRTBLKRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_DEVICESMCRTRQ					CO_ISU_DEVICESMCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_DEVICESMLOCBLKNO					CO_ISU_DEVICESMLOCBLKNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_DEVICESMLOCNO					CO_ISU_DEVICESMLOCNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_DEVICESMREGCHGRQ					CO_ISU_DEVICESMREGCHGRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_DEVICESMREGCRTRQ					CO_ISU_DEVICESMREGCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_DEVICESMRELSHPNO					CO_ISU_DEVICESMRELSHPNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_DEVICESMREPLBLKRQ					CO_ISU_DEVICESMREPLBLKRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_DEVICESMTXTBLKNO					CO_ISU_DEVICESMTXTBLKNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_DEVSMOPLSTATEIDQU					CO_ISU_DEVSMOPLSTATEIDQU					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_DEVSMREGCHGBLKRQ					CO_ISU_DEVSMREGCHGBLKRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_DEVSMREGCRTBLKRQ					CO_ISU_DEVSMREGCRTBLKRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_GRIDUSGDOCENRNO					CO_ISU_GRIDUSGDOCENRNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_GRIDUSGDOCTRMNO					CO_ISU_GRIDUSGDOCTRMNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_GRIDUSGREQCNCCO					CO_ISU_GRIDUSGREQCNCCO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_GRIDUSGREQCNCRQ					CO_ISU_GRIDUSGREQCNCRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_GRIDUSGREQCRTCO					CO_ISU_GRIDUSGREQCRTCO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_GRIDUSGREQCRTRQ					CO_ISU_GRIDUSGREQCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_MEASTASKSMCHGBLKRQ					CO_ISU_MEASTASKSMCHGBLKRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_MEASTASKSMCHGRQ					CO_ISU_MEASTASKSMCHGRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_MEASTASKSMDEVNO					CO_ISU_MEASTASKSMDEVNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_MEASTASKSMPODBLKNO					CO_ISU_MEASTASKSMPODBLKNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_MEASTASKSMPODNO					CO_ISU_MEASTASKSMPODNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_MRDOCSMCNCBLKRQ					CO_ISU_MRDOCSMCNCBLKRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_MRDOCSMCNCRQ					CO_ISU_MRDOCSMCNCRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_MRDOCSMCRTBLKRQ					CO_ISU_MRDOCSMCRTBLKRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_MRDOCSMCRTRQ					CO_ISU_MRDOCSMCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_MRDRESSMCHGBLKRQ					CO_ISU_MRDRESSMCHGBLKRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_MRDRESSMCHGRQ					CO_ISU_MRDRESSMCHGRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_MRDRESSMCRTBLKRQ					CO_ISU_MRDRESSMCRTBLKRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_MRDRESSMCRTRQ					CO_ISU_MRDRESSMCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_MRDRESULTBLKNO					CO_ISU_MRDRESULTBLKNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_MRDRESULTCHGBLKCO					CO_ISU_MRDRESULTCHGBLKCO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_MRDRESULTCRTBLKCO					CO_ISU_MRDRESULTCRTBLKCO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_MRDRESULTCRTCO					CO_ISU_MRDRESULTCRTCO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_POD004RP					CO_ISU_POD004RP					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_PODMEASTASK005RP					CO_ISU_PODMEASTASK005RP					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_PODSMEXTIDNO					CO_ISU_PODSMEXTIDNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_SMEVENTCRTBLKCO					CO_ISU_SMEVENTCRTBLKCO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_TIMESERSITEMIDQR					CO_ISU_TIMESERSITEMIDQR					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_TIMESERSMTCHGRQ					CO_ISU_TIMESERSMTCHGRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_TIMESERSREPLBLKRQ					CO_ISU_TIMESERSREPLBLKRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_TSCALCCNCBLKRQ					CO_ISU_TSCALCCNCBLKRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_TSCALCCRTBLKRQ					CO_ISU_TSCALCCRTBLKRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_TSITEMBLKNO					CO_ISU_TSITEMBLKNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_TSITEMCHGBLKCO					CO_ISU_TSITEMCHGBLKCO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_TSITEMCRTBLKCO					CO_ISU_TSITEMCRTBLKCO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISU_UTILITIESTIMESERIECRTCO					CO_ISU_UTILITIESTIMESERIECRTCO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Enterprise Services for SAP for Utilities (IS-U)
The object CO_ISU_UTILITIESTIMESERIECRTCO does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_ISU_UTILITIESTIMESERIECRTRQ					CO_ISU_UTILITIESTIMESERIECRTRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Enterprise Services for SAP for Utilities (IS-U)
The object CO_ISU_UTILITIESTIMESERIECRTRQ does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_ISU_UTILITIES_CONNECTION_RC					CO_ISU_UTILITIES_CONNECTION_RC					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_ISU_UTILITIES_CONNECTION_RC does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
S4TWL - Enterprise Services for SAP for Utilities (IS-U)					




					CO_ISU_UTILITIES_CONNECTION_S1					CO_ISU_UTILITIES_CONNECTION_S1					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_ISU_UTILITIES_CONNECTION_S1 does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
S4TWL - Enterprise Services for SAP for Utilities (IS-U)					




					CO_ISU_UTILITIES_CONNECTION_ST					CO_ISU_UTILITIES_CONNECTION_ST					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_ISU_UTILITIES_CONNECTION_ST does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.
S4TWL - Enterprise Services for SAP for Utilities (IS-U)					




					CO_ISX_ALLOWANCE_MANAGEMENT_SE					CO_ISX_ALLOWANCE_MANAGEMENT_SE					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISX_CC_CONTRACT_STATE_MANAG					CO_ISX_CC_CONTRACT_STATE_MANAG					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_ISX_CC_CTR_PROV_SERVICES					CO_ISX_CC_CTR_PROV_SERVICES					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_IUID_INDMATREGRQ					CO_IUID_INDMATREGRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_IUID_INDMATREGSTATQR					CO_IUID_INDMATREGSTATQR					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_IUID_INDMATREGTCO					CO_IUID_INDMATREGTCO					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_IUID_INDMATREGUIIQR					CO_IUID_INDMATREGUIIQR					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_IVE_E_INVOICECO					CO_IVE_E_INVOICECO					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_IVE_E_INVOICEERPCO					CO_IVE_E_INVOICEERPCO					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_IVE_E_INVOICENO					CO_IVE_E_INVOICENO					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_IVE_INVOICEERPCF1					CO_IVE_INVOICEERPCF1					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_IVE_INVOICERQ					CO_IVE_INVOICERQ					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_IVE_INVOICE_CONFIRMATION_OU					CO_IVE_INVOICE_CONFIRMATION_OU					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_J3RF_CHK_FNSNDSCAWS_PORT					CO_J3RF_CHK_FNSNDSCAWS_PORT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_J_3RF_CHK_FNSNDSCAWS2_PORT					CO_J_3RF_CHK_FNSNDSCAWS2_PORT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_KBAS_COSTCTRGRPHRYRPLCO					CO_KBAS_COSTCTRGRPHRYRPLCO					Outbound										1															Controlling					Not Used															




					CO_KBAS_COSTCTRRPLCTNCO					CO_KBAS_COSTCTRRPLCTNCO					Outbound										1															Controlling					Not Used															




					CO_KBAS_COSTELMNTGRPHRYRPLCO					CO_KBAS_COSTELMNTGRPHRYRPLCO					Outbound										1															Controlling					Not Used															




					CO_KBAS_COST_ELEMENT_REPLICATI					CO_KBAS_COST_ELEMENT_REPLICATI					Outbound										1															Controlling					Not Used															




					CO_KE1_PRCTRGRPRPLCTNCO					CO_KE1_PRCTRGRPRPLCTNCO					Outbound										1															Enterprise Controlling					Not Used															




					CO_KE1_PRCTRRPLCTNBULKCO					CO_KE1_PRCTRRPLCTNBULKCO					Outbound										1															Enterprise Controlling					Not Used															




					CO_KEY_MAP_RPLCTCO					CO_KEY_MAP_RPLCTCO					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_KEY_MAP_RPLCTRQ					CO_KEY_MAP_RPLCTRQ					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_KMCWS_ARCHIVE_SERVICE_WSVI					CO_KMCWS_ARCHIVE_SERVICE_WSVI					Outbound										1															Enterprise Portal					Not Used															




					CO_KMCWS_INDEX_MANAGEMENT_WSVI					CO_KMCWS_INDEX_MANAGEMENT_WSVI					Outbound										1															Enterprise Portal					Not Used															




					CO_KMCWS_REPOSITORY_FRAMEWORK					CO_KMCWS_REPOSITORY_FRAMEWORK					Outbound										1															Enterprise Portal					Not Used															




					CO_LCCFLIGHT_AVAILABILITY_QUER					CO_LCCFLIGHT_AVAILABILITY_QUER					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_LCCFLIGHT_BOOKING_CANCEL_RE					CO_LCCFLIGHT_BOOKING_CANCEL_RE					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_LCCFLIGHT_BOOKING_DETAIL_QU					CO_LCCFLIGHT_BOOKING_DETAIL_QU					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_LCCFLIGHT_BOOKING_REQUEST_C					CO_LCCFLIGHT_BOOKING_REQUEST_C					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_LCCHOTEL_AVAILABILITY_QUERY					CO_LCCHOTEL_AVAILABILITY_QUERY					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_LCCHOTEL_BOOKING_CANCELLATI					CO_LCCHOTEL_BOOKING_CANCELLATI					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_LCCHOTEL_BOOKING_REQUEST_CO					CO_LCCHOTEL_BOOKING_REQUEST_CO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_LCCHOTEL_BOOKING_SYNCHRONIS					CO_LCCHOTEL_BOOKING_SYNCHRONIS					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_LCCHOTEL_DETAIL_QUERY_RESPO					CO_LCCHOTEL_DETAIL_QUERY_RESPO					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_LOC_LOC_BULK_REPL_REQ_OUT					CO_LOC_LOC_BULK_REPL_REQ_OUT					Outbound										1															Sales and Distribution					Not Used															




					CO_LOPL_LOCATIONMNTRQ					CO_LOPL_LOCATIONMNTRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_LOPL_LOCATIONMNTRQB					CO_LOPL_LOCATIONMNTRQB					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_LSOLS_ACCESS_URL_QUERY					CO_LSOLS_ACCESS_URL_QUERY					Outbound										1															Training and Event Management					Not Used															




					CO_LSOLS_ENROLLMENT_REQUEST					CO_LSOLS_ENROLLMENT_REQUEST					Outbound										1															Training and Event Management					Not Used															




					CO_LSOLS_LA_ERP_CANCEL_REQUEST					CO_LSOLS_LA_ERP_CANCEL_REQUEST					Outbound										1															Training and Event Management					Not Used															




					CO_LSOLS_LA_ERP_CHANGE_REQUEST					CO_LSOLS_LA_ERP_CHANGE_REQUEST					Outbound										1															Training and Event Management					Not Used															




					CO_LSOLS_LA_ERP_CREATE_REQUEST					CO_LSOLS_LA_ERP_CREATE_REQUEST					Outbound										1															Training and Event Management					Not Used															




					CO_LSOLS_LA_ERP_SIMPLE_QUERY					CO_LSOLS_LA_ERP_SIMPLE_QUERY					Outbound										1															Training and Event Management					Not Used															




					CO_LSOLS_PROGRESS_NOTIFICATION					CO_LSOLS_PROGRESS_NOTIFICATION					Outbound										1															Training and Event Management					Not Used															




					CO_LSOLS_PROGRESS_QUERY					CO_LSOLS_PROGRESS_QUERY					Outbound										1															Training and Event Management					Not Used															




					CO_LSOLS_UNENROLLMENT_REQUEST					CO_LSOLS_UNENROLLMENT_REQUEST					Outbound										1															Training and Event Management					Not Used															




					CO_LSO_CPT_PUBLISHER_SERVICE					CO_LSO_CPT_PUBLISHER_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Training and Event Management					Not Used															




					CO_LSO_CPT_REPOSITORY_SERVICE					CO_LSO_CPT_REPOSITORY_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Training and Event Management					Not Used															




					CO_LXE_COMPDTS_WSSI					CO_LXE_COMPDTS_WSSI					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_LXE_NW_KTP_TRANSLATION_LOCA					CO_LXE_NW_KTP_TRANSLATION_LOCA					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_LXE_NW_KTP_TRANSLATION_LOCA does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_LXE_NW_KTP_TRANSLATION_SI					CO_LXE_NW_KTP_TRANSLATION_SI					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_LXE_NW_KTP_TRANSLATION_SI does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_MAT_LUERPBSCDATARPLCTNRQ					CO_MAT_LUERPBSCDATARPLCTNRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_MAT_MATERIALERPRPLCTNRQ					CO_MAT_MATERIALERPRPLCTNRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_MAT_MATERPBSCDATBLKCRTRQ					CO_MAT_MATERPBSCDATBLKCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_MAT_MATERPBSCDATCRTRQ					CO_MAT_MATERPBSCDATCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_MAT_MATERPMEASURECHGNO					CO_MAT_MATERPMEASURECHGNO					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_MAT_WRHSMGMTVWRPLCTNRQ					CO_MAT_WRHSMGMTVWRPLCTNRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_MDC_SALESPRICEINFORQ					CO_MDC_SALESPRICEINFORQ					Outbound										1															Sales and Distribution					Not Used															




					CO_MDGL_PCHRPLCTRQ					CO_MDGL_PCHRPLCTRQ					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_MDG_BP_RELATIONSHIP_CNF_OUT					CO_MDG_BP_RELATIONSHIP_CNF_OUT					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_MDG_BP_RELATIONSHIP_OUT					CO_MDG_BP_RELATIONSHIP_OUT					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_MDG_BP_RPLCTCO					CO_MDG_BP_RPLCTCO					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_MDG_BP_RPLCTRQ					CO_MDG_BP_RPLCTRQ					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_MDG_BP_RPLCT_STATUS_R					CO_MDG_BP_RPLCT_STATUS_R					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_MDG_BUSINESS_PARTNER_QUERY					CO_MDG_BUSINESS_PARTNER_QUERY					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_MDG_MAT_ERPBULKRPLCTCO					CO_MDG_MAT_ERPBULKRPLCTCO					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_MDG_MAT_ERPBULKRPLCTRQ					CO_MDG_MAT_ERPBULKRPLCTRQ					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_METADATA_EXCHANGE					CO_METADATA_EXCHANGE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_MIBDEFAULT_EMPLOYEE_LEAVE_R					CO_MIBDEFAULT_EMPLOYEE_LEAVE_R					Outbound										1															Personnel Time Management					Not Used															




					CO_MIBEMPLOYEE_LEAVE_REQUEST_1					CO_MIBEMPLOYEE_LEAVE_REQUEST_1					Outbound										1															Personnel Time Management					Not Used															




					CO_MIBEMPLOYEE_LEAVE_REQUEST_A					CO_MIBEMPLOYEE_LEAVE_REQUEST_A					Outbound										1															Personnel Time Management					Not Used															




					CO_MIBEMPLOYEE_LEAVE_REQUEST_C					CO_MIBEMPLOYEE_LEAVE_REQUEST_C					Outbound										1															Personnel Time Management					Not Used															




					CO_MIBEMPLOYEE_TIME_EVENT_ERPA					CO_MIBEMPLOYEE_TIME_EVENT_ERPA					Outbound										1															Personnel Time Management					Not Used															




					CO_MIBEMPLOYEE_TIME_EVENT_ERPC					CO_MIBEMPLOYEE_TIME_EVENT_ERPC					Outbound										1															Personnel Time Management					Not Used															




					CO_MSWSRM_MS_SCENARIO1AND2_OUT					CO_MSWSRM_MS_SCENARIO1AND2_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_MY_INTERFACE_OUT1					CO_MY_INTERFACE_OUT1					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_N1RAD_TB_WEB_SERVICES_IMPL					CO_N1RAD_TB_WEB_SERVICES_IMPL					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_N1_PRY_CANCEL_CORDER					CO_N1_PRY_CANCEL_CORDER					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_CORDER_ADMISS					CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_CORDER_ADMISS					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_CORDER_PROVAP					CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_CORDER_PROVAP					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_CORDER_SIMPLE					CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_CORDER_SIMPLE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_CORDER_STDAPP					CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_CORDER_STDAPP					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_CORDER_STND					CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_CORDER_STND					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_PATIENT					CO_N1_PRY_CREATE_PATIENT					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_N1_PRY_GET_CORDERS					CO_N1_PRY_GET_CORDERS					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_N1_PRY_GET_CORDER_DETAIL					CO_N1_PRY_GET_CORDER_DETAIL					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_N1_PRY_GET_CORDER_TYPES					CO_N1_PRY_GET_CORDER_TYPES					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_N1_PRY_GET_CORDER_TYPE_DESC					CO_N1_PRY_GET_CORDER_TYPE_DESC					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_N1_PRY_GET_PATIENT_SEARCH					CO_N1_PRY_GET_PATIENT_SEARCH					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_N1_PRY_GET_PLANNING_OBJECTS					CO_N1_PRY_GET_PLANNING_OBJECTS					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_N1_PRY_UPDATE_CORDER_STATUS					CO_N1_PRY_UPDATE_CORDER_STATUS					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_N2AZ_WS_MEDWSSERVICE					CO_N2AZ_WS_MEDWSSERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_N2BFBWSSERVICE					CO_N2BFBWSSERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_N2DOC_RPLY					CO_N2DOC_RPLY					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_N2DOC_SND					CO_N2DOC_SND					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NLAANLEVERSERVICE					CO_NLAANLEVERSERVICE					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_NLSTATUSINFORMATIESERVICE					CO_NLSTATUSINFORMATIESERVICE					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_NWATSVCIABS_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVCIABS_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVCIAUM_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVCIAUM_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVCIBASE_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVCIBASE_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVCIBKF_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVCIBKF_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVCIDAS_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVCIDAS_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVCIDBAS_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVCIDBAS_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVCIDMP_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVCIDMP_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVCIEBS_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVCIEBS_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVCIKSE_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVCIKSE_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVCIPROP_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVCIPROP_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVCISAS_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVCISAS_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVCISERVICE_MANAGER					CO_NWATSVCISERVICE_MANAGER					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVCISTS_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVCISTS_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVCITSV_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVCITSV_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVCIUZE_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVCIUZE_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVCIVDAS_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVCIVDAS_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVOIABS_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVOIABS_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVOIAUM_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVOIAUM_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVOIBASE_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVOIBASE_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVOIBKF_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVOIBKF_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVOIDAS_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVOIDAS_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVOIDBAS_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVOIDBAS_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVOIDMP_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVOIDMP_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVOIKSE_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVOIKSE_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVOIPROP_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVOIPROP_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVOISAS_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVOISAS_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVOISERVICE_MANAGER					CO_NWATSVOISERVICE_MANAGER					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVOISTS_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVOISTS_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVOITSV_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVOITSV_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVOIUZE_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVOIUZE_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWATSVOIVDAS_SERVICE					CO_NWATSVOIVDAS_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWCHCVK_INIT_READ_ADMIN_DAT					CO_NWCHCVK_INIT_READ_ADMIN_DAT					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWCHCVK_POLL_READ_ADMIN_DAT					CO_NWCHCVK_POLL_READ_ADMIN_DAT					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWCHCVK_VE_KA_BATCH_QUERY_O					CO_NWCHCVK_VE_KA_BATCH_QUERY_O					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWCHCVK_VE_KA_BATCH_RESULT					CO_NWCHCVK_VE_KA_BATCH_RESULT					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_NWCHCVK_VE_KA_QUERY_OUT					CO_NWCHCVK_VE_KA_QUERY_OUT					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					CO_OIJ02_BULK_COMMODITY_NOMINO					CO_OIJ02_BULK_COMMODITY_NOMINO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_OIJ02_LOADING_REPT_ERPCHARQ					CO_OIJ02_LOADING_REPT_ERPCHARQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_OIJ02_LOADING_REPT_ERPCRTRQ					CO_OIJ02_LOADING_REPT_ERPCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_OPP_HTTP					CO_OPP_HTTP					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_OSPCTSYSTEM_DATA_WSVI_DOCUM					CO_OSPCTSYSTEM_DATA_WSVI_DOCUM					Outbound										1															Collaborative Cross Applications					Not Used															




					CO_OUTBOUNDTUCC					CO_OUTBOUNDTUCC					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_OUTBOUNDTUCC does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_PAD_SE_EECDATAEMAILADD_REQ					CO_PAD_SE_EECDATAEMAILADD_REQ					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used															




					CO_PAD_SE_EEPYMNTCRDDET_CNCREQ					CO_PAD_SE_EEPYMNTCRDDET_CNCREQ					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used															




					CO_PAD_SE_EEPYMTCRDDET_CRTREQ					CO_PAD_SE_EEPYMTCRDDET_CRTREQ					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used															




					CO_PAD_SE_EE_ELMNTS_QU					CO_PAD_SE_EE_ELMNTS_QU					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used															




					CO_PAD_SE_EE_ELMNTS_RP					CO_PAD_SE_EE_ELMNTS_RP					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used															




					CO_PAD_SE_PERSHIRG_CRT_REQ					CO_PAD_SE_PERSHIRG_CRT_REQ					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used															




					CO_PAD_SE_PERSONNELLEAVING_NOT					CO_PAD_SE_PERSONNELLEAVING_NOT					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used															




					CO_PAD_SE_PERS_HIRE_CRTRC					CO_PAD_SE_PERS_HIRE_CRTRC					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used															




					CO_PAD_SFEC_EE_MDR_REP_REQ_OUT					CO_PAD_SFEC_EE_MDR_REP_REQ_OUT					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used															




					CO_PAD_SFEC_EE_ORG_ASSGT_R_CNF					CO_PAD_SFEC_EE_ORG_ASSGT_R_CNF					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used															




					CO_PAG_TRANSP_CANCEL_REQ					CO_PAG_TRANSP_CANCEL_REQ					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PAG_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST					CO_PAG_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PARSE_S2I_SYNC_OUT					CO_PARSE_S2I_SYNC_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_PARSE_S2I_SYNC_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_PARSE_S2S_SYNC_OUT					CO_PARSE_S2S_SYNC_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_PARSE_S2S_SYNC_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_PCPO_WSBAPI_ACCSERV_CHECKAC					CO_PCPO_WSBAPI_ACCSERV_CHECKAC					Outbound										1															Payroll					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_COLLECTIVELA_RQ					CO_PIQ_COLLECTIVELA_RQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_COLLECTIVELP_RQ					CO_PIQ_COLLECTIVELP_RQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_COLLECTIVELR_RQ					CO_PIQ_COLLECTIVELR_RQ					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_CSDEREGISTRATIONCHGNO					CO_PIQ_CSDEREGISTRATIONCHGNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_CSDEREGISTRATIONCNCNO					CO_PIQ_CSDEREGISTRATIONCNCNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_CSDEREGISTRATIONCRTNO					CO_PIQ_CSDEREGISTRATIONCRTNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_CSREREGISTRATIONCHGNO					CO_PIQ_CSREREGISTRATIONCHGNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_CSREREGISTRATIONCNCNO					CO_PIQ_CSREREGISTRATIONCNCNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_CSREREGISTRATIONCRTNO					CO_PIQ_CSREREGISTRATIONCRTNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_CSSPECBOOKINGCHGNO					CO_PIQ_CSSPECBOOKINGCHGNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_CSSPECBOOKINGCRTNO					CO_PIQ_CSSPECBOOKINGCRTNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_LAINSTRUCTOR_CNC_NO					CO_PIQ_LAINSTRUCTOR_CNC_NO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_LAINSTRUCTOR_CRT_NO					CO_PIQ_LAINSTRUCTOR_CRT_NO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_LA_CHG_NO					CO_PIQ_LA_CHG_NO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_LA_CNC_NO					CO_PIQ_LA_CNC_NO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_LA_CRT_NO					CO_PIQ_LA_CRT_NO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_LP_CHG_NO					CO_PIQ_LP_CHG_NO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_LP_CNC_NO					CO_PIQ_LP_CNC_NO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_LP_CRT_NO					CO_PIQ_LP_CRT_NO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_LR_CHG_NO					CO_PIQ_LR_CHG_NO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_LR_CNC_NO					CO_PIQ_LR_CNC_NO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_LR_CRT_NO					CO_PIQ_LR_CRT_NO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_DUOPROVIDE_GRADES_RE					CO_PIQ_NL_DUOPROVIDE_GRADES_RE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_DUOPROVIDE_REGISTRAT					CO_PIQ_NL_DUOPROVIDE_REGISTRAT					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_DUOPROVIDE_REMOVE_GR					CO_PIQ_NL_DUOPROVIDE_REMOVE_GR					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_DUOPROVIDE_REMOVE_RE					CO_PIQ_NL_DUOPROVIDE_REMOVE_RE					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_DUOREQUEST_INDICATIO					CO_PIQ_NL_DUOREQUEST_INDICATIO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG04					CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG04					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG06					CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG06					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG10					CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG10					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG19					CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG19					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG20					CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG20					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG22					CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG22					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG31					CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG31					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG34					CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG34					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG37					CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG37					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG48					CO_PIQ_NL_SL4_VCHMSG48					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG04					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG04					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG06					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG06					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG10					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG10					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG19					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG19					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG20					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG20					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG22					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG22					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG31					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG31					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG34					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG34					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG37					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG37					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG48					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG48					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG50_O					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG50_O					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG51_O					CO_PIQ_NL_STUDIELINKVCHMSG51_O					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_STGRANTEVALUATIONNO					CO_PIQ_STGRANTEVALUATIONNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_STPERFORMANCEINDEXCHGNO					CO_PIQ_STPERFORMANCEINDEXCHGNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_STPERFORMANCEINDEXCRTNO					CO_PIQ_STPERFORMANCEINDEXCRTNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_STUDENTFEECALCULATIONNO					CO_PIQ_STUDENTFEECALCULATIONNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_STUDENTHOLDCNCNO					CO_PIQ_STUDENTHOLDCNCNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_STUDENTHOLDCRTNO					CO_PIQ_STUDENTHOLDCRTNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_STUDENTPROGRESSIONCHGNO					CO_PIQ_STUDENTPROGRESSIONCHGNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_STUDENTPROGRESSIONCNCNO					CO_PIQ_STUDENTPROGRESSIONCNCNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_STUDENTPROGRESSIONCRTNO					CO_PIQ_STUDENTPROGRESSIONCRTNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_STUDYADMISSIONCHGNO					CO_PIQ_STUDYADMISSIONCHGNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_STUDYADMISSIONCNCNO					CO_PIQ_STUDYADMISSIONCNCNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_STUDYADMISSIONCRTNO					CO_PIQ_STUDYADMISSIONCRTNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_STUDYAGDCHGNO					CO_PIQ_STUDYAGDCHGNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_STUDYAGDCNCNO					CO_PIQ_STUDYAGDCNCNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_STUDYAGDCRTNO					CO_PIQ_STUDYAGDCRTNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_STUDYHOLDCNCNO					CO_PIQ_STUDYHOLDCNCNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_STUDYHOLDCRTNO					CO_PIQ_STUDYHOLDCRTNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_STUDYREGISTRATIONCHGNO					CO_PIQ_STUDYREGISTRATIONCHGNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_STUDYREGISTRATIONCNCNO					CO_PIQ_STUDYREGISTRATIONCNCNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_STUDYREGISTRATIONCRTNO					CO_PIQ_STUDYREGISTRATIONCRTNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PIQ_STUDYSPECBOOKINGCNCNO					CO_PIQ_STUDYSPECBOOKINGCNCNO					Outbound										1															Industry-Specific Components					Not Used															




					CO_PKAB_AUTOMATICIDLABELBEQR					CO_PKAB_AUTOMATICIDLABELBEQR					Outbound										1															Production Planning and Control					Not Used															




					CO_PORC_PRODUCTIONCONFCRTCO					CO_PORC_PRODUCTIONCONFCRTCO					Outbound										1															Production Planning and Control					Not Used															




					CO_PRINCIPAL_PROP_ASYNC_OUT					CO_PRINCIPAL_PROP_ASYNC_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_PRODUCT_CATEGORY_HIERARCHY1					CO_PRODUCT_CATEGORY_HIERARCHY1					Outbound										1															Application Platform					Not Used															




					CO_PTRM_SE_EXPARREXTINTRAN_CNF					CO_PTRM_SE_EXPARREXTINTRAN_CNF					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_PTRM_SE_EXPARREXTINTRAN_REQ					CO_PTRM_SE_EXPARREXTINTRAN_REQ					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_PTRM_SE_TPACARRNARR_CRT_NOT					CO_PTRM_SE_TPACARRNARR_CRT_NOT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_PTRM_SE_TPACLP_CRT_NOT					CO_PTRM_SE_TPACLP_CRT_NOT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_PTRM_SE_TPAEE_ELMTS_QU					CO_PTRM_SE_TPAEE_ELMTS_QU					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_PTRM_SE_TPAEE_ELMTS_RP					CO_PTRM_SE_TPAEE_ELMTS_RP					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_PTRM_SE_TPAEE_NOT					CO_PTRM_SE_TPAEE_NOT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_PTRM_SE_TPAFLTARR_CRT_NOT					CO_PTRM_SE_TPAFLTARR_CRT_NOT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_PTRM_SE_TPAHOTELARR_CRT_NOT					CO_PTRM_SE_TPAHOTELARR_CRT_NOT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_PTRM_SE_TPATRAINARR_CRT_NOT					CO_PTRM_SE_TPATRAINARR_CRT_NOT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_POERPREPLNISHMNTMNTNO					CO_PUR_POERPREPLNISHMNTMNTNO					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_POP_TRANSPORTATION_REQU					CO_PUR_POP_TRANSPORTATION_REQU					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PRDPROCMTARGMTBKCRTRQ					CO_PUR_PRDPROCMTARGMTBKCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PRDPROCMTARRGMTCRTRQ					CO_PUR_PRDPROCMTARRGMTCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PRICESPECIFICATCRTRQ					CO_PUR_PRICESPECIFICATCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERCHGIN					CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERCHGIN					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERCHGRQ					CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERCHGRQ					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERCNCRQ					CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERCNCRQ					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERCRTIN					CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERCRTIN					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERCRTRQ					CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERERPCO					CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERERPCO					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERERPCOMNTRQ					CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERERPCOMNTRQ					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERERPMNTRQ1					CO_PUR_PURCHASEORDERERPMNTRQ1					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURCHASEREQERPNO					CO_PUR_PURCHASEREQERPNO					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURCHASEREQERPSRCGRQ					CO_PUR_PURCHASEREQERPSRCGRQ					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURCHASE_ORDER_CONFIRMA					CO_PUR_PURCHASE_ORDER_CONFIRMA					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURCHASE_ORDER_ERPCONF1					CO_PUR_PURCHASE_ORDER_ERPCONF1					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURCHASE_ORDER_ERPREQUE					CO_PUR_PURCHASE_ORDER_ERPREQUE					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURCHASE_REQUEST_ERPCAN					CO_PUR_PURCHASE_REQUEST_ERPCAN					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURCHASE_REQUEST_ERPREQ					CO_PUR_PURCHASE_REQUEST_ERPREQ					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURCHASE_REQUEST_ERPSOU					CO_PUR_PURCHASE_REQUEST_ERPSOU					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURCHASING_CONTRACT_ERP					CO_PUR_PURCHASING_CONTRACT_ERP					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURGCONTRMNTCO					CO_PUR_PURGCONTRMNTCO					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURGCONTRMNTRQ					CO_PUR_PURGCONTRMNTRQ					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURGCONTRTMNTNO					CO_PUR_PURGCONTRTMNTNO					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURGCONTRTSRMRPLCTNCO					CO_PUR_PURGCONTRTSRMRPLCTNCO					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURORDERPCONTRTRELNO					CO_PUR_PURORDERPCONTRTRELNO					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURORDSRMPRCGSMLTEQR					CO_PUR_PURORDSRMPRCGSMLTEQR					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_PURREQRELRQ					CO_PUR_PURREQRELRQ					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_RFQREQUEST_SUITEALLOWED					CO_PUR_RFQREQUEST_SUITEALLOWED					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_RFQREQUEST_SUITECONF					CO_PUR_RFQREQUEST_SUITECONF					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_RFQREQUEST_SUITEREQUEST					CO_PUR_RFQREQUEST_SUITEREQUEST					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_SUPLRINVSUITECONTRRELNO					CO_PUR_SUPLRINVSUITECONTRRELNO					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_PUR_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST					CO_PUR_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_QLXI_QUALITY_INSPECTION_CAN					CO_QLXI_QUALITY_INSPECTION_CAN					Outbound										1															Quality Management					Not Used															




					CO_QLXI_QUALITY_INSPECTION_CHA					CO_QLXI_QUALITY_INSPECTION_CHA					Outbound										1															Quality Management					Not Used															




					CO_QLXI_QUALITY_INSPECTION_CRE					CO_QLXI_QUALITY_INSPECTION_CRE					Outbound										1															Quality Management					Not Used															




					CO_QLXI_QUALITY_INSPECTION_RES					CO_QLXI_QUALITY_INSPECTION_RES					Outbound										1															Quality Management					Not Used															




					CO_QLXI_QUALITY_INSPECTION_STA					CO_QLXI_QUALITY_INSPECTION_STA					Outbound										1															Quality Management					Not Used															




					CO_QUM_QUALITYISSUENOTNO					CO_QUM_QUALITYISSUENOTNO					Outbound										1															Quality Management					Not Used															




					CO_RALSRAL_DEMO_SERVICE					CO_RALSRAL_DEMO_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_RCCSC_SAPOPT_ON_DEMAND_SOAP					CO_RCCSC_SAPOPT_ON_DEMAND_SOAP					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_RCCSC_SAPOPT_ON_DEMAND_SOAP does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_RCF_BGC_ORDER_REQ_OUT					CO_RCF_BGC_ORDER_REQ_OUT					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_RCF_BGC_ORDER_REQ_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_RCF_BGC_ORDER_STATUS_OUT					CO_RCF_BGC_ORDER_STATUS_OUT					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_RCF_BGC_ORDER_STATUS_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_RCF_BGC_VIEW_REPORT_OUT					CO_RCF_BGC_VIEW_REPORT_OUT					Outbound										1															Personnel Management					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_RCF_BGC_VIEW_REPORT_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_RDM_INVENTORY_BY_MATERIAL_A					CO_RDM_INVENTORY_BY_MATERIAL_A					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_RDM_LOCATION_TRANSMISSION_R					CO_RDM_LOCATION_TRANSMISSION_R					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_RDM_MATERIAL_TRANSMISSION_R					CO_RDM_MATERIAL_TRANSMISSION_R					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_RDM_PRICE_ZONE_TRANSMISSION					CO_RDM_PRICE_ZONE_TRANSMISSION					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_RDM_SALES_PRICE_SPECIFICATI					CO_RDM_SALES_PRICE_SPECIFICATI					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_RDM_STORE_SUPPLYING_SITE_TR					CO_RDM_STORE_SUPPLYING_SITE_TR					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_REM_REPMANUFACCONFCRTCO					CO_REM_REPMANUFACCONFCRTCO					Outbound										1															Production Planning and Control					Not Used															




					CO_RESP_SWAPPED_PARAMS_OUT					CO_RESP_SWAPPED_PARAMS_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_RESP_SWAPPED_PARAMS_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_RSDSPXZRSDSWS_DETAIL					CO_RSDSPXZRSDSWS_DETAIL					Outbound										1															SAP Business Warehouse					Not Used															




					CO_RSDSPXZRSDSWS_LIST					CO_RSDSPXZRSDSWS_LIST					Outbound										1															SAP Business Warehouse					Not Used															




					CO_RSDSPXZRSDSWS_REQUEST					CO_RSDSPXZRSDSWS_REQUEST					Outbound										1															SAP Business Warehouse					Not Used															




					CO_RSDSPX_ODP_IN					CO_RSDSPX_ODP_IN					Outbound										1															SAP Business Warehouse					Not Used															




					CO_RSDSPX_RODPS_REPL					CO_RSDSPX_RODPS_REPL					Outbound										1															SAP Business Warehouse					Not Used															




					CO_SAG_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST					CO_SAG_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST					Outbound										1															Sales and Distribution					Not Used															




					CO_SAG_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST_CANCEL					CO_SAG_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST_CANCEL					Outbound										1															Sales and Distribution					Not Used															




					CO_SALES_ORDER_PROCESSING_BACK					CO_SALES_ORDER_PROCESSING_BACK					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SALES_ORDER_PROCESSING_SALE					CO_SALES_ORDER_PROCESSING_SALE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SAPPLCO_QUERY_CODE_LIST					CO_SAPPLCO_QUERY_CODE_LIST					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_SAPPLCO_SLO_TRANSPORTATION					CO_SAPPLCO_SLO_TRANSPORTATION					Outbound										1															Sales and Distribution					Not Used															




					CO_SAPPLSEF_BNK_CPOR_REQ_OUT					CO_SAPPLSEF_BNK_CPOR_REQ_OUT					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_SAPPLSEF_CPOR_BULK_REQ_OUT					CO_SAPPLSEF_CPOR_BULK_REQ_OUT					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_SAPSRT_TEST_PROVIDER_DTRT					CO_SAPSRT_TEST_PROVIDER_DTRT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SCTC_701_WEB_SERVICE					CO_SCTC_701_WEB_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SCTC_701_WEB_SERVICE does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SECM_PX_SAPCONTROL					CO_WSSAPCONTROL_PORT_TYPE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SEPM_ATP_SYNCHRON_OUT					CO_SEPM_ATP_SYNCHRON_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SEPM_GWS_STOCK_GET_OUT					CO_SEPM_GWS_STOCK_GET_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SERVICES_REGISTRY					CO_SERVICES_REGISTRY					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SERVICES_REGISTRY_FLAT_SI					CO_SERVICES_REGISTRY_FLAT_SI					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SGASYNC_REQ_RES_A1					CO_SGASYNC_REQ_RES_A1					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SGASYNC_REQ_RES_A2					CO_SGASYNC_REQ_RES_A2					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_DESPATCHEDDELIVNO					CO_SHP_DESPATCHEDDELIVNO					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_DESPATCHEDDELIVNO1					CO_SHP_DESPATCHEDDELIVNO1					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_DLV_INF_OUT					CO_SHP_DLV_INF_OUT					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_IDP_TRANSPORTATION_REQ					CO_SHP_IDP_TRANSPORTATION_REQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_IDP_TRQ_CANCLN_REQ					CO_SHP_IDP_TRQ_CANCLN_REQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_IDSCONFITMQTSCHGRQ					CO_SHP_IDSCONFITMQTSCHGRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_INBDELCONFCO					CO_SHP_INBDELCONFCO					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_INBDELIVCONFCRTRQ					CO_SHP_INBDELIVCONFCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_INBDELSPLTCO					CO_SHP_INBDELSPLTCO					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_INBDELV_CP_TEST_CO					CO_SHP_INBDELV_CP_TEST_CO					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_INBDEL_CONF_CNCRQ					CO_SHP_INBDEL_CONF_CNCRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_INBDEL_ERPSPLIT_RQ					CO_SHP_INBDEL_ERPSPLIT_RQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_INBOUNDDELIVERYCHGRQ					CO_SHP_INBOUNDDELIVERYCHGRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_INBOUNDDELIVERYCNCRQ					CO_SHP_INBOUNDDELIVERYCNCRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_INBOUNDDELIVERYCO					CO_SHP_INBOUNDDELIVERYCO					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_INBOUNDDELIVERYCRTRQ					CO_SHP_INBOUNDDELIVERYCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_INBOUNDELIVERYCHGRQ					CO_SHP_INBOUNDELIVERYCHGRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_INBOUNDELIVERYCNCRQ					CO_SHP_INBOUNDELIVERYCNCRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_INBOUNDELIVERYCRTRQ					CO_SHP_INBOUNDELIVERYCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_INBOUND_DELIVERY_CON					CO_SHP_INBOUND_DELIVERY_CON					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_INBOUND_DELIVERY_CONFV1					CO_SHP_INBOUND_DELIVERY_CONFV1					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_ODP_TRANSPORTATION_REQ					CO_SHP_ODP_TRANSPORTATION_REQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_ODP_TRQ_CANCLN_REQ					CO_SHP_ODP_TRQ_CANCLN_REQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_ODQTYREDUCNNO					CO_SHP_ODQTYREDUCNNO					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_OUTBDELCONFCO					CO_SHP_OUTBDELCONFCO					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_OUTBDELIVCONFCRTRQ					CO_SHP_OUTBDELIVCONFCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_OUTBDELIVCRTRQ					CO_SHP_OUTBDELIVCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_OUTBOUNDDELIVERYCNCRQ					CO_SHP_OUTBOUNDDELIVERYCNCRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_OUTBOUNDDELIVERYCO					CO_SHP_OUTBOUNDDELIVERYCO					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_OUTBOUNDELIVERYCRTRQ					CO_SHP_OUTBOUNDELIVERYCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_OUTBOUND_DELIVERY_BULK					CO_SHP_OUTBOUND_DELIVERY_BULK					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_OUTBOUND_DELIVERY_CON					CO_SHP_OUTBOUND_DELIVERY_CON					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_OUTBOUND_DELIV_SPLT_CON					CO_SHP_OUTBOUND_DELIV_SPLT_CON					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_OUTDELCHGRQ					CO_SHP_OUTDELCHGRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_OUTDELERPSPLITCO					CO_SHP_OUTDELERPSPLITCO					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_OUTDELERPSPLITRQ					CO_SHP_OUTDELERPSPLITRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_OUTDEL_CONF_CNCRQ					CO_SHP_OUTDEL_CONF_CNCRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_OUTDEL_ERPSPLIT_CNCRQ					CO_SHP_OUTDEL_ERPSPLIT_CNCRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_POINTOFSALETROUTNO					CO_SHP_POINTOFSALETROUTNO					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_PURORDLOGSPLNGVWCNCNO					CO_SHP_PURORDLOGSPLNGVWCNCNO					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_PURORDLOGSPLNGVWCRTNO					CO_SHP_PURORDLOGSPLNGVWCRTNO					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_RECEIVEDDELIVNO					CO_SHP_RECEIVEDDELIVNO					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_SHIPMENTREQUESTCNCRQ					CO_SHP_SHIPMENTREQUESTCNCRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_SHIPMENTREQUESTCRTRQ					CO_SHP_SHIPMENTREQUESTCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_SLCSCMCRTNO					CO_SHP_SLCSCMCRTNO					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_SOLOGSPLNGVWCNCNO					CO_SHP_SOLOGSPLNGVWCNCNO					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SHP_SOLOGSPLNGVWCRTNO					CO_SHP_SOLOGSPLNGVWCRTNO					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_SLS_CRP_TRANSP_REQUEST					CO_SLS_CRP_TRANSP_REQUEST					Outbound										1															Sales and Distribution					Not Used															




					CO_SLS_CRP_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST					CO_SLS_CRP_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST					Outbound										1															Sales and Distribution					Not Used															




					CO_SLS_PURCHASEORDERCHGRQ					CO_SLS_PURCHASEORDERCHGRQ					Outbound										1															Sales and Distribution					Not Used															




					CO_SLS_PURCHASEORDERCNCRQ					CO_SLS_PURCHASEORDERCNCRQ					Outbound										1															Sales and Distribution					Not Used															




					CO_SLS_PURCHASEORDERCO					CO_SLS_PURCHASEORDERCO					Outbound										1															Sales and Distribution					Not Used															




					CO_SLS_PURCHASEORDERCRTRQ					CO_SLS_PURCHASEORDERCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Sales and Distribution					Not Used															




					CO_SLS_PURORD_REQUEST					CO_SLS_PURORD_REQUEST					Outbound										1															Sales and Distribution					Not Used															




					CO_SLS_SOQTYREDUCNNO					CO_SLS_SOQTYREDUCNNO					Outbound										1															Sales and Distribution					Not Used															




					CO_SLS_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST					CO_SLS_TRQ_SUITEREQUEST					Outbound										1															Sales and Distribution					Not Used															




					CO_SNS_SERVER_PORT					CO_SNS_SERVER_PORT					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPI_AGENT_GENERAL					CO_SPI_AGENT_GENERAL					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SPI_AGENT_GENERAL does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SPRXEQ_PROXY_SAMPLES					CO_SPRXEQ_PROXY_SAMPLES					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXTNSC					CO_SPRXTNSC					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXTPROXY_ANY_SAMPLE					CO_SPRXTPROXY_ANY_SAMPLE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXTPROXY_OUTB_TEXT					CO_SPRXTPROXY_OUTB_TEXT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXTQW_QUERY_CONSUMER					CO_SPRXTQW_QUERY_CONSUMER					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXTQ_CONSUMER1					CO_SPRXTQ_CONSUMER1					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_CANCEL_ORDER					CO_SPRXT_CANCEL_ORDER					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_CHK_CANCEL_ORDER					CO_SPRXT_CHK_CANCEL_ORDER					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_CHK_DDIC_METADATA_OUT					CO_SPRXT_CHK_DDIC_METADATA_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_CHK_HANDLE_ORDER					CO_SPRXT_CHK_HANDLE_ORDER					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_CHK_HANDLE_ORDER_T1					CO_SPRXT_CHK_HANDLE_ORDER_T1					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_CHK_HANDLE_ORDER_T2					CO_SPRXT_CHK_HANDLE_ORDER_T2					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_CHK_HASHID_OUT					CO_SPRXT_CHK_HASHID_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_CHK_INACTIVE_OUT					CO_SPRXT_CHK_INACTIVE_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_CHK_SPRX_TADIR_OUT					CO_SPRXT_CHK_SPRX_TADIR_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_CHK_WRONG_WS_SCOPE					CO_SPRXT_CHK_WRONG_WS_SCOPE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_DEFAULT					CO_SPRXT_DEFAULT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_EORDER_IN					CO_SPRXT_EORDER_IN					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_EORDER_OUT					CO_SPRXT_EORDER_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_EXT_DEF1					CO_SPRXT_EXT_DEF1					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_FMSE_FUNDS_CREATE					CO_SPRXT_FMSE_FUNDS_CREATE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_FMSE_FUNDS_QUERY					CO_SPRXT_FMSE_FUNDS_QUERY					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_HANDLE_ORDER					CO_SPRXT_HANDLE_ORDER					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_MDR_CONSUMER					CO_SPRXT_MDR_CONSUMER					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_ORDER_OUT					CO_SPRXT_ORDER_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_ORDER_OUT_FOR_EVENT					CO_SPRXT_ORDER_OUT_FOR_EVENT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_ORDER_OUT_V1					CO_SPRXT_ORDER_OUT_V1					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_PROXY_TEXT					CO_SPRXT_PROXY_TEXT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_S1					CO_SPRXT_S1					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_S2					CO_SPRXT_S2					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_S3					CO_SPRXT_S3					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_S4					CO_SPRXT_S4					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_STCM_SOURCE_CONSUMER					CO_SPRXT_STCM_SOURCE_CONSUMER					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_STCM_TARGET_CONSUMER					CO_SPRXT_STCM_TARGET_CONSUMER					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_TYPES					CO_SPRXT_TYPES					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_UI_CONSUMER_ACTOR2					CO_SPRXT_UI_CONSUMER_ACTOR2					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SPRXT_UI_SOURCE_CONSUMER_AC					CO_SPRXT_UI_SOURCE_CONSUMER_AC					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRALPROXY_ANY_SAMPLE					CO_SRALPROXY_ANY_SAMPLE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRAL_BANKING_TEST_WS					CO_SRAL_BANKING_TEST_WS					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRAL_BANK_ACCOUNT_CONTRACT					CO_SRAL_BANK_ACCOUNT_CONTRACT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRAL_DEMO_PROVIDER					CO_SRAL_DEMO_PROVIDER					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRAL_READ_ACCESS_LOGGING_TE					CO_SRAL_READ_ACCESS_LOGGING_TE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRAL_RFC_TEST_PARAM_VARIETY					CO_SRAL_RFC_TEST_PARAM_VARIETY					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRAL_SRLA_DEMO_DB_FUBA					CO_SRAL_SRLA_DEMO_DB_FUBA					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRAL_TEST_SERVICE					CO_SRAL_TEST_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRAL_TEST_SIMPLE_CONTENT_CO					CO_SRAL_TEST_SIMPLE_CONTENT_CO					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRTCONSUMER_S					CO_SRTCONSUMER_S					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRTFT_TEST_MASS_CONFIGURATI					CO_SRTFT_TEST_MASS_CONFIGURATI					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRTFT_TEST_SYSTEM_METADATA					CO_SRTFT_TEST_SYSTEM_METADATA					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRTGSRTG_TEST					CO_SRTGSRTG_TEST					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRTPROVIDER_1					CO_SRTPROVIDER_1					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_ASYNC_NAME_CONCATENATI1					CO_SRT_ASYNC_NAME_CONCATENATI1					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_ASYNC_NAME_CONCATENATIO					CO_SRT_ASYNC_NAME_CONCATENATIO					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_BAPI_TF					CO_SRT_BAPI_TF					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_BIZTALK_TEST_ECHO_OUT					CO_SRT_BIZTALK_TEST_ECHO_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SRT_BIZTALK_TEST_ECHO_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SRT_CALCULATOR_OUT					CO_SRT_CALCULATOR_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_ECHO_OUT					CO_SRT_ECHO_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SRT_ECHO_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SRT_FG_TF					CO_SRT_FG_TF					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_FM_TF					CO_SRT_FM_TF					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_IADT_DOCLITB_OUT					CO_SRT_IADT_DOCLITB_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SRT_IADT_DOCLITB_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SRT_IBDT_DOCLITB_OUT					CO_SRT_IBDT_DOCLITB_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SRT_IBDT_DOCLITB_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SRT_IBDT_DOCLITW_OUT					CO_SRT_IBDT_DOCLITW_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SRT_IBDT_DOCLITW_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SRT_IBDT_RPCLIT_OUT					CO_SRT_IBDT_RPCLIT_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SRT_IBDT_RPCLIT_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SRT_ICDT_DOCLITB_OUT					CO_SRT_ICDT_DOCLITB_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SRT_ICDT_DOCLITB_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SRT_ICDT_DOCLITW_OUT					CO_SRT_ICDT_DOCLITW_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SRT_ICDT_DOCLITW_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SRT_ICDT_RPCLIT_OUT					CO_SRT_ICDT_RPCLIT_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SRT_ICDT_RPCLIT_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SRT_IECHO_BYTE_ARRAY_OUT					CO_SRT_IECHO_BYTE_ARRAY_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SRT_IECHO_BYTE_ARRAY_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SRT_IECHO_STRING_OUT					CO_SRT_IECHO_STRING_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SRT_IECHO_STRING_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SRT_IMTOM_TEST					CO_SRT_IMTOM_TEST					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SRT_IMTOM_TEST does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SRT_IMTOM_TEST_LITE_OUT					CO_SRT_IMTOM_TEST_LITE_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SRT_IMTOM_TEST_LITE_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SRT_IMTOM_TEST_OUT					CO_SRT_IMTOM_TEST_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SRT_IMTOM_TEST_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SRT_IPING_BYTE_ARRAY_OUT					CO_SRT_IPING_BYTE_ARRAY_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SRT_IPING_BYTE_ARRAY_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SRT_IPING_OUT					CO_SRT_IPING_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SRT_IPING_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SRT_IPING_SERVICE_CONTR_OUT					CO_SRT_IPING_SERVICE_CONTR_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SRT_IPING_SERVICE_CONTR_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SRT_IPING_SERVICE_OUT					CO_SRT_IPING_SERVICE_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SRT_IPING_SERVICE_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SRT_IPING_SERVICE_SIGN_OUT					CO_SRT_IPING_SERVICE_SIGN_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SRT_IPING_SERVICE_SIGN_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SRT_ISTS_OUT					CO_SRT_ISTS_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SRT_ISTS_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SRT_LOGON_DATA_TEST					CO_SRT_LOGON_DATA_TEST					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_NOTIFY_OUT					CO_SRT_NOTIFY_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SRT_NOTIFY_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SRT_PLAIN_WS					CO_SRT_PLAIN_WS					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_PLAIN_WS_NON_RELIABLE					CO_SRT_PLAIN_WS_NON_RELIABLE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_QNAME_IMTOM_TEST_OUT					CO_SRT_QNAME_IMTOM_TEST_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SRT_QNAME_IMTOM_TEST_OUT does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SRT_SCT_CUSTOMER_OUT					CO_SRT_SCT_CUSTOMER_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_SCT_ORDER_OUT					CO_SRT_SCT_ORDER_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_SOAMANAGER_CON					CO_SRT_SOAMANAGER_CON					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_SOAMANAGER_CONNECTIVITY					CO_SRT_SOAMANAGER_CONNECTIVITY					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_SOURCE_COUPLED_ASYNC1					CO_SRT_SOURCE_COUPLED_ASYNC1					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_SOURCE_PROVIDER_ASYNC					CO_SRT_SOURCE_PROVIDER_ASYNC					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_SOURCE_PROVIDER_SYNC					CO_SRT_SOURCE_PROVIDER_SYNC					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_SRC_PROV_SYNC_STATEFUL					CO_SRT_SRC_PROV_SYNC_STATEFUL					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_STRINGPROCESSOR_OUT					CO_SRT_STRINGPROCESSOR_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TARGET_PROVIDER_ASYNC1					CO_SRT_TARGET_PROVIDER_ASYNC1					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TARGET_PROVIDER_ASYNC2					CO_SRT_TARGET_PROVIDER_ASYNC2					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TARGET_PROVIDER_ASYNC3					CO_SRT_TARGET_PROVIDER_ASYNC3					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TARGET_PROVIDER_SYNC					CO_SRT_TARGET_PROVIDER_SYNC					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TEST_CASCADE					CO_SRT_TEST_CASCADE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TEST_CASCADE_PLAINSOAP					CO_SRT_TEST_CASCADE_PLAINSOAP					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TEST_CASCADE_RELIABLE					CO_SRT_TEST_CASCADE_RELIABLE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TEST_CASCADE_STATEFUL					CO_SRT_TEST_CASCADE_STATEFUL					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TEST_OW_RELIABLE_VIA_FM					CO_SRT_TEST_OW_RELIABLE_VIA_FM					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TEST_PLAINSOAP					CO_SRT_TEST_PLAINSOAP					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TEST_PROVIDER					CO_SRT_TEST_PROVIDER					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TEST_RELIABLE					CO_SRT_TEST_RELIABLE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TEST_RELIABLE_PLAINSOAP					CO_SRT_TEST_RELIABLE_PLAINSOAP					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TEST_RELIABLE_RELIABLE					CO_SRT_TEST_RELIABLE_RELIABLE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TEST_RELIABLE_STATEFUL					CO_SRT_TEST_RELIABLE_STATEFUL					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TEST_RELIABLE_STATELESS					CO_SRT_TEST_RELIABLE_STATELESS					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TEST_SERVICE					CO_SRT_TEST_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TEST_SERVICE_OUT_700					CO_SRT_TEST_SERVICE_OUT_700					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TEST_SERVICE_OUT_710					CO_SRT_TEST_SERVICE_OUT_710					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TEST_SERVICE_OUT_XOP					CO_SRT_TEST_SERVICE_OUT_XOP					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TEST_SERVICE_RFCGRP_710					CO_SRT_TEST_SERVICE_RFCGRP_710					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TEST_STATEFUL					CO_SRT_TEST_STATEFUL					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TEST_STATELESS					CO_SRT_TEST_STATELESS					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TEST_SYSTEM_INFO					CO_SRT_TEST_SYSTEM_INFO					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TEST_SYSTEM_INFO1					CO_SRT_TEST_SYSTEM_INFO1					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_TEST_VSCANNER					CO_SRT_TEST_VSCANNER					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_UNIT_TEST_PROVIDER					CO_SRT_UNIT_TEST_PROVIDER					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRT_USERACCOUNTINFO_OUT					CO_SRT_USERACCOUNTINFO_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SRV_SRVCACKNERPCO					CO_SRV_SRVCACKNERPCO					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_SRV_SRVCACKNERPCRTRQ					CO_SRV_SRVCACKNERPCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_SRV_SRVCACKNERPNO					CO_SRV_SRVCACKNERPNO					Outbound										1															Materials Management					Not Used															




					CO_SSISAPCONTROL_PORT_TYPE					CO_SSISAPCONTROL_PORT_TYPE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_STXMB_BE_0_PRX_OUT					CO_STXMB_BE_0_PRX_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_STXMB_BE_1_PRX_OUT					CO_STXMB_BE_1_PRX_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_STXMB_BE_N_PRX_OUT					CO_STXMB_BE_N_PRX_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_STXMB_EO_0_PRX_OUT					CO_STXMB_EO_0_PRX_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_STXMB_EO_1_PRX_OUT					CO_STXMB_EO_1_PRX_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_STXMB_EO_N_PRX_OUT					CO_STXMB_EO_N_PRX_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_STXMB_EO_N_Q_PRX_OUT					CO_STXMB_EO_N_Q_PRX_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_STXMB_EO_N_Q_WO_IO_PRX_OUT					CO_STXMB_EO_N_Q_WO_IO_PRX_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_STXMB_EO_PP_PRX_OUT					CO_STXMB_EO_PP_PRX_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SVMR_VALUE_MAPPING_REP					CO_SVMR_VALUE_MAPPING_REP					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SVMR_VALUE_MAPPING_REP_SYNC					CO_SVMR_VALUE_MAPPING_REP_SYNC					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXDP_XDPCONVERSION_SERVICE					CO_SXDP_XDPCONVERSION_SERVICE					Outbound										1															SAP Knowledge Management					Not Used															




					CO_SXIDAG_BOOKING_ORDER_INFO					CO_SXIDAG_BOOKING_ORDER_INFO					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIDAG_BOOKING_ORDER_REQ					CO_SXIDAG_BOOKING_ORDER_REQ					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIDAG_FSA_QUERY					CO_SXIDAG_FSA_QUERY					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIDAG_MULT_BOOK_ORDER_REQ					CO_SXIDAG_MULT_BOOK_ORDER_REQ					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIDAL_FBO_CONFIRM					CO_SXIDAL_FBO_CONFIRM					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIPAT_XI_PATTERN_IF2_OUT					CO_SXIPAT_XI_PATTERN_IF2_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIPAT_XI_PATTERN_IF2_OUT_S					CO_SXIPAT_XI_PATTERN_IF2_OUT_S					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIPAT_XI_PATTERN_IF2_PCI					CO_SXIPAT_XI_PATTERN_IF2_PCI					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIPAT_XI_PATTERN_INTERFAC1					CO_SXIPAT_XI_PATTERN_INTERFAC1					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIPAT_XI_PATTERN_INTERFACE					CO_SXIPAT_XI_PATTERN_INTERFACE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIVERIATTACH_SYNC_OUT					CO_SXIVERIATTACH_SYNC_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIVERIBOXED_SYNC_OUT					CO_SXIVERIBOXED_SYNC_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIVERIHEADER_ASYNC_OUT					CO_SXIVERIHEADER_ASYNC_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIVERIHEADER_SYNC_OUT					CO_SXIVERIHEADER_SYNC_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIVERIMESSAGING_ASYNC_OUT					CO_SXIVERIMESSAGING_ASYNC_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIVERIPAYLOAD_SYNC_OUT					CO_SXIVERIPAYLOAD_SYNC_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIVERIROUTING_ASYNC_OUT					CO_SXIVERIROUTING_ASYNC_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIVERISESSION_SYNC_OUT					CO_SXIVERISESSION_SYNC_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIVERIWS_HEADER_SYNC_OUT					CO_SXIVERIWS_HEADER_SYNC_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIVERI_ELEM_OUTBOUND_SYNC					CO_SXIVERI_ELEM_OUTBOUND_SYNC					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIVERI_XMB_BRIDGE_REQUEST					CO_SXIVERI_XMB_BRIDGE_REQUEST					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIVERI_XMB_BRIDGE_RESPONSE					CO_SXIVERI_XMB_BRIDGE_RESPONSE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIVERI_XMB_BRIDGE_SYNC_OUT					CO_SXIVERI_XMB_BRIDGE_SYNC_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIVERI_XMB_ORDER_BE_OUT					CO_SXIVERI_XMB_ORDER_BE_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIVERI_XMB_ORDER_EO_OUT					CO_SXIVERI_XMB_ORDER_EO_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIVERI_XMB_PATTERN_REQUEST					CO_SXIVERI_XMB_PATTERN_REQUEST					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXIVERI_XMB_USER_LIST_OUT					CO_SXIVERI_XMB_USER_LIST_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXI_ADAPTER_MESSAGE_MONITOR					ZPICO_ADAPTER_MESSAGE_MONITORI					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXMSFEH_OUT					CO_SXMSFEH_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXMSFILE_INTERFACE_OUT					CO_SXMSFILE_INTERFACE_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXMSJKCXF_TEST_OUT					CO_SXMSJKCXF_TEST_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXMSMESSAGE_SEARCH					CO_SXMSMESSAGE_SEARCH					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXMSMTOM_CXF_OUT					CO_SXMSMTOM_CXF_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXMSSA_BRIDGE_ASYNC_OUT					CO_SXMSSA_BRIDGE_ASYNC_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXMSSA_BRIDGE_SYNC_OUT					CO_SXMSSA_BRIDGE_SYNC_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXMSWS_SPLIT_MAP_OUT					CO_SXMSWS_SPLIT_MAP_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXMSXMB_CUSTOMER_CHANGE_OUT					CO_SXMSXMB_CUSTOMER_CHANGE_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SXMSXMB_EO_1_PRX_OUT2					CO_SXMSXMB_EO_1_PRX_OUT2					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_SYNCHRONOUS_OUTBOUND					CO_SYNCHRONOUS_OUTBOUND					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SYNCHRONOUS_OUTBOUND does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SYNC_OUT_STATEFULL					CO_SYNC_OUT_STATEFULL					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SYNC_OUT_STATEFULL does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_SYNC_OUT_STATELESS					CO_SYNC_OUT_STATELESS					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used					Functionality Unavailable					The object CO_SYNC_OUT_STATELESS does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					CO_TCM_CFIR_SUITE_CONF					CO_TCM_CFIR_SUITE_CONF					Outbound										1															Supply Chain Management					Not Used															




					CO_TCM_CUSTOMERFRTINVREQCO					CO_TCM_CUSTOMERFRTINVREQCO					Outbound										1															Supply Chain Management					Not Used															




					CO_TCM_CUSTOMER_FREIGHT_INVOI1					CO_TCM_CUSTOMER_FREIGHT_INVOI1					Outbound										1															Supply Chain Management					Not Used															




					CO_TCM_CUSTOMER_FREIGHT_INVOIC					CO_TCM_CUSTOMER_FREIGHT_INVOIC					Outbound										1															Supply Chain Management					Not Used															




					CO_TCM_FREIGHT_ORDER_INVOICIN1					CO_TCM_FREIGHT_ORDER_INVOICIN1					Outbound										1															Supply Chain Management					Not Used															




					CO_TCM_FREIGHT_ORDER_INVOICING					CO_TCM_FREIGHT_ORDER_INVOICING					Outbound										1															Supply Chain Management					Not Used															




					CO_TCM_FRTORDERINVPREPCO					CO_TCM_FRTORDERINVPREPCO					Outbound										1															Supply Chain Management					Not Used															




					CO_TCM_SUPPLIERFRTINVREQCO					CO_TCM_SUPPLIERFRTINVREQCO					Outbound										1															Supply Chain Management					Not Used															




					CO_TCM_SUPPLIER_FREIGHT_INVOI1					CO_TCM_SUPPLIER_FREIGHT_INVOI1					Outbound										1															Supply Chain Management					Not Used															




					CO_TCM_SUPPLIER_FREIGHT_INVOIC					CO_TCM_SUPPLIER_FREIGHT_INVOIC					Outbound										1															Supply Chain Management					Not Used															




					CO_TCM_TORSUITEINPRCNF					CO_TCM_TORSUITEINPRCNF					Outbound										1															Supply Chain Management					Not Used															




					CO_TDIDICONFIGURATION_SERVICE					CO_TDIDICONFIGURATION_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_TEST					CO_TEST					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_TESTOUTSYNC					CO_TESTOUTSYNC					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_TEST_AS_OUT_ASYNC					CO_TEST_AS_OUT_ASYNC					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_TEST_AS_OUT_SYNC					CO_TEST_AS_OUT_SYNC					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_TEST_OUTBOUND_2					CO_TEST_OUTBOUND_2					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_TEST_OUTBOUND_3					CO_TEST_OUTBOUND_3					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_TEST_SENDER					CO_TEST_SENDER					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_TFLDEPLOY_PROXY_VI_DOCUMENT					CO_TFLDEPLOY_PROXY_VI_DOCUMENT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_TIM_SE_EETMEAGR_PWTP_EL_QU					CO_TIM_SE_EETMEAGR_PWTP_EL_QU					Outbound										1															Personnel Time Management					Not Used															




					CO_TIM_SE_EETMEAGR_PWTP_EL_RP					CO_TIM_SE_EETMEAGR_PWTP_EL_RP					Outbound										1															Personnel Time Management					Not Used															




					CO_TIM_SE_EETME_ELMNTS_QU					CO_TIM_SE_EETME_ELMNTS_QU					Outbound										1															Personnel Time Management					Not Used															




					CO_TIM_SE_EETME_ELMNTS_RP					CO_TIM_SE_EETME_ELMNTS_RP					Outbound										1															Personnel Time Management					Not Used															




					CO_TIM_SE_EETME_ELMNTS_RQ					CO_TIM_SE_EETME_ELMNTS_RQ					Outbound										1															Personnel Time Management					Not Used															




					CO_TIP_BULK_CHANGE_CONF					CO_TIP_BULK_CHANGE_CONF					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_TIP_BULK_CHANGE_REQUEST					CO_TIP_BULK_CHANGE_REQUEST					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_TIP_BULK_CHG_CHK_REQ_CONF					CO_TIP_BULK_CHG_CHK_REQ_CONF					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_TIP_BULK_CHG_REQ_CONF					CO_TIP_BULK_CHG_REQ_CONF					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_TIP_BULK_CREATE_REQUEST					CO_TIP_BULK_CREATE_REQUEST					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_TIP_BULK_CRTE_CHK_REQ_CONF					CO_TIP_BULK_CRTE_CHK_REQ_CONF					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_TIP_BULK_CRTE_REQ_CONF					CO_TIP_BULK_CRTE_REQ_CONF					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_TIP_BY_ELEMENTS_QUERY_RESP					CO_TIP_BY_ELEMENTS_QUERY_RESP					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_TIP_BY_IDQUERY					CO_TIP_BY_IDQUERY					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_TIP_BY_ID_QUERY_RESP					CO_TIP_BY_ID_QUERY_RESP					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_TIP_BY_ID_RESPONSE_OUT					CO_TIP_BY_ID_RESPONSE_OUT					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_TIP_CHANGE_CONF					CO_TIP_CHANGE_CONF					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_TIP_CHANGE_REQUEST					CO_TIP_CHANGE_REQUEST					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_TIP_CHG_CHK_REQ_CONF					CO_TIP_CHG_CHK_REQ_CONF					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_TIP_CHG_REQ_CONF					CO_TIP_CHG_REQ_CONF					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_TIP_CREATE_REQUEST_NOTIF					CO_TIP_CREATE_REQUEST_NOTIF					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_TIP_CRTE_CHK_REQ_CONF					CO_TIP_CRTE_CHK_REQ_CONF					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_TIP_CRTE_REQ_CONF					CO_TIP_CRTE_REQ_CONF					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_TMCPXU_GET_TRAN_DOC_URI					CO_TMCPXU_GET_TRAN_DOC_URI					Outbound										1															Supply Chain Management					Not Used															




					CO_TMS_BUSINESS_DOCUMENT_FLOW					CO_TMS_BUSINESS_DOCUMENT_FLOW					Outbound										1															Sales and Distribution					Not Used															




					CO_TRA_FREIGHTORDEREXECSTSNO					CO_TRA_FREIGHTORDEREXECSTSNO					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_TRA_FREIGHTORDEREXECUTIONCO					CO_TRA_FREIGHTORDEREXECUTIONCO					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_TRA_REQFORSUPLRFREIGHTQTERQ					CO_TRA_REQFORSUPLRFREIGHTQTERQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_TRA_REQFORSUPLRFRGTQTECNCRQ					CO_TRA_REQFORSUPLRFRGTQTECNCRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_TRA_TO_DLV_A_CHGD_NOTIF_OUT					CO_TRA_TO_DLV_A_CHGD_NOTIF_OUT					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_TRA_TO_PKG_A_CHGD_NOTIF_OUT					CO_TRA_TO_PKG_A_CHGD_NOTIF_OUT					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_TRA_TO_SCM_CNC_REQ_OUT					CO_TRA_TO_SCM_CNC_REQ_OUT					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_TRA_TO_SCM_REQUEST_OUT					CO_TRA_TO_SCM_REQUEST_OUT					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_TRA_TO_STS_NOTIF_OUT					CO_TRA_TO_STS_NOTIF_OUT					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_TRA_TRP_ORDER_EXEC_CONF_OUT					CO_TRA_TRP_ORDER_EXEC_CONF_OUT					Outbound										1															Logistics Execution					Not Used															




					CO_TRMC_HTTP					CO_TRMC_HTTP					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_TRQ_SUITE_SIM_REQ					CO_TRQ_SUITE_SIM_REQ					Outbound										1															Sales and Distribution					Not Used															




					CO_TSDISPLAY_PRICE_QUOTE_PORT					CO_TSDISPLAY_PRICE_QUOTE_PORT					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_TSQACCESS_PORT_TYPE					CO_TSQACCESS_PORT_TYPE					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_TSQCOUNT_PORT_TYPE					CO_TSQCOUNT_PORT_TYPE					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_TSQPLACE_PORT_TYPE					CO_TSQPLACE_PORT_TYPE					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_TSSABRE_COMMAND_LLSPORT_TYP					CO_TSSABRE_COMMAND_LLSPORT_TYP					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_TSSESSION_CLOSE_PORT_TYPE					CO_TSSESSION_CLOSE_PORT_TYPE					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_TSSESSION_CREATE_PORT_TYPE					CO_TSSESSION_CREATE_PORT_TYPE					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_TSTRAVEL_ITINERARY_READ_POR					CO_TSTRAVEL_ITINERARY_READ_POR					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_TST_VARIANTE1					CO_TST_VARIANTE1					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_UC0_CHARTOFACCRPLCTNCO					CO_UC0_CHARTOFACCRPLCTNCO					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UC0_FINCNSELMNTRPLCTNBCO					CO_UC0_FINCNSELMNTRPLCTNBCO					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UC0_FINCNSSTRUCTRPLCTNCO					CO_UC0_FINCNSSTRUCTRPLCTNCO					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UC0_FINREPSTRUCTRPLCTNCO					CO_UC0_FINREPSTRUCTRPLCTNCO					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UDM_DISPCASE_CHGRQ					CO_UDM_DISPCASE_CHGRQ					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UDM_DISPCASE_CNCRQ					CO_UDM_DISPCASE_CNCRQ					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UDM_DISPCASE_CO					CO_UDM_DISPCASE_CO					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UDM_DISPCASE_CRTRQ					CO_UDM_DISPCASE_CRTRQ					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UDM_DISPCASE_IDQR					CO_UDM_DISPCASE_IDQR					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UDM_DISPCASE_UPDCHKQR					CO_UDM_DISPCASE_UPDCHKQR					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UDM_DISPCASE_UPDRC					CO_UDM_DISPCASE_UPDRC					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKMR3_CMA_QUERY					CO_UKMR3_CMA_QUERY					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKMR3_COMMITMENT_NOTIFICTN					CO_UKMR3_COMMITMENT_NOTIFICTN					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKMR3_CPBS_NOTIFICATION_OUT					CO_UKMR3_CPBS_NOTIFICATION_OUT					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKMR3_CREDIT_WORTHINESS					CO_UKMR3_CREDIT_WORTHINESS					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKMR3_DCD_MNTNO					CO_UKMR3_DCD_MNTNO					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKMR3_PAYMENT_RECORD_NOTIF					CO_UKMR3_PAYMENT_RECORD_NOTIF					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKM_CLCR_CHGRQ					CO_UKM_CLCR_CHGRQ					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKM_CLCR_CHKQR					CO_UKM_CLCR_CHKQR					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKM_CLCR_CNCRQ					CO_UKM_CLCR_CNCRQ					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKM_CLCR_CO					CO_UKM_CLCR_CO					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKM_CLCR_CRTRC					CO_UKM_CLCR_CRTRC					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKM_CLCR_CRTRQ					CO_UKM_CLCR_CRTRQ					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKM_CLCR_IDQR					CO_UKM_CLCR_IDQR					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKM_CLCR_UPDRC					CO_UKM_CLCR_UPDRC					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKM_CMAPBS_BYDBTRQRYRSP_OUT					CO_UKM_CMAPBS_BYDBTRQRYRSP_OUT					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKM_CMA_CHG_NOTIFICATION					CO_UKM_CMA_CHG_NOTIFICATION					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKM_CREDIT_AGENCY_MONITOR					CO_UKM_CREDIT_AGENCY_MONITOR					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKM_CREDIT_AGENCY_REPORT					CO_UKM_CREDIT_AGENCY_REPORT					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKM_CREDIT_AGENCY_SEARCH_ID					CO_UKM_CREDIT_AGENCY_SEARCH_ID					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKM_CREDIT_COMMITMENT_QUERY					CO_UKM_CREDIT_COMMITMENT_QUERY					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKM_CW_CHANGE_INFORMATION					CO_UKM_CW_CHANGE_INFORMATION					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKM_DEBTRECSCORE_UPD_NO					CO_UKM_DEBTRECSCORE_UPD_NO					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKM_FICA_RATING_RESPO_OUT					CO_UKM_FICA_RATING_RESPO_OUT					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_UKM_MONITOR_NOTIFICATION					CO_UKM_MONITOR_NOTIFICATION					Outbound										1															Financials					Not Used															




					CO_USMD_CHARTOFACCRPLCTNCO					CO_USMD_CHARTOFACCRPLCTNCO					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_USMD_CHARTOFACCRPLCTNRQ					CO_USMD_CHARTOFACCRPLCTNRQ					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_USMD_CHARTOFACCRPLCTNRQ_V1					CO_USMD_CHARTOFACCRPLCTNRQ_V1					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_USMD_COMPANYRPLCTNBCO					CO_USMD_COMPANYRPLCTNBCO					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_USMD_COMPANYRPLCTNBRQ					CO_USMD_COMPANYRPLCTNBRQ					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_USMD_COSTCTRGRPHIRPLCTNRQ					CO_USMD_COSTCTRGRPHIRPLCTNRQ					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_USMD_COSTCTRRPLCTNBRQ					CO_USMD_COSTCTRRPLCTNBRQ					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_USMD_COSTELMNTGRPHIRPLCTNRQ					CO_USMD_COSTELMNTGRPHIRPLCTNRQ					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_USMD_COSTELMNTRPLCTNBRQ					CO_USMD_COSTELMNTRPLCTNBRQ					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_USMD_FINCNSELMNTRPLCTNBRQ					CO_USMD_FINCNSELMNTRPLCTNBRQ					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_USMD_FINCNSSTRUCTRPLCTNRQ					CO_USMD_FINCNSSTRUCTRPLCTNRQ					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_USMD_FINREPSTRUCTRPLCTNCO					CO_USMD_FINREPSTRUCTRPLCTNCO					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_USMD_FINREPSTRUCTRPLCTNRQ					CO_USMD_FINREPSTRUCTRPLCTNRQ					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_USMD_GENLEDACCMRPLCTNCO					CO_USMD_GENLEDACCMRPLCTNCO					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_USMD_GENLEDACCMRPLCTNRQ					CO_USMD_GENLEDACCMRPLCTNRQ					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_USMD_PRFTCTRGRPHIRPLCTNRQ					CO_USMD_PRFTCTRGRPHIRPLCTNRQ					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_USMD_PROFITCTRRPLCTNBRQ					CO_USMD_PROFITCTRRPLCTNBRQ					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_UTST_TEST_TYPES					CO_UTST_TEST_TYPES					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_VEG_CONVERSION_SERVER_V2					CO_VEG_CONVERSION_SERVER_V2					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_VEG_CONVERSION_SERVER_V3					CO_VEG_CONVERSION_SERVER_V3					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_VEG_OUTBOUND					CO_VEG_OUTBOUND					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					CO_VSMI_PRODUCT_ACTIVITY_NOTIF					CO_VSMI_PRODUCT_ACTIVITY_NOTIF					Outbound										1															Sales and Distribution					Not Used															




					CO_WALL_RETAIL_ALLOC_CRTRQ					CO_WALL_RETAIL_ALLOC_CRTRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WALL_RTL_ALLOCATION_ERP_CO					CO_WALL_RTL_ALLOCATION_ERP_CO					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WAPC_RTLPURGPLN_MNTRQ					CO_WAPC_RTLPURGPLN_MNTRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WART_MATERIAL_RDM_MNTRQ					CO_WART_MATERIAL_RDM_MNTRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WART_MATERIAL_RDM_MNTRQB					CO_WART_MATERIAL_RDM_MNTRQB					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WART_MERCHANDISEREPBULKRQ					CO_WART_MERCHANDISEREPBULKRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WB2_ANALYTVIEWTRORDNO					CO_WB2_ANALYTVIEWTRORDNO					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WB2_ANLYTLTRDGVWINVCNO					CO_WB2_ANLYTLTRDGVWINVCNO					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERCNCNO					CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERCNCNO					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERCNCRQ					CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERCNCRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERCO					CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERCO					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERNO					CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERNO					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERRELNO					CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERRELNO					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERRELRQ					CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERRELRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERRQ					CO_WB2_TRADINGORDERRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WCB_CCREQ					CO_WCB_CCREQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WCB_CC_CANCELREQ					CO_WCB_CC_CANCELREQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WCB_CC_CONFIRMATION					CO_WCB_CC_CONFIRMATION					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WCB_CC_REQUEST					CO_WCB_CC_REQUEST					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WDR_OBNWEB_SERVICE					CO_WDR_OBNWEB_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_WDR_OBNWS_VI					CO_WDR_OBNWS_VI					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_WGDS_TRADE_ITEM_CATALOGUE_1					CO_WGDS_TRADE_ITEM_CATALOGUE_1					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WGDS_TRADE_ITEM_CATALOGUE_2					CO_WGDS_TRADE_ITEM_CATALOGUE_2					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WGDS_TRADE_ITEM_CATALOGUE_A					CO_WGDS_TRADE_ITEM_CATALOGUE_A					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WGDS_TRADE_ITEM_CATALOGUE_S					CO_WGDS_TRADE_ITEM_CATALOGUE_S					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WGDS_TRADE_ITEM_CATALOGUE_T					CO_WGDS_TRADE_ITEM_CATALOGUE_T					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WINC_RTLINCENTIVERPLCTNBKRQ					CO_WINC_RTLINCENTIVERPLCTNBKRQ					Outbound										1															Sales and Distribution					Not Used															




					CO_WINC_RTLINCNTVRPLCTNBKRQ_V1					CO_WINC_RTLINCNTVRPLCTNBKRQ_V1					Outbound										1															Sales and Distribution					Not Used															




					CO_WLAY_ASSTMTSLERQ					CO_WLAY_ASSTMTSLERQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WLF_INVOICECNCCO					CO_WLF_INVOICECNCCO					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WLF_INVOICECNCRQ					CO_WLF_INVOICECNCRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WPCH_PCHRPLCTNRQ					CO_WPCH_PCHRPLCTNRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WPRO_RETAILEVENTOFRACTCO					CO_WPRO_RETAILEVENTOFRACTCO					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WPRO_RETAILEVENTRPLCTCO					CO_WPRO_RETAILEVENTRPLCTCO					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WPRO_RETAILEVENTRPLCTNRQ					CO_WPRO_RETAILEVENTRPLCTNRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WPRO_RETAILEVENTRPLCTNRQ_V1					CO_WPRO_RETAILEVENTRPLCTNRQ_V1					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WPRO_RETAIL_EVENT_CRTRQ					CO_WPRO_RETAIL_EVENT_CRTRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WRAPPER_SERVICE_BEAN2					CO_WRAPPER_SERVICE_BEAN2					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_WRPC_SALESPRICEINFORMMNTRQ					CO_WRPC_SALESPRICEINFORMMNTRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WRPC_SALESPRICEINFORMMNTRQB					CO_WRPC_SALESPRICEINFORMMNTRQB					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WRPC_SALESPRICESPECIFCRTRQ					CO_WRPC_SALESPRICESPECIFCRTRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WRPC_SLS_PR_SPEC_CALC_CO					CO_WRPC_SLS_PR_SPEC_CALC_CO					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WS2_EXT_SDL					CO_WS2_EXT_SDL					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_WSIT_STGRPERPRPLCTNBULKRQ					CO_WSIT_STGRPERPRPLCTNBULKRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WSIT_STOREERPRPLCTNBULKRQ					CO_WSIT_STOREERPRPLCTNBULKRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WSIT_STOREPRICELEVELMNTRQ					CO_WSIT_STOREPRICELEVELMNTRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WSIT_STOREPRICELEVELMNTRQB					CO_WSIT_STOREPRICELEVELMNTRQB					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WSIT_STORESUPPLYBRNCHMNTRQ					CO_WSIT_STORESUPPLYBRNCHMNTRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WSIT_STORESUPPLYBRNCHMNTRQB					CO_WSIT_STORESUPPLYBRNCHMNTRQB					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WSIT_STORE_RDMMNTRQ					CO_WSIT_STORE_RDMMNTRQ					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WSIT_STORE_RDMMNTRQB					CO_WSIT_STORE_RDMMNTRQB					Outbound										1															Logistics - General					Not Used															




					CO_WSPT_DOCUMENTOS_TRANSPORTE					CO_WSPT_DOCUMENTOS_TRANSPORTE					Outbound										1															Financial Accounting					Not Used															




					CO_WSSAPCCMS					CO_WSSAPCCMS					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_WSSAPCONTROL_PORT_TYPE					CO_WSSAPCONTROL_PORT_TYPE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_WSSAPDSR					CO_WSSAPDSR					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_WSSAPOSCOL					CO_WSSAPOSCOL					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_WSSESECURITY_TOKEN_SERVICE					CO_WSSESECURITY_TOKEN_SERVICE					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_WSSEWSSPROCESSOR_VI_DOCUMEN					CO_WSSEWSSPROCESSOR_VI_DOCUMEN					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_WSXMB_WS_OUT					CO_WSXMB_WS_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_WS_FM_STATEFUL_TF					CO_WS_FM_STATEFUL_TF					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_XMB_BE_AS_OUT					CO_XMB_BE_AS_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_XMB_EO_AS_OUT					CO_XMB_EO_AS_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_XMB_PACK_OUT					CO_XMB_PACK_OUT					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_XMSMTOM_TEST2					CO_XMSMTOM_TEST2					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					CO_XMSXMB_WS_OUT2					CO_XMSXMB_WS_OUT2					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					DEMO_PRODUCTION_DELIVERY_WS_PL					DEMO_PRODUCTION_DELIVERY_WS_PL					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					DEMO_PRODUCTION_ORDER_WS_PROD1					DEMO_PRODUCTION_ORDER_WS_PROD1					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					ZBS_CO_MI_CONFIRM_O					ZBS_CO_MI_CONFIRM_O					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					ZBS_CO_MI_CONFIRM_O1					ZBS_CO_MI_CONFIRM_O1					Outbound										1															Basis Components					Not Used															




					ZBS_CO_MI_EXTHANDLING_MESSAGE					ZBS_CO_MI_EXTHANDLING_MESSAGE					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					ZBS_CO_MI_INVOICED_O					ZBS_CO_MI_INVOICED_O					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					ZBS_CO_MI_REQUEST_O					ZBS_CO_MI_REQUEST_O					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					ZBS_CO_MI_REQUEST_O_EXT					ZBS_CO_MI_REQUEST_O_EXT					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					ZBS_CO_MI_TEST					ZBS_CO_MI_TEST					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					ZBS_CO_MI_TEST02					ZBS_CO_MI_TEST02					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					ZBS_CO_MI_TEST_OUTBOUND_ASYN					ZBS_CO_MI_TEST_OUTBOUND_ASYN					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					ZBS_REQ_CO_MI_REQUEST_O_EXT_NE					ZBS_REQ_CO_MI_REQUEST_O_EXT_NE					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					ZBW_CAODB_CO_CONNECTION_OPERAT					ZBW_CAODB_CO_CONNECTION_OPERAT					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					ZCAFM__CO_IF					ZCAFM__CO_IF					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Constantly															




					ZCAFM__CO_IF_ATTA					ZCAFM__CO_IF_ATTA					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Constantly															




					ZCLMCO_MI_BP_CLM					ZCLMCO_MI_BP_CLM					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					ZCO_BATCH_JOB_ADMIN					ZCO_BATCH_JOB_ADMIN					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					ZDOCHCO_SAP_LINK_SLAVE_HANDLER					ZPRX_CO_SAP_LINK_SLAVE_HANDLER					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					ZEETCO_EET					ZEETCO_EET					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					ZHR_LSOCO_NOTIFICATION_WSSERVI					ZHR_LSOCO_NOTIFICATION_WSSERVI					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					ZICO_ISRS					ZICO_ISRS					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					ZINT_CO_MI_DOVOLENA_O					ZINT_CO_MI_DOVOLENA_O					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					ZINT_CO_MI_FAKTURY_O					ZINT_CO_MI_FAKTURY_O					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					ZINT_CO_MI_HODINY_O					ZINT_CO_MI_HODINY_O					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					ZINT_CO_MI_OPATRENI_O					ZINT_CO_MI_OPATRENI_O					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					ZINT_CO_MI_ZAMESTNANCI_O					ZINT_CO_MI_ZAMESTNANCI_O					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					ZPICO_ADAPTER_MESSAGE_MONITORI					ZPICO_ADAPTER_MESSAGE_MONITORI					Outbound										1															Cross-Application Components					Not Used															




					ZPRX_CO_SAP_LINK_SLAVE_HANDLER					ZPRX_CO_SAP_LINK_SLAVE_HANDLER					Outbound										1															Plant Maintenance					Not Used															




					ZPRX_CO_SI_GIS_CALLBACK					ZPRX_CO_SI_GIS_CALLBACK					Outbound										1															Plant Maintenance					Not Used															




					ZPRX_CO_SI_PROXY2LEV_TEST					ZPRX_CO_SI_PROXY2LEV_TEST					Outbound										1															Plant Maintenance					Not Used															
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					Direction					Function Module					Function Module Title					Calling Program					Application Area					No. of Partners					Usage Frequency					Type of Impact					Details					ABAP Test Cockpit Results




					Inbound					/BDL/CHECK_SERV_DEF_REFRESH					For SelfDiag: is there a successful periodic SD refresh?										Service					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/BDL/READ_STAMP					Read table /BDL/STAMP										Service					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/BDL/_CHECK_JOB_TASKMANAGER					Modify job schedulling for Task Manager										Service					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/BDL/_GET_SDCC_CUSTOMIZING_NEW					reads new customizing tables of task manager and sdcc/rtcctool tasks										Service					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/BDL/_GET_TASK_OVERVIEW_A1S					Refresh the task information (todo,done,deleted,log)										Service					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/BDL/_SERVER_PING					Pings servers within the customer system										Service					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_ACTION_INFO					Get Tcode info										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_ACTION_OBJINFO					Get Tcode Object Info										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_ACTION_RANGE					Get  Authorization Range for T-code										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_ACT_AUTH_OBJ_INFO					Get object info										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_AUTH_GET_ACTVT					Get activity values for authorization object										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_AUTH_GET_CLASS					Get class for authorization object										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_AUTH_GET_FIELD					Get object field for authorization object										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_AUTH_GET_ORG_ID					Get org ids										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_AUTH_GET_TEXT					Get text for authorization objects										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_CHANGED_GET_LOG					Get Changed Log										Governance, Risk and Compliance					3					Constantly															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_GET_LOGGED_FFUSERS					Update SPM Session log										Governance, Risk and Compliance					4					Constantly															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_ORG_GET_VALUE_NH					Get org values in non HR system										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_OSCOMMAND_GET_LOG					Get OS command log										Governance, Risk and Compliance					4					Constantly															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_PDPROF_LIST					PD Prof List										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_PROF_GET_LIST					Get profile list										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_PROF_GET_RANGES					Get Profile Ranges										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_ROLE_GET_LIST					Get the lists of roles										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_ROLE_GET_ORG_LEVEL					Get Organization Level for role										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_ROLE_GET_RANGES					Get Role Ranges										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_SECAUDIT_GET_LOG					Security audit get log										Governance, Risk and Compliance					3					Constantly															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_SPM_DATA_UPDATE					Function to sync SPM Table data										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_SPM_READLOG					Read SPM Session Logs created in De-centralized.										Governance, Risk and Compliance					2					Constantly															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_SPM_SYNC					Function to sync SPM Table data										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_SPM_SYNC_STAT_UPD					Updating SPM Session log sync status.										Governance, Risk and Compliance					4					Constantly															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_SYS_SEC_GET_LOG					Get system security log										Governance, Risk and Compliance					4					Constantly															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_TCODE_FOR_ROLE					Get Tcode for Role										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_TRAN_GET_LOG					Get Transaction Log										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_USR_GET_LIST					Get user list										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_USR_GET_LOGGED					Get Logged Users										Governance, Risk and Compliance					6					Constantly															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_USR_GET_ORG_LEVEL					Get Organization Level for user										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_USR_GET_PDPROF					Pdprofile for user										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_USR_GET_PROFILE					Get profile for user/s										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_USR_GET_RANGES					Get User Ranges										Governance, Risk and Compliance					2					Constantly															




					Inbound					/GRCPI/GRIA_USR_GET_ROLE					Get role/s for user/s										Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/FM_MGW_GET_BCT					Get Backend Context Token for a list of services										Occasional Platform User					2					Constantly															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/FM_MGW_HANDLE_REQUEST					Generically handling requests										Occasional Platform User					12					Constantly															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/FM_MGW_MAINT_SERVICE					Call Maintain Service on BEP										Occasional Platform User					2					Seldom															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/SUTIL_CLEANUP_MD_CACHE					Cleanup Metadata Cache of a service										Occasional Platform User					2					Seldom															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/SUTIL_RUN_BEP_MONITOR					Run Bep Monitor										Occasional Platform User					2					Seldom															




					Inbound					/IWFND/GW_ERROR_LOG_EXTRACTOR					Error Log Extractor  - SAP Gateway										Occasional Platform User					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/IWWRK/WF_TGW_CUSTOM_ATTRIBUTE					Task Gateway RFC for V2 features										Occasional Platform User					4					Constantly															




					Inbound					/IWWRK/WF_TGW_EXPAND					RFC for expanded entity/entityset										Occasional Platform User					3					Constantly															




					Inbound					/IWWRK/WF_TGW_QUERY_TASKS					Task Gateway: Query tasks for BWF provider										Occasional Platform User					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/IWWRK/WF_TGW_TASK_DEC_OP_ACT					RFC for decision options of task										Occasional Platform User					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/IWWRK/WF_TGW_TASK_DEFINITION					Read definition details task										Occasional Platform User					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/IWWRK/WF_TGW_TASK_DET_ACTION					Apply action on task										Occasional Platform User					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					/IWWRK/WF_TGW_TASK_DET_QUERY					Read details for specific task										Occasional Platform User					2					Constantly															




					Inbound					/IWWRK/WF_TGW_TASK_DET_READ					Read details for specific task										Occasional Platform User					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/IWWRK/WF_TGW_TASK_SCN_COUNT					Get number of items per task id										Occasional Platform User					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/IWWRK/WF_TGW_USER_DETAILS					Get User Details by workitem id and navigation context										Occasional Platform User					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					/IWWRK/WF_TGW_USER_GETLIST					determine users fullname										Occasional Platform User					3					Constantly															




					Inbound					/IWWRK/WF_WI_ATTACHMENT_ADD					Add attachment to workflow item										Occasional Platform User					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_EMPCARD_GET					Karta zaměstnance															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_EMPCARD_GET_CONTR					Tabulka kontraktů															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_EMPCARD_GET_FLDSET					Vrátí nastavení polí k pro editaci															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_EMPCARD_GET_FOTO					Fotka zaměstnance															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_EMPCARD_SET_FLDSET					Update polí															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_EMPCARD_SET_FOTO					Update fotky zaměstnance															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_EMPCARD_SHLP					Search help															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_EMPQUALF_GET					Kvalifikace zaměstnance															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_GET_PAYSLIP					mib:hr Výplatní páska v PDF															2					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_GET_PAYSLIP_LIST					mib:hr Seznam výplatních pásek															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_ADMEMPL_GETSET					Admin Seznam podřízených															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_ADMPRBK2_GETSET					Admin Agregované Předběžné rezervace podřízených															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_ADMPRBK_GETSET					Admin Předběžné rezervace															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_ADMQUAL_GETSET					Admin Kvalifikace															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_ADMQUAL_SHLP					Admin Kvalifikace Nápověda vyhleádávání															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_ADMSHLP_GETSET					Admin Nápověda vyhledávání															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_AUTH					mib:learning Kontrola oprávnění															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_BOOKED_EVENT					mib:learning Manažer Schválení storna přihlášky															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_BOOKED_GET					Detail přihlášky															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_CATALOG_GETSET					Katalog															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_CERTPDF_GET					mib:learning Certifikát splnění kurzu															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_CONSTANT_GETSET					Konstanty															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_COURATT_GET					Příloha kurzu - obsah															1					Seldom															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_COURATT_GETSET					Přílohy kurzu															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_COURPART_GETSET					Účastníci kurzu															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_COURSETP_GETSET					mib:learning Typy kurzů															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_COURSE_GET					Detail kurzu															2					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_COURSE_GETSET					Termíny kurzů															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_COURSE_TITLES					mib:learning Názvy kurzů															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_CRSHEMPL_GETSET					Vyhledání podřízených															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_ETRAN_UPLOAD					mib:learning Nahrání eLerning kurzu															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_IS_ADMIN					mib:learning Uživatel je admin															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_LTD_SET					mib:learning Dlouhodobá nemoc - nastavení															1					Seldom															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_MNGBKHIS_GETSET					Manažer Historie vzdělávání															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_MNGBOOK_GETSET					Manažer Přihlášky podřízených															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_MNGEMPL_GETSET					Manažer Seznam podřízených															2					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_MNGOVIEW_GETSET					Manažer Přehled TODO															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_MNGPCRS_GETSET					Manažer Přihlášky podřízených - odborné školení															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_MNGPRBK_GETSET					Manažer Předběžné rezervace podřízených															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_MNGQUAL_GETSET					Manažer Kvalifikace															2					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_MNGQUAL_SHLP					Manažer Kvalifikace Nápověda vyhleádávní															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_MNGSHLP_GETSET					Manažer Nápověda vyhledávání															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PARTBK_COMPLETE					mib:learning Potvrzení účasti															2					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PARTBK_CREATE					Book participant															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PARTBK_DELETE					Delete booking participant															1					Seldom															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PARTBK_GETSET					Participant Bookings															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PARTPC_GETSET					Participant Pcourses															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PARTPRBK_CREATE					Prebook participant															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PARTPRBK_GETSET					Participant Prebookings															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PARTQUAL_GETSET					Participant Kvalifikace															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PARTVIEW_GETSET					Participant Přehled															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PART_GET					mib:learning Hlavička účastníka															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PCOURSE_CREATE					Žádost o odborný kurz															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PCOURSE_CRE_APP					mib:learning Manažer Schválení odborného kurzu															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PCOURSE_CRE_REJ					mib:learning Manažer Zamítnutí odborného kurzu.															1					Seldom															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PCOURSE_GET					Odborný kurz - detail															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PCOURSE_GETSET					Odborný kurz - seznam															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PCOURSE_GET_PDF					Odborný kurz - pdf															1					Seldom															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_LSO_PCOURSE_UPDATE					Odborný kurz - editace															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_ORG_LEAD_GET					mib:OrgChart Organizační jednotky vedené uživatelem															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_ORG_STRUC_GET					mib:OrgChart Obecný															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/SDF/ABAP_RFC_EXTRACTOR					ABAP RFC Extractor for Connection Monitoring										Service					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/SDF/ASR_READ_AGGR					Read statistical records from all instances										Service					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/SDF/CCDB_RFC_INTERFACE					CCDB RFC Interface										Service					2					Constantly															




					Inbound					/SDF/CHECK_RFC					check RFC on managed system (BACK RFC)										Service					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/SDF/DUMP_EXTRACTOR					BI extractor for dumps										Service					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/SDF/E2EEM_GET_DATA					Get EM data										Service					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/SDF/E2E_EFWKE_DATA_CONNECTOR					Connector for DPC - Metric and Problem Context Collection										Service					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/SDF/GET_COPY_ROLES					Get the list of copies for a given role										Service					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/SDF/GW_THROUGHPUT_EXTRACTOR					Gateway specific Workload KPIs										Service					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/SDF/IS_PROXY					Proxy Function Module										Service					2					Constantly															




					Inbound					/SDF/PRGN_CHECK_PROFILE_STATUS					Check status of Profile										Service					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/SDF/SYSLOG_EXTRACTOR					BI extractor for syslog										Service					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/SDF/SYS_REC_GET_IMPL_NOTES					API: get implemented SAP Notes										Service					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					/SDF/UPDATE_EXTRACTOR					BI extractor for updates										Service					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					/SSF/CALL_SUBROUTINE_RFC					Service Software Framework: Call subroutine in project via RFC										Service					6					Constantly															




					Inbound					API_CLEAR_TID					Aufruf aus der RFCLIB: Löschen einer TransaktionsID										Basis Components					2					Constantly															




					Inbound					ARFC_DEST_CONFIRM					Bestätigen der Returnwerte eines ARFC-Aufrufs (internal use only)										Basis Components					4					Constantly															




					Inbound					ARFC_DEST_SHIP					Transport der ARFC Daten zum Zielrechner, Sichern und Ausführen der Calls.										Basis Components					3					Constantly															




					Inbound					BAPI_ENTRYSHEET_GETDETAIL					Display Detailed Data on Entry Sheet										Materials Management					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					BAPI_GOODSMVT_CANCEL					Reverse Goods Movements with MB_CANCEL_GOODS_MOVEMENT										Materials Management					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					BAPI_GOODSMVT_CREATE					Post Goods Movements with MB_CREATE_GOODS_MOVEMENT										Materials Management					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					BAPI_MATERIAL_GETALL					Wrapper for BAPI for Reading Material Data										Logistics - General					2					Constantly															




					Inbound					BAPI_MATERIAL_STOCK_REQ_LIST					Material - Current Requirements/Stock List										Production Planning and Control					2					Constantly															




					Inbound					BAPI_MESSAGE_GETDETAIL					Read long text of error message										Basis Components					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					BAPI_PO_GETDETAIL					Display Purchase Order Details										Materials Management					3					Constantly					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Classic MM-PUR GUI Transactions replacement					




					Inbound					BAPI_REQUISITION_GETDETAIL					Display Purchase Requisition Details										Materials Management					4					Constantly															




					Inbound					BAPI_RESERVATION_GETDETAIL					Display Details of Reservation										Materials Management					3					Seldom															




					Inbound					BAPI_TRANSACTION_COMMIT					Execute external Commit when using BAPIs										Basis Components					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					BAPI_USER_EXISTENCE_CHECK					Check a user exists										Basis Components					2					Constantly															




					Inbound					BAPI_USER_GETLIST					Search for Users										Basis Components					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					BAPI_USER_GET_DETAIL					Read User Details										Basis Components					3					Constantly															




					Inbound					BBP4X_CODINGBLOCK_CHECK_47A					Remote COBL check (Rel. 4.7)										Materials Management					6					Constantly															




					Inbound					BBP_46A_DOCUMENT_UPDATECHECK					Addon for IDOC updatecheck										Materials Management					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					BBP_ACC_OBJECTS_DESCRIPTION					Kontierungsbeschreibung										Materials Management					5					Constantly															




					Inbound					BBP_ACC_PURCHASE_REQUI_CHECK					Rechnungswesen: Banfobligo prüfen										Materials Management					3					Constantly															




					Inbound					BBP_CALCULATE_TAX_ITEM46B															Materials Management					3					Frequently															




					Inbound					BBP_HELPVALUES_GET_SEARCHHELP					Ermittlung von Suchhilfen für den F4-Prozess										Materials Management					2					Seldom															




					Inbound					BBP_MATERIAL_READ					Read material master										Materials Management					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					BBP_PO_GETDETAIL					Listen Bestellpositionen										Materials Management					3					Constantly					Serialization Issue					The S/4HANA version of RFC-enabled FM BBP_PO_GETDETAIL and its ERP version are binary incompatible. See SAP Note 2408693.					




					Inbound					BBP_PO_GETITEMS_EXT					Read Purchase Order										Materials Management					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					BBP_REMOTE_CLNT_CHECK					Test auf Mandant/Release für Replikation Customizingdaten										Materials Management					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					BBP_REQUISITION_GETDETAIL					Lesen Detaildaten zu einer Bestellanforderung										Materials Management					2					Constantly															




					Inbound					BBP_RFC_READ_TABLE					External access to R/3 tables via RFC										Materials Management					5					Constantly															




					Inbound					BBP_SCAN_VD					Create vendor list to be synchronized										Materials Management					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					BBP_SOURCEDETER_GETSOS_MULTI					Bezugsquellenfindung für mehrere Positionen										Materials Management					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					BBP_STATUS_READ					Lesen aller "Entnommen Mengen" der transf. Objekte und ihrer Folgeobjekte										Materials Management					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					BBP_VENDOR_GET_DATA2					Lieferantenstamm Replikation für Geschäftspartner										Materials Management					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					CHECK_FB_NAME					Remote Prüfung der Existenz eines Funktionsbausteins										Basis Components					6					Constantly															




					Inbound					CRM0_READ_CRMRFCPAR					Lesen von Werten in der CRMRFCPAR										Cross-Application Components					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					CRS_READ_CRMPAROLTP					Paramter aus Tabelle CRMPAROLTP lesen										Cross-Application Components					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					DDIF_FIELDINFO_GET					DD: Interface for Reading Text on Tables or Types										Basis Components					4					Constantly															




					Inbound					FUNCTION_EXISTS					Function module: Check existence and Find Function Group										Basis Components					12					Constantly															




					Inbound					FUNCTION_IMPORT_DOKU					Bereitstellung der Schnittstelle eines Funktionsbausteins										Basis Components					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					IDOCTYPE_READ_COMPLETE					Read IDoc type with segments (RFC-compatible)										Basis Components					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					IDOC_INBOUND_ASYNCHRONOUS					IDoc inbound processing via tRFC										Basis Components					3					Constantly															




					Inbound					OCS_GET_INFO					Ermittelt Informationen über das System (Patches, Add-On's ...)										Basis Components					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					OCS_GET_INSTALLED_COMPS					Ermittelt die installierten Softwarekomponenten										Basis Components					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					OCS_GET_SFW_COMPONENTS					Ermittelt alle Komponente, die vom Switch FW verwaltet werden										Basis Components					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					PRGN_GET_PROFILES_OF_ROLE_RFC					Vergleichstool Infosystem: Auflösen der Profile einer Rolle										Basis Components					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					PRGN_J2EE_GET_ROLES					Lese Rollen des gesamten logischen Systems mit Detailinformation										Basis Components					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					PRGN_J2EE_SUID_QUERY_HELP_VALS					Erlaubte Wertemenge										Basis Components					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					PRGN_J2EE_TELNO_CONVERT					Konvertieren von Telefonnummer Extern/Intern										Basis Components					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					PRGN_J2EE_USER_GET_ROLENAMES					Lese Rollenzuordnungen eines Benutzers (nur Rollennamen)										Basis Components					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					RFCPING					RFC-Ping										Basis Components					23					Constantly															




					Inbound					RFC_FUNCTION_SEARCH					Remote aufrufbare Funktionsbausteine suchen										Basis Components					4					Constantly															




					Inbound					RFC_GET_FUNCTION_INTERFACE					RFC: Schnittstelle eines Funktionsbausteins										Basis Components					5					Constantly															




					Inbound					RFC_GET_FUNCTION_INTERFACE_P					RFC: Schnittstelle eines Funktionsbausteins - portable Version										Basis Components					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					RFC_PING					RFC-Ping										Basis Components					35					Constantly															




					Inbound					RFC_READ_TABLE					External access to R/3 tables via RFC										Basis Components					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					RFC_SYSTEM_INFO					Liefert versch. Informationen über das System.										Basis Components					14					Constantly															




					Inbound					RPY_EXISTENCE_CHECK_FUNC															Basis Components					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					RPY_FUNCTIONMODULE_READ					Lesen eines Funktionsbausteins										Basis Components					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					RSA0_INTO2EXT_GET					Konvertierungsexit ausführen -> RSA0_CONVERSION_EXIT										Basis Components					2					Frequently															




					Inbound					RSA1_DSOURCE_ALL_D_GET					Liefert alle DataSource D-Versionen										Basis Components					2					Frequently															




					Inbound					RSA1_DSOURCE_MAINTAIN					Kapselt die DataSource-Pflege für den Remote-Durchgriff (BW)										Basis Components					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					RSA1_OLTPSOURCE_GET_ALL					Liefert alle DataSources (Metadaten-Upload in das BW)										Basis Components					5					Constantly															




					Inbound					RSA1_OLTPSOURCE_GET_PARMS					Liest DataSource abh. und unabh. Übertragungseinstellungen										Basis Components					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					RSA1_OLTPSOURCE_GET_SELECTIONS					Liefert alle Selektionsparameter zu einer DataSource										Basis Components					4					Constantly															




					Inbound					RSA1_REQUEST_INFO_GET					Liefert Informationen zu einem Request										Basis Components					4					Constantly															




					Inbound					RSAD_INFOCUBE_READ_REMOTE_DATA					BAPI für Lesen der Daten aus einem Remote-InfoCube										Basis Components					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					RSAL_LOG_SHOW					BIW: Zeigt die Anwendungsprotokolle zu InfoSources/logischen Syste										Basis Components					2					Seldom															




					Inbound					RSAN_LOGSYS_DETERMINE					Ermittlung des logischen Systems zu einem Quellsystem-Mandanten										Basis Components					2					Seldom															




					Inbound					RSAP_COMPONENT_GET					Komponentenverfügbarkeit für BW										Basis Components					9					Constantly															




					Inbound					RSAP_DATA_GENERATE					Generierung für Bewegungs- und Stammdaten-Übertragung										Basis Components					2					Constantly															




					Inbound					RSAP_IDOC_FIND_ALL_FROM_BIW					Alle IDocs zu einem Request finden										Basis Components					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					RSAP_IDOC_JOBS					Anzeige BIW-Jobs im Quellsystem										Basis Components					3					Constantly															




					Inbound					RSAP_REMOTE_HIERARCHY_CATALOG					Remote-Zugriff: Hierarchien zu einem Basismerkmal										Basis Components					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					RSC1_QUEUE_DELETE_ALL					Löscht alle Queue-Verwaltungsinformationen										Basis Components					2					Seldom															




					Inbound					RSOSC_GET_SW_DETAILS					Retrieves details for switches										SAP Business Warehouse					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					RSRR_REPORT_CALL					BW ADDOn: BRST Per RFC gerufener Communication Handler										Cross-Application Components					2					Seldom															




					Inbound					RSRR_REPORT_TOOLS_GET					Mögliche Berichtstypen des Systems										Cross-Application Components					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					RSRR_WEB_URL_GET					Systemprüfung										Basis Components					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					RZL_SUBMIT					Submit Remote										Basis Components					3					Seldom															




					Inbound					SAPWL_WORKLOAD_GET_STATISTIC					SAP Workload: Workload Statistik: Rückgabe aller Statistiken										Basis Components					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					SAP_WAPI_SUBSTITUTES_GET					Workflow Interfaces: Determine Substitutes										Basis Components					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					SAP_WAPI_SUBSTITUTE_MAINTAIN					Workflow Interfaces: Maintain Substitutes										Basis Components					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					SAP_WAPI_SUBSTITUTE_PROF_GET					Workflow Interfaces: List with Substitute Profiles										Basis Components					2					Seldom															




					Inbound					SBIC_CURRENCIES_TRANSFER					FB pulls customizing settings 'Currency' from OLTP ( for BIW )										Basis Components					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					SBIC_EXRATE_TRANSFER					FB pulls exchange-rates from OLTP ( for BIW )										Basis Components					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					SCCR_GET_RELEASE_NR															Basis Components					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					SCT1_GET_DATA					Get data of table or view										Basis Components					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					SCT1_GET_NAMETAB_RFC					Get NAMETAB of table or view										Basis Components					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					SCT2_GET_T000_ENTRY_RFC					Get t000 (also: sy-langu, codepage, endian, sy-sysid, sy-mandt, sy-sap										Basis Components					2					Seldom															




					Inbound					SCUI_GET_SAPCORE_INFO					Liefert Informationen des C-Calls SAPCORE										Service					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					SFW_GET_ALL_BUSINESSFUNCTS					Liefert alle Business Functions mit Status										Basis Components					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					SFW_SWITCHES_PER_BF					Business Functions für einen Schalter besorgen										Basis Components					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					SLDAG_CHECK_FOR_UNICODE					Prüfe ob aktuelles System Unicode System ist										Basis Components					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					STFC_CONNECTION					RFC-TEST:   CONNECTION Test										Basis Components					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					SUSAGE_READ					Read Usage Log										Basis Components					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					SUSAGE_READ2					Read Usage Log from SUSAGE2										Basis Components					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					SUSR_CHECK_LOGON_DATA					Überprüfung der Anmeldedaten (im aktuellen Kontext)										Basis Components					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					SUSR_GET_ADMIN_USER_LOGIN_INFO					Administrative Anmelde-Informationen über einen Benutzer einholen										Basis Components					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					SUSR_USER_CHANGE_PASSWORD_RFC					Kennwort eines Benutzers per RFC ändern										Basis Components					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					SXMS_AGG_GET_XPI_STATUS_DELTA					Get aggregated statuses using delta read mechanism										Basis Components					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					SXMS_GET_METERING_RECORDS					WS Metering - API for reading the metering statistics										Basis Components					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					SYSTEM_RESET_RFC_SERVER					Free all resources for RFC server										Basis Components					6					Constantly															




					Inbound					TH_GET_PARAMETER					Profileparameter lesen										Basis Components					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					TMS_CI_START_SERVICE					Intern: Service dispatcher fuer TMS										Basis Components					7					Constantly															




					Inbound					TRFC_QOUT_GET_HANGING_QUEUES					Liefere hängende Queues (Ausgangsqueue)										Basis Components					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					TRINT_PROGRESS_INDICATOR					intern: RFC-fähiger Rahmen zum Aufruf von sapgui_progress_indicator										Basis Components					7					Constantly															




					Inbound					TRINT_TP_UPDATE_TPSTAT					Internal: Frame suitable for RFC to change entries in table TPSTAT										Basis Components					6					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZBBP_GR_GETDETAIL					Data o prijme materialu															2					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZBBP_RESERVATION_GETDETAIL					Display Details of Reservation										Materials Management					2					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZBP_READ_FOR_COMPLIANCE					Načtení BP pro compliance prověření															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_IF_HCM_EVENTS					IF pro docházkový systém															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZCLM_UWL_DATA_GET					CLM: Data pro UWL															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZDMS_RFC_GET					RFC pro nacteni obsahu souboru dokumentu															1					Seldom															




					Inbound					ZEP_ACT_SUBSTITUTE					UWL: aktivace zástupce															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZEP_AKCE_SH_GET					Invoice: číselník AKCE															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_AUFNR_SH_GET					Invoice: číselník AUFNR															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_BILLING_UP_FILL_BY_SPP					Invoice: předvyplnění rozúčtování podle SPP															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_CART_EXEC					CART: Vykonani akce kosiku															1					Seldom															




					Inbound					ZEP_CART_GET					CART: Načení nákupního košíku															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZEP_CART_GET_APPROVALS					CART: Načení historie schvalování nákupního košíku															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZEP_CART_GET_ATTA_LIST					CART: Načení příloh nákupního košíku															1					Seldom															




					Inbound					ZEP_CINNOST_SH_GET					Invoice: číselník CINNOST															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_DEL_SUBSTITUTE					UWL: odebrání zástupu															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZEP_DOCTYPE_SH_GET					Invoice: číselník Druh dokumentu															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_EBELP_SH_GET					Invoice: číselník EBELP															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_GET_EMPLOYEES					Seznam zaměstnanců															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_GET_PROFILES					UWL: profily zástupů															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_GET_SUBSTITUTES					UWL: seznam zástupů															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_GET_SUBSTITUTIONS					UWL: seznam zástupů (já zastupuji)															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_GET_USER_PARAM_RFC					Načtení parametrů uživatele															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_GET_WORKLIST					UWL: seznam úloh															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_IKM_GET					Inventární Karta Majetku - načtení															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_INVOICE_ADV_UP_ATTCH_GET					Invoice: načítaní příloh faktury															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZEP_INVOICE_ADV_UP_ATT_CREATE					Invoice: založení přílohy faktury															1					Seldom															




					Inbound					ZEP_INVOICE_ADV_UP_EXEC					Invoice: vykonání akce faktury															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_INVOICE_ADV_UP_GET					Invoice: načítání faktury - uniproces															2					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_INVOICE_ATTCH_CREATE					Invoice: založení přílohy faktury															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_INVOICE_ATTCH_GET					Invoice: načítaní příloh faktury															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_INVOICE_ATTCH_GET_DATA					Invoice: načítaní dat přílohy faktury															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_INVOICE_DMS_ATTCH_GET					Invoice: načítaní DMS příloh faktury															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_INVOICE_UP_EXEC					Invoice: vykonání akce faktury															3					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_INVOICE_UP_GET					Invoice: načítání faktury - uniproces															2					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_KOSTL_SH_GET					Invoice: číselník KOSTL															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_MASSAGES_ORGEH_HIST_GET					Načení historie OJ															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZEP_PAYMENT_ATTCH_CREATE					Payment: založení přílohy příkazu															1					Seldom															




					Inbound					ZEP_PAYMENT_ATTCH_GET					Payment: načítaní příloh příkazu															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_PAYMENT_ATTCH_GET_DATA					Payment: načítaní dat přílohy faktury															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_PAYMENT_EXEC					Vykonani akce prikazu k fakturaci / uhrade															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_PAYMENT_GET					Načtení příkazu k fakturaci / úhradě (hlavička, položky)															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_PAYMENT_NOTE_GET					Načtení příkazu k fakturaci / úhradě (historie)															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_PAYMENT_NOTE_SET					Načtení příkazu k fakturaci / úhradě (historie)															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_PAYU_GET_CUST					Plat. brána: načtení nastavení															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_PAY_DOCTYPE_SH_GET					Payment: číselník Druh dokumentu															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_REQ_CRE_ATTA					REQ: Objednávka - založení přílohy															1					Seldom															




					Inbound					ZEP_REQ_EXEC					REQ: Objednávka - načtení															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZEP_REQ_GET					REQ: Objednávka - načtení															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_REQ_GET_ATTA_LIST					REQ: Objednávka - načtení seznamu příloh															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZEP_SAKNR_SH_GET					Invoice: číselník SAKNR															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_SET_SUBSTITUTE					UWL: nastavení zástupce															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZEP_SLXP_GET					Drobné vydání - načtení															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_SLXP_GET_ATTACH					Drobné vydání - načtení přílohy															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZEP_SPP_SH_GET					Invoice: číselník SPP															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_STORCAT_SH_GET					Invoice: číselník Storage Category															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_TYP_SH_GET					Invoice: číselník TYP															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_WI_FORWARD					UWL: předání															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_WI_INFO_GET					UWL: detail															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_WI_RESUBMIT					UWL: opětovné předložení															1					Seldom															




					Inbound					ZEP_ZTERM_SH_GET					Invoice: číselník ZTERM															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZEP_ZZFLAGAN_SH_GET					Invoice: číselník ZZ_FLAG_AN															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZFI_CHECK_CUSTOM_FIELD_RFC					Check custom field										Financial Accounting					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_DRZR_CUST_GETSET					Druh zranění - cust set															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_DRZR_GETSET					Druh zranění - set															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_EMPL_GET					Předvyplněné údaje															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_EMPL_GETSET					Nápověda zaměstnanců - set															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_PRUR_CREATE					Příčina úrazu - vytvoření															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_PRUR_CUST_GETSET					Příčina úrazu - cust set															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_PRUR_DELETE					Příčina úrazu - smazání															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_PRUR_GETSET					Příčina úrazu - set															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_SHLP_KVSCH					Pojišťovna - cust set															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_SHLP_KZAMP					Klasifikace zaměstnání															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_SHLP_NATIO					Národnost - cust set															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_USER_INFO_GET					Info u uživateli															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_ZAZNAM_ACTION					Záznam o úrazu - action															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_ZAZNAM_ACTION_GETSET					Záznam o úrazu - action set															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_ZAZNAM_CREATE					Záznam o úrazu - vytvoření															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_ZAZNAM_GET					Záznam o úrazu - get															2					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_ZAZNAM_GETSET					Záznam o úrazu - set															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_ZAZNAM_GET_PDF					Záznam o úrazu - get PDF															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_ZAZNAM_UPDATE					Záznam o úrazu - editace															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_ZDUR_CREATE					Zdroj úrazu - vytvoření															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_ZDUR_CUST_GETSET					Zdroj úrazu - cust set															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_ZDUR_DELETE					Zdroj úrazu - smazání															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_ZDUR_GETSET					Zdroj úrazu - set															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_ZRCAT_CUST_GETSET					Zraněná část těla - cust set															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_ZRCAT_GETSET					Zraněná část těla - set															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHR_EMPCARD_DOC_GETSET					Seznam dokumentů															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHR_EMPCARD_DOC_GET_STREAM					Obsah dokumentu															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHR_LSO_EMP_FOL_QUALF_SET					Nastavení návazné kvalifikace															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHR_ORG_MNG_STRUC_GET					Struktura															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHR_PAYSLIP_EMAIL_RFC					Výplatní páska - odeslání emailem															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZHUJER_FILL_UKOLY					FM pro update tabulky ukolu Hujera															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZIF_READ_CC4PM_ORDER					Načtení NS pro zakázky										Materials Management					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					ZKCT_POBJ_GET_T024D					Ziskani disponenta POBJ															4					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZOJ_CHECK					Kontrola OJ pro dochazku															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPM_PI_TPLNR_GET					vyhledávací funkce pro Romana na PI										Plant Maintenance					1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_CO_TIMESHEET_GET_PI					Rzhraní z PS do hlavní knihy - data pro PI															1					Seldom															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_AUTH_GET					PS: Načtení oprávnění pro uživatele / žadatele															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_BUILDINGS_GET					PS: eDMS získání všech budov															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_CHNG_PM					PS: Změna PM															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_COPIED_WBS_GET					PS: Načtení otevřené objekty kopírování															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_CUST_GET					PS: Načtení customizace															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_ADD_ATTR					PS: Přidání atributů k příloze															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_BIG					PS: Nahrání/vytvoření dokumentu															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_FOLDER_CREATE					PS: eDMS vytvoří uživatelskou složoku															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_FOLDER_DELETE					PS: eDMS FM pro výmaz uživatelské složky															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_FOLDER_RENAME					PS: eDMS Přejmenování složky															1					Seldom															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_GET_DOC					PS: Načtení obsahu dokumentu															2					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_GET_DOC_INFO					PS: Načtení informace o dokumentu															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_GET_LIST					PS: Načtení seznamu dokumentů															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_GET_POBJ_DOKAR					PS: eDMS získání druhu dokumentu pro POBJ															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_INSERT_F_IN_FD					PS: eDMS vložení souboru do složky (včetně jeho přesunu)															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_MOVE_DOC					PS: eDMS kopírování souboru															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_RENAME_DOC					PS: eDMS přejmenování souboru															1					Seldom															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_STRUCTURE_CUST					PS: eDMS, získání customizoné struktury															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_STRUCTURE_GET					PS: Získání struktury dokumentů pro mib:filemanager															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_STRUCTURE_MODI					PS: eDMS, modifikace customizace SPP prvku															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_UPLOAD_DOC					PS: Nahrání/vytvoření dokumentu															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DOKARS_GET					PS: eDMS získání číselníku dokarů															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_GET_TECH_STATUS					PS: Načtení technické informace ke statusu															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_GET_VALUE_LIST					PS: Načtení číselníku															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_OPER_CREATE_POBJ					PS: Operace - založení PObj															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_OPER_CREATE_SIMPLE					PS: Operace - zjednodušené založení															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_OPER_DELETE					PS: Operace - výmaz															2					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_OPER_GET_DETAIL					PS: Operace - načtení detailu															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_OPER_GET_LIST					PS: Operace - načtení seznamu k SPP															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_OPER_SET_DETAIL					PS: Operace - uložení detailu															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_PROJ_GET_DETAIL					PS: Projekt (SPP) - načtení detailu															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_PROJ_GET_LIST					PS: Projekt (SPP) - načtení seznamu															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_PROJ_SET_DETAIL					PS: Projekt (SPP) - uložení detailu															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_PROJ_SET_PARTNERS					PS: Projekt (SPP) - uložení partnerů															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_SPP_REALIZATOR_GET					PS: eDMS Získání seznamu realizátorů SPP															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_SPP_STATUS_GET					PS: eDMS Získání seznamu statusů SPP															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_SPP_ZATATEL_GET					PS: eDMS Získání seznamu žadatelů SPP															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_WIZARD_GET0					PS: Průvodce - iniciální krok															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_WIZARD_GET1					PS: Průvodce - krok 1 - atributy															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_WIZARD_GET2					PS: Průvodce - krok 2 - operace															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_WIZARD_SET					PS: Průvodce - založení SPP a operací															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_MIGO_RFC_GET_FLWDOC					MIGO: Načtení závislých dokladů k položce objednávky															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_MIGO_RFC_GET_PO_LIST					MIGO: Načtení objednávek pro příjem															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_MIGO_RFC_GR_CANCEL					MIGO: Storno materiálového dokladu															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZPS_MIGO_RFC_GR_CREATE					MIGO: Založení příjmu materiálu															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZPS_POSID_PSPNR					Vrati PSPNR z POSID															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZRFC_HUJER_COUNT					Pocet uklu v Hujerovi pro dlazdici portalu															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					ZRFC_REM_PI					Data do PI ohledně poz., bud. a míst. pro tvorbu technického m.										Plant Maintenance					1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZSD_RFC_PROVIZE					RFC fce pro navrat karetni provize z VBAP															1					Seldom															




					Inbound					ZSD_RFC_PROVIZE_LECARDID					RFC fce pro navrat sluzebnich karet z VBAP															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZSRM_CHECK_CONTRACT_VALIDITY					Kontrola platnosti kontraktu										Materials Management					2					Frequently															




					Inbound					ZSRM_GET_FIELDS_FROM_SPP					Nacte pole z SPP										Materials Management					1					Seldom															




					Inbound					Z_CONVERSION_EXIT_ABPSP_INPUT					Conversion External > Internal WBS Element Number															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					Z_ERP_PI_RFC_AMAD_HLAV					Komunikace pro Amadeus - hlavičková data															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					Z_ERP_XI_RFC_AMAD_MATNR					Komunikace pro Amadeus - nalezení ERP materiálu															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					Z_ERP_XI_RFC_MATNR					Nalezení ERP materiálu na základě parametrů															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					Z_PS_WF_CREATE_COMPLETE					PS: Založení projektu - dokončení															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					Z_PS_WF_CREATE_GET					PS: Založení projektu - data															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					Z_PS_WF_GET_ACTIONS					PS: Seznam akcí															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					Z_PS_WF_HANDLE_ACTION					PS: Zpracování akce															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					Z_PS_WF_PM_CREATE					PS: Přiřazení PM - založení															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					Z_PS_WF_PM_GET					PS: Přiřazení PM - data															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					Z_PS_WF_TASK_CREATE					PS: Úkol - založení															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					Z_PS_WF_TASK_GET					PS: Úkol - data															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					Z_WF_BP_ATTACH_CREATE_STREAM					Přílohy BP															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					Z_WF_BP_ATTACH_GETSET					Přílohy BP															1					Frequently															




					Inbound					Z_WF_BP_ATTACH_GET_STREAM					Přílohy BP															1					Seldom															




					Inbound					Z_WF_BP_CHECK_ICO					Zpracování události															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					Z_WF_BP_CHECK_NAME					Zpracování události															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					Z_WF_BP_DATA_CREATE					Create Data BP															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					Z_WF_BP_DATA_GET					Data BP															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					Z_WF_BP_EDIT_GETSET					Editace polí BP															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					Z_WF_BP_EVENT_GETSET					Události BP															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					Z_WF_BP_HANDLE_EVENT					Zpracování události															2					Constantly															




					Inbound					Z_WF_BP_NOTE_CREATE					Vytvoření poznámky															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					Z_WF_BP_NOTE_GETSET					Poznámky															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					Z_WF_BP_SHLP_GET_SET					search helps															1					Constantly															




					Inbound					Z_WF_BP_USER_GETSET					Užívetel shlp															1					Constantly															




					Outbound					*RFC_CLIENT_COLLECTOR*																				147					Constantly															




					Outbound					/BI0/QI0FI_AR_30010										SAPLRSC1					Basis Components					23					Constantly															




					Outbound					/BI0/QI2LIS_02_ACC0001										SAPLRSC1					Basis Components					1					Constantly															




					Outbound					/BI0/QI2LIS_02_SCL0001										SAPLRSC1					Basis Components					1					Constantly															




					Outbound					/BI0/QI2LIS_03_BF0001										SAPLRSC1					Basis Components					1					Frequently															




					Outbound					/BI0/QI2LIS_06_INV0001										SAPLRSC1					Basis Components					14					Constantly															




					Outbound					/BI0/QI2LIS_11_VAHDR0002										SAPLRSC1					Basis Components					1					Frequently															




					Outbound					/BI0/QI2LIS_13_VDHDR0003										SAPLRSC1					Basis Components					1					Frequently															




					Outbound					/MRSS/CAG_CGRAPH_RES_MAINTAIN										/MRSS/SAPLCAG_AD					Plant Maintenance					5					Constantly															




					Outbound					/SSF/CALL_SUBROUTINE_RFC					Service Software Framework: Call subroutine in project via RFC					/SSF/SLIB					Service					1					Seldom															




					Outbound					ABAP4_LEAVE_TO_TRANSACTION										SAPLSYST					Basis Components					1					Seldom															




					Outbound					AGS_MK_GET_MAINT_KEYS										/SDF/SAPLLICENSE_KEY_UPDATE					Service					1					Seldom															




					Outbound					AGS_MK_SET_INSTALL_STATUS										/SDF/SAPLLICENSE_KEY_UPDATE					Service					1					Seldom															




					Outbound					ARCHIV_CREATE_TABLE_MULT										SAPLOPTD					Basis Components					1					Frequently															




					Outbound					ARFC_DEST_CONFIRM					Bestätigen der Returnwerte eines ARFC-Aufrufs (internal use only)					SAPLARFC					Basis Components					25					Constantly															




					Outbound					ARFC_DEST_SHIP					Transport der ARFC Daten zum Zielrechner, Sichern und Ausführen der Calls.					SAPLERFC					Basis Components					22					Constantly															




					Outbound					ARFC_DEST_SHIP					Transport der ARFC Daten zum Zielrechner, Sichern und Ausführen der Calls.					SAPLARFC					Basis Components					3					Constantly															




					Outbound					BAPI_CRM_SAVE										SAPLCRM0					Cross-Application Components					11					Constantly															




					Outbound					BAPI_TRANSACTION_COMMIT					Execute external Commit when using BAPIs					ZHR_LOGIN_IMPORT										1					Seldom															




					Outbound					BAPI_USER_ACTGROUPS_ASSIGN										ZHR_LOGIN_IMPORT										3					Frequently															




					Outbound					BAPI_USER_CHANGE										ZHR_LOGIN_IMPORT										2					Frequently															




					Outbound					BAPI_USER_CREATE1										ZHR_LOGIN_IMPORT										3					Frequently															




					Outbound					BAPI_USER_GET_DETAIL					Read User Details					ZHR_LOGIN_IMPORT										2					Frequently															




					Outbound					CHECK_FOR_UPDATE_BDL2TRANS										/BDL/SAPLBDL11					Service					1					Seldom															




					Outbound					CRM_GET_TRANSFER_STRUCT										SAPLCRM0					Cross-Application Components					7					Constantly															




					Outbound					DSWP_API_SESSIONLIST_GET										/BDL/SAPLBDL11					Service					1					Frequently															




					Outbound					ExportChartControl										CL_GFW_GP_PRES_WEB============CP					Basis Components					1					Seldom															




					Outbound					FUNCTION_EXISTS					Function module: Check existence and Find Function Group					CL_CRM_S4_RELEASE=============CP					Cross-Application Components					14					Constantly															




					Outbound					FUNCTION_EXISTS					Function module: Check existence and Find Function Group					SAPLCRM0					Cross-Application Components					3					Seldom															




					Outbound					FUNCTION_GET										SAPLRSAP					Basis Components					2					Constantly															




					Outbound					FUNCTION_IMPORT_DOKU					Bereitstellung der Schnittstelle eines Funktionsbausteins					/BDL/SAPLBDL11					Service					1					Frequently															




					Outbound					GRAC_API_AC_CONFIG										/GRCPI/CL_GRIA_RISK_TERMIN====CP					Governance, Risk and Compliance					1					Seldom															




					Outbound					HTTP_GET										SAPLSFTP					Basis Components					25					Constantly															




					Outbound					HTTP_GET_FILE										SAPLSFTP					Basis Components					22					Constantly															




					Outbound					HTTP_POST_DOCUMENT										SAPLSFTP					Basis Components					71					Constantly															




					Outbound					HTTP_POST_FILES										SAPLSFTP					Basis Components					23					Constantly															




					Outbound					IDOCS_OUTPUT_TO_R3										SAPLEDI7					Basis Components					5					Constantly															




					Outbound					IDOC_INBOUND_ASYNCHRONOUS					IDoc inbound processing via tRFC					SAPLEDI7					Basis Components					1					Constantly															




					Outbound					IDOC_START_INBOUND										SAPLEDI2					Basis Components					1					Constantly															




					Outbound					LSO_WF_SCM_MESSAGE										SAPLLSO_RHVS					Training and Event Management					4					Constantly															




					Outbound					MCEX_UPDATE_02_QRFC										SAPLMCEX					Logistics - General					22					Constantly															




					Outbound					MCEX_UPDATE_11_QRFC										SAPLMCEX					Logistics - General					10					Constantly															




					Outbound					MCEX_UPDATE_13_QRFC										SAPLMCEX					Logistics - General					6					Constantly															




					Outbound					PIGFARMDATA										CL_IGS_DATA===================CP					Basis Components					10					Constantly															




					Outbound					RFCPING					RFC-Ping					/BDL/SAPLBDL11					Service					1					Frequently															




					Outbound					RFCPING					RFC-Ping					RSRFCPIN					Basis Components					1					Seldom															




					Outbound					RFCPING					RFC-Ping					/SDF/SAPLCOMUSER_UPDATE					Service					1					Constantly															




					Outbound					RFC_GET_FUNCTION_INTERFACE_P					RFC: Schnittstelle eines Funktionsbausteins - portable Version					/SDF/SAPLLICENSE_KEY_UPDATE					Service					1					Seldom															




					Outbound					RFC_GET_FUNCTION_INTERFACE_P					RFC: Schnittstelle eines Funktionsbausteins - portable Version					/BDL/SAPLBDL11					Service					1					Frequently															




					Outbound					RFC_PING					RFC-Ping					SAPLSCMS_FE_RFC					Basis Components					35					Constantly															




					Outbound					RFC_PING					RFC-Ping					/SDF/SAPLCOMUSER_UPDATE					Service					1					Constantly															




					Outbound					RFC_PING					RFC-Ping					SAPLERFC					Basis Components					22					Constantly															




					Outbound					RFC_PING					RFC-Ping					/BDL/SAPLBDL11					Service					1					Frequently															




					Outbound					RFC_PING					RFC-Ping					/BDL/SAPLBDL3					Service					1					Frequently															




					Outbound					RFC_PING					RFC-Ping					RSRFCPIN					Basis Components					1					Seldom															




					Outbound					RFC_READ_TABLE					External access to R/3 tables via RFC					SAPLZPS_MIGO_RFC										1					Frequently															




					Outbound					RFC_SYSTEM_INFO					Liefert versch. Informationen über das System.					RSRLOGIN					Basis Components					1					Seldom															




					Outbound					RFC_SYSTEM_INFO					Liefert versch. Informationen über das System.					/SDF/SAPLCONN_MON					Service					19					Constantly															




					Outbound					RFC_SYSTEM_INFO					Liefert versch. Informationen über das System.					SAPLNLSK_G					Basis Components					2					Constantly															




					Outbound					RFC_SYSTEM_INFO					Liefert versch. Informationen über das System.					SAPLCRFC					Basis Components					1					Constantly															




					Outbound					RFC_SYSTEM_INFO					Liefert versch. Informationen über das System.					/BDL/SAPLBDL11					Service					1					Seldom															




					Outbound					RFC_TP										SAPLSTPA					Basis Components					7					Constantly															




					Outbound					RFC_TP_INTERFACE_VERSION										SAPLSTPA					Basis Components					6					Constantly															




					Outbound					RHAP_WRITE_CHANGE_DOCUMENTS										SAPLRHAP					Basis Components					4					Constantly															




					Outbound					RSAOU_BWBC_GET										SAPLRSAS					Basis Components					2					Frequently															




					Outbound					RSAP_COMPONENT_GET					Komponentenverfügbarkeit für BW					SAPLRSAS					Basis Components					2					Frequently															




					Outbound					RSAR_TRFC_DATA_RECEIVED										SAPLRSAP					Basis Components					3					Constantly															




					Outbound					RSBBS_WEB_CALLBACK										SAPLRSRR_WEB					Basis Components					2					Constantly															




					Outbound					RSSM_CHECK_IF_RNR_EXISTS_RFC										SAPLRSAP					Basis Components					2					Constantly															




					Outbound					SAPXPG_END_XPG										SAPLSSXP					Basis Components					5					Constantly															




					Outbound					SAPXPG_START_XPG_LONG										SAPLSSXP					Basis Components					5					Constantly															




					Outbound					SAP_WAPI_CREATE_WORKLIST										ZCL_WI_LIST===================CP										2					Constantly															




					Outbound					SAP_WAPI_GET_OBJECTS										ZCL_WORKITEM==================CP										1					Frequently															




					Outbound					SAP_WAPI_GET_WORKITEM_DETAIL										ZCL_WORKITEM==================CP										1					Constantly															




					Outbound					SAP_WAPI_WORKITEM_DESCRIPTION										ZCL_WORKITEM==================CP										1					Frequently															




					Outbound					SET_SLD_DATA										RSLDAGDS					Basis Components					2					Constantly															




					Outbound					SMOF0_SEND_CRM_RELEASE										SAPLCRM0					Cross-Application Components					6					Frequently															




					Outbound					SMOF_WRITE_SMOFERPSH										SAPLCRM0					Cross-Application Components					7					Frequently															




					Outbound					SRT_SEQ_EXEC										CL_SOAP_QUEUE_BGRFC===========CP					Basis Components					7					Constantly															




					Outbound					SRT_SEQ_TERM										CL_SOAP_QUEUE_BGRFC===========CP					Basis Components					7					Constantly															




					Outbound					SWF_EVT_HANDLER_START_INTERNAL										CL_SWF_EVT_STRATEGY_INTERN_RFCCP					Basis Components					1					Seldom															




					Outbound					SWF_EVT_LOG_FLUSH										CL_SWF_EVT_LOG================CP					Basis Components					6					Constantly															




					Outbound					SWF_RUN_REMOTE_SERVICE										CL_SWF_RUN_WIM_REMOTE_SERVICE=CP					Basis Components					11					Constantly															




					Outbound					SWW_EI_EVENT_RECEIVE_IBF										CL_SWF_EVT_STRATEGY_SIBF_FB===CP					Basis Components					13					Constantly															




					Outbound					SWW_EVENT_DEQUEUE										CL_SWF_RUN_WIM_EXECUTION_MGR==CP					Basis Components					3					Frequently															




					Outbound					SWW_WI_COMP_EVENT_RECEIVE_IBF										CL_SWF_EVT_STRATEGY_SIBF_FB===CP					Basis Components					10					Constantly															




					Outbound					SWW_WI_CREATE_VIA_EVENT										CL_SWF_EVT_STRATEGY_BOR_FB====CP					Basis Components					2					Constantly															




					Outbound					SWW_WI_CREATE_VIA_EVENT_IBF										CL_SWF_EVT_STRATEGY_SIBF_FB===CP					Basis Components					35					Constantly															




					Outbound					SWW_WI_EXECUTE_INTERNAL_RFC										CL_SWF_RUN_WIM_EXECUTION_MGR==CP					Basis Components					11					Constantly															




					Outbound					SWW_WI_FINI_EVENT_RECEIVE_IBF										CL_SWF_EVT_STRATEGY_SIBF_FB===CP					Basis Components					1					Constantly															




					Outbound					SXMB_DELETE_RELATED_TABLES										CL_XMS_PERSIST================CP					Basis Components					1					Frequently															




					Outbound					SXMS_ASYNC_EXEC										CL_XMS_QRFC===================CP					Basis Components					8					Constantly															




					Outbound					SXMS_DUMP_CALLBACK										SAPLQEVT					Basis Components					1					Seldom															




					Outbound					SX_OBJECTS_SEND										CA_QUEUE_ENTRY_BCS============CP					Basis Components					2					Constantly															




					Outbound					TMS_CI_START_SERVICE					Intern: Service dispatcher fuer TMS					SAPLTMSC					Basis Components					14					Constantly															




					Outbound					ZEP_ACT_SUBSTITUTE					UWL: aktivace zástupce					SAPLZEP_SUBST										1					Frequently															




					Outbound					ZEP_CART_EXEC					CART: Vykonani akce kosiku					SAPLZEP_CART										1					Seldom															




					Outbound					ZEP_CART_GET					CART: Načení nákupního košíku					SAPLZEP_CART										1					Frequently															




					Outbound					ZEP_CART_GET_APPROVALS					CART: Načení historie schvalování nákupního košíku					SAPLZEP_CART										1					Frequently															




					Outbound					ZEP_CART_GET_ATTA_LIST					CART: Načení příloh nákupního košíku					SAPLZEP_CART										1					Seldom															




					Outbound					ZEP_CART_GET_COMPL_TASKS										ZCL_WI_LIST===================CP										1					Constantly															




					Outbound					ZEP_DEL_SUBSTITUTE					UWL: odebrání zástupu					SAPLZEP_SUBST										1					Frequently															




					Outbound					ZEP_SET_SUBSTITUTE					UWL: nastavení zástupce					SAPLZEP_SUBST										1					Frequently															




					Outbound					ZGET_SC_CREATED_BY										ZCL_IM__ME_PROCESS_PO_CUST====CP										6					Constantly															




					Outbound					ZGET_SC_DESCRIPTION_RFC										SAPLZMM_FG										4					Constantly															




					Outbound					Z_SRM_GET_APPROVERS_RFC										SAPLZCAH_UTILS_DIGITAL_SIGN					Materials Management					4					Constantly															




					Outbound					Z_SRM_GET_CREATED_BY_RFC										SAPLZCAH_UTILS_DIGITAL_SIGN					Materials Management					1					Seldom															




					Outbound					Z_SRM_GET_TAX_CODE_BY_RFC										SAPLZMM_FG										1					Seldom															




					Inbound					/BLUESKY/BAPI_C_CHANGE					Change condition										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					/BLUESKY/BAPI_C_CREATEFROMDATA					Create condition										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					/BLUESKY/BAPI_C_GETDETAIL					Get specific information condition										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					/BLUESKY/BAPI_C_GETLIST					List condition										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					/BLUESKY/BAPI_F_CHANGE					BAPI: Změna letu										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					/BLUESKY/BAPI_F_CHANGE_SSERV					BAPI: Změna spec. služeb letu										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					/BLUESKY/BAPI_F_CREATEFROMDATA					BAPI: Založení letu										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					/BLUESKY/BAPI_F_DELETE					Delete Flight										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					/BLUESKY/BAPI_F_GETDETAIL					Let - detailní informace										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					/BLUESKY/BAPI_F_GETLIST					Seznam letů										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					/BLUESKY/BW_GEN_TXT_DATASOURCE					Create Text-Data-Source										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					/BLUESKY/PROCESS_WS_BLOCK					Process block of WS data										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					/BLUESKY/WS_AIRCRAFT_POSITION					Aircraft Position Web Service										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					/BLUESKY/WS_AIRCRAFT_REG					Aircraft Registration Web Service										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					/BLUESKY/WS_AIRCRAFT_TYPE					Aircraft Type Web Service										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					/BLUESKY/WS_AIRLINE					Airline Web Service										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					/BLUESKY/WS_AIRPORT					Airport Web Service										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					/BLUESKY/WS_CSDELAY					Delay codes WebService										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					/BLUESKY/WS_CSLAND					Land ICAO codes WebService										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					/BLUESKY/WS_CSTEXT					CSTEXT WebService										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					/BLUESKY/WS_FLIGHT_DATA					Flight Document Web Service										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZAM_CUSTFIELDS_UPDATE					Aktualizuje zákaznická pole akce, činnost, typ															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZAM_DEPR_RECALCULATE					Přepočet odpisů										Financial Accounting					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZBAPI_INCOMINGINVOICE_CHANGE					Invoice Verification: Change Provisional Invoice															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZBAPI_INCOMINGINVOICE_GETDET					Invoice Verification: display invoice															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZBAPI_INCOMINGINVOICE_PARK					Invoice Verification: Park Incoming Invoice										Materials Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZBAPI_INCOMINGINVOICE_RESCAN					Invoice Verification: Change DMS scan Incoming Invoice										Materials Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZBAPI_SALESORDER_CREATEFROMDA2					Sales order: Create Sales Order with attachments										Sales and Distribution					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZBCNESCHVFA_WAPI_WORKITEMS					Workflow-Schnittstellen: Workitems nach Terminüberschreitung															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZBPC_PL_WF_START_RFC					Proces PL WF - obdrzeni dat pro start WF															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZBS_INT_AIRCRAFTTYPE					Master data AIRCRAFTTYPE										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZBS_INT_AIRLINE					Master data AIRLINE										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZBS_INT_AIRPORT					Master data AIRPORT										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZBS_INT_CCOUNTER					Common counters										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZBS_INT_CONTROLTAB					Ciselniky CSTEXT										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZBS_INT_DELINTGCODE					Deleted or integrated flight codes										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZBS_INT_FLIGHT					Flight document main function module										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZBS_INT_FLIGHT_REPROCESSING					Flight document main function module										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZBS_INT_PARK_POSITION					Park position										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZBS_INT_REGISTRATION					Registration										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZBS_INT_RESPONSE					Confirmation message to CAODB										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZBS_REPROCESSING_FD					FM for reprocessing FD										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZBW_CAODB_RUN_BATCH					Spuštení batch jobu															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZC4PSOL_ZUP_F47					Call F-47															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZC4PSOL_ZUP_SAPGUI_SHOW					UP: SAPGUI show process															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZC4P_QRY_GET_EKONOM_UNAME					Dotaz na ekonoma															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_IF_ATTA_CREATE					Založení DMS přílohy															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_IF_CHAT_CREATE					Založení záznamu v chatu zpětnou replikací z GW															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_IF_FCM_QUEUE_LEGACY_PROC					Process Queue with Legacy API															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_IF_HCM_PLANS					IF pro plán pracovní doby															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_IF_ORDER_CONFIRM					Potvrzení zakázky = zpětné hlášení a aktualizace zakázky/hlášení															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_IF_ORDER_CREATE					Založení zakázky a hlášení															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_IF_ORDER_MODIFY					Založení / Editace zakázky a hlášení															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_IF_ORDER_OPER_MODIFY					Založení operace (=požádání o pomoc)/Editace operace (=editace vyba/Tm)															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_IF_ORDER_REQ_MAT					Zádost o materiál															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_IF_ORDER_SPLIT_CREATE					Založení splitu (= převzetí práce )															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_IF_ORDER_SPLIT_ST_CREATE					Založení stausu splitu (= mobilní status )															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_IF_PING					Receiving Ping from GW to R3															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_IF_QUAL_EMP_PROF_GET					Vrátí kvalifikace zaměstnance															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_IF_QUAL_EMP_UPDATE					Aktualizace kvalifikace zaměstnance															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_IF_QUAL_GET_LIST					Vrátí seznam klasifikací z matic															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_IF_QUAL_SCALE_GET_LIST					Vrátí stupnice klasifikací															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_IF_REPL_ATTA_REQ_SEND					Odeslání chat komentářů na GW															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_IF_REPL_CHAT_SEND					Odeslání chat komentářů na GW															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_IF_REPL_ORD_REQ_SEND					Odeslání Zakázkek na GW podle Request tab.															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCCA_RLSF_STR_ORG_U_ENTRY_GET					Branch-by-Branch Output of All Subordinate Objects for Node Specified															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCLM_DOC_GEN_CONTR					Vygeneruje dokument ke smlouvě															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCLM_ZFS_DOC_GEN_CONTR					Vygeneruje dokument ke smlouvě															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZCVI8					distribuce															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZDMSFM_CREATE_VBAK_DOCUU					Create document from print SD Invoice with destination															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZDMSFM_DMS_QUICK_CREATE_DOC					FM for quick create DMS Document															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZDMS_CREATE_DOCU_RFC					Create document RFC for COMMIT from update task															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZDMS_CREATE_XSTRING_RFC					FM for create DMS Document from xstring via RFC CALL															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZDMS_MERGE_PDF_RFC					RFC pro merge document pri odeslani mailu															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_APPR_SH_GET					Invoice: číselník Schvalovatel															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_BILLING_FILL_BY_SPP					Invoice: předvyplnění rozúčtování podle SPP															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_CART_GET_ATTA_DATA					CART: Načení příloh nákupního košíku															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_CART_GET_SH_ZZTYPNAKUP					CART: Načení hodnot pole ZZTYPNAKUP															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_DUEDATE_FILL_BY_ZTERM					Invoice: předvyplnění data splatnosti podle plat. podmínky															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_EKON_SH_GET					Invoice: číselník Ekonom															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_INVOICE_ADV_UP_DMS_ATT_GET					Invoice: načítaní DMS příloh faktury															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_INVOICE_ATTCH_DEL					Invoice: výmaz přílohy faktury															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_INVOICE_EXEC					Invoice: vykonání akce faktury															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_INVOICE_GET					Invoice: načítaní faktury															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_INVOICE_PDF_GET					OBSOLETE Invoice: načítaní PDF faktury															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_INVOICE_VALIDATE					Invoice: validace faktury															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_LIKV_SH_GET					Invoice: číselník Likvidator															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_PAY_AUART_SH_GET					Payment: číselník AUART															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_PAY_SPART_SH_GET					Payment: číselník SPART															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_PAY_STORCAT_SH_GET					Payment: číselník Storage Category															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_PAY_VKBUR_SH_GET					Payment: číselník SPART															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_PAY_VKGRP_SH_GET					Payment: číselník VKGRP															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_PAY_VKORG_SH_GET					Payment: číselník VKORG															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_PAY_VTWEG_SH_GET					Payment: číselník VTWEG															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_POBJ_CRE_ATTA					POBJ: Objednávka - založení přílohy															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_POBJ_EXEC					POBJ akce schválení															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_POBJ_GET					POBJ: Objednávka - načtení															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_POBJ_GET_ATTA_DATA					POBJ: Objednávka - načtení dat přílohy															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_POBJ_GET_ATTA_LIST					POBJ: Objednávka - načtení seznamu příloh															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_REQ_GET_ATTA_DATA					REQ: Objednávka - načtení dat přílohy															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_REZ_EXEC					REQ: Rezervace - načtení															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_REZ_GET					REQ: Rezervace - načtení															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_SRM_LINK_GET					Invoice: link do SRM															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_WI_ATTACH_CRE					UWL: založení přílohy															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_WI_ATTACH_GET					UWL: přílohy															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_WI_DECIDE					UWL: rozhodnutí															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_WI_DEC_GET					UWL: varianty rozhodnutí															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_WI_PUT_BACK					UWL: zrušení přiřazení															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZEP_WI_RESERVE					UWL: rezervace úlohy															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZERP_ATT_GET_CONTENT					Interface ERP										Materials Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZERP_ATT_LIST					Interface SRM - přílohy										Materials Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZFI_HODNOTA_SROTU					Hodnota šrotu v kartě majetku										Financial Accounting					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZGRCAC_DNLOAD_ROLE_AUTH_OBJS					ZGRCAC_DNLOAD_ROLE_AUTH_OBJS															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZGRCAC_GET_AUTH_CHANGED_ROLES					ZGRCAC_GET_AUTH_CHANGED_ROLES															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZGRCAC_GET_AUTH_CHANGED_USERS					ZGRCAC_GET_AUTH_CHANGED_USERS															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_AUTH_FOR_ROLE					ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_AUTH_FOR_ROLE															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_AUTH_OBJ_PROF01					ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_AUTH_OBJ_PROF01															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_COMP_ROLES					ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_COMP_ROLES															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_PROF_FOR_ANL					ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_PROF_FOR_ANL															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_PROF_FOR_ROLE					ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_PROF_FOR_ROLE															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_ROLE_LIST					ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_ROLE_LIST															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_USER_LIST					ZGRCAC_ZCC_GET_USER_LIST															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZGRCAC_Z_DOWNLOAD_AUTH_OBJECTS					ZGRCAC_Z_DOWNLOAD_AUTH_OBJECTS															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZHR_BIOM_SALDO					Export salda do biometrie															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_DRZR_CREATE					Druh zranění - vytvoření															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_DRZR_DELETE					Druh zranění - smazání															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_ZAZNAM_DELETE					Záznam o úrazu - smazání															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_ZRCAT_CREATE					Zraněná část těla - vytvoření															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZHR_BOZP_ZRCAT_DELETE					Zraněná část těla - smazání															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZHR_DMS_CHANGE					Zmena druhu dokumentu v HR															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZHR_DMS_CREATE_POPUP					Popup pro vytvoření DMS dokumentu															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZHR_DMS_DELETE					Smazani HR dokumentu															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZHR_LSO_EMP_FOL_QUALF_DELETE					Zrušení návazné kvalifikace															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZHR_LSO_EMP_QUALF_REFRESH					Zrušení návazné kvalifikace															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZHR_PAYSLIP_ANNPS_PDF					Odborný kurz - pdf															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZHR_PAYSLIP_ANNPS_RFC					Roční výplatní páska															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZHR_PR_PREZLIST_CREATE_COURSE					Založení školení															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZHR_PR_PREZLIST_FIX_COURSE					Fixace školení															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZIESS_WD_BENEFITPAY_VACANCY					Příspěvky na rekreaci										Personnel Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZIESS_WD_FM_EMPL_INFO					Data zaměstnance pro kartu zaměstnance										Personnel Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZIESS_WD_HEALTH_INSURANCE					Čte dostupné zdravotní pojišťovny										Personnel Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZIESS_WD_READ_BUILDINGS					Čte budovy										Personnel Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZIESS_WD_READ_PA0006					Čte infotyp PA0006 a příslušné číselníky pro daného uživatele										Personnel Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZIESS_WD_READ_PA0009					Čte infotyp PA0009 a jeho číselníky										Personnel Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZIESS_WD_READ_PA9001					Čte infotyp 9001 (budova, místnost) včetně budov										Personnel Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZIESS_WD_READ_ROOMS					Čte číselník místností podle vstupní hodnoty budovy										Personnel Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZIESS_WD_SEND_MAIL					Odeslání mailu při změně záznamu										Personnel Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZIESS_WD_WRITE_PA0006					Ukládání členů rodiny z ESS										Personnel Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZIESS_WD_WRITE_PA0009					Ukládání bankovního spojení z ESS										Personnel Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZIESS_WD_WRITE_PA9001					Ukládání členů rodiny z ESS										Personnel Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZIF_READ_CC4AM					Načtení NS pro IM										Materials Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZIF_READ_CC4ORDER					Načtení NS pro zakázky										Materials Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZIF_READ_CC_HIERARCHY					Načtení hierarchie nákl. středisek										Materials Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZIMM_BAR_DOKLAD					ZIMM založení dokladu MM z ctecky car.kodu															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZIMM_BAR_DOKLAD_TEST					ZIMM založení dokladu MM z ctecky car.kodu															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZIMM_SMLOUVY					ZIMM rfc smlouvy															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZIMM_UDRZBA					DM udržba															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZIWF_CALL_BROWSER					Call browsers with instance management															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZKCT_PROJECT_SAVE					Uložení projektů a SPP prvků z AMOS										Project System					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZPM_CONFIRMATION_CANCEL					Stornování zpětného hlášení															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZPM_CONFIRMATION_CREATE					Založení zpětného hlášení															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZPM_CONFIRMATION_GET_LIST					Zpětná hlášení k zakázce a osobnímu číslu															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZPM_ORDER_GET_LIST					Číselník zakázek s operacemi															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZPM_WORKCENTER_GET_LIST					Číselník pracovišť															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZPOE_UDRZBA					DM udržba															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_DMS_DELETE					Mazani DMS dokumentu nebo adresaru															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_COPIED_WBS_CONFIRM					PS: Potvrzení zpracování otevřených objektů kopírování															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_COPY_DOC					PS: eDMS přesun souboru															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_GET_BIG					PS: Načtení obsahu dokumentu															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_GET_LIST_BULK					PS: Načtení seznamu dokumentů															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_REUPLOAD_DOC					PS: Nahrání/vytvoření dokumentu															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_STRUCTURE_GET2					PS: Získání struktury dokumentů pro mib:filemanager															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_DMS_TYPES_URL					PS: Načtení typů url – načtení customizace															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_PROJ_BUDGET_GET					PS: Projekt - načtení rozpočtu															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_PURCHASING_DOCS					PS: Nákupní doklady															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_READ_REST_TS					PS: Načte timesheet z anon rest api															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_RENAME_DOC					PS: eDMS přejmenování souboru															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZPS_INV_RFC_SET_REST_TS_LTERM					PS: Nastaví datum v anon rest api timesheetu															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZPS_MIGO_RFC_INIT					MIGO: Iniciální načtení formuláře pro vyhledání OBJ															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZSD_BP_ADDR_CHANGE					Komunikační adresa BP										Sales and Distribution					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZSD_RFC_SL_KART					RFC fce pro navrat karetni provize z VBAP															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZSE16N_START					General Table Display Standard															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZSRM_RFC_PO_SET_FINAL_FLAG					SRM: Nastavení znaků konečné faktury a dodávky										Materials Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZSRM_SC_ID_TO_PO_ITEM					Propis čísla NK do položky OBJ										Materials Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZTAS_UKOLY_UPD					počet úkolů TAS															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZWF_ASSET_DWNAM_ACTOR_GET					Generic function explosion for SAP Workflow object															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZWF_BP_DWNAM_ACTOR_GET					Generic function explosion for SAP Workflow object															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZWF_PF_DWNAM_ACTOR_GET					Generic function explosion for SAP Workflow object															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZWF_PF_DWNAM_ACTOR_GET1					Generic function explosion for SAP Workflow object															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZWF_PF_DWNAM_ACTOR_GET2					Generic function explosion for SAP Workflow object															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZZBP_MASTER_DATA_DEBI1					Založení BP-Odberatel - Ucetni okruh															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZZBP_MASTER_DATA_DEBI2					Založení BP-Odb. - Odbytová data															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZZBP_MASTER_DATA_KRED1					Business Partner Master Data															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZZBP_MASTER_DATA_KRED2					Business Partner Master Data															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZZGIS_MASTER_HANDLER					Rozhraní pro replikaci kmenových dat TO										Plant Maintenance					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					ZZ_SUBST_GET_FILE_LIST					Retrieve List of Files that Match Import Parameter from OS Level										Plant Maintenance					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_BAPI_SALESORDER_CREATE_AGCY					Sales order: Create Sales Order															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_BDC_F47					FM pro vytv. zal. fakt. pomoci BDC Tx F-47										Materials Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_BS_IF_DDS_SERVICES					BS: Dočasný interface služeb pro datový sklad										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_BS_INT_FLIGHT_XI_EXT					FM pro XI										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_BS_INT_FLIGHT_XI_HDG_CAODB					FM pro PI - HDG do CAODB										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_BS_INT_FLIGHT_XI_REQ_EXT					FM pro XI										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_BS_RFKORD80					BS: Tisk pokladniho dokladu na pozadi pomoci JOBu										Cross-Application Components					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_BS_TABLE_START					General Table Display Standard															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_BS_WS_FLIGHT_REFRESH					Flight Refresh - Tamplate for PI															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_BW_DMSVK_FILE					Zobrazení scanu faktury do BW															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CCA_BUFFER_PARTICIPATION					Zustand "Teilnahme bestanden" puffern															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CCA_BUFFER_TRAINING_FOUP					Zustand 'Training nachbereiten' puffern															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CCA_BUFF_QUALIS_FOR_TRANSFER					Zustand "Qualifikationsübertrag" puffern															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CCA_GET_FOUP_PARTICIPATION					Voraussetzungsprüfung: Nachbereiten															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CCA_GET_QUALIS_FOR_TRANSFER					Ist Zustand "Qualifikationsübertrag" lesen															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CCA_IF_PARTICIP_COMPLETE					Bestätigen / Nachbereiten einer Teilnahme im Lernportal															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CCA_RLSF_GET_TTYPES_0001					Mengenfähiges Lesen von D/DC zu L's															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CCA_RLSF_SKILLPROF_CHECK_OFF					Trainingsangebot prüfen und URLs erzeugen															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CCA_RLSF_TRAINCAT_GET_C					Lesen von Trainingsgruppen des Trainingskatalogs in bestimmte Tiefe															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CCA_RLSF_TRAINCAT_GET_TOPI_C					Themenbereiche des Trainingskatalogs lesen															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CCA_RLSF_URL_GENERATOR					URLs für PD Objekte generieren															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CCA_RLS_GET_EMPLOYEE					Determine employee from user name															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CCA_RLS_IF_ACTIV_GETLIST					Gesamtliste der Trainingsaktivitäten eines Lerners															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CCA_RLS_IF_CANCEL_GETLIST					Stornierungen eines Lerners															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CCA_RLS_IF_PARTICIP_CREATE_C					Lerner auf ein Training buchen															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CCA_RLS_IF_PREBOOK_CREATE					Teilnahme vormerken															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CCA_RLS_IF_PREBOOK_GETLIST					Daten lesen für alle Vormerkungen eines Lerners															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CCA_RLS_LEARNER_GET_ACTIVS_C					Lesen der gebuchten Trainingsteilnahmen eines Lerners															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CCA_RLS_LEARNER_SET_SETTINGS					Einstellungen des Lerners speichern															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CCA_RLS_PREBOOKING_PREPARE					Daten lesen für das Detailbild zur Trainingsvormerkung															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CCA_TRAINTYPE_GET_DETAIL_C					Details zu einem Trainingstyp lesen															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CCA_UPDATE_FOLLOWUP					Nachbereitung speichern															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CFT_BENEFIT_DELETE					Cafeteria: vymaz polozek seznamu benefitu										Personnel Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CFT_BENEFIT_READ					Cafeteria - seznam benefitů - čtení										Personnel Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CFT_BENEFIT_WRITE					Cafeteria: zapis do tabulky benefitu										Personnel Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CFT_CHOICE_READ					Cafeteria - vybrane benefity zamestnancem										Personnel Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CFT_CHOICE_WRITE					Cafeteria - zapis do tabulky vyberu benefitu										Personnel Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CFT_PARAMETER_READ					Cteni parametru z Z_CFT_PARAMETER tabulky										Personnel Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CFT_PARAMETER_WRITE					Cafeteria: zapis parametru										Personnel Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CFT_TEST					Cafeteria: test										Personnel Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_CFT_TEST_READ					ZCFT: Cafeteria test										Personnel Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_DESTINATION_RFC					Určení partnerskýchsystém k zadanému systému															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_DESTINATION_RFC_BW					Určení partnerského BW systému k zadanému systému															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_DESTINATION_RFC_ERP					Určení partnerského ERP systému k zadanému systému															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_DESTINATION_RFC_PI					Určení partnerského PI systému k zadanému systému															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_DESTINATION_RFC_SRM					Určení partnerského SRM systému k zadanému systému															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_DESTINATION_RFC_XI					Určení partnerského XI systému k zadanému systému															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_DICOM_DOC_URL_CREATE					URL created by SCMS_DOC_URL_CREATE to upload doc to CS															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_DICOM_DOC_URL_DELETE					URL created by SCMS_DOC_URL_CREATE to delete existing doc in CS															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_DICOM_DOC_URL_GET					URL created by SCMS_URL_GENERATE to check if doc exists in CS															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_DICOM_DO_NOTHING					Remote function module which do nothing															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_DICOM_GET_FIELD_INFO					Get field details															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_DICOM_GET_VERSION_BARCODE					Get version number for Generic package															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_DICOM_LISTFUNCS					RFC - Get list of remote functions															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_DICOM_LISTPARAMS					RFC - Get list of parameters from given function name															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_DICOM_STORE_USING_BARCODE					Store with barcode															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_DICOM_VALIDATE_OBJECTS					Validate ArchiveObject, ArchiveID, DocType, TaskID															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_EDW_FEES					BS: EDW - Fees															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_EDW_INCENTIVES					BS: EDW - Incentives															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_EDW_SERVICES					BS: EDW - Services															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_EXCH_CANCEL_EVENT_RFC					Exchange RFC: Zrušení eventu															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_EXCH_CREATE_EVENT_RFC					Exchange RFC: Založení eventu															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_EXCH_GET_EVENT_RFC					Exchange RFC: Změna eventu															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_EXCH_UPDATE_EVENT_RFC					Exchange RFC: Změna eventu															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_FCI_UI_ASSET_MAINTAIN					Modul pro zpracování IM (interní)										Financial Accounting					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_FI_TR_LEDGER					Funkcni modul										Financial Accounting					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_GET_EQUNR					RFC funkce pro rozhraní zakládání zařízení										Plant Maintenance					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_GET_FI_DOC					RFC funkce pro čtení dat z fi dokaldů										Real Estate Management					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_IWF_CALL_FB03					Zavola transakci MIR4															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_IWF_CALL_FK03					Zavola transakci FK03															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_IWF_CALL_FK03B					Zobrazi transakci fk03															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_IWF_CALL_MIR4					Zavola transakci MIR4															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_IWF_CALL_MIRO					Vrati radky rozuctovani faktury															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_IWF_CREATE_INVOICE_INFOREC					Creates a new inforecord for incoming invoice															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_IWF_HR_ECH_GET_RLZ_AGENTS					Bestimme Vorgesetzten von Benutzer, Person, Planstelle oder Org.-einheit															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_MASS_SINGLE_SCREEN_DIALOG					RFC for Mass Partner Maintenance															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_MM_PDF_OBJ					Komunikační adresa BP															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_PS_WF_CREATE_CREATE					PS: Založení projektu - založení															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_PS_WF_PM_CONFIRM_ASSIGN					PS: Přiřazení PM - potvrzení přijetí															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_RFC_SUBMIT_RPCELDT2T					Volani reportu RPCELDT2T															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_SEND_MAIL_BCS					Odeslani priloh faktury do mailu HTML format															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_SYNCH_BP_IDOC					Komunikační adresa BP										Financial Accounting					1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_WF_BP_SWIFT_GET					Získání swift															1					Not Used															




					Inbound					Z_WF_PF_WINDOW					Otevření příkazu v novém okně															1					Not Used															




					Outbound					ZAM_DEPR_RECALCULATE					Přepočet odpisů					ZGGBR000					Financial Accounting					11					Constantly															




					Outbound					ZCLM_DOC_GEN_CONTR					Vygeneruje dokument ke smlouvě					ZCL_CLM_PS_SML================CP										3					Constantly															




					Outbound					ZCLM_DOC_GEN_CONTR					Vygeneruje dokument ke smlouvě					ZCL_CLM_PS_VR=================CP										1					Frequently															




					Outbound					ZCLM_DOC_GEN_CONTR					Vygeneruje dokument ke smlouvě					ZCL_CLM_VM_PS=================CP										1					Frequently															




					Outbound					ZERP_ATT_LIST					Interface SRM - přílohy					ZCL_GOS_SRM_ATT===============CP					Materials Management					3					Constantly															




					Outbound					Z_SYNCH_BP_IDOC					Komunikační adresa BP					CL_SWF_EVT_STRATEGY_BOR_FB====CP					Basis Components					7					Constantly															
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SAP Document Export




					Direction					Service Name					Service Version					Service Description					Odata Version					Service Published					Created via SAP Gateway Service Builder					Project Name					External Service Name					Application Component					Data Provider Extension Class					Model Provider Extension Class					Data Provider Base Class					Model Provider Base Class					Development Package					Application Area					Usage Frequency					Type of Impact					Details					ATC Results




					Inbound					LORD_ORDER_SRV					0001					Služba OData pro zakázku odběratele					V2					No					No										LORD_ORDER_SRV										CL_LORD_ORDER_DPC_EXT					CL_LORD_ORDER_MPC_EXT					Služba OData pro zakázku odběratele					Služba OData pro zakázku odběratele															Unknown															




					Inbound					/UI2/LAUNCHPAD					0001					Poskytovatel dat launchpadu					V2					No					No										LAUNCHPAD					CA-FLP-ABA					/UI2/CL_GW_DP_LAUNCHPAD_00					/UI2/CL_GW_MP_NAV_TREE					Poskytovatel dat launchpadu					Model pro službu launchpadu					/UI2/NAVIGATION_TREE					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					ISHMED_BEC_WF_INBOX_SRV					0001					i.s.h.med Inbox					V2					No					No										ISHMED_BEC_WF_INBOX_SRV										CL_ISHMED_BEC_WF_INBOX_DPC_EXT					CL_ISHMED_BEC_WF_INBOX_MPC_EXT					i.s.h.med Inbox					i.s.h.med Inbox															Unknown															




					Inbound					IRWC					0001					ILM Reporting Work Center					V2					No					No										IRWC					BC-ILM-WP					CL_IRWC_DPC					CL_IRWC_MODEL					ILM Reporting Work Center					ILM Reporting Work Center Model					S_ILM_RWC					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					/UI2/INTEROP					0001					Gateway Service of Interaperability					V2					No					No										INTEROP					CA-FLP-ABA					/UI2/CL_GW_DP_INTEROP_00					/UI2/CL_GW_MP_INTEROP					Gateway Service of Interaperability					Model of interoperability service					/UI2/INTEROP_SERVICE					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					ILM_STORE_DEFCONF_SERVICE					0001					ILM Store Define Config for Operations cust					V2					No					No										ILM_STORE_DEFCONF_SERVICE					BC-ILM-STO					CL_ILM_STORE_OP_DPC					CL_ILM_STORE_OP_MPC					ILM Store Define Config for Operations cust					ILm Store Def COnf Op MPC					S_ILM_STOR_ODATA					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					ILM_JOB_MONITOR_SERVICE					0001					ILM Job Monitor Service					V2					No					No										ILM_JOB_MONITOR_SERVICE					BC-ILM-WP					CL_ILM_JOB_MONITOR_DPC					CL_ILM_JOB_MONITOR_MPC					ILM Job Monitor Service					ILM Job Monitor Model					S_ILM_RWC					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					ILM_DEFINE_OP_CUST					0001					ILM_DEFINE_OP_CUST					V2					No					No										ILM_DEFINE_OP_CUST					BC-ILM-STO					CL_ILM_STORE_OP_DPC					CL_ILM_STORE_OP_MPC					ILM_DEFINE_OP_CUST					ILM_DEFINE_OP_CUST					S_ILM_STOR_ODATA					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					ILM_ARCH_VARIANT_DIST_SERVICE					0001					Service for archiving distribution app					V2					No					No										ILM_ARCH_VARIANT_DIST_SERVICE					BC-ILM-WP					CL_ILM_ARCH_DISTRIBUTION_DPC					CL_ILM_ARCH_DISTRIBUTION_MPC					Service for archiving distribution app					Model for ILM Archiving Distribution Fiori App					S_ILM_RWC					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRXSS_PERS_KEY					0001					Služba ke čtení klíče objektu personalizace					V2					No					No										HRXSS_PERS_KEY					PA-ESS-XX-WDA					CL_HRXSS_GW_RT_PERS_KEY					CL_HRXSS_GW_MD_PERS_KEY					Služba ke čtení klíče objektu personalizace					Služba metadat pro čtení klíče objektu personalizace					PAOC_ESS_UI5					Personnel Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRXSS_PERNR_MEMID_SERVICE					0001					Služba pro čtení ID paměti osobních čísel					V2					No					No										HRXSS_PERNR_MEMID_SERVICE					PA-ESS-XX-WDA					CL_HRXSS_GW_RT_PERNR_MEM_ID					CL_HRXSS_GW_MD_PERNR_MEM_ID					Služba pro čtení ID paměti osobních čísel					Model pro čtení ID paměti osobních čísel					PAOC_ESS_UI5					Personnel Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					HROVIS_ORGCHART_SERVICE					0001					Služba pro organizační schéma					V2					No					No										HROVIS_ORGCHART_SERVICE					PA-OS					CL_HROVIS_GW_RT_ORGCHART					CL_HROVIS_GW_MD_ORGCHART					Služba pro organizační schéma					Model pro organizační schéma					PAOC_ORGVIS_UI					Personnel Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRMSS_SUBS_ACTION_MENU					0001					Menu akcí pro pracovníka ve scénáři zastupování					V2					No					No										HRMSS_SUBS_ACTION_MENU					CA-MSS-HCM					CL_HRMSS_GW_RT_SUBS_AT_MENU					CL_HRMSS_GW_MD_SUBS_AT_MENU					Menu akcí pro pracovníka ve scénáři zastupování					Menu akcí pro pracovníka ve scénáři zastupování					PAOC_MSS_UI5					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRMSS_SUBSTITUTION_SERVICE					0001					Služba doby běhu pro zastupování					V2					No					No										HRMSS_SUBSTITUTION_SERVICE					CA-MSS-HCM					CL_HRMSS_GW_RT_MGR_SUBST					CL_HRMSS_GW_MD_MGR_SUBST					Služba doby běhu pro zastupování					Model pro zastupování					PAOC_MSS_UI5					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRMSS_OTHER_APPROVALS_SERVICE					0001					Služba pro ostatní povolení					V2					No					No										HRMSS_OTHER_APPROVALS_SERVICE					CA-MSS-HCM					CL_HRMSS_GW_RT_OTHER_APPROVALS					CL_HRMSS_GW_MD_OTHER_APPROVALS					Služba pro ostatní povolení					Model OData pro ostatní povolení					PAOC_MSS_UI5					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRMSS_NAV_URL_SERVICE					0001					Služba pro pravidlo navigace					V2					No					No										HRMSS_NAV_URL_SERVICE					CA-MSS-HCM					CL_HRMSS_GW_RT_NAV_URL					CL_HRMSS_GW_MD_NAV_URL					Služba pro pravidlo navigace					Model OData pro URL navigace					PAOC_MSS_UI5					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRMSS_LEAVE_APPROVAL_SERVICE					0001					Služba pro povolení nepřítomnosti					V2					No					No										HRMSS_LEAVE_APPROVAL_SERVICE					CA-MSS-HCM					CL_HRMSS_GW_RT_LEAVE_APPROVAL					CL_HRMSS_GW_MD_LEAVE_APPROVAL					Služba pro povolení nepřítomnosti					Model OData pro povolení nepřítomnosti					PAOC_MSS_UI5					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/MDX_SFLIGHT_AU					0001					Service used for abap units					V2					No					No										MDX_SFLIGHT_AU										/IWBEP/CL_ANA_ODATA_DATA_AU					/IWBEP/CL_ANA_ODATA_MODEL_AU					Service used for abap units					Model used for MDX abap unit															Unknown															




					Inbound					ZPR_CAT_SRV					0001					NP - Katalog					V2					No					No										ZPR_CAT_SRV										ZCL_PR_OD_CAT_DPC_EXT					ZCL_PR_OD_CAT_MPC_EXT					NP - Katalog					NP - Katalog					ZPR_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					MDG_SUPPLIER_GENIL_SRV					0001					Schválení dodavatele: MDG					V2					No					No										MDG_SUPPLIER_GENIL_SRV					CA-MDG					CL_MDG_GW_SUPPLIER_GENIL_DPC					CL_MDG_GW_SUPPLIER_GENIL_MPC					Schválení dodavatele: MDG					Model pro dodavatele: GenIL					MDG_GW_FIORI_BP					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					ZPR_POBJ0_SRV					0001					NP - Návrh PObj					V2					No					No										ZPR_POBJ0_SRV										ZCL_PR_OD_POBJ0_DPC_EXT					ZCL_PR_OD_POBJ0_MPC_EXT					NP - Návrh PObj					NP - Návrh PObj					ZPR_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZPR_POBJ1_SRV					0001					NP - PObj					V2					No					No										ZPR_POBJ1_SRV										ZCL_PR_OD_POBJ1_DPC_EXT					ZCL_PR_OD_POBJ1_MPC_EXT					NP - PObj					NP - PObj					ZPR_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZPR_TEAM_SRV					0001					NP - Údržba týmu					V2					No					No										ZPR_TEAM_SRV										ZCL_PR_OD_TEAM_DPC_EXT					ZCL_PR_OD_TEAM_MPC_EXT					NP - Údržba týmu					NP - Údržba týmu					ZPR_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					MDG_MATERIAL_APPROVE_CR_SRV					0001					Služba OData pro aplikaci MDG „Schválit materiál“					V2					No					No										MDG_MATERIAL_APPROVE_CR_SRV					CA-MDG					CL_MDG_MAT_GENIL_DPC					CL_MDG_MAT_GENIL_MPC					Služba OData pro aplikaci MDG „Schválit materiál“					Model pro změnový požadavek MDG pro „Schválit materiál“					MDG_GW_FIORI_MAT					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					MDG_GL_ACCOUNT					0001					Služba pro účet hlavní knihy					V2					No					No										MDG_GL_ACCOUNT					CA-MDG					CL_MDG_GW_ACC_GENIL_DPC					CL_MDG_GW_ACC_GENIL_MPC					Služba pro účet hlavní knihy					MDG-F: model účtu hlavní knihy					MDG_GW_FIORI_FIN					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					MDG_FINANCIALS					0001					Služba MDG-OData pro Financials					V2					No					No										MDG_FINANCIALS					CA-MDG					CL_MDG_GW_CTR_DPC					CL_MDG_GW_CTR_MPC					Služba MDG-OData pro Financials					Model MDG-ODdata pro Financials					MDG_GW_FIORI_FIN					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					MDG_DRILL_DOWN_UTILITY					0001					Pomocná služba pro hledání MDG drill down					V2					No					No										MDG_DRILL_DOWN_UTILITY					CA-MDG-DQ					CL_MDG_GW_DDS_DATA_UTILITY					CL_MDG_GW_DDS_MODEL_UTILITY					Pomocná služba pro hledání MDG drill down					Model gateway pro hledání MDG drill down					MDG_GW_SEARCH					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					MDG_CUSTOMER_GENIL_SRV					0001					Schválení zákazníka: MDG					V2					No					No										MDG_CUSTOMER_GENIL_SRV					CA-MDG					CL_MDG_GW_CUSTOMER_GENIL_DPC					CL_MDG_GW_CUSTOMER_GENIL_MPC					Schválení zákazníka: MDG					Model pro zákazníky					MDG_GW_FIORI_BP					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					MDG_BP_GENIL_SRV					0001					MDG: Služba OP					V2					No					No										MDG_BP_GENIL_SRV					CA-MDG					CL_MDG_GW_BP_GENIL_DPC					CL_MDG_GW_BP_GENIL_MPC					MDG: Služba OP					Model peo OP GENIL: CL_MDG_BP_GENIL_MPC					MDG_GW_FIORI_BP					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					MDGEE_DEV					0001					Servis MDGee (návrh)					V2					No					No										MDGEE_DEV					CA-MDG					CL_MDGEE_DATA					CL_MDGEE_MODEL					Servis MDGee (návrh)					Servisní model MDGee					MDG_GW_GENERAL					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					MDGEE					0001					Servis MDGee					V2					No					No										MDGEE					CA-MDG					CL_MDGEE_DATA					CL_MDGEE_MODEL					Servis MDGee					Servisní model MDGee					MDG_GW_GENERAL					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					MDC_PROCESS_SRV__MDC_147					0001					Objekt procesu MDC pro obchodního partnera light					V2					No					No										MDC_PROCESS_SRV__MDC_147					CA-MDG-EE					CL_MDC_PROCESS_DPC_EXT					CL_MDC_PROCESS_MPC_EXT					Objekt procesu MDC pro obchodního partnera light					MDC: objekt procesu					MDC_GW_APPL					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					MDC_PROCESS_SRV__147					0001					Objekt procesu MDC pro obchodního partnera					V2					No					No										MDC_PROCESS_SRV__147					CA-MDG-EE					CL_MDC_PROCESS_DPC_EXT					CL_MDC_PROCESS_MPC_EXT					Objekt procesu MDC pro obchodního partnera					MDC: objekt procesu					MDC_GW_APPL					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					/SOMO/MA_DCOL_SRV					0001					/SOMO/CL_MA_DCOL_DPC_EXT					V2					No					No										MA_DCOL_SRV										/SOMO/CL_MA_DCOL_DPC_EXT					/SOMO/CL_MA_DCOL_MPC_EXT					/SOMO/CL_MA_DCOL_DPC_EXT					/SOMO/CL_MA_DCOL_MPC_EXT															Unknown															




					Inbound					/UIF/LREPSUPPORT_FRAMEWORK_SRV					0001					OData Service of the Support Framework					V2					No					No										LREPSUPPORT_FRAMEWORK_SRV										/UIF/CL_LREPSUPPORT_FR_DPC_EXT					/UIF/CL_LREPSUPPORT_FR_MPC_EXT					OData Service of the Support Framework					OData Service of the Support Framework															Unknown															




					Inbound					/UI2/FIORI_CATALOGS					0001					Fiori Catalogs					V2					No					No										FIORI_CATALOGS					CA-FLP-ABA					/UI2/CL_GW_DP_FIORI_CATALOGS					/UI2/CL_GW_MP_PB					Fiori Catalogs					Model UI2: Page Builder					/UI2/PB_SERVICE					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					FDT_TRACE					0001					BRFplus: Vyhodnocení jednoduchého sledování					V2					No					No										FDT_TRACE					BC-SRV-BR					CL_FDT_OD_TRACE_DATA					CL_FDT_OD_TRACE_MODEL					BRFplus: Vyhodnocení jednoduchého sledování					Model pro vyhodnocení jednoduchého sledování v BRFplus					SFDT_GATEWAY					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					ESJI_SD_SRV					0001					Služba pro integraci Jam SD					V2					No					No										ESJI_SD_SRV					SD-BF-JAM					CL_ESJI_SD_DPC					CL_ESJI_SD_MPC					Služba pro integraci Jam SD					Třída poskytovatele modelu SD pro integraci JAM					ERP_SD_JAM_INTEG_ODATA					Sales and Distribution					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_VP_L_GT_90_1_SRV					0001					Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA					V2					No					No										EPM_VP_L_GT_90_1_SRV					BW-BCT-TCT					CL_EPM_VP_L_GT_90_DPC_1					CL_EPM_VP_L_GT_90_MPC_1					Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA					Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA					RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_VP_L_DUN_2_SRV					0001					Stupeň upomínání na SAP Lumira					V2					No					No										EPM_VP_L_DUN_2_SRV					BW-BCT-TCT					CL_EPM_VP_L_DUN_DPC_2					CL_EPM_VP_L_DUN_MPC_2					Stupeň upomínání na SAP Lumira					Stupeň upomínání na SAP Lumira					RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_VP_L_BT_60_90_1_SRV					0001					Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA					V2					No					No										EPM_VP_L_BT_60_90_1_SRV					BW-BCT-TCT					CL_EPM_VP_L_BT_60_90_DPC_1					CL_EPM_VP_L_BT_60_90_MPC_1					Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA					Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA					RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_VP_L_BT_30_60_1_SRV					0001					Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA					V2					No					No										EPM_VP_L_BT_30_60_1_SRV					BW-BCT-TCT					CL_EPM_VP_L_BT_30_60_DPC_1					CL_EPM_VP_L_BT_30_60_MPC_1					Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA					Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA					RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_VP_LT_30_1_SRV					0001					Datum splatnosti dashboardu OIA					V2					No					No										EPM_VP_LT_30_1_SRV					BW-BCT-TCT					CL_EPM_VP_LT_30_DPC_1					CL_EPM_VP_LT_30_MPC_1					Datum splatnosti dashboardu OIA					Datum splatnosti dashboardu OIA					RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_OIA_L_1_SRV_01					0001					Služba OIA					V2					No					No										EPM_OIA_L_1_SRV_01					BW-BCT-TCT					CL_EPM_OIA_L_01_DPC_1					CL_EPM_OIA_L_01_MPC_1					Služba OIA					Model OIA					RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_OIA_L_1_SRV					0001					Služba OIA se SAP Lumira					V2					No					No										EPM_OIA_L_1_SRV					BW-BCT-TCT					CL_EPM_OIA_L_DPC_1					CL_EPM_OIA_L_MPC_1					Služba OIA se SAP Lumira					Model OIA se SAP Lumira					RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_OIA_I2A_SIM_SRV					0001					EPM_OIA_I2A_SIMULATION					V2					No					No										EPM_OIA_I2A_SIM_SRV										CL_EPM_OIA_I2A_SIM_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_OIA_I2A_SIM_MPC_EXT					EPM_OIA_I2A_SIMULATION					EPM_OIA_I2A_SIMULATION															Unknown															




					Inbound					/UI2/EASY_ACCESS_MENU					0001					Easy Access Menu service					V2					No					No										EASY_ACCESS_MENU					CA-FLP-ABA					/UI2/CL_GW_DP_EASY_ACC					/UI2/CL_GW_MP_EASY_ACC					Easy Access Menu service					Gateway Model Provider: Easy Access Menu					/UI2/EASY_ACCESS_MENU					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWWRK/DUET_WORKFLOW_CORE					0001					Služba workflow pro Duet Enterprise					V2					No					No										DUET_WORKFLOW_CORE					OPU-BSE-WFM					/IWWRK/CL_MGW_RT_WORKFLOW					/IWWRK/CL_MGW_MED_WORKFLOW_DE					Služba workflow pro Duet Enterprise					Model workflow pro Duet Enterprise					/IWWRK/WF_ODC_DESIGNTIME					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					DAAG_DTG_SRV					0001					Odata for DTG app					V2					No					No										DAAG_DTG_SRV					BC-CCM-DAG					CL_DAAG_DTG_DPC_EXT					CL_DAAG_DTG_MPC_EXT					Odata for DTG app					Odata for DTG app					S_DAAG_ODATA_DTG					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					CL_GRANT_SRV					0001					Služba grantů					V2					No					No										CL_GRANT_SRV					PSM-FM-MD					CL_GRANT_DP					CL_GRANT_MP					Služba grantů					Model grantů					CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD					Public Sector Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CL_FUNCTIONAL_AREA_GRP_SRV					0001					Služba skupiny funkčních oblastí					V2					No					No										CL_FUNCTIONAL_AREA_GRP_SRV					PSM-FM-MD					CL_FUNCTIONAL_AREA_GRP_DP					CL_FUNDS_CENTER_GRP_MP					Služba skupiny funkčních oblastí					Model skupiny funkčních oblastí					CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD					Public Sector Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CL_COMMITITMGRP_SRV					0001					Služba skupiny rozpočtových položek					V2					No					No										CL_COMMITITMGRP_SRV					PSM-FM-MD					CL_COMMITITMGRP_DP					CL_COMMITITMGRP_MP					Služba skupiny rozpočtových položek					Model skupiny rozpočtových položek					CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD					Public Sector Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CL_APP_OF_FUNDS_SRV					0001					Aplikace služby fondů					V2					No					No										CL_APP_OF_FUNDS_SRV					PSM-FM-MD					CL_APP_OF_FUNDS_DP					CL_APP_OF_FUNDS_MP					Aplikace služby fondů					Aplikace modelu fondů					CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD					Public Sector Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRMSS_EMPLOYEE_NOTES_SERVICE					0001					Služba pro poznámky pracovníků					V2					No					No										HRMSS_EMPLOYEE_NOTES_SERVICE					CA-MSS-HCM					CL_HRMSS_GW_RT_EMP_NOTES					CL_HRMSS_GW_MD_EMP_NOTES					Služba pro poznámky pracovníků					Model pro poznámky pracovníka					PAOC_MSS_UI5					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRMSS_CATS_APPROVAL_SERVICE					0001					Služba doby běhu pro povolení CATS					V2					No					No										HRMSS_CATS_APPROVAL_SERVICE					CA-MSS-HCM					CL_HRMSS_GW_RT_CATS_APPROVAL					CL_HRMSS_GW_MD_CATS_APPROVAL					Služba doby běhu pro povolení CATS					Modelová služba pro schválení CATS					PAOC_MSS_UI5					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRGEN_QUICK_VIEW_SERVICE					0001					Služba pro rychlý náhled					V2					No					No										HRGEN_QUICK_VIEW_SERVICE					PA-PA-XX					CL_HRGEN_GW_RT_QUICK_VIEW					CL_HRGEN_GW_MD_QUICK_VIEW					Služba pro rychlý náhled					Model pro rychlý náhled					PAOC_CO_UI5					Personnel Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRESS_WRK_FEED_SUB_OVERVIEW_SERVICE					0001					Služba pro pracovní feed přehledu abonencí					V2					No					No										HRESS_WRK_FEED_SUB_OVERVIEW_SE					PA-ESS-XX-WDA					CL_HRESS_GW_RT_WRK_FEED_SUBS					CL_HRESS_GW_MD_WRK_FEED_SUBS					Služba pro pracovní feed přehledu abonencí					Model pro přehled abonencí					PAOC_ESS_UI5					Personnel Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRESS_TIME_ACCOUNTS_SERVICE					0001					Služba pro časové účty					V2					No					No										HRESS_TIME_ACCOUNTS_SERVICE					PA-ESS-XX-WDA					CL_HRESS_GW_RT_TIME_ACCOUNTS					CL_HRESS_GW_MD_TIME_ACCOUNTS					Služba pro časové účty					Model OData pro časové účty					PAOC_TIM_ESS_UI5					Personnel Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRESS_TEAM_CALENDAR_SERVICE					0001					Služba OData pro týmový kalendář					V2					No					No										HRESS_TEAM_CALENDAR_SERVICE					PA-ESS-XX-WDA					CL_HRESS_GW_RT_TEAM_CALENDAR					CL_HRESS_GW_MD_TEAM_CALENDAR					Služba OData pro týmový kalendář					Modelová služba pro týmový kalendář					PAOC_TIM_TEAMCAL					Personnel Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRESS_PAYSLIP_SERVICE					0001					Služba pro aplikaci dokladu o odměně					V2					No					No										HRESS_PAYSLIP_SERVICE					PA-ESS-XX-WDA					CL_HRESS_GW_RT_PAYSLIP					CL_HRESS_GW_MD_PAYSLIP					Služba pro aplikaci dokladu o odměně					Model pro aplikaci dokladu o odměně					PAOC_ESS_UI5					Personnel Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRESS_LEAVE_REQUEST_SERVICE					0001					Služba pro žádost o dovolenou					V2					No					No										HRESS_LEAVE_REQUEST_SERVICE					PA-ESS-XX-WDA					CL_HRESS_GW_RT_LEAVE_REQUEST					CL_HRESS_GW_MD_LEAVE_REQUEST					Služba pro žádost o dovolenou					Model OData pro žádost o dovolenou					PAOC_TIM_ESS_UI5					Personnel Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRESS_EMP_WORK_FEEDS_SERVICE					0001					Pracovní feeds pro pracovníka a manažera					V2					No					No										HRESS_EMP_WORK_FEEDS_SERVICE					PA-ESS-XX-WDA					CL_HRESS_GW_RT_EMPLOYEE_FEEDS					CL_HRESS_GW_MD_EMPLOYEE_FEEDS					Pracovní feeds pro pracovníka a manažera					Pracovní feeds pro pracovníka a manažera					PAOC_ESS_UI5					Personnel Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRESS_EMP_PROFILE_SERVICE					0001					Profil pracovníka - služba pro celostránkovou aplikaci					V2					No					No										HRESS_EMP_PROFILE_SERVICE					CA-MSS-HCM					CL_HRMSS_GW_RT_RUNTIME					CL_HRMSS_GW_MD_EMP_PROFILE					Profil pracovníka - služba pro celostránkovou aplikaci					Třída poskytovatele modelu pro profil pracovníka					PAOC_MSS_UI5					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRESS_EMP_LSO_SERVICE					0001					Služba pro Learning Solution					V2					No					No										HRESS_EMP_LSO_SERVICE					PE-LSO-TM					CL_HRLSO_GW_RT_CURRNT_BOOKINGS					CL_HRLSO_GW_MD_CURRNT_BOOKINGS					Služba pro Learning Solution					Třída poskyt. modelu pro Learning Solution - akt. rezervace					LSO_LPO_ND					Training and Event Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRESS_EMP_LANE_PROF_SERVICE					0001					Služba pro profil pruhu pracovníků					V2					No					No										HRESS_EMP_LANE_PROF_SERVICE					PA-ESS-XX-WDA					CL_HRESS_GW_RT_EMP_LANE_PROF					CL_HRESS_GW_MD_EMP_LANE_PROF					Služba pro profil pruhu pracovníků					Model pro profil pruhu pracovníka					PAOC_ESS_UI5					Personnel Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRESS_CATS_RECORDING					0001					Služba doby běhu pro pořizování v CATS					V2					No					No										HRESS_CATS_RECORDING					PA-ESS-XX-WDA					CL_HRESS_GW_RT_CATS_RECORDING					CL_HRESS_GW_MD_CATS_RECORDING					Služba doby běhu pro pořizování v CATS					Model pro pořizování v CATS					PAOC_CATS_ESS_UI5					Personnel Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					/MRSS/GW_FIORI_APPS_SRV					0001					Služby gateway pro Classic/Fiori					V2					No					No										GW_FIORI_APPS_SRV										/MRSS/CL_GW_FIORI_APPS_DPC_EXT					/MRSS/CL_GW_FIORI_APPS_MPC_EXT					Služby gateway pro Classic/Fiori					Služby gateway pro Classic/Fiori															Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/GWDEMO					0001					Service for SAP Gateway NW Demo					V2					No					No										GWDEMO					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_EPM_DP					/IWBEP/CL_EPM_MP					Service for SAP Gateway NW Demo					Object Model for NW Demo					/IWBEP/EPM_COMMON					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWWRK/GENERICWORKLIST					0001					Provider služby generické zásoby práce					V2					No					No										GENERICWORKLIST					OPU-BSE-WFM					/IWWRK/CL_GWL_SRV_RT					/IWWRK/CL_GWL_SRV_MED					Provider služby generické zásoby práce					Provider metadat generické zásoby práce					/IWWRK/WF_ODC_INBOX					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					GBAPP_PRAPPROVAL					0001					Schvalování požadavků na objednávku SAP (MM-PUR)					V2					No					No										GBAPP_PRAPPROVAL					MM-PUR					CL_GBAPP_APV_PR_RDP					CL_GBAPP_APV_PR_MDP					Schvalování požadavků na objednávku SAP (MM-PUR)					Schvalování požadavků na objednávku SAP (MM-PUR)					GBAPP_APV_PR					Materials Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					GBAPP_POAPPROVAL					0001					Schvalování objednávek SAP (MM-PUR)					V2					No					No										GBAPP_POAPPROVAL					MM-PUR					CL_GBAPP_APV_PO_RDP					CL_GBAPP_APV_PO_MDP					Schvalování objednávek SAP (MM-PUR)					Schvalování objednávek SAP (MM-PUR)					GBAPP_APV_PO					Materials Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					PS_NETWORKACTIVITYSTATUSCHANGE_SRV					0001					Změna statusu činnosti sítě					V2					No					No										PS_NETWORKACTIVITYSTATUSCHANGE										CL_PS_NETWORKACTIVITYS_DPC_EXT					CL_PS_NETWORKACTIVITYS_MPC_EXT					Změna statusu činnosti sítě					Změna statusu činnosti sítě															Unknown															




					Inbound					PS_MILSTNE_CONF_SRV					0001					Zpětné hlášení milníku					V2					No					No										PS_MILSTNE_CONF_SRV										CL_PS_MILSTNE_CONF_DPC_EXT					CL_PS_MILSTNE_CONF_MPC_EXT					Zpětné hlášení milníku					Zpětné hlášení milníku															Unknown															




					Inbound					SADL_GW_EXPOSURE_VOCAN_AUNIT_SRV					0001					SADL_GW_EXPOSURE_VOCAN_AUNIT					V2					No					No										SADL_GW_EXPOSURE_VOCAN_AUNIT_S										CL_SADL_GW_EXPOSURE_VO_DPC_EXT					CL_SADL_GW_EXPOSURE_VO_MPC_EXT					SADL_GW_EXPOSURE_VOCAN_AUNIT					SADL_GW_EXPOSURE_VOCAN_AUNIT															Unknown															




					Inbound					PROMO_INSIGHT_TO_ACTION_ODATA_SRV					0001					Provedení insight-to-action pro akci z PEC					V2					No					No										PROMO_INSIGHT_TO_ACTION_ODATA_										CL_PROMO_INSIGHT_TO_AC_DPC_EXT					CL_PROMO_INSIGHT_TO_AC_MPC_EXT					Provedení insight-to-action pro akci z PEC					Provedení insight-to-action pro akci z PEC															Unknown															




					Inbound					PROJECT_WBS_STATUS_CHANGE_SRV					0001					Změna statusu SPP					V2					No					No										PROJECT_WBS_STATUS_CHANGE_SRV										CL_PROJECT_WBS_STATUS__DPC_EXT					CL_PROJECT_WBS_STATUS__MPC_EXT					Změna statusu SPP					Změna statusu SPP															Unknown															




					Inbound					PP_SOL_CALL_MRP_COCKPIT_SRV					0001					Kokpit MRP: Vyvolání řešení					V2					No					No										PP_SOL_CALL_MRP_COCKPIT_SRV										CL_PP_SOL_CALL_MRP_COC_DPC_EXT					CL_PP_SOL_CALL_MRP_COC_MPC_EXT					Kokpit MRP: Vyvolání řešení					Kokpit MRP: Vyvolání řešení															Unknown															




					Inbound					PP_PURCH_REQ_MRP_COCKPIT					0001					Kokpit MRP: Požadavek na objednávku					V2					No					No										PP_PURCH_REQ_MRP_COCKPIT										CL_PP_PURCH_REQ_MRP_CO_DPC_EXT					CL_PP_PURCH_REQ_MRP_CO_MPC_EXT					Kokpit MRP: Požadavek na objednávku					Kokpit MRP: Požadavek na objednávku															Unknown															




					Inbound					PP_PURCH_ORD_MRP_COCKPIT					0001					Kokpit MRP: Objednávka					V2					No					No										PP_PURCH_ORD_MRP_COCKPIT										CL_PP_PURCH_ORD_MRP_CO_DPC_EXT					CL_PP_PURCH_ORD_MRP_CO_MPC_EXT					Kokpit MRP: Objednávka					Kokpit MRP: Objednávka															Unknown															




					Inbound					SADL_V_EXP_QUERY_CDS					0001					SADL Generated Service					V2					No					No										SADL_V_EXP_QUERY_CDS										CL_SADL_GTK_EXPOSURE_DPC					CL_SADL_V_EXP_QUERY					SADL Generated Service					SADL Generated Service															Unknown															




					Inbound					PP_MATERIAL_MRP_COCKPIT_SRV					0001					Kokpit MRP: Seznam materiálů					V2					No					No										PP_MATERIAL_MRP_COCKPIT_SRV										CL_PP_MATERIAL_MRP_COC_DPC_EXT					CL_PP_MATERIAL_MRP_COC_MPC_EXT					Kokpit MRP: Seznam materiálů					Kokpit MRP: Seznam materiálů															Unknown															




					Inbound					/UI2/SAMPLE_EPM_POWL_CACHED					0001					Sample POWL for APPLID EPM_POWL (customizing) using cache					V2					No					No										SAMPLE_EPM_POWL_CACHED					CA-FLP-ABA					/UI2/CL_GW_DP_CACHE					/UI2/CL_POWL_MODEL_CUST					Sample POWL for APPLID EPM_POWL (customizing) using cache					Sample model provider class for POWL APPLID EPM_PO (cust.)					/UI2/POWL					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					/UI2/SAMPLE_EPM_POWL_CUST					0001					Sample POWL for APPLID EPM_POWL (customizing)					V2					No					No										SAMPLE_EPM_POWL_CUST					CA-FLP-ABA					/UI2/CL_POWL_APPLID_DATA					/UI2/CL_POWL_MODEL_CUST					Sample POWL for APPLID EPM_POWL (customizing)					Sample model provider class for POWL APPLID EPM_PO (cust.)					/UI2/POWL					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_DETAILS_FIORI_SRV					0001					Kokpit MRP					V2					No					No										SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_DETAILS_FIORI_										CL_SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_DET_DPC_EXT					CL_SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_DET_MPC_EXT					Kokpit MRP					Kokpit MRP															Unknown															




					Inbound					SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_DTL_SRV					0001					Kokpit MRP: Detaily					V2					No					No										SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_DTL_SRV										CL_SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_DTL_DPC_EXT					CL_SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_DTL_MPC_EXT					Kokpit MRP: Detaily					Kokpit MRP: Detaily															Unknown															




					Inbound					SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_FIORI_SRV					0001					Kokpit MRP					V2					No					No										SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_FIORI_SRV										CL_SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_DPC_EXT					CL_SDM_MRP_COCKPIT_MPC_EXT					Kokpit MRP					Kokpit MRP															Unknown															




					Inbound					/SDF/SDS_SRV					0001					/SDF/CL_SDS_DPC_EXT					V2					No					No										SDS_SRV										/SDF/CL_SDS_DPC_EXT					/SDF/CL_SDS_MPC_EXT					/SDF/CL_SDS_DPC_EXT					/SDF/CL_SDS_MPC_EXT															Unknown															




					Inbound					SECATT_PING_SRV					0001					Ping Service for Test System Status and Details					V2					No					No										SECATT_PING_SRV										CL_SECATT_PING_DPC_EXT					CL_SECATT_PING_MPC_EXT					Ping Service for Test System Status and Details					Ping Service for Test System Status and Details															Unknown															




					Inbound					QM_NOTIFICATION_SRV					0001					Projekt OData pro hlášení managementu jakosti					V2					No					No										QM_NOTIFICATION_SRV										CL_QM_NOTIFICATION_DPC_EXT					CL_QM_NOTIFICATION_MPC_EXT					Projekt OData pro hlášení managementu jakosti					Projekt OData pro hlášení managementu jakosti															Unknown															




					Inbound					/UI2/QUICKVIEW					0001					Služba rychlého zobrazení					V2					No					No										QUICKVIEW					CA-FLP-ABA					/UI2/CL_GW_DP_QUICKVIEW					/UI2/CL_GW_MP_QUICKVIEW					Služba rychlého zobrazení					QuickView pro poskytovatele modelu					/UI2/QUICKVIEW					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					REPM_CLOSEDSALESORDERQUERY_CDS					0001					REPM : Closed Sales Order Query View					V2					No					No										REPM_CLOSEDSALESORDERQUERY_CDS					BW-BCT-NW-NWD					CL_NAT_GENERIC_DPC					CL_REPM_CLOSEDSALESORDERQUERY					REPM : Closed Sales Order Query View					REPM : Closed Sales Order Query View					RS_EPM_NW_CONTENT_CDS					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					REPM_CLOSEPURORDERQ_CDS					0001					Closed Purchase Order Query View					V2					No					No										REPM_CLOSEPURORDERQ_CDS					BW-BCT-NW-NWD					CL_NAT_GENERIC_DPC					CL_REPM_CLOSEPURORDERQ					Closed Purchase Order Query View					Closed Purchase Order Query View					RS_EPM_NW_CONTENT_CDS					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					REPM_OPENPURORDERQ_CDS					0001					Open Days Query View					V2					No					No										REPM_OPENPURORDERQ_CDS					BW-BCT-NW-NWD					CL_NAT_GENERIC_DPC					CL_REPM_OPENPURORDERQ					Open Days Query View					Open Days Query View					RS_EPM_NW_CONTENT_CDS					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					REPM_OPENSALESORDERQUERY_CDS					0001					REPM : Open Sales Order Query View					V2					No					No										REPM_OPENSALESORDERQUERY_CDS					BW-BCT-NW-NWD					CL_NAT_GENERIC_DPC					CL_REPM_OPENSALESORDERQUERY					REPM : Open Sales Order Query View					REPM : Open Sales Order Query View					RS_EPM_NW_CONTENT_CDS					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					REPM_PURCHASEORDERPRODUCTQ_CDS					0001					REPM_PuchaseOrderProductQ					V2					No					No										REPM_PURCHASEORDERPRODUCTQ_CDS					BW-BCT-NW-NWD					CL_NAT_GENERIC_DPC					CL_REPM_PURCHASEORDERPRODUCTQ					REPM_PuchaseOrderProductQ					REPM_PuchaseOrderProductQ					RS_EPM_NW_CONTENT_CDS					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					REPM_PURCHASEORDERQ_CDS					0001					Purchase Order Query View					V2					No					No										REPM_PURCHASEORDERQ_CDS					BW-BCT-NW-NWD					CL_NAT_GENERIC_DPC					CL_REPM_PURCHASEORDERQ					Purchase Order Query View					Purchase Order Query View					RS_EPM_NW_CONTENT_CDS					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					REPM_PURORDERGROSAMTQ_CDS					0001					REPM_PurOrderGrossAmtQ					V2					No					No										REPM_PURORDERGROSAMTQ_CDS					BW-BCT-NW-NWD					CL_NAT_GENERIC_DPC					CL_REPM_PURORDERGROSAMTQ					REPM_PurOrderGrossAmtQ					REPM_PurOrderGrossAmtQ					RS_EPM_NW_CONTENT_CDS					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					REPM_SALESORDERANALYSISQ1_CDS					0001					Sales Order Analysis Query View					V2					No					No										REPM_SALESORDERANALYSISQ1_CDS					BW-BCT-NW-NWD					CL_NAT_GENERIC_DPC					CL_REPM_SALESORDERANALYSISQ1					Sales Order Analysis Query View					Sales Order Analysis Query View					RS_EPM_NW_CONTENT_CDS					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					REPM_SALESORDERANALYSISQ_CDS					0001					REPM: Sales Order Analysis Query View					V2					No					No										REPM_SALESORDERANALYSISQ_CDS					BW-BCT-NW-NWD					CL_NAT_GENERIC_DPC					CL_REPM_SALESORDERANALYSISQ					REPM: Sales Order Analysis Query View					REPM: Sales Order Analysis Query View					RS_EPM_NW_CONTENT_CDS					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					REPM_SALESORDERDETAILSQ_CDS					0001					REPM: Sales Order Details Query View					V2					No					No										REPM_SALESORDERDETAILSQ_CDS					BW-BCT-NW-NWD					CL_NAT_GENERIC_DPC					CL_REPM_SALESORDERDETAILSQ					REPM: Sales Order Details Query View					REPM: Sales Order Details Query View					RS_EPM_NW_CONTENT_CDS					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					REPM_SALESORDPRODAMTQUERY_CDS					0001					REPM : Sales Order Product Query View					V2					No					No										REPM_SALESORDPRODAMTQUERY_CDS					BW-BCT-NW-NWD					CL_NAT_GENERIC_DPC					CL_REPM_SALESORDPRODAMTQUERY					REPM : Sales Order Product Query View					REPM : Sales Order Product Query View					RS_EPM_NW_CONTENT_CDS					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					RETAILSTORE_CHECK_MY_PROD_SRV_SRV					0001					CL_RETAILSTORE_CHECK_M_DPC_EXT					V2					No					No										RETAILSTORE_CHECK_MY_PROD_SRV_										CL_RETAILSTORE_CHECK_M_DPC_EXT					CL_RETAILSTORE_CHECK_M_MPC_EXT					CL_RETAILSTORE_CHECK_M_DPC_EXT					CL_RETAILSTORE_CHECK_M_MPC_EXT															Unknown															




					Inbound					RETAILSTORE_TRANSFER_PRODUCT_SRV					0001					Služba OData pro aplikaci SAP Fiori "Přeskladnění produktů"					V2					No					No										RETAILSTORE_TRANSFER_PRODUCT_S					LO-SRS					CL_RTST_TRNSFR_PRODUCT_DPC_EXT					CL_RTST_TRNSFR_PRODUCT_MPC_EXT					Služba OData pro aplikaci SAP Fiori "Přeskladnění produktů"					Služba OData pro aplikaci SAP Fiori "Přeskladnění produktů"					ODATA_RETAIL_ST_TRNSFR_PRODUCT					Logistics - General					Unknown															




					Inbound					RE_CN_C4RE_ODATA_SRV					0001					OData for C4RE Integration					V2					No					No										RE_CN_C4RE_ODATA_SRV										CL_RE_CN_C4RE_ODATA_DPC_EXT					CL_RE_CN_C4RE_ODATA_MPC_EXT					OData for C4RE Integration					OData for C4RE Integration															Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/RMTSAMPLEFLIGHT					0001					OData Channel - Reference SFlight Data Provider					V2					No					No										RMTSAMPLEFLIGHT					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_RT_SFLIGHT					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_MED_SFLIGHT					OData Channel - Reference SFlight Data Provider					OData Channel - Reference SFlight Meta Model					/IWBEP/MGW_SAMPLE_SFLIGHT					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/RMTSAMPLEFLIGHT_2					0001					OData Channel - Reference SFlight Data Provider					V2					No					No										RMTSAMPLEFLIGHT_2					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_RMTSFLIGHT2_DPC					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_RMTSFLIGHT2_MPC					OData Channel - Reference SFlight Data Provider					OData Channel - Reference SFlight Meta Model					/IWBEP/MGW_SAMPLE_SFLIGHT					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					SWF_TCM					0001					TCM Compliant OData Service for WORKFLOW					V2					No					No										SWF_TCM					BC-BMT-WFM-RUN-TGW					CL_SWF_TCM_DPC_EXT					CL_SWF_TCM_MPC_EXT					TCM Compliant OData Service for WORKFLOW					TCM Compliant OData Service for WORKFLOW					SWF_TCM_MODEL					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/TEAT_TEST_APPLICATION					0001					TEst Application Service - Performance					V2					No					No										TEAT_TEST_APPLICATION					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_TEAT_DATA_PROVIDER					/IWBEP/CL_TEAT_MODEL_PROVIDER					TEst Application Service - Performance					TEst Application Service - Performance: Model Provider					/IWBEP/MGW_TEST_TEA					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/TEA_MODEL_EXTEND					0001					Test Application Service: Model extension					V2					No					No										TEA_MODEL_EXTEND					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_TEA_MODEL_EXT_DP					/IWBEP/CL_TEA_MODEL_EXT_MP					Test Application Service: Model extension					Test Model for Model extension					/IWBEP/MGW_TEST_TEA					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					O2C_FICA_PAYMENTLOCK_ANALYSIS					0001					Fiori: Analýza blokování plateb					V2					No					No										O2C_FICA_PAYMENTLOCK_ANALYSIS					FI-CA					CL_O2C_FICA_PAYMENTLOC_DPC_EXT					CL_O2C_FICA_PAYMENTLOC_MPC_EXT					Fiori: Analýza blokování plateb					Fiori: Analýza blokování plateb					ODATA_O2C_FICA_PAYMENTLOCK					Financial Accounting					Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/TEA_TEST_APPLICATION					0001					Test Application Service TEA					V2					No					No										TEA_TEST_APPLICATION					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_TEA_DATA_PROVIDER					/IWBEP/CL_TEA_MODEL_PROVIDER					Test Application Service TEA					TEst Application Service: Model Provider					/IWBEP/MGW_TEST_TEA					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					/UI2/TRANSPORT					0001					UI2: Služba transportu					V2					No					No										TRANSPORT					CA-FLP-ABA					/UI2/CL_GW_DP_TRANSPORT_00					/UI2/CL_GW_MP_TRANSPORT					UI2: Služba transportu					Model pro službu transportu stránek					/UI2/TRANSPORT					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/TRANSPORT_TEST					0001					Transport Test using RMTSAMPLEFLIGHT					V2					No					No										TRANSPORT_TEST					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_RT_SFLIGHT					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_MED_SFLIGHT					Transport Test using RMTSAMPLEFLIGHT					Test Transport using RMTSAMPLEFLIGHT					/IWBEP/MGW_SAMPLE_SFLIGHT					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/USERMANAGEMENT					0001					User Profile Management OData Service					V2					No					No										USERMANAGEMENT					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_UM_DATA					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_UM_MODEL					User Profile Management OData Service					Technical Model for User Management Service					/IWBEP/MGW_USER_MGMT_ODATA					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/USERREQUESTMANAGEMENT					0001					User Request Management Service					V2					No					No										USERREQUESTMANAGEMENT					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_URM_DATA					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_URM_MODEL					User Request Management Service					Technical Model for User Request Management Service					/IWBEP/MGW_USER_REQU_MGMT_ODAT					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					/UI2/USER_MENU					0001					User Menu service					V2					No					No										USER_MENU					CA-FLP-ABA					/UI2/CL_GW_DP_USER_MENU					/UI2/CL_GW_MP_USER_MENU					User Menu service					Gateway Model Provider: User Menu					/UI2/EASY_ACCESS_MENU					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWWRK/WFHUBSERVICE					0001					Doba běhu ODC bez workflow					V2					No					No										WFHUBSERVICE					OPU-BSE-WFM					/IWWRK/CL_MGW_EDP_WF_DATA					/IWWRK/CL_MGW_MED_WF_HUB					Doba běhu ODC bez workflow					ODC bez workflow					/IWWRK/WF_ODC_DESIGNTIME					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWWRK/WFODCPROCESSING					0001					Provider dat doby běhu workflow					V2					No					No										WFODCPROCESSING					OPU-BSE-WFM					/IWWRK/CL_MGW_RT_WORKFLOW					/IWWRK/CL_MGW_MED_WORKFLOW					Provider dat doby běhu workflow					Provider metadat ODC workflow					/IWWRK/WF_ODC_DESIGNTIME					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					MRP_COCKPIT_SRV					0001					CL_MRP_COCKPIT_DPC_EXT					V2					No					No										MRP_COCKPIT_SRV										CL_MRP_COCKPIT_DPC_EXT					CL_MRP_COCKPIT_MPC_EXT					CL_MRP_COCKPIT_DPC_EXT					CL_MRP_COCKPIT_MPC_EXT															Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWWRK/WFSERVICE					0001					Služba workflow pro SP3 nebo vyšší					V2					No					No										WFSERVICE					OPU-BSE-WFM					/IWWRK/CL_MGW_RT_WORKFLOW					/IWWRK/CL_MGW_MED_WORKFLOW					Služba workflow pro SP3 nebo vyšší					Model metadat workflow pro SP3 nebo vyšší					/IWWRK/WF_ODC_DESIGNTIME					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					ZBW_CAODB_SRV					0001					Časové řezy					V2					No					No										ZBW_CAODB_SRV										ZCL_ZBW_CAODB_DPC_EXT					ZCL_ZBW_CAODB_MPC_EXT					Časové řezy					Časové řezy					ZBW_CAODB_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/METADATA_SRV					0001					OData Channel - Service Meta Information					V2					No					No										METADATA_SRV					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_METADATA_DPC					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_METADATA_MPC					OData Channel - Service Meta Information					OData Channel - Service Meta Information					/IWBEP/MGW_METADATA					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/MESSAGE_TEXT					0001					Message Text Service - Exposes T100 message longtexts					V2					No					No										MESSAGE_TEXT					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_MESSAGE_TEXT_DATA					/IWBEP/CL_MESSAGE_TEXT_MODEL					Message Text Service - Exposes T100 message longtexts					Message Text Service Model - Exposes T100 message longtexts					/IWBEP/750_V2_MESSAGE_TEXT					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					ZKBP_DESETIMINUTOVKY_SRV					0001					Karta bezpecnostniho pracovnika - Desetiminutovky					V2					No					No										ZKBP_DESETIMINUTOVKY_SRV										ZCL_ZKBP_DESETIMINUTOV_DPC_EXT					ZCL_ZKBP_DESETIMINUTOV_MPC_EXT					Karta bezpecnostniho pracovnika - Desetiminutovky					Karta bezpecnostniho pracovnika - Desetiminutovky															Unknown															




					Inbound					SETTLEMENTREQUEST					0001					Požadavek na jednotlivé platby					V2					No					No										SETTLEMENTREQUEST					LO-AB					CL_WZRE_SR_DATA_ODATA					CL_WZRE_SR_ODATA_MODEL					Požadavek na jednotlivé platby					Požadavek na jednotlivé platby - metadata					WZRE_SERVICES					Logistics - General					Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/SFLIGHT_NO_RELEASE_TEST_2					0001					test					V2					No					No										SFLIGHT_NO_RELEASE_TEST_2					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_TEA_DATA_PROVIDER					/IWBEP/CL_TEA_MODEL_PROVIDER					test					TEst Application Service: Model Provider					/IWBEP/MGW_TEST_TEA					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					SRA001_PCAPPROVAL					0001					Schvalování nákupních smluv SAP (MM-PUR)					V2					No					No										SRA001_PCAPPROVAL					MM-PUR-OA					CL_SRA001_PC_RDP					CL_SRA001_PC_MDP					Schvalování nákupních smluv SAP (MM-PUR)					Schvalování nákupních smluv SAP (MM-PUR)					P_SRA001_APC_ODATA					Materials Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					SRA012_SPEND_SRV					0001					Služba pro mé výdaje					V2					No					No										SRA012_SPEND_SRV					CO-OM					CL_SRA012_SPEND_DPC					CL_SRA012_SPEND_MPC					Služba pro mé výdaje					Model pro mé výdaje					P_SRA012_ODATA					Controlling					Unknown															




					Inbound					PAO_USERCONTEXT					0001					Služba pro uživatelský kontext					V2					No					No										PAO_USERCONTEXT					PA-PAO					CL_HRPAO_GW_RT_USERCONTEXT					CL_HRPAO_GW_MD_USERCONTEXT					Služba pro uživatelský kontext					Služba pro uživatelský kontext					PAOC_PAO_CENTRAL					Personnel Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					PAO_STREAMWORK					0001					Služba pro diskuzi StreamWork					V2					No					No										PAO_STREAMWORK					PA-PAO					CL_HRPAO_GW_RT_STREAMWORK					CL_HRPAO_GW_MD_STREAMWORK					Služba pro diskuzi StreamWork					Diskuze StreamWork					PAOC_PAO_CENTRAL					Personnel Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					PAO_SEARCH_SERVICE					0001					Vyhledávací služba					V2					No					No										PAO_SEARCH_SERVICE					PA-PAO					CL_HRPAO_GW_RT_SEARCH					CL_HRPAO_GW_MD_SEARCH					Vyhledávací služba					Model vyhledávací služby					PAOC_PAO_REUSE					Personnel Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					PAO_PROCESSES					0001					Služba pro pruh procesů					V2					No					No										PAO_PROCESSES					PA-PAO					CL_HRPAO_GW_RT_PROCESSES					CL_HRPAO_GW_MD_PROCESSES					Služba pro pruh procesů					Modelové procesy pro poskytovatele					PAOC_PAO_CENTRAL					Personnel Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					PAO_ORGANIZATION_FAVORITES					0001					Služba k přidání/odstranění organizací z oblíbených					V2					No					No										PAO_ORGANIZATION_FAVORITES					PA-PAO					CL_HRPAO_GW_RT_ORGFAVORITE					CL_HRPAO_GW_MD_ORGFAVORITE					Služba k přidání/odstranění organizací z oblíbených					Oblíbené pol. organizace					PAOC_PAO_CENTRAL					Personnel Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					PAO_ACTIONMENU					0001					Roletové menu (z launchpad)					V2					No					No										PAO_ACTIONMENU					PA-PAO					CL_HRPAO_GW_RT_ACTIONMENU					CL_HRPAO_GW_MD_ACTIONMENU					Roletové menu (z launchpad)					Třída modelu pro roletové menu					PAOC_PAO_CENTRAL					Personnel Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					SRA013_PO_FROM_PR_SRV					0001					Služba pro vytvoření objednávky z uvolněných požadavků obj.					V2					No					No										SRA013_PO_FROM_PR_SRV					MM-PUR-REQ					CL_SRA013_PO_FROM_PR_DPC					CL_SRA013_PO_FROM_PR_MPC					Služba pro vytvoření objednávky z uvolněných požadavků obj.					Tech. model k vytvoření objednávky z uvolněných požadavků					P_SRA013_ODATA					Materials Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					/UI2/PAGE_BUILDER_PERS					0001					Page Builder - personalizační úroveň					V2					No					No										PAGE_BUILDER_PERS					CA-FLP-ABA					/UI2/CL_GW_DP_V06_PB_PERS					/UI2/CL_GW_MP_PB					Page Builder - personalizační úroveň					Model UI2: Page Builder					/UI2/PB_SERVICE					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					/UI2/PAGE_BUILDER_CUST					0001					Page Builder - customizační úroveň					V2					No					No										PAGE_BUILDER_CUST					CA-FLP-ABA					/UI2/CL_GW_DP_V06_PB_CUST					/UI2/CL_GW_MP_PB					Page Builder - customizační úroveň					Model UI2: Page Builder					/UI2/PB_SERVICE					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					/UI2/PAGE_BUILDER_CONF					0001					Page Builder - konfigurační úroveň					V2					No					No										PAGE_BUILDER_CONF					CA-FLP-ABA					/UI2/CL_GW_DP_V06_PB_CONF					/UI2/CL_GW_MP_PB					Page Builder - konfigurační úroveň					Model UI2: Page Builder					/UI2/PB_SERVICE					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					SRA_SO_TRACKING_SRV					0001					CL_SRA_SO_TRACKING_DPC_EXT					V2					No					No										SRA_SO_TRACKING_SRV										CL_SRA_SO_TRACKING_DPC_EXT					CL_SRA_SO_TRACKING_MPC_EXT					CL_SRA_SO_TRACKING_DPC_EXT					CL_SRA_SO_TRACKING_MPC_EXT															Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/SUBSCRIPTIONMANAGEMENT					0001					Technical Service name for Admin on-behalf Subscriptions					V2					No					No										SUBSCRIPTIONMANAGEMENT					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_ADM_SUB_DATA					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_ADM_SUB_MODEL					Technical Service name for Admin on-behalf Subscriptions					Technical Model for Admin on-behalf Subscriptions					/IWBEP/MGW_PUSH					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/SUBSCRIPTIONMANAGEMENT					0002					Tech. Srv. name for MDC enabled Admin-on-behalf Subscription					V2					No					No										SUBSCRIPTIONMANAGEMENT					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_ADM_SUB_DATA					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_ADM_SUB_MODEL					Tech. Srv. name for MDC enabled Admin-on-behalf Subscription					Technical Model for Admin on-behalf Subscriptions					/IWBEP/MGW_PUSH					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/SVC_SAMPLE_SFLIGHT_EXT					0001					extension of sample flight					V2					No					No										SVC_SAMPLE_SFLIGHT_EXT					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_RT_SFLIGHT					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_FLIGHT_EXT_MPC					extension of sample flight					model extension for sflight					/IWBEP/MGW_SAMPLE_SFLIGHT					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_MEASURING_POINT_SRV					0001					Služba pro bod měření					V2					No					No										CB_MEASURING_POINT_SRV					CA					CL_MEASURING_POINT_DP					CL_MEASURING_POINT_MP					Služba pro bod měření					Model pro bod měření					CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_RESOURCE_SRV					0001					Služba zdrojů					V2					No					No										CB_RESOURCE_SRV					PP					CL_RESOURCE_DP					CL_RESOURCE_MP					Služba zdrojů					Model zdrojů					CBESH_UI_ODATA_PP					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_RETURNS_DELIVERY_SRV					0001					Služba brány vrácených dodávek					V2					No					No										CB_RETURNS_DELIVERY_SRV					LE					CL_RETURNS_DELIVERY_DP					CL_RETURNS_DELIVERY_MP					Služba brány vrácených dodávek					Model brány vrácených dodávek					CBESH_UI_ODATA_LE					Logistics Execution					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_FIXED_ASSET_SRV					0001					Služba pro investiční majetek					V2					No					No										CB_FIXED_ASSET_SRV					FIN					CL_FIXED_ASSET_DP					CL_FIXED_ASSET_MP					Služba pro investiční majetek					Model investičního majetku					CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN					Financials					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_FUNCTIONAL_AREA_GRP_SRV					0001					Služba skupiny funkčních oblastí					V2					No					No										CB_FUNCTIONAL_AREA_GRP_SRV					PSM-FM-MD					CL_FUNCTIONAL_AREA_GRP_DP					CL_FUNCTIONAL_AREA_GRP_MP					Služba skupiny funkčních oblastí					Model skupiny funkčních oblastí					ESH_EAPSH_CONT_PSM_FM_MD					Public Sector Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_SALES_CONTRACT_SRV					0001					Služba prodejního kontraktu					V2					No					No										CB_SALES_CONTRACT_SRV					SD					CL_SALES_CONTRACT_MP					CL_SALES_CONTRACT_DP					Služba prodejního kontraktu					Model prodejního kontraktu					CBESH_UI_ODATA_SD					Sales and Distribution					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_CUSTOMER_ACC_DOC_SRV					0001					Služba pro účetní doklady zákazníka					V2					No					No										CB_CUSTOMER_ACC_DOC_SRV					FIN					CL_CUSTOMER_ACC_DOC_DP					CL_CUSTOMER_ACC_DOC_MP					Služba pro účetní doklady zákazníka					Model účetního dokladu zákazníka					CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN					Financials					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_SALES_GROUP_CONTRACT_SRV					0001					Služba hlavního skupinového kontraktu					V2					No					No										CB_SALES_GROUP_CONTRACT_SRV					SD					CL_SALES_GROUP_CONTRACT_DP					CL_SALES_GROUP_CONTRACT_MP					Služba hlavního skupinového kontraktu					Model kontraktu skupiny prodeje					CBESH_UI_ODATA_SD					Sales and Distribution					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_SALES_ORDER_SRV					0001					Služba zakázky odběratele					V2					No					No										CB_SALES_ORDER_SRV					SD					CL_SALES_ORDER_DP					CL_SALES_ORDER_MP					Služba zakázky odběratele					Model zakázky odběratele					CBESH_UI_ODATA_SD					Sales and Distribution					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_SALES_QUOTATION_SRV					0001					Služba nabídky zákazníkovi					V2					No					No										CB_SALES_QUOTATION_SRV					SD					CL_SALES_QUOTATION_DP					CL_SALES_QUOTATION_MP					Služba nabídky zákazníkovi					Model nabídky zákazníkovi					CBESH_UI_ODATA_SD					Sales and Distribution					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_CUSTOMERDOCITEMS_SRV					0001					Doklady FI AR					V2					No					No										CB_CUSTOMERDOCITEMS_SRV										CL_CUSTOMER_DOC_ITEMS_DP					CL_CUSTOMER_DOC_ITEMS_MP					Doklady FI AR					Doklady FI AR															Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_CUSTOMERACCOUNTINGDOC_SRV					0001					Služba pro účetní doklady zákazníka					V2					No					No										CB_CUSTOMERACCOUNTINGDOC_SRV										CL_CUSTOMERACCOUNTINGDOC_DP					CL_CUSTOMERACCOUNTINGDOC_MP					Služba pro účetní doklady zákazníka					Model účetního dokladu zákazníka															Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_SERVICE_ENTRY_SHEET_SRV					0001					Služba listu evidence výkonů					V2					No					No										CB_SERVICE_ENTRY_SHEET_SRV					MM					CL_SERVICE_ENTRY_SHEET_DP					CL_SERVICE_ENTRY_SHEET_MP					Služba listu evidence výkonů					Model listu evidence výkonů					CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM					Materials Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_SERVICE_SRV					0001					Služba pro služby					V2					No					No										CB_SERVICE_SRV					MM					CL_SERVICE_DP					CL_SERVICE_MP					Služba pro služby					Model služeb					CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM					Materials Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_MEASUREMENT_DOC_SRV					0001					Služba pro doklad o měření					V2					No					No										CB_MEASUREMENT_DOC_SRV					CA					CL_MEASUREMENT_DOC_DP					CL_MEASUREMENT_DOC_MP					Služba pro doklad o měření					Model pro doklad o měření					CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_MATERIAL_SRV					0001					Služba kmenového souboru materiálu					V2					No					No										CB_MATERIAL_SRV					LO-MD-MM					CL_MATERIAL_DP					CL_MATERIAL_MP					Služba kmenového souboru materiálu					Model kmenového souboru materiálu					CBESH_UI_ODATA_MG					Logistics - General					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_COST_CENTER_SRV					0001					Služba pro nákl.středisko					V2					No					No										CB_COST_CENTER_SRV					FIN					CL_COST_CENTER_DP					CL_COST_CENTER_MP					Služba pro nákl.středisko					Model náklad.střediska					CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN					Financials					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_COST_CENTER_GRP_SRV					0001					Služba pro skupinu náklad.středisek					V2					No					No										CB_COST_CENTER_GRP_SRV					FIN					CL_COST_CENTER_GRP_DP					CL_COST_CENTER_GRP_MP					Služba pro skupinu náklad.středisek					Model skupiny nákladových středisek					CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN					Financials					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_CONTROLLINGDOCUMENT_SRV					0001					CL_CONTROLLINGDOCUMENT_DP					V2					No					No										CB_CONTROLLINGDOCUMENT_SRV					FIN					CL_CONTROLLINGDOCUMENT_DP					CL_CONTROLLINGDOCUMENT_MP					CL_CONTROLLINGDOCUMENT_DP					CL_CONTROLLINGDOCUMENT_MP					CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN					Financials					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_FUNCTIONAL_AREA_SRV					0001					Služba funkčních oblastí					V2					No					No										CB_FUNCTIONAL_AREA_SRV					PSM-FM-MD					CL_FUNCTIONAL_AREA_DP					CL_FUNCTIONAL_AREA_MP					Služba funkčních oblastí					Model funkčních oblastí					CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD					Public Sector Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_FUNCTIONAL_LOCATION_SRV					0001					Služba technického místa					V2					No					No										CB_FUNCTIONAL_LOCATION_SRV					CA					CL_FUNCTIONAL_LOCATION_DP					CL_FUNCTIONAL_LOCATION_MP					Služba technického místa					Model technického místa					CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_COMPLETION_CONFIRMATION_SRV					0001					Služba pro test potvrzení dokončení					V2					No					No										CB_COMPLETION_CONFIRMATION_SRV					CA					CL_COMPLETION_CONFIRMATION_DP					CL_COMPLETION_CONFIRMATION_MP					Služba pro test potvrzení dokončení					Model pro potvrzení dokončení					CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_COMMITMENTITEM_SRV					0001					Služba rozpočtových položek					V2					No					No										CB_COMMITMENTITEM_SRV					PSM-FM-MD					CL_COMMITMENTITEM_DP					CL_COMMITMENTITEM_MP					Služba rozpočtových položek					Model rozpočtových položek					CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD					Public Sector Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_BUDGET_PERIOD_SRV					0001					Služba období rozpočtu					V2					No					No										CB_BUDGET_PERIOD_SRV					PSM-FM-MD					CL_BUDGET_PERIOD_DP					CL_BUDGET_PERIOD_MP					Služba období rozpočtu					Model období rozpočtu					CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD					Public Sector Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_STATISTICAL_KEY_FIGURE_SRV					0001					Služba pro statistický ukazatel					V2					No					No										CB_STATISTICAL_KEY_FIGURE_SRV					FIN					CL_STATISTICAL_KEY_FIGURE_DP					CL_STATISTICAL_KEY_FIGURE_MP					Služba pro statistický ukazatel					Model statistického ukazatele					CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN					Financials					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_OUTBOUND_DELIVERY_SRV					0001					Služba brány odesílané dodávky					V2					No					No										CB_OUTBOUND_DELIVERY_SRV					LE					CL_OUTBOUND_DELIVERY_DP					CL_OUTBOUND_DELIVERY_MP					Služba brány odesílané dodávky					Model brány odesílané dodávky					CBESH_UI_ODATA_LE					Logistics Execution					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_DOCUMENT_STRUCTURE_SRV					0001					Služba struktury dokumentů					V2					No					No										CB_DOCUMENT_STRUCTURE_SRV					PLM					CL_DOCUMENT_STRUCTURE_DP					CL_DOCUMENT_STRUCTURE_MP					Služba struktury dokumentů					Model struktury dokumentu					CBESH_UI_ODATA_PLM					Product Lifecycle Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_DOCUMENT_SRV					0001					Dokumentační služba					V2					No					No										CB_DOCUMENT_SRV										CL_DOCUMENT_DP										Dokumentační služba																				Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_OBJECT_LINK_SRV					0001					Propojení objektů: Služba					V2					No					No										CB_OBJECT_LINK_SRV					CA					CL_OBJECT_LINK_DP					CL_OBJECT_LINK_MP					Propojení objektů: Služba					Propojení objektů: Model					CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_EARMARKED_FUNDS_SRV					0001					Doklad účelového vázání prostředků - služba					V2					No					No										CB_EARMARKED_FUNDS_SRV										CL_EARMARKED_FUNDS_DP					CL_EARMARKED_FUNDS_MP					Doklad účelového vázání prostředků - služba					Model účelového vázání prostředků															Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_PLANNED_ORDER_SRV					0001					Služba plánované zakázky					V2					No					No										CB_PLANNED_ORDER_SRV					PP					CL_PLANNED_ORDER_DP					CL_PLANNED_ORDER_MP					Služba plánované zakázky					Model plánované zakázky					CBESH_UI_ODATA_PP					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_PROCESS_ORDER_SRV					0001					Služba procesní zakázky					V2					No					No										CB_PROCESS_ORDER_SRV					PP					CL_PROCESS_ORDER_DP					CL_PROCESS_ORDER_MP					Služba procesní zakázky					Model procesní zakázky					CBESH_UI_ODATA_PP					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_CUSTOMER_SRV					0001					Služba zákazníkům					V2					No					No										CB_CUSTOMER_SRV					SD					CL_CUSTOMER_DP					CL_CUSTOMER_MP					Služba zákazníkům					Model zákazníka					CBESH_UI_ODATA_SD					Sales and Distribution					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_CUSTOMER_MAT_INFO_SRV					0001					Služba informací o materiálu zákazníka					V2					No					No										CB_CUSTOMER_MAT_INFO_SRV					SD					CL_CUSTOMER_MAT_INFO_DP					CL_CUSTOMER_MAT_INFO_MP					Služba informací o materiálu zákazníka					Model informací o materiálu zákazníka					CBESH_UI_ODATA_SD					Sales and Distribution					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_PROC_ORD_CONFIRM_SRV					0001					Služba potvrzení procesní zakázky					V2					No					No										CB_PROC_ORD_CONFIRM_SRV					PP					CL_PROC_ORD_CONFIRM_DP					CL_PROC_ORD_CONFIRM_MP					Služba potvrzení procesní zakázky					Model potvrzení procesní zakázky					CBESH_UI_ODATA_PP					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_PRODUCTION_ORDER_SRV					0001					Služba výrobní zakázky					V2					No					No										CB_PRODUCTION_ORDER_SRV					PP					CL_PRODUCTION_ORDER_DP					CL_PRODUCTION_ORDER_MP					Služba výrobní zakázky					Model výrobní zakázky					CBESH_UI_ODATA_PP					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_PROD_ORDER_COMPONENTS_SRV					0001					Služba komponent výrobní zakázky					V2					No					No										CB_PROD_ORDER_COMPONENTS_SRV					PP					CL_PROD_ORDER_COMPONENTS_DP					CL_PROD_ORDER_COMPONENTS_MP					Služba komponent výrobní zakázky					Model komponent výrobní zakázky					CBESH_UI_ODATA_PP					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_PROD_ORD_CONFIRM_SRV					0001					Služba potvrzení výrobní zakázky					V2					No					No										CB_PROD_ORD_CONFIRM_SRV					PP					CL_PROD_ORD_CONFIRM_DP					CL_PROD_ORD_CONFIRM_MP					Služba potvrzení výrobní zakázky					Model potvrzení výrobní zakázky					CBESH_UI_ODATA_PP					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_PROFIT_CENTER_SRV					0001					Služba pro profit centrum					V2					No					No										CB_PROFIT_CENTER_SRV					FIN					CL_PROFIT_CENTER_DP					CL_PROFIT_CENTER_MP					Služba pro profit centrum					Model profit centra					CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN					Financials					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_PROJECT_CLAIM_SRV					0001					PS: Služba reklamace					V2					No					No										CB_PROJECT_CLAIM_SRV					PS					CL_PROJECT_CLAIM_DP					CL_PROJECT_CLAIM_MP					PS: Služba reklamace					PS: Model reklamace					CBESH_UI_ODATA_PS					Project System					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_PROJECT_MILESTONE_SRV					0001					PS: Služba milníku					V2					No					No										CB_PROJECT_MILESTONE_SRV					PS					CL_PROJECT_MILESTONE_DP					CL_PROJECT_MILESTONE_MP					PS: Služba milníku					PS: Model milníku					CBESH_UI_ODATA_PS					Project System					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_PROJECT_NETWORK_SRV					0001					PS: Služba síťového diagramu					V2					No					No										CB_PROJECT_NETWORK_SRV					PS					CL_PROJECT_NETWORK_DP					CL_PROJECT_NETWORK_MP					PS: Služba síťového diagramu					PS: Model síťového diagramu					CBESH_UI_ODATA_PS					Project System					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_PROJECT_SRV					0001					PS: Služba projektu					V2					No					No										CB_PROJECT_SRV					PS					CL_PROJECT_DP					CL_PROJECT_MP					PS: Služba projektu					PS: Model projektu					CBESH_UI_ODATA_PS					Project System					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_EARMARKED_FUND_SRV					0001					Doklad účelového vázání prostředků - služba					V2					No					No										CB_EARMARKED_FUND_SRV					PSM-FM-MD					CL_EARMARKED_FUND_DP					CL_EARMARKED_FUND_MP					Doklad účelového vázání prostředků - služba					Model účelového vázání prostředků					CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD					Public Sector Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_EQUIPMENT_SRV					0001					Služba pro vybavení					V2					No					No										CB_EQUIPMENT_SRV					CA					CL_EQUIPMENT_DP					CL_EQUIPMENT_MP					Služba pro vybavení					Model pro vybavení					CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_NETWORK_ACTIVITY_SRV					0001					PS: Služba operace					V2					No					No										CB_NETWORK_ACTIVITY_SRV					PS					CL_NETWORK_ACTIVITY_DP					CL_NETWORK_ACTIVITY_MP					PS: Služba operace					PS: Model operace					CBESH_UI_ODATA_PS					Project System					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_PURCHASE_ORDER_SRV					0001					Služba objednávky					V2					No					No										CB_PURCHASE_ORDER_SRV					MM					CL_PURCHASE_ORDER_DP					CL_PURCHASE_ORDER_MP					Služba objednávky					Model objednávky					CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM					Materials Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_PURCHASE_REQ_SRV					0001					Služba požadavku na objednávku					V2					No					No										CB_PURCHASE_REQ_SRV					MM					CL_PUCHASE_REQ_DP					CL_PUCHASE_REQ_MP					Služba požadavku na objednávku					Model požadavku na objednávku					CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM					Materials Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_PURCHASING_CONTRACT_SRV					0001					Služba nákupního kontraktu					V2					No					No										CB_PURCHASING_CONTRACT_SRV					MM					CL_PURCHASING_CONTRACT_DP					CL_PURCHASING_CONTRACT_MP					Služba nákupního kontraktu					Model nákupního kontraktu					CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM					Materials Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_PURCHASING_INFO_RECORD_SRV					0001					Služba nákupního informačního záznamu					V2					No					No										CB_PURCHASING_INFO_RECORD_SRV					MM					CL_PURCHASING_INFO_RECORD_DP					CL_PURCHASING_INFO_RECORD_MP					Služba nákupního informačního záznamu					Model nákupního informačního záznamu					CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM					Materials Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_FUNDS_SRV					0001					Služba fondů					V2					No					No										CB_FUNDS_SRV					PSM-FM-MD					CL_FUNDS_DP					CL_FUNDS_MP					Služba fondů					Model fondů					CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD					Public Sector Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_MAINTENANCE_ORDER_SRV					0001					Zakázka na údržbu: Služba					V2					No					No										CB_MAINTENANCE_ORDER_SRV					CA					CL_MAINTENANCE_ORDER_DP					CL_MAINTENANCE_ORDER_MP					Zakázka na údržbu: Služba					Zakázka na údržbu: Model					CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_AP_DOC_SRV					0001					Služba pro doklady účetnictví dodavatelů					V2					No					No										CB_AP_DOC_SRV					FIN					CL_AP_DOC_DP					CL_AP_DOC_MP					Služba pro doklady účetnictví dodavatelů					Model dokladu účetnictví dodavatelů					CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN					Financials					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_GOODS_ISSUE_SRV					0001					Služba výdeje materiálu					V2					No					No										CB_GOODS_ISSUE_SRV					MM					CL_GOODS_ISSUE_DP					CL_GOODS_ISSUE_MP					Služba výdeje materiálu					Model výdeje materiálu					CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM					Materials Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_MAINTENANCE_NOTIFICATION_SRV					0001					Hlášení údržby: Služba					V2					No					No										CB_MAINTENANCE_NOTIFICATION_SR					CA					CL_MAINTENANCE_NOTIFICATION_DP					CL_MAINTENANCE_NOTIFICATION_MP					Hlášení údržby: Služba					Hlášení údržby: Model					CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_INTERNAL_ORDER_SRV					0001					Služba pro vnitropodnik.zakázku					V2					No					No										CB_INTERNAL_ORDER_SRV					FIN					CL_INTERNAL_ORDER_DP					CL_INTERNAL_ORDER_MP					Služba pro vnitropodnik.zakázku					Model vnitropodnik.zakázky					CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN					Financials					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_ACTIVITY_TYPE_SRV					0001					SLUŽBA					V2					No					No										CB_ACTIVITY_TYPE_SRV					FIN					CL_ACTIVITY_TYPE_DP					CL_ACTIVITY_TYPE_MP					SLUŽBA					MODEL					CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN					Financials					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_ACTIVITY_CONFIRMATION_SRV					0001					PS: Služba zpětného hlášení					V2					No					No										CB_ACTIVITY_CONFIRMATION_SRV					PS					CL_ACTIVITY_CONFIRMATION_DP					CL_ACTIVITY_CONFIRMATION_MP					PS: Služba zpětného hlášení					PS: Model zpětného hlášení					CBESH_UI_ODATA_PS					Project System					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_WBSELEMENT_SRV					0001					PS: Služba prvku SPP					V2					No					No										CB_WBSELEMENT_SRV					PS					CL_WBS_ELEMENT_DP					CL_WBS_ELEMENT_MP					PS: Služba prvku SPP					PS: Model prvku SPP					CBESH_UI_ODATA_PS					Project System					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_ACCOUNTING_DOCUMENT_SRV					0001					CL_ACCOUNTING_DOCUMENT_DP					V2					No					No										CB_ACCOUNTING_DOCUMENT_SRV					FIN					CL_ACCOUNTING_DOCUMENT_DP					CL_ACCOUNTING_DOCUMENT_MP					CL_ACCOUNTING_DOCUMENT_DP					CL_ACCOUNTING_DOCUMENT_MP					CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN					Financials					Unknown															




					Inbound					BW4_MAPI_LINEAGE_SRV					0001					Expose Lineage Information via ODATAv2					V2					No					No										BW4_MAPI_LINEAGE_SRV										CL_BW4_MAPI_LINEAGE_DPC_EXT					CL_BW4_MAPI_LINEAGE_MPC_EXT					Expose Lineage Information via ODATAv2					Expose Lineage Information via ODATAv2															Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_WORK_CENTER_SRV					0001					Služba pracoviště					V2					No					No										CB_WORK_CENTER_SRV					PP					CL_WORK_CENTER_DP					CL_WORK_CENTER_MP					Služba pracoviště					Model pracoviště					CBESH_UI_ODATA_PP					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					BW4_MAPI_LINEAGE_1_SRV					0001					Extract Lineage Information					V2					No					No										BW4_MAPI_LINEAGE_1_SRV										CL_BW4_MAPI_LINEAGE_DPC_1					CL_BW4_MAPI_LINEAGE_MPC_1					Extract Lineage Information					Extract Lineage Information															Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/BATCH_AT_ONCE_TEST					0001					Test implementation for batch@once option					V2					No					No										BATCH_AT_ONCE_TEST					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_TEA_BATCH_AT_ONCE_DP					/IWBEP/CL_TEA_BATCH_AT_ONCE_MP					Test implementation for batch@once option					Model for Batch at once processing					/IWBEP/MGW_TEST_TEA					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_INBOUND_DELIVERY_SRV					0001					Služba brány přijímané dodávky					V2					No					No										CB_INBOUND_DELIVERY_SRV					LE					CL_INBOUND_DELIVERY_DP					CL_INBOUND_DELIVERY_MP					Služba brány přijímané dodávky					Model brány přijímaných dodávek					CBESH_UI_ODATA_LE					Logistics Execution					Unknown															




					Inbound					APS_EXT_ATO_CFG_SRV					0001					Transport Configuration of Packages					V2					No					No										APS_EXT_ATO_CFG_SRV										CL_APS_EXT_ATO_CFG_DPC_EXT					CL_APS_EXT_ATO_CFG_MPC_EXT					Transport Configuration of Packages					Transport Configuration of Packages															Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_HOUSE_BANK_SRV					0001					Služba pro firemní banku					V2					No					No										CB_HOUSE_BANK_SRV					FIN					CL_HOUSE_BANK_DP					CL_HOUSE_BANK_MP					Služba pro firemní banku					Model firemní banky					CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN					Financials					Unknown															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/CLM_REP_SRV					0001					mib:clm Reporting odata service					V2					No					No										CLM_REP_SRV										/MIBCON/CL_CLM_REP_DPC_EXT					/MIBCON/CL_CLM_REP_MPC_EXT					mib:clm Reporting odata service					mib:clm Reporting odata service															Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_HOUSE_BANK_ACCOUNT_SRV					0001					Služba pro účet firemní banky					V2					No					No										CB_HOUSE_BANK_ACCOUNT_SRV					FIN					CL_HOUSE_BANK_ACCOUNT_DP					CL_HOUSE_BANK_ACCOUNT_MP					Služba pro účet firemní banky					Model účtu firemní banky					CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN					Financials					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_GRANT_SRV					0001					Služba grantů					V2					No					No										CB_GRANT_SRV					PSM-FM-MD					CL_GRANT_DP					CL_GRANT_MP					Služba grantů					Model grantů					CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD					Public Sector Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_GRANT_GROUP_SRV					0001					Služba skupiny grantů					V2					No					No										CB_GRANT_GROUP_SRV					PSM-FM-MD					CL_GRANT_GROUP_DP					CL_GRANT_GROUP_MP					Služba skupiny grantů					Model skupiny grantů					CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD					Public Sector Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_GOODS_RECEIPT_SRV					0001					Služba příjmu materiálu					V2					No					No										CB_GOODS_RECEIPT_SRV					MM					CL_GOODS_RECEIPT_DP					CL_GOODS_RECEIPT_MP					Služba příjmu materiálu					Model příjmu materiálu					CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM					Materials Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_BUDGET_PERIOD_GRP_SRV					0001					Skupina období rozpočtu - služba					V2					No					No										CB_BUDGET_PERIOD_GRP_SRV					PSM-FM-MD					CL_BUDGET_PERIOD_GRP_DP					CL_BUDGET_PERIOD_GRP_MP					Skupina období rozpočtu - služba					Model skupiny období rozpočtu					CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD					Public Sector Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_SUPPLIER_INVOICE_SRV					0001					Služba faktury dodavatele					V2					No					No										CB_SUPPLIER_INVOICE_SRV					MM					CL_SUPPLIER_INVOICE_DP					CL_SUPPLIER_INVOICE_MP					Služba faktury dodavatele					Model dat faktury dodavatele					CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM					Materials Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_BUDGET_ENTRY_DOC_SRV					0001					Doklad o pořízení rozpočtu - služba					V2					No					No										CB_BUDGET_ENTRY_DOC_SRV					PSM-FM-MD					CL_BUDGET_ENTRY_DOC_DP					CL_BUDGET_ENTRY_DOC_MP					Doklad o pořízení rozpočtu - služba					Model dokladu o pořízení rozpočtu					CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD					Public Sector Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_TASK_LIST_SRV					0001					Pracovní postup: Služba					V2					No					No										CB_TASK_LIST_SRV					CA					CL_TASK_LIST_DP					CL_TASK_LIST_MP					Pracovní postup: Služba					Pracovní postup: Model					CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_FUNDED_PROGRAM_GROUP_SRV					0001					Služba skupiny rozpočtového programu					V2					No					No										CB_FUNDED_PROGRAM_GROUP_SRV					PSM-FM-MD					CL_FUNDED_PROGRAM_GROUP_DP					CL_FUNDED_PROGRAM_GROUP_MP					Služba skupiny rozpočtového programu					Model rozpočtového programu					CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD					Public Sector Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_VENDOR_ACCOUNTING_DOC_SRV					0001					Služba pro účetní doklad prodejce					V2					No					No										CB_VENDOR_ACCOUNTING_DOC_SRV										CL_VENDOR_ACCOUNTING_DOC_DP					CL_VENDOR_ACCOUNTING_DOC_MP					Služba pro účetní doklad prodejce					Model účetního dokladu prodejce															Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_MATERIAL_MOVEMENT_SRV					0001					Služba pohybu materiálu					V2					No					No										CB_MATERIAL_MOVEMENT_SRV					MM					CL_MATERIAL_MOVEMENT_DP					CL_MATERIAL_MOVEMENT_MP					Služba pohybu materiálu					Model pohybů materiálu					CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM					Materials Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_VENDOR_ACC_DOC_SRV					0001					Služba pro účetní doklad prodejce					V2					No					No										CB_VENDOR_ACC_DOC_SRV					FIN					CL_VENDOR_ACC_DOC_DP					CL_VENDOR_ACC_DOC_MP					Služba pro účetní doklad prodejce					Účetní doklad prodejce					CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN					Financials					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_FUNDED_PROGRAM_SRV					0001					Služba rozpočtového programu					V2					No					No										CB_FUNDED_PROGRAM_SRV					PSM-FM-MD					CL_FUNDED_PROGRAM_DP					CL_FUNDED_PROGRAM_MP					Služba rozpočtového programu					Model rozpočtového programu					CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD					Public Sector Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_FUNDS_CENTER_GRP_SRV					0001					Služba skupiny finančních středisek					V2					No					No										CB_FUNDS_CENTER_GRP_SRV					PSM-FM-MD					CL_FUNDS_CENTER_GRP_DP					CL_FUNDS_CENTER_GRP_MP					Služba skupiny finančních středisek					Model skupiny finančních středisek					CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD					Public Sector Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_FUNDS_CENTER_SRV					0001					Služba finančních středisek					V2					No					No										CB_FUNDS_CENTER_SRV					PSM-FM-MD					CL_FUNDS_CENTER_DP					CL_FUNDS_CENTER_MP					Služba finančních středisek					Model finančních středisek					CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD					Public Sector Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_MATERIAL_INVENTORY_SRV					0001					Služba zásoby materiálu					V2					No					No										CB_MATERIAL_INVENTORY_SRV					MM					CL_MATERIAL_INVENTORY_DP					CL_MATERIAL_INVENTORY_MP					Služba zásoby materiálu					Model zásob materiálu					CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM					Materials Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_ASSET_SRV					0001					Služba pro investiční majetek					V2					No					No										CB_ASSET_SRV										CL_ASSET_DP					CL_ASSET_MP					Služba pro investiční majetek					Model investičního majetku															Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_MAINTENANCE_PLAN_ITEM_SRV					0001					Položka plánu údržby: Služba					V2					No					No										CB_MAINTENANCE_PLAN_ITEM_SRV					CA					CL_MAINTENANCE_PLAN_ITEM_DP					CL_MAINTENANCE_PLAN_ITEM_MP					Položka plánu údržby: Služba					Položka plánu údržby: Model					CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_FUNDS_GROUP_SRV					0001					Služba skupiny fondů					V2					No					No										CB_FUNDS_GROUP_SRV					PSM-FM-MD					CL_FUNDS_GROUP_DP					CL_FUNDS_GROUP_MP					Služba skupiny fondů					Model skupiny fondů					CBESH_ODATA_PSM_FM_MD					Public Sector Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_MAINTENANCE_PLAN_SRV					0001					Služba pro plán údržby					V2					No					No										CB_MAINTENANCE_PLAN_SRV					CA					CL_MAINTENANCE_PLAN_DP					CL_MAINTENANCE_PLAN_MP					Služba pro plán údržby					Model pro plán údržby					CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_BANK_SRV					0001					Bankovní služba					V2					No					No										CB_BANK_SRV					FIN					CL_BANK_DP					CL_BANK_MP					Bankovní služba					Model banky					CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN					Financials					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_VENDOR_SRV					0001					Služba dodavatele					V2					No					No										CB_VENDOR_SRV					MM					CL_VENDOR_DP					CL_VENDOR_MP					Služba dodavatele					Model prodejce					CBESH_UI_ODATA_MM					Materials Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_VENDOR_DOC_ITEMS_SRV					0001					Služby pro účetní doklad prodejce					V2					No					No										CB_VENDOR_DOC_ITEMS_SRV					FIN					CL_VENDOR_DOC_ITEMS_DP					CL_VENDOR_DOC_ITEMS_MP					Služby pro účetní doklad prodejce					Položky účetního dokladu prodejce					CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN					Financials					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_MAINT_BILLOPR_SRV					0001					CL_MAINT_BILLOPR_DP					V2					No					No										CB_MAINT_BILLOPR_SRV					CA					CL_MAINT_BILLOPR_DP					CL_MAINT_BILLOPR_MP					CL_MAINT_BILLOPR_DP					CL_MAINT_BILLOPR_MP					CBESH_UI_ODATA_EAM					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_BILLING_DOCUMENT_SRV					0001					Služba fakturačních dokladů					V2					No					No										CB_BILLING_DOCUMENT_SRV					SD					CL_BILLING_DOCUMENT_DP					CL_BILLING_DOCUMENT_MP					Služba fakturačních dokladů					Model fakturačního dokladu					CBESH_UI_ODATA_SD					Sales and Distribution					Unknown															




					Inbound					CB_INSP_MASTER_CHAR_SRV					0001					Služba hlavní kontroly					V2					No					No										CB_INSP_MASTER_CHAR_SRV					QM					CL_INSP_MASTER_CHAR_DP					CL_INSP_MASTER_CHAR_MP					Služba hlavní kontroly					Model kmenového atributu kontroly					CBESH_UI_ODATA_QM					Quality Management					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_INSP_MASTER_CHAR_DP,CL_INSP_MASTER_CHAR_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_INSP_METHOD_SRV					0001					Služba kontrolní metody					V2					No					No										CB_INSP_METHOD_SRV					QM					CL_INSP_METHOD_DP					CL_INSP_METHOD_MP					Služba kontrolní metody					Model kontrolní metody					CBESH_UI_ODATA_QM					Quality Management					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_INSP_METHOD_MP,CL_INSP_METHOD_DP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_NOTIF_ACTIVITY_SRV					0001					Služba činnosti hlášení jakosti					V2					No					No										CB_NOTIF_ACTIVITY_SRV					QM					CL_NOTIF_ACTIVITY_DP					CL_NOTIF_ACTIVITY_MP					Služba činnosti hlášení jakosti					Model činnosti hlášení jakosti					CBESH_UI_ODATA_QM					Quality Management					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_NOTIF_ACTIVITY_MP,CL_NOTIF_ACTIVITY_DP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_NOTIF_ITEM_SRV					0001					Služba položky hlášení jakosti					V2					No					No										CB_NOTIF_ITEM_SRV					QM					CL_NOTIF_ITEM_DP					CL_NOTIF_ITEM_MP					Služba položky hlášení jakosti					Model položky hlášení jakosti					CBESH_UI_ODATA_QM					Quality Management					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_NOTIF_ITEM_DP,CL_NOTIF_ITEM_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_INSPECTION_LOT_SRV					0001					Služba kontrolované dávky					V2					No					No										CB_INSPECTION_LOT_SRV					QM					CL_INSPECTION_LOT_DP					CL_INSPECTION_LOT_MP					Služba kontrolované dávky					Model kontrolované dávky					CBESH_UI_ODATA_QM					Quality Management					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_INSPECTION_LOT_DP,CL_INSPECTION_LOT_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_INSPECTION_POINT_SRV					0001					Služba kontrolního bodu					V2					No					No										CB_INSPECTION_POINT_SRV					QM					CL_INSPECTION_POINT_DP					CL_INSPECTION_POINT_MP					Služba kontrolního bodu					Model kontrolního bodu					CBESH_UI_ODATA_QM					Quality Management					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_INSPECTION_POINT_MP,CL_INSPECTION_POINT_DP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_NOTIF_TASK_SRV					0001					Služba úlohy hlášení jakosti					V2					No					No										CB_NOTIF_TASK_SRV					QM					CL_NOTIF_TASK_DP					CL_NOTIF_TASK_MP					Služba úlohy hlášení jakosti					Model úlohy hlášení jakosti					CBESH_UI_ODATA_QM					Quality Management					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_NOTIF_TASK_DP,CL_NOTIF_TASK_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_INSPECTION_OPERAT_SRV					0001					Služba kontrolní operace					V2					No					No										CB_INSPECTION_OPERAT_SRV					QM					CL_INSPECTION_OPERAT_DP					CL_INSPECTION_OPERAT_MP					Služba kontrolní operace					Model kontrolní operace					CBESH_UI_ODATA_QM					Quality Management					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_INSPECTION_OPERAT_MP,CL_INSPECTION_OPERAT_DP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_ORDERBOM_SRV					0001					C'est bon služba pro kusovník zakázky					V2					No					No										CB_ORDERBOM_SRV					LO-MD-BOM					CL_ORDER_BOM_CESTBON_DP					CL_ORDER_BOM_CESTBON_MP					C'est bon služba pro kusovník zakázky					Cest bon model pro kusovník zakázky					CBESH_UI_ODATA_BOM					Logistics - General					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_ORDER_BOM_CESTBON_MP,CL_ORDER_BOM_CESTBON_DP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_MATERIAL_BOM_SRV					0001					C'est bon kmenový list - služba kusovníku materiálu					V2					No					No										CB_MATERIAL_BOM_SRV					LO-MD-BOM					CL_MATERIAL_BOM_DP					CL_MATERIAL_BOM_MP					C'est bon kmenový list - služba kusovníku materiálu					C'est bon kmenový list - model kusovníku materiálu					CBESH_UI_ODATA_BOM					Logistics - General					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_MATERIAL_BOM_DP,CL_MATERIAL_BOM_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_GL_ACCOUNT_SRV					0001					Služb apro účet HK					V2					No					No										CB_GL_ACCOUNT_SRV					FIN					CL_GL_ACCOUNT_DP					CL_GL_ACCOUNT_MP					Služb apro účet HK					Model pro účet HK					CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN					Financials					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_GL_ACCOUNT_DP,CL_GL_ACCOUNT_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_BONUS_BUY_ARTICLE_GROUP_SRV					0001					Služba skupiny artiklů pro bonusový nákup					V2					No					No										CB_BONUS_BUY_ARTICLE_GROUP_SRV					LO					CL_BONUS_BUY_ARTICLE_GROUP_DP					CL_BONUS_BUY_ARTICLE_GROUP_MP					Služba skupiny artiklů pro bonusový nákup					Model skupiny artiklů pro bonusový nákup					CBESH_ODATA_ISR_LO					Logistics - General					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Retail Factsheets					




					Inbound					/UI2/SAMPLE_POWL_SFLIGHT_ALL					0001					Služba vzorového letu na bázi frameworku POWL					V2					No					No										SAMPLE_POWL_SFLIGHT_ALL										/UI2/CL_POWL_DATA					/UI2/CL_POWL_FLIGHT_MODEL					Služba vzorového letu na bázi frameworku POWL					Model pro dotaz POWL SFLIGHT_ALL															Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The object /UI2/CL_POWL_FLIGHT_MODEL does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_BILLOFMATERIAL_SRV					0001					C'est bon model pro kmenový list kusovníku					V2					No					No										CB_BILLOFMATERIAL_SRV					LO-MD-BOM					CL_BILLOFMATERIAL_DP					CL_BILLOFMATERIAL_MP					C'est bon model pro kmenový list kusovníku					C'est bon model pro kmenový list kusovníku					CBESH_UI_ODATA_BOM					Logistics - General					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_BILLOFMATERIAL_DP,CL_BILLOFMATERIAL_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					/UI2/SAMPLE_EPM_POWL_CODED					0001					Sample POWL for APPLID EPM_POWL (ABAP code)					V2					No					No										SAMPLE_EPM_POWL_CODED										/UI2/CL_POWL_APPLID_DATA					/UI2/CL_SAMPLE_APPLID_EPM_POWL					Sample POWL for APPLID EPM_POWL (ABAP code)					Sample model provider class for POWL APPLID EPM_PO															Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The object /UI2/CL_SAMPLE_APPLID_EPM_POWL does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					SADL_V_SEARCHANNOTATIONS_CDS					0001					SADL generated service					V2					No					No										SADL_V_SEARCHANNOTATIONS_CDS					BC-ESI-ESF-BSA					CL_SADL_GTK_EXPOSURE_DPC					CL_SADL_V_SEARCHANNOTATIONS					SADL generated service					SADL generated service					SADL_GW_RT_EXPOSURE					Basis Components					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The object CL_SADL_V_SEARCHANNOTATIONS does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_WBSELEMENTBOM_SRV					0001					C'est bon služba pro kusovník prvku SPP					V2					No					No										CB_WBSELEMENTBOM_SRV					LO-MD-BOM					CL_PROJ_BOM_CESTBON_DP					CL_PROJ_BOM_CESTBON_MP					C'est bon služba pro kusovník prvku SPP					Cest bon model pro prvek kusovníku SPP					CBESH_UI_ODATA_BOM					Logistics - General					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_PROJ_BOM_CESTBON_DP,CL_PROJ_BOM_CESTBON_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					SADL_V_SALESORDER_BO_CDS					0001					SADL Generated Service					V2					No					No										SADL_V_SALESORDER_BO_CDS					BC-ESI-ESF-BSA					CL_SADL_GTK_EXPOSURE_DPC					CL_SADL_V_SALESORDER_BO					SADL Generated Service					SADL Generated Service					SADL_ENTITY					Basis Components					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The object CL_SADL_V_SALESORDER_BO does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					SADL_V_PERF_SO_CDS					0001					Sales Order Performance Root					V2					No					No										SADL_V_PERF_SO_CDS					BC-ESI-ESF-GW					CL_SADL_GTK_EXPOSURE_DPC					CL_SADL_V_PERF_SO					Sales Order Performance Root					Sales Order Performance Root					SADL_GW_EXPOSURE_TEST					Basis Components					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The object CL_SADL_V_PERF_SO does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					SADL_V_EXP_CUSTOMERPROD_VH_CDS					0001					End user customer products					V2					No					No										SADL_V_EXP_CUSTOMERPROD_VH_CDS					BC-ESI-ESF-GW					CL_SADL_GTK_EXPOSURE_DPC					CL_SADL_V_EXP_CUSTOMERPROD_VH					End user customer products					End user customer products					SADL_GW_EXPOSURE					Basis Components					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The object CL_SADL_V_EXP_CUSTOMERPROD_VH does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					SADL_V_AUNIT_SOISL_CDS					0001					SADL Generated Service					V2					No					No										SADL_V_AUNIT_SOISL_CDS					BC-ESI-ESF-BSA					CL_SADL_GTK_EXPOSURE_DPC					CL_SADL_V_AUNIT_SOISL					SADL Generated Service					SADL Generated Service					SADL_CDS_EXPOSURE					Basis Components					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The object CL_SADL_V_AUNIT_SOISL does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_ARTICLE_SRV					0001					Služba artiklů					V2					No					No										CB_ARTICLE_SRV					LO					CL_ARTICLE_DP					CL_ARTICLE_MP					Služba artiklů					Model artiklu					CBESH_UI_ODATA_LO					Logistics - General					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Retail Factsheets					




					Inbound					CB_ALLOCATION_TABLE_STORE_SRV					0001					Alokační tabulka - služba pobočky					V2					No					No										CB_ALLOCATION_TABLE_STORE_SRV					LO					CL_ALLOCATION_TABLE_STORE_DP					CL_ALLOCATION_TABLE_STORE_MP					Alokační tabulka - služba pobočky					Model pobočky alokační tabulky					CBESH_UI_ODATA_LO					Logistics - General					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Retail Factsheets					




					Inbound					CB_ALLOCATION_TABLE_SRV					0001					Alokační tabulka - služba					V2					No					No										CB_ALLOCATION_TABLE_SRV					LO					CL_ALLOCATION_TABLE_DP					CL_ALLOCATION_TABLE_MP					Alokační tabulka - služba					Model rozdělovníku					CBESH_UI_ODATA_LO					Logistics - General					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Retail Factsheets					




					Inbound					CB_ALLOCATION_TABLE_ITEM_SRV					0001					Položka alokační tabulky - služba					V2					No					No										CB_ALLOCATION_TABLE_ITEM_SRV					LO					CL_ALLOCATION_TABLE_ITEM_DP					CL_ALLOCATION_TABLE_ITEM_MP					Položka alokační tabulky - služba					Model položky rozdělovníku					CBESH_UI_ODATA_LO					Logistics - General					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Retail Factsheets					




					Inbound					CB_WBSELEMENT_BOM_SRV					0001					C'est bon kmen.list - služba pro kusovník SPP					V2					No					No										CB_WBSELEMENT_BOM_SRV					LO-MD-BOM					CL_WBSELEMENT_BOM_DP					CL_WBSELEMENT_BOM_MP					C'est bon kmen.list - služba pro kusovník SPP					C'est bon model kmen.listu pro kusovník SPP					CBESH_UI_ODATA_BOM					Logistics - General					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_WBSELEMENT_BOM_DP,CL_WBSELEMENT_BOM_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					/IWBEP/RMTSAMPLEFLIGHT_CO2					0001					Carbon Dioxide Data for Flights					V2					No					No										RMTSAMPLEFLIGHT_CO2					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_RT_CO2_4SF_MDL					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_MED_CO2_4SFL_MDL					Carbon Dioxide Data for Flights					Carbon Dioxide Data for Flights					/IWBEP/OBSOLETE2					Occasional Platform User					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects /IWBEP/CL_MGW_MED_CO2_4SFL_MDL,/IWBEP/CL_MGW_RT_CO2_4SF_MDL do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					C_DRAFTLIFECYCLEADMINDATA_CDS					0001					Draft Lifecycle Administrative Data					V2					No					No										C_DRAFTLIFECYCLEADMINDATA_CDS					BC-ESI-ESF-GW					CL_SADL_GTK_EXPOSURE_DPC					CL_C_DRAFTLIFECYCLEADMINDATA					Draft Lifecycle Administrative Data					Draft Lifecycle Administrative Data					SDRAFT_ADMIN_UI					Basis Components					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The object CL_C_DRAFTLIFECYCLEADMINDATA does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					RCF_URM_SRV					0001					Služba pro správu uživatelských požadavků kandidáta					V2					No					No										RCF_URM_SRV					PA-ER					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_URM_DATA					CL_RCF_FIO_URM_MODEL					Služba pro správu uživatelských požadavků kandidáta					Služba pro správu uživatelských požadavků kandidáta					ODATA_RCF_CANDIDATE					Personnel Management					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The object CL_RCF_FIO_URM_MODEL does not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					RCF_UNREG_CANDIDATE_SRV					0001					Služba pro neregistrovaného kandidáta					V2					No					No										RCF_UNREG_CANDIDATE_SRV					PA-ER					CL_RCF_CANDIDATE_DPC_EXT					CL_RCF_CANDIDATE_MPC					Služba pro neregistrovaného kandidáta					Služba pro neregistrovaného kandidáta					ODATA_RCF_CANDIDATE					Personnel Management					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_RCF_CANDIDATE_DPC_EXT,CL_RCF_CANDIDATE_MPC do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_DOCUMENTINFOREC_SRV					0001					C'est Bon služba pro informační záznam dokumentu					V2					No					No										CB_DOCUMENTINFOREC_SRV					CA-DMS					CL_DIR_CESTBON_DP					CL_DIR_CESTBON_MP					C'est Bon služba pro informační záznam dokumentu					C'est Bon model informačního záznamu dokumentu					CBESH_UI_ODATA_DIR					Cross-Application Components					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_DIR_CESTBON_MP,CL_DIR_CESTBON_DP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_DOCUMENTBOM_SRV					0001					Cest bon služba pro kusovník dokladů					V2					No					No										CB_DOCUMENTBOM_SRV					LO-MD-BOM					CL_DBOM_CESTBON_DP					CL_DBOM_CESTBON_MP					Cest bon služba pro kusovník dokladů					Cest bon model pro kusovník dokladů					CBESH_UI_ODATA_BOM					Logistics - General					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_DBOM_CESTBON_MP,CL_DBOM_CESTBON_DP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_PROMOTION_ITEM_SRV					0001					Služba položky podpory prodeje					V2					No					No										CB_PROMOTION_ITEM_SRV					LO					CL_PROMOTION_ITEM_DP					CL_PROMOTION_ITEM_MP					Služba položky podpory prodeje					Model položky podpory prodeje					CBESH_UI_ODATA_LO					Logistics - General					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Retail Factsheets					




					Inbound					/IWBEP/SRV_BEP_BW_MDL_CMP					0001					Combining BEP and BW models					V2					No					No										SRV_BEP_BW_MDL_CMP					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_RT_BW_COMP_MDL					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_MED_BW_COMP_MDL					Combining BEP and BW models					Combining BEP and BW models					/IWBEP/OBSOLETE2					Occasional Platform User					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects /IWBEP/CL_MGW_RT_BW_COMP_MDL,/IWBEP/CL_MGW_MED_BW_COMP_MDL do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_PROMOTION_SRV					0001					Služba podpory prodeje					V2					No					No										CB_PROMOTION_SRV					LO					CL_PROMOTION_DP					CL_PROMOTION_MP					Služba podpory prodeje					Model podpory prodeje					CBESH_UI_ODATA_LO					Logistics - General					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Retail Factsheets					




					Inbound					CB_PROMOTION_STORE_SRV					0001					Služba pobočky obchodní akce					V2					No					No										CB_PROMOTION_STORE_SRV					LO					CL_PROMOTION_STORE_DP					CL_PROMOTION_STORE_MP					Služba pobočky obchodní akce					Model pobočky obchodní akce					CBESH_UI_ODATA_LO					Logistics - General					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Retail Factsheets					




					Inbound					CB_QNOTIFICATION_SRV					0001					Služba hlášení jakosti					V2					No					No										CB_QNOTIFICATION_SRV					QM					CL_QNOTIFICATION_DP					CL_QNOTIFICATION_MP					Služba hlášení jakosti					Model hlášení jakosti					CBESH_UI_ODATA_QM					Quality Management					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_QNOTIFICATION_DP,CL_QNOTIFICATION_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_SALESORDER_BOM_SRV					0001					C'est bon kmen.list - služba pro kusovník zakázky odběratele					V2					No					No										CB_SALESORDER_BOM_SRV					LO-MD-BOM					CL_SALESORDER_BOM_DP					CL_SALESORDER_BOM_MP					C'est bon kmen.list - služba pro kusovník zakázky odběratele					C'est bon model kmen.listu pro kusovník zakázky odběratele					CBESH_UI_ODATA_BOM					Logistics - General					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_SALESORDER_BOM_MP,CL_SALESORDER_BOM_DP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_COST_ELEMENT_SRV					0001					Služba pro nákl.prvky					V2					No					No										CB_COST_ELEMENT_SRV					FIN					CL_COST_ELEMENT_DP					CL_COST_ELEMENT_MP					Služba pro nákl.prvky					Model nákl.prvku					CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN					Financials					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_COST_ELEMENT_DP,CL_COST_ELEMENT_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_COST_ELEMENT_GRP_SRV					0001					Služba pro skupinu nákl.prvků					V2					No					No										CB_COST_ELEMENT_GRP_SRV					FIN					CL_COST_ELEMENT_GRP_DP					CL_COST_ELEMENT_GRP_MP					Služba pro skupinu nákl.prvků					Model skupiny náklad.prvků					CBESH_UI_ODATA_FIN					Financials					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_COST_ELEMENT_GRP_MP,CL_COST_ELEMENT_GRP_DP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_SITE_SRV					0001					Služba obchodní provozovny					V2					No					No										CB_SITE_SRV					LO					CL_SITE_DP					CL_SITE_MP					Služba obchodní provozovny					Model obchodní provozovny					CBESH_UI_ODATA_LO					Logistics - General					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Retail Factsheets					




					Inbound					/IWBEP/SRV_EXTERNAL_MDL_CMP					0001					Combining two external BEP models - Composition					V2					No					No										SRV_EXTERNAL_MDL_CMP					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_RT_EXT_COMP_MDL					/IWBEP/CL_MGW_MED_EXT_COMP_MDL					Combining two external BEP models - Composition					Combining two external BEP models - Composition					/IWBEP/OBSOLETE2					Occasional Platform User					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects /IWBEP/CL_MGW_RT_EXT_COMP_MDL,/IWBEP/CL_MGW_MED_EXT_COMP_MDL do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					CB_BONUS_BUY_STORE_GROUP_SRV					0001					Služba skupiny poboček bonusového nákupu					V2					No					No										CB_BONUS_BUY_STORE_GROUP_SRV					LO					CL_BONUS_BUY_STORE_GROUP_DP					CL_BONUS_BUY_STORE_GROUP_MP					Služba skupiny poboček bonusového nákupu					Model skupiny poboček pro bonusový nákup					CBESH_ODATA_ISR_LO					Logistics - General					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Retail Factsheets					




					Inbound					CB_BONUS_BUY_SRV					0001					Služba bonusového nákupu					V2					No					No										CB_BONUS_BUY_SRV					LO					CL_BONUS_BUY_DP					CL_BONUS_BUY_MP					Služba bonusového nákupu					Model bonusového nákupu					CBESH_ODATA_ISR_LO					Logistics - General					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - Retail Factsheets					




					Inbound					CB_DOCUMENT_BOM_SRV					0001					C'est bon kmenový list - služba pro strukturu dokladu					V2					No					No										CB_DOCUMENT_BOM_SRV					LO-MD-BOM					CL_DOCUMENT_BOM_DP					CL_DOCUMENT_BOM_MP					C'est bon kmenový list - služba pro strukturu dokladu					C'est bon model kmen.listu pro strukturu dokladu					CBESH_UI_ODATA_BOM					Logistics - General					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_DOCUMENT_BOM_DP,CL_DOCUMENT_BOM_MP do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					/BUILD/CORE_SRV					0001					Build Framework					V2					No					Yes					/BUILD/CORE					CORE_SRV					BC-UPG-ADDON					/BUILD/CL_CORE_DPC_EXT					/BUILD/CL_CORE_MPC_EXT					Build Framework					Build Framework					/BUILD/HTTP					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/EPM_DEVELOPER_SCENARIO_SRV					0001					/IWBEP/CL_EPM_DEVELOPE_DPC_EXT					V2					No					Yes					/IWBEP/EPM_DEVELOPER_SCENARIO					EPM_DEVELOPER_SCENARIO_SRV					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_EPM_DEVELOPE_DPC_EXT					/IWBEP/CL_EPM_DEVEL_03_MPC_EXT					/IWBEP/CL_EPM_DEVELOPE_DPC_EXT					/IWBEP/CL_EPM_DEVEL_03_MPC_EXT					/IWBEP/EPM_DEVELOPER_SCENARIO					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/EPM_DEV_SCENARIO_2_SRV					0001					/IWBEP/CL_EPM_DEV_SC2_DPC_EXT					V2					No					Yes					/IWBEP/EPM_DEV_SCENARIO_2					EPM_DEV_SCENARIO_2_SRV					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_EPM_DEV_SC2_DPC_EXT					/IWBEP/CL_EPM_DEV_SC2_MPC_EXT					/IWBEP/CL_EPM_DEV_SC2_DPC_EXT					/IWBEP/CL_EPM_DEV_SC2_MPC_EXT					/IWBEP/EPM_DEVELOPER_SCENARIO					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/EPM_RETAIL_SCENARIO_SRV					0001					/IWBEP/CL_EPM_RETAIL_S_DPC_EXT					V2					No					Yes					/IWBEP/EPM_RETAIL_SCENARIO					EPM_RETAIL_SCENARIO_SRV					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_EPM_RETAIL_S_DPC_EXT					/IWBEP/CL_EPM_RETAIL_S_MPC_EXT					/IWBEP/CL_EPM_RETAIL_S_DPC_EXT					/IWBEP/CL_EPM_RETAIL_S_MPC_EXT					/IWBEP/EPM_RETAIL_SCENARIO					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/ERROR_LOG_SRV					0001					Error Log as OData Service					V2					No					Yes					/IWBEP/ERROR_LOG					ERROR_LOG_SRV					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_ERROR_LOG_DPC_EXT					/IWBEP/CL_ERROR_LOG_MPC_EXT					Error Log as OData Service					Error Log as OData Service Model					/IWBEP/MGW_ERROR_LOG					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					/IWBEP/GWSAMPLE_BASIC					0001					SAP Gateway Sample Service - Basic					V2					No					Yes					/IWBEP/GWSAMPLE_BASIC					GWSAMPLE_BASIC					OPU-BSE-SDE					/IWBEP/CL_GWSAMPLE_BAS_DPC_EXT					/IWBEP/CL_GWSAMPLE_BAS_MPC_EXT					SAP Gateway Sample Service - Basic					SAP Gateway Sample Service - Basic					/IWBEP/740_SAMPLE_BASIC					Occasional Platform User					Unknown															




					Inbound					/KCT/ORGCHART_SRV					0001					KCT OrgChart2					V2					No					Yes					/KCT/ORGCHART					ORGCHART_SRV										/KCT/CL_ORGCHART_DPC_EXT					/KCT/CL_ORGCHART_MPC_EXT					KCT OrgChart2					KCT OrgChart2					/KCT/ORGCHART_GWODATA										Unknown															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/CLM_SRV					0001					mib:clm odata service					V2					No					Yes					/MIBCON/CLM					CLM_SRV										/MIBCON/CL_CLM_DPC_EXT					/MIBCON/CL_CLM_MPC_EXT					mib:clm odata service					mib:clm odata service					/MIBCON/CLM_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/CLM_DOC_SRV					0001					mib:clm					V2					No					Yes					/MIBCON/CLM_DOC					CLM_DOC_SRV										/MIBCON/CL_CLM_DOC_DPC_EXT					/MIBCON/CL_CLM_DOC_MPC_EXT					mib:clm					mib:clm					/MIBCON/CLM_DOC_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/CLM_REP_SRV_01					0001					mib:clm Reporting odata service					V2					No					Yes					/MIBCON/CLM_REP					CLM_REP_SRV_01										/MIBCON/CL_CLM_REP_01_DPC_EXT					/MIBCON/CL_CLM_REP_01_MPC_EXT					mib:clm Reporting odata service					mib:clm Reporting odata service					/MIBCON/CLM_REP_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/CLM_REP_V2_SRV					0001					mib:clm Reporting V2					V2					No					Yes					/MIBCON/CLM_REP_V2					CLM_REP_V2_SRV										/MIBCON/CL_CLM_REP_V2_DPC_EXT					/MIBCON/CL_CLM_REP_V2_MPC_EXT					mib:clm Reporting V2					mib:clm Reporting V2					/MIBCON/CLM_REP_V2_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/CLM_TEMPL_SRV					0001					mib:clm Templates					V2					No					Yes					/MIBCON/CLM_TEMPL					CLM_TEMPL_SRV										/MIBCON/CL_CLM_TEMPL_DPC_EXT					/MIBCON/CL_CLM_TEMPL_MPC_EXT					mib:clm Templates					mib:clm Templates					/MIBCON/CLM_TEMPL_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_EMPCARD_SRV					0001					Karta zaměstnance					V2					No					Yes					/MIBCON/HR_EMPCARD					HR_EMPCARD_SRV										/MIBCON/CL_HR_EMPCARD_DPC_EXT					/MIBCON/CL_HR_EMPCARD_MPC_EXT					Karta zaměstnance					Karta zaměstnance															Unknown															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_EMPCARD2_SRV					0001					Karta zaměstnance s anotacemi					V2					No					Yes					/MIBCON/HR_EMPCARD2					HR_EMPCARD2_SRV										/MIBCON/CL_HR_EMPCARD2_DPC_EXT					/MIBCON/CL_HR_EMPCARD2_MPC_EXT					Karta zaměstnance s anotacemi					Karta zaměstnance s anotacemi															Unknown															




					Inbound					/MIBCON/HR_ORGCHART_SRV					0001					OrgChart					V2					No					Yes					/MIBCON/HR_ORGCHART					HR_ORGCHART_SRV										/MIBCON/CL_HR_ORGCHART_DPC_EXT					/MIBCON/CL_HR_ORGCHART_MPC_EXT					OrgChart					OrgChart					/MIBCON/HR_ORGCHART_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					/MRSS/MRS_FIND_RESOURCES_SRV					0001					Služby gateway pro aplikaci k nalezení prostředků					V2					No					Yes					/MRSS/MRS_FIND_RESOURCES					MRS_FIND_RESOURCES_SRV					CA-MRS					/MRSS/CL_MRS_FIND_RESO_DPC_EXT					/MRSS/CL_MRS_FIND_RESO_MPC_EXT					Služby gateway pro aplikaci k nalezení prostředků					Služby gateway pro aplikaci k nalezení prostředků					/MRSS/GATEWAY					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					/MRSS/MRS_MY_ASSIGNMENTS_SRV					0001					Služba gateway pro aplikaci Moje přiřazení					V2					No					Yes					/MRSS/MRS_MY_ASSIGNMENTS					MRS_MY_ASSIGNMENTS_SRV					CA-MRS					/MRSS/CL_MRS_MY_ASSIGN_DPC_EXT					/MRSS/CL_MRS_MY_ASSIGN_MPC_EXT					Služba gateway pro aplikaci Moje přiřazení					Služba gateway pro aplikaci Moje přiřazení					/MRSS/GATEWAY					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					/MRSS/RM_FIORI_PROJECT_SRV					0001					Aplikace RM					V2					No					Yes					/MRSS/RM_FIORI_PROJECT					RM_FIORI_PROJECT_SRV					CA-MRS					/MRSS/CL_RM_FIORI_PROJ_DPC_EXT					/MRSS/CL_RM_FIORI_PROJ_MPC_EXT					Aplikace RM					Aplikace RM					/MRSS/RM_GATEWAY					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					/PLMI/RCP_WORKLIST_SIM					0001					Zásoba práce receptur se simulací					V2					No					Yes					/PLMI/RCP_WORKLIST_SIMULATION					RCP_WORKLIST_SIM					PLM-WUI-RCP					/PLMI/CL_ODATA_RCP_WLSIM_DPC_E					/PLMI/CL_ODATA_RCP_WLSIM_MPC_E					Zásoba práce receptur se simulací					Zásoba práce receptur se simulací					/PLMI/ODATA_RCP					Product Lifecycle Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					/SOMO/MA_MON_SRV					0001					/SOMO/CL_MA_MON_DPC_EXT					V2					No					Yes					/SOMO/MA_MON					MA_MON_SRV					SV-SMG-MON-BPM					/SOMO/CL_MA_MON_DPC_EXT					/SOMO/CL_MA_MON_MPC_EXT					/SOMO/CL_MA_MON_DPC_EXT					/SOMO/CL_MA_MON_MPC_EXT					/SOMO/MA					Service					Unknown															




					Inbound					/SOMO/MA_ODATA_SRV					0001					/SOMO/CL_MA_ODATA_DPC_EXT					V2					No					Yes					/SOMO/MA_ODATA					MA_ODATA_SRV					SV-SMG-MON-BPM					/SOMO/CL_MA_ODATA_DPC_EXT					/SOMO/CL_MA_ODATA_MPC_EXT					/SOMO/CL_MA_ODATA_DPC_EXT					/SOMO/CL_MA_ODATA_MPC_EXT					/SOMO/MA					Service					Unknown															




					Inbound					/SSB/SMART_BUSINESS_DESIGNTIME_SRV					0001					SSB: Služby aplikací doby návrhu					V2					No					Yes					/SSB/SMART_BUSINESS_DESIGNTIME					SMART_BUSINESS_DESIGNTIME_SRV					CA-GTF					/SSB/CL_SB_DESIGNTIME_DPC_EXT					/SSB/CL_SB_DESIGNTIME_MPC_EXT					SSB: Služby aplikací doby návrhu					SSB: Služby aplikací doby návrhu					/SSB/CORE					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					/SSB/SMART_BUSINESS_RUNTIME_SRV					0001					OData pro běh Smart Business					V2					No					Yes					/SSB/SMART_BUSINESS_RUNTIME					SMART_BUSINESS_RUNTIME_SRV					CA-GTF					/SSB/CL_SB_RUNTIME_DPC_EXT					/SSB/CL_SB_RUNTIME_MPC_EXT					OData pro běh Smart Business					OData pro běh Smart Business					/SSB/CORE					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					/UI2/FDM_PAGE_REPOSITORY_SRV					0001					Fiori Data Model: Page Repository Service					V2					No					Yes					/UI2/FDM_PAGE_REPOSITORY					FDM_PAGE_REPOSITORY_SRV					CA-FLP-ABA					/UI2/CL_FDM_PAGE_REPOS_DPC_EXT					/UI2/CL_FDM_PAGE_REPOS_MPC_EXT					Fiori Data Model: Page Repository Service					Fiori Data Model: Page Repository Service					/UI2/FDM_PAGE					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					/UI2/FDM_PAGE_REPOSITORY_CUST_SRV					0001					Fiori Data Model: Page Repository Customizing Service					V2					No					Yes					/UI2/FDM_PAGE_REPOSITORY_CUST					FDM_PAGE_REPOSITORY_CUST_SRV					CA-FLP-ABA					/UI2/CL_FDM_PAGE_CUST_DPC_EXT					/UI2/CL_FDM_PAGE_CUST_MPC_EXT					Fiori Data Model: Page Repository Customizing Service					Fiori Data Model: Page Repository Customizing Service					/UI2/FDM_PAGE					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					/UI2/FDM_PAGE_REPOSITORY_READ_SRV					0001					Fiori Data Model: Page Repository Read Service					V2					No					Yes					/UI2/FDM_PAGE_REPOSITORY_READ					FDM_PAGE_REPOSITORY_READ_SRV					CA-FLP-ABA					/UI2/CL_FDM_PAGE_RE_01_DPC_EXT					/UI2/CL_FDM_PAGE_RE_01_MPC_EXT					Fiori Data Model: Page Repository Read Service					Fiori Data Model: Page Repository Read Service					/UI2/FDM_PAGE					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					/UI2/FDM_VALUE_HELP_SRV					0001					Fiori Data Model: Value Help Service					V2					No					Yes					/UI2/FDM_VALUE_HELP					FDM_VALUE_HELP_SRV					CA-FLP-ABA					/UI2/CL_FDM_VALUE_HELP_DPC_EXT					/UI2/CL_FDM_VALUE_HELP_MPC_EXT					Fiori Data Model: Value Help Service					Fiori Data Model: Value Help Service					/UI2/FDM_PAGE					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					/UI5/ABAP_REPOSITORY_SRV					0001					Služby ABAP Repository SAPUI5 prostř.OData					V2					No					Yes					/UI5/ABAP_REPOSITORY					ABAP_REPOSITORY_SRV					CA-UI5-ABA					/UI5/CL_ABAP_REPOSITOR_DPC_EXT					/UI5/CL_ABAP_REPOSITOR_MPC_EXT					Služby ABAP Repository SAPUI5 prostř.OData					Služby ABAP Repository SAPUI5 prostř.OData					/UI5/UI5_INFRA_APP					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					/UIF/LREP_SUPPORT_FRAMEWORK_SRV					0001					OData of the Support framework					V2					No					Yes					/UIF/LREP_SUPPORT_FRAMEWORK					LREP_SUPPORT_FRAMEWORK_SRV					CA-UI5-FL-LRP					/UIF/CL_LREP_SUPPORT_F_DPC_EXT					/UIF/CL_LREP_SUPPORT_F_MPC_EXT					OData of the Support framework					OData of the Support framework					/UIF/LREP_SUPPORT					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					ADT_SRV					0001					Gateway service for ADT					V2					No					Yes					ADT					ADT_SRV					BC-DWB-TOO					CL_ADT_DPC_EXT					CL_ADT_MPC_EXT					Gateway service for ADT					Gateway service for ADT					SADT_GW					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					ANA_QUERY_DESIGNER					0001					Analytical Query Designer					V2					No					Yes					ANA_QUERY_DESIGNER					ANA_QUERY_DESIGNER					BC-SRV-APS-EXT-AQD					CL_ANA_QUERY_DESIGNER_DPC_EXT					CL_ANA_QUERY_DESIGNER_MPC_EXT					Analytical Query Designer					Analytical Query Designer					RS_ANA_AQD_ODATA					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					ANA_UMM_REPOSITORY					0001					Advanced Analytics UMM Repository					V2					No					Yes					ANA_UMM_REPOSITORY					ANA_UMM_REPOSITORY					BW-EI-PA					CL_ANA_UMM_REPOSITORY_DPC_EXT					CL_ANA_UMM_REPOSITORY_MPC_EXT					Advanced Analytics UMM Repository					Advanced Analytics UMM Repository					RS_ANA_UMM_ODATA					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_ANA_UMM_REPOSITORY_DPC_EXT,CL_ANA_UMM_REPOSITORY_MPC_EXT do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					APJ_JOB_MANAGEMENT_SRV					0001					Management jobů aplikace					V2					No					Yes					APJ_JOB_MANAGEMENT					APJ_JOB_MANAGEMENT_SRV					BC-SRV-APS-APJ					CL_APJ_JOB_MANAGEMENT_DPC_EXT					CL_APJ_JOB_MANAGEMENT_MPC_EXT					Management jobů aplikace					Management jobů aplikace					S_APS_ODATA_APJ					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					APL_LOG_MANAGEMENT_SRV					0001					Správa aplikačních protokolů					V2					No					Yes					APL_LOG_MANAGEMENT					APL_LOG_MANAGEMENT_SRV					BC-SRV-APS-APL					CL_APL_LOG_MANAGEMENT_DPC_EXT					CL_APL_LOG_MANAGEMENT_MPC_EXT					Správa aplikačních protokolů					Správa aplikačních protokolů					S_APS_ODATA_APL					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					APS_CUSTOM_FIELD_MAINTENANCE_SRV					0001					Údržba polí definovaných uživatelem					V2					No					Yes					APS_CUSTOM_FIELD_MAINTENANCE					APS_CUSTOM_FIELD_MAINTENANCE_S					BC-SRV-APS-EXT-FLD					CL_APS_CUSTOM_FIELD_DPC_EXT					CL_APS_CUSTOM_FIELD_MPC_EXT					Údržba polí definovaných uživatelem					Údržba polí definovaných uživatelem					S_CFD_GW_USER_INTERFACE					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					APS_EXT_ATO_EXP_SRV					0001					Adaptation Transport Organizer, Export UI					V2					No					Yes					APS_EXT_ATO_EXP					APS_EXT_ATO_EXP_SRV					BC-SRV-APS-EXT-SL					CL_APS_EXT_ATO_EXP_DPC_EXT					CL_APS_EXT_ATO_EXP_MPC_EXT					Adaptation Transport Organizer, Export UI					Adaptation Transport Organizer, Export UI					S_APS_ODATA_EXT_SL					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					APS_EXT_ATO_IMP_SRV					0001					Adaptation Transport Organizer, Import UI					V2					No					Yes					APS_EXT_ATO_IMP					APS_EXT_ATO_IMP_SRV					BC-SRV-APS-EXT-SL					CL_APS_EXT_ATO_IMP_DPC_EXT					CL_APS_EXT_ATO_IMP_MPC_EXT					Adaptation Transport Organizer, Import UI					Adaptation Transport Organizer, Import UI					S_APS_ODATA_EXT_SL					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					APS_EXT_ATO_PK_AI_SRV					0001					Adaptation Transport Organizer, Assign Item					V2					No					Yes					APS_EXT_ATO_PK_AI					APS_EXT_ATO_PK_AI_SRV					BC-SRV-APS-EXT-SL					CL_APS_EXT_ATO_PK_AI_DPC_EXT					CL_APS_EXT_ATO_PK_AI_MPC_EXT					Adaptation Transport Organizer, Assign Item					Adaptation Transport Organizer, Assign Item					S_APS_ODATA_EXT_SL_PK					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					APS_EXT_ATO_PK_CFG_SRV					0001					Transport Configuration of Packages					V2					No					Yes					APS_EXT_ATO_PK_CFG					APS_EXT_ATO_PK_CFG_SRV					BC-SRV-APS-EXT-SL					CL_APS_EXT_ATO_PK_CFG_DPC_EXT					CL_APS_EXT_ATO_PK_CFG_MPC_EXT					Transport Configuration of Packages					Transport Configuration of Packages					S_APS_ODATA_EXT_SL_PK					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					APS_OM_EMAIL_QUEUE_SRV					0001					Output Management: Email Queue					V2					No					Yes					APS_OM_EMAIL_QUEUE					APS_OM_EMAIL_QUEUE_SRV					BC-SRV-APS-OM					CL_APS_OM_EMAIL_QUEUE_DPC_EXT					CL_APS_OM_EMAIL_QUEUE_MPC_EXT					Output Management: Email Queue					Output Management: Email Queue					S_APS_OM_ODATA_EQ					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					APS_OM_EMAIL_TMPL_SRV					0001					Email Template					V2					No					Yes					APS_OM_EMAIL_TEMPLATE					APS_OM_EMAIL_TMPL_SRV					BC-SRV-APS-OM					CL_APS_OM_EMAIL_TMPL_DPC_EXT					CL_APS_OM_EMAIL_TMPL_MPC_EXT					Email Template					Email Template					S_APS_OM_ODATA_ET					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					APS_OM_FORM_TMPL_SRV					0001					Form Template					V2					No					Yes					APS_OM_FORM_TEMPLATE					APS_OM_FORM_TMPL_SRV					BC-SRV-APS-OM					CL_APS_OM_FORM_TMPL_DPC_EXT					CL_APS_OM_FORM_TMPL_MPC_EXT					Form Template					Form Template					S_APS_OM_ODATA_FT					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					CC_SYNC_SRV					0001					Synchronizace PK					V2					No					Yes					CC_SYNC					CC_SYNC_SRV					LO-GT-CHB					CL_WCB_CC_SYNC_DPC_EXT					CL_WCB_CC_SYNC_MPC_EXT					Synchronizace PK					Synchronizace PK					WCB_CC_BAPI					Logistics - General					Unknown															




					Inbound					CV_ATTACHMENT_SRV					0001					Gateway : model ODATA pro CV - přílohy					V2					No					Yes					CV_ATTACHMENT					CV_ATTACHMENT_SRV					CA-DMS					CL_CV_ATTACHMENT_DPC_EXT					CL_CV_ATTACHMENT_MPC_EXT					Gateway : model ODATA pro CV - přílohy					Gateway : model ODATA pro CV - přílohy					ODATA_CV_ATTACHMENT_REUSE					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					CV_CPDC_COLLABORATION_SRV					0001					Gateway: Model ODATA pro CV - integrace spolupráce CPDC					V2					No					Yes					CV_CPDC_COLLABORATION					CV_CPDC_COLLABORATION_SRV										CL_CV_CPDC_COLLABORATI_DPC_EXT					CL_CV_CPDC_COLLABORATI_MPC_EXT					Gateway: Model ODATA pro CV - integrace spolupráce CPDC					Gateway: Model ODATA pro CV - integrace spolupráce CPDC															Unknown															




					Inbound					DAAG_MNGGRP					0001					Správa skupin Data Aging					V2					No					Yes					DAAG_MNGGRP					DAAG_MNGGRP					BC-CCM-DAG					CL_DAAG_MNGGRP_DPC_EXT					CL_DAAG_MNGGRP_MPC_EXT					Správa skupin Data Aging					Správa skupin Data Aging					S_DAAG_ODATA_DAGG_MANAGE					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					DAAG_MONOBJ					0001					Sledování objektů Data Aging					V2					No					Yes					DAAG_MONOBJ					DAAG_MONOBJ					BC-CCM-DAG					CL_DAAG_MONOBJ_DPC_EXT					CL_DAAG_MONOBJ_MPC_EXT					Sledování objektů Data Aging					Sledování objektů Data Aging					S_DAAG_ODATA_DAGO_MONITOR					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					DTINF_TC_MAINT_SRV					0001					Údržba datového modelu					V2					No					Yes					DTINF_TC_MAINT					DTINF_TC_MAINT_SRV					CA-GTF-INF					CL_DTINF_TC_MAINT_DPC_EXT					CL_DTINF_TC_MAINT_MPC_EXT					Údržba datového modelu					Údržba datového modelu					CA_INFORMATION					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					ECATT_LOG_API_ODATA_SRV					0001					OData service for Log API					V2					No					Yes					ECATT_LOG_API_ODATA					ECATT_LOG_API_ODATA_SRV					BC-TWB-TST-ECA					CL_ECATT_LOG_API_ODATA_DPC_EXT					CL_ECATT_LOG_API_ODATA_MPC_EXT					OData service for Log API					OData service for Log API					SECATT_LOG_ODATA					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					EDOC_BR_DACTE_SRV					0001					eDocument Brazil: DACTE					V2					No					Yes					EDOC_BR_DACTE					EDOC_BR_DACTE_SRV					CA-GTF-CSC-EDO-BR					CL_EDOC_BR_DACTE_DPC_EXT					CL_EDOC_BR_DACTE_MPC_EXT					eDocument Brazil: DACTE					eDocument Brazil: DACTE					GLO-EDO-BR					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					EDOC_BR_DACTE_OS_SRV					0001					eDocument Brazil: DACTE OS					V2					No					Yes					EDOC_BR_DACTE_OS					EDOC_BR_DACTE_OS_SRV					CA-GTF-CSC-EDO-BR					CL_EDOC_BR_DACTE_OS_DPC_EXT					CL_EDOC_BR_DACTE_OS_MPC_EXT					eDocument Brazil: DACTE OS					eDocument Brazil: DACTE OS					GLO-EDO-BR					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					EDOC_BR_DANFE_SRV					0001					eDocument Brazil: DANFE					V2					No					Yes					EDOC_BR_DANFE					EDOC_BR_DANFE_SRV					CA-GTF-CSC-EDO-BR					CL_EDOC_BR_DANFE_DPC_EXT					CL_EDOC_BR_DANFE_MPC_EXT					eDocument Brazil: DANFE					eDocument Brazil: DANFE					GLO-EDO-BR					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_OIA_APPS_GW_SERVICE_SRV					0001					OData Service for EPM OIA Apps					V2					No					Yes					EPM_OIA_APPS_GW_SERVICE					EPM_OIA_APPS_GW_SERVICE_SRV					BC-SRV-NWD-XBR					CL_EPM_OIA_APPS_GW_SER_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_OIA_APPS_GW_SER_MPC_EXT					OData Service for EPM OIA Apps					Model of the EPM OIA APPS service					S_EPM_OIA_APPS_UI5					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_OIA_BPFACTSHEET_SRV					0001					EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard - BP Factsheet Tile					V2					No					Yes					EPM_OIA_BPFACTSHEET					EPM_OIA_BPFACTSHEET_SRV					BC-SRV-NWD-XBR					CL_EPM_OIA_BPFACTSHEET_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_OIA_BPFACTSHEET_MPC_EXT					EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard - BP Factsheet Tile					EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard - BP Factsheet Tile					S_EPM_OIA_APPS_FIORI					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_OIA_BPOPENINV_SRV					0001					EPM OIA:Open Item Analysis Dashboard - BP Open Invoices Tile					V2					No					Yes					EPM_OIA_BPOPENINV					EPM_OIA_BPOPENINV_SRV					BC-SRV-NWD-XBR					CL_EPM_OIA_BPOPENINV_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_OIA_BPOPENINV_MPC_EXT					EPM OIA:Open Item Analysis Dashboard - BP Open Invoices Tile					EPM OIA:Open Item Analysis Dashboard - BP Open Invoices Tile					S_EPM_OIA_APPS_FIORI					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_OIA_CTRYSALESTREND_SRV					0001					EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard - Country Sales Trend					V2					No					Yes					EPM_OIA_CTRYSALESTREND					EPM_OIA_CTRYSALESTREND_SRV					BC-SRV-NWD-XBR					CL_EPM_OIA_CTRYSALESTR_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_OIA_CTRYSALESTR_MPC_EXT					EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard - Country Sales Trend					EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard - Country Sales Trend					S_EPM_OIA_APPS_FIORI					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_OIA_DFG_GW_SERVICE_SRV					0001					OData Service for EPM OIA DFG					V2					No					Yes					EPM_OIA_DFG_GW_SERVICE					EPM_OIA_DFG_GW_SERVICE_SRV					BC-SRV-NWD-XBR					CL_EPM_OIA_DFG_GW_SERV_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_OIA_DFG_GW_SERV_MPC_EXT					OData Service for EPM OIA DFG					Model of the EPM OIA DFG service					S_EPM_OIA_DFG_UI5					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_OIA_FIORI_SRV					0001					EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard - Launch Pad					V2					No					Yes					EPM_OIA_FIORI					EPM_OIA_FIORI_SRV					BC-SRV-NWD-XBR					CL_EPM_OIA_FIORI_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_OIA_FIORI_MPC_EXT					EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard - Launch Pad					EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard - Launch Pad					S_EPM_OIA_APPS_FIORI					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_OIA_FIORI_GW_SERVICE_SRV					0001					GW Service for FIORI UI5					V2					No					Yes					EPM_OIA_FIORI_GW_SERVICE					EPM_OIA_FIORI_GW_SERVICE_SRV					BC-SRV-NWD-XBR					CL_EPM_OIA_FIORI_GW_SE_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_OIA_FIORI_GW_SE_MPC_EXT					GW Service for FIORI UI5					GW Service for FIORI UI5					S_EPM_OIA_APPS_UI5					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_OIA_GW_SALES_HISTORY_SRV					0001					CL_EPM_OIA_GW_SALES_HI_DPC_EXT					V2					No					Yes					EPM_OIA_GW_SALES_HISTORY					EPM_OIA_GW_SALES_HISTORY_SRV					BC-SRV-NWD-XBR					CL_EPM_OIA_GW_SALES_HI_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_OIA_GW_SALES_HI_MPC_EXT					CL_EPM_OIA_GW_SALES_HI_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_OIA_GW_SALES_HI_MPC_EXT					S_EPM_OIA_APPS_UI5					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_OIA_I2A_SRV					0001					EPM OIA: Insight to Action Scenario					V2					No					Yes					EPM_OIA_I2A					EPM_OIA_I2A_SRV					BC-SRV-NWD-XBR					CL_EPM_OIA_I2A_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_OIA_I2A_MPC_EXT					EPM OIA: Insight to Action Scenario					EPM OIA: Insight to Action Scenario					S_EPM_OIA_APPS_I2A					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_OIA_L_SRV					0001					OIA se SAP Lumira					V2					No					Yes					EPM_OIA_L					EPM_OIA_L_SRV					BW-BCT-TCT					CL_EPM_OIA_L_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_OIA_L_MPC_EXT					OIA se SAP Lumira					OIA se SAP Lumira					RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_OIA_OPENINV_SRV					0001					EPM OIA:Open Item Analysis Dashboard - Open Invoices					V2					No					Yes					EPM_OIA_OPENINV					EPM_OIA_OPENINV_SRV					BC-SRV-NWD-XBR					CL_EPM_OIA_OPENINV_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_OIA_OPENINV_MPC_EXT					EPM OIA:Open Item Analysis Dashboard - Open Invoices					EPM OIA:Open Item Analysis Dashboard - Open Invoices					S_EPM_OIA_APPS_FIORI					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_OIA_PRODSALESTREND_SRV					0001					EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard-ProductSalesTrend Tile					V2					No					Yes					EPM_OIA_PRODSALESTREND					EPM_OIA_PRODSALESTREND_SRV					BC-SRV-NWD-XBR					CL_EPM_OIA_PRODSALESTR_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_OIA_PRODSALESTR_MPC_EXT					EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard-ProductSalesTrend Tile					EPM OIA: Open Item Analysis Dashboard-ProductSalesTrend Tile					S_EPM_OIA_APPS_FIORI					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_REF_APPS_PO_APV_SRV					0001					EPM: ODATA service for Application Purchase Order Approval					V2					No					Yes					EPM_REF_APPS_PO_APV					EPM_REF_APPS_PO_APV_SRV					BC-SRV-NWD-FRA					CL_EPM_REF_APPS_PO_APV_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_REF_APPS_PO_APV_MPC_EXT					EPM: ODATA service for Application Purchase Order Approval					EPM: ODATA service for Application Purchase Order Approval					S_EPM_REF_APPS_PO_APV_ODATA					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_REF_APPS_PROD_MAN_SRV					0001					EPM: ODATA service for Application Product Manage					V2					No					Yes					EPM_REF_APPS_PROD_MAN					EPM_REF_APPS_PROD_MAN_SRV					BC-SRV-NWD-FRA					CL_EPM_REF_APPS_PROD_M_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_REF_APPS_PROD_M_MPC_EXT					EPM: ODATA service for Application Product Manage					EPM: ODATA service for Application Product Manage					S_EPM_REF_APPS_PROD_MAN_ODATA					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_REF_APPS_SHOP_SRV					0001					EPM Fiori RefApps Shopping App					V2					No					Yes					EPM_REF_APPS_SHOP					EPM_REF_APPS_SHOP_SRV					BC-SRV-NWD-FRA					CL_EPM_REF_APPS_SHOP_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_REF_APPS_SHOP_MPC_EXT					EPM Fiori RefApps Shopping App					EPM Fiori RefApps Shopping App					S_EPM_REF_APPS_SHOP_ODATA					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_VP_L_SRV					0001					Dashboard OIA na SAP Lumira					V2					No					Yes					EPM_VP_L					EPM_VP_L_SRV					BW-BCT-TCT					CL_EPM_VP_L_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_VP_L_MPC_EXT					Dashboard OIA na SAP Lumira					Dashboard OIA na SAP Lumira					RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_VP_LT_30_SRV					0001					Datum splatnosti dashboardu OIA					V2					No					Yes					EPM_VP_LT_30					EPM_VP_LT_30_SRV					BW-BCT-TCT					CL_EPM_VP_LT_30_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_VP_LT_30_MPC_EXT					Datum splatnosti dashboardu OIA					Datum splatnosti dashboardu OIA					RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_VP_L_BT_30_60_SRV					0001					Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA					V2					No					Yes					EPM_VP_L_BT_30_60					EPM_VP_L_BT_30_60_SRV					BW-BCT-TCT					CL_EPM_VP_L_BT_30_60_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_VP_L_BT_30_60_MPC_EXT					Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA					Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA					RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_VP_L_BT_60_90_SRV					0001					Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA					V2					No					Yes					EPM_VP_L_BT_60_90					EPM_VP_L_BT_60_90_SRV					BW-BCT-TCT					CL_EPM_VP_L_BT_60_90_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_VP_L_BT_60_90_MPC_EXT					Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA					Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA					RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_VP_L_DUN_SRV					0001					Stupeň upomínání OIA na SAP Lumira					V2					No					Yes					EPM_VP_L_DUN					EPM_VP_L_DUN_SRV					BW-BCT-TCT					CL_EPM_VP_L_DUN_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_VP_L_DUN_MPC_EXT					Stupeň upomínání OIA na SAP Lumira					Stupeň upomínání OIA na SAP Lumira					RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					EPM_VP_L_GT_90_SRV					0001					Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA					V2					No					Yes					EPM_VP_L_GT_90					EPM_VP_L_GT_90_SRV					BW-BCT-TCT					CL_EPM_VP_L_GT_90_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_VP_L_GT_90_MPC_EXT					Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA					Otevřené dny dashboardu OIA					RS_EPM_OIA_BW_HANA					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					ERP_BUPA_ODATA					0001					Služby ERP pro aplikaci "My Accounts"					V2					No					Yes					ERP_BUPA_ODATA					ERP_BUPA_ODATA					SD-SLS-API					CL_ERP_BUPA_ODATA_DPC_EXT					CL_ERP_BUPA_ODATA_MPC_EXT					Služby ERP pro aplikaci "My Accounts"					Služby ERP pro aplikaci "My Accounts"					ERP_BUPA_ODATA					Sales and Distribution					Unknown															




					Inbound					FDP_OM_FORM_MASTER_SRV					0001					Data Provider for Form Master Templates					V2					No					Yes					FDP_OM_FORM_MASTER					FDP_OM_FORM_MASTER_SRV					BC-SRV-APS-OM					CL_FDP_OM_FORM_MASTER_DPC_EXT					CL_FDP_OM_FORM_MASTER_MPC_EXT					Data Provider for Form Master Templates					Data Provider for Form Master Templates					S_APS_OM_ODATA_FM					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					FM_PLAN_PROCUREMENT_SRV					0001					plan procurement					V2					No					Yes					FM_PLAN_PROCUREMENT					FM_PLAN_PROCUREMENT_SRV					LO-FSH-PP					CL_FM_PLAN_PROCUREMENT_DPC_EXT					CL_FM_PLAN_PROCUREMENT_MPC_EXT					plan procurement					plan procurement					ODATA_FM_PLANPROC					Logistics - General					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_FM_PLAN_PROCUREMENT_MPC_EXT,CL_FM_PLAN_PROCUREMENT_DPC_EXT do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					FM_PR_PROCESS_SRV					0001					Purchase Requisition Processing					V2					No					Yes					FM_PR_PROCESS					FM_PR_PROCESS_SRV					LO-FSH-PP					CL_FM_PR_PROCESS_DPC_EXT					CL_FM_PR_PROCESS_MPC_EXT					Purchase Requisition Processing					Purchase Requisition Processing					ODATA_FM_PRPROCESS					Logistics - General					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_FM_PR_PROCESS_DPC_EXT,CL_FM_PR_PROCESS_MPC_EXT do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					GFD_CONFIG_SRV					0001					Detaily konfigurace pro Generic Form Designer					V2					No					Yes					GFD_CONFIG					GFD_CONFIG_SRV					IS-HER-CM					CL_GFD_CONFIG_DPC_EXT					CL_GFD_CONFIG_MPC_EXT					Detaily konfigurace pro Generic Form Designer					Detaily konfigurace pro Generic Form Designer					PMIQ_FD					Industry-Specific Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRSFEC_ECP_INFO_SRV					0001					Vyvolat informace zčt.mezd a platů Employee Central					V2					No					Yes					HRSFEC_ECP_INFO					HRSFEC_ECP_INFO_SRV					PA-SFI-EC					CL_HRSFEC_ECP_INFO_DPC_EXT					CL_HRSFEC_ECP_INFO_MPC_EXT					Vyvolat informace zčt.mezd a platů Employee Central					Vyvolat informace zčt.mezd a platů Employee Central					PAOC_PAD_SE_SFEC					Personnel Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRSFEC_INFOTYPE_SRV					0001					Data infotypu					V2					No					Yes					HRSFEC_INFOTYPE					HRSFEC_INFOTYPE_SRV					PA-SFI-EC					CL_HRSFEC_INFOTYPE_DPC_EXT					CL_HRSFEC_INFOTYPE_MPC_EXT					Data infotypu					Data infotypu					PAOC_PAD_SE_SFEC					Personnel Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRSFEC_PAYCTRL_REC_SRV					0001					Služba pro řídicí záznam zúčtování mezd a platů					V2					No					Yes					HRSFEC_PAYCTRL_REC					HRSFEC_PAYCTRL_REC_SRV					PA-SFI-EC					CL_HRSFEC_PAYCTRL_REC_DPC_EXT					CL_HRSFEC_PAYCTRL_REC_MPC_EXT					Služba pro řídicí záznam zúčtování mezd a platů					Služba pro řídicí záznam zúčtování mezd a platů					PAOC_PAD_SE_SFEC					Personnel Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					HRSFEC_PAY_OVERVIEW_SRV					0001					Přehled plateb					V2					No					Yes					HRSFEC_PAY_OVERVIEW					HRSFEC_PAY_OVERVIEW_SRV					PA-SFI-EC					CL_HRSFEC_PAY_OVERVIEW_DPC_EXT					CL_HRSFEC_PAY_OVERVIEW_MPC_EXT					Přehled plateb					Přehled plateb					PAOC_PAD_SE_SFEC					Personnel Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					ICL_BP_CLAIM_HISTORY_SRV					0001					Historie škody podle obchodního partnera					V2					No					Yes					ICL_BP_CLAIM_HISTORY					ICL_BP_CLAIM_HISTORY_SRV					FS-CM					CL_ICL_BP_CLAIM_HISTOR_DPC_EXT					CL_ICL_BP_CLAIM_HISTOR_MPC_EXT					Historie škody podle obchodního partnera					Historie škody podle obchodního partnera					ICL_ODATA					Financial Services					Unknown															




					Inbound					ICL_WLM_TASKS					0001					CL_ICL_WLM_TASKS_DPC_EXT					V2					No					Yes					ICL_WLM_TASKS					ICL_WLM_TASKS					FS-CM					CL_ICL_WLM_TASKS_DPC_EXT					CL_ICL_WLM_TASKS_MPC_EXT					CL_ICL_WLM_TASKS_DPC_EXT					CL_ICL_WLM_TASKS_MPC_EXT					ICL_ODATA					Financial Services					Unknown															




					Inbound					ICL_WORKLOAD_MANAGEMENT					0001										V2					No					Yes					ICL_WORKLOAD_MANAGEMENT					ICL_WORKLOAD_MANAGEMENT					FS-CM					CL_ICL_WORKLOAD_MAN_01_DPC_EXT					CL_ICL_WORKLOAD_MAN_01_MPC_EXT										FS-CM: Řízení zátěže					ICL_ODATA					Financial Services					Unknown															




					Inbound					INSIGHT_TO_ACTION_PROMO_ODATA_SRV					0001					Provedení insight-to-action pro akci z PEC					V2					No					Yes					INSIGHT_TO_ACTION_PROMO_ODATA					INSIGHT_TO_ACTION_PROMO_ODATA_					LO-MD-PR					CL_INSIGHT_TO_ACTION_P_DPC_EXT					CL_INSIGHT_TO_ACTION_P_MPC_EXT					Provedení insight-to-action pro akci z PEC					Provedení insight-to-action pro akci z PEC					ODATA_PROMOTION					Logistics - General					Unknown															




					Inbound					ISHMED_BEC_CHART_SRV					0001					Chart					V2					No					Yes					ISHMED_BEC_CHART					ISHMED_BEC_CHART_SRV					IS-HMED					CL_ISHMED_BEC_CHART_DPC_EXT					CL_ISHMED_BEC_CHART_MPC_EXT					Chart					Chart					NMED_BEC					Industry-Specific Components					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					Inbound					ISHMED_BEC_INBOX_SRV					0001					i.s.h. med SMART INBOX					V2					No					Yes					ISHMED_BEC_INBOX					ISHMED_BEC_INBOX_SRV					IS-HMED					CL_ISHMED_BEC_INBOX_DPC_EXT					CL_ISHMED_BEC_INBOX_MPC_EXT					i.s.h. med SMART INBOX					i.s.h. med SMART INBOX					NMED_BEC_WF					Industry-Specific Components					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					S4TWL - SAP Patient Management (IS-H) is not available in SAP S/4HANA					




					Inbound					LORD_MY_QUOTATION_SRV					0001					Moje nabídky: služba OData					V2					No					Yes					LORD_MY_QUOTATION					LORD_MY_QUOTATION_SRV					SD-SLS-QUT					CL_LORD_MY_QUOTATION_DPC_EXT					CL_LORD_MY_QUOTATION_MPC_EXT					Moje nabídky: služba OData					Moje nabídky: služba OData					ERP_SD_ODATA_MY_QUOTATION					Sales and Distribution					Unknown															




					Inbound					LORD_ODATA_ORDER_SRV					0001					Služba OData pro zakázku odběratele					V2					No					Yes					LORD_ODATA_ORDER					LORD_ODATA_ORDER_SRV					SD-SLS-API					CL_LORD_ODATA_ORDER_DPC_EXT					CL_LORD_ODATA_ORDER_MPC_EXT					Služba OData pro zakázku odběratele					Služba OData pro zakázku odběratele					ERP_SD_ODATA_SLS					Sales and Distribution					Unknown															




					Inbound					LSO_JAM_WIDGET_SRV					0001					Služba pro přístup k datům LSO v SAP Jam					V2					No					Yes					LSO_JAM_WIDGET					LSO_JAM_WIDGET_SRV					PE-LSO-TM					CL_LSO_JAM_WIDGET_DPC_EXT					CL_LSO_JAM_WIDGET_MPC_EXT					Služba pro přístup k datům LSO v SAP Jam					Přístup k datům LSO v SAP Jam					LSO_TM_SL					Training and Event Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					LXE_TEXT_TRACEABILITY_SRV					0001					Text traceability					V2					No					Yes					LXE_TEXT_TRACEABILITY					LXE_TEXT_TRACEABILITY_SRV					BC-DOC-TTL					CL_LXE_TEXT_TRACEABILI_DPC_EXT					CL_LXE_TEXT_TRACEABILI_MPC_EXT					Text traceability					Text traceability					SLXE_TEXT_TRACEABILITY					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					MDC_PROCESS_SRV					0001					MDC: objekt procesu					V2					No					Yes					MDC_PROCESS					MDC_PROCESS_SRV					CA-MDG-EE					CL_MDC_PROCESS_DPC_EXT					CL_MDC_PROCESS_MPC_EXT					MDC: objekt procesu					MDC: objekt procesu					MDC_GW_APPL					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					MDG_APPROVE_CR					0001					Schválení změnového požadavku					V2					No					Yes					MDG_APPROVE_CR					MDG_APPROVE_CR					CA-MDG					CL_MDG_APPROVE_CR_DPC_EXT					CL_MDG_APPROVE_CR_MPC_EXT					Schválení změnového požadavku					Schválení změnového požadavku					MDG_GW_FIORI_COMMON					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					MDG_BP_SRV					0001					MDG: požadavek na službu OData OP					V2					No					Yes					MDG_BP					MDG_BP_SRV					CA-MDG					CL_MDG_BP_DPC_EXT					CL_MDG_BP_MPC_EXT					MDG: požadavek na službu OData OP					CL_MDG_BP_MPC_EXT					MDG_GW_FIORI_BP					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					MDG_COSTCENTER_SRV					0001					MDG: požadavek na službu OData nákladového střediska					V2					No					Yes					MDG_COSTCENTER					MDG_COSTCENTER_SRV					CA-MDG					CL_MDG_GW_CC_DPC_EXT					CL_MDG_GW_CC_MPC_EXT					MDG: požadavek na službu OData nákladového střediska					CL_MDG_GW_CC_MPC_EXT					MDG_GW_FIORI_FIN					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					MDG_CUSTOMER_SRV					0001					MDG: požadavek na službu OData zákazníka					V2					No					Yes					MDG_CUSTOMER					MDG_CUSTOMER_SRV					CA-MDG					CL_MDG_GW_CUSTOMER_DPC_EXT					CL_MDG_GW_CUSTOMER_MPC_EXT					MDG: požadavek na službu OData zákazníka					CL_MDG_GW_CUSTOMER_MPC_EXT					MDG_GW_FIORI_BP					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					MDG_MATERIAL_SRV					0001					MDG: Služba OData Žádost o materiál					V2					No					Yes					MDG_MATERIAL					MDG_MATERIAL_SRV					CA-MDG					CL_MDG_MATERIAL_DPC_EXT					CL_MDG_MATERIAL_MPC_EXT					MDG: Služba OData Žádost o materiál					CL_MDG_MATERIAL_MPC_EXT					MDG_GW_FIORI_MAT					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					MDG_MYCR_SRV					0001					MDG: služba OData Můj požadavek					V2					No					Yes					MDG_MYCR					MDG_MYCR_SRV					CA-MDG					CL_MDG_MYCR_DPC_EXT					CL_MDG_MYCR_MPC_EXT					MDG: služba OData Můj požadavek					CL_MDG_MYCR_MPC_EXT					MDG_GW_FIORI_CR					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					MDG_PROFITCENTER_SRV					0001					MDG: požadavek na službu OData profit centra					V2					No					Yes					MDG_PROFITCENTER					MDG_PROFITCENTER_SRV					CA-MDG					CL_MDG_GW_PC_DPC_EXT					CL_MDG_GW_PC_MPC_EXT					MDG: požadavek na službu OData profit centra					CL_MDG_GW_PC_MPC_EXT					MDG_GW_FIORI_FIN					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					MDG_SUPPLIER_SRV					0001					MDG: požadavek na službu OData dodavatele					V2					No					Yes					MDG_SUPPLIER					MDG_SUPPLIER_SRV					CA-MDG					CL_MDG_GW_SUPPLIER_DPC_EXT					CL_MDG_GW_SUPPLIER_MPC_EXT					MDG: požadavek na službu OData dodavatele					CL_MDG_GW_SUPPLIER_MPC_EXT					MDG_GW_FIORI_BP					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					ME2STAR_OD_SRV					0001					Služba Gateway pro položky nákupního dokladu					V2					No					Yes					ME2STAR_OD					ME2STAR_OD_SRV					MM-PUR					CL_ME2STAR_OD_DPC_EXT					CL_ME2STAR_OD_MPC_EXT					Služba Gateway pro položky nákupního dokladu					Služba Gateway pro položky nákupního dokladu					ODATA_MM_PUR_DOCLIST					Materials Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					MM_SES_APPROVE					0001					Schválení listů evidence výkonů					V2					No					Yes					MM_SES_APPROVE					MM_SES_APPROVE					MM-SRV-SR					CL_MM_SES_APPROVE_DPC_EXT					CL_MM_SES_APPROVE_MPC_EXT					Schválení listů evidence výkonů					Schválení listů evidence výkonů					ODATA_MM_SES_APV					Materials Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					MM_SUPPLIER_INVOICE_APPROVE					0001					Schválit faktury dodavatele					V2					No					Yes					MM_SUPPLIER_INVOICE_APPROVE					MM_SUPPLIER_INVOICE_APPROVE					MM-IV					CL_MM_SUPPLIER_INVOICE_DPC_EXT					CL_MM_SUPPLIER_INVOICE_MPC_EXT					Schválit faktury dodavatele					Schválit faktury dodavatele					ODATA_MM_IV_APV					Materials Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					O2C_CI_UNBILLEDITEMS_ANALYSIS_SRV					0001					Fiori: Unbilled Items Analysis					V2					No					Yes					O2C_CI_UNBILLEDITEMS_ANALYSIS					O2C_CI_UNBILLEDITEMS_ANALYSIS_					FI-CA-INV					CL_O2C_CI_UNBILLEDITEM_DPC_EXT					CL_O2C_CI_UNBILLEDITEM_MPC_EXT					Fiori: Unbilled Items Analysis					Fiori: Unbilled Items Analysis					ODATA_O2C_CI_UNBILLEDITEMS					Financial Accounting					Unknown															




					Inbound					O2C_FICA_COMPANYCODE					0001					Fiori: účetní okruhy ve FI-CA					V2					No					Yes					O2C_FICA_COMPANYCODE					O2C_FICA_COMPANYCODE					FI-CA					CL_O2C_FICA_COMPANYCOD_DPC_EXT					CL_O2C_FICA_COMPANYCOD_MPC_EXT					Fiori: účetní okruhy ve FI-CA					Fiori: účetní okruhy ve FI-CA					ODATA_O2C_FICA_GENTOOLS					Financial Accounting					Unknown															




					Inbound					O2C_FICA_CONTRACCOUNTCATEGORY					0001					Fiori: typy smluvního účtu ve FI-CA					V2					No					Yes					O2C_FICA_CONTRACCOUNTCATEGORY					O2C_FICA_CONTRACCOUNTCATEGORY					FI-CA					CL_O2C_FICA_CONTRACCOU_DPC_EXT					CL_O2C_FICA_CONTRACCOU_MPC_EXT					Fiori: typy smluvního účtu ve FI-CA					Fiori: typy smluvního účtu ve FI-CA					ODATA_O2C_FICA_GENTOOLS					Financial Accounting					Unknown															




					Inbound					O2C_FICA_CURRENCY					0001					Fiori: možné měny ve FI-CA					V2					No					Yes					O2C_FICA_CURRENCY					O2C_FICA_CURRENCY					FI-CA					CL_O2C_FICA_CURRENCY_DPC_EXT					CL_O2C_FICA_CURRENCY_MPC_EXT					Fiori: možné měny ve FI-CA					Fiori: možné měny ve FI-CA					ODATA_O2C_FICA_GENTOOLS					Financial Accounting					Unknown															




					Inbound					O2C_FICA_DUNNINGLOCK_ANALYSIS					0001					Fiori: Analýza blokování upomínání					V2					No					Yes					O2C_FICA_DUNNINGLOCK_ANALYSIS					O2C_FICA_DUNNINGLOCK_ANALYSIS					FI-CA					CL_O2C_FICA_DUNNINGLOC_DPC_EXT					CL_O2C_FICA_DUNNINGLOC_MPC_EXT					Fiori: Analýza blokování upomínání					Fiori: Analýza blokování upomínání					ODATA_O2C_FICA_DUNNINGLOCK					Financial Accounting					Unknown															




					Inbound					O2C_FICA_GENTOOLS					0001					Generické datové přístupy FI-CA					V2					No					Yes					O2C_FICA_GENTOOLS					O2C_FICA_GENTOOLS					FI-CA					CL_O2C_FICA_GENTOOLS_DPC_EXT					CL_O2C_FICA_GENTOOLS_MPC_EXT					Generické datové přístupy FI-CA					Generické datové přístupy FI-CA					ODATA_O2C_FICA_GENTOOLS					Financial Accounting					Unknown															




					Inbound					O2C_FICA_OVERDUEITEM_ANALYSIS					0001					Fiori: Analýza položek po splatnosti					V2					No					Yes					O2C_FICA_OVERDUEITEM_ANALYSIS					O2C_FICA_OVERDUEITEM_ANALYSIS					FI-CA					CL_O2C_FICA_OVERDUEITM_DPC_EXT					CL_O2C_FICA_OVERDUEITM_MPC_EXT					Fiori: Analýza položek po splatnosti					Fiori: Analýza položek po splatnosti					ODATA_O2C_FICA_OVERDUEITEM					Financial Accounting					Unknown															




					Inbound					O2C_FICA_OVERDUEITEM_ANLS_INFO					0001					Fiori: analýza položek po termínu, informace dlaždice					V2					No					Yes					O2C_FICA_OVERDUEITEM_ANLS_INFO					O2C_FICA_OVERDUEITEM_ANLS_INFO					FI-CA					CL_O2C_FICA_OVERDUE_01_DPC_EXT					CL_O2C_FICA_OVERDUE_01_MPC_EXT					Fiori: analýza položek po termínu, informace dlaždice					Fiori: analýza položek po termínu, informace dlaždice					ODATA_O2C_FICA_OVERDUEITEM					Financial Accounting					Unknown															




					Inbound					O2C_FICA_RTP_CHK_VIRTUALACC_SRV					0001					Platby v reál. čase: zkontrolovat existenci virtuálního účtu					V2					No					Yes					O2C_FICA_RTP_CHK_VIRTUALACC					O2C_FICA_RTP_CHK_VIRTUALACC_SR					FI-CA					CL_O2C_FICA_RTP_CHK_VA_DPC_EXT					CL_O2C_FICA_RTP_CHK_VA_MPC_EXT					Platby v reál. čase: zkontrolovat existenci virtuálního účtu					Platby v reál. čase: kontrola existence virtuálního účtu					ODATA_O2C_FICA_RTP					Financial Accounting					Unknown															




					Inbound					O2C_FICA_RTP_COMM_IN_SRV					0001					Platby v reálném čase: příchozí komunikace					V2					No					Yes					O2C_FICA_RTP_COMM_IN					O2C_FICA_RTP_COMM_IN_SRV					FI-CA					CL_O2C_FICA_RTP_COMM_I_DPC_EXT					CL_O2C_FICA_RTP_COMM_I_MPC_EXT					Platby v reálném čase: příchozí komunikace					Platby v reálném čase: příchozí komunikace					ODATA_O2C_FICA_RTP					Financial Accounting					Unknown															




					Inbound					O2C_FICA_RTP_GET_STATUS_SRV					0001					Platby v reálném čase: status platby v reálném čase					V2					No					Yes					O2C_FICA_RTP_GET_STATUS					O2C_FICA_RTP_GET_STATUS_SRV					FI-CA					CL_O2C_FICA_RTP_GET_ST_DPC_EXT					CL_O2C_FICA_RTP_GET_ST_MPC_EXT					Platby v reálném čase: status platby v reálném čase					Platby v reálném čase: čtení statusu					ODATA_O2C_FICA_RTP					Financial Accounting					Unknown															




					Inbound					O2C_FICA_RTP_PAYMENT_SRV					0001					Platby v reálném čase: generovat platbu					V2					No					Yes					O2C_FICA_RTP_PAYMENT					O2C_FICA_RTP_PAYMENT_SRV					FI-CA					CL_O2C_FICA_RTP_PAYMNT_DPC_EXT					CL_O2C_FICA_RTP_PAYMNT_MPC_EXT					Platby v reálném čase: generovat platbu					Platby v reálném čase: generovat platbu					ODATA_O2C_FICA_RTP					Financial Accounting					Unknown															




					Inbound					O2C_FICA_RTP_REVERSAL_SRV					0001					Platby v reálném čase: stornovat platbu					V2					No					Yes					O2C_FICA_RTP_REVERSAL					O2C_FICA_RTP_REVERSAL_SRV					FI-CA					CL_O2C_FICA_RTP_REV_DPC_EXT					CL_O2C_FICA_RTP_REV_MPC_EXT					Platby v reálném čase: stornovat platbu					Platby v reálném čase: stornovat platbu					ODATA_O2C_FICA_RTP					Financial Accounting					Unknown															




					Inbound					O2C_FICA_WORKLIST					0001					Fiori: zásoba práce					V2					No					Yes					O2C_FICA_WORKLIST					O2C_FICA_WORKLIST					FI-CA					CL_O2C_FICA_WORKLIST_DPC_EXT					CL_O2C_FICA_WORKLIST_MPC_EXT					Fiori: zásoba práce					Fiori: zásoba práce					ODATA_O2C_FICA_WORKLIST					Financial Accounting					Unknown															




					Inbound					O2C_FICA_WRITEOFF_ANALYSIS_SRV					0001					SADL Generated Service					V2					No					Yes					O2C_FICA_WRITEOFF_ANALYSIS					O2C_FICA_WRITEOFF_ANALYSIS_SRV					FI-CA					CL_O2C_FICA_WRITEOFF_A_DPC_EXT					CL_O2C_FICA_WRITEOFF_A_MPC_EXT					SADL Generated Service					SADL Generated Service					ODATA_O2C_FICA_WRITEOFF					Financial Accounting					Unknown															




					Inbound					O2C_FICA_WRITEOFF_ANLS_INFO_SRV					0001					Fiori: analýza odúčtovaných položek, informace dlaždice					V2					No					Yes					O2C_FICA_WRITEOFF_ANLS_INFO					O2C_FICA_WRITEOFF_ANLS_INFO_SR					FI-CA					CL_O2C_FICA_WRITEOF_01_DPC_EXT					CL_O2C_FICA_WRITEOF_01_MPC_EXT					Fiori: analýza odúčtovaných položek, informace dlaždice					Fiori: analýza odúčtovaných položek, informace dlaždice					ODATA_O2C_FICA_WRITEOFF					Financial Accounting					Unknown															




					Inbound					OAA_VENDOR_STOCK_SRV					0001					Služba Odata pro upload zásoby dodavatele					V2					No					Yes					OAA_VENDOR_STOCK					OAA_VENDOR_STOCK_SRV					LO-MD-OAA					CL_OAA_VENDOR_STOCK_DPC_EXT					CL_OAA_VENDOR_STOCK_MPC_EXT					Služba Odata pro upload zásoby dodavatele					Služba Odata pro upload zásoby dodavatele					W_OAA_VENDOR_ODATA					Logistics - General					Unknown															




					Inbound					PAOC_TRV_SRV					0001					SAP Fiori - moje zúčtování výdajů					V2					No					Yes					PAOC_TRV					PAOC_TRV_SRV					FI-TV					CL_PAOC_TRV_DPC_EXT					CL_PAOC_TRV_MPC_EXT					SAP Fiori - moje zúčtování výdajů					SAP Fiori - moje zúčtování výdajů					PAOC_TRV_TRAVEL_ODATA					Financial Accounting					Unknown															




					Inbound					PAY_STATEMENT_INFO_SRV					0001					CL_PAY_STATEMENT_INFO_DPC_EXT					V2					No					Yes					PAY_STATEMENT_INFO					PAY_STATEMENT_INFO_SRV					PY-SFI-EC					CL_PAY_STATEMENT_INFO_DPC_EXT					CL_PAY_STATEMENT_INFO_MPC_EXT					CL_PAY_STATEMENT_INFO_DPC_EXT					CL_PAY_STATEMENT_INFO_MPC_EXT					PAOC_SF_INT_PAYSLIP					Payroll					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_PAY_STATEMENT_INFO_MPC_EXT,CL_PAY_STATEMENT_INFO_DPC_EXT do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					PIQ_ADM_PORTAL_SRV					0001					Služby pro přijímací portál					V2					No					Yes					PIQ_ADM_PORTAL					PIQ_ADM_PORTAL_SRV					IS-HER-CM					CL_PIQ_ADM_PORTAL_DPC_EXT					CL_PIQ_ADM_PORTAL_MPC_EXT					Služby pro přijímací portál					Služby pro přijímací portál					PMIQ_ADM_SS					Industry-Specific Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					PIQ_ADVISEE_DETAILS_SRV					0001					Detaily odborného studijního poradce					V2					No					Yes					PIQ_ADVISEE_DETAILS					PIQ_ADVISEE_DETAILS_SRV					IS-HER-CM					CL_PIQ_ADVISEE_DETAILS_DPC_EXT					CL_PIQ_ADVISEE_DETAILS_MPC_EXT					Detaily odborného studijního poradce					Detaily odborného studijního poradce					ODATA_PMIQ_ADVISEES					Industry-Specific Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					PIQ_COURSE_REG_DETAILS_SRV					0001					Detaily registrace do kurzu					V2					No					Yes					PIQ_COURSE_REG_DETAILS					PIQ_COURSE_REG_DETAILS_SRV					IS-HER-CM					CL_PIQ_COURSE_REG_DETA_DPC_EXT					CL_PIQ_COURSE_REG_DETA_MPC_EXT					Detaily registrace do kurzu					Detaily registrace do kurzu					ODATA_PMIQ_COURSE					Industry-Specific Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					PIQ_COURSE_RESULTS_SRV					0001					Výsledky studenta kurzu					V2					No					Yes					PIQ_COURSE_RESULTS					PIQ_COURSE_RESULTS_SRV					IS-HER-CM					CL_PIQ_COURSE_RESULTS_DPC_EXT					CL_PIQ_COURSE_RESULTS_MPC_EXT					Výsledky studenta kurzu					Výsledky studenta kurzu					ODATA_PMIQ_RESULT					Industry-Specific Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					PIQ_COURSE_STUDY_DETAILS_SRV					0001					Studijní detaily kurzu					V2					No					Yes					PIQ_COURSE_STUDY_DETAILS					PIQ_COURSE_STUDY_DETAILS_SRV					IS-HER-CM					CL_PIQ_COURSE_STUDY_DE_DPC_EXT					CL_PIQ_COURSE_STUDY_DE_MPC_EXT					Studijní detaily kurzu					Studijní detaily kurzu					ODATA_PMIQ_COURSE					Industry-Specific Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					PIQ_DEGREE_AUDIT_SRV					0001					Detaily požadavků na dokončení studia					V2					No					Yes					PIQ_DEGREE_AUDIT					PIQ_DEGREE_AUDIT_SRV					IS-HER-CM					CL_PIQ_DEGREE_AUDIT_DPC_EXT					CL_PIQ_DEGREE_AUDIT_MPC_EXT					Detaily požadavků na dokončení studia					Detaily požadavků na dokončení studia					ODATA_PMIQ_DEGREE_AUDIT					Industry-Specific Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					PIQ_ENTER_GRADES_SRV					0001					Detaily online známkování					V2					No					Yes					PIQ_ENTER_GRADES					PIQ_ENTER_GRADES_SRV					IS-HER-CM					CL_PIQ_ENTER_GRADES_DPC_EXT					CL_PIQ_ENTER_GRADES_MPC_EXT					Detaily online známkování					Detaily online známkování					ODATA_PMIQ_ENTER_GRADES					Industry-Specific Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					PIQ_EVENT_TIMETABLE_SRV					0001					Detaily studentského harmonogramu					V2					No					Yes					PIQ_EVENT_TIMETABLE					PIQ_EVENT_TIMETABLE_SRV					IS-HER-CM					CL_PIQ_EVENT_TIMETABLE_DPC_EXT					CL_PIQ_EVENT_TIMETABLE_MPC_EXT					Detaily studentského harmonogramu					Detaily studentského harmonogramu					ODATA_PMIQ_TIMETABLE					Industry-Specific Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					PIQ_LPD_ADVISOR_SRV					0001					Služba pro launchpad pro studijního poradce					V2					No					Yes					PIQ_LPD_ADVISOR					PIQ_LPD_ADVISOR_SRV					IS-HER-CM					CL_PIQ_LPD_ADVISOR_DPC_EXT					CL_PIQ_LPD_ADVISOR_MPC_EXT					Služba pro launchpad pro studijního poradce					Služba pro launchpad pro studijního poradce					ODATA_PMIQ_LPD_ADVISOR					Industry-Specific Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					PIQ_LPD_DEG_REQ_SRV					0001					Služba launchpadu pro pokrok ve studiu					V2					No					Yes					PIQ_LPD_DEG_REQ					PIQ_LPD_DEG_REQ_SRV					IS-HER-CM					CL_PIQ_LPD_DEG_REQ_DPC_EXT					CL_PIQ_LPD_DEG_REQ_MPC_EXT					Služba launchpadu pro pokrok ve studiu					Služba launchpadu pro pokrok ve studiu					ODATA_PMIQ_LPD_COMMON_ROLE					Industry-Specific Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					PIQ_LPD_FACULTY_SRV					0001					Služba launchpad pro fakultu					V2					No					Yes					PIQ_LPD_FACULTY					PIQ_LPD_FACULTY_SRV					IS-HER-CM					CL_PIQ_LPD_FACULTY_DPC_EXT					CL_PIQ_LPD_FACULTY_MPC_EXT					Služba launchpad pro fakultu					Služba launchpad pro fakultu					ODATA_PMIQ_LPD_FACULTY					Industry-Specific Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					PIQ_LPD_PROFESSOR_SRV					0001					Služba launchpad pro profesora					V2					No					Yes					PIQ_LPD_PROFESSOR					PIQ_LPD_PROFESSOR_SRV					IS-HER-CM					CL_PIQ_LPD_PROFESSOR_DPC_EXT					CL_PIQ_LPD_PROFESSOR_MPC_EXT					Služba launchpad pro profesora					Služba launchpad pro profesora					ODATA_PMIQ_LPD_PROFESSOR					Industry-Specific Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					PIQ_REQUEST_SRV					0001					Projekt pro aplikaci pro žádosti					V2					No					Yes					PIQ_REQUEST					PIQ_REQUEST_SRV					IS-HER-CM					CL_PIQ_REQUEST_DPC_EXT					CL_PIQ_REQUEST_MPC_EXT					Projekt pro aplikaci pro žádosti					Projekt pro aplikaci pro žádosti					PMIQ_REQ_SS					Industry-Specific Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					PIQ_STUDENT_DEGREE_REQ_SRV					0001					Aplikace "Pokrok studenta ve studiu" pro fakultu a poradce					V2					No					Yes					PIQ_STUDENT_DEGREE_REQ					PIQ_STUDENT_DEGREE_REQ_SRV					IS-HER-CM					CL_PIQ_STUDENT_DEGREE__DPC_EXT					CL_PIQ_STUDENT_DEGREE__MPC_EXT					Aplikace "Pokrok studenta ve studiu" pro fakultu a poradce					Aplikace "Pokrok studenta ve studiu" pro fakultu a poradce					ODATA_PMIQ_STUD_DEGREE_REQ					Industry-Specific Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					PIQ_STUDENT_FILE_DETAILS_SRV					0001					Detaily studentského spisu					V2					No					Yes					PIQ_STUDENT_FILE_DETAILS					PIQ_STUDENT_FILE_DETAILS_SRV					IS-HER-CM					CL_PIQ_STUDENT_FILE_DE_DPC_EXT					CL_PIQ_STUDENT_FILE_DE_MPC_EXT					Detaily studentského spisu					Detaily studentského spisu					ODATA_PMIQ_STUDENT_FILE					Industry-Specific Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					PP_MRP_COCKPIT_SRV					0001					Kokpit MRP					V2					No					Yes					PP_MRP_COCKPIT					PP_MRP_COCKPIT_SRV					PP					CL_PP_MRP_COCKPIT_DPC_EXT					CL_PP_MRP_COCKPIT_MPC_EXT					Kokpit MRP					Kokpit MRP					ODATA_PP_MRP					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					PP_PRODOPS_CONFIRM_SRV					0001					Potvrdit operaci výrobní zakázky					V2					No					Yes					PP_PRODOPS_CONFIRM					PP_PRODOPS_CONFIRM_SRV					PP					CL_PP_PRODOPS_CONFIRM_DPC_EXT					CL_PP_PRODOPS_CONFIRM_MPC_EXT					Potvrdit operaci výrobní zakázky					Potvrdit operaci výrobní zakázky					ODATA_PP_PRODOPS_CNF					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					PP_PRODOPS_RELEASE_SRV					0001					Uvolnění operací výrobní zakázky					V2					No					Yes					PP_PRODOPS_RELEASE					PP_PRODOPS_RELEASE_SRV					PP					CL_PP_PRODOPS_RELEASE_DPC_EXT					CL_PP_PRODOPS_RELEASE_MPC_EXT					Uvolnění operací výrobní zakázky					Uvolnění operací výrobní zakázky					ODATA_PP_SFC					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					PP_PRODORDER_RELEASE_SRV					0001					Uvolnění výrobní zakázky					V2					No					Yes					PP_PRODORDER_RELEASE					PP_PRODORDER_RELEASE_SRV					PP					CL_PP_PRODORDER_RELEAS_DPC_EXT					CL_PP_PRODORDER_RELEAS_MPC_EXT					Uvolnění výrobní zakázky					Uvolnění výrobní zakázky					ODATA_PP_SFC					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					PP_PRODORD_CONFIRM					0001					Potvrzení výrobní zakázky					V2					No					Yes					PP_PRODORD_CONFIRM					PP_PRODORD_CONFIRM					PP					CL_PP_PRODORD_CONFIRM_DPC_EXT					CL_PP_PRODORD_CONFIRM_MPC_EXT					Potvrzení výrobní zakázky					Potvrzení výrobní zakázky					ODATA_PP_PRODORD_CNF					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					PS_ACTIVITY_CONFIRM					0001					Potvrzení činnosti					V2					No					Yes					PS_ACTIVITY_CONFIRM					PS_ACTIVITY_CONFIRM					PS					CL_PS_ACTIVITY_CONFIRM_DPC_EXT					CL_PS_ACTIVITY_CONFIRM_MPC_EXT					Potvrzení činnosti					Potvrzení činnosti					ODATA_PS					Project System					Unknown															




					Inbound					PS_MILESTONE_CONFIRM					0001					Zpětné hlášení milníku					V2					No					Yes					PS_MILESTONE_CONFIRM					PS_MILESTONE_CONFIRM					PS					CL_PS_MILESTONE_CONFIR_DPC_EXT					CL_PS_MILESTONE_CONFIR_MPC_EXT					Zpětné hlášení milníku					Zpětné hlášení milníku					ODATA_PS					Project System					Unknown															




					Inbound					PS_NTWKACTVTSTATCHG_SRV					0001					Změna statusu činnosti sítě					V2					No					Yes					PS_NETWORKACTIVITYSTATUSCHANGE					PS_NTWKACTVTSTATCHG_SRV					PS					CL_PS_NTWKACTVTSTATCHG_DPC_EXT					CL_PS_NTWKACTVTSTATCHG_MPC_EXT					Změna statusu činnosti sítě					Změna statusu činnosti sítě					ODATA_PS					Project System					Unknown															




					Inbound					PS_WBSELEMENTSTATUSCHANGE_SRV					0001					Změna statusu prvku SPP					V2					No					Yes					PS_WBSELEMENTSTATUSCHANGE					PS_WBSELEMENTSTATUSCHANGE_SRV					PS					CL_PS_WBSELEMENTSTATUS_DPC_EXT					CL_PS_WBSELEMENTSTATUS_MPC_EXT					Změna statusu prvku SPP					Změna statusu prvku SPP					ODATA_PS					Project System					Unknown															




					Inbound					PUR_REQ_ITEM_SRV					0001					Seznam položek požadavku na objednávku					V2					No					Yes					PUR_REQ_ITEM					PUR_REQ_ITEM_SRV					MM-PUR					CL_PUR_REQ_ITEM_DPC_EXT					CL_PUR_REQ_ITEM_MPC_EXT					Seznam položek požadavku na objednávku					Seznam položek požadavku na objednávku					ODATA_MM_PUR_DOCLIST					Materials Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					PYC_ALERT_MANAGER_SRV					0001					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - management výstrah					V2					No					Yes					PYC_ALERT_MANAGER					PYC_ALERT_MANAGER_SRV					PY-XX-PYP					CL_PYC_ALERT_MANAGER_DPC_EXT					CL_PYC_ALERT_MANAGER_MPC_EXT					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - management výstrah					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - management výstrah					PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_CONT					Payroll					Unknown															




					Inbound					PYC_CFG_SRV					0001					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace					V2					No					Yes					PYC_CFG					PYC_CFG_SRV					PY-XX-PYP					CL_PYC_CFG_DPC_EXT					CL_PYC_CFG_MPC_EXT					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace					PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_TSK_FRW					Payroll					Unknown															




					Inbound					PYC_CFG_ANALYTICS_SRV					0001					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace analýzy					V2					No					Yes					PYC_CFG_ANALYTICS					PYC_CFG_ANALYTICS_SRV					PY-XX-PYP					CL_PYC_CFG_ANALYTICS_DPC_EXT					CL_PYC_CFG_ANALYTICS_MPC_EXT					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace analýzy					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace analýzy					PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_TSK_CONT_AN					Payroll					Unknown															




					Inbound					PYC_CFG_VR_SRV					0001					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace ověřovacího pravid.					V2					No					Yes					PYC_CFG_VR					PYC_CFG_VR_SRV					PY-XX-PYP					CL_PYC_CFG_VR_DPC_EXT					CL_PYC_CFG_VR_MPC_EXT					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace ověřovacího pravid.					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace ověřovacího pravid.					PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_TSK_CONT_VR					Payroll					Unknown															




					Inbound					PYC_CONF_SRV					0001					Konfigurace pro zúčtovací řídicí středisko					V2					No					Yes					PYC_CONF					PYC_CONF_SRV					PY-XX-PYP					CL_PYC_CONF_DPC_EXT					CL_PYC_CONF_MPC_EXT					Konfigurace pro zúčtovací řídicí středisko					Konfigurace pro zúčtovací řídicí středisko					PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_FRW					Payroll					Unknown															




					Inbound					PYC_CONT_SRV					0001					Obsah zúčtovacího řídicího střediska					V2					No					Yes					PYC_CONT					PYC_CONT_SRV					PY-XX-PYP					CL_PYC_CONT_DPC_EXT					CL_PYC_CONT_MPC_EXT					Obsah zúčtovacího řídicího střediska					Obsah zúčtovacího řídicího střediska					PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_CONT					Payroll					Unknown															




					Inbound					PYC_CONT_002_SRV					0001					Verze obchodní logiky 002 zúčtovacího řídicího střediska					V2					No					Yes					PYC_CONT_002					PYC_CONT_002_SRV					PY-XX-PYP					CL_PYC_CONT_002_DPC_EXT					CL_PYC_CONT_002_MPC_EXT					Verze obchodní logiky 002 zúčtovacího řídicího střediska					Verze obchodní logiky 002 zúčtovacího řídicího střediska					PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_CONT					Payroll					Unknown															




					Inbound					PYC_CONT_003_SRV					0001					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko 003					V2					No					Yes					PYC_CONT_003					PYC_CONT_003_SRV					PY-XX-PYP					CL_PYC_CONT_003_DPC_EXT					CL_PYC_CONT_003_MPC_EXT					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko 003					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko 003					PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_CONT					Payroll					Unknown															




					Inbound					PYC_CONT_PEM_002_SRV					0001					Zúčtovací řídici středisko: Správa chyb					V2					No					Yes					PYC_CONT_PEM_002					PYC_CONT_PEM_002_SRV					PY-XX-PYP					CL_PYC_CONT_PEM_002_DPC_EXT					CL_PYC_CONT_PEM_002_MPC_EXT					Zúčtovací řídici středisko: Správa chyb					Zúčtovací řídici středisko: Správa chyb					PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_CONT					Payroll					Unknown															




					Inbound					PYC_DGN_CONFIG_1_SRV					0001					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace návrháře pro anal.					V2					No					Yes					PYC_DGN_CONFIG_1					PYC_DGN_CONFIG_1_SRV					PY-XX-PYP					CL_PYC_DGN_CONFIG_1_DPC_EXT					CL_PYC_DGN_CONFIG_1_MPC_EXT					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace návrháře pro anal.					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - konfigurace návrháře pro anal.					PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_TSK_CONT_AD					Payroll					Unknown															




					Inbound					PYC_FRW_SRV					0001					Framework řídicího centra pro zúčtování					V2					No					Yes					PYC_FRW					PYC_FRW_SRV					PY-XX-PYP					CL_PYC_FRW_DPC_EXT					CL_PYC_FRW_01_MPC_EXT					Framework řídicího centra pro zúčtování					Framework řídicího centra pro zúčtování					PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_FRW					Payroll					Unknown															




					Inbound					PYC_KPI_CONFIG_1_SRV					0001					Konfigurace KPI PCC					V2					No					Yes					PYC_KPI_CONFIG_1					PYC_KPI_CONFIG_1_SRV					PY-XX-PYP					CL_PYC_KPI_CONFIG_1_DPC_EXT					CL_PYC_KPI_CONFIG_1_MPC_EXT					Konfigurace KPI PCC					Konfigurace KPI PCC					PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_TSK_CONT_KPI					Payroll					Unknown															




					Inbound					PYC_OFF_CYCLE_SRV					0001					Správa řídicího zúčtovacího střediska - zúčtování off-cycle					V2					No					Yes					PYC_OFF_CYCLE					PYC_OFF_CYCLE_SRV					PY-XX-PYP					CL_PYC_OFF_CYCLE_DPC_EXT					CL_PYC_OFF_CYCLE_MPC_EXT					Správa řídicího zúčtovacího střediska - zúčtování off-cycle					Správa řídicího zúčtovacího střediska - zúčtování off-cycle					PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_FRW					Payroll					Unknown															




					Inbound					PYC_PROCESS_MANAGER_SRV					0001					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - správce procesů					V2					No					Yes					PYC_PROCESS_MANAGER					PYC_PROCESS_MANAGER_SRV					PY-XX-PYP					CL_PYC_PROCESS_MANAGER_DPC_EXT					CL_PYC_PROCESS_MANAGER_MPC_EXT					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - správce procesů					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - správce procesů					PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_CONT					Payroll					Unknown															




					Inbound					PYC_SFEC_SRV					0001					Obsah řídicího střediska zúčtování platů na EC					V2					No					Yes					PYC_SFEC					PYC_SFEC_SRV					PY-XX-PYP					CL_PYC_SFEC_DPC_EXT					CL_PYC_SFEC_MPC_EXT					Obsah řídicího střediska zúčtování platů na EC					Obsah řídicího střediska zúčtování platů na EC					PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_CONT					Payroll					Unknown															




					Inbound					PYC_TEAM_ALERTS_SRV					0001					Týmové výstrahy pro zúčtovací řídicí středisko					V2					No					Yes					PYC_TEAM_ALERTS					PYC_TEAM_ALERTS_SRV					PY-XX-PYP					CL_PYC_TEAM_ALERTS_DPC_EXT					CL_PYC_TEAM_ALERTS_MPC_EXT					Týmové výstrahy pro zúčtovací řídicí středisko					Týmové výstrahy pro zúčtovací řídicí středisko					PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_CONT					Payroll					Unknown															




					Inbound					PYC_TEAM_MAINT_SRV					0001					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - řízení týmu					V2					No					Yes					PYC_TEAM_MAINT					PYC_TEAM_MAINT_SRV					PY-XX-PYP					CL_PYC_TEAM_MAINT_DPC_EXT					CL_PYC_TEAM_MAINT_MPC_EXT					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - řízení týmu					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - řízení týmu					PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_CONT_TM					Payroll					Unknown															




					Inbound					PYC_TEAM_MANAGER_SRV					0001					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - vedoucí týmu					V2					No					Yes					PYC_TEAM_MANAGER					PYC_TEAM_MANAGER_SRV					PY-XX-PYP					CL_PYC_TEAM_MANAGER_DPC_EXT					CL_PYC_TEAM_MANAGER_MPC_EXT					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - vedoucí týmu					Zúčtovací řídicí středisko - vedoucí týmu					PAOC_PAY_PYD_PCC_CONT_TM					Payroll					Unknown															




					Inbound					PYD_CONT_SRV					0001					Zdroj dat zúčtování: Obsah (mezinárodní)					V2					No					Yes					PYD_CONT					PYD_CONT_SRV					PY-XX-PYP					CL_PYD_CONT_DPC_EXT					CL_PYD_CONT_MPC_EXT					Zdroj dat zúčtování: Obsah (mezinárodní)					Zdroj dat zúčtování: Obsah (mezinárodní)					PCPYD_CONT					Payroll					Unknown															




					Inbound					PYD_FRW_SRV					0001					CL_PYD_FRW_DPC_EXT					V2					No					Yes					PYD_FRW					PYD_FRW_SRV					PY-XX-PYP					CL_PYD_FRW_DPC_EXT					CL_PYD_FRW_MPC_EXT					CL_PYD_FRW_DPC_EXT					CL_PYD_FRW_MPC_EXT					PCPYD_ODATA					Payroll					Unknown															




					Inbound					QM_NOTIF_SRV					0001					OData QM: hlášení jakosti - služba OData					V2					No					Yes					QM_NOTIF					QM_NOTIF_SRV					QM-QN					CL_QM_NOTIF_DPC_EXT					CL_QM_NOTIF_MPC_EXT					OData QM: hlášení jakosti - služba OData					OData QM: hlášení jakosti - služba OData					ODATA_QM_NOTIFICATION					Quality Management					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_QM_NOTIF_MPC_EXT,CL_QM_NOTIF_DPC_EXT do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					QM_TASK_SRV					0001					Projekt OData pro úlohu managementu jakosti					V2					No					Yes					QM_TASK					QM_TASK_SRV					QM-QN					CL_QM_TASK_DPC_EXT					CL_QM_TASK_MPC_EXT					Projekt OData pro úlohu managementu jakosti					Projekt OData pro úlohu managementu jakosti					ODATA_QM_NOTIFICATION					Quality Management					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_QM_TASK_DPC_EXT,CL_QM_TASK_MPC_EXT do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					RCF_CANDIDATE_SRV					0001					Služba pro uživatelské rozhraní kandidáta					V2					No					Yes					RCF_CANDIDATE					RCF_CANDIDATE_SRV					PA-ER					CL_RCF_CANDIDATE_DPC_EXT					CL_RCF_CANDIDATE_MPC_EXT					Služba pro uživatelské rozhraní kandidáta					Služba pro uživatelské rozhraní kandidáta					ODATA_RCF_CANDIDATE					Personnel Management					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_RCF_CANDIDATE_DPC_EXT,CL_RCF_CANDIDATE_MPC_EXT do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					REMOB_BROKER_PROJ_SRV					0001					RE Mobile Broker - projekt					V2					No					Yes					REMOB_BROKER_PROJ					REMOB_BROKER_PROJ_SRV					RE-FX-MOB-SLS					CL_REMOB_BROKER_PROJ_DPC_EXT					CL_REMOB_BROKER_PROJ_MPC_EXT					RE Mobile Broker - projekt					RE Mobile Broker - projekt					RE_MOB_BROKER_ODATA					Real Estate Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					RETAILSTORE_CHECK_MY_PROD_SRV					0001					Služby pro "Provedení inspekce pobočky"					V2					No					Yes					RETAILSTORE_CHECK_MY_PROD					RETAILSTORE_CHECK_MY_PROD_SRV					LO-SRS					CL_RETAILSTORE_CHEC_01_DPC_EXT					CL_RETAILSTORE_CHEC_01_MPC_EXT					Služby pro "Provedení inspekce pobočky"					Služby pro aplikaci SAP-Fiori "Provedení inspekce pobočky"					ODATA_RETAIL_ST_CHECK_MY_PROD					Logistics - General					Unknown															




					Inbound					RETAILSTORE_COUNT_STOCK_SRV					0001					Služba pro aplikaci počítání zásob FIORI					V2					No					Yes					RETAILSTORE_COUNT_STOCK					RETAILSTORE_COUNT_STOCK_SRV					LO-SRS					CL_RETAILSTORE_CNT_STO_DPC_EXT					CL_RETAILSTORE_CNT_STO_MPC_EXT					Služba pro aplikaci počítání zásob FIORI					Služba pro aplikaci počítání zásob FIORI					ODATA_RETAIL_ST_COUNT_STOCK					Logistics - General					Unknown															




					Inbound					RETAILSTORE_CUST_ENG_SRV					0001					Služba OData pro "Retail Store: Zákaznický vztah"					V2					No					Yes					RETAILSTORE_CUST_ENG					RETAILSTORE_CUST_ENG_SRV					LO-SRS					CL_RTST_CUST_ENG_DPC_EXT					CL_RTST_CUST_ENG_MPC_EXT					Služba OData pro "Retail Store: Zákaznický vztah"					Služba OData pro "Retail Store: Zákaznický vztah"					ODATA_RETAIL_ST_CUST_ENG					Logistics - General					Unknown															




					Inbound					RETAILSTORE_ORDER_PRODUCT_SRV					0001					Slážby pro aplikaci zakázky produktu FIORI					V2					No					Yes					RETAILSTORE_ORDER_PRODUCT					RETAILSTORE_ORDER_PRODUCT_SRV					LO-SRS					CL_RTST_ORDER_PRODUCT_DPC_EXT					CL_RTST_ORDER_PRODUCT_MPC_EXT					Slážby pro aplikaci zakázky produktu FIORI					Slážby pro aplikaci zakázky produktu FIORI					ODATA_RETAIL_ST_ORDER_PRODUCT					Logistics - General					Unknown															




					Inbound					RETAILSTORE_PRINT_LABELS_SRV					0001					Služba pro tisk etiket Fiori					V2					No					Yes					RETAILSTORE_PRINT_LABELS					RETAILSTORE_PRINT_LABELS_SRV					LO-SRS					CL_RTST_PRINT_LABELS_DPC_EXT					CL_RTST_PRINT_LABELS_MPC_EXT					Služba pro tisk etiket Fiori					Služba pro tisk etiket Fiori					ODATA_RETAIL_ST_PRINT_LABEL					Logistics - General					Unknown															




					Inbound					RETAILSTORE_PRODUCT_LKP_SRV					0001					Služby pro aplikace vyhledání produktu FIORI					V2					No					Yes					RETAILSTORE_PRODUCT_LKP					RETAILSTORE_PRODUCT_LKP_SRV					LO-SRS					CL_RETAILSTORE_PRODUCT_DPC_EXT					CL_RETAILSTORE_PRODUCT_MPC_EXT					Služby pro aplikace vyhledání produktu FIORI					Služby pro aplikace vyhledání produktu FIORI					ODATA_RETAIL_ST_PRODUCT_LKP					Logistics - General					Unknown															




					Inbound					RETAILSTORE_RECEIVE_PRODUCT_SRV					0001					Služby pro aplikaci Fiori "Příjem produktů"					V2					No					Yes					RETAILSTORE_RECEIVE_PRODUCT					RETAILSTORE_RECEIVE_PRODUCT_SR					LO-SRS					CL_RTST_RCV_PRODUCT_DPC_EXT					CL_RTST_RCV_PRODUCT_MPC_EXT					Služby pro aplikaci Fiori "Příjem produktů"					Služby pro aplikaci Fiori "Příjem produktů"					ODATA_RETAIL_ST_RCV_PRODUCT					Logistics - General					Unknown															




					Inbound					RETAILSTORE_STOCK_CORR_SRV					0001					Služby pro aplikaci Korekce zásob FIORI					V2					No					Yes					RETAILSTORE_STOCK_COR					RETAILSTORE_STOCK_CORR_SRV					LO-SRS					CL_RETAILSTORE_STOC_01_DPC_EXT					CL_RETAILSTORE_STOC_01_MPC_EXT					Služby pro aplikaci Korekce zásob FIORI					Služby pro Aplikaci Korekce zásob FIORI					ODATA_RETAIL_ST_STOCK_COR					Logistics - General					Unknown															




					Inbound					RETAILSTORE_TRF_STOCK_SRV					0001					Služby pro aplikaci Fiori "Přeskladnění zásoby"					V2					No					Yes					RETAILSTORE_TRF_STOCK					RETAILSTORE_TRF_STOCK_SRV					LO-SRS					CL_RETAILSTORE_TRF_STO_DPC_EXT					CL_RETAILSTORE_TRF_STO_MPC_EXT					Služby pro aplikaci Fiori "Přeskladnění zásoby"					Služby pro aplikaci Fiori "Přeskladnění zásoby"					ODATA_RETAIL_ST_TRF_STOCK					Logistics - General					Unknown															




					Inbound					RE_CN_C4RE_ODATA_SRV_01					0001					OData for C4RE Integration					V2					No					Yes					RE_CN_C4RE_ODATA					RE_CN_C4RE_ODATA_SRV_01					RE-FX-CN					CL_RECN_C4RE_ODATA_DPC_EXT					CL_RECN_C4RE_ODATA_MPC_EXT					OData for C4RE Integration					OData for C4RE Integration					ODATA_RE_CN					Real Estate Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					RE_CN_CONTRACT_ODATA_SRV					0001					Services for RE-FX Contract					V2					No					Yes					RE_CN_CONTRACT_ODATA					RE_CN_CONTRACT_ODATA_SRV					RE-FX-CN					CL_RECN_CONTRACT_ODAT_DPC_EXT					CL_RECN_CONTRACT_ODAT_MPC_EXT					Services for RE-FX Contract					Services for RE-FX Contract					ODATA_RE_CN					Real Estate Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					RE_CN_EXTERNAL_ODATA_SRV					0001					OData for External RE-FX Contract Integration					V2					No					Yes					RE_CN_EXTERNAL_ODATA					RE_CN_EXTERNAL_ODATA_SRV					RE-FX-CN					CL_RECN_EXTERNAL_ODATA_DPC_EXT					CL_RECN_EXTERNAL_ODATA_MPC_EXT					OData for External RE-FX Contract Integration					OData for External RE-FX Contract Integration					ODATA_RE_CN					Real Estate Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					RSAO_ODATA_SRV					0001					Tlogo and Bookmark access via Odata					V2					No					Yes					RSAO_TLOGO					RSAO_ODATA_SRV					BW-BEX-ET					CL_RSAO_ODATA_DPC_EXT					CL_RSAO_ODATA_MPC_EXT					Tlogo and Bookmark access via Odata					Tlogo and Bookmark access via Odata					RSAO_CORE					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					RSBPC_ODATA_EXPORT_SRV					0001					BPC OData Export					V2					No					Yes					RSBPC_ODATA_EXPORT					RSBPC_ODATA_EXPORT_SRV					EPM-BPC-NW					CL_RSBPC_ODATA_EXPORT_DPC_EXT					CL_RSBPC_ODATA_EXPORT_MPC_EXT					BPC OData Export					BPC OData Export					RSBPC_ODATA					Enterprise Performance Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					RSL_WSP_ODATA_SRV					0001					Služby OData pro pracovní oblasti BW					V2					No					Yes					RSL_WSP_ODATA					RSL_WSP_ODATA_SRV					BW-BEX-OT					CL_RSL_WSP_ODATA_DPC_EXT					CL_RSL_WSP_ODATA_MPC_EXT					Služby OData pro pracovní oblasti BW					Služby OData pro pracovní oblasti BW					RSL_WSP					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					RSPCM_GW_SERVICE_SRV					0001					Monitor daily process chains					V2					No					Yes					RSPCM_GW_SERVICE					RSPCM_GW_SERVICE_SRV					BW-WHM-DST					CL_RSPCM_GW_SERVICE_DPC_EXT					CL_RSPCM_GW_SERVICE_MPC_EXT					Monitor daily process chains					Monitor daily process chains					RSPC_WEB					SAP Business Warehouse					Unknown															




					Inbound					SBLE_BADI_CTX_REGISTRY_SRV					0001					BAdI Context Registry Access					V2					No					Yes					SBLE_BADI_CTX_REGISTRY					SBLE_BADI_CTX_REGISTRY_SRV					BC-SRV-APS-EXT-BL					CL_BLE_BADI_CTX_REGIS_DPC_EXT					CL_BLE_BADI_CTX_REGIS_MPC_EXT					BAdI Context Registry Access					BAdI Context Registry Access					S_APS_ODATA_EXT_BL					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					SCTS_CLOUD_API_ODATA_SRV					0001					SCTS Cloud: ODATA Service					V2					No					Yes					SCTS_CLOUD_API_ODATA					SCTS_CLOUD_API_ODATA_SRV					BC-CTS-TMS					CL_SCTS_CLOUD_API_ODAT_DPC_EXT					CL_SCTS_CLOUD_API_ODAT_MPC_EXT					SCTS Cloud: ODATA Service					SCTS Cloud: ODATA Service					SCTS_CLOUD_ODATA					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					SD_MYCONTACTS					0001					Fiori - apl. moje kontakty					V2					No					Yes					SD_MYCONTACTS					SD_MYCONTACTS					LO-MD-BP					CL_SD_MYCONTACTS_DPC_EXT					CL_SD_MYCONTACTS_MPC_EXT					Fiori - apl. moje kontakty					Fiori - apl. moje kontakty					ERP_SD_ODATA_CUST					Logistics - General					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_SD_MYCONTACTS_DPC_EXT,CL_SD_MYCONTACTS_MPC_EXT do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					SD_SOFM_CREDIT_BLOCK_SRV					0001					Anulace blokování úvěru v zakázkách odběratele					V2					No					Yes					SD_SOFM_CREDIT_BLOCK					SD_SOFM_CREDIT_BLOCK_SRV					SD-SLS-API					CL_SD_SOFM_CREDIT_BLOC_DPC_EXT					CL_SD_SOFM_CREDIT_BLOC_MPC_EXT					Anulace blokování úvěru v zakázkách odběratele					Anulace blokování úvěru v zakázkách odběratele					ERP_SD_ODATA_SLS					Sales and Distribution					Unknown															




					Inbound					SD_SOFM_DELIVERY_SRV_01					0001					Fiori Wave2 SOFM dodávka					V2					No					Yes					SD_SOFM_DELIVERY					SD_SOFM_DELIVERY_SRV_01					LE-SHP					CL_SD_SOFM_DELIVERY_1_DPC_EXT					CL_SD_SOFM_DELIVERY_1_MPC_EXT					Fiori Wave2 SOFM dodávka					Fiori Wave2 SOFM dodávka					ERP_LE_ODATA_SHP					Logistics Execution					Unknown															




					Inbound					SD_SOFM_INVOICE_SRV					0001					Fiori Wave2 SOFM vydaná faktura nepřenesena do účetnictví					V2					No					Yes					SD_SOFM_INVOICE					SD_SOFM_INVOICE_SRV					SD-SLS-API					CL_SD_SOFM_INVOICE_DPC_EXT					CL_SD_SOFM_INVOICE_MPC_EXT					Fiori Wave2 SOFM vydaná faktura nepřenesena do účetnictví					Fiori Wave2 SOFM vydaná faktura nepřenesena do účetnictví					ERP_SD_ODATA_BIL					Sales and Distribution					Unknown															




					Inbound					SECATT_PING_SERVICE					0001					Ping Service for Test System Status and Details					V2					No					Yes					SECATT_PING_SERVICE					SECATT_PING_SERVICE					BC-TWB-TST-ECA					CL_SECATT_PING_SERVICE_DPC_EXT					CL_SECATT_PING_SERVICE_MPC_EXT					Ping Service for Test System Status and Details					Ping Service for Test System Status and Details					SECATT_ODATA_SRV					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					SEPMRA_GR_POST					0001					EPM Reference App "Goods Receipt Post"					V2					No					Yes					SEPMRA_GR_POST					SEPMRA_GR_POST					BC-SRV-NWD-FRA					CL_SEPMRA_GR_POST_DPC_EXT					CL_SEPMRA_GR_POST_MPC_EXT					EPM Reference App "Goods Receipt Post"					EPM Reference App "Goods Receipt Post"					S_ODATA_EPMRA_GR_POST					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					SEPMRA_OVW					0001					EPM Fiori Ref App "Overview"					V2					No					Yes					SEPMRA_OVW					SEPMRA_OVW					BC-SRV-NWD-FRA					CL_SEPMRA_OVW_DPC_EXT					CL_SEPMRA_OVW_MPC_EXT					EPM Fiori Ref App "Overview"					EPM Fiori Ref App "Overview"					S_ODATA_EPMRA_OVERVIEW					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					SEPMRA_PO_APV					0001					EPM: ODATA service for Application Purchase Order Approval					V2					No					Yes					SEPMRA_PO_APV					SEPMRA_PO_APV					BC-SRV-NWD-FRA					CL_SEPMRA_PO_APV_DPC_EXT					CL_SEPMRA_PO_APV_MPC_EXT					EPM: ODATA service for Application Purchase Order Approval					EPM: ODATA service for Application Purchase Order Approval					S_ODATA_EPMRA_PO_APV					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					SEPMRA_PO_MAN					0001					EPM: ODATA service for Application Purchase Order Manage					V2					No					Yes					SEPMRA_PO_MAN					SEPMRA_PO_MAN					BC-SRV-NWD-FRA					CL_SEPMRA_PO_MAN_DPC_EXT					CL_SEPMRA_PO_MAN_MPC_EXT					EPM: ODATA service for Application Purchase Order Manage					EPM: ODATA service for Application Purchase Order Manage					S_ODATA_EPMRA_PO_MAN					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					SEPMRA_PROD_MAN					0001					EPM Fiori Reference App: "Manage Products"					V2					No					Yes					SEPMRA_PROD_MAN					SEPMRA_PROD_MAN					BC-SRV-NWD-FRA					CL_SEPMRA_PROD_MAN_DPC_EXT					CL_SEPMRA_PROD_MAN_MPC_EXT					EPM Fiori Reference App: "Manage Products"					EPM Fiori Reference App: "Manage Products"					S_ODATA_EPMRA_PROD_MAN					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					SEPMRA_SHOP					0001					EPM Fiori Reference Apps Shop					V2					No					Yes					SEPMRA_SHOP					SEPMRA_SHOP					BC-SRV-NWD-FRA					CL_SEPMRA_SHOP_DPC_EXT					CL_SEPMRA_SHOP_MPC_EXT					EPM Fiori Reference Apps Shop					EPM Fiori Reference Apps Shop					S_ODATA_EPMRA_SHOP					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					SEPMRA_SO_MAN					0001					SEPMRA_SO_MAN					V2					No					Yes					SEPMRA_SO_MAN					SEPMRA_SO_MAN					BC-SRV-NWD-XBR					CL_SEPMRA_SO_MAN_DPC_EXT					CL_SEPMRA_SO_MAN_MPC_EXT					SEPMRA_SO_MAN					SEPMRA_SO_MAN					S_ODATA_EPMRA_SO_MAN					Basis Components					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_SEPMRA_SO_MAN_DPC_EXT,CL_SEPMRA_SO_MAN_MPC_EXT do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					SEPM_HANA_EXT_PAL_ODATA_SRV					0001					SEPM_HANA_EXT_PAL_ODATA					V2					No					Yes					SEPM_HANA_EXT_PAL_ODATA					SEPM_HANA_EXT_PAL_ODATA_SRV					BC-SRV-NWD					CL_SEPM_HANA_EXT_PAL_O_DPC_EXT					CL_SEPM_HANA_EXT_PAL_O_MPC_EXT					SEPM_HANA_EXT_PAL_ODATA					SEPM_HANA_EXT_PAL_ODATA					S_EPM_HANA_EXT_ODATA_PAL					Basis Components					Unknown					Functionality Unavailable					The objects CL_SEPM_HANA_EXT_PAL_O_MPC_EXT,CL_SEPM_HANA_EXT_PAL_O_DPC_EXT do not exist in the target SAP S/4HANA release.					




					Inbound					SEPM_HCM_SCENARIO_SRV					0001					ODATA services for HCM/HCI					V2					No					Yes					SEPM_HCM_SCENARIO					SEPM_HCM_SCENARIO_SRV					BC-SRV-NWD					CL_SEPM_HCM_SCENARIO_DPC_EXT					CL_SEPM_HCM_SCENARIO_MPC_EXT					ODATA services for HCM/HCI					ODATA services for HCM/HCI					S_EPM_CDS_EXP					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					SM_CATALOG_SRV					0001					Služba OData pro vzdál.katalog sociál.médií					V2					No					Yes					SM_CATALOG					SM_CATALOG_SRV					CA-UI2-AR-SM					CL_SM_CATALOG_DPC_EXT					CL_SM_CATALOG_MPC_EXT					Služba OData pro vzdál.katalog sociál.médií					Služba OData pro vzdál.katalog sociál.médií					AR_FND_SM_PRODUCTIVITY_SRVCS					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					SM_INTEGRATION_SRV					0001					[[DEPRECATED]]-Social Media Integration OData Service					V2					No					Yes					SM_INTEGRATION					SM_INTEGRATION_SRV					CA-UI2-AR-SM					CL_SM_INTEGRATION_DPC_EXT					CL_SM_INTEGRATION_MPC_EXT					[[DEPRECATED]]-Social Media Integration OData Service					[[DEPRECATED]]-Social Media Integration OData					AR_FND_SM_SERVICES					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					SM_INTEGRATION_V2_SRV					0001					Social Media Integration OData Service Version 2					V2					No					Yes					SM_INTEGRATION_V2					SM_INTEGRATION_V2_SRV					CA-UI2-AR-SM					CL_SM_INTEGRATION_V2_DPC_EXT					CL_SM_INTEGRATION_V2_MPC_EXT					Social Media Integration OData Service Version 2					Social Media Integration OData Service Version 2					AR_FND_SM_SERVICES					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					SOMI_DEFINE_SUBJECT					0001					SOMI: definovat subjekt					V2					No					Yes					SOMI_DEFINE_SUBJECT					SOMI_DEFINE_SUBJECT					CA-EPT-SMI					CL_SOMI_DEFINE_SUBJ_02_DPC_EXT					CL_SOMI_DEFINE_SUBJ_02_MPC_EXT					SOMI: definovat subjekt					SOMI: definovat subjekt					ODATA_SOMI					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					SOMI_SOCIAL_API_SRV					0001					SOMI : Sociální rozhraní API					V2					No					Yes					SOMI_SOCIAL_API					SOMI_SOCIAL_API_SRV					CA-EPT-SMI					CL_SOMI_SOCIAL_API_DPC_EXT					CL_SOMI_SOCIAL_API_MPC_EXT					SOMI : Sociální rozhraní API					SOMI : Sociální rozhraní API					BS_SOMI_DATA_MODELS					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					SRA001_CONTRACT_APPROVAL_SRV					0001					CL_SRA001_CONTRACT_APP_DPC_EXT					V2					No					Yes					SRA001_CONTRACT_APPROVAL					SRA001_CONTRACT_APPROVAL_SRV					MM-PUR-OA					CL_SRA001_CONTRACT_APP_DPC_EXT					CL_SRA001_CONTRACT_APP_MPC_EXT					CL_SRA001_CONTRACT_APP_DPC_EXT					CL_SRA001_CONTRACT_APP_MPC_EXT					P_SRA001_ODATA					Materials Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					SRA016_PRICE_AVAIL_SRV					0001					CL_SRA016_PRICE_AVAIL_DPC_EXT					V2					No					Yes					SRA016_PRICE_AVAIL					SRA016_PRICE_AVAIL_SRV					LO-MD-RPC					CL_SRA016_PRICE_AVAIL_DPC_EXT					CL_SRA016_PRICE_AVAIL_MPC_EXT					CL_SRA016_PRICE_AVAIL_DPC_EXT					CL_SRA016_PRICE_AVAIL_MPC_EXT					P_SRA016_ODATA					Logistics - General					Unknown															




					Inbound					SRA017_SALESORDER_CREATE_SRV					0001					CL_SRA017_SALESORDER_C_DPC_EXT					V2					No					Yes					SRA017_SALESORDER_CREATE					SRA017_SALESORDER_CREATE_SRV					SD-SLS					CL_SRA017_SALESORDER_C_DPC_EXT					CL_SRA017_SALESORDER_C_MPC_EXT					CL_SRA017_SALESORDER_C_DPC_EXT					CL_SRA017_SALESORDER_C_MPC_EXT					P_SRA017_ODATA					Sales and Distribution					Unknown															




					Inbound					SRA018_SO_TRACKING_SRV					0001					CL_SRA018_SO_TRACKING_DPC_EXT					V2					No					Yes					SRA018_SO_TRACKING					SRA018_SO_TRACKING_SRV					SD-SLS					CL_SRA018_SO_TRACKING_DPC_EXT					CL_SRA018_SO_TRACKING_MPC_EXT					CL_SRA018_SO_TRACKING_DPC_EXT					CL_SRA018_SO_TRACKING_MPC_EXT					P_SRA018_ODATA					Sales and Distribution					Unknown															




					Inbound					SRA019_SHIPMENT_TRACKING_SRV					0001					CL_SRA019_SHIPMENT_TRA_DPC_EXT					V2					No					Yes					SRA019_SHIPMENT_TRACKING					SRA019_SHIPMENT_TRACKING_SRV					LE-TRA					CL_SRA019_SHIPMENT_TRA_DPC_EXT					CL_SRA019_SHIPMENT_TRA_MPC_EXT					CL_SRA019_SHIPMENT_TRA_DPC_EXT					CL_SRA019_SHIPMENT_TRA_MPC_EXT					P_SRA019_ODATA					Logistics Execution					Unknown															




					Inbound					SRA020_PO_TRACKING_SRV					0001					CL_SRA020_PO_TRACKING_DPC_EXT					V2					No					Yes					SRA020_PO_TRACKING					SRA020_PO_TRACKING_SRV					MM-PUR-PO					CL_SRA020_PO_TRACKING_DPC_EXT					CL_SRA020_PO_TRACKING_MPC_EXT					CL_SRA020_PO_TRACKING_DPC_EXT					CL_SRA020_PO_TRACKING_MPC_EXT					P_SRA020_ODATA					Materials Management					Unknown															




					Inbound					SRA021_SRV					0001					CL_SRA021_DPC_EXT					V2					No					Yes					SRA021					SRA021_SRV					LO-MD-BOM					CL_SRA021_DPC_EXT					CL_SRA021_MPC_EXT					CL_SRA021_DPC_EXT					CL_SRA021_MPC_EXT					P_SRA021_ODATA					Logistics - General					Unknown															




					Inbound					STERM_GET_ADD_LANGUAGES_SRV					0001					Určení dalších jazyků					V2					No					Yes					STERM_GET_ADD_LANGUAGES					STERM_GET_ADD_LANGUAGES_SRV					BC-DOC-TER					CL_STERM_GET_ADD_LANGU_DPC_EXT					CL_STERM_GET_ADD_LANGU_MPC_EXT					Určení dalších jazyků					Určení dalších jazyků					STERM					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					STERM_GET_TERM_VARIANTS_SRV					0001					Určení variant k pojmu					V2					No					Yes					STERM_GET_TERM_VARIANTS					STERM_GET_TERM_VARIANTS_SRV					BC-DOC-TER					CL_STERM_GET_TERM_VARI_DPC_EXT					CL_STERM_GET_TERM_VARI_MPC_EXT					Určení variant k pojmu					Určení variant k pojmu					STERM					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					STERM_SEARCH_SRV					0001					Hledání terminologie					V2					No					Yes					STERM_SEARCH					STERM_SEARCH_SRV					BC-DOC-TER					CL_STERM_SEARCH_DPC_EXT					CL_STERM_SEARCH_MPC_EXT					Hledání terminologie					Hledání terminologie					STERM					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					STERM_SUGGEST_SRV					0001					Automatické navrhované hodnoty pro terminologii					V2					No					Yes					STERM_SUGGEST					STERM_SUGGEST_SRV					BC-DOC-TER					CL_STERM_SUGGEST_DPC_EXT					CL_STERM_SUGGEST_MPC_EXT					Automatické navrhované hodnoty pro terminologii					Automatické navrhované hodnoty pro terminologii					STERM					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					STERM_TERMINOLOGY_SEARCH_SRV					0001					Hledání terminologie s překlady					V2					No					Yes					STERM_TERMINOLOGY_SEARCH					STERM_TERMINOLOGY_SEARCH_SRV					BC-DOC-TER					CL_STERM_TERMINOLOGY_S_DPC_EXT					CL_STERM_TERMINOLOGY_S_MPC_EXT					Hledání terminologie s překlady					Hledání terminologie s překlady					STERM					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					SUI_FLP_APP_SUP_SRV					0001					Podpora aplikace launchpad SAP Fiori					V2					No					Yes					SUI_FLP_APP_SUP					SUI_FLP_APP_SUP_SRV					CA-FLP-ABA					CL_SUI_FLP_APP_SUP_DPC_EXT					CL_SUI_FLP_APP_SUP_MPC_EXT					Podpora aplikace launchpad SAP Fiori					Podpora aplikace launchpad SAP Fiori					SUI_FLP_AS_SRV					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					SWF_CPPV_INTEGRATION_SRV					0001					SAP CP Process Visibility Integration Service					V2					No					Yes					SWF_CPPV_INTEGRATION					SWF_CPPV_INTEGRATION_SRV					BC-BMT-WFM					CL_SWF_CPPV_INTGRTN_DPC_EXT					CL_SWF_CPPV_INTGRTN_MPC_EXT					SAP CP Process Visibility Integration Service					SAP CP Process Visibility Integration Service					SWF_CPPV_ODS					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					SWF_CPWF_NOTIFICATION_SRV					0001					CP Workflow Integration - Notification Service					V2					No					Yes					SWF_CPWF_NOTIFICATION					SWF_CPWF_NOTIFICATION_SRV					BC-BMT-WFP					CL_SWF_CPWF_NTFCTN_DPC_EXT					CL_SWF_CPWF_NTFCTN_MPC_EXT					CP Workflow Integration - Notification Service					CP Workflow Integration - Notification Service					SWF_CPWF_ODS					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					SWF_FLEX_DEF_SRV					0001					Flexible Workflow Definition Service					V2					No					Yes					SWF_FLEX_DEF					SWF_FLEX_DEF_SRV					BC-BMT-WFM-DEF					CL_SWF_FLEX_DEF_DPC_EXT					CL_SWF_FLEX_DEF_MPC_EXT					Flexible Workflow Definition Service					Flexible Workflow Definition Service					SWF_FLEX_ODS					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_RO_SRV					0001					EPM: Služba GW 'Developer Scenario' dle SADL (read only)					V2					No					Yes					S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_RO					S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_RO_SRV					BC-SRV-NWD					CL_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SRV_DPC_EXT					CL_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SRV_MPC_EXT					EPM: Služba GW 'Developer Scenario' dle SADL (read only)					EPM: Služba GW 'Developer Scenario' dle SADL (read only)					S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_RO					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_TEMPL_SRV					0001					EPM: Služba GW 'Developer Scenario' dle SADL (jen model)					V2					No					Yes					S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_TEMPL					S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_TEMPL_S					BC-SRV-NWD					CL_S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_S_DPC_EXT					CL_S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_S_MPC_EXT					EPM: Služba GW 'Developer Scenario' dle SADL (jen model)					EPM: Služba GW 'Developer Scenario' dle SADL (jen model)					S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_RO					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_TX_SRV					0001					EPM: SADL-based GW-Service 'Developer Scenario' (read-write)					V2					No					Yes					S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_TX					S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_TX_SRV					BC-SRV-NWD					CL_S_EPM_SADL_GW_DE_01_DPC_EXT					CL_S_EPM_SADL_GW_DE_01_MPC_EXT					EPM: SADL-based GW-Service 'Developer Scenario' (read-write)					EPM: SADL-based GW-Service 'Developer Scenario' (read-write)					S_EPM_SADL_GW_DEV_SCEN_TX					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					S_EPM_SADL_GW_ODA_SRV					0001					EPM: SADL-based GW service with Odata Analytics					V2					No					Yes					S_EPM_SADL_GW_ODA					S_EPM_SADL_GW_ODA_SRV					BC-SRV-NWD					CL_S_EPM_SADL_GW_ODA_DPC_EXT					CL_S_EPM_SADL_GW_ODA_MPC_EXT					EPM: SADL-based GW service with Odata Analytics					EPM: SADL-based GW service with Odata Analytics					S_EPM_BSA_ODA					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					S_EPM_SADL_GW_ODA_NAV_SO_SRV					0001					S_EPM_BSA_ODA					V2					No					Yes					S_EPM_SADL_GW_ODA_NAV_SO					S_EPM_SADL_GW_ODA_NAV_SO_SRV					BC-SRV-NWD					CL_S_EPM_SADL_GW_ODA_N_DPC_EXT					CL_S_EPM_SADL_GW_ODA_N_MPC_EXT					S_EPM_BSA_ODA					S_EPM_BSA_ODA					S_EPM_BSA_ODA					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					TRM_SEARCH_FORM_BUNDLES_SRV					0001					PSCD: Hledání paketu formulářů					V2					No					Yes					TRM_SEARCH_FORM_BUNDLES					TRM_SEARCH_FORM_BUNDLES_SRV					IS-PS-CA					CL_TRM_SEARCH_FORM_BUN_DPC_EXT					CL_TRM_SEARCH_FORM_BUN_MPC_EXT					PSCD: Hledání paketu formulářů					PSCD: Hledání paketu formulářů					ODATA_FMCA_SEARCH_FORM_BUNDLE					Industry-Specific Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					TRV_ATE_SRV					0001					Služba gateway ATE pro "Moje došlá pošta"					V2					No					Yes					TRV_ATE					TRV_ATE_SRV					FI-TV					CL_TRV_ATE_DPC_EXT					CL_TRV_ATE_MPC_EXT					Služba gateway ATE pro "Moje došlá pošta"					Služba gateway ATE pro "Moje došlá pošta"					PAOC_TRV_ATE_ODATA					Financial Accounting					Unknown															




					Inbound					TRV_ATR_SRV					0001					Služba gateway ATR pro "Moje došlá pošta"					V2					No					Yes					TRV_ATR					TRV_ATR_SRV					FI-TV					CL_TRV_ATR_DPC_EXT					CL_TRV_ATR_MPC_EXT					Služba gateway ATR pro "Moje došlá pošta"					Služba gateway ATR pro "Moje došlá pošta"					PAOC_TRV_ATR_ODATA					Financial Accounting					Unknown															




					Inbound					TRV_MTE_SRV					0001					SAP Fiori - Můj výkaz výdajů V2					V2					No					Yes					TRV_MTE					TRV_MTE_SRV					FI-TV					CL_TRV_MTE_DPC_EXT					CL_TRV_MTE_MPC_EXT					SAP Fiori - Můj výkaz výdajů V2					SAP Fiori - Můj výkaz výdajů V2					PAOC_TRV_EXPENSE_V2_ODATA					Financial Accounting					Unknown															




					Inbound					TRV_MTR_SRV					0001					SAP FIORI Moje žádosti o cestu V2					V2					No					Yes					TRV_MTR					TRV_MTR_SRV					FI-TV					CL_TRV_MTR_DPC_EXT					CL_TRV_MTR_MPC_EXT					SAP FIORI Moje žádosti o cestu V2					SAP FIORI Moje žádosti o cestu V2					PAOC_TRV_REQUEST_V2_ODATA					Financial Accounting					Unknown															




					Inbound					UCONHTTP_SRV					0001					Gateway Service for UCON RFC					V2					No					Yes					UCONHTTP					UCONHTTP_SRV					BC-MID-RFC					CL_UCONHTTP_DPC_EXT					CL_UCONHTTP_MPC_EXT					Gateway Service for UCON RFC					Gateway Service for UCON RFC					S_UCON_HTTP_GW_BASIS					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					UCONRFC_SRV					0001					Gateway Service for UCON RFC					V2					No					Yes					UCONRFC					UCONRFC_SRV					BC-MID-RFC					CL_UCONRFC_DPC_EXT					CL_UCONRFC_MPC_EXT					Gateway Service for UCON RFC					Gateway Service for UCON RFC					S_UCON_RFC_GW_BASIS					Basis Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					UPS_BULK_UPLD					0001					Hromadný upload					V2					No					Yes					UPS_BULK_UPLD					UPS_BULK_UPLD					PP-PN					CL_UPS_BULK_UPLD_DPC_EXT					CL_UPS_BULK_UPLD_MPC_EXT					Hromadný upload					Hromadný upload					ODATA_UPS_BULK_UPLD					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					UPS_COMMON					0001					Projekt OData pro běžné služby Upstream					V2					No					Yes					UPS_COMMON					UPS_COMMON					PP-PN					CL_UPS_COMMON_DPC_EXT					CL_UPS_COMMON_MPC_EXT					Projekt OData pro běžné služby Upstream					Projekt OData pro běžné služby Upstream					ODATA_UPS_COMMON					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					UPS_DEF_EVENT					0001					Zobrazit události odkladu					V2					No					Yes					UPS_DEF_EVENT					UPS_DEF_EVENT					PP-PN					CL_UPS_DEF_EVENT_DPC_EXT					CL_UPS_DEF_EVENT_MPC_EXT					Zobrazit události odkladu					Zobrazit události odkladu					ODATA_UPS_DEF_EVENT					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					UPS_DEF_RESULT					0001					Analyzovat výsledky odkladu					V2					No					Yes					UPS_DEF_RESULT					UPS_DEF_RESULT					PP-PN					CL_UPS_DEF_RESULT_DPC_EXT					CL_UPS_DEF_RESULT_MPC_EXT					Analyzovat výsledky odkladu					Analyzovat výsledky odkladu					ODATA_UPS_DEF_RESULT					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					UPS_DEF_WORK_ORDER					0001					Zobrazit všechny interní zakázky a události					V2					No					Yes					UPS_DEF_WORK_ORDER					UPS_DEF_WORK_ORDER					PP-PN					CL_UPS_DEF_WORK_ORDER_DPC_EXT					CL_UPS_DEF_WORK_ORDER_MPC_EXT					Zobrazit všechny interní zakázky a události					Zobrazit všechny interní zakázky a události					ODATA_UPS_DEF_WORK_ORDER					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					UPS_FC_APPR_PUB					0001					Schválení prognózy a publikování projektu					V2					No					Yes					UPS_FC_APPR_PUB					UPS_FC_APPR_PUB										CL_UPS_FC_APPR_PUB_DPC_EXT					CL_UPS_FC_APPR_PUB_MPC_EXT					Schválení prognózy a publikování projektu					Schválení prognózy a publikování projektu					ODATA_UPS_FC_APPROVE_RES										Unknown															




					Inbound					UPS_FC_CALC_FCST					0001					Služba Odata pro výpočet prognózy					V2					No					Yes					UPS_FC_CALC_FCST					UPS_FC_CALC_FCST										CL_UPS_FC_CALC_FCST_DPC_EXT					CL_UPS_FC_CALC_FCST_MPC_EXT					Služba Odata pro výpočet prognózy					Služba Odata pro výpočet prognózy					ODATA_UPS_FC_CALC_FCST										Unknown															




					Inbound					UPS_FC_GATHERDATA					0001					Projekt sběru dat pro prognózu					V2					No					Yes					UPS_FC_GATHERDATA					UPS_FC_GATHERDATA										CL_UPS_FC_GATHERDATA_DPC_EXT					CL_UPS_FC_GATHERDATA_MPC_EXT					Projekt sběru dat pro prognózu					Projekt sběru dat pro prognózu					ODATA_UPS_FC_GATHER_DATA										Unknown															




					Inbound					UPS_FC_MNG_ACCESS					0001					Správa přístupu k Odata					V2					No					Yes					UPS_FC_MNG_ACCESS					UPS_FC_MNG_ACCESS										CL_UPS_FC_MNG_ACCESS_DPC_EXT					CL_UPS_FC_MNG_ACCESS_MPC_EXT					Správa přístupu k Odata					Správa přístupu k Odata					ODATA_UPS_FC_MANAGE_ACCESS										Unknown															




					Inbound					UPS_FC_MNG_PROJECT					0001					Správa Odata projektu					V2					No					Yes					UPS_FC_MNG_PROJECT					UPS_FC_MNG_PROJECT										CL_UPS_FC_MNG_PROJECT_DPC_EXT					CL_UPS_FC_MNG_PROJECT_MPC_EXT					Správa Odata projektu					Správa Odata projektu					ODATA_UPS_FC_MANAGE_PROJECT										Unknown															




					Inbound					UPS_FC_VIEW_RES					0001					Zobrazení výsledků prognózy upstreamu					V2					No					Yes					UPS_FC_VIEW_RES					UPS_FC_VIEW_RES										CL_UPS_FC_VIEW_RES_DPC_EXT					CL_UPS_FC_VIEW_RES_MPC_EXT					Zobrazení výsledků prognózy upstreamu					Zobrazení výsledků prognózy upstreamu					ODATA_UPS_FC_VIEW_RESULTS										Unknown															




					Inbound					UPS_FIELD_DATA_CAPTURE					0001					Paket OData pro zachycení dat pole Upstream					V2					No					Yes					UPS_FIELD_DATA_CAPTURE					UPS_FIELD_DATA_CAPTURE					PP-PN					CL_UPS_FIELD_DATA_CAPT_DPC_EXT					CL_UPS_FIELD_DATA_CAPT_MPC_EXT					Paket OData pro zachycení dat pole Upstream					Paket OData pro zachycení dat pole Upstream					ODATA_UPS_FIELD_DATA_CAPTURE					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					UPS_FIX_ERROR					0001					Projekt OData pro služby opravy chyb Upstream					V2					No					Yes					UPS_FIX_ERROR					UPS_FIX_ERROR					PP-PN					CL_UPS_FIX_ERROR_DPC_EXT					CL_UPS_FIX_ERROR_MPC_EXT					Projekt OData pro služby opravy chyb Upstream					Projekt OData pro služby opravy chyb Upstream					ODATA_UPS_FIX_ERROR					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					UPS_HCA_RESULT					0001					Projekt OData pro alokaci ropných produktů Upstream					V2					No					Yes					UPS_HCA_RESULT					UPS_HCA_RESULT					PP-PN					CL_UPS_HCA_RESULT_DPC_EXT					CL_UPS_HCA_RESULT_MPC_EXT					Projekt OData pro alokaci ropných produktů Upstream					Projekt OData pro alokaci ropných produktů Upstream					ODATA_UPS_HCA_RESULT					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					UPS_HCA_STATUS					0001					Projekt OData pro alokaci ropných produktů Upstream					V2					No					Yes					UPS_HCA_STATUS					UPS_HCA_STATUS					PP-PN					CL_UPS_HCA_STATUS_DPC_EXT					CL_UPS_HCA_STATUS_MPC_EXT					Projekt OData pro alokaci ropných produktů Upstream					Projekt OData pro alokaci ropných produktů Upstream					ODATA_UPS_HCA_STATUS					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					UPS_MNG_HIERARCHY					0001					Správa hierarchie					V2					No					Yes					UPS_MNG_HIERARCHY					UPS_MNG_HIERARCHY					PP-PN					CL_UPS_MNG_HIERARCHY_DPC_EXT					CL_UPS_MNG_HIERARCHY_MPC_EXT					Správa hierarchie					Správa hierarchie					ODATA_UPS_MANAGE_HIERARCHY					Production Planning and Control					Unknown															




					Inbound					VBI_APPL_DEF_SRV					0001					CL_VBI_APPL_DEF_01_DPC_EXT					V2					No					Yes					VBI_APPL_DEF					VBI_APPL_DEF_SRV					CA-UI2-VBZ					CL_VBI_APPL_DEF_01_DPC_EXT					CL_VBI_APPL_DEF_01_MPC_EXT					CL_VBI_APPL_DEF_01_DPC_EXT					CL_VBI_APPL_DEF_01_MPC_EXT					VBI_DATABASE					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					VBI_APPL_DEF2_SRV					0001					Služba pro definici aplikace VBI					V2					No					Yes					VBI_APPL_DEF2					VBI_APPL_DEF2_SRV					CA-UI2-VBZ					CL_VBI_APPL_DEF2_DPC_EXT					CL_VBI_APPL_DEF2_MPC_EXT					Služba pro definici aplikace VBI					Služba pro definici aplikace VBI					VBI_DATABASE					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					VBI_CONTENT_UPLOAD_SRV					0001					Service for VBI GeoJSON Content Upload					V2					No					Yes					VBI_CONTENT_UPLOAD					VBI_CONTENT_UPLOAD_SRV					CA-UI2-VBZ					CL_VBI_CONTENT_UPLOAD_DPC_EXT					CL_VBI_CONTENT_UPLOAD_MPC_EXT					Service for VBI GeoJSON Content Upload					Service for VBI GeoJSON Content Upload					VBI_CONTENT					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					VBI_GEOCODER_SRV					0001					Služba geokódování					V2					No					Yes					VBI_GEOCODER					VBI_GEOCODER_SRV					CA-UI2-VBZ					CL_VBI_GEOCODER_DPC_EXT					CL_VBI_GEOCODER_MPC_EXT					Služba geokódování					Služba geokódování					VBI_GEOMAP_CORE					Cross-Application Components					Unknown															




					Inbound					WSD_TCAPPROVAL_SRV					0001					Schvalování nákupních kontraktů					V2					No					Yes					WSD_TCAPPROVAL					WSD_TCAPPROVAL_SRV					LO-GT-TC					CL_WSD_TCAPPROVAL_DPC_EXT					CL_WSD_TCAPPROVAL_MPC_EXT					Schvalování nákupních kontraktů					Schvalování nákupních kontraktů					WB2_ODATA_TC					Logistics - General					Unknown															




					Inbound					ZBPC_PL_WF_SRV					0001					Proces PL WF					V2					No					Yes					ZBPC_PL_WF					ZBPC_PL_WF_SRV										ZCL_ZBPC_PL_WF_DPC_EXT					ZCL_ZBPC_PL_WF_MPC_EXT					Proces PL WF					Proces PL WF					ZBPC_PL_WF_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_EQU_SRV					0001					CAFM - Údržba zařízení					V2					No					Yes					ZCAFM_EQU					ZCAFM_EQU_SRV										ZCL_CAFM_OD_EQU_DPC_EXT					ZCL_CAFM_OD_EQU_MPC_EXT					CAFM - Údržba zařízení					CAFM - Údržba zařízení					ZCAFM_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_MRS_SRV					0001					CAFM - Plánovací tabule					V2					No					Yes					ZCAFM_MRS					ZCAFM_MRS_SRV										ZCL_CAFM_OD_MRS_DPC_EXT					ZCL_CAFM_OD_MRS_MPC_EXT					CAFM - Plánovací tabule					CAFM - Plánovací tabule					ZCAFM_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_ORD_SRV					0001					CAFM - Přehled požadavků					V2					No					Yes					ZCAFM_ORD					ZCAFM_ORD_SRV										ZCL_CAFM_OD_ORD_DPC_EXT					ZCL_CAFM_OD_ORD_MPC_EXT					CAFM - Přehled požadavků					CAFM - Přehled požadavků					ZCAFM_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_PLA_SRV					0001					CAFM - Plány údržby					V2					No					Yes					ZCAFM_PLA					ZCAFM_PLA_SRV										ZCL_CAFM_OD_PLA_DPC_EXT					ZCL_CAFM_OD_PLA_MPC_EXT					CAFM - Plány údržby					CAFM - Plány údržby					ZCAFM_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZCAFM_REP_SRV					0001					CAFM - Vykazovadlo					V2					No					Yes					ZCAFM_REP					ZCAFM_REP_SRV										ZCL_CAFM_OD_REP_DPC_EXT					ZCL_CAFM_OD_REP_MPC_EXT					CAFM - Vykazovadlo					CAFM - Vykazovadlo					ZCAFM_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZFCI_HEAD_SRV					0001					Finanční uzávěrka investice (referátník)					V2					No					Yes					ZFCI_HEAD					ZFCI_HEAD_SRV										ZCL_ZFCI_HEAD_DPC_EXT					ZCL_ZFCI_HEAD_MPC_EXT					Finanční uzávěrka investice (referátník)					Finanční uzávěrka investice (referátník)					ZFCI_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZFI_DRV_SRV					0001					Drobná vydání					V2					No					Yes					ZFI_DRV					ZFI_DRV_SRV										ZCL_ZFI_DRV_DPC_EXT					ZCL_ZFI_DRV_MPC_EXT					Drobná vydání					Drobná vydání					ZFI_DRV_KCT										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZHR_LPP_SRV					0001					Lékařské prohlídky					V2					No					Yes					ZHR_LPP					ZHR_LPP_SRV										ZCL_HR_LPP_DPC_EXT					ZCL_HR_LPP_MPC_EXT					Lékařské prohlídky					Lékařské prohlídky					ZHR_LPP_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZHR_PR_CHANGE_SRV					0001					Formulář - Změnový lístek					V2					No					Yes					ZHR_PR_CHANGE					ZHR_PR_CHANGE_SRV										ZCL_ZHR_PR_CHANGE_DPC_EXT					ZCL_ZHR_PR_CHANGE_MPC_EXT					Formulář - Změnový lístek					Formulář - Změnový lístek					ZHR_CHANGE_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZHR_PR_PREZLIST_SRV					0001					Prezenční listiny					V2					No					Yes					ZHR_PR_PREZLIST					ZHR_PR_PREZLIST_SRV										ZCL_ZHR_PR_PREZLIST_DPC_EXT					ZCL_ZHR_PR_PREZLIST_MPC_EXT					Prezenční listiny					Prezenční listiny					ZHR_PREZLIST_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZIKM_SRV					0001					Inventární Karty Majektu					V2					No					Yes					ZIKM					ZIKM_SRV										ZCL_IKM_SRV_DPC_EXT					ZCL_IKM_SRV_MPC_EXT					Inventární Karty Majektu					Inventární Karty Majektu					ZIKM_SRV										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZINVENTURA_WF_SRV					0001					WF inventury					V2					No					Yes					ZINVENTURA_WF					ZINVENTURA_WF_SRV										ZCL_ZINVENTURA_WF_DPC_EXT					ZCL_ZINVENTURA_WF_MPC_EXT					WF inventury					WF inventury					ZINVENTURE_WF_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZKBP_BT_SRV					0001					Bezpecnostni testy					V2					No					Yes					ZKBP_BT					ZKBP_BT_SRV										ZCL_ZKBP_BT_DPC_EXT					ZCL_ZKBP_BT_MPC_EXT					Bezpecnostni testy					Bezpecnostni testy					ZKBP										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZKBP_CVI_SRV					0001					BP Cvičení					V2					No					Yes					ZKBP_CVI					ZKBP_CVI_SRV										ZCL_ZKBP_CVI_DPC_EXT					ZCL_ZKBP_CVI_MPC_EXT					BP Cvičení					BP Cvičení					ZKBP_CVICENI										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZKBP_DES_SRV					0001					BP Desetiminutovky					V2					No					Yes					ZKBP_DES					ZKBP_DES_SRV										ZCL_ZKBP_DES_DPC_EXT					ZCL_ZKBP_DES_MPC_EXT					BP Desetiminutovky					BP Desetiminutovky					ZKBP										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZKBP_UPLOAD_SRV					0001					KBP: Nahrávání testů					V2					No					Yes					ZKBP_UPLOAD					ZKBP_UPLOAD_SRV										ZCL_ZKBP_UPLOAD_DPC_EXT					ZCL_ZKBP_UPLOAD_MPC_EXT					KBP: Nahrávání testů					KBP: Nahrávání testů					ZKBP										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZKCT_LETGIS_CONSTRUCT_SRV					0001					Letgis construct service					V2					No					Yes					ZKCT_LETGIS_CONSTRUCT					ZKCT_LETGIS_CONSTRUCT_SRV										ZCL_ZKCT_LETGIS_CONSTR_DPC_EXT					ZCL_ZKCT_LETGIS_CONSTR_MPC_EXT					Letgis construct service					Letgis construct service					ZKCT										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZKCT_PORTAL_SRV					0001					Portal service					V2					No					Yes					ZKCT_PORTAL					ZKCT_PORTAL_SRV										ZCL_ZKCT_PORTAL_DPC_EXT					ZCL_ZKCT_PORTAL_MPC_EXT					Portal service					Portal service					ZKCT										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZREM_RM_SRV					0001					REM - Rizika místností					V2					No					Yes					ZREM_RM					ZREM_RM_SRV										ZCL_REM_RM_DPC_EXT					ZCL_REM_RM_MPC_EXT					REM - Rizika místností					REM - Rizika místností					ZREM_RM_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZWFPF_SRV					0001					WF příkazů k úhradě a fakturaci					V2					No					Yes					ZWFPF					ZWFPF_SRV										ZCL_ZWFPF_DPC_EXT					ZCL_ZWFPF_MPC_EXT					WF příkazů k úhradě a fakturaci					WF příkazů k úhradě a fakturaci					ZWF_PF_UI5										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZWF_ASSET_SRV					0001					WF ASSET prevod majetku					V2					No					Yes					ZWF_ASSET					ZWF_ASSET_SRV										ZCL_ZWF_ASSET_DPC_EXT					ZCL_ZWF_ASSET_MPC_EXT					WF ASSET prevod majetku					WF ASSET prevod majetku					ZWF_ASSET_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZWF_BP_CHANGE_PDF_SRV					0001					Odata pro UI5 aplikaci zmena BP					V2					No					Yes					ZWF_BP_CHANGE_PDF					ZWF_BP_CHANGE_PDF_SRV										ZCL_ZWF_BP_CHANGE_PDF_DPC_EXT					ZCL_ZWF_BP_CHANGE_PDF_MPC_EXT					Odata pro UI5 aplikaci zmena BP					Odata pro UI5 aplikaci zmena BP					ZWF										Unknown															




					Inbound					ZZADANKY_SRV					0001					Nové WF na žádanky o místnosti LETGIS/ESRI					V2					No					Yes					ZZADANKY					ZZADANKY_SRV										ZCL_ZZADANKY_DPC_EXT					ZCL_ZZADANKY_MPC_EXT					Nové WF na žádanky o místnosti LETGIS/ESRI					Nové WF na žádanky o místnosti LETGIS/ESRI					ZZADANKY_GIS_WF_OD										Unknown															




					Inbound					Z_SECURITY_APPROVE_SRV					0001					Kontrola oprávnění vedoucími					V2					No					Yes					Z_SECURITY_APPROVE					Z_SECURITY_APPROVE_SRV										ZCL_Z_SECURITY_APPROVE_DPC_EXT					ZCL_Z_SECURITY_APPROVE_MPC_EXT					Kontrola oprávnění vedoucími					Kontrola oprávnění vedoucími					Z_SECURITY										Unknown															






















FinancialDataMaterialsByFiscalYear.xlsx



SAP Document Export




					Fiscal Year					Total Number of Materials					Consistent Materials					Inconsistent Materials




					2006					6,534					6,534					0




					2007					6,922					6,922					0




					2008					7,388					7,388					0




					2009					5,915					5,915					0




					2010					5,058					5,058					0




					2011					4,794					4,794					0




					2012					3,307					3,307					0




					2013					2,753					2,753					0




					2014					2,943					2,943					0




					2015					3,818					3,818					0




					2016					3,705					3,705					0




					2017					3,241					3,241					0




					2018					1,862					1,862					0




					2019					4,215					4,215					0




					2020					4,209					4,209					0




					2021					4,093					4,093					0




					2022					1,487					1,487					0




					2023					519					519					0






















FinancialDataMaterialsByValuationArea.xlsx



SAP Document Export




					Valuation Area					Total Number of Materials					Consistent Materials					Inconsistent Materials




					BHS1					1,345					1,345					0




					BHS2					125					125					0




					CAH1					65					65					0




					ELZ1					11					11					0




					ELZ2					108					108					0




					ELZ3					4					4					0




					ELZ5					46					46					0




					ENG1					536					536					0




					ENG2					536					536					0




					ENG3					42					42					0




					ESY1					601					601					0




					ESY2					673					673					0




					LP01					11,655					11,655					0




					NEJ1					14					14					0




					NEJ2					34					34					0




					NES3					87					87					0




					PH02					23					23					0




					PLP1					68					68					0




					SDS1					61					61					0




					VOH1					618					618					0




					VOH2					4					4					0
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<příklad>


Stávající proces zadávání avíz pro výpočet obratového nájemného je zadáván ručně do informačního sytému SAP REM útvarem CTO Operativní controlling. TO-BE stav tohoto procesu by měla být plná automatizace příjmu, zadání náležitostí avíz obratových nájmů a splnění požadavků nálezu interního auditu.


Základní business potřebou je zajistit novou nebo upravit jinou stávající aplikační nástrojovou vrstvu tak, aby splňovala z uvedených příčin a požadavků na požadované výstupy:


Procesy ani analýza nemají jiný předpisový rámec než bilaterální smluvní vztah. Smluvní vztah tedy musí obsahovat všechny informace pro obě smluvní strany a je tedy nezbytné je vždy definovat do smluvního vztahu. 


Identifikované potřeby a požadavky budou naplněny v okamžiku, kdy bude existovat nástroj v němž bude docházet k automatickému sběru požadovaných dat dle specifikace a jejich uložení, nebo transpozice do stávajících systémů tak, by byly naplněny podmínky pro vyúčtování obratového nájemného pro potřeby OJ (CTO, KAL) včetně jejich požadovaných parametrů. Zároveň bude umožněno kompetentním pracovníkům tato data zpracovávat a aktualizovat v rámci jejich běžných pracovních povinností.


Naplnění identifikovaných požadavků je splněno, pokud jsou splněny výstupní kritéria všech uvedených funkční a nefunkčních požadavků.
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<příklad>


[image: ]
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<příklad>


Proces je na straně Nájemce zahájen poté, kdy vznikne povinnost ze smluvního vztahu odeslání avíza. Obvykle je tato povinnost ve smluvním vztahu devinována mezi 1 až 5 kalendařním dnem každého následujícího měsíce. Jelikož tento níže popsaný a uvedený proces byl doposud vykonáván ručně pracovníky CTO Operativní controlling, jedná se z tohoto pohledu o nový automatizovaný proces nahrazující ruční zadávání obratových avíz do systému SAP REM pro výpočet obratového nájemného za Nájemce a prodejní jednotku/ky. 


Obratové avízo bude automatizovaně zpracováno na základě 





· Identifikace prodejní jednotky


· Jednoznačný identifikátor prodejní jednotky


· Identifikace nájemce


· Jednoznačný identifikátor nájemce


· Identifikace Smlouvy s nájemcem


· Jednoznačný identifikátor smluvního vztahu


· Obecné položky obratů komodit


· Jednoznačně identifikvané komodity pro výpočet obratového nájmu


· Součet  pokladen za jednotku


· Jednoznačně identifikvané denní součty pokladen jako makročíslo


· Rozdíly


· Jednoznačně identifikvané rozdíly položek výpočtu obratového nájmu


· Zdůvodnění


· Zdůvodnění rozdílu výpočtu obratového nájmu


· Kurzový rozdíl





Proces dle svého popisu generuje kontrolní, informační a urgentní formuláře kterými informuje zainteresované strany o stavu Avíza v rámci průchodu procesem. Výsledkem automaztizovaného příjmu je odeslání a uložení obsahu Avíza do SAP REM k dalšímu zpracování výpočtu obratového nájemného. 
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<příklad>





			Aktér


			Role


			Aktivita


			Popis


			Podpůrná aplikace





			Nájemce 


			Zaměstnanec nájemce


			Zaslání avíza pro výpočet obratového nájmu


			Vytvoření a zaslání Avíza dle definic smluvního vztahu. 


			NA





			LP Letiště Praha a.s.


			Pracovník controllingu


			Prověření a validace 


			Kontrola v případech nemožnosti vyhodnocení obsahu avíza automatizovanou formou systémem. Případné odeslání zprávy o potřebě opravy Avíza


			NA





			


			Pracovník controllingu


			Výpočet a odeslání obratového nájmu


			Připravit odeslání obratového nájemného


			SAP REM





			


			Platforma (aplikace, webová služba…atp.) řešení pokladny


			Prověření


			Přijetí Avíza v předepsaném časovém intervalu nebo odeslání urgence při nedoručení avíza


			NA





			


			Platforma (aplikace, webová služba…atp.) řešení pokladny


			Validace


			Vyhodnocení obsahu avíza dle atributů (parametrů) smluvního vztahu


			NA





			


			Platforma (aplikace, webová služba…atp.) řešení pokladny


			Informování o realizaci příjmu Avíza


			Po převzetí, vyhodnocení Avíza předat informaci o příjmu avíza.


			NA





			


			Platforma (aplikace, webová služba…atp.) řešení pokladny


			Přenos do ERP


			Přadat obsah Avíza do systému SAP REM


			SAP REM














Vazba na řídící dokumentaci LP


Identifikace a popis požadavku na vznik / úpravu řídící dokumentace LP Např. Vznik nového interního předpisu + jeho specifikace 
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<příklad>


			ID rozhraní





			Název rozhraní


			Integrovaný systém





			Technologie





			REM.PI.0001


			Avíza formulář


			Aplikace Avíza


			SOAP
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<příklad>


WSDL 
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Seznam dokumentů


<příklad>


			[bookmark: _Toc131327704]ID dokumentu





			Název dokumentu


			Vznik dokumentu





			Přenos dokumentu





			PDF.REP.0001


			Export nahraných dat pro kontrolu nájemníka


			SAP


			Email na kontaktní adresu





			PDF.REP.0002


			Přehledový report pro nájemníka


			SAP


			Email na kontaktní adresu





			


			


			


			











Specifikace dokumentu


PDF.REP.0002


			Sloupec





			Název


			Popis





			Příklad





			ID


			ID Provozovny 


			Číselník SAP


			N/A





			NÁZEV


			Název provozovny


			Číselník SAP


			Restaurace Terminál 1





			SORT


			Druh Sortimentu


			Číselník SAP


			Potraviny





			TO


			Obrat


			Hodnota


			12232,22














Workflow


<příklad>


Jednotlivé požadavky na implementaci WF popsány v kapitole specifikace rozhraní
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<příklad>


			Role/Aktér


			Společnost


			Organizační útvar


			Funkce


			Oprávnění





			Pacovník KAL


			Letiště Praha a.s.


			Komerční aktivity


			analytik komerčních aktivit


			RW provozní evidence





			Pracovník controllingu


			Letiště Praha a.s.


			Operativní controlling


			Pracovník controllingu


			RW provozní evidence





			Zaměstnanec nájemce


			NA.


			NA


			NA


			RW provozní evidence





			Nájemce


			NA


			NA


			NA


			Read only





			Controlling


			Letiště Praha a.s.


			Operativní controlling


			NA


			Full controll administrátor





			KAL


			Letiště Praha a.s.


			Komerční aktivity


			NA 


			Full controll administrátor





			ICT Informační a komunikační technologie


			Letiště Praha a.s.


			Správa aplikací


			NA


			Full controll administrátor





			Systém ICT LP


			Letiště Praha a.s.


			Správa aplikací


			NA


			Full controll administrátor





			LP Letiště Praha a.s.


			Letiště Praha a.s.


			NA


			NA


			Read only














Fit – Gap analýza


<detailní popis Gap proti SAP S/4HANA best practice (standartní funkce)>
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Specifikace požadovaného plnění dodávky na Analýzu a optimalizaci procesů pro přípravu migrace na SAP S/4HANA 
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Cílem výběrového řízení je najít partnera, který provede a zpracuje analýzu všech požadavků LP na implementaci nového ERP systému S/4HANA a vytvoří detailní dokumentaci pro výběr implementačního partnera. 


Partner ve spolupráci s business uživateli a IT správci popíše tzv. to-be stav (cílový stav) s důrazem na maximální využití SAP Best practice, tj. standardní funkcionality a procesy systému. 


V rámci analýzy očekáváme intenzivní workshopy tak, aby partner mohl provést revizi stávajících procesů (tzv. as-is stav) a na základě toho navrhnul optimalizaci procesů s co nejvíce možným přiblížením se SAP Best Practice (Standardu systému). 


Partner bude při workshopech využívat „Demo prostředí“, kde uživatelům bude demonstrovat nové možnosti, funkce a nástroje nového systému SAP S/4HANA a identifikuje možnosti a oblasti vhodné ke zlepšení aktuální implementace. Zmapuje data v systému a navrhne způsob a řešení migrace dat do nového systému, archivaci dat a přístup k nim pro případné kontroly. Výstupem analýzy budou dokumenty, které budou dále použity pro potřeby výběru partnera a vlastní implementaci SAP S/4HANA.
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			Zkratka


			Vysvětlivky/popis





			ADVAM 


			Webová aplikace aeroparking.cz pro online rezervaci parkovacích míst 





			AGH (dříve AVES)


			SW pro podporu CSAH - Data o letech handlingu





			Amadeus


			Aplikace pro rezervaci a prodej letenek





			AMOS


			Podpůrný SW na údržbu letadel





			APH


			Automobilové pohonné hmoty - SW CENTROS pro správu čerpacích stanic 





			Aplikační správce


			člen interního SAP týmu, který má na starosti jednu nebo více částí implementace/modulu zpravidla interní SAP konzultant, ale také administrátor nebo vývojář





			BAC


			B. aircraft, a.s. 





			BW


			SAP Business Warehouse – datový sklad 90 procent data ze SAP, 10 procent data z jiných aplikací





			CAFM


			Computer aided Facility management – modul SAP pro podporu správy budov





			CAODB


			Central Airport Operational Database - Centrální databáze letiště, kde jsou spravována a aktualizována všechna data o letech, uzel pro výměnu dat mezi systémy





			CARIS


			SW na údržbu vozidel (autoservis)





			Celní aplikace JSD


			Jednotné správní deklarace





			Citidirect


			Bankovní software





			Codexis


			Právní SW, kontrola insolvence





			CSAH


			Czech Airlines Handling, a.s.





			CSAT


			Czech Airlines Technics, a.s.





			Daňovka


			Portál pro zaměstnance, podklady pro výpočet a vyúčtování daní zaměstnanců





			Dantem


			SW pro inventarizaci majetku





			Demo prostředí


			Prostředí SAP S/4HANA vzniklé zejména pro ukázky SAP Best Practise během projektu





			Docházka (ID Ware)


			Docházkový systém pro sběr a výpočet podkladů pro výpočet mezd





			Eduard


			e-learning systém na portálu Fiori 





			ENERGIS


			Systém pro řízení energií, rozúčtování nákladů na teplo





			Evidence loginů


			SW pro správu uživatelských oprávnění





			Garant


			Klíčový uživatel/zákazník, který nese zodpovědnost za business zadání dané části systému/modulu





			Governance pro Z-vývoj


			Soubor procesů a pravidel zaměřený na vývoj zákaznických úprav 





			Hoteltime


			Systém pro rezervaci a fakturaci hotelových služeb a pronájem salónků





			Karta bezpečnostního pracovníka


			Evidence testování zaměstnanců





			Kofax


			Systém pro skenování a vytěžování faktur a HR spisů





			LAS110


			Produkční prostředí SAP Letiště Praha





			LEP100


			Letiště Praha, s.p. 2007-2008





			LETGIS


			GIS – Geografický informační systém pro celé letiště s detaily uvnitř budov





			LP, LP01


			Letiště Praha, a.s.





			LPSP


			Letiště Praha, s.p.





			LSO


			Learning solutions – zde je pouze evidence nutných kvalifikací pro roli





			MF ČR


			Aplikace pro ověření nespolehlivých plátců DPH a jejich bankovních spojení





			Multicash


			Bankovní software





			Multimax


			Systém pro vydávání přístupových karet, Ověření spolehlivosti, Vydané karty včetně třetích stran





			ODS3


			Oracle Operative data store pro SAP PI 





			OJ


			Organizační jednotka 





			OVEL


			Obchodní věstník, ověření BP podle rejstříků





			Parkování (Designa)


			Parkovací systém (automaty, závory, tržby a cash do SAP)





			POBJ


			Požadavek na objednávku





			PPD


			Připomínkování projektové dokumentace





			PPZ


			Příkaz k provedení změny (synonymum ZFS)





			Roastering LP (BEK)


			Systém na plánování směn 





			SAP BLUESKY


			Systém pro obsluhu letiště, obsahuje výpočet poplatků, fakturaci atd.





			SAP ERP 


			ERP systém, který se používá všemi společnosti skupiny Letiště Praha. V systému se užívá řada modulu: FI, pokladny, BP, SD, CLM, HR a Mzdy, AM, PM, PS, MM, REM.





			SAP REM


			SAP Real Estate Management 





			Stravování (Kredit)


			Systém pro vedení restaurací (kompletně včetně skladů a napojení na platební terminály)





			SWAT (Cluemaker)


			SW pro hodnocení dodavatelů k ověření





			TAS


			Systém na seznamování se směrnicemi





			WRS 


			Webová rezervační služba, podklad pro vydané faktury





			ZFS


			Změnový formulář staveb (synonymum PPZ)





			Z-vývoj


			Obecně jakýkoli zákaznický vývoj (aplikace, programy, ABAP, Fiori atd.)
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Dodávka analytické fáze se skládá z těchto integrálních částí a výstupem každé části je detailní dokumentace a akceptace. Minimální požadavky na dokumentaci viz níž:


1. Úvodní seznámení aplikačních správců – minimum 4 hodiny na modul + 8 hodin jednorázové úvodní školení k systému jako celku (technický pohled).


2. Úvodní seznámení garantů a ostatních členů projektového týmu zaměřené na nové funkce SAP S/4HANA v minimální délce 2 hodin za každý používaný modul. Cílem je zlepšit znalosti uživatelů v oblasti SAP S/4HANA, seznámit uživatele s rozdíly oproti současnému užívanému ERP, možnostmi nového systému a SAP best practice. Školení bude probíhat formou živých ukázek na „demo systému“, který zajistí LP.


3. Zpracování analýzy procesů s business uživateli. Sběr business požadavků formou workshopů s garanty, aplikačními správci a členy projektového týmu za využití „demo systému“. Detailní dokumentace všech požadavků, procesů atd. Zpracování fit-gap analýzy na SAP best practice, včetně návrhu změn procesů, požadavků a ostatních předpokladů. 


4. Analýza Z-vývoje, připravenosti jednotlivých programů pro případnou migraci a návrh řešení pro nekompatibilní Z-vývoj.


5. Analýza všech dalších funkčních i nefunkčních požadavků sebraných během workshopů s uživateli a aplikačními správci


6. Detailní dokumentace popisující všechny gapy proti SAP best practice


7. Analýza dat v systému – dokumentace všech dat uložených v systému, včetně způsobu a času jejich vzniku, propojení na business procesy a integrace, množství, způsob ukládání apod.


8. Návrh scope a způsobu migrace kmenových a pohybových dat do nového systému, vytvořený na základě sebraných požadavků a preferencí Zadavatele. Včetně návrhu řešení archivace nemigrovaných dat, přístupu k historickým datům a zabezpečení dat z původního systému, např. pro potřeby kontroly/auditu, a to včetně systému LP/100


9. Dokumentace změn integrací (Interface) na ostatní systémy


10. Návrh cílové architektury – high level detail (servery – HW, moduly, integrace).


11. Návrh nastavení uživatelských oprávnění jednotlivých rolí popsaných v daném procesu (uvést v dokumentu "specifikace procesu"). Na úrovni kroku procesu odlišit čtení, zápis (např. změna kmenových dat, pořízení účetního záznamu). Popis procesu přidělování a odebírání uživatelských rolí a proces jejich pravidelné revize. Návrh procesu kontroly aktivit privilegovaných uživatelských účtů (GRC, FireFighter). Popis evidence a kontroly přidělení neslučitelných oprávnění (SoD - na úrovni business role a kroku procesu).


12. Návrh licencování uživatelů	Comment by KUČEROVÁ Veronika: Návrh nastavení uživatelských oprávnění jednotlivých rolí popsaných v daném procesu v dokumentu  "specifikaci procesu". Na úrovni kroku procesu, odlišit čtení, zápis (např. změna kmenových dat, pořízení účetního záznamu). Popis procesu přidělován a odebírání uživatelských odebírání a jejich pravidelnou revizi.  Procesy kontroly aktivit privilegovaných uživatelských účtů (GRC FireFighter). Popis evidence a kontrolu přidělení neslučitelných oprávnění (SoD - na úrovni business role a kroku procesu).





[bookmark: _Toc131586124]Seznam očekávaných výstupních dokumentů


U některých výstupních dokumentů požaduje LP specifickou strukturu a minimální rozsah. Strany se mohou dohodnout na jiné struktuře výstupních dokumentů za předpokladu, že bude splněn minimální požadovaný rozsah dodaných informací z uvedeného vzoru. Vzory výstupních dokumentů jsou k dispozici v příloze Technické specifikace. 


1. Seznam všech business procesů pro implementaci do SAP S/4HANA – excel vzor1


2. Detailní popis business procesů obsahující Fit gap analýzu proti SAP Best Practice – Specifikace procesu VZOR.docx


3. Seznam Gapů včetně kategorizace dle hrubého odhadu pracnosti – excel vzor1


4. Seznam všech dalších funkčních, nefunkčních požadavků a problémů - excel vzor1


5. Detailní popis všech dalších funkčních, nefunkčních požadavků a problémů


6. Strategie pro migraci dat do nového systému, archivaci a přístup k archiv.  Datům


7. Strategie pro migraci potřebného Z-vývoje. Governance pro Z-vývoj se zaměřením na dlouhodobou udržitelnost Z-vývoje.


8. Seznam všech integrací – excel vzor1


9. Specifikace rozhraní – wsdl nebo jiná standartní specifikace


10. Návrh cílové architektury 


11. Koncept oprávnění


12. Návrh rozdělení licencí na uživatele
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			Aktivita


			Termín





			Podpis smlouvy (datum účinnosti smlouvy, dále jen „T“)


			T





			Detailní harmonogram a plán aktivit, rozvržené workshopy, KickOff, nastavení projektového řízení a komunikační matice


			T + 14 dnů





			První draft analýzy - první výstup analýzy, seznam a přehled procesů, přehled velikosti projektu/analýzy atd.


			T + 2 měsíce





			Doba trvání analýzy


			T + 6 měsíců





			Quality assurance (nezávislý partner)


			T + 6.-7. měsíc





			Zapracování výstupů z Quality assurance do dokumentace


			T + 8. měsíc





			Finální akceptace


			konec T + 8. měsíce














Zadavatel dodá pro potřeby plánování harmonogramu dodavateli dostupnost garantů a aplikačních správců pro potřeby vytvoření harmonogramu analýzy.


K nastavení formy Projektového řízení dojde na základě domluvy mezi Zadavatelem a Dodavatelem v termínu "T + 14 dnů“ a bude obsahovat minimálně tyto požadavky :


· SAP konzultant Senior dodavatele aktivně vede workshopy a celý stream/modul.


· Dodavatel bude psát ze všech schůzek/workshopů Meeting Minutes, které se budou posílat ke schválení zúčastněným lidem.


· Projektový manažer dodavatele bude pravidelně reportovat Projektovému manažerovi LP a bude se účastnit Core schůzek projektového týmu, které budou na týdenní bázi.


· Projektový manažer dodavatele bude řídit Realizační tým dodavatele.


· Projektové prostředí pro ukládání dokumentů a formu digitální komunikace zajistí LP – MS Teams.









[bookmark: _Toc131586126]Základní informace o implementaci SAP na LP. 


Zadavatel využívá systém SAP na podporu velkého množství firemních procesů. Zadavatel využívá jak běžné moduly (např. FI, CO, AM, HR), tak partnersky nebo zákaznicky vyvinuté moduly viz. seznam níže.


Pro vývoj a prvotní testování se využívá vývojové prostředí LEV, pro funkční a akceptační testování (s výjimkou HR) testovací prostředí LET a produkční prostředí LAS.





[bookmark: _Toc131586127] High – level architektura 


[image: ]


[bookmark: _Toc131586128]Seznam integrací


Seznam integrací systému SAP na jiné systémy je uveden v Příloze č.1 LP Seznam aplikací a integrací.xlsx






[bookmark: _Toc131250157][bookmark: _Toc131250261][bookmark: _Toc131250320][bookmark: _Toc131250385][bookmark: _Toc131250447][bookmark: _Toc131356502][bookmark: _Toc131586129]Používané moduly A – standardní: 





[bookmark: _Toc131586130]FI – Financial Accounting  


Účtování dle zákonných požadavků CAS a IFRS, 4 ledgery.


a. GL (general ledger) – účtování do hlavní knihy včetně podrozvahové evidence, s řadou automatizovaných dávkových vstupů a workflow pro některé typy operací.


b. AP (accounts payable) – účtování o závazcích vč. znaků zvláštní hlavní knihy (ZHK), workflow příkazů k úhradě, workflow došlých faktur.


c. AR (accounts receivable) – účtování o pohledávkách vč. znaků ZHK, workflow příkazů k fakturaci.


d. BA (bank accounting) – bankovní výpisy a platební styk.


e. CJ (cash journal) – pokladny, dávkové vstupy, úpravy pro použití ceníků, úpravy pro tisk dokladů apod.


Seznam účetních okruhů:


[image: ]








[bookmark: _Toc131586131]CO – Controlling 


Shromažďování dat pro reporting na standardních controlingových objektech (NS, PC, SPP prvky, zakázky) i na zákaznických objektech (akce, činnost, typ).


[bookmark: _Toc131586132]BP – Business Partner


kmenová data dodavatelů a odběratelů


[bookmark: _Toc131586133]SD – Sales & Distribution 


standardní modul pro vytváření podkladů k fakturaci a daňových dokladů. Kromě interface pro plnění APH se část distribuce nevyužívá


[bookmark: _Toc131250163][bookmark: _Toc131250267][bookmark: _Toc131250326][bookmark: _Toc131250391][bookmark: _Toc131250453][bookmark: _Toc131356508][bookmark: _Toc131586134]HCM – Human Capital Management


Personalistika, mzdy a vzdělávání – LP využívá nástroje SAP pro evidenci zaměstnanců a výpočet mezd, kromě toho je na LP implementovaný custom SW pro školení zaměstnanců (EDUard – výrobce Mibcon) a dále do procesu vstupují data z docházkového systému, změnového listu atd.


[bookmark: _Toc131586135]AM – Asset Management


účtování o nedokončených investicích a majetku dle zákonných požadavků CAS a IFRS, 5 odpisových oblastí. Workflow klíčových podkladů pro aktivaci a změnu karet majetku.


[bookmark: _Toc131586136]REM – Real Estate Management 


modul pro výpočet obratového nájemného + PAX, obsahuje kmenová data a číselníky o obchodních jednotkách a partnerech (podlahové plochy, provozovny, kontaktní osoby)


[bookmark: _Toc131586137]MM – Materials Management


Nákupní proces. Skladové hospodářství (používají se pouze neřízené sklady)


[bookmark: _Toc131586138]BPC – Business Planning and Consolidation


Nově implementované řešení pro plánování a reporting. Využití pro roční plánování výnosů, investic a nákladů. Měsíční forecast a reporting plán vs. skutečnost


[bookmark: _Toc131586139]PI – Process Integration


LP využívá pro integraci s externími systémy integrační platformu SAP PI, seznam rozhraní, integrací a připojených systémů viz seznam integrací


[bookmark: _Toc131586140]Workflow


LP využívá standartní workflow SAP, dále zákaznické řešení Process flow v zákaznických modulech a pro vyjmenovaná workflow níž nástroj Uniprocess


[bookmark: _Toc131586141]SAP DMS 


LP využívá standartní funkce SAP DMS se zákaznickou úpravou vazby druh dokumentu na konkrétní repository 


[bookmark: _Toc131586142]SAP Enterprise portál


Vzhledem k ukončení podpory SAP Enterprise portálu v roce 2027 probíhá na LP postupná migrace aplikací na technologii Fiori, analýza by měla navázat na aktuální stav a navrhnout strategii pro zbývající aplikace k migraci/reimplementaci do Fiori nebo jiné technologie


[bookmark: _Toc131586143]PS – Project System


Před implementací MIB:Project byla využívána implementace SAP PS, která obsahuje historická data. A je nadále využívána i CSAH a CSAT (definice projektů, založení SPP …)


[bookmark: _Toc131586144]Fiori 


LP Aktuálně využívá Fiori portál jako frontend pro některé zejména nově vyvinuté aplikace jako je CLM, CAFM, KBP, EDUard, apod. Aktuální předpoklad je využití portálu Fiori rozšiřovat o nové standartní i zákaznické a partnerské aplikace. Instance je aktuálně provozována separátně zejména z výkonnostních důvodů, při přípravě návrhu cílové architektury by bylo dobré se na Fiori zaměřit a s ohledem na budoucí rozvoj a využití navrhnout robustní a škálovatelné řešení zaměstnaneckého portálu.






[bookmark: _Toc131586145]BW – SAP Business Warehouse 





Základní popis a funkce modulu


Datové sklady v SAP BW umožňují integraci, transformaci, konsolidaci, čištění a ukládání dat. Zahrnují také získávání dat pro analýzu a interpretaci. Analytický engine poskytuje funkce a služby OLAP a také služby pro integrované plánování BW a návrh analytických procesů. Na Letišti Praha se v SAP BW procesují data nejen z centrálního ERP systému, ale i s několika externích systémů (např. stravovací systém, rentgenový systém LP). Kromě vybraných částí standardního BI Contentu je vytvořeno i několik zákaznických oblastí:


a. Oblast Řízení projektů


b. Oblast pro generování analytických oprávnění


c. Oblast CLM (Contract Lifecycle Managemnt) – centrální nákup, výběrová řízení, smlouvy


d. Oblast bezpečnostních testů





Koncept uživatelských práv (rolí a analytických oprávnění) je navržen tak, aby bylo možné oddělovat funkční oblasti od samotných dat. Přístup k datům je řízen kromě standardních objektů i přes určené a udržované charakteristiky (například „objekt odpovědnosti“, který je založen na hierarchiích nákladových středisek a profit center). Tento objekt je pak součástí odpovědnostního reportingu pro vedoucí pracovníky, kterým jsou přidělovány příslušné hodnoty této charakteristiky a adekvátně je v rámci reportingu vymezuje.





Verze systému:





SAP NETWEAVER    7.5      25 (09/2022)


BI_CONT       757     0031   Business Intelligence Content


Současná velikost DB (Oracle) je 0,5TB





Očekávaný výstup analytické fáze





Letiště Praha má zájem o migraci databáze SAP BW na SAP HANA ze současně využívané databáze Oracle DB, v rámci analýzy a přípravy migrační strategie je potřeba provést:


1. Kompletní analýzu současného stavu a návrh možných změn implementace s využitím nových SAP technologií


2. Analýzu využívání stávajících reportů a návrh optimalizace a redukce počtu reportů (odhadujeme využití pouze cca 40 % z celkového počtu 1100 reportů/query dostupných na systému ve spustitelném stavu)


3. Analýza, revize a návrh konceptu oprávnění tak, aby byl bezpečný, auditovatelný a jednoduše a dlouhodobě udržovatelný pro všechny používané oblasti






[bookmark: _Toc131250175][bookmark: _Toc131250279][bookmark: _Toc131250338][bookmark: _Toc131250403][bookmark: _Toc131250465][bookmark: _Toc131356520][bookmark: _Toc131586146]Používané moduly B – Partnerské a zákaznicky vyvinuté


Zadavatel poskytne Dodavateli po uzavření smlouvy detailnější popisy řešení (existují-li), nicméně očekává, že Dodavatel provede analýzu stávajícího stavu se zástupci Zadavatele minimálně v rozsahu potřebném pro Očekávaný výstup analytické fáze uvedený u každého partnerského nebo zákaznicky vyvinutého modulu.


[bookmark: _Toc131586147]PM – Plant Maintenance (CAFM)





Základní popis modulu





Modul SAP PM ve společnosti Letiště Praha – interně nazývaný CAFM, začleněný do současného portfolia aplikací v SAP této společnosti.


Systém se skládá ze dvou hlavních částí – portálové aplikace SAP Fiori (pro využití na stolních PC – technici, mistři, manažeři OJ, vedoucí směn, dispečery, odborní technici) a mobilní aplikace (pro práci v terénu – pracovníci údržby).


 


Funkce a vlastnosti systému


a. Sledování všech nákladů po technologických celcích a lokacích (náklady na lidské zdroje, interní výkony, materiál, externí služby, náhradní díly, lokace – budovy apod.)


b. Maximální automatizaci za využití workflow.


c. Kontrola práce, správa, materiálu, komponent jednotlivých technologií.


d. plánování zdrojů (lidi, zařízení – vybavení).


e. Tvorba a správa databáze zařízení (vybavení)


f. Mobilní aplikace pro uživatele, kteří plní a vykazují své úkoly s evidencí místa/zařízení a začátek zahájení práce, ukončení práce opět, načítáním čárového kódu.


g. Evidence úkolů/požadavků/incidentů/havárií (Service-desk – ticketovací nástroj pro správu životního cyklu PM zakázek) – vč. posouzení technického stavu (workflow) vč. vazby na materiál, lidi, zdroje – řešení plánované a neplánované údržby.


h. Evidence časových údajů náročnosti plnění jednotlivých úkolů/požadavků/incidentů – čas na dopravu, čas na vlastní realizaci.


i. Vytváření a správa plánů periodické údržby – automatické generování zakázek


j. Možnost umístit k jednotlivým zařízením (uspořádaných do hierarchie) přílohy s přístupem z jakéhokoliv servisního požadavku evidovaného na toto zařízení (vybavení).


k. Notifikace pro uživatele o průběhu řešení úkolu/požadavku/incidentu nebo o konkrétní události.


l. Provozní knihy pro jednotlivé řešitelské skupiny.


m. Tiskové formuláře (revizní zprávy, zpráva o kontrole)


n. Operativní reporting.


o. Plánovací tabule pro dispečinky – řízení kapacity jednotlivých řešitelských skupin (pracovišť) a techniků, s možností evidovat a vyhodnocovat jednotlivé kvalifikace lidí, jejich dostupnost.





Očekávaný výstup analytické fáze


Kompletní analýza procesů a funkcí systému, redesign procesů s ohledem na nové standartní funkce SAP


[bookmark: _Toc131250178][bookmark: _Toc131250282][bookmark: _Toc131250341][bookmark: _Toc131250406][bookmark: _Toc131250468][bookmark: _Toc131356523][bookmark: _Toc131586148]BlueSky (IBM)


Základní popis a funkce modulu


Systém pro obsluhu letiště, umožňuje využívat kmenové záznamy uloženy v SAPu (zákazníci, KZM a KZS, jednotkové ceny, podmínky pro nastavení cen) a vlastní nastavení v podobě konfigurace tzv. Automatic Dynamic Determinations za účelem přípravy podkladů pro fakturaci za řadu poplatků účtovaných leteckým společnostem (pax fees, emission fess, noise fee, landing fees, bridge fee, bus fee, handling service fee, infrastructure fee, parking fee, hangar parking fee, take-off fee). K samotné fakturaci se následně využívá modul SD a návazně FI a CO.BC – Basis Components. 





Očekávaný výstup analytické fáze


Řešení kompatibilní se SAP S/4HANA, Zadavatel požaduje řešení zachovat, pouze integrovat na nový systém. Popis/analýza integrací a přenášených dat.





[bookmark: _Toc131586149]CLM – Contract Lifecycle Management 


Základní popis modulu


Zákaznicky vyvinutý modul (výrobce Mibcon) pro podporu životního cyklu smluv na platformě Fiori. Obsahuje řešení pro workflow a následný reporting. 





Podporované procesy a funkce


p. Evidence výjimek – Založení výjimky, WF pro schvalování výjimek, připomínkové řízení a reporting výjimek a jejich využívání


q. Investiční záměry (IZ) – Evidence stavu IZ, Založení IZ, WF pro schvalování IZ, evidence úkolů jednotlivých rolí v procesu (žadatel, ekonom, PM, PMO…), reporting


r. Požadavky na centrální nákup (PCNL) – založení PCNL, WF pro schvalování, evidence stavu všech PCNL, reporting, WF a evidence rizik z pohledu informační bezpečnosti (IBE)


s. Životní cyklus smluv – evidence smluv, založení nové smlouvy, WF pro schvalování vč. připomínkového řízení 


t. Vyřazování majetku – žádost o vyřazení majetku, evidence vyřazeného majetku, WF pro schvalování vč. připomínkového řízení, reporting


u. Výběrová řízení – evidence výběrových řízení včetně úkolů a WF pro schvalování, reporting 


v. Změnový formulář staveb (Příkaz k provedení změny) – tvorba a schvalování změnového formuláře staveb (ZFS, neboli také PPZ), evidence PPZ. Změnový formulář staveb se zakládá ze smlouvy


w. PPD – připomínkování projektové dokumentace


Očekávaný výstup analytické fáze


Kompletní analýza procesů a funkcí systému, návrh cílového stavu včetně možného redesignu procesů s ohledem na nové standartní funkce SAP S/4HANA.






[bookmark: _Toc131586150]Uniprocess


Základní popis modulu


Partnerské řešení pro správu, vývoj a údržbu procesů Workflow (výrobce Con4pas)


Podporované procesy a funkce


a. Fakturace


b. Nákupní proces – operativní (požadavek na objednávku, požadavek na poptávku)


c. Jmenování členů inventarizační komise


d. Elektronické schvalování inventur


e. Schvalování OPEX a HR plán


f. Žádanky na změnu místností (LetGis)





Očekávaný výstup analytické fáze


Řešení kompatibilní se SAP S/4HANA, LP má zájem zachovat a využít v novém systému, v rámci analýzy ke zvážení další využití místo SAP workflow (sjednocení procesů do jednoho nástroje)
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Zákaznicky vyvinutá nadstavba SAP PS pro řízení investičních projektů. Slouží jako jednotná základna dat v systému SAP přes všechny modulu (FI, MM, CLM, PS, …) Dále umožňuje přístup k operativnímu a agregovanému reportingu pro potřeby jednotlivých projektových manažerů, vedoucích týmů, jednotek, které spolupracují na investičních projektech a top managementu. 





Podporované procesy a funkce


1. Základní životní cyklus projektu


a. Jednotlivé OJ ve spolupráci s INV (kroky mimo tento systém a tento projekt):


b. Tvorba investiční žádosti (investiční záměr) v modulu SAP CLM


c. Systémem je přiřazeno číslo SPP


d. Workflow – N kroků WF v prostředí CLM, dochází ke schválení investičního záměru 


e. Dále je manažerovi přiřazena UWL úloha o založení projektu 


f. Založí projekt pomocí wizardu v mibproject, vyplní požadované parametry


g. Pomocí parametrů z wizardu se vybere šablona (harmonogram) projektu


h. Je provedeno dodatečné nastavení projektu a projekt je předán na PM ve stavu v přípravě


i. Projektový manažer (PM) úlohou v UWL notifikován o přiřazení projektu


j. PM dále řeší realizaci projektu v detailu jednotlivých fází projektu, kde se různě mění stav projektu


k. Po dokončení projektu PM změní stav na „Dokončeno“






2. Proces realizace projektu


V realizaci projektu několik startovacích bodů, které spustí změnu projektu


a. Projektový manažer – úprava projektu – obecně jakýkoliv zásah do projektu


b. Úprava projektu jako taková


c. Změna stavu jednotlivých úkolů (fází)


d. Doplnění úkolů (fází, milníků)


e. Změna stavů úkolů – spouštění jednotlivých částí (etap/fází/milníků) síťového diagramu – WBS


f. Pokud je úkol změněn do realizačního stavu a má řešitele jiného než projektového manažera, je danému řešiteli založena úloha do UWL o přiřazeném úkolu


g. Dále má možnost založit POBJ, výkazy, uložit dokumenty k projektu, odkazy apod.


h. Pravidelně cca jednou za 14 dní dělá aktualizaci o stavu projektu


i. Dokončení projektu – uzavře SPP,


j. Řešitelé mění jednotlivé úkoly – aktualizují jednotlivé atributy u dané fáze/etapy


	





Kromě frontend aplikace MIB: Projekt na portálu má uživatel k dispozici i nástroj eDMS Explorer, který slouží pro snazší vyhledávání a správu souborů uložených přes MIB: Project. 





Pro potřeby nahrávání projektové dokumentace do MIB:Project vznikla tzv. datová pumpa, která z počítače uživatele nahraje přes vytvořený skript projektovou dokumentaci (velký počet souborů v adresářové struktuře, velký objem dat) do SAP DMS. 





Všechny aktivity na projektech v MIB:Projectu jsou logovány včetně komentářů, pro potřeby kontroly.





Očekávaný výstup analytické fáze


[bookmark: _Hlk131161434]Kompletní analýza procesů a funkcí systému, redesign procesů s ohledem na nové standartní funkce SAP PS






[bookmark: _Toc131586152]KBP – Karta bezpečnostního pracovníka 


Základní popis modulu


Zákaznicky vyvinutá platforma pro evidenci provedení bezpečnostních kontrol a cvičení prováděných na LP. Aplikace je využívaná zejména pracovníky BEK, OLE, VKB, PKR, SSB. V SAP je využíván jako úložiště dat včetně DMS a v prostředí Fiori je k dispozici aplikace pro uživatele. Aplikace zasílá mailem výsledky testů (pdf příloha s detailem testu). V aplikaci Fiori je k dispozici report s výsledky testů. Modul má integraci na HCM, při vytváření formuláře se zvolí daná OJ a nabídne se seznam pracovníků pro výběr. S daty z HCM dále pracuje KBP při zasílání notifikací. Data z aplikace jsou do nahrávána do BW, kde je k dispozici reporting (bezpečnostní dashboard)





Podporované procesy a funkce / moduly


a. BTC – bezpečností testy covert – obsahuje kalendář pro plánování "covert“ (nehlášených) testů včetně integrace na O365, aplikace automaticky zasílá události do kalendářů Figurantů a Auditorů, v aplikaci je dále vyplněn formulář (záznam o provedení) testu. Spustí se WF pro schválení výsledků.  Výsledky jsou dále k dispozici v reportu a v pdf příloze v mailu.


b. BTO – bezpečnostní testy overt – zjednodušený proces jako u covert, neobsahuje WF, nevyužívá integraci na O365 pro zasílání událostí, pouze email notifikace 


c. CVI – cvičení / mikrocvičení – plánovaná cvičení přes více OJ, neobsahuje WF, nevyužívá integraci na O365 pro zasílání událostí, pouze email notifikace 


d. DES – desetiminutové testy – postupně nahrazováno modulem CVI


e. Nahrávaní testů – slouží k evidenci fyzických a střeleckých testů a evidenci testování po školení a pravidelných testů pracovníků. Výsledky testů jsou přes integraci nahrány do HCM zákaznických infotypů. Mailové notifikace ani integrace na O365 nevyužívá


f. TIP – Threat Image Projection – při bezpečnostní kontrole je využívána funkce TIP a data jsou přes PI dále nahrávána do SAP a do BW, kde se s daty dále pracuje





Očekávaný výstup analytické fáze


Fiori aplikace kompatibilní se SAP S/4HANA, LP má zájem zákaznicky vyvinutou aplikaci zachovat – přenést a integrovat na nový systém.






[bookmark: _Toc131586153]DLP – Diety létajícího personálu 


Základní popis modulu


Zákaznicky vyvinutá aplikace pro potřeby zpracování agendy výpočtu výplaty a vyúčtování diet létajícího personálu. Integrace na HCM, pokladny, FI.





Podporované procesy a funkce / moduly


a. Příprava cesty – vysílaný pracovník obdrží zálohu, dle zadaných předpokladů (počet nalétaných hodin, destinací a dalších parametrů)


b. Vyúčtování – na základě dat skutečnosti dochází k výpočtu nároku na dietu, který je vypořádán doplatkem/vratkou


Očekávaný výstup analytické fáze


Kompletní analýza procesů a funkcí systému, redesign procesů s ohledem na nové standardní funkce SAP TM / Concur





[bookmark: _Toc131586154]POE – Evidence výstroje 


Základní popis aplikace


Operativní evidence uniforem a ochranných pomůcek jako zvláštní součást drobného majetku. 


Podporované procesy a funkce


a. Evidence zásob pracovních pomůcek na jednotlivých OJ, včetně pohybů – např. dokup, vrácení, vyřazení apod. (nutná evidence po velikostech)


b. Evidence „vynášecí termín“ – po uplynutí doby má zaměstnanec nárok na nové pomůcky


c. Tisk formulářů při pohybech pomůcek ze skladu / na sklad


d. Evidence nákladů na pracovní pomůcky


e. Dle plánovaného pracovního místa je nastaven nárok na poskytnutí pracovních pomůcek (kusovník)


f. Evidence dočasných zápůjček a převod mezi OJ v případě org. Změny





Očekávaný výstup analytické fáze


Kompletní analýza procesů a funkcí aplikace, případný redesign procesů s ohledem na nové standartní funkce SAP. 





[bookmark: _Toc131586155]Sdílené služby:


Letiště Praha poskytuje v systému SAP dceřiným společnostem CSAH, CSAT, BAC, LPSP služby jako personalistika, mzdy, účetnictví, daně, platební styk atd. Analýza musí tedy obsáhnout implementaci pro všechny účetní okruhy viz seznam výše.





[bookmark: _Toc131586156]Seznam příloh
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